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War Hits Berfo's Theatres

'EM

HANNEN SWAFFBR
Berlin, Oct.

Resume

from prison: in Cuba last week
and much through pardon by President Grau
Massachu- San Martin, has been offered two
nitery Jobs here, one at the Silver
Palms and the other at the French

British are not.
In the Middle Ages,
in witch-scared

later

Intolerance went to the
length of roasting people alive.
The Russians, in order to put on
the heat, turn it off!
So it was that, after paying $6
for a stall at the Stadtische Opera
House. I stood one act of "II
Trovatore" and then got my overcoat and went back to my hotel,
setts,

Casino.

wondering what Billy Rose would
have said about it.
"If you had gone to 'Sadko' at
the Deutsche State Opera," said
an American officer who was
sticking it out, "you would have
But that Is in
found it warm.

m

:

\

i

the Russian sector."
There is no "private enterprise'*
But there
in the Berlin theatre.
Indeed,
plenty oi enterprise.
from wliat I saw during my week's
stay in the former German capital,
opera and the drama have done

Via
Video:

"From Stoker to Mayor."
Warner project called for the

title,

U.

S.

A

,"

a

Broadway play which the Burbank
.

lot
life

.,

,

•,

iri*

ir

tapitaruaill,
"

1

V
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LOVe lOU

'

New Show

Biz

Theme Song

Last Wednesday (Sept. 29) wit-,
nessed vhe formal handmg-over by
Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower of his
biography to Doublyday, the pub-

.

La Guardia Pic Biog
Hollywood, Oct.

5.

Fred

De .Piano has acquired

rights to
rello 11.

"The Little Flower," FioLa Guardia's life story,

from the late N. Y. mayor's estate,
and is readying it for the screen.

De Piano, long time friend of La
Guardia,
and Maurice Golden
dickering for the rights five

istarted

!

celling his literary property as a "capital gam for $600,000
meaning that the soldier-educator
may keep 75';c thereof tax-free
For show business this has special significance, coming on the
heels of a cycle of similar deals
Among
consumi'-i;.ted or cooking.
them arj the Amos 'n' Andy deal,
the one with Edgar Bergen, reportAl Jolson
edly discussing, etc.
also set it up for his second Columbia filmusieal although denied
him on his first biopic.
One famed comedian has a siml^-'hers,

on the agenda, combincareer into magazine-book-

ilar stun',

ing

iiis

months ago with Newbold Morris, pieture parlay, for a fancy payoff,
executor of the La Guardia estate. under a similar capital-ga)n$ setjNo release deal

is set.

up.

For the film industry, UA's move
paves the way for a new method
through which: the film outfits can
latch on toi some of the profits that
have long been predicted tor videos
Other companies, including Paramount, 20th-Fox, Universal and
(Continued on page 63)

Looks Big

With four productions on the
boards in the U. S. and London,
plus bullish sales of his published
plays, Tennessee Williams is est!-,
mated to be earning about ^7,500
That's not
a week in royalties.

stock
various foreign,
and little theatre productions^
By ARTHUR BRONSON
Dramatist is getting more than
The concei't; business looks for $5,000 weekly royalties from the
another good; year.
Despite the Broadway and Chicago producrising cost of living, inflation, the tions of his "A Streetcar Kamed
Drama is grossing a
international situation and war; Desirei."
the
at
capacity
$27,500
scares, concert managers for the solid
most part see their setup as Barrymore, N. Y., and more than
healthy.
The bullish feeling per- $20,000, capacity, at the Harris,
In addition, his new
meates not only most recital and Chicago.
concert fields, but opera and ballet play, "Summer and Smoke," was
'
drawing better than $18,000 a
as well.
To Columbia Artists Mgt., larg? week in tryout, bringing him- ana' week
est concert setup in the world, the other estimated $lj800
coming season looks good, and royalties.
His previous prize-winner, "The
only a little less than; last year;
which was the best in Columbia's Glass Menagerie,"; has been doing
business in London,
history. According to veepee Fred profitable
Schang, Jr., if biz' runs; behind, it with Helen Hayes starred, adding
figuring

.
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of Ilizzoiier's. name.

I

I
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tories, film inspection, etc.

.

,

'

—
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Still

|

owns, as the pivotal event in a
of O'Dwyer.
It treats with

the Mayor's prosecution of Murder. Inc. the Brooklyn hoodlums
—while he was District Attorney
in that borough.
Chances are, if
the Mayor's price doesn't
down, Sperling will concentrate on
Murder,' Inc.: episode without- use

.

Concert-Opera

'

-

.

(Continued on page 62)

.

;

Now$l500Wkly.

the

.

.

,

predicated

5.

vention Hall.
The operations will be performed
in the Univ. of Pennsylvania. Hospital (about 500 yards distant from
the auditorium) by a group of surgeons from the faculty of the University's School of Medicine.
The special facilities for video
transmission have been, installed
by Radio Corp. of America. The
project is sponsored by the Smith,
Kline & French pharmaceutical
the
and .constitutes
laboratories
,
major demonstration of a new
Contmued on page 6 2)
(

$200,000 PIC PRICE

'Brooklyn,

Philadelphia, Oct.
making possible

programming,

'

;

films for television

Take-Home Pay

(Continued on page 63)

week will witness a televised series of operations In Con-

Mayor William O'Dwyer wants

of

tive

Screen

the first of the major film com^
panies to.>enter the distribution of
on a nationwid*
scale. Company has created a tela
at
headwaiter
the
Haul Viarango,
sales department,: Which will throw
Algonquin hotel, N. Y., has op- open its full dis,trib and sales servtioned "Doctors Are People," com- ice to telefilm producers, utilizing
edy drama by Claire Read, which UA's 33 exchanges throughout the
was tried out last summer by U. S. and Canada.
Arthur J. Beckhard at his TangleMove- Is expected to provide a
wood strawhat, Falmouth, Mass. new and sigiiiflcant impetus to
Alan Baxter, who starred in the both the video and film industries.
tryout, and Wendell Phillips, who For tele, it opens up for the first
staged, may repeat the assign- time a film releasing service comments if Viarango can arrange a parable to that enjoyed for the. last
production.
three decades by commercial cineViarango is an occasional inves- mas. Work of both tele broadcasttor in Broadway shows.
ers and advertising agencies in
booking films will be made easier
through the availability of decentralized offices in various terri'-:';

Headwaiter Buys
Option on Legiter

Tenn. Williams'

It's

here this

OOTR'S

$200,000 from any film company
interested in putting his. life on
celluloid, according to reliable reports,
Iiizzoner is asking that
price of Milton Sperling, Warner
Bros, producer, who planned to do
a filmization under the tentative

use

is

TV

CENTS

United Artists this week became

the first known instance in
radio annals of an organized gangup of top talent against competi-

Clinic'

themselves largest clinic in, the; history of surApproximately 4,000 phygery.
sicians and surgeons attending the
State Medical Society convention

of industry.
Although all the theatres .were
destroyed; or at least shockingly
damaged, it was not much more
than three months after the war
(Continued, on page 63)

MAYOR

the

in

25

Dbtrib Via Regular Pix Exchanges
IIIR

Medicos At

largest

•is

more to reestablish
than any other form

convicted

THE

John Lester Mee,
Chicago attorney, April 8, 1947, in
She served 15 on his premiere bi-oadcast Sunday
Havana harbor.
(3) that he was bonding his listenmonths of a 15-year sentence.
ers against the loss of prizes from
the opposition "Stop the Music"
giveaway on ABC, is seen as only
the. fir'St step in a seasonal bombardment designed to woo- the nation's listeners back to the Comedy fold.
fatal shooting of

-

.

was

Dancer

.

F

the Federal Communications
Commission fails in Its current
threat to pry radio loose from the
giveaway craze, the nation's top
air comics are set to step into
the breach and finish the job.
The fact that the flock of returning air comics during the past
week (Fred Allen, Edgar Bergen,
Eddie Cantor, Al Jolson, et al)
sniped away at the giveaway competition that's inundating the air?
waves, has more: than .gag overtones. The kidding-on-the-square,
climaxed by Allen's announcement

In Berlin, the Cold War is even
Nitery Career
being waged in the theatres! The
Chicago, Oct. 6.
seven in the Russian sector are
Patricia "Satira"' Schmidt, 22heated; the two in the district controlled by the Americans and the year-old exotic dancer, released

PRICE

1948

UA Creates Ist Major Television Film

If

Satira' Pardoned, Will

1,

f

6,

.

a*

OH GIVEAWAYS

TO

Which Are Hot Only in Russ Zone
By

ZS; cCHlS;,

,

.

COMICS GANG UP
Cold

MUSIC

(Continued on page 62)

FREE MERCHANT SHOWS

NEW WORRY TO EXHIBS
''""•Hollywood, Oct.

gimmick

feature.
up live

i.s

Emcee

also tries to drag

talent

from audience to

enhance show.
fly freely. Films
narrow-gauge oldies which
carry low rental. Projector usually
is a setup in back of an automobile, screen being about half the

Plugs, Of course,

are

usual size.
Stunt originally started in raidwest towns that didn't have theatres.

The Hour"
Of

Charm

The Perfect Pragrinni For
,

^ TELEVISION

rfW^

As

Btautiful fo St* as to

Hear

Under the Dlreetion of

1

•ii'l

•

Studio City, where
merchants have banded together
and sponsor films on three weekend nights. Program usually consists of shorts, cartoons and single
the

FOR

ITELEVISION

5.

Exhibs are. worried about, •
growing trend toward.free outdoor;
showings hereabouts, sponsored by
local merchants. Latest in fastgrowing list of communities using

Phil Spitalny
fhoRt CO S-13t3

;

WcdneMlay, October

FICTIJBES

House Un-American Committee

MARTY GUCKMAN-

•By

(Spmn Oiwfor

*GAMES

Supme

327t|i

.

.

Arkansas
13
Baylor-Arkansas
Arkansas' Clyde Scott one of the best ball carriers in the

AND COO"

.

country.

A

Direct Brit.

:

"unfriendly

witnesses"

Hollywood after

;

the,

House

goes into production end of the

month

under

working

title

of

14

Andy Gustafson,

coach,

on the way up.

is

Navy disappointing
.•

13

Duke

Navy-Duke

l-

20

Kentucky

14

again.

Georgia

7

LSU

20

also disappointing.

Texas A&M-La. State

(nl(c)

Gaynell Tinsley, new coach at LSU, has his club clicking.
Vtllanova-Miaml (FrI. nite)
Villanova
Wildcats are good.

1

'

13

,

•

..

Reagan, Brewer Head

H'wood-for-Truman
5.

Michigan-Purdue

League of Hollywood
formed by repre-

Berlin's

;

Vot(jVs lias been'

AFL unions to acenter the present politicai

Metro Huddle

Hollywood, Oct. 5.
Irving Berlin flew in over the

sentatives of 21

13

Mississippi
13
Ole Miss has built around Barney Poole.
North Carolina-Wake Forest
No. Carolina
20
Tarheels shaping up as class of the Southern Conference.
So. Carolina-Tulane
Tulane
14
The Green Wave, under Henry Franka, moving back to the top.
SMU-Missourl
SMU
7.
Toughest pick of the week, Doak Wcilker is the difiPerential.
Oklahoma-Texas
Texas
13
.<
The Sooners haven't beaten Texas since 1939.

Vanderbilt-Mississippi

"Spotlight." Dmytryk is now working on the .script with Coppel, and
casting larrangements are now being concluded.
MIDWEST
World distribution is: being arranged,: probably through British Army-Illinois
Army
Army has a top defensive unit.
Lion.
Dmytryk, who has been in. Lon- San Francisco-Detroit (FrI. nite)
Detroit
Detroit one of the midwest's best independents.
don for three months, has been
granted: a labor permit by the Min- TCU-Indiana
Indiana
Indiana the dark horse of the Big Nine.
istry of Labor, and is permitted
to work here under the foreign di- Iowa-Ohio State
Ohio State
rectors' quota agreed between proBuckeyes getting stronger.
Kansas-Iowa State
ducers and unions.
Kansas
Breather for Kansas.

,

i

tively

.

bestseller,
|

«|al for. Pampai^ contributions. ^ond pending appeal.
This Man said he had gone out ^n
i^^^^^-^ p» tition asked that the
• hnib to aid the committee. He question of the Ihnits of the congressional power to investigate "be
out f>,orf
there. "^^ir^i^ii^iT:
tag him ^n,?f
He said his
j^^^ ^y the Supreme Court
future earning chances and oppor(Continued on page 19)

Hollywood, Oct,

invesdirect a

Picture is based on Alec Coppel's
"Over the Line," and

;

.

Labor

new

Kentucky-Georgia

S.

of the 10
who quit

tigation last year, is to
British
picture;
Contract
was
signed Friday, (t). with Nat Bronsten on behalf of Independent
Sovereign Films.

^

Dawell.

its

20

Florida

_

under

Tennessee
Chattanooga-Tennessee
A breather for the Vols.
State
Clemson-Mississippi State
^
State has one of the best teams in the southeast,

Pk

London, Oct.

Edward Dmytryk, one

)

1

(nite)

Florida,

I

,

tunity to work
Hollywood had
been jeopardized by: his cooperation with us."
Hebert brought the letter to a
:conimittee meeting. There it was
openly declared there was no fix
and that the hearings would proceed as scheduled, concluded Mc-

....Alabama

Duquesne-AIabama (Fri. nite)
Alabama has a soft touch.

Dmytryk Inked To

:

n

Rutgers

SOUTH

Auburn-Florida

his

in

SMU and

Temple-Butgers
Rutgers invalids are mended.

1948"

Kon Murray's
Academy Award Film

i

;

After

:«i

w

Penn
14
way to another Ivy League championship
PHt
6
ND, Mountaineers should be easy.

Quakei-s on their

West Va.-Pittsburgh

in world*wlcle release

"BILL

Washington. Oct. 5.
Screenwriter John How atd TLia wdirect
stin, yesterday (4) asked for
review l)y. the Supreme ttourt of

.

'

7

Z9

Et Capitan Thaatrc, Hollywood, Cal.

To Review Plea

7

Holy Cross

Princeton-Pcnn

KEN MURRAY'S
"BLACKOUTS OF

U

Little last .week.

off"ensive power.
Fcnn State
State-Syracuse (Fci. nite)
Syracuse is out of its class.

tlie It'gitimatc tliea.tre.

Court

indibtinent: for conteihjit of
Congress, for which he was sentenced lasi May to a
jail
and $1,000; fine,
petition for a
writ of ifceritiorarit filed by his attomeys, asks the higher court to
J'""came as a letter to Rep. Jtake over an appeal now pending
McDowell
7before the U. "S. Court of Appeals
F Edward Hebert (D La ), an- j^^. ^j,e District of Columbia,
other committee member from a
^he peOtlon was filed by Robert
picture industry figure The letter
^enny, Bartley C. CrUm, Ben
writer had cooperated vj-ith the jjiargolis, Charles J. Katz and Samcommittee in supplying infoma- ^gl Rosenwein. Whether the high
tlon and had even testified.
court decides to review the case
"He told Hebert," said Mc- will be determined during this
^Dowell, "that the>storieS were all term of the- tribunal, which will
^over Hollywood that plans for
run nine months. The decision
ture hearings were going, to be will also affect the case of Dalton
dropped and that the Trumbo. who has appealed a sim<tuietly
Hollywood angle of our work was ilar sentence to the lower court.
'Both writer. Were allowed to post
5«f^„r"n»'Iif^»f^'''^n^^?rii*l.Hlf
,

Week!

3374 Performaneet
All-time long run record:' jn

.

13
i

Colgate

Holy Cross-Dartmouth
Both clubs have

And now

gress reconvenes.
"Representative Richard Nixon,
of California, one of the committee me mbers, has been arranging
for us to Have otiices In'^Mch we,
can question witnesses in the Fed»ral court building in Los Angeles.
Last time we were on the Coast,
we examined witnesses in our
hotel suite, which was not satisfactory."
First inkling the conunittee had
„
„„ „
J. _ ^

Lou

"esiam" against

its

Colgate-Boston V.
Red Raiders begin to move.

Lawson Asks

consid'

to handle,

Harvard

Harvard passed

Penn

POINTS

Columbia

Kusserow and Rossides too hot
Harvard-Cornell

i

W6

SELECTIONS

-

Columbla-Yale

'

eicpected.

N< Yi)

EAST

1

•red conducting these in December but I expect they will be held
In Januarj', some time after Con-

WMGM,

of

COLLEGE

Washington, Oct. 5, •
Heports o£ a "fix" to halt fur-,
ther hearings on the HoUywood
Red issue by the House Un-Amen-^
Hollywood, Oct. 5.
can Activities Committee have gotSpsntei' Tk-afry will |tar iii ,Tech*;
ten under the committee's skin,
coioir "Itobin'son 'Criis6e,": vthicli
although most members are not n
However, one of Sani Zimballst will jJt-patipt
commenting.
John McDoweii Metro as one of studio's top eflforts
Rep.
them,
of the season.
Pa.) last week denounced the
Leasing starts early next year on
rumor.s that "the fix is in.
Caribbean location.
"These stories, which have
reached us from Hollywood, are
said
Mcphoney."
completely
Dowell. "As a matter of fact, we
have' decided to hold the next
batch of hearings in HoUywood
rather than in Washington as
originally

1948

This Week's Football

HoUywoo

Scores Rumors of

6,

The

Irish

Michigan
must have taken a great deal out

28-27 win.
Michigan State-Notre

Dame

.

.

.

7
13

27
7
in that

Purdue

Dame

Notre

.

of

13

13

The Spartans are tough but the Irish are still the class of tlie
a fortnight's stay and
country.
Ronald a possible Metro filmusical huddle.
Northwestern
6
Actors
GuIM While here he'll also look in on Minnesota-Nortjhwestem
screen
LEUEEN
uwuuii .i«*mvwmj»«««|pj.gjj^
This
game could well decide the championship of the Big Nine,
jj^^ Brewer, interna- some of the numbers of Metro's
Leueen MacGrath, featured ac-;tlonal representative of lATSE, film version of "Annie Get Your
FAR
tress in "Edward, My Son,' at the co-chairmen.
WEST
Gun." His "Easter Parade," of
Wisconsin-California
................
Martin Beck, N. Y., is being propo'
Califorhia
7
League will level its guns course, is one of the studio's top
Coast finally comes up with a winner against Big 9.
itioned by Metro and other Holly- against all "doubtful" candidates. grossers currently,
wood companies. Although she in particular against the third
Oregon
Berlin admits he's now "quite Oregon-Idaho
14
Idaho not big enough.
plays the same part of the secre- party.
Records of all candidates the Picasso of the Catsliills," since

M-G FORGOT TO OPTION
riirrii

Campaign and

:

Communism. weekend fqr

fight

I

o i /i/mi »pii >«»8|n,
i

MACGRATH

I

,

•

:

tary-mistress in Metro's film version of the Robert Morley-Noel
Langley drama, the studio neglected to include an option clause
In her contract. With the click of
the show on Broadway and favor^
able reaction to her performance
In studio screenings of the picture.
she's,

now

in.

She has
tract,

.so

will be provided voters,
Among
league's objectives are "to secure
maximum support for Harry S.

he's taken up painting as a hobby,
He's also taking it quite seriously,
and (luring his final week's rest at
candidates who their Lew Beach summer place in
free democratic labor the Castskill Mts., Berlin says he
in the coming crucial !"got paint on everything including
Ellin's dog."
i

Truman and
uphold

,

a

movement
contest."

,

.

.

\

i

all

]

Santa Clara-Stanford
Santa Clara
Stanford a long way from the days of Bobby Grayson,

use

7
etc.

use

Rice-USC
is

7

getting stronger.

UCLA-Washington
Howie O'Dell and

'

..

Washington

.

6

his Huskies get well.

Washington. State-Montana
Washington State
State one of the big ones in the northwest.
.

.

20

.

demand.

a

run-of-the-play

PROFESSIONAL

con-

wouldn't be available lor

European Runaround

Hollywood until next June, unless
« release were arranged.

(NATIONAL LEAGUE)
Giants-Eagles
Eagles
Eagles have a veteran team; Giants still building.

BORRAH MINEVITCH

By

14

Los Angeles-Bears
Bears
Bears have Luckman, Layne and Lujack.
Paris. Oct. 2.
ads) sold here day and date with
Gen, Clay Aide's Daughter Odds-on
Chicago Cards-Green Bay
boys: Zale zealots went N. Y.
Cards
Gotta stick with the champions.
In German Film Prod. begging for even money, and it was
Att._ Meyer Davis: This is to adMunich, Oct.

plenty tough to get a taker,

5.

vise

you are the father of a stout-

Boston Yanks-Detroit

(Sat.

nite)

7
7

Detroit

Lions' Fred Enke is the outstanding rookie
One of the most ambitious postAmericanism that Europeans will hearted, keen - minded, sincere,
Redskins
war efforts of German film pro- never dig; The Miami ops trying it scholarly and clear-thinkmg son Redskins-Steelers
Sammy Baugh is the difference.
who may well be remembered as
is under way here with the again this season.
daughter of Robert D. Murphy, poAny shindig for Ingrid Bergman the father of a vital force—if the

14
in the

NFL.:
7

ducers-

•

adviser to Gen. Lucius- D.- gives the host a break. RKO; common man hears him; and barClay, in the feminine lead.
She Paramount,
Columbia,
Warners ring you being destroyed by an
Is Rosemary Murphy, cast as an
atomic-cosmic war you may live
and Sclznick split the check.
<

American girl
The picture
,

;

student.

is

"Der Ruf" ("The

Challenge"),
scripted
by
Frrti
Kortner, veteran German actor. It
Is the dramatic story of the postvvar return, of an exiled Jewish
professor to his former university
Slid homeland.:
Kortner plays ithe leading role
of the professor. Director is Josepli von Baky,: who directed the
German (Technicolored "Muenchhausen," now playing to' overflowing houses in Germany.
Miss Murphy, an amateur,: says
German film players are more
.

:

ALL-AMERICA CONFERENCE

lilical

:

The CBS, NBC,

ABC commenta-

tor bo.vs at U.N. think
ting together.

.fun get-

it's

to unveil

inscribed

No.

'

....

1."

Beginning of the End: Russia's
Maiik (No. 2 to Vishinsky) continumentioning the League of
Nations and the United Nations in
the .same breath,

ou.sly

that,

—

!

;

Amplified
and
extended
s i nee the original 1800-1935
Song Cavalcade first appeared
some 10 years ago in Vahiety's
Radio Directory, the many requests warrant this republication. It is suggested that the
Segments be clipped and preserved for permanent use by
film, radio, stage, allied program-builders, et al.

.

14
17

Buffalo

7

l, A.

7

N. Y. Yankees-Buffalo

Chicago has

slick.

lost Bertelli

Vahiety's specially compiled
Musical-Historical Cavalcade
1800-1948, covering 150 years
of American music, starts publishing serially in, this edition.

Frisco

Cleveland

.

Frisco the class of the Conference.
.

Song Cavalcade

:

Straight from the cool cucumber
greets smart opinions from all
emotional than Americans. Their over the globe riglit iit his hotel
pay is good in comparison with door "If you don't want to get
!"
pay in flther professions.- Extras c,i light in this one— Git!
Some 16,000 lO-inCh disks and
:inake IS niarks a day-^about $1..'}0
at black market rateS' but high 1,400 miles of tape will record the
on the German economy where 40 U.N. blabs and counter-blabs.
The N. Y. Times (minus theatre
marks is a good week's pay.

—

San Francisco-Baltimore

Garry Brooklyn-Cleveland
Top and bottom in the League.

World

George Batterman too
Chicago-Los Angeles (Fri. nite)

Alt: Howard Hughes and Malcolm Kingsberg: Am waiting to see
vaudeo "getting nearer home-^the

Palace;

a statue of jour
"Citizen of the

and Hirsch.

SEASON'S RECORD
Won,

65; Lost, 23; Ties. 4; Pet., .739.

(Ties don't count)

games are played Saturday unless otherwise
Sunday unless otherwise stated.

* College

GIESLER KECUPING
Hollywood, Oct.

staled; pro

games

THEIMA RITTEE'S U CHORE
Thelma

5.

is^^^^^^li^t.^

Hitter planes Friday

'8)

the coast on a one-picture deal
The Trap" for Uni^PP^^"^
auto accident in Beverly Ilills:
He was driving home from his sersal. It's a story of juvenile dc"
office when car skidded over high 'inqueney. from the noveli "Xhe
curb and smashed into a palm tree. Amboy Dukes.'
i

i

;

Wednesday, Oetolier

fi,

'

.

1948

PICTI7BE$

;

.

S

KORDA'S TV THREAT TO EXHIBS
EU.S: 20th-Fox to Make Five

Varying Reactions to Fiscal Setup
London, Oct.
^

London, Oct. 5.
Supporting J. Arthur Rank's attack against American film com-'
panics
their

for

doMs

purportedly closing
to British films. Sir

Alexander Korda today brandished
threat of reprisals through

;

television against Yank theatres,
Korda told Variety that "all British producers will sell new prod,
uct" to video outlets in the U. S.
if Ameri.an theatres continue thenrefusal to give Anglo films playing
time.

The London Daily Telegraph's "Gity"' editor, avers that the clear
liquid position of the group leaves considerable room for improvement, but that Rank frankly recognizes his position. The Times
observes that stockholders must, rest content in the knowledge of
substantial profits being earned, but that the banks and other indebtednesses will impose a conservative dividend policy for a long

Scully thinks the audience
should be given a chance to

U

that."

give the

applaud,- if

5.

fihii'

Operations including his two mar 2 Stockholder's Suits
jor theatre circuits f Odeon and
Vs. WB-Sperling Deal
Gaiimont-British scored a small
Two. minority, stockholders of
advance for the year ended June
The Warner Bros,; it! separate suits' this
26 by netting $4,776,928.
week,
hopped on the .194S producearnings of the parent company,
and United
Odeon Theatres. Ltd., compares tion deal between
States Pictures claiming a "conwith $4,549,028 for the preceding
sjiiiacv" to benefit the production

—

—

WB

year,

unit and

While the overall

picture imcircuit
Britisli-Gaumont
proved,
slipped slightly to a $3,848,800 take
for a period- of 65 weeks against
$4,539,272 in the precedmg stretch.
R a n k 's outstanding obligations
showed a climb to $54,359,432 in
production loans from banks and
other indebtednesses.
Statement of profits was coupled
with a declaration of Rank which
„

officers.

,

I

Harry M. Warner, latter's son-inlaw Milton Sperling, Joseph B^rn-hardt, Morris Wolf, Robert W.
Perkins and tlie two companies

ABC Buys
Pointing

UA

1

$119,984,000 Net
Washington, Oct.

'

I

now

IS
I

I

lo

ABC-TV

avail-^

web.

Films were orig-'
inally produced and distributed by
the now-defunct PRC, from which
Ziv obtained tele rights.
Both Ziv and ABC execs dedined to discuss terms of the deal,
but ABC gets the right to transmit
them on tiny or all of its tele outlets for a period of 18 months.
Series started Saturday (2)
on
WJZ-TV, N. Y., and will tee olT

With British Pic Despite
Johnston Separate Plan
.

I

I

,

I

i

,

Mayer-Schary Acquire

:

'

5.

dent during the battle of the bulge.
Film will be lensed with cooperation oi the Army. Cast will include
Robert Taylor, Van Johnson, John
In 1946, .total administrative exHodiak,
Keenan Wynn and Ricardo
penses Were S20j;610i000 with $1.5,Montalban.
435,000 written oil for amortization
Schary purchased the yarn While
In 1946, exland depreciation.
at RK® and personally suporvised
pciises totalled $209,610,000, with
preparation
of the script.
Metro
$16,181,000 written oif. Net profit
expects to make the picture one of,
before taxes totalled $209,618,000
its top productions of the year.
in 1946 and $1,55,878,000 in 1945.
'
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I
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I
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National Boxoffice Survey

New

1

:

lale;

Hollywood, Oct,

TO

JOHNSTON

RKO

Latter's Old

Metro production toppers Louis
B. Mayer and Dore Scharv announced purchase from' RKO of
"Battleground," a story of an inci-

1

.

England and

in

North Alrica.

.

Similar breakdovyns for the Cor
Londpn, Oct. 5.
lumbia Broadcasting Systepi "and
Just as the Johnston plan for
Radio Corp. of America in 1946 rethe segregation of British and
vealed that ;CBS operating reveBritain.
American product became^ opera'nues reached $67,115,000 with a net
lu a veiled reference to the duel tive last Friday (1), an American
profit after taxes of $5,796,000
(Continued on page 18)
feature hiis been booked to J. ArliCA's operating revenues were
thur Rank's Gaumont British cir- this weekend on WENR-TV (Clii- 8236.146,000 with a net profit of
cuit with a British film in support. cago) and WXYZ-TV (Detroit).
i.$ 10,985,000,
TITO,
Booking of the Hollywood picSTALIN
lure, "Grrl from Manhattan," was
SELLS PIX made by United Artists, and it's
to be shown with a reissue of
Belgrade, Oct. 5.
"London Town,"
Product Shapes
'Number,' 'Rope,' 'Rachel,'
Erie Johnston, Motion PicUire
When Johnston 'first announced
As.sn. of Amei'ica prexv/ planed for
'Sam,' 'Carmen,' 'Linet' Ace Coin-Getters
his play he indicated tliat UA was
Geneva today (5) after wrapping snpporlirig it in principle, alup the sale of 20-25 American though it was .pointed out that,
With fall weather prevailing in ing in two keys this round, looks
films to Yugoslavia. Johnston is
cities
covered by like a coming winner. It's tops m
sHice th« company was bound by m a n y, key
stopping off at Geneva envoutc to
Vahiety and Iresh, stronger prod- 'Philly, where smash, and sock in
contracts with individual pioducMadrid, where he expects to push
uct on release, business is on a N. Y.. "Johnny Belinda" (WB) alors, it mightn't be able lo support
the American film case with Gen.-;
definite upbeat this session. Second so bhiipcs as a groat new entry,
the scheme for its entire program
Francisf^o Franco, head
of the
week ot college gridiron season being smash on N. V. prcem Also
Spanish government. MPAA head
and continued interest -in hot :-very; big- is "Crj* of Citiy" (26tli):
is scheduled to arrive in Ihc U. S
Ameneim League pennant race cut "Isn't It Romantic.'" opening this
Oct. 20.
in somewhat but many of new week at N Y. Paramoiinl. is doing
DAVID ROSE APPEALS
nicely in K C. Another promising
In a press conference, Johnston
entiles did surprisingly well.
disclo.scd that his lalk with MarPacing the field is "Sony. Wiong new pic is "Apartment for Peggy"
DECISION
JAMES
shal Tito, chief of tlie Yugoslav
Number" (Par) although', closely (20th), which ranges from moderate
filed
an
appeal
Rose
has
David
government, resulted in that counpressed by several otiioi strong to very big currently.
court
from
federal
try agreeing to buy the films in the N Y
"Hamlet" (U), in only two cities
newcomers Picture is nice to terduring the next >ear for dollars the decision of Judge John C Knox rific in most keys, with onl.s one to -date, is riear-capacitv m N. Y.
TrarisaetioDi which followed the wliicli declared his alleged .ioint barely okay rating. Rigiit behind on first week. "Saxon Charm" fU),
Tito contab, was clo.scd with the producing contract with James M;i- ;is "Roijc
.i;WB) although landing nice in N, Y
i.s
not so good in
Cirthe
is
asking
Rose
state.'coutrolled committee on filiiLS; son ^ou;,
t w 0
othei spots
just good weeks, in- some spots.
"Race Street"
Additionally, committee consent- cuit Court of AppeaLs to uphold
'i'liii'd
best
is
"Rachel an d (RKO) is doing well in Toronto
ed to pay the MPAA a percentage the claimed pact and bar Mason Stranger" (KKQi,
making it thud and strongly in Cincinnati
produother
with
liom
working
of grosses in dollars in the U. S
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MPAA

will furnish the Yngoslav.s
isl of film.s from which a
c.in
be made. John.slon
Stressed' the fact that the committee made no concessions in the
deal.

with a
choice

Russia and Yugcslavia were the
only two countries not importing
American pix regularly. Johnston
said. Russia, from whom Johnston
a similar deal, barred all
Yank film'! while Yugoslavia played
an occasional pic bought from individual distribs.
Agreement is restricted to one
,year,. Details were worked oui before Johnston shoved off.

cers,

Mlo!;cd

yoar.s

back

ed;;;lo
u'lijch
in.

;

deal,

made

m

"Four

led nationally
two previous
Fourth coin is being copped by "Good S,iin" (RKO) Filth

It

-

'J'exas''

place goes to, "fjoves ol Carmen"
Biitish thesp is cuirently bcfoie (Con while
sixth is being captured
the camera in a Him being pro- by "Luxury Linei
Tins
|.\I-G).
duced by Enterprise. He took on Top Six in n.ilionuidc latings
the film stirit after, winning hi.'i .shows live major companies get^
.ludge Knox tossed out the, ling
.suit,
into the money, RKO landing
pacf in August 'with the declara-. two spots;
tion that- .writing!? introduced by;
Best runner-up pictures are ''InRo.sc Were loo vague and indefinocent A flair" (UAi, "Ruth Story"
nite.:
'^i
an alternative to enforcing 'Monoj, "Southern Y''ankee" (iM-G)
.^.s
and
"Touch of. .Venus" (U).
ia
asking
$1,Rose
ihe t'ontia'-t.

tia

760,000 damages.

i

"Rod River" (UA), which

is

play-

(WB)

coin

whore

lUA)
in

in
:

looks .stout in
,

'The Search" (M-G). on
is doing okay
Minneapolis, Detroit and Phil"Blandings
Dream Hou.se"
fSRO), solid in Seattle, will get
sturdy se.ssion in K.C.
(Coniptete Boxoffice Reports on
Cincv.

additional, playdates,
in

ly.

1

Patjcs 8-9)

.52

G3

Orchestras
Pictures
Radio
Radio Reviews
Records
{•rank .SruUy
Television
Vaudeville

llcnver,
whci'C nice

week.
(JiL)

Acts

flight,, Ciub; RcyfeiVs.-V
Obituaries

shapes

Guys From
some ex-

taking
ii.iine

and Boston

"Rutlilcss''

;

is

this

iasst,

in .second

.

\

VVcst"

F.ice.s

lively in Louisville. "2

stanza.s.

,

'

Won

Ncv\

i<-

,
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Music

week in succcs.sion that this film
*TVIoonrisc" fReij)
loiinding
has wound up among the top three. out a trim San Francisfo sian/a.

several

ill Englaikli .W'as ihteridcreate a filmi^wkiiig mijit
uoiild have starred Mason

a series ot pix.

i

$63,389,000.

41 Pix Oldies

up the increased

ability of feature films for television, Ziv Television Prograra.s
this week sold 41 oldies to the

Booking 'Manhattan'

,

I
I

.5.

Peak gross sales reached by 10
is o,ily an excuse being
ma,ior film companies in 1946, the
used bj U. S. industry toppers.
"The activity of a small group biggest year ever, totalled S9o2,of fanatics is not what is keeping
000.000, according to ollicial re-;
British product from American
ports of the Securities & Exchange
screens," Korda
asserted.
"The
real Sons of Liberty are the presi- Commission released today (Tues.).
dents of the American companies " The net profit, after taxes, for that
"These poor fellow,s are venting year was $119,984,000 for the Big
their pique hecause thev are only
getting 5o^'c of the market here," Five and Columbia, MonogramJ
Korda said. "Any other industry Universal, Republic and Walt Diswould be delighted With such a ney Productions, -In 1945, comparpercentage of the British market." ative .retui'ns for the same com-=(Details of Rank's earnings in the
panics showed gross revenues of
Film section of this issue,)
$836,883,000 and a net profit of

involved.

]'

.

I

.

m

'46 Peak

Biz

With $952,000,000,

Complete program for the year
embraces five pix, and will include
three of the following: "Tlie Gay
Pursuit," from a novel by Edith
Cadell; Neville Shute's ."No Highway"; "Inside Scotland Yard," by
Percy Hoskins, and "Unseen Harbour," by Frank Laskier.
Munson is also busy on preliminary arrangements for filming
Thomas Costain's historical novel,
"The Black Rose," originally
scheduled to be made in Hollywood
on a .S4 000 000 budget, but v/hich

-

I

..

'

..

Separate actions of Anna Ka,ssner and; Irving W. Mencher were
filed in the N. Y. federal court
naming as defendants Jack L. and

hit out. at American film companies
.for failing to give British pix a
playing time, British, film
break
magnate also justified his country's

quota act contendinfi that it was
"essential to build up production
In England so that the theatres
.would not be forced, to. Close their
doors" if the Yanks declared anolher ban on shipment of pix to

its

Film

boycott

:

;

It 'it

he

large number of reissues availableto tele, asserted he would license
new films as well.
Bitter over the lack of thfatre:
.
bookings, British
producer declared that the Sons of Liberty

Pix Better Break in U. S.

London, Oct.
Afthm" Rank's combined

under

Hence,

would give British producers some money and they are

getting
nothing now.
Korda, who has already made a

.J.

to.

works, takingr
the-bow clips will be tacked to
all prints of the film,

virtually

is

wants

the; ff'n and will
scheme several nights'

said, video

Rate

Profits

it

has clipped closeups from a

tryout.

like the potential financial returns

Nevertheless,

Schedule of produc-.
tions was announced this week by'
Brig, Gen. Lyman Munson, manage

ing director of 20th-Fox in England
and on the Continent.
First of company's productions
at Shepperton studios, "Ai¥airs of
Adelaide,'-' with Dana Andrews and.
Maureen O'Hara starred and directed by Jean Negule.sco, is scheduled to wind up Friday (8), and the
second, "I Was a Male WarBride,"
starring Gary
Grant and Ann
Sheridan,
direction of
Howard .Hawks, is now on location
in Germany and moves into ^he.
studio in seven or eight weeks.

trailer of

Korda admitted .that he could
not get from television anything
theatres.

coming, year.

film.

get theatre bookings." Korda
declared. "We will see how theAmerlean picture industry idkes

from

is to be spent by 20th-Fox on a
program of British pix during the

Universal'is going to try out
the film equivalent of actors
taking a bow in legit as a
tester for Sir Laurence Olivier's "Hamlet," now playing at
the Park Avenue theatre, N.
Y. Idea has been proposed by
William A. Scully, U's distrir
bution
veepee,
of flashing
closeups of the thesps playing
in "Hamlet" at the end of the

"Both Rank and I will turn our
film over to television if We can-,
,n.ot

.:

London, Oct. 5.
Frozen coin of about $8,000^000;

Celluloid Take-a-Bow

the

$49,724,000.

time ahead.
Rank's decision not to embark on new ventures earned- uniform
favorable comment from "the City" columnists.-

With $8,000,000 of Frozen Coin

DflTES-Off ELSE

.

Rank Argues Upped

British Films

5.

After studying the consolidated balance sheet of the J, Arthur
"Bank organization leading financial circles here are critical of
Bank's fiscal setup. Informed opinion, however, is confident that
the Teport will not impair new stock issue prospects if Rank de-:
cides to seek fresh capital.
The London Daily Express' financial columnist commented on
the consolidated assets of $267,236,000 and bank overdrafts of $54r
356,000, with the overdrafts representing upwards of 20% of the
company's liabilities. "In short," the Express says, "the colossus
is very hard up."
Financial Times, leading organ in "the City" (London's financial
bourse) declares that the financial position of the group remains
at full strength, but questions whether a new capital issue should
follow.' That would depend, the paper says, on profits of new productions and other assets which figure in the balance .sheet at

inn
'.
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Same Old

Do Both a Public Relations

'Can't

But Only Buy Duals

And Merchandizing Job'-Cheyfitz
The

request'.]

Hecently-publicized

from customers that double-billing

-

pub-*—-

82,000.000 all-mclustry

Polling Story,

They Vote for Singles

,

^fS.S'^J^Tl^

Grinieff Nonconunittal,

mclv by top

This in the language of the GovernmeBt brleJ, is specJfliiJtilly how
the Justice Oepartment Anli-Trusl Division wants the 1946 decree

>

,'^!'c,ur/^!,Vni'e

*

bS

it in line with the Supreme Court ruling of last May.
amended to
Thty
The court was asked to J-estrain the Big Five "from further per-

disparag-

l^^ir ire'be^ng viewed

circuit officials.

'

;

nick's ad-puh chief, received a lessthan warm welcome this \veck from
Edward T, Cheyfitz, aide to Motion Picture Assn. of Americas

Reported
rheld
poi,cy has resulted in only one
proxy Eric Johnston and the lat- interest in Republic Pictures,
mouthpiece on p,a. tactics.
company prexy Herbert J. thing— a tremendous drop in bubijjy
The court was asked to enjoin the defendants:
meeting
Chcylitz, who has been
apparently in a state of ness.
"From continuing to own or acquiring any beneficial interest in any
customer theatre, whether in fee or shares of stock, or otherwise, in conjunction
the
of
lUustrative
'J:cJes GrinL.,who-s been'
.'.
j^oasi w S^^S%ub^ic^^;^-'Lt
K""
From acquiring a beneficial interest in any
of film men, requests, which have cropped up \rith"Vnother "defendant
group
for
hu^;
a
t7ontinfi
(he
the
value
lations, questions t^e
tlie first
^i^^^^^.^ .^hidi is an actUal or potential compeUtor of any theatre in
^^j^r to sailing periodically from the tunc
MacNamara plan w'"l%'«™'^^Pf
embarked on a dual policy ^,,hich the acquiring defendant owns a beneficial interest and from
Tom Ne'^ York Saturday (2) on filmerycompetitive
gimmick, was a acquiring motion picture theatres in any location unless the acquiring
as a
»HoH^L«^M to thf sub he Queen Mary.
conducted last week by the defendant shall show to the satisfaction of the court, and the cpui?
Af«f
«?npi!^ believes
he^ioves the
pievio^^^^^^
MPAAA official
ject."
Trenton (N.J.) Evening Times shall first find, that such acquisition will not unduly restrain competiplan, calling for a new studio code yates that among t
Ppllsters Omitted the nuinber of tion in the exhibition of feature motion pictures."
and extensive spending in all in- 'comprise the syndicate were ex- l^ox poppers; questioned, but reat
wfell as
befall
Lichtman
"will
Al
media,
jyietroite
formational
vorlei that D9% of those stopped
The court Is asked to en,ioin the defendants:
6
tween two chairs because it at-; Neil Agnew, recently resigned
inquiring reporter votjsd lot
"Prom making or enforcing any agreement which restricts the right
tempts two things—to do a public prexy of Sclznick Releasing Or- single feature*; 26® sitill .waiit
On the other hand, double bills, and 15% voiced no of any other exhibitor to acquire a motion picture theatre
.From
relations job and the same time ganization.
upon arriving in New York last opinion.'
voting
stock directly or indirectly held by it in any of the eorp.-i; tions
merchandise product."
':./:,
'
named
V
Among the essentials of the Mac- ^yggk £i-om a Paris vacation, Agnew
or otherwise exercising any control over the business of
Consensu^ of the" «^
Namara program, which Cheyfitz denied that he was in on any- Re- tors' questioned: on their .reaction such corporations, except for the purpose of disposing of its interest
doubts is the former's contention public deal.
to the poll was that "it's the same therein."
that four misconceptions ,held by
sidestepping the Republic situ- old stpry-7--the public votes single
the public about Hollywood are
Grinieff declared that in a but any bouse thati tri^S it dies a
"After six months from the enti-y of this judgment, each of the five
he'll
hurting the boxoftice. Four factors
Europe
to
trip
iff was
lioted thit major distributors shall be prohibited from licensing for exhibition in
qtjictc ; deaito."
listed by the Selznickite are
^ production venture in fibew^s ha^ft tifi ed the sapie idea theatres in which another major distributor owns a financial interest,
red
.
beliefs that Hollywood is
mapping i„ asso- riecifentlj' at one of it? nab^
in the following towns, a total number of feature films which exceeds
that films arc ""moral as well as
pgbst Film of Austria, in the Brpnx, N.if ^Gui^^^^
one-half of those released by it during any consecutive six months'
their participants; that Hollywood ^.
^ransworld Film Co. also has bvenybeliningly in fa>^pr of single period, for a total period of five years" (list of town& given).
Is extravagant land that Ho
film-making plans in Aus- features Vibiit whien the house
lans are .screwball in their thinking. ^^.^
'attempted it, the payees wallsed
"After six months from the entry of, this judgment each of the five
-'.\-:Marli«t;Analysis;;-,:..„•.
put complaining of hjivibg beert
"1 question the premise that mischeated) sortie- even* asking for; i major distributors shall be prohibited from licensing on first' run in
theatres in which another major defendant owns a half interest, in the
.conceptions about Hollywood keep
"0;refiiOidi;
.y.
;r''-.-'p..
following
towns, a total number of feature: films which exceeds one-i
people from the boxofficc, Cheyt^ea'. jnigh't^
half of the feature films released by it during any consecutive six
"Perhaps a thorough Brit.
Jitz said.
thisatrcss; through
market analysis miglit throw light
decidejd tO switch to::, single' bilfe months' period, for a total period of five years" (another list of town.s
large,
cities given in which the. government alleges the majors
and
on the subject of product proeiistom.
at'the ..same timei since the
motion. Why people stay away from
ers always point 'to a cOnip.eting monopolize first run).
theatres is guesswork at the preshouse plaj;ii)g duallers iii their
ent time. There can be many reacheating complaints. Gircuit execs
">Vithin,one year froin 'the entry of this judgment each pf thcmajpr
sons. Maybe people over 30 want
pointed out, though; tliat. the cur; defendants' shall submit a plan for the ultimate separation- p£ its disto stay home lather than go out."
retit antitriisf suit m^kes it legally. tWbutipb; and prbdtictioh business from all theatre ow^
"Institutional advertising aimed
ibipbssible for tli^m to gettbg^ther ing cbrpot-ations in- which it bwnk istpickj ptlier than those named in
at fostering more attendance befor
move.
such
a
Thus;
they
no
see
,,
^FoUowmg a one-month study
,,
Paragraph lO of: Section 11 iiefeof Upon the; fiUng of swC^^^
of
fore we ascertain why people of
^,g^
^ „,,tio„„,ide changeover to gov eiTBrneHt shall have six months within ^^hifch to file pb jectiohs ti^ere^
certain age groups do not go to the U. S. film scene, Sj dney single features.
to and propose amended or alternative plans for accomiplishing the:
.,
V
,.
films is not getting the most for Wynne, J. Arthur Ranks public
Trenton newspaper poll, inciden- same result. Such further proceedings with respect to sUch plans as
our money," Cheyfitz declared.
tally,
pointed
the
up
fact
that
most
court may then order shall then be had. Such plan shall, in any
"We must learn the reasons first relations chief, is taking !)ack to ot the non-film going public, now the
event, provide for completion of such separation within five years from
and we must also first make up our London a proposal that British estimated at some 55,000,000, is the date of the entry of
this judgment.
minds what we want the public to films make a concentrated drive found among people over 30 None
"Within one year from the entry of this judgmeht the government
think of us."
of
those
questioned
under
tailed
in
the
age
bracket
30
over-30
the
on
and the exhibitor defendants shall also submit such plans for divcstiOtherwise, Cheyfitz believes "we
to voice an opinion, while 23% of
of theatre interests, other, than those divested by Section HI
maVbe knocking 'ourselves out for U. S. Mindful of a recent Gallup all those polled over 50 did not ture
hereof, which they believe to be adequate to satisfy the requirements
He nhinks it is quite poll which indicated that only ^.^^^
nothing."
^^,gy
^y^^
p^^,,
of the: Supreme Court decision herein with respect to such divestiture^
likely that the public likes the inof the "adulf lover 30) also found that the largest-, prefer- Upon the
entry of such a plan the government and tlie alTected
dustry as it i.s To change the pub- ^
.bUc are regular film- ence for single features (73%) was defendant shall have six months within which to file objections thereto
lie s viewpoint of Hollywood may
.„
j
Ti » „
exoressed
bv
those
under
.10
expiess
Py
ea
tho
undei
se
dO.
and propose amended or alternative plans for accomplishing the same
considers that group
lose as many customers as it gains, goers, Wynne
rpsult. Such further proceedings with respect to such plans may then
he averred. "I say thi? just to as the best setup for an instituhad
be
as
the court may then order."
show that there are two sides to
build patronage on
,-

ter's
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MACNAMARA

STARTS
^^^^
^^^^^^^ ^.^^^
^^^^^
"At any time after three years from the entry of this Judgment any
Saturday (2) with his wife, aboard
and newspa- the Queen Mary.
defendant which has submitted a plan.
INSTITUTIONAL
.may petition the Court to suseffective date of such plan or the taking of any steps to
pers may all be good. Cheyfitz
Materializing
in
part his Indusdisstopper
will
publicity
Rank's
ground that actual divestiture of theatre inter6aid, "but men are known by their
* " "P®"
tij-wide
plan
for
a
renewed
pub-i,*^*^
with
his
two
suidea
cuss the
during that period has made such plan unnecessary, in whole or
ne relations drive in- behalf of
Davis
John
Rank
and
''^''*'
Te^^'^o'tis^rv TtwnkinTTi'P«"o^
ProyWe adequate competition in the distribution and exentertainment
Paul Macgroup^ film
"'"'l'"" «f nlms,"
v^ulc/be'iett^rfor' the'St^ Wynne thinks the over-30
chief for David
"'"ch American film biggies have Namara, ad-pub
-.
to tackle all inlernal problems and'
,
,„.,„„.„ a
broad
pu«lmg on how to win to O, Selznitk, is mapping
unite all groups before it can hope been
institutional
ad
campaign
in
sev
for
best
target
is
the
the theatres:
L. A. to N. Y.
to have good public relations.
key cities. Firat phase of the
American Films Outdraw
MPAA has had a longrange pro British' mports because the lat- eral
promotion teed off in Southern
Fay Bainter
gram of its own "for some time, ter pix speoiaiize in a slower Colilornia last
week \'\ith a big
Sammy Cahn
Beliind Czech 'Curtain'
now, according to Cheifilz. "There tempo and a more adult approach.
•advertising
splash
m
conjunction
the
objection
raised
by
Every
Bob
Cobb
has been no publicity on it and we
iPrague, Oct. 5.
Kobert Cummings
We believe such younger set. accu.slomed as it is with the mass booking ot "Mr.
don't want any.
Despite political barriers in this
Builds
His
Dream
program is 'more efl'ective with-' to Hollywood's ia.ster tempo, could IJlandings
Jean Dalrymple
"iron curtain" nation, American
House"
in
37
firstrun
and
nabe
potent
lure
lor
theyounga
be
With that end in
out fanfare."
Russell y. Downing
pictures have pulled, greater atFox-West
Coa.st
theatres
bi-others
and
sisters,
sters'
older
mind, MPAA Jias promoted formatendance in Czechoslovakia than
Margaret Ettinger
Copy lor the full page ads in
tion ot the Motion Picture Industry accordin!; to Wynne.
Jack Forrester
the films of any other country, acthe daily press only incidentally
Council in Hollywood tltrough
Press Relations
cording to figures disclosed in
Rose Goldstein
plugged
"Blandings
with
the
which all groups are discussing
Filmove Zpravodajstvi, a governBritish publicist expressed him- donnnani pilch being:
Edmund
Gwenn
"Movies
are
ways of solving their own prob- self as .sold on the new $2,000,000
ment film publication.
Of the
.loan Harris
.something
the
whole
family
can'
Youth Month drive, yearly public relations plan prelems, he said
150,000,000 paid admissions during
Van
Heflin
enjoy,
and
they
cost
the
folks
a
backed by Theatre Owners ot sented to the industry by Paul
the last 12-month period, HollyRussell Holman
America, is another example of MacNamara, David O. Selznick's' i(,t less money than other things
wood product drew 50,000.000: with
Marlita Hunt
like night baseball, hot rod racing
tContinued on page 18)
Czech films garnering 42.000,000
He ties MacNa- and bowling." Some of the ads, Sam Katz
ad-pub head.
and Russian and English pix runniara's .suggestion to lure non- ran photos of
Martin Lewis
the local theatre
ning a poor third and fourth with
fllmgoers to American theatres managers in order to
Florence Marly
SPLiniNG
"personalize"
22.500,000 and 21,500,000.
with his own ideas on the subject. the film industry. Coin for
Frances Marion
the ad!
French films have been complete;
Geprge Murphy
"Our
organization, in England, promolioii. which totalled slightly
13 BUFFALO HOUSES has done the very thing which over
flops in this country, accounting
ZaSu Pitts
$10,000, was shared equally
for only 1,300,000 tabs despite the
Buffalo, Oct. 5,
Jane Powell
MacNamai'a is proposing here," by tbe Selznick organization and
fact that the number of French reEverett Riskin
An event of major importance in Wynne said. ''We 'found that the (lie theatre chain.
leases numbered only three less
Mickey Rooney
the Buffalo sector is expected British public had no idea of the
Similar campaign is being aimed
than the Briti.sh.
Don Searle
vithin the next few weeks. The film Industry nor did the higher- at the Detroit area,
depending on
Adela Rogers St. John
Lopw Pai amount pooled opera- llian-avcrapc in intelligence con- whether a large number
of siimilSidney N. Strotz
tion of 13 houses including four sider films ii.s adult enleriainmenl. laneou-s
bookings can be negoEurope to N. Y.
Harold Swisher
first-run Buffalo showcases, cur- We went into an educational and tiated
An ad splurge of that
Nigel Bruce
Marta Toren
rently being, supervised by Vincent in.stitulumal campaign which is sue would
be unusual in Detroit
Harry Foster
Hal B. Wallis
B. McFaul, will be broken "P now'cJstVng 150,OoTpw^
since "Blandings" is slated for the
John Golden
Larry Weingarten
shortly
000) yearly
subsequent-runs
there,
MacNaHarry Green
W. Lee Wilder
Under details being woikcd out,
"We think the reason boxofficc mara is also planning to follow up
Adelaide Hall
understood Pax- and Loews will
grosses have not fallen off as mucli with in.stitutional ads in several
Rex Harrison
divide the hou^e? each faking o\er
other keys,
they
have
over
here
in
England
as
including
Chicago,
Prince Littler
personal operation of their; own.
N. Y. to L. A.
Washington
direct
result
of
that
camand
is
a
Cleveland,
Mary and James MacArthur
McFaul, It's said, has a minority
Wynne
declared.
"Frepaign,'"
Irving Berlin
Adolph Nantz
interest in the company which will
quent
sa.npling
of
British
patronRoman Bohnen
Maria Neglia
be bought out.
N.
Y.
to
public
Europe
.showed
us
that
our
reage
Lilli Palmer
Jerry Devine
the ParaIt is believed that
campaign
induced
lations
iia-ji
Jesse
Norman
Terence Hattigan
Greer
Prescott
mount-Loew pool is the last large
films
whostayed
away
from
those
Jacques
Steve
Gibiion
Joyce Redman
Grinieft'
operation of its t.^pe in the U. S,
come
the
tliealres.
That's
Jolly
to
to
Joyce
Bernard Guro
Anger Reyes
Four main stem theatres involved
reason,
we
believe,
why
attendHarry Roy
the
Norman
Abe
Lastfogel
Kjrasna
ere the Buffalo, Great Lakes, Hipholding
It
is
Jimmy Savo ance
is
up.
simply
Joel
Marston
a
Eddie Mannix
Six other
podrome and Teck.
reaching untapped audiII. T. Low?-Paster
Tbelma Bitter
Arthur Schnabel
hou.ses are in Bufl'alo and three in matter of
Yq,ui]|g
J. Arthur Warner
,.Hon'a;-d
cnces
Sidney ,Wyn^f,
^
outlying suburbs.
|
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WeAnt*A»Y, Octoher 6, 1948

MOP UP AFTER LOOP

CHI N ABES
Big Five s Counter-Ideas

RESULT OF

selected three groups of theatres as those
which they are ready to sacrifice In return for a settlement of the
Government anti-trust suit, it is reported. These houses, included
forwarded to the Dept. of Justice, afe'
are
being
which
.in lists
bracketed as follows:
1. In every closed situation throughout the country dominated
least one house designated in the list
majors,
at
more
by one or
will be sold to an Indie exhib in order to open the situation. This
includes not only partnership but also wholly-owned houses.
majors are ready to automatically
situations,
partnership
2. In
liquidate all holdings in which they own less than 50% interest.
3. Where the major company bought in the partnership interest
major
is willing to sell its holdings to
circuit,
existing
from an
the partner who would get first crack. Where the partner bought
in^o the major, both sides would bid against each other.

The Big Five have

m

1SI

'

M.

Gov t Gives

Washington, Oct.

The Government

30%-

years.

4th Circuit

One theatre, which used to do a
peak weekly business of $2,100 on

London, Oct.

5.

The movement by American distribs to create a fourth major circuit in opposition to J. Arthur

Cinecolor's Brit. Lab
Hollywood, Oct.

Bank's Odeon and Gaumont-British chains and the Warner Bros.partnered Associated British circuit is taking practical, if informal,
shape. Wliile no amalgamation of
indie theatres has been put through
bx a legal merger a development
discussed for many, months by
Yank distribs-^a number of the

—

5.

Allan Gundelfinger, Cinecolor
veepee, leaves for England this
week to establish a laboratory to

made by

tint pictures

British and

other European film producers.
Company is making the move be-

i

,

I

I

Par Accelerates

Own Stock Buys,

mount will hypo a fourth circuit
by taking similar steps before the
month is up. James E. Perkins,

;

,

scattered through all
(Continued on page 19)

hibitors:

.

1.
A partial cross-ban on licensing to run for the five years,

which would

50%

ing to

'restrict cross-licens-^

certain

in

specified

situalionjs.
2:

An

order requiring the de-

fendants to

within' a
in 1,300 to

year,
their interests
1,400
theatres which they own jointly
with nonrdefendants and, in somecases,; with other defendants^ (This
would apply only where the desell,

.'

fendants
tere.st

in

own more than
the theatres.

a

5%

in-;

In ca.ses.

where two majors own a theatre,
one would be permitted to buy out
the other, if the rights of no independent were jeopardized.)

Down

3. Enjoin the defendants from
making any franchises excei)t with
independents to aid the indies to
Laboring over the terms of the compete with affiliates of the!
proposed settlement of the Gov- majors.
ernment anti-trust action, .major
4. Bar the majors from acquit-'

On

Arbitrations

I

;

|

:

Out 715Gi

Shells

;

'

1,

:

j

felt,

able,

in, the

and nabes are now freely bidding company legalites were in close ing any theatres in competition^;
huddles this week with reps of the with those they now control, or
for product.
By the same token, repercus- American Arbitration Assn., ad- any others without specific persions on theatre attendance at the ministrator of the present film ar- mission of the court,
Confabs are
The Justice Department proLoop have been advei'se. Plenty of bitration system.
J
1
„
I
J
Ahngoers who formerly ci'owd- 1)eing staged to clear the way for ""gram is included in a 135-page
f.c^t'''"rn"Hnv
nrth»
nf
the ^^nnth
month pf
f
aster dip durmg
"Government's
Proposed
the showcases are now patroniz- liberalization of the arbitration set- brief
September in its policy of shrink- i„ ^heir nabe houses, which get up which the Big Five will present Findings and Judgment with Suping capital through buy-ups of its the films immediately after
the to the Dept. of Justice as the chief porting Memorandum" which has
own common stock, Par laid out Loop showing.
book-of-rules governing trade prac- been sent to the defendants to the
tices.
$715,000 during September to acMeanwhile, the companies trial court.
In it, the Anti-Trusf°
continued working on lists of the- Division suggests the way the New
quire an additional 32,500 shares
atres which they are ready to sell
Company now has
of common.
(Continued on page 20)
if a settlement is accepted.
deposited in its treasury 665,000
The new arbitration system; volshares wilh an approximate marPIX
untary so far as exhibs are conket value of $14,630,000 under
cerned but mandatory on the com- British Producers
present price quotes.
Hollywood, Oct. 5.
Alfred Hitchcock will produce panies, is viewed by industry atSeptember purchases were a
sharp pickup over August total of four pictures in five years for re- torneys as the defendants' remedy Govt. With Requests
22,200 sliares. In July, Par bought lease by Warners on completion of for the invalidating of competitive
shares.
AU stock wasiMs current indie release pact, selling by the U. S. Supreme Court. That
31,000
Bankroll
(Continued on page 63)
[which calls for one more film to
""'"^hl on the open market.
London, Oct. 5.
Acceleration of stock purchases follow "Under Capricorn," now
Within 48 hours of its formation,
SWG, Agents Talk License
timed to an early possibility of shooting in England
i.s
number
of
requests
for
production
Final picture under the old
Hollywood, Oct. 5,
the company liquidating part of
bankrolling have been received by
Screen Writers Guild and ArtConfess,"
its theatre holdings because of the agreement will be "I
the
Government Film Finance
Government anti-trust action. Set- slated to start in January. It will ists Managers Guild have begun Corp., which has
$10,000,000
in its
tlement negotiations are currently carry the Transatlantic Pictures informal discussions aimed at an coffers for private
producers. In
accord on lic^ensing of agents.
under way which could result in label.
addition to Sir Alexander Korda's
Par giving up a substantial part of
British Lion Co., which aims to
its partnership theatre interests.
borrow up to $8,000,000, appllcaAcquisition of stock would serve
lions for loans have been made by
two purposes. It could be u.sed to
Renown Pictures and

Par's managing director .for vBritain, is now selecting imreleased
product for both solo and doublebill fare
With the Rank squeeze on American product beginning to be really

other majors are expected to
British toppers for
follow suit.
the. ¥ank outfits point -out that
several hundred theatres are avail-

,

prop-

theatre

meaintime, argued the ^
Anti-Trust Division of the: Justice
Department, four steps should be
taken by the trial court to protect
the rights of the independent ex-

officials.

Bearing

effects of the decision. As a result
of the case, the clearance structure has been drastically changed

I

But

Majors' Attys.

added

.';

,

Department

valuable

their

,:

$300 weekly to Its rental bill.
All contend, however, that there
Is still plenty of gravy left for the
theatre man.
v^
There is no question that the
rise in nabe grosses is due to the

j

of

erties.

,

^^''^^'L
1° a present $2,000 has

'

['

,

ej^o^^^

'

1

top American companies will be
selling first-run to large groups of
Indies within the next few weeks.
"Metro already is packaging pix
and marketing them in more than
30 key cities to indie houses. Pai'a-

,

.

a sizeable amount of
frozen Cinecolor coin in England.
of

cau.se

.

:

probably be ready some time
in November, according to-Jus-tice

-

vorcement of the Big Five theatre
interests in 1946, got a second such
request over the weekend, with the
recommendation
that
Warners,
RKO, Paramount, Metro -and 20thFox be given five years to dispose

getting

Case.
Government proposals on
the Schine Theatres case, in
which partial divestiture of the
chain was ordered, are due by
the end of October. Those on
the Griffith Theatres case will

a strong film is hitting $5,000$6,000 for the same period. Another nabe reports th^t it did. $1,500 in the pre-Jackson Park era,
but is consistently racking up $2,000 weekly grosses for the past six
months. Still another theatre told
Variety that it is good for $3,500
weekly gross against $2,500 in days
of yore.
Increased take is not clear profIt. All theatrei^ that benefited from
the new release system in Chi are
paying considerably higher rentals.
The theatre,
for instance, that
,..
.,

To Oppose Rank and WB'

is

5.,,

The New York trial court, which
Government plea for di-

rejected a

3.

ready to suggest its plans in
two other important motion
picture anti-trust suits which
were remanded to the trial
courts by the U. S. Supreme
Court.
These are the Schine
and Griffith cases; the Supreme Court opinions were
handed down last May at the
same time as the Big Five

.150% better than they did in past

American Distribs Press for That

of Their Theatres

Schine and Griffith

proving, a bonanza to the smallfry exhib in the outlying Chi sectors. With the JP regulation now
in effect for over six months, a
survey of nabe houses by Variety
indicates that the subsequent-runs

now averaging from

Five Years

Washington, Oct.

5.

The Jackson Park decree which
clamped a two-week ceiling on
first-runs In Loop showcases is

are

5'

To Dispose

CEILINGS
Chicago, Oct.

*Big

,

!

i

!

|

key

;

HITCHCOCK INKS DEAL

I

AT WB

FOR 4

Film Cos. Mastermind

Swamp

:

To Counter CoUarites

For

I

«n Dn.KXkti.
Un ueCOnQary.DOyCOII,
Faced with A cold strike" by
A,.

>JI

,

$10,000,009

i

i

two CIO white-collarite unions in
the eastern homeoff ices, execs of
the major companies are planning
legal counter-moves to head off a
campaign to picket and boycott af-

I

,

^
'

'

Screen Office &
Professional Employees Guild and
Screen Publicists Guild, attempting to pressure the majors into
negotiating new contracts, meanwhile, have begun to carry out
filiated theatres.

their strategy of hitting the industry's boxoffice receipts via picket
lines in front of
and Loew's
houses in the metropolitan area.
Heads of both unions, shying
away "from direct strike action

RKO

'

when the companies recently

|

,

|

I

I

]

I

More Top Product

|

1

buy out other partner interests,
likely, however, would be its
ultimate retirement to slash company capitalization if and when
Par cuts down on its exhibition

!

More
I

'

,

Seen in

fused to sign new pacts over the
Taft-Hartley
law provision for
(Continued on page 17t
.

Hollywood, Oct,

to sen away
affiliated circuits.

producers

major

5.

Enterprise Studios, after A brief

REPORT GERALD MAYER
TO PARIS IN MPAA SPOT
.

?w

-

.

from

With F-WC

Split

«J»

affiliated circuits will-grow
to be determined.

While

v\

bi-tfUgfit

to-iiifest.-v '«<£,; .••<k>l'dW3«ii-' •

suit

Productiorts'

As reGoldwyn sales-

of the break.

!

I

I

'

,

;

,

I

,

|

1

(

)

,

^

|

I

.

.

Renew SAG Pact Talks
It's
understood that the U.S.
majors are highly satisfied with
Hollywood, Oct 5.
Mayer's Work in assisting with the
n^gjor
^ ^(,^5 Gyy^i
g
recent revision of the Bluin-Biynes
...
i„„i,ii„<. „„ ,
1946 film accord. In the event •'H'd'os will resume huddles on a
Mayer switches, John McCarthy, new working contract this week,
as.soc'iate international division di
following the return of Charles
...
,
rector, would probably be upped to
yoren indu.strial relations chief
Mayer's present spot. Meanwhile,
Mayer, ^^ho recently returned to for the producers.
approved
the U.S. lias since gone to Brazil
New pact was recently
to adjust the remittance situation by the guild mctnber.ship by an
tiler e.
overwhetauag vote of 4,189 to 39.

M-G
I

.

'

1

'

,

,

.,,

.

'

,

,

.

,

,

.

I

sales veepee

William F. Rod- F-WC.

gers to make a special trip to the
F-WC homeoffice on the Coast to
iron out the deal.

While

indie exhibs have complainod that the Supreme Court's
iiecenl decision in the anti trust
i
-i
end1
case still gives thorn the short
^j,^
^j^^j
-^^^^^sUy observers
nonetheless believe that the indie
operators are already beginning to
.

^1
,
i.
Mulvey's
Objections
'

to

the

.circuit's

holding for the rest. UA has defidecided now that such a
move might dissipate full penetra-

nitely

•

Reason for the severance in rewas reportedly Mulvey's ob-

tion of any ad-publicity; campaign
so has decided to stick with a single name.

lations

.lettions

Final decision, on a title change
for Enterpr^^e Productions' "So
This Is New York" is expected to
be made within the next 10 days
by distribution execs of United
Artists,
which is releasing the
Henry Morgan starrer. Tentative
new title is "City Slieker," figured
to have more Arm for hinterland

dual title. "New-Y-ork" would have
hcen used in all cities of more than
exhibs fight 150.000 population, with "Slickei-".

the

'

time.

V

UA MULLS NEW TAG FOR
MORGAN'S 'N.Y.' (ENT)

audiences.
It had originally been planned to
relea.se the film as the first with a

[

'

.

remains to make an important statement
next Tuesday (12).

ho 'prexy James A. "Mul*ey.

away

Films, both small indie distribs.
Unconfirmed
reports
suggest
that Pathe is also seeking a government loan. J. H. Lawrie, Finaflce;Corpi chairman, is expected

RKO

.

leaped back into the waiting arms
of Harry Sherman, four months

'

'

handles the Goldwyn
product, the split wilh F-WC Was

the,| act\vally

Latest

Samuel Goldwyn,

•

,

'

,

Butchers

'

resumed its
maiden -^.^jj^
^^^i,
us uiamen
romance resunieu
lomance,
Coast chain manager Arthur Sachson planed
Fox-West *°r.*'''l^
Studios,
and and will consequently attempt to out to the
name, CaliforniA
Coast Thursday '30)
get outside dates on both "A Song night for huddles with West Coast
Is Born." latest Danny Kaye star- gaiesmanager Ben Fish
(Goldwyn's
1,
Gerald,
i
Reported
that
here
rer. and the general release on; brother)
^
Two
bpsan an ininnsp
Mayer, chief of the Motion Picture ahead oi schedule.
..3
Lives."
^ ^
^ ^
campa gn Monday
Mondav (4)
4 to fine
line up
m as
As«i. of America's internaUonal
The Charles Einfeld-David Loew
^^^^ ^
many dates as pos.sible on the two
succ ee d Frank organi/.alion is stiM- paying room ..gj-eement over terms. United Art- piclu,.i.i with Coast exhibs. Fir.st
«' '"^K
organization s con/'^
^^j. ^ skeleton crew though it isls. for the same reason, has remove
was
tlie
^
tying
up
of
$22,000
!n^,7 manager. McCarthy IS due
linental
production entdr'emer, fused to sell "Red River" to the worth of billboard space for a
to vacate his post about the first hab ceased its pioauction
heavily-budgeted ad campaign and
,v,f,.
-~
..-..y
of the year to join 20th-Fox as
-prise.
over that Metro had a sqiUabblc Goldwyn-is expeeted-4o sink- con
Darryl F Zanuck's aide.
Rupert
over rental terms with the same .siderably more money into his efAllen is also exiting at the same
circuit on "Easter Parade," forcing forts to lielp
indie
„

I

>

;;

Ent RctUmS Studlo
^lO TT
Harry Qi
blierman

;

ydwyn

Despite the fact that a" final decision in the film industry's antitrust suit Is still pending, a trend
is definitely in the works for indie

activities,
,

re^

:

for Indie Exhibs

routine

loi™iila terms, which have held for
all pictures good or bad; Under the
standard F-WC policy, the circuit
gels 20-40% on a sliding scale and

50% over a split figure. Mulvey
benefit.
To what proportions the reportedly wanted a separate deal
(Continued on page 20)
trend toward selling iway fi'om the

'

Film to date has played in only
nine situations, de.spite the fact It
was tfadeshown last spring. If the
title is changed, the general release date will be delayed another
five to six weeks while' UA get*
out fre^h ad acccsspries."

'

.
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PICTIJRBS

EL Shaves

New

Olympic Pic
To Bolster Sagging Take

Again

Brazilian Restrictions

Fdm Industry's Problems

Current tangle of American filnr*"
companies witli the Brazilian government over "restrictive" regula- Hellinger Hilltop Estate
tions which threaten to choke off
Auctioned Off for $67,500
nil revenues from that important
Hollywood, Oct. 5.
market is heing .highlighted by
Hillside mansion of the late
hi.6!gies a.s a dramatic example
film

Easily

i

Inevitch Pic

1st

Reaped

.

Paris, Oct.

1.

tiiior

the

particularly mild in N. Y.

"Moonrise" (Rep) has done very
well

in

spots

several

date.

dates in September to give the
distributor nice takings. "Walls of
Jericho'' (20th) also picked up
some additional coin during the

month.
Pop-scale

Amber"

runs

(20th)

for
"Forever
"Life With

and

up

,

,

'

•

STOCK TRADING

I^^^

!

Unions

^^^^^^^

>

'

.

resulatioRs.

.

i

:

:

Before the commission took action in June by directing admis"
be lowered to seven
sions to
•cruzeros (35g) as a. ceiling on tick.ets, the theatre price range was 8—^
lO' cruzeros (40c-S0c). In equivalent
Latin Americfin countries such as
the Argentine and Mexico, top
scale was far Inglier^ reaching $1 in

I

.

house."!,

point;

industryites

:

In United Front'

,

i

I

Moving
agency

to:

up a

to set

•

centralized

'

handle problems of film

labor unions in the east, representatives of 11 guilds and craft
locals held their first joint meeting
last
week in New York under
sponsorship of the: Screen Directors Guild. While initially launched,
as a forum to exchange informar
tion and views, leaders of the setup are mulling its expansion into
an; informal "united front'' to deal

,

j

:

:

'

I

.

out.

Anti-Yanqui Pix, Mostly
Only real attack launched by the
Brazilian commission was against
films^ wliioli is mainly an: American
•product, it's said. Meanwhile, other
.Yank imports such as automobiles,

—

with such labor problems
contract
,

I

Two

.

'

Pix

new

as.

negotiations,, layoffs .and
'clothing and electrical equipment video's impact on union jurisdiccontinued being sold at highly tional lines.
Unions represented at the first
inflated prices. In all' these instances, merchandise w<as tagged at session included, besides the SDG,
figures-50%-i00'5& liigher than :in cameramen's Local 644, International Alliance of Theatrical Stage
the U.S.
Feeling is that the State Dept. Employeesj studio mechanics' LolATSE; film laboratory
52,
is content to lay back so long as cal
such AmeriCcin sacred cows as technicians Local 702, lATSE;
autos and clothrag are not forcibly Screen Cartoonists Guild Local
United
1461;
Scenic Artists Local
hit by restrictive foreign regulations. Hence, the real gripe grow- 829; Assn. of Documentary fcTelcr
ing out of the Brazilian situation. vision Film Cameramen; Screen
Other regulations passed against Actors Guild; Associated Film
American films are said to be even Writers; .film editors' Local 771,
more oppressive. These restric- lATSE; and assistant directors' Local 161, lATSE.
tions would certainly lend them-^
selves to U.S. protest if the State
Dept.i was so minded, it is con!

('Gent;

In the

'Curtain')

9.

Hot Seat Abroad
<

.

pest that raged' in tl^e daily consumer press over the- banning of
20th's "Gentleman's Agreement"

by the: ecclesiastical censor in
Spain for its anti-racial discrimination them'e. According to company prez Murray Silverstone,
there has still been no word from
company's Madrid branch on

Tremendous Charge-off

'Apache' at

"If a' chandelier falls down in a
film house playing an American
picture and hits a customer; the
Yank distributor would have to

Home

Poll of

:

5.

Army taste in films at home and
any damages because Of
injuries from their rentals under abroad are; pretty much the same,
present government regulations," reppjts the .Army iahd Air I'orces
one .foreign dept... exec^ declared. Mption' Pidturfr: Services; "Secret
"That's how broadly worded the Life of: / Walter V Mitty'' (Danny
new restrictions on licensing films Kaye) tops the 10 .most .popular pic-f
are. Because it is impossible to ture.s Shown during the past screen
sell films under these conditions. year at Army: bases abroad, based
we've ordered our representatives on attendance. "Fort Apache" was
to halt sale of films."
top.s at. home.
However, it was
deduct

!

i

dignitaries.
As result

I

president

of

I

Pointed out that the timing of pic^^^^^
^^'-^ C9untry and in for^'^n encampments Was different,
which accounts for some of the dif"Iron Curtain" has reportedly been
ferences in the two lists.
The' 10 most popular at posts banned in several Soviet-dominatoverseas, in order: "Mitty /""Chey- ed countries because of its antiSoviet theme.
On these reports
enne,"
"Welcome
Stranger,"
"Best
salary nut for employees and adYears of Our Lives," "Bachelor also, 20th is keeping silent.
verti-sing expenses. It is this provi
sion that has forced discontinuance
^S^J^K'
"S?"
777;"
.'JNalf
f'Mi
T,_-iM
j
...
Pfl
r^ifv"
777,"
side
"Naked
City,"
"My
of pix, peddling in Brazil and re
"UnCoh.quired current negotiations there Favorite; Brunette,"
of Gerald Mayer,, foreign chief of quered," "The Hucksters."
The top 10 for Army posts in
,the
Motion Picture Assn. of
continental
U.S.:
"Fort
Apache
America.
Hollywood. Oct. 5.
"Unconquered," "Road to Rio,"
Ronald Reagan will be a candiCeiling pf 40%. alone would not
"Mitty,"
"Best
Years,"
Naked date to succeed himself as presibe too bad; it's said^ because rentals
City," "Bachelor and Bobby Soxer,"
at first-runs now range between
dent of the Screen Actors Guild
"Tycoon," "Call Northside 777," in the
25% and 50%. However, no dis- "Bishop's Wife."
annual election Nov. 14.
Other
trih will risk the tremendous over^
nominees
are
Walter
head charges which can be made
Pidgeon,
first
veepee;
William
Additionally, commission has <ixHolden, second veepee; Paul Har^14,000,000
vey, third veepee; Leon Ames, reced flat rentals at a point no higher
nrriino
cnrrMnr,,
r.L.^^^
than they were two years ago.
^^""^^^
''''

™

i

'

.•

,

,

'

'

,

,

,

Hollywood. Oct. 5.
Start of "Samson and Delilah"
makes a total of eight Technicolor
Hollywood, Oct. 5.
Hollywood, Oct. 5.
pix.lensing in Hollywood with comPaul Radin, In charge Of thr
First high hat preem of a Wat'bined budgets, totaling $14,000,000. Buchanan ad: agehty's Coast offic::
ner, production in two years will It's the biggest tint
outlay since for the last two-and-a-half years:
be the Jane Wyman starrer, '!John- last fall.
has resigned' to join the William
ny Belinda;'' which bows at the
Warners' sked is heaviest with ;Kestei' sgeiicy as a veepee. Fred
Warnei-s Hollywood theatre Oct; three, "Montana," "Happy Times
Polangin, until now eastern ad...
^
14 with about 500 film names at- and, Two Guys
and A Gal"; 20th publicity chief for Enterprise Protending in formal duds.
has "Mother Is Freshman" and ductions, suceeds him at Buchanan
Last big premiere held by the
Beautiful Blonde From Bashful
studio was in August, 1946, with Bend"; Metro is doing
».f vn^',
'''"J' v^^'^if
"Night and Day" -celebrating the of Broadway.-" '^Ta-ke Me "auT To veepel^'il^il^lfm'tt.'^^^oT
pic- Ballgame," and Paramount "Sam- them trained out
20th anniversary of sound
for the
•

,

•;,

:

:

:

-

Coast

1

1

Thursday

(30).

'

Hopped up over terrific notices
New York newspaper critics.

win loth

from

;

'Rope,* 'Touch,' Etc.

Universal has pushed up Its releasing schedule
on J. Arthur
Rank's "Hamlet" which U is handling in the U. S. With the Shakespeare adaptation already playing
in Boston and N. Y.
it opened a,t
the Park Avenue, N. Y., last

'

"Rope" (WB) took nth spbf in
national standings, with "AbbottGostello Meet Frankenstein" (U)
right behind. This is the second
month running that the latter has
finished in the Golden Circle, being sixth in August.

I

.

"Velvet Touch" (RKO), which at
temporarily seemed lost in
the race to book "Sam" and
"Rachel," both from the same
stables, managed to lead the runnerup pictures last month/ Others
class

finished

follows;

as

Dream House" (SRO) and "Canon
City" (EL). Last-named won notice not so much of total money

,

,

—

Wednesday (29)— and

.„„,,:,,,,

in

Washing-

ton shortly, U is now closing for
theatres in three more cities.
Pic will go into the FoUr Star in
Los Angeles; the ApoUo in Chicago, and an unset theatre in San
Francisco within the next few
weeks.
Because U has fixed a
52.40 ton, all engagements are on
^ four-wall basis to avoid violating
'''^ price-fixing ban by the U. S.
Supreme Court.
I" Chi, U will apply to the Fedp'"'*^ court for permission: to v run
i
'

;

'

i

fi'"™

.

more than two weeks

at

but strong showings whei'e dated. ^he Apollo.
House is owned by
Most promising bf flew pic- Balaban & Katz and subject to the
tiires, just starting out, appeal to t\yo-week ceiling imposed on most
be "Lpyes- Of Carmert'' (Col), "One Loop houses following the Jackson
1

•.

,

!

I

I

Park decree.

UA), Oliver Twist" T^/'^
Rave reviews by Gotham crix
(EL), Pi^"'"
"H;imlet" .:(U) and "Sb ;,:Thi.<i v Is New drove up advance ticket reservaYork'': (JJA). Last-named alsd wa^ tions to a total of $50,000 in
tested under title oT "City Slick- York;
er." "Red River," which teed off in t
N. Y.: last Week, did big biz on
initial playdate in K. C; though
St^^
not so strong on Holdoviir. "Car•
,.:,;:
-^^
Wasjiington; Oct.
men'Mpoks strongest of the. lot oh
EdWin Van Pelt, directbr in Re-,
-'^.V

I

:

Black Tie for 'Belmda'

I

;

to,

Affair"
(Par)
(among
12 grosses for August); "Luxury Liner" (M-G), "Larceny" (U)
"Luck of Irish" (20th), "Blandings

FOR

I

•

this

:

Ison.-'

^

maniged

first

'

m

;.,;.:

..

Dates Following Raves

While disappJDiriting in sev-

eral keys,'
position. "

"Foreign

'

8 TECHNI FILMS °cSler,1^arer.

:

lea.st

,

'

RENOMINATE REAGAN
FOR SAG PRESIDENCY

1

(20th),

I

today.
As for 20th, the story proved that
It is one company, at least which is
turning out controversial films.

oAJ^i

U

I

of

still

:

m

|

trj'

latest

'

I

j:

:

decree of the
Brazilian commission, no film can
receive more than 40% in rentals
from an exhib. Moreover, from
this 40% must come all expenses
of the: exhib including taxation,
depreciation of property, accidents,

I

:

:;

Under the

i

the attacks, the
the Spanish censor
board was reported later to have,
said "Agreement'' had been ban^ I
ned because its theme: of antiSemitism was "no problem'' in
Spam, claiming there is no Semitism or; anti-Semitism in the coise

I

-

six sePr,

:in

He

:

Thert Was ilttle doing ih •Warner Bros, stock; Albeift WdWier
added '700 shares and now owns
432,200, plus another 21,000 in a
a batch of key cities the final two trust account. Herbert J. Yates unv
weeks of the month. Results ex- loaded 900 shares of Republic Picceeded fondest hopes, with busi tures $1 preferred,, his last 900 in
ness pushing"Racher' into fourth that category. However, he retains
for the 73,687 shares of common and $25,nation - wide;
positioHi
month. Film copped .first place: 000 worth of 4%, income debenboth weeks. "Two Guys From tures. There wa's one insider
Texas" (WB) managed to finish in transaction in General Precision
fifth
groove, slightly ahead of Equipment during the month. R. B.
"Beyond. Glory'' (Par), a strong Larue sold half of his 200 shares.
sixth-place winner.
V. Heffeman, RCA officer,
J.
"Tap Roots (U), riding the crest acquired, one share, of common durof a .flock of playdates, climbed ing the month. George L. Harrison,
into seventh slot, being followed of New York, RCA director, re-:
closely by "Pitfall" (UA).
ported holdings of 300 shares.
"Sorry, Wrong Number'^ (Par), Charles E. Rynd, of American
which gave the Paramount' flag- Broadcasting Co., sold 200 shares
ship, the N. Y. Par, one of its big- of ABC common. He still has 2,100..
weeks
months when
S^st
preemed Sept: 1, showed such
marked strength on scattered
Pushing More 'Hamlet'
dates late last month that it soared
ifitq nitith placel "Lady iw Etiijiiie'
:

"Agreement" had been banned on
"moral grounds,"
quoting
the
Spanish Church order as stipulat-

Army Bases

WashingtOn, Oct.

I

Story, which first broke in the
N.Y. Times Thursday (30), declared

ing that, -while it's, a Christian duty
to "stimulate love among individnations .and peoples;" this
iials,
duty should not extend to Jews.
Report' from Spain immediately
brought forth blasts at the censor from Francis Cardinal Spellman of New York and from Jewish

transalctlbiis;

2,367.

,

.

the situation

In

(Par).

"Lady in Ermine" (20th).
"Rope" (WB).
"Meet Frankenstein" lU).

i

I

.

"Wrong Number"

|

.

Tops Overseas,

'Mitty'

tended.

rector, sold 2,940 shares
arstte

10.
11.
12.

Twentieth-Fox International this
week remained silent on the tem-

•

"Pitfall" (UA).

'

8.

;

.

:

to

"Northwest Stampede" (EL) made
a good showing on numerous play-

I

;

many

Games"
same classic-

"Olympic

much

'

i

11 Eastern

in

is

,

Father" (WB) failed to measure
to hopes during the past month,
Both the new Thomson
former being especially spotty,
process and black and white are ried the film along.
"Father" did okay on its popularfeatute
Fete,"
a
used in "Jours de
"Babe Ruth Story" (Mono), priced dates in August, enough to
Films,
jast completed by Cady
third-place winner, was in much land lOth-place money nationally.
starring Jacques Tati.
,
the same category since it was
Cady Films IS a new setup in^y crix in many bigger
eluding Borrah Minevitch, Fred y
gathered momentum as PIC
("Enf ants du Paradis ) Grain and ij obtained additional playdates
Tati. Latter IS said to be remmis^jpg ballyhoo. Passing of the
cent of Harold Lloyd and Charlie g^g^t baseball figure also probChaplin,
Washington, Oct. 5.
,
ably increased interest in his life
,
^
„
^„
Cady Films' first^ effort, a short jj^ry
Moiith ending, Sept: 10 was i dull
titled 'Jente aux Encheres"
Testing the public's reaction to time If01: stock: trading by corpiorat^
('Auction Sale ) starring Solange Robert Mitchum's aiTest in Los in'sid<gr's i]^ th6 picture field,, acdord?
Delporte and directed by Jean Angeles, RKO launched his latest ing to the Securities, and Exchange
Mousselle, was dubbed in English starrer; ''Rachel and Stranger,'' in report -issued past week. :SEO
and won fir.st prize at the Veniceshowed N> Peter Rathvon selling
Film Festival.
500 shares of RKO $1 per comnidn.
"Jours de Fete" is directed by
An aiiiended July report by Rith^^
Orain.
Color was processed in
voh tfiscloSied. that: he jsold 5,300
Sept. Golden Dozen
Eclair studios at Epinay near
sharesi that nlonthv He .stllr bwiis
1. "Date With Judy" (M-G).
Paris, and French release is by
14,200:; ,t\'.'.''V.'Vr:'-.'-'''^:
2. "Good Sam" (RKO).
Discina.
•iPheire
pni3. "Ruth Story" (Mono).
yersal, Preston Daviis, a director,,
4. "Rachel-Stranger" (RKO)
sold 1,800 sharies, holding on to
5 "2 Guys Texas" (WB).
2(Hfa's
Controversial
Daniel M. Shealler, of
3,409.
6. "Beyond Glory" (Par).
Philadelphia, another: cctrnt^ny .dt-'
7. "Tap Roots" (U).

,

—

in Paris

side.

(EL)

"Bace Street" (RKO) has
been very uneven to ..cUtCi being

weeks in succession.
Not far behind in actual money
and .representative showings for
four successive weeks was: ."Good
Sam" (RKO). Even in spots where
crix were lukewarm, the Gary
Cooper-Ann Sheridan names car-

.

?

spotty
fication.

000,000 grosses in these spots during the five-week period covered
by the survey, winning first-place
coin in Variety's sur\'ey three

i

Mark Hellinger was sold at auction
for $67,500 to L. J. Mills, who has
no connection: with show business.
complaints more frequently Sale included :the I4-room home
with six bathrooms, a guest house
voiced than ever that the U.S.
with seven*: rooms, a swimming
State Dept.' is indifferent to the
pool and nine acres of ground.
fate of American pix overseas.
The 1931 bullet-proof Lincoln
U.S. film companies stand to lose limousine, in which Hellenger once
yearly
tapped from toured his Broadway newspaper$6,000,5000
^Brazil. The big point being made beat, was knocked down for $250
is that while ordinary necessities to
Frank Bertelli, projectionist.
in that country are sky-high, the The other two cars, both Cadillacs,
Brazilian Central Price Control went for $2,000 and $1,800.
•commission singled out the one
commodity which has always been
cheaper than in comparative neighboring coiintriesr^that is film enfor price - cutting
tertainment

for September,

•'Yankee" thus far has been on the

field,

;

:

,

of how viilnora(jle Yank films now
are in foreign countries. The Brazilian set-fo is also adding a fillip
to

the

outdistancing

"Date With Judy" (M-G) won the
boxoffice 'championship
national
Women for September, according to
eral American victories.
from
In addition, it business figures received
doii't go for it.
was released at a time when Amer- VARiBiy correspondents in 22,
Beeryican fans were thinking of the major ciUes. The Wallace
Jane Powell - Carmen Miranda
World series and football.
starrer rolled up more than $1,-

.

1949

fi,

WBak' Mdnim-'Raclier Big

picture has been whittled 35 min»
utes by Eagle Lion to save its life
in remaining U. S. playdates. Film
has been dying from coast to coast.
Film was ostensibly badly edited
in the beginning, eliminating sev-

Accent That Our State Dept. Seems

Top B.O.

'Judy' Dates

Hollywood, Oct. 6.
Arthur Rank's Olympic Games

J.

Blind to

:

,

New

:

Bah^rV Rep

.

,

—

!

basis of dates played thus far.
r
,
,
Iwist,„ was tested
in Toronto and

public Pictures and veepee of the
Chemical Bank & Trust Co has
went over .socko.
picked up a 1,000-share block of
Larceny a comparatively mod- Rep common,
est-budgeted film, went over a lot
With that purchase. Van Pelt
.

•

"ther more extensively now holds 2,600 shares of the com^
pany's stock.
Van P^eg 'llfciden
'J.^oTZr^i'^--^'^l^^
more
thoroughly are "Innocent tally, is one of the most
active
Affair (UA)
Yankee" bankers dealing with film com(iwri „ apd ..(.^""'^IT
(M.-G)
"Sflnw Charm" (U). panics.
''f"^'" ^J"""^

.

,

'

I

-

WetlnccMlay, October 6,

1948

PICTIJI|ES>>TV

"^ti?"'!'',

Browne-Bioff Review Pix Shakedown
I

In

Tax Case
Chicago, Oct.

vs. Late

Racketeer

5.

and George Browne,
Chi's Garrick Theatre
ex-convicts and former officials of
For Large Screen Video
the lATSE, brought from hideouts
Chicago, Oct; 5.
tesgovernment
to
by the Federal
Garrick theatre, weak sister of
tify in the tax case against the
Balaban
& Katz Loop houses, will
told
of
how
the
Frank Nitti estate,
he
used
for
large
screen video
over
the
almost
took
Capone mob
motion picture industry here, showing Paramount film
entire
Willie Biofl

tlie

station

mission

conditions remain as they were."
tHeaiungs were resumed yesterday
.(5),
atthougli Bioff and: Browne
may not be recalled to testify, unless defense counsel

might wish

production

To Debate Tele Inroads

'HAMLET' SRO HYPOING
OLIVIER'S 'HENRY' ALSO
Park

|

Hollywood. Oct. 5.
negotiating with
N. Peter Rathvon
for the^ financing of Vallee Video
product. According to Rathvon, no

all

five

i

Woods, ABC prez, and Philco exec
veepee James H. Carmine. On

least six

:

months.

Drag in) Anti-Trust Suits
the film industry side are ParaVigorous attacks on film commount tele veepee Paul Raibourn; pany plans to enter television are
legit and screen director Rouben made in briefs filed by KROW,
Mamoulian, and actor Walter Abel, Jnc;, Oakland AM station, and
chairman of the Screen Actors" Television California (92% owned
Guild: tele committee;
Producers by Edwin W. Pauley). KROW peof the show had attempted to line tition, filed by John
P. Hearne,
up such top film execs as Dore Frisco counsel, slaps both 20thr
Schary, Frank Capra, Ned E. De- Fox
and Paramount for involvepinet,
Walter Wanger, Howard ments in anti-trust suits and quesDiet'/ and
Melvyn Douglas, but tions their sense of responsibility
none accepted.
as tele station owners in the public:;,
:

.

:

.

,

Last-minute success in getting
for the show means it
will feature tele's effects on the
film; business and boxoffice, as well
as a discussion of the effects on
film production and actor employment.

Raiboum

ECLIPSE WINDS FIRST
i

'FIRESIDE' DISK VIDFILM

j

j

interest.

KROW

brief further
opposes
companies on grounds they
own- most of the outstanding -film

film

.

theatres
in
the Frisco-Oakland
area. Tliey f20th and Par) request
television
grants,
brief
claims,
which :"necessarily would be in direct :confliet with their movie box
offices." Pointing to surveys showing that tele set owners attend pix
less often after purchase of TV receivers, brief argues.
"If the movie applicants in this
case are permitted to obtain television broadcast facilities, their

;

Hollywood, Oct. "6.
Michael Colinfs- Eclipse .Produc
tions has made the first in a proposed series of telepix for $7,000. programming
tendencies would be

I

'

.

by

j

deal bas bSen set, though he admitted that he and Odium are
"looking into it."
Rathvon also
said he will be. checking out of
RKO next week after he winds up
various aifairs hanging over from
the old regime.
Vallee related- plans to erect
three sound stages for video production in Glendale. Odium told
him to gc( an estimate .on what
construction would cost and talk it
over with Rathvon; he said. Vallee .has a date with Odium this
week, when he'll screen some of:

Heavy biz may be attributed to
the general upbeat on Broadway
this .week but it's believed much of
it is due also to the overflow from
Latter house
the Park Avenue.
lias been playing on a reserved seat
policy and evening performances
for the first lour weeks have been
"Henry" is playing on
sold out.
a regular grind: policy at pop

filed

.

;

Financing of Vallee Video
Rudy Vallee is
Odium and

Floyd

were

I

1

Avenitti,.

Saturday (9), which marks a gain
of $500 over 'each of the first two
weeks.-

Nix

in

competitive applicants for two unr
Television's possible effects on assigned video channels in the
the film industry are: scheduled FriscorOakland Bay Area in anticlfor a public debate next Tuesday pation of an early decision by- the
bidders,
(12) night through, a simultaneous iFCC on the successful
Vadiortelevision pickup of "Amer- However, in view of the Commisica's Town Meeting of the Air" on sion's action Thursday (30) freez|ing all pending applica]:ions, Issuthe ABC network.
Representing TV wiU be Mark ,ance of permits will be deli^yeti 'dt

|

The S.R.O. being chalked up the
week of Sir Laurence OIivier's Odium, RathYon Mull

N.Y., is. having a definite effect on:
Olivier's "Henry Y," now. in .its
third week, at the neighboring
Little Carnegie, N. Y.
"Henry" is
expected to gross a good $:().00Q
during the current session ending

Top Execs

'

first

the

.

past."

Petitions

Vs. Pix;

stated that "If you can't
'em; then join "em."'
Sullivan said that pix has successfully met the threat of radio
and should be able to withstand
that of television.
To emphasize
that point he said 60,000,000 radio sets didn't close the pic theatres, and he doesn't believe 39,000,000 tele sets will do so.

bered tele
radio commercials by identical
sponsors.
Average length of set
ownership by. panel members was
6.4 months.

at

•

ceive television as "a further ex-;
tension of the visual medium in
which they have excelled in the

'Town Meeting of Air'

He also
commercials longer than
lick

.

•

Film;

"The

;

.

Dectective."
to preserve their much greater theruns 18-minutes and was shot in
atre investments and restrict the
two and one half days. Pic was
development of television programmade on 16m with the use of 35tn ming
in any manner that would
sound equipment.
compete with the box office."
"Detective" was produced by CoPetition of Television California
lin and directed^by Leslie Urbaeh
alleges "conflicts inherent" in
with Floyd Crosby handling the also.
joint ownership of tele stations
camera and Lee Loeb the script.
prices.
and movies. Brief, filed by Haley,.
Telepic features .Kay Christopher^
Current run at the Little Cai>
McKenna and Wilkinson, 'Washingand Keitii Iletherington.
negie, incidentally, marks the secton counsel, cites testimony of
ond time "Henry" has played there his firm's sample tele pix, incUidCharles Skouras that "having built
during the last three months. Eilm^ ing comedy shorts with Buddy Lesup that chain of (600) theatres,"
released by United Artists, has ter,, Cyril Smith and Don Zelaya; British Pix, Tele Execs In
he ."would not do anything: that
been showing continually in at a. quarter-hour "Life ' in These
would hurt them."
Theatre-TV
least one New York house since it United States" subject; some song
20th-Fox. in brief submitted by
London, Sept. 8.
attraction films, and "It Pays
Exercise,"
as

j

I

j

wage

the

sets within the

i

I

let

the film industry
competition and
of 6,000,000 tele
next five years waS

from,; television

'

film

.would

crisis .for

I

lATSE. However, the
plot was nixed by other gangsters.
This was the first move in the acting field which was to have been
followed by the taking-over of the
screen players and other production units until the entire motion
picture industry would be ruled by
the Capone outfit.

replied, "So we
scales and union

St. Louis, Oct. 5.

A

'

tion into the

Browne

Of Tele Threat

charged.

"Hamlet"

:

.

I

:

:

Washington, Oct. 5.
Motion picture companies applying for commercial video stations'
in cities where they own theatres
are accused of seeking protection
for the box office rather than sin^:
cere interest in television, according to petitions which contesting
license seekers £01* Sari Francisco
Channels filed with the FCC last:,

20th-Fox and Parain progress'.
mount, the two pjicture applicants
Recently the pastor > producer for Frisco tele stations, emphaticompleted four shorts, ''Abraham's Ically deny any conflict between
Faith," "The Raising of Lazarus," video station and .picture theatre
"Daniel in the Lions' Den" and ownership. A brief filed by 20th
"And Forbid Them Not," all di- points to testimony taken at Washrected by Howard Bretherton..
ington and Frisco hearings last
May that the two compatiles cdn-

Exiiibs

the warning sounded last week by
Gael Sullivan, exec director of the
Theatre Owners of America, at a
Chicago, Oct. 5.
meeting of members of the oi'ganSurvey of a panel of 450 home
ization in eastern Missouri and
tele set owners in the Chicago
Southern Illinois. Sullivan asarea, conducted by Jay and Grathat the pic industry will be
ham Research, discloses that mo- serted
defeated "unless they roll up
tion pictures of recent vintage ai-e
their sleeves and really go to- work:
first as program choices.
Breakand
find a way to wed some of
down; of video fare preferences has
relations to television."
27% favoring late films, 24% their
One of the ways to combat the
sports, 15% half-hour live plays
and 12% amateur hours. Remain- tele competish, Sullivan said, was
for the production of better films,
ing 22% was divided among, shows
better public relations and more
preferred by less than 2% of the
civic responsibility on the part of
panel.
exhibitflfrs' to meet the challenge.
Also» 88% reported they remem-

:

I

Biblical Shorts

Hollywood, Oct. 5.
Rev. Paul Kiehl, Lutheran minmake four more Biblical
shorts at the Hal Roach Studios
next spring. Films are aimed primarily at' exhibition in churches
and Sunday schools but negotia- week.
tions for a television deal are also
However,

TV Commercials Count

.

levies,

Four

I

Program Choice Survey;

yearly shakedown list were Paramount. Metro, Warner Bros; and
20th - Fox, plus several smaller
..companies which gave the rack^
.eteers a $150,000 takfe.
Browne told of suppressing, on
payment of $150,000 from RKO and
Metro, a strike by Local 306, New
York, for higher wages. Then Her'man Gelber, now 306 prexy, took
the stand and revealed that the
companies had turned over $150,000 to tlie union after being sued.
Other circuits here contributed
tliousands of dollars to prevent
two-man operation of projection
booths.
Describing inroads made by the
mob, Browne recalled that he managed to secure the withdrawal of
the vaudeville actors from Actors'
Equity, and the group's introduc-

Under direct questioning by
Federal lawyers as to why hu
companies would permit such

Warns

has exclusives on
grid games, none will

Pix Lead Sports in Chi

i

to Protect Film

Other Frisco TV Bidders Charge

Talk Tele Deal For

TOA's Sullivan

"The

WBKB

is

B.O.,

ister, will

Notre Dame
be shown at the Garrick. Contract
with Notre Dame bans shoeing of
games, at public places where :ad-

Attorneys traced payments of
$52,000, which were' handled by
Paul Ricca and Louis Campagna,
now awaiting hearings on charges
of parole violations after serving
one-third of a ID-year sentence on
the same extortion charges; On the

.

i

Dexters" and "Tele-Charades."
Although the Balaban & Katz

delegates.

.

i

WBKB

transcriptions.
Among
shows set for transcribing are

from 1933 to 1940. Pair detailed
$1,800,000 shakedown that the
industry experienced in order to
maintain "low wage scales" and
"poor union conditions."
Bioif, ex-panderer, first took the
stand to describe the shakedown of
the Balaban & Katz chain here, to
prevent wage raises, and then how
of the
as representative
Nitti,
Gapone syndicate,, moved in next
year (1933) with a 50-50 percentage
arrangement, which later rose to
two-thirds for "the boys." In reBrowne
turn, the mob elected
lATSE prexy at the convention in Louisville in' 1934, while
the gangsters spread fear through
flic

Want

Pix Companies

Tacoma, Oct. 5.
Bing Crosby has applied to the
for a license to build a tete
vision station here, according to
his brother, Everett.
Latter
also
said
that
Bing
planned eventually to put. in tele*
vision stations in Spokane and
Yakima for possible chain operation of three stations, Crosby was
born in Tacoma and later lived in
Spokane for some time.

FCC

I

|

1

:[

Fireside

'

:,

,

.

|
'

•

:

1

i

.

j

i

to

cross-examine.

(

i

New

;

Col Sales Plans to Push

Huddle

]

Liquidation of

Top

opened
a roadshow
Pix two yeare ago at the N,Y. City

to

Three-day sales meeting of :Co- Center.
—
lumbia Pictures' district sales managers opened today (Wed.) at the tt^l i i r
„_„™,>o 9ftr
Hotel Warwick, N. Y., with liquida- Upnold l^awyei S ^UU

Philadelphia, Oct.

;

men" and "Walk

a Crooked Mile,"
bolh currently in pre-release bookings. Will be outlined by A. Montague, general sales manager.
Attending the conclave are Nat
Cohen. N. Y. district manager;
Jerome Safron, western d
S A.
Galanty, mid-eastern d.m.i Carl
Shalit, central dm.; I. H. Rogovin,
New England d.m.; B. C. Marcus
midwestern d.m:; J.: B. Underwoodv
southwestern d,m,; and Harvey

m

..

Jax Park Case

1

t

^

'

.

,

week

:

awarded lorn McConnell. attorney
foi' „t^<-

, ^'^«^»V.
^
the
lee. arising from
$20,000 in -^f
contempt action filed by the JP
the
'"wyer this spring agains
majors Balaban & Katz, Warne
and RKO theatres for violation ol
There
the:. iTackson Park decree.
.,

;

.

;

cooperating.

.

,

Higher Mathematics
I

I..

,

was no monetary damage- awarded
in the contempt ruling except for
Harnick, representing the Canadian the awarding ot lawyer's fees.
McConnell had submitted his
corporation.
bill earlier this summer, but defendants' complained that it was

I

.

I

j

I

.

excessive.

KrasnaDueEaclLatWB
Norman Krasna, who sailed for
*
Kruse Vaults lurn
Europe last week, returns to Warners about the first ot the year.
William F. Kruse. veepee and
Scribe is en route to France on the director of United World Films,
Queen Mary, where he'll huddle I6m subsid of Universal, has reAYith -Rene^CJair. in a. four-week signed to set up his own public
stay.
relations outfit in Chicago. Kruse,
Krasna brushed off the closing, of who was on a three-year contract.
"Time for Elizabeth," the comedy handled advertising and publicity
on which Jie collabed with Groucho for IfWF,
Marx, wliieh folded after eight perHe came to the company when
formances at the Fulton, N. Y.. the UWF acquired the Bell & Howell
same day as its co-author left town, film library. Under an extended
He states there's a deal in work contract Kruse will be available to
for the film rights.
UWF in a.iConsnKative eapaciti'.-

UWr

J

1

'

'

'

i

'

;

I

I

;

'

.

method—-but

indirectly is a lot
higher, according to distrihution toppers.
Indirect profits
come in two ways. First is the
fact that an exhib who bidsfor a film always seems—towork a little 'harder selling it,
apparently to justify his bid.
Result is that the grosses betrib's

j

:

Direct income to ma,ior disunder the competitive
bidding system is about the
same as under the, straight sale:
tribs

come

'

,

3.

drive, scheduled to wind up the
end of last month, has been ex-,
tended to Nov. 22: ;
Conimidee has set a goal of $50,000, and has: already raised $30,000
with theatres all over this area

r
r>i
<t
r-i
uci.
o.
^-'"cago.
•'^"^ge Michael Igoe in Chi fedcourt last
district
eral

,

1

;

a bit better and the disshare is increased.

Second profitable aspect of
the bidding system is said to be
that it has warded off many
potential anti-trust suits. These
cost a great deal to defend,
even if they're won
and a
high percentage of them have

<

j

lost*T-so what is saved
this score can "be toted up
the profit side.

—

•

on

:

Century-Fox Film Corporation, is
extensively engaged in producing
TV Film Council Elects
films designed to meet the require-"
Melvin L. Gold, National Screen ments of television, which will be

Service
ad-publicity- chief,
was
elected prexy of the National Television Film Council Thursday (30)
•night at the organization's first annual election in N.Y, Other officers
include Burt: Balaban, Paramount
;tole film director, veepee; Robert
M. Wormhoudt, Telecast Films
Jexec veepee, secretary, and Robert
W. Paskow, film director of

,

made

available to_the entire indus-

try."

]

I

;

Paramount's

petition,

filed

by

Hogan and: Hartson, Washington

counsel, points to the operations of
commercial television stations
in Chicago (WBKB) and Los Angeles (KTLA) in support of its bid
for. a Frisco permit.
As to the issue of the applicant's interest in
(Newark) I treasurer.
DuMont, the brief declares that
Edward Carroll, manager of Du- Paramount is presently consldeiring
Mont's tele-transcription depart- disposal of the interest, the princiment, outlined his: firm's views on pal handicap being the question of
the value of transcribed film to the current market value of the
video in the guest speaker Slot:
stock.
its

^

I

I

—

been

:

;

The Will Rogers Memorial Fund

1

Welch, Molt and Morgan, Washing-

counsel,
contradicts
these
picture industry and the Govern- ton
ment Television Advisory Commit- elaims."It cannot seriously be
tee are to be carried a stage fur- contended," petition states, "that,
ther when both sides meet Oct. 14. in an area where at least four of
Industry will be represented by six television.-channels will be in
officials of the three main associa- the hands of licensees having no
tions, W, R. Fuller, general secre- connection with motion: pictures, a
tary of the Cinematograph Exhibi- grant oU a. channel to an applicant
tors Assn.; Frank Hill, secretary of having such a connection would rethe Kinematograph Renters So- sult in an inipairment or resti-icciety,: and Sir Henry Ij. French, tion of the television service bedirector-general of the British Film cause of .protection afforded the
motion picture inv^ment.
Producers A-ssn.
.''indeed, the record reveals a
Meeting is to discuss points
arising from the .trade's request unanimity:' of: opinion that telemade some months back for gov- vision is a boon rather, than a.
ernment okay on telecasting direct threat to the motion picture buSi-.
to cinema screens, with an offer ness.
In the case of Twentieth;
of the u.se of films on the BBC's Century, it is significant that one
television programs.
of its 50% stockholders, Twentieth

Extend Rosrers Drive

j

tion plans tor Col's top pix heading the agenda.
Detailed .sales
campaigns tor "The Loves of Car-

Negotiations between the motion

25-minute short with narration
written by Ed Wynn,
a

i

I

on

WATV

'

;

:

,

,
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PICTURE GROSSES

New LA Fare Slow But H.O.'s Fine;

Pliy,

''5ffrfAK5G''l«^'^'
1,8.000.™ 15G
Baltimore, Oct.

5.

.p^ggy.28(;_.R3,y.2(;G,BothSock

Big news here this week is the
brisk getaway accorded "Rope" at
the Stanley. "Southern Yankee" is
also drawing trade to Loew's Cen-;
tury but other theatres are not dO-<
ing so well.
Estimates for This Week
Century (Loew's-UA) (3,000; 20All
(Mono'
"V/inncr
(SRO) and
60)— "Southern Yankee" (M-G).
f2d wk), slow $4,400.
Last
response at $15,000.
Good
Million Dollar (D'town) (2,093;
"Pitfall" (UA), not so hot
50-85)
"Train Alcatraz" (Rep) (2d week,
$10,400.
run) with Julia Lee, Pee Wee
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,240;
Hunt orch on stage. Dull $10,000.
(Col)

'Peggy' Fair 46G, 'Venus' Thin 38G,

Philadelphia, Oct. 5.
Brisk fall weather and many new
are sparking biz in firstruns
Saturday night trade

•

'Number Loud 33G, 'Rope' 37G,
Los Angeles, Oct. 5.
Only, mild business is being
.snagged by firstruns this frame,
five of new bills being reissues

|

attention

Key

m

20-70)— "Walk Crooked Mile"
plus vaude. Modest $14,000. Last
week, "Triple Threat" (Col) and
Harmonicats, nice
iD'town-WC) (2,210; \ aiide headed by
$15,900.
(Continued on page 17)
Keith's (Schanberger) (2,460; 2060)— "Larceny" (U). Opened today (Tues.) after third week of

Orpheum

this round.
was big.

Biggest thing in town is "Red
River," wow at the Stanley. Nearly as good is:"Apartment for Peggy," first really big entry at Fox
in a month; "Velvet Touch" shapes
nice, while "Rachel and Stranger"

(Based on 23 cities, 213
tlieatres, chiefly first runs, In-

I

Last week, "Lady in Ermine" (20th)
(2d run),' with Johnny Moore's 3
Blazers on stage, fair $12,500.

City Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
$2,870,000
This Week

—

cluding N. Y. ).
Total Gross Same
Last Year
{Based on 22

I

"Apartment for Peggy" looks
four the"Touch of Venus" also is
atres.
light with $38,000 in six spots. Reissue of "Bring 'Em Back Alive"
tied with "Design for Death" is
mildish $22,000. in four houses.
-"Crusades" and "Intermezzo," also
..oldie-combo, shapes nice $15,500 in
two locations.
only moderate $46,000

bills

,

'

I

,

^vhic^l is no help. Most
Is going to holdovers.

in 2d

I

,

Week

looks

$2,989,000
cities,

'Ermine'

Second round for "Wrong Nurh-.
is rousing $33,000 in two Par
Initial holdover frame for
"Hope" looks good $37,000 in three
spots. Second frame for "Rathel
and Stranger" shapes nice $31,0Q0
in two situations.
Estimates for This Weelt
Belmont (PWC) (1,532; 60-$l)—
"Bring 'Em Back Alive" (RKO)
(reissue) and "Design For Death"
(RKO). Mild $2,500. Last week,
"Olympic Games 1948" (EL) and
"In This Corner!' (EL) (6 days), dis-

Smooth

$9,500.

Mayfair

,

$15,000 in Prov.

New

"An

Week

Estimates for This

pop

(Mechanic) (1,800; 20-60)—

Own

{20th)

.

i

$11,700.

25-75)^
and
Last week,
lush $18,000 looms.
second of "Beyond Glory" (Par),
Stanley (WB) (3,280;
"Rope" (WB). Fullsome

i

i

i

I

start,

$6,300.

i

'Sam' V(»7

50-94)—
"Two Guys Texas" (WB). Mild
Last week, "Life With
Father" (WB), $5,000.

Good

$21,000 in

'

$4,000.

Boyd (WB) (2,360; 50-99)— "VelTouch" (RKO). Trim $20,000.

20-65)—

(980;

Executioner"
Last week,
Unexciting $7,000.
"Forever Amber" (20th), back at
prices, held well enough at

"Mine

Providence, Oct. 5.
Innocent Affair"
looks to. top the list in a fairly
active session. Running neck-andneck for second: honors and nearly
as big ai'e Albee's "Tap Roots" and
Majestic's "Lady in Ermine."
State's

(Ilicks)

fine

Not get"Vicious Circle" (UA)
ting far at $3,000. Last week, "Angel in Exile" (Rep), average $4,200.

ber"

houses.

got

(Par)

,

neat

000, fine $14,300 opener.
Arcadia (S&S) (700;

,

Affair"

'

Estimates for This Week
Aldine (WB) (1,303; 50-99)— "The
Search" (M-G) (2d wk). Good $12,-

220

theatres).

I

"Foreign

Wham

vet

St Loo

Last week, "Luxury Liner" (M-G)
(4th wk), big $14,200.
50-99)—
Earle
(WB)
(2,700;
St. Louis, Oct. 5.
"Rachel and Stranger" (RKO).
Visitors lured, here for annual Great $26,000.
Last week, "Time
Veiled; Prophet parade, held to- of Life" (UA), $20,000.
night (Tues.), as well as good screen
Fox (20th) (2,250; 50-94)— "Apartfare and excellent weather are ment for Peggy" (20th).
Very
boosting biz at the big picture strong $28,000.
Last week, "Forhouses; "Good Sam" is making the ever Amber" (20th). Mild
$15,000.
best showing with big: stanza at
Goldman (Goldman) (1,200; 50Ambassador with "Sprry, Wrong 94)— "Sorry,
Wrong
Number''
Number", taking in almost as much (Par.)
Sock $24,500 after smash
coin but not sock at the Pox. "Iht
opener.
nocent Affair" also shapes okay at $33,000
Karlton (Goldman) (1,000; 50-94)
Loew's.
•

I

Town (Rappaport) (1,500; 35-65)
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 44-65)—'
mal $1,400.
"Tap Roots" (U) and "Money Mad- —"Rachel and Stranger" (RKO)
Trim $15,000. Last (2d wk). Maintaining fine pace at"
—"Larceny" (U) (3d wk)
Okay
Bfeverly Hills Music Hall (G&S- ness" (RKO).
"Rachel
and
Stranger" $10,000 after big opener at $14,200.
Estimates for This Week
$6,000: Last week, mild $9,500.
Corwin-Lesser) (826; 60-$l)
"So week,
Valencie (Loew s-UA) (1,780; 20Keith's (Goldman) (1,300; 50-94)
This Is New York" (UA) (3d wk-3 (RKO) and "Daredevils of Clouds"!
Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 50-75)
60)— "Pitfall" (UA) (m.o.). Not
Solid
days).
Near $3,000. Last week, (Rep) (2d wk), big $13,000.
—"Good Sam" (RKO). Big $21,000: —"Good Sam" (RKO).
"Tap
week,
Last
$3,500.
much
at
Carlton (Fay) (1,400; 44-65 )-rneat $4,700.
Last week, ''Rachel and Stranger" $7,000. Last week, "Foreign Affair"
Roots" (U) (m.o.), $5,100.
(RKO). and ''Out of Storm" (Rep), (Par), thin $4,500.
Carthay Circle (FWC) (1,518; 60- "Forever Amber'' (20th). Return
engagement healthy $8,000. Last
Mastbaum (WB) (4,360; 50-99)—
$20,000.
$l)-:-"Intermezzo" (SRO) and "Cruweek,
"Two
Texas"
(WB)
and
Guys
Sliding
"Rope"
(WB)
wk).
(3d
Fox (F&M) (5,000; 50-75)— "Sorry,
sades" (Par) (reissues). Nice $6,"Train to Alcatraz" (WB) (2d run),
Wrong Number": (Par) and "Dare- down to $15,500. Last week, fast
600. Last week, "Blandings" (SRO)
Tears' Best in L'ville
devils of Clouds" (Rep). Not sock $19,000.
and "Winner Take All" (Mono) (2d good $4,000.
44-65)—
Fay's
(Fay)
(1,400;
Fix (Cummins) (500; 50-94)^
$19,000.
Last week, "River
wk), good $5,100.
Swift at
"Wistful Widow!' (U) and vaude,
At $16,000;
"Carmen"
(Indie) and "Lucrezia
"16
Lady"
and
(U)
Fathoms
Deep"
Chinese (Grauman-WC) (2,048; Good $6,500. Last week, "Who's
Borgia" (Indie). Passable $5,700 in
(Mono), mild $16,000.
60-:$l)
"Apartment for Peggy" Kissing Her" (20th) and; vaude,
15G, 'Faces' Lively 6G Loew's (Loew) (3,172; 50-75)— 8 days. Last week, "Babe Ruth
(20th) and "Creeper" (20th). Mod- neat $7,500.
"Innocent Affair" (UA) and "Road Story" (M(Jho), $3,500.
erate $11,000. Last week, "BlandLouisville, Oct^ 5.
Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 44-65)—
Stanley (WB) (2,950; 50-99)—
to Big House" (SG). Nice $18,000.
ings" (SRO) and "Winner All" "Lady in Ermine" (20th) and "High
"Best Years" at Rialto looks Last week, "Luxury Liner" (M-G),. "Red River" (UA). Best thing in
(Mono) (2d wk), slight $6,900.
Tide" (20th). Peppy $15,000. Last standout currently. "Luxury Liner" solid $21,000.
town at wow $42,000. Last week,
Culver (FWC) (1,145; 60-$l)— week, "Life With Father" (WB), [also looks nice at State. "Mr.
Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 50-75)— "Beyond Glory" (Par), $13,500.
"One Touch Venus" (U) and so-so $10,000 at pop prices.
Peabody and Mermaid", plus stage- "I'ap Roots" (U) and "Feudin',
Stanton (WB) (1,475; 50-99)
State (Loew) (3,200; 44-65)— "In- show headed by the Three Stooges Fussin' "
"Close-Up" (EL). Slow $5,000 or
(U) (m.o.). Okay $10,000. "Lulu Belle" (Col) and "Bodynear. Last week, "Olympic Games'" nocent Affair" (UA) and "Rusty at the National, shapes big. Presi- Last week, "Two
Guys Texas" guard" (RKO). Weak $10,300. Last
(EL) and "In This Corner" (EL) (5 Leads Way" fCol). Solid $20,.'300. dent Truman rally Thursday (30) (WB) and "Babe
Ruth Story" week, "Race Street" (RKO) (3d
Last week, "Luxury Liner (M-G) brought thousands to downtown (Mono)
days), $1,6()0.
wk),
fine at $11,300,
(m.o.), $9,000;
000 aredi but film houses were given:
Downtown (WB) (1,800; 60^$!)-^ and "Big Citv" (M-G), wow S25
Orpheum (Loew) (2,000; 50-75)—
Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 44-65) go-by
"Rope" (WB) (2d wk). Good $15,"Luxury Liner'' (M-G) tmio:). Fine 'Rachel' Standout In
Carmen" (Col) and
000. Last week, off sharply, mid- -,-"Loves of
$9,000. '"Last week, "Pitfall" (UA)
Estimates for This Week
Opened
week to $19,300, very good but not "Black Eagle" (Col). "Isn't
and
"Montana.
Mike"
(UA)
(m.o.),
Seattle, Smash $16,000
It
Monday (4). Last week,
Brown (Fourth Avenue) (1,200;
big.
"Waterfront 45-65)— "Forever Amber" (20th) $8,500.
Seattle. Oct. 5.
Downtown Music Hall (Corwin- Romantic'" (Par) and
St. Louis (F&M) (4,000; 50-60)—'
Liberty
looks, standout
with
Mild $3,500.
(m.o.).
Last week, "Commandos Strike"
60-$l)—"So New at Midnight" (Par), neat $13,000.
Lesser)
(872;
(Col) and "In- "Sorry,
Wrong Number"
but
,"Tap Roots" (U) im.c), $4,000.
York" (UA) (3d wk-5days). Okay
vaders" (Col) (reisiiues).
Kentucky (Switow) (1,200; 30-40) 500. Last week, "Old Los Good $5,- "Rachel and Stranger" al.so is
$5,000. Last week, nice $8,200.
Angele.s'' smash at Coliseum.
House is re"Key
Largo" (WB) and "Dream (Rep) and "Eyes
of Texas" (Rep), verting to firstrun policy. "Angel
Egyptian (FWC) (1,538; 60-$l)— Pitt Perks Up; Xarmen'
Girl" (Par).
Strong $3,500. Last $6,000.
"Southern Yankee" (M-G) and
in Exile" and "Eyes of Texas"
week, "Fuller Brush Man" (Col)
Shubertdhd) (1,500; 40-60)-i. shapes nice at Palomar.
''Under California Stars'' (Rep)
Rousing $13,500, 'Rope' and "All My Sons" (U), $3,200
"Gung Ho" (FC) and "Eagle Squad(2d wk). Fair $6,000. Lajst week,
Estimates for This Week
'Mary Anderson (People's) (1,000; ron" (FC) (reissues). Trim
medium $10,200>
$5,000;
Blue Mouse (H-E) (800; 50-84)—
Okay 17G 145:;65)— "Embraceable You" (WB). Last week, "Beyond Glory" (Par) "Saxon
El Key (FWC) (86l"; 60-$l)—
Charm" (U) and "Bad SisMildish $6,500. Last week, "Two and "Train to Alcatraz"
(Rep) ter". (U) (m.o.). Okay $2,500 in 4
Pittsburgh, Oct. 5.
"Back Alive" (RKO) (reissue) and
Guys Texas" (WB) (2d wk), lively (m.o.), same-.
days. Last Week; "Tap Roots" (U)
"Design
Light
Death"
(RKO).
Ideal weather over the weekend, $7,500.
and "Doc' Robbin" (UA) (2d wk):
Last
week,
"Olympic and overflow crowds downtown, in
$3,000.
National (Standard) (2,400: 60good
Games'' (EL) and "This Corner" for sellout Notre Dame-Pitt foot- 85)— "Peabody and Mermaid" (U)
$4,500 in 8 days.
Coliseum (H-E) (1,877; 50-84)—
(EL) (6 days), dim $1,700.
ball game, are helping biz mate- with Three Stooges,
others, on Freezing Mpls. Weather
"Rachel and Stranger" (RKO) and
Esquire (Rosener) (685; 8.'5-$1.20) rially m Golden Trianglei, Heavy stage. Big $15,000 or near. Last
"Mystery in Mexico" (RKO). Smash
"Mikado" (U) (reissue) (2d wk) getaway trade should; in.sure fairly week. "Secret Service InvestiUp
Biz;
'Number'
$16,000.
Last week,, subsequentOke $2,y00: Last week, good $3,100. respectable grosses in most spots, gator" (Rep), and :Ex-Gov. Jimmie
run.
Four Star (UA-WC) (900; 60-$l) "Loves of Carmen" got away fasi Davis and acts on stage, light $7,Fifth Avenue (H-E) (2.349; 50Terrif 18G, 'VenusMOG
"San Irancisco" (M-G) (rei.s.sue) at Harris and .should hold despite 500.
84)—"Blandings House" (SRO) and
Okay $G,000 Last week, "So Well critical shellacking. Both "Rope'
Rialto (FA) (3,400; 45-65)— "Best
Minneapolis, Oct. 5.
"Shed No Tears" (EL) (3d wk).
Remembered" (RKO) (2d wk), at Stanley and "Luxury Liner" at Years" (RKO) at regular scale.
Fine |f all weather is proving a Solid $8,000.
Last week,
big
slight $1,900.
Penn are doing fairly well, running Big $16,000. Last week, "Forever
Guild
60-$!)— about even.
(FWC)
(968;
Second week of Amber" (20th), also pop scale, shot in the arm at the boxofficie $11,800.
oyer the weekend. Freezing temLiberty (Ind) {1,650; 50-84)—
"Venus" (U) and "Close-Up" (EL) "Rachel ..and,. Stranger" is very modest $12,000
Slow $4,000. La.st week, Larcenv" little off from smash opening .stanza
Scoop (Louisville Theatres) (700: peratures were stimulants, and "Sorry, Wrong Number" (Par) and
Eagle"
iCol).
Terrific
45-65)— "Mikado" (U). Nice $2,500 the MinnesotarNebraska football "Black
(U) and "End of- River
(U) (2d at Warner.
Last
week,
"Easter
Last week, "Great Mr. Handel' gaiiie, attracted ,55,600, probably $13,000.
V'k-4 days), $1,200.
Estimates for This Week
helped get the ^staiiza off to a giod Parade" (M-G) (7th wk) big $6,200.
Hawaii
(G&S r Corwin - Lesser)
Undie), $2,000
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 44-76)
Music Hall (H-E) (2,200; 50-84)
(1.106; 60-$l)
"So New York"
Stale (Loew's) (3,000; 45-65)— start. Several major hewcorrters,
"Saxoiv
Charm"
Very
(U).
mikl
"Luxury
Liner"
outstanding
(M-G)
except
and
(XJA) (3d wk-5 days). Down to $2,"Luxury Liner" (M-G) and "Shang
o,.c<u6-,J,'"t
La.=t
$5,500.
week, "Man-Eater liai Chest" (Mono). Nice
"Nightwind"
"""yNumber,"
(20lh).
Sturdy
which
is
000. La^t week, fair $3,400.
$15,000
^''SPS
Hollywood (WB) (2.756; 60-$l)— Kumaon" (U) and "Dear Murderer" Last week, "Pitfall
(UA) and smash at State. "One Touch of $11,000 La.st week, "Saxon Charm"
Venus" shapes mild at Grpheiini. (U) and "Bad Sister" (U1, thin
"Rope'; (WB) (2d wk). Good $11,- (U) with Zale-Cerdan fight pix thin "Triple Threat" (Col), $13,000.
000, Last' week, not up to weekend $4,500 in 6 days.
Strand 'FA1
45-65)— "Rachel and Stranger" is, splid bri $7,000.
(1,000;
Harris Harris) (2,200; 44-76)
Music Box (H-E) (850; 50-84)
pace but still excellent at $17,500
"Four Faces West" (UA) and RKO-Pan moveover.
"Feudin' "
(U)
and "Shanghai
Holy wood Music Hall: (Gorwmr ''Loves of Carmen'- (Col); Big cam- "Daredevils of Clouds"
(Rep).
)'\ Estimates for This Wciek
Chest" (Mono) (m.o.). Fair $3,500.
Lesser) Kj75: 60-85)
"So New paign helped this one get brisk Lively $6,000. Last week, "Raw
Century (Par) (1.600; 50-70)— Last week, "Time of Life" (UA)
York" (UA) (3d wk-5 days). Near start; close to $13,500, and enough Deal;' (EL) and "Bury Me Dead" 'Bad
Sister"
(U).
Light =$5,(j00. and "Devil's Cargo" (FC> (m.o.),
to, get holdover. Last week, "Touch
$2,000. Last week, okay $2,400.
(EL), $5,500.
Last
:week,
"Two Guys Texas" (WB) $4,300.
Iris (FWC) 1828, 60-85)—"Venus" of Venus" (U), off after good start
:(2d wk). okay $6,000.
Orpheum (H-E) (2,600; 50-84)—
(U) and "Closc-Up" (EL). PJild but got pas.sable $10,000.
Gojihfer ,(Par)
40-50)-^ "Northwest Stampede" (ED and
(1;000;
Penn (Loew's-UA) (3.300; 44-76^
$4,500. Last week, "Larceny" (U)
"Luxury Liner" (M-Gi.
Not '2 Guys' Rugged $19,000, "Wallflower" (WB) (1st run) and "In This Corner"' (EL). Moderate
and "End River" (U) i2d uk-4
of Texas" (Indie) (reissue). $8,000.
"Men
Last week,
.spectacular
at
about
$17,000,
but
"Feudin"'
«la\s), $1,500.
mid $2,'700. Last .week, "ftori- (U) and "Shanghai Chest" (Mon-o),
Laurel (Rosener)
SS)— satislactory. Last week, Pilfall"
(890;
Denver; 'Mermaid' 12G taha Mike"
(UA) (1st. run) and good $10,600.
"Human Beast" (Indie) and "Kiss 'UA) $18,000.
''Ex - Champ"
Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 50-84)
Denver, Oct. 5.
Cindie)
(reissue),
Eitz (Loew's) (800; 44-761- "Pitof Fire" Undie). Pleasing $3,000.
,::- •' —"Angel in
Exile" (Rep) and "Eyes
"Two Guys From Texas" is land- $2,500.
Last week. "Murder in Rover?e" fall" (UA) (m.o.). Sturdy $3,500 or
Lyric (Par); '1,000; 50-70)— ".\b- of Texas" (Rep), Nice $7,500. Last
Indie) (2d over. Last week, "EvU My Love" ang. top coin here this week^ play(Indie) and "Frenzy"
(Par) (m.o ), $2,000.
ing the Denver and Webber. Per- bott-Costello Meet Frankenstein" week, "Commandos Strike" (Col)
wjc), $1,800.
Neat $6,000;
Last and "Invaders" (Col) (reissues),
Senator (Harris) (1.7,')0, 44-76i— fect Indian summer is cutting into (U) (m.o.).
Loew's State 'Locws-WO (2.404,
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"Life with Father*' (WB)
"Destroyer" (Col) and "Saliara'' biz. "Sorry, Wrong Number" looks we,eli;j
.
(»j
d wk), fine $5,800.
(Col) 'reissues). Brisk $4,000. La.=t strong enough at Denham to cinch
„J^s_ City
Radio
(Par) (4,406; 50^7o)ii
week, "Luck of Irish" (20th) (m o.). a third weelc.
"Date with Judy'! (M^G), ;(M wk).
$3,000.
.(SBOJ
Estimates
for
This
Brisk
Week
$1 liB0!6 after $16(600 firSt
Stanley (WB) n(3,800; 44-76)
(2d wk;, dull $8,700.
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 35-74)— week; ..:
Los Anffeles (D'town-WC) '2 097, "Rope" (WB). Sharply divided
- Orpheuih
ftKO
(RKO) (2,800;
"Touch
of
(U)
Venus"
and
"Gen60-.$!)— Southern Yankee" (M-Gi notices socm to be reacting in picS0-70)r^"One Touch of Venus"
and "Cilifornia Stars" (Rep) (2d ture's favor, Stout $17,500. Last tleman From Nowhere' (Col) (m.o.i. (U). Looks
only mild $10,000.
wk).
Slow $11,500. Last week, weeki "Beyond Glory" (Par), $15,- Fine $4,000. Last week, "Lady in Last week,
"Rachel and Stranger
Krmine"
(20th)
and
"Golden
Eye"
500.
medium $20,500.
(RKO), big $16,000
(Mono) (m.o.), fair $2,500.
Warner (WB) (2,000; 44-76)
Loyola, iFWC) fl.248; 60-$l)—
RKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600; 50-70).„ .„,
Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 35-70)
"Apartment Peggy" (20th) and "Rachel and Stranger" (RKO) (2d
"Sorry, Wrong Number" (Par) "Rachel and Stranger" (RKO) and
"Creeper" (20th). Fair $7,000 or wk). Sock $12,000, which will mean
(Continued on page 17)
(ConUnued on page 17)
I
"Blandings" another. Last week, .smash $14,000.
week,
over.
Last

60-$l)— "Apartment Peggy" (20lh)
and "Creeper" (20th). Medium

"Blandings"
and "Winner All" (Mono)

Last

$20,000.

:

$5,600.
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Paramount (H-E) (3,039; 50-84)—
"Duel in Sun" (SROi and "Code
Scotland Yard" (Rep).
Return
of "Duel" helping this to fair
$8,000. Last week, "Evil My Love"
iPar) and "Gay Intruder" (20th),

I

week,

!

slow $6,200.
Roosevelt (Sterling) (800; .'50-84)
—"King of Gamblers" (Rep) and
"Train to Alcatraz" (Rep).
Okay
$4,500.
Last week. "Gaslight Fol"^s" ,'^"die) and "Son of Sheik"
j^^^g

£s.™*'*

*^*^"".

,

;
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PICTURE GROSSES?

Too Many H.0.'$ Slough Chi But

Rain,

'RoiXiTiesUp Rugged $25,000; Buck

PAUj)s'BaciiAlive'toHotl5G
Chicago, Oct. 5.
Biz was hindered by two days of
rain the first part of current week.
Fact that only one new film, opened
also is hurting overall total. "Rope"
at State-Lake looks excellent $25,000 With crix pointing out parallel
to Loeb-Leopold murder here several decades ago. Also doing well
is ''Bring 'Em Back Alive," on reissue at Grand, which is being
Helped by personal of Frank Buck..
Looks nifty $15,000.
Holdovers shape to do the best
business with "Date With Judy''
and Louis ArmstroBg at Oriental,

Broadway Grosses
Estimated Total Gross
This Week
$65St,000
(Bosrd on 15 theatres)
Last Year
$724,000
Based on 21 theatres I
(

:

'Radiel' Sultry

second week, fancy $46,000.
Also in second stanza and in fine
$hape is ''Rachel and the Stranger''
at

Palace,
isn't

pected but

\

trim $20,000.
"Good
holding up as well as exreal coin at $18,000

still

D.C.

Ace

Washington, Oct. 5.
another dull week here,- with

It's,

Woods. "Beyond Glory" at Chi- "Rachel and the Stranger" the
cago backed by revue headed by sole bright spot on a gloomy horiLiberace looks solid for $38;000 in zon. "Walk a Crooked Mile" at
at

:

first

holdover round.^
Estimates for This

Week

'

Apollo (B&K) (1,400; 50-98)—
"Rose Washington Square" (ZOth)
and "Slave Ship" (20th) (reissues>.
Neat $9,000. Last week, "Northwest Stampede" (EL) (2d wk), nice
$6,500.

I

the Warner is runner-up.
Estimates for This Week
Capitol (Loew's) (2,434; 44-80)—
"Luck of Irish" (20th) plus vaude.
Mild $20,000 expected. Last week,
"Innocent Affair" (UA) plus vaude,
okay $23,000, and better than expected.

Columbia (Loew's) (1,263; 44-80)
ChicaKO (B&K) (d,900; 50-98)— —"Slave Ship" (20110 and "Rose
"Beyond Glory" (Par) with stage Washington Square" (20th) (reisheaded by Liberace.
(2d
wk). sues).
Nice $7,000.
Last week,
Solid $38,000. Last week, $46,000. "Abbott^Costello Meet FrankenGarrick (B&K) (900; 50-85)— stein" (U) (m.o.) (3 days) and "Am"Raider" (Indie) and "Wings of ber" (20th) (m.o.) (4 days), slim
Morning" (20th) (reissues). Fair $5,500.
$7,000. Last week, "Coast Guard"
Keith's (RKO) (1,939; 44-74)—
and "Flight Lieutenant" (Col) (re- "Rachel and Strangelr" (RKO).
.

.

.

!

issues), $8,500.

W-Hionias-McDonaU $117,000 Tops

IN K.C.

Kansas City, Oct. 5.
weather and strong
product will combine for a sturdier
week this round. "Loves of Carmen" at the Midland is out in front

N. Y.; 'Red River -De

fall

but not sock. "Mr. Blandings" at
Orpheum is comparatively as good.
"Luck of the Irish" looks only okay
at $15,000 at Tower-Uptown-Fair-

Socko

Firstrun businesfe on 'Broadway is
trio.
climbing this wecik,.: bullish; tone
being generated
by new and
Estimates for This Week
Esquire (Fox Midwest) (820; 45- stronger iprddiictions, cool weiither
65)—"Fighting Seabees" (Rep) and
JeviSh '.holidays Monday
"Flying Tigers" (Rep) (reissues).
Over average $3^500; Last week, off bf V interest ih American League
"Eyes of Texas" (Rep) and "Vil- pennant race also was. a help.
lage Barn Dance" (Rep) (reissue),
Six new bills were laiiriched in
the last seven days. "Cry of City,"
$4,000.
Kimo (Dickinson) (550; 35-45- with Danny Thomas and Marie Mc65)—"The Damned" (Indie). Re- Donald., is putting the Roxy back
opened house with foreign films on easy street, with a big $17,000.
firstrun.
Nice $2,500.
Next strongest newcomer apMidland (Loew's) (3,500; 45-65)— pears to be "Johnny Belinda," with
"Loves of Carmen" (Col) and "Sur- Freddy Martin and the Calgarys
render Dear" (Col), Fine $18,000. heading
stageshow
at
Strand.
Last week, "Pitfall" (UA) and Looks to soar to great $80,00().
"Black Eagle" (Col), good $14,000. Also socko is the Capitdl at $92,000
Orpheum (RKO) (1,900; 45-65)— with "Red River" and DeMarcos,
"Mr. Blandings Dream House" and Rose Marie plus Nat Brandwynne
"Big Punch" (WB). Nifty $16,000, band on stage.
and holdover. Last week, "Rachel ^ Straight film fare is being paced
and Stranger" (RKO) and by "Hamlet" at Park Avenue, Play'Shanghai Chest" (Mono) .(2d wk), ing to virtual capacity, on two-asocko $12,000.
day and $2.40. top, first round
Paramount (Par) (1,900; 45-65)— ended last (Xues;) iiight looks ter'lEvil .My Love" (Par).
Overvaver- rific $15,500.
:t:.
:,y
age $13,000.
Last week, "Two
"Innocent Affair" shapes favorsatisGuys Texas" (WB) (2d wk),
able $24,000 in first week, plus
factory $9,000.
Tuesday (28) night business, at
Tower - Uptown - Fairway;, (Fox Rivoli. "Saxon Charm" likewise is
Midwest) (2,100, 2,043, 700; 45-65) doing nicely with nearly $28,000 ex—"Luck of Irish" (20th). Pass- pected in first session at Cyiterioh.
Last week, "Larable $15,000.
"Good Sam" Is down to -about
ceny" (U) mild $13,000.
$115,000 in third stanza at Music

.

—

m ahead, "Love of Mary" (U), very
dim $15,000 on

single week.
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 90-$1.50)—
"Rope" (WB) (6th wk). Sixth stanza ending today (Wed.) winding up
at good $29,000 after fine $32,000
for fifth. Continues.
Gotham (Brandt) (900; 70-$1.20>

—"Olympic Games" (EL)
Wk).

(Thurs.) is dipping to $7,500
nice $12,000 initial frame.
Bouse goes back to second-runs and
reissues
after two
of

after

weeks

"Games."
Mayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 6041-25)
—"Rachel and Stranger" (RKO)
(3d wk). Third session ending Friday (8) looks to stay in chips at
around $24,000 after solid $30,000
for second. Holds only one more
week.
Park Avenue (U) (5d3; $1.20$2.40)— "Hamlet" (U) (2d wk). First

week concluded' last (Tues.) night'
shapes to hit terrific $15,500, virtual capacity for full week except
for Wednesday matinee; film
opened last Wed, night. In for
indef. run.

Hall, with"Jiilia Misbehaves" coming in tomorrow (Thurs.). "Rachel
and Stranger' still is stout at S24,000 for third round at Mayfair. It
stays a fourth, with "Mourning Becomes Electra," first time : at pop
prices, opening the following week.
"Ruth Story" is way off at $6,500
in 10th week at Astor but stays on
until Oct; 19 when "Song Is Born"

Waters" (20th) (2d runs). Open today (Wed.).
House brings in
"Angels With Dirty. Faces" (WB)
and "Drive by Night" (WB), two
oldies just put out on reissue, Oct.
12. Last week, "Lady in Ermine"
(20th) and "Furnace Creek" (20th)
(2d runs) (5 days) and "Guadalcanal Diary" (20th) and "Purple
Heart" (20th) (reissues) (2 days),
okay $9,500.

with interest 4n
Grand (RKO) (1,500; 50-98)— Mitchum high but no demonstraLast week, "Good Sam"
"Bring 'Em Back Alive" (BKO) (re- tions.
San Francisco, Oct. 5.
comes in.
issue) aided by Frank Buck per- (RKO) t3d wk), sturdy $12,000,
Weekend pro-football, which has
Paramount brings in "Isn't It
sonal. Solid $15,000. Last week, with unexpected weekend spurt
been cutting into firstruns heavily, Romantic?" with Erskine Hawkins
"Larceny," (U) (2nd wk), big $11,- helping.
Metropolitan (WB) (1,163; 44-70) was subdued by rain over this past band, Delta Rhythm Boys heading
000.
being
—"Crusades"
with
all
theatres
stageshow today (Wed.) after five
(Par)
(reissue).
weekend,
Solid
Oriental (Essaness) (3,400; 50Outstanding is "Rope" smash weeks with "Sorry, Wrong
98)— "Date With Judy" (M-G) with $8,000. Last week, "Night of Love" helped.
with a terrific session at the St. Number" and Carmen Cavallaro
Louis Armsti-ong heading stagebill (Col) (reissue), $6,000.
Palace (Loew's) (2,370; 44-74)— Francis. "Dude CSoes West" also topping stage layout. "Number"
(2d wk)
Excellent $46,000. Last
"Luxury Liner" (M-G) (2d wk). is doing okay at the Paramount. landed fancy $70,000 for final
week, $58,1500.
So-so $13,000.
Last week, "Am- "Moonrise" shapes trim at United frame.
Palace (RKO) (2,500;' 50-98)— ber"
(20th) (2d run) (3 days) and Artists.
Palace forgets second-runs next
"Rachel and Stranger" (RKO) (2d "Luxury Liner"
week to try two strong reissues,
(M-G) (4 days),
Estimates (or This Week
wk). Trim $20,000 probable. Last
$13,000.
rMdoM r,«« fpirn^ (9 ma- Kn "Angels With Dirty Faces" and
week, stout $26,400.
Playhouse (Lopert) (432; 95-85)
N'«ht." plugging the
sl^Uer^(Vo)i''0^^^
95^'^Rachel
and
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 50-98)—
"Mine Own Executioner" (20th),
like new fare. Recent secondM,»f?™"f'JS"!Pair
in Society'
and "Jiggs, Maggie
"Smart Girls Don't Talk" (WB) (2d Fine $5,000, but not sock for ^.r-jL^c
runs have not.done too: well at this
Fine $13,000. house, necessitating four pictures
wk) Light $11,000. Last week, oke house. Last week, "Escape", (20th) (Mono) (2d wk).
sock
Last
week,
$23,500.
$14,500.
(3d wk), nice $4,000.
60-95)— in some weeks.
(4,651;
Fox (FWC)
State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 50-98)
Warner (WB) (2,154; 44-74)—
Estimates for This Week
—"Rope" (WB). Sturdy .$25,000. "Walk Crdoked Mile" (Col). Steady "Southern Yankee" (M-G) and
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 70-$1.50)
Last week, "Walk Crooked Mile" $16,000, Last week, "Rope" (WB) "Nighttime in Nevada" (Rep) (2d
Down to $12,000 or less. JLast —"Babe Ruth Story" (Mono) (11th
(Col) (2d wk), $16,000.
(2d wk), below hopes but okay wk).
week, oke $19,500.
wk). Tenth week ended last Mon.United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 50- $12,000.
Warfield (FWC) (2.656; 60-85)^ day (4) night did not hold well at
98)
"Moonrise" (Rep) (2d wW"Luxury Liner" (M-G) and "Fight- $6,500 after $8,000 for ninth. Stays
Down to $13,000 after last week's
ing Back" (Rep). Nice $20,000 or until Oct. 19 when "Song Is Born"
solid $16,500.
Stars fdt
under. -Last week, "'San Francis- (RKO) opens.
Woods CEssanness) (1;073 98)— Heidt's
Capitol (Loew's) (4,820; 80-$1.50)
co" (M-G) and "Night at the Opera"
"Good Sam" (RKO) (2d wk). Fancy
$19,000.
—"Red River" (UA) plus Tony and
$18,000. Last week. $22,300
Huge 30G, Cincy (M-G) (reissues),
Paramount (Par) (2,646; 60-85)— Sally DeMarco, Rose Marie, Nat
World (Indie) (587; 80)
"To
Cincinnati, Oct. 5.
"16 Brandwynne orch. First week end-^
(Mono)
and
West"
"Dude
Goes
Live In Peace" (Indie) (4th wk).
Downtown biz this week is. top- Fathoms Deep" (Mono). Firm $18,- ing today (Wed.) looks sock $92,Fine $3,500, Last week, $3,700.
heavy. Albee's stageshow hypo via
Surf (Indie) (650; 85)
"The Horace Heidt's "New Stars on 000 in 8 days. Last week, "Babe 000. Holds. Last week, "Luxury
Liner" (M-G) with Gene Krupa
(Continued on page 17)
Brothers" (U). Sharp $4,000. Last Parade" with
"Smart Girls Don't
week, $5,100,
Talk" is landing huge total and
easily pacing field. Palace strong
with "Race Street," being up
sharply over last week. Only other
Indpls.
But

$24,000 in Frisco

,

(Par) (3,664; 55-$1.50)
— Paramount
"Isn't
Romantic?" (Par) plus
It

,

Erskine

Rhythm

:

Howell

.

wk). Third session ending today
(Wed.) looks only passably okay at
$115,000 after okay $120,000 for
second, "Julia Misbehaves" (M-G)
with new stageshow opens tomor-

row

W

—

;

new

bill

"Ruthless,"

is

which

shapes stout,
$13,000; Titfair lOG
Estimates for 'This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 60-94)—
Indianapolis, Oct. 5.
Biz is just so-so at dcluxcrs tliis "Smart Girls Don't Talk" (WB)
week, because of heavy draw o£ with Horace Heidt's "New Stars on
Roy Rogers Rodeo at Coliseum. Parade" stageshow.. Stageshow re"Babe Ruth Story" is doing oke vlvali on spotrbooking basis, and
at Circle to lead the town, but popularity of Heidt's radio talent
|Toreif!n Affair" at Indiana and champs boosting this to; torrid $30,"Pitfall" at LoeW's are only fair. 000. Last week, "Loves of Carmen"
(Col) (2d wk), lusty $14,000 at 50Estimates for This Week
75c scale.
Circle (Gamble-Dolle) '2,800; 44Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 50-75)—
65)— "Babo Ruth Story" (Mono)
Wilh Father" (WB) (2d wk).
and "Golden Eye" (Mono), Trim "Life
Fairish $6,000 after pleasing $10,$13,000, Last week, ','Peabody and 000 preem.
:

'

Mermaid"

(U)

and

"Upturned

Grand

(RKO)

(1,400;

50-75)—

Glass" (U), mild 810,000.
Stout $9,000.
"Ruthless"
(EL).
Indiana (G-D) (3,300; 44-65)— r.,ast week, "Four Feathers" (FC)
"Foreign Affair" (Par) and "Lady and "Drums" (FC), $8,000.

Midnight" (EL). Average $12,000,
Last week. "Walls of Jericho"
and
"Checkered
Coat"
about same.
Keith's (G-D) (1,300; 44-65)—
"Walls of Jericho"
(20Ui)
and
'Checkered Coat" (20th) (mo.).
Modest $4,000. La.st week, "Canon
City"
(EL)
and "Music Man"
(Mono) (m.o,), $3,500.
Loew's (Loew's) (2,450; 44-65)—
"Pitfall" (UA) and "Dog Rustv"
(Col). Offish $10,000. Last week.
Date With Judy" (M-G) and
"Thunderhoof" (Col) (2d wk), Nice
$10,000 in 6 days on top of big

•(20th)
(2Qth).

$17,000 opener.
Lyric (G-D)
44-65>
(l,600r
"Raw Deal" (EL) and "Mine Own
Executioner" (20th). Fair $6,000.
Last week, "Will It Happen Again"
(FC) and "Out of Storm" (Rep),
nice $8,000.

—

,

(Thurs,).

Rialto (Mage) (594; 44-99)— "16
Fathoms Deep" (Mono). Opens today (Wed:), Last week, "Ape Man"
(FC) and "Wolf Man" (FC) (reissues); hit near $10,000 and could
have held except for prior committment on VFathoms," In ahead,
"Miraculous Journey" (FC) (2d

New

U'

Wk), only $5,000 in 5 doys.
Rivoli (UAT-Pat) (2,092; 60-$1.25)
—"Innocent Affair" (UA) (2d wk).
Doing fairly well with favorable
$24,000 likely in first IV^ days,
picture having opened, last Tuesday (28) night.
Holds, second
round starting today (Wed,). In
ahead, 'Velvet Touch" (RKO) (5th
wk), was down to $14,000 in final
6V6 days.

Del Sip But 'Carmm' Hot $3i000;

Teggy'SOCWlOG.'VeM'lSG

Koxy
Detroit, Oct.

nook of North"

5.

(Indie),

Okay

—

(5,945; 80-$2.40)
"Good
Sam" (RKO) and stageshow (3d

fellers)

.

—

NSH

on stage. Opens
.

—

—

Hawkins

orch. Delta
Boys, Savannah Churchill,

& Bowser

today (Wed.). Last week, "Sorry,
Wrong Number" (Par) with Carmen Cavallaro orch heading stagebill (5th wk), fancy $70,000 after
fine $75,000 for fourth.
Radio City Music Hall (Rocke-

-

.

•

^

Palace (RKO) (1,700; -40-95)—
"Walls Jericho" (20th) and "Deep

'

Wow

C2d-finai

Second round ending tomor-

row

.

'Rope' Snags

80G

bill

.

,

SoMy In

orch, Georgie Price heading stage(3d wk), $53,000.
Criterion (Loew's)
70(1,700;
$1.83)
"Saxon Charm" (U) (2d
Initial
wk).
round ended last
(Tues.) night hit near nice $28,000.

•

.

$18,000,

Marcos

Black, 92G; 'Belinda'-Martin Big

•

in

Sam"

AT $18,000
Ideal

way

•

.

'CARMEN' NOT SO BIG

(20th)

(5,886;

80-$l,80)—

"Cry of City" (20th) plus Danny
Thomas, Marie McDonald, Shy-

$9,-

In face of a -general slump this 000 or over. Last week, "Abbott-.
week, "Loves of Carmen" at Michi- Costello Meet Frankenstein" (U)
World and "Wouldn't Be in Shoes"
gan looks very strong.
preem of "Apartment for Peggy," (Mono) (3d wk) fine $10,000.
Fox (Fox-Michigan) (5,100; 70got oil to a slow start at Fox, but
"Apartment for Peggy" (20th)
"Pitfall" and "Vel- 95)
is picking up.
vet Touch" both are sufl"ering from and "Night Wind" (20th). Sturdy
$30,000 or near. Last week, "Larthe downbeat.
ceny" (U).with Tony Martin topEstimates for This Week
Adams (Balaban) (1,740; 70-95) ing stageshow; sock $44,000, which
—"Tap Roots" (U) (3d wk). Hold- topped his previous gross by lOG.
ing steady at $9,000. Last week, Martin stayed an extra day, pinch-

rettos,

iceshow onstage

(2d wk).
week ended last (Tues,) night
soared to big $117,000, In ahead,
second week of "Luck of Irish''
(20th) with Ed Sullivan, Harvest
Moon Ball winners, Joe Howard,
Al Bemie, iceshow topping stageshow, nice $72,000.
First

—

'

State

(Loew's) (3,450; 80-$1.50)
of Carmen" (Col) (,5th

—"Loves

wk). Holding up remarkably well
hitting for George Jessel but not at $24,000 iri fifth frame ending
(United De- added to week's total, which was today (Wed.) after $26,000 for
Keith's (City Inv.) (1,542; 50-75) troit)
70-95)
"Texas, way over expectancy. Martin vol- fourth. Stays on with opening of
(3,000;
.^"Larceny" (U) (2d wk). No com- Brooklyn,
Heaven"
(UA)
and untarily stayed over to m.c. per- "Three Musketeers" (M-G) still not
plaint at $6,000 trailing all right "Urubu" (UA). Dim $8,000. Last sonals by 2(3th-Fox stars at preem definitely set.
Strand (WB) (2,756; 76-$1.50)—
$9,000 kickoff.
week, "City Slickers" (UA) and of "Peggy."
Michigan (U-D) (4,089; 70-95)— "Johnny
Lyric
(RKO) (1,400; 50-75)— "Vicious Circle" (UA), mild $12,Belinda"
(WB)
with
"Loves of Carmen" (Col) and Freddy Martin orch, Calgarys top"Touch of Venus- (U) (ra,o.), 4 days 000.
and "I Cover War" (Indie) and
Downtown (Balaban) (2,863; 70- "Triple Threat" (Col). Great $34 ping .s(a;ebill. First week ending
"Corvette K225" (Indie) (reissues). 95)— "The Search" (M-G) and "Na- 000, especially good in face of city- tomorrow (Thurs
looks to hit
"
'
wide slump.
Last week, "Life With great $80,000 or close Several of
.Last week,
Moderate $5,000,
Father" (WB), and "Embraceable crix lauded pix, and good all-round
"Babe Ruth Story" (Mono) (2d wkYou" (WB), modest $16,000.
E'Stimates
Net
show helping to land this figure.
3 days) and "Timber" (Indie) and
Palms-State (U-D) (2,716; 70-95) Holds, natch! Last week, second
'^Mutiny on Blackhawk" (Indie)
Film gross estimates as re—"Pitfall" (UA) and "Strawberry of "Life With Father" (WB) (2d
(reissues), disappointing $4,000.
ported herewith from the varl^
50-75)—
Roan" (Col). Nice $19,000, La.st run) and Johnny ,L6hg orch headPalace (RKO) (2,600
ous key cities, are net, i.e.,
$14,week,
Strong
"Babe
Street"
(RKO).
Ruth
Story"
"Race
(Mono) ing stageshow, very slim $24,000.
without the 20% tax. Distribuand "Music Man" (Mono) (2d wk),
"One Touch
500,
Last week,
tors share on net- take, when
sturdy $14,000.
Venus" (U) nifty $14,000,
United Artists, in a deal effective
playing precentage, hence the
United Artists (U-D) (2,976; 70- Oct. 1, has negotiated an agreeShubert (RKO) (2,100; 50-75)—
estimated figures are net in95)— "Velvet Touch" (RKO) and'ment with Pathe Con-sortium
"Loves of Carmen" (Col), Movecome.
"Variety Time" (RKO)
over for third downtown, sesh,
The parenthetic admission
Barely Cinema for distribution of
okay $15,000.- Last v/eek, "Foreign product in Tunis and Casablanca.
prices, however, as indicated,
smooth $6,000. Last week, "Rachel
include the U. S. amusement
Affair" (Par) and "Shaggy" (Par) A similar transaction also handed
and Stranger".' (RKO) (m.o.), all
(2d wk), big $13,000,
right $5,500.
tax.
the Algiers franchise to Pathe.
$11,000.
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Wednesday, October

10

Darryl

F.

Zanuck presents OLIVIA de HAVILLAND

CELESTE HOLM, GLENN LANGAN and Helen

Ruth Donnelly, Katherine Locke, Frank Conroy,

LITVAK and ROBERT BASSLER

•

in

"THE SNAKE PIT"

Craig, Leif Erickson,
IVIinna

Gombeli

also starring IVIARK

6,

1948

STEVENS, LEO GENN with

Beulah Bondi, Lee Patrick, Howard Freeman, Natalie Schafer,
•

Directed by

ANATOLE LITVAK-

Screen Play by Frank Partos and Millen Brand

^

Produced by

ANATOLE

Based on the Novel by Mary Jane Ward

CENTURY^iFdx

'1

.

;

Hills of Home
(COLOR)
Metro release ot Kobei-t Sisk producStars JEdmund Gwenn and Lassie;
features Donald Crisp, Janet Leigh. Rhys
tion

Directed by Fred M. Wilcox

nHs

where

Owen

action

Edmond Breon

Jaimie Soutar

Gcordic

,

Hush

Orccn

lum'Stltn Hare.

Hilccn i.i ak.ine
VkIoi Wood
David IhursUv
Frederick Worlock

. . . . .

David Mltclioll

.......
.

• •

is showwise to get .the
best values and lensing by Maury
Gertsman is expert. Editing is
good.
Brog.

This Pichly cnterUining tearjeiker iibes .ibove being just anThat is because
other Lassie fitiii
ol Edmund Gwenn's strong tharattci study ot a countiy doctor.
Magnificent Technicolor adds furFilm look'i to jeach
ther \alHe.
top Lassie grosses, which is plenty
okay for a pictuie of this tyiic and
budget. Title is meaningless, and
If changed would help the box-

(BRITISH)
London, Sept

side.

production.

Star.<;

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Sisk's production combines enough of a dog story with
straight melodrama to satibiy Plot

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

. .

.

.

and.another

t» carry them

tries

.

.

.

.

.'

.

:

.'

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

-

Three deaths, apparently caused ..Clockwinder. .-.i
by the clawing of a huge cat, spot I.Perrythe footage and
suspects
are Ht. Vtilsoti
strewn around generously. Shad- (Hose...
Policeman "A".

.....

Hay.

Moore; additional

(.ieriird

dialot;';

;l'yri'ell:

editor, Bi:eretnii Porter:, niuyic, .Dr. Corcamera.:;; t:. IVMiuinKton-Jlu-hAt OUo u n , London,
ards,
E. Fowle.
Sept 28, '48 Running time Iim ^IINS

don Jacob:
1

but as these: arc only
the first no doubt Hand will
improve on them as. titne goes
by
The Musical Paintbox series
is something; new in animation, and although not comtoons,:

.

.

.

-.

'

-

so essential for popular car-

.

.

,

m

-

m

;

(BKirrsH)
London, Sept 29

,

GFD relca.sa of J. Ai'tliui' U.-mlc-W cssex
production. Stars ,;IvnLIileen- l{yan,- -Dirk
Bogarde.
Directed b.v Ian Dalr.viuple.
Peter Proud. ,Scrooni)l.;iv bv:: 'i\l ich;ic,i Gordon.. William -Rose; Ironr novel: hy Ufunao.

story values
are lacking
which have always been such
the Disney
a strong point
They lack, too, the
article.
sense of fun and whimsicality

-

'

I

I

Robert

.

animation
but both

firstrate
color,

and excellent

:

•

makes troub'o for Sugiani.
Teamed With hei in pi ovldmg the
romantic interest is Deick Farr,
who organi/e!i and plans opeiation
"Noose" with the aid ol toughs
Myro.
from a boxing camp
and

All in Technicolor.

Lion" have

.

RichiU'rison. ; Directed
'Sri'eetiplay by, Graham

Joseph Calleia as Sugiani; Nigel
murderer, help lend color to the
production. The late Carole han*
Alt is attractive as the newspaperwoman v.'ho stiiinWos on a scoop

"The House Cat" and "The

Bnti.;h Lion release

11
thugs.

Paluck as the irrepressible Bar
Gorman, and Hay Petne as the

For more than three years
David Hand, ex-Disney associate, has been training a team
of artists and animators, and
the first four results have now
been shown privately to- the
press, two in the Anlmaland
series and two Musical Paintr
boxes.

29.
of London Films
Michele Morgan. Ralph
by Carol Ueed.
Greene; additional
dialog by Lesley Storm, William Templeton.
Editor.- Oswald' Hafenrichter;- luuaic,
William -Alwyn; camerai Georges
Pcrtnal, Dennis Coop.
At Rialto. Lon?
(l)i'. Sept 29. '48 Running tune, »4 MIKb.
15ii;ines.
Ralph Richardson
Julie
.Michele Moriian.
.'.
...
Felipe
.;.
Henrey
, Bobby
Mrs. Baines.
«...Sonia Drcsdel
Det. Inspector .-Crow9*
Denis- O'Dea
Dr. Fenton
.:.
;.Walter Fitzgerald
I'lrst Secretary.'.-.
Karel Stepanek
.
.':;...
Mrs. Barrow
.Joan Young
. . ...
Mrs. Patterson:.
.
Nichols
. . ... .'Danby
.'.
Detective Hart.
Bernard i-Lee
.
Jack Hawkins
on. /-Detective Lake. .... .
.Detective Davis^ .'..-....,. .Geoffrey Keene

-

office.

.

lisc Vallen Idol

"Noose"
(Pathe).
Britishmade underworld comedy drama, with Carole Landis, Joseph Calleia
"Esther
Waters"
(GFU).
British-made Victorian domestic drama, with horse-racing
background.
"The Weaker Sex" (GFD).
British drama of femmes during the war is on the weaker

London, Sept. 30.
Arthur Rank's film emwhich embraces almost

J.

pire,

framing

Morgan in ace British-made
murder drama.

|

i

.

. ..

who portray the underworld

everything pertaining to motion pictures, has now extended one stage further by his
entry into the cartoon field.

fart'

"The Fallen Idol" (Lion),
Ralph
Richardson,
Michele

Alan Napier

Su George

feature for a spook bill
dhills are being sold.

"Rogues' Regiment"
(U).
Chase melodrama with front
page exploitation twist. Sturdy

Williams

Re>'mal(l

.

.

pic is noted for the excellent types

Rank's Cartoons

Robert Buckner and Robert
Florey share writing credits, fashioning okay commercial feature to
which Florey gives well-paced direction.
Buckner's
production

where Lassie pictures click
"The Creeper" i20thj. Okay

,

,

Hopps

. i

.

FILM BEVIEWS

honor

Erlmund Gwenn
n'r William MaoLure
Donald Ci isp
......
Di umsheugh
Tom Drake
Timmas Milton
Maigit MltcheU
iV*'^*'

Burnbrae
Dr Wc^lon

!:,

a cowardly ex-S, S. off icer. Edgar
Barrier, Carol Thurston, James
Millican, Richard Loo, Philip Ahn
and others are competent.

tearjerker, with
Lassie as added appeal; strong

;

'

Loid Kilspindle
Belle Saunders ...

..
..

'

meWdramatic

WUliam LuOwig,
screenplay,
orisinal
suKfiested by Ian .MacLaren sketches,
"Doctor of the" Old School"; camera
(Technicolor). Charles SoUocnbaura: edinr. Kalph E. Winters, "Iradeshown Oct
MJNS
1 '48. Running time. 97

Milton

1}
j

:

Miniature Reviews
"HiUs of Home" (Color)
(M-G),
Edmund Gwenn in

'

Mr

.
;

OcCobcr d, 1948

ytreAneeAsfff

Williams

.

n

.

Esther Waters.
William Latch
iTcd -Parsons;..
Handle

;

;:-.

.

Mrs
Sarah

Bai lield
'l ucker.

Mrs.

Latch

-Squire

;

.

C-vril .Ous:utlc

.

Barnard
Fay Comptpn

.Ivor
.

.;
..;;

'

M.-iry Clair0-:.Julia-n D^Albie.

SheLieh

Mari^aret

Joe Evans. ;.
Miss Peg<!y
Fred Archer;

.Petric

.

:

..:

....

Mai'Sa.rot l>i.'imond

.

Barheld..Oale,-

-

-.

.

.

.

.

KfiLhleen Il.v-an;
;Dirk Bogarde

.

Fiaijer
;narry..3!os»
Lala^'o Lewis

;:.:.

parable to the Silly Symphony,
James Hayter
..Alexander Parker
have an idea which may de.John Ruddock
.i
I
...... ...... Dora Bryan
velop into something: interesthas LassUe pushed around and de-^
........ .Tonn Thatcher
ing;
This IS another of those ponDieted as a weakling aliaid to go owy lighting; false clues and sunIn effect, they are. handr
the
jvater
until
near
the
derous Victorian novels, this, time
painted travelogs, with a suinto
dry stock tricks of the horror subi. -n
*
sensitive story a briUant
A. fine
from thj pen of the Iiish water,
story's cod' Eailier passages show jcct do manage to stir up an ocperb musical and choral backGcoi!;e Mooie
and pelhapb his
Gwenn's until ing cIToils to care casional goose-bump, particularly
ground,/ in which the only
1°^^%^^^ "^^^j
T'^'/^'k
Ralph Richardson and
^eaded
by ^n"',^!!'*,?best-known work.
The adapters
Lassie of this deadlv feat
thing that moves is the scenfor the highly susceptible
r » V or nerv»
Michele Moigan, combine to make
have done a skiUiul ;|ob.- lightenThese are not animated
ery;
While following. the usual Lassie;
"Tlie Fallen Idol" a satisfying
ing as tar as possible a woeful
cartoons
the
accepted
sense,
through
the
vehalf
way
r-'^
^
„
V.
J
*u
Eattern
Eduardo Ciannelli heads the piece of intelligent entertainment
story
Apart from appeal for its
and the first two
the series,
icle, pioducers saw the .strength featured ca^t but his role
is only
certain of success ih Britam and
author. Hi main atti action will be
"The Thames" and "Wales,"
to be derived by concenlraling a small one as a red herring drawn
to racing f.ms
Much ot the aceach contain sufficient mateniort on the sterling worth of the across exposure of Onslow Stevens worthy of widespread presentation
America
tion cent CIS on the tiack, with
rial
for
several fascinating
country medico to swing the yam
Derbv Day thrill.^ culminating in
subjects.
Myro.
Based on a short story by GraIt shows the m'-.nnif rt^t<f:^'?,r?-«/*tv'*V,i:?;
to a stirring climax.
^ ham Greene, the script, which won
the triumph of Fred; Archer, the
medico rushing about the country^ wncnn
^y^^
first Amciican to win the event,
Side, saving lives, until old age
v,„^.lnV a^^^tol^^r'^i^Ji^^ first prize at this year's Venice FesA yo'ing chapel-reared kitchen
IVoose
finally brings the fatal accident;
*L^^i?L5'''^^'"'|t'val for the best screenplay, defiVi in
fnYf?Z
fill
as two of the victims.
maid IS seduced by a groom; The
ygi^p, ^^e triangle drama with
(BRITISH)
There is the by-ft6w familiar
Jean Yarbrough's direction of poweilul diamalic force. Briefly,
boy IS quite willing to wed when
London, Sept. 29.
.rescue with Lassie running for!
the
Maurice
Tombragel
script it's a story ot the frustrated marPathfl release ef Associated British Pic- he has enough put by, but is a
help to bring its injured master,]
manages
a few eerie moments*Ben riage of a butler, workmg at a for- ture- Corp..^Edward; Dryhurst production. bom gambler and, alter a rift
from the freezing
.Stars .Carole Landis.- Derek Farr.- Joseph
the doctor,
his sweetheait, clears out
as executive producer, sup^ eign embassy
London, who's
Calleia. Directed by Edmond T. GreviUe.. with
storm^and swimming a raging 1 Pivar,
pbes okay budget framework, for love with an embassy typist. Screenplay by Richard LleweUyn, from with another girl
stream to do it.
A death-bed the
own play; editor* -David ;Newhouse;
Years of drifting from place to;
melodramatics. Lensing by Whil? the lovers are together,- the his
music; Chailes WiUlama; camera. Hone
scene, burial and cemetei-y visitaplace, ooardin? out her infant;: is
George Robinson is good. Broff;
wife, who has pretended to be
Glendinlng.
Warner.
At
London,
Sept.
28,
please
are
elfective
enougli
to
tion
the
girl's
lite,
with heartache
the; country,; comes in and after a '48. Running time, 90 MINS.
the most jaded.
......
'Miedbul*y;
Carole Landis- and
musery telescoped through'
hysterical row with her husband, Linda
Sugianl
;..........; Joseph Calleia
Gwenn makes an ideal Scotch
llogiicsi' llcgimcnt
-..
accidentally falls and is killed.
.Captain IToyle.. ;.;.:.-.Derek Farr flashes of succeeding dates.
man of niedicmev It is a solid deRendall ........
Stanley HoUoway
On the verge of mairying a
(SONGS)
Dominating the entire theme is Bar
Gorman;........... .;. .Nisei Patrick preacher,
lineation, measuring up to his fiEsther
ensuddenly
young; Felipe, son- of the ambassa- Annie Foss ......
Ruth Nixon
Hollywood, Oct. 1.
nest previous efforts. Whole pro:UniversaI releu.se of lloherl iJutikner
....Carol Van Derman counters her lover, now a flashy,
is left in the. servants' Mercia; Lano,
duction IS studded with. Scottish production. Stars Dick Powell. Maria dor, who
Pudd'n Bason...,........;.; .Tohn Slater prosperous bookmaker.
He begs
care while the parents are; away. Basher
leshc Bradley
accents, with Donald Crisp unusu- Toren, Vincent Price: features. Stephen
1 he butler, Baines, and the boy Editor.. .....;.... ......... .HeKlnald Tate her to mjirry him foi the sake of
ally excellent as the rich village McNally, Carol Thurston, Edgar; Barrier.
;. ;;;;.
.;..;;.. lEdwnrd HiKby their son,; and she settles down
-Directed by Robert Florey. Scroenplav. aie great friends, but Mrs. Baines Slush. ;.
friend of the doctor.
Rlivs Wil- Robert Buckner,. from original b.v BuckGreasy Anderson.
....
.Tohn Salew with him:
Luck favors them for
Felipe are not. When a police Sergeant' Brooks. .....v
;Rnbert Adair
liams makes a rugged sheep x-aiser, ner and; FJorey; camera, Maury Gertsman: and
suggests that the The Barber,
Hay Petrie a while. Then; the husband, now
editor, Ralph Dawson; songs, .lack Brooks; investigation
being the clqisest thing to a. villain Serge
Uuol Porter quite ill, gambles his savings on
Walter.
Previewed Sept. 28. '48. wife might have been murdered, Coaly
Nelly
Ella Retford
to the piece
,
KnitninS time, -HS .HINS.
a; hor.se, and
dies, unaware that
lies
for
he
is
worth
to
Felipe
all
Maffy
Brenda Hogan hii
Janet Leigh, only young femme VVhlt Corbett ............. : Dick Powell
]a,st gamble
has failed
His
the
butler,
when; the
Lili Maubert.
Marta loren delend
in the picture, does well enough Mark .'Van Ratten .;....,;.; ..Vincent Price
wife and child are reduced to
evidence of an accident is revealed,;
as the young student doctor's Carl Reicher
Gangsters, black - marketeers penury ogam
......Stephen McNally
vain to tell the truth.
he. tries
Barrier
Colonel
Mauclaire:..
Edgar
sweetheait
and smugglers congregate in Soho
For a fairly new face
Kathleen Ryan is adequately
Henry Rowland
Erich. Heindorf
There's
hardly
a
scene
-in the for this comedy-drama which deals
to the screen, she comes through Li IIo Kay
,
palhotic
and winsome as the
....Carol Thurstxm
,
mcelyj especially in a couple of Cobb
..James MlUican picture in which the kid, played with
London's underworld army wronged maiden and Dirk Bog...-.
Richard Loo- by Bobb> Hcmey, doesn t appear of racketeers "Noose" is a nice
Kao Pang
more dramatic episodes.
Tom Tran
arde gives an excellent performPhilip Ahn
Duy Gian. ,:j;; ......
and he comes through like a sea subiect to help fill the quota bill ance as her betrayer
Drake is nicely oast as this young Ryoroft. .... ...
;Richard Fraser
His deathSetting the high at. home, but isn't likely to go too bed
Otto Relchow soned trouper.
medico.;
Reginald Owen, makes Stem .... ..
scene is vivid dramatization,
.Kenny Washmijton standard for the acting is Ralph big in the export market, despite
Sam Latch...
the blustery innkeeper too much O'Hara
with Uv vis'ons ol the Derbj race
Dennis Dentate Richardson, whose masterly porAnierican names in leads.
so.
Lassie, of course, is the same Colonel licmercier.
Frank Conroy
seen through his imagination, pro.'.;Martln Garralaga- trayal of the butler i^;a gratifying
smart canincraetor and not; weight- Hararat
From their night; dub in the viding one of the most moving
.....James F;. :Nolan piece of work
Michele Moigan, heait of Soho, Sufiiaini and his shots in the film
;,ed
down with cthe ostentatious American Colonel
ColoiVand effect
with perfect restraint, wins syra- right-hand man, Bar Gorman, con- are plentifully
makeup of .some' ot the Scottish
supplied with the
characters in this picture.
Neat action exploitation feature patliy lor the other woman and tiol a network of black maikct op- track scenes at' Epsom, and painsDiesdcl
typically
haid
and
Sonia
is
Tops anion? the lai-ge support has been built around the stills ^
orations
They make thp best
"
five taking effoils succeed in bringing
...v-v -.-^
,
,.
„ a
-e
cast are Edmond Breon. Alan Na- missing Martin Bormann rated as 2,^!,
pound notes and gasoline coupons authentic atmosphere to the day
hic Z,? ,^
iZ
pier and Hugh Green.
William third-ranking Nazi wartime big- Dora Bryan stahds out in a bit as operate a minor fleet for customs and age. Supporting cast is com^
Ludwig's origmal screonplav is a shot In "Rogues' Regiment," dr,i- a prostitute.
running and go in for smuggling. mendable. but chief interest censmooth wilting job Fiod
"The Fallen Idol" Is unmistak- If someone gets too bothersome, ters on the main characters Miss
Wil- matic license gives one versiion of
cox directs uilelligently. building vS'hat might have happened to him. ably a director S: picture, and Carol he's put out of the way.
Police Ryan has already achieved distincup his climaxes w'ltli skill. Luns- Results ire excellent for melo- Reed has shown a complete under- are powerless and never have any- tion With "Odd Man Out but this
Ing by Charles Schoenljauni is top- drama fans.
standing: ot -the theme by extract- thing on Sugiani until an interfere is Bogaide's first scicen stint and
flight throughout
ing every ounce- from the characr ing; newspaperwoman gets a lead he- comes ;: through
Wcai
with high
Name of Dick Powell is suf- ters, as well as displaying a strong on a murder and follows it through
honors
Clem.
ficient guarantee of some rough,
sense of humor and a clear con- With, the aid of a few hundred
toush doings and the script comes ception ol drama. Settings are exTIm» I 'r«»i'|M»r
thugs to bring the racketeers to
through. Writing is not too: imag- cellent.and the general production
justice
Hollywood, Oct 2.
inative, 'but effectively integrates
(British;
20th-Fox rcloa.se 01 Ben IMvnr (Iteliancc)
qualities are of a high standaid
Depending more on thaiacleriprotUicUon. I'catui-t-s Eduardo Ciaiinclli. all of the standard tricks of the
London. Sept 23
Myro.
zation than on dramatic values,
On.slow Stevens. June
Vincent: Ralph meller-suspense feature to keep
GFD relea.se of J. Arthur Rank-Two;
Morgan. Jams Wilson. John Uaragrey. DiCities
T'.ilii)
(Paul
Soskin)
production;leL'tcd by; .lean Yarbrougii.
Sereenplav, the pic on the move and reasonSt,irs Ursula Jems
Cecil P.irker. loan
Maurice Tombragel; original. Don Mar- ablv exciting.
Hopkins. Directed by Ri>v Baker. Sdi conlln; CHmera. George Robinson: editor, Saul
play by fcKthcr .McCracken. .Soskin. adaptLegion
and
The
French
Foreign
..A.
Goodkind;
At. Grauniaiin (Jhmesej
ed :fiom ;Mis3 McCracken-s plav. "No
Hollywood, Oct.. 1, '48; Ituiuiliig time. a locale of Indo-Chma, skirmishes
"
Medals
Lditoi Michael Joseph Stirling!
c-imcri, Erwin Hiilicj, Lilc Besche music,
between Legionnaires and natives,
Dr. Van. Gloek;
Eduarrto CianneUi
Arthur Wilkin.soii. At Leicester Souare,
double-dealing art collectors who
Di Bordoii
v. .. .Onslow Stevens
London. Sept.- .22. 48, Running time, St;
Cinema 16, film society designed to present .sorcalled cultural and
Gwen
.luno Vincent
.;
are gunrunners and sloe-eyed exMINS
artistic films that for various reasons get regular commercial bookDi
Cavigny
.Unlph Morgan otic
Martlia Dacie
....
Uiiuta Tcanf
charmers, furnish colorful,
Nora;
.laiiis Wilson
GeofTrcy; RadcHire.
ings, has prospered into quite an organization.
Whether it's; the
Cecil pjrUer
pi:, .lohn Reade. ......... .John Raragrey
background for the V. Sr Array's
Helen
Joan- Hopkins
sa luie invohed in ceitain pictures that have been banned by
I».<!P9ctor; Fen wick
Lane cha.se across a continent to ;get; the
v . . -Richard
Nisei
..... Der.ek Bond,
Woni;
Philip Ahn
I oily
cenior boauls fioni the theatres Or the memoers' actual inteiest In
....
;Lana Morns.
Nuise
Lotto btein missing Nazi
Roddy
....
John .Stone
the cultural; hlms. the organization has grown from a handful last
1*01 tei
Ralph Peteis
..
Mrs. Gayo
Powell
IS the chaser and Stephen
Ihoia Hird
Andic
David HofTmaA
year to more than 1,700 this season^^at $10 yearly per each:
Benile .........
Di.;bv Wolfe
McNally; the; chased. Army IntelHarriet
;,.^
I.
Marian Spencer
New; season teed off Wednesday ;(29) night at the- Hunter Playhandicapped by having
Mrs Maling
.Dorothy ;Biainhall
Reliance Pictures has contrived ligence i.s
Soldier
house, N Y, where the cornpaiatively small auditoiium made two
Bill
Owen
a spook film that is an okay cou- no photo of the: missing Nazi but;
Capt Dlshart
-.K.vnaston' Reeves
Indo - China.
showings neces.sary, both to standees. Chief lure in the program
clues place hin^
pler lor special
Halloween or
Legion, surwas a 20-minute documentary by Alexander Hammid, titled "The
other chiller shows Olheiwise, it Powell joins the
It's diflicult to
di'teimine the
mounts personal dangers; and
Private Life of a Cat " P.anncd as "indecent" b> the
Y state
is a laboiiouslv
motives which prompted Paul .Sosdone svnthetic springs his trap. Legion-native
censor board because it shov\s the actual buth of a litter of kittens,
spine-tmgici that shouldn't pla\
kin to m.ike "The Weakei Sex " bethe film IS nonetheless a masterpiece ot its kind
Hammid's use of
double bills except with like faic ( Insh IS excellently staged, adding
cause It posscsse, vety little in
to e\cUemcnl and theie is stiong
the camera to poilray graphically just vVhat the title denotes is
Pic IS out ot place
story values; and devotes a large
local
it"?
excellent, carrying; the .story from the first courtship of the parent
coupling with anotliei 20lh-Fox menace supplied by Vincent Price
part of its footaiTo to recalling the
" ;lS; a gunninning art collector.
cats tliiough the birth of the kittens and the early training by their
release, "Apaitmenl
WAX day-? without sasing anything
foi Pegg>
Malta Toren lends charm and
Cats' lacial expiessions taught by Hammid's 16m camera
paients
making a bad teammate foi Pegnew Prcsu.nably it s meant to be
vocal two niuTibers as a Saigon
gy'.s
add. a neat touch of comedy to ihe film.
a tiibute to thp 'onsj-siilfci ing Biittamily and jiive draw.
;
iih housewife who <;till has to l.ite
Plot crtnccins cxpemuenls witli riilt'-ry'. canary Who ;'..lii. 'really: a'
Othei ollciings on the progtam vaiicd in aitislic and enteilamaio
"Just
Foi
queues and latioiiiuu and as such
phos|)houis, aimed at illuminating lipnch agent luncs
"Aiistide MaiUol," supposed to depict a day in the
nient value
'<'•''
Gcrwitl'i
Eriglisli
and
Will
Intel hal oigans as an opoialion.il a
may earn a :Sympathetic response:
life of the noted i'iench\s( ulptoi
fails to impiess Ijecause ol ex.' Wlio -Can
Tell,"
niari
Ivrics;
and
aid. Somewhere along the line the
from her opposite numbci
trftinely pour light inff, faulty camera work and a pointless script
J.ntk
Brooks
and
clclTed
both
by
Amct ica
experiments
go
haywire, With
"The Feeling of Hostility," produced for the National Film Board
' ;
''y:,\seuim developed fiom cats, tin 11- -Scrgi? .Walter. ;;
The raiiibling story opens on the
of Canada In Robeit Anderson, is a half-hearted attempt to present
ing tho.se on whom it is used into
eve of U-IJay, and Maltha Dacre,
McNally makes ;a good impresa case sliulv of a neurotic
"Poveitv in the Valley Of Plentj" is an
like every otiier mother, is emomamacial felines fal least tlial'-, sion as the scurrying Na/i (script
oka\ piooigalida him tinned out by the Hollywood AFL Vllm
tilt'
tionally overwhelmed.
After all,
inicrcnce gained from tlie gives him (he names of Biuner
Council and
LS\ Utotherhood of Man" is a pointed animated
she's got a couple; of daughters in;
\'a£!Ui- plotting)
and RcidiPi instead of Botmann
luesiage bj John Hubley on the necessity of eliminating lacial
the Wicns a son and son-in-law In
M' Tiacc comes whan one doc 1.0 piM'mit diainatic licensfi, and
piejudiccs.
Stal.
(Continued on page 18)
V ants to give up; th« «xpeninents Hcnij Rowl-ind shows up well as
j
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new cry that's

sweeping the nation

1

THREE
MUSKETEERS
PREVIEWI

Showmen tell us that
M-G-M is tops with
ticket-buyers from

WOWl

Coast to Coast. They
loved Leo's big, gay

Let's face

Summer attractions
and it's in the air
everywhere that

it

M-G-M

it!

has the

commercial property

greatest

has had since

"Gone With

We

The Wind."

told

you

about the Coast Preview, and

M-G-M's got the top
pictures for Fall and

week

last

Winter, itool

at

Loew's 72nd

we saw

Theatre

own

with our

its

St.

magic

eyes and

heard the tumultuous cheers

of a capacity audience!
Watch! Wait! A new Box-

For instance: "Julia Misbehaves," the talk of
New York> is destined to be one of 1948 's
biggest grossers. {IJse the teaser he low hy substittiting your theatre name. Actual size 2-Cols.)

office

,

THERE'S

Giant

born!

is

A BIG ONE COMING!

M-G-M
pr«t«n ti

AUxanar( Dumas'

% TheThree
^ Musketeers
^ lANA TURNER
^ GENE KELLY
.

I

at the

JUNE ALLYSON
fv-:^;:^ANiiiEFLiri;:

^ixANfifitA^^IiWURVi
^•^

^

«jT*'*«|t '** tft *!*
Willi

FRANK

MOM

•

^j/f

VINCENF PRICE

•

^.
KEENAN

Ml

^

^.
•

H

SUTION

•

CIS

v*,*

^

v,s,

YOUNG

,

co.c« tv

^

^

WORLD
PREMIERE
Soon!

M-G-M presents GREER GARSON WALTER PIDGEON in "JULIA
PETER LAWFORD
ELIZABETH TAYLOR
MISBEHAVES"
CESAR ROMERO Lucile Watson Nigel Bruce Mary Boland
Reginald Owen Screen Play by William Ludwig, Harry Ruskin and

Abov«;

Arthur Wimperis • Adaptation .by Gina Kaus and Monckton Hoffe
Based Upon the Novel "The\ Nutmeg Tree" by Margery Sharp
Directed by JACK CONWAY • Produced by EVERETT RISKIN

New Yorkers about M-G-M leadership.

•

•

•

•

•

•

?

Another ad

{Actual

size

3- Cols.)

that tells

•VABIBXX'9' I^ONDON OFJFICfli
8

Miutla'ii

St.

INTERBT^tlO^ilX

Squara

Fto«e, lErafiilimr

Now

Frozen Film Biz Francs

Vienna Boys En Route

Risk

Small Hope Seen in Unfreezing Pix

Vienna, Sept. 28.
Vienna Boys Choir of 22 will
leave for its six months tour of
the U. S. Oct, 3, where it will be
under Sol Hurok management.
En route, the boys will give conDespite the recent revision oft
certs in both Strassburg and Paris.
Blum-Byrnes- film accord
the
Their flight from Paris to New
American
thaws
which partially
York is scheduled for Oct. 10.
IRISH 'ABDICATION'
remitblocked
picture companies'
Hurok inked the singers on his
producer
of
Time
tances, March
recent Vienna visit. It Will be the
'NO
BRIT.
LEGITS
BRIT. CRITICS
feels
that
Rochemont
Richard de
choir's first U. S. engagement since
sizethat
obvious
a
London, Oct. 5.
Dublin, Sept. 28.
it's only too
before World War 11. Previously,
Noel Coward is to supervise cast- the choir made several lours of
able poition of their frozen funds
Drama critics of several English
to
the
coling
and direction for a new ven-^ the U. S.
are melting away due
newspapers planed here to view
Back ture launched by Lance Hamilton
the Edwards - MacLiammoir prolapse of the French franc.
duction of H. T. Lowe - Porter's
in New York last week after alwo- and Cbarles Russell, who are to
chronicle play, "Abdication," at
month European trip, he felt that present a series of plays without
"name"
artists.
makwould
be
the Gaiety theatre last night (27)
the U. S. distribs
First production will be "Fallen
Play Wasn't 'Well publicizedi but
ing a logical step by utilizing
Angels,"
originally
shown
in
1925
joint
production
in
ptheme of a king giving ^up his
their francs
with
Tallulah
Bankhead
Edna
industry,
and
before
throne to marry a. commoner atr
with the French
Best,
and Coward has chosen
tracted attention.
their coin is further dissipated.
De Rochemont described the Kathleen Kent and Diana Lincoln
Today's notices—mostly refrainGallic situation as grim in every as the leads.
ing from reference to Edward
12"Fallen
Angels"
opened
a
cited
particularly
the
London, Oct. 5.
wjiy and
VIII are lukewarm about the
week
tour
Monday
at
the
(4)
TheEarly
where
settlement
Morocco
J.
of
Arthur play, but strong in praisp of Hilflight of capital to
atre
Royal,
Brighton.
Rank's
dispute
new
theatre
over
film
financing
rentals
investors are
ton Edwards' production.
with the Cinematograph' Exhibibuilding and a variety of other
tors Assn. is within the bounds of
enterprises. He ascribed this trend
possibility following a three-hour
to a belief of financiers that their
joint
parley
at
the
Rank
headquarin
would
be
much
safer
moiiey
ters here today (5).
Exhib deleNorlli Africa in the event of angation of 10, comprising' five offiIn addiother European crisis.
cers and five indies,' pressed hard
tion, he said, that area has a large
a
demand
for
equitable
trading
underseated
population,
is
nati\'c
terms based on the sliding-scale
and filmgoers are fond of Ameriprinciple on film rentals asi a
can boss operas.
Paris, Sept. 28.
counter to Rank's offer of a 50%
Sydney, Sept. 28.
\Yhile
abroad de Rochemont
"Bonjour Mexico," revue pro- ceiling on a complete program.
It's believed here that Sir Alexproduction for the
lined up
duced by: Mario .Moreno (Cantim
Rank supported his aides; John ander Korda will establish his own
rest of the year and well into 1949.
flas > will preem at Iris theatre,
distribution
unit
here,: following
Davis
and
E.
T.
(Teddy)
Carr,
but
organization
is
the
windCurrently
Mexico City, Oct. 15. Theatre is
asked time to consider the de- his breakaway from the 20th-Fox
ing up a picture on British police owned by Cantinflas.
mands. He promised a reply with- organization. Col. Walter, Korda's.
methods and also ;has finished an-?
The
whole
has
show
beencast.
Aussie
rep,
has
already
indicated
in
a
few
days.
Germany.
He.
also
other reel. on.
,
,
,
,
,
set and costumed In
Further joint talks are likely be- that Korda wouldn't link with, a
studied the possibility of making £f''?»»'sed.
There are 39 sets and 400 fore the exhibs report the outcome U.i S. distrib here. It was thought
some full-length documentaries- Pa^s.
costurnes.
Music
and
direotiph
is
earlier
that
Korda
might
set
a deal
tias
not
of the full meeting to the CEA
somethmg which
by Hbberto Vincente, Sets ^ahd; coS^ general council next Wednesday with either
or Metro.
done in several years.
tumes. by Carlos Lafohtsere. Cast (13).
Small exhib terms tribunal
There's also a possibility that
of 48 French actors will fly to iVlex- and other minor items were only Korda- might make a deal with
Stymie' ico. Guy Laine is ballet master, briefly discussed but exhibs said British Empire Films, distrib unit
Dollar Curbs
with Marie Louise
daWC- the main issue was examined' in a headed by Norman B. Rydge uning star. Show al^o includes Jean
der the Greater Union aegis. J.
Future Concert Bookings Fred Mallei songsmith, and the harmonious atmosphere.
Arthur Rank holds a 50% .share in
0 AiM/»»iI/»n« llliw Il<»ff ^oi''!®*"'' sisters. Executive prof
BEF, and it's understood that next
in J. AHienta, DIZ DOII duGtion of show, which was partly
year BEF will be distributing all
Pa'tl f'"""* i^nds accruing here to King Likes Film-Making
the Rank product in this zone on
Buenos Aires Sept 28
breakaway from 20th.
Dollar shortages seem lilcely to Cantinflas from his Columbia p*x
Show
In Italy; 'Rapture' Set
stymie importation of concert tal-,was done by Raoul Levy.
There's also a report current
will play Latm American and Cal.
eiit lor tlie 1949 season, according':
that Korda may, on the other
Recordings of rehearsals, flo^wn
Locally hand, make a deal with J. C. Wilto managers, if talent continues
Spend
demanding payment in .screw in to Mexico, were aired there lor adliamson Films, handling at the moRome. Sept. 28.
dollars before accepting engage- vance publicity. Cantinflas himself
Is
20th-Fox producer Henry King, ment; Continental pix.
is likely, to make a personal in tlie
ments.
now busy on "Prince of Foxes,'' linked to the Williamson - Talt
Yehudi Menuhin, for instance, second pap of the show.
with Tyrone Power, lauded film-, legit-concert outfit, with Eric. Walskedded for another South Amerimaking in Italy, in -a statement to quist handling the film setup.
can tour next year, has reportedly
the press. King said he hoped to
demanded a guarantee deposit of
produce, more and better films in
3
$40,000 (U.S.) for 20 concerts
Italy.
plus plane passages .and/hotel exCompany has been shooting in
penses for himself and family, and
San Marino and Siena, and is exBIZ
his pia:pist sister Hepzibah and her
. London, \Oct. 5.
pected back in Rome shortly. In
Mexico. City, Oct. 5.
family.
in
openings
had
three
London
spite of some production difficulPic, stage, radio
and nitery
Concert biz in Argentina and the past week, all of unusual ties, film is on schedule.
^
biz
are
phases
of
local
amusement
neighboring countries, however Is merit.
David Felham's independent probooming. During the current sea"Saloon Bar," by Frank Harvey, duction of "Rapture," with a cast again upset because of: the bitter
son talent did excellent biz on the was revived at the Garrick Sept. jof little-known Holly wood actors, feud over jurisdiction between the
.River .Plate circuit,, with an im- 28 after nine years by Linnit ic has finally gotten under way here. actors' and musicians' unions. Row
posing, list of concertizers trekking Dunfee and Jack Buchanan.
Gor- Picture has been in the talking is preventing many performers
from Rio de Janeiro, Santos and don Harker plays his old part of stage for months. Production has from: doing work and threatens to
Sao Paolo to Buenos Aires; Mont- the cockney amateur slfeuth, and been budgeted at $200,000 for local shutter pic studios and all local
evideo. Rosario, Tucuman, Men- direction by Richard Bird retains expenditure. Actors will be paid theatres.
do7.u, Bahia Blanca and Santiago all the original Interest and ap- iq dollars in the states.
Pic stars
Pic players: are rebelling against
de Chile.
Gioffredo. Ales- the edict of Julian Soler, chief of
Supporting cast is excelr Lorraine.: Miller.
peal.
Relatively speaking,
c o n c, e, r t lent: It will ^
probably ,prove profit- sandrini is director.
the Picture Production Workers
managers haven t experienced too ah\e on the star's name, despite
Union (STPC), forbidding them to
much difficulty in remitting tal- f^^t ^;^y^^^ the play already has been
Austria's four radio stations, work
for local radio stations
er)t's earnings from Argentina^ but iBlmed and broadcast
Ravag, Red-White-Red, Alpenland XEW, XEQ and Radio Mil, of the
they've found more stringency on
''Medea." at the Globe Sept. 29, and Radio West, are^ joining in a Emilio: Azcarraga chain. Ban is an
the part of the Argentine author- is John Gielgud's magnificent pro- conte.st in find the best sports com- offshoot of the actors-tooters feud.
reporter. Redand
radio
mentators
ities in applying local taxes, esMore than 200 pic players: who
duction of Robinson Jeffers' adappecially quotas toward Argentine tation from Euripides, transferred White-Red is the German-language perform before the mike
on the
station operated by U. S. Army's
pension and equity funds.
from Edinburgh where it high- Information Service Branch. All side, have quit STPC because of
lighted the recent Arts Festival. Austrians are eligible, to compete the Solcj ban.
It gives Eileen llerlie a superb in the contest.
IN
dramatic role and she captures the
All Actors Into Equity
somberhesg and depth of the Greek
PIX
It's an evening of detragedy.

Melting Away, Opines de Rochemont

BA;

Coin in

COWARD CASTING FOR

MW

Buenos Aires, Sept.
'

DRAWS

•

i

;

\

See Rank Teace'

On

which have spiralled even above
those of 1947. The trade attributes
this to increased spending power
which is allowing many classes to

-

Revue

Prepped

Korda as His

in Paris

:

attend firstrun theatres, as well as
nabe houses, several times A week,
instead of the once :wee^l3^ .OiT
monthly customary before infia*

Own

tion set in.

.

MOT

•

:

,

MOT

.

.

;

UA

May

^

M

.

U. S. distributors have had to
increase their staff's wages by
as a result of the decision
reached by the Labor Secretariat
in face of demand .submitted by
the local union. The companieiS
by the Central Bank In its claim
by the Central Bank in it's claim
for the difference between tbe
value of imported prints and the
revenue they secure to the companies. These claims are pending
decision by the courts and the
bank's attempt to collect fines
prior to the court's verdict is held
entirely out of line.

30%

Aussie Distrib?

'

;

28.

Local U. S. distributors feel that
dollar exchange will continue to
be scarce in Argentina for at least
another two years, and have only
small hopes of any immediate' release of frozen funds. But they
feel that import permits obtained
from the Economic Administrator^
Miguel Miranda, a month or so
ago, which allow them to import
their picture
requirements for
from nine to 11 months ahead,
has been a decided Victory for
U. S. film' interests.
Inflation accounts for the very
considerable increase in boxoific«
gros.ses during the current year,

Film Rentals

—

Cantinflas

Hypoes B.O.

Inflation

>

'

13

-

Japan Likes Legit Long;

.

'Ethan Frome' on

I

Tokyo

'

I

Triple Bill With Venice'

'

.Tokyo, Sept. 18,
"Ethan Frorae" .will open at the

!

Tokyo theatre Oct. 2 for a
week run—as part of a

200G

To

I

JCW

.

:

,

(classical)

.

SHOWS;

GOOD

GETS

ACTORS-TOOTERS FEUD

m£A' HAILED

.

Long

-

:

.

.

:

-

I

MIXED LEGIT TROUPE
ON TOUR IN AUSTRIA

\

I

Vienna, Sept, 28.
The Allied Little Theatre Group,
an organization of American and
British occupation personnel, will
stage "The Royal Family" Dec. 1,
It will be the group's second offering.
Their first (Sept. 27 ) included scenes from "Mary of Scot-

:

-

-

;

!

;

;

:

]

.

i

AUSTRIA-BIZONIA

I

TALENT EXCHANGE

Vienna,- Sept. 28.
Austria has made a deal with
Bizonia for an exchange of film
players.
So far no more t"han" 50
actors will be exchanged, German
film companies are interested- in
acquiring: the services of some
noted Austrian players. According
to the agreement, the actors will
be paid ui the currencies of their

own

countries.
Both countries will benefit by

in-.,

creased markets, German X i 1 in s
can be sold more readily in Austria with Austrians in them, and
Vice versa.

l)re.-vsii'.g

Current London Shows

hailed

(Fignres show weeks of ruv )

.

brilliance, and although
by: the press, si-.ow will
possibly, be' too heavy for thfeatre-f
Soers in search of a convivial night
P".t;
'

The Kid from Stratford," at
the Princes Oct, 1, is a boisterous
musical travesty presented by Jack
Waller, Storj' of" an undiscovered
Shakespearean musical coming to
light and its sub.scquent presentaludicrous situaTt has some tuneful Mantions.
ning She rwin music and some lovefor

m.ikcs

tion

ly ballet,

and American Gil John-

son received an ovation, Star Arthur Askey clowns with usual
gusto and was acclaimed by enIt looks a
thusiastic audience.
winner.
:

:

Yank

Pix in U.S.

Camps

Bad Nauheim,

Oct.

1.

Oct,

:

Wildei's Vienna Invitfe
Vienna, Sept. 28,
:

Thornton Wilder has been In^
Southern
"Melody Time," Viled by the Josefstadt theatre to

17:

"A

Yankee," MGM;
RKO; "So Evil My Love,"" Par;
"Embraccable You," WB,
Week Oct, 24: "A Foreign Affair."
Par; "Peabody and Mermaid," V; "The Black Arrow." Col;
"Argjle Secrets." FC.

In

.

Wynd

1

Woman,"

Playhse.

"Rain On Just," Aid. (5i
"Saloon Bar," Garrick d).

are staged this season.

"Sit Down," Comedy Oi,
"Starlight Roof," Hipp, (48>,

"Travelers

.Toy," Crit.

.

(4),

fl8i,

"Together Again," Vic Pal (78i,
"Worms View," Whitehall (75J.

LlJ['^^^!ri„l"11®^f!l^'*'.®.'./^':.^'".^'?can personnel

month.
'p.
i

It's

in Austria, this
called the London

e Co. and is giving 'VTheoand '^Gaslight" The dbiii-'

i'".'""

^

A

'

mv^I--

wn^t -/'"'r"

"^^^

^^Tffirst
o "professional
XV"!!"^ 'tI^^^^^
the
legit troupe
to play the, zones since the USO
wartime ones,

'

'.

With the transportation overhead, plus high rates sought by Mrs. Rydge Takes
N. Z. stage crews, it looks pretty
certain that major Aussie comLife, Also 5-Year Son's
panies will steer clear of the N. Z,
Sydney. Oct. 5.
zone. The Old Vic Co, is currently
Mrs, Norman B. Rydge. whose
playing here headed by Sir Laurhusband is head of Greater Union
ence. Olivier and Vivien Leigh,
Company escapes the Equity edict Theatres here, died of gas poisoning Sept. 29, along with her 6by a few weeks.
year old son, Stephen.
Her age
Was reported to be 37. She leaves
Ljuba Welitsch, of the Vienna
her husband and two sons by a
State Opera, has inked for an engagement at the Met in New York, previous marriage.
Mrs, Rydge's act was attributed
starling next January.
Her first
part will be the title role in Rich- to the fact that she had been In
poor health for some time.
ard Strauss's "Salome."

Own

18 1,

Lambs," Ambass, (26).
"Medea," Globe (1),
"Off Record," Piccadilly (66).
"Oklahoma;", Drury Lane (7,t)
"Perfect

!

zone.,::

"Glass Menagerie," H'm'rk't (IQi
"Happiest Days," Apollo (28).
"Kid From Strat.," Princes (li.

lecture liere

Wilder, who is now in Europe,
scheduled to give lectures in
is
Frankfurt and Switzerland.

Zealand Rule The group

;

1.

"Giaconda Smile,"

land" and ",'\rsenic and Old Lace."
is strictly amateur.
Meanwhile, a professional troupe

'

5.

"Eden End," Duchess (5),
"Edward My Son," Lyric (71).
"Four, Five, Six," York (30

-:

when his plays "Our
Town" and "Skin of Your Teeth"

New

Auckland, N. Z Sept. 28.
All local actors, plus those from
overseas, including British- and
"Anna Lucasta," Majcstj (49i
U. S., must become members of
(7()i
"Annie Get Gun," Col's'm
New Zealand Actors Equity. Edict
"Bless the Bride," Adelphi i7Gi,
will come into force immediately
"Bob's Your Uncle," Sav. (22;.
under a new .compulso'ry union
"Browning," Phoenix (4',
move to rope in additional mem"Cage Peacock," Strand i20i,
ibeis, Ro..d companies, with Aus"Caribbean Rhap," Wales (18).
sle, ovci'seas' or home talent, must
"Cirrissima," Palace (30i,
"Children Hundreds," Vaude (58). join N. Z. A E. irrespective of
"Don't Listen," St. Jas. (5i.
length of stay in the New Zealand

London. Oct.
"A La Carte," Savoy (16J.

"Little

T;IjCOM Motion Picture Service
has these current film releases for
Army theatres in Germany.

Week

playbills of this sort aren't

termissions.
"Skin of Our Teeth." fourth U. S.
play to be produced in Japan since
the war, opened in Tokyo Sept. IS.
to poor biz since. Tokyo papers
carried unfavorable reviews, claiming they couldn't understand the
play.

'

.

producing

in Japan, where some
"kabuki" and "noh" plays last
seven or eight hours. Spectators
bring food and drink with them
and eat in the theatre during in-

.

.

is

uncommon

SNARLS MEX SHOW

:

-

actor,

"Frome," along with "The Merchant of Venice" and a modern Jap
drama, "Kajitsu" ("The Fruif'K
Audience will get all three plays
for one admission.

:

.

— LONDON

threetriple-

header stage offering. Ennosuke,
Nipponese "KabuW"

popular

,

a

'

:

ALBANY
Wofner Streening Room
79 N riorlSl . 1230

rm

ATLANTA
JOIh C«itlury-fox StrMnrnj;
Ittom

IW.Wpllon

N,W>

SI:

lik lU.

,•

BOSTON
HKQ

-

Sireening ftooin

122 Atllnglon

230 PM.

•

Sf.

BUFFALO
Poioitiouhi Jtteijilnj Room-..

464 FronhllnSI

rM

2 00

.

CHARLOTTE
20th (tnlury

30t

fn

CliuKh

S

Strtcnlnj loofn

Si

10 00 A

•

M

CHICAGO
ytotnlu Stfeerifng Ito0m

1307

St. Woboili Avi.

SO f M-

I

CINCINNATI
.

ftKO Streemng

Xoom

foloio Ih. 8Wg,

6IK

E.

l:00f M.

.

CLEVELAND
Warner

Stroorripg Soorii

'

2300 Po^no Avt. .2.00 ftt

DALLAS
2Wh (MlgiHpn
1103 Wood

SerieninjUooin

»

$1.

2,00 PM,

DENVER
Portmoonl Suwnrng (oom

2100

Stout

7.00 PM.

SI.

DES MOINES
lOll) Conluiy-foK Strtwirrj

1300 HlgliSt

Oct.

(ooni

I2« PM

.

DETROIT
film Exthongo Bgrljiiig

2310 Com Ave.

,

2 00 P M.

•

INDIANAPOLIS
llriiyersol

Doom

Screening

SI7:.N». Illlnoii

KANSAS

l.pO P,M

Si.

CITY

ZOlli Cenliiry-foli' Screening

1720 Wyondotle

Sooffl

PM

1.30

•

SI.

LOS ANGELES
.

Worner Screening Room
S, Velmoof Ave. • 2:00 P.M.

2025

.

MEMPHIS
20lh tenlury-foji Screening Roorn
ISI Vonct Ave • 10 00 AM

MILWAUKEE
.

Worner Theotre Screening Room
.212 W. Wisconsin Ave.

.

2:00 P,M,

MINNEAPOLIS
Worner

$creenrn|| Rooffl
,

lOOO

Cuirie

Ave

•

2 00

PM.

NEW HAVEN
Worner TheoIre

Projection

70

2.00 P.M

College SI.

.

Room

NEW ORLEANS
20lli CenluriT'Fox Scieening

200 S.

Rdorii

> 1:30 P.M.

liberly St;

NEW YORK
Home

Office

321 w, 44tiist.

im.n.-

•

\

OKLAHOMA
20tli

'

Century-fox Screening Robtii

10 North lee

1.30 P,M.

»

SI

OMAHA
Cintwy-Fox Screening

20tli

1502 OovenporlSl.

•

Room

1:00 P,M,

PHILADELPHIA
Worner Screening Room

230 No.

I3l|i SI.

'

2:30

•

'

P.H...

PITTSBURGH
20t|i Cenluly^Fox Screening

1715 6lvi<i(Aliie(

Room

:

,v l;30 P.M.

PORTLAND
Jewel Box Screening

1M7

Room

K.W, keorney.SI..

>

:

2:00 P.*

SALT LAKE
-

JOHl-Cenluiy-fox. Screening Ro'oln

ill

Eoit lit South

•

2:00 P.M.

SAN FRANCISCO
Paromcunt Soeoning Room
205 Golden Cole Ave. < 1:30 P.lt >

U^O/l/nfiM HAVE THE PICTURE EVERY PREVIEWei^ HAS CALLED
the COAIEOyoFTHE YEAR"! (kpfnS^tb tjkslhoudBj

SEATTLE
'

Jewei Box Screening Roern

2318 Second Ave.

ST.
3143

•

Ig-jo

LOUIS

"S'renco Screening

Olive St.

.

Room:
1:00

p:iii;

WASHINGTON
Wornet.Thootre Building

:13lh:tE Stt.N;W

BETTY LYNN

TOM TULLY
produced by

tccMn

Pliy by R.n.l<l M.cDoug.lt

.

Butd or,

. Pl,y by E,l„n

Tigtr. .ntf

G,«m. Lorlmer

.

10:30 A.M.

.
.

.,

»»»
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NEW YORK CITY

I

showings
prizes.

Campaign coincides with Grainger's
He's exec
10th year- with Bep.
veepee in charge of sates and dis.

tiibution.

manager.

Leavenworth, Kans.

Nesbitt resigned as office
Branch managers here are con- manager of Eagle Lion exchange.
New Manos theatre, Monessen,
a request- from Tom
sidering
adds another link to Mike /Manos
Burke, manager of Theatre Ascircuit.
This 1,200-seater vi>ill be
sociates, for earlier availabilities
ready sometime in October.
for several member*owned theaErnest Stern named Lawrence
In place of' the present 56
tres.
Crawford, of Kittanning, manager
davs, request Is made for 42 days
of his new Community drive-in.
on the Nile, the Edina and the
John Walsh back as manager of
Boulevard. Also 35 days for West
Fulton after exchanging posts for
Twins and 49 days for, the? Ran- the summer with
John Woodward,
dolphs All are nabe and. suburban pilot
of the Shea house in Zaneshouses. Major distributors offered
ville, O.
28*cVay availability deals to three
Tony Kalas named manager of
independent situations, same as new Victoria.
Paraniount's Uptown.
Allied MPTO of Western PennApparently not anxious to bring sylvania will hold
28th annual contheir suits to trial against Bill and vention at Hotel Roosevelt Nov. ISSidney Volk. Independent circuit IS.
owners, for alleged failure to make
Lorraine Garrity, who worked in
true returns on percentage films, billing department for WB,
remajor distributors received a con- signed to join Lindsay Lovelies, a
tinuance to Nov. 8/
dance line now in Florida.
Loop theatre business is being
H. I. Snyder, recreational direcfurther damaged and more trade tor at Lati'obe, named manager of
diverted to neighborhood situa- new Hi-Way Drive-In there.
tions because of additional parkBill

.

:

ing restrictions, It is pointed out.
Lyceum, after four straight
weeks of legit, opened first picture

.

ST.

Metro

DALLAS

Portland, Ore., Oct. 5

Bernard Bernbaum, son of D.
Dallas, only living
partner in Liberty at Ft. Worth,
named manager, succeeding. L. B.
Lewis, who died recently.
Bob Vaughti of Oklahoma, purr
chased the Plains theatre at Cross

|

-In their first joint fling in iiidie
production,
freres
Robert and
Everett Riskin have set up a new
company. Equitable Pictures Corp.,

as*

which

tions.

BOSTON
Ben Wolf, formerly

office
lately,

WASHINGTON
Lopert combo, which always
controls two arty houses, Playhouse and Little, here, bought
third D. C. theatre, the Dupont,

combo three out

of four of

the small-seater art houses in midThe Dupont, a
town section.
money-maker, has been on market
•

Interesting gimfor some time.
mick in deal is that it provides the
Dupont's non-discrimination policy
shall continue:
It is only white
man- film house here not barring Newith groes.

PHILADELPHIA

.

;

34

•5

FFATIIRFS IN
TLillUAIiO
111

San Francisco, Oct. 5.
Universal will gear its 1948-49
releasing pace at about the same
speed as during the past season.
Company will release 30 feature
pictures, .61 shorts and 104 issues
of its newsreel during the coming
12 months, William A. Scully, U's
distribution
veepee;
announced
here today (Tues.) at the company's
fourth and final regional meet.

I

i

I

:

prexy Herbert J. Yates and James
R, Grainger, exec-veepee in charge

44

HtD,

y^gf

Features, 16 Westerns

Republic's 1948^ program comprises -34 features^. 1-6 outdoor
action dramas and westerns; four
serials and four one-reel novelties,
it was announced Monday (4\ hy

i

Added
number

to this will be an unfixed
of British pix from J.
Arthur Rank.
One of these is
"Christopher
Columbus,"
Technicolor pic which will receive the
For its '47-'48 program company same
roadshow
treatment
as
had 27 features, 20 outdoor dramas Rank's "Hamlet."
Plans are being
and o'aters as well as four .serials.

distribution.
New
lineup represents a slight change
over last year's schedule for the
comparable period,

of

i

!

I

I

I

PITTSBURGH

sales

and

made for. three other Rank films,
revealing this year'.s
slate,
"The Blue Lagoon," "Nevermore"
studio is earmarking budgets for
and "Woman Hater."
de luxe product in the $800,000Ten of the 30 domestic features
.$1,200,000 bracket, depending upon
availability of star names.
Roy to be released are already comRoger.s' Trucolor pix have been Ipleted, according to Scully.
In

j

j

I

DETROIT

tabbed
films

1

I

-

-

HARTFORD

I

'

«

;

Rep's '48-'49 Program Of

SAN FRANCISCO

I

IPC

said,

I

.

,

inson,

adding that the days of the stars'
taking all the gravy are ove r.

'

•

Selwyn,

,

and remain in business, he

CHICAGO

i

Guitry,

>

ATLANTIC CITY

•|.,"

John van Druten, Sacha
Benn M. Levy, Edgar
Owen Davis, Lennox RobBernstein,
Henry
Guy,
Rose
Bblton,
Chester Erskine,
Franken, Ladislas Bus-Fekete, Mignon G. Eberhart, Ladislaus Fodor,

Ade,

i

,-

/

P. G. WodehAuse, Melchior Lengyel,
Kenyon Nicholson, George

j

Leo Aved remodeling front of ager at Metro and
Empress theatre, local nabe, Sanitary Automatic Candy Co.,and downtown RKG-Orpheums in returning to film row Oct. 11 as
Minneapolis and St. Paul.
Min- office manager for Eagle Lion.
nesota Amus. Co.'s Lyric also unJoseph Stanzer, Providence exJack Jaslow leased Poplar from
dergoing face lifting.
hibitor, bought Keith theatre at Warners for foreign films.
As publicity stunt for "Sorry Campbello, Mass., at mortgagee's
Warners hiked the price at six
Wrong Number," at State, Minne- foreclosure sale.
flrstrun. deluxers this week, admissota Amus. Co. arranged long disabsion tap jumping from 94c. to 99c.
Jack Markle, on leave of
tance telephone interview between sence from UA, to flack for Welles' for weekends. During week .scale
Barbara Stanwyck in Hollywood "Macbeth" opening here Oct, 7.
was upped from 85c. to 90c. Higher
and: Bob
Murphy, Minneapolis
Louis; Wi Richmond, longtime admi.ssions only afl'ect night shows.
Star film critic.
executive assistant to E. M. Loew, So far Warner competition has not
•Terry
Silvers,
Cannon Falls, resigned to devote all his time to followed suit.
Minri.,
independent
exhibitor, his own chain of theatres with his
bound over to district court on associate, Louis Stern. In addition
bail after pleading not guilty to to houses
here,
in Somerville,
feloniously
assault
on another Lynn. Everett, he got theatres in
The Warner, largest picture
townsman.
Mattapan and Dorchester;
house here, shutters after this
Gordon Greene, veteran showweek and will open only on a rentman, seriously ill,
al basis this winter.
In the last
Morrie Steinman resigned as
few years spot has remained open,
local Monogram sales manager to
Karl Heyi; assistant contract trusting to convention crowds and
Jom RKO sales staff, replacing manager Warner Theatres, elected local patronage to bieak even. DeMilt Lipsner.
Latter quit to be- president of Warner Club.
cision to dose wa.s reached after
cpme Monogram, branch manager
Chi. censor board tagged Cry of survey of recent winter receipts.
in Oklahoma City.
the City" for adults; "Night of
Engler Brothers demanding 28- Love" drew same classification.
day clearance for their Hopkins,
Vet theatre, operated by Charles
suburban house.
Same has been Spicer and Ray Haunschild, reIra Epstein, Warner Bros. Coast
granted to three otbqr independ- modeled, including new front.
publicity head, on noithwest tour
ent situations.
Hopkins now has
Universal Pictures held two-day plugging "Rope."
56-day clearance.
meeting at the
sales
regional
Sierra, at Loyalton, sold by
Bruce Prater to Mrs. Ross Jones.
Drake.
Exchange heads and exhibitors
Tom Alfred in with "Impac,t"
met to plan drive for Will Rogers locati6n unit shooting in Frisco and
Marin County.
Cecelia
Guehl,
secretary
to Memorial Hospital.
Maui'ice Ruebens; co-owner, of
James Hendel, Eagle Lion chief,
promoted to office manager, re- Uptown, Tivoli, and Allied in
placmg William -Nesbitt, on in- Michigan City. Ind., sold his half
to
partner.
Rose and
intere.';!
The Fox Tlicatrc iFox-Micliigan^
definite sick leave.
Reubens Is retir- has started a month-long celebraWatty Watson, exploileor fo, Maiitf, .-•vi-fiii'.
ition of the theatre's 20th anniverMetro in this territory, transferred
to
sary.
David Idzal has managed
Cincinnati-Indianapolis,
succeeding Hal Marshall, resigned.
the house for all but three of the
20 years.
Mar.shall and Joe Minsky, former
Ji-agle Lion district manager, are
Charles J. Leonard, formerly
^
going into partnership in operation with the Columbia and Warner exot army and navy stores.
changes here, joined Astor PicElmer J. Stitt, justice of peace at tures local office. Will assist sales
Leonard Young; ex-vaudoville
iVIadera. bought Pastime theatre manager Max Holder.
iplayer of Nassau, N. Y., named
In Harney. Pa., from Robert WilBill Craver, Fox booker, has re^ house manager of the E. M. Loew's
liam.";
{theatre here. Takes spot formerly
signed.
_l\IiIton
Cliff AlJred, former manager of held by George Landers, upped reBroudy, salesman for
liagle Lion in Pbiladelphia; trans- Victory in Greensboro, now head cently to regional manager.

CHARLOTTE

Don Hartman, Clyde Fitch, MarUn
Flavin, Dan Totheron, Philip Barry,

:

:

,

and

Frances Ryerson, Frederick Lonsdale, Colin Clements, -Elmer Harris,
Robert Ardrey, Moss Hart,
Irwin Shaw and R, C. SheriffNovelists whose published works
story, "Half An Angel," which was are to be placed on sale include
purchased from Metro. Robert Edna Ferber, Gene Fowler, Ursula
Charles Nordhoft' and
Riskin is currently winding up the Parrott,
screenplay and then will begin James Norman Hall, Graeme and
work on an original^ "You Belong Sarah Lorimer, Maritta Wolff, Ross
To Me," for the company's second Lockridge, Jr., Nevil Shute, Edgar
Stefan Zweig, Fannie
film. Everett Riskin is dickering Wallace,
EUery Queen, William
with Irene Dunne, Claudette Col- Hurst,
Gertrude
Elliot
P^ul,
bert and Olivia De Havilland to McFee,
take the star role in "Half An Atherton, Louis Bromfield, J. P.
Angel," a fantasy. Robert Riskin Marquand, Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings, Erskine Caldwell, Ben Ame«
may direct both piX;
Maximum budget for the pix has Williams, A. J. Cronin, Thy»
been set at $1,200,000 apiece, a Samter Winslow, Booth Tarkingfigure which is maximum for a ton, Angna Enters, Octavus Roy
guarantee under present Cohen, Edith Wharton, Vicente
profit
boxoffice conditions, Everett Riskin Blasco Ibanez, John Galsworthy,
said. Star players will be paid on Alphonse Daudet, Rudyard Kipling,
a participation basis, Riskin said, H. Rider Haggard, Percival Chrisbut the participation will have to topher Wren and Joseph Herges*
be in the net j)rofit instead of the heimer.
gross. It's impossible for an indie
company to deal coin off the top „,_
^ _,_ . _„___ __, .

Ilya

giving

by
"The

Jones,"

Latter's
company, Robert Wookey," by Frederick Hazlitt
Riskin Productions^ closed shop Brennan. Category includes playi
after turning over "Magic Town" by Jane Murfin, Eugene Scribe,

his

;

will start rolling its first film

pix.

.

City. No successor gaging in unlawful picketing of his
be appointed, his duties being new theatre, Leo J. Pavish, owner
distributed among other staff mem- of 600-seat Rio, Cottage Hills, 111.,
is seeking an injunction in county
, bers.'.
North Central Allied, independ- court, Edwardsville, 111. Petition
ent exhibitors' organization, issu- states he and his family built house,
ing state legislators blanket passes liglited last July 17, but because of
picketing, the house never has been
to its member theatres.

Oklahoma

filled to Capacity.

"Robin Hood," by Reginald De
iKoven, and "Rose of Algeria," by
Victor Herbert. Others are "The
Snatching of Bookie Bob," by
Damon Runyon; "Silver Fizz," by
Elliott and J. C. Nugent; "We Were
Dancing," "Ways and Means" and
"The Vortex," by Noel Coward;

KANSAS CITY

Avill

:

are

the plays for sale

J

to RKO.
New outfit, according to prexy
Elmer Bills, Salisbury, Mo., ex- Everett Riskin, will probably make
hibitor elected president of Kan-' a releasing and financing deal with
sas Missouri Theatre Assn. at an- one of the majors if a "right*^ parnual convention whcih closed here ticipation deal can be negotiated.
last Sept. '29.
Bills, vice-president Although in New York to discuss
last year,, succeeds Homer Strowig. such a deal, Riskin said, nothing
Dale Danielson, is new vice-presi- Will be inked until the first producdent; J. A. Becker, secretary; and tion is completely packaged with
Fred Meyn, treasurer.
stars, script and studio space all
Jay Means, operator of the Oak arranged. Bank financing is out,
Park theatre, suburban house, is Riskin said, because "banks give
organizing a company to produce too little and take too much.".
a vending machine to dispenseInitial film for Equitable will be
coffee in public places.
based on a George Carlton Brown

"

fiepublic branch employes call
their club Republic Boosters and
are trying to induce other exchanges to form similar organiza-

Among

brothers
in two months. The
United forces after Everett exited
from the Metro lot as producer and
Robert pulled out of his deal with "What Happened to
RKO to deliver three indie-made George Broadhurst,

forthcoming Denial Day drive.
Campaign* is being staged by the
Variety Club of Albany, Tent 9, to
raise coin for free suinmer vaca-r.
tions given underprivileged boys.
Denial campaign will be held
around .Thanksgiving Day;

LOUIS

"Sacred River" and "Too Per-

feet."

numerous one-acters and musicals,
some of them dating back to

ZPixofOwnlndieCo.

.

in ad department.
A. Smakwitz, Warner
Bros, theatres zone manager here,
will serve as co-chairman with
Chief Barker Harry Lamont in the

Charles

.

at

"East River," '.'Day Before Yester"The Anticipator," "The
day,"
Spindle Age," "The Life of Tod
Sloan," "Gentle:Bruttis;" ^'Life Wit&
Wife," "Signature of Time," "Practice to Deceive," 'The Big Bank-

His and Everett's 1st

Albany zone.

He was with Warners as

sistant

;

\

roll,
.

Gerald L; Atkin named ad-publicity director for Warner Thea-

;

Take care l>jf a Baby;'? Ben.:Hecht^«
and Gharlfes. MaoArthur's ''Jumbo;" Libbie Block's "Bedeviie4"
and numerous others such as "Coquette,"
"Bad Men Have No
Songs." "Finale," "Mr. Sands Is
So Tired," "Burning Secrets."

Bob Riskin May Meg

albanV

.:

counter are: Bob Tapllnger's "AH
Ashore;-' EdnavSkeiton's '*How to

'

for years.

block

of Whicb were bought only
two years ago. Included in 1946
purchases and now on the. bargain
soifle

—

'

Hollywood, Oct. 5.
trying to dispose of
of literary prop-

coritains 24a- stories anid 135 plftyis;

Guild theatre will be the first
house in this city to play foreign
films on a regular and continuous
policy.
Guild has been acquired
by the Rosner circuit from J. J.
Parker and is being switched to
Film
the import film program.
Plains, Tex., from Lee Welch.
H. L; Wood, owner of Nuplay at pioneering the house into imports
Grandview, Tex., sold house to L. will be "The Mikado," J. Arthur
W. Beckman and his son, Joe, of Rank feature being released by the
Dallas.
New owners plan Jfenaai' Prestige unit of Universal.
With acquisition of the Guild,
ing house the Crrand.
Deluxe nabe, the Josephine, San Rosner chain will be operating 10
Antonio, owned by Gene Muller Coast theatres all on a- foreign
and Bob Dennis, sold to Al Moore diet.
of New Braunf els, Tex. Moore was
a south Texas salesman for Warner
'

tres,

is

Rosner's Tenth Coast
$1,000,000 worth
House With Foreign Pixi^t^^'^^i-

Bernbaum of

The State, Centralia, 111., reunder new management.
It is
Swedish "Jens Monsson in Amer- lighted after facelifting.
The Majestic, Jacksonville, 111.,
ica;" shot mostly in V, S.
W. E. Danelz boosting midweek unit of Fox Midwest circuit, retake at Lyric; Elmore, Minn., by lighted after being dark during
projecting Kodachrome slides of summer.
J. W. Lyles has lighted his 500townspeople and local scenes.
Louis Orlove, Metro exploiter, car drive-in near Benton, Ky,
Jack
Martin
resigned
from
screened "Secret Land" for press
at Wold-Chamberlain field naval United Artists sales staff here to
air base, navy sponsoring the event. join St. Louis Paramount ^ranch.
New Rodgers, 1,000-seater in
Martin Winant, Columbia audiBluff,
Mo.,
owned by
toi\ returned to N. Y. to be as- Poplar
signed to foreign service with that Rodgers Theatres, Inc., Cairo, lU.j
nearly completed.
company.
Charging that members of Alton
Milt Lipsner, RKO western WisBuilding
and
Trades
Council
and
consin salesman, resigned to become Monogram branch manager several affiliated unions were en-

,

Sell $1,000,

Worth of I^rary Properties

« «

I

,

MINNEAPOLIS

/

Metro Seeks to

.

« «

15

Hugh Sykes Booking

:

Everett Enterprises purchased
the Center at Ft, Mill, S. C. Martin
Street, former owner, stays as

New 750-seat theatre in Cheswick, started nearly three years
ago, is finally nearly completion.
Jack Eckert, assistant to Robert
Taylor, manager of Harris-Senator,
has gone into Army.
William C. Riester, for nine
years with Buckley Amus. Enterprises as manager of its Capitol at
Shamokin, Pa., resigned to join
Durwood Theatre Corp., Kansas]
City, in charge of its houses in

31.
continue through Dec.
to
Drive's co-captains are Edward L.
sales
Walton, assistant general
manager, and Walter L. Titus, Jr.,

Best

at

Blair F. Houser, co-owner of
ferred to Pittsburgh office in same Evon, Dallas, N. C, sold his in^
capacity.
He is the son of Dave terest to his partner, J. S. McDanBroudy, now manager of Shadyside iel. Latter plans facelifting of
house.
for WB.

Hepublie began its James R.
"Jimmy" Grainger 10th Anni Drive
last week with the campaign slated

win cash

booker
Service.

Ops from Fib Row
*»«
«

division manager.
in playdate drive

PICTURES

>«>«

I

I
I

at
will

while other
an outlay corre-

$300,000

have

sponding'"with their classification.
New schedule includes 10 de luxe
films, Yates stated, plus four bigbudget specials to be made at
Republic's studio by independent
producers. Among the company's
"super"' productions are two John
Wayne staixers, "Wake of the Red
Witch," plus three pictures to be
done in Trucolor. These are "The
Missourians," "Belle of the Gold
Coast" and "The Vanishing Westerner."

U's Cash Prizes
I

'

i

.

Chic'ago, Oct.

5.

Cash incentive

prices to exhibs
be offered for the first time .by
Universal when fts new sales drive
gets started Oct. 31, Bill Scully, U's
distribution chief, told staffers here
last week at a regional sales meet.
Coin to theatre ops will augment
will

^

'

I

I
i

I

;

j

I

*

$6,5,000 in ca-sh to sales personnel,

Exhib awards will be distributed
on the basis of the most proficient
handling of U's pix.

.
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ONE OF THE MOST SENSATIONAL
SPECTACLES OF FOUR-FOOTED FURY
EVER FILMED!

—

I

Based upon a

SATURDAY EVENING POST stoty by

Eli

colter

Produced by

HARRY JOE BROWN

^

1

:

,
.

PICTURES

Wednesday, October 6, 1948
Nice $8,000.

(2d

wk-4

Brandt $ Theatre Indies to Fight

days)-, $2,600.

Picture Grosses

Studio City (FWC) (880; 60-$l)—
"Venus" (U) and "Close-Up" (EL).

Okay

Last week, "Lar$5,000.
ceny" (U) and "End River" (U) (2d

SAN FRANCISCO

(2d

'Sam' Solid at $21,500

(Blumenfeld)
(2,448;
55.85)--"Walk Crooked Mile" (Col)
Last
Pleasing $9,000.
(3d wk).
week, fine $14,000.

—

United Artists (S. Corwin) (1,"Moonrise" (Rep) and
207; 55-85)
Trim
"Train to Alcatraz" (Rep).

To Pay Or Not

W

:

Aldert--

et^ :,al^: :V(.S5ft^^^^

Ihfe.,:.

j

i^ssn; ); ajgaihst the Ameri-.

series

Uptown (FWC)

Boston, Oct. 5.
fever plus some
holdovers in

"Apartment

(1,719; 60-$l)—
and
(20th)

ican

SCTOA

Mulls Problem
A£ ACr AP'e
nnovtAv
VI nOl^ni
9 JU yUariCI

Peggy"

"Creeper" (201h).
Fair $8,000.
Last week, "Blandings" (SRO) and
"Winner All" (Mono) (2d wk),

.;

tliors;

•

'

,

:

.

ASCAP

.

Stagedoor (Ackerman) (350; 60-

I

;

!

!

i

I

I

!

..

i

•

.

—

.

;

Omaha Draggy

Mikado" (Indie) (reissue).
Last week, "Tosca"
$2,500.
Fenway (MP) (1,373; 40-80)—
"Two Gu.vs Texas" (WB) and "Sons
(Indie) (2d wk), $2,800.
Jjarkin (Roesner) (400; 65-85)— of Adventure" (Rep) (2d wk). Neat
"I^ric-Frac" (Indie) and "Bride's $5,500 after $7,000 for first.

Vaughn Monroe band

performance

"Tap Roots"
wesk .but not big at Para"Deep Waters" at Orr

this;

plaintiff theatres.

first.

40-80)—
(Col)
and

(3,000;

$30,000.

5.

Paramount (MP)

.

is boost-^

(1,700;

Aside

=

;

mount.

40-80)—

Marshal"

ier

—

Loew's

(m.o.).

DENVER
I

I

tres."

Differing

B-K Aide

Chicago, Oct. 5.
Leo Kosta, former assistant manager of Balaban & Katz StateLake, was returned by police last
weekend from AshevlUe, N. C, and
held on a warrant charging him
with- embezzlement of more: than
$550,000 from B&K, Omdals of
the circuit charged that Kosta stole
the money from 1944 to 1948 by
conspiring with a ticket cashier to
resell tickets after they had been
collected for admissions,
Kosta was seized in Asheville
Sept- 5. Several days later B&K
filed suit in Chi circuit court to

:

*

;

-

-

'

such a license."
Winding up his,
:

(Col),

ASCAP

>

,

.

.,

.

'

.

...

':

',':''.,

parties.

Meanwhile, under ASCAP's proposed final judgment decree, tlie
organization agrees to be enjoined

and

restrained
from licensing
exhibs for public perfprmance of compositions synchronized
with films. But the general tenor
of the ASCAP decree greatly modified the court's interpretation of
the issues, and observers feel that
this proposal is merely part of
ASCAP's grand strategy to water
down the effect of the Leibell ruling. ITOA's own decree, of course,
differed :con8ldetabliir in tfc^^^
wanted this court to ordeir ASCAP
members to cl e a r performance
{"^Shts at the so^^^^^^ as well as
a number of other advanconcessions to the plain-

ITOA

j

I

I

.

I

:

I

:

.

:

j

'

I

1

1

$2,-

sades"

3,5-74)—

(Par)

(reissues).

Good

MINNEAPOLIS

"Retuvn of Bad Men" (RKO) and $9,000, Day-dating with Carthay
Last week, subse"So Woll Remomhered" (RKO), on this bill,
(Continued from page 8)
Mild Si;? 000 in 6 days Last week quent-run.
Pantascs (Pan) (2.812; 60-$l).— Cerdan-Zale fight pix 'm.o.). Solid
"Rachel ind Straneor" (RKO) and
Last week, "Commandos
Rachel and Stranger" (RKOj and $8,000.
"Shed No Tears" (EL) (2d wk\
"Triple Thrleat" (Col) (2d wk). Strike at Dawn" (Col) and "Inoksiv SIO.I^OO.
Last vaders" (Col) (reissues', $7,500.
Paramount (Fox) (2,200: 3.5-74)— Average $15,000 or near.
Slate
50-70)—
(Par)
(2,300:
"Poaboflv and Mermaid" (U) and week, below hopes at $18,800
|

'

Paramount (l&M)

60-$l;
Sorry, Wiong Number" (Par)
Stovv'(Mono)
''TTunted''; and "Sons Adventure" (Rep) (2d
and
Last week,
Bri.sk $20,000,
'Mono) i2d wk" fine $10 0()()
iwk),
Rlalto (Fot;) (878: 35-74)— "Cap- socko $30,500,
(F&M)
five Wild Woman"
* r".
and
(Indie)
'"v.v.v
•
^''o"?, dumber
^
"Di-ums of Condo" (Tndie). Milrl
Big $13,000, Last
^2.500.
L.-i<!fweek "Tan Roots" iP'»'' '2cl uk»
(U) and "Figliting Back" (20th) week, I'ancv $18,600
,oo«n
(2,890;
(RKO)
HilLstreet
(m.o,) $3 000.
1
(RKO)
and
"Rachel"
Webhpi- (Fox) (750: 35-74)— "Two 60-80)
Guys Toxas" (WB> and "Dare- "Triple Threat" (CoD (2d wk)
Last week, stout
devils riouds" (Rep), also Donvor, Good $17,000,
Good $3 000, Last week, "Touch $23,000.
(FWC) (1,370; 60-$l)
Rit/
of Venus" (Ui and "Gnntleman
"Venus" tU;,4M)ia CJ,osc-!Up" JEy.
Xowh«a,^^'j(,Ctil),^f?ii; $2,50Q.^
I

—

(3,398:

'

i

RKO

—

(Par).
nv.,<.P
ptaise for

im'.n.mnn«
unanimous
and Stanwyck and Lancaster
magnets, Giant $18,000. La.st
"Abbott - Coslollo
week,
Meet
U'"''.

I

-Frankenstein" (Ui, $12,000,
Tintoivn
Upt^^^^^

i

,
,

I,

... t.-,.

,

n

(P-ir)

On_Merry

Way
,-.

AAm^

nnn-

(UA).
.

First
,

.

T^f..'l'S^'lrtn^'r^il
w^,r'"lM,
Last week.
Key Largo
$3.0()0.

At the same time, SOPEG received another jolt when Local
H-63,
International Alliance of
Theatrical Stage Employees, .siit!cessively raided its jurisdiction ait
Republic's
homeoffice.
Russell
Moss, H-63. proxy, claiming a majority of Rep employees had signed
up. with his local, is petitioning the
National Labor Relations Board
for collective bargaining elections.
H-e3 pulled a similar' trick at
United. Artists where the. whitecoUarites also deserted SOPEG
over its T-H stand.
'r-'l
Local H-63 also wrapped up a
•lO'^fe-wage
increase
agreement
^..^^ Universal last week and is
^a'^|a*njn8 new pacts
'^H^J'^'ntly
^
witii
Palhe,
Robbins, Feist and
MiUer Music, and several smaller
companies wh^re it represents the
office workers.
..
\

1

World (Mann)' (350;
"The Search" (M-G)

50-85)(6th

wk).

Final canto for this sensational
performer. Good $2,400 after boff
•
'$3,000 preced)ing week.
"

Major Chains Continue

Payments
I

I

I

\

I

j

,

:

Number"

Practically
i"i,<i<-iica
iy

,

,

'

I

Wrong

•'Sorry,

I

-

.

.

I

,

500.

"Night Wind" f20lh), also Esmiire,
Good $.0 000
Last week "Ruth

Froh-

^he future from exercismg their
varied rights under the copyright
act by means that fail to confhct
with the 'ahti4rnst lawk'Vr He: also
felt that if perforijiing rights, now*
held by ASCAP, relating to musical compositions synchronized with
films are to be assigiied to the
copyright owners there would .be
long and expensive litigation to all

.

(?Olli). day-date with Paramount. Good $3,000 or near. Last
week. "Toucli of 'Venus" (U) and

affidavit,

lich held that the conclusion's prcs-'
ent' form "will cause grave injury
and unnecessary damage to
members" and will restrain them

:

Toronto, Ofit.vSi
Despite olfish business, due to'

—

1

Wind"

•
:

.

LOS ANGELES

body and Mermaid" (U) and "Night

Leibell's

'

:

,

Judge

ing rights as found by the court."
He contended that the 1941 consent decree entered.' into in the
U. S. anti-trust action against the:
Society provided t h a t "ASCAP
s h o u 1 d. not have the exclusive.':
right to license the small performing rights but that its membersV
should also, have the right to grant

.

|

with

phraseology, Frohlich argued that
To
ASCAP does not have the "excluChi on Fraud Rap sive right to license small perform-

Extradited

.

$17 000
Esquire (Fox) (742: 35-74)— "Pea-

(2 600-

'.

ji

i

.

:

:

,

$16,500.

Orphpum (RKO)

:

:.

.

.

000.

"Gentleman Nowhere"

:

)

40-701— "Panhandle" (Mono)
and "Smart Woman" (Mono). Sloul
$13,000. Last week, "Babe Ruth
Story" (Mono) (2d wk), great $12,-

."

prevalent in the field of musical
compositions as among composers,
authors and publishers."
In a microscopic analysis of
Judge Leibell's lengthy decision,
Frohlich's affidavit objected to the i
court's broad interpretation of the
litigated I s s;u e.s.
Organization'scounsel made repeated alterations
in the decision's findings and conelusions in order to stress that the
only issue before the court was the
"right to license performing rights
to musical compositions synclironized in motion picture films for,'
exhibition in motion picture thea-

,

000:

"

will,

(reissues).

Sock 20G, Toronto

'Ruth'

40-65)—
Lusty

"Emperor

the

Government-revived dimout regu- restrain Kosta from withdrawing
Waltz" (Par) {3d wk), $11,800.
Capitol (C.T.) (2,412; 34-60)— lations of marquees, lobby lighting, funds from two banks and a, safety
Nice etc.; because of hydro power short- deposit box.
"Street No Name" (20th).
$18 000. Last week, "Silver River" ages, "Babe Ruth Story" is big at
Odeon, while "Luxury Liner" is
(WB), fair $9,500.
34-60)— fancy at Loew's.
Palace
(C.T.)
(2.625;
"Foreign Affair" (Par) (2d wk)..
Estimates for This Wetek...
Collarite$l
Fine $11,000 after socko $16,900
Imperial (FP) (3,373: 36'66)-^,
opener.
Continued from page S
"Raco Street" (RKO). Good $13,Princess (C T
(2,131; 34-60i—
000.
Last week, "Beyond Glory" non - Communist
affidavits,
are
"Walls Jericho" (20th).
Okay at: (Par), $10,000.
planning to extend the picketing
$9,500.
Last week, "Key Largo"
Loew's (Loew) (2.096; 36-66)— campaign against major - owned
(WB), 88,300.
"Luxury Liner" (M-G).
Fancy theatres into all the key cities of
Imperial (C T.) (1.339; 26-45)— $16,000. Last week, "Time
of Life"
the country.
Cooperation from
"Deep Waters" (20th) and "Here (UA), only $9,500.
Comes Trouble" (UA). Mild $6,000
Odeon (Rank) (2,390: 3,'5-.$i:20)— several large CIO and AFL naor near. Last week, ''Raw Deal" "Babe Ruth Story" (Mono): Big tional unions has already been; ob(ED and "Killed 'Doc' Robbin" $20,0i')'). Last week, "Oliver Twist" tained in carrying out the boycott
(UA) okav $7,200
drive.
(EL) (3d wk). groat S16,.500,
Orpheum (CT.) {It040; 26-45)—
Industry lawyers are now ex36-66)-.^Shea's
(FP)
(2,386:
(ED and "Fighting "Black Arrow" (Col).
"Mickey"
Hefty $13,- ploring -possibilities for court acBack" (20th). Good !54,500. Last 000
Last
week, "Rachel and tion to- restrain the -unions from
week. "Bring 'Em Back" (RKO) Stranger" (RKO). $11,000,
engaging in an allegedly "illegal"
(reissue)
v.i.5i>ut
Mystcry iH Mcxico
and
<•<«
Tivoli (FP) (1:431; 36-66)-v."Life picketing- and secondary boycotts.
(rkO(. fancy $,5,100.
With Father" (WB) (3d wk),; Satis- Precedent for this, move was set;
factory $7,500 after good. '$9,000 according to the legal braintrustsecond week.
ers, by court action in the OppenUptown (Loew) (2,743; 30-66)— heim Collins department store
(Contmued Irom page 8)
"Soutliern Yankee" (M-'G). (2d wk).-.f (iJ'^^y dispute In which a CIO
(30-$l)
"Back Alive" (RKO) re- Swell $11,000 after fancy $13,500' union was similarly ousted for reissue) and "Design Death" (RKO)
last week.
fusing to comply with 'the T-H
Moderate $12,000
Last week,
Victoria
(FP) (1,260; 36-60)—
Last week, the courts or"Olympic Games" (EL) and "This "Good Sam" (RKO). Okay $7,.500. law.
Corner" (ED (6 days), soui $5,300. Last week, "Search" (M-G) (2d wk), dered cesbation of picketing aWd
cited the union execs for conPalace (D'lov\n) (1,224; 60-,$l)
nice .So, .300,
tempt.
"Intermezzo" (SRO) and "Cru-

Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 40-70)—
"Loves of Carmen" (Col) (2d wk).
Still slurdv at $11,000. Last week,
socko $22,500.
20th Century, (20th Century) (3,-

Denver (Fox) (2,525; 35-74)
rr,
.,
,^„,v
Two Gu.vs rr,
?ndj
Texas' (WB.
"Daredevil'? of Clouds" (Reo), davdate with Webber.
Fast $16.000.
Last week "Touch of Venus" f (J)

(M-G).

week,

Last

.623.000.

Solid $5,000. Last week, "Luck of
Irish" (20th) (m.o.), $3,000.

(Continued from page 8)
(2d wk).
Nice $12,000 or near.
Holds again.
Last week; great

(2,855:

(C.T.)

Parade"

"Easter
I

40-70)—

(M-G)

from dence would show the "contractual
relationships and business dealings

and "Front- country.

(20th)
(20th)

-

(1,400;

from

SCTOA members

"Two Guys Texas" (WB) and "Sons Okay $8,000. Last week, "Two
ing "Embraceable You" to a rous- of Adventure" (Rep)
(2d wk). Nice Guys Texas" (WB) (m.o.) and "All
ing round this week at the Buffalo. $10,000 after
American Co-ed'.'; (Indie) plus Zale$15,000 for first.
Reissue combo of "San Francisco"
State (Loew) (3,500; 40-80)— Cerdan fight pix, good $9,200.
and "Night at Opera" is doing "Loves of Carmen" (Col) and
Brandeis (RKO) (1,500; 16-65)—
surprisingly well at Lakes. Other- "Rusty Leads the
Way" (Col). Big "Black Arrow" (Col) and "Big
wise,, biz is slow.
Fair $6,500. Last
$19,000 first week. Second begins Punch" (WB).
Estimates for This Week
week,
today (Tues.).
"Rachel
and
Stranger"
(RKO) and "Train Alcatraz" (Rep)
Buffalo (Shea) (3,500; 40-70)—
(2d wk), big $7,000.
"Embraceable You" (WB), plus
State (Goldberg) (865; 16-65)—
:Vaughn Monroe orch onstage. Tarade' Lusty 23G, Mont'l
"Street No Name" (20th) and
Strong $25,000, Last week, "LuxMontreal, Oct, 5.
"Kelly the Second" (Indie) (reisury Liner" (M-G), $15,000.
Top moneymaker this week is sue) (2d wk). Okay $3,500. First
Oreat Lakes (Shea) (3,400; 4070>—"San Francisco" (M-G) and "Easter Parade" which looks great week was big $5,200.
at Loew's. "Foreign Affair" shapes"Night at Opera" (M-G) (reissues).
strong in second week at Palace.
Fine $15,000. Last week, "Rope"
Estimates for This Week
(WB), $17,.'500.

Liner"

fees

—"Belle Starr"

Orpheum (Locw)

Hipp (Shea) (2,100; 40-70i
"Rope" (WB) (m.o.). Big $8,500.
Last week, "Pitfall" (UA) "Gay
Intruder,s" (20th) (m.o.), $6,000.
(Shea)

rights

(Tues.).

after nice $27,000 for

Monroe Ups

25G

Oct.' 5,
is pacing the city

"Loves of Carmen"
"Busty Leads Way" (Col). Trim
Second week begins today

Surprise" (Indie). Nice $3,000 or
Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 40-80)—
Last week, "Lost One" (CoD, "Good Sam" (RKO) and "Winner's
good $2,400.
Circle" (20th). Nice $21,500. Last
United NattoiB (FWC) (1,149; week,' "Lady in Ermine" (20th)
60-85)— "The Pearl" (RKO) and and "Fighting Back" (20th), okay
"Mine Own Executioner" (20th) $23,000 in 8 days.
Off to modest $3,500.
(2d wk).
Metropolitan (MP) (4,367; 40-80)
Last week, good $6,500.
—"Rope" (WB) and "Winner Take
AH" (Mono) (2d wk). Good $18,000

Oct.

I

;

Omaha,

escrow plan;
be asked to
pheum shapes slow.
approve the appointment of a conEstimates for This, Week
ciliation committee, to be set up
Paramount (Tristatei) (2,800; 16- within the industry to handle prob65)—"Tap Roots" (U). Fair $10,- lems between exhibitors and ..dis000.
Last week, "Arch of Tri- tributors. Committee will consist
umph" (UA), $9,000.
of George Bowser, Gus Metzger,
Orpheum (Tristates) (3,000; 16- B. -J. Leavitt, Russell Rogers and
65)—"Deep Waters" (20th) and Harry Vinnicof.
"Daredevils of Clouds" (Rep). Slow
Vinnicof and Paul Williams,
Last week, "I, Jane Doe" general counsel for SCTOA, will
$9,000.
(Rep):and Woody Herman orch on explain the actions of the Chicago
stage, big $20,000 at 20-80C scale. convention and of exhibitor meet-,
Omah.i (Tristates) (2,100; 16-65) ings in various parts of the

less.

Buffalo,

ASGAP

I

I

Okay

'Embraceable' Hep

'

]

t

"The

Buff. Slor,

ASCAP

I

(2d wk).

Strong $4,000. Last week, $4,200.
Esquire (Blumenfeld) (955; 5585)_"Happened One Night" (Col)
and "More Than Secretary" (Col)
Thin $6,000- or less.
(rei-ssues).
Last week, "For Love of Mary"
(U) and "Robin Hood Monterey"
(Mono), $7,200.
Clay (Roesner) (400; 65-85)—

'

Owners;

ASGAP

$6,000.

Tech
"Luxury

'

Brandt's- llhdfepejiid^nt

Pay?

to

days), $5,200.

which

Last week,
close.
or
Brooklyn, Heaven" (UA),

85)— "The Search" (M-G)

.

wk-4

ASCAP Decision

Legal battle pressedi
Rocheliig,'

Society of i Composers, Auand Publishers to eliminate
P^^y^nent of music performance fees
to the organization will move a
most houses have combined to level
step closer to a final showdown
Los Angeles, Oct. 5.
off biz after last week's solid re- slight $4,600.
today (W;ed,). Federal Judge VinCalifornia
Southern
Theatre
turns.
"Good Sam" at the MeVogue (FWC) (885; 60-85)—
cent L. Leibell, who found for the
morial and "Loves of Carmen" at: "Back Alive" (RKOi (reissue) and Owners Association will hold a
plaintjff exhibs last July, is schedOrpheum and State only newcom- "Design Death" (RKO).
Light special memoership meeting toers. Both are fairly solid.
"Olympic morrow (Wed.) to decide whether uled to .hear amendments to his
week,
Last
$3,500.
)
Estimates for This Week
Games" (EL) and "This Corner" to deliver the third quarter thea- findings and conclusions
were submitted Thursday (30) by
Astor (.Taycox) (1,300; a0-$2.40)— (EL) (6 days), dark $1,900.
tre music tax to
or to place
counsel Louis Frohlich as
"Hamlet" (U) (7th wk). Holding to,
Wilshire (FWC) (2,296; 60-$l)— the fees in escrow^ pending future
well as final judgment decrees also
about $12,500 after frtncy $14,000 "Southern Yankee" (M-G) and high court decisions.
filed
by
last
week
both
last.
"California Stars" (Rep) (2d wk).
Escrow idea has a strong follow^ and the plaintiff in N. Y. federal
Boston (RKO) (3,200; 40-80)— Slim $4,500. Last week; moderate
ing among Southern California ex- court.
"Rachel and- Stranger" (RKO) and $8,600.
"Train to Alcatraz" (Rep) (3d wk).
Wiltern (WB) (2,300; 60-$l)— hibs as result of recent, recomIn a 25-page affidavit, Frohlich
Good mendations made at the conven- moved :that, in the event the court
(Okay $16,000 after nice $20,000 "Rope" (WB) (2d wk).
second.
$11,000.
Last week, stout $17,800 tion of the Theatre Owners Assn. I.'f ailed to amend its conclusion
as..
of America in Chicago. Other cirbut way under expectancy
Exeter (Indie) (1,000; 45-75)
to the injunctive relief to which
cumstances leading in .that' direc"The Brothers" (U) and "Storm in
the ITOA is entitled,
Teacup" (Indie). Oke $4,000. Last
tion are two legal decisions in New
week, "Olympic Games" lEL) and
Albeit
York and Minneasota, in which should be permitted to furnish
evidence directed solely to the
"Code Scotland Yard"JRep) (3d
Federal courts ruled -a g a In s t
relief to be awarded.
'Roots' Fairish $10,000 ASCAP on its setup for collecting
This eviwk), 'nice $3,000.

World

Summer weather and

Orpheum

dim

United Artists (UA) (2,100; 60$l)_<'Venus" (U) and "Close-Up"
(EL).
Slow $11,.500. Last week,
"Larceny" (Uj and "End River" (U)

'Carmen' Torrid $49,000,

$9,,'500.

$11,000
"Texas,

'Watering Down the

\vk-4 days), $1,800.

Series Fever Bops Hub;

<Continued from pagp 9)
Ruth Story" (Mono) and "Music
Man'* (Mono) (2d Wk); oke $11,500.
60-85)—
St. Francis (Par) (1,400;
Smasli $24,000,
"Rope" (WB).
Last'week, "Olympic Games" (EL),

17

Last week, "Larceny"

and "End River" (U)

(U)

,

'

'

1

'

'

I

,

'

;

j

>

to

,

ASCAP

In line with recent admonitions
to exhibitors that refusal to pay
license fees to the American Society of Composers, Authors and
Publishers may be premature, all
the major aifiliated circuits have
been paying the fees continuously.
Trade opinion is that the chains
will continue to pay ASCAP until
the recent decision handed down
by N. Y. Federal Judge Vincent
L. Leibell has been further clarj*
fied. The court did not rule the
fees in themselves illegal but held
only that ASCAP's collection of

them

violated anti-trust laws.

It is pointed out that it's extremely likejy some method will
have to be devised for composers

to receive
theatres.

exhibition

fees

from

:

,

:

'

Wedneoday, Octolier
'Male War Bride' Starts
Shooting in Germany

American Films Slated for Wider

Heidelberg, Oct.

Germany
American product
vider distribution

Germany

Distrib

from Moscow, Article by

•

adoption by the French of the bizonal code affecting film operations. Bis comments on the Ger-:
man situation comprised part of a
report he handed directors on the
status of U.' S. picture distribution
In the MPEA's continental mar-

%

..

•.

•

IMEXFILMSOUTDRAW
BULLFIGHTS 47 TO

I

?

i

Japan and Korea were
by Charles Mayer;

in

discussed

MPEA

1

managing director in that
Meeting was; chairmaned by .organization veepee,
Francis Harmon^ while foreign arenas 1,016,808.
chiefs of all the majors were on
Last year, cinemas grossed $14,'at the 4.85 pesos
hand as well, as reps from Allied 598,916 (U. S.)
Artists and Film Classics.
per dollar rate then obtainlngi
But with the depression sharper,
this year and exhibitors complainLadd'i 'Letter*
ing that their trade Is 40 per cent50 per cent below 1947 levels, pic
Hollywood! Oct. 3.
iNext starrer for Alan Ladd at. circles are doubtful that 1948 will
Paramount will -be "Dead Letter," i-pVove to be as good: a year as last.
here
building
Still,
cinema
mystery yam with a semi-documentary angle, to be produced by ha-sn't stopped. Glnes Unidos de
Veracruz, operator of a 36-house
Andre Bohem, ^
chain in Vera Cruz state, is comLadd will play a postal Inspector
territory;

.

,

!

'

|

.

—

I

'

,

i

.

:

;

.

:

;

{

I

I

!

I

.i

i

iji

who

crooks using U. S, mails
to defraud.
foils

pleting plans to build eight cinemas here, according to its manager, Alfonso M. Saavedra. There
are now 94 cinemas heVe and 11

!

i

.

more

New York Theatres
JANEWYMAN .IMMRSON I
LEWAYRE5 FREDoy I
MARTIN I
"Johnny
Bf^nda"
BICKFORD
mmttsmKMMttt
.

CHARLES

MOt>UCSD BV

ftof-

JERRY WALD

tiMn

STRAND,
tOPENS 9 AM ure nii n
m IWYn
luTE STUE
VICTOR MATURE

41tk|

20til

C^'tltm-y-'Foic

Picture.,

',
,

Alwnys Another Dawn

SOth St.

;

cally,

:4;

Ss

Educa^

;

M.

lional Services iSept. of the MPAA,
which brings distilled Hollywood
product to schools and churches is

I

!

{
!

another sample of building
goodwill through good- works, Cheystill

..„s3i..,

'"!•«««« -i
HOWARD^Ssl
XMONYtSULYDeMARCO
HAWKS'
:

>;.

.

]

fitz

said.

:

;

:,

have

ed with McCreadie for some good
stuff.
Otherwise there's not
much to "Dawn." Dialog is stilled and has too many flag-waving
speeches.
Both Gharles Tingwell
and Guy Doleman show promise
as screen players and may go
places later.
Rest of cast very
weak.
This one won't put Aussie on
the pic production map.
Ricfc.

Rank

I

j

!

:

I

.

I
'

I

:

.:

i

.

nimrtM

CHICAGO
houf t
Phone HAy«iiiayfr «>SOM
or your travel agmt
;7'ic)(»/

•

'

.

]

•

Hotel
Hoitl

.

Ntw Yakw

St.

iitorg*

AMERICAN
AIRLINES

his desire not
films but the

GEORGE^

b.o.

to that factor.

WRIGHT

His world distribution organizawas "expensive business" in
its initial stages but Rank is looking forward to his overseas distrib
outfits operating profitably. As for
American theatres, he is satisfied
that these houses would do Well
with British films if the public was
"given a fair opportunity of seeing
them."
tion

First
period,

Ctnltr

120 Broac/ivay •

Briti.sh

and attributed the-high-ievel

Off/c»S; A/r/ineiTei-iiiMol

KcxkMler

best American ones. At the same
time, he touted the results, particularly in the Odeofi-circuitr ofconsistently playing British films

i

MPAA

•

reiterated

only to play

'IThere: has been much talk of
bringing; people over: 30 ..to the
^ HtTIMIIDWTIINE theatres perhaps through a different kind of picture ior them."
Foreign Film Review
Cheyfitz continued.
"Our financial program in making pictures is
(UiUifcety for Anglo-V. S.Mm kei)
geared to high costs for the present mass market which we aim at.
"Markn»d«»ft*n" ("Carnival Evening")
Whether we gain additional cus- (SWEDISH). Sandrew-Bauman Film protomers through a different sort of duction and relea.se. Stars Adolf Jahr;;!
Emy Hagnian; features Siguc
Rut
film ..without losing our present Holm, Carin Swvnson. Bcllan Fyrst,
Roos. Diaudiences is a real question.
Screenplay,
I rected by Ivar Johansson.
Johansson: camera, Hildlng Bladh; music,
don't know the answer to these Gharles ,Redl»nd.
At Grand, Stdckhalm.
problems but I know institutional Running time, i8 MIN.S.
IFKOIM
advertising will not begin to solve
Based on a novel by w k. Swedthe problem of more people in
ish
author MMlhelm Moberg,
more theatre^."
emerges as a
Cheyfitz: was originally taken on "Marknadsafton"
by the
as a labor contact fairly.good:fiIm. ;:Il's a simple story
RADIO CITY MUSIC HAU
but proved public relations-wise of life in a Swedish province: Adolf
Rockereller Center
Jahr tops, the cast with a fine perand his duties have been greatly
•
PIDGEONi
formance.
WAITER
Ivar
QREER CARSON
Johansson's direc* broadened. MacNamara plan re- tion is capable as is lensing of
in "JULIA MISBEHAVES"
ceived TOA endorsement at the: Hilding
Eladh. Picture undoubtEllzubetli
r«««r _ Chicago convention of the theatre edly will do will in
I'cfer
Scandinavia,
]io.uKito^ group and will be considered at a
t.wixib
i^AnTOnn
but
its
chances
overseas will be
Piutui'o
'Metra-Goiawyn-Mayor
A
^oast meetinf^ of company prexies confined to those famil^r with the
SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION
wiibiji A. mow? or so.
Swedish tongue*,
Wince,

'

11 lMur«, 10

Speaking on the quota which he
defends. Rank asserted that a
"sound British production industry
on which the exhibitors can rely
for a continuous flow of good
films" was the "one sure shield"
for every exhib. He vowed that
British theatres must never again
be in a position of jeopardy be*
cause of a ban on film shipments.
"I therefore decided to increase
the output of films made by our
studios to ensure that never less
509o of British films would be
playing in our theatres."

•

<

FLAGSHIPS

LOS ANGBLIS

tlian

UCKilUIBlES

i

FIVI-STAR

.

I

overseas

sea

I

works instead of words.

won't

is set around the exploits
of the Royal Australian Navy and
introduces the Coral Sea battle
and other exploits during World
War II. The local Navy cooperat,

Continued from page

as
I.*

.CAPITOL

.

draw.
Story

Cheyfitz
MAOEI-EINE

but

:

tually the same. '.'If the earnings
of British films in America bore
the proper relationship to those
which we achieve in Canada, we
should receive many millions of
dollars
per annum
from the
U.S.A.," he declared.

to
would make a fair-^
ly good documentary.
As is, however, it will probably get by lo-

Lynchburg's First Nabe
Lynchburg, Va.

First neighborhood theatre here,
the Port: EJirly, WO-seater, opened
with Frank Richardson -as mana-

nCED

A.

my

had told him the Canadian
and American markets were vir-

in 1945

;

ger.

f:N

'Reasonable v. S/ Playinc Time'
Rank declared he Intended "to
persevere in
efforts to secure
this reasonable playing time in the
U.S.A." Hollywood leaders,:he said,

SS MIMSi
recent interpretation of the law.
Decision to exempt CRl reps was
This is Embassy Pictures' first
based on the fact that their checkling activities are not secret since break into the home production
they are conducted with the know- field. Producerrdirector Tom McCreadie runs an urban- cinema
ledge of the exhibitors.
near Sydney.
Initial effort; cut
30 minutes;

JtnwNassnn

CWTOU

ing today."

outflt, have announced in
Sydney, Sept. 24.
that the their workers
Universal-Internatloniil release of EmWisconsin have been exempted
bassy Pictures (Tom McCreadie) producfrom a ruling requiring checkers tion. Stars Charles
:TingweIl, Guy I)Qleto be licensed a.s private detectives. man; features Quecnie Ashton. Betty McDouglas Herald, Charles ZoU. Max
According to 1170, all checkers had Dowell,
Gibb: Directed, by McCreadie. Original
to be licensed and bonded under screenplay,
Zelma
Roberts;; cam«r»)
Malcolm^ .At. JBmbaasy^ Sydney.
the Wisconsin attorney general's Georire
Sept. 24, '48. Running time,

in

"

;

:

majors'

I

ON VARIETY STAOE^ANNV THOMAS
THE.SHYRETT08 - MARIE McOONALD
ON: ICE STAGE^"THE BLUE DANUBE
:
.Sturrlng JOAN HYLDOFT

ROXY

claims

to

Inc.,

.

CRY OF THE CITY
A

.Keports,

;

RICHARD CONTE

•

Checkers Have

contradiction

New York

12:3I kllll

•

11:1$

Registered in Wise.

flat

checking

""I^Sin'^''
Slow

CR

To Be
fldeptial

|
I

tnAH

finishing;

Denies
In

-

made by the Independent Theatre
Owners of Wisconsin, execs of Con-

:.

-

The Weaker

Mexico City, Oct. 5.
1947 report of the amusements
supervision department in Mexico
City shows that cinema customers outnumbered those of bullfights by more than 47 to one last
year. Pix drew 47,889,207 cash
customers and- the bloodTSand

1

Conditions affecting the release
MPEA member companies'

Reviewi

S

.

kets.

-

Do

^'alien form" and give
the pigs, rabbits, wolves, etc.
something valuable in the way
science or political pam*

drop the

•

UA

RankArgulif

B

de-

•of

say.:

%
%

.

•

clared, Soviet cartoons would,

phloteermg to

dend

WA%

Mifc-v

Beliavsky

Henceforth.

said that nearly 3,000 theatres, representing the cDnibincd,
Butlets in the three westem zones,
will now function on a free, competitive basis as a result, of the

Net

Net

Covered

.

animated cartoons.

tale

Maas

Company

as

hail Beliavsky, in the Evening
Moscow last week, sails into
Soviet artists for "Americanized animals in Russian faii-y

decartelization."

Profits

Company-by-company profits of the J. Arthur Rank organization
are disclosed as follows .in the combined balance sheet pubiicijsed
in London. Period referred to ended June 26.
Precedino;
DiviPeriod

12 months $4,776,928 $4,549,028 17",^%
Odeon Theatres
12 months
3,065,724 19.9
3,145,736
Odeon Properties
sequences have Cary Grant, dressed
11
2,134,804
1,117,652
Odeon Ass'd Theatres. 12 months
French captain, traveling
a
Gaumont British Pic. ... 65 weeks
3,848,800
4,!j39,272
12^2%
through streets in Frankfurt. Miss
15 months
2,482,428
3,763,464 31
Prov. Cine. Theatres
Sheridan remained in Heidelberg
560,516
960,776
General Theatre Corp. .. 65 weeks
where most of the action wiU be
65 weeks
475,124
450,140
PCT Construction
None
shot. "I was a Male War Bride" is
Ass'd Prav. Pic Houses... 13 months
697,680
782,596
based on a Reader's Digest article.
Cinema Television
65 weeks
645,224
,318,612 10
Producer is RKO.
Brit. & Dom Film Corp. 6 months
1,902,344
1,264,352
Ann arrived in the U. S. Zone
12V2%
with only the clothes she- was wear~
ing after a tangle with French
customs officials at Kehl, customs
Willing to Go
checkpoint near Strassbourg. The
Frenchmen held up eight of her
Continued fronl'.page
Along on Arbitration
nine, bags for further, mspection:
Production is being -handled by now taking shape between British
If All Other Cos.
some-. Hollywood personnel aided and American pix, which will be
by a group of British technicians.
played separately in Anglo thea"
United Artists, one of the three
tres, Rank analyzed average weekly companies
that balked at entering
grosses of films from each nation
on the Odeon circuit. British per- an Arbitration, system when the
decree
was
Fibn
film average was $2,348 against anti-trust> consent
Americans.
His
fig- drafted in 1940, is now ready to
the
for
$2;264
Continued trom page It si
ure is based on a cross-the-board reverse its stand providing certain
computation of both A's and B's.
iSex
conditions are met, spokesmen for
It does not- indicate that big Yank
the Navy, and a couple of service
pix, carrying top: star names, pull the company said this week. With
men billeted on her. From that be- in less biz than equivalent British an enlarged arbitration: setup one
ginning one watches the progress vehicles.
of the primary factors in settleof the.: Dacre family and its offDiscussing the Anglo-British film ment negotiations; UA has been
shoots, through the inevitable minsaid; "Ever since I
ing of the ship, and the marriage tension, Rank
approached on the subject by the
attientered
the
film
industry,
my
of. mother and daughter to the
American Arbitration: Assn. It's
billetees.
Comes the end of the tude to the Anferican industry has
war, and with -it the disillusion- been that I believed it was; in the expected that Columbia and Uniboth
countries
interests
of
that
ment that they aren't returning to
versal, other two 1940; holdouts,
Hollywood
and
British
films
should
and
plenty;
that
distrust
a land of
will also be prepared :to come in
suspicion still lurk in the back- be seen together all over the world
ground, and that a third world war hut that this result; should *be on the ;same' Of similar terms;
is not beyond the realms of .possi- achieved on a; friendly, yet comUA Will sign on the dotted line,
bility.
petitive, 'basis. I still wish to oper- company exec said, if the new arNot by any means a powerful: ate on this basis in spite of what bitration system is an all-industry
story, although: the obvious emo- has happened, over the last 12 affair. To make it that, he added,
such companies as Republic, "Eagle
tional affgles have, been fully ex-.; months.
ploited and come into play in one.
"I have expressed my views as Lion and Monogram must also
or two strong scenes.; Pic's main
their attitude towards the; ad signify a readiness to submit to arweakness, however, is its lack of to
valorem duty and the theatres bitration. Sole other condition is
action; it's almost tlie stage play
that the plan be economical in op-;
transferred to celluloid and brought which we control. I would stiU like eration sothat it can
be carried by
up to date by the authoress her- to reach an understanding with the smaller .companies without
self.
As Mrs. Dacre, Ursula Jeans them but I doubt if it can be much of financial expenditure, too
has a part- which she handles with reached until the; leaders of the
"We
might
as
well go in," UA
utmost ease;: Cecil Parker is. nicely Hollywood industry are prepared
cast as the navalj officer; whom she to accept the fact that the British exec declared, "because whenever
marries, and: Lana Morris makes a film industry is an established in- there has been an award in the
satisfying starring debut as one of dustry and is; one which must be past, we've had to go along anythe Wrens; Major supporting roles treated on that footing./ I am way on Clearance. When the big
are played with competence by an equally satisfied that there can be companies were ordered to revamp
experienced cast but they are un- no peace or real understanding be-: clearances, we followed suit beable to redeem a subject which, tween the American industry and cause the exhibitor wouldn't
buy
while abounding in sincerity, is the British industry
until our films our product otherwise.
As long
devoid of vitality.
Myrt.
receive reasonable: playing time in as that will continue, there is no
the U.S,A,: which- they are not do- sense to our staying out."

Russia intends to coUecti-,
vize the animated cartoon after purging the "infiltration"
o£ Walt Disney, who has been
"exercising a pernicious influence" on Soviet cartoonists, according to newspaper reports

of ,U, S. films. At a board meeting
Export
ol the Motion Picture
Assn. held in New York last week,
organization's veepee-general manr,
ager Irving Maas said the new
market stems from the recent decision of the French military goveniment to enforce all regulations
prevailing in Bizohia, including

1948

cale scenes within six weeks, First

The Kremliif Kurse

when

15

Oct.

starting

Thru French Zone

occupied

Breakdown of Rank Corp.

6,

1.

Shooting of 20th-Century-Fox's
was a Male War Bride," co-starring Cary Grant and Ann Sheridan,
has begun with the schedule calir
ing for completion of German-rlo"I

receive

will
in

66Q theatres in the French zone
vill be available for the booking

films

.

PICXIJKSSS

18

of

I'
,

^

ORGAN/ST «>—
"/-Curreiitly

.

PARAMOUNT THEATRE
NEW YORK

10 weeks Of the present
said, show a material

Rank

boost in earnings.
¥100,000 House Near Mex Border
Eagle Pa.ss, Tex.
A new 1,000-seat theatre costing
$100,000 is Hearing completion in
the
Mexican city of Piedrasi
Negras, on opposite -bank of Rio
Grande..
Owned by Bicardo deU
,

I

.

Now Specializing
In Refreshment
Service (or:
;

'

i

Luna,

it .will

be opened this month.

tfflS?^ff

DRIVE-IN THEATRES)

.

PICTURES

Wednesdajr, October 6, 1948

Inside Stulf-Pictures

Continued from page 2 SaSSia

Un-American

which

Activities,

cited the film writer for contempt,

with

violating

the

constitutional

rights of citizens.

Hume Cronyn

Will portray a character named Hughey Cronin in the
Fitzgerald picture, to be directed by David
Miller for Paramount. The part was specially written for him by Ed
Beloin and Richard Breen. The actor goes to the Coast in about two
|

weeks.

it

declared,

"further a

ened by this committee.
"The extent of the power of the
committee over these media of ex^
presslon and opinion, and the nature of the duties and the constitu-

his return east, Cronyn hopes to arrange a Broadway production tional rights of the: citizens called
Elame Ryan's "Now I Lay Me Down to Sleep," based on Ludwig as witnesses by that committee,
i

I

Bemelmans' novel. He's also still considering playing the title ;paTt in should be determined promptly to.
the Barter Theatre production of "Hamlet" on tour later this season.
prevent further damage to. those
institutions and to those individuEastern division of the Screen Directors Guild is fsst growing into a als."
position where it will be able to rank with its"big brother" unit in
In a brief in support of its petiHollywood, For the first time, three eastern SDG'members now have tion, Lawson said that the: quesfilms, aU documentaries, now showing in the Broadway -area: Biggest tions -presented in his case are
splash was made by Robert Flaherty in "Louisiana Story," currently "among the most important to
Other two pix are Prof. Hans Riohtei"s "Dreams That reach this court in a generation."
at the Sutton.
Money Can Buy," at the 55th Street Playhouse, and Leo Hurwitz's The decision; he added, "will
"Strange Victory," at the Ambassador.
largely, influence, if not determine
the course of our republic."
PoUowinK comment at a series of trade screenings, Vog Films, forThe brief charged that the comeign pix distributors, lopped off 10 minutes from the running time of mittee's purposem conducting its
'Jean Cocteau's "Eagle With Two Heads." Major slice was made in the hearings include "imposition of
-concluding, sequence where actress. Edwige Feuillere is shown stagger- censorship upon the screen and the
ing up a tremendous flight of stairs with a dagger sticking out of her dictation to the motion picture in-

:

;

Pic

b^Ck.

now

runs 90 minutes.

.

With Metro on Heels
I

I

Of 20th-Fox Accord
of

peace

exhib-distrib

I

;

little further this week
Jersey- Allied came to
with Metro after blasting
p a n y for purportedly
boosling rentals on both "Easter
Parade" and "Date With Judy."
Olive branches were swapped at a
meeting participated by John P
Byrne, Metro's, eastern divisional
sales chief, a number of M-G exchanee ofticials, and a Jersey Allied committee consisting of Irving
DoUinger, Lou Gold and Wilbur

c 0 in

756 Drive-ins

in U. S.

Total 756 drive-ins^ .of which

in?r

wonder what the effect of so many
drivcrins will have on regular tlieatre summer business. These regu*
lar theatres are air-conditioned and

These open-air flickeries have

have been prospering during the

a parking capacity of 313,378
automobiles. Total actual construction of new drive-ins atpresent time comes to 86 thea-

or

MPAA

-

.

tres.

Of the 756

drive-ins, 137 are

hot weather. Some consider it;slgnificant that neither the Miiinesota Amus. Co. (Paramount circuit)
RKO-Theatres is doing any
drive-in theatre construction or. ap*:
pear likely to enter: the field;
:

open during the entire year,
606 seasonally.

Some 48%

Sth Drive-In.

for. St.

Louis Co.

of the open-air outfits book
single feature programs; 13%
are dualrbill theatres; and 39%
alternate between. the two pol- "

St. Louis.
Opening of 1,000 car drive-'in,
the Airway, in St. Louis county, is
the fifth alfresco picture theatre to:
icies.
be put in operation in Metropolis
tan St. Louis.
Henry HoUoway,
in
site for another near St. Louis owner of several small houses
It now owns county, has worked out a new
Park, locar suburb.
wrinkle.
addition
to space for
In
and operates two drive-ins in the
autos
he
erected
stadium-type:
area.
Clem Jaunich, Delano, seats for 1,000.
But

I

I

i

.

theatre

all but 13 currently in operation,
scattered
throughout
U. S., first official survey of
field
discloses.
by

'

.

m

I

their regular

vestments in areas in which they
operate. Industry heads- here-point
out that heavy drive-in. competi-;
tion impends for next summer and
,

.

I

,

-

Warsaw,

House
Warsaw, Ind.

Ind., $250,000

Mailers Brothers' Theatres' new
$250,000 Lake here, opened Oct, 1.

MPAA

Plans D;C. Projection Room
Washington.
Motion Picture Assn. -filed for
.

license to erect a one-story projection room next to headquarters at
l'6th and "I" streets, here.
Structure would cost $60;000 and would
be the first step toward construction of an annex to the association's, main building.
Construction
will not start for some time.
-

I

Snaper
Willie neither side would detail
terras of settlement, it's understood
that Metro came down a bit while

.

9oatoPlO

Allied upped its individual offers.
After Allied has presented its case,
each exhib separately settled his
dispute. Jersey Allied had attacked
Metio on the contention that the
.

m lux Gik

company was attempting to back
away liom its own sliding scale
rentals and establish a new double-

A

bracket.

It was the second peace move
by Jersey Allied. Theatre group
week approved the concilia-

last

tion plan- supported by Andy W.
Smith, 20th-Fox sales head Plan
was given a further boost this

My

week \\hen the Independent Theatre Owners Assn., headed by cir-

Beauty Facials leave skin
softer, smoother,
says charming Jane

Wyman

Fourth Circuit
i

a complexion care that really makes skin
lovelier! In recent :Lux Toilet. Soap tests by skin
specialists, actually three out of four complexions
improved in a short time.

This

Continued troin page & s

cities and towns, for a
ply ol American films

steady supr

on

a flrst-

iim basib
a "Stone Wall"
Decision to tuin to the indie
houses has been made aftov lopcat-

Rdnk

ed attempts to induce Rank
a

larger number

ot

-

Peikms, lor instance, has reported

Rank

"stone_wair and_Uiat

it

is

"I work the creamy fragrant lather well inj'' says
Wyman. "As I rinse and pat with a towel to
my skin is softer, smoother." Take Hollywood's
tip. Don't let neglect cheat you of romance I
:

clryy

films.

to his homeollice that

is

Jane

book

to

Yank

.i

\mU be

useless to continue IheTTattlo
*
By turning to indies, the niaiors
vill be able to guarantee a How
of product which will bulwark
thou- opci-atious and encourage
them to drop subsequent-run policies
United Artists previously attempted to build a fourth circuit
but couldn't put it across because
it had no way of insuring suflicient
supply of pix. Rank's stiucc/e li.is
forced other majois into that step
which automatically bocomos tlie
answer to the supply question.

Paramount has been able to book
only two films in tne two Rank
webs.
Metro has lour booking
with ABC. In total, only 19 Yank
films have been booked for the,
last four months in the three
chains, or a 40% proportion ol

,;

|

their total playdates.

Switch to indies docs not mean
time being anyway, that
the majors will halt selling to the
three circuits.

for, the

''iji:,^

fine product

,

.

protect

I

terms

:

.

I

when New
tliat

dift'icult
summer competition and Charlie Rubenstein recently
problem for regular theatres.
oiiened a drive-in at Duluth where
Minnesota Entertainment Enter- Kaake and Blackmer also will
prises, comprising leading Twin build, Mann and Rubenstein also
City indies which is trying to sew plan, a second Duluth drive-in and
up the Twin City drive-in field, one at Fargo, N. D., where Ruben
has broken ground for two more also, will construct one,
drive-ins outside of Minneapolis
Independent exhibitors take the
and St. Paul and has acquired the stand they must build drive-ins to

dustry of the political qualifications
of personnel employed therein , ."
These objectives, it continued,
were carried out under the guise
of a legislative inquiry, "and by
means, of an unwarranted invasion,
Minn., exhib, has encountered, a
of the private rights of private inSuit in district court by
setback.
cihation board. Tapped as co-mem-v dividuals and private institutions.", 18 residents of Crystal,; Minnehers are Leon Rosenblatt and J.
The brief asserted that members apolis suburb, seeks to enjoin him
Joshua Goldberg. Smith appeared of the House committee, directed from building his drive-in, for
at the meeting and explained the private employers, to discharge and which he has a license.
Alleged
system's operation.
blacklist witnesses, whom the com- that it would create a traffic, hazAssociated Theatre Owners of mittee, had subpoenaed. "No organ ard.
Indiana, an Allied wing, after of our Government," it said, "unNewcomers in the drive-in field
studying the Smith plan, ruled last less perhaps a military tribunal are Ben and Is Friedman, W. R;
week to table it until certain as- within sound of battle, has laid Frank circuit, Sheldon Grengs,
pects were cleared up. Group said claim to such powers
"Refusal Clarence Kaske and Sid Blackmer,
there were many elements of it to answer a question in a proceed- all prominent exhibs. They plan to
iwith which it was
accord but ing in which legislative power is build. An outsider already build-r
there were other aspects consid- so exceeded cannot be contempt," ing is P. J.' Karalis at North Manered doubtful.
the brief concluded.
kato, Minn>
Frank circuit will

op Harry Brandt, unanimously
okayed its adoptioji;
Brandt named Max A.- Cohen,
Cinema Circuit exec and ITOA
veepee, as chairman of the con-

cuit

N. J. Allied's 'Peace'

Mantle
spread a

Minneapolis.
build 500-car drive-ins at Qwa*
Terrific wave of drive-in con- tonna and Willmar, Minn.
The
struction continues to gain force In Friedmans are building a drive-in
this territory.
It promises to pose near Albert Lea, Minn." Ted Mann
,

"Today,"

investigation of the motion picture
industry, and extensions of the area
of investigation into the legitimate
Broadway- theatre, the radio indusr
try, the book publishing business,
the churclies, schools, and the
fields of science are being threat-

new Bing Crosby-Bariy

On

To Regular Theatres Next Sununer

now." It charged the Committee on

:

of

NW Drive-In Expansion Seen Threat

Lawson Asks

S

Unique plug for Howard Hawks' "Red River" has gone out to hundreds o( civic and educational leaders throughout the country in the
form of a brochure on the evolution of westerns penned by Arthur H.
DeiBra, chief of the community relations department of the-Motion
picture Assn. of America. Brochure outlines the 'traditional oater, with
its deemphasis on sex, and then points out Why Hawks was forced to
alter the original Borden Chase story from whicli "River" was adapted
to make it fit the pattern. Booklet also carries a synopsis of the film
and bio sketches on its stars.
Under his new deal with Columbia, Larry Parks draws $750 a week,
the same as he drew under his old ticket, with a difference. Current
pact calls for 17 weeks a year on the home lot with the rest of his
time free to accept roles on other film lots or on the stage. Actor is
working now in "Jolson Sings Again."

of

Lever Brothers

Company
'

.

.

.

"

:

,
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Negotiations Off In

Breakdown of J(mit Ownerdiips

Philly
Wnsliington, Oct

WB

on

'Big 5' Divorcement

lA Deal

5.

Continued from p»r* S
Philadelphia, Oct, 5,
months' negotiations between Local B-lOO, IATSE. The- York court should handle the issue lationship. which are continuing re*
to: it by the U. S. Su- [straints, li e., those now involving
atre Employes Union, and the remanded
Warner theatre circuit in Philadel- preme Court in its opinion of last actual or potential exhibitors, as
ordrr are the corporaixons, the phia, broke down completely fol- May.
FoUou-iik?,
With the parties slated to here proposed, until plans for diotres luithtn o year
theatres tn each, the stock interest o/ eoch o/ the Bio Fire, ond the lowing the' last conference (Sept. begin their hearings on tlie re- vesting other theatres illegally
"actual or potential independent eihibitor ou-ntnff stocfv." who tcould 30).
The circuit, which originally manded points this month, the de- used and acquired are.adoptcd
"We have proposed an unquali->
with anaeZjutre t he corporations if th e mmms were forced to seih
oflerecl a Ic increase in the hourly fendanls must come up
AlabaMl Thtatret, Inc. Approximalelv 26 Hicatres In Alabama and Tennessee. wage .for. the service .employees swers to the Justice Department Bed injunction against the acquisiPwamoutit SO'-r, H p. Kincey and B B Wai>y.
and a 5% increase for assistant proposals and with suggestions of tion by an exhibitor defendant 'of
beneficial
interest in any theatre
a
managers, increased its offer to their own.
which is an actual or potential comGovt. Demands Action
2'ic for the employees.
Alger Theatre Corp., AlKcr theatre, Detroit, Pafdmount Vj'o Ernest P Lajoie
Effoit of the Government ap- petitor of any theatre in which the
Allied Theatres of Bangor, 4 Ihcatres in or near Banxor, Maine. Paramount slvo.
The union; which represents the- 'J**':
-parfc Amusement ,Coi.
the
be
get
action
acquiring
defendant
,
to
owns a benepears to
Arkansas Amwse. CArp., 10 tlicalrfrs in Ijittle Hock; Paramount 50%, E. I^ Kowley. atre employees from assistant manAugusta Amusements, Inc.i d thcjitres in Augu.stai Ga. Paramount 50Ce. William agers down to ushers, matrons and suit winch has been diagging along ficial interest.' All other cicquisiNevertheless the un- tioRs are subject to court approval
'K. 'Jenkinsi
as well as cashiers and since 1938.
^^ Birrnlngham'—Theatre Operating Co;/ Jnc;, 7 theatres in or near Birmineham. Ala. porters,
ticket takerg, has been asking a usual: complexity: of the case, is upon a showing 'that such acqULsi_
Paramount 60V H B \\ ilbv
Justice
Department
that
the
tion
will
not unduly, restrain com*
Iowa. Paramount SO":*. 35c increase ~in tli$ hauriy wage such
Central States Theatres Corp, Appioximatclv 37 theatres
'Blank.: •:
A^'
for the serviee employees and a admits it would tafee anoTher fiVe petition in the-,exhibition of-fea-^
.Frank
Clearwater Enterprises, Inc., 3 theatres in Clearwater, Fla, Paramount
blanket $20 per week increase for >cdis to divorce, tlje tlieafres.^ De- ture motion pictures.'
.V
Borers, B. B. Gainer, and iVI, C. Tallev,:
fendants, ho\yeyeir,h.Sive two strings
:!'It would give these defendants
Darlington Theatres, Inc., .Liberty theatre, Barlington, S: C. Paramount 2jS<;c>. 'R. B. the assistant ihaliagers;
take
to
their
any
bow,
can
They
W)Ib> and H F Kinccv
the opportunity to expand into un-^
Oearliarn-Randolph Corp: and 45 W. Randolph St. Corp., United Artists theatre,
decisiiin in the I'^wer court bsick served areas or to enter
into comChicago: Paramount SOOii. United Artists Theatre Circuit, Inc.
to the Supr<ime Goiict;. thereby petition with one another with
Diana Theatre Corp.,:McVicker's theatre, Chicago: Paramount SO'/i. John J. Jones.
as»
Dominion Theatres, inc.; Approximately IS theatres: in Va: Paramount SIV»: Hunter
further lengthening tlie suit, or surance of court appioval
But
vvork
may
be
to
a
they
able
out
.Drl««..|n Theatres «( Alabama^ Inc.t Drive-ln tbiatre *ri Alabama. Paramount SOti'.
where a defendant soughi to
Continued from pai^e .$
•
B, B, Wilbv and H. F. Kiticey
Consent decree stl itiable to them acquire a theatre under circumDrive^ln: Ttautres of Ssufh; Carolina.. Inc,< -Drive-in theatres at Columbus :and GrceuT
the
governnient.
and
Tille. JS. C: Paramount 50«/«. R: B.. WUby and B. JP, Kmcey.
stances which might injuve the
worked out on each picture, deAnd, of course, thfe If ew: York ability of an independent
Eaton Amus, Corp: and Eliiabethton Th*atr«r :ine.> 2 theatres, at :£llzabethton> pending on its individual merits.
comTenn. Par.lmount som. R. B. Wilbv and H, F; Kincey:'
With the lioxoMce swinging back trial Court which, in 1946; said that petitor to stay in busines.<;. there
Essex Amus. Corp:, 3 theatres m Newark and Paterson, N. J, Paramount lloy<r.
divorcehierit was tot) drastic a cure, would
Ac!»m A. Adams.
to the 1942-43 level oVer the F-WG
Jse an opportunity for judiFlorence Theatres, Inc., 2 theatres at Florence, S. C. Paramount 25%. R: B. Wilby circuit for general run films, the might again seek: a comprontise cial consideration of such an
un•nd H. F. Kincey,
Pl«ce
due restraint before it could ocFlorida Inland: Theatres, Inc.,' IT- theatrea in Florida. Paramount 90-0. Fi.nk Rog- bracket in which this booking of f'''™"''
cr.^:. B. B, Garner and M. C. Talley.
l"Voarc"
wniiM fall:
fnTi
tii«
rirpilit bidding plan which llie Supreme cur."
"Years'" WOUld
the CirCUit
^^Fulton Enterprises, Inc 2 theatie. at Fulton. N. V Paramount 50%. Kall.t Realty
e^.effbelieve their Stand for a^p^^^ ^OUlt tljrew Overboard,
In re the 'Showcase' Areument
P^^ture
Wnf,*'
Ser.ce».c.n.ly„«ncd theatre, m Georgia, Paramount 50.. centage^based
Turning to the argument of the
wfl"!!S?'!t"j-e*.fi;:;s=-^
{

Foliotrinjr are the joint xheoire xaierc^is, \-n u-htch the luojors share
holdings i<;tth. no« deife"ri<i"fs, as listed tn fft<- iicui Justice Deparfrne'it
T)ie AHtt Trust DiuisioJi is iiromr/
t/ic Bio FiiJc anti (nist suit
bnci
titat the de/en«fonfs be /orced to dispose of their shnres o/ these (hc-
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.Greenwood :Theatres#' Inc. 3 theatres at Greenwood, S. C:. Paramount :!IO^<t: R. B.
Wilby and H. F. Kincey.
Haverhill' Operatmg Corp. 2 theatres- at HaverluUr Mast; Paramoi^nt 50%. Palace

alre;d7hrsi-^^^^^^

(hn;crt.rat

who prepared the showcases for their oun product,
admitted indirectly in their the justice brief comments:
chain's theatres with extended^ run,
.Hollywood Amus. Co., 3 theatres in Hollywood, Fin. Paramount 69';i>. Fiank
proposal that the temporary reme'•'None of the defendants owns or
lipped admission playdates.
Rollers, B. B. Garner, and M. C. Talley.
dies might be diastic enough to operates a theatre for the so'e purinterstate Circuit, Inc. Approximately 100 theatres in Xcias:. Paramount 30%
The light recalls Goldwyn's pre- solve the problem.
They would pose of exhibiting its own films,Karl Hobhtwlle
vious scramble in Reno to obtain i-leave open a door: through which
Jefferson Amus, Co, Approximately 70 theatres in Texas. Paramount :50''{?',' Julius
with the possible exception of some
screenings of his films and it is ber any detendant miglit come after
'..JW. Gordon.
first run theatres In New York CitvJohnson City Enterprises^ Inc.,: 2 (heatres at Johnson City. Tenn. Paramount 30%. lieved he intends to go to the iskiiiie
.•..''.,"';'.':
three years to seek exemption and Los Angeles.
'Ca'r.la3. 'Keys.
Virtually all
M A P Theatre Corp: Sci'viccs iointly owntfd theatres in New England; 'Paramount extremes on the Coast, even to taK-: from divorcement.
their affiliated thealies <iie pu-ing over empty:: theatres if neceS'
113%. Publlx-N'etoco Theatre ( orp.
Wright
explained
that
immediate
marlly
engaged
the general busitheatres
at SomcrviUe. Mass, Paramount il':c.
'MksucbuseHs Operating Co.: Inc., 3
sary, to carry on the booking bat- action should be taken by tlie
''''.;-: .. ."',.
'Publfx-'Nctoco Theatres .Corp. ".'.'
court ness of film exhibition and icguThat all producers, both: liia- to prevent, further unrestricted
','Mennnar Theatre Co.; 4 theatres at. Boise: Ida. Paramount 50%. Annis Mcndcnhall tle:
larly license films released by di.sBtallern,
jors: and indies, are likely to meet theatre
expansion by the defend-' tributors other than the affiliated,
;M»lm • New';Hampshire Theatre Co, Approximately 30 theatres in Maine. New
plenty of resistance from F-WG on ants because they have been- grow-;
Ili^mpshire, Massachusetts und Vermont.'. Paramount SO*^^^. Gray Holding Corp:
defendant
Maico Theatres, Inc, Approximately 50 theatres In Arkansas and Tenne5:sce. rental terms is seen in the ciring steadily since the consent de-'
Paramount 50'/r: M.; A: Lightman.
"The concept of exhibition of a
Newton Amus. Corp.t Newton theatre, W.. Newton, Mass. Paramount SB"!). Publix- cuit's grosses, wluch are nearing cree of 1940. He declared:
major defendant's films, even in
1942-43 levels: That means the day
Kctoco Theatres Corp.
'Three Remedies'
North Carolina Theatres, Inc.. Approximately 50 theatres in North Carolina. Para' of the 40-60, 50-50 and 60-40; deals
its whollyrowned theatres, as noth"Three remedies^ a ban on crossmount 30%. H. B. Wllby and If. F. Kincey.
ing more than an election by •:
Oak Park Amus. Co., Lake theatre, Oak Park, 111:- Par STVii'ii.f Essancs*: Theatres IS passed for all. but- the really isxr licensing, theatre divestiture, and
'.',:.'•
copyright owner to exploit his copy.'.Corp.'
ceptional films.
divorcement, are the only ones
Paramor Theatre Co., 2 theaties, Ogden, Utah,: Paramount 50%. A. L:: Oliismann.
While Goldwyn is expected to- available to end tlie major de- light work himself, instead ot i
Paramount Hollywood Theatre Corp., Paramount. Hollywood theatre, Hollywood,
licensing others, is a pure flchold tight on all future product, tcndants' illegal dominance of the:
Calif. Paramount. 509c. Fanchon & Marco, Inc.
Paramount-Richards Theatres, Inc. Appi-oximately ap theatres in Louisi.ma,: Mis- meanwhile, it's believed that "Red; film industry which the Supreme tion
sissippi:.^ Arkansas and Texas. Paramount 50%. £.:.V. Richards, Jr.
"The fact that a distributor ownRiver" is the only picture UA will Court has considered and ^found to
Penn-Federal Enterprises, Inc., 7 theatres at Pittsbuigh, Baltimoie, Louisiille, Co
„„
lumbus and: Cleveland.''
ing copyrighted films also owns •
sell away from the circuit. "River" be permissable in this case "
Penncom^ corp. AppioxuTiately 80 theatres in Pennsylvania and New York. Parha.s done exceptional biz in its early
In
urging partial divestiture ^Ptjon picture theatre circuit is
amount 50'i(^ J r OLcaiv
..Pennler Theatre Corp:; 2 theatre."! at- Buder, Pa. Paramount sori: A. K. Notopoulos: bookings to date, leading UA dis- within
a year,
the brief says, i^^o legal reason for extending the
_Pennware Theatre Carp.,. I theatre at -Ambridge, Pa., and 4 at .Miquippa, Pa.
trib: chiefs to expect more, favor- "However,: there .appears- to be no Protection of the copyright^ to the
F,ii-imount 'iO'^t
A N Notopoulos
Phoenix Drive-in Theatre> Inc., Drlvc-in theatre. Phoenix, Ariz. Paramount 3t%. able terms from F-WC. Run of the occasion fof perriiittihg the de- c>icmt (whether 50% or 100%
"
Ha.rry .L. .Pvacc....
product; however, will fendants to exercise control over owned by tlie distributor) so ltln||
" Publjx Bamford; Theatres, Inc., 8 theatres: ln or near Asheville^ N. C. Paramount mill UA
:'?5'.W"Carl.I). Bamfoi'd.
probably go back to the circuit.
these corporations
during this 9s the circuit Continues to inunction
.
Publlx Lucas Theatres; Inc. Approxtmately:36 theatres in Georgia. Paramount SO"?.
In/line with this, it's: noted that period for anv other purpose than as an operator; of motion picture
^^ lUinm K. .Ienkin.s.
Publix Netoco Theatres Corp, Approximately 40 theatre* in Massachusetts. Para- Goldwyn sold away from the Warto effectuate the nidgment. and ah UheaJires y which license^.^^fi^^
from
.mount
/f
iScw Enirliind Theatre Operating Corp.
n<>r r'irriiif iii Kpvprni vitlintirtno nti
the owner and other distributors In
Publlx Wheelino Theatre Corp. Hex theitre. Wheeling, W. Va, Paramount 50% I™ tllCUIi: in several SllUdtlons on appropriate Injunction has been
competition with other operators."
Zcnade Interests. Inc.
other Kaye starrers. In those in- proposed for this p urposc
Rockland Amusement Co.; 2 theatres at Rockland, Me. Paramount 50%.. Dondis stances, however, it was Warneri There appears to be no sound riea_
'Divorcement Now Essential'
'"
'Aniusemenl Co..
Calling for divorceitient as the
Royal Theatre Co./ Royal theatre. Detroit. Farjiinount SOfii. Lew Wisper and Frank which objected to the terms de- son for deferring the entry of a
T; tsLsman.
manded by Goldwyn.
judgment dissolving the joint re- ultimate remedy, the brief «ay«
Straham. Theatre .Corp., Strand theatre. Yonkeri, Paramount 50w: ;YohW^ ^railii4
that "divorcement Is now essential
Realty Coi'p.
to end the major defendants' conTaunton Operating Ce., Inc., and Taunton Theatres, Inc, a theatres at Taunton; he S.wope. :
West Coast-Santa Ana Theatre Corp., West Coast theatre Santa Ana, Calif. Na- tinuing illegal control of the
Aliiss. l?ui'.-in\(iunt 05%. Main Amusement Co:
film
..'51%....
:

::Theatres,' Inc:'"'.

;

the department;
been milked considerably in the
I
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Cabart .Theatres Corp..

.tional

^ Texas Consolidated Theatres, Inc. Approximately 100 theatres in Texas and New
Mexico, Paramount 50%. Karl Hoblitrelle.
Jiyoll pperatlng Co., Tivoh theatre, Miami, Fla. Paramount SOOJ'. WalWal Corp.
Tri-states Theatre Corp. Approximately 30 theatres in Iowa. Nebraska and Ulinois
PariHivount.50%: A. H. Blank.
United Artists Theatre Corp, United .\rtists thcatie, Detroit
PjMiiiount 30%
luniled Artists Theatre Circuit, Inc.
''{''**') TM.fat^e Enterprises, Inc., 13 theatres in Georgia. Piramdunt 50''i.. William
K .Icnkins,."
Ote Theatre Co:, Colonial theatre, Ogden,. Utah. Paramount 50%. Alhambra Tlie.

West Coast-Wilmlnaton

atric-i)

Co.

,

:

Atlantic Theatres, Inc.
'

Inc.

Ben Amsterdam.
Harold Theatre Co

''•»">««»t

to

W.

'

.'

.:.'

Nalional Theaties
mdurs ^l
IK i

N""""''

A""-

Iheal.es in Los Ancelei.

Swopc.
Cascade Theatres Corp. Approximately

National 50%.

M^mdy^stSoXT

1

*

Leslie

J.

,lo"klt\,lde

.

.

John

H.iini

it

k

14. theatres in Portland,

NationaMl^

Ore.

I

\ppi oximatel} 35 tlieaties in Oregon and W.isliing
*
"'-;.....' '*
'.
;L.:JVewmanFox Salinas Theatres t.ld., 4: theatres in Saltnasv' Calif. National (l6Ki':fc Uuv A
:

Natioiial.'.')4%. ..F.

.

'.

:

:-

.

!-

:

Tiii-ncr.
..

.Jlarri'S..'

at

Butte

National

:'.-.^..

««-..,';.

E. E.

V Warner

;

i

.

}

Fast Theatres^

50'.

i

:

I

;

I

I

tionship
,

::.::.

,

.

-Fresno Theatre, inc:, 4 :theatreff at:: Frcsno, Calif- .National 90'c. Golden State
Theatre Corp.
Fullerton Bids..: Co.; Fullerton theatre, FUIlerton, Calif
National 51 a-. Cabart
TJiepttes Coip. and Wllihire Thcatie Co.
iSatcway Theatre; Co. Gatcuaj tlieatie, GlemUle, Calif National 30 3'-< Wajoiitj
.

Shea Enter

NYC

:

Fox Western Montana Theatre Corp., 5 theatres

50%

Wiirner

501:;..

Metropolitan Playhouses, Inc
,
Jtisey RKO 20%, Mrfjout\ stockholdti!,
!«iumber_25..-ThBat.rei Inc., Wiird thcatie, -N.V.C. HKO 40'
Skouras Theatres Corp
^^ Theatre, Inc, .! thc.ities in
ItlCO SS' ' SIcuuVhs: Theatres Corp,
Procior's-Siiourcs Newark Theatre Cofp, Pioitoi's tlieatie, Nemaik
RKO 50'f
-'"
.,.'."
hkouras .'IhcJitre.s.Corp:
Queens Entertainment Corp., Alden IheaU*, Jamaicai L. I: RKO SO'* B S
Sprmgco Corp 7 Ihcities Bionx, N Y. RUO 65'^ Metiopolitan PJajliouCcs
In.
Trenton New Brunswick Theatres Co, 12 theatre,
oi neai Jrentonl N J
RKO
.iO
ri-enton llifiatrci Building -Co. and Long Park, inc

—Number

Evergreen State Amos. Corp.

ton.

Jersey.

\

existence of an Intent to use theiii
power to exclude competitors has
already been finally found:
"The inquiry left for this court
on the divorcement issue is iliuS
one largely confined to a deteniiW V. «KO 25% ination of the relative
"
"
size and
strategic significance of the exclur
C"'*""""'- 6 RKO 33..%
Maioi.ly
sionary power possessed by each of
Appiovinintcly 136 (hejiies in New York and \ew
sew these combinations and its rela-

,

"""""""^
.1

New

Vowngstown, O: Warner

Theatre Co., Uriswold theatre, Troy, N

F.

.

Carlton-Rfyoll Theatres Corp.

theatre,

Eaton Theatre C*rp., Midway, theatre. Forest Hills, n; y: RKO 50"^- Skour,Ti THe""CS' '"^
'1 imes
Gifts, Inc
thcilie Cincinnati IlK0 3.)ii%
,MhioiiIv stockholdeis
Huntrngdon.

I

Theatres, Inc, 2 theatres in Anaheim.
Anaheim Calif

Approximately 13 theatres in

Paramount

'

"In view <jt the findings affirmed
by the Supreme Court," said .lusDepartment, "to the efTcct tliat
the five major defendants bad all'
engaged for many years in a general
horizontal
conspiracy with
each other, and a series of vf-nical
[conjipiracies with their respective
film licenseesy all with an exelu'^'•'"a'"y
Purpose and efifect the
tice

I

WARNERS

20ih-Fox
^''^.''S,'.'"
Cabal
t Theatres Corp

',

1.

.

.

61?"obart?h"Mf.f
Theatres Corp.
Col'p'*"**

marlcct."

J;

I

Western Massachusetts Theatres; Inc. Approximately ao theatres in Massachusetts
-b».U'»»^*>-!>
and Vermont. Paramount 52%. Samuel Goldstein
^
.„
Wllby-Klncey Service Corp Sei vices iomil\ owned thejties In Noith Carolina
^-""""a an"
and
South Carolina. Paramount 50% R B Wilbj
ilby and H r Kmcey
_

M:

I

-.

:

So!r"f:r*e'S^j''^i;,c*a?.rTTe!i?i*e'=&r'p

77",^:

Mount Oliver Theatre Co., J theatres jn.or near Pittsburgh Warner 50 C'c. M. M.
:
Finkel.and ,0: F.,:II:ib«sgci-:
Tlie_MacArthur Corp., MacAi thur theatre, D. C. Warner 50'.'c. Fred S. Kocort and
Max Burka.
Regent-State Corp., Ohio theatre, Springfield O. Warner Soli
spnngfieid Theatie

La Crosse, Wise. Paramount

2 theatres in

Natldnal

Calif,

prises: Inc.

'..

Wellworth Theatres «f Wisconsin.
50% E. B. Ruben.
_

Wilmington,

RKO

.

;

'

Co;, 2 theatres at

Rabwin.

,

;

to

their

vertically

in-

egrated form ... In out view thfe
exi!»ting record adequately shows
,

that the original purpose, as well
as the necessary effect 6f continued

m

maintenance of these combinations,
iwas to exclude their independent
competitors from a substantial
segment of the film mai ket, and
Loew .Wr Charles Jalta
/
we
have accordingly submitted
*"•»*'•• B'ooWsn Loew 5o" Randfoice Amuse
findings to that effect
'''<^'""''"''' Va. Loew 50%.
Wilmer and Vinceht

.''

METRO

Gates Theatre Corp, r.aU<i thealie. Biookljn

stockholder.'!.

I

Cotden State Theatre Corp, 5 thealies in Callfmnia and Nevada 'National
*
,75*;'i.,'.
mcnt"?:""
Golden State Tlukitie and Realty Corp.
**''' '^**
Grauman's Greater Hollywood Theatre, inc., Chinese theatre, Los Angeles National
coVS*'"'**'**"''
J ro
United \rtiits rhcitic Clicuit, Ini
M^con Amui«m»i>l Corp., Criterion theatre, N Y. C. ,I.oew 50%. Benjamin
Marstrand Theatres Corp., 2 .theatres at Manhattan Beach and Redondo Beach,
^Calif.
E.
"'.':. ".'
'Moss.
National SI",-, (.ere Bros.. Inc.
Suliurban
Theatre Corp., State theatre. White- Plaiiis, N. Y. Loew :60%.
Muscatine Amus. Co., 2 thcstrcs at Muac.-itine, la. Niitional '!S':i- Ludv Bostcn
Myron Suli.: :.:
bergei'.,
Pico Theatre: Corp., LidO; theatre, Los Anijeles: Nalional Slo;;. Gore Bros Inc
Toledo. Operating Corp., 2 theatres; Tol«d4 ,0, Loew 50'~e
Principal Theatres, Inc. Approximately 25 theatres in California and Arizona NiValentine Theatre Co
^
'

331

,

':.',

.

.

.

'

Tri-States'

<

-

.

:

,

i

:

A

i

.

Rosenberg.'
Theatres Holding Co., Hollywood theatre, I,o» Angeles.

'I.'OU

National:

33ii%

stockholders.".'.'.

Transbay ThtatrtSi

Inc.,

Senator theatre,. lOakland,

Calif;

".-v

RKO •2-,^

.'v'

'

::

Go'"

United Wast Coast: Theatres Corp, Apprdximately 60 thcatres i'it California. NaUnited Artists theatres ot Calif, Ltd
Valley Thoitrts Corp., Grand theatre. Wausau, Wise, National SO'i-. WiiUsau

tional

riteatres, Co..

Woit Coott-Gompten Theatre Corp., 3 theatres

Albert Hanson and Ruth Hanson.

,'-';"

Par RKO Pool

T^:'"K!Ju"T%.a^trfc'ar^k\'.\'i^i.i'j'c'j"'"'

25^, SI»*'B^7ot;^'l^^•a^rll"a^•E^t'sy:r^?„*'^
443 4, Broadway Corp,, ParkhiU theatt-e. Yonkert,
''.Ma.\:

A.-Cohcn.

*"^'"«»"'

'^"^'"««-

N Y

Paramount 10%i

:

RKO

3o"c

^^aMoital

W«t?SrH;RWr«i,.)» th.A.re. in Lo. An*e,e,. .National m..

.'il''^

Par-Metro Pool

J Us- mXi%'I-'*U^.%A'''y^^^^

««

B.

biggest ever held
^'l'^*'
,by Trt-States,
rai- fPf"'«8 days Cl««esfto 00^1 Ind
will Close CAristn^as
week.
'

at Coinptoit, Calif:

Omaha, Oct

jaclcpot totaling $7,500 is an-

nounced by Tri-States Theatres in
its 13-week showmanship drive
to
hypo boxoffice receipts. Campaign
is Tri-States' answer
to ott madeS
lions by
dlstrib cbmpany
execs on the lack of showmanship
displayed by exhibs.

I-aiamount 6-„,

B";'u"The7tHMTe^'p?,.?l^''"^

M,ijoritv
-

National: 83'4 f

Bios^. Inc.

;

I

1"."„.''':

'

,

BaUy Drive

I

.

tional SlVc. :.Prmcipai T.hc.itrc;j Corp. of America.
Rubtdoux Theatre Corp:, De Anma' theatre, Hivei'Side, Calif, National 51 ^-S Hunts
Tiieatrcs, Inc;
SaeramentQ Th*«tr«t, Inc.^ ,3: theatres at Sacramento, Calif. .National SOVc M. Naifv
San Luis Obispo: Theatrest Jnc:^ 'j theatres at San Luis Obispo; Calif. National 51''!

I

:

1
1

.

•

:

W«diie8day, October 6, 1948

;
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OVERSTUFFING THE TURKEY
ABCs

$9,000,001)

Stock Intake

NBC,

Over .and above the paying off of bank loans, Ed Noble's ABC
operation has realized upwards of $9,000,000 from the recent floatIng of Us stock issue. Most of the coin, of course, is being poured
into television, it being estimated that the coast-to-coast ABC video
operation will entail an expenditure of about '$8>000,000. Contrary
to reports that ABC has been obliged to dig into its' surplus to get
its TV enterprises rolling, network execs say that's not the case;
that the stock issue is carrying the full freight,
Latest chunk of ABC coin for television ($350,000) has just been
_turned over to Warner, Bros, for the acquisition of its old Yitagraph
^'studios in Hollywood, with the web e'ar^marking a good percentage
of its coin for its L.A.-Frisco -TV operations, which will be linked
by co-axial cable by the end of the year.
ABC Will also be ready to move its whole N. Y. tele operation,
into its new e6th street hdqs. by Nov. 1, web execs revealed last
week.
It's estimated that Noble's ABC setup today^AM, FM,
has a valuation of about $20,000,000.

m

'What Code?'

PREP

To NBC s Set of Reforms; Network

'

•

With' General Motors a hot pros-+r
pect for the $2,000,000 annual timeand-talent pickup of the Edgar

NBC

at this

Spot

i

,

in the

CBS

roster

i

if

GM deal is consummated.
Columbia is making a terrific
pitch for tlie GM biz— if and wlien
the

i

i

I

j

i

i

i

eventuality, it would put CBS right
up in front in the Sabbath comedy

.

svveei)stakos to counter the Jack
Benny-l'liil Harris-Fred Alien audiT

ence pull.
Meanwhile, CBS board chairman
William S. Palcy has been trying

wrap up

to

the

for

a

Amos

Bergen
straight

.

week package

$25,000 a

in

Neither Ford nor

segment.

would

obviousl.v.

;

hold:

still

Hope, „
Red
or Jimmy
,

cst

I

showcasing

Sale at 150G Gets

;

or enthusiasm as the NBC af^^
men, then the broadcasting
Is due for a rude awaken-

filiate

'

industry
'ing.

It

Off Rebate

Hook

The matute,

j.

critics

of radio; ate

sitting tight waiting to see if tlje
broadcasters make some pi'etense
of living up to the
Standards
of Practice adopted at the Los Angeles convention last May.
lEven
though interest has abated in re-"

j

NAB

NBC's

even on the

for slugging it out with NBC; on;
the Thanksgiving and Christina.?
holiday front were left to Les
Allass, chief factotum at WBBM.
the GBS Chicago station, and one

wrongs

}
'

cent weeks, it's a certainty that
industry is due for a. new
wave of public criticism unless
some measures are taken to correct abuses.
There's been increasing
evidence, too, of a "get tough" FCC
complexion, with the resultant
payoff; that a -lot of -the station opera tors may find themselves lacking license renewals if they per-sist
in remaining; aloof from
proper Code adherence.
the

;

-

the recapture of time to the regular clients (Philip Morris, Lever
Bros., Tums, Raleigh, etc.), but
the network is also nicked for the
full talent costs of the regular
shows.; That includes NBC's highbudgeted Tuesday night lineup of
Fibber & Molly, Bob Hope, "People Are Funny," the new Ralph
Edwards show; "Big Town" and

was

Washington, Oct. 5.
calling itself Broadcasts, Inc., with headquarters in
Washington, is.making a concerted

I

I

,

pitch to get the indie stations in
.'Vmerica to carry a weekly transcribed
commentary by Upton
Close. Thus far they boast 22 indie stations in the "Close Transcription Network."
Platters are being offered cuffo.
with the proviso that the stations
are at liberty to; wi'ap up local
commercial sponsorships or cariT
the commentator sustaining.
Aside frolh: idehtifj'ihg itself-SS
Close's "nominal sponsor," Broad„ ,. „ ,
^, ,^
Skelton, Eddie Cantor ^^^^^
i„
^
i
Iheir spon- stations, shrouds its auspices in'
Durante.
[

j

[

;

i

,

;
'

1

;

.

J

Cavallaro.

hour segments by

to
.

There s Still Time

per-

Tuesday
Election

halfcancelling, out
in

OnNBCCBSSked

I

NBC

!

'

NBC

'

,

!

!

,

—

;;

1

-

'

their regula'r shows but retaining
the time, but failure of all to conie
With the new broadcasting seain resulted in the decision to sell son in full swing, CBS and
the whole evening as a package find themselves with some "open
to Chevrolet.
ifor business" segments available.
sale completes the four- CBS, in particular, has some choice
web sponsorship of election re- lime slots kicking around, notably
turns, Nash buying CBS; Curtis Sunday nighT; at 8:30, and the full
Publishing Co. picking up the tab 10 to 11 Rbur on Wednesday night,
for Mutual, and Kaiser-Frazer ty- Also available are Tuesday 9:30 to
ing in with ABC's coverage.
lo p.m. and 10:30 to 11.
NBC-TV has set a deal for its
As for Saturday, it's a case where
parent operation, RCA- Victor, to
you can. wrlte your own ticket, with
sponsor Election Night on the
evervthlnK onen after th*. 710 R

'

-

.

,

Carmen

Originally NBC tried
its regular list of
night clients to buy the
Night (Nov. 2) coverage

suade

.

;

'

;

going to oiitpull NBC and Elgin
audience attention.
Since CBS had set the pattern
for the 4-to-6 p.m. spread, the nelwork put itself on -record that it
wasn't going to budge from those
time segments. On the other hand.
Elgin contends that 4-to-6 p.m. has
always been "Elgin Time" a n d
they're going to stay put, too.
Efforts to get one or the other
of the networks to yield and move
up two hours to permit for a twonetwork four-hour round-robin of
enlej'tainment have thus far been
fruitless, and In all likelihood both
shows will go on in opposition to
one other. It's considered inevita-;
big tliat both
as. a result,
;;; ,a
j•>,«.>
i-'
(Gontiaued^

outfit

deal.

It's riot only a case where the
network must make refunds for

ol the CBS policy shapers. Atlass
lined up Wrigley gum sponsorship.
The order was given; to shoot the
works. In the word.s of Atlas'!, even
cost .$1,000,000. CBS
if it

I

'

,

i

web's midwest tele hookup. The
^H^iJ'^gr„°P^^^«il*r,
net already has a coopeiative deal
^eoTtt 'Tavs t;^^?^^^?;" Z'
with Life magazine covering
A''^y'\^J^l,^^^l^
'
2 voting returns on NBC's eastern Zr,ZT
^"^l
Simday afternoon f^^*""*
time going
video outlets.
sponsors until the first of the year you so' to those who didn't beNBC coverage will be in' com- a-begging on CBS, too.
preferring not to leave the impres- lieve him in 1943 when he said
On the other hand, the network
petition with ABC-TV, which Kaij
sion with his listening audience the
administration was riddled
ser-Frazer has been inked fb bank- is practically .sold out daytime
Although as recently as two roll.
that he's, been dropped.
with men who took pay from the
Nash Motors will sponsor cross-the-board, a situation that
American taxpayer and w orked in weeks ag6 .:the ;;Harry: S. Tfumain- CBS-TV's ballot coverage.
Du- hasn't prevailed in several years.
Outside of the 4:30-5 niche, it's;
the interests of a foreign govern- for-Presideht radio coin was an Mont hasn't set plans.
elusive thing, as far as the nelstrictly SRO.
ment."
'..;;;
;i
;^V''^';
r-'^-But omitted from the appeal is \vorks were concerned, the boys
NBC Is trying to peddle Monday
control
who
the
Democratic
purse
the known fact that, unofficially,
U. S. CLIENTS
night at 10:30. occupied last season
strings;
started
to
loosen
up in
he's pensona non grata with the
by General Electrlc's Bred Waring
last week.
earnest
networks, most of whom, won't
show, now entrenched in a ThursINTO
The past few day.s saw $80,000
carry him. either su.staining or
afternoon 2 to
Paris, Sept. 28
commercial; that his last network poured into wCb coffers, mostly
^"LSTSo"*
^'^'^ ^°^k^.a"^
^'-^^ ^""^
"P^"American advertisers now using
of
'commercial (on Mutual was can- GBS;,' /fefc •'coast-torW^
The Swift meat packing people, celled on a wave of listener pro- Pres. Truman's Oklahoma talk Radio: Luxembourg include Coca
faced with a budgetary cutback in tests, and that his recent attempt ;(carried by CBS .and Mutual, with Cola, with a half-hour program' in
tifne tab attached); the French;
their: -frankfurter
are to reach U.;
a
$40,0()0
Colgate,
division,
-half
-hour in
Steffy
Yankee Boss
S. listeners through
planning to drop sponsorship of;1:he Mexico originations finally came Pre.siderit's Louisville talk via CBS French, plus five minutes on three
Boston, Oct. 5.
($20,000) and Sen.: Barkeley's Pitts- days; Lever Bros, and Goodrich,
Saturday morning NBC "Arcliie under D. :C. scrutiny;
George W. Steffy, veepee of
burgh address, also .carried by CBS .each with a 15 -minute airer in
Andrews'' kid-slanted show.
r($2(),ooo).'-;:'>;^ :;./:;:,-, ;^
French; Mars, Inc., half-hour in Yankee Network and long time:
Swift has the full-hour (10:30CBS
found itself oh the horn: of French; Carter Products, 15-min- right hand man of Linus Travers,
11:30 a.m.) segment with
"AnKellogg Prefers Adults
,a dilemma lastweek over $12,000 utes each in French- and English; has been elected to board of direcdrews'" and "Meet the Mceks," but
Kellogg, via Kenyon & Eckhardt, w'orlli of business trom the CfO- Adventists, half -hour each in -tors of the network.
plan is to continue the latter. No
Steffy, connected with Yankee
canceltetion
order has come will try out a new show soon after Political Action Committee, which French and German; Lutheran
through as yet, with still a likeli- the fir^l of the year, giving it spot requested time on Oct. 25 on be- Laymen's League, half or quarter Network for more than 20 years,
hood that Swift may find coin from airing as a test before picking up half of a Truman - for- President hours In English, Fi'ench, Czech, will direct operations of network,
endorsement. Since the sale of air Polish. Hungarian and Russian.
now that Travers, who has been
another division to retain "An- network time.
Radio Lux will also start on upped to v. p. of Mutual, of which
It w^iU probably be an agency- time to labor, unions .or national
drews" on behalf of another prodSunday, Oct. 10 a weekly series Yankee. Is Hub outlet. New setup
.-.;..,.
paL-Kaged stanza and will be pitched banks in presidential campaigns
':-,;,
....
uct.
"
the question arose ol
of of- 15-minute programs at 3 p.m. will mean that Steffy in effect WiU.
Dropping of "Andrews" would to adult audiences. Cereal outfit, is forbidden,
as
for the Economic Cooperation Ad- be boss of Yankee in Hub, aa
involve a time-talent saving of winch sponsored "Superman" up to whether PAC can be designated as
about $600 000 a year
Companv this year, has pretty much given a labor union However, CBS legal ministration (Marshall Plan). ECA Travers wil loperate in N. Y. alhas been sponsoring the program up the policy of selling via the dept. got Washington clearance, so ls providing the programs, which though still remaining on board of
the 15-minuie program goes on.
will be made in the U> S<
•
directors «f> Yankeet'i i.c^J t « a
moppets.
for about a year
1

would grab it.
complete ^,ecre^^.
The come-on
who j^, 4,,^ slations speaks gloatingly
At
Bergen,
any
rate
preemed for the •48-'49 season on
close as "the only commentato'r
Sunday (3), doesn 1 want to switch j„ America who can say 'I told
sors
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NBC

.

for

;

Prevailing sentiment in some
quarters is that, if the industry. as
a whole reacts to the parent NAtt
Code with the Same lack ol inter-

I

.

Via Cuff0 Platters
An

GM„

.

its

the;

men didn't particularly care
one way or the other. Some of
the affiliate broadcasters even; put
themselves on record unofficially
with the comment:,, "The Code i«
NBC's concernj not ours."
tion

the twice-yearly

NBC

in

back-to-back slotting of competing
products.
Thus NBC, already sud'ering a
Tuesday night body blow vvitlv the
loss of A& A finds itself faced with
a breakup of its Benny-Harris-Allen
two-'hour comedy sequencing, one
of the biggest Hooper payoff parIf Berg(>h goes
lays in all radio.
out of the 8 o'clock spot, NBC says
it will move one of its top comedy
shows into the time, such as Bob
.

•

that

managers.

'

NBC Election Night

;

document among the;

was not only a case of

It

j

I

:

affiliate

i

order

time on NBC, in view
of For<l "Dealers' sponsorsliip of
Pred: Alien in the succeeding- 8;30

Mrs. North

for the

affiliates failing to. take action on
the. Codev but the reaction was so
passive as to suggest that, the; sta-^

j

I

matically cancels out his present

&

Mr.

asm

:

Upton Close Ether

..Sunday, at 8

...

;

is

i

New Bid to Give

keep himseU more flexible;
K GM buys Bergen, it auto-

fact

sock payoff to

newly-pro-

pointed ,over the lack of enthusi-

j

I

to

It

Gangbusters

-

i

a
a

Leave

|

CBS' Counter-offensive
CBS, rankled by the maneuver
at a time when it; seemed that the
brace of Columbia shows might
become as: traditional as the ]
Thanksgiving turkey,' immediately

similar to

prefers
deal as

It,

Crime Photographer

personalities may or may
not have been a factor in NBC's
determined bid to clinch the Elgin
switchover.' Whatever;, the reason,
the client fell in with NBC's plan;

Andy maneuver, but

reportedly
sponsorship

Take

sale of Election Night
(from 8 o'clock on) to Chevrolet
adds up to $150,000 in billings,
but as far as the network is concerned, it's strictly a case of getput into motion plans to outshine ting off the hook, with likelihood
will just about break
and out»^Hooper Elgin. The details, that

who., does everything

'

|

superstitious obstacles in their
path so in.stead of doing a
.lames Thurber baseball fantasy
lie
switched to Ring
Lardner's classic, "Elmer the
Great."
Thurber tale has to
do with a bdseball manager

The

the

Trammell, for one, sorely disap-

15.1
14.9
12.8
12,3
12.3
11.9
11.7
11.7
11.4
11.3
11.3
11.3

Columbia spread could attribute

'

]

McCarthy-Morti-

properties,

'n'

[

gains deal

capital

Charlie

mer Snerd
the

]

,

.

of

its

that

causing
no little distress among the network hierarchy, with prexy Nile*

19.6
17.3

Mr. District Attorney

daytime holiday, programming;

to

fact

Sun Valley convention

Godfrey's Talent Scouts. 15.9

Hollywood, Oct. 5.
Not one to say "the hex with
them," Bob Hope lias changed
vehicles for his guesting on
Hall Mark Playlwmse Oct. 7 so
he won't: jinx the Cleveland
Indians in their world series
with the Braves.
Owning a piece of the Redmen, he wants 'to put no
:

i.

Walter Winchell

Skelton, Jimmy .Durante; Garry Moore,, et. al., gave holiday; programming a distinct flavor. CBS
was taking deserved', bows for
transferring a nighttime brilliance

.

;^with the idea of slotting Bergen
in the same 8 p.m. Sunday time]
segment he now occupies on NBC,
thus rounding out a full-hour comedy sequencing of Amos 'n' Andy
In such an
(7;30) and Bergen.

(Sept. 30)

Red

Hope No Hexer

\

may wind up

Rates 'Em

.

I

L

The

NBC Code establishing a
"good behavior" broadcasting pat-;
tern got a virtual brushoffi at the

jected

How Hooper

The repercussions haven't
shot, even though
stage of the game both net-

works' are pitching for audience
favor with an intensity suggesting
that the very fate of the networks
themselves hangs in the. balance.
It all started when NBC proxy
iNiles Trammell succeeded in selling Elgin on moving the; brace of
Thanksgiving and Christmas 4-to-6
p.m. all-star shows to NBC. For
six years these programs, highlighted chiefly by NBC's top talent
array, including such personalities
as Jack Benny, Charlie McCarthy,

Sun Valley Brusheroo

Milfed at

ended by a long

•

McCarthy show
Bergen-Gharlie
Which Standards Brands is anxious
to relinquish, there's a strong possibility that the Bergen package

months ago,

to radio.

Sponsorship of Bergen Would
of Sun.

several

busi.'
grabbed off
uess from CBSi ;.after a six-year
reign on Columbia, it; sparked one
of the most intense rivalries known,

TV-

Yank Show Out

WC
the Elgin holiday

When,

.

GM

Greeting

Is Affiliates

i

'

<

New
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WOV Sets Up Program Production
Unit in Italy for Bi-Lingual
Taking a cue from U. S. film*
companies .which are selling up
shop in Borne tor picture production, WOV. Bulova-owned N. Y.

Fnm the ?jmkdm
f;V

(Oct. 6-16)
has just completed
airanh'emenls to put together proOCT. 6 ;;/;
grams of many t>pes in Italy. Op'ffilbndte.'f with Penny Singletoji
eration .s belitvod the first of its and Arthur take.
NBC, 8 p.m.
kind to be luuicrtaken by a L. S, Colgate-Palmolive-Peet (Esty).
scniiig foreign language^
6l.it. Oil
Duffy's Tavern," comedy, with
groups.
,Bd Gardner. NBC, 9 p.m. Bristolpro- Myers. (Young & Rubicam).
Setup arranged by
"Curtain Time," drama. NBC,
cram dut t tor Arnold Hartley durIng a recent trip to Rome follows 10-30 p.m. Mars, Inc. (Grant.)
PRIMES KL2 PftOMOTION
"Meredith Willson Show" (new),
test
and
preparation
six months of
ABC, 10:30 p.m.
variety-musical.
the
is
under
unit
runs Italian
BdminisUation of George Cueto, General Foods. (Young & RubiKLZ keeps selling profitably for
cam.)
AdverE.tport
formerlv with the
its advertisers because it keeps
OCT. 7
tmne As-^n of N Y. and for the
The
everlastingly selling itself.
MMvs operator of an! "First Nighter," drama. CBS, promotion of its programs and
tw>,
p,ist
American -' tvpe public relations 10:30 p.m. Campana. (Wallace- services is as much a part of KLZ's
Ferry-Hanly
)
and
Scripting
Rome.
outfit
.operation as the programming itdrama
Players,"
GuUd
"Screen
Vera!
by
handled
ea.<:ting will' be
self.
10 p.m. Camel cigarettes,
Fontanella. U, S.-trained Italian
KLZ, DENVER.
radio writer who has authored (William Esty.)
OCT. 8
Quaker Oats soapers for Latin
9
CBS,
drama.
Theatre,"
"Ford
American airing.
(Kenyon
&
Motors.
pm.
Ford
Programs in blueprint include,
except musicals. Test Eckhardt.)
all
t.M>cs
iiiinhiy Dili-ante Sliow," cojmedyr
shows liave included mterviews,
p.m. R. J. Reydiamntic sketches and several doc- variety, NBC, 8
umentaries (one recorded on the nolds. (Esty.)"
Jaek Carson Show" (new), comspot in a remot area stricken by
p'in. Gienerall Foods.
8
CBSi
edy.
earthquake where American emerRubicam.)
were being (Young

.

,

I

JOHN CONNORS

.

:

offered

Corpse In

lo

Shows

will

ai-^o

OCT.*-';

serial

scrip
"Chicagb Theatre of the Air,"
Will he
advertisers with- drama. Mutual, 9 p-mi Sustaining.

First

WOV

FN s

"Ainos

be available for 7:30

&

p.iri.

Andy," comedy. CBS,
Lever Bros. (Ruthraiijfl

Chicago, Oct.

'n'

FM

.

Ryan.)

''C''

'

'^''r''-^^:'

fusion

via-

Ware,
Bluffs,

Chicago, Oct.

:

'

fort

who

la.,

5.

in

a

rousing:

;

the

shoulder, disclosing that

was

FMA

:

™

FM

AM

.

.

.

.

.

-

:
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-

.

,

.

,

AM

.

,

.

.

.

:

:

.

,
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Lynn Castile, who as Lynn Canter appeared in many Broadway
musicalSi is getting a strong play from' the Hollywood crowd on her
film gossip. strip on KHJ, sponsored three times a week by Metro
Frank Lovejoy and Joan Banks have called it a da;^ v Bob Shannon
found that he was in competition with himself la.st week when called in
to pinch hit as emcee on "Ladies First" on Don Lee.
While he was
lish: minimum standards for,
gabbing with the gals his plattered "Voice of the Neighborhood" was
sets; (3) initiation of steps- to asspinning on
Hal Bock, bossman of NBC's western' division
sure
stations the right to direct
tele operation, hustled off to White Surphur Springs, West Va., for the
pickups of' non-commercial broadannual management sesh
Sheilah
Graham went east to sell her goscasts trom the nearest net affilisip stanza and wound up with two hot prospects. Now she
doesn't
ate; and (4) promotion of an FCC
know which one to take, but is partial to the deal that combines radio
rule to prohibit filing of a new apand television. She's a smart looker so the TV proposal may win the
plication for
facilities by any'
Luckenblll
in
town
•
for
contract talks with "Blondie's"
person or corporation who has,: 1"?.
J"™
Arthur Lake and Penny Singleton.
within two years prior theretp, surResolutions adopted at the end
of the three-day meet include, (1)
expansion of membership to bring
dealers and distribs of t'M sets;
(2) liaison with the
to estab.

m

RMA

FM

KMPC

FM

.

FM

,

.

.

CP

rendered a

:

plication for

Gr,dismissed an ap-

KM

IIS

facilities.

'

Other resolutions asked the

to continue use of the 152

I

for,

.

cles,

sets

FM
full

FM

Marion Claire, chairman of Region

secretary

board of directors of the

-

;

^ ;^

'tl'lt'

spoiisof ship,'

.

:

:

I

I

,

j

m

i

I

;

3 ot the FMA, was elected to the
Assn. at convention here

.

j

;

FM

'

in

I

,

.'

'

to

Sept. 29
Playhouse^ Harold Smith, promotion manager for WMAQ, received the
"Best of
WOR's (N. Y.) Industry Award" for his station, from the Direct Mail Advertising Assn
Norman Barry's news series on WMAQ gets a renewal through
program department, Joan MacDonald, is the creator and pro- Young & Rubicam, for the Metropolitan Life Insurance Co
Paul
ducer of a new half-hourf cross- lEnnght is new member of ABC's central division producton staff .,
•the-board dramatic show about to Mf'e Aner, senior woman of the WBBM staff, leaves station Oct. 1

A

'

;

.

"The
WBBM gen mgr
members of WBBM Softball team, winners of
second place in Chi Radio LeagueV
NBC quizmaster Joe Kelly became a grandpappy Sept. 30, with new addition being Joe Kelly III

popped for treats

reception.

be auditioned by the ^Mutual key
It's
for daytime slotting.
titled
"Cosmopolitan Playhouse" and
cooperation
comedy, "The Joe McDoakes Show when Kirkman Soap renewed.
would be presented
No new AM spot has been found W i t h Cosmopolitan magazine,
starring George O'Hanlon, for air-r
tag from the Coast starting Nov. 4 by "Stop Me," but the Cal Tinney, 'which has agreed to make all its
Lew Lehr and Benny Rubin ioke story properties available for the
In the 8 p.m. Thursday slot.
Stanza will be produced by Don session will turn up on ABCrTV- serieiS.
Bernard via Bernard Schubert- next January under General ElecA major- national advertiser is
•

.

injecting neat satirical touches in his new disk jockey
series,
Voice of the Terkel," on WJJD
Frank Falknor,

have only fundamental
circuits as equipped to provide
that

WOR's 'Cosmo

'

'.

WMAQ

Final resolution conadvertising of some TV

only.

demned

MBS

pixnt^uttiiong.;'

CHICAGO ...

FCC
Mdgeie Dillard, producer of "Career Girl,"
stranded in Panama
mc band on her recent vacation when rioting disrupted was
transportation for civilremote pickups and urged the ians, She finally got out via a cargo plane
Don Herbert quitting as
RMA to adopt uniform methods of radio chief of the Community
Fund to assist Ben Park in producing
identifying stations by megacyIt s Your Life," new documentary set
for
Studs Terkel

:.

:

'

.

.

.

FM
FM

affiliates.

.

HOLLYWOOD

.

In

shows from net

:

Ziv.

.

FMA

FM

'

IIS

FM

,

.

.

True Boardman will forget about radio for a few weeks and siesta
in Mexico City to dream up the outline for a play that has, long beenkicking -around, in his conk,:
Frank' Cooper set Cy Fisher to head up
his New Yorki office for thfr' handling, of package sales and client Service
Louis Graf in town to -make af sample platter of a series dramatizing true incidents in the life of the country's 100,000 postmen. He'll
have the cooperation of the Post Office department. In his spare time
he'll:knock off 30 transcriptions for the Treasury Department's bond
drive,
."Johnny Fletchei"' gets the heave ho off ABC Nov. 21 but
ABC likes Bill Goodwin so well it's shaping a new series for his flexible
talents
,Don Searle hikes east for talks with the ABC brass about the
Coast
and tele operations and -then takes a motor jaunt through
New England and Canada before heading for home
Rod O'Connor
is now cooing: to a new arrival at home when he's not cooing those
commercials into your ear, .^Sam' Hayes is now spreading the news
on NBC morning and night. His sundown reportage Is for MennenS;
supplementing 10 years of breakfast news for General Mills.
.Dick
Uhl transferred to New York to look after television for Sullivan,
Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles
Paul Warwick around for the CantorPabst: takeoff and that means things are popping around town. Old Mr.
Personality hisself
Freeman
.
Gosden's slow recovery from his recent
hospitalization has his friends worried.
He's coming along, though,
and should be on deck for the Amos 'n' Andy takeoff on CBS Sunday

I

.

'

.

:

reply to his question,
"How many of you would pay up
right ' now?," 4'7 hit the sawdust
trail with $100 checks.
Ware addressed himself chiefly
to the small independent operator
hook. Declaring
who's on the
that "we're the livest. corpse in'
America," he likened
to an
Insurance policy and said it was
the only org that would fight the
license holders.
good fight for
He bluntly called for blacklisting
sets and for the
of low grade
right of FM stations to make direct pickups of non-commercial

T

.

;

FMA's shaliy finances.
Ware talked straight from

cies.

.

.

$18,300
operating expenses and the rest
held to meet debts and emergen-

director of the American Assri, of
Advertising Agencies, who summarized agency replies to a detailed
questionnaire on FM. .Question-r
sent out to 76 agencies
C_-i._inaire
H
i\1 1
f
lO Accent Value or OPOIS (brought replies from 48, big and
little, handling mostly regional biz
National Assn. of Radio Station
estimated combined billings
with
Representatives made its debut in
of $500,000,000.
the promotional field this week
j^^^ight of the^ 48 re^^^^^^^
with -a smartly packaged booklet
5?^lyhoo;ng the values ot s^ot r^^
f^^^^^
time in the future, three curservice iree.
500 to ser^Sicnree
pi ess run ot iz.&uu
mess
time while
buying
„„jirently are buyiiig
copies to all important agency andT
j,/y.„| gtorecast. Spot
^^^^^^
lna,ior' advertiser execs
'l and network billings
of the eight
Aside from factually
setting that have bought
time total
forth the case for spot broadcast !!!3.1i50.000 in contrast to $26,000
Ing as"radio's most flexible form doled out for FM.
of advertising," book comes up
Forty-one, agencies said station
with a couple of answers, as the research and promotion failed tb.
rei)s see it, to the moot question supply enough information tb jusof what spot radio is.
tify buying FM time. Thirty reAs a long: definition: .''It can be ported they knew of no FM staa two-hour ball: game, a fuUrhour tion doing a top job in research
dance band, a half -hour mystery and promotion, while- 21 said they
drama, a quarter-hour news round- wanted more data on FM. aiidir
up, a five-minute weather report, a encesi Asked if adequate data vi'ere
ten-word time signal, or a particir supplied they would recoftimend
pation on a homemakers' pro- buying FM time, 12 turned thumbs
gram."
down while 18 said yes.
I'or a brief definition: "Any use
Thirty-six
reported they beof the nation's radio stations by a lieved that duplication had simply
audience!. Many
national advertiser on a Selective divided the
market basis."
agencies complained of FM salesWhile the reps thus settled upon men who made a strong pitch on
a definition, and admitted that too "fine music" while ridiculing AM's
in;my people confused spot radio soap operas, singing spots and high,
Salesmen
With spot announcements, they pressure commercials.
-made no swipe, however; at- -at- also were criticized .for price :'cufT
tempting 1;o tag a new name on this ting and over-stressing FIVI as a
"cheap" buy.
$95,000,000 annual business.
Booklet was prepared for: the
reps by O'Brien & DorrancCj proFade
'Stop Me' in
motion outfit, under the- guidance
of an NARSR committee composed
"Stop Me If You've Heard This"
of -JEugene Katz, chairman; H. Pres- fades off Mutual's kilocycles next
ton Peters of Free &. Peters, and Saturday (9) in the wake of the
Xiewis Avery of Avery-Knodel.
web's annexation of the doubly exDistribution of the book is being pensive similar stanza, "Canr- You
.bandied through N. Y. office now Top This?" Net is pitching hard to
maintained by the reps' group, with wrap up a bankroller for the latT. F. Flanagan .as managing direc- ter show, which went off NBC in
tor.
Colgate's fall program reshuffle.
"Top This?" which has been
aired locally by WOH, N. Y„ for
MUTUAL'S 'JOE McDOAKES'
several years, won a last-minute
Mutual has set a new situation reprieve in that slotting recently

.

,

Bill

last

Bally

.

:

-

Council

Assn.

Station Reps' Assn. In

.

.

trans-

prexy*

KFMX,

in the red so far.
members in conven- at least $5,000advance
payment of
proposed
Week got small com- He
'49 dues totaling $38,600, with
from Kenneth Godfrey, media
budgeted for next year's

FM

tion here

.

new

its

mgr.

.

;

its

luncheon speech put starch in the
morale of wavering: elements and
shoved over a plan to bolster^ series for

broadcasting through tapping talent at its prime source. As Italy's
film center, Rome affords plenty
of acting and .directing talent
adaptable to radio.

OM2

Group got a timely

dicted^

pri marily "to increase variety and
quality of WOV's Italian-language

Top Promotional

for

second annual convention, failed
crawl into its grave as some
segments of the trade had pre-

cost

Will

week

>

.

5.

to

approximately as much as similar
features produced in Italian here,
object of the overseas setup being;

•

'

;

;

shows

Assn., here last

.

.

.

Qii Meet Boast

:

.

,

use on a sYudtcated basis in other
OCT. 11
markets. One scries projected for
(new),
"Th* Brlehter Day?
the unit v.ill cover workings of drama.
NBC 10:45 a.m., Mom
the MaisliJill Plan in Italy.
& GaMbJe.
Procter
thru-Fri.
Hartley pointed out that the (Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample.)

Eome-produced

,

&

in Jiweek, Hartley said.

.

.

.

I

prepped by the Rome unit

.

.

.

|

America':

.

.

,'

NBQ

parcels

.

.

I

relief
distributed),

.

.

1

gency

become the bride of a banker

to

.

|

'Livest

;

ABC

veepee Robert Saudek, Checks out this
.Olive McHu^h, on leave from
the Toledo schools' faculty,- reported in Mon. (4) at Xake Success to ^
coordinate a new UN radio service to some 100 school systems in the
Alan Kent into the Biow agency,
form of a weekly kit of materials
.Carole Somcrs
in' charge of producing radio commercials and spots.
Lauren Gilbert with "Helen Trent"
new to "Lora Lawton" cast
Paul Luther added to "Backstage Wife" ...Patricia Courtley cast in:
.John McQuade and Betty Garde called for "Front
"Lorenzo Jones"
Web slot being sought for a new audience parPage Farrell" roles
ticipation stanza, "It's a Happy Day," eniceed hy Todd Russell and
It's based on
sneak previewed recently by Frank Cooper Associates
Walt Framer's "Blessed Evehtor" program which has been on various
Mary Laing, formerly with AP, UP
local spots for the last 12 years.
.Moppets SROed
and N. Y. papers, has joined ABC's newsroom staff
a WNYC studio for the first anni broadcast Sun. (3) of Heidy Mayer's
WGYN (FM) airing from 3 to 10 p.m. daily for
storyspinning stanza
Jimmy Blaine, of ABC's "Music and Mr. Blaine," married
FCC tests
niyllis Fish, ex-sec'y to Harry Wismer, last week.
Bill Roirers is checking off CBS' gabber roster next weekend to return to his old chore with Bill Henry, who's now on Mutual's ether.
Dr.
Rogers also announced the Philharmonic, concerts last season
Phillip Eisenbergr, producer with CBS' Documentary Unit, has collaborated with Hccky Krasno on a ''Guide to Children's Records,'? ofif
Crown Publishing presses today (Wed). .Kate Smith in negotiations
to do a simultaneous AM-TV variety show. She shuttered the Lake
Placid place last weekend and returned to the city for the winter. ...
CBS^ William Schudi, William B. Lodge and Lawrence W. Lowman in
Doris Gaines left
Cincy for a huddle with affiliates of that vicinity
Benton & Bowles flackery to work for Mary Margaret McBride-i
,Max Uhlic^formerly of: CBS, now.on Empire Broadcasting Corp.'s
.Mike Jablons, indie packager-producer, ticketed to teach v
sales staff
.
a radio-TV workshop at the New School starting tonight (Wed.):
WOR's expensive mobile unit laid up for conversion to tele, ... .Radio &
Television Directors Guild's annual ball has been moved back from
November to Jan. 21, and will be held at the Astor. :Irene Beasley
partied by her "Grand Slam" sponsor, Continental Baking, at Gotham
hotel last week; on occasion of CBS show's 2d anni, and gifted with
Joan Shea into "F.B.I, in Peace and War"
$1,000 diamond brooch
and doing new hillbilly character in "Linda's: First Love,'' reitorded

,

1

WMGM,

Paris.

Janet Thorsen, sec'y to

week

'

,

.

.

London and

j

,

m

.

.

'

I

YORK CITY ...

JSEW

MBS-Don Lee topper. Lewis Allen Wel«* returned to the Coast
tickled pink with a $!)9 portable TV set given him by Jack Straus of'
.Tom Knode of NBC Press bedded with a serious
Macy's and WOR.
Fulton
fdot infection and recurrence of wartime malarial attack
.Joseph Bond named publicity
Lewis, Jr., the new Man of Distinction
director of Campbell-Ewald ...Frank Roehrenbeck, g.m. of
the
illness
thankful
plenty
on the mend at the Park East Hospital. And
didn't hit him until he got the station's recent hiaugural spree under
.WQXR's Duncan Plrnie and missus home from a flying trip to
way,

Network Premieres

fcilingiial indie,

WOV

Centres

l^ows

I

inte;r^st,ed

ii;

thj?

,

i^t^ijiza,

it's

said.

Sid Roberts. WIND announcer, back at mike after
weeks' siege of yellow jaundice .. Paul V.
Galvin. prexy of

after 17 years

a

nme

^J!}?-'°\r^^''
,.
*
J^-®

Vagabond Kmg"

program, coromemorating firm's 20th
will inaugurate the 1948-49 season for

WGN
'9'
Dan Schuffl"«"f'^L?Hv'f V'J^''^ ?^
"^st. program manager of WSUI.
'"1"*^
U^'/tow, '°
Infnc A«o ''^'^^^^^ division
continuity deptr,
Fran Byrne
WPP JT?' "f
5'"^'
1*'^ Merchandise Martf and
wifi^pr»?f 'm'',^'
will
.

.

Tl

operate Mart photo shop under his na-

le. ..

,(C,Qntii^ued oi^^papp^^jj

.

.Ransom Sherman,

.

?

ii;i

J :<:i-

!
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DAHIERS' ELECTION BLACKOUT
•4--

AM^TV

Portend of

Transcription Boys

Listening Habits

Come Up With

I

Philadelphia, Oct.

5.

Small but significant sample of what AM-TV dialers in metropolitan areas will be tuning in this fall has been disclosed by
geVtiriil

'

.

HIT

Jiundted idayiime radio

statiipns::v\?hich; jfor .yeiirsf

Song Cavalcade

have re-

ceived STA;s,(si)6feiai temporary
aut^lonzatlQns^ to :i5tay 0^ the air
bvertinie 6n eifictioii nights won't be
permitted next month to provide
their communities with this servWhile no concerted squawk
ice.
has arisen as a result, there's a
loud one brewing in New York
City,
where municipal - owned
has broadcast election returns for 24 years.

Variety's specially compiled
Musical-Historical Cavalcade
1800-1948, covering 150 years
.

of American music, starts pub-:
lishing serially in this edition.

and

Amplified

since
;'Song:

extended

;

the original 1800-1935

Cavalcade

first

appeared

some 10 years ago

WNYC

Radio
.

When WNYC

recently' submitted
its usual application to stay on
after 10 p.m. on Nov. 2, the bid
wasn't denied, but -simply returned.
Mayor William O'Dwyer is said to
be prepping a letter of strong pro^
test.
But it Isn't expected to reopen the case, unless other Ipcalities protest in volume.

A: high-placed FCC official said
yesterday (Tucs.) that thus far one
group of daylimers had banded together to file a petition but that

in Variety's
Directory, the many re-

quests warrant this republication. It is suggested that the
segments be clipped and preserved for permanent use by
filmv radio, stage, allied: program-builders, et al.

'.:,'..,':-''

STA's were legislated out of
existenca by the Federal Communications Commission last suminer.
-

^

:

.

,

,

They Wanna Keep Dubbing 'Em

Cutie;

SIATIS

Albert Sindlinger's instantaneous Hadox pilot-test operation here.
Prime indication seems to be that, though the Benttys, Bergens,
Aliens, et al, are back, tele set owners will keep on ignoring AM,
Another snap- conclusion, on the basis of last Sunday's (3) dialing,
is that the comedians face an uphill fight versus the giveaways.
Despite return of NBC's comedy powerhouse Sunday (3), every
one of the teleset homes in the Radox sample (presently 60 AM,
FM and video sets) looked at TV instead, Sindlinger reported. In
three of th« radio hoities, Fred Allen was dialed out within a minute
or two after he came on, the pickup being switched to "Stop the
Music." Number of sets in use (50% of the sample) was the greatest since the pilot test started several months ago.
Sindlinger disclosed that his sample will be doubled to 120 sets,
next week. He expected to increase it to 600 sets by sometime in
December. Operation will be confined "to Philly rather than expanded to other, east coast localities, howeverj Until the most satisfactory sample size is determined, Sindlinger said.
At 8:03 p.m., just after "Stop the Music" went on, -it had a
23% share of audience against Edgar Bergen's 23, but by 8.27
Bergen's share had inched to 26% and "Music" had climbed to
37. Fred Allen teed off with 25% against "Music's" 40. By 8:54 p.m.,
he was down to 19% and the giveaway was up to 43.
At 9:03, Walter Winchell had 48%, against NBC's 14.
Oddly enough, CBS' new Sunday sequence, parlaying from
"Favorite Husband" and "Sam Spade" to "Cabin B-13," "Electric
Theatre," "Our Miss Brooks" and "Lum 'n' Abner," not only held
up, but built in share against "Music." CBS' share climbed from
•«7% at 8:03 to a high of 38% at 8:54, then dropped off to 24% at
9-36. (At 10:33, when "Strike It Rich" was starting, CBS' share
.lumped from 23 to 44%.)

4-Way

Directors

As

Stab vs. T-H

Transcribed dramatic show producers are currently working overtime: to accumulate a backlog of
shows before the American Federa*
tion of Musicians lifts its ban on
recordings and transcriptions. Platter package producers have i^aved
considerable coin by dubbing in
musical backgrounds and are making as many disks as possible
before AFM head James C. Petrillo
decides that he'll permit his musicians to go back to work.
This is regarded as a terrific
switch on the pre-ban attitude of
diskeries when they worked feverishly during last November and
December to get a sufficient backlog of recorded music. Today e.t.
packagers are working around the
clock to get a backlog of shows
before Petnllo ivscinds the ban.
They expect to lose a wad of money
when live musicians are used again.
The e.t. producers have found
that costs have been lowered considerably by having the musical
"

background dubbed in from stock

Sweets Stands Pat

library recordings.

By having

the

had been denied. As for WNYC's
show enacted first and music'
he denied it would cause New
Bill Sweets, who resigned as na- dubbed in. they save the charge
Yoi-kers any great hardship "be- tional prexy
of the Radio and Tele- of S27;50 per man per hour for a

it

case',

:

•

:

cause in NieW;: -York, "there are so vision Directors Guild last
week
niany otiler^ stations they can get rather than join with other officers
'
in voluntarily signing Non-Com::
FCC banished STA's on the munist affidavits, received a unanigrounds that (1) the privilege was mous vote of -personal endorsement'
being abused; f2) congestion of from membership of the N. Y. lofrequencies was arising from the cal Monday night (4).
increasing nu mber of daytime staAttempts had been made during
tion's, and (3) servicing the STA's the
past week by Guild toppers to
caused an administrative burden. talk Sweets into revoking his stand,
Commissioner Rosel Hyde dissent- but he declined, He was 111 and
ed, warning the Commission it was unable to attend Monday night's
tying its hands by enacting such meeting, but sent a statement rea hai-d and fast rule against over- afi inning his position.
time.
:, :,
As a result, the local adopted a
Only exceptions that have been four-point resolution. It declared:
made since then, It's saiti, were
1.
That the local "vigorously
in the cases of some ItfO-watt sta- condemns the Taft-Hartley Law as
tions whose overtime requests pre- an instrument deliberately designsented no question of interference ed by the enemies of trade unionism
.;'}'
or other problems,
to cause painful and regrettable differences between and among memFCC ftule Attacked
bers of; all unions for purposes of
In the past week, since WNYC's ereating disagreement, disaffection/
el eclion-niglit blackout came td no- fragmentation
and the eventual
tlce, the FCC ryle has been edi- destruction
and
of the unions

Set Mfrs. Muster Forces to Join

.their,-->retiutras;,pi)^^^^^

In Industry's 'Protect Radio' Stance
Following through on the de-ttermination of broadcasters: to pro-

Ballantine's Fast 14.7

]

tect radio at all costs: against the
threatened inroads of television,
:

j

Ballantine beer again copped a
sock rating payoff in the one-shot
held late last month. Mutual airmg
Zale-Cerdan bout for the
join in the fight. Plans are already suds outfit brewed a 14 7 Hooper,
If Hooper counted such items in
under foot to line up flew retail
'
1
Hlc '^#Vl^
1 E\
ir'iiof xi'milrl
lm>7r»
^
fisticast
would have
his
Top
15. flio
the fief
outlets:, such aS' drug stores, for
been No. 6; right behind Bob Hope.
receivers. Other- manufactur-

radio receiver manufacturers have
.
4
i,
i
forces to
begun to muster their
.

1

i.

i

'

'

,

..

,

,

:

'

,

:

.::

:

:

I

I

AM

.

'

.

ers, while predicting that TV will
represent at least ^70% of their
total volume production next year,
look to the incorporation of tele in

B casting

combination consoles as offering a
good opportunity to convince the
public to replace existing sets.
:Suggestion that the radio industry-should scout out new retail
outlets was made to the Associated
Chain Drug Stores meet in N. Y.
last week by Westinghouse Electric's ad manager J. H. Stickle.
Pointing out that druggists "depend more than any other merchant on radio advertising, to help
build traffic and volume," since
most radio-advertising plugs products on sale in drug stores. Stickle
told the assembled druggists that
it is to their direct advantage to
"promote i-adio sales, radio listening and tire trend toward radio sets
in every room." He added:
"It is entirely possible that the
radio merchant will come out from
the brilliant glare of television's
future and hold on to, his radio
business.
But if he doesn't there
will be new outlets and they can
most logically be the outlets which

Profits
I

In

torially iittapked as "rule by shotSeymour Siegel. WNYC's
gim."
director, pointing out that some

Slump Despite
'•

New York area residents are to be denied the com16,000,000

:

Upped Revenues
^

,

Washinglon, Oct.

^

plete election results -which the
station has always provided in cooperation With all departments of

1

.

I

5.
|

r

.

Profits of the radio broiidcasting ^.iXy government, denounced the
industry for 1948 wil be less than ^cc attitude on the question as
(before federal (axes) lor the -symptomatic of our limes." Everyhist time since 1939, according to ^ody, ho explained, ".seems to be
an estimate by NAB. Overall gross ^^itmg so much to do they can't
revenue, however, will be up 7.4%
things that ought to be
over 1947 but the gam will bo more ido„p „
jjj.
^^^^ rcferiing to the
than onset by an increase of 10?o ^.^c's excuse that processing the
in operating expenses.
^tA's was too much work,
NAB said that reports from slalions Indicated that tlie chief reafor increased :op,erati-rig ex
pen.ses \\ere higher wage rates
"and the laet tliat FM and television are supported largely by
earnings."
The NAB estimated gross revenue from all time sales for 1948.
$383,000,000 and .station exat
penses al $233,200,000. Revenue
Ad agencies vs. Radio Writers
from national spot business is e.sti- Guild battle went another round
mated at 899,000.000. a gain of this week. But the prospect of a
10'";
network revenue at S134,000.- peaceful settlement of the issues
000. up e.o'r; and revenue from got no brighter.
The agencies, in
local business $144,800,000, up G^'r. reply to RWG's latest (Sept. 22)
All estimates are after frequency proposals, again called for Guild
or volume discounts but before certification by the National Labor
agency commission deductions.
Relations Board. And Guild topNAiS said station- revenue irom pers are as indisposed as ever to
national spot business for 1948 has this move.
'been the largest in dollar volume,
Agency committee headed bjand percentage for the first time Len- Buvsh of Compton said the
several years. "In the early
proposal that the agencies
days qI spot business," the Asso- sign letters of adherence to the
ciation pointed out, "a small dol- present network
Minimum Basic

Wo

|

Agencies, Writers

|

AM

|

\

1

I

|

i

In Pact Standoff

I

'<

]

depend most on radio's tremendous
volume of product advertising. It
is

something to think about.'
General Electric veepee Dr. W.
(Continued on page 36)
':

i

;

'

principle in refusing to sign the
affidavit and continues to regard him as a leading,
honored and invaluable
member of the local and national
boards and a member in the guild."

non-Communist^

Shouse Upped by Crosley
5.

davits.
4.

That membership of the
"has closed ranks and

mously dedicating

-is

itself to

:

young

<45)

Crosley

prexy,

.ioined the firm 11 years

who

ago as a

I

m

i

:

Shouse came
Louis, where
-

St.

KMOX, CBS-owned
into radio in 1929
sales representative

M tMdrfgb'

RWG
:

«

veepee, was announced yesterday 1
(Moil. I.
He succeeds Irving B,
Babcock, who recently resigned
presidency of the parent Avco
Manufacturing. Corp. and Crosley
chairmanship to become Aveo"s
.
'i, In,,- vo-ir
senior consultant
Inifiranr-

using

full

orchestral

1

|

back-

CBS' 25G Trailer' To

Showcase Markle At

(By Bus)

for Grass-Roots

Documentary
.,WOR, N.

Y..

represents

probably

the

most ambitious "trailerization" of
an upcoming network series.
In
terms of time and talent, it added
up to a $25,000 preview of the new
"Fprd
Theatre"
show,
which
preems this Friday (8) in the CBS
9 to 10 p.m. segment.
Primarily^ the one-shot was designed to showcase the talents of
Fletcher Markle as writer-producer-director of the now -Ford
series.
"Young Man of Manhattan" was originally done by Markle.

Wingate s N. Y.-lo-L A.

•

;

are

Allyson,
lo-

unaniexecution of the national convention's
instructions to proceed forthwith
with full vigor in negotiation of
freelance national contracts."
Robert Lewis Shayon, N. Y. local prez, presided over the meeting, which will be followed by
meetings of the Hollywood local
(Continued on page 36)

cal

I.

board chairman .lames
D. Shouse of the Crosley Broadcasting Corp.
Promotion of the
It's

,

dubbing method.
However, there's one disadvantage in dubbing. Tho.se shows that

,

:

Cincinnati, Oct.

Now

obtain the majority of effects from
sharp stings to long passages of
mood- music. What's more, services
of copyists, composers and arrangers are dispensed with by:- the

Tord Theatre' Helm
That the local approved the
action which the national board
CBS' 60-minute one-shot dramasaw fit to take in voluntarily sign- tization last Friday (1) of "Young
ing personal non-Communist affi- Man of Manhattan;" starring June
3.

i

,

However, these producers are
getting the advantage of fuller
backgrounds with the present dubLibrary -of recorded
music is sufficiently complete to
bing system;

highly

:

j

-

to the single musician.

grounds will find it difficult to go
back to the organ background once
guilds."
the ban is lifted. But otherwise,
transcribed package producers are2. That the membership of the
local joins with, its executive coun- chalking up additional profits as
cil and national board in recogniz- long as Petrillo insists: in keeping^:
ing and upholding "the unqualified the recording ban.
right of Bill Sweets to stand on his

'

i

15-minute show. Added charges of
double scale for leader and music
contractor go on top of the outlay.
for the sidemen.
Only producers that are shelling
out extra money for dubbed music
are those that previously used an
organ background. Studio costs:
frequently go over that which went

while he was-producer-director

of the CBS "Studio One" series
last year, and in last Friday's reprise he also stepped in for the.
male lead role, which was done on

"Studio One" by Robert Mitchum.

Material

which hasn't been

hitting the documentary trail as
Taylor-Reed Splurge
often lately as in the past. Is about
ABC's biggest single spot and
to put staffer Johnny Wingate on
it, via Greyhound bus.
He'll take co-op order in several months has
a recorder cross country for three: been wrapped up. with the Taylorweeks, sampling grass-roots opin- Reed Corp., food manufacturer
(pie crusts, cake frosting, etc.).
ion on national Lssues.
:
Timely excerpts will be airOutfit will sponsor "Mr. Presimailed back to the station for in- dent" on WJZ, N. Y.; WENR, Chide- sert from time to time in Lyie cago, and WXYZ. Detroit: th«
-

:

^li ^'^t:^^^^;
i«

even mor-

tia.

'

'

nSor«rTU"r^^iL!'^'
work MBA was presumably

?ig"ed to meet the networksy' prob

;

Van's 6 p.m. news. When Wingai.'
returns, late in October, he'll put
the best of his pickups together
and narrate the story in a 30-minUSA."*"^''

'

f^""^''^

Tuesday-Thursday sequences of
Nelson Olmsted's stanza on WJZ,
and the Monday-Wednesday-Friday
segments of "Breakfast in Holly*c?H»'ii' wood" on KECA, Los AfteelesL
*^"'

KGO, San

md

Francisco.

>

'

)

,

Producer: Cal Kuhl
SO Mins.; Thurs., 9 p.m. (EST)

Producer: Joe Rines
Writers; Henry Hoople, Fred Foxj
Artie Pbillip!(
30 Mins., Sat., 10:30 p.m. (EST)

NBC, from Hollywood

COLGATE

KRAFT FOODS

-

With

Pat Patrick; Ken Carpenter, anNolan, Eloise Rawttzer, Stapy
nouncer
Bradley, anHarris, Truman
Writers: Bergen, Zeno Klinker,
nouncer; Carmen Dragon arch
Phil Rapp
Producer: Jack Johnstone
Writers: Frank and Doris Hursley Producer: Earl Ebl
30 Mins.; Sun., 8 p.m. (EST)
30 Mins., Sun., 6 p.m. (EST)

NBC From Hollywood
(J. Wolter Thompson)
In line with many of the top
which durcomedy shows on the air, Edgar
ing previous seasons built up a sizeBergen has revamped the format
able following with the Prudential of his Sunday night airer, and it's
family hour featuring singers from all to the good, if last Sunday's (3)
the upper strata, has abandoned premiere of the new season can
be used as a barometer. There's
this format in favor of a dramatic
now a 10-minute insert of llie reseries highlighted by a sextet of vived "Bickersons," the
Phil Rapptop Hollywood names.
created family squabble vignette
The formula appears to be ex- with Don Ameche back at his old
tremely sound inasmuch as many stand and. Marsha Hunt stepping
of the class sponsors on the spec- into the ex-Frances Langford spot.
trum have found that type of Thanks to the Rapp scripting, it's
•program strong enough to attract still sock comedy, and with the
sufficient dialers to make it worthr assorted Bergen show components
MUSICAL DIRECTOR
while; At the same times the show on tap 'Charlie McCarthy, MortiStop the Music^ABC
has an aura of dignity coupled witli mer Snerd, Ercil Twing, the usual.
It Pays to B« Ignorant^CBS
„'";'.,^'''';-'"'.
popular appeal.
Bergen-Ray Noble byplay, etc.),
However, the initial Prudential Sunday night at 8 on NBC Is still'
KAV KYSER'S KOLLEGE OF
program revealed s o m e kinks good listening.
FUN AND KNOWLEDGE
which need considerable ironing.
That Standard Brands' anxiety
With Kyscr, emcee; Jack McCoy, Preem show, a playlet, "John E. to get off the
$2,000,000 annual
'..-announcer'
Jones, VicerPresident" was hardly tiine-and-talent: Bergen hook (with
Producer: Jack Cleary
an ideal vehicle despite the ingrat- Bergen's continuance in his cur30 Mins.; Mon. thru Fri.i 11 ajn. iating performance by headliner
rent Sunday slot a matter of spec(EST)
Gregory Peck. "Jones, V.P." is a ulation) is predicated strictly on an
PILLSSURY MILLS
tairly obvious piece of writing that economic cutback problem
rath or
ABC, from Hollywood
telegraphs its happy ending almost than a lack of appreciation of the
JVrcConji-Ericfc.son
from the beginning of the show. inherent show values of the stanza,
writhis
prominent With the element' of-.surprise
.
was forcefully demonstrated last
;Shuffled from
nighttime spot of last season to an ten out, program had to rely on an Sunday. As one of the few $25,000
across-the-board mornin'g airer this essential degree of charm in vfrit- weekly budgeted shows in radio,
mg which failed to come off. There Bergen and his McGarthy-Snerd
fall, Kay Kyser is one of the earliest to feel the impact of the net- was one facet that would intrigue alter-egos continue to pack maxThere are long imum entertainment values geared
works' current weight-shifting of a top actor.
top personalities. Kyser, however, stretches of monolog which call for to all-family listening.

;

(./.

in the Manny
Isaacs stripting

1

and

jg^j

j

------

1

The

it's

.

house: Situation has replaced slapstick and the thread of continuity
not snapped just for the sake of a
big joke. Judy has come out of
mountains and is now resident of
Beverly Hills.
That's the premise for as long as
it
holds out and the ground Is
fertile.
All manner and type of
chi-racters will wander in and out
of the manse to broaden the poten-

'

;

should be; \the Kraft Music
Hall emphasis is on tlie Jolson
vocalizing, and his ducting with
guestar .ludy Garland-. and soloing
of "Red, Red Robin," "All Alone,"

.

;

been knocked
just one big
happy family living in one big
partitions have

down and now

,

(

.

i

1

tial of hilarious situation, which
^
,
punctuated the opener. For a first
go at a new blueprint it must havf .should make capital out of this deal
been heartening to all hands. The by quicky establishing his program
'""^hs were plentiful and the songs |as the bright segment on the late

True What

,

They

,

|

a high degree of affability in execution. Peck gets in tiie necessary
commodity within the limits of the
writing,
but
unfortunately the:
script's charm is too limited.
"Jones/ V.P." casts Peck as' an
insignifigant shipping clerk wtth a
hankering for the boss' secretary
and a better job. He ultimately

,

of

i

Canova

i

pleasantly inter- morning airlanes. One of the most
luded. This country cousin with
That his Kraft colleague, Oscar the pigtails can do more tricks with adroit emcees before a mike, Kyser is sparking this non-musical
Levant,- lacks the perfected tech- her voice than a ventriloquist
and
niques in mike delivery doesn't yet give out with a straight rendi quiz show into first class entertainment.
particularly matter. What does is tion that
is' warming and melodic
Without Kyser, the ''Kollege of
that they continue to complement
Few
shows
have
the
production
Fun and Knowledge" would shape
one another neatly in the casual
finesse
of
a
Canova
stanza,
the
up
as a modest aud participation
crossfire ^and barbs ^with the Levant pianistic pyrotechnics always handiwork of Joe Rines who pre- program with minor production
surefire.
(One basic lack on last tests each script a week in advance. background and minute giveaways
year's-show apparently still holds; After the broadcast the ushers shoo with, which to whip up excitement
that's in (he failure to achieve the the audience for a fresh intake of The bandleader, however, is maksame naturalness and ease, as does auditors. Half hour later Canova ing a silk ijurse 'out of a sow's ear
Bing Crosby for example, in: segu- and the cast are previewing next through his- wit and infectious
8>vcs scripters good nature. At the rate with
ing into the song intro, rather than ^^J^jJ^^' '^^'^i,
°
Hoople, Fox. &
Phillips a week which: he drops his ad libbed gags,
dragging it in.)
to Work over
rough spots and. thiS: series ought to build up a
As the guest on the premiere, flit the bugs. the
The
Miss Garland made a pleasing foil careful, measured results of this solid rep .as a comedy program in;
treatment are an incidental quiz setting,
for the Jolson-Levant jibes and amply
evident in the smooth and
Simple format involves the parshe really socked over the Rodgers- even runoff.
ticipants, having to pass four sets
Hart "Johnny One Note" as her
Golgatg commercials go to Halo of questions in order to graduate
solo vocal contrib.
shampoo
an d Ralmolive shave into the prize-winning cla.ss. On
Ken Carpenter, as usual, knows cream, "the
bestest
how to .sell. Kraft Cheese convinc- with Howard Petrie in the land," the preem (4), Kyser conducted the
screaming and" quiz in, a serai-farcical takeoff on
ingly without overdong it; Rose.
Frank Graham purring. Helm.
the shows where the customer can't
lose. Hinting to a housewife who
Ididn't know the term for a baby
'N' ABNER
frog, Kyser said: "Is it a tadpole
With Chet Lauck, Norris GofT, (Transcribed)
or a froglet or a tadpole or a tadClarence Hartzell, others; WenWith studio participants^ George! pole?
The woman got the point
dell Niles, announcer
Fcnneman, announcer; Stan My and Kyser scored -'a big laugh
Producer: William Gay
ersand, music
among others that continually
Music: Elsie Mae Emerson
^
Writersr Bemie Smith, Hy Freed spiced the half-hour.
30 Mins.; Sun., 10 p.m. (EST)
man,
Ed Tyler
FRIGID AIRE
Plugs for Pillsbury flour, which
Director: Bob Swan
CBS, from Hollywood
is bankrolling only the last, half of
Producer: John Guedel
the daily series, were king-sized
iFoote, Cone & Gcidi'ia)
30 Mins.; Wed., 9:30 p.m. (EST)
with both Kyser and announcer

regime.

still

,

'

;

—

Debut also brought out the Pru- With Jo Stafford. Rita Hayworth.
Paul Weston's Orch, Peggy Lee,
dential president to welcome the
King Cole Trio, Dave Barbour's
audience with hellos from Barbara
Orch., Tom Rcddy
Stanwyck, Robert Taylor arid
Ginger Rogers who shilled for sub- Prod.-Dir.: Robert Packham
sequent shows on which they'll
J«es -Thurs., 7 p.n^ (EST)
appear.
Humphrey Bogart and LIGGET & MEYERS
Bette Davis are the others lined NBC. from N. Y. and Hollywood
up for this series.
(JVewelLEnMnctt)
Jose.
Jo Stafford and Peggy Lee round
out Chesterfield's week. Miss StafEDDIE CANTOR SHOW
With Dinah Shore, Williani Pdwell, ford holding down the Tuesday
slot and Miss Lee Thursday, from
Billie Burke, Bert Gordttn, Harry
with Perry Como fillYon Zcll, The Sportsmen; Vbh Hollywood,
ing the remaining thi-ee alternate
Zell, announcer
nights from New York. Miss Lee is
Writers: Irving Elinson, Joe 6ulia newcomer to the Chesterfield
.-Ian';'.',
lineup.
Last year Miss Stafford
Producer: Manning OStrofr
handled both nights While Como
30 Mins., Fri.,:9 p.m. (EST)
did the other three. This year she
PABST
has a non-exclusive pact with the
NBC, from Uollywdiod
ciggie-maker and fills only one slot.
(WartoicJc & Legler
Both debut performances by the
Not even a master craftsman femme
singers,
who rank at the top
,
„j,
like Eddie Cantor, with 18 years of
™"Sh^ but enter?fil,j^„
i'JP,'.„^'fu
"
taming nevertheless.
Getting exradio and 40 years of show busicellent assistance from Paul Wesness behind him, can surmount the ton's instrumentalists.
Miss Stafimpost of a script that lacks the ford covered the pop and standard
ncandescence so vital to his tvoe ^^l^ lH "j,**" J^^^^ show, getting off
of jesting. Try as he would, and
» Song Comin' On,'
On."
^ ^^•'^ a
Moment," and "Begin
no one tries harder to make every
^

I

|
I

I

'

I

-

:

:

:

"Lum 'n' Abner," who have been ELGIN-AMERICAN
listeners with a unique ABC, from HoUywood
(Weiss & Geller)
brand of Arkansas corn for some
They said Elgin-American, which
17 years, have switched over: from makes compacts,
yanked Groucho
a 15-minute across-the-board anei y^^.^^ e,,i.jy jg^^ ^^^^^^ because he
to a full half-liour Sunday night sold out their stock. If he doesn't
Show. Time change has thrown the watch out, he'll do it again this
--n.^even qu^^^^^^^^
program up against some -ther
stiff competition, what with "The
developed into one, of the snap
atre Guild," "Take It or Leave It"^ piest. quizmasters on the ether and
and "Hobby Lobby" all bucking it' his producers have put together a

ALDRICH FAMILY
With

Ezra Stone, Jackie Kelk,
Katherine Raht, House Jameson,
Norman Tokar, Jed Prouty,

i

James
Leona

;

Monk,

Patricia

Powe)fs;

-

I

at boost-

Herm.

ing the product:

j

I

I

:

Jack McCoy taking turns

feeding

'

'

Hoscly,

line count,

Dan Seymour, day"

NBC's new "man

J
the

Fri-

R'^"-""
Beguine.'

On this show Chesterfield uses
season
announcer;
Meredith Willson opener the :high comedic
content an audience gimmick for the first
prch & choir (transcribed)
which has so consistently been his time. It pipes in the voice of a
Director: Edwin Ducrr
measure.
well-known film name and people
show
which,
for
entertainment Writers: Ed Jurist,: Tokar
Away to a flying, start with 1^'''"". ^^e studio audience who have
directly now. Cracker-barrel gab- values, well
rates its back-to-back- 30 Mins.; Thurs.. 8 p.m.
special lyrics and a permissible P^'^viously qualified as contestants,
bers should carry their old fans ing with Bing Crosby.
GENERAL FOODS
title change to "There's No Coun- P^'Ilp fiends or relatives anywhere
over to the new time, so the rating
Where the producers have been
'^,1]^
^- ^- to Whom a phone call
try Like Our Country," it sounded ?"
Will probably hold at a steady pace particularly
roimo & ^S^^
Kuoicam
smart fs in soft-pedal"jaae. First one of these peolike Cantor was off to the races but
^
radio's fixtures was back
New series follows directly the ii„„
giveawav-nni/ asnppt nf
identify the star's voice draw
the wordage began to sag and
„i..„c.
Thursday (30) in the reappearance
format pattern, established almost
the format^'in
of a more han
creak and there was little
they cannot the
two decades ago. Chet Lauck and equal play on Marx's impish in- «f.v#>«?iAJ<«n<* .'Wf';b«-.'.|a«»l«.< studio audience to cheer for the ? "^^ 9 turned over to charity. Rita
about „
Norris Goff, originators and .stars terviewing of contestants. As eivo. '^^^
When they don't spark it's an Hayworth was the initial name and
of the show, are still a couple oi aways go" these days, the E-A
The inauspicious ^"^ delivered a pitch for Chesties
TurT*
Raft 'w.^f fhP^^^^^^^^^^^
the -Aldndi^.-i^.u.general store entrepreneurs in stanza would be in the peanut i*^*'
Start might be charged off to the as well as lending her voice to the
their own vacation, and tak
r>i,n«
ctnrH.,« as.
,c it
i+
""k from
Pine Ridge, Ark. Duo, besides class,
starting
does' at $20
heavy load of talent. Augmenting "mystery star" idea.
^
i,
plaving the title roles, also play and working up to a possible $1- '"6. up once more the per_ennial the regulars were Dinah
Mi.ss Lee's broadcast did not sit
Shore and
William Powell, a credit and a as well as Miss Stafford's.
It
°l1^':Pl^lM"iJ"?.^^000, grand prize (with $600 added
U^^^^^ debit.
out well on the series preem (3) each week it isn't woni. But the l^Slrien!
Former
'"""er had
naa one song and brought to light something that
Henrv
between
and
Homer"i'H"i^espite a couple of opening night premium in this case s on comedy
delivered it handsomely but it was was not as noticeable on the latthf
exasperation
of
pareSls
theii^
at
Hartzell,
back
Clarence
fluffs.
rather^than cow, and it pays off
jlisappointing that she had no lines ter s show—the selection of tunes.
,l!nH
d
nff.n?^^^
is
the
constable,
again as the town
beautifully. Show is smart* combo:
to read. Pew femmes in radio can Both were composed of standards
and pops. Miss Stafford is not
only other regular cast member.
ng of original gimmicks, imag- feSs'loundefl?kellllow*m^
^" '^'^'-''^'^ "''^^ the spoken quite
^?"™s^t;era" stil being amusing
aZ^^
so stylized a singer and her
^^^^
^^^^^ ^^^^^^^^ her sihgShow had an ear-glueing fac- mative selection of contestants as radio Dattcr
ulty, despite its leisurely pace and foils for Marx's quipstering, and
'"P register. Powell was work on tunes of that type is not
xhursdav's ooener concerned itout
of the ordinary. But Miss Lee
plenty
^iVen
largely
to
the
hep
a
few
due
scripting for comedic self lareelv with Henrv's attemots
laugh lines in a crossobvious humor,
^*.th Cantor th.it feU short of is a stylized warbler and should not
amount of sentimentality injected effect. Marx's unique brand of im- to keep llomer away from fn^^^^^
intended mark. His timing ^e fittt-tl to a rigid song pattern,
intO' the script. Last Sunday, the pertinent banter is, of course, the f^nd girl-friend and the comolithe punch was pulled**
show dealt with Lum 'n' Abner's actor that really gives zing to the
^'""^'"1
ensued
It wa^^^^^
'Dandv^'''^"'rr.'°'^'
"'^1?.^'
Magic" and
attempts to buy an adjoining lot to whole affair.
Billie
Ki'iie Burke was on for a brief,
r-othv. familiar
familiar—but fun.
brief. "21
frothy,
Stormy Weather" were okay they
expand their store and the troubles
For the getaway last Wednesday
The opening Jello commercial SiSSjy bit and Bert Gordon made
they ran into with neighbors and '29>i contestants chosen were a was unusual enough to warrant •^apital^of his spot. As with nearly left something to be desired, since
other townfolk. Some of the cracks spinster and a bachelor, the par- separate merit, with Meredith Will- all NBC shows there wa.s a gag on she s so much more at home in her
would have dojie credit to the writ- ents of a new baby, a man with son's transcribed commercial with giveaways and Harry Von Zcll. as own vocal vein.
King
ing stables of higher-rated comics. 13 childreni and a femme Gallup (ihoral group praising jello in a capable as they come, broke into doing Cole worked with Miss Lee,
"Little Girl" in fine fashion.
Plugs for Frigidaire were con- poll taker.- Commercials vi'ere easy combo of patter, gag and song. song on the. commercial..
fom Reddy handles the commerPabst serving was in the best cial pitches
clever
and apfined to the standard opening, to take, in one instance employirtfi Business was
on both shows As on
middle and closing announcements one of the femme participants, ju.st pealing, but like most commercials tavern tradition and whetted the the Como broadcast, part of these
and were listenably read by an- gifted with an E-A compact, to tell too long, too much of a good thing. thirst for a glance toward the re- are in song, Miss Stafford's show
frlgerator.
how attractive it was.
Bron.
Stal.
Doan,
Helrru
nouncer Wendell Niles.
using "Put 'Em in a Bqx." Wood.
couldn't

give

his
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ABC.

petition froin

Supporting cast is excellent with
Ken Carpenter does his usual
Betty Lou Genson showing up slick job on the
Chase & Sanborn
nicely as the boss' amanuensis; coffee
commercials.
flose.
Alan Reed does well as the firm's
head, while Jeannette Nolan makes;
a hit in a bit.
CHESTERFIELD SUPPER CLUB

I

GROUCHO MARX SHOW

The Earl Ebl/ top-shelf producthe tight scripting, the Noble
musical
background assist (although Bergen is passing up the
femme vocalist slot this season)
combine to make a surefire package that again looks headed for the
top Hooper: brackets, even in the
face of the "Stop the Music" comtion,

gets. both.

I

LUM

Co.,

HARRY SALTER

track but for an easy ride with
fill parts nieshing it had that Cadillae feel. No longer are characters
dragged in by the heels to parry
a pun with Ganova and l)e gone.

it

Butterfly," "Is It

I

(2).

tlie

,

Say About Dixie?," etc.,
served to refrain la.st: year's
clincher that Jolie, '48, is as sock
the old N. Y.' Winter Garden

The Prudential

model ever burned up

j

kilocycling.

"Poor

Saturday

direction

.

As

(Bmton & Bowles)

labors and energies were projected

I

Gal Kuhl's
(Except that
the boys forgot to bring the show
home on time, leaving Jolie dangling on the last bars oi "When I
Lost You" at the 9:30 signoff.)
This is Jolson's second full season for Kraft and it looks like the
vet trouper's comeback is due for
a permanent ride. As the Thursday night companion piece to the
preceding half-hour of Burns &
Alen, it's the oM show biz flavor
patterned to the New Taste in
the best tradition of present-day

knowing

STANDARD BRANDS

PRUDENTIAL INSURANCE

CBS, From Hollywood

.

NBC, from Hollywood
Walipr TliompsoJi)
(Sherman & Morqueffp)
k\ Jolson and the Kraft Music
It must'vc happened during the
Hall are again solidly entrenched
layoff
that Joe Rines said to Judy
lb the Thursdaj^ night at 9 Slot on
Canova, or vice versa, "let's try
NBC. Which means that bigtime something new next season." Not
radio is back in harness. "KMH" that there was; anything too wrong
1-2-3
has takt^n up precisely where it w^h the old format (always
in the Saturday seti but why be
left off last season—Jolson, Oscar
different; wasn't everyone talking
Levant, Lou Brihg's orch, guestars about an overhaul job on their
with the accent on talent, and the vehicles'? Suiting action to the
proper production accoutrements thought they called ih their writers
Manheim-Charles and the results of their orabined

1948

With Edgar Bergen, Ray Noble
oreh, Don Ameohe, Marsha Hunt,

Gregory Peck, Betty Lou
Gerson, Alan Reed, Jeanettn

i

^,

CHARLIE McCarthy show

PRUDENTIAL SHOW

JtJDY CANOVA SHOW
VrUh AI Jolson, Oscar Levant, Lou With Mel Blanc, Rudy Dandridce,
Hans Conrcid, Ruth Perrott, The
Brin? orch; Judy Garland, guest;
Sportsmen; Howard Petrie and
Ken Carpenter, announcer
Charles
Manheim,
Frank Graham, announcers
Writers: Manny

KRAFT MUSIC HALL

Isaacs

:

Wednesday, October
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RADIO REVIKWS

Weidnesday, October 6, 1948

BINO CROSBY SHOW

FRED ALLEN SHOW

FAYE

"

NBC, from New York
(/. Walter Thompson)

-

(H'utchins)

REXALL DRUGS

AMERICAN TOBACCO

NBC, from Hollywood
(B.B.D. & O.)

NBC, from Hollywood
(B.B.D.

If the giveaways haven't done
Phil Harris and Alice Faye reanything else for the betterment of turned to their old Sunday night
radio, they've given Fred Allen NBC slot last Sunday (3) with the
the- finest occasion' for razzberry: same comedy format as last season
satire
he has had in a long but with a new sponsor. With the
time.
same cast, writers and production
For his fall getaway on Sunday crew as last year, the shows should
(3) he unveiled the greatest re- round up as many, listeners as were
vamping of his program - in many tuned in before the summer hiatus.
seasons, deflnitely giving it a face- Two new factors, however, niay;
lift.
And his teamup with Henry effect a change during the coming
Morgan to parody his hated opposi- weeks.
tion via a "CfMse, the Melody" seFor one thing, "Amos 'n* Artdy";
quence was a memorable farce launch their new Sunday night
The same glib which showed Allen's fine hand

Back for a third- semester under
philco auspice?, the Bing Crosby
Show is Still one of radio's choice
half-hours and the pivotal point for
ABC's socle Wednesday night comedy layout which noW finds Milton
Berle, Groucho Marx and El Bingo
If anything,
Blotted back-to-back.
ABC has strengthened its hold on
the Wednesday audience pull and
the payoff will probably be found
in the '48-'49 Hoopers.
Transcribed or live, the Groaner

t..

of insuring,
dialers for up to ^5,000 against loss
of any jackpot through listening to
his show it's beyond doubt the
neatest anti-giveaway bombshell
yet and proves once again that
Allen is a deadly foe in the kilocycle
competition.
"S top the
Music" may have slipped up on
him last spring and knocked him
for a row of Hoopers, but he has
come back slugging and he didn't
leave any doubt Sunday about his
intention of .'following through.
In refurbishing his routine,
Allen has axed the, long-trod alley,'
substituting "Main Street" (with
.sound effects); he keeps Portland
Hoffa along for company on the
stroll; he has dropped Kenny Delmar's well worn Sen: Claghorn in
favor of a Russian' character named
Strogonoff and Peter Donald's Ajax
Cassidy never too satisfactory, in
favor of a greeting card writer
named; Humphrey Titter. Strogonoff comes off' okay, but Titter is
n.s.g.i mostly because it's a liardly
recognizable character. Mrs. Nussbaum (Minerva Pious) and Titus
Moody (Parker FenneUy) still pay
off nicely.
In his saunter, Allen
drops into a Ford showroom. to give'
the middle commercial nice iiiteg-:

Carpenter, John Scott Trotter,,
or his guestars; his vocal nifties,
or the assorted intros to the comedy-patterned: commercials (in this
instance on behalf of the new
Philco-producer long-playing record machines).^
Playoff of the initial transeripr
tion for the: new Crosby season
(29) found the show grooved to. the
expected high entertainment level,
with tradey byplay; on Hopets -new
sponsor, the Phllco bankrolling,
•etc., strictly geared in the Crosby

Ken

idiom.
Claudette Colbert as the guestar
on the intialer parlayed her

comedic talents with a visitation
by the four Crosby boys for a
loosely-scripted kicking around of
the gong.
There were some obviously contrived and deliberate
kid fluffs on the lines, but the
so naturally patterned to the

Crosby technique that it provided
more pleasure- than embarrass-

The qualitative scripting has always been, and remains, one of the

And

the Trot-

ter :Drch assist rates a deep bow.

Nelson, Harriet Hilli-

Ozasie

ard. Janet Waldo,
Billy May's Orch,

announcer
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NEW

New

Americans," new

torially
\

I

..

owned- outlet. In cooperation with
the United Service for New Americans (a constituent agency of the
United Jewish Appeal), the station
is presenting an entire program by
an immigrant artist each weeki
was
Inaugurating
series
the
cellist Lew. Aronson, a former d.p.
who's already joined the Dallas
,

.

'

,

Symphony
by

Orchestra. Accompanied

pianist Francoise

Dupuy, he

at-

tacked such compositions as "Ritual
Fire
Dance" and Eccles'
"Sonata in G Minor" with warmth

and feeling. Show is an ideal spotlight for the mu.sical talents of
.Nazi victims who are attempting to
.start their careers anew in the U. S.
It's
also
an ideal stanza for
WNYC's longhair music fans.

,

I

GALEN DRAKE

and

well, for

ing quarter-hour.

an entertainBron.

Producer-director-writcr: Drake
15 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri. 3:30 p.m. a psychology authority who pointed
out that it was necessai^f for an
-JEST).
__
_
individual to "warm up to his
PILLSBURY PANCAKE MIX
work" as well as an auto engine.
ABC, from New York
This one-man show of Galen His facile line is good stuff for the
Drake's is a rambling discourse on housewives. However, a long windthings chiefiy domestic. On his fal^ ed spiel on the virtues of Pillseross-the-board inaugural for Pillsi- bury's Pancake Mix which he
bury, he remihisced effusively; as rattled off at the closing minutes,
to how attention of men is in-, seemed too doughy for even the
variably attracted to old magazines femme stay-at-homes to absorb.
when- cleaning the cellar or attic, Oh yes, and you can get a serrated
In a,; friendly, midwest twang; steak knife for just one boxtop
Gilb.
Drake read excerjlts from a 11^ ahd2!Sc.
year-old mag which told liow to
keep a house, find a man as well
Addiliotud
as other timeless advice.
A versatile chap, Drake also,
Radia Reviewt
waxed philosophical on the subject
on Page 30
of attacking a task and to lend

_

;

emphasis to his words quoted from

'

dittoed by banging his head with
mallets. But you know, from the
reaction of the studio audience
(and possibly from seeing the new
TV version of the show), that much
of the AM; airer inevitably goes
down the visual drain. On the in*
itialer, comedic payoff of the closing gucstshot (by a novelty music
duo which got its start on Bowes'
show in '39) was largely lost to
-

.

;

i

of half-hour recitals which
began on WNYC. Sun. (3), is another commendable prestige fea'ture for. New York's municipally

band, coloratura soprano, barbershop; quartet and barnyard-sound
imitations ..to .mandolin solo, baritone,
harmonicat, a sailor who
played ryhthm with teaspoons and

'

,

"Music by

actSi

effort to inject variety and; novelty,
are as aural as any could be, ranging on the getaway from hillbilly

;

.

scries

which reveal a gener^;
ally successful pre-show screening

.

'

:

The

;

John Brown, feel about the UN.?" At
a time
Verne Smith when the world
is trembling lest

.

:

opener, since the show; represented; comedy gimmick for this stanza,
virtually a half-hour; commercial.: tied to Benny's visit to Switzerland
Cast, in fact, even managed to during the summer, was a yodel
plug Fitch Shampoo, last year's echo effect that supposedly only the
sponsor. Idea was carried out en- comedian could hear. It was tied
tertainingly, -though, so was not in with some funny train-caller
objectionable.
Story had Harris lines, but never explained or sufand Miss Faye visiting the Rexall ficiently developed. Also, the- prolabs to. work out contract troublesi; duction missed a chance .to work
with Harris' stumbling on a new in the Dennis Day!s vocal more
medicinal remedy for which there' imaginatively.
is yet no known disease.
Not only Benny, but all memScript was clever but was bur- bers, of the cast were right back in
dened down in spots with ancient character, with Mary Livingstone
situation gags, such as Harris' anx- the acid under-cutter, Phil Harris
iety over the finish on his. new car, the brash illiterate. Day the eager
and cliched cracks, such as '"she juvenile, Rochester (Eddie Anderpurrs just like a woman having her, son) the likable fraud and Don
back scratched:" Harris handled Wilson the leath er-lunged barkerhis songs; in his usual off-the-rcuff- salesman. As always, the Amermanner and Miss Faye and the rest ican Tobacco commercial pattern
of the cast read their lines well to is noisy, seemingly interminable
point up the comedy. Withal, it and
unquestionably distinctive.
was. an acceptable teeoff; session. Copying last yearjs click device,
Stal.
the Sportsmen- quartet does one
hilarious comedy plug, this time
using the yodel device.
Hob&

Ome

;

.

.

-

r

.

:

the UN fail to hold together a
Producer-Director: Ted Bliss
shaky peace. It's hardly a subject TREASURY OF AMERICAN
Writers:
Nelson, Ben Gershfor joking: matter. Some of the
FOLKLORE
man, Frank Fox, Bill Davenport, "opinions" expressed,
if not in bad
With Ralph Waldo Gummings,
Rick Vollaerts, Paul West
taste, were at least straight HearstRaymond Edward Johnson, Lonis
30 MinS., Sun^ 6:30 p.m; EST
press fire water, calculated to in-;
Sorin, Tommy Anderson, MauINTERNATIONAL SILVER
flame more than amuse.'
rice Tarplin; Kay Reed, organ
NBCiv from Hollywood
Just one more downbeat note:: Producer: Ted Cott
(Young & Rttbtcom)
couldn't something be done about; Director: Jack Grogan
;.
For some years now. Ozzie Nel- the speaker-cracking shrillness of
Writer: Eric; Arthur
;son' and Harriet Hilliard have been tlie DeMarco Sisters, whicli seems
1.5 Mins.; Tues., '9 p.m.
the radio prototypes of what every calculated to startle dozing dial- Sustaining
,
typical American: family would ers? It gets monotonous turning the
WNEW, N. Y.
imagine itself to be. Now they're, volume down when they start and
"Treasury of American Folkback again for a new season (but turning it up when they finish. lore," .new dramatic series based
in a switch from CBS to NBOi And; it's, been going on for years,
on- prominent tales and folklore 'in
with the same format, the same
As already noted, the Morgan- Americana, is a very pleasant,
pieces of business—and the same Allen second half kiriding-the-pants worthwhile effort, judged by TuesIt off Bert Parks and "Music';' was
kind of belly-tickling humor;
day's (28) opener.
Premiere procan hardly ever miss.
the. epitome of hilarious ridicule,; gram had a dramatization of the:
Here is an excellently done show building to a sock- climax: with ballad of Casey Jones. Life of the;
tliat doesn't ever attempt to be any- "John Charles'.' Allen croaking the immortal
engineer was told inmystery
melody
("My
Country
'Tis
thing more than an unsophisticated
formally, charmingly; with a great
comedy narrative of a typical com- of Thee") and Morgim awarding deal of originality, the dramatizamunity family. Ozzie and Harriet, listeners who couldn't guess it such tion dovetailing neatly with song
of course, are not just the radio items as the Brooklyn Dodgers and 'Snatches from the famous ballad,
version of husband and wife in this 8,000 feet of fire hose. Especially Performances of a good cast were
series; they're real-life mates, too, for the trade, too, Mbrgan's sart- hl?h-?s ade, and Ralph Waldo Cumand thus does this yarn, with its donic intro explanation of his loss Iming.'i' singing from the ballad, achomey humor, manage to achieve of two spon.sors last season showed companying himself on the guitar,
him in; fine and usual fettle. Sel- was excellent. Kay Reed's :organ
authenticity.
International Silver has been the dom, has an Allen; guestar sequence assist, especially the railroad sound
leffects, was superior.
.sponsor ever since the program paid off as handsomely.
Allen, of course, can't go on relyWhat fault the program had—
was fust bankrolled in 1944. The
commercials, read by Verne Smith, ing on; giveaway; takeoffs for his land it's solely a matter of opinion,
main prop, although it's practic and not too severe a criticism
are simple and to the point.
ally a certainty he'll keep the was in its being practically all
Kahn.
needle handy for quick jabs. But dramatization and not enougli balhe has definitely kicked off the lad singing. Program was a dra>
season with a headline-grabbing, matic
buildup
to
the- ballad,
MUSIC BY
AMERICANS
With Lew Aronson, Francoise yoktcollecting session which; sets snatches of which had been heard
a level of entertainment that may here and there, and one's appetite
Dupuy
lure some of the customers back. was whetted for a longer musie
Producer-director: Lisl'IBraun
If he can keep it up, the competi- <ossion at the clo.se.
30 Mins.; Sun., 4 p,m.
But, in itself,
tion had better double the jackpot. the program accomplished its purSustaininj;
pose of presenting Americana pic.^
Doan.'
WNYC, N. Y.

,

;

.

Initialer missed fire .seriously
only: in Allen's choice of :toplo for
his opinion sampling: "How do you

OZZIE AND HARRIET

,

.

ration,

With

'

(3)

,

;

far

ment.

ABC, from New York
(J.cnncn & ftTttchel!)
The show that achieved the
greatest. Hooper of all time (for a
regularly aired,
commercially

O.)

—

,

whole sequence, though overdrawn,

&

Returning last .Sunday evening sponsored program), back in the
for another season in his usual latter '30s, returned to the /air-.
NBC spot for American Tobacco, waves last Wednesday (29) in its
Jack Benny practically stetted his original format, with the late
openei:; of last;yearr-rand. any year. Major Bowes' role in the hands of
With the identical cast, writers and; his longtime top assistant, Ted
producers, the same sponsor and Mack, It's highly Improbable that
only the agency changed, the idea the revived edition; will achieve ;;its
is obviously that what was good predecessor's rating payoff or genenough before is okay again. As eral popularity, sucli is the diver-,
he's demonstrated for so many sea- sity of programming; today as com-;
sons, it gets top ratings.
pared with a decade agoL But such
Benny has pretty much set the iS; the perennial pull of amateur
standard for this kind of show. It's and semi-pro shows (Arthur Godhalf-hour on the CBS web directly slick, smooth, expert, predictable frey is doing all right with one),
opposite
the Harris-Faye airer and, after all these years, a bit that the new "Hour" should rake
starting next week.' How.; much' banal in a word, typically suc- in better than average Hooper if
that competition will hurt remains cessful commercial radio. If anyr it :keeps coming back on a general
to foe seen. Secondly, the possibil- one ever wonders, at some future entertainment
level
with
the
ity remains that the Edgar Bergen date, what U. S. radio was like preem's.
show, which follows at 8 p.m. on during the 1940's, a reeordiAg of
It could do better in a couple
the NBC web, may move either to this or any other Benny broadcast
of aspects, however. Mack, white
another time slot or to another will demonstrate.
pleasant and competent, doesn't
network. If it does, that would
As usual for the seasonal pre- project a. distinct personality: He's
eliminate the current Harris-Faye miere, the theme of the show
was in a tough .spot, of course, among
benefits of being slotted between
Benny's summer vacation and his
the consistently high-rated Jack return home. There may have dialers; Who remember the Major,
for whether you liked Bowes' air
Benny and Bergen airers.
been fewer than normal references personality or not, he registered
a
Rexall, new bankroUer on the to the star's reputed stinginess,
definite
character.
Mack eonld
Harris-Faye- session, must have vanity and infirmities, but t)ie gencreate a little more color;around
been pleased with :the ..season eral tone was ditto. The particular himself.

can do no wrong.
artistry is once more in evidence, for ridicule at its best.
be it his off-theK!uff banter with
As for his business,

show's plus factors.

OLD GOLD

-

-

FORD DEALERS

PHILCO

was

Ted Mack, amateur acts;
Mayor William
Bert Lytell,
Messmorc Kendall^
O'Dwycr,
guests; Don Hancock, announcer
Producer; Lou Goldberg
«0 Mins.; Wed., 8 p.m. (EST)
With

;

Hal Kanter
80 MIns.; Wed., 10 p.m. (EST)

'

ORIGINAL AMATEUR HOUR

JACK BENNY SHOW

Portland Hoffa, Minerva
SHOW
With Mary Livingstone, Phil HarPious, Parker FenneUy, Kenny With Elliot Lewis, Walter Tetley.
ris, Eddie Anderson, Dennis I^ay,
DeUnar, Peter Donald, DeMarco
Robert North, Jeanine Roose,
Sportsmen (4); Don WiLsOn, anSisters; Henry Morgan, guest; Al
Anne Whitfield; William Forman,
nouncer
Goodman Orch
announcer
Writers: Sam Perrin. Milt Josefs^
Writers:
Allen,
Bob Weiskopf, Producer-director: Paul Phillips
berg, George Batear, John TackaTerry Allen
Writers: Dick Chevillat, Ray Singer
'bcrry ..
Producer-director: Howard Reilly
Musical director: Walter Scharf
Producer: Hilliard Marks
30 Mins,; Sun., 8:30 p.m. (EST)
30 Mins.; Sun., 7:30 p.m. (EST)
30 Mins.; .Sun., 7 p.m. (EST)

Producer: Bill Morrow
Writtrs! Morrow, Larry Clemmons,

fkBC, from Hollywood

HARRIS - ALICE

PHIL

With

(Transcribed)
With Jolin Scott Trotter orch.,
Bhythmaires: Clandette Colbert,
4 Crosby sons, guests; Ken Carpenter, announcer

It might have been improved somewhat by giving dialers

listeners.

a quick
doing.
.

:

word picture of what was

Old Gold bears down consider-

ably too

much on

the plugs.

The

copy is long-winded and repetitive,
SPOTLIGHT BANDS
hammering away on the long-curWith Spike Jones Orch, Dorothy rent "treat without a treatmelrit';'Shaw, Prof. Fietlebaum Frank theme, and in a full hour add 11]> to
Sinatra, guest; Dick Joyr"ari^ disenchantment. ^Vhile " ifsTlduBl-""
nouncer
ful that the sponsor exceeds the
Producer: Joe Bigelow
allotted time limits, what a differWriter: Henry; Taylor
ence it would make if OG used
30 Mins., Fri., 10:30 p.m. (EST)
some; imagination and stove to vary
COCA COLA
the tempo and format of the plugs
CBS, from Hollywood
the way acts are!
(D'Arcy)
As a minor flaw, the preem
Spike Jones and Dorothy Shay
have picked up considerable radio failed to give listeners a verydear
idea how the telephone voting for
.savvy since their bow on the Spot-:
the acts is handled and what it
light Bands last year.
Program's
adds up to.
preem on Friday (1) indicates that
•

;

new

Overall,
however, the
"Hour" offers a nice quota of entertainment. Mack digs out interesting facts about the amateurs for

they've learned to properly display
the assets that make them both desirable for in-person work, and
production, geared to present bucolic humor, provides, them with
excellent showcasing.
The show, naturally, is frank
corui but of a sock commercial
brand which will find considerable
favor in metropolitan as well as
the cow-country areas. Jones has
a natural knack of kidding the
work of the maize maestri. His arrangements sometimes constitute
an essay on sub'K" satire which
probably explain' his popularity
with the dude socti!>ns of the popu-.
lation.
Miss Shay, billed as the
,

intro interviews. From a;
showbiz standpoint, the stanza
offers one of the few big showcases for aspiring unknowns.

their

|

Park Avenue

Doan.
.TtJVENILE JURY
With Jack Barry, Johnny McBride,
Dickie Ortan, Peggy Bruder.
Robin Morgan, Charlie Hankilison; announcer, John Scott
Producer: Dan Ehrenreich
30 Mins.; Sun., 3:30 p.m.

GAINES DOG FOOD
MBS, from New York

Hillbilly, falls in line

with this type of .work- equally well.
Both are expert at musical mayhem,,
instrumental

(Benlon & Botcles)
In starting its third season on
the air Sun. (3), "Juvenile Jury"
di,splayed the- same brand of naive
humor and "spontaneous witticisms

and;
effects
carry it out^ extremely well.

With

this kind of showcasing,
the .Tones display can take on guest
performers of any calibre. On the
initial layout, Frank Sinatra fell
in with the essential humor of the
show nicely.
His
introduction
satirized the. bucolic
humor by
Prof. Feitlebaum to set him off

from i^ts moppet panel that dialers;
have.now come' to. take for granted;
Jack Barry, moderator of the .show
as well as its originator, reined his
well to bring about a
briskly paced session to whet th«
interest of both adults and children.

charges

nicely with the crowd. From that
point on he was able to do his own
type of number and get away with
it without jarring the basic atmosr
sphere of the show. His exit in
which he batoned the band provided a strong walkoff.
One of the strongest notes on the
opening layout was the takeoff on
quiz shows, an item which combined both urban and rural brands
of humor. In all, it's a layout for

hep and the not-so-hep which
should be able to get over the message that Coca Cola wants to im*
part to music lovers missed by
Jane Froman and Percy Faith's
"Pause That Refreshes."
Show
wiU tour various towns and will
originate from
wherever Jones
happens to be playing.
Jose.'

:

Questions taken up by the
quintet of kids included such;
teasers as what should a four-yearold girl do who$e mother won't
let her wear the "new look?"
Same familiar pattern of the
:

preceding airers was adhered to.
Usual live, pure bred dog 'was:
produced for the panel to identify
which was correctly named as
a Bouvier des Flandres. Natturally
this canine quiz fitted in neatly
with the pitch of "Jury's" bankroller, Gaines; Dog Food, whos«
plugs took the line that "Gaines
nourishes every inch of your dog."
Stanza boils down to a perfect show
for a product of'this liatur^.
•

the
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Who's Kiddin'?

Atlanta's

WSB-TV Spreads Video

WOR-

Tliey're referring to
TV, N. Y., as "the most profitable tele operation in America today."
For every montli the station
wails to get on the air— (tee-

Wings Fith Lotsa Dixie Hoopla
SAM

By

F.

WSB-TV,

the

first

8.

New Tele Business

television sta-

tion In the deep south,

toolc the
American Home Products has
(29j night
bought the 6;15 to 6 30 slot on
with appropriate fanfare and all Bob Emery's "Small Fry Club"
the trimmings. New outlet eon- Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays
fined, its bow to dedicatory services on the DuMont web to plug Kolyand a preview 'ot what it will offer nos toothpaste. Agency is Dancer
in the future. Eegular programming got under way the following

air liere last

r„

now has been pushed back

off

LUCCHESE
Atlanta, Oct.

to

sometime

it's

saving $100,000.

nejtt

spring)—

STECK INTO WFIL-TV

Wednesday

New York
.1.

lIMPPKO.,He

^,

will headquarter at
Edgar Bergen's Sunset Boulevard

^

Li'l Abner s "shmoos
arc slated stages, ICLAC-TV telecasting fi-om
for a gouig-ovei" on -'Author Meets 6000 Sunset until own studios
are
the Critics" on the NBC-TV web built and equipped.
Sunday (10) night with cartoonist
Al Capp on hand to protect Iiis reOliiritffft
Vi«i».«|5u
Comedian Henry
cent creations.
Bill Balaban. son of B
K head
Morgan will defend the schmoos.
press
and psychiatrist Dr. Frederick John Balaban, joins
dept.- to learn video
Norman
Wertham is to prosecute them
Barbara Booth Cowan, scripter on Felton, NBC production director,
"The I^aytons," which bows off the off to New York for a two-month;
training coui'se in tele production
Paul Galvin, prexy of Motor-,
said firm expects to proola. Inc
duce more than $40,000,000 of te|«
ost has bee„^^^^^^^
Pamela Britton,
sets in 1949
f
to'^Po^^ime
sale to oinei nei woiKS lead in Chi eotnpany of "Brigadoon,"; was Hal Stark's guest dui>
^i'comSv^ba^^^^
ing the WGN-TV "Man About
>.0^j^jpg oh Parade" ihow signed to Town" telecast Tues. (5)
Bill
g- five-year contract
by the N.
Ray, news and special events manTelevi.sion ager of NBC central division, in
p^iiv News' WPIX
.

'

;

PROGRAM MGR. SPOT

&
WBKB

'

.

.

Philadelphia, Oct. !5
Jack Steck, program .manager of

.

.

.

,

.

,

day.

Consensus among those familiar
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco (Camels) Norton, however, will continue to
video, was that WSB-TV's
debut was auspicious. To the un^ inked to sponsor 40 of tlie 70 serve as program director for
„.
initiate, it was wonderful
and a events to be 'aired by CBS-TV dur- WFlL-TV,
In tlie radio field for over .20
i-evelation. Camera work resulted mg the fall and winter from Madi-:
in sharp images that delighted set' son Sq. Garden, N. Y., majority years, Steck has been associated
owners in. the Atlanta area and set of the sessions, to he concentrated with WFIL for over half of that
collegiate
basketball
games..{.time; Before he became program
theu" lips to smacking in anticipa- on
Agency is William Esty. \Villiam manager, he was director of pubtion of things to come.
Wngley Jr. (:o. meanwhile is
relations and special events for
Inaugural ceremonies were in- bankrolling CBS-TV pickups of the
^^^^^ station.
.formal with folksy and homey rodeo from the Garden Oct. 7, 9,
ijygji j^nown in other phases of
.evertones.
Leonard J. Reinsch,
."""""S"" * "J"" show business, Steck has been proC
i7 the Wrigley account.
general manager of radio proper- handles
ducing programs for WFIL-TV
ties WSjB (Atlanta), WIOD (Miami)
Colonial Airlines picked up the gince the station went on the air
and WHIO, Dayton, Ohio, owned tab on "Swing Into Sports,'' balf-|^,jr^.:tl^an a vga^. ago
jjis halfby Ex-Gov. James M. Cox, of Ohio hour, show aired once weekly on ^^our "Starlet Stairway" was the
with

.

I

;
'

'

:

i

.

.

;

|

(

|

,

,

.

WNBQ

.

-

sight of the fact that
objective was

primary

broken for

.

of

IMPPRO's TV

for

series

CBS

'The Cases of Eddie Drake."

Loren Ryder, Paramount recording
chief, lias set up a company to

i

1

Services

producers.

.

sician. Art Van Damme, mu.siCian,
Freddie Slack, orch leader and
pianist, Two Ton Baker, singer and
pianist, the pinning Sisters Trio,
Hoagy Carmlchael, composer and

Nnt In hp nNtHnnpT^hA ni'Zrii 'service Video
another telecast
whove already Performed,
cos
;
Morton TuUer, Tsales
film,
including leader
^
jg
surgical „no,..„.„.
operations on television i^^f^!J«^„°J
firstlstaff of WBKB, off to California td
-Ry^^j.,,
along with the
air- the Minneapohs District Dental
clients include Vallee Video and join a TV station in Hollywood, v
ing, Friday nights have been added Society has scheduled two major;
to the two: station -show. Sponsors dental, operations for telecasting
are Gimbels and Peirce-Phelps, over KSTP, local video outlet,
Coin;
Sponsor Costs
Inc., Admiral distrib.
Robert J. Dec. 1: Show will be, carried on FM'ers in Gripe Over
Enders agency handles the account. a closed, circuit, however; and
Three new commercial sports won't
Resale of Grid Rights
be
available
TV's Accent on Audio
to
home
programs teed off on WCAU-TV, viewers..-Chicago, Oct. 5.
Philly, last weekend. Jack Welsh.
Operations are ta.take place at
Brings $25,000 Loss
Penn backfield: coach, and Sports^ the Fiurview-; hospital here and
Some FM'ers are plenty nettled
Hollywood, Oct. 8.
caster Claude Haring paired on the
televise mornwill be beamed to the Nicollet by. WABD's plans to
"Sports Club" Friday evening (1) hotel
video; will be
KL AC-TV has picked up its first
in
which
ing
shows
ballroom; ;where; some 500
for the F-H Company, (Lincolnsponsor
but at a loss of $25,000
proSuch;
subordinate,
to
audio.
dentists will watch on a battery
Mercury) through the Lowenthal
is way oft' ha-se, accord- plus station time.
gramming
of TV screens
Without; tele, only
agency. The Saturday session of
ing :to FM'ers, who also complain
Gough Industries, Philco dis^"""/-^
Sports Club" (a solo by Haring) ^u?
of TV stations presenting audio tributors, and Philco Corp
paid
"L^.l^fn"
q snorKsnrpd
hv jVlorvtlte
Mrtrvillo (glothes,
riAfh^t <>''Je to crowd around the paiient's
is
sponsored by
mouth to watch the action. Idea programs while only beaming test out close to $50,000 for the USCplaced by the H. M^
patterns.
football package according
UCLA
'":
is to demonstrate new surgical
Agiency. v'
Philco
Cliff
Bettinger,
repreto
chairman
Coy,
FCC
Wayne
when
Each Thursday night, 8:30 to 9, techniques, usually done via film.
queried at the FMA convention sentative. KLAC had paid $75,000
Raymond P. Scott, Main Line Linhere last week on how: far TV can for the video rights to the package.
coln-Mercury dealer; presents the
football playback of the Lower
Two of the 13 games in the orlgClinic Set for Dec. 8 go in the vise of audio, said that
Morion High school game of the
FCC
rules were ambigious on tliat inal package have already been
Television Broadcasters Assn.'s
previous weekend. J. Cunningham
point. As a personal opinion, how- played off and televised on a susannual meet and one-day TV clinic
Cox agency placed the account
ever, he -stated that "Television tain ing basis.
has been set for Dec. 8 at the Hotel
Curtis Publishing Co
should stick to its last."
PliiladelN.
Y.
Mutual
phia,- for The Ladies Home Journal; Waldorf-Astoria,
...
Philly, has added,

WSB-TV's to its schedule. Now simulcast
to make Mondays
and Wednesday over
;

,

:

its

.

.

.

AM

WCAU-TV

owners.
Outler also introduced to video
audience Marcus Bartlett, program
director, who has been with WSB
for 19 years, and G. F. Daugherty
station's chief engineer, who was
vital cog in co-ordinating efforts
that culminated in WSB-TV hitting
the air on schedule, a timetable set
up one year ago when ground was
for

.

.

WBKB i Grand opening of WarHollywood
litzer Co. new Loop store will be
Angelo telcast via WGN-fV with Jerry
Brooke
and
Hilary
Greene have been added to. cast Wayne, singer, Herble Fields, mu-

^

Oct

rights- to

.

TV Act

Minneannli.!

show broadcast over WIP,

tele

staff

;

tab.

juve

now

until

nouncer.
Television Advertising Productions
Kelly FliiU radio-legit actress, their program "Under 21" will be
signed by Galemor. Productions,: Chi's first major teen age tele
tele outfit.
show when it preems Friday i8)

]

extended irom a 15-minute show chain.
to a half-hour, with Pat O'Brien,
Studebaker dealer, picking up the
Program, which features Bill Dentists Take Cue
Sears, was placed by the Joseph
Lowenthal agency.
From Drs/
'Uncle Wip" program, nightly

.

.

network have been granted
telecast Chicago p<iily
announcer for the N. \^ Daily" Ng^ys Relays in Chicago Stadium,
News' WPIX, upped to chief an next March 19
According to

I

.

money

P«i~John Tillman,

WEWS

and WSB-TV.
Encomiums flew thick and fast
and the studio was knee-deep in
mutual pledges of co-operation between educational and civic leaders .and station's spokesman.-. Outler, however, never once let the
looking and listening public lose

.

I

is

More rea regular feature.
Van Heusen shirts sponsoring cently he introduced his "Swap
Paul Hodges . Dress and Guess
siiop," a semi-weekly TV idea that
s^iow on
(Scripps-Howard, clicked in radio years ago. Steck
Cleveland)
through, the
Grey personally organized the "Ilaylott
agency
Iloedovi'n," now a i-egulav Satur
"Four Leaf Clover," WCAU-TV's
day night feature on the ABC
(Philly) new eharade-quiz; has been
[still

WSB

.

:

i

show_and

New York

,

i

first

.

.

^rodutitibns.^^^^^^^^^d^

,

I

outlet's

Screen

(

|

,

^ video

.

conferring with NBC
filmed musical plugs fov Alex- tele, off'icials about organization of
andei-?s
Dept. Stove's n^w TV news staff for WNBQ, new, video,
show, which tee.^ off Oct. 16, on outlet in Ghi ; . Reinald WerranWJZ-TV. Commercials feature the rath of WBKB, joining NBC's
jlSonjr. Spinners; v In a further in* forthcoming
as field directegration of Hsy tadi^^
. WGN-TV saluting
tor, Oct. 16
.
activities, CBS has aiTanged to National
Fire Prevention Week
niimber, Oct. 3-9, with special films and
S'*™'^ ;>ph6nie
PLaza 5-2000, used for both de- features
WENR-TV and ABC

,

notables including James Mv Cox
Jr., vice chairman of the board of
Atlanta 'Journal Co., which owns
and operates WSB;. George C* Biggers.v president of the Journal;
Daniel J. Mahoney of Miami, a director of the Jouriial,;and John Mv
Outler, Jr., general manager of

.

Y

.

t

I

'

.

.

|

.

I

.

KLAC

station.

;

3,000 Sets,
su.:vey.
indicates
that
Latest
3{000 video sets have been
sold in the Atlanta area since the
public awakened to the fact that
WSB-TV would actually take to the
-

.

some

,

;

.

Hir.

.Installation

bottleneck, so

has

i-

proved

a
actually

how many

are in operation is problematical.
fact remains, however, televi..
,
,
„
Bion set dealeis are finding a ready
market for their sets. Dav prior to
WSB-TV's bow the Journal got out
a e4-page TV edition and the Atlanta Constitution is planning a
,

similar "special" this
indicates set dealers
planning to cash in on
Tliis

fall:

'

'

'

-

;

;

-;

.

TBA

The

,

.^

|

,

'

1

^

'

.

WCAU
5?°"^°!

'cSa V'

%^.-

v.
:"',;!*!;,u
Roy Rogers
Rqdeo." "on.

..r.
l'i<-'

-.

.

°
tc"s. 'Vame?ya"yed'"b'y
^"'^"e, inc.,
Inc""(^ica^'o"'""'"
cniC4go.
Tech-s Yellow Jackets on their
home grounds. Grant Field, will be
telecast as will high school games

*

'
,

,\

of three

-

new

' '"^^^"^
tZ^'
be held.

.-

.

;

directors,

Philadelphia, .Oct. 5.
rate schedule

who

WCAU-TV's new

'''^'^'

ANG

i

for an average increase of
in time costs.
The rate rise

WPIX

consent

I

i

of

\

currently

i

,

i

,

,

starter WSB-TV plans some
five liours per day," seven days a
week of vldeocasting.: Station hits
the air at 4 p m_^ signs off for a

.75-minute break 'at 6:05, resumes
at 7:20 and closes out at 10 nightly.
Others
featured
on
opening
night telecast were Frank Gaither,
commercial manager; -M. K, Toal-

cians.

Swope's Hockey Deal

Dispute between ANG and the
Daily News stemmed from the latter's claim thai editorial workers
transferred lo the TV station were
no longer eovered by tlie neVvspaper pact since the two opera-

production director; Dorothy
Kirby, noted woman golfer now on
WSB's commercial staff, who, with
Thad Hortoh, interviewed Earl
Mann, president of the Atlanta
ba.seball entry in tlie Southern
Assn.; Bobby Dodd, Georgia Tech
head: coach, and Howard Beckett,
ior -30 years golf pro at Capital
City Country Club.

:son,

lions were separate.

Admiral's

Herbert Bayard Swope,

NLRB.

300G TV Ride

Chicago, Oct. 5.
Admii'al Coin b-xs in no,., fii„,
spots
elec .slm^b^ Laler^
distribs on a 50-50 sp a ot tfme
costs. Forty and 100
ocond spots
are IS and 35 mm.

;

1

'

RICHARD MANN
TED BATES,

INC.

"Variety consistently keeps on top of radio and televlsion'news.
'I find It Interesting, informative and helpful in
my daily work."-

A,i„,,,..,i-„

.1

,•

,

.

.

,Ir..

who

recently resigned as remote pickup
director for CBS-TV, has signed
lo handle the camera du ection lor
the fir.st three N.'Y. Ranger hockey
games to be covered by the N. Y.
Daily News' WPIX. Swope will
w ork as an indie directoi' on the
games, which are to be sponsored
by Scliaefer Beer.
He denied reports thai he resigned "om
^'6u<-*w
from ^aty
CBS bccau.se
Dccau.se tlie
the we
web
i

l^

on Chan-

nel 8. Channel 2 h^s been, assigned
to WCON, the Atlanta Constitution
station and ABC mouthpiece. Third
tele permit is held by WAGA, CBS
affiliate. WGST, Mutual chain link
here, and WBGE, indie, are both
ih the race for the remaining
'Channel.

150%

was based on increased audience
Technicians and an expanded program schedCla.ss A live time is set at
three other
scrambling for $300 an hour, with film running
iurisdictional rights, the American $225 for a .sixty-minute segment.
Newspaper Guild has become the Discounts on the 13, 39 and 52 probargaining agency for 50 technical ^ram arrangements are also listed,
employees al WPIX, N Y. Daily
Cla.ss B rates are $270 live and
News video ouflet
ANG's cerli- $202 lor film. Class C is set at
ficalion was a b\-producl o£ cur- $225 for live, $165.75 for film Rarent hearings beloie the National hearsal time with camcLas is $25
liabor Relations Boards involving Per half hour. Announcements,.
the International Alliance of The
one minute or less, slide or film,:
ali'ical Stage Employees, Interna- scale from $50 for Class A to $37
lional Brotherhood of Electrical for Class C,
Workers, and National A.ssn. of
Br.oadcast Engineers and TechniWith

unions

As a

is telecasting

calls

Bargaining Agent

For

played on Henry Grady Field.
Although WSB-TV is just a baby,
it is not entirely without revenue
as a starter; Prep football games
are being sponsored by Motorola
each Thursday, Friday and Saturday nights. Walco, local sporting
,good.s store, and Philco are' jointly
sponsoring rebroadcasts of the
'Georgia U. games.

WSB-TV

Boosts Time Costs

WSB-TV

football telecasts, having scheduled
some 30 colleee and Di-PD Bfid con-

:

•

i

,

'"''"'^^
I

1

«'

^"T,'^*'^
cbmirieM
f e^ ijh Columbia,
"^"''""l^'
Resignati
idn
^""I'^all games
'oHowcd the close of that
----- incident,
incide^
Swope hciid, when all argument

extj-a

Z'^Tf

H.?i

'•

,

,

„

.

lor tele in the \vith an unidentified
CBS exec on
-onl^l""^^'^
P^'^^.lem convinced him
^''^ '^'^
w l lo .7«- nnnnn'"°"'^;'
times He could no linger work U.r the
i iil mt
previous web "to my own satisfaction nor to
f, n^^n^fh.
mne
months.
i CBS'
benefit in that atmot,phere.

th^tp
i

I

;

'

,

'
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r

)
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WANTO: FORMAT FOR GABBERS
Set Mfrs.'

TV

Scorecard

TOP NIliS STILL Radio-Tele Set Mfrs. Grabbing Off

These are among the television programs ordered or currently
being bankrolled by radio-tele set and parts manufacturers. The
list is still growing and several already on the air are planning
expanded coverage.
Net. No.
Programs
Air Time
Company
of Outlets
"Welcome Aboard"
Hr. Weekly NBC (7)
Admiral Radio
21^ Hr«. Wkly ABC (5)
Notre Dame Football
"Off the Record"
DuMont
DuMont
Vi Hr. Wkly
Spots
DuMont
"Toast of the Town"
1 Hr. Wkly
CBS (4)
Emerson Radio
General Blectric "Stop Me If You've
Heard This"
ABC (?)
Vi. Hr. Wkly
Show to be selected
Vi Hr. Wkly
CBS
Newsreel
10 Min. Wkly NBC (6)
"Nature of Things"
15 Min. Wkly
Motorola
NBC (6)
Chicago Boxing
2 Hrs. Wkly
ABC (1)
"Equity Theatre"
1 Hr. Wkly,:
Fhilco
NBC (7)
"Touchdown Program" 20 Mih: Wkly NBC (1)
WXYZ-TV Inaugural
1 Hir. (1 shot)
Variety Show
(Oct. 9)
ABC (6)
"Howdy Doody Show" 15 Mins. Wkly NBC (6)
Polaroid
Election Night
HCA-Victor
4 or more Hrs. NBC (?)

The toprated commentators are

%

giving television a wide' berth-;-v
and not entirely because it can't
yet support them in the manner
to which they're accustomed or because they don't won-y about its
inroads on their radio, audiences.^
Truth of the matter, it appears, is
that they feel satisfactory gabber
format is yet to be evolved for TV.
Some of the upper-bracket commentators, according to reports;
are spending plenty of coin in an
attempt to come up with a formula to fit them into the tele
scheme. They see no point in
simply sitting before TV cameras
to read their copy, or even of attempting to deliver it without
copy or noteSi They see new.sreels
usurping the role of newscaster
in
much of the coverage of

.

m

NBC

(7)

to

share of the billings and the prominent role they play in radio
20% of evening network time^
will
carry over into TV. But'
they've got to unearth a format,

Schedule;

Du Mont to Go

Alone

and

part and parcel of the
dilemma facing video as to how

going to do a day-in, day-out
news coverage. Newsreels,
of course; can take care of events
which lend themselves to picturization and which are accessible to
cameramen. But there is still- a
vast area-—flash news, stories difficult or impossible to illustrate,
interpretation, etc.—for which no

•

.

i

adequate

i

\

Bleak and Looks

With but one tST

5.

early

their sets, going to hop out and
Most obtrade for new ones?
servers doubt it.
Possibility is seen that some- of
the manufacturers see it as an In*
vestment in their own future: to
help the new medium get going
by tos.sing in some billing coin. It's
also feasible that they want to help
demonstrate its potency as an ad
medium. But these ari obviously
but minor factors in the splurga

'

:

.

for
I

One. is the for Marshall Grants Productions,
hearings on ultra which will package the reels at
high frequency and the po.ssible $8,500 apiece.
effect on all tele that such grantSeries will preem around the
Secondly, there end of the year in NBC-TV's Friings may make.
had been a big station inLra-mural day 8:30-9 segment. It's probable
battle going on here for channels, the films also will be placed by
Luckies with a few non-NBC Out(Continued on page 38)
lets in important markets not Covert;d by the web. Agency is' N. W.
Ayer.
LIVE
Films, dramatizing w.k. short
stone's, will use featured screen
KFI-TV
player.s.
Only regular in the cast,
however, will be Arthur Shields.
;.'Jtollywbody..<)ct.v:;8;.v
Audition reel, which may or may
KFI-TV comes out from under not be screened as the preem. is
tomorrow DeMaupassant's
wraps
experimental
"The Necklace,"
(Wed. ) with a formal dedication of with cast including .lohn
Beal,
.

I

FCC

I

I

I

\

I

:

FIVE-HOUR

NBC.

TO MARK

a deal

department
with

SHOW

,

.

BOW

,:

.

.

(

.

I

remams muddled

main reasons.

series of

--

Teiefiim Series

scale.

Situation

two

again, speculation is growing on;
the failure of one of the majors, ^
to get prominently.;
into- the picture despite its^ parf
entey of NBC. It's recalled in this
connection that Philco got
..... the

RCA-Victor,

which

Lucky Strike s

is

the

during

'

Telecast of the 1947 Series be- J"""? »" "CA in the popular-priced
tween the N: Y: Yankees and radio -field by early, heavy con*
Brooklyn Dodgers is generally con- centration on advertising and proceded to be one of the prime pub- motion.
RCA has .set a deal for spon^
lic relations boosters for stations
on the east coast web. Due to the sorship of Election Night Nov, 2
lack of netwoi'king facilities, none on -NBC-TV's midwest hookup, butDeal was at the inking stage of last year!s games was available this is only a one^shot and the Only
yesterday (Tues.) for American To-^ to midwestern stations. Indians' televized. plugging of its product
bacco to become the first sponsor Of win means that at least two Series the outfit has done to date was ^t»^
a series of telefilms. Harry Om- games will be played in Cleveland sporadic ''Ey->wltness" series formerle is setting the deal for and will thus be available to sta- several months on NBC-TV.^
Meanwhile, GE, with a newsreel
R. & B. Productions, sales Outfit tions
Cleveland, Chicago, De-

'm™

KYW

WABD

:

whom

'Wednesday).

.

Low powered WNHCNew Haven, hit the ether

TV,

previously was sales manager
of
(NBC, Philadelphia! and
before that was an account exec

INS-INP's tele
for latter to supply

TV

Boom For

to result in the biggest boom yet
enjoyed by midwest television in
that midwestern cities will now be
able to watch on video; the World
Series,
tees off today

pretty bleak.

niiin

with

Big

But are home
owners, the great majority of
have onlv recently acquired

kitchens, is obvious.

World Series

tried out a

(Continued on page 36)

eration in Connecticut and no
more forecast for at least 15 to 18

;

week signed

.

might buy tat their bedrooms and

It doesn't necessarily preclude
other newsreel outfits from
filming the games for tele.

technique has been

•

)

;

teletypes, staff at work, etc;, while
spot news is read, but this too ad-r

station in op-

months, the video picture here

daytime programming, limited

this

.

Deal was set between Bob
Reid of INS-Telenews and
Robert Jamieson of DuMont,
w h o is coordinating the TV
;pool coverage of the Series.

,

Hartford. Oct.
•

7am

DuMont

.

MviwestTele

To Stay Soldi '50

to
scheduled to iee off lis
11 p.m. programming about Oct.
18
Station is already lining up
bankroUers for the daytime segmonts and hopes to take the air
with at least a couple of hours sold
To further the
across the board.
push for sponsors, John K. S.
Hamman, until now an account
exec for ABC, has been named
Haminanaijcr of daytime sales.

for

.

"newsroom"
show with Bob Trout, W. W. Chaplin and John^'McVane reading the

summer on a
Video station offers
regardless of their radio interests, only programming given..,lt by
WABD. meanwhile, is tentatively DuMont. It is on the air a miniinto

TV

NBC-TV

:

|

webs

.

Daily INS-Telenews clientSj
inrliidmg the CBS-TV net, will
get the film, automatically, as
part of their service.
:

set

cate-

:

ship) via air express.

;

radio-tele

some of them are making. Whatever the major reasons, it isn't:
making the broadcasters unhappyv
But RCA Only a One-Shot
Major battle seems to be shaping
news, but shelved it as unsatisfacCleveland Indians' overtime
between Emerson, Admiral,
tory. Currently, the net is screen- clincher of the American League up
ing stock film shots of the web's pennant last Monday (4) is expected General Electric and Philco. Here,

Conn. TV Picture

of top ABC, CBS and
execs revealed them opposed
to a full ayem video logging at this
time on the assumption that the
audience currently is not :large
enough to support, the pl^in. They
posed the Old stickler of who would
be on hand to watch the sh6wa,
-what with the housewife chained
to her chores, the- kids' at school
and the husband away at work.
It's noted, however, that DuMont,
with no radio Interests to worry
about, is going ahead on the assumption th^a'r an"'tmdienc« can be i
lured in sufficient numbers to insure sponsors a pavoff, General
induslo' belief Is that a DuMont
success will force the other TV

Roundup

game

to all stations throughout the
country. Film will be: trans-

mitted by co-ax from Boston
or Cleveland, as the case may
be, to- outlets linked to .the.
cable. Non-connected stations
will get the film (which may
be offered for local sponsor-

The

becoming the largest

found.

|

NBC

filmed highlights of each
•:

picture.
to

gory of bankroUers in the mediumi They're grabbing cream time
segments. They're picking up tha
tab on two of the highest budget-^
ed shows (Philco's "Equity Theatre" and Emerson's: "Toast of tha
Town"). Six of the manufacturers
have a total of 11 regularly sched-^
uled TV web programs either on
the' air or skedded to debut soon.>
What makes the trend a curiosity is the apparent fact that,
through video, the set manufacturers are addressing a markets
which for the most part (tavern
already
televiewers excepted
is
sold. The point in plugging small;
$20-class radios, which televiewers

job. of

video sets on

100
Boston Common for the series.
Plan has been okayed by
Mayor Curley and RCA will
install and monitor sets.

:

advertising.

all

it's

Boston. Oct. 5.
Razor, sponsors of
broadcasts of World Series; is
Gillette

installing

fast.

It's

Hub Spread

Gillette's

:

the infiltration of daytime'TV may
conceivably cut into daytime radio

It

ship

way

.

special events:

They'd like to think the lucrative

curious phenomenon has developed in the television sponsor-

manufacturers them.selves are in a

(Tues.) was designated official
television pool newsreel for
the World Series and as a resuit will offer two - minute

,

news and

straight

FuU Daytime

—

Recent announcement that Du-*'
Mont's WABD, key N. Y. flagship,
..•would launch full daytime programming within the next couple
of weeks, has so far found other
networks cold to the Idea. While
they scoff at DuMont's' plansr however, it's believed the only reason
they're not"^ interested themselves
.is because they must protect their
"AM investment at all costs—^and

* A

Telenews in Series Pool
INS-T e le n e w s yesterday

.

.

ABC, CBS, NBC Cold

One of Medium s Major Bankroilers

'

Midwest
Sylvania Electric Mary Margaret McBride 10 Mins. Wkly

TV Sepents, Programs As

Choice

'

.

m

Louis, Milwaukee, Buffalo on NBC and having just picked
up "Stop Me If 'You've Heard
operations manager This" for ABC-TV airing starting
Robert I", Jamieson, coordinator of in, January, has also bought tha
cream 7 p.m. Sunday time on GBSi(Continued on page 36)
TV preceding the "Ford Theatre."
Show hasn't been announced, but

troit, St.

.

and Toledo.

DuMont

slated to tee off Oct. 17, sama
date the Ford drama preemsi.

it is

OEMS BUY TV TIME FOR

TDIIM A M'O irDOrV TAI V
IKUinAN J JcKdCl lALlk

WATV, Newark, N. J. (Channel
13), IS. carrying President Harry
*at Lincoln high
school building,' Jersey City, N. J.,
Truman's speech

.

Admiral is spending $400,000 for
tele advertising this year and baa
set a tentative 1949 video budget
of

$750,000,

"Equity

outlay for
thus far the

Philco's

Theatre,"

most expen.sive show

;

tomorrow (Thurs.) night, being
the first time in the. N. T.. area I
that a political party has bought
TV tim
tial campaign
laign.
State Democratic
committee (N. J;) bought the time;

in.

TV,

is

ex-

pected to total around $1,000,000,
(Continued on page 34)

news teletype service plus spot
news slill photos With which to
build four daytime new.scasls'daily, j^g
studios and a five-hour live Mana
Palmer and Marta Mitro-;
at 7 and 8 am. and at 12.30 and g,,^,^,
Condon's 'Floor Show'
Highlight of the evening is vitch:
1:30 p.m.
Wire service will rush g garden partv with owner Earle
the news pix to WABD by special
Pre.sident Truman is speaking
Anthon\, introducing Adolphe
Dodgei
messenger four times a day.
earlier, the same night at Mosque
jMenjou, v. ho takes over as emcee.
Condon's "Floor Show,'*
"
theatre, Newark.
WATV wanted Eddie program
Garden set has been constructed BBC'S IOC FOR TELE
formerly aired
to telecast that address since hav- *'""J<"-'''
win focus on celebriErnie Simon's Tele Show and cameras
ing all facilities and tower there
,
ties and civic leaders who will
ONE-SHOT
HIGH
vil-^ w^MV ^.
L^t
^^''^A ?,
(Mosque theatre building houses ^"
Hits 2-SpOnSOr Dispute take part in the unveiling of the
f'^ ^t"^^
o 05 to
? 9:30
q
the
British
Broadcasting
Corp.
is
9
part of WATV television setup).
'new studio adjacent to KFI.
Chicago, Oct, 5.
slot tlie same evening to^avoid havstepping out by spending $10,000
Other video programming set up on a single television show, the But .stat'i Dems wanted lo empha- ing to buck Milton Berle and the
Disk jock Ernio Simon's new
size the .Jersey City meeting.
tele show, "Stop the Action," failed by Ronald Oxford, exec producer biggest amount it has yet allocated
"Texaco Star Theatre" on the NBCTV, include Cartoon Qui7.z, for an individual production,
to start on WBKB last Wednesday of
TV web. Lai it>r show is aired Tueswith Rob(23) after being postponed the pre- "Let's Face the Music
Show in question is a musical,
days from 8 to 9 p.m.
Drops Daytimer
vious week. Debut was dampored ert Armbruster. Pat Bishop's news "A Song on the Wind," written by
WPIX this week caMed off covbecause of disagreement between strip and a sports session wlUi Beverly Nichols and to be pro-^
erage of the opening night ceieChicago, Oct. S.
the sponsors, Libby Furnitiue Co. Tom Harmon, sponsored by Hoff- duced by Eric Fawcott, who has
WBKB last week dropped its 60- nionios Monday (4) at the Plyand a local Phllco distrib, both of man Radio.
been producing video programs in minute forenoon strip, "Woman's mouth theatre, N.Y., where Talluwhom wanted two separate comKFI-TV thereafter goes on a reg- .connection with the British Indus- World," which so far has been the lah Bankhead's "Private Lives"
mercials in their halves of the 30- ular schedule of five days a week tries Fair in Copenhagen. George only, local venture into a.m.- tele teed off, because the first night
minute show.>
with a minimum of 12 hours a Melachrlno Is to conduct and Pa- programming. Show failed to get curtain was scheduled for 8 p.m.
other than occasional participatihg and not 8:30. Station, will, howSimon meanwhile has been ap- week. Premiorc program starts at tricia: Burke will be starred.
Running for lO.i minutes, the spon.sors during Its six-month run. ever, catch the opening night cereproached on another video ven- :7 p. m. and runs through to 10:30.
telecastitig on channel 9. show; features two ballets and cast
WBKB's operating sked is now monies at the St. .lames theati'e
ture.
Popular Chi jock currently KFI
Two studios will be used down to 23 hours per week. Five next Monday \(11), when Ray BolStatiori's new equipment w;ill be of 12
is carrying four hours daily of radio chores across the board, in ad- complete and ready for tomorrow's for. the production, and seven cam- crewmen are exiting along with ger's "Where's Charley?'' will be
eras will be employed.
"Woman's World."
launched,
inaugural;
dition to tele sliots and gueslers.
full

le^o O^^^l

,

.,

I

A NEW

'

T

'

WBKB

,

,

,

1.1

,

I

I

,

.

'

WELCOME ABOARD

WORLD'S CHAMPIONSHIP

ruiLCO TELEVISION PLAYHOUSE

With Phil Silvers, Russ Morgan
and orch, Dean Martin, Jerry
Lewis, Four Step Brothers
I

RODEO

i

With Johnny Faulk, announcer
Peegy Wood, Dennis King, Director: Fred Riclcey
Mary Roland, Vicki Cummings, 150 Mins.; Thurs. (3U) 8.30 p.m.

("Dinner at Eight")
iV'ith

Philip Loeb, Matt Briggs, Jane
Seymour, Royal Heal, Judson
Lairei Joyce Van Patten; Bert
Lytell, host

i

(Esty)

(Critttendcrt

—

•

& Eyer)

-

believed to be the fi«t original
^^^^^ fieffed lor a video show
Three original songs by Mel\j,in

-repealed predictions
of Paramount tele veepee Paul
on the value of video as
Nam Repus were interwoven into Raibourn
ivielan advertising medium tor motion
a burlesqued college football
pictures finally bore fruit last
Thursday (301 night on NBC-TV's
show.-Fonowing an in
appioacnta nii i "•".^^i
„„j'
.,;„,„ „;,„ Tii^.iii» Fipfriipr lin
'''"^able and terview with Lucille Fletcher, au-

>
^

,

.

^„>S^

!

,

tele screen.

are better for various sports events
a matter ot individual taste,
but there can. be no questioning
dio show, Philco is sliooting the the advisability of using longshots
works in video, loo, with the initial for much of the rodeo action. With
presentation Sunday (3) in its such a wide field to cover, too
''Playhouse" series (the George S. many closeups limits the range of
Kaufman-Edna Ferbcr "Dinner at vi.sion without need. Despite that,
$17,000 CBS director. Fred Rickey.- per
a
representing
Eight')
In terms sislcd in concentrating on short
time-and-talent outlay.
Cf tele sponsorship, that's top coin shots, thereby spoiling the view
Dunng
for many of the events:
to date
of
one
tele's the trick Roman riding, for exhailed:
as
It can be
nia.ior achievements .to. date, not,!,ample, when the horseman jumped
only in the rich, warm-bodied his team over an auto, the camacting, but in the whole concept. eras remained glued to the. rider
Seldom before has tele created until the takeoff point, then atthe feel of a top legit venture. And tempted a fast cut to a longshot.
the settings have been unmatched Wider view of the complete ride
thus far
w^ould. have been considerably betcompetition for ter.
The TV vs.
its

is still

.

ra-

i

.

I

i

AM

will
be. watched
pull
closely herci for the new Philco
Vf"'piueu
Iir,'! a„ainsi
^!,';'i,Vt
tele show find s iisei)
ft half-hour of
.'mn^i,?
tirnr
nn
the
airor
on thP
dramatic
Cuild
one hand^ and the new Helen

audience

1

ABC

Hayes

CBS

show

radio

on

Walter

on

ABC and
Town
.

'

Winchell competition
CBS-TV "Toast of
.

V

,

1

,

,

l
Fund

new

preem

"Dinner"

hit

I

,
,

-

11

'

,

,

!

;

i

I

I

"

,
;
""^^

;

;

Sustaining
1

NBC-TV, from N. Y.
Following a successful tour of
duty on the NBC-TV web Friday
nights; ^vhen it presented spring
and summer fashions, ''Paris Cavalcade"
has been switched to
Thursday nights for presentation
ot the latest in fall clothes lor the

,

:

.

by.

the

of

better film

'

programs, on

.

;

I

Show is one of the few NBC-TV
offerings available for local sponsonship on a co-op basis, but it

I

i

-

.

tiein.

series

back-

trailcn/.es

fu-

I

'

;

a Paris salon to watch the clothes-:,
horses strut the latest in :femine,
apparel, Cameras wisely pre-iented- a v-'iriet.v of closeups to gpint
up the best features ol the various
gowns on display.
Insufficient
lighting
partially
negated
the
value ,of l;he longshots;. :but the
longer angles were a necessary.
part of Hie show's mobility. Jud^ing Irom, the opulence ot the
Clothes. France's current ecbhbroiG

.

,

.

-

.

turc

I

1

;

.

[

1

the sponsor and Lytell coming out
of it with dignitv,
Rose.

I

:

<

.

tlie

:

As with the previous series, tlie
show caught (30) took viewers, into

the average tele viewer) many may
hesitate about embracing the new
.medium..
As the 'show!s- host.- Bert Lvtell
appears between acts to explain

,

difTiculties

haven't had inuph.:

feet

-

e{-

on the fashion mdu.'Stry;
F;v^-e
Lmerson Roosevelt harrated til'" film enleitain-ingly; c'ueing tier ':),'Ciriai5ks to .what: was-: on
Her cultured voice
Hill- IhC: screen.
rlent an air of dignity to tlie shoyv.
:i

_:,

,'

MUSICAI, FUTURE
With Bob MeLauffhlin
man orch. Guests

I

.

I

Roc

Producer: T.otirs BoonshaCt
30 iMins.; Thur.s., 8 p.m.
Sustaining
KLAC-TV, Los Angeles
Acute technical pains put "Mu'
steal P'ulure" to bed with a high
Bad lighting and
temperature.
poor:
camera work completely
stymied show which is not television material even with a good
tech

staff.

Presentation of

little-

known and unknown

vocal; arti.sts
with an audience poll to pick
the top atti-action over a period of

time

is .strictly radio,

Program
station'.s

to

i.s

be

handled

by

disk jockeys, a different

«ne cmcceing each:
'

.telecast.:

Bob

I

McLaughlin
trouping

'

handled

tlir.ough

in

was

liis

con.sidering

it.

this

one

good

style

first

.'-'

session

bad mike pickup.

Idea -was coiieeived by the stajockeys whereby they will
each pic'k two vocalists to appear
oh the: show with them. Vie wer.s
are asked to "rite in their choice
for the top man on each telecast.
Runofl' winner gets perniahenl position and program on KLAC-'TV.
Free.

:.

.

heloie the cameras. Roc Ilillman
hand,
piece group, ran
a five
tlirough backing chores the victim
of a

:

-

.,

.

I

(

.

:

,

ha.sn'l,

.

.

I

,

!

i

;

tho.se vet stage favorites
(who.se faces may be unfamiliar to

I

I

i
I

Show, produced in Pans
World Video, continues- as one

TV;

makeup man can be

prfiduclions and i.s idoall.v
for- the role. -.While he"
sin ted
never indulges in. Philco phigs.-.he
Bcc6nipli.<;hed as niUc.lv.; tlirougli the
credit, li.ne repetition, with both

I-

i

been picked up to date by
a bankroller in any of the NBCto-lcle transition.
TV cities. Reason is difticult, to
The cast was uniformly good, figure, smoe the program is a liat-;
particularlv
King, Miss Boland ural lor the distalters and also has
and Miss Cummings.
sufficient
visual
attraction,
via
But "Dinner's" preem accented some nifly Parisian, models, for the
unew one ob.stacle tele must still men. It would seem a good I)Bt
hurdle^^the. stripping of glamor tor any store carrying eopies of
and allure. Unless either the cam- the French fashions.

Philco-Equitv

I

i

i

lemmes.
!

I

Fred- Coe and the camera crew]
that, w hen "Dinner" did permit for
8: more concentrated probing, as in
the Dennis King role of the hasbeen, matinee -idol, they realized
the-.sock polentialilies of the legit-

grounds

cause

OFF THE RECORD

,

.

;

^

{

for

Doan.

Stal.

:

work, did

Dean Murphy, subbing

Myron Cohen, who was out beof the
Jewish holidays,
clicked for the cameras with a
{With Zero Mostel; Joey. Faye< series of impersonations. Murphy's
anKen
Roberts
Olbbs;
Georgia
facvilty of assuming the obvious
nouncerfacialcharacteristics of his subjects
Director: Tony Rraber
added to the visual value of his act.
Producer: Martin Gosch
Holloway Sisters (2) teed off the
30 Mins.; Tues., 7 p.m.
show with some neatly-set and
'sustaining..-:.
fast-paced tap routines, but the
Nickell
Director: Paul
Dumont, from New York
viewers' appreciation of their work
60 Min., d-10 P. M., Sun. (3)
A parley ol Zero Mostel's and was hampered through the camSustaining
,Ioey Faye's comic talents should.! era.s' habit of cutting their feet out
WPTZ, Philadelphia
The quality of little theatre that have paid off to better effect than of the range of vi.sion. Latin
seems to liover about even the best- in "Off the Record." Apparently singer - comedienne Betty Reiliy
production of a Gian-Carlo Menotti searching for a workable video rounded off the show with her
work makes that composer's operas format for situation comedy, the vervy vocalizing, her bouncy antics
ideally suited tor television.
In a opening stanza (26) stuttered in projecting well over the air. Final
country notoriously .shy of opera confusion and failed to indicate a production pumbcr with the June
houses, it is not surprising- that possible direction in which this Taylor line, the Holloway team and
Menotti should gear his composi- series could move. It was virtually Miss Reillv was one of the best of
acceptable its kind yet staged for video. Ray
that
an
tion.s to the more modest demands everything
video program should not be, Bloch and his 20-piece orch, as
of the stage and the small play
thereby becoming valuable in a usual, cut the show to perfection.
house..
lesson.
way
as
a
negative
object
Roger Englander, who was reThe ragged production edges of
3Iilton Berle would have been
sponsible for the video debut ol
Menotti's "The Telephone" (over this show were highlighted by the superman had he been able last
WPTZ in May) has followed total lack of comedy- ideas. It tried Tuesday (28) to match his fir.st
through with the companion piece. hard to get a zany; ad -libbed week's video scoring on "Texaco
"The Medium." It. wa.<{ a gratify- quality.: but succeeded _onljL^in_ap=-: Stai- Theatre." His second week's
ing production, one that employed pearing erratic and unrehearsed. .show didn't coma near the mark on
excellent artists and fully succeed- The attempted gags .were flat to the laugh meter that it had reached
ed in Gonveymg to the television begin with, but Most el> tendency llie previous week, but it'.s possible
audience the lyric and dramatic to over-mugg ran them ri!>ht into that the subtraction of Carmen
,the ground. This riot of ineptitude Miranda due to illness moved
power of the score.
"The Medium" achieved a con- was climaxed, by a display- ol bad things around too. much. Lou Co.ssiderable run on Broadway and the taste. At 7 p.m when kids are still tello subbed for Miss Miranda and,
road .season before last, and natur- ..around to :watch video shows, any working with Berle, got off a surethiN tire routine demonstrating
ally; the video version must stand suggestive loutine, such as
that he
comparison
with
its
footlights .show's come-on cooch bit, is en- and partner Bud Abbott would
predecessor.
The work piOjects tirely out ol place
have something for video.
The
Oil the positive: sider Ken Rob- giiy's a bight
admirably as telecast tare, but the
as well as sound
necessity for bright .studio lighting crt s did a nice lob as announcer. comic.
eliminates the eerie qualify of Faye and Georgia Gihbs, .however,
Berle would do himself a favor
Madame Flora's parlor, where the couldn t buck the. -heavy odds. .: if he l)»ilt his opening ot) some:;.:-.,:-., .Herm.':
action .takes place.
thing olher than the five-minutes
In the stage pre.senlalion. thi.s
or so of ad lib gags he delivers.
feeling of impendinK horror is built GADGET JURY
That's not lor video ithe gags he
up. by the; gi'im: setting' and weird AVith Don Davis. Guesits
u.sed last week were not for anylighting effects.
On video: the 30 Mins.; Tues,, 8.30 p.m.
thing) and neither are those lines
cUinulativ^ efTect;. depends largely Sustaining
he throws at the audience when
on the: mu.sic and plot content. KTSL-^Don Lcc. Los Anjreles
the studio bunch do not react.
Englander \\isely did not attempt
Newly-invented household gadg- Again the comic provided the highto reproduce the half darknchs in ('(s provide the format for "Gadg- light ol the hour, however, taking
which -the characters maneuvered et ,1 u i'y
which; :em pl6.y.s a; panel pait in the midway pitch ot the
through tlie stage seances.
ol lour to: disc.u.ss the merits of lexaco conuiUHcial by pitchman
The production was exception- the individual item. Show does Sid Stone
Berle dressed as a
ally well cast.
Mary Davenporl have viewer potential though the French dame provided a constant
who alternated with Marie Powers initialer was poorly handled,
high laugh level.
in the Broadway edition, sang the
Don Davis, program packager
Fill-out acts consisted of the
role of Mme. Floia in fine style
emcee's the video show i)oorly, Three Wiles team doing takeofts
although there were lapses of clar- Davis caiT>s the program off' much on various theatre per.sonalilies;
ity in her diction at times.
Leo loo ligidly and 's. at times, very Mary McCarty, from the "Small
Coleman, another recruit from the cute' with the picked jury's opin- Wonder" legiter, who went over
stage show, repeated as Toby,'' the ions:, concerning
the
gadgets. smoothly
with a song about a taxi.
„,..
mute dancer, and Lois Hunt sang "Jury" does have a certain appeal dancer; 'Garry Moore, iadVo comic
beautifully the demanding sopi-ano and would carry ils weight if han- whose woik was only lair except
part of the daughter Monica. The dlcd lightly. Program
needs a ing for a poem on a cow- that con-:
ensemble singing and the vok'cs strong humor hypo and .some care- tained solid laughs: (he Szonyis,
generally were all above par. The ful thought in picking the four and the Ozark Mountaneers, hill-

'

I

.

.the

moments.

'

|

.

sticking to the classic presentation,
was excellent, giving both the kids
and older viewers some interesting,

.

I

i

1,

,

1

Le.s Compagnons de la Chanson
i9i
topped the talent with two
Xunny numbers but they could have
been presented,even more .strongly,
with better lensing. It would al.so
have been better to identify their
first tune, sung in French lyrics,
but even* so they proved their definite worth to video. Punch
and.
j^^jv buDneteer Gedree Prenli.ss

i

!

,

much to mitigate the loss
resulting from the telescoping of
"Dinner" into the 60 minutes.
Within the allotted time, it was
not always easv to reali/.e a lull
development of the individual
characters.
They emerged more,
as a series of vignettes; not always
permitting for the deep penetration ot character delineation whtch
the stage version afforded/ Yet it'.s
to the credit of producer-^director

turers.

i

.

!

airings.

kinder to

commercials for Emerson. Seems
the Biow agency could benefit by
checking some of the plugs on
sponsored by
other TV _programs
_
competing radio - tele manufac'

.

!

i

1

the

pleased despite consistently faulty
camera work and some super-dull

1

1

or

•

'

j

era

.

I

I

The Kaufman-Ferber legiter held
up fine in its TV form, and in the PARIS CAVALCADE OF
THE MEDIUM
FASHIONS
main offered the viewer- an excitWith Mary Davenport, Leo ColeThe combined know- With Kaye Emerson Roosevelt,
ing hour.
man, Lois Hunt, Edith Evans,
narrator
how talents that went into the proTheodora Brandon, Emll Markow
duction. direction, acting: the elah- Producer: World Video, Inc.Composer: Gtan-Carlo Menotti
orate sets; plus effective camera 15 Mins.; Thurs., 7:15 p.m;
Producer: Roger Englander

•

,

i

I

a

high in client bankrolling of

dramatic video

i

[

i

cruiting Broadway's top roster of
legit talent for the TV adaptations
As such the
of dramatic clicks.
Peggy Wood. Dennis King, Mary
Boland, Vicki Cummings. Matt
Briggs,- Philip Loeb, etc.; parlay for

Sunday's

]

i

|

I

l^'or/^''"-'^^'- '""A "<'"W""am."!
.'??.^i",'"fu^";'^.'^'-,
in turn re
and with EquityP>„'^^,.^'^°I

;

!

j

the

the

,,

I

j

'

^

Wrong Number,"

"

'

I

"Sorry,

thor of

providing
by
value
other reason, though., the quartet production
'''''*'"tly intere.sting to keep .sets looked like stubby legged midgets, .songsters
.Tohnnv Desmond 'and
^^^nc(i in lor the entire perform- ]n fact, all of the shots from this Sandra Deel with a different set
Rlckcy's dependence on camera gave Silvers. Morgan, et each night.
While the format is
doseups lor the musical acts and a\, broad beams and short legs.) always the same, the different back^ene Autry's performance was
Morgan and his musickers turned ground gives vlhe show a vuew look
more in keeping with their proper in. a: eouple «f okay numbers, but for each stanza. Thursday night
usage and he mixed in enough
the visual pickups, could have been (30), for example, Desmond and
^
.^^^l^
anele lenser di ring t^^^^ improved by closeups -of soloists Miss Deel featured Latin songs
gfve We^'^
to give
viewers a gbod
goo! idea in the band and better coordination againiSt a Me.vican' backdrop, while
of what was going on.
Johnny with the music.-.
the following night they sang rol,im.self a Texan, pointed
Set for the show (aboard .ship mantic ditties against a simulated
„
y^riom events with his in- opening and closing w'ith a Navy rseashore.
teresting narration, his slow drawl signalman wigwagging in time with
Two vocalists demonstrated conir
givmg an air of authenticity to the "Anchors Aweigli") rales a bow, as plete ease before the cameras, procommentary that partially com- does the idea of costuming the iecting their ingratiating personalpensated lor his many fluffs. More band, Morgan and Silvers in Navy ities as niftily as their .songs. Tony
pickups of ring announcer Abe getups. Also smartly done' were Mottola trio backed Ihem excelLef ton could have been used.
filmed
commercials. Ilently; and the idea of giving^^M^^
Admiral's
Camel:, commercials
were which gave televiewers clear, de- tola some comedy ''business" has
dragged into the show at every tailed shots of the mechanisms as hypoed the show considerably. In
opportunity and many viewers well as the exteriors of the manu- all, it remains a fresh, .youthful
must have wearied of them be- lacturer's radio and tele sets.

!.,
t T->uM.i
This. IS the seizes that Philco lb
putting on in association wth Ac-,
.

'

Withal, the rodeo itself was suf-

other, not to mention the 1,5-rmin

ute
the

,

'

As a TV companion piece to
Wednesday night Bmg Crosby

oft

Smith presented five minutes of
e.\cerpts from the new 'Par film
adapted from the w.k. radio suspenser. Gimmick represented an
under
Boat
Show
Cap'n Billy's
effective plug for the pictui;e and
Edna
from
injunction
of
an
threat
The Dean Marlin-Jerry I.,ewis
II, Par is to be commended lor hav
Ilammerstein
Oscar
and
Ferber
song and comedy palter routine
U) Ing^.the foresight to proiuote the
copyright
exclusive
claim
who
TV
as.
Was a^ little disappointing
"show boat, litle is tlie tiiein...- v:
lai e. Somehow, this is one of those the Word
Show, spbnsored by Qulf Oil,
changed,
acts which gets across beautifully only Ihmg that's l}een
program remain- thi'oiigh Young & ftuhicam, has.
in the intimacy of a nightclub, but though, with the
Msi improved cohsiderably since it
the
loses much of Its flavor in tele- ing a neat takeoff on
in- bowed .in last rnontli. frpducers.
vising; the zanvisms don't regi.ster Lynne" type ot meller. Cast,
Downs, Bim Oster- have wisely given Smith a .chance
eluding .Johnny
luuiM
J inK room,
ilhe same click in the living
each
^ a suffered in part from un- wald, Ralph Dumke, Virginia' Gib- to feature several guestars
himself
Perhaps; son, Ernest Sarracino, Clara Ce-lweek .so that while he
'n^j^gring camera angles.
program, it ha.s
televiewer•s watch drone, Billy Meigs and .Tohnny .still carries the
^^^^^
niuch w'ider variety ot enlertainr;
their sets alone or as a family Silver milked the script to the gag
value
handled the songs and ment
/a'tlier 'Uian'in 'rcrowd'with "m^^^
surroundings hurts the TV comedic dances equally well.
Ed Sullivan's "Toast of the
effect Of: such acts as this,
Not SO with dance acts, However,
"Face the Music," CBS-TV's 15- Town" on the CBS-TV web took a
and the Four Step Brothers' fast- minute across-the-board airer, coii- turn for the better Sunday i3)
steppins; proved a good billing. tinues a.s, one of the most tonsisl- night, largely because of the gen(Because of the camera angle on eht high-quality shows on the air. erally good work of the five per'the medium shots, or for .some web has recently added much more forming acts. Show consequently
,

•

Those

the show's basic emphasis on slapstick.
"Music Hall" is the program that
was lorced to switch it« name from

,

,

I

«™'

'

its cameras back
the
Phil bUvers,
Silvers pipcci
niiH'd aooaia
aboard ac
at lue
PbU
Madison Sq. Garden, N. Y.,
„ „
r„„
Writers: George S. Kaufman, Edna last week to bring viewers the last moment as emce^e lor the,
this revue Sunday '31
Ffrber
World's Championship Rodeo as pi'cem of
Carter
much needed spark. For
Adaptation: Sam
the first in its series of fall and gave it a
couple
offered
a
p.m.
stanza
Sun.,
9
while
the
60 Mins.;
winter special events. As in the
PHILCO
past, video gave the home audience fJ'^Pr^^^L^anV^L^ t,
NBC-TV, from New York
a much better picture ,ol the ac- ?i;-st^Tf
definitely needed someit
fion than could have been enjoyed
.
SiWeis^cahbei_to^U
bodvofSiWers'e-dibe^^
n
;,^r ^°«y„«
/rhis
i.s
anyone in the Garden,
by
"Philco Television Playhouse"
_
come
basic to a class billine. Ills special
unquesthesping,
was due much more to the
bigtime video
u
.u..„ die talents, while not given full
'
tiortably the most ambitious and advantages of tele, though, than
play, gave the session a bigtime air.
successful attempt yet to capture to the CBS remote crew.
IIi.s clarinet soloing of "Stardust"
full-bodied legit production for the
Whether closeups or longshots high-pointed his contrib.

into

Comment

anid a hlghly-promis"Cao'n Billy's Mi.ssissippi Music presentation
la.M ing
- investment^ for several catellair* on the'^ CBS-TV \yeb
gories of advertisers.
Friday U) night featured what's

CBS-TV took

Producer-Director: Fred Coe

Tele Follow-up

»

ADMIRAL RADIO
NBC-TV. from New Vork

CBS-TV, Irom N, Y

-

.

Writer-director: Victor McLeod
30 Mins.; Sun., 7:30 p.m.

CAMELS

,

;

:
i

:

tion'.s

'

:

,

two-piano accompaniment xii Bei-- jurors.
billy musical group into which
tha Melnick and Ali.<son Nelson,
Sliow was badly p.iced with too Berle projected him.self as Cou.sin
student.-:. wa« many gadgets
jammed into the Elmer and drew healthy finale
Gagh.
dO-^minute tele-time.
J?'re«.
giggles.
:

both Curtis Institute
very satisfactory.

:

,

;

Wednesday, October

6,

!

TELEVISION

Durmg

Profit

KIjEE-TV, upcoming Houston'^
which last week signed
a primary affiliation contract with
CBS-TV, hopes to be the first video station to show a profit during

Wayne Coy

First

Year

FCC Chairman Wayne Coy at
his press conference Thursday
(30) on television freeze ac-

keep original studio shows at a
minimum, concentrating on local

tmn

sports coverage, according to genIt
eral manager Sidney Balkin,
will depend on kinescope recordings of CBS-TV shows to fill In
the
time.
of
the balance

laughter subsided. Coy replied: "It is a thing that causes
stations to have to be located

"What

was:

posphenc' mean?"'

'

also inked

screen that produces drama, cirgrand; opera^ audience participatidn shows, puppelry; eharade.s,
interviews; bridge games,
football, baseball, wrestling . , .
and sometimes- nausea."'

2f

Wrat Shove

Tele Freeze

Move

Current ^Stations Upstairs;

tele as "that diabolically fiendish

Washington, Oct. 5.
First question which greeted

year of operation. Owned
and operated by Texas industrialist
W. Albert Lee, the station will

week

FCCs

Chicago, Oct. 5.
In his address at the FM Assn.

convention here last week FCC
chairman Wayne Coy referred to

Coy Gets Coy

its first

this

Defines Tele

.. .

cuses*:

tele outlet

CBS-TV

:

1948

Houston s KLEE-TV Sets Operation

To Show

;

,

does

Washington, Oct.

After' the

east coast network, so will be able
immediately to receive live CBSTV Shows .originating in N. Y.
WNHC-TV also has an affiliation
contract with the DuMont wfeb.
outlet is an Indie
While ^ts
operation, KLEE-TV signed with
CBS for tele, according to Balkin,
because that web oifered it the
He revealed the tele
best deal.

to

With the

.

raging hot

among

The freeze does not

the

to 12

shows

maximum

of network shows and
money to originate their iown programming, according to DuMont sales chief
Humboldt J. Craig.

WXYZ-TV Opens

[

StratovisioR

DuMont expects its affiliate outto "clear whatever time is
necessary" for the web, Greig said,
but won't press demands for socalled optioned time until more
relay facilities are .opened up. He
pointed out that existing facilities
comprise" onlT"onTcabTe Tn^^^^^
direction.
With four webs currently competing for the cable,
that means that each network can
guarantee only" one out of every
four hours to its affiliates.
Greig admitted, moreover, that

AH

FM

Those were the reassuring statements- issued last week by top tele
industry officials in the wake of,
the FCC decision to halt tempo-rarily the licensing of any further
tele stations. Wide publicity given
the Commission's action in the
daily consumer press has created
considerable doubt in the minds of
many: prospective, set buyers, despite the repeated emphasis given.\

I

Near

Commercial Stage

lets

Detroit Rivalry

sic," which is an across-the-board
six sliows are still susairer.

AM

affect;

1. 37 video stations now in
operation.
various
stations
in
2, 86
stages of construction.

the indie stations

not having to spend

shows >veekly from CBS via transcriptions, including "Face the Mu-

picture

suits.

fight for television af-

networks, DuMont's chief lure to
is the offer of 10
hours weekly of transcribed
at a minimum cost. Sy.stem
permits the affiliates to benefit
both through having available a

The. problem of ti'oposheric
interference was Jisted in the
Commission's freeze order as
the first question to be studied
in revising television engineering standards.

station, which is scheduled to take
the air commercially Jan. 1, will
receive six regularly-programmed

;.

3. Applications of film company defendants in anti-trust

Affiliate Bait

filiates still

J'OU?"

AM

and

on

now

intei-est applications (total 12).

your satisfaction write it
down and bring it to me, will

it

pending.
2, Alt picture

:

As

'Breather
'

5.

FCC
halts

applications
television
autliorization on:
applications
1. 303

Of Low-Cost Film

added: "You will have to ask
one ol our engineers to exrplain it to you-r#nd if he does

an

The big freeze which
clamped Thursday (30)

TV

Action of the FCC last week in
freezing all further television aliocations definitely does not mean
that those stations now on the air'
will move immediately to the ultrahigh frequencies. Transfer of the
present channels to the higher band
is considered inevitable but the pe^.
riod of transition will be a slaWi:
and laborious one; with all signs
pointing to a duplication of trans-^
mission, in the lower and higher
frequenciesi such as is now trans?
radio.
piring with
and
Hence, there is no danger of obsolescence for existing receiving:
sets and TV transmitters.

Effects of Big Freeze

DuMont's 12 Hrs.

'tro-

farther apart than they might
otherwise have to be."
He

affiliation contract with WNHC-TV,
indie tele outlet in ,New Haven,
Conn. Station is tied on to the

Seen as Welcome

to

FCC chairman Wayne.

:Coy'S:

statement that in no event would
Hollywood, Oct. 5.
Radio Engineers the usefulness of TV sets now on:
four-day meet here the jnarket be impaired.
Industry's reaction to the FCC
Sunday (3) with a trip to Mt. Wilson to inspect the transmitter sites. decision was summed up by Tele^a^'" ^"'^ vision Broadcasters Assn. prexy
While quoting
^"'"'"S the openmg days ses- Jack R. Poppele.
Coy as- declaring that the proposed
^""^ ''"'yAt the first gathering. Westing- revision in standards will not affect
engineer
Dr. current receiversv'Poppele declared
research
house
the pubCharles B. Noble told the institute that both the industry and
lic stand to benefit from the C6m'"^'^''^^s that eight superfortrew^^
mis.sion'.s
ruling.
"Tlie study of.
television standards by the
'i^^^lt^ZVL^.y^^r^jK'^^^^^^
transcontinental
TV and FM net existing
work. His report on the progress Commission to determine the best
manner of expending a television
of "Stratovision" added that a fleet
service to the public undoubtedly
giant planes, hovering some
:.

of

Institute

wound up

its

Detroit, Oct. 5.
taining on the CBS-TV web and
Television goes into the hot comcannot be sold locally in Houston
~
until it's determined who will petitive stage here Saturday (9) as
sponsor them on other CBS aftili- WXYZ-TV, the ABC outlet, starts
beaming its regular programs. Parates.
Balkin disclosed that, as a pri- adoxically, its already established
mary affiliate, KLEE-TV would rival, WWJ-TVi will be receiving
the new station with open arms.
Jiave: to give up a; certain amount
of optioned time to CBS but de- WWJ-TV has been 'carrying the
clined to slate what hours that load of "selling" video to public DuMont .currently .hasn't enough
time included. He declared that and advertisers alone for months. commercial time sold to demand
nothing has been' set yet on Now it expects the extra station to time options now. As a result; he
whether the web or the station will boost local interest considerably.
Proof of that is seen in reports declared that DuMont would con- of 33
pay line charges once the coaxial
tinue to "go along" with its affiliwill result in better, interferencer
six miles above the earth could .
caijle hnks Houston to other CBS- from: local stores that orders tor ates until they begin operating
i.
,
i,.
_
_
at
reception to the ever-growing
TV afCihates. Cable won't reach sets: are mushrooming. .One chain^ a profit. DuMont's present policy bring video into every home in the ^'f^
television audience, he said.
g
Houston until the end of 1950 at outlet said it had sold more in the calls for the web to pay for all
'Constructive Step': DuMont
Dr. Noble's report described the
the earliest, he said, so both the past two weeks: than in the previ- relay costs, guaranteeing affiliates
DuMont prexy Dr. Allen B. Dumethod as being near the commerstation and web execs decided to ous two years.
Adding to the interest is the an-' 35?b of their standard rate cards ctal stage after throe .vears of re- Mont similarly commended the
postpone action on that matter un^
nouncement that WJBK-TV, the on nationally-advertised shows.
search. Westinghouse has already Commission's action, terming it a
til then.
Industry station, plans to start
asked FCC for a license for the "constructive step and one highly
KLEE-TV is the only licensed Fort
beaming its video .Oct.. 24. With
commercial operation of aiiv recommended by the DuMont netFive
tele operation for Houston.
Bids For first
that station in operation Petroit Texas State
borne tele over Pittsburgh, .and work and other television broadapplicants are currently competing
will be serviced on three of the
2 Stations at 640G Cost Dr. Noble believes the plan can be casters in hearings conducted by
for the remaining three channels
four channels allotted to this area.
instituted as rapidly as; video re- the Commission." He quoted tfie
and, under the: FCC's action last
Fort
Worth,
Oct. 5.
proposals of DuMont research diThe fourth channel rights are now
ceivers are manufacturedi
.week
freezing temporarily all
Texas State Network has subbeing contested before the FCC by
The eight superforts, located rector Dr; Thomas T. Goldsmiths
further channel allocations, KLEEand United Detroit Theatres. mitted applications for two tele- about 400 miles apart, would relay which are still pending before the
TV should have at least a two-year WJR
program
An
elaborate
for vision outlets to the FCC. Tele,;
with FCC, to maintain the present 12
head start on all competition. Re- WXYZ-TV's kickoflE day was an^! stations would be for KFJZ, here, programs -across the country
quality approaching that of ground VHF channels while adding 69 adceiving sets have already gone on
nounced here by Robert E. Kint-^ and KABC, San Antonio. The pictures. Average ground video ditional six-megacycle channels in
sale in the city and Balkin predicts
ner, exec veepee of ABC.
With video plant here would operate on
^of SO miles, the UHF band.
ed there would be at least 5,000 Cleveland winning out In the bat- channel number 2 with .14.2 kw transmitter has axange
"Under this plan," 'Dr. DuMont
since tele' waves travel in straight
sets in circulation by the time the
visual
and
7.3
kw
aural
and
would
tle to face the Boston Braves, the
lines to the horizon. .Southern Cal- said, "there would be no necessity
Station takes the air.
station will pick up the third game be built at an estimated cost of ifornia. Dr. Noble pointed out, is of changing the operating frequen$295,000.
First
year
operating
exof the World Series at Cleveland
one of the few areas favored with cies of existing. liceniied stations,
pense
has
been
at
$180,000
with
set
Satui'day, screen the close of the
high mountains from which TV can nor would there be any need of re^
Notre Dame-Michigan State foot- revenue for the first year expected be beamed to a lOO-mile radius. calling the majority of construcMpls. $2.50 Tayern
ball game and then put on a gala about $140,000. KFJZ is the key Through use of "Stratovision," the tion permits now issued. But many
variety show
Detroit under spon-: station of the TSN web.
beaming .distance ca^ be material- future - stations, particularly those
for Choice
sorship of Philco*
Appearing in;
In San Antonio, TSN is seeking ly increased, -Westinghouse's ex- serving rural and semi-rural areas,
person in the show are to be channel number 2 with 13.5 kw perimental plane having covered a would be assigned: UHF channel*,
Grid Georgie. Price as emcee; Frances visual and 6.9 kw aural and would circle of 500 miles in diameter interference conditions would be
Tables During
Langford, The Hartmans, Sugar-! cost an estimated $345,100. The during tests. "Stratovision" recep- eliminated and all communities
Minneapolis, Oct. 5.
dancers
Mary first year operating cnst is esti- ition, he added, has been able to capable of supporting several TV
Inaugural of KSTB televising of Chile Robinson,
,
, „
would get channels. The
Univ. of Minnesota football games, Raye and Naldi, comedian Gil mated at $180,000, with first year cover the 10 eastern states from stations
proposed change would in no way
the Atlantic to Indiana;
that with Nebraska last Saturday Mason, and a grand climax with revenue estimated at $140,000.
affect the usefulness of present day
Whileman conducting an
(2t. found some Twin City bars in- Paul'
television
receivers:"
stituting a $2.50 "minimum" for orch in "Rhapsody in Blue."
Other industry officials; meanGov. Kim Sigler and Mayor
choice scats at tables to watch the
while, claimed that much remains
contest which drew a record-break- Eugene 1. Van Antwerp are to join
to:
be
learned,
about the action of
inaugural
ceremonies.
the
ing opening day in-.person crowd of in
waves lUithe higher band before all
57,209 .at $3.50 a ducat. The tav- WXYZ-TV will have 92% ot its
Although to the studio audience and tele viewers in general the Lou ;current stations, can be moved; uperns required the patrons occupy- time commercial on debut dayman
(Abbott &). Costello -appearance on last week's "Texaco Star Theatre''- stairs, Pointing up the need for
ing Uie seats to spend at least .$2.50 auspicious start.
was recognized as the program's laugh standout, what they didn't know further "propagation tests Tn" -the
for beverages during the telewas that the film-radio comedian's services weren't commandeered until UHF,
tjhF one spokesman
sookesman declared that
vising.
6:25 p.m. the evening of the performance (20), after^another act had what the industry needs most now
Now A. R, Knox, internal revebeen cancelled out.
Props!
Watch
Those
[is "more propagation and not propnue deputy collector here, asserts
Gostello showed up at late rehearsal with Nat Kalcheim, of the Wm. aganda,'! ;<<This exec declared that
Cincinnati,
5.
Oct.
the S2.50 "minimum" amounts to
Kickoff Monday (4) of Kelvin- Morris office for a looksee; and was persuaded by Milton Berle to step while hig'li band transmission may
an admission charge and he's, serythe breach. Actually there was a three-minute rehearsal of the be okay, there's a deplorable lack
ing notice on the bars to pay the ator dealers sponsorship of into
20''^ admission tax.
Minneapolis WLWT's "Kitchen Klub" series is Costello routine but it came off without a hitch. Similarly, Ed Cashman, of knowledge at the receiving end,
'switch
from tagging by Crosley ap- of the Kudncr agency, stepped into the, production, berth at. the last where it's been found that much of
and SI Paul city officials, however,
With producer Ed Sobel off to the Coast, Fred Coe was. slated 'ithe signal power is dissipated at
minute..
division
of
Aviation
pliance
Corp.,
haven't been able to figure out if
the assignment, but in an 11th hour switch it was found necessary to the lead-in to the receiving set.
thev can require the bars to obtain which also owns Crosley Broadcast- for
Such knowledge mu,st. be; gained
and necessitated com- call in Cashman.
amiisement or theatre licenses for ing Corp
through further experimentation
video
staof
props
in
change
pletc
the TV exhibitions. They find that
Sales of television transmitting equipment, including studio, antenna before the entire industry is moved
TV.is classed as radio, and there's tion's kitchen layout,
'"Pstairs
m
to
and
Culinary
shows,
4
30
5
associated
apparatus,
totaled
for
p
$3,277,307
the
second
no tax or license fee on radio enquarter of
oiiginatcd
through
Friday,
1948
and
Monday
for
the
first
quarters.
$4,959,922
two
lertainment.
New tagging is for
last February.
transmitting equipment sales were $1,385,598 for the second quarFreeze Gives
six months, with 28 dealers alter- ter and $3,000,802 for the two quarters.
transmitting equipment
nating in individual credits and sales amounted to $716,707 for the quarter and $1,384,142 for the two
Solve Tele Sticklers
Spots
Toni's
personally di.shlng out giveaways. iquarters.'Washington, Oct. 5.
Contract -inking engineered by
Overall sales of radio and television transmitting and communication
Chicago, Oct. 5.
That freeze order which the FCC
equipment during the second quarter
aggregated
$50,318,006 and impo-sed Thursday (30) on new
Toni Co. will get its feet wet iM. F. "Chick" Allison,
...
„
brought the total for the first half of the year to $80,346,321, of which 'authorizations for commercial video
in tele via one-minute film spots sales manager, was done in sta
now in the scripting stage. Spots tion's studios where a buffet sup- 67% represented federal purchases, Sales of radar equipment to the stations is regarded in trade circles
government exceeded. $40,000,000,
will bloom nationally before the per was spread for the dealers,
here as a fortuito0.s development
first of the year; with pairs of
for the medium. For one thing, it
the Toni twins showing off their
The Harvard band, at the finish of their Columbia pre-game maneu- gives lime to apprai.se or resolve
Dallas
Sack Television Enterhair-do's.
subsidiary of the Sack vers, scampered around until they aligned themselves Into the letters, many weighty issues, such as the
prises,
Hairwave firm meanwhile is re- Amusement Enterprises, is cur- WBZ-TV. It was probably television's first public recognition by col- color question, the advent of film
newing it.s entire radio sked of rently making a series of 13 tele legians, in. the east anyway. Coming in from Boston via relay tower companies into the field, the probr
multiple ownership of stasent the game out to greater Manhattan, transmission was good, l^f™
three daytime strips and two half- shorts leatunng Tommy Scott and
and Lucky Strike was the sponsor.
hoiu- shows.
his iJilJbilly Jamboree.
(Continued on naw 34)
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With Louise Erickson, Charles
("One SiAiday Afternoon")
Brown, Dick Crenna, Dix Davis,
With Henry Fonda, Francesca
Transcription Reviews
Melvin Foster, Sandra Gould,
Bruning, Karl Maiden, Kay LorHal Gould, music; Ken Nilcs, aning. Jack Albertson, Tony Ranpouncer,';
Cameron Prud-Homnie;
dall,
Vladimir Selinsky (conductor), Producer-Director: Helen Mack
TORCH SONGS
SmoothWriter: Aleen Leslie
With Peggy Ann EUis, the
Joe Ripley (announcer)
orch
Mins., Tucs,, 8:30 p.m. (EST)
and
30
ies (trio), Roy Ross
Producer: Joseph Stauffer
TUMS
Writers: Jeff Seldcn, Bob Stewart, Director: Lester O'Keefc
NBC, from Hollywood
Shelley Dobbins, Eric Arthur
Adaptor: Robert Cenedella

Anne SeyWith George Burns, Gratic Allen, With Walter Hampden,
mour, Sidney Smith, Horace
Bill Goodwin, others; Goodwin,
Baraham, Roger de Kovenj
Tobc Reed, announcers; Harry
conductor;
John
Kr«ll,
Nathan
Ijubin and orch
Daly, narrator
Writers: Willie Burns, Keith FowDirector: Albert Ward
ler, Paul Henning
Producer: Bob Novak
Producer-director: Al Kas'e
30 Mins.:

Writer: Allan Sloane
30 Mins,; Fri., 8 p.m. (EST)

(EST)

Thiirs., 8:30 p.m.

MAXWELL HOUSE
'Benton & Bowles)
What can be said about Burns &
Allen's act that liasn't been said a
hundred times in the last 16 years'?
They came back last Thursday (30)
in a stanza which demonstrated
that they've lost none of their gift

'

for Grade A bemuscment

:

.

,

Producer: Ted Cott
5 One-Min. Spots

EPISCOPAL CHURCH
MBS, from New YorJ^

NBC, from Hollywood

(

WNEW,

Hiunplu'e'i;

The Episcopal church

Bulova

-

30 Mins.; Sun., 9

owned^

ing this dramatic series with
Episcopal Actors Guild "to lift us
out- of ourselves and so: lead us

toward deeper spiritual understanding." Walter Hampden, Guild

which

<

POWER
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last
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sim of the same name. Benefits
(his
added exploitation are
of
,
g
bound to react in favor of this
lliouel
t'mp RrrtaHwav
Tliough
legit hit.
Broadway leeit
pre- time
get across their
always pleasant situation comedy
eff'ecrare
the
to
with
be
Helen Hayes is slated
vcntion "thoughts
layout.
tiveness.
star of this series of weekly dra^
The juvenile antics of (he crew
One of the new spots is a torchy malic shows it was Henry Fonda headed by. Louise Erickson in the
blues briefie piped smoothly by
title role have obtained healthy
Peggy Ann Ellis, the verse going: who supplied the necessary name audience response for many years.
"Love starts with a spark, but value for the first show, because of Judy's tribulations with her boy
the temporary absence in London
so does a flame
Oogie (Dick Grenna), with
And when it does, I'm the gal of Miss Hayes. Latter has been friend
the sympathetic note of reason indoing "Glass Menagerie" there.
who's to blame
jected by Charles Brown as Judy's
For I'm Suzy the Spark, and I'm
"Sunday" is one of those made- father makes for a lively, cliiicklc•hai-d to resist
to-order plays for Fonda, and no laden session that manages to re-,
Like a dangerous sweetheart, small factor in the click of the
capture the majority of its listenthat begs to be kissed."
preem performance was the strong
hiatu.s.
Other four jingles, all tunefully cast that supported him. Namely ers after the summer
Plot of the initial layout was
Smoothies,

president, permanent m.c: and nar-'
starred in the premiere
ratorj
broadcast, excerpts from Ins longjingles
time stage vehicle, "Cyrano de

of the

listening public. It adds up to a
case of experience-that-tells.
In' a script as adroitly tailoi'ed as
got into their perennial
ever,
scrape of misfiring intrigue, this
time involving their new neighbors,
and wound up getting remarried,

(RocHe, WilHoins & Cleari>)
"Date With Judy" returns this,
season with a wider rep than it
has ever had during its comparatively long history. This year, (he
exploits of the irrepresible collocr
tioH of adolesccnts have been showthroughout the length and
b,.e;,dth of the land via Metro's

priii.

ELECTRIC LIGHT &
v
Y.

N.

year waxed a CBS, from New York
of singing "commercials
(JV. W. Ayer)
with anti-fire messages, has done
For its initial program "The
The National
the trick again.
rniiiH
ivivfllv
couia n<uujy
Board of Fire Underwriters dis- Electric Theatre'
tributed last year's to more than have - come up with a moie
600 stations and expects to place
ggj^^ performance than that of
the new scries witli even moi-e <nU.,..o,
,

present- indie
the series

is

DATE WITH JUDY

THE ELECTRIC THEATRE

GREAT SCENES FftOM GREAT
PLAYS

TIME

1948

Wctlnestlay, October 6,

IIADIO IIEVIEWS

30

JUAXWELL HOUS£ COFFEE

Bergerac."

fire

The script was adapted by Allan
Sloane from the Brian Hooker version of the Rostand original John
Daly was narrator for the single
occasion. Albert Ward directed, in'
it's a comedy pattern the team
the pattern laid out by Earle Mchas worked out to perfection. The Gill, whose recent Jllness forced,
fact that' it is as well known to
him to give up the show for the
every listener as the street on present.
which he lives ^eems only to add to
In line with the series title, "CyIts charm. Perhaps the scripting
©ccaslonally embodies some lines rano" was not a condensation of
which are inevitable, but it's a most the original play, but merely two
minor criticism. By and large, the key scenes, with the narrator fill- harmonized by the
ing
in the story gaps and supplying range in mood " and tempo. from
stanza clicks on all scores.
the scenc'setting. The bits prer
That goes, too, for the coffee sented were the balcony scene, in blues and hillbilly to ballad.
All five spots niake for easy replugs, which are models of integrawhich
Cyrano woos Roxanne for peated listening.
rates
tion ;and ingenuity. Blending of
the inarticulate Christian, and the kudos for both originality and a
musical ingredients to illustrate finale, with
Dr. Guiche, Roxane unique public service,
Doan.
easily
is
coffee
what makes good
and the dying Cyrano. In general,
the
the

B&A
'

.

,

'

Francesca Bruning and Karl Mai- fairly diverting.
Both Judy and
den."
her jnother decide that after hav"Sunday" will be recalled as ing wasted the best years of their
James Hagan's comedy of another lives on inartistic pursuits, atsmall-town romances tempt to resume their quest of the
per-iod,; of
and their effect on four people muse. The father and boy-friend
Fonda hatch out' a plot that happily reover a period of years.
played Biff Grimes, the small-town stores them to their more mundentist who years before had been dane existence.
CONVENTION 1948
With Jackson Beck, narrator; par- given the brush by the town.bcUe
Production and direction are
Workers
Barnstead,
Textile
for
the
Hugo
wealthy
In
ticipants
fairly brisk and writer Aleen LesUnion of America convention; the result of which finds Biff wind- lie contlnues to capture that; tolr
ing up with prim Amy: Latter has erance for jjuiiipr escapades .that
Henry Sylvern, music
made a goodwife for him all these frequently makes for delightful
Writer: Mitchell Jablons
years while Biff has never forgot- listening.
Director: Nathan Rudich
ten the other gal.
Producer: Gainesborough Ass6e;
Ken Niles' pitches for Tunis are
30 Mins.
Years later Hugo and his now- in good taste, eschewing the type
Tlris stanza grew out of a basic- coarse, hen-'pecking wifcv Virginia, of references that could embarrass
ally sound idea which might well return to; the small town, and it is the listener.
Jose.
be utilized by other unions, or then that Biff realizes, in seeing
other types of organizations, for her once more, that he's had a
The entire five-day; bargain all the time in the girl that HEY-BOB
that matter.
With Bill Riley, emcee
biennial convention of the Textile he. married as a second choice.
Miller'
Workers Union: of America (CIO)
"Sunday" has lost: little in the Producer: Chuck
in Atlantic City last April was
Director: Dick Covey
stage-to-radio transition^. This halfwire-recorded. The hightlights have
Mins.; Sat., 9:30 a.tn.
hour airer is excellently produced 30
been, selected and worked into this
KRNT,
Des Moines
and directed, and the adaptation
plattered program^ which locals of
It is no wonder the bangup job
likewise maintained the salient
the union in the south, midwest
being done on this kid safety profeatures of the stage play.
and .New. England (in some 100
gram has already caught the attenMiss Hayes was hooked up from tion of the National: Safety Counlocalities in all) will ask local stations to air. Lawrence Rogin and London in a special brief greeting cil in the: promotion of safety
Harry Gersch of the TWFA's edu- to Fonda at the beginning of the through the fun angle. In three
Ka}xn.
cational department are credited show,
airings the audience outgrew the:
with the idea.
studios and had to be moved to the::
•The program surely would have
Paramount theatre where more
had greater acceptance had many THE RAILROAD HOUR
than 1 ,000 kids were on h and for
("Good News")
.

WNEW
:

neatest ad tricks on.
Goodwin, of course, is
practically synonymous- with these
plugs. Harry Lubin, taking over
the musical, chores formerly handled by Meredith Willson, turns in
Doan.
okay/ chords.

one, of

a creditable effort and should;
draw a satisfactory audience.
Presented by "the Episcopal
church in your community," the
show has a fairly lengthy closing
message by an unbilled announcer,
asking listeners to ^'seek help in
the church" to acquire a "faith to
live by in these difficult times." A
RED FEATHER ROUNDUP
With Pres. Truman, Henry Ford II, booklet, "Finding Your Way," is
,Qob Hope, Red Skelton, Jo Staf- offered those who write their local
ford, Jsick Benny & Roche.ster, stations. There, is a cut-in appeal
Robert Young, Danny Kaye, Paul by the local minister.
Hobe.
Weston orch
Writers: Hugh Wedlock, Howard

:

it is

Bill

air.

.

.

'

-
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•
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^

:

;

With Mildred- Morey, Marjorie

.

MacKenzie,

McClintock

Ellis

ABC, CBS, Mutual, NBC, from

Ernie Edge, Kay Edge
Producer: Rai Purdy
30 Mins.; Wed., 8:30 p.m. (EST)

Hollywood

:

.

I

•

WRIGLEY GUM

CBC, from Toronto

:

(Walsh)
Much touted in advance and, billing Mildred ..Morey as Canada's
latest radio cornedienne discovei-y,
Wrigley package was unwrapped

I

,

for disappointing results on its initialer.
Miss -Morey, who has been
around the night spots for some
time and was one of the stars of
nationwide Red Feather Health The Army Show for two years, is a
definite personality on stage, but!
and Welfare Services.'
It was a choice array of talent radio is another storv.
that preceded, the President.
In
What everyone connected with
fine; form, Bob Hope got the show the series will have to realize is
..off to a fast start with a lot of quips
that successful comedy dialog is
principally, about the current base- very difficult to write and there
ball situation.
Red Skelton, in a will have to be, considerable contypical routine, dashed off some centration on the script in future if
nonsense about a candy store. Hav- full use is to be made of the Morey
ing difficulty in returning some talent. She is notable as a raucous
sweets, he punch4ined-^"put a song-stylist in the Martha Raye
used candy sign on them and manner and it waij not until she
double the price."
sang one song, "Lonesomest Gal
Best sequence of the stanza wa.s in Town," that any respon.se -was
the triple play batted around by evident, even from the studio audiJack Benny, Rochester and Robert ence. Apart from the poor maYoung; Ih.a capsule sketchy Young terial supplied Miss Mbr^sy- and. her
was' assigned- to "wheedle" money straight man, Mority IfaU, the
out of Benny for the fund. Plenty girl's success heretofore has always
of levity was generated out of a arisen from her ability to sell a
"dream" sequence where Young song In her. shouting style, plus her
fancied he drew a. blank check personal idiosyncracies that need
from the comic. Payoff, of course, the' visual' factor to register full
came when Benny later handed worth. Slje should be: allowed to
him the b.Oi and asked him to- fill' sing more; and that Vaudefawfui
dialog bluepencilled.
in the amount.
This is the first time in three
Danny Kaye pleased with a burlesqued vocal interpretation (Of seasons since Wrigley (Canada) has
^Beguine." However, his offkey- been on the air.' . Meanwhile;, the
popularity, and sales of rival
rising
Ing must have been accompaniedgum
brands
necessitated
tlie
by. some stock' Kayevian: facial
grimaces for the stinlj! obviously Wrigley return, with Rai' Purdy iii

months not expired since the confab took place.
.

;

i

"the
sPf ech,'.
the liberties

'

.

:

;

:

was more amusing

to.

as package producer.
It's on 32
stations: of the' CBC Dominion network. Ellis McClintock orch tees
with a bangup opening, "There's
Going to Be a Great Day"; then
Morey and Hall for the first half of
their drawnout crossfire ^In which
the girl wants to go to a party but's

the studio

audience than to dialers. Jo Stafford creditably warbled "In. the
Still of the Night" to orchestral accompaninjent conducted by Paul
Weston;
Piped from Louisville, where he
had made a campaign -AA^re^s
mediately
preceding
the
Red
Feather special program President
Truman emphasized that contributlons' for the Community Chest
Fund comes from al walks of
life.
This is democracy at its best
he said, "everybody gives and
Speaking
everybody benefits."
from Washington; national drive
chairman Henry Ford II, in boyish,
.sincere tone, expres.sed optimism
that the drive would succeed.
Entire layout; was well produced
bv Charles Vanda and writers
Hugh Wedlock and Howard Snyder
welded the show together with an
Okay script. "Red Feather Boundup" is another sterling example of

off

-

,

:

radio's: co-operation

worthy cause,

'

,

in

aiding
Gilb.

^[."nen

^

^^^.-.^
j

,

.

|

Mar

MacKenzie, pleasant sounding

j^g ^^^^.^^^^ f^^. •>l^^^xx&n Street
and Morey and Hall back
the second stanza of their trite
Corey's one song, however; gave the program its only lift
^but a terrific one. Let this gal
gong,''

foj.

p^tj^jj.

—

sing!

..Wc.Saii/.

Pittsburgh— Art Pallan's halfhour Juke Box Jury show on
every Saturday morning
has resumed after a summer layoft'.
It's being sponsored again by
a candy-, company. Progi,'am; has
a name guest .star each week and

WWSW

.

gets

teen-age

a records spun
session.

by.

reaction on new
Pallan during the

is

man-size

—

traffic

"Hey-Bob"

dummy

in

is

a

,

grue-

some symbol of the traffic menace,
and around him KRNT has built a

yoai-long safety campaign. "Hey-'
Boli'.s" personal appearance, and;
i-a.Oio voice are a strong, feature
in
this
audience
participation
show with "Iley-Bob" meanini? "be
Gordon MacRae, singer, got oft' to on th'p tiearn and the call of "Heyan auspicious start Monday night Bob" being used as a warning call
s/'f^-'ty patrol kids observing a
(4) with a capsule version of the
f'^
traflMc. violation.
yesteryear musical, "Good News,'!
Bill Riley does an outstanding
with Dinah Shore and .lane Powell ,ipb in emeeeing and pacing
(he
doing guest shots in the support show which doesn't
have a dull mocast.
Both scripters and players ment for the moppets.
It includes
captured the motif of the college play-acting (with
a traffic lesson)
campus, maintaining It throughout and solo singing by
kids from the
dialog and .musical nuinbers to add audience,
songfests,
games and
up to jgood listening. -it; follbwup contests of all sorts for prizes, plus
stanzas maintain, a- stmilap -breezy
pace, there is little question that
wlthlhr^M
?.n;wl? ^
the series should build up a size ing the
kid a dive into a flSh bowl
able listener payoff",
101' as many pennies, nickels and
MacRae, essaying tlie likeable dimes as his fist can hold.
gridiron; champ who nearly loses
Schools are cooperating in giv;
his place in the lineup when flunk- ing, out membership cards
that are
ing his exams, is tutored by Miss taken to the "safety island" at the
Shore and makes the grade. He New Utiea, where members sign up
wins both the game, and his tu- and receive their club pins, cartoress.
toon magazines, code books and
Spacing the breezy dialog, Mac- safely literature. Members are asRae, Miss Shore and Miss Powell signed safety promotion duties
reprise the hit songs of the musical eacli week and every gimmick that
such as "Good News," "Varsity ever held a kid's attention is used
Drag" ct al. Miss Shore's "Just on the program.
Even "guest

ROADS
;.

.

LBanton & Bowles)

Railroad

Hour

series,

starring

,

!

i

i

pre-

to

There's much of value in the
Stanza, but it could have been made
twice as punchy by trimming the
narration in half and holding the
17
tu of July
T..1
™!_;
i» a
_ mini
Fourth
'slogans to

—

mum.

well under way.

•

ABC, from Hollywood

serve," etc.

Doaji.

_

I

:

-

YOU SHALL HAVE MUSIC

.

;

ner

way

democratic

we fought

i

!

Carmen Dragon, musical director statCi the building of a Junior
Don Ettlingcr, Earl Gard- Safety Legion throughout the state

Writers:

'

'

;

;

:

in-action. It is that, of course, but
that fact is evident in what took
And the narration which
P^ace.
Jackson Beck has been given to do
hampers away relentlessly on
the freedom of
«"ch phrases as

.

.

With Gordon: MacRa^, Dinah' Shore, the fourth show.
Cooperating with members of
Jane Powell, Jim Backus, Mary
Lee Robb, Lou Mcrill, Rye Bills- the City Traffic Engineer's departbury; Marvin Miller,: announcer; inent and the schools over the

give

.

Producer-Director: Ken Burton
Pointed— an attempt has been 45
Mins.; Mon., 8 p.m. (EST)
made to wrap up the proceedings ASSN.
OF AMERICAN RAILas a demonstratio;i of democracy-

I

;

,

particular interest in the textile
centers. Unfortunately, instead of
letting the convention tell its own
slory-and it's plenty dramatic and

I

:

Still,
it will
,

.

an unusual look-in on a
union meeting and should be of
dialers

:

,

!

1

-

In pointing its sights toward a
goal of $184,000,000, the 1948 Community Chest Drive received powerful support from the all-network
Hollywood originated variety show
Half-hour airer
last Thurs. (30).
was a star-studded affair climaxed
with an appeal from President
Trumai^, who stressed the benefits
ertianating from the Chest's 12,000

.

'.

orch; Monty Hall, announcer
Writers: Irvin Teitel, Sid. Reznick,

(EST)
:-

^

WRIGLEY SHOW

.

.

Producer-director:, Charles Yanda:
SO Mins., Thurs. (29), 10:30 p.m.

.

.

Writer: Betty Dean
60 Mins.; 10 a.m. Mon.-Fri.
Sustaining
KCKN, Kansas City
The problem of how to wrap a
little showmanship aroun recordings is con.stantly before a popular
music station. Disc jockeys are
one answer to sprucing up record
shows, but that can't be used
every hour of the day. Something
a little different in recorded music
is what KCKN is after with this
hour-long morning show, and show
is a good :Start along the line.
Jdea, appai'«ntly( simply is to
play the records, with the builc]up
around' the music and not neces^
sarily the announcer or jockey.
For this purpose, Betty Dean d"ivides the show into quarters, and
'uses the old jingle, "One for the
money, two for the show, three to
make ready and four to go" as
the continuity theme. Thus the
first quarter hour is: composed of
tunes which have gotten into the
moncy'---pop standards and ranking faves.
'

;

:

As

it

stands,

straightforward:

program

is

presentation

!

outs.

{.standing players

Miss Powell's interpretation of

Babe O'Day, vivacious campus
also

rated

for

tops.

Stars

gal;

were

given

adequate support In the
lesser roles by a competent cast.
Scripting by Bon Ettlingcr and
Earl Gardner was concise and musi-

['o?^'''''!^

,

on the Drake U

squad

Parents, schools, city ofi'icials,
are giving the program a good,
hand, and the program deserves
etc.,

it.

JWoor.

Fairbanks, Alaska— KFAR, lOkw
direction of Carmen Dragon
was equally well done. Choral station here, and KENI, ,(5kw station in Anchorage, both owned by
backgrounding was also okay.
cal

the Midnight
a
Commercials were well inte- Co., joined the Sun Broadcasting'
Mutual network on
of grated, one being in the nature of Oct.
1.
They're the first MBS afa salute to the Railroad Shippers
filiates in the territory, and one of
Assn. by William T. Faricy, prez of; their
first
nickiin<!" win
ho tho

tunes, without commercials, and
that makes pleasant listening for
a lot of dial-twisters. It's about
the next best thing to putting a
dozen or so platters on your own
record player.
Quin.
:

aS^e

i

Edha.

'

WdhwaNlayt October

6,

it

"the most star-studded sequence of programming ever to

Six solid nights of magnificent entertdinment as all

New

York to Hollywood, joined
its

million-dollar

when

(3ept. 15-22)
all

new

in ."SALUTE

Avenue

Fifth

many great

so

these individuals

HAROLD AOAMSON

BtnNT FIELDS

AFRA
FRED AHLERT

IRVING FIELDS TRIO

MOREY AMSTERDAM
HAL MARC ARDEN
ASGAP
JAN AUGUST
EARL BAILEY
RED BARBER
BLUE BARRON 1 HIS
ORCHESTRA
BARRY SISTERS
EILEEN BARTON
BASiE

DAMONE

DEEP RIVER BOYS
KENNY DELMAR
DELTA RHYTHM BOYS
EUGENE DENOVI
CONNIE DESMOND
JOHNNY DESMOND
GOVERNOR THOMAS E.
DEWEY

HOWARD

DIETZ

PETER DONALD

NANCY DONOVAN
LARRY DOUGLAS

MORTON DOWNEY
CATHY DOWNS
JIMMY DURANTE
LEO DUROCHER
FANCHON I. ARNOLD
FRANCES FAYE
LEONARD FEATHER
ERNIE FELICE QUARTET
PARKER FENNELLY

50,000

WMGM-FM
Y00.3

MC. Channel 262

'

•

*'

'

nil

"

"-'/AAAar'A''

'

"

'

HIS SEXTET

MORTON GOULD
PAUL GOVERNALI

WARDELL GRAY
LANNY t GINGER ^REY
FERDE GROFE
JOHNNY GUARNIERI
CONNIE HAINES
CLIFF HALL
FRED HALL
OSCAR HAMMERSTEIN
W. C. HANDY
RADIE HARRIS
JOY HATHAWAY

BOB HAWK
ERSKINE HAWKINS &
HIS ORCHESTRA
GEOJtGE HELLER
ART HENLEY
HARRY HERSHFIELD
LOUIS HEYWARD
NAT HOLMAN
LENA HORNE
BOB HOUSTON
BOB HOWARD
WARREN HULL
TED HUSINQ
ED JAMES

GEORGE JESSEL
VAN JOHNSON
ERIC JOHNSTON

BEE KALMUS
IRVING KAUFMAN

MILTON B. KAYE
AL KELLY
GENE KELLY

'>''

Afl^Alf*'

l"n'AtAAn

'

''nPPAAC*
:

'

'

'

PEGGY MANN
JACK MARA
GYPSY MARKOFF
FREDDIE MARTIN

ft

HIS

GEORGIE PRICE
n An lA:' apot
RADIO BEST
n A n lA' A A II AV
RADIO DAILY
GEORGE RAFT
WILLIAM S. RAINEY
PEE WEE REESE
BETtY REILLY
DON RICHARDS
GRANT RICHARDS
BRANCH RICKEY, JR.
KEN ROBERTS
RICHARD RODGERS
SIGMUND ROMBERG
.

JR.

ARTHUR SCHWARTZ
JOHN SEBASTIAN
HERB SHELDON
HAZEL SHERMET
TOOTS SHOR
BURT SHOTTON
LOUIS K. SIDNEY
JAY SIMS

FRANK SINATRA
RED SKELTON
SMITH t, DALE
THOMAS FREEBURN
SMITH

COMMANDER

RALPH SMYLE

'

-

'

TAPA AlKPI '

BILL TREADWELL
A A A T AAIIT
BOB TROUT
l# A A iPTW'
'

'

'

'

VARIETY
AAA'AW I'A kl P III A"l Oil'
MARY
JANE WALSH
" B'AA' tIf'ATPAPfPI' A
"

•"

EDITH SCHOOLMAN

LT.

'

.

'

'

''

MARVIN SCHENCK

'

.

'

MEL 'TAAAA'P
TORME

'Ail ''
'

A A IMP
'

WALTER THORNTON
AA-'A ATIIA'T'IITAAI''
MARTHA TILTON
A lAI/ TAAA
DICK TODD

''AAPI

JOHN ROBERT POWERS
AAIAAP AAPtfakIANDRE
PREVIN

DICK RUBIN
JANE RUSSELL
SPEC SANDERS
VINCENT SARDI,

MONROE

VIRGINIA O'BRIEN
EILEEN O'COm^ELL

'

'

PAT ROONEY
GEORGE ROSEN
JERRY ROSEN
MAXIE ROSENBLOOM
HERB ROSENTHAL
BARNEY ROSS
LANNY ROSS
BENNY RUBIN*

ORCHESTRA
CLEM McCarthy
JO ANN McCOY
JACK Mcelroy
JIMMY McHUGH
DON Mclaughlin
REGGIE McNAMARA
MAGGI McNELLIS
MODERNAIRES
NANCY MOORE
ESY MORALES
NORO MORALES t HIS
ORCHESTRA
BUDDY MORENO t HIS
ORCHESTRA
FRANK MORGAN
WM. MORRIS AGENCY
HERB MOSS
GEORGE MURPHY
MUSIC CORPORATION
OF AMERICA
JULIAN NOAH
MARGARET O'BRIEN

'

"

-

1

A IPn A'lAP'AO'
PIED PIPERS
LIPAA AAi POIP
HERB
POLESIE

:

'

'

-

'A

1

!

'A PA A A IP

-

JOEY LYLE
HARRY MAIZLISH

1

"

~

'

'1

'

,

1

1

'

lAklP AAUIPI''!

'

GENE LEONARD
HELEN LEWIS
BOB LODGE
CLYDE LOMBARD
GUY LOMBARDO 1. HIS
ORCHESTRA
ART LUND
FRANK LUTHER

LUCY

LARRY STORCH
All'l W' VAI'APA'P
BILLY TALBERT
OA'AA "VAJIA
SAM TAUB
'A A
DEEMS TAUi
TAYLOR
A A AP AT T A UI A A
ROBERT TAYLOR
"'LIAAAI n TP lAI AA A AIAI
HAROLD TEICHMANN
''Tl PA' TAP
SI Vl'l A A ITtf
THEATRE AUTHORITY
'AI'AnWO TIIAAAITAAI
GLADYS THORNTON
IIIA'I TPA Tl A AAIT A'AK

'-

JANE POWELL
Al Al A A A PAT A AdIP A A

BERT LEE
'

'''^"A

'

''

A'

1

A''

A'

'

fSlAI'l"'''

'

*'

-

GEORGIA GIBBS
MARTY GLIGKMAN
GOLDEN GATE QUARTET
BENNY GOODMAN &

'

NEWT STAMMER
A-AA1#' 'AVAAAia

1

AA Al Y'U AIA AAI

'OAAA'I

HESTER SONDERGAARO
4knAAt'i*'AA AA A A A
SPONSOR MAGAZINE

'

'

'

'

"'

AA A A A A f*V Al
A Al
MARGARET
PHELAN
MOLLY PICON
%AJ
V PA Al A A P AAI'
WALTER
PIDGEON

«

'

l<^'

MILLION!"

LOUIS SOBOL

'

'l

'

- All

A

SAMMY SOLO
I'IPAT'PA A AAI AP A A A A A'A

•

:

1

a

their rributes in

'

nilOOn 1 AATVPnOAAl"
RUSSELL PATTERSON
A A V AP'A A
JACK PEARL
A V* AY' A lA f nw A' AAA At
BEATRICE PEARSON
1 i^O APTPAOAAI
LES PETERSON
APA'AAr APTA'IP
GEORGE
PETRIE

'

PHIL KRAMER
COLONEL 0. C; KRUEGER«;
USMA
-'AAAAln A'&I'VA'''
MARIO LANZA
JOE LAPCHEK
AAftr
AY^inAA A VIII"
JACK LATHROP ( THE
Anil A'0*i*nnr* aaiuaauo
DRUGSTORE COWBOYS
JOE LAURIE, JR.
'PI
lAT A IKAVAI AP M
ELLIOT LAWRENCE t
'll'in.'AAAl a'P-OVn
'
HIS ORCHESTRA
'

ond

1 1

''

'''''.':

'

1"'

Af*AnAiA' -Ainno

AA A UAA Ui II
A AA
MAYOR WILLIAM
0 DWYER
SANTOS ORTEGA
AA'ill' AOnAAAtt"
PAUL OSBORNE
1 l"AWA AAVnlAlf
LESTER PATRICK
AV*A 'AA WmAA'AI
RED PATTERSON
'

MURIEL KIRKLAND
JOSEPH KOEHLER
ALEX KRAMER
'

*

and our airwaves. So, to

means to say, "THANKS

this

'

KILPATRICK
1 r* A Kl' n All!
t/ lAI'A
JEAN PAUL KING

stVfdio^

their talents

OAAIVAI* AnV'PAA"''"

'"'

HOLLYWOOD

'

CHANNEL

18,000 Watts

take

GENERAL JOHN REED

FOUR TUNES
MORT FRANKEL
JcRRY FRANKEN
SYLVIA FROOS
SARAH FUSSELL
BEN GAGE
U AP GALE
AA
A Ar*kl AWMOE
AGENCY
F n A Al 1/ A A § A n
FRANK
GALLOP
TESS GARDELLA
AtfA'AAnnft'im'"'
AVA GARDNER
DfWW ''AGARRETT
A MAfW
BETTY
A
i*Ai'i* n A
'A nv lOVO
GENERAL
ARTISTS
'AA AAAA AT lAAl
CORPORATION

WATTS

1050 KILOCYCLES CLEAR

we

CHARLES KENNY

ORCHESTRA

'

WILLIAM BAUER
RICHARD BEAVERS
AL BERNIE
BILL BERNS
THE BILLBOARD
RAY BLOCK
BLOCK & SULLY
ED BOBLEY
BROADCASTING MAGAZINE
NORMAN BROKENSHIRE
EDWIN BRUCE
ARTHUR Q. BRYAN
GENE BUCK
FRANK BURKE
WARD BYRON
PAULINA CARTER
NELSON CASE
LEO COHEN
GEORGE H. COMBS, JR.
SARAH PALFREY COOKE
ALAN CORELLI
STAATS COTSWORTH
ROSALIND COURTWRIGHT
COMMISSIONER WAYNE
COY

graced our

personalities

and organizations, for lending

NICK KENNY
RADIO STATION KFWB.

DICK FISHELL
WALTER FLORELL
HENRY FOLBERG
HELEN FORREST

the air"

WMGM" as M-G-M's own station dedicated
We wiUiiever forget those wonderful evenings

TO

''-'A'AAIA "OT'AVtAAl' l/ftAtli'

JACK rINA & HIS

hit

segments of the entertainment industry, from

studios.

perfectly swell send-off,

VIC

'

1948

VARIETY called

COUNT

.

'

'

'

BOB WATERFiELO

,

'-

DAVID WAYNE

GEORGE WELLS
JOAN WHITNEY
IREENE WICKER
BILL WILGUS

ESTHER WILLIAMS
TERRY WILSON
WARD WILSON'
LEE

WOODS

EARL WRIGHTSON
NAN WYNN
RUDY VALLEE
GUS VAN
SARAH VAUGHAN

ROMO VINCENT
BUDDY YOUNG
GEORGE ZACHARY

MEL ZELNICK
RAY BLOCH'S CHOIR,
DIRECTED BY RAY
CHARLES
CALIFORNIA JUNIOR
SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA, DIRECTED
BY PETER MARINBLOOM
JOEL HERRON & HIS

WMGM ORCHESTRA
THE MGM CHORUS
GEORGE STOLL AND
THE MGM RECORDING
ORCHESTRA
UNITED STATES AIR
FORCES ORCHESTRA,
DIRECTED BY MAJOR

GEORGE S. HOWARD.
AND THE SINGING
SERGEANTS

,
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Seattle Production at All-Time

Low;

Moppet Payoff
Boston, Oct.

Sales Picture Affects Programs

up with talent and publiciLocal, live radio production here ty, then drop it completely before
now at an all-time low, having the show has a cliance to build an
Seattle, Oct.

•

5,

;

build

it

!

Js

j

slipped there gradually in the past audience.
Televiision picture here probably
year and a half. Radio executives
give two reasons for the present won't be clarified for a year or so.
situation. One is expectation of First and only license is held by
heavy expense when station's in- KUSC (Radio Sales Corp.) which
augurate television here. Other is hopes to be on the air with test
the more competitive market for patterns by November and with
the advertising dollar both among a weekly schedule a month later.
radio stations and with competing There are six applicants for other
three available channels, among
media.
The picture for talent here Is which are three network outlets
pretty gloomy but sales for the and one indie station here. These
I

5.

A Hub moppet who accompanied her mother to the
"Give and Take" sliow beamed
from WEEI .simply because
her mother had no place to

For Giveaway Airer, So

leave her, wound up with the
last
jackpot
show's
$5,750

Booking of "Go for the House,"
ABC's John Reed King-ra. c.'d
giveaway, Sunday l3) by Ritz balU
room ran into legal snag which
resulted in two performances.
Program was originally skedded
to be broadcast from Kitz ahead
of Larry Green band date at $1.30
per, but network balked late last
week at possibility of FCC banning

;

I

I

1

'

week.

Conn. Gets Cuffo

-

Helen Gallagher, 10, was
asked what the secret noise
was by m.c. John Reed King
as a. joke -for the audience on
hand to see the net show aired
out of Boston. She promptly
replied it was the noise of a
pencil sharpner, and the staggered m.c. paid

fall

stations

and winter season, particularly

freelancers and independent
producers, are much better than
a year, ago,; so situation is expected
to get better rather than worse.
Program departments certainly
aren't to blame for the lack of
live shows because every station
in town has good shows on wax or
in script form waiting to be sold.
Sales departments can take the
blame, but it: isn't because they
aren't trying. Never has the market here been so demanding and
cautious so if the boys on the street
wrap up more contracts for transcribed shows or newscasts it's
chiefly because the sponsors shy
'

-

from any live
.

talent costs.

Advertising's Uphill Fight

Another damping

•

according to the

on sales,
managers,

effect

.sales

that adverti.sers in this area have
never been conscious of the necessity to put money into radio it
they want to achieve resuljs. It's
ah uphill, fight all the way, say the
.contract getters.
Effect of low sales picture naturally has its elTect on programming and ease of using network
is

feeds and/or transcribed package
shows presents an easy out that is
latched on too often perhaps. Another charge leveled at local stations by critics is that they'll go
all out on a local production and

.

know

when and

that

of

show

vaude;

biz here.
niteries are

There

Foi'ni^l protest against teiephohe
"Chesterfield
on
Supper
Club" to identify the mystery voice
IjeeiJ iileS with N^^^
Procter

calls

ha9

&

Mtisie

Gamt4^^^^^^^^i^

Corp.

bt

off.

Amei'i<^i ir^iiiresenting

wards.

broadcast at the regular, 7 o'clock
POWERS' BALTO SWITCH .time,
and another paid perform-

AFTER

Last season Trammel I prohibited
voice riddles on "People Are Funance at night which did not go on ny" and reportedly told
Edwards
the. air.
Merchandise was given that his device of personality
clues
away botli times.
and calls on long distance teleThe evening combination un- phone would be protected.
Chesbroadcast program and dance drew
device calls for out-ofterfield
about 1,000, Which, was not profitlowns off stage, but this is claimed
able to Ritz, according to Joseph
to be a- subterfuge to avoid direct
R. Barry, operator.
conflict with the: Edwards stunt on
his current "Mr. and Mrs. Hush"

11-YR. REIGN

Baltimore, Oct.

:

5,

i

Surprise switch here this week
took Ralph Powers, 1 1-year early

ayem

fixture

(daytime only)

on

WFBR to new
WBMD. A

outlet

no consistent topper on ratings for
morning shows on WFBR, Powers

is

virtually

^^^^^^^

5.

Ralph EdNiles- Trammel], it's said,
had assured the P & G agency;
prize broadcast with admission tab. Comj^ton, that the stunt would not
It was then decided to stage a free b^. permitted, but it \Vas used on
session of the show at 4 p.m. Sun- last .Tuesday night's Jo Stafford
day which was transcribed for the program foK Chesterfield.

if

they get video licenses they will
be faced with heavy, expense and
if they can go into the new medium
with some surplus, the going will
be easier.
Low ebb of radio production is
not out of line with other branches

among

•

Show

Bridgeport, Oct.

i

i

1948

6,

Balks at Admish

ABC

,

Bad

.

nil,

;

and dance band business is lowest has. built a big following with all
contest.
-''"v:
REES
the devices of the usual getter- FCC
it's been for many years. Hope all
„_ . _..-,,*.—/, Chesterfield stunt calls for idenaround is that coming fall and uppers including disks, patter with
a Aim star s voice cut
ATHFISTSl^'fi'^al'o"
FflR flfC Tfl
lU ilinEIiJiaji„
winter season will bring hypo in all a stooge, Phil "Creampufl" Crist,
^^^^ program, with awards
time, weather, news and personal
lines.
Wasliington, Oct. 5.
lof bonds and $1,000 contribution to
items.
Three-hour show titled
FGC's decision protecting the Motion Picture Clinic. Winners of
"Morning in Marylandv' will be right of atheists to use of the radio a spell-down are rewarded by callMorrissey's 50G Suit
taken over by CJrist and his brother, i.s "ambiguous" and needs to be ing friends or relatives out. of
town
Jim, now on station's announcer clarified, according to Rep. Edward to identify
the voice, which on
Vs. Hope, Durante Skit staff.
H. Rees (R. Kan.). The Congress- the opener was Rita Hayworth.New Powers airing will mm a man asserts that the Commission Both MCA and P «t G contend that
A "Brooklylii USA,'" skit Which
Bob Hope and Jimmy Durante did four-hour stretch across the board ruling allowing atheists broadcast the phone calls and mystery voice
on NBC last April 27, has brought and is claimed to hit a new high facilities, is a misinterpretation of are too close to the Edwards forthe Constitutional guarantee of mat, a lift from the Edwards creaon a $50,000 damage suit in the in local payoli for radio talent.
free speech.
tion, and are asking that' "Truth or
N. Y. federal court.
Rep. Rees attributes the Commis- Consequences" be given the same
Suit was filed last week by Will
Students' Experimental Station
sion ruling to "so-called 'liberal' protection that Trainmell accorded
Morrissey, independent iilm produMinneapolis, Oct. 5.
and left-wing minds in Washing- the show against the encroachcer, who demands, in addition to
WCMU, student-operated radio ton" who cannot enter upon the ment by "People Are Funny."
the damages, an accounting of
gains and profits for alleged in- station, has permit to broadcast on radio i-egulatory field "without infringeraent of his rights to "Brook- experimental basis to Univ. of Min- jcurring -the righteous anger of
building, after every
God-fearing man, woman
lyn, USA," which he says was per- nesota residence
Oboler Homing From
land child in the United States."
formed on the aiv without his per- summer trial.
He declares the FCC ruling
Kids interested In raiiio meimission.
Congo With 13 Tele
Defendants named are Hope, Du- chanics do the work.
Present el.an?es the guarantee of "freedom
to
"freedom liom
rante, Hope Productions, NBC and broadcasts are music; 7 to 11 p.m;, '.of religion"
religion."
Lever Bros;, sponsor of the show.
Monday through Friday.
Reels, 180 Hrs. Tape
The licensing power of the ComCape Town.
mi.s.^ion, he adds, "should not be
used to grant radio time to athcr Edi (or. Variety f
Here We are in Capetown, waitists
and others who are intent
upon destroying -the institutions ing for .a ship to take us back after
which have had such an important .all these months of safariing. We
part in building our nation."
hope to be back in New York
aroiiiid Oct. 15, which means this
little African jaunt has taken us
taway from home almost eight
5 Twin Cities Stations
i'liontlis.
We're terrifically tired
«
• •
1
>r
D. •!

RAPPED BY
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.

!

I

i

run

i

|

I

I

!

;

I

'

:

I

I

.

!

I

j

I

;

;

I

I

'

I

.

;

I
.

;

race leChniCian

'll'clastmo;nth intheCongorcally
Mnke iM'as
a beating), but we've got 13

,P"n«3P<*'fs. Oct. 5.
Strike notice against five Twin
Cities radio stations was filed by
AFL radio broadcasting technicians, 63 technicians being involved.
Notice was filed by Thomas
Kachelinacher,
union
attorney,
against
WMIN, WTCN, WDGY,

reels

'

of

television

piclui-e.s

and

have recorded almost 180 hours of
broadcast material. We've used up
two Soundmirrors, a generator,;
and two converters, and have b^en
in
the Belgian Congo, Ruanda
Irundi, Kenya, Uganda, Portuguese
East Africa, Mozambiciue," Northern
Rhodesia, Southern Rhodesia, BeKenneth Hance, chuanaland. Orange Free State and
;

;

WTI6

1

|

KSTP and WLOL.
president
of
KSTP and the Cape Province. On tape and
spokesman for station operators. film we've got some of the aniraalSj.
said stal ions have been negotiating soiiie of tliT
natives some of the
'with technicians in attempt to [settlers some
some- of
of tl
the kings and
write a new contract.
Present some of the excitement and''laugi]i
two-year contract expired Sept. 30. ter and music that is Africa
Harry Hanson, state labor con
Novv you cain understand why 1
ciliator, said meetings between sta„ eyebrows.
„„„„,,;^^^
am crawling;
"'awlmg on my
eyebrows I
tion representatives and Local 1210
-^red Ziv nor
will be scheduled tliis week. State 'j"^"'
"if*- nor
"f,!"'"'
IJohn oinn
the Morns aijency
law provides for 30-day cooling off
nor niyself had the slightc;! Conperiod between filing notice of in-]',
vice

j

i

1

dominateslie

,

,

>

|id

,

tent to strike,

anri

n

•

and

Aol Kentmg
ATirABC

•

strike itself.

ception

of

this trip

would

the

physical

beating
done,

entail, but it's

and I think successfully. I believe
ioiCi i
^l^^'j's
enough excitement and
M. Annex 'good
i

4Z(1
<Y-

.1

,

,

sense in what we're bringing

X,

getting off the hook this back to make
both an exciting and
of conMdcrable meaningful .series.
By the time we
ai ii west 4j!d ,get back
to New
street, N. Y
AH of the web de-igone 36,Gfi0 miles;York we'll have
is

month lor rental

,

annex ouicc space

can you blame
partments which had to be shunted i^e if, for
a little while, I refuse
this location because of over-!
to raise my foot any hikher than
crowding at Radio City headquar- the railing at a milk
bar?
Iters vvill be moved into the net's
AreH Qboler.
new Television Center on 66th
street by Nov. 1.
Murray Grabhorn, vecpee over
Baseball
owned-androperated facilities (both
AM and TV), will be the principal
Rights Thru '50 Season
executive affected by the shift. DeBoston, Oct. 1.
partments at 42d street, besides
Broadcasting
and
O&O, include the WJZ, N. Y., staff,
televising
local, spot and co-op sales, and rights for all home games of Hub's
part of the ABC ad staff.
Brave$ and Red Sox have be€tn
signed by
cairying through
toutM...
u Carl Tl
Pittsburgh—
Ide,
quitting
insn season.
„„„
ito
I

j

I

WHPH^ Hub

I

\

WHDH

;

I

'

KDKA

staff, has sold his school for
radio announcers to George Held

The

Atlantic

Refining Co. and
Narragansett Brewing Co. jointly
.sponsor the broadcasts with GoodSchool was founded by Ide and all-Sanford,
Inc. joining thein in
Paulin,
another KDKA picking
up tab for video.
spieler, and later operated alone
This season's video coverage of
by Ide when Paulin left town. Ide
is heading for New York to free- ball games was parcelled out, by
lance, at the same time taking n
to WNAC-TV and WBZlocal package producer and head
of his own transcription plant.

Pierre
Paul

W. Mortncy, Vke-Prct.— G«n.

Mqr.

WTtC'f 50,000 wofti r«prci«nled

Wal»tr Johnion, Attlttant Gcm. Mgr^Slt. Mgr.
RAllonally by

Wted * Cm.

WHDH

part-time specialist job at WNJR, "TV and unless WHDH's applicaJersey City, where he will do news tion for video Jianncl is okayed
special events and an evening disk same, arrangement may be ncccs'
jockey show.
isary next year.
i

:

—

IF you
know whether an

10

wanl
campaign

really

advertising

.

know their problems and solve them
whether these problems relate to distribu-

tisers!
.

.

.

one sure way to find out
really want to know if a
product or package is right, a selling theme
strong. .TRY IT. And you can try it in

to

WLW-land

position to give service that

will work, there's
.

.

.

TRY

IT. If

you

.

where. For

WLW-land

America

of

new

manner not

in a

—an

do the

ideas,

new

techniques.

Merchandise -Able Area live
thirteen and a half million people. Here are
rich folks and poor. Here are farming hamlets and mighty industrial cities. Here are
the south. Here
its

and
America

a true mirror of

is

here

is

.

—preaching

day, but like

Consumer's Foundation
to

determine consumer reaction to prodand packaging.

ucts

Merchandising Departments
to stimulate dealer cooperation, check dis-

cities,

less

dominant in

millions of people every

any other mefdxum

Test Stores
to check potential buying responses, effectiveness of new packaging, displays, etc.

Buy

Way
monthly merchandising newspaper for re-

or combina-

and wholesalers.

tailers

tion of media, not reaching all the people

the time. The conditions your selling
WLW-land are those it will

Specialty Sales
senior

basic

effort will face in

face elsewhere. Truly, as^

WLW-land

stiles

goes,

drug

force

sales

distribution

or

to

help

secure

supplement current

or distribution.

go the nation.

so will

/'

But that's only half the story.

Not only does WLW's Merchandise-Able
Area provide an ideal proving ground;
also offers facilities and services not

WLW

equalled by any other radio station. Selling
''time-on-the-air" is not the beginning and

end

.

a great radio station, covering

dominant in some

of

WLW

in a

is

truly unique.

People's Advisory Council
to determine program preferences and for
general consumer market studies.

varied aspects.

the area as a network covers the nation

all

Station
is

tribution, report attitudes, etc.

And

others

The Nation's

AMONG WLW'S SERVICE FACILITIES

parts of the east, the mid-west, the north

in all of

job.

a true cross-section

is

WLW'^

In

sumer

ideal proving ground for

new

products,

possible else-

packaging, product, dealer and conattitude, or what. And with "know
how" peculiar to the area, plus manpower
tion,

its

service

believes

it

is

to

advertisers.

Rather,

a duty to help adver-

THE NATION'S

MUi

STATION
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The Safe Way

FCC Tele Freeze
Continued from paie 29

,

From the Production Centres

Minneapolis, Oct. 5.
Here's once where the sponsor

and show are apt

;

channels two
tions and the utilization of the (authorizations on
ultra-high frequencies for com- [through 13 (the present band):
inereiai facilities.
I: Pending ^applications and new
Secondly, it was felt here that a applications to construct television
stations will not be acted upon ;but
time-out period is needed to take
placed in the pending file.
the first calm measure of the dizzy
2, Applications, pen d in g and
rise of the medium since commer- hereafter filed for modiflcation of
cial allocations were adopted three existing permits or licenses Will
be- considered on a case-to-casc
J ears ago.
I

Just how long the freeze will basis. Action will depend on how.
they are afl'ected by the issues to
continue was problematical; Chair- be resolved in the. proposed .reviman Coy said the minimum time sion of standards.
required to revise standards would
3. No hearings will be scheduled
be something like six months but on station applications and where
that nine months was probably a hearings-have been started or comhe pleted no further action; will be

WLOL

ment.

to be in agreeannounced deal for

Coptinntd

former

NBC

pals.

.1.

other interests he also
owns the Minneapolis Lakers,

m

But
tould not say whether pending

«p-..

Gonstniction permits' OF other

4.

:

plications could then be taken up. television
authorizations' heretowould be altogether possible, he fore issued are not affected;
explained, that at the time the
-

It

,

;

.

standards were revised and made
the Commission could go
final
ahead with allocation proceedings
started during the summer. In that
case the freeze would last about
six monthsj
But, he pointed out, it the Commission were to decide after revising the standards that a new allocation procedure was necessary,:
then; another three months would
be. required, which would continue
the freeze for nine months. It all
depends, he said, on whether the
engineers find that it is necessary
to have greater separations between television stations than is
now the case and larger service:
areas for the stations.
Chairman Coy said the Commission plans this week to turn over
to industry all the information it
has about tropospherie interference, which is the -first question to

Dry Tex. Candidate Asks

KRLD

Baptist minister

ho-Dem Shows

San

of

International Ladies Garment
Workers Union's campaign com.

mittee has bought' the full ABC
a: four-week series; in
behalf of President Truman's reelection, despite the law that- labor unions may not buy air time
to support candidacies. Web de-

network for

j

I
I-

N.

York City right smack

J.

In

.'

cided,, on its own attorneys' advice, that the broadcasts would

.

.

:

;

not infringe upon the law because jockey.
the ILGWU committee is financed

WCAE,

WASH. STATE PRESS

Carnegie Tech In

CLUB'S RADIO

Joint Aid to Scripters
Pittsburgh, Oct.

Awards

No

by

5,000 watts (on 620

kc.)

via

sions prior to the Guild being cer^
by the NLRB.'/
In

vie:vv

of this,

committee

Dallas, Oct.

..June.'.

5.

.;:

.

„,

Two of the applications are from,
Dallas. Hearings for the Lakewood
Broadcasting
Co.
and
Trinity
Broadcasting Co. are scheduled for
:

May

9, '49.

•Hearings will also be held during the next nine months on the
applications of Baylor University,
j

Carr P. Collins, Jr., Corpus Christi;
Texas Broadcasting System,
Ellis County Broadcasting
Waxahachie;: Falls County
Public Service, Marlin; Harbenito

If

East

Tyler;
I

j

j

i

{

:

Broadcasting
Inc.,

tKrlfty ratei in

maka

our rott card-rrand

'Co.,
Harlingen;
Weslaco; Metropolitan

vertiser's

:

of

to buy 5,000

:

"won't be long cbm-

Broadcasting Co;, Alamo Heights;
Perkins, San Antonio; W. W.

Broadcasting

PRODUCERS OF
HINT

Houston.

Co.,,

WATTS

K. C/s Early

Mfrs. Grab Timis

hove

ba amazod

money

your

if

lokei

day ond

night.
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about 8900,000 of that being for
time and talent on a year's basis,
the balance lor promotion:
ABC claims GE's "Stop Me" will
be fed, either live ,or by film, to
24 stations. Philco "Theatre" will
go to seven live, 10 by Kinescope

;

NEWARK BROADSASTINQ CORPORATION
9»n»tal

mtta$n

NEWARK
CENTRAL AVENUE
PHONE MITCHELL 3<7«00

;

Ree'ordiug,

DuMont,

on

its

own

outlets
(WABD, N. Y., and WTTG, D. C.),
plugged its telesels on the "Origi-

Amateur Hour" before Old
Gold picked up the tab this week
and is now running in spots on the
new "Off the Record" stanza.
Farnsworth is considering TV

N.

J.

Xmas

Splurge

Kansas Citj, Oct. 5.
beginning to be

MAN ON

here/ early hillings matching that of any other
date of recent years;
Yule contract season was kicked off last
week by Helzberg's .Jewelry Co.
which signed for a total of 180
half-minute spots on KCKN, all 1o
be used on Christmas merchandise.
This is in addition to Helzberg's
regular
"Romance
in
Rhythm," full-hour five times per
week on IS:CKN, according to Ellis
Atteberry, commeTclal manager.
Fall biz at other stations is reported to have taken hold in good
shape within past 10 days.

AM

budget, has augmented its IS'-minute stanza on NBC's eastern outwith a, two-hour weekly, boxing
via WENR-TV, Chicago, and
plans to extend it to ABC-TVIs
lets

show

midwest

net.

I

I

i

Troy, N. Y.—WEVR, FM station
operated by students of the Troy
Veterans Vocational School, has
gone on the air under the management of Bill Saunders. It operates
daily from 11 a.m. to midnight
from fully equipped studios on the
top floor of the school's building
In this city.

THE FARM

AVAILABLE FOR
SPONSORSHIP
SHOOT THE

MOON

CLEAN UP
CARNIVAL
PUT 'N TAKE

LET'S

K-l-D-S

FEATURE

:

tor its
show, "Metros
politan Auditions of the Air," on
iXIotorola, with a $150,000
billing

ABC.
2,

HUNT

SOMETHING TO TALK ABOUT
BRAND NEW BRIDES

Christmas biz is
felt in radio, tirade

nal

Ncwmanr

Especially

Needs.

LADIES BE SEATED

SR S OS

suro you.

you'll

"Feature
It's

Designed to Suit the Ad-

_

KRGV,

a

It's

Production"

Co.,

Mark

ine."

;s

still

{

t
I

)

The ECC has scheduled hearings
on applications for 15' Texas :radio
stations between Oct. 18 and next

Roark, Coleman; Shelby Broadca-ststrike authorization.
If the writling Co., Center; Terrell Broadcast
ers do so,
execs Intimate,
'Corp., Terrell, and Texas Star
the walKout

centrated coverage of these twin marketi.

up our

:

j

Everybody Wants To
Own a Texas Station

said,

there could be "no answer to certain other RWG conditions which
were contingent on signing the
letters of adherence."
,
Agencies did offer, however,: to
work out with the Guild a "practical and simplified voting procedure" which might be recommended to the NLRB for use in an
election to empov;er the RWG: to
negotiate for. a Guild -'shop coveiv
ing one unit on a national, basis.
"The way is open for certiQcation witliout delay to be followed
promptly by negotations," commit,^
tee concluded. "We sincerely hope

tower antenna system assures strong con-

bstter

5.

writers,

announcers, producers and other
radio performers will be given
ngxt year by the Waslfington State
Press Club here, as well as to programs when two or more of the
classifications are of such quality
as to warrant such recognition.,
Announcement of the awards
was made at the Ptess Club's first
annual Radio Night here Thursday.
It is an extension of the Club's
awards to reporters, feature writers, etc, on newspapers in the
area, and, for the first year at
least, will be confined to the Western Washington area.
Twentyfour stations are in the area, including those in Seattle, Tacoma,
Bellingham and Aberdeen.

,

tified

RWG

q

individual

end syndication.

you will follow this course;"
The course the writers will take
will
be decided at membership
meetings next Wednesday (13) in
N Y Chicago and Hollywood.
RWG strategy committee has
asked the members to reaffirm a

fishing

kilocycle

to

,

;

i

wrong

the

AWARDS

Seattle, Oct.

5.

transcribed radio series for open-

,

ivon B.

.

—

:

;

the middle of

their 25-year'-old listening habit.

litti*

.

.

.

KDKA

reaches people :i(T North Jersey and

how

18,300,

W

.

,

KRLD

LOOK AT OUR DIAL POSITION!

Ju»t look

.

i

.

.

•

NEWARK,

"i-^or.

now numbers

.

;

NIGHT

AS

.

.:

WATTS

five

this area

.
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Its

in:

.

.

DAY AND

mistake.

:

An--'

5,000

around—^no hooking

.

.

.

Agcys., Writers

New

of tele sets operating

tonio.

:

WVNJ

number

(Thurs.) at 10; -p.m. and will be:
Series of original playlets writ.supervised by Morris Novik, raten by Carnegie Tech's evening
In his complaint, he said that dio consultant to the ILGWU;
KRLD has: turned down his request Stanzas will be live, IS^minutes in radio-writing class and acted by
to buy the same daily time which length.
members of school's drama departhad been devoted to several weeks
Schedule of broadcasts: tomor- ment will: soon take to the air over
to the candidacy of George Peddy row—Humphrey Bogart and Lau- WCAE, Idea is to encourage hope^
of Houston, who was third in the ren Bacall from Hollywood and ful scripters, and school itself wilt
recent Democratic primary ballot- Secretary of Labor Maurice Tobln co-sponsor the programs.
ing. Morris has stateU that KRLD from;
They'll consist of half-hour plays,
Toledo;
Oct.
14—Ronald
with its 50,000-watt signal ex- Regan and Alexis Smith
from Hol- including adaptations by members
tensively covers northern Texas
lywood and Mayor Hubert Hum- of Carnegie Tech's regular playwhere under local, option laws phrey
Plugs: wiU;. be
of Minneapolis from that writing students.
there is predominantly dry senti-institutional
in nature, relating
ment.
He added that the outlet: city; Oct. 21—Tallulah Bankhead anecdotes and human interest
infrom: N.- Y. and President Truman
also had wide reception over the
ctdents
connected
with
Carnegie
from; Washington; Oct. 28— Melvin
entire state.
Douglas and Pat O'Brien^ from Museum and Tech's department of
Morris stated that he has been Hollywood and Senator Alben Fine Arts, which takes In drama
seeking time overunsuc- Barkley from Washington.
department. Course in scripting is
cessfully since Sept. 6. He sought
being given by Marjorie McCorthe 6:45 to 7 p.m. period Monday
mick, formerly on
staff,
through Friday.
who writes "Dream Weaver,"
ris,

provides a basis for
standards. It is likely the con-

,

.j

.

,

ference will be called between
Nov. 1 and 15.
In its order freezing pending applications, the Commission adopted
the following interim, procedure in
handling requests for television

,

. .

.

whether that

information

new

pa£« tZ

;

.

in revising standards.
reasonable period of time will

called to consider

ABC

ILGWlTs

The National Prohibition Party out of.. .special contributions and:
candidate in the Texas Senatorial not from.. the union's- general
race has asked the FCC to revoke funds.
the license of KHLD here if it fails
Union group's programs, comto sell him broadcast time.
The bining: pitches, by Hollywood stars
Prohibition candidate is Sam Mor- and politicos, :wiU tee off tomorrow

then be given before a conference
is

Showerman,

.

.

SeU Time

to

Daillas, Oct. 5.

be appi-aised

A

License Revoking

For Failure

star,

an increase of 1,700 sets over the previous month, according to ihe esti"mate of the Washington Television Circulation Committee', representing
Johnny Bradford, 'NBC video: singer and
the three; operating stations.
emcee, has become a member of thp local Variety tent
WDG
cooperating with National Employ, the Physically Handicapped Week
Connie B.
with daily broadcasts from the committee's headquarters.
Gay and his ."Radio Ranch" hillbilly show shared spotlight with such
teeoff
Community
Chest:
Henry
Ford;
2d,
in
lOf
drive
celebs as
over
CBS net show, "Home Town Reunion,"
WTTG-Dumont past week.
with Eddy Arnold, Duke of Paducah, the Oklahoma Wranglers et al,
aired from the ,stage< of Constitution Hall past Saturday, where the
troupe double -billed with the Connie B, Gay hillbillies
Sunoco
3-Star Extra, the NBC news airer, celebrated its first anni this week
BUI Brundice, WOL sports directai\ will handle play by play top grid
games to be aired over Mutual ^ .Brooke Johns, former Ziegf eld star;,
Jean Bcnneyan
guests on local station WGAY Tuesday mornings
into WQQW as assistant musical director to replace IVIarsaret AnderHoward Williams curwood, who walks the marriage path shortly.
rently conducting a contest over WINX to pick the town's; best disk

:

takent

E,

WASHINGTON.,,

Total

'

realistic- estimate.

.

,

Among

I

more

.

WBBM

ests.

'

.

:|roin

now

of Hollywood, in town visiting with Chi radio
NBC veepee in charge of central division,
and Jules Herbuveaux, tele manager, back from White Sulphur Springs,
Jerry Walker, author and
Va., and NBC management meeting there
Easter Strakcr,
staff as a writer-producer,
narrator, joins the
Eddie Hubbard's girl Friday, bapk from vacash. Hubbard is WIND
•
disk jock.

exclusive broadcast of basketball
season of Minneapolis Lakers, pro
team, starting in November.
Sponsor is Schiek's cafe. Schick's
cafe is owned by Ben Berger, also
holder of theatre and other inter-

PRODUCTIONS
i

i

|

I

1

2Z8 N. LaSaile St.. Chicege
Stale 3154

^

;

!

''

;

Tucker Lend-lease Deal

Personnel Changes
Lynchburg, Vo.T-With an upping
power and a shiftiiig of kilocvdes skedded this month for
here, Eric Lund, program
director, will take over managment
farm bureau,
of newly organized

Ends as

WWSW

Memphis on AM-TV Spending Spree;

Snares

WLVA

WMC s

Brewery's Hofckey Tabi

rector to program chief of WKBW,
Pittsburgh, Oct. 3succeeding Paul Martin.
Latter
Play-by-play accounts of Pitts.resigned to join the Bowman and
Block ad agency. Gelzer was chief burgh Hornets' hockey games this.
announcer for the Buffalo Broadseason will go from
to
casting
Corp.
until
November,
was acquired by iwWSW, with Fort Pitt Brewing
writing and directing two pro- 1947, when
jCo. footing the bill.
Switch regrams daily and making on-spot its present owners.
visits to rural sections for interturns Joe Tucker, who calls 'em,
views. William Lorcn, announcer,
New York—Jean Paul King, who to station where he's head of sports
assumes program director's post. has been directing 13 weekly muBecause bankroller
sical shows
(including the Bob department.
Julie Benell has been Houston and "Wish Upon
Dallas
a Star" picked KQV a year ago, and ownnamed director of women's activi- programs) at WMGM, has re- ership of Hornets insisted
on
here and will be signed, effective Oct. 15, to devote
ties for
Tucker
before
closing deal, sportsIhrough
Friday
in
full time to freelance radio and
heard Monday
caster had to go to that station una quarter-hour program aimed at television chores*
der a loan-out deal from WWSW.
titled
"News
audience
distal!
the
i)f

;

I

I

i

I

KQV

'

WKBW

,

—

WFAA

'

'

Memphis, Oct.

5.
lin«d sttidios are ncaring completelevision is 'tion which will nip the station's till
on. the move: in this fast growing, for nearly $250,000. No complete
midsouth metropolist.
video plans are in the offing but
Final eonstruction. is under wu;i/, the station has filed with the FCC.
on the TV transmitter for WMCT, The new studios will be located in
the Commercial Appeal .station: the heart of downtown Memphis
Tlie local
outlet is booked for and will feature a theatre marquee
Christmas with nightly shows getting, billing.
video
shows, before
New tower will rise 750-foot in the
WIIBQ, Mutual outlet, just re-'
air at the site of WMC's and eeived the blessings Irom FCC to
WMCP's transmitters. Reports say start plans 'for the construction of

Bffston—Arthur T. Brush has
Martin, ABC been appointed commercial man"
agar of Hub's indie, WHDH.' He
producer, has been appointed prowas formerly sales manager of
gram director o£ WRNL, Richmond. WFEA,
Manchester, N. H., and adAUyn, member of the

—

Don

1

I

WRNL

Ken

vertising director of Manchester
staff, was upped to
Union-Leader, Irving Hackmcyer
has joined sales staff at WCOPi
Hub's ABC outlet. He was formery
Nashville-^Bill Graham has rer
ly an announcer at WMEX. Boston.
signed as publicity director of

announcing

production manager.

WSM

I

i

Bob Prince
doing
Since

will

assist Tucker,

commercials and color.
new assignment gives Prince
virtually a year-around sports .stint
(he also assists Tucker on pro foot-,
ball

the,

for

Atlantic

Refining

and

Rosey Rowswell on baseball for Atlantic and SealtestK he's giving up
his 11 o'clock nightly newscast for

Fort Pitt

on WCAE.

I
'

NBC

I

_

the

operation

television

will

Howard chain some

:

FM

; and
[a transmitter to increase its power
Scrippsr- .from 250w day and night to okw
.$500,000.
'days and Ikw nighttime.

covering
cost, the

Station is equipped with two
lem cameras and a 16m sound
Detroit
Newest disk show in
camera for film programs. Also on
deck are two RCA video cameras Motor City features town's top
(I-Iooperated) jockey, WJBK's Jack
for the studios.
{the Bellboy, with "Juke Box Jury"
WMPS, ABC affiliate, which just of high school teenagers, Sponcelebrated its first year as a lOkw sored. by Suchard Chocolate, "Juke
daytimer and 5kw nighttime opera- Box Jury" will have, youths give
tion, is als<!i going on a spending 'reviews of platters played by the

—

1

1

*

I

,

.spree.

Construction of

new

streain-

Bellboy.

to take an account exec posi-<
Associatcs,lion with Noble-Dury

&

ad agency.

Akron -^Eccles Huff, formerly
program director of WDUK, Durham, N. C, has become production manager at WAKR, Akron,

Next

replacing Gene Trace, who resigned to open a new 250-watt station in Youngstown.
Louisville

.

— Bob

Law.son,

Thursday

from

KTUL, Tulsa, has joined WHAS
announcing stalf. Gerry Bottorff,
former WHAS production man, is
new WKLO program director. Russell Pirkey, formerly with WAVE,
and recently WKAY, Glasgow, Ky.
'Station manager, joins WKLO as
night program manager.

—

Arthur
Philadelphia
promotion manager
February, 1946;
nounced his resignation,

since

Saturday

Schofield

(2).

CAMEL
Cigarettes

C. Schoof
an-

KYW

fleld,

present

has

effective
to

Premiere Performanee |

came

KYW.

after completing an extent
sive market survey for WTAG,
Worcester, He has not announced
future plans.
.

OF THE CURRENT SEASON

.

Another Great

Show

BuffalOr-^Jack Gelzer has been
upped from assistant program di-

AFRA Authorizes
Strike Vote in
Members
mous

BING
bring you

LA.

^

CROSBY

JAMES STEWART

Los Angeles. Oct. 5.
AFRA, by unani-

BARRY
FITZGERALD

of

vote, authorized their local

PAT O'BRIEN
RICHARD CONTE

board of directors to call a strike
again.st 11 radio stations in this
territory unless a satisfactory working contract is signed.
Stations

under

fire

are

KMPC. KFWB,

KXLA, KLAC, KFAC, KFVD,
KGER, KFOX, KGFJ, KWKW and

MONA
FREEMAN

*

KGIL.

Free from strike threats
are KRKD,
KIEV and KWIK,
which have signed on the dotted

in

line.

politan areas.

Lighting

5.

THURSDAY NIGHT

'WELCOME

NBC

STRANGER"

sta-

KBUC

(500 watts) at Corona,
the Week of Oct. 1, this station
has set what is probably a record

ON

10 P.M. E.T.
r

of its kind.

In a small town of less than 10,000 people, the station goes on the
air with over 60% of' its cream
time sold, and with over 60 sponsors signed up before the station
ever hits the air. This is without
having the sales force go outside

The
Screen Guild
Players
Prqgram

of Corona for any clients. The surrounding towns will be called on,
after start of operation.

LiUlefield, Tex.— J. C. Rothwell,
operating
here, has been
authorized by the FCC to transfer
his license to a new corporation,
known as Southwestern Broadcast-

PARAMOUNT
PICTURES

Cal.',

Pnisvutcd by

NBC
10 P.M., EJ.

KVbW

J

in which J. B. McShan will
obtain 25% interest for $4,885.'
Rothwell will retain the remaining
ers,

stock.

adaptation of

FILM SUCCESS

Up Corona

Corona, Cal., Oct.

in a radio

"CALL NORTHSIDE 777"

.

With the opening of the new
tion

the

TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX SMASH HIT

Old agreements between AFRA
and the 11 stations expired Sept.
16 and have not been renewed.
Actors' union asks salaries ranging from $60 to. $85 for staff announcers employed on a 40-hour
.five-day week basis, with the bulk
of salaries at $60 to $66.90 weekly.
Such wages, AFRA declares, are
below the prevailing scale at
similar stations in other metro-

BilMliMm

•

t

Memphis radio and

]

Concerning Women."

Richmond

SOOG Expansion Program

j

I

^

1

HAM*

36

1
1

!!

'

.

ifSIi
ludience

this

ble on

TV

he were just

if

visl*

Inside Sti^-^Radio

at this time,

Pearson many months ago was
reported prepping a tele show,

World Series

Although the United Nations Appeal for Children has folded, far

Continued front page 27
bet

tlip

^6^^s

l'lkl1f."me^d^fteinrt"e?
WNAC-TV in Bos-, „
game designated
ton to handle the pickup for the
first two games, to be played at
will handle
Braves' field.

'"?

assistant will be

Van

Patrick

who ci^^O^:^^^^^^ games

,

this

^„Amonf .^^^r

-

year over WLWS.
in a last-minute switch of plans,

"^^^Z^^^'L p;«"Two" r5>;;nute' t^^^-

I

p^^^^

^

stanzas for the Silent Guest Committee one for airing at
Thanksgiving, the other at Christmas. Several Hollywood names will
meanwhile, DuMont, which had
^S"liir'cstabn.h*'LrS^vLt.be^^^^^
WEWS
sewed up exclusive rights on the
The American Friends Service Committee and the Girl Scouts are
becomingdint
of
through
sheer
It feathe third and fourth games in n. y, -Boston microwave link for faiinliai'
jointly distributing a 15-minuto disk appealing for clothing,
to televiewers, " while the
Thomas with a husband-wife photo team.
Cleveland, with the same two sta-,the playoff game Monday, opened
lookina around tures an interview by Lowell
tions repeating in case the Series, the game to all slat ons wanting
Dickey and Tony Chapelle, recently returned frpm a seven-month swingf;
'J^L'^^w^^^^^^
lumirti-.
"Bih
goes to more than four sessions, to carry it. As a result, the payoff
through Europe.
All 19 stations on the east coast, [fracas was carried by at least one
ranging from Boston south to outlet in all cities on the eastern
Precedent-setter is Meredith Willson, \vho twice has marked up a pair:
Kichmond. are expected to carry \\cb. Link between the Red Sox'
His "talking people" cut-ins on Aldrich Family and "The
of firsts.
the Boston originations and nine Fenway Park and Bell Telephone's
Aces" is an innovation which he followed with a time reversal on ABC,
which wasn't
Continued from page 27
terminal,
stations in the seven midwest cities Boston
however, none of his doing. Airing live on the Coast at 6.30 p m.
^^y'"'^** ''^
"^^^
he ^on't be heard in the east until 10:30 at night via tran
Wednesday,
^ushed'lo
Uons ' aIc TV whict had "a"pdo; '^teeoff WeXesdT
^-'•^"on. That's the other way around in radio, the repeats generally
scription.
thV Jd^we^'aVoTn- *SetYon Tnto'e f^r" le^Monday ^^"p^Stely
option
year ago.
one
TV
— r^T—
being reserved for the west. In other parts of the eoxintry his show
nections for the opening Saturday contest
applications were on lile
e»Elit
jg^^
)neard at 8 p m. Reason for the unique setup is that
(9i of its Detroit outlet, WXYZ-TV,
DuMont's move in opening the with FCC for two television chancouldn't clear Coast time to coincide with the eastern release,
has relinquished the facilities so game to other outlets, reportedly nels assigned to the Hartford
that all stations can carry the made in the face of insistent de- area.
Finally simmered down to
,
Series.
Control over preparation of all Voice of America news broadcasts to
mands from other networks, caused four local stations seeking the two
Cleveland games will not be several snafus during the telecast. video funnels. Stations interested foreign countries was returned to the State Department last week when
available to the eastern network. WNBT (NBC, N. Y.), came on the were WTIG, WDRC, WONS and programs handled by NBC and CBS were relinquished. Withdrawal
With the two webs not yet linked air early in tlie game but then WTHT.
Tljen Yankee Network, by nets from contract arrangements resulted fro^i^Cohgress^l^^
by the cable, the only possibility of shut down for several innings which controls WONS, decided it cism of programs beamed to Latin America which were charged with
connecting them in time for the while its argument with DuMont would like to see one of' the chan giving misleading Impressions of certain sections of U. S.
Shift back to State Dept; involves programs in English^ Spanish, Poi-Series was through use of Strato- was ironed out. WCBS-TV <CBS, nels assigned to the Bridgeport
vision Westinghouse Electrie's s.\s- N Y.) didn't take the first couple area, and subsequently withdrew tuguese, French, Italian,- German, Malay, Siamese and Annamese.
lem of relaying tele shows via of innings, coming on later in the application for Hartford area. Change does not aff ect Russian and other prpgranls to #itii?alVareas.
Asking to be made a part of the which Dept. has been handling all along.
planes flying over the territory. game also.f
Gillette, meanwhile, thought it Hartford hearings* net sought tele
Jamie.son ruled that out, though,
Zenith Radio's full page ads in Chicago dailies on the opening day
on 'the assumption that it would should have first crack at bank- permit for Bridgeport on a chaninterference. rolling the playoff through its op^ nel assigned for Hartford.
FCC (27) of the FM Assn. convention in Chi last week caused plenty of eyecreate
too- much
Yankee apr brow lifting in radio circles. Ads plugged Zenith's low cost PM-AM
Stratovlsion now operates on clian- tion on the Series. After hasty con- turned them down,
American pealed. In the past year, so many table model and the Zenith-o*ned WEFM. Latter was described as
however,
nel 6 so that the relayed signals sultations,
No paid spots^
might interfere with transmissions League prez Will Harridge termed hearings have been scheduled and "truly .an island of refuge in today's radio world.
for the
applicants No singing commercials. Beautiful music 14 hours daily. WEFM
o£ Wl^IL-TV (Philadelphia) and the game part of the regular sea- rescheduled
.
WTVR (Richmond), both of which son and not the Series, with spon- that It would take; an engineer sells no advertising
and has a 40-second silence between selections
.sorship thus going' to Atlantic Re- and a slide, rule to figure out instead of paid commercials,"
ai e also on channel 6.
jvhichjiad
what, if, anything, has been ac*
Possibihty exists, though, that if
^^^^^^
complished.
With steps under way or soon to be initiated to form units in more
the Series goes more than fivei
Hearings on the Hartford situa- than a dozen U. S. cities, the Assn. of Broadcast Unions and Guilds in
gamesi Stratovision might be given
tion have been indefinitely post- New YOrk last week tacked a "National" in front of its name. Oliver
a chance for the sixth and/or
poned.
Nicoll, acting chairman, reported on a recent swing around the country
seventh, both of which are to be
Set sales in the state spurted looking toward organization of NABUG groups in Washington, Detroit
played in Boston. Westinghouse
with original elherings of the and Boston. Groups in Hollywood, San Francisco and Chicago already
spokesmen
declared
yesterday
continued ti'om page 27
New Haven outlet but have lagged have tied up with the N. Y. association.
(Tucs.) they would seek to. get FOG
Television seminars being set up in N. Y. by the American Theatre
cleavaiice for the last two con-! mittedly is only a stopgap meas- [lately because of the station's poor
programming and because there under NABUG auspices are now expected to get under way eithi r Nov.
tests,it's found possible to rid ure.
,
,
^ ,, «,
,
CBS-TV has Doug Edwards do- IS no other outlet for reception; 14 or 20, Plans will be furthered at a NABUG meeting Oct. 22.
the system of interference vMth
ing a nightly news stint with some
ground stations.
Proxy Carl Haverlin's drive for associate members for the Radio
CBS sports director Red Barber «lnVr"u^''*'i>^^^''^Vm^^^I'^1°1'
and o^^^^^^^^
Walter Kiernan
Executives Club of N. Y, among broadcasters in other parts of the
has been selected by Gillette
ip
strii
i.^uy bers in a News and Views
country has netted more than 100 of them, with the total expected to
Overstuffing
Safely Razoi", which bought both
reading with
lop 200 by the time REC kicks off its fall-winter luncheon season to-i
radio and TV rights for $175,000, which mixes copy
Continued from page 21
ofthe
offhand discussion
day's:
morrow (7) at the Roosevelt hotel.
to handle the play-by-play for the
events.
The DuMont net, WPIX will suffer, since it's only natural
Associate members, who pay $5 for it, will receive brief reports of
entire scries. He'll be assisted at
other stations also are that 'Curiosity. on the part of the each REC meetingv stenographic reports of principal speeches (tomorthe Boston games by Tom Hussey, (N.Y.) and:listener will compel a swltching- row's spieler: Milton
Berlel. a bound copy of the membership roster,
who aired the Braves contests dur- experimenting along these lines. back-^and-forth, to the
detriment
and a membership certificate "su itable for framing."
The Coy Winchell
ing the regular season over WNACr
of
the ambitious attempts to
TV. At- the Cleveland games, BarMeanwhile, except during such achieve; a continuity
on oth prospecial events as the two political grbams.
Minneapolis—KBTB, new staconventions last summer, teletion sponsored by religious group,
That NBC is somewhat disturbed
Set Mfrs.
viewers Jiave seen nothing of such ^^^^ ^he CBS
will broadcast rest of schedule of
counter-maneuvering
"^
Continued (ram page, 2}
bigtime radio commentators as was highlighted _x
night football games here:
at
recent
the
Sun
#-.-.
Walter Winchell, Drew Pearson, Valley convention,
when promo- R. G- Baker, meanwhile, told liZO
Lowell Thomas, Edward R. Mur tional emphasis
was directed at radio and TV distributors attendrow, H. V. Kaltenborn, Gabriel Thanksgiving Christmas
layouts ing a nieet; at GE's Electronics
Heatter, Fulton Lewis, Jr., Bauk- and
stations were urged to get Park last week that prospects for
hage, Edwin C, Hill and Eric behind
the campaign to make their AM receiver business .^'generally
Sevareid, to name a few:
communities Elgin-conscious.
liave, not
been impaired" even
It was believed Kaiser-Frazer's
As it shapes =,up noWi it looks though tele's impafct ; is retarding
sponsorship of election returns on,
like both Elgin and Wrigley will the sale of
expensive: r adlo-pfaoho
ABC-TV Nov,
exceeTtheTl1)0,0Ormar^^ on talent comtiinatiohs.' Addition
w,n.h»ii „„i
TV
of tele to
Winchell
out of TV hiding, but at gione for
the dual presentations. these, -combihation
receivers hot
^ene only vviil paye the way to replaciiig
""^"P'
I have no tuxedo but I'll travel
to
fsth
sucn a
Hele
tele tiebut.
debut
k'''^utry and Arthur Godfrey will current
anyway. I'm now a successful
sets with the new "hohie
Some industry execs are of the divide the eiiicee
chores, Wit}\ Don entertainrhent
writer in one of tlie foremost
opinion that WW, as well as oilier
centre,"
but will
New York ad agencies but I'm top gabbers, are making a mistake Amet^ir'''reDrisrn" his lonetime also increase the demand for such
m,c. contribs to the Elgin proboied.
I have a real flair for
AM receiver.s as table models,
"On an Island with You"
by not simply allowing TV pick-^ .grams.comedy. My stuff is funny and
jjiK ('.%'Mi':r. 8iio\v
ups of their radio stanzas for the
portables; and other specialty sets,
Wrigley Thahksgiying sliOw lineI
write it fast!
Hv<;p.v *'lrilii.v Nile, «:S0 K.S.T.
My sample time being. :They point, for one
up thus far comprises Danny Kaye; he said. .-'The Jiroadcast networks,"
scripts will prove it Who want-,
Mgt.: LOU CLAYTON
thing; to, the ever-widening bite
accortling
tO, .Dr.- Bakerj "Will not
Kay Thompson and Williams Bros
to put me to work.'
I'll oiler
which Ed Sullivan's "Toast of the
give
lip
t6
television
without
a. bat-'
little resistance,
Amos 'n' Andy. King Cole Trio,
Town." on CBS-TV at 9 p.m SunAutry, Godfrey, Louella Parsons; tie. .We. .may expect better pro*
days, is taking out of Winchpll's
.W nto Box 121, V.wtETY, 154
Lamour, Abe Burrows and grarns in order tb: hold, tlie ,Wtteh>New York audience. Il'<, ai tjiu'cl Dorothy
W. 4()ih St New York 19, N. Y.
.\ndrews Sisters. Xmas lajout is lion of the listening public." >
th at WW; cou ld recapture some oi
GK
marketing
manager
Ernest
still being set
Vogel predicted the sale of ] ;Elgin Thahksgivirig Shovy in acldition to Ameche. thus far incUides WIO.OOO tele sets during 1949, repcome
Jimmy Durante, Gairy Moore, Red '"•^s^^tmg an industry-wide busiSkelton, Jack Benny, Vera Vague jness of ,"P330,000,000. If kinescope
when we're
Marie Lanza, Dean Martin and tubes are made available in suffiat bat!
Jerry Lewis. The Yule spread will cicnt number;;, he said, the sale of
comprise, among others, Bob Hope. TV
sets
may reach 2,000,000.
Al Jolson. O/zie and Harriet, Dan- SaleMnaiiager... W:aitef '-:M;,^-gkillny Thomas, Cass Daley, Laurlt-/, man, meanwhile, declared that
Melohoir, and; Edgar Bergen, with the addition ot the new microA'l'l^^l MUTUAL in Memphis
Ken Carpenter announcing.
groove phonograph to standard
a mighty market—
iradio-phono combinations should
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11:00-11:15

AM

strengthen radio
dicted,

Directors
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.

for

.

audience-participation frolics in all radio. Aiid it'S smack
's high-rating morning line-up. For
in tlie middle of
details, wire or phone today to

ABC

ABC

PROGRAM PEPARTMENT
CIRCLE

7-5700

,

nonetheless,

that

He pre70% of

Ki

/III

M

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
SPONSORS

i

;

tiations will be carried on principally in N.Y. is expected to result
in the naming of a N.Y^ director to
This makes,
the top Guild post.
Shayon the likely choice, in view
of his presidency of the N.Y. locah
N. Y. local Monuay night also
reaifairraed its national board's decision not to go to the National Labor Relations Board for certifica-,!
tion at this time.
j

;

>

LYNN LOOKS
at HOLLYWOOD
ON
KHJ — Mutual, Monday thru Friday.
1

to 1:15 l».M.

My

Thanks to

llli,f/

in

WALKER COMPANY

I

,

an advertiser to be int Tiia
first half of the brand-hew, sure-fire Kay Kyser show
and it's a wow! One of the fastest, funniest
ia for sale

What a wonderful spot

sales.

GE's radib-TV dollar volume busimess in 1949 will come from tele

tonight (Wed. and Chicago; local,
next Sunday 110). National RTDG
board Is expected to elect a new;
president from among its members
within a couple of weeks.
Although Charles Vanda is first
veepee; fact that freelance nego;

EST

—

[

1

KOUEGE OF FUN AND KNOWLEDGI
MONDAY-FRIDAY

K WHBQ

v

'

,

Mctro-Goldwya-Mi^

LYNN CASTILE

:

11 ,

RADIO
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WeiliieBtlay,

C^niacflr WaL
bCllOlasnClflfeD^

Aussie

^om1

Fight Govt.

To

Dimming
HoDeS
*
O
r

its

Stations

Gram

of

FM

,

Svdnev. Sept.
SodI. 28
2R
Sydney,
One hundred- Aussie commercial
radio stations will band to fight
any move by .the government to
widespread give complete monopoly ot fremains dim despite
Accord- quency modulation operation to
favor for such a setup.
survey ot the non - commercial Australian
ing to a cross-sectional
Broadcasting Commission. It's un18 out of the 65 stations conderstood that leading Sydney atducted by National Assn. o£ Edu [toineys wil
be brieled to take an
rrilonal Broadcasters, most of the
to the High Court of Ausnet-lfPPeal
voted in favor of the
;

CIRCLING THE

Minneapolis, Oct. 5;
claims new wrinkle in

WCCO

—

Traditional two-day
St. Louis
"veiled prophet parade and ball,"

a telephoned: post'-mortem piped
from experts on the scene at various important games.
Show, tagged '^Stadium Review,'
staged Saturdays at 6:30 p.m..
With Babe Levoir, onetime famed
Minnesota quarterback, on 50-yard
line. Stunt has proven of live inis

j

j

I

which, opens the soeiaK season
extensive * coverage
here^ drew

KXOK.

from

news

Station's

i

.

rector Bruce

Cobb,

Denver—K & B Packing

|

—

'Rumple Bumpie'

San Antonio Rex Prcis, assistmanager and commercial
manager ol KTSA, has been elec-

Snares 13-Wk. Sponsor

ted governor of the 10th District
Advertising Federation of America

|

'

'

'

practic'ibility

'

.

AM

outlets
Survey, covering 12
operated by colleges and six
outlets operated by boards of education in large cities and universities, discloses that the average air
time is eight hours per day at
$20,000 per mnum ope'raling costs
and $38,000 per annum .salary
budgets. Average salaries for stawere ligurcd at
tion managers
$5,580 although ,the range was
from ii high of $10,000 to a low of
.Program directors' aver$3^600.
«ge salaries wa.. $3,700.

Senator Cameron, who, controls

FM

radio operation here,; said that
the commercial stations want to
test^ the
government's decision,
they're at liberty to do so. Cam*
Vomte& out that the differ-

all

'Mr,

Oct,

Buraple,'- hiis

been bought by Joseph Home Co
between ine government's one of town's leadmg def>artment
policy and that of commercial sta- stores, for a IS^week stretch over
tions is that the former is run tor WCAK,
It'll hit the mikes Saturcultural purpbses and the latter IS;. day mornings at 8:45, It's already
purely commercial, Cimerotl' add- being heard in 10 other Cities.
ed that he vvas constantly receiv- "Bumple" tells stories of animals
ing comi)Uirits frOin parents -about and adventure with the aid of a
horror serials aired by the com- talking organ, and children shop-

1

to a

and

receive
sponsor.

surprises

from

Louisville, Get,
;

I

5,

j

Annual meeting of AFRA last
week resulted in election of Jim

Hub

^

WHAS

j

Walton,
announcer, presidenti succeecting Ken. Meeker, also

WHAS.

Others named were La

WAVE,

Veil Waltman,
••lournoy,

WHAS

WAVE,

Kallay,
tary,

and

member

AH

,

Bob

v-p,,

the

oflicers serve,

..Ubott,

l

'

]

treasurer, Ed
secre-

i

rfcording

Bud

of

I

,

I

WllAS,

'

executive board,
on 'the executive

I

boart'.

i

Only

WHAS

AM

town's five
organized by

To

WAVE,

and

stations,

of

have been

AFRA,

my

'

,

I

—

I

1

'

don and Bill. Miclraol.^.. Broadcasts
:, be
aired over the Texas
Northwestern
Minneapolis
Quality Network, Lone Star Chain, Theological
seminary plans to
Texas State: Network and special start tiroadcasting from new radio
groups of stations for special sec- transmitter about Nov. 1,
CAA

—

will

:

I

I

tional games.

EI

.

.

Paso—A

.

-

22 college tower

total of

erect

to

pc>rmit

,

h:is

30,)-loot

been granted.

AM-FM

Call let-

and liigh school football games ters assigned are KTIS, but ,stahave been lined up for airing on tion IS asking switch to KV'\fBR,
,KSET. Tlie Popular Dry Good.s honoring the late Dr, W. B. Riley,
Store will sponsor 17. games of the: president of the seminary. Station
three local high schools while win operate non-commercial ly ofU S. Army Recruiting has signed fering religious, musical and edulor the five home games of thei cational material on 1,000 watts
Texas College o£. Mines here.
power AM and 3,000 FM.
Manager will be Loren Bridges,
San Francisco^Wm, 11, Wise & formerly of WEAU, Eau Claire,
Co,, N, Y.v will promote sale, of its Wis.
"Home Handyman's Guide" on
KGO with Sidney Walton, heard Si. Louis St. Louis Church
Fridays from 10:45 to 11. p.m. Federation of Catholics, Lutherans
Account is handled by Huber Hoge and Chii.stian Scientists last week
& Sons, N, Y. ABC Spot Sales, awarded KMOX a plaque in recog,

:

—

-

;

represents KGO
Quarter-hour transcribed

N

Y;,

,

nition of its s p o n o r s h I p ot a
show. weekly Bible Quiz, just completing
its first year on the aitv_
.

.s

^

I

on the knowhow. of

-features advice

do€§or:

For thr9e weeks,

from

.

—

I

KPRC's Houston Symph,

Elects

FM

KNOW-FM,

-

j

!

AFRA

L'ville

and

San Antonio

FM

'

the

Packaged Programs, Inc., Pittsburgh outfit headed by Bill Beal,
an announcer, and Morry Fierst,
original founder of tlie Pittsburgh:
Playhouse, have snared approval
Talent Hunt Series Set ot '•Bumple" from teachers
and
Houston, Oct: 5.
child psychologists because proWith new maestro Efi-eni: Kurtz gram's completely free of the
at the helm, the Houston Symphony shoot'-em-.up scare technique.
orchestra will Iiit the airwaves Nov,
~6 for its fifth season of Saturday
Radio Execs Elect
broadcasts over KPRC, Houston,
Boston, Oct, 5.
and the Texas Quality NetWork.
Radio Executives Club of Boston,
Broadcasts; which run through
flrgt luncheon meeting last week,
April 30, will be aired over p:PRC elected William B. McGrath, manfrom Houston's Music Hall. Esti- ager of WHDH, as its first -presimate is that the programs will dent.
reach more than 1.750,000 homes in
other officers are Craig LawTied m with the fence. WCOP, first v.p.; Nona Kirthe southwest.
bioadcasts is a statewide competi- bv, WLAW, second v.p.; Edmund
tion to discover >oungmu.sic talent, Shea, of James Thomas Chirurg
Entire symphony series is being rCo„ Inc., treasurer, and Janet A.
underwritten for the fourth time Gilbert of Harola Cabot- & Co.,
Inc., as secretary.
by the Texas Gulf Sulphur Co.

-

some degree by

Cagle, prez
State Network and
Austin, WACO,

I

1

pers at

ABC

grams, aimed for schoolroom use
and adult education, are oflored to
.13 of. the stations,
News,- apOrts, book reviews and
public service programs make up
tl)e rest ot the schedule.

.

I

.

Home's sign their names
Rumple-Bumple birthday book

— Gene

KNOW,

KABC,

I

'

FM

Worth

Fort

of the Texas
prez of

week- Waco,

—

:

'

:

last

its

KFJZ, here, has requested the
stations for the outlets be deleted.
stations are on Uie
of the
Tony Weitzel, former None
Detroit
air. These included
gcssip columnist with Detroit News
WACO-FM,- KABC-FM and KTSN
with once-a-week radio show .on:
(FM-KFJZV
WWJ, Detroit, now has .weekly
Cagle stated that request was
hall-hour program over WJB, Demade in order that funds and eftroit:
Allan Douglas, former
forts might be directed to tele'Detroit's
dead -pan
jockey
at
vision stations being planned; by
WJLB, now with WKMH, Dear- the TSN web.
born.
--r:;^';- ;::;: ?-u>:::;'h-^tvvy' '^'^^ "'t
Ronnie Dugger
San: Antonio
San Antonio
Again this year has resigned as sportscaster toP
the Humble Oil and Refining Co, KTSA to return to his studies at
will sponsor all broadcasts- of the
Bob Gray,
the Univ. of Texas.
Southwest Conlerence. Signed to- formerly with KABC, lias been
air the play by play broadcast are named temporarily as. replacement
*
Kern Tips, Ves Box, Charles Jor- tor Dugger.

5.

transcription

Rumple

ence

and

classical

(

classical mercials.
the
Senator,: believes
music conslitule the basic 'pi o- government's action granting
grammmg material for the sla exclusively to the
will withtions, totalling Irom 35 to 60', o of stand any challenge in the courts.
the total air time. Specialized pro-

recent confab
end in Fort Worth.

i^*'""

'

Semi

Pittsburgh,

Locally-produced
series

.

contract.

ant

at

if

.

.

Pitt's

airwaves.

Co.,

Denver, has placed a weekly halfhour transcribed program, "The
Smiths of Hollywood," on KOA,
Denver NBC station. Contract is
lor 26 weeks, with the show being
aired Tuesdays, 8-8:30 p.m.
Hal Niemann Associates,: Denver
advertising agency, handled the

i

highlights of the ball.

social

special events director.

1

repairs and maintenance as
discussed by Walton and Hubbard

|

outlets

°P'"""^, '^"^
work idea but the majority feeling
^^'Ti?!
>f
ABC monopoly would
was tempered by doubt as to its mean socialization
Aiissif
of the Aussie

KILOCYCLES

home

I

j

.[

di-

Barrington and announeer John Corrigau described
the two-day lanfare which is slated to wind up tonight (Wed.).
terest to football fans. It is pro- L 0 c a I socialite Anne Wendling
duced by Sig Mickelson, WCCO Slianard reported the fashion and

'

S7

Post-Mortems

football broadca!)ting, a hot item in
this grid-crazy sector.' New stunt

Own ABC Network

Prospect for an educational net-:
the 65

ivork "which would link up
-scholastic outlets in the U. S. re-

WOTs

To

it

all

.

.

\

got

away

•

.

•

.

but for the next 52 weeks (13 at a time!),
here's the schedule:

RCA VICTOR SHOW
6 O'CLOCK

HEWS ON WNBC

It o^tiMJii iiws^^

^ WHEN A GIRL MARRIES

NEWSREELS AND SHORTS
*

INDUSTRIAL AND
—thanks
V

to

RCA, Studebaker, Peter Paul,

(General Foods,

Un

Shell Oil,

Wc^s**

inghouse.

1^
jpleaisdrif

tj^Vw

^

for Standard Brands.

(A«id« to Kanyen and Eekhardt and th# Fard
tuceossful 1948-49 loasonv)

Motor Company: Thanks,

loo, for

a wonderful ytar on

tho Ford Theotro, and

all

good wishoi for a

KENNETH BANGHART
.

.

.

available nevertheless for night-time shows

on NBC

only.

-

4i;

ORCHESTRA-MUSIC

38

Wednesday, Octolier 6*

19^

''^My song cavalcade
(Musical-Historical Review: 1800-1948)
Compiled for

P^SrIETY

By DR. JUIJUS MATITELD
(Copyright, Variety, Inc.

(To be serialized in Vahiety;. It is suggested that these weekly sag-,
nients be clipped and preserved for filing as a permanent program
reference. Nunrerous requests to reprint the original Dr. Julius Mattfeld anthology of top songs for the last 150 years has resulted in
this serialization in Variety; ^The Original publication was in Vahie-i'y's
Radio Directory, Volume 11 (1938-39), now out of print. When the
Song Cavalcade for 1948 is ready, with suitable' historical notes, it will
be published as early in 1949 qs feasible).
This is believed to be the only compilation of its kind as regards the
chronological aspect ot music lamiliar in- the U. S. The: selection of
niusical material of this sort necessarily is based on two- considerations:

:

The

(1)

availability

regards. -the historical matmol, it should he noted that the incidents chronicled are entirely U. S. events. Such major occurrences
as the Napoleonic Wars, the abdication of King Edward VIII, etc., are
mentioned only as they affect U. S. history. This historical data toos
coniDilcd by Ellen L. Davis of Variety's staff.

Attention is hereby called to the fact that this: material
and may not be .reprbduced either wholly or in part

3,000 or

.

more songs out of poten.

To elucidate upon the latter 'Would require an essay, studded with
Suffice it that
references to musical, and socio-economic, history.
changing periods in U. S. history engendered corresponding changes in
^musical taste; and that, furthermore, such factors as copyright laws
and other legal protection of authorship had considerable bearing on
the condition of music in the Ui S.
The compiler of the music, Dr: Julius Mattfeld, considers the reliability of available records as synonymous with the problem of omission.
The shortcomings in listing old music are directly to be traced to this
consideration. However, when discrepancies were, iound in dates and
papers, such discrepancies are noted. No arbitrary dates are afiixed.
All dates are :Copj/rzgfit dates,, (or,.-.where these .do not exist, as in
Kuropean publication, ptthlication dates, cuUed.from advertisements: in
.

/

Fisher, William Arms.

;
-

,

,

,

I

ol Floi-emel;
4,
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stole

my

•
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charms:

Sheep' in clusters;

.

Ihe heav> hours
1

.

.

W

Boston Chailos
llomoN -1 & Co, cop 1918
7 p
(Contents
Queen Mjiv's
4
1,

,

i

.

farewell to Franco- 2, He stole my
tender heart; 3, The bee.)
Ensel, Carl.
MusiG from the Days of George
WashiiifUoii.
Collected and provided with an inlioduclion by Carl
Engel '.
.ijTUsic edited by' W.
Oliver Stiunek
With a pietace
bv Hon^ Sol Bloom
Washing-

j

m

.

C

.

:•

m

.

.

D

.

,

,

4
j

,

,

,

.

GeoiKo Washington
Bicentennial
Commission
l.cop.
1931 hi Sol Blooinl ix, 61 (1) p
ton,

1

>

'

.

.
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Tluee Melodies of RevolutionHai monized by Samary times
r.ndicott

,

)

4 nos

1918

He

,

'

Endirott, Samuel.

Uel

,

'

2, Tlie

i

,

)

cop
1,.

^

.

Boston- Charles W.
,

.

':

.

(Guntenls:

'

:

:

COLLECTIONS

Homeycr & Co

'

.

.'

colt

in Philadelphia.

.V

:

Endicott, .Samuel.
.Melodies of Revolutionary Times
llainvonized by Samuel Endi^
.

4".

Congress established the in U
S histoi-v iviihli<!lvf>il
(1792)
wealth of best solleis with eternal

S.

orchestral boncerts in the Amenf^irst balloon
ascent made in triangles and rom.mces as their
cap colonies from 1793 onwardsr)- America. (1793)
literary forte (among these auThe Lass of Richmond Hill, w.,
thors were Sarah Wentworth MorAdams and lilherty: or, The,Bos- Leonard McNally.
'
ton, Susannah Haswell JRowson,
m., James
,„„a
Patriotic Soufir. w..
toii
Hoborl Hook
1800-1812
and Hannah Webster Poster whose
(First published in the
Treat Paine.
tune:
To
Anam„
Morning Herald, London, August Howard, John Tasker.
"Coquette" went through 13 edicreon in Heaven (subsequently^ the 1. 1789.)
A Program of Early and Mid' tions).
air of "The. Star Spangled Ban:
The U. S Military Academy
The Lass with the Delicate Air. nineteenth
Century
American
ner").
Boston:
Thomas & An- SEE Young Molly who
Collected, edited and ar- opened at West Point, N. Y., on
lives at the Songs.
drews [,1798]
the
Fourth of July with 10 cadets.
ranged by John Tasker Howard
foot of the hill (below).
Hail. Columbia, w., .Toseph HopIn Saratoga, N. Y a hotel waa
New'York: J. Fischer & Bro.
My Lodging-: it is .on the Cold
^^^^
adapted in 1798 to the
built,
starling the spa on its careei:
w„ m., traditional. (Pub- [,cop. 1931,1 3 1., 51 p. f°.
^he president's march (see Ground.
The American Star: w., John as a society resort
lished in: Vocal Music, or The
below), ascribed to Philip Phile.
The
U. S. entered its fourth deSongster's
Companion,' London, McCreery. m., tune: The Wounded
pression since 1790, it lasted three
Liberty Sons; or, .Gome, Join 1775.)
Hussar;
by D; Ci Hewitt. 3
Hand in Hand, w., Mrs Mercy
The Request^better known as- ?pn^i"'^ Musical Repository {,1799^- ^^';^s ~gexpansion was accelerafed'
Warren (wife of Coii James War18001.
9
Tell Me, Babbling EchOj w.,
by leaps and bounds via Jefferren of Plymouth, Mass ); m tune;
The Harp that Once, thro* Tara's son's purchase of Louisiana
Clarke, m;, Gerard Vogler. LonHeart of oak, by William Boyce.
from
Halls, w Thomas Moore, m tune: France (J
don- J. and G. Voglcr [,1775?].
000 000 square miles for
The Liberty Soiiff ^"lu Freedom
Gramachree. London: J, Power's $15,000,0001
Rule,' Britannia! (Alfred).
w.,
Welre.Born." w.. Jolin Dickmson.
James Thomson; sometimes attrib- Music & Instrument Warehouse
John Marshall, chief justice of
m., tune; Heart of oak, by William
[,1807].
(In: -Moore, Thomas.
A the Supreme Couit, in tlie famous
'Boyce.
(Published by Mein: and uted to David Malleti m., Thomas selection of Irish melodies, no, 1,
case of Marbury vs, Madison, laid
(Produced in
Fleming, Bo!,ton, 1768, Hall and Augustine Arne.
p 23
Maidenhead, England, 1740.)
down the principle that the SuSellars, Philadelphia, 1768, WithRich and Rare were the Gem^ preme Court can render
Sally in Our Alley. Wv. m.-, Henry
an act
out music: and again by Mein and
She
Wore,
w.,
Thomas
Moore,
m.,
of Congress void vhen in the
[London, 1715?] (copy In
Fleming, Boston, 1769, in:"Bicker- Carey.
tune: The summer is coming. Lon- Court's opinion it
British Museum.)
violates the
stall's: Boston Almanac.")
don: J Power's Music & Instrument Constitution.
Sigh: No More, Ladies. Glee for Warehouse
The President's March.
m,
[18071.
(In:
Moore, „ The U. S. started war against
ascribed to Philip Phile.
(Com- three voices, w.; William Sliake- Thomas.
A selection of Irish the Barbary pirates of Africa who
posed in, 1789 see above, llail, speare (in: Much Ado About Noth- melodies, no. 1, p. 41.)
were evading tribute from Ameriing),
m., Richard John Samuel
Columbia, 1798)
Believe Me if All those Endear- can shipjiers.
Yankee Doodle, w anonvmous Stevens. (Frequently sung in con- ing Young Charms. W., Thos. Moorie
Alexander Hamilton, ex-Secre_of American oiigin. m, tradi- certs in the American colonies m., tune: My lodging is on the cold taiT of the Treasury, was
killed
during
the 1790's.)
tional— of EnE!li>.h ougin siifficiground, London: J. Power's Music in a duel with Aaron Burr, viceently popuiai to have been pub^ Instrument Warehouse [,18081. president of the U. S and hamn'
rs^i^™^
lished;
in an early version,
^,1'^^'",''
"1
(>• Moore, Thomas. A selection of ton's bitter political oVonent.
iS?.'?!^"^-.'^. J
Glasgow, 1782
(The tune was al- William Boyce. (Produced in Lon- Irish melodies, no. 2, p. 99
With this event duels went Into
ready lainiliar in the American don. 1743.)
Jessie, the Flow'r o' Dumblaue. disfavor in this country.
colonies as early as 1790; wasiised
Tell Me Babbling Echo.
The Pennsylvania Art Academy
SEE w., Robert Tannahill. m., Robert
by. Ben.iamin Carr in his fre- The request (below).
Archibald S m 1 1 b
[Edinburgh, was founded, but the replica of
quently played orchestral medley,
::•;.:
Venus de Medici was such a shock
To Anacrcon in Heaven. W 1808?]./
v., ::::,.., '^
'Fcdeial 0\eiturs," composed
Ralph Tomlinson
m attributed
Let Erin Remember ihe Bays of that it had to be shown discreptlv
1794; and was published a.s a song to
,
Noah
Webster finished his first
John btatfoid Smith, (2) Old. w., Thomas Moore, m., tune(1)
by G. Willig, Philadelphia, 1798
Samuel Arnold
(Wiitton, and The red fox, London: J. Power's dictionary.
Robert Fulton experimented with
composed in London between 1770 Music & Instrument Warehouse
and 1776; published between 1780 1,18081. (In: Moore, Thomas. A submarine torpedoes UnsuccessBEFORE 1800
fully. His steamboat "Claremont,"
and 1783
selection of Irish melodies, no. 2,
however, was such a success after
Artaxer-«cs FEnylish opera first
Youns Molly Who I,ives at the p. 85
performed: m London; 1762].
The Battle of the Wabash [i.e., Its trial run that the New York
d1
Foot ot the Hill-ri)ctter knoim dSState legislature had to pass a bill
Tliomab Augustire Arne
(The The lass with the delicate air. w
the Battle of Tippecanoe, Novemmaking it a crime for anyone to
Overture and various solos and
m Michael Arne I, not Thomas ber 7, 1811, won by General Wil- tamper
With it.
duets Jrom this opera were fre- Augustine
liam Henry Harrison
;

'

I

londor heart awav;

—

i.

-

.

under caption: Before

a)

and bass

Squarerbrackets [ ] indicate supplied information from other sources
than the sheet music.
) denote the names of stage productions/
|. Titles in: parentheses (
!
The dash
in titles indicates parenthetical subtitles
Unless.olherwise specified, the place of publication is New York.
fri certain comparatively recent musical co)nposittons:, w)i«rp copyrights have undergone reassignment, such ussignments are noted only

I

I

1800

words

;

.

1

(iSee also

sop., alto, tenor

v.

I

AMKRICAX COLONIAL PERIOD
'

pscudoiij/jn

SATB

4°

1931.

;.^;';bf ^iNDlviDirAL.

.

'•""^s

orchestrol

pseud.

uhere known.

Inc., cop.

and;
sketch, biographical notes,
Boston
hints on pertormance
Oliver Ditsott Co, [,cop. 1930.1
xvi, 56 p 4°.
Pratt. Waldo Seldon.
a
The Mivsic of the Pilgrims;
„
psalm-book
ot
the
descnption
bioughl to Pi> mouth in 1620
Boston Ohvei Ditson Co. [,1921 1
80 p mcl lasims. 8 . (Contams
,

no date

n.d.

orch.

-

/

With historical
.

copt/rifltht

music
opus

ranged [for orchestra] by Adolf von Gluck. (The Overture to this
U.
Scbmid. New York G. Schirmer, opera was freqeuntly played in mint,

Ye Olde New England PsalmTunes, 1620-1820.

cop,
jxii

-•

op.

contemporary periodicals).

MUSIC OF THE PILGRIMS

.

following are symbols employed in the musical listings;
arr
arranged
ATTB
alto, two tenors and bass
ca
circo (about)
•

some

.

'

copyright

-

:

The

tlal millions.

.'

.

Resenwd)

of records;

12)' Discrimination. in sorting

.

Ali Bisrhts

,

,

,

,

)

Arms.
The Music That Washington
Knew. Edited by William Arms
Fishei
IFor orchestra 1
Orchesliated
by
August
Damm.
Arnel
[London, 1760
Boston
Oliver Ditson Co, Inc
quently plau'd in concerts in the London 1762J iii
Universal Maga- President of the United Stete^^sel president'^''"*'"'"
cop 1911 1
American colonies Irom 1765 on- zine, vol. 31, p. 95
Tippecanoe and Tyler" under the
Hopkiii.son, Francis.
caption: 1840] w., Joseph
j wai-dS;')
'^^
Hutton.lof^Ne\v"Ym-k
""'"""^f
.Beginning
of
Ciolonial Love Ljuls Sik songs
ni
11, tune- To Anacreon
Auld Robin Gi av.
nacreon in Heaven
Hpavpn the World in ^'^'iP
w Lady
^12,^
First blood of the American War
by Fiantis Hopkinson (1737-1791) Anne Barnard [nee Lindsay] (writsubsequently the air of "The Star
of
Independence shed— Westmin- Spangled Banner"), Philadelphia: Dynasty'' appealed
Erliled and augmented bv Haiold ten m 1772, autoKi-aph
in Untish
America
ster
was
biiilding
(Vt
Massacre
up a Wat
V Milligaii Bo-,ton The Aitluir Museum m Rev. William Leeves
(1775)
Cr. E. Blake, n.d. (Published prefever
against
England,
especially
P. Schni'dt Co Icop 1919] 29 p V. (published anonymously,
Tom Paine published "Common yjusly
song-sheets without publiistpiibbecause of the farmers who were
lic!\
.Ilopkinson. Francis.
acknowledged by the com- Sense' m Philadf 'phia, in behalt of I'shers' imprints.)
narassed by Indians said to be
The lirst American composer. 6 poser in 18121
Declaration
ILondon, 1780'] the /Vmerican cause
abetted by England through CanThe total population of the .ada..
of
Independence signed.
songs b^ Fiancis Honkinson (1737- (copy, in Briti,sh. Museum),
"By
U.
S.
was
^"'^
behalt
5,300,000
1791'
with Virginia
oi the Con
Edited and augmented
'J he
Battle of Prague
Pi.nn
Louisiana joined the Union.
111
the lead. The center of popubj Harold V Millictan
Boston: solo (tisiially NMlh additional inJohn. James Audubon began
rh n-l/s^^hn'^l^' ^'^'l'^'-'^'The Ai-tluir P Schmidt Co con. strumentsi
^ecre- lation was 23 miles east of Balti- classifying and describing
m, Fianz Kot/wara iVrv- ri77fi
the birds
more.
1918
33 p f
of America.
London Longman and Broderip
In
Washington
the
Howard, John Tasker.
^''jiPPs flag adopted
[ 1793'],
and otheis with later ilntV'' ot Coniedeialion
Theatie opened, and in Ne'^w
Aiticles
A Piosram ol Eaily Ameiitan punts
InS^aJJ^n't^rc^^cl
(Veij
and Per Citv
pupulai
in
'\h'e«?n?v
inhabitants
the
diamatjc pertormances com- of Fort
petual
Union,
Piano Music
adopted
American
by
Dearborn^^
Collected
edited
colonies.)
Contiiiionced at Mount Vernon Gardensi
The. U; S. becime
and aiianged by John Tasker
Di ink to Me Only w ith Thine nental Congress, ratified bv the 13
wore turbans, gowns the sixth d"epreTsli7 entangled in
H0wa d
New Yoi k J. Ejes. w, Ben Jonson m tiadi- states, and announced by the Con- .seaWomen
sTncrT'790: «
ni.v at the bottpm, round skirts lasted
gress as formally ratified.
thi-ee'yeiii-s
Fischei & Bro. I, cop, 1931.1 2 1., tional
(1777)
(sometimes attiibutod to
or tiains, short bodices, wigs costSecond United States war with
Bank
30 p f
of
Philadelphia
Coloni.'l
R Mellish and erronechartered ing $3 apiece, .md
carried reticu- Great Britain, declared
(1780)
GarrTson
IVIilliean, Harold Vincent.
OUSK to otheis), London' .1. Os- (fiist in U S
es (containing handkerchief,
fan, at Ft. Dearborn (Chicago) mas"
Tlie first successful daily pnpoi
1762'] (copj in the British
Pioneer American Composers-) wald
card money, and essojice-bottle);-^cred
by Ihdians alllcl^of^HiV-in the United States
tlie
>
Penn- Mcn s laces pcoied over
A collection of early American MllSOlim
collars up British.
Detroit surrendered to
songs.
Edited and augmented by
Heart of Oak (Harlequin's In- sylvania Packet and Daily Adver- to their ears and beneath pow- British
liser," appeared m Philiidelphia
Mass meeting in New
JFfarold Vincent Milligan.
deted haii with a queue, ot
Boston: vasion).
\\
David Garnck
m
nalu- Yot k C i(y denounced the war. FrigThe Aithur P. Schmidt Co. cop. William Bojce (Produced in Lon- (1784).
gale
Constitution captured the
Firsi U. S Congress met, Nev,
1931.
35 p. V.
don, 17,391
pleasure yacht— Gueiuerc
^Yoik Citv
Frigate United States
oo^,
Schmid, Adolf.
IphifiCnic
en Aulide
commanded
French
•;"-"!«""«« by
Washington inaugurated Presi- -ua; '"bilH[''^m""r«
Stephan Decatur,
»y t>tephan
Decatur
Fislicr,

VVilliani

)
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From

ington.

I

the days of George WashSuite ot Mai dies.
Ar-

opera

first

pertorined

1774].

m,

Cliribloph

in

Paris

•VVillibaia

dent

in

Fedctal

Citj. (1739).

Itall.

New York

Women

authors,

as

frequently

,

SLK^fexr^eek's

issue)
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MEDIUM BAND NAMES GO BEGGING
NBC Stirs Music Industry on Request

IN

has stirred up a hornet's +
recent request,
its
with
nest
through music publisher trustee
Harry Fox, for free licenses to rebroadcast copyrighted music used
NBC asked
on television shows.
not
that since full networks are
available to carry video shows, it
which
be enabled to film shows
for
"deused copyrighted material,
layed broadcasts" by affiliated stations in other parts of the country.
Fox relayed the net's request to

NBC

.

ASCAP

filmization

of

before
held
today
(Wed.)
N. Y. Federal Judge Vincent

is

In adding free rebroadcast rights
to the bla iket $1 a year television
pacts allowed by the American Society of Composers, Authors, and
Publishers, that they will be giving
TV people too much of a headstart
on the for-free theory, and that
when it comes time to sit down
and lay out a scale of payment for
all video use of music it will be

that

much more

secure

Kept by

Most music pubs have television
home and see such shows
as "Texaco Star The*lre," "Toast
sets at

at

rooms.

booking

A letter by Johannes
also
went for 40
schillings,
while
Franz
a
Lehar letter .brought only .16

:

Brahms'

.

number

of spot cominercialSi
coming into the television

(Continued on page 62)

,

ASCAP

to

AFM

Meet

amount, but each manufacturer'
would save a few thousand dollars
annually

Later This Mo.

Majestic

I

I

firstly, it

-

.

no-names, pay them scale and wind
up with the same revenue, in the
event he hasn't the coin and capacity to afford a top attraction.

That
.

N.Y.

RCA Would Ask

% for Breakage

Band Covers

RCA- Victor last Week sippjjcd
many imii jor miisic publi^Hei% cold
'

by suggesting that it be allowed to
revive the practice of deductiiig! :a
percentage of itS: royalty paymentiv
to allow 'for breakage,; etc.
Com- ^
pahy has asked for permission to
sliciB off -and hold
of the coin
due individual pubs, as each quarr

'

Up, Grosses Slide

8%%

terly statement rolls around.
While the disk naanufactiirer ap-.
.

I

.

:

:

.

disks became more reliable.
Pubs feel that they have given
Victor and other cbriipanies ehbUgh
leeway to cover such itemS: by
agreeing to: accept Ifjic a: side in
i:oyalties, ..wheii: the major. manu-;
faclurers boosted retail prices last
year to a uniform 75c,
By law,
they should receive 2q ;a Side, and
they feel they are already giving
the companies, :"Vict()r in pai^ticulairi
enough Of a break,
Some manufaetMrers,:HotabIy Co*
lumBik,: deduct a pei?cehtage from

[

i

;

'

|

:

'

.

j

-

•

-

parently has not yet received offianswers .fr<>m those pubs ;approached, the conversation of the:
latter makes it appear the request
will not be honored:
It's pointed
out that many years ago 'Victor was
allowed to deduct 10% of its statemerits to cover broken, lost and
records otherwise unaccounted for,
but that the practice was dlscp.n-,
tinued by piibs when packaging ol

cial

;

T

costf)^

indicates the.
recorders' evaluation of their own
strength in the jsituation. Though
they say that the blanket 1% idea
would return the
as much
cash in the final sumup as the old
arrangement, Petrillo figures to
concede to them some coin if the
plan is accepted. Secondly, it indicates that the recording men are
confident of bringing about a settlement,
A second meeting of the AFM:
and diskcrs will occur today

-

S

two ways:

AFM
American: Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers will meet
again late this month with representatives of the various networks
in an attempt to effect a settlement
of the one angle that is stymieing
an automatic renewal of the current contract between the two factions.
For the past couple weeks,
sub-committee, meetings have occurred, but nothing concrete can (Wednesday),
Attorneys for the various comi:
be done about the situation until
the full committees are called into panics had another meeting Friday
a huddle. This entails bringing top (1). They still are not completely;
in accord with the legality of the
radid executives in from all over
Continued on page 52)
the country.
One snag to a renewal (for nine

ASCAP

relevant the latter's recent decision
taking film-performance rights to.
songs away from the American Society of Composers, Authors and
Publishers. Due to the many ramifications and implications of Leibell's order that the film-perform-'
ance rights be .returned to the
copyright owner by* ASCAP, Schulman applied to. intervene in the

'bookkeeping

The request can be summed up

In Pact Stymie

Be

in:

varying, of course, with sales fotalSiin

is, unless the medium names
are willing to work for scale.
Situation is giving band salesyears) of the radio contract with
men a headache. 'They've got so ASCAP
is the source of the money
many lower-case, names on their
it has been agreed ASCAP is due,
hands tliey don't know what to do.
retroactively, for cooperative proca.se in an attempt to forestall the.
grams
that
are dispatched as susChicago. Oct. 5.
many problems the music industry,
tainers by network originating staDecca Records stepped back into faces if that portion of the decitions and sold as commercials by
the Majestic Records picture last sion is allowed to stand.
affiliated outlets.
It was agreed
week, making a new offer for conSchulman, in effect,, will ask Leisome time ago that ASCAP was
tracts of artists and masters held bell to _strike out that portion of
due an undisclosed sum in full payby the financially-triubled label. his deci-sion, or to change it so
ment
of such rate differences, since
Decca, through its executive v.p., that ASCAP is allowed to retain,
it has been paid since the start of
Milton Rackmil, offered $50,000, representation of film-performance
the current contract, in 1941 only
payable in five annual installmeiits, rights.
His client's argument is
Top-name openings in New York on the sustaining-rate structure of
in Chi federal court before Judge tliat up to now that arrangement
But now
last week proved to bandsmen that the originating station.
Phillip Sullivan, and the offer suc- has proven sound economically,
(Continued on page 62)
of band followers is very
ceeded in upsetting the Mercury and to disturb it would create vast the spirit
willing, but the wallet is weak;
Judge Sullivan confusion in the music industry;
label's applecart.
There were three major openings
set Oct. 15 as the date of a new
Schulman's action, though imfive-day
period— Guy Commodore Hotel, N.Y.,
a
hearing at which Majestic's assets portant in itself, is a sidelight to; during
Lombardo at the Hotel Roosevelt
will be ofl'ered in open bidding. Ihe main course of th e he aring by:
Uses Non-Pro Aides
Two plants, one in. Newark, N. J., Leibell. ASCAP''s attorneys,' " pre- grill, Tommy— Dflise3f_at. the Cafe
the Hotel Pennsylvania
the other in Burbank, Gal., will be sumably headed by ex-Secretary of Rouge of
and Eddy Duchin at the Waldorfoffered.
For Selection of Band
War Robert W. Patterson, will seek
the
Mercury had had a deal going modification of Leibell's decision. Astoria, latter returning to
Commodore
service
hotely'New York, exunder which it sought to take over Patterson's course in the case, band, business after his war
ecuted a unique method: of selectan intervening layoff.
eight masters made by Eddy How- which he has been mulling for and
ing
a band to play its Century
Lombardo, starting his 19th conard before the Jan. 1 disk ban. It weeks, is not yet clear and will not
secutive season at the Roosevelt, Room, which this season is iorewas to have paid a ie royalty per be until the hearing itself.
going
a
name
band policy and will
played to what was claimed to be
platter sold with a guarantee of a
his largest opening-night crowd in use music for dinner only five
2,0015,000 sale for the eight sides.
several years. Dorsey- played. to a; nights a week and both dinner and
Though Majestic's file holds more
L. F. Seftotal of 561 opening-night covers. supper on Saturdays.
than the eight Howard masters FBI Snags K.C. Disk
ton,
v:p.
of
the
hostelry and; in
Yet the grosses on the individual
Mercury wals interested in, the latevenings,- and on the week up to charge of entertainment, gathered
ter firm sought them only because
Dealer on Shipping
group
of
a
10
men,
from
maitre de
and including Saturday (2) night
they consist of pops now or soon to
off past figures for comparable Leon down through assistants" in
be pushed by publishers. Howard
Of 'Obscene' Platters are
attendance totals. Duchin's open- various posts, secretaries, etc.f to
and Rose Murphy are the most de^
sit
in
judgment
on
the
entertain5.
Oct.
Kansas City,
jng was big, too, but his spotting at
sirable Majestic artists.
The FBI apprehended James L, the Waldorf puts him before a level ment values ot four bands subIn the past, other companies had
Kansas City record and of patronage that: ordinarily is not mitted for the job by various
been interested in securing How-. Davidson,
music dealer, on a charge of bothered by the effect of inflated agencies and bookers.
ard's masters, or a part of them
They looked over Ii'win Kent,
obscene
transporting
Lombardo is in the
living costs.
Columbia Records had a deal going illegally
.,„(„„
same pcsition to .some extent at the brought in by Music Corp. ot
several months ago, but sought onl^^
30 if oTnaht' James Rocsevelt, yet he was off in gross, America; Val Olman, by Willard
Alexander;
Jose Melis, by Genera"
Omaha
of
the
igent
Special
however.
winlVaUon,
tt'cZr',' wo':;rjr^^^^^^
FBI office, said it was the first case
Duchin did unusually well dur- Artists; and Tommy Ryan, by Bill
ing: an arrangement similar to the
kind Kariaied by the ibiireau, ing a prior five-day period at the Burnham - Associated B o o k in g.
leasing it was preparing will) Mer- of its
Ryan
chosen
was
by: the. assembled
Ijeeri"...
other
Vhave
tiiere
starting
hotel,
Syracuse,
Syracu.se
Co- although
cury when Decca stepped in.
for transporting obscehe Sept. 21.
He rang up a gross of judges and hired to start a run as
lumbia promptly dropped negotia arrests
:
photographs.
$15,000 for the short run, averag- ot Monday (4i despite the fact t?iat
inteie.situ, Uterature and
tions ana
and Jiasnt
been intere.s
hasn't- "ieerhiieTeTted
and his own a,ssistants
jj^^.j^ig^jn ^.g^ arrested on an in- ing $3,000 a night. That's outstand- Seflon
since, It/ was not represented
leaned toward the Kent orchestra,
dictment returned by a Ped'erai ing.
last week's meeting.
He complied with their opinions,
grand jury in Wichita, Sept.. 1*7.
Each
of
the
people
Seflon
indictment on five counts
I'Vhe
brought in to judge the four bands
}
charged Davidison With using in- Thornhill Resumes
an Garber to Morris
made" notes as to why they liked
terstate trucking lines and Rail-

New

•

schillings.

APM

of the Town" and others picking
up financial backing. They see
etc.,

i

Vienna's Dorotheum
Letters from Strauss
to his wife, Adele, went for 30
and 40 schillings ($3 and $4
at inflated legal exchange).

tion

.

a proper deal.

tlve

Price Love?
Vienna, Sept. 28.
Johanii
of

letters

Ager Ur^es Fdm
Exiiib Rigiits

Talks

In their first meeting yesterday
(Tuesday) with James C. Petrillo,
American Federation of Musicians
prez, the heads of six major recordmanufacturers made a request foi;.
a revision in the sliding sdale ofro.valty
payments to the unioni-;'
under the old contract. Whereas
they had been paying varying
amounts of royalty per record sold,
starting with V4c'' on a 35c disk
.(now non-existent), V-iC on a SOci:
^tc on a 75c disk, up to a limit of
5c on higher-priced, classicals,' the.
disk companies want to simplify
that idea. They ask that Petrillo
accept a blanket 1% of the selling,
price of any disk, pointing out that
-test arithmetic proves that on an
annual basis the
would
receive approximately the same:

Viennese waltz' king,
touched a new low in an auc-

,

ing made by television and the
Increasing number of sponsored
shows. Many pubs are afraid that

difficult to

What
Love
Strauiss,

offices and
the latter
haven't enough work dates to go
around. As a result, virtually all
will find themselves working for
flat scale, and less in^ sonie
instances, or go out of existence
proposed
by both
decrees
temporarily.
ASCAP and the ITOA as well
Years, ago. the key to the then
as an affidavit of the Society's
"buyer's
market"
situation
Was a
counsel, Louis Frohlich,- replethora of bands fighting for requesting amendments of the
mote
broadcast
opportunities.
jurist's findings of fact and
Many leaders found themselves al'
Further
conclusions of law.
most
paying,
for.
jobs
to
get
on
the:
details in the Film section.
air.
Today, it's different; the remote wire is not' so important. It's
high American Federation of Musicians scales throughout the country that is causing the situation.
Many former users' of live music
have dropped such ventures because of costs. Those that can still
buy live bands want either top
names or go for scale musicians.
And today even the latter add up
to a considerable sum weekly, depending on the size of the band
used:
It means that a mediumJohn Schuhiian, music business level maestro must accept rockquotations or go begi
attorney, will appear today (Wed.) bottom
at the.hearing before N. Y. Federal' ging.
It follows therefore that a prosCourt Judge Vincent L. Leibell in
behalf of songwriter Milton Ager, pective employer would rather buy

the

\%

in Petrillo

"

Court, which found for the

not a vital
request has awakened many music
publishers to the great Strides be-

shows

II.

L. Leibell.

plaintiff exhibitors last July,
will take up final judgment

Major Dkkers Asii Blanket
Of Sale Price

:

:

original

factor,

BUYER'S

6

Band bookers, who haven't had
too easiy a row to hoe in the pa.st
year and a half, are running into
a ''buyer's market" in medium*
name orchestras now that the shutting down of summer bookings is
just about completed.
These inbetween combos are now flooding

Case

Hearing in the Alden-Rochelle
(Harry Brandt) case
against ASCAP involving music performance fees paid by
exhibitors, is scheduled to be

'''"'Though in itself the idea of per-

mitting

\mm

IIECIES.

For Free Use of Material on Video
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With College 1-Niters
at
phonograph records to and from
Claude Thornhill has returned to:
.loplin. Mo., Kansas City. Kans.
Hollywood, Oct. 5.
Music Corp. (where his wholesale record busi- this, country from a three-month
ilayoff
in
Hawaii and will reand
Angeles
Los
located),
is
ness
iia.s
America.
Jan Garber
organize his orchestra immediately.
switched to William Morris. He's, Long Beach, Cal.
Dalton said the records were sold, He starts a string of college oncbeen threatening to leave for some
time.
to select cu.stomers on an under- nightcrs Oct -29 at Lehigh U.,
had the-counter basis. Davidson waS: Bethlehem, Pa.
Several
agencies
other
During his vacation, Thornhill
sought to get tiarber when word arraigned before the United States
leaked out on his dissatisfaction comnii-ssioner and jailed when in rewrote some of his library and
added to it.
With MCA.,
default of a $5,000 bond.
After

20 Years

After. 20 years with

MCA

^^"''•^

'

'

I

j

of

'

'

.

I

t

.

:

.

.

'

or disliked the combos and submitted their findings to Sefton,
Ryah's run is indefinite
in& by Cap artists.
Commodore's original idea on
Gillette will seek to pierce the
non-name: music, incidentallyi was Iron- Curtain .{uid delve into the
to
hire, a 10-piece unorganized prime spawning ground for polkas,
band. When it found that such a Czechoslovakia. No other waxery
combo would cost over iS 1,000 week- is known to have sent a rep into
ly :aHd: that for the same price an central Europe for material since
organized crew with some name the war's end, although John Hanivalue could be gotten, it went lor mond obtained some masters fromthe latlfcr.
Prague for Keystone last year.
;

|:

-

!

HUNT FOR POLKAS

Hollywood, Oct. 5.
Gillette, director of Capitol
o rd s
folktune department,
trained to N. Y. whence he'll sail
this Week for a month's prowl of
Germany and Austria, looking for
polkas lie can bring back for etch-

Lee
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The Great Musical Score of

forthcoming technicolor picture

"SO DEAR TO MY HEART"

SANTLY-JOY,
I6?9 Broadway,

New

EDDIE JOY

Chicogo—JACK PERRY

York

Gen

19.

Prof

eoston—JACK FAY

New

Inc.

York

My,
Holly vood-

JULIE

LOSCH

.,

.f^„,lfl

Leeds, Par-Famous, Dreyfus Subsids

1.

Turn Down New SPA-MPPA Accord
The recently completed coiiUacl tunes
between the

Songwriters

Protec-

tive Assn. cind the Music Publish-

New SPA

number

yond the U. S. copyright law.s.
Paramount and B'amous are in
agreenionts with the SPA
peculiar position, too. These firms
varying minor reasons. But throe
iiiaior pubs liave not yet sicfneil, rarely accept songs from outside
and one of these, Leeds Music is writers. They get material from
emphatic in its objections to the the Paramount studio, \vhich has
terms of.: the pact and is arguing employment or per-,score deal!?
strongly against it, The others are
w ith writers.
Par's music head,
Paramount > Famous, subsidiary Bernard Goodwin, wdnts to know
companies of Paramount Pictures, before he signs with SPA how
and. some ;:of the subsidiary firms much effect N,
Y. Federal Court
Tliere are

lishers.

pubs who have not

a

of
basic
some for

'.'7.'

8.
9.

(7)

.

.

the

Max Dreytus

,ti

.

.

group
Leeds so far refuses to agree
with the. pact developed by the
SPA-^^PPA committees on the
grounds that the terms tend to
the

stifle

sma'ller

publisher

in

manyways and that it gives the
SPA entirely too much po\\'er.
has signed for his pop
publishing ventures, such as Mutual
Masic.
bxit
has withheld
aligning firms such as T. B. Harms,
IVjlliamson, and others in which
he's
partnered with production
writers,
Dreyfus' deals with such
Dre.vfus

,

men

the

publisher

Joe)c

1

Hnroionicats

FOR YOU

Dceco

Como

Perry

'.:

Vtcfor
Colinnbia

(T. B.

Tommy

Dorsey

.DiKahr

StipT^-'^

Viclor
.

. .

.

.

.

... .....:

.

W-G-M

••••••

.

;

.„

;

i

•

•

;>

•

Frniffcic .Lainc.

Dick }Iaymes.
Jo Stafford

(
.

Harms)

•

.

.

,

; . i

. ;

. ,

.

.

.

.

.

.

Orioie.s

(

;:>:;;;

Decca
-..i
i

Dec-ea

...

.

Gordon Jenkms

.

.

.

.

.

,:,

.

.

.

Capitol
Signature
.

Knights

Fotir

(Johnstone-Montei)

.Dacca
...Decca J
.

Dccctt

London

XAnne Shelton

parentheses indicate number of weeks song, has been in the Top

--^-f* ^-^

t

ff

t
f

.

Spots

(Mills)

^

Nrtfiira?

,

Cole
Dale-Haines

Kiri.of
.

•

.Victor

.

Ella Fitzgerald

,

i

iWysM-'t

'.

iWonroc ......

yaiifflni

Meretiry:

.Capitol

'

(Feist)

-

.

...

.

Ai't .Moitiiey

.r.

(Morris)

MY SHADOW

^Gblnjiitiia-'

;

Blue Barron

(Witmark)

t?i

Lo7idoii

L'p

I

[Fiijures

Vicior
Reqciit

{Andreius Sisters

(American)

SAY SOMETHING SWEET

i

Decca
Columbia ?

Decca

^

(

WALKIN' WITH

+

Majestic

\Tony Pastor

LITTLE GIRL (Leeds)
DARKTOWN STRUTTERS' BALL

..

Capifol
Metrotoiie
Universal

McKinley

Rail

(

TOO SOON TO KNOW

Dnmon t

Emerson

XAlJTrttce
Scald
j Prnoo

I

IT'S

Capifol

,

D. Day-B. Clark

'

,

COOL WATER

Capitol

Dccea
Deccq
Columbia

Eddy Howard
{Gordon Jenkins

(Dorsey)

.

is

are made on Authors League named the owner is a moot point,
contracts first, and since the latter but it seems likely in view of the
gives him rights that he does not film-company ownership of the two
have under the new SPA pact, for fii-ms.: Dreyfus, of course, has simiexample its foreign rights terms. lar problems since his writer.s are
By working through the Authors mostly production, men who have
League agreement, Dreyfus can a big stake in television and film
give hi.s Knglish aflfiliato, "Cliappell, exhibition rights.

(Robbins)

1948

6,

\

(LaUreD

BLUEBIRD' OF HAPPINESS

settle who. is the copynght
to
owner before aligning with SPA.
Whether JPar-Famous will have an
if:

(?)

BUTtONS AND BOWS (Famous)
YOU WERE ONLY FOOLING (Shapiro-B)
AH BUT IT HAPPENS (Bourne)
EVERY DAY I LOVE YOU (Harms)

,^

advantage

UNDERNEATH THE ARCHES

UNTIL

I

:

Coming

Vincent L Leibell's decision, which divests ASCAP of
film-performance rights, will have
on his setup. If Judge LeibRll's decision stands, it orders the film exhibition rights to be returned to
the copyright owner. Since it has
not yet been decided whether the
publisher or the writer of a tune
will have custody of those rights,
Goodwin isn't, going further. He
wants SPA and MPPA attorneys

Pied P'pers

i

MAYBE YOU'LL BE THERE (9) (BVC)
LOVE SOMEBODY (15) (KramernW.)
LONG WAY FROM ST. LOUIS (15) (Jewel)
YOU CALL EVERYBODY DARLING (13) (Mayfair)

RAMBLING ROSE

publishing .Tudge

)

(

.

10.

)

Margaret "Whiting
Monica Lewis
Dick Hayvics
Doris Day
Pec Wee H\mt
Jon & Sondra Steele

j

\

IT'S

(Mellin)

.

Coin-Machines..*?!!','!,'!?.-.?.

,-B),

<9< (SliSP'

HAIR OF GOI D

6.

sifined

Best Sellers on

MEADOW

5.

pact, re-

ers Protective Assn. is not meeting stricts U. S. publishers from ownr:
with the complete approval of pub- ing the English representation be-

IN

4.

3.

years beyond the death

of the author:

TREE

MAGIC (in (« itm.uk)
12th STREET RAG (7) (Shapiro-B)
MV HAPPINESS (?0) (Blasco)

2.

for the full British copyright

tcrnir-^SO

'

.
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Disk Jockey Reviews

RAY GRANT SHOW
With Ray Grant
.Mon.-thru-Fri., 11-11:15 p.m.

DOLLY MADISON WINE
WSBC,

Chicago

iSchoenfeld, Hubcr & Green)
As guitarist and bass singer with
the Four Vagabonds, Ray (Pappy)

formerly

Gr<int

was .familiar

.

to

of
"C 1 u b Matinee,",
"Breakfast Glub" and other net
shows. Failing eyesight forced hia

listener.s

withdrawal from. I'adio several
years ago and led to the temporary
breakup of the Vags. Now, with
sight partl.y recovered, Jie's back
in there pitching via a wee-watter.
Newfledged .lock has qualities

AL
TRACE'S

SUCCESS

that should get him a sepia following in short order, Hl.s comments
are nimble and his choice of disks
backed by hop musicianship. He
sings with tlio records occasionally,
tossing olT expletives that enhance
What's spinning. There's avoidance
ol the threatbare throughoutj both,
in patter and platter.
Disk fare Is mostly race stuff on
the jive side, with sweets sandwiched in between; Commercials:
are brief and persuasively handled.
Baxt.
;

JAZZ UNLIMITED
With

Dick

MacDougalt

Arlcna

Mead
120 Mlns.; Sat., 4 p.m.

CJBC, Toronto
With CJBC, key station of the
Pominion web of the Canadian

STORY

Broadcasting Coi-p., upping its
power to 50,000, it also switched
frequencies from 1010 to 890
kilos,
so the pop "1010 Swing

Club" was

IN BRIEF-

Started in M3 with "Mairey Doafo." PMHip
Merrit program en CBS, Feature Ketures fer
Celembia. Kate Smith and Paul Whiteman
diewt and new breaking all attendance re«*
erdi at Chicago's Blaekhawk Rettaurant
with the greatest band of Ms career featur*
ing BOB VINCENT, singing star; LEE PINES,
Brilliant

young pianist and "RED"

MAD-

DOCK, dynomie dnimmer.

Olrecf/ont

At

Trace's

MCA

Newesf Hif Song, "BRUSH THOSE TEARS FROM YOUR

EYES.'*

out.

Dick JN'lacDougal

took the opportunity to drop the
".swing" tag and cling to ja/z atone.
Being a .lazzman himself, and with
another ,iazz student, Ailene Mead,
as liis producer, he has a swell
time playing with the two-hour session devoting one stanza of it ia
Ellington, another to Dixieland,
others to a jazz quiz with prizes; a

now-and-then se&'-ion. Records aie
gleaned from AlacDougal's o\\ n collection of 3,000 jau disks and the
record library, which brings
show quite a few items not
available otherwise.
Once in a while, the show goes

CBC

to the

li\e,
ringing in ja/,i musicians
picked by dialers. The live .sessions, produced by Miss Mead, aie
expected to result in selection ot
the CBC All-star Jazz Band, with a
contract for waxing by a United

States firm.
Dixieland se.ssion, titled "At the
Jazz Band Ball," is culled from the
collection of Dixieland recordings
of Clyde Clark ot Toronto, who also
scripts the stanza.
Clark's script
and MacDougal's ad-libs give inside dope on leaders and sideraen
and seldom get dull though the
show is twice as long as it should
be by any other standard.
Canada, never a jaz/i Utopia, may
get to know about solid j azz from
shows like this. It would lielp a lot
U„eTCU a part of it could be sent to

-

;
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ORCBESTRA-llfVSiC
takes the ear . Lillian Lane and
the Page Cavanaugh Trio (Victor)
give "Daddy-0" and "That's the
Wdy 'He Does It" a once-over
lightly and brightly ... Bop kids
should go for Charlie Ventura's
"Euphoria (National)
.Macklin
,
Marrow strings the bell with "Es.

Jocks, Jukes andDisks
By

Bernie Woods

ers." They're- the sort of things
that sell tO' a minorityi but Sinatra rates a bow for them. Axel
ftordahl dresses each in frilly ribons of stringed color.

Jack Smith "The Matador" "Lavender Blue" (Capitol). Smith's
exuberant style wraps both tunes
Jn a saleable package, and if
either melody is' successful his
disks figure ta be well up front.
His approach to the "Matador"
side is lively and colorful, "Lavender" arrangement is in dance
tempo and is the stronger. It's a
cute melody, Clark Sisters and
'

;

Earl Sheldon's orchestra
both sides.
Louis Prima "Love That
"Lillian" the stronger for
"Lillian" the stronger for.

assist

Bov"jocks
jocks

'and jukes. "Love That Boy" is a
listenable item sung well by Cathy
Allen on a good dance beat, but
it's the reverse, done by Prima,
that carries the best potentialities;
Arranged and performed similar
to his "Thousand Islands" hit, the
:

tune bounces smoothly under the
frogTVOiced maestro
and bandchorusing.

(M-G-M).

.

"Mine All Mine"

(Capitol;

Spade

Dream" and
"You'll Rue the Day" (Columbia);
Pee Wee King's "Say Good Mornin' Nellie" and "New York to New
Cooley,

"Devil's

Orleans" (Victor).

Brills Gripe (m

ON COAST AT

-

:

.

.

,

KYW

.

.

-

Violation

after

and became

:

.

.

.

James

AFM

C. Petrillo,

prez,

is their- choice: to oppose
Richard McCann, incumbent Blue

by Manuti

the Unity and Coalition parties,
opposition to the reigning Blue
Ticket, over the executive board's
action on the bylaw amendments
without consulting the membership;
All other resolutions were
tossed out excepting the Communist one, and the board also extended voting liours in the Dec. 2
election until midnight, from 10
p.m.
;

prez;

fairly successful

with a "shuffle rhythm" style. He
recorded at various times- for the
RCA-Victor Bluebird label and for
Decca.
While batoning, he wrote pop
songs, some of which became best
sellers. He penned "Now and Forever," "It Must Be Love," "Moonrise," "720 in the Books," "It's a

Fleisig

is

Max Aarons

for; secfor treas-

AFM'S COIN DEMANDS

SHMIE PrU'S PENN

Pittsburgh, Oct. 5.
Demands of 'musicians union,
Local 60, for an increase in number of men for William Penn hotel
is holding up resumption of dancing and floor shows at Terrace
Room. Spot has been closed for
summer; except for dinner, music,
by Billy Catizone's trio, but had
expected to unshutter first of the
month. Now Tom Troy; inn manager, says nothing doing until he's
permitted eight musicians again,
execs, same as year ago; instead of the'lO

-

:

'

and bad Communists." Pamphlets
were gotten out Thursday (29); by
the Blue believers, which pointed
out that: "no man who believes that
there are good dictatorships and
bad dictatorships can be a true be.

liever in democracy."

On

the

other

hand,

a

rival

:

a red who is agin'

'em.;

When every-

union's asking.
Although Statler hotel chain
generally is dropping entertain*
ment for straight band policy, William Penn is only Statlerroperated,
not owned, and therefore can frame
its own policy for the most part.
Local 60, it's understood, will
move for increase in number of
men in key spots right down the
line because of high rate pf current unemployment among musi*
cians.
That's due to the fact that
dozens of late spots and private
clubs, which have all used music,
have been shuttered as a result of
grand jury investigation.
That
situation's likely to continue since
investigators have recommended
revocation of booze licenses of at
least 13 placesi which will automatically eliminate entertainment
-.

:

THE MEADOW
By BILLY REID

UNDERNEATH THE ARCHES
By BUD FLANAGAN

Congratulations to Louis Bernstein and the Shapiro Bernstein Organization

and

to

Abe Oiman and

the Robbins Music Organization on Their Handling of These

Two Great

World Beaters

CAMPBELL CONNELLYp
565

Fifth

INC.

REG CONNELLY
in

Avtnut

NEW YORK

;

:

Meanwhile, 802's Blue
involved in an increasingly bitter fight to hold office for
another: two years, are making capital of the remark made last week
by David Freed, who asserted that
802's rulers "failed to recognize^
that there are good Communists

who are

pamphlet,
Carmen
signed
by
Fleisig, Unity member, was dis^
World" and several tributed headed, "The Blues See
others. He was a member of the Red."
It pointed out: "The Blues
American Society of Composers, are wearing rose-colored glasses
Authors and Publishers, admitted for the next election; Everybody ^is

IN

.

up

urer. Both Manuti and Aarons are
current members of the trial board,
as Unity members.

Protest over the; passing by Lor
cal 802 chiefs of the Communist
resolution is based on 802's bylaw
which states the executive board
cannot sit in judgment on amendment, resolutions unless a quorum
is present at membership meetings
called to vote on them. Both recent bylaw meetings were broken
up by arguments before any resolutions were passed, but both had
more than a quorum of cardholders present.

Wonderful

in 1941.

Carmen

retary and

British Hits!

A TREE

'

:

,

.

Umon

thing else fails, when your incompetence, degeneration, senility and
hysteria show like a dirty petticoat
cepted a resolution to the local's under your torn and tatttjred Blue
bylaws which made it mandatory dress, that's always the way out.
for every candidate for office to Didn't Mussolini, Hitler, Franco,
stay in power by look-s
file an affidavit denyingi memberr Peron
ship in or connection with the ing under a bed and finding reds?!'
Unity-Coalition, incidentally,, has
Communist party. Local's action
has drawn an official protest to named its top three candidates. Al
:

"Bing Crosby Sings Cole Porter"
(Decca - 10 - inch
album).
Decca
DIES
35
should have little difficulty pushJan Savitt died of a cerebral
ing the combination of Crosby and
Cole Porter into the top-selling hemorrhage Monday (4) in Sacramento,
Cal.
His
death
came
few
a
album brackets. Combination of
the finest songs and the Groaner days after he was stricken, while
in good voice, all solidly herded traveling to a date at the Memorby John Scott Trotter's accom- ial Aud and his' band played the
paniments, is a' package of high- date without him. Savitt was 35.
light
entertainment. Tunes are
Though he confined activity to
"Rosalie." "I ve Got You Under the Coast area during the past two
My Skin," "Begin the Beguine," years or more, Savitt was a nation"Easy to Love," "Just One of ally known name maestro who
Those Things,."' "I Love You," worked major hotels and theatres
"Night and Day," "I Never Re- from New York to Hollywood. Bom
alized." What a catalog!
in old Petrograd, he was brought
Danny Ka.ve-Gilbert and Sulli^ to the U. S. when two years old;
van (Decca 10-inch album); No one A violin prodigy; he played with;
need to be a G. & S fan to go for the Philadelphia" Orchestra when
this album by Danny Kaye. With
only 14 and thereafter studied the
occasional changes in lyric - and
instrument and music arranging
tempo by Sylvia Pine to even
widen the appeal of the widely and composition in Europe.
Savitt began his pop band career
known melodies, Kaye does a neat
WCAU, Philadelphia, in the late
at
job on them. Some are aimed for
humor and others done straight, 30's. as a house conductor. Later;
and there,
he
moved over to
or so it seems. Tunes Involved are
network broadcasts, a band
via
"The Judge's Song," "When First
My Old, Old Love I Know." "In led by him called the Tophatters
Enterprise of Martial Kind," "The caught the attention of music fans
Policeman's Song," "If You're and band agency execs. He stepAnxious For to Shine," "Night- ped out as a traveling leader soon

Tony, Pastor "You Started Something"-"Click Song" (Columbia).
Pastor's Rosemary Cluney, of the
Giuney Sisters duo, makes the first mare Song" and "The Moon and L"
side a personal
Plater Pointers
success.
Pastor
doesn't- often dip into ballads but
Jack Owens' (Tower) waltz verVrith a singer of
the calibre of sion of "I'd Love to Live in LoveMiss Cluney the face turns out land" shows that tune at itS' best
unusually fine. And it's a good
"Big Pat Sam," by ErsUne
song. Jocks can point out the lyric .Hawkins .(Victor), has many of the
as indicative of a fine future for qualities that made his "Tippin'
the singer. Pastor tackles the tune In" of a few years ago successful
written about Frankie Palumbo's
Ken Griffin's organ (Rondo)
.
.
Click Club, Philadelphia, on the turns to the finer tunes in life
flipover. It's a fair tune, using the with "If I Had You," vocalled by
Cluney's, Pastor and band chorus. Johnny Knapp, but it's the flipSammy Kaye "Green-Up Time"- over, "Brown Jug Polka," sung and
•Here I'll Stay" (Columbia). Both giggled by the same Knapp, that

Smash

AFM Local s Anti-Commie Move

and "My Lost Love"
Executive board of New York
Recommended hillbilly, country Local 802 of the American Fedand western: Jimmy Wakeley's eration of Musicians last week ac-^
trellita"

BANDLEADER JAN SAVrrr

speed.

.

.

N.Y.

,

Frank Sinatra "Once Upon a songs from the stage musical,
Moonlight Night"-" Autumn in New "Love Life," and neither figures
York" (Golumbia), Two "smart" to set any the world afire, though
tunes that aren't likely to get they're pleasant and will be used
Sinatra such earthy things as by jocks^ Kaye gives both a typical
coinmachine spins. Disk jocks ride, "Green-Up Time," the better
should find them valuable, how- of the two, played at medium speed
ever. "Moonlight" is a fine melody and smoothly vocalled by Laura
and the flipover is an even better Leslie and the Kaydets. "Here I'll
told in, superior melody Stay" belongs to Don Cornell, who
(Story
reminiscent of "Manhattan Tow- pitches a good vocal at ballad

^3

.

Town at

ESSEX HOUSE HOTEL

tmm

:

Wednesday^ October

onrf his

ORCHESTRA

Just Concluded

5 Weeks— PARAMOUNT THEATRE, New

STARTING

York

CONCERT TOUR OCTOBEH

Exclusively

MUSIC CORl»ORATION OF AMERICA

on DECCA RECORDS

6

6,

1948

Wednemlay, October €, 1948

ORCHESTRA-MUSIC

GfecoSuestoEnd

Philadelphia, Oct.

P^niETY
Surrey of

5.

tract.

The

which was entered
attorney Isadore H.
sought an accounting

Bellis, also

and judgment for allegedly un»
paid royalties.
he' signed
with
Greco- said
Musicraft, Nov. 25, 1947, to make
The
of
Sharps, and unrecordings
agreeme'nt
Greco
made
a
der the
number of recordings for the N. Y.
firm: The musician stated he was
royalties
based
upon
the
to receive
number of records sold and an accounting from the company every,
It is alleged, howsix months:
ever, that an accounting has never
r-

last.

cording license of the defendant,
the action disclosed, although it
failed to reveal why the New York
concern's license was cancelled..

Since that time Greco avers he has
been approached by other outfits
which wanted him both as a singer and a recording artist; but has
been unable to accept any offer
until his "purported" agreement
with the Musicraft firm is ended
by court decree.

•

SAVE KMT'S DISNEY SPOT
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3
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Artist, Label, Title

-

MARGARET WHITING
2

1

3

2

4

6

DINAH SHORE
9

6A

7
9

7

11

9A

4

W-

.(ft..

1

10

6

4

8

2

5

5

7

3

2

1

2

1

..

12A

13

12B

9

Of a cancerous skin tumor.

120 17

I

AL TRACE

(Regent)

Love You"

CD

cc

M

2

3

1

3

6

2

3

3

1

4

8

2
•

1

75

2

67

1

..

."r

.

.

.

8

3

,

9

7

•'

•

•
4

6

1

.

3

.

9

10

28

5

5

Gomposer-tconductor Ernesto te-.

9

19

cuona is scheduled to arrive, in
New York late this month prepara-

2

19

tory to launching his first American concert tour;
He'll appear
with a company of .Latin-American
performers at Carnegie Halli N. Y.,
Nov. 20; Constitution Hall, Washington, ^ov.
at
the
22, -and
Academy of Musie, Phiiadelphia,

8

5

:4,::

3

8

18
18

.

»

9

10

10

17

Nov. 23.

Those who will be seen with him
are America CrespO) Cuban soprano making her American debut;
Martha Perez, Cuban mezzo; Rene

.V

6

8

10

6

16

5

3

16

:

Castellar, operatic tenor,

(Col)

5

7

de Nieve" ("Snow

16

'f*y.

WILL YOU

(M-G-M)
2

9

6

8
.

.

3

.

DARLIN'

8

(Mercury)

3

JACK AND MAKV ANN 0WISN9

8

Tnw-cr KiM'ord IfZH
RIT.KX' SHKl'AKD

(Mercury)
7

..

7

8
DAI.K

SIS

Landen, ingland

"Cuanta La Gusta"

7

"You

160 12

JON-SONDRA STEELE
"My Happiness"
PREVIN PLAYS

ALBUMS

Andr* Pravin

.

(Damon)
#

^

RECOROID

SAY SOMETHIHG
SWEET TO YOUR
SWEETHEART

INK SPOTS

OUR

Ring Crotby

Decca

Capitol

1

King Goes Pops
^

,K.VCI.I^IVK

BUDDY BAKER BSl7.r8tVI>
AMO BHi-ouuia) nV'
KINO AXD TAllStTY JIECOHDS

LEON

.
'

Album No. 3

TIMES

Decca

Decca

JO STAI'FOKU-UORUO.N SlacRAK

ITt

RAY ANTH»Hr SIGNATUm
MILLS BROS.
DKCCA
RONNIE DEAUVILLE MEIICI'BT

JOHNNY MOORE^SS BLAZERS

Stan Kanfon

Victor

INC.

»w

7

1

PROGRESSIVE JAZZ EMPEROR WAITZ

THE PIANO

fir

STONK

lUtiV

liomcro, Fraf. Mcr.
.1.670 Broii<W«y
910» SnnHH Blvd.
York. N. V.
llollinooil 46, Cul.
(jSi^rvt

4:'::

FIVE TOP

('l.irFIK

AMERICAN MUSIC.

(Decca)
Call Everybody Darling".

16B 14

K\A\S

Mold 8cal R«i'oril

ANDREWS SISTERS

PITIR MAURICI, LTD.

MY

BE

8

Call Everybody Darling"

MIRANDA-ANDREWS

'"Bola
pianists

13

1

•.

(Capitol)

Love You",

and

Ball''),

singer.

(Mercury)

(Capitol)

ANNE VINCENT

RENE PUBLICATION*
W

Malli 0«ke: 63*3 SuiiHt IllviL, UoUvcoml
N. Y. Oirict: S41-N9 Ate. «r Aiiicrloail,

KLC.

King

Cincinnati, Oct. 5
Records, heretofore re

st)rtcted to

the cutting

group formerly with Art
Mooney's orchestra. KinI bought
the master of the tune from an
Sisters,

of: hillbilly

is going inwith a recording

and race recordings,
to the pop field
of "Just For Me,"

by the GalU

1

;

So far, the Galli disk
only entry in the pop
more are to follow.

is

King's
but

field,

(CiipMnl)

Kaye Eyes Fresh Air

l.VK Sl'OTS (llrccn)

Sammy- Kaye's may return

to the
soon on a commercial now being dickered for that will allow

air

him

to

do shows from anywhere

in the country.

sor

is

Prospective spon-

AySK SIIKLTON-SAM BROU'NB
(JLondoii)

TIC DAHOKK-PATTI VAO K

EVK

(M«r«irj-)
Alor« to

Btwidwiiy,

undiiclosed.

'

...

:

VOI'NCi-nilt'GSTORK

COniiOVS

'.

(Victor)

New YotV

A

1»,;

K. W.

H/Tf

6/ Floyd Tillman

new LONDON

release

REGGIi GOrr «ml
STAPLETON ORCH.

MELODY LANE PUBLICATIONS,
lolt StIIIng A9«nt

SOUTHERN MUSIC PUB.
Ult

Ireedwey.

New

Yerk

19.

INC.

DCCCA-SHORTY LONG
and RANGERS

Inc.

COL.-FLOYD TILLMAN
VIC~THE FRONTIERSMAN
CAP-JIM WAKELY

"

New

CO.,
Yerk

*

J,

/

Come!

MILLS MUSIC. INC.

* CAUSE ITS

DYNAMIC * * SENSATIONAL

Listen to the

•

,

(Victor)

(Capitol)

ANNIE .VINCENT

Tour

Latin Troupe

21

•

.

"LlUette"

C.

Lecuona to Maestro

22

V.i..:-'

(Decca)

8

I

:

'company and himself:

(Victor)

5

"You

always being exerted by pub,

I

25

5

9

"Every Day

isn't

25

4

6

0

K. GRIFFIN-J. WAYNE (Rondo)
"You Can't Be True, Dear"

150 14

:

to the detriment of the recording
.

4

JO STAFFORD

.

,

upon release) which doesn't happen
very ofteni the full promotion ef*
forts of publisher and manufacturer
are required to wring the most out :
of the tune. And the fullest effort

(Decca)

CARSON ROBINSON

..

.

80

37

5

7

9

15B 10

.

T.

.

4
5

"Cool Water"

KING COLE TRIO
..

.w

'

N
,

I

1

JOHN LAURENZ
14

8-

I

.

."You Call Everybody Darling

DORIS DAY-B. CLARK

16 A

PQ

2

6

7

14

'-.

.•5

,

i\-

A

A

'

it

a

(Decca)

"Every Day

TOMMY DORSEY

14

O

:

a
«•

•.».,

a.

.

a.
x»

2

3

6

.

"Blue Bird of Happincss'^
PRIMA SCALA (London)
"Underneath the Arches'*

PIED PIPERS

"S

a

^

:

(Decca)

SONS OF PIONEERS

13

.

.

-

.

VAUGHN MONROE
5

lOB

.!p-

CC

1

;

}L.

-

'

1
e

S"
a

8

lOA

'

'

.

ELLA FITZGERALD

15D

a-'
a

BD
(M.

.

n

(M-G-M)

DICK HAYMES
8

o

g

CO

'VI..

:

<
.Hi
.

X

.A:

-.0)

(Victor)

"Maybe You'U Be There".

ART MOONEY

»«.

e

,

(Columbia)

GORDON JENKINS
6B

'

a-.

:
.

o
o

0

OJ-

ni,

•'S'

as the stockpile of disks established
prior to the Jan.' 1 recording ban
Release ^chiedule and
diminishes.
publishers' promotion plans are
conflicting
eonstantly
currently,!
due to changes in blueprints made
by one or the other faction, but
some disk execs are emphatic in
feeling that publishers are depending entirely too much on recordings and recording companies tO:
"make'' songs.
Diskers feel that the theory that
a recording alone can project a'
song into the bestseller clas,s is bcing accepted by some publishers too
'literally, and as a result are slowling down their own exploitation
plans. It's pointed out that, unless
a song .is' a success immediately ,

T

>>

.

Si-:

M

(Capitol)

"Tree in the Meadow"
DORIS DAY (Columbia)
"«'» Uffagic"

RAY McKINLEY
5

CB'

M

.«
-

•

A'

'.

«:

tUD
'

«

M
«
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.

.
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i
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PEE WEE HUNT (CapitoU
"12th Street ftae"

U

;f; w
.»

a

a-'-

^ '
O.

Gripes between music publishers
and recording companies increase

"t:-.

.

.'a,-:

..

a-

Endiiig

OCT. 2

^

This Last
wk wk.

Kent had been inactive for the
past six weeks due to the removal

BENNY DAVIS, MIGHAEt CARK
and ABNER SIIVER
LINCOLN MUSIC COUP.
1«1» roadway, Ntw Yarli

I' .

53

.'

11

EDWARD
MY SON

3

o

'

,').

Announcing a n«w song

in.'

o.

,(JCi,

!?

uo

.

Weck

National
Rating

Hollywood, Oct.
Kent, former song phigger. is now with Walt Disney Productions handling exploitation of
First assignment i&
Six songs.
isney's "So Dear to My Heart,
working in conjunction with Santly-Joy; publisher of the score.
Diive

ov

1%:

:

.

'.

,

9B

V

..B
'

week.

9)

.

been made and no royalties paid.
The American Federation of Mu^
gicians on Jan. 1 cancelled the re-

•y

to,.'

suit,

Greco's

by

and

Tune-Putsch Sluff

:>,:

m
3'

12 cities, o?id showing com*
partitive sa!qs rating for this

Sharps, filed suit in Common
pleas Court No. 6 here against
New York,
Records,
Musicraft
seeking cancellation of his con»

0

o...

retail dfsfc best

ielXers, \>a.&&A on reports obtotiied fron leading stores in

Buddy Greco, leader of the
musical combo known as the Three

Pub

Diskers Eye

RETAIL DISK BEST SELLERS

Musicraft Pact

45

,

,.

;
,
'
.
'

ORrHKSTRA-TIIVSIC

46

BBC, MUSICIANS

Wcdnesilay, October 6, 1948

MPPA, LOCAL 802

PAY

RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS

SNARL TO ARBITRATION
London, Oct.

'

5.

I

(Monday

Special Inquiry Board set up by
the government last montli with
Sir Robert Gould as chairman to
arbitrate dispute between the Mu?
Union; and the British :
sicians
Broadcasting Corp. ^on broadcastfees, meets Oct. lU and is expected
to be in session for about three
;

,

Survey of retail sheet wustc
based on reports obtained
irom leading stores in 12 cities,
and showing comparative sales
rating for this and last week.
',

'\
y--.
'V
Dispute led to a nine-months'
ban on theatre relays and almost
caused a strike in August, %vhich
was called off at the last moment

BBG had

after tlie

program

'\'

.f':-

plans.,

revised

Musicians

1

s«les,

.

Nationiil

claim.'

;

This Last
wki: wk.

Arrangers, copyists, pianists
all are members
but they're covered by
separate contract.
of 802

T
A
L

OCT. 2

I

Title

iMPPA
I

O
ji\

T
S

and Publisher

Both

BBC

and

MU

have agreed

tration panel.

'

I

1

1

"Tree

2

3

"It's Magic" (Wltmark)
'*My Happiness" ^Blasco)
"You Call Darling" (Maylair)

2

4

8G

6

7A
7B

for Concert Talent
Los Angeles, Oct.

5.

8

Monster jazz concert at the Panaud Oct, 29 is being pro-

9
10

PaeiJic

moted by disk jockeys Gene Norman and Frank Bull. More than
50 jazz names will be offered at
$3.60 top.

6

5

Norman-BuIl Spend

11

12

Talent cost " will total

.

in,

the Meadow'* (Shapiro-B)

.

.

9
5
8

.

11

9
10

7
3
5

"Hair of Gold" (Robert)
"Love Somebody" (Kramer-W) .• 6
"Maybe You Be There" (Triangle) 4
8
"Bluebird Happiness" (T B Harms)
''XIndemeath Arches" (Robbins)
"Every Day I Love You" (Harms)
"Rambling Rose" (LaureU
10
"You Can't Be True" (Biltmore)
"It Only Happens". (Berlin)
.

.7

.

.

Ijouis
Armstrong
about $8,000.
combo' and Velma Middiecon will
Drops
be flown in from Denver and back Swedish
for the session, and Eddie Condon
Suit on 'Intermezzo'
and "Wild Bill" Davison will be
Carl
Gehrmans Musikfortag.
aired here from N. Y.
Among the local wind.iammers original Swedish publislier ot
set for the setto are Red Nichols, "Intermezzo," last week dropped
George Van Epp, Country Wash- its suit against Edward Schubertli
burn; Nick Fatool, Lou MacGar- & Co., according to a stipulation
rity,
Pete Daily, Eddie Miller, filed in N. Y. federal court. Plamtitf had sought a declaratory judg-'.
Wingy Manone and Jess Stacy.
ment rescinding the contract unPan-Paoific is charging proniotder which the Schuberth firm had
ers ifSOO to erect a stage lor session
the U. S. publication riglits to the
and iiouse will skim a flat 20'",- number.

Ken

|

.

j

:

»ff the top for rent.

Norman, meanwhile, has been
nosed out on effort, to get Sarah
"Vaughn and Illinois 'Jacquet band
here from east. Promoter Norman
Grartz has lined up about 30 dates
for pair around country.

In its original complaint; Gehr-

mans claimed Schuberth had
wrongfully disposed of the motion
picture
rights
to
"Intermezzo."
Papers which settled and di.scontinued tlie action failed to state
tlie withdrawal terms.
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No-

vember
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Harrison intends to surround
Griftin with several acts and feature him 111 a two-hour vaude show
GnfCin. wjio- vaulted out of obscurity on strength of single ttmo,
v\hith Jerry Wayne's vocal platleied into a bestseller.

Leeds Miisic has put together a
rather unique music folio, based
on Its handhng of the score of'
"Rachel and the StraAgei" (RKO).
Firm IS marketing a folio' that not
OMlv cauies the songs involved in
the score, but also includes fullpage portraits of Robert aiilclnim
and Loretta Young, its stars, -plus
shots
ture

the filming ot the picand detailed" photos of the
sets, all aimed at film mag fans
Folio sells for $1 and supplements regular piano copies of the
songs involved
There's a tie-in,
J 00, .vvith Mitchum's recording ot
the songs from the scoi-e for Uecca.
I

i

print.
Elliott Shapiro, of ShapiroBernstein, will again chairman the
pubs' negotiating committee.

75.-:

2 -.5: 10

9
10

6
8

IIB.':;.':

y

With Mitchum-Young Pic

5.

Ken

Gnflin has been doinL!; in cafes
here and
surrounding towns,
Ralph Harrisoni local: booker, has
set composer of "You Can't Be
True, Dear," for at least halt dozen
concert dates in the next two
months One of them wiil be here

Mosque

5

3

Leeds Music Folio Ties In

Concerts

a result of biz Organist

3,800-seat Syria

1

4.

17

I

at'

10

3

9

Griffin's

1

8
3

•.4

8

8

1

3
2

4

6

Pittsburgh, Oct
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;i2^.

1

7

7
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.
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:

1

2

.

.
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Old agreement between the
and 802 expired last week
(30), and it was not until it had
gone out that 802 signified it
wished to. sit down and work oiit
a new one.
Last pact was for two
years and detailed scales for so
many combinati6ns of hours, pages
of work, etc., as to be too. long to

I

I

I

to accept the findings of the arbi-

contract covering the local's members who work for music publish',

P

;

of

'

The Easy Way—Columbia
Takes Over Coast Master
Columbia Records has purchased

P. M.^Sunday, Ocfober
Over The NoffonorSroodcasff'ng Company

petition.
It bought from Jewel
label the Dan Gi-issom vocal recording of "Recess in Hoaven,"
wliich all majors are expected to
cut shorth'

who wofked

Gnssoni,
old

with the

Luncetord

.limniie

Callowav

orchestras,,

and

Cab

made

the

Je\iel. disk as single.
It's clauncd
to have sold approximately 100,000

copies in the
area alone.

Named

lower

Calitornia

Leiberson Aide

Richard Gilbert, formeily with
RCA-Victor Red Seal, litis become

Goddard Leiberson,
head ol Columbia Records Masterworks.
In the recording field since 1938
as Red Seal recording director,
assistant

to

Gilbert was

also music editor of
He is not. to

Scribiiei' s iiiagaziiie.

be oontiised with -the former NiYi
dusk .lockey ot the same name.
.

10

From the 20th Century-Fox Picture "ROAD HOUSE"
Starring
•

Cele$te Halm

•

Rkhord Widmark

by

Lionel

Newman

BE SURE

To Watch The Fasf-Rising
Lyri«

ROBBINS MUSIC CORPORATION

London Record of "Again" by Vera Lynn.
lis debuf is causing a real
sensafion!

799 Seventh Avenue,

N.

Y.

19

MURRAY

.

the master to a tune showing sales
strength on the Coast, rather than
go to the trouble and expense of
getting out its own version in com-

JANE PICKENS

Jane Pickens SAow"— 5:00

Ida Lupino • Cornel Wilde

n^xt

local 802 of the American Federation of Musicians on a

and prootreaders

O

Week Ending

Ratine

that rates have only advanced 259fe
on pre-war figures, and that the.'
BBC of their full demands wouldn't exceed $400,000 a
year.

cost to the

begin

Protective

New York

ers.

T

.

all its

will

between the Music
Assn. and

(11)

Publisliers

I

.

:;'diyi5,-\,,-:.:,;

DICKER NEXT WEEK
Negotiations

'

BAKER, Gen

Prol.

Mgt

'

.

.

'RH' Logging System

'

Best British Sheet Sellers
(Week ending

Richard Himber's new development in logging broadcast performances lists tunes in the survey, based on four major network schedules.
They are compiled on the basis of I point for sustaiyiing instrumental;
2 points for stistaining voctfl; 3 for commercial instrumental; 4 for
commercial vocal, respectively, in each of the 3 major territories, New
Yorfc, Chicago and Coast. For example, a Commercial Vocal in all
thre6 territories counts 12; t ividicates film excerpt, * stage ifxcerpt,
Week of September ?A to September 30
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DUTCH

IN

to the

—
—^Mellin

Sept. 29.

boom

{

sales dur-

when no other goods

were available, the Dutch .sheet
music market has eased off, according to- Hans C. Gomperts of

HiT TUNES FOR OCTOBER
BOUQUET OF ROSES

(Hill « Rang.)
HoynMC-Dac. 24506 • Eddy Arnold-Vic.
Jimmy Woktly^Cdp. 40107 • K*x Turntr—Vortily 8001

;

:

:

7Sf-^S^

BMI

the local publishing house of Les
Editions
Internationales
Basart
N.V.
But despite .the overall
slumps the top best sellers still
have a brisk consumer demand.

Dick

.

Wo

"Woody
o d p e c ker '' and
"Heartbreaker," both published by
Basart, lead in point of sales while
runner-up is "Fisherman of Capri"
("Bella Bella Marie"), published by
Peter Maurice. "Capri". Originally
was a fave in Germany and return-;
Ing soldiers, made it known, in
Holland.
Dutch music publishers anticipate' a sharp pfckup,' in business
next tall, when a new disk plant,
a branch of a |Bntish recording or-^

iAmtrican)

Vaughn Menr6«t-Vici 20>a923: *

N*lli* lulch*r-Cap.

1S14t
Kat* Smitii-i-MOM 30059 ;• D«nv»r Darling-Dttux* S414
Soni of fho Pionotrt-Dtc. 46027, Vic. 20-2076, Vic. 30-1724
Tox Riltor-Dinnlng Sidori-Cap. 48206 • Foy Willing-Mai. 6000

.

CUANTO
.

GUSTA

LE

Andrtws

Silltri-Ciirmcn Mirando^^Dorfi

*

Evo Young-Vic. 20.3077

.

FOR HEAVEN'S SAKE
CIcirk'rrDoc. 24444
Jan 6arb«r-Co|f. 15IIS

Adoh

ganization, is slated to start pressing here.
Currently only Decca
has. a Dutch factory.
It's also reported that the Capitol label of
the U. Si has some European plans
which may center around the
Netherlands.

J447f

XavUr Cugal-Cel. 3S33*
(DucH...)

•

Cldudt Thornhitl-Cel. 38224
Roy McKinhy-Vic. 20-2913

•

HAIR OF GOLD, EYES OF BLUE

(M.iiin)

* John lauronz— Mtr. 8172
Jack EmtrtOn— Motrolone 2018
• Gordon MocRao-Cop. 15178
Art Lund-MGM 10258
• JimiSmilh—Var»l»y„109
Hormohicatt— Univertal 121
• Bob Ebtrly-De«. 24491
Jack Lathrop-Vic. 20-3109
.

.

I

WANT TO CRY

(Exdrfor)

* Savannah Churchill— Manor 1129
Chrit Crou—Starling 4004
Dinah WaihinOten— Marcury 8082 * Phil R««d— Daq(«-T«no 216
Juanila Rlet<'$nub Ma>l*y-4pin 849
(Wii.ii)

Vaughn Monroo—Vici. 20-3133

.

LONESOME

(Ropubiic)

Sammy Kay«—Vic. .20p302S
(Morko

Xavlor Cugat-Vol. 38288
Snooky tanton-^Morc. 5188 * Podre Vargat'r-Vtc. .23-104S

RECORD

'

Enoch Light-^MGM*

RENDEZVOUS WITH

ROSE

(Jay-o..)

inric

1

.

AWAY

(Pomora)
Modrigwora— Dtc. 24460^ *

IT

Emit

•

XovIor .Citgat— Col. 38239

Coloman—Doluxo. 1010

Edmundo Ro<-^|olfdonv230

I

THINGS

LOVE, THE

I

<campb.ii)

*

Jimmy DofHy-^Doc. .3737

Tommy Dortoy—Vic.
Dolta

TIME

ONLY 6 WffKS OLD!

Wood—Vic. 97369

Barry

'

*

20-2871

Raymond Scott— Col, 86083

o

Rhythm Beyt-^Doc 8594

AND TIME AGAIN

j„„ SaVilf-^Vic. 27403

(London)

Woyn* Klng-Buddy Clark-Vic. 27516

•

Eddy Dvchin-Col. 36089

• Tommy Tuckor-Okoh 6177
TIP OF
HEART (En<or.)
Sammy Kayo—Vic. 20-2746

Bob Cli**Mr,-Bluobird III72

ON

TUNE

WALKIN'

and Already

MY
WITH MY SHADOW
THE

Four Knighit— Dec. 48014

'

(Joiinsioat-MoMcii

*

Jimmi* VaUnlln* Qudrtot-^Vartlly 107,
Jack McUan-Wayn* Gregg— Coast 8001 • Monica Uvvli-^Sig. 15229

P^afY's

TOP RECORD TUNE POLL

WHEN YOU
lorry,

LEFT

ME

Run

•

Morgon-^Dac. 24503'

WITH A TWIST OF THE WRIST (P«tmo,)
•

Kay Kyt*r-Cel. 36076
^rony

on BILLBOARD'S
List

PaWor— Cel.

Tony Paitor-BI. 11022

10214
Mildred Ballay-Moi.*

*

Kern Kebblarc-MOM*^

(Cavoiiar)

Eddy Duchin-Col. 35903

•

•

Jarry

Chariot*ar*-Col. 36027

Woyna-Mbby lyrna-Dac. 3613

[YOU WERE ONLY FOOLIN'
Borrpn-MOM 10185
• Eric

^Koy Starr-Cap 15226

WEEK

•

Ink

(Barrcifl-Shapiro-B^mttaih)

SpoK-Dac. 24907

Whitlay-Grean Si>lar«-Col. 38393
"Seen Te Be Bw l aaiafc
'

BROADCAST MUSIC
1619 B'way, Hew York

2O.>3O80 $

Edwards-MGM

YOU WALK BY

Blue

(bmi)

Paggy Monn-Ruti Coia—Vic.

38297.
Jack

Wayne King-Vic. 27206

THE CASH BOX

..

(Porgi.)

Gr«*n— Vic. 20-2049

YOU STARTED SOMETHING

DISK OF THE

.

Bob StaWar»-Mo>Ro 7469 * WMlOniani-Sig. 1042
Bobby Worth-Cattit 1258 • Waltar $ch*ff.^Splre 3009

TAKE

by BOB CROSBY, JACK PULTON and HUNTER KAHLER

DISK JOCK-Most Played

'

Mmiindo Re*— London*

A

Buddy Clark-^Cel. 38341 • Bob Eborly-'Doc. 94491
Poppor Noaly— Bulltl 1056 .* Piod Piper>-«Capi 1S2I6Den Rodnoy-MOM 10272 • Dick Wong-DtD 45-1903
Snooky lanton— More. 5188 * Fr«d Gray— Apollo 1131

UNTIL

.

'

::

MY DREAMS

IN

Since "THERE ARE SUCH THINGS"

INC.,

i

;

Meanwhile, among the other pop
hits are "Bless 'Em All," published
here as "Cheerio"; the French "La

The Hottest TOMMY DORSEY VICTOR

DORSEY BROS. MUSIC,

i

.

.

COOL WATER

PLAY THE PLAYERA

on

.

.

HOLLAND

Amsterdam,

Compared

.

distributbrs.

.

.

.

.

I

ing the war

.

followed by Johnny "Scat" Davis
Jack Pitman, former
Oct. 29'
disk jockey with WEAW, Evanston,
Chicago
Joins WBARf Chicago; to announce
Jimmy Hiliard, former Mercury and do continuity ;., Billy
Minne*
Records veepee, off to Gotham for Bishop goes into Carnival,
(Continued on page 62)
huddles with distribs about new

M-G-M

MUSIC BIZ NOT SO MUCH

I

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Reid,

.

I

.

Don

.

.

.

.

.

Dash
Wright

.

.

songWriter-singer, into the Horseshoe, Rock Island,
for two weeks, this week
into Warwick hotel, N. Y., Raleigh 111.,
does a one-nighter
Room Oct. 13.. > Duke lEHington Charlie Ventura
Devine's ballroom, Mildated for Frankie'Palumbo's Click, at George
Bob Berkey
waukee, Nov, 7
Philadelphia, week of Nov. 22
Nick Roberts, leader of the Three orch does three days at the Blue
15-17, before
Bars, who go nito Pelham Heath Moon, Wichita, Oct.
Inn tomorrow night (Thurs.) with a two-weeker at the Music Box,
After current
Hal Graham's orchestra, is a blind Omaha, Oct. 26
National Records gave stint at the Oriental theatre, Louis
guitarist
Ravens disk to first 500 people into Armstrong combo do three onethe ApoUo theatre when the group nighters, starting at Gary, Ind.,
heading
for the
while
opened there Friday (1), then sold Oct. 16,
another 1,000 at SOc, the proceeds Coast, In Nov. Armstrong returns
going to the' Damon Runyon Can- to Chi and; six weeks at the Blue
per
reported
$4,500
a
Note
for
Philadelphia,
cer Fund .. Pak-Bee,
Jimmie McPartland
Wolfe Distributors, Oklahoma City, week
and Love Eleetric, Seattle, are new goes into the Silhouette Oct. 12,
.

Vie en Rose"; "Golden Earrings"
and a number of Dutch songs. Of
the latter "Anneke" and "Geertje
in Het Gooi'! are In the forefront,
both, authored by Melle Weersma
25 who wrote "Penny Serenade."

-.
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.
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Have To Do Wood
Underneath Arches Connelly
Anything I Dream
Reid,

What Do

.

.

.

.

.

;

.

—

—

.

,

—

——
—

..

,

Million Tomorrows; .Gonnelly
All Dressed Up
vCinephonic
La Vie En Rose,
Gay
You Call Everybody. , .Motxis
Time Alone TelL.F. D. & H.
Passing Clouds
..:Kassner
You Meant For Me F. D. & H.

.

—

.

.

October Twilight
Little White Lies

—

,

—
—

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

for

:

Second 12

—
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—
—
—
—
—
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.

.

—

.

Billle

.

.

i

—

.

.

.
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—
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Gold—Robert

250
Hair of
Night Has a Thousand Eyes— "Night Has 1,000 Eyes"— Paramount 234
221
Underneath the Arches—Robbins
Shapiro
Meadow
the
in
214
A Tree
196
Hankerin i"Two Guys From Texas" Remick....,
Darlin
Mayfair,
Everybody,
Call
igv
You
179
; .
Rambling Rose—Laurel
High
f'Romance
on
Seas"
Witmark
Magic
176
It's
159
You Were Only Fooling—Shapiro
Happiness
B.
Harms
T.
of
157
Bluebird
You
'r"Two
Guys
Love
From
Texas"
^Harms
I
156
Everyday
Loveland
in
BVC
Live
to
149
Love
I'd
f'Lady in Ermine" Miller
131
This Ts the Moment
Happens
Bourne
It
129
Ah! But
Famous
Romantic
126
Isn't It
With
Judy"—
Gusta
f'Date
Southern
118
Le
Cuanto
There^Triangle
Be
You'll
118
Maybe
When
Dance-^r
"Easter
1
Parade"-T^Berlin,,
Happens
...
116
It Only
Pemora
Away—
110
,
Take It
Leeds
Girl—
103
, <
Little
Crawford
Song
95
The Money
Advanced
Now
85
Just for
Blasco
Happiness
81
My
Kramer-W
77
Somebody
Love
Thrill—
Music
Words
and
a
.
75
, . ,
I Still Get
69
It's a Most Unusual Day— f"Date With Judy"— Robbins
LaSalle
You—
69
Love
P.S. I
Oxford
69
Confess—
,
Life';—
Chappell
Stay—
f"I
Love
68
I'll
Here
Love
Campbell
Things
I
67
The
65
At the Flying-W ^Morris
Boxwi
in
"Romance
on
High
Seas"-^Remick
Em
a
,
64
.
Put
Famous
Bows
58
Buttons and
It
Rains
From
Texas"—
t"Two
Guys
Witmark.
Don't
Care
If
...
58
I
f"Melody Time"— Santly
57
Blue Shadows on the Trail
...
54
-Everybody Loves Somebody-Sinatra. .., .
.;. ,;, . . i,
Porgie
Left
You
53
When
Wizell
Dreams
53
In My
50
;
.
... . . >
1 Went Down to Virginia— Jefferson
Rain
Does
It
Have
to
on
Sunday—
Duchess
49
.
.
...
.
Why
48
That Certain Party Bourne
47
When the Red Red Robin ^Bourne
46
•
A Hundred and Sixty Acresr—Leeds
, . . .
45
Play the Playera Marks
Steppin Out With My Baby— "Easter Parade"— Berlin
43
43
On a Slowboat to China Melrose
Say Something Sweet to Your Sweetheart Mills
40
I'M Sorry But I'm Glad Simon
37
34
Yours Marks
For Heavens Sake Duchess
34
With a Twist of the Wrist—Patmar
34
,
33
Nobody But You Duchess
You Came a Long Way From St. Louis Jewel
33
You Started Something- BMI
33
Highway to Love—BMI
32
You Walk By Cavalier
32
Ain't Doin Bad. Doin Nothin— Spitzer
30
Walking With My Shadow-^ohnstone and Montei.
30
Lonesome Republic
29
,
I Long to Belong to You—Raymond
28
>
^
The Tune on Tip of My Heart-r-Gncore
26
...
,
K.
Whisper a Word of Love Leeds
25
«...».•..

type disks. Lang Thompson, head
of a new band promotion agency,
Holiday recorded last week
Liberace, pianist, under
Decca using acapella back- takes over
Red
ground, the first sides she has made personal management
Allen and J. C. Higgenbotham go
since the disk; ban went into effect

New York

.

.

,

.

Total

Publisher,

.

Can't

'

Sons

•

On the Upbeat

Sept. 30)

London, Oct. t.
Connelly
Chappell
Be True
Galway Bay.
.Box & Cox
Woody Woodpeckei'
Leeds
My Happiness. ... .Chappell
Rambling Rose .
Dash
Dream ,of Olwen
Wright
Ballerina
Maurice
When You're in Love. Wood
Heartbrealcer
Leeds
Time May Change. .Connelly
Four Leaf Clover ,F. D. & H.

So Tired

'

580 riF'H AVENUE

NEW YORK

.

•

NEW YORK

CHICAGO

•

19,

N

INC.
Y.

HOLLYWOOD

:

:

.

Bands

at Hotel B.O.'s
Toui

Covrra

Covert

Past

Waldorf (400; $2)
Eddy Duchin
Bernie Cummins: New Yorker (400;

..

0

$1-S1.50)

9

900

1

2,525

0

n,900

.

(400; ?1.50-$2)

Guj'Lombardo. .Roosevelt

Week On Date

ria}«a

Hotel

Band

.

.

,

,

'

1,325
9,250
2,525
1,900

11,325

Yorker, ice show; WtLldorf, Peter L'nd Hayes-Mary Healy.

New

t3 days; ^4 clauR.

Chicago
Will Osborne (Marine Room, Edgewater, 700, $1.20 cover)
Nveelc, bad weather and no conventions slicing it to 2,000.
Benn.v Strong (Boulevard Room, Stevens, 650; S3.50 iTiin-$l cover).
Fair weelc for Loop room, 3,000.
Griff Williams (Empire Room, Palmer House, 550; $3.50 min.-$l

Second week as good as opener

cover).

witli 3,000.

Los Angeles
Dunnin^er, Del Courtney (Ambassador, 900; $1.50-$2).

Fair 2,450

tabs.

Jan Garber (Biltmore,

900; $I-$1.50),

.

..

WcdneBdayf 0<;tober

OIICnESTRAS-MlTSIC

48

'

—

:

,

Hefty 3,500 covers.

Location Jobs, Not in Hotels

*Hubba' Writer Loses
Film Infringement Suit

—

Plaintiu had
Rifkind.
souglit an injunction and damages
from the defendants, claiming his
tune. "Hubba, Hubba," was lifted
in "Dig You Later," used in 20th's,
filmusical. "Doll Face," and advertised as tlic "Hubba Hubba Song."
Weisman originally filed a N.Y.
federal court suit in June, 1946,
and the action went to trial early
In tossing out the plaintliis year,
tiff's charges, the court also denied
a motion made after the trial to
amend the common law infringer
ment because of lack of jurisdiction to entertain such a elaim.
Judge Rifkind termed the allegalionb as flimsy and noted that the
complaint covered only the song's
title with no suggestion of piracy,
regarding either the words or

Peattiian, Director,

Survey AVeek Of September S4-3Q, 1948

A Tree

In the

Ah But

Shapiro-B

Meadow

Bourne

Happens

It

T. B. Harms
Blue Bird of Happiness
Santlji-Joy
Blue Sliadows On the Trail— "Melody Time"
Oxford
Confess
Southern
Cuanto Le Custa— l"Date With Judy"
Harms
Ev'rj' Dav I Lo^'c You— "'Two Guys From Texas".
Robert
Hair Of Gold
Remick
Hankerin'
Words &
I Stiil Get a Thrill
BVC
I'd' Love to Live In Loveland
...Famous
Isn't It Romantic— 1 "Isn't It Romantic"
Berlin
It Only Happens— "Easter Parade"
Robbins
It's a Most Unusual Day— 1 "Date With Judy"
Witlnark
It's M!^gic—-i "Romance On High Seas"
.Advanced
Just For Now
Leeds
Little Girl
i

.

i

M

.'

i

,

Kramer-W

LovT! Somebody
Maybe You'll Be There
Money Song— "That's the Ticket"

imisic:

Triangle

Crawford

i

In its opinion the court noted
simple action has been
Tommy Carlyn (Trianon, $1-$1.15 adm.l. Rain cramped lake of that"lhHi
vastly complicated
by its proSOuthside ballroom to 10,000.
cedural history. The sole conse-:
Mafty Gould (Cliez Paree, 500; $3.50 min.), Sophie Tucker still quence is that it will take many
EOCko, but weatlier dipped covers to 5,000.
more words than it' otherwise
Eddy Howard (Aragon, $1-$1.15 adm.) Local fave doing fine, de- should to dispose of it.' The merits
spite slight dip from last week, with 14,D00i
of the action at no time presented
Al Trace iBlackhawk, 500; $2.50 min.). Loop eatery still hang-ot:tt for any problem of magnitude." Judge
corn lovers with good 3,000.
Rifkind also noted to "fully evaluate the flimsiness of the plaintiff's
(Los Angetes)
claim it is not necessary to rely on
Art Mooney (Palladium B Hollywood, 3rd wk.). Poor 7,000 callers. the rule of law that a title cannot
be copyrighted." Julian T. Abeles
represented RCA
and Robbins
TopB of the Tops
Music, while Edwin P. .Kilroe was
counsel for the other defendants.
Retail Disk Seller
"12th Street Rag"

My

Happiness
Nigiit Has Tliousand li!yes—1 "Night Has Eyes"
Put "Em In a Box— 'Romance On High Seas"
Rambling Rose

RAMBLING

ROSE

"Tree In the Meadow"

'Dictation'

ALL TIME

Protest

(25 Records Available)

!

on Vocalists

Kuinero, Prof.

Citlret

nivil.

I

INC.

Mfjir.

Bhiadivny:

!!>;«

New

Cnl.

.

reins

Section,

is

lork, N. Y,

^

JRudy Starita and his Starlites
leave for tlie American zone of
Germany this week for a concert

One

findings.

of

j

I

i

^

Streets, Chicago,

III., bids Will be received for the $ale of
and assets, except cash on hand and ^accounts
receivable, of MAJESTIC RECORDS, INC., first in bulk and then by
lots, subject to or free and clear of any liens/' Bidders' Mu$t b«t
prepared to deposit at the' time of the ifiaking of their bids,
fwenfy:"five,.per cent {25%) thereof, in caih, cashier's or eertified check; the balance to be paid upon confirmation of the sale

property

.

Leeds
Spitzer
.

.

.

.

'.

.

.

.

.

.

i

.

.

,

;
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:
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.
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Porgie

X

*.

*

.Patmar
.Biltmore
Cavalier

Legit. Musical, f Filmusical,
**** *
. » »» » t
.

.

.

********* »-»
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SHAW HUDDLES
ON PICKING UP BATON

ARTIE

,

.

Duchess

You Walk By..

them

will entail
I

I

'

DWYER AND DONALD

J. WALSH, TrusteM
307, 1 05 West Adams Street,
Chicago, Illinois
Telephone Financial 4-2474
1

is

now

I''«ntiir«d

in

M-Ci-M'8 IMK

'

lilt

"DATE WITH JUDY"

in Californiii

huddling with Ace Hudkins and
Bob Keene, who have been operating an orchestra which uses Shaw's
old library of arrangements. Sliaw
intends to return to batoning but
doesn't want to work too hard and
is discussing >a deal with the two
under which.it would .work all year
'round under the title of Artie
Shaw's Orchestra under the Direc-

IT'S

UNUSUAL DAY

future tliere is to
of interference
leaders' prottram ideas and
individuality must be given a
rein than It has- for some
past
that in

ROBBINS
j

if

Keene

Concert

:

i

JENO BARTAL
330

E.

S2nd

St.,

New

York, PL. 5-1 7«7

that
freer
years

Am«rica'$ Youn9est Novelty Band

Hypo Of

Vienna, Sept

and Dance Music

for Your Particular Party
ORCHESTRAS, TRIOS, STROLLERS

be^ a
witli

Music Rights Export
•

.

JIMMY McHUGH

tion of Bob Keene. He would .ioin
it twice a year for a concert tour

and .also make recordings with it,
and when the disk ban is lifted.

A MOST

Music by.

,

personally

minimum

Austrian

The physical assets of MAJESTIC RECORDS, INC. consist of
a complete catalogue of recorded masters of outstanding artists,
and machinery and equipment including complete studio recording,
pre&sing, milling and plating equipment, leasehold interests iri
three plants and furniture and fixtures^ An inventory Of the dtsett
and further information may be obtained by prospective bidders
from the trustees at the address below listed, Arrangements itady
bs made with the trustees to; inspect the plants.

Shaw

Artie

;

Austria Mulls

the court.

Room

the Office of Research, Inc.,

bj/

:

I

E,

Miller
..Bobbins

Bourne
Mayfair
Shapiro-B

Left Me
WJiy Does It Have To Rain on Sunday
With a Twist of the Wrist
You Caa't Be True Dear

.

i

is

JOHN

Ain't D,ojn'

is a clarinetist; he handles
Shaw's parts in the old arrangefelt ments.
:
best suited their combination and
Shaw, meanwhile, has dropped
musical ideas, and tliat BBC prothe reservation he had on Town
ducers would
be overreaching Hall, New York,
with Ray Lev,
their powers if they continued dicpianist, for Oct. 21.
Shaw also
tation of this kind. Davidson has
did a broadcast tast week on WOR^
since 'told his associate producers New York.

who they

sicians

Phonoffiuph Record Manuhntnrer
hereby given that on October 15, 1948, at the hour of
10:00 A. M. before the Honorable Philip I. Sullivan; U. S. District
Judge. in Room 603 of the Federal Courts Building, Cldrk and

by

,

When You

-

the engagement of six bands a
week to handle special daytime
dance music sessions. Each band
Les Baker, who only formed his will take over one day
a week.
band lour months ago, has won
Another policy move concerns
coveted engagement at Fischer's
freelance vocalists. Evidence has
restaurant. Bond street:
Contract
shown that a; number of these
was negotiated by Kinn-EUiott.
singers have been officially barred
Bandleader Ivy: Benson has been from accepting
many bookings beoperated oro for a serious internal
cause it was felt they were 'broadr
complaint.
casting too much."
Bandleaders in their straiglUfrom-shoulder talks with Davidson
told him that they felt they were
entitled to einploy singers and mu-

.

:

.

.

'

NOTICE OF SALE

all

.

:

Broadcasting

the

ui

House Dance Music

of Assets of Hnfmully Prominent

Adams

.

Doin' Notlijn'

.

:

Notice

and Sixty Acres

Bad

.

28.:

lour.
I

I

iruod

,

.

.

about to introduce a number of
new policies which will govern
dance band programs in tlie coming months.
London, Oct. 5.
He has now completed a series
Edward Kassner Music Co, of personal interviews with every
bought rights of the Manning dance band; leader on the BBC
Sherwin score of the new Arthur lists^ Duritig these interviews,
Davidson made a personal survey
Askey show, "The Kid from Strat- of leaders' criticisms of his deford. "This is Kassner's first venpartment, and their suggestions
ture into show score business.
for the general improvement of
Bandleader Felix Mendelssohn light and dance music programs.
has had a nervous breakdown and
Davidson's
completed
survey
his Hawaiian Serenaders outfit is
now being fronted by Louisa was considered at a full dress session of top producers; and the. ne'w
I'Reyes.policies will be based on these
I

AMERICAN MUSIC.

,

.

COOL WATER
Holl.i

A .Hundred

.

!

!)IO0 StiiiKd

,

Morris
At the Flyins "W"
Famous
Buttons and- Bows
...
..... ......
Sinatra
Everjibody Loves Somebody
.
.
Haunted Heart-^'i'"lnside U.S.A."
Williamson
....
Here I'll Sta.v— " "I Love Life"
Chappell
Don't Care Raiivs Night V'Two Guys From Texas" Witmark
1 Went .Pown To Virginia
Jefferson
If We Can't Be the Same Old Sweethearts
Feist
In My Dreams,
Wi/ell
On a Slow Boat to China
Melrose
P. S. I Love You
LaSalle
,
PUiy the Playera
E. B. Marks
Say Sometliing Sweet To Your Sweetheart ...
Mills
That Certain Party
Bourne
Things 1 Love
Campbell
IwelfOi Street Rag
Shapiro-B.

'

SONG OF

.

'

The remaining 23 songs of the week, based on the copyrighted
Audience Coycoge 7?ide,'r Survey of Popular Music Broadcast

.

Bob Nolan's Immortal

,

;.

Laurel

Pcmova

,

Over Radio Networks. Published
Dr. John G> Peatman, Director.

.

THE GREATeST WESTERN

Away
;

Due

London.' Sept.

:

EDW. KASSNER BUYS
LONDON'S 'KID' SCORE

TOMMY VALANDO

Paramount
Remick'

Moment— "Lady In Ermine"vi.
,.:;...
Underneath the Arches,
When the Red Robbin Comes Bobbin' Along
You Call Everybody Darling
You Were Only Foolm

,

the

York

Biasco

.

This-Is the

Jim Davidson, the man wlio answered the BBC's SOS to "save;
our dance shows'' and took over

"So Tired"

JOE BURKE ond
JOE McCarthy, jr.

Ntw

.

.

.

By

1619 Broadway,

It

.

As Bandleaders

"Most Requested" Disk
"Tree In the Meadow"
Seller on Coin Machines
British* Best Seller

LAUREL MUSIC CO.

Policies

.'

,

.

.

;

Take

,

New BBC

.

i

.

Retail Sheet Music Seller
"Tree In the Meadow"

1949

6,

The top 31 songs of the week based on the copyrighted Audience Coverage Index Survey of Popular Music Broadcast Over
Radio Neticorks. PttblisJiecl by the Office of Research. Inc., Dr.
John G.

iCliicago)

'

]

HARRY RANCH

I

28.

music

and "The Kernels

\

exports
to
France will be one of the topics
discussed at, trade treaty negotiations getting underway in Paris.
1
Before Hitler, Vienna did a big
business
in
exporting
musical
rights. Prior to 1938 musical rights

iff

Corn"

I

!

Now

'

i

,

1

I

;

I

VII.LAGE

BARN,

New

York

FIFTH Return En<|agcmeiit
Broadcasting

worth 4,000,000 schollings were
worth 4,000,000 schillings vere
exported annually, with
about
worth imported.

300,000 .schillings
Now, with tire exodus of compos^
prs and postwar difficulties, the
balance has been reversed.
In Gerniahy, Austria's main export field, duties paid under the
cop.vright law are frozen. Efforts
are also' being made, to unfreeze
)sums presently blocked.

;

:

Songs with Largest Radio Audience

An infringement suit brought by
Welssman
Ii-ving
songwriter
againsfRCA, Bobbins Music, 20tUFox and 20lh Century Music Was
dismissed on its merits last week
bv N.Y. Federal Court Judee Simon W.

,

Televiiing

NBC and

Mutual Network*

Mondays 9:10-10 P.M.

WNBT

MAN.^o-...-

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORP.
JOE GLASER, Pr-s

/4b Htti, ABevc,

iy

0.

New

York 22

-.203

No.

Wabash

• '''''^OC
Chicaqo
...Meiranine Floor, Beverly Wilshire
Hotel

HUh.

'.

•

;

.

:

Wednesday, October
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Vaiide Bookers, Cafe

TAIIBlSyiLLE

New Nitery Room

Set
For St. Moritz, N. Y.

Ops Crack Down

VHCS

Vaude bookers and nltery op-

to Check Act s Union Cards

The St. Moritz hotel, N.Y., is
opening a new entertainment room
starting Oct. 15, Spot is to be
called Ghat Noir will open with a
bill including Alice Tyrell and Dick
draw to the spot that pays off.
Veterans Hospital Camp Shows
Eddie
Winslow,
Lucille
and
On that ceunt, bookers ate in Roberts, Soft Winds Trio, and Her- will check into its roster of peran embarrassing position inasmuch man
It's most formers to determine if all
Schoeni violinist.
acts beas the talent buyers frequently
likely to: be a supper club operalong to the various Associated Acchairman benefit committees and

After AGVA Complains of Amateurs

On Doubling, Say It Negates Act's 6.0.
erators are getting wary of doubjing acts. They feel the performers are unable to give their best
talents at either the theatre or

1

'

'

49

tion.

cafe when playing both simultane- -consequently must see to it that
Hotel is moving staff headed by
sufficient names are obtained for
ously.
Marcel from the Sky Gardens into
^^'^e show. However, the bookSituation came lo a head recentthe new room.
^^'s frequently have no choice in
ly when Larry Storch was forced
"^^
matter
because
the
aid
of
top
the
Paramount
theatre,
of
out
N. Y., because of his commitment circuit executives is frequently
with the Kiviera, Ft. Lee, N. J. enlisted.
The only doubling deal that pays
Bob Weitman, Paramount's managing director, told Storch that he oft is' that of a top player in a
musical hit into a rafe. There's a
t .-juld play one or the other. Storch
definite crowd, especially on the
those the nitery.
which will patronize
Since then talent buyers have
cracked down on the doubling of c^fes with such names.
Washington, Oct. 5.
talent. It's their" contention that
D. C. theatres and suc'h enterwith the ' present top salaries, ...
n«
i
tainment' and sports spots as
they're entitled to exclusive serv- Vieniia NllfirV Bl7 Kail*
nilCiy
Turner's and Uline's Arenas are
ices. They feel that it's a hardship
up in arms against a new oron either the theatre or cafe to
Black Market Crimp
dinance here requiring them to
rearrange schedules so th^ the
act can make the shows at both
pay for police protection. The two
Nixes Foreign Guests arenas are the latest to come out
jspots. They also feel that the boxoffice value of a name is lessened
swinging and to declare they
Vienna Sept 28
^"
"
Biz has been so bad in Vienna would not pay the bill without a
^^^''uUline's handles" pro
act that s seen by several thou- niteries since last year's two-third court test.
sand people daily in a Broadway devaluation of the schilling that sports, ice shows, etc, Turner's
presentation house will lose much few patrons are available
for the has had hillbilly shows as well as
Griffith
of its value in the nite spot.
wrestling.
.
boxing
and
80 clubs^
the Washington
Americans and other occupation Stadium, home of
ouf ^tls ^li"1ls^ex!lS'To
Senators and football Redskins^
^^^^ virtually stopped
heLfits at Madison
is also battling the bite.
patronizing the niteries since the
den, N. Y. It's believed by many
Among theatres which have
black market has gone askew and
that a turn that's seen by a gathschillings are so costly and diffi- failed to pay the "police protecering of approximately 18,000 at
tion" bills are; Loew's Capitol;
one pertornnance wiU decrease its cult to obtain. A carton qf PX
cigarettes that brouglit 300 schill- the National Theatre, for its .last
ings ^i- year ago now fetches 90 or month of stage performances; and
less. Black maiket dollar exchange the Howard Theatre, which plays
has slumped from 100 schillings Negro stage bills.

and Artistes of America

tors

1

1

i

.the

D. C. Arenas Nix

i

VHCS

affili^

send a roster of
its playing personnel to the American Guild of Variety Artists for a
check on union affiliations, AGVA
will also check the names against
ates.

!

4A

will

membership
unions.

Complaint

burgh, according to Henry Dunn,
elected AGVA treasurer,
Nat Nazarro, Jr., AGVA

newly

when

branch

head in that

city,

com-

plained that various units playing
hospitals in that region contained
non-union personnel; Dunn subsequently spoke with Louis Simon,
VHCS general manager, and a

checkup was agreed to. Should
non-union performers be uncov-

rolls of the other ered, they'll join AGVA^ if playing
a variety unit, and Equity it in -a
originated in Pitts- legit show.

'Protection' Coin

'

n

1

Om,

"WUIo

THANKS TO

UNITED
STATES

"REQUEST" DISC JOCKEYS

K

for choosing bur

'

'

i

MERCURY RECORD OF

;

[

-

"THOSE WEDDING BELLS ARE
BREAKING UP THAT OLD GANG OF MINE"

'

#8069

i

to about 30 per dollar. (A schilling
is lOe at inflated legal exchange).

Currenl nltery rates are about

«,._^.,»„,_
'

60 to 80 scliiUmgs for a bottle of

1

mild Austrian, wine plus another

I

N.Y.,

10 to 20 schilling entrance fee for

i

_.

BURROWS PACTED FOR
CHI NITERY DATES
Hollywood, Oct.

each customer.

I

Among

"VARIETY POLL"

5.

radio humorand songwriter) will make his
N. Y. cafe appearance at Le

Abe Burrows, the
ist

JANE

'1CE-CAPADES'S0CK345G

JOHNSON

IN 24

AT PITT GARDENS

,

Pittsburgh, Oct.

."5.

"Ice-Capades" rung up sizzling
I

gross of '$345,000 in 24 performances at the Gardens, playing to
119,000 people on preem engageiment of 1949 edition. That was
'9,000
more than skating show
1

'Americana

played to here last year in one
performance, and around
money.
$8,000 more
Figures were remarkable bewas scaled
extravaganza
cause
lower this time. Last fall, top Vas
$3.60, including federal tax, and
ior current engagement best seats
went for $3.50, with new 1Q% city
levy in addition to the federal bite
included.
That was true straight throughj
engage^
Held Over RSail IRK CU'H, WK'IHTA. 99'/o capacity for entire
flnenillK ri.ANTATION CLUH, MOMNK, ment, the other single per cent be«<it. IS.: Triiiiiki) to KAV i.vTn,
>.
ing figured for passes; and press

Foremost

I

more

Marimbisl

I
'

:

m

Harem, N. Y.

.

St. Regis'

RED-CAPS

STEELE
"MY HAPPINESS"

WALLY BROWN

i

entertainment room.
Spof opens
tonight tWed.) with Nan Wynn as
the sole performer.
The inn's Iridium will be coa
verted into the King Cole Room
with a "men to four" policy, aftei
which spot will be a straight res?

H

debts around the $100,000 mark.

.,

Father's

Flogar, Inc., owner of the proplerty on which the nitery stands,
has received several offers and will
mull the most likely at a meeting
U tonight. If none of the offers are

Pittsburgh, Oct. 5.
to cancel engage-

1

Bob Eberly had
ment here^

,

.

UanaaanMnl:

HARRY A.

I

ROMM

38

E

57'h

5:

ROMM

A.
Ne-.

A-,!,

accept^iblc, Flogar

N

Y

may

operate the jg^j
,

_
Copa
^^^^ last week at
on account of sud

at

minute

itself.
.
den death of his father in New
>
Among the bids is one from Lou Rochelle, N.Y. Given less than 24
Latin hours notice^ local spot hurriedly
Walters, operator of the
long
booked in Jack Leonard,; who had
Quarter, N. Y., who has
to ankle a couple of video shows
evinced interest in a Coast spot.
in New York to make the date. It
Giro's was a quick return to Copa for
Pearl Bailey signed for
Philadelphiav Nov. 1.
Leonard, who had been there only
two months ago. Eberiy's date
would have been a roturny too.
Latter has agreed' to fill the

Place

I

HARRY

Death Cancels

Eberiy's Pitt Cafe Date

,

OMAHA

-

Frank Bi uni operation of the spot
collapsed several weeks ago, with

STAR
RKO COMEDY PICTURE

ORPHEUM THEATRE

first

taurant; The Iridium Room's floor
used for ice shows and
'wood formerly will
be raiseddancing,
Hollywood, Oct. 5.
The 5th avenue King Cole Room
Decision may be made tonight is being converted to a store-front,
on reopening of Florentine Gar- and the Maxfield Parrish murals
dens, Holbwood Boulevard nitery
moved into the new inferior^

Florentine Gardens,

I

Currently:

Maisonette

time, in years th€
St. Regis hotel, N. Y., will operate
the Maisonette as its sole; public

Mull Offers to Reopen

,

COURTESY COIUMBIA

JON and SONDRA

and the

Lone Room With Talent
For the

accommodations.

THE THREE STOOGES
PICTURES

8 weeks

STEVE GIBSON

.

I

clili'iiKo.

in the last

Directoire, starting Oct. 22. He'll

precede this date with a two-week
stand at the Blackstone hotel, Chicago, Thursd^ (7). He'll be getting $1,750 weekly for both dates,
but has a stipulation calling for a
raise not to exceed $4^000 on his
next engagements at these spots.
Burrows has frequently been
mentioned for dates at the Copacabana, N. Y.; and was being
sought by Nat Harris for the

GUEST

IVnimKli,

5 times

first

I

GEORGE

the nation's Leading records in the

,

j

Now 4 weelcs Chubby's W.

Collingswood, N.

Commencing Oct. 8tli
6 weeks Larry Potter's supper

J.

club

North Hollywood, Calif.

:

MAXI1\E

SULLIVAN

booking some time

1

[

November.

ing

Nov

Roxy

theatre, N.Y., start17 or 24. It's his first date

jat,.that house.

NEW YORK
iRdefiniMy

Mitzi

Green into Mounds Club

Cleveland, Nov.

Ptrtonal

Management'

Preceding his Roxy stand, he'll
iplay the Chicago theatre, Chicago
Hippodrome, Baltimore, and the
State, Hartford, Conn.
]

PENTHOUSE CLUB

—

Commencing Nov. I9ffi
4 weeks Last Frontier Hotel, Las Vegas, Nev.

Mickey Rooney has been signed

ifor the
,

BACK AT THE

in'

Rooney's N. Y. Roxy Date

7.

JOLLY JOYCE AGENCY
Earl* TliMtre Building. Philadelphia 7. Pa.

Phone: WAInut 2-4i77 ond WAInuf 2-MS1

'
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Name

Gus Van Elected Prexy of AGVA,
Other Officers, Board of 45

Named

board of
Singer Gus Van, pwlner qf the vote of 1,228 to 58, and a
45 was, named in the ballotting.
Joe Schenck, Was' elected
Just prior t. the announcement
president of the American Guild of of the elections, the Associated
Variety Artists, according to results Actors aitd Artistes ol America
had made
of the AGVA elections announced BOiard governing AGVA
plans for a three day meeting of
late last weelt, Van attained a
the new officers and board to take
plurality of more than 100 votes place at the Park Central hotel,
over his nearest, opponent, Harry N Y starting Nov. 1. New hoard
Hichman, with Georgie Price, Alan is expected to take over the affairs
union from the 4A's board.
Gale, Eddie Rio and Frank Yacon- of the
Confab is also expected to consider
elli also in the running.
the naming of an executive secreVoting was light with only 1,934 tary to carry out the policies
votes being cast out of a member- created by the board. So far,
there's no indication as to who will
ship of 16.000.
Hy Faine,
The sepia tapster Bill Robinson get that post, although board and
was named first vice-president, head of the 4A's AGVA the AmeriGene Sheldrn, second vice-presi- executive secretary of Artists is
of Musical
dent, and Myron Cohen, third vice- [can Guild
nod. Dewey
-president. Comedian Phil Foster likely to draw the
member and
was elected recording secretary Barto, elected a board
in AGVA afand Henry Dunn, sole nominee for who Das been active
national Adminthe treasurer's post, drew 1,485 fairs since former
islsator Matt Shelvey was ousted,
votes.
been, mentioned for the
drawn has also

i

^'i"'?",/''

!

adupli'ci

NATIONAL BOARD
Elected to Three-year

show's
Previous record at
,

"Com

—

"

1

Tommy

an overu helming

.

Buck Tele Problem

Buddy Walker—Miami

Eddie

Bill

—

Rio—Los Angeles

1

;

m
mi
Lrano. tHa,
" "» HamiOniCa
Rascals Give the London

—

—

Palladium Sock Finale

.

Jean Arthur—Los Angeles
Una Belle Howard Baltimore
Dewey Barto—New York City

,

.

'

—

Ogden—Columbus

Robinson—New York City
Phil Downing—Portland
Earl Warner— New Orleans
Cal Emmett— Houston

Willie Shore—Chicago
Jackie Miles— Philadelphia
Frank Arena—Reading, Pa.
Henny Youngman—N. Y. City
Joe Page—Kansas City
Bob Ellsworth—Cleveland
Phil Foster—New York City
Betty Cox—Omaha
Rex Weber— Los Angeles
Jerry Lester— Los Angeles
Will Aubrey— San Francisco
Alan Gale—Philadelphia
Lenny Paige—Buffalo
Elected to One- Year Term
Sherry Lynn—Dallas
Larry Kent— Detroit
Jack Gwynne Chicago
Jerry Baker— New York City
Fran Jlyan—San Francisco
Billy Grant- San Francisco
Jimmy Lyons—New York City
Russell Swann New York City
Harry Mendoza Los Angeles
Henry Dunn— New York City
Tony Bredice ^Kansas City
Al Tucker—Detroit
Margie Coate—New York City
Allan Cross— New York City
Myron Cohen'r-New York City

$7,000.
festival

was set by show topped by
,
^
Dorsey ork, last year.

Georgie Price—New York City
Harry Richman Chicago

-

PrancisCfr—Newark

Bill

Nine vaude acts supported VVelK.
.topped by Victor Borge Johnnj
O'Brien, Four Evanses. Welk got a
Rest of
flat $10,000 for the week.
totalled

I^ois

Tom Auburn—Montreal
Don

$71,775.

salaries

Elected to Two-year Term
Donn—Pittsburgh

Term

Gus Van—Boston

'„-:.',:

:post.-'

convention

Foster

Henry Dunn

London, Oct. 5.
Combination of Gracie Fields,
Borrah Mineviteh and Ella Fitz
To
gerafd eave'the Palladium a smash
the
mark
will
meet
The board's
^^^^^^^,^^6 dosing prior to the
v^u^^^^^^^^^^
first AGVA attempt ^"^et started
^^^^^^

constitution

b.v

^fS-

I

,

was

Gene Sheldon.
Myron Cohen

•

1

First Vice
.Second Vice
.Third Vice
Recording

Robinson

Bill

Pliil

^^^T^^^

President
President
President
President
Secretary
Treasurer

Gus Van

aus81^10 aus
tprf
under state
here, 'under
P>ces each year.
Playing to 44,259 admissions
perr
three
bv*r six days, pjitting on
formances daily layout topped
by Lawrence Welk band grossed

,

AGVA

New AGVA Officers and Board

72G

°f.?*tfiH
held
val,'

'

The A'GVA

to Boff

Mitchell, S.D., Oct. 5v
The $17,006 shoSv booked in for
week during annual state fair lias

late

.up at the June

Acts Spirals. Dakota

Corn Festival

——

I

1

Downey

mimes in this house,
affairs Save been unde'r tSeifMiss Fields, in her first London
fance of the 4A's. Among the matengagement in some time becam^^
ters to be decided are the inlcgrathe first British headliner of thj
Bosand
Philadelphia
the
of
tion
1

Open

to

;

i

Members

ton members.
cities

Currently

I

I

CHICAGO, Chicago

'

Following With Club Date*:

Now

DFr.

up by former

Our

°«

Miami, Oct. 5.
nitery slated to take
place of the padlocked Colonial
Inn, Hallendale, Fla., is slated to
open Christmas night with Morton
Downey topping the bill. Spot,

La Boheme,

^/"f^e^litish ^eSaTn

ers.

Tommy

Fields,

brother

Boheme

Fla. s

Gracie" had to satisfy clamorous
audience demands for several curCrowd wouldn t let her

tain ca Us

'

of

THEATRE

Gracie, is also on this program.
Harmonica Rascals considerably smaller than the CoMineviteh
committee has been handling
LOUISVILLE
the problem of contracts and scales and sepia singea- Miss Fitzgerald lonial, will use name talent, with
for the past few months, feeling also scored in the vaude finale of negotiations currently on for Joe
Mergery Wellki at th* fiane.
E. Lewis, Jane Froman and Tony
among many AGVA members is the season.Mgt.: iM Up««»
Martin. Top salaries wiU prevail
that the committee has been giving
at that spot.
union the brush on this matter.
Downey's^ deal, calls
Ella and Gracietalking for $10,000.
The merger recently proposed by:
isn't
Fitzgerald
Ella
La Boheme is operated by the
the 4A's includes the amalgama- about her billing at the London
tion of Actors Equity, American Palladium— she's letting husband- same syndicate which ran the CoFederation of Radio Artists and manager, Ray Brown, do the talk- lonial. Inasmuch as the spot has
to draw the majority of its trade
AGMA. AGVA Was left out of that ing for her
setup because of its unsettled indefinitely did not know un- from Miami and Miami Beach,
ternal affairs. The committee is exj^^^ j^j^yt^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^ which is 16 miles away, show's
pected to tackle that problem imsupport of Gracie Fields, budgets are expected to be around
mediately and will most likely paHajiun, advance bookings had $25,000 weekly.
"Those Dancing Darlings"
swing th ; weight of its largei actually been going ahead on the
membership on that issue.
Ciirrtntly:
.Downey's Fall Tour
assumption that she was the headThe members ol the board are
Morton Downey has been set for
NIXON RESTAURANT
listed in the accompanying box.
The Gracie Fields booking was a nitery tour starting Oct. 26 at
PITTSBURGH
only made possible Monday (29) the Thunderbird, Las Vegas/ and
Available Oct. 1*
night when Miss Field's husband, will continue with Giro's,- HollyDlrMtlMi:
Monty Banks, telephoned Metro in wood, Nov. 10; Beverly Country
and asked whether her Club, New Orleans, Dec. 3. and La
TOM FITZPATRICK
MILD $3,600 IN MPLS. Hollywood,
studio, call could be postponed two Boheme, Hallendale, Fla., Dec. 25.,
Minneapolis* Oct. 5
weeks to permit the Palladium Because of his appearance on the
Playing a one-night concert at appearance
It was
agreed she '-Coca-Cola airshow, Downey will
the Auditorium. Hoagy Carmichael could be back in Hollywood by the tour with the Carmen Mastren trio
and his arranger Jimmy Rule.
and his ''Stardust Revue" drew a beginning of November,
moderate $3,600 at $3.60 top. It;
Fitzgerald,
wj^en Miss
who had
was Carmichael's first Minneapolis opened her British tour at the EmPepper's Dallas Nitery
visit. He and ahow won praise.
pire theatre, Glasgow, was told of
Dallas, Oct. 5.
Performance was nearly called the billing setup at the Palladium,
Jack Pepper will open his own
off entirely when C. C. Milkes, lo- she
uas "disappointed." Com- nitery here/ to be: known as the
Acrobatics in Technieolor
cal impresario and show^s local mented Ray Brown, "It was as"House of- Characters." Ground
sponsor, refused to meet musician sumed that on account of the pubCrRKKM'I.Y
was broken for the spot which is
unions' demand for the employ- licity she received and because
expected
Biltnior«
ment of stand-ins and was threat- she was an American star that she cember. to be completed by DeLe», AngalM
ened with va walkout of union would top, the Palladium hill, alIn the meantime he has opened
stage hands. Carmichael himself, though there certainly was not>iing
a temporary club.
BERT COLLINS, Per. Mgr.
however, came across with -the in writing to say she would do so."
stand-in musicians' stipends^
3t»Vi So. HitniUton I»riv«
Val Parnell's comment was, "We
Harry Cool, Towne Room, MilltK\KKI.Y HIf.1,8, CAMF.
have been trying to get Gracie for waukee, Nov. 7;
months to postpone her Hollywood
film commitment. There was never
any question of Ella Fitzgerald topAMERICA'S TOP HEADLINE SINGING
ping the bill at the Palladium.
That is quite understood with her
agent, and we- therefore saw no
-RCA
t
necessity to tell her about Gracie,
VICTOR
We had Gracie in mind all the
FAVORITES

0

tions

i

in

those -year to clock a top salvo

AGVA and rump

organizaShelveyites.
However, the thorniest problem
on the agenda will be the discussion of tel'! Vision jurisdiction. Al-i
though the 4A's television negotia-

I

HELENE and HOWARD

in

have been divided between

national
tions set

York

MAm ROSIN

:

.

,

Wally boag

I

THE DE LEON
SISTERS

:

Currently

1

,

VAL PARNELL'S
"STARLIGHT ROOP'

I

:

,

I

London Hippodrome

,

|

and original young
median wilK a style of hit own."
"Excellent

.

:

•A-WtRICAs.
-Leddj

Murk'

co-

New Theatre,
LONDON:
Charles Tucker

.

-

CARMICHAEL CONCERT

I

I

COMEDY MATERIAL
'

For All Branches of Thaotncalt

FUN-MASTER
File"

@

.

'

parnilies,

Hnnicfi,

NO

ininHtre)

etc..

fi'itli

,

|

j

Bowl

1

.

C.O.D.'S

PAULA SMITH
SOO ff;

HURLEY

1

BOOKS OF PARODIES

(10 in each book) $10 per book
SIOIl BIJSINKSS." Tlie SlionvBI/ (iuKii/liio with
euch f :l.UU nilniinuni onler.
.SeiHl 10c for lists of other e»int>ft.v
patter, bluck-nuts.

i

j

FKHK COPY OF "HI

miiterinl,

JACQUELINE

|-

'

"The ORIGINAl Shbw-Bii Gog
Not. 1 to 22
$1.00 each
3 DIFFERENT

I

j

.

Street,

New York

M

.

.

GROUP

time."

'.

Cvrrantly:

CLUB BAGATELLE

JOHN BOLES' 8 WEEKS
AT LONDON PALLADIUM
London, Oct.

5.

NEW YORK
All

Major NMworht,

and Clubi,
V, S. uil Caoad*

Xlicntrei

i

,

After playing the provinces for

two months, John Boles is following up his first London appearance
at the Finsbury Park Empire with
an eiglit-week booking at the London Palladium, opening at the con'
elusion of the Gracie Fields— Ella

1 BOYS

M08 BRO

PerMaal DlraetlM-,^
Batldlnit,

New toA

»9,

N. 1.

WORLD RWOWNfD JWENTAIISTS

Fitzgerald show.

Smce

opening in the nortli of
England on Aug. 2 Boles has been
playing leading provincial cities,
and has had a boff reception.
His Palladium opening is set for
Oct. 18 and he will play right
through with the Charlie Chester
sliow until the house reverts to
pantomine at Christmas holidays.

VALDO aiid PRINCESS PAT

Puppets and Dick and Dot
Remy to appear with Mickey
Rooney on his vaude tour.

1*74 reo^wor. Mew Yeik l», N. Y.

Sallcl
.

his

IN A

SPECTACULAR PRESENTATION
OP MENTAL PEATS
PenoRal Management:

MAX TISHMAN
noM

7-MU.4

Wedncsilay*

special aruangements to build imItendcz-Vons,
pact all the way. Avoids the slow,
(HOTEL PLAZA)
operatic type: of number her type
Payson Re and Nycola Matthey
of voice could embrace, instead
orchs; $1.50-$2 cover.
working in the semi-classics to
swing obligates that add color to
solid click last season, when
her versions of the aria from this EendeZ'Vous (grill) room of
"Madame Butterfly," "Sorrento," the Hotel Plaza reopened after a
the Gypsy Dance from "Carmen wartime shutdown, the manageJones" and "Chiri Biri Bin." ment has wisely left the setup unShowmanly approach adds to over- disturbed. Payson Re, with his
all effect, pays off handsomely.
.smooth dansapation, and Nycola
Lary.
Matthey, with his fiddles (alternating with more I'hythmic sets, of
course), are back; sf> is the affable
>faxi«'s, 1.. A.
Gigi, as maitre d' in charge of his
Los Angeles, Sept. 28,
Harvey Stone, Jeri Sullivan, The room; and ditto the highly draDunhiUs (3). Dicic Stabile's orch matic interior
Room reminds of the lush "Fran(12), Tony 'Martinez rhumband
co-Russian
rooms in Pans}
i-aris; and if
(5) ;, minimum $3.50 weekdays,
"

Peter Liiid Hayes,

Mary

choosey cafe patrqns hereabouts,
who pick their spots through the
winter. They're Insurance for another click run, all pf them being
devoted foUowei'S; of Charlie Farrelli vet performed (ex-EndoK &
in his seventh season in this room.
A refutation of the theory held
by most big cafe ops that no act
can draw consistently for more
than three weeks in this town, Farrell, with no great voice or keyboard artistryi 'is niohey in the

X. Y.

tWALDOBF-ASTORIA)
Healy,

Eddy Duchin and Mischa Borr

or-

$2 cover.

eliestras;

NIGHT CLUB REVIEWS

1948'

Odober

A

The Waldorf's winter season is
back at the Wedgwood (old Ema so-so try to
Dii'e) Room, after
change pace and scenery by utilizSert
across-the-foyer
the
izing
Somehow it lacked the
Room.
warmth of this Park avenue road
company of Josiah Wedgewood's
given
iriotif, which incidentally is
pinka change of pace l^y a new

Hollywood, Sept. 29.
Johnnie Johnston, Phil Ohmon
jorfc (9), Chuy Reyes Rhumband
cover $1.50 weekdays, $2
(5);

Saturdays.

Boniface H. D!. Hover got caught
with ojily one: act for this; layout
Wheh cbKiic Jan Murray, bookett
to opeh: With singer Johtinie Johttstoni was forced to fcaneel due to

He

illustrates

what showmanship;

;

:

thft illness of bis father .v Opening
riight, Jerry Colohna stepped into

bank,

i

Slapsy

51

Hollywood

Ciro's,

%^

i

^

*>rea*i''V;^"t^^'J^^

':

constant change of material imd
^tr^^ -i^r,
tinted wall design, instead ol the
catering to the wants of his patron- v'^9i^T^ J'fi"S?^^^^e'^^^
orthodox Wedgwood delft blue.
age can accomplish
PdSSeSsing a ston's thunder with his own pecur
faculty for remembering names and
'^S?^^^^'
But regardless of the room,
K^^,^.
He
of
singing
and
punning.
nf-^Pot
hp
fappcis
iniDarts a fepline oi
laces, ne impaits
everything about the fall teeoff
$4 F^""Sf
•
on a "South
'^^'^ Plaza didn t have such a sure
frieridliness that rarely bbtalhs' in ^^^^^^ ^y^, Johnston
For one thing, it was like weeliends
right.
America Tafee It Away" duet thW;
fire formula, this is one bistro that
this "let's get the dough" town.
old-home-week with Eddy Duchin
lends itself v,'eU to the Monseigr And hiSY material; is tailored: to or-^ was surefire.
the
Next
podium.
to
the
Slapsy's.
seems
to
be
becoming
on
back
" asino, Duchin and
ott his. own, Johnston; ob-;
(Paris) policy.
It's really der for
the comedy center in town. Latest neur
the frequenters of the dub. U Gut.
Gcntrai Park
11 4.%i
-ji. -vr
V -.v iii.
all there, with Nycola Matthey 's orTypical was the teeoff group, lie viously was having a -bad ca^-ot
the Waldorf go together like Lea in the long line of chuckle-coUec chestra
expert in that di- jn't^oed, with ""WiJlmertimer BusTJ"}^}}}, -^fjf^f;
& Perrinsi It was unmistakably tors to play the spot is Harvey rection, already
slowly, finally hitting his stride
and it might be a good
Tcs
T-nnw" and hnwlffi<«
He was last here several Hilton management
the maestro's evening,' although Stone.
familiar
"Old Black
with
his
try to essay pl^f opuainy
Soitalnv's
nroblems wixn
with nis
hU t.»„_!„,.
s prooiems
._j
Peter Lind Hayes and his beau- months ago, sharing top-billing fv,«
fi,„4. v,„ ,,,„-.7.
..ho.v.n..r.vr^ n.,^ fij^i^the chamoagne-and-fiddles
motif as
Lrch, all standouts. They're indic^ Magic" and after that he was okay.
teous wife, Mary Healy, were not with Ethel Waters. Current stint
Film
singer
and former band vocal'"'Sht ative of the almost endless supply
the least of it as the cafe floor in- brings mixed reactions; he works catch
^"<n.?"""Hl^^*it\
JI'.P- "
ist is a good-looking lad and proon surprisingly,
Despite the comedian's with more polish and ease than beof leerics and Rabelesian tales he
terludes.
personality.
The
jects
a
likeable
AS'
constituted,
now
the
room
sounds off on ;'in his 40-minute
audible awareness that; he was rer fore, but -some of the new matepipes are good and there's no reagets a pre-theatre crowd, a late
stint, buttressed by a good mixtui'e
prising much of his surefire cafe rial doesn't- come off a.s well as exson why he shouldn't be an okay
dining crowd, both ducking the of specials
(Copacabana, etc.), he pected.
hefs Introed through the
routine
nitery bet.
He can't quite carry
20%
tax and the $1.50 and $2 years
article.
Nonenew
brand
and.
for
which
the.
requests
like
a
sold
Some of the Army material, for iSati) couverts, which don't go on
a show by himself, however* and.
come throughout.
theless .after his four-week stint example, isn't as sharp as it could
unless Murray comes along,: or
until 10 p. m; The dinner values
here, Hayes plans a Coast sabbati- be; although he still gets demands
Farrell introes a well balanced Hover finds a replacementi it'll be
are comparatively moderate, uut
cal to work out a new routine be- for it; mostly from those who've
der existing scales, which; in this supporting lineup. There's Tommy tough sledding for a while.
fol'e teeing off again
heard parts of it before. Other rouf day an(f age invariably fetches this Trent, the puppeteer with his
For the Johnston stand, Phil
As does. Jack Benny with "Horn i tines, notably an account of his re^ observation: "How can people af- P"nch and Judy show tailored Ohman added a girl harpist to. his
Blows at Midnight," the Waldorf's cent trials and tribulations in Las ford to dine .out?" It usually smartly for cafe auds. The may musicrew to set the mood (it seems
coinedian makes much capital of. Vegas, and a dissertation; on his comes froni this ttiost confirmed hem sequence is topped with his in- to be getting to be a Hollywood
his illfated adventure; into legit wife's foibles, are pretty generally rounders who deeiii theinselveS the view manipulating of a colored and habit; Dick Stabile's band was simimusicomedy, referring to the re- good and manage to overcome any exception.. In aq.tuality, of .course, drunk puppet for plenty laughs. larly augmented at Slapsy Maxie's
cently folded "Heaven on Earth." letdown engendered by the other one's |6ihg^out h^s: become ra- Voice apings are authentic and during the Tony Martin engageHis inside stuff was small talk that material.
tioiiedf a;n.d. the. answer to the' Still technique is out of the top drawer, ment -a few months back) and uses
In fact, the legit
sold big here.
In Luis Torres, the room has a her for the dance sets as well as
Attracting top attention on this good crb\yds liieS in the cpntext of
motif was furthered in a bit with bill are The Dunhills,- a tap trio a great tbUrisf-trsffic city like New baritone who should soon become for showbacking.
Gaining popuex-Naval Lt. Eddy Duchin, utilizing y^^t's definitely on the way up York, ,'f he tu^iiovers average out a fave along with Farrell.
The larity steadily, Ohman may well
theme,
along
as
a
Roberts,
"Mr.
goyg do a couple of fast routines, pretty well; And; of .course, lio Latino, (renewed for season after set a new run record for a band at
Gallagher & Shean par- ij^ea^ i„to some song and patter city like N.Y. has'i.Sljeh a large
with a
opening night click) is a big,- this spot. Relief music in the Latin
And prior thereto. Miss nd work up to a strong begoff. merit pf jjrofesMbnal' hosts, i.e. rugged guy with a- resounding, well manner is deftly di.shed by Chuy
ody.
Healy whammed with an Ethel They've got a lot of crowd appeal businesses with still generous swin- tra'ined voice.: Working sans inike Reyes.
Kap.
Merman takeoff on "Annie" that and handle themselves well.
If it weren't for that, he belts across, the standard semidle sheets.
particularly tickled the star (and
" Jeri a couple' of those really strato- classics,.a pair of Latin tunes with
Vocal chores here -fall to
Pcntlionsc, IV. Y.
her husband. Bob Leavitt), among Sullivan AVho'^doe's" a^ lu^^^
i nt er p s
that get the
'jfer sphere-priced joints would have had English
the large show biz turnout.
Maxine Sullivan, Clarke Morgan,
easv chahtine wins tremendous re- tO cutrate. long ago; instead, it femmes and tops with the inevitaMiss' Healy 's Hildegarde routine, turns and a pair bf encbres, one be- seems to go up even more; How- ble "OlVMan River.'' Encores with Oscar Walter; $2.50 ininimum.
It
With hubby Hayes as the square ing her falniliar "Ruiii and Coca- ever, the Rendez-Vous Room is not tenor solo from "Pagliacci;"
Maxine Sullivan's recent trip to
from. Des Moines; and his N.Y^ Goia" and the other, a topnotcli job [one of these^ spots. Like almost] went off well, but application of
"
every good hotel room It gives bary to the classic was" in awaken- England has apparently paid off.
travelog, permitting for an assort- on the oldie "Where or When."
ment of impressions comprise the
Dick Stabile's musicrew is still good value; in this instance the ing aud- appreciation; Overall, he She's enlarged her catalog of Engcertainly
lish and 'Scottish folk tunes conis
above-par. wraps up.
major portion of their ;act
going strong here, providing show cuisine
Harmonica duo, George: Ross and siderably so that she no longer has
Hayes flashes a good voice which backing and alternating on terp There's a touch of that yesteryear
he. wisely throws away for lauglis, chores with Tony Martinez rhum- great Maisonette Russe (Hotel St. Ruth are average until they hit to reprise "Loch Lomand," the
Regis) cuisine, with the sashlike final number which features Spike tune which catapulted her into the
Kap.
notably Vaughn ( Bullmoose ) Mon- band.
flaming swords, etc., but in the Jones type of instrument that does bigtime.
roe, Arthur Tracy, Vallee, French
is
definitely
nativet
main
the
menu
Miss SuUivaH; prior to leaving
Sinatra,
Ethel
Burns,
everything
Bob
but serve up the libatorcher,
although distinguished, by an ob- tions; Enables the pair to off fto for England for a Casino theatre,
Waters and the like.
Sacas12
Piipi Oampo OrcJi
its preparar solid mitt.
London/ engagement, played a long
high j„j orcli (12), Anjos do Inferno vious French touch In'
As for Duchin,- -he's back
Abel.
stand at this skytop hospice. Comtion.
Three
Continentals
are
back
for
pronto with his symphonic synco
(5) ; «ii?ii}7mms, $3,. $4.
seventh season also, and reaffirm parison of the repertoire of the cur''
pation, always a trademark with
3fon<'l
impresh that they're one of: the top rent stand with that of her previEl
the pianologing maestro who is one
During the eflmparatively short
musical trios around. Pianp, violin ous date here, reveals a considerMontreal, Sept. 30.
-of the few wlio knows or cares
ably larger catalog of ballads. Her
abourthriyrircontent'of the tunes history of the Embassy, there have
Eddie Schaefer, Bea Saxon, Ba- and bass instrumentation: is> effec- treatment of these tunes is always
he plays. As Duchin performs at been many changes of policy and ron & Bernay, Line, Buddy Clarke tively applied to classic composi- interesting. The incongrously lazy
the Steinway, his technique of mu- several of owtiership: This season, Orch, Hal White trio; minimwn^Z.' tions; for show-backing, the trio renditions is
a distinct contrast to
are perfectly attuned to the acts.
sically interpreting the lyrical bur.,,
<«, Nadine)
frontwaoine^ iioni
p.,,,a,.rt„
'^'-laicio
the
sometimes strong lyric content
^^'"-'i
^&
Lary.
^.^ ^^^^^ ^^^^
^.^^
^^^.^
thens sells for extra values. Plus,
of the Anglo-Saxon ballads;
appeal to
ol'
course, his tiptop compelling ing, spot makes a fi ank
a return
^
Miss Sullivan is given strong
aio
two
iheie
mob.
rhumba
the
style of hoofology tempos, lie also
eneagemnt of Eddie Schaefer, who
backing by Clarke Morgan,
¥. musical
Montreal
ap
has good vocal specialist in Tommy rousing l^ands and one act so that j;^^
who's
and piano turn 6n his
<^-,-..-ri.
floorim the
i..<=
cuiiMunc-u _ior
unit! consumed
iiie time
"3Itlie
Abbl.
Davis,
Eddie
Betty
Wagner, own is song
Mercer.
pearance a year ago. Schaefer
more fully discussed under
show will not interfere loo much i y^^^^^^
Bea Saxon, songstress, Gloi'id Wallis & Bernicc; Garroil, New Acts.
with the rhumba dancing.
Doris & Robert, Ralph yowJiflf, Kali
_ _.. and Bernay.
^ terpers Baron
.
Oscar Walzer offers musical comO'clock
It's now in the category of havLead off spot goes to Miss Saxon, Karlos & Charmaine, Line (5) Art edy hits in his piano lulls. Jose.
Miami Beach, Sept. 29. ling to compete with the west sidcl^vho for
a gal of- her size, can Waner's Orch (5); imniniiim $3.50.
Ken Barry, Mary Mon Toy, Irina haiin cafes, namely the Havana- rggUy j^-jt the high notes. Opener
With his 52d street nitery hitHcndriquez. Peter Herman, and iMadrid and the China Doll, both 01 jg a: robust arrangement of "Strike
IMayfiocrs Cluli. IS. Y.
which are fairly well-established up the- Band;" with trick vocals, ting the 20-year mark, Eddie, Davis
Rafael OrcJis; ?Hi7iirim)ii $2:50.
Lermj/ Kent, Blimpj/ Blank Trio;
with the Latin dance set.
followed by "Ju.st For Now." Gal keeps rolling along as one of the
$3 minimum.
Now that the visiting Latins
The bands of Sacassas and Pupi gives the old whamroo to "Meian- enduring phenomeha of shbw busihave dwindled, Sam Barken, opera- Campo are instrumental in keep- choiy Baby" and- encores with "So ness. After two decades of sparkLenny Kent's fast buildup as one
ing
;Leon
& Eddie's into its curThe spot will Right Tonight" for happy returns^
tor of this Intiniery has astutely de- ing the floor filled.
of the
snappier comic talents
Baron and Bernay, new to the rent po.isition as the most hrmly es- among the nitery clan is getting
parted from the accent on south stand or fall on the strengtli of'
an
of the border talent.
For the re- its bands under present type of Montreal, ofler the usual ballroom tablished spot in the pop priced acid test at this club, but he'll
mtery
belt,
Davis
is
still
drawing
work-i
their
accentuate
routines
but
turning localites
and stateside operation.
make the grade. Taking over this
em
with
and
twirls
clever
some
with
baltourists, he has set up a ^^oU
However. Gerardo is attempting
intimately sized boite from Morey
hi.s_ vim, vigor and ribaldiy
of
ceiling
Low
of
speed.
plenty
that
anced,
package
they-ll
50-minute
to get some insurance that
Davis is usUially the whole show Amsterdam who pulled out after
should maintain the brisk biz get a steady flow of dancers. He's room cramps some of their more
at this tourists'; mec^ja and this, sea- three years to concentrate on radio
which obtained all summer.
embarked on a, policy of i:ealuring 'Pl^'^^aiUr stuff.^^ ^^.^^
soh's opening fall layout .is^no. ex- and television, Kent is sticking to
i>chaeter loiiows w^^^^^^
the basic pattern of his predeces-'
Holding down comedy - emcee pupils or teachers from the vari^
Chatter witli ring ception; He's repeiatihg practically
dies and gags.
slot is Ken Barry.
Young laugh- ous dance schools in town, hoping siders takes a bit to warm up, but down to the last syllable and ge.s- .sor's routine with enough new
twists to establish a unique permaker played hero last summer at that the i acuity will serid a sufTila few indigo stori8s does the trick. tUre his former rbutirie, but there's sonality.
He has enough of his
Kitty Davis'. This time out he re- cicnt number of its registrants to
piat
acw\n(it''for%xtra'^^^^
curricular pi
„
toi extra curiicuiai
spot
own .stuff on the ball to develop a
that
sPot for
a
atfirms impresh that his is
affirms
's .a
it'^J^
^^.^^^^
By compari- special
^^.^^^^^^ ^^^^.^
following, -Which is: th^ cot?
/
comedic talent that, given the right lice.
son,
the
lineup
acts
supof
youhg
Girl
"The
these diiys, is done to
nerstone of every comic's success.
The sole act on the bill is Anjos "j^"- f^Afarried"''
material and guidance, could swill•
.porting
oh
on
bill,
the
porting Davis
this
with
tM
mil,
vocks.
solid
"for
-^
Kent is an expert raconteur and
ly hit the top brackets.
Remind- do Inita-no (New Ac s, a five-man
exception of Doris & Roberts ( New
.Impws how to work
ing of Jackie Miles in appearance vocal and instrumental group ^^ho X°;;7'ex^,;[,fe„?es for additional Acts ), are on the mediocre side,
and the almost (hrowaway ap- show promise in this held,
Davis is a master at the naughty the edges of a yarn for the inciappreciation. Clincher is his satiriproach to lines, he blends an asWhile a solid basis o£ enticing cJJ\reatment"of '"Sam You Made but inoffensive quip. Most of his ^^2zLr.
H°''Li ^kl"!,;.-.*
sortmentof good and ju.st fair bits customers has been built, l^^he opPants Too Long'' assisted- by stuff is indigo, but he keeps it with- ^"^^^^^
ni bounds and doesn t strain to 'i.^' 'v^^^
into a canto that contains someleration itself is in need of somej g ,(jjjy Clarke and his band.
•
his style counts for more.
It s a
top laugh reaction.
Works with correction. Opening night had a
The Wanger line offers three rou- squeeze out the laughs by spread- deceptive style that looks like
usual,
ing his off -color gags any thicker
ringsidors to set himself, inviting larger quota of snafus? than
Newt.
tines that are neatly done.
than necessary.
His kidditig, for borschf belt from one angle, but
licckling to reveal ab libbing pro- For one thing, the air-conditioning
from
another has a caviar cleveraLso
bands
instance,
of
the
newlyweds
among
two
The
pensity.
didn't work.
Av(>.
subtlety.
Kent, moreover,
- i
proper ad^^^^^^^^
the customers is corny, but funny ness and ,,,
,In ills set stuff, Barry reveals failed tp, find the
1.
Miami Beach, Oct;
and good-natured at the same time. Pitches with a change in .pace from
some material that contains the
Chnriic Farrell, Tom in y Trent, lOut Of his familiar repertory of (f casually dropped hne to a tripJjlfJ^^^^^he^'dL ^T'^i\nes'be^Tne
Luis Torres, 3 Contirtcntals, Georfle ditties and ballads, life's delivering "ammer series of gags that can
,,,, leirinu. v,uuiiuu la u.,....^
„,„.
,
,
,
,
on movie plots and heroes.
It s
"A Good Day," "Who' Put the Law bang home a full octave of yocks.
intervals. The for- Ross & Rxtth; minimum $2.
been done before, but ni tills ca.se, ..^ (^'^^fj.gqugnt
Working before the cafe-going
in Mother-in-Law," "My Wife Won't
f;,e\PVrper should let Campo do;
rctroshingly ditlercnt.
who Ircquent this
Despite height-of-season compe- Let Me Run for President," and £o?nescenti
spieling, inasmuch as.
ri^f
I'"*"
Unfortunately
plenty of
^oite, Kent doesn't bother to rm.so
it need.s
attcmnting to sell his tition from the big, plush cafes "Dl Dance at Your Wedding." a
^
lightening and sharpening to gani ^j'-^jj
at all. His gags are, to
well "as his peculiar with tlieir $30-50,000 payoifs for recent addition to his collection.
^
consistent aud reaction.
mildly, raw.
A thorough[''ri
P".'
production and. names, plus heavy which lie renders Ih high form, is
personality.
tSoingsapolio]ob
would be neces-Teeoffer is Irma Hendriquez, *S;,hp
campublicity
Island''
the "Rhode
number from
kind nf insurance for a ."advertising and
sarv before Kent could bow onto
flamenco dancer who turns in a r
Club, "Inside U.S.A."
teroerv sUmrfo be a name paigns the Park Avenue
vaude -stage. Another drawtrio of authentic routines tliat show
comparasmall,
intimate
and
with
a
Frank
Shep
Shepherd's
line
girls
of
act, Tlie rhumbaists are notoriousback. IS his "eavy
heavy reliance on Yidyiu011 heel work to full advantage.
winds neatly execute two modest producIt's axiomatic tively sliglit budget, annually
n
Vm"n lers
"J^":*
dish
isms
a hangov-er from his
^'ed
L/Thev'?e niver .seen drinking up the nitery sweepstakes with a tion numbers while the other acts, ,*>ti.nts ;n_ tjie nei^^^^
UPOn.^but overall, look.s, fla.shcs of
They're careful net take that in most cases, exceeds including Betty \Vagner, acrobat; y:^ere
[oo much iW'or
the appeal would be specific.
.shapely gams and terping combine
Gloria Wallis & Bernice Carroll,
conserve their faculties for the that of the larger rooms
for healthy reaction.
Reopening this weeW indicated singing comediennes, and Ralph ?''ic clincher, however, on Kent's
Consequently
will Young, baritone, are reviewed un- talent was revealed opening night
Mary Mon
der New Acts. Art Waner's orch (28) by his sharp ad libbed renese thrush
the ,customers, whichleads the show in okay style, and partee, with
,
theatre last
also provides acceptable rhythms mcluded Amsterdam, Maxie RoSintimate confines vi,, li.i,^
Continued on page 52)
Her?ti.
summer hibernation of the more for customer hoofi"g.
faraartly- couteriered, she purveys
'
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VARIETY BILLS
WEEK OF OCTOBER

Connie .Haines
SaUci Puppets
Al Bernie

(U 7
S DeMarco

qapitol
. fr-

&"

.

Busk & Bubbles
Bobby May
Hose Mane/
Music

Hall

:

Atbee <R) 7
Jane Powell

£dwina Eustis

..;

Lowe>..Hite
Stanley -

.

.

Guest

fcvm.Orc
Paramount.

..

.

-

Ronal<le'

CUlTord

.

-

Danny Thomas/
Marie McDonald

-

Hal Mclntyre Ore
.Harry Rose.
Coco Steve

Joan- HylUoft
Strand (W) 8
Prctldv Martin Ore
Blair Sc Dean.Ca'sary Bios

(three to

:

.

Windsor:

••10

I-

Cabaret

-.

^

Dorothy Ross
Blue Angel
John Buckmaster
Delta Rhythm Boys
Aileen Stanley JrStuart .-Ross
Ellis Larkin 3 ..
Cafe JamesPat -Harrington

PHILADELPHIA

Carman
Mack & Desmond
7

Morey--,& Eaton-

The Fredarrys

..

READING

-

.

-

Cafe. Society

NcUie

,

Rajah (I) 7-10
J. Lunceford Orc
.Conway ;& Parks
Meyers & Walker

.
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-.

Avon

-

.
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CHICAGO
Blackhawk
M Gould

.

K<Mlh

&

Jean.-C'ar.son
SantDto Hd: -

Cortex

.

Barton 4
<;«« Beck :
Edilie Halt

.

Palladium (M) 4

,

.

--

Gracie^ Fields
Ella Fltygl-'lald

Al Trace Orch

;

Ore
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.
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Acrobatic
8 Mins.

Leon
stint

,

lierm.

Saranac Lake
By Happy Benway

;

'

Saranac Lake, N. Y;, Oct. 5.
Club executives: in to
look over of the Rogers. ContinVariety

gent includes Dr. Guy W. Brungler,
Murray Weiss, Chick Lewis and Dr.

Harold Rodner, veepee of the
Rogers Fund
Bert Wheeler motored in to Chat
with Rube Bernstein, Eddie Vogt
and Sig Mealy.
Anne Rowe. who beat the rap in
18 months; has been given an allclear and returning to her home.
Marie Gallagher, former Rogerite, back to Philly after a summer
vacasti here with her daughter,
:

•

Dolly

Gallagher,

good

clinic reports.

who's

flashing
.

phants)

a

flaired

skirt-efTeet,

and F.ddie Vogt.
June Kessler. frau of Carl Ke.ssler (The Amazing Mr. Ballantine)
to N Y, C
where she'll be
joined later by hubby, due for a 10day furlough soon.
Ralph Fisher and band closed at
Duigans nitery and left for a Montreal .booking, with Freddie Eiser
Orch Heplacing. Hennessey's and
Fitzgeralds shuttered for the winofl

which invariably looks more show- ter
manly during the spins and at the
Among the infirmary gang showsame time also allows for the show- ing good progress are Louise Haring of the gams.
ris, Sig Mealy, Eugene
Reed, Ruth
Miss Wynn is okay for the medi- Wood, Edward C. Gaiser
and Mary
um-pnced cafes.
Kahn.
Lou Weaver.
.

i

;

with

I

.

!

,

,IAXE AVYNN

Dancing;
7 Mins.
Glass Hat, N. Y.

one solo act
each show. Policy will pay off
if the near S R O
crowd opening
•lane Wynn is a lissome lass Who
night.; (16,): .can be tafeh as an
in- is standard for the cour.se in her
dicalrion. ^ew show featured The- hoofing.
She Works h<iid all the
lonipus Monk's lour-mari bop crew way. being garbed in abbicviated,
(Band Reviews) singer .Jilla Webb ?ebra-striped costume that could
and interludp pianist Billj Taylor be improved upon.
She'd show

vanguard's new policy is that none
Peter Bros
Adorables (10)
-Borrah Mineviti-h
of the customers took advanlageEDINBURGH
Don Chicsta
Harmonica Rascals
Patricia Windsor
of the room's postage-stamp floor
Einpire (M) 4
Florence Desmond
P it M ArnaUd
Hotel Stevens
S. Garcias
to dance. Much of Monk's music,
Tommy Fields
(PeKify.. Murdock
Benny
Strons
ore
Nicholas Bros
Wences
J .Featherstone Or
especially the slower numbers, is
B & F Ballard
Tern- Carol
Diuk Henderson
Helsings
John Flanagan
good for terpMJg but the payees
Wood * Harmcr
Annell & BiasK
Al Moriian
Jean Arlen
Faicons
;?uch music attracts would appar2 Cromwells
Mel CardO
Marian Spelman:
Meniere
J
MANCHESTER
ently prefer to sit and listen. That
Ruth Dave
Skating Blvdcars
Bob. Andrews
Hippodrome (Si 4
Jane.
Clemens
Bog Turk
makes it better for the club, of
Bill Kerr
Tessie O-Shea
Bill Chandler Orc
Rebfleld & Del Toro course,
Var Setz
Con Colleano
since they'll buy more
H Edaewater Beach Doris Donavan
Downey &- Dayc
Max St Gang
drinks that way.
Elwood Carl
Geo Olsen Ore
PARK Fofiel
FINSBURY
J .Devereaux
Palmer House
Taylor, the sepian pianist who
Ehripire (M) 4
Arnley * Gloria
!

BETTY WAGNER

-.:,:-';;;..

I

(10)

Fay: & Gordon.
Lane .-.Adams

-

Jackie Van
Hotel Bismark

of its floor to at least

.;

-

-

-

.

Elliott.

a temple of music,
but will continue to give over p^irt

,\vilh

.

.Jimmy

rest of the baritone fraternity.
His two selections were "Gypsy
in Me" and -'The Tree in the
Meadow,';' both rendered too conventionally for best results. Herm.

.

and Nick's as

.

-

.

Eddie's, N. Y.

.

.

..

-

-

-.

&

Ralph Young has well-trained
baritone pipes which make a pleasant impression. A handsome: lad,
Young has a good chance: to make
the grade in. niteries or musical
eomedy with more experience under his belt. He has a .solid.:- delivery at present but needs to learii
how to sell his songs with a imanner that will set him off from the
y

George •Powers (Powers Eleupped for all privileges
case small ja?z and be bop combos ('rial..'
and appointed mailman at the
which have been forced out of
He's a well-groomed and person- Rogers, while Mary Mason has
many of 52d street'.s traditional able lad and, after ironing out been added to the library staff.
swing row clubs by the bettcr-solt- isomc vodal kinks, should make a
Arthur Thornton (& King) in
ing. strippers.
:good ,intime room performer::
from N. Y. C for a two week stay,
...Vanguard thus joins siich. other ]'-.
Jose.
stopped otr at the lodge to mitt Ben
Village spots as Eddie Condon's
Schdffer, Forrest "Slim"
Glenn
..'..-.:

'

:

.

,

-

7 Mins.

Leon

I

I

;

-

.

Songs

:

:

..

.

:

I

.

.

.

RALPH YOUNG

tough.

4 lull, IV. Y.
Songs-Piano
enbloom, Bea Kalmus and other 13 Mins.
celebs.
Penthouse, N. Y.
Blimpy Blank, rotund leader of
Clarke Morgan, recent recruit
the trio which furnishes the dance into the nitery fold,
displays a
music, also gets into Kent's act as solid musical background
with his
a background heckler. Blank, how- piano
virtuosity;
His singing is
ever, registers with hit-and-miss
and sounds like a secondary considlines and Kent would probably do
eration.
Morgan,; who plays the
better without him during his hourorgan on various CBS soap-operas,
long routine.
Herm,
is equally accomplished at the 88,
He has a light and deft touch, and
Villag<> Vanguard, ]V. Y. an interpretive flair which compels
Thelojiiows Monk orch (41 JtUa listening.
Webb, Billy Taylor; $1.50 niiniVocally: his pipes aren't of top
7iium.
calibre.
He has a pleasant quality
that's brought out with selections
Village Vanguard, ultra-intimate of the cute variety. For example,
spot in New York's Greenwich "Money Isn't Everything" from
"Allegro" and a special material
village, which ha.s served to
incubate many top performers, has tune are the kind of vocal exerswitched over to a new policy for cises containing lyrics that will get
the opening of its new fall season natural attention.
He's smart to
Room plans hencelorlh to show- 'Concentrate on that type of mate;

...

-

.iSc

^

.

;

CLARKE MORGAN

Playgoers

-

..

,

execute the hoofing with appropriate sensual overtones. Violent and
dangerous whirling of the femme
provides a sock windup.
H^nrt,

& Eddie's, N. Y.
Betty Wagner's solo acrobatic
needs considerably more
pacing to register.
Using handstands on a couple of high stools
as the major gimmick, the diminutive gal works too Slowly to rivet
attention.
Her windup tumbling;
routine has more speed and should
taste and indicates at least enough be developed.
projection to suggest that she can
In
executing
her handstand
click in faster company, all other stunts she commits the fatal miscircumstances being equal.
take of making the difficult ones
Kofm. : look easy and the easy ones look

Continued: from ]>age SI
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Eddie, V. Y.

,

;

.

:

'

1

;

;;;
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a tambourine.-

I

Nycola. Matthey Or
Hotel Pierre."

.-

Nickel

.

;

Their bt-isic idea is sound. They
This dance team has an exciting
take. South Amei'ican melodies and
routine which would click in arty
embellish them in the bop idiom. .situation.
Pair
of
youngsters
The result is a highly colorful and throw: themselves around with
Ar- style
entertaining rhythmic blend.
and verve, mixing a first-rata
rangements are so devised that acro-dancing technique with sexy
neither the melody nor the basic pantomime.
It's
a. highly merrhythms are tampered with.
chandisable item for class niteries
However, the boys have still to or vaude.
accumulate some Yanqui showinan-i
Pair opens with a striking vership.
Their vocal selections could sion of an Apache brand
of dancstand some further cateloging, ining with costuming and mayhem to
asmuch as certain tunes, such ^s match. Team looks the part and
;

-

Leo Relsman Orc
Mark Monte Ore
-

.

Luteher

Arthur Ward Co
Earl

!

i

Pennsylvania
,;
Tommy :Dorsev
Hotal
Piccadilly
Doll Trio
Hotel Plaza
Paul Draper
Rosalind Courtright

Walton & O'Rourke
.Calvin Jackson;
Roberto &. .-Alicia
Dave Martin Org
Chaa Reader Ore
Copacabana
RDCKFORD
Van Smith Ore
Lena Horno
Palace ID 8-10
Hotal St Morili
Copsey. .&; Ayref
"Happiness Revue'* Olga
Menconi
Ore
Suarez.
Kiik Wood
Joe McKenna
-Jacquelma
Ford
Janie
ValentinesIhe
LaMont'S; Cockatoos Sonny iCalello
Vida St Vard
Lester Cole & Debs M Durso Ore
BALTIMORE.
Hotel Sf; Regis
Nancy, Bell,
Hippodrome (I) "7
:Alvares Ore:
Nan
Wynn
Harry BrejTi
Joe Howard
China Doll
Laszlo & Pepito
SPRINCFIELD
Pat^ Rooney
Noro Morales Ore
M Shaw Orc
Court S4 (I) 7-10
Marffie Coate
Jose Curbello Orc
Hotel
Roosevelt
Val Edd\
J 'Bedinv
Melino
Kanazawas .;
Guy Xombardo
June Brady
.Morris & vUyaii
Joe-.- .Wong
Motel Savoy Plaza
Bobby Vicus Co
Delia Ray
Beatrice Fung Oya
Franklin- St Moore
Lee NobleState (I) 7-*
Line (7)
Irvine Conn Ore
St
Art
Miller
Ted
Tony DeMarco
-Diamond Horsashoa
Hotel Taff
3 Parks
Randall & Bank
Henny Youngman
.Vincent Lopez Ore
TOLEDO
Dons Fa.ve
Jai:k Gansert
Charlie Drew
Rivoll (1) 7-10
McFarland & Brown
BiUy Banks
Hotel Warwick
Frankie Carle Ore
10-13
Choral sextet
Gene Marvey
Benson..& MannNadine & Charles
H
Sandier Oio
Ann
Hathaway
Berk & Hallow
i'^lora DrakeAlvarez Mera .--Jan August Orc
WASHINGTON
Bobby Sarsent
Juenger Ballet Unc
Capitol (L) 7
Latin Quarter
•The Aristocrats
Ebony
Ted Lewis Orc
Mathis Duo
BOUND BROOK
Billie Holiday
Don
Saxon
Fague Sprmgman
Brook (1); 9-10
Runnier Sis.
Paul White
Sid & Jack Slate
Tern Corrigan
Cook Sc Brown;:
Dorothy Claira
Mario & Fiona
Kirk Wood
Oliver- Tvavers
Elrov Pence
WOONSOCKET
Wallace Poppets
Esy Morales Ore
Reed Sis
:.N«w:Park (I) 10
Irou' Browne
B
Hardmg
Ore
Geraldine. DuBoli
Lavcrne & Jon
Pamela & Louisa
El Chlco
Costello Twins
-Toby -Dean
CAMDEN
Fernanda Crespo.Prominaders.
Flauretta Co
Towers (I) 8-10
Maria T- Acosta
Vmg Merlin Orc
-Jack. Deleon
Monette k Perry
TriO -:Casino;:
B Harlow Ore
Woody & Bobby
-The Contreras
Rita St Rozino
YOONGSTOWN
Cilcason & Sanborn
Le Directoiro
E
Vizcaino Ore
Palat* (I) 11-13
Ben Ross
Campagnons De La
Embassy
Frankie Carle Ore
.Tom Sc Marc
Chanson
Anjos Do Infernos
Benson & .MnnnCHICAGO
Pearl Bailey
Pupi Gampo; ;Orc
Berk & Ha'.l0',v
Chicago (P) *
Szonyls.
Sucasas Orc
Ted Stracter Ore
.Harem;
Gringo Ore
Red Buttons
BRITAIN
La Perroqutt
Don .Demiis
Hugh Shannon
./
Unger Twins^
GLASGOW
BIRMINGHAM
.Stella Brooks.
Melodeers
-.Empire (M) 4
Hippodrome. (M) .4
La Ruban .Bleu-.'
Marcia Leighton
Joe
Stein.
Sophisticates
S
Connie Sawyer
Tiloroccans
-:5
Ford
Sheen.
Smith Bros
Fletcher St Shiedy
Rod
Alexander
Ronnie Stewart
Peter Baynor
Paul Villard
V
Travers Ore
Fred
Sloan
Morris & Cowley
Gigl Durston
De Lage
-Jackie Fan-:
Joe. Black
Julius Monk
Wanger- Line
Archie Usher
Keppel & Betty
Nermann Pans 3
Pjroska
Krister
Kri.s-ta
Cyrus
:
Laon A Eddie's
D Roberts Ore
HACKNEY
.Colstons
Eddie; Davis
Havana-Madrid
Empire (SI 4
BRIGHTON
Art Waner Orc
Tito
Guizar
Hutch
Hippodrome (M) 4
WalUs i Carroll
T St V Rodriguez
Lew Parker
C(;t on With It
Doris & Robert:
Dolores Miller
Nat Mills & Bobby Herman.- liyde
Young
Ralph
Ralph
Font
Ore
Jean Marker
B & A Pearson
Karlos &
Machito ore
Sonny. Jcnks
Simpsons
Charmaine
Hotel Selmo'l-Plaia
Rene- Williams
S l<ellysShepard Line
Eddie Stone Orc
El Granadas St
'Humaneltes
Old Roumanian
Bob DilPont
.PeVer-liUlo & Musette
.Sadie Banks
Jane;- Wynn
;Fred Lovelle-Ossie -Noble
Joe LaPorte OrcPaula ;Bane.
De Bear & DuBi'ay
Bertie Hare
D'Aciuila Ore
Hotel Biltmora
K Si D Haywood
Baker & Vcvck
Savannah
Russ Morgan .Ore
LEICESTER
CARDIFF
Ida. James
Harold Nagel Ore
Palace b
New (S> 4
4
Hot Shots
Hotel vEdison
G H Elliott
r Mendelssohn
Tops:
wilda:
Ilenrv Jerome Ore
Gertie GUnna
Hawaiian.
Nata it -Rava
No
Fifth
1
Ave
-Nellie Wall-ace-Serenaders;
Phyllis Bra i\ch
Nancy Andrews
Ella .Shields
Jackie -Hunter
Lou Dixon Ore
Goodman
Randolph Sutton
Scott & .Foster
Spivy's
Kirkwood
Talbot O'-Farrell'
C Adcy- & Dawn
"Wade Donovan
Haz.el Webster
Billy Danvers
Harry Seltser
Downey &- Fonville, Roslynd- LoweLIVERPOOL
DianeSpivy
Penthouse- Club
Empire (Ml 4
Rex Roper & Pat
Versailles
Maxinie; Sullivan.
;
:Frank Randle .
CHISWtCK
Edith Piaf
Clarke Morgan
Empire (S) 4
Gus Aubrey ;
Bob. Grant Ore
Herb Schutz;.
New Madhatters i-^ Ben Wazian Trp
Panchito Ore
Riviera.
Hal.
SwainCo:
t-'S.vcl
Seymour-.
Jack :Coie; Deri
.Village Barn
Kita Shearer.
.^'.-'SifiVars
X-ariry Storch
.Harry. Uanch; ()re.
A J .Power.'?t'nnstance Evani
Frances- Faye
lYank Yankovir Ore
John liodeii
Ji1,11
Oscai
Ton.v Bavaar
Montero St Yvonne
Mandalay Singers
.SiJCeclniacs
Donii- Arden .-LIna
Piute Pete
-Miitlhatt^rs- Bd.
LONDON
Walter Nve
Vdlage Vanguard
Ki;ic. Plant
Casino 27
Catalino OreT Monk Ore
3\'lax Hal-graves
Ralph plater
Hotel. AstoC
Jilla Webb
I'lankip Bakei
Hippodrome (M). 27 Blue Barron Ore
Billy. Taylor
Pat O'Brien
Vic Oliver
Three Suns:.
>WaldOrf-Astorla
-Se\-ino.ur Lovl-ies
Pal Kiikwood
Hotel New Yorker; Eddie Duchin Ore
-DER8-Y...
-Fre,d Emney
Hay I\lcKinley Ort?' Peier Lind HayesGrand <S)
Melachrino Ore.
Andre, Andree fit
Mary HealyArthur Luean.Marilyn Higittiiwcr
Bonnie
Mischa. Borr- OreKiltV 'McShane
Michael -Beniine
Viller Ncal
Julie Andrews
.Tcssie..

.

(one to

I

I

IP) 8

(I)

CITY

Hotel

Bagatell*

.

.

Bills

NEW YORK

.-.

.

I

—

3 Stooges
Sandra & J Steele
Wally Brown
Mage & Karr

M

I

'

:

:

I

feel

di.sks

<

.

.--

Barney Grant
vjames £
OUEE|i|$
Jamaira (I) *-«
B Joyce & Giner
Christopher
Martin & Florenz
Sherm^in .Bros

Tlinar Rros;
Billy Wells

'

others,

I

tion, with its stockpile of pre-ban
badly depleted. The comhave consistently
execs
pany's
refused to follow the lead of its
rivals in recording with musicians
in this country. M fears the effect
of flouting the AFM on its dealings
with sundry otiier unions connected
with the widely varied operations
RCA. Vic- "Tico Tico," get maximum effect,
of the parent company
tor also refuses to record abroad, while others fail to get complete
The boys are also in
claiming it is too expensive, though attention.
other companies have found it need of additional mike rehearsal,,
inasmuch as they failed to get the
comparatively inexpensive.
irange of the cafe at times.
Columbia is next in line in its
These are minor defects that a
attitude toward making a deal. It few nights at this club will correct.
IS not nearly as anxious as Victor,
[They should be okay foi* cafes and
" Jase.
however. Decca and Capitol have presentation houses.
consistently shown that they do not
care whether a settlement is made PAULA BANE
Recorders have not spoken, open^ Songs
ly about the plans they have devis- 12 Mins.
ed for their first meet with Petrillo, Glass Hat, N. Y.
or what counter-ofiers have been
Paula Bane is: an attractive
blue-printed.
At this moment, blonde with a lush soprano that
What
they're certain of only one thing shows plenty of training.
that it isn't likely the disk ban she needs now; is plenty of work
will be lifted tor a month, possibly on a floor, though she has -had
musicomedy experience, namely,
two.One problem that concerns Go^ "Call Me Mister." She still has to
learn to project better, though a
lurabla alone will become a part
cold spot such as the Glass Hat is
of the final disposition of the pcrcertainly not the ideal showcase for
record i-oyalty terms. That's perany performer, let alone one with
tinent to Columbia's new Longlesser, experience.
Playing Microgroove disk, Which
Miss Bane has a refreshing mancarries four and five tunes on one ner, singing mostly pops, with at
platter, in the pop category: Pe- least one concession to an old
trillo in all probability will not standard, .namely. "Donkey Sere-,
settle for 1% of the retail price nade," which is the type of song
on such a disk, and it's said there that the visitors to this spot (out»ofare talks going on between him towners, mostly) go for despite its
and Columbia over a separate obvious overplay by this time.
Miss Bane needs special ma-:
method of royalty payments which
may involve payment on a per-song tenal if she's to go further. She
has voice, poise, dresses in good
basis.

4
;

Colin .Ross

Harry Seeombe

'

.

.

Orpheum

BROOKLYN.

* Riskar
WOLVERHAMPTON

.

I

1

effect a settlement varies. Victor
IS most anxious to resume recording. It currently is in a bad posi-

Melville.

4

•

;

six— RCA-Victor, Columbia, Decca,
rhythm gadgets, and
Capitol. MrG-^M and Mercury^to

Heller

11

B Dulay Co
Valmar 3

-

OMAHA

Flatbush (U 8-10
Boniame & Babette
Bay & Harrison

'

(P> 4

Gbley Worth
Leon- Kramer

;

Johnston
\\'afner'& Cole
J

&

Riley

Fantort

Peiro Bros

.

'.

Buddy Walkei:

•

Conway

Steve

SHm Bhydcr

G

Eddy,

-Ann-c Russell

(I),

The:' Ftsihs

&

neath the calibre of average Broad'way nitery fare.
Vocal-Instrumental
;1S Mins.
Gloria Wallis, straight member
{Embassy, N. Y.
of team, U a good-lookei- with a
This vocal and instrument quin- fair soprano voice that could prob<
tet were originally imported from ably go further without the comBrazil for an appearance on Coca- e/Jy encumbrances.
Bernice CarCola's summer airshow, and: have roll is a comic solely by virtue of
since been appearing in various a trick voice that can imitate
spots prior to their first N, Y. cafe honking
cars,
ducks,
railroad
appearance. The Anjos Do Inferno trains, etc. Lattei''s costuming, in(Angels of Hell) are a well- cidentally, ought tp be given atgroomed and nicely appearing tention.
Herm.
batch of youngsters who show skill
in vocal harmonies and competence
DORIS & ROBERT
at their various insti'uments, in- Dancingr
cluding a pair of guitars, vario'us 10
Mins.

Wa.shington's advice still
will.
has not been sought
Different Attitudes
Meanwlule, the willingness of
individual companies fimong the

fill)

Olympia

A & C

I

Acts

ANJOS DO INFGRNO

it

-.

-

.

Empire (M' 4
3 Shades
Jack Durant
Dudley Dale Co

4.

(S)-

MIAMI

BRONX

A &

Empire

by Government men;

..

SUNDERLAND

Ernie .Lotinga:-.
2 -Tompcons
3 Caballcros

V & G Haydoik

.

Sh.vrettos

La wis Knvi!.
Gene Patton
Brewster & Lotinga
Anne Grayson

Austin & Worth
Hippodrome (M)
SHEPHERDS aUSH Terry Bartlctt

:
.

10

(I)

.:

Gulliver ...Gtrls-.

1

C Cray

iMfi-

.

..

Valley Arena:

*

(1)

I

.

.-.

Swan. .Leigh
Uadchlle & Ray

.

Roxy

1

I

:

Srskme Hawkin.<i Bd
Stat* (1) Brio
Rhythm Bd
:Gcne Krupa Ore
Howell & Bowser
Jack Leonard
Bunny Briefs
Itlartez & Lucia
;holyoke
S Churchill
Delta

B

1

Tommy. Lockland

-

;

SHEFFIELD

'

:

Six Majors
Continued from page 39

.

4

&- Beryl

Scalion

Empira IM).
Norman Evans
F «i r King

.

HARTFORD

6

(P)

&

Hackfoid & Uoyie
Myrons.
Krary K "Kirks

.

.

..

Sibyl Bowan
.Chris Cross
4 Evans

Eockcttes.
Coi'ps de' Ballet

i

Lucerne Skaters
Arthur Worsley
Olsen

'

Patrice &. RusceU

plan offered two weeks .ago by the
AFM. Some of them are still of
the opinion it will not be condoned

-

Empire (M)
Rob Mui'ray

G Forinby

Roland.

CINCINNATI

Hobert DeVoye:

Ronnie

&

Masters

7

(1)

Bowman

J*.Tlricia

j

NOTTINGHAM

Oriental <l) «
L- Armstrong Orc:
Dolinort & Raya Sis
Carl Sands Ore.

lii-anUwvnne Ore

.

Meiibeth Old
Maple 1 car -«

.

.

New

.

Calypao Joe.
Coco-T»
Alan Nyes (5)

;

CITY

'

.

6

'Niinterall In coniiectloA wllh b)lln bfiloiv fmllcnt* opentiii' dny of tlioir
wlirther full or miUl week.
l>tlor In parenthegp^ Indiciitea circuit: (T) Indf prudent (T/) Loew! (Sl> i^Iosn;
(!') I'unimoiiut; (K) HKO; (S) SKilIj (tV) Wiinier; (WK) Winter KoaUo

NEW VORK

Vina Gardanf
Mel Col* Ore
Joey Blahop
Itarrx Caol
Pancne's Rbumba

(8>

Herara

Sorita

-

-

i

-

'

I

'

Write to those who are

.

I

I

ill.

'

;

'

'

!

.

.

.

.

:

.

;

Bartlett Ic
Russell

Bill
V-

li'ls'

Enitle

Massey .Frank Preston
MaoDqnald &
Graham.;

Warren & Jean
Hobey

tieo

Sadler
Bros
Di Gatano.
Callenta

&
Paiacft

A Kay

.

..(M)

4.

J & A
C & L

Arnaut

Henry Hall Ore
Ted Kay
S & AI }2arH$oii

billy

JIU Manners

c;ott€|i;,Ba

&

Emily

Grid Williams Orc
Robert Lam6uret
Abbott Deis (101

Keith Leeds

M

Will Orsborne Ore

D HUd

Gloria-.

„

•

Dancers
Chez Parea

Sophie Tucker
Ted Shapiro
Paul Grey
Elisa Jayne

(12)
_

,

Stan Fisher
D'Angelo & Vanya
Blackstone

Ray Morton Ore
Began
.

UD'S

Comedy-Songs

10 Mins.
Leon & Eddie's, N. Y.
fills inwhilc the band cools its inAttempting the unusual in offerstruments, does a good job on a |ing a (Juo femme comedy
routine
repertoire of such standards as this pair lack the material
the
"Man J hove^^ "Stormy^Weather," style, to generate enough and
laughs
etc.
His impidvisations are imagi- I his is corny "amateur night"
stuff
native and he, features plenty of |nal might find some
place in the
intricate runs.
Stal.
hinterlands, but which is way
he-

TALENT QUEST
Detroit, Oct.

1

I

j

I

,

Pllil

Ri« Cabana

,

I

,

5.

United Detroit Theatres has been
conducting a series of amateur
talent

shows

in

neighborhood thea-

tres.

Picking (he top talent from these.neighborhood affairs. UD on Oct, 9
will put on a special show at the
downtown Broadway-Capitol.

:

Wednesday, October

6,

e

'

:

;

HOIJSK REVIEWS

1948

53

identifying the component personStrand, X. V.
While the Roxy still mamFreddy Marlm Ofch. (14), with
Shyrettos ?li"es
souvenir pro- iMa^t„i j^je^ (5), Mt>r« Gri//iii,
(3), Morie McDonold, Goe Fosfpi- tains Its throwaway
& Dean, CaU
'Rox!/ett€{. & Escorts. Paid >li)i's KP'"' ^''^ annunciator system is Gene Conklm;
orch, H. Leopold Spitalny's clion >bviously moSt feasible while the g^ry Bros
(2) "Johnny Belinda"
Rovy Skating Belles, starring Joan Jl'iow unfolds. At 80c-?l 80 the (W3), reviewed in Variety, Sept.
iHyldoft, "Cry of the City" (20th), ^o^y ,s"i'e gives them a large 15 .48.
S(|.
Abel.
worth.
money's
Iremewed in Variety Sept. 15, '48:
Fieddy Martin turns in a smart
By JOE COHEN
land extremely relaxing; stage show
r'iiniiol TV
pounders on the thJ^iftL^f and tfttrmef t^Te^s^^^
"i combination with "Johnny BeAr„f
o'„„,!w.,,,7.r,?„V*r.r„h
ion\
^.^nXiertod\1.fa?odlo^
today is a loaeo p^gg
i,..e
+.,iv,„n
ness ccmmodities
^j,e„ g^^^^ alKthe way m.ct.noii,,
y**"-'
"»'1«'"
'"^^t
mistically, „f
of
late has
been
talking
Buck & Bubblcl'
headliner. In the east, especially, intelligent staging plus imaginative about a poiisible renaissance of / nlht
uv""';
d_„,v" M/irio
Thi ri<.n/rn.>-An<! r^v- "'"'"-'^^ " auKsc Buuyv «v
where a marquee lure^is_ ot para- mimtAl backgiound take the pair stageshows
'^"•^^'^ Nvith the best ever at a
more and more de-.f^^Z
remcwed tn ^^"^
vanrffiimp,«nri
ih.«
mount importance to the draw, a out of the standard opener class. luxers. The need for extia valuesJvAt^^FHv rf,h, Id(UA) ^^^^^^
"^^^^
and
this
Broadway
vaudftlmer
^^'''^^
layout of this tj'pe stands or tails
Vocal spot is held tlowti in fot'th- if the public Is to be wooed awav
year's version displays, the same juWhile
on the topper advertised
right and pleasing fsishion by Terry from the possibly new competition.
Foi- sheer variety-a„
enterthis isn't the case in some other FranConl;
ll ft^n".'^""'"^"'
who blehdis French if and when divorcement; comes; r(.~jnmp)it_^thpr(^
wheie
rodeos
country,
the
parts of
Italian and Ameucan songs into a and the need for luring them away
a moraerit,
MSrt^
j
could exceed the show current
pioduce boxoffice phenomena, the stout sequence
from
television
home-receivers, "jtbe Ca^^^^^
his Operiing"Fiddle Faddle"
dude sections of the country, it
Mimicry as done by Janet and etc, are part of a pattern of leBobbv Mav is still one of fho too to the closing medley of Latin arappears, must be enticed into cow- Burton has a diflerent look via cent conversation
Histoiy may
,„^__, J^,
„„rt- rosp
poke exhibits with a top western utilization of costumes, departure prove part or none of these fore„ial",f|'"^
,5f.jia.
herfc^imv v "i"**"
-«
•
^ .
,*
"
— "
from the usual
B Im name.
the carboning of
unusual approach ^to the get5°=^ 'tol repeat dates with her rhythm
Because of Gene Autry's long Mae West, Hepburn, Groucho Marx A *f
J «lr»n''%.mV.L'h''
Balaban, bam Rauch. et al
Most bands look
..,arbline
Buck and Bubblps ron- away problem
association as the top western star and other screen greats making for aie certainly^
uciKimiy aneau
ahead of suv:ii
such luxuit:
future tinue
i^nue tn
be art
In asspt
asset to aiw
a.w hill
bm. "PO" the tee-olf as a "thiowawa/'
to he
b o entieer, he's similarly the head one of the better novelty acts to ^mps with the great value they
a^:
rule.
a
Sot
matter the number of vears
At the have played here in recent weeks* i?*^^ ''"^ ^t the Roxy,.:
coin collector in this field
v
^
^they've played the variety houses is sein j-claisslcai, .but
head of the Worlds Championship
Tapstress Diana. B e r r y has
Not only, -has Balaban fought And the De Marcos, of course; are Worked .^nd builds:, to-. 9 pace thai,
Bodeo which corralled about 200 played this town a number of against making his showcase the slill the class of' the ballroom i*"'t r^Unquisheid from:;tlie' jJanjl's,..
cowboys competing for $84,000 iin times, both here and in smaller slough house by selling-away the teams Plus Which there is Nat own point of Vie\v.,
brizeis plus another $16,000 in en- mteries in the area. Slim lass With choice product, but he long since
disparag^m«!ht is "intended
Brandwynrte's orch playing the
fry fees, vvhich opened Wednesday an Va\sjVeWortlesrappVoacirto"her realized: something new had to be show with Brandwynhe remaining Bl^'i'
Oeah ah.4 the Calgary
(29) at Madison Square Garden, tgpstenng is always socky
that added to revitalize public interest
Of the top m^estros around for Kfos.. but MMtitt actually: can hanN Y for a 26 day lun >t s antici- department Negates that solid in presentation policy. A pioneer one
show without outside
playing behind an act without feXr ^i?' ^*
paled tint more than a $1 000 000 ^jje with her Mnglng The live and of that form ot entertainment. Bal- actly being called a "show", band ^cts> Here the dance duo fits nicely;
Opening, mght^ bebop might be okay
gate will result.
into
aban
toresaw months ago that run- on its oWn.'- Th^^
the scheme,' but the
for saloonwith more than 8,000 admission'ii atics, but It's a bit too hep for the
panto-comedy aetualiy;.
of-the-bandshows had become trite- dies
the .layout's
introductions p^^'lsarys'
'
"
Indicated that although the rodeo tiade in this big house. '
interprets the mood ;-that. ;Martin
ly :stylized; that there was no reason neatly.
%
is lunning seven davs less than
Les Rhode and house orch are why personalities, rather than mu- 1 Few jugglers can prelect the [^?tablishes fi'ora the
last year, a bigger gate is expected
competent, as per usual, on the Sical groups, couldn't get over, de- novelty stuff as Bobby JVlay gives when they; go biT the fljiale; Latin
display is given ex- backgroundings
The
spite the vast capacity; and; then, Qut.
Espeti^lly ;cli
as it has | "'^^l^y is Mftti-eiimactic. :V It t&kes
Lary.
betw'ecn the
pi eduction
band »; while to reestablish that;
cellent
for insurance, he stole the Center been for j'earsj is hi? head-per
- v
cowpoke events. Autry, as usual,
theatre's thunder with his mmia- on the metal cdne and his simul"
t,, ^
Martin uses only- Merv Griffin,, a
ture ice revues. On top of that he taijeouS bouncing of the balls oh
sells himself songwise and in the
Apollo,
Y.
The
nOn-playing vocalist; Gene Conklm,
high-school iiding displays
has built a bandbox ice-stage forfthe- drums
The
Ravens
(4), Dinah WashingColumbia western star ,during^ his m,, i„<j i.uM<jaiuo» 1*, nuuijirua the skating portions; redecorated
Buck and Bubbles seemingly go s^x and those two combined with
and le-seated the house, has added on foiever
tum on the tanb.uk vuth the Cass
Theie's no denving three other musicians to make up
PiL^<,
r"
"Ji™'"^
County boys providing musical
then abihty lo entertain
wiule the Mai tin Men as his vocal cnter^"y^"
All other items are inpick; ol the 20th product, and the they've been around a good many t<"nment
backing, delivers a rousing session
One of
grosses have been telling the stoiy jvears, a last vestige of the old pal- 'stiumental. Griffin is the vocal peg
of the cowcounti-y tunes.
Because" backed by choral
"ght
last
handsomelv
ever
since
his better attributes is his appai-'
kce
theatre
two-a day
heyday,
,
nt layout here spaiked by june, when he incepted llie ice kliere's
chanting trom the band (his voice
ent humility befitting one who's ^
barely any slowdown
Indeed, all tins their pel formance of comed\ song has neither the range nor power
conscious, of the example he has to 1 he Ravens, sohd vocal quartet, augmentation
a"a the hep song-stylmg of Dinah made possible a 30c tilt to $1.80 on and dance
set before the adoring mob of
Buck continues to do to handle the tune, but he gets
Washington, backed by George the choice days.
It's a mien that's appealing
most ot the pianomg, with Bubbles ?wav with it due to the assistance
kids
musiciew, makes for
He also heads the
to adults as well
currently new lineup illustrates hoofing as well as ever, every one hv the chorus)
T^f""
'^i"
Autry also displays his three prize fl""'",.^" a /
how
Balaban, Rauch, Gae Foster & of his taps being crystal-clear
P'S^-'^ ^^1"^'} ^?^^^Vu
l'^^'""'
Rose Mane is becoming more Conklin cracks tliiough solidU' with
oatbumcis tomprismg Champion, lem vauder. Aside fiom Roy Doughave blended a mteiy come-,
and The Little If, ventro, its an all-sepia showldian, a modest pictuie name, a and moie of a comedienne with his whistUng of "Hungaiian Dance
Champion Jr
that
wins
appreciation
fiom
the
gQj,^, ^y,^b act, some punchy terp her son(^ novelties
Her Durante and a_vocal-whistling veision of
Champ Latter indicates that he'll
„
and ice production numbers, and takeoff is her main sock along
also become a piomment equine P^'^^^^
to lunning t me ot the stage
,
„p ^,1^^ a tout ensemble with that Italian novelty She has
figure on the screen
layout oeing neia 10 an noui, ims f^^f ^^^^^ jjj^g a
Other Features Up to Par
$6 extiavaganza. g'ained considerable stature as a
time
Hudson
s crew adheies to
out
aji
petformer
^,,5
Victor
Matuie
and
had
trouble
getting I-'atin medley
^^d
too—
The other entertainment items backing the othei acts lathei than
Martin uses the classical and
and a good one "Crj: of the City" o)T at show caught
The hoiseback

B©xy» N. y.

Damty Thomas. The

Gene Autry, Glamorous Cowgals Spark

BMr

1

Rodeo

at N.Y.'s Madison

Garden
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ping,

entries

who

«

deliver

horsemanship.

J^oZ^Lr:,

-/-™

.xn.^^^^^^^^^^
woiked up to a speedy P
femme dancing
Douglas
finish for mfty returns
some expert tollows and pleas.°s with his ventio
^i
"^^^^^^
p"ii?,'
The clowning is by stmt,
„,„, with
„ ,,,, tricky voice
„,,„^ stuff
,
with ^^^.-JSj^^V^ther _m^^^^^^^

a group of good looking

.TUp

-^^l^a^rr'^I^In^^S

'^e

\

here's^ Iw ily^ a ballroom
,
around that could match their routine the duo goes over ea.sily
Kahn ,the femme half displaying a vivid
piecision
Kiaee piec.
giace
s.on and stvle
pe.sonality
They do th.ee loutines in all, the second to
DancIVatiotial,i, l>*%'illfs
ing in the Dark" and the. third, the
best,
to :' "Alexander's
Ragtime ;
1.
\ Louisw
Z Stoofies. WdUy Brown. Jack Band." It's a lively hit that moves
that's something else again In that
& LoDcbtrds. Eddie Mav.on. them into the wings with plenty to

,

Xd

,

,

on

vocals^

grabbing best ap-

ft,

a.g.>ted,^^.le^^^^^^^^

I

,

I

;

8°"° "^«-«'P""" a"".""^•^•"'i* "-J"",',
ii„.»r_
u !•
Hill- slill
nil letams,
.,.
Heiefonl
Mills
bull
Cij "
^0^31,
"i want lo
1,^,
° Ciy
somnrrv s^^^^^
the
dangeious
assignment
of|.'jbeies Gotta Be A Change,.
tempi ma the Brahma bulls back Baby
Calgary Bros.' panto act is standand "Am I Asking Too hixomSi mi
Bcn-rtj/ Hi/man Hon.se ;Orc)i; ( 10)
Into their pen.s.
He handles this Much toi appietiaiivc
letuin.
ciatne icmiiio.
r^^.
Urd, but that doesn't lessen - the
Yiriiilrr
winrinrtI llie
v & Mermoid'' CO).
co^f,,rsuni^orl^
t^^^^ lesi OI 11t "Afr PCabody
h/„„Ii!
il>.o>„ with
,.,uu their slowniblB team im
in- '"e COUIO suppoi
chore adeptly.
howls fh«i,
thev draw
and Blown, male
Rive
Riveis
ZthTmoveZnL.mg
With a more convincing lendil.on
M ii.: ^Sv^Afilii/'
As IS always the case in (he ^pct comedies --- tlieir
motion
drunk
and
fight
bits
It's
hoohng
Three
the
Stageshow
headed
by
..H,,H,;„c and
-irtrf Bows'
ra^i.c""!,
8 ;^,f
of "Buttons
and^J^iee ^^'^^—.^^^^
opening davs of the rodeo yai lous gianza but its their cleating that
„p ^^ pj^a^ant fare, a polished turn thatv„eeds no inthTMearimv" shp'ri hav
contestants clock cxceedingh slow ^ngs the bell
Wood.
reminiscent of the old. vaiide days, troduction.
mid orhntf l^ -V
^h^ Ravens close and pracUcUK
with his tiained 1o\p•I-*'-'^ I^ane
maslei
JSmedian is a past
pa
I'r. .".'r.:y:i„ 'I^'L:.^-" I^^'^A"]
hetlier 200 bircls, oncers a cute niutoe With his
V:
f
i-.M»«>»iM.s.
**'!^
customers in a feathered stooges, which recalls the
His tiny
_
e R()xy " His film; ':Bill and Coo."
Tohi Afjiold prescntatiow 0/ ic«
•i.o ease cohsum- charges perform on varioiiS diminbe the Madison Square Garden best quartets around and
Utive piops, laddeis liurdles, and s''oi» vi, tu>o part-, (23 sctiim}.;
.,.0
unc-tion surefire
*
,^
record, while the maiority ot: con-. have remained
'6 on indef Houever,
p^baps he ens only in being loo the like and tickle the kids with Produced by Gerald P(amer; wat(^^
Washington
testants either failed to perform thev teamed \Mlh Miss
„„cti,ous
Theie aie two mildb then skill at pushing small vchic- scenes by William Mavluk ballets
that chore
«''spHble\ 01/ Beatrice Lii^ejcy
the two-ramute.time and Hudson s band la finale tor dis-luibing connotations to Thorn- les Lane's act i.s moie suitable foi
limit, or clocked faulv slow marks
more numbers tor a sock getaway
otheiwise socko impression. By- nJteiies, and is somewhat lost on|^'n''s Carol Lynne, Romat/iie mid
However, as is the case in most
Went over nicelj, Brejit, Joe Jackson, Jr Red Mcpassing the neo-libelous import of a big stage
rodeos, the contestants get belter
baibs
nevertheless
at his past radio
„ "V/' '^d'' ^'^X^^'^. Biock Ron
some of his
as they eo along and towards the
Wallv Brown comedian— emcee J^''^^'''''- ^f'^^'J^nv/it h aJici BnsiI
sponsois' ladio-plugged tommodi
o.
end of the event, when the scent
Hip|ibdriiiiiVi^^
ties, there is an element ol "soui
ftom films on foi some last chat CndUvp Green. Baddy and Buddy.
'Jt-c -Trio, corps de ballet, Rcfywald
of prize-money gels stioncjci the'
;;.
.;
Baltimore,. Oct; 3.
He
..^ bland
giapes" to thai loutine
..^
„.„..„
tei
bulk of which is „a (jai bled de
i...
,
hands really go to town on existDeiwiy Snfer? (2) Crosby .Sis 1^ <,dmils having flopped thiice in livrn ot comedv lines which had Swmfteg 4 Orch. At Sloll, London.
i2)
mg marks
Giaw Dnjidalc, Sybil ihice veais on the ladio since he the cuslomeis missing a lot of his
t(/s
„
,
,,
7,
fi-inold would have a haid
WCR has accumulated a pii/e Boicaii The Hcr,0{;s (.1), Jo Loin \\oiked foi thiee difleient spon points Shaip deUvery pioved a ,
bit of Slock toi this display
The bnrdi Koilsp Oic/i (12), Walk a ,,0,, wheieupon he pioceeds to little too fast loi the early matinee K''^
u i4t..'''^..P''?",°"'' P'
P"Lt"*®.jtto
hoises ippc'u to be moie oineiv Crooked Mile" (CoU.
tak'> apail Uieii piodiicl and then
Winds up his stint with
ti,,de
, l?"^,'
than those pieviouslv displayed
mei chandising wilh kidding on the- special mateual Iviits recounting °
^""J'^.T '''"I
On the opening night a coal-black
All temme layout is a pleasant <:qudie railleij
Much of it is very die vaeaiics ot middle aged love M«'claciilai wateilall hnish
b'ipeiDIv mounted and inliodiicrecaldtiant
Nicntinp
Ihipw his, switch and well loaded with leal i„nnv nf (niitsp
i.n„H
n„ 111 v.,., r
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pace lie. good nabor spiel; the local Toacio knockabouts
smaitl> with the Ciosbj.s, ledo boy w ho made good in N "V
another brace of sisteis and on the so he can aflord to live among such
enlertainmenlv;beam.. Gals whaek snoft.s' and .swclLs a.s the. BeyhiUs
V^
'Ol^itiiiiii
^^liiinii .:
.iMyin|l|n.^^ip»mi...
..Jgultars, in two way.;singing which; laines he nanie^^JKUal, along; with.
Miami Ucl ^
l(^a„
1,0111 legil to comedy the
God bless \ous
makes tor a
Eddie Prnbody. Tern/ Fkukoju ^,,^1 impips'.,nns iol a lull count |Cuiious blend of Eddie Leonard^
Bnrloa & Ja(ie(j Diniio Bcmi Vic
It's
Qiaic Di\sdale mampulale^ hei llildegaide and Billy Sunday
«£
ioe, Lei Rhodv Honso Oich dolls to well-cued musical back a shade o\eidone
albeit leadih
Dream Girl" (Par).
Howevei
giound clinching a solid spo' with collected
gimmick and sockomedian theic s no deny
hei
ol
demonsliation
Tvpe of act that has built a ib"nds
usual
Ihe
Thomas'
potency
of
ing
instead
steady pafionage for this Floi Ida sliinss) lo stiong audience le
The Shviettos (3i opening aie
vauder is inslwlled this
toi whammo
...is week
lust light -it
v..,v,..,„:
.,v— in
- the :,;,„„.«^,
..,v with then
Makes ........
„„.„v.o
.v- tiptop cycling
soon.se
pel ^on ol Kddie Pealiodv The vet c\b,i Bowan lo follow with lici loulines as is " The Blue Danube"
radio and stage banioisl selves up sock impicsions lo a begofl Piac- ice potion featunng loan IMa well devised and show manlv canto need milnic gets the limit with hei dolt's gtaceful uiliiositv on the
that lings the be'l
Mixing the xeisums ol llildegaide Beatuce lunneis She is lustifiabh staiied
oldies" and' pops he" keeprthe
Luhe' and 'a bVotoirdown opeiatic and "the number' lustifiablv "held
humming from onener (0 the lop- elm pei llei/ogs close with tiape/e over
Production-w i^e the blend of the
per rst, Louiis Blues."
stuff highlifihicd by real comedy
sufleied

a

skull

fiactured

boys do woik hard tor the

The |Woi king

pi ires

]

ijolxls

.
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controlled acre work Presentation support from
IS novel and effectively staged to house oicb,

Jo

show;

is

Karr.;,
fast taps,

'

,

a

.sati.stying

concert

instrument

who stopped the siiow with
sensalionpl nimibcis
"I'he
Bla; k Panlhec":;r *V"Blithe Spirit,''
Blent

Pel sonable chap who knows how lo
P°^^'hi >ties ol
'"^
,^
T.'
h s ,nstiume>H
pIcMses with
id-

,|,e„

i*^

and Heinie Brock

w^^^^^^^^

his ialest Meiiuty skil on barre4-JUnit>ing and amiable
J3egin the BeKtiinc
endeanng ,.peisonaliU
,.„
„,
,,
,
dihicult
It
Romanian IlhapOutstanding
Outstatiding
stunt acrobalics
ac ob.-tK
ai
are
closing
losing with ."PoM'cr;
'Power achievfed
achifved by
bv the
^""^
the Canadian ace
^
toi solid 1r.eturns.
etui ns
'Red'
McCarthy in a staitlmg
Closei
Ihiee Stooges
sihei paint body makeup, scoiing
changed then act little except foi with an Indifn battle dance, and a
loud neckties reaching neaiU bat characl'-ii/ation
a gnmlv
to the (I001
Otheiwise, it's the foloitui full company
r jodle
lecoi'cling

""^

-md

.

.

tlie

Lpmbaidi and nicelv are those electrical an- Audience
Butm.
nunciators, quickly and attractively stuff,
,

new .stars,

ng' and the epitome
of giace and skill Chief American
mixed team impoilations include scintillating
offer some
and also; have balleiina Caiol Lvnne who irta novel dance loutine to
Donke> slantlv won acclaim fiom an enSeienade" for nice icsponse
thusiastic audience foi hei eleKddie Manson, with Mai loric gance and giacc .loe Jackson
Welh at the si and piano demon- with his inimitable tair copy ol J)
his
sit ales liidt the haimonica can be
fatliei s cjcIp act
Iio.n„.ne and

Mage and

,

,

,

,

1

have

m

ate

up

then

<'>";tlv
/fold.

humor, as do Beivl Ravdcn and
(GoRlinued OR page 62)
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Dolin's

Distaff Side

Taking Notable Race

In Admimstrative

End of Legit

Scheduled openings of "Summer*and Smoke," with Margo Jones as »
j
nir™^. •
"Love
Life," LOnuOn iMgr. in XN. I.
producer-director;
with Cheryl Crawford as producer,
^oll^l^efit Deals
and "He and She," which Agnes
Teddy Smith, director of LonDeMille will stage, point, up the :de<velopment' of the dista£F side in don's exporimental New Lindsey
the"''manaRerial""'a n d'lii'ectiionai theatre, arrived in New York last
week to negotiate Broadway pror
end of lessit.

v

i

from'fo^Zr^^yrrilfereX!

four of the top

}^L^!^.^^

DuiiHg 'his. fortnight
when fcinmes were generally limi- last seasoii.
stay here, he will also dicker for
.,1
f„ the
h,, actmg
,„fi„« and occasional
„'i
to
ted
,
„,„pnf 'egiters
Ipeitprs
authorship phase. Obviously in line Jirit„^„„H^^^!, T^^A^i
production
London,
with the changing times, the gals.^*"^
Smith's quartet of plays include
increasingly imare- taking an
poitant part in all aspects of the "The Burning Bush," Noel Langbusiness, The list is fairly impres- ley's translation from the Hungarian of Ge7j Herc/;cg's work; "Corsive.
Irene Selznick. who found the isifh House," )jv Pamela Hansford
feninie scope .sonieivhat limited in .Johnson; "flowers I'or the Liv^
the picture industry, is important ing," by S'oni Block; and "Gingerin legit as the presenter of "A bread House," by Shirley Cocks.
Streetcar Named Desire," at the J''ilm version of "Flowers For the
Barrymorc, N. Y., and the Harris, Living is being produced by SydChicago. She'll also be associated ney Box at the Gainsborough stuwi'lh Hugh Beaumont in the Lon- dios in England.
don production.
MJ.S.S Jones becomes a Broadway
producer for the first time with
.'Summer and Smoke," although Stage Mgrs. Club Doing
she's staged- other shows here preReference Book for Road,
viously. Her Theatre '47 In Dallas
Is also becoming a factor in the
theatre nationally.
In Co-op With
Besides her activities as an acManagers*: Club,' fdrisSerly
; stage
tre.ss, Beatrice Straight is an: inStage Managers' Assn., is eoUectfluential board member- Of The,

By

I

and threw'tbem into the

has sent a

again.

\

.

.

.

aTre7Tnc."Mary Hunted came'to
Broadway prominence last season

,

as the stager of. '"The Re.spcctiul
Prostitute
and "Ballet Ballads,''
tliough she'd directed several previous shows. Helen Tamiris also
drew increased atlenlion last soason as a choreographer, and has
been considered for several com- Questionnaires are being circulated
^mong stage managers and assistplete staginsj assignments.
of all touring shows,
Miffjorie Ewing came to the fore
Having been ordered last spring
last season as co-producer, with
her husband Sherman, of "Angel iby Equity to revise its setup from
In the Wings" and is partnered semi-union status to more or less
-wUh him again this season in the a social and technical training orupcoming "Rape of Lucrctia." Of qanization, the Stage Managers'
Course, Margaret Webster, Theresa Club has been quiescent until
Helburn, Armina Marshall, Lillian lately. However, it is now carrying
Hellman, Kose Franken, and Kath- On a: membership campaign: and a
arine Cornf U (as distuict from her drive for funds for its own elub-:
prominence as an actress) are es- house.
:'tablisi)ed.in the staging-managerial
William Ross is president of the
field. Marie Louise Elkins was ac- organization, with John Effrat vicetive as a Broadway producer, but prez, Wiliiajm Hamraerstein execunioved to the Coast lasst seasbn.
'tive secretary, Esther Snowden re^
Aline Bernstein: IS the only prom- cording secretary
and Norman
Inent femme scene designer, and Miller trea.surer. Council includes
She hasn't been active In recent Barbara Adams, Frank Coletti,
years, but t h e re are numerous Edward Dimond, George Greenwomen costume designers, includ- berg, Ralph Simonc, Monroe B.
ing Lucinda Ballard, Irene Sharaff Hack, Chet O'Brien, David M. Parand Bianca Stroock. Two noted doll and Hugh Rennie.
femn'ie stagers -nf » fpw f^^jysnna
ago, Antoin-Hte Perry and Auriol
Lee, have since died. Rachel Cro.

:

-

I

Hypo

All Set to

Chicago Setup
Chicago, Oct.
Ctlicago

j

young

I

i

1

'

.

-

"'''""S?*^''^;

casting assistance f or.
productions in London, the British
provinces, and Australia, besides
touring companies of "Show Boat";

and.: gives

Pittsburgh, Oct.

i

ng

5.

i

:

regular

>

.

:

:

attendance has been much higher
than above figure, but loss came as second subscription play of sea- Iterial, are: told to return several
in expensive cast salaries, Opener son; Third is "Command Decision" months later, when they've had
more training and experience. , In
"Salome," which hasn't been week of NoYi 15,
some cases Fearnley follows their
seen here in many yea rs;:
work for several years, occasionally
Laszlo Halasz will bc~the mu^
having them audition again before
slcal and artistic director Of the
'OKLA.!'
Rodgers or Hammerstem,: or recChi run. Chi visit will be first for
ommending them for shows.
N. Y. group, whose only -previous
Rodgers thinks the trouble and
trip was to Montreal two years ago:
Hollywood, Oct. 5.
expense of this casting setup is an
for a performance of "Ariadne auf
Atlanta, Oct:/.5r
:,,:'
','Now Is the Winter," war drama asset to the R-H firm
->.
..::
besides helpIfarvey Smith, manager of Tower Naxos."
by John O'Dea, will be the first ing other managements and show
theatre, has announced bookings.
production of the season by the business as a whole. Because of
.starting Nov;: 1 with "Oklahoma!
Actors Lab. It will open Nov. 5 their interest in the
careers of muth a t sounds like a rollcall of
with
a
cast
of
all
ex-GIs,
under
Robt.
the
Nathan, Mercer,
sical talent, he; and Hammerstoin
Bicidvvaj's best m recent years
direction of Bert Conway. As usual believe that
singers prefer to work
Oklahoma- uill be followed with:
Lab shows, it will have a in their shows, and the morale and
Dolan Doiiig ?olo' '.with
"Carousel," date to be fixed later,
weekend: performance schedule,
quality of performance is' thereby
and ."High Button Shoes,'' "Annie
Author Robert Nathan is writing
Second production of the organi- higher. He explains
that he's alG e t Your Gun.'' ''Show Boat." the book and .lohnny Mercer and zation will be "The
Desert
Island,^' ways
glad to recommend any
"Burlesque," slarrmg Bert Lahr Robert Emmett Dolan the
score of .idapted by A. Defresne from the
promising performer in an B-H
and llocheMe lUidson; :"Happy a musical version of Donn
Byrne's original Netherlands success. Art
musical for a better part in: another
Birthday,'' with Miriam Hopkins, -semi-classic "Mcsser
Marco Polo " Smith will direct and may appear show.
Whether or not other man-,
and ''Desert Song.'' Latter two will
it;
Richard Rodgers and 0.<:car HamThere will probably be four agements reciprocate, he thinks
be West Coast productions.
merstein, 2d, will get first look more productions during the seaThe poilcy woiks out for R-U
In addil:ion Smith IS angling for
-.;
; atit.
V '; .:':
Olsen & .lolinson's new .show and
Roman
Bohnen,
representing
the
"Ilarvey," which dul capacity busi
Lab, is currently in New York for
ness" 'at eigh^ pert'ormance's here
conferences with Robert Breen, ex- ROBT.
last season. Towei
formerly the Alaska Troupe Seeks
ectilive-secretary of the American
Krlanger theatre, has 1,890 seats.
Headliner -National Theatre & Academy, about VIRGINIA
coordinating the Lab's activiUes
V Anchpi-age; Alaska, Oct. -5.
Richmond, Va Oct 5.
Anchorage. little theatre is trying with ANTA's program. Besides exPnnUyiw, D»!nAo I
"Greenbriar," a new operetta
to book: a giiest-star, preferably a panding its present limited touring
tOCHran,
UUier
Hollywood name, for a production setup, the Lab is still interested in with a background of the VirI
IT C I?
1
J
ginia town of that name. Will be:
in
rrotti London p^,,""'"''"'^'" ""appy Birthda.^-- or playing an engagement on Broad- presented for three pcrform.mces,
way when it has a repertory of
Glass Menagerie."
tomorrow (Wed.) through Friday
Two veltn-an British showmen. play will depend on the Choice- of suitable productions.
star .availBohnen is (8), by the Richmond Opera;
Sir Charles Cochran and Prince
Group is ready to pay $500, due back from the east over the Group,
fible.
Inc., at the WRVA theatre
Littler, are due to arrive today
weekend.
plus traiispyrtation, for the actor,
here. The local outfit, which has
(V/ed.l from London on the QueenFormed
in
1946,
tlie
organization
produced (several previous musiElizabeth, They're among a comhas 75 active members, his pro^
cal shows, hopes to take this one
I'f'at.yeK largo British contingent
Sherek
Seeks
duced
Massey
five
sjipws
and.
will
do
to
three
Broadway, if the reception here
ot
talent-buyers and
producers
more this seasbh'.i Group has also
warrants
vLsiling the U. S,. or due over, to
.'ilJonsocea.;Concerts by a syhipHony
To Stage N.Y.
Elizabeth Maury wrote the score
mf np talent and shows
':
^f^"-^'
'I'^a'l ot
fos er's orchestra from Seattls.
Henry. Sherek, co-producer of ot the show, with Emma Gray
,
Trigg
authoring the book and ArAgency, Londoi., l-, due to plane
"Kdward, My Son," at the Martin
in at the end of the, week, while
Beck, N. Y., is dickering with Ray- thur Norris, who has batoned sevlack llytton, another top British
mond Massey to stage "Delilah," eral Broadway shows, musical di5 Guilders Gild Dallas
Chief financial backer of
>roducer, will arrive later this
which he intends presenting in rector
Dallas,
Oct
5,
the
ROG
is Robert R. Young, railyear,
New York. And in a couple ot
In its first year in Dallas, the
weeks he'll go to the Coast to con- road magnate who is prominent in
Theatre Guild will bring five plays fer
with Dorothy Parker about a Pathe Industries (Eagle Lion, etc.).
iVtelva :Nilcs,
second lead in into the southwestern
territory. play
she's written, which Sherek
"iViagdaletia". (Ziegfcld, N;: Y.), took
Marga Jones, managing director
Penciled in are "Oklahoma!," hopes to do in London, with
over Dorothy SarnoiT's lead role
Flor
ot Theatre '48, Dallas,
anhas
-•
Saturda.v (2) tor both matinee and "Carousel," "Allegro," "Command Robiion. starred.
..
inouncod that troupe additions «ievening performances; when latter Decision" and "Happy Birlhilay
The BrilUh =hfiu,.«,„
m
vv'i'th Miriam JHopkins.
had a: touch of llu.
ma'iXiru.l'Sa"w"ilL:"ittJ»'"' ""^^^
I
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;
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WATDRAMA TO
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ATLANTA TOWERmSON
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SEHLE WAGE SNAG
Philadelphia, Oct. 5.
tvvo days left for rehearsals, the ;Philade!phia Orchestra and Local 77, American l''oderal;ion of Musicians! settled their

waqe dispute

and the symphony
season here teed off on schedule
Friday H).
,u
-,r
Taking a leaf from the
Metropolitan Opera maneuvers, the Orr
.

chcslra cancelled Us entire season
four days before the opener Breakdown of vncgotiations hinged on a
$15-a-week increase a.skod by the
union and the Orchestra's an'

nounced

inability to

meet any

in-

crea.se.

Union demands of a bKiiiket
wonid have cost the .symphony

rise

association up-.v.irds of .$50,000 a
year.
The $b-a-week increase to

the

60

minimum
numbers

mu.-iK-iJus
receiving the
(the Orchestra personnel
110, runs slightly less

I

'

I

m

I

,

YOUNG ANGES
OPERA GROUP

'

'

,

Name

.:

.

,

mnCe

.

'
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,

;
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:
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than $10,000.

has three

;

'.

Mah'

1
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,
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GENi; BURE'S PLANS
Eugene Burr, formerly with
Warner Bros.' play departmonl.
pla.vs tie

can produce, but

favors inag writing, in association
with his regular column for Playbill

The current state ot theatrical
finances, he says, isn't encourag
ing to any legit ventures.

!

,

I

I

.

:
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OPEN
ACTORS LAB SEASON

AS OPENER FOR

I

With only

'

'

'

PHILLY ORCH, AFM,

.

Its prime
Is casting

.

,

ballet.
In: addition,
artists will be: given the op-

mak

Loves Mary."
task currently, however.
:''John

:

:'

of

in Pitt and

.

-

;

1

I

the legit-authorsmp field They've
also been active for many seasons
as press agents and boxoftice trcasurers. But there aren't any feinnie
general
managers: or company
m.magers, and not mar.y stage

•

companies of "Annie; Get Your'
Gun" on Broadway and the road,

Apparently producers of "For the new production, ''Tales of the
Love Or Money'- weVe a little pre- South Pacific."
In: cooperation; vvith the Guildi:
mature in releasing stock rights of
F. Hugh Herbert comedy to White five "Oklahoma!': companies, plus
I3arn theatre for presentation hei"e one each of; "Garouspl" .and--."Al-.:
must be handled. The:
this: summer,, /Figuring the /pros- legro,"
pective tow was washed up with "Oklahoma!'' troupes include two
show's folding in' Chicago, they touring the U. S and one each in;
gave play: to White Bam at last London, Australia and South:
minute and it hung one of the Africa.
Everyone who: applies, whether
best warm-weather grosses of the
year, being only attraction of the in person or by phone or letter, is
strawhat series that hadn't previ- auditioned at; least onee by the Rously been seen here. Nqj«r comes H office. Preliminary .sessions are
word that "For Love Or 'Money," held Thursday afternoons by Feam*v
co-starring Janet Blair and. Fran- loy, with Rodgers and/or Hammercis Lederer, has been booked into stein usually sitting in at leastipart'
Nixon for week of Oct. 25. Taking of the time. Part of each session;
cognizance of other factors, it's is held open: to accommodate applimaking a bid for attention with a cants who m.-jy drop in without ap$2 popular price matinee, only a pointments, particularly those from
few cents more than White Bam outTof-town. Fact that many hope
charged
fuls turn up that day indicates
"For Love Or Money" gives that the firm's audition schedule is
Nixon solid lineup of attractions widely known in talent eirclcs.
for this month. Following current
Those who pass the Thursday
"Heiress,"
"John Loves Mary" screenings are given further audicomes in for week, followed Oct. tion Monday: afternoons, after
18 by new Theatre Guild show, they've been given suggestions and
"The Silver Whistle," starring minor coaching by Feamley^ Somei
Jose Ferrer, which will be offered apparently not yet Broadway ma-

In the 19-day season here. New
York group will present identical
operas and cast as at home, Manhattan group is budgeted at $8,000
per stager and figures to break
evon if 75% of the Opera House is
sold for each opera presented. Chi
Opera is believed guaranteeing
N. Y. group $96,000. In the past,

1

stauod; her own plays,
has heon inactive rf'Centlv.'
Women long ago won a place in

and

portunity
debuts.

;

|

who

love or Money'

:

sicians

:

I

i

>

May Take the Edge Off

:

I

veteran

:

Prior Strawhat Date

a grant of $5:000 for the next five
years to aid the production of
opera here. If this season's venture proves successful, artists and
directive talent v;ill
be interchanged each .season,: with: Chicago
furnishing its own chorus.: mu»

.

'

col-

at $2,000,000.

(

I

Cochran,

tation in the profci^sion.
Be.sides ca.sting the forthcoming
R-H musical, "Tales of the South
Pacific,", and
selecting replacfr*
ments for its own current productions, the R-iH office cooperates in
the choice of replacements for Theatre Guild productions of R-H;
shows and makes casting .suggestions: for other Broadway managements who ask. According to John
Feamley, easting director: the R^H/
talent file includes around 4,000 ormore names, all cross-indexed. ...^
With: casting problems on 13
shows, an; efficient system is essential. The R-H office itself services,

Tol-

5.

j

i

!

New

civic

,

i

thers,

own

i

!

-,

its

i

|

-

may have

'

,

j

Wayne

:

'

'

to

prepare him

-

musical center, rivaling that of
New York. Iiast week, with the
wiping out of the 1946 opera deficit of $140,000 and guarantee of
any deficit that the New York City,.
Opera Co. might have in its engagement here starting Dec! 1,.
plans have, been started- to form :'a
permanent musical louttdation.
^l'""
? regulations, union
theatres, local
Byron Coon, president of the
rules and various other matters of General Finance Co., owner of the
Chicago Civic Opera House, agreed
P™^^^:'""^! "l^'^'f^^^.
™a<l. Info is to be integrated with to, carry out plans of his brother,
'^"n.e fathered by the Assn. the late Owen Coon, who was to
',5,
Theatrical Agents & Managers have secured the N. Y; City Opera
publi<;hed in a joint volume Co. engagement and also establish

ATAM

to

lege's annual Salt Lake drama
spending two
intends
festival,
years working in Broadway production office, confabbing with various
people in theatre management.
He'll then return to the college
^
to present the course.
Meanwhile, construction will
start in a couple of weeks on a new
theatre on the campus, budgeted

N.Y. Opera Co.

"

:

member

man, business manager of the

m

.

stafl^

York for training

to teach the subject.

•

.

;

,

Casting Dept.

Charles

Utah
man for-his next musical in the
a course in theatre business manr West End, That's an indication of
agement a couple of yeais hence, the R-H casting department's repu-

.

I

,

F3e

British capital, enlisted the help of
the Richard Rodgers-Oscar Ham>
merstein, 2d, production office sey*-'
Salt Lake City. Oct. 5,
eral weeks ago to cast a leading,
Univ., which plans to offer

incin-

Since Dolin: kept no
carbon, he has to start all over
erator;

i

Sir

in

London showman; who's due in
New York today (Wed.) from the

Utah U. Sends Aide To
N. Y. to Learn Biz Mgt.

During the evening
mother came into the room,
saw a batch of papers on the
couch, got them all together—

i

R-H

Extensive
4-

his

.

foiv

Over iOOO Names hcluded

morning.

;

duction deals

Burnup

Anton Dolin, the ballet
dancer, wrote a book about
dancing. Book was to be published by Kamins. N. Y. The
evening the manuscript was
finished recently, Dolin placed
it on a couch along with some
other papers, preparatory to
taking It to the publishers next

"

.

,

.

-

-

^

,

:

:

.':: :
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STOCK TO SAVE
Abuses by Guest Stars in Strawhats

To Get Airing

at

Strawhat managers are assem--^
Wing in New YorX Friday (8) for
a meeting of ihe Summer Theatre

Too Many

Slgrs. Assn., to discuss tlieir various problems. One particular matter has most of thejn considerably
worked up. This is the matter of
name actors ducking out of re-

become such an abuse on

By

nom

.

protect himself

My

against

the acquaintances who achim with requests for
opening-night seats for his
With
"Life
production
of
Mother." at the Empire, N. Y.,
all

cost

.

.

Oscar Serlin now hands applicants a printed card reading:

"As

..

my

purist friend, H. L.
Mencken said, 'If I'd a knowed
you wanted to went, I'd a seed

you got

to

The

that now get little or no legit.
;>The actor recently suggested, to
his old friend, James Nederlander,:
who operates the Town Hall, Toledo,, and recently acquired the Ly-

come."
day

a

other

handed him a card

•

friend

in I'epiy,-

stating

"Your story has touched my
heart. Never before have I met
anyone with more troubles

.

Legit to Outlast

Although Henry Sherek riddled
London production of -'<£dward,.
Son'^ by withdrawing the:lead»
ing player's for the Broadway presentation, the original version con-:
tinues at virtual capacity at the!:,
Lyric theatre in the West End.
In bringing off such a gamble,:'
the British showman now has two
editions of the Robert Morley-Noel
Langley play doing smash busiv
nessi. the original version: cuKrently.;
in its 71st week and the Broadway'
company apparently set for an inv
definite stay at SRO attendance^
However, Peggy Asheroft, co-starring femme lead, whose perform'
ance drew critical raves, is slated
to. return in eight weeks to London;
where she has a husband and two
small
children.
Her suceesso,r
hasn't been selected.
Last Friday (1), after the n nanl»
mously enthusiastic notices appeared, there was an immediate:
the

Soft"Touch~
To

.

further details.

claimed, as that' it's increased -'so
much Wely. Influx of Hollywood
names into eastern strawhats, too,
has had much to do with it.
A star who signs for a guest
appearance at a strawhat is obliged
by Equity contract to show up dur-;
Ing the week previous for rehearsals with the resident company.
It's part of his or her salary. But
US stars have discovered in recent

Smash in N. Y.-London

4-

MORRISON

Legit is due f(ir a major comeback, with a revival of stock companies on a national scale. That
is the prediction of Joe E. Brown,
currently starring in "Harvey," at
the 48th Street theatre, N. Y., after
playing the Mary Chase comedy
more than: two 'full seasons on the.
road: According to the comedian,'
the public is becoming increasingly
hungry for live theatre, and there
is a growing opportunity for local;
stock companies in many townsy

vance tickets sold.
His explanation appeared in
the local newspapers, sans, any

management, supporting performers and the stai's themselves. The
matter isn't so much new, it's

E.

Despite Wholesale Shift of Leads

Cancelling out the Revelers
Quartet, booked to sing a concert at Memorial auditorium,
Tliursday
William
G.
(7),
Meyer, local concert manager
frankly gave as the reason for
the cancellation that more requests were received -.for free
passes than there were ad-

the part of some actors, managers
gay, that shows have been put on
Ihcbmpletely rehearsed, or not at
alii proving unfair to audiences,:

'Edward' Dual

IRE

SIlieE llPPETITt

Passes

Louisville, Oct. 5.

hearsals.
It's

New York Meet

JOE

LEGIT, SEZ

STAR SEES

S5

,;

,

ceum, Minneapolis, the formation

'

than you. Please accept this
of a four^-city rotary stock setup,
token of my sincerest symwith Buffalo and Detroit as the
pathy."
other spots. Brown's idea, which
Nedel-lander tentatively approved,
line~atr-tlie-Martln Beck boxofflce,
would be to form four companies,
with $3,500 sales registered in
It remains to be- seen how teler each to do a play for a week's run
three hours and $10,000 the first
leasorts .that they can play every
in each towo^ meanwhile rehearsday. There has been SRO business
vision will affect the film industry,
'Week (usually in the same show),
ing the next production. He thinks
at
every performance since then,,
"g 6t ting
consecutive bookings, but the legit theatre will definite- that Hollywood would be glad to
[with the management's limit of 34
they've ignored the contract rule. ly survive tele's inroads. That's C O o p er a t e by lend-leasing its
standees holding
the
potential
Managers have accepted the con- the opinion of actor Walter Abel, younger featured players for the
gross to about $28,000 a week.
dition, in their anxiety to sign the
Exact production and operatingchairman of the Screen Actors invaluable training involved.
Experimental Theatre is costs of the New: York, edition
The
star, knowing in advance that the
Brown
is enthusiastic over the.
Guild tele committee, who feels
star was acting elsewhere the pre-:
attitude of audiences toward legit, slated to be dropped for this sea- aren!t. yet known, but the esti-'
that TV lacks the live contact bevious week, so that, in a sense,
son. However, efforts are being
t^een an actor and audience which as evidenced during his Jong tour made to revive its Invitational Se- mated figures arcaround $60,000
they've connived in the matter. But
uicj
with
^"i-" "Harvey."
Even
wiu,ii they
""'V'-J'-.
and $12,000, respectively. Gilbert
f'^"' when
hpv'i-p unnappy
iininni-iv aoout
ahdiit ii,
if
fpflinff >s an absolute necessity for detheyie
ries, which require minimum ex- Miller, co-producer of the New
'appeared
relatively new to thea
„
„-iinB talent.
lalent
eloping acting
the abuse has been carried too far v
^^^^^ ^^^^ reisponsive
responsive pense, withouf scenery or stage- York presentation, says he has no.
^
Speaking at a lunch meeting of ^^^j
on the part of some stars; Instead
j^.^
appreciate a good hands. Formal decision to that ef- I'idea of the costs. He explains that
e Amencan Television Society at l^^^ He believes the recent f 6rm- fect will probably be taken within
Of coming in on Sunday, in time the
he never has: any idea; what his
e stars the Hotel Astor N. Y., yesterday -^^.^^^
for two rehearsals, s o
^^^^i pi.ofessional acting a week 01 so by the ET board.
shows cost until after openings,
showed up on Monday, in time Tues ). Abel termed tele the companies in a few towns may be
Despite the Dramatists Guild ex-; since, as he puts it, his obligation
for one run-through, and others "greatest of all revolutions in show ^^^^ beginning of a genuine rebirth tension of its okay of ET for an"
to the play rather than to the
1s
»
»
.
hardly before performance time, business, because for the first time ofstoclc,
other year and contribution: of $2,- budget. In the case of "Victoria
it makes possible visual entertainin time for none.
Tele's Impact
500, Equity's Council has not ap- Regina," he notes, the budget was
Criticism isn't directed against ment for free, with the top indus-,
proved the idea pending a report $35,000, but the expense ran to
'Comedian,
regards
television
The
all the name stars, of coursp Hel- trial :money in the. country paying
from
special committee hud^' .$70,000 before the Opening.
He outlined the way as a. :potential stimulant to: such a dling its
en Hayes, Mady Christians, Jose its way."
on the question with the
The London prbduction of /'Eddevelopment. The video medium
first films and then radio had al(Continued on page 59)
Fact Finding Committee represent- ward" cost about $24,000, and the
most killed legit and burlesque, may, as many expect, knock out ing
various craft unions. This running expense there is around
the
entertainment,
but
mass
radio
as
declaring the training ground for
delay, plus the apparent unavail- $5,000, with the grosses averaging,,
think
it
will
permadoesn't
he
actors had. almost disappeared with
nently hurt legit, which has always ability of a suitable theatre, dooms approximately $11,000.
Lucia Chase to Decide
them.
had an undeniable appeal despite the project for this season.
Tele won't fill the bill as far as films, radio or any other reproducr
If the Invitational .Series is reAfter Oct.
training thesps is concerned, Abel
live form of show business. Brown sumed it will operate, on a budget
Slates 10
declared, because it gives the acfigures that tele will ultimately of around $500 per play, but presSeason tor no chance to see or hear him- stimulate the public's desire for entations will be in spots like the
self
perform (i.e., contact with
At
Budget Apiece;
Decision on whether Ballet The- live audience) unless a studio audi- live theatre and that some- sort of playhouse of the Lenox Hill Setlocal production on a wide scale Uement, N. Y:
regvilar theaAny
atre Is to resume this season Avill ence of
some kind is provided. He will be necessary to supply mateGet Committee tHC
It-c could not be used, as houses
be made after Oct, 15, when Lucia did point
up the possibility of usrecognized by the Fact Finding
Chase, oo-director- and the organi- ing- kinescope, recordings for that rial for. TV stations.
The. Equity
Library .Theatre
Although he was repeatedly Committee must observe stage- series, preparations for vvhlch get
zation's
decides whether purpose, Abel injected a signifiangel,
there is sufficient capital to do a cant note at this point; recalling moved by the warmth of .audience hand and other union requirements under way this week, will involve
and, under- Equity's working; ar- 10 plays before Jan. 1. Using the
(Continued on page 56)
partial season. Group had book- that Paramount had recorded on
Finding
Fact
with
the
rangement
ing, all- this season, starting in Sep- film an entire
$2,500 appropriated by the Equity
_
_ Theatre Guilds tele
Committee, its members may not council, the shows will be budgeted;
temb'er, but decided to cancel un- sho^v 'last spring, running an hour
appear in blacklisted spots,
til after Jan, 1 because of deficits
at $100 apiece, but will be'^ subject
and five minutes, at a total cost of
ET staff is also lining up a list to approval by the ELT cOtnn^ilttee;
sustained in recent years.
Film was good enough to
.$5,000,
presenta-'
plays
for
10
or
more
of
As before, admission-free performCertain extended dates already run in commercial theatres, he
tion in an Invitational Series
ances will be given in public licommitted for, that would be too said, adding that a similar picture
producer
of
braries, the playhouse of the Len:-'
Harry Bloomfield,
costly to cancel, are believed like- would have cost Hollywood at least
Foxhole in the Parlor" and coox Hill Settlement, School- for ihfe
ly to influence Miss Chase to do $2,000,000.
;-'"'--'.' -:;:
Broadon
"Polonaise"
Blind,
etc.
a part season, in early '49, rather
Eddie Davis' 2 Musicals
other .speakers at the lunch in- producer of
spring
and
late
than omit an entire season until 'dudcd program directors of live way during the
For the first time, the project
indicted
was
pf 1945,
next fall. Group was inked for an
is being handled by a speCiai ELT
the six N. Y. video stations, who fAr\y autumn
Green,
For
Mitzi
in
New
Grand
Jury
Federal
engagement in September at City outlined their programming plans, by the
committee headed by Sam Jaffe,
the
Davis,
Eddie
ex-taxicap fi-om the council,: and Terese HayYork last week :for alleged failUi-e
Center, N. Y„ and another at the
to pity $52,182 withholding and so- driver-turned-writer, just back on den as temporary chairman in the
Philharmonic. Aud., Los Angeles,!
seeuKly: taxes. (Conviction, Broadway alter a long .stay at Tuc- absence of Jaffe. Other members;
cial
and canceled both.
possible
:puhishment
Snarl
his
health,
has
two
Taub
woul
involve
Ariz.,
lor
Ackland,
d;
;.son.
are Aline MacMahon, Alexahder
But it also has extended dates in i
First, for Mitzi Clark. Margaret Webster, Mady
of 60 years' imprisonment and book musicals.
1 •
/»
ni
>
Chicago lor 10 days at the Opera
Green, is tilled "And So to Wed," !,,Cliri.stians, Alfred Harding,: Jay
Ownership $120,000 fine
Over Plays
House starting Dec. 26. and a six•'
John F. X. WcGohey, U. S. at- with a .score by Jule Styne. Ralph Barney, Jot\n Gerstad, Franklin:
week run at the Metropolitan
London. Oct. 5.
torney, said Blppmfleld Withheld Blaine, originally slated to. do the Heller, Rita :Fredei-icks, JfOseph:
Opera House, N, Y., next spring
Dispute between Rodney Ack- and .deducted the coin from the songs, has picture commitments;
Taub over Jhe salaries of aclors and employees of and Harold J. Rome may now Krarom. Osceola Archer and- Alan
It's believed the CIn and Met [land and
Schneider, with Lyn Ely, Alvin
commitments will impel
Miss ownership of llie rights to the
^^^^ p,.oj|„gy(,„g ^ut failed to handle the lyrics with Styne
Sullum, Audrey Hilliard and Alex*
Chase to resume, and that she'll former's play, 'Before the P;arty,
Government
^^^.^ ^^
Other book, "Master of Cere- ander Kirkland rotating chair
begin the season Dec. 26 with the 's reportedly hamstringing the ^mong those from whose i)ay the monies," in which Milton Bwle members.
--.;. .; i;' wChi date.
It's
considered sig- scheduled BrOadway production.
p,oducer is accused of taking de- was, originally interested until benifioant that an ad in Sunday's (3)
The author, who adapted the (iuctions are Jan Kiepura, Maria tcoming preoccupied with his radio
N, Y. Times, listing a: music sen- drama from a Somer.set Maugham Eggerth, Harry Bannister,
Rose and' video shows, is currently being ''PatriGk :la,,:I)ramatiz;e'' V-;'
sort in Newark, N. J., still included short storv. is remaining here but Inghram,
Curt Bois, Tania Ria- talked for Danny Thomas;- Latter
Djicfeens' 'Bleak
a Ballel Theatre booking for next carrying on the dispute with Taub bouchinska. .rames MacColl, Mont- is current at the Ro.vy.
March 26.
Clift,
.Tohn
Latouchc,
John
Patrick
by cable. Film actor Cornel Wilde gomery
will
dramatize
p'Sleak House- for presentation by
Most of BT's dancers are avail- and lii.s .Wife, Patricia Knight,; have J David Lichme, Howard Bay, Mary Barbara Bel
leads.
for
the
Lee
Simonson.
mentioned
Grant
and
Russell
been
Lewis and Howard Young
A,
able for resumption of reliearsals,
>>^,
,:
,
"
.Horace
Sehmidlapp,
with
W.
Sought
tor
Gloves
.on
Broadway,
probably
in
the fall
which would begin Dec. 1 if deBloomfield
co-produced
v\hom
<'i.sion was made to resume. Tiiree
Barbara Bel Geddes is being "f 1949' He'll .start adapting the
v-m^ Avinn
"Polonaise," withdrew as general .sought for "Red Gloves," in which Dickens cla.ssic sometime in Janudancers, Igor Youskevilch. John Wlldbcrg EyCS ArlCIt
and
co-producer
shortly
wf^ph
he's
cleaned
up
couple
a
Kriza and Dimitri Romanoff, have
Charles Boyer will make his first a'T^OY 'LuCESta'
after the opening, and is not; in^ U.S.' legit appearance. After ink- of previous commitments.
a year's contract with BT and
John Wildberg is diekeiing vMlI) \olved in the case, according to ing Boyer for his Broadway legit
On the author's immediate slate
hence are on hand. Alicia Alonso
i,
n,
it S.
c attorney
.,tf
^ office.
tlic
U.
score
the
write
's available but Norah Kaye, an- Harold Arlen to
debut, .producer Jean Dalrymple is a .Screen treathient of "EarlH
;::,:[.[,:
other leading balleriDa, has de- for a musical version of "Anna Lubegan pitching for Miss Bel Geddes and High Heaven," the Gwethalyn,
lJtah:,![J.'s Festi
to C07Star in the American version Graliam novel about anti-Semitism,
cided to try to get into a Bi oad- casta," Uie Philip Yordan mclo-Salt, Lake .City, -Oct., 5.' :
way musical.
of Jean-Paul Sartre's "Les Mains: for Samuel Goldwyn. Then he'll
drama which Was a click on Broad"
all-Negro
Univ.
Imwith
an,
Utah
theatre;
which
Sales
do a rowi'ile of hi.s untitled new
way and the road
get Lena: Horne pjifts ijroadway -.and Hollj;>vopd
Jed Ilarris, who will direct, plans pla>, the first draft of which .he
Bernie Wayne and Ben Raleigh, ca^t. He hopes to
stars for its annual" spring festival to start rehearsals Oct. 12. "Gloves" finished a couple of weeks ago..
who've written the songs tor vari- to play the title part.
ous Paramoi nt pictures, are doing
Producer is also considering a play, is adding that production to will get an out-of-town try out the Playwright planed back over the
a musical to be titled "Twice My production of "The Golden Touch," its regular series of five subscrip- following month and hit Broad- Weekend frorft the, Coast, where he
way around mi/l-December.
confefi'ed with Goldwyn,
universe."
Bud Burtson and Alan Sherman, lion shows.
<
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Shows

Do You Remember
.By

i

i

—John Gassner & David

Charles L. Wagner

I

Feuer of "Whereas Charley," aftd Byrbn PiiliTier, ro
Both Longhair and Pop Cy
the musical. XTport graduation from trCLA Martin was iaken <>n ai:
Pittsburgh, Oct. 5.
CBS as an usher by Palmer, then heading the staff; When} Palnier,

Green

(

(Playwrights Co.)
agent for the largest

|

^^^^

.

tions

•

season by Beegle Concert Bureau, now being run by Tom Beegle, Jr., and his brother. Bill Bee.
Business
Sle- 1 hey took over tne business
a year- ago with the death- of their,
father, Tom Beegle, Sr., who inhis
sister.
it
from
May
herited
Beegle, who founded the organi-

j

this

^

;

;

1
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I

j

I

j

Fred and Fanny Hatton were
manager,
was
Giroux
Ben
drama critics of the Chi(^go
George Irish treasurer and Clyde E^
before writing "Years of Dis(Fox Films) Eckhardt at Carter's
crction, which made them rich.
ritifA—^.,, theatre in Chicago.
r-hioacrn
Criterion
(Hollywood) Piazza was a
problem
Star
Carter solved the
vaudeville agent.
"Julia
name
by inventing the
Gray" and fitting actresses into it.
first
-Mary Servoss was
George Klimt wrote "'James 'OKLA.r 69iG
•Boys in Missjouri" and hired Frank
|

!

j-zation.-

1

i

!

.

j

A. P. Gazzolo as his agent. They
formed the firm of Klimt & Gazzolo and .made a million. John
Lane Gonii'or and Virginia Keating played leads for Klimt & Gazzolo at the Academy of Music. Chi-

r

:

:

The N.Y. Mirror has changed its policy and is now prmting amusement news and features in its "country" editions. Management last
week notified legit managers of its decision, after certain of them had
withdrawn their display ads, particularly from the Sunday editions.
.

•

Opening event wUl be opera "La Paper's policy switch applies to both daily and Sunday editions. N.Y.
with Hilde Reggiani, News, in which some producers have also stopped placing -display copy,
followed by Lauritz Melchior, Fer- is continuing its practice of not printing show biz news in its "national"
ruccio TagliEvini, Eleanor Steber, edition.
,.
Bartlett
and Robertson, Ballet
Russe de Monte Carlo, Artur RuTwo weeks after the American National Theatre & Academy invited;
binstein and Lily Pons. These are community and college, theatres to become group members, 85 applica-*.
oh the regular; series; b^lt the Bee- tions have been received at $25 each. ANTA is also inviting various^
gies are brirtging in number .of agencies and -firms in the legit field to become organizational, members
2
other atuactioiiw as extras; aind at $100/
Toronto. Oct. 5.
from, time to time will: prpmbte
"Oklahoma!"*(natiQnal
company)' concerts of popular organizationst
.V
„
-nr.
X
Fred Waring's Pennsylvanians
S'i,L^^„P/fJ*Li'^f.f..,lJ''"!l^k^e
-Rayal
Alexandra here last week,
show jumped to Baltimore this V
plttsburgK Symph- seaso^^^^ of .20
week.
pairs of concerts r\yiU ope!i t*ct. 22
Golden, due in N. Y. today patrons putting up $2.50 in adJ»J'«»
with lineup of guest conductors in
'Okla!' 36G in Texas
ou thc Qucen Ehzabcth vaucc and the balance
installnhc«>„o« „f
=r.nr>i«to» tn (Wcd.)
Ft Worth, Oct. 5.
a"^"" f've-week holiday in London ment<; on $10 season tickets good
"Oklahoma!" (No. 1 company) succeed Fritz Rliner who resiened
9^^^^- Single admissions
drew a hefty $36,000 in a split- ar^nd of la^t vrn^ Vl^^^^^
last weekend by addressing the are $1.50
Byron Keliey, assisttLl^^i^L associate
tl^ilL conductor
.nl^, mJ.^. un„n
week stand between. Dallas; and kaleinikoff,
^oard of directors of SACEM, ant stage manager last season with
der Relnel^ renpins as musical ad- Fren^.h
here, closing Saturday night (21.
equivalent
ASCAP
ASCAP.
"My Romance."
has j"v"».u
joined v<c
the
^
... of.
~
,
.
.
Musical played.' five perform- viser of organization; and- baton- Golden
is one of the founders of staff of the Pasadena Community
eers will be Artur Rodzinski, Paiil ASCAP.
ances- in Dallas, and three hereiPlayhouse . N. Y. State & ComParay, 'Victor de Sabata, Erich
..
v
Brock Pemberton, under doctor's munity Theatre Conference will
Leinsdorf
Charles Muehch. and orders, taking six-week rest at his be held Oct 29-31 at Cornell U;
Leonard Bernstein.
Gertrude Lawrence To
place in Connecticut.
He was with the Westchester Drama Assn.,
Soloists set for the- rseason inr hospitalized last week for a check- White. Plains, presenting its proI »
elude Ej.|ea Horini, Artur .SchnaI nnnnn tni*
Leblang's theatre ticket duction of "The Barretts of WimLUUUUU
lOr Tiiio
IIUC bel, Jascha Heifetz, Seymour Lip- up
agencyi which; this week opened Pole Street'' and the Elmira little
Gertrude Lawrence is sailing kin, Ginette Neveu. Vlaidimir Hor- new; brancHes in two Wanamaker theatre giving a workshop script
from New York tonight (Wed.) on owitz, Clillprd Curzpn, Nathan Mil- stores, is now publishing a month reading.
the Mauretania to start rehearsals stein and- iRobert Casadesus.
ly bulletin which it mails to cusCarmen Matthews will guest-star
tomers -New York City has de- in"Camille" with the Nashville
for the London production of
clined, the offer, of. Marquis de Community playhouse early in DeEaphne Du Maurier's "September
Guevas for the free use of the 1,- cember. Same; group will tryout a
Tide." This will mark Miss Law-:
173-seat International theatre be^ new play, "Time and
rence's
British appearance
first
the Tide," by
cause; its capacity is too small for Paula and Edward Hussey,
since 1937, when she did "Tonight
start2 Continued from pa^e 5S :
pop-price presentation
of
City ing Jan, 27. Raymond Johnson,
at 8:30" with Noel Coward, alexthough she appeared in England reaction in road towns, the star Center shows; Jerry Whyte, mu- Broadway, directs
Conservasical production manager for the tory Players,
Chicago, have opened
for American British troops in has found New York playgoers
Theatre Guild, went to Baltimore another seasonfs;
1&44.
tour of highquicker and more perceptive, and this week to check up
one of the schools,
playing
morning and
therefore more stimulating, than "Oklahoma!" companies, and flies
anywhere else" he's .'played,- with to New Orleans for the fifth anni- afternoon shows in assemblies, at
Nora Kaye Quits Ballet
or a percentage per performSan Francisco theatregoers next in" versary performance. Oct. 14 of the $50
ance. Play is "The Importance of
Field for Musicomedy those qualities. Broadway audi- other company. Harold Kusella Being Earnest
"
Nora Kaye,: who returned re- ences tend to be impatient, he has is general manager for iVinton
Erich von Schilling is producing
cently from a European vacation, noticed, and they no longer expect Freedley for the production of his own
play, "Inside Berlin," at
"The Young and Fair."
"
has quit the ballet fi^d and will curtain speeches from the star.
the North Hollvwobd
Brown thinks that show business
trv a Broadway musical for the
^"""^
SP^dtt^"
..e'Te?en?"fJ&^Z"^^trlr/eri^^
recent
first time.
Leading dancer with should have an overall dictator, as the
Ballet Theatre for many seasons, b a s e b all has in B. A. "Happy"
!y
-Tf^h^'^
f^'^,'
she has several offers
mind, and Chandler (and-iormerly had in the identified by the character instead hatter to nrespnt r<=P«^nn
V.^RpTY review of.Xck at"^
has already turned down a bid for late Judge Kenesaw M. Landis),
Las Vegas
Ha?/y
the play
Town Theatre, Colum- Brpwii's"A
the pending musical ''Fifth: ^Ave- who could keep its various eleSound of Hunting,"
ments and personalities in line. bia, S. C starti, its 30th
nue
.Balieruia will marry Isaac Stern, Just as Chandler recently crackedat
.1°"
''^
Loves
Mary"
Boris Karloff will
^i^y,
concert violini.st, next month, and down on Dizzy Dean for some of
Los Angeles, Oct. 24
wants to stay in New York rather his tactics in broadcasting St. Louis [he lead in
Producing with
cTn^Giithe^rnrnrinn'
baseball games, the show business
largely the same as that
than do any touring. ;
Jion'of^^^^a^^S*,
i^owara ^^^^^^^
Traviata(''
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TRAVaiNG TROUPES

'

cago.
Curtis-

who is son of the publisher of Hollywood Gitizpn^New^^^^
commercial editing, Martin took his job as head uster. Palmer fronted
for Martin all the way, and when he (Pailiher) shp\ved up for the audition of talent for "Charley," Martin felt he vyaS definitely on the Spot
but refused to interfere with the casting by George Abbott. And without any urging from Martin Palmer got the role.

Highest-salaried list of attracin years has been set for

,

m

Stuff-legit

A friendship that started on the ushei'ing slaifr. of CPS in Hbllywood
has grown to a professional bond for Ernie S/larlin, fco-producer with

)

I

i

•

Dietz.

(discoverer

McCormack and Galli
made his first pile with a
Big-Sabry Attractions
pianist named Gussie Cottlow.
Barney Klawans (Warner bigFor Pittsburgh Concerts,
wig
was house manager of the
48th St theatre, N. Y., for Jones &

j

1948

6,

To accommodate patrons for "Streetcar Named Desire," which is dotog capacity business in Chicago, the management has installed extra
ticket "racks in the Harris theatre. However, because the boxoflice is
so small, the additional racks are not in the b.o. proper but are inside
the theatre, beside the door leading into the treasurer's cage. Inadequate size of the boxoffice results from the fact that it wasn't included
in the original plans for the theatre, but had to be crammed into a
corner of the lobby, after the structure w^S completed. Failure of the
architect to figure on a b.o. isn't uncommon, same situation having
occurred in the construction of the Music Box, N. Y., the Shubert,
Philadelphia, and vjirious other houses. When the Forrest, Philly, was
built it had no dressing rooms, so an addition had to be erected to house
them. However, it is across a narrow street, so actors have to go
through a tunnel between their dressing rooms and the stage.

Cyrci)

let .them.i

'

hade

musical—

John

of

!

touring carnival,
Louella Parsons got $25 per
week writing scenarios for Essanay
[Film Co.
pick "road teams."
Eddie Foy and the Seven Little
Advance agents booked, railroad(including Eddie Jr. and
ed. ordered printing and did press Foys
were Vaudeville headwork, calling the "company man- jBrynie)
liners.
Bger" a ""ut collector."

snd managers up and

Go,^'

''Rliit*N«t*rioo7hvp" nf/v'iriiad)
—Stanley Woolf.
"Goodbye, My Fancy," play

vaudeville.

(Adelphi man-

Smith

Girls

Rehearsal

Michael Kanin and Aldrich &
Leonard Hicks' (now general Myers.
"John Loves Mary." play (road)
manager bf the Morrison hotel,
Chicago), was billed as "The Great —Stanley Woolf.
"Minnie and Mr. Williams," play
Leonard," with a magic act in

!

ager) was "the only press agent
in burlesque" for Max Spiegel.
Mike Goldieyei- owned half of a
mvstery goldmine. 'T h e Last
Warning," with the action taking
place in a deserted theatre,
Lincoln J, Garter, wrote, directed, produced and financed 12 or
15 melodramaj each season.
John Hogan was Carter's general manager and lined the- agents

in

Wednesday, October

Michael Todd.

'and Leon Friedman agent with
"The Ziegfeld Follies,"

.van.".-

L.

"As the

\!Rien«

RALPH KETTERING.
Chicago.

William A. Brady was manager
of James J. (Gentleman Jim) Corbett when he won the heavyweight
.'Championship from- John Li SulU-

Frank

..;

.

i

'

.

Cooksey and Gladys Mon
tagne played leads for them at the

:

m

,

!

Bijou.

WUUam Baumann
Luke did likewise

and Eda von

them

for

at their

i

.

.

.

I

Imperial.

-

'

Robert Sherman made a fortune
From Arkansaw,"

.

1
i

with-"My. Friend

-bought, the Alex Byers library of
plays and retired to publish- books.
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son" were the Swedish melodramas and made oodles of dough.

1

1

Billy Kersand's Minstrels: made
C. Jay Smith

1

I

enough money for

i

"Si Perkins" and "A
Pair of Country Kids."
Le Gompte & Flesher toured second companies; of '!The Red Mill''
and "The Broken Idol" to great
to prodhce

i

-

:

:

':

ccess.
Jules. Vf^alters, who once starred
in "Sidetracked," quit the theatre
and became the first- manager of
the Edgewater Beach hotel, Chi-

s*.

Stock To Save

...

.

-.cago.

money

to build Howard's theatre,
on Lincoln avenue, Chicago;

Ed Powland and Ed Clifford
made dimes with shows like "While
the

i

|

|
'

I

I

Lorin Howard toured in "Held
By the Enemy" and made enough

Gity

;

Sleeps'"; ' and. ,^:;The

I

,

only to produce "The Rosary" and

.

millions.

Gaskill & McVitty did same
with "Rosalind at Red Gate" and
"Barriers Burned Away" onlv to

produce "Shepherd of the HiUs"
and do likewise.
Charles Gardner sang "Little
Bunch of Lilacs" in "Karl the Ped-

dler,"

'

.

,

"

"

BSway'^a^^^^rS^

Charles B.

King"

i

Federico

'

Rey,

17.
v/ill

Pilar Lopez and Tina Siamirez
also dancCi with guitarist Car-

terrific

Were Lincoln Carter shows.
Charles

E.

Blanoy's

—they

right
big

stars, in legit, pictures, radio, etc;,

might do much more: than at pres-

3;;;;.s's=,o;'i- ss

"Sr-B^

Bob Carson, with one carpenter
helper, and Herman Peltz, with
one point bov, turned out a complete scenic production each week
for 15 weeks, to lour the road.
Each of these had an oncoming
locomotive, auto jumping a jackkLife bridge, cavalj-y charge, tornaand other

dancer,

New

..„rowc5;

You guessed

Spanish

also appear
his real name
Rey is a stage

m..,M.„!„i.+
I

Uywrisht

,,

r.
Oan

.

.

.

|

Blair-'Love' Nice 15G,

ner (Charles E,'s wife).
here tonight (28)
Walter Scanlon was an Irish star the Stockholm
and his name was not Scanlon.
Yehudi Menuhin
Gerald Griffig played one week appearance of a
tro,

plus

:

"American

in his

Detroit. Oct

Thanks

bow with

Symphony,

with

as soloist.

Rare

to

.sea.son with
L,S'»V Sidriey will stage the dances.
liltle thea- Oliver
Smith design the sets and
of which Leonard Hcech is diFfolkes do the costumes for
rector
Robert E. Sherwood re- Jja.v'd
tre,

I

I

.

.

.

^

*

I

ni?^t

looT"''"Eliz"ahe\h

Mni^v
i

F;
of

.

.

.

't'^ftr^.

the: Arthur Lesser
Cowles Strickland;

Stanford

the

bas. taken

a four-

'J".°nth

leave of absence to work
with the American National Theatre

& Ccademy N Y

^^^t,

5.

glamorous Janet Blair

the Shubert-Lafayette's "For Love
or Money" drew a nice $15,000 on
opening week.
At the Cass theatre, "John Love

U. S.-born maes-

"tn Avenue,"

revue

|We<:'W.r

^""'^
Arnold Sundgaard have collaborated on a folk
opera,
"Down in the Vallev"
which is being offero for un ver^"""^
-^"'' little theatre roduction.
'rJ'^

Gloves,"
stage
_ 6

.

.

which Jed Harris will
Louise
u«e u«rs.
(Mrs Watson
watson)
.

'

'

^\^^^
"Jflammation.

fh"r ''ii''^"^^''

J?^'
Genze
-"^

inclusion
in

:

ing production of the
the Wilkes-Barre (Pa.)

Dei; 'Mary' $13,000 l^eVo^n-^ssisM

Stockholm. Sept. 28

.

m

I;

of

KORN'S STOCKHOLM CIICK

.

:

starting a little theatre in Larmel, Santley wants
Ella Haines to star
Cdl
with a schedule of six prohis "The Story of Lilv v-idiie,
Crane."
duct!on :the first season .:. Elissa due for winter
production
,
„
Lands will guest-star in the open Hroadway,

•

stars

San Francisco, as
stock star, where he di.scovered a

'

Shop ati^hich appeared
in a Ben Bard
i^f^ma School prodUGtipn of the
Totheroh is Piece some months back
Joseph

d fhe holidVs

Avill

Under

were his brother, Harry ci^y BlaRichard Korn, young New York
ney (the elder), and Cecil Spoo- conductor, scored a signal success

at the Alcazar,

C-""-

ness
Just as Joe DiMaggio and turned from England
and will
other diamond stars make count- write the book for a new musical,
Fred less friends for
baseball by appear- with Irving Berlin reported comWittop,
costume
at various public affairs, thea- posing the score.
designer.
He designed costumes ing
„
,
.
,
tre personalities should accept the
James
Gow and Arnaud, d'Usfor
last
season's
"Ice-Capades"
and will do those for this win- responsibility of their position bv seau, who co-authored "Tomorrow
becoming goodwill spokesmen for
ter's Latin Quarter. N
'^"^
Y., show.
R^ot<^''beforrn„«?rtfi^n/''
their profession.quarreling a year
He's done costumes for George
>,
ago
having reconciled and are
Ablxvtt shows on Broadway.
working on a new play, with Kcrpipers

;

—

lercys

iy.oni>i

r

"^'"iLI^li^^'
regrettable incidents in Hollywood
and elsewhere. That would keep
such matters "within the family"
and avoid incurring public resentment against show business
The actor also believes that many

Rey's Tour Opeirier
!

will start his tour this season \vith
a dance recital in
"ybrk, at
the Kaufman YMH.\ .\ud.. Oct.

:

ivlarvin loured "The
to become the "stock

Gjs, shipwrecks

!

:

..r-Mi^^ .v,i„>,f

Joseph Santley played "BiUv the

effects.

r

m

Kial.

Silver

:

.

I

O. A. Miller turned out that boxthe Hills to

office smash, "Over
the. Poorhou.'se."

.

I

'

Barney Gilmour sang "Taking
Picture of Baby" in
'Kidnapped in New York."

the

.

.

^

.

I

I

.

;

I

JVli)-;

lionaire and the Policeman's Wile"

make

.

;

—

^^^J'*

due, to a

—

de Laffe, dancer with the
-

-

'

-

-

Par

new Irish play, "Rose O'Killar- "Appalachian Spri
ney," which made him the Chaun'
cey Olcott of Australia.
romme^r"^'''
k'!!!.
i,
iJ .
.
'T.vrone Power (the elder) coKorn
has
a conducting
date at
starred with Florence Lawrence Copenhagen Oct. 1 -and at Osloj
all over the Pacific Northwest.
Oct. 5. Since his arrival, he's been
.Ed Rosenbaum was manager, also sought for a tour of Italy.

,

I

I

.-.

Sulla van back
poan vacation.

.

,

•

,'

I"--

after
...Mar-

from a Euro.
Lafayette" 7l, 950; $1.20 to $3i.
Edith Ahir>«or
,
^T^'",^P^''''^ n^'f'
Outstanding $15,000 in opening
P.-,ul and William Henebery plan
^ St^to
week.
Theatre rnnfpr^n
Broadway legit pro^?^^'\
"John Loves Mary," Cass (1,482- Brook
Win^^? W
"I^ady
of
Fatinia/'
done
$1,20
to
$3.60),
Fairly
good Comi-.-'nit"
ninvhL
"k^"
S'"''*-'""'
t-ommuniti' playhouse
has a pav- 'as'
season hv tho Rlackirwis
Riai-irfri-rrc
$13,000.
*
las-you-go subscription setup, with Guild.

^

'

:

^

-.-

-

Wednesday, October

,

:
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LECilTIMilTB
'ANNIE' BIG $33,400

Total Broadway Grosses

La$t

WEEK AT MPLS.

IN

The following are the comparative figures based on Variety's
week and the corresponding week of

'Edward' Peps

MinneapoH^^
"Annie Get Your Gun'? grossed

Iwxoffice estimates, for last
last season:

:

.

6 way

67

Optimism

;

This

a big

t

but

still

disappointing)

With

$15,000 in 1st 4 Showings.

$33,-'

"

Season'
'Seas<
Season 400 at the 1,859-seat Lyceum for
.... ..
22
shows current
17
A
six nights and two matinees.
348.
336
Big;
Total weeks played so far by all shows. .. ..i
at
stiff $4.80 scale for the entire large
$448,000
$420,500
Total gross forall current shows last week,
lower floor of 36 rows, coupled
$7,143,300 $7,548,100
With the smash opening of "Ed- (20lh wk) (CD-712; $4,80). Molnar
Total season's gross so far for all shows
with Jack of cast names, undoubt^
ward. My Sqn" at the Martin Beck revival felt the general downbeat;
10
12
Number of new productions so far
edly kept down taldngs. So probthere was. a more eheerful feeling about $12;700..
ably did action of St. Paul newsTime For Elizabeth," Fulton
on Broadway last week, even
attendance at most shows (1st wk) (C-968; $4.80). Norman
fr?.HWc advertising
o^™t'ifii«"„w^;,*n^^^
tractions
or to permit
Hnwn a hif Parlv in thP wppIt Krasna-Groucho Marx comedy, prei
any mention in its news columns j^..^
'Streetcar
^^,^4 ^^y^^^ ^its are on the sented by Russell Lewis and Howof the show's presence here. Rea- way and that business will steadily ard Young, closed Saturday
(2)
son for this was because Twin City improve. Attendance was gener- after eight performances;
$9v000.
visit wa-s confined to Minneapolis, ally
up Monday night (4).
"Town Ifouse," National (2d wk)
St. Paul being passed up- entirely;
'Shoes'
This week brings three openings: j(CD-l,172; S4.80). Max Gordon proBalcony was^ sold out at every performance, but until, last two nights ''Private Livesj': ''Summer and duction of Gertrude Tonkonogy's
Only adaptation of the John Cheever
Chicago, Oct. 5. •
lower floor had many unoccupied Smoke" and "Love Life."
arrival. "Where's Charley?" is mag sketches folded Saturday night
While Chicago legit attractions
rows. Show drew raves from critics one
scheduled tor next week, while the after 12 performaneesj also with^
and customers.
have narrowed down to five, two of 'MEDEA'
$19,000
following
three:
semester
lists
"My out playing the required three
which opened last night (4), all are
At $3.60 top for six nights and Romance," "Life with Mother'' and weeks for a share of the possible
Both "Brigadoon"
moneymakers.
B.O. DOWNBEATi two matinees the week previous, "The Leading Lady."
screen rights; only $8,500.
IN
and "Winslow Boy," the newcomBert Lahr in "Burlesque" pulled
There
were
closings
Satur"Boy"
three
sales.
"Where's Cliarley?" St. James
advance
fine
have
Los
Angeles,
Oct.
ers,
5.
only light $7,000, instead Of $15,day (2); "Finian's Rainbow'' finally (M-1,509; $6). Musical version of
Is in for three weeks only, under
Boxoif ice downbeat spoiled the 000 erroneously estimated before:
ended a smash engagement at the the
Brandon Thomas comedy,
As for first week of '.'Medea" at the BiltTheatre Guild auspices.
46th Street, and "Town House" and "Charley's Aunt," with book by
the holdovers, ''Streetcar Named more last frame, but rave reviews
"Time for Elizabeth" quit brief Geotge Abbott, music by Frank
and and building word-of-mouth gave
"Mister' Roberts"
Desire,"
stays at the yilional and Fulton, Loesser, presented by Cy Feuer,;
"High Button Shoes" are all doing promise of better things for the
respectively. No folds are thus far Ernest Martin & Gwen Rickard,
terrific, with the first two sellouts
current and next sessions,
sessions. Even
x^vc. 'Whistle'
„ i.-„ u „
,.tA<.blisted for this Saturday (9).
opens Monday night (11).
r_Sl"^^^„«r.^^
n''."lX"„^°r" r"'' the hardy "Blackouts" fell prey to
to go under Guild subscription.
"Small Wonder," Coronet (3d
Estimates for Last Week
the downgrade although the dip
Opera House was minor.
Civic
Chicago
wk) (R-998; $6). New intimate reKeys C (Comedy), D (Drama), vue felt the general trend, but was
pacted art' agreement with the New
This week's only entry is "The
In
'Love'
(Comedy-Drama),
(Revue)
CD
R
York City Opera Co. for 17 days, Blue Danube," musical with a
in the black at $22,000; show's
(Operetta).
M
(Musical),
O
In the more im- Johann Strauss score, which restarting Dec. 1.
chances seem fairly promising, but
"Annie Get Your Gun," Imperial indications should be clearer this
mediate future, "Silver Whistle" is kindled the Philharmonic: Aud last
(125th wk) (M-1,472; $6.60). Back
set for the Blackstone Oct. 25 and night (4).
at $28,000 in the big money and continuing to and next week.
"Command Decision" for the Stu- Estimates for Last Week
pile UP profits; dropped with the
debaker, Nov. 8.
"Blackouts of 1948," El Capitan
general trend last week to $35,700.
Boston, Oct. 5.'
Winter list remains heavy, with (328th wk) (1,142; $2.40). Down to
"Medea," "Man and Superman" $16,800.
"Born Yesterday," Lyceum (139th
"The Silver Whistle" at the Ply"Allegro," and "Finian's Rainbow"
"Lend AH Ear,". Las Palmas {16th mouth, second Theatre. Guild offer- wk) (C-993; $4.80). Longrun comeleading the incomers.
ing of the season, ran into a mixed dy also slipped a bit to about $13,wk) (388; $3). Same $7,100.
Estimates' for Last Week
"Mede'a," Biltmore (1st wk) (1,- reception on its opening here last 500, which provides a nice margin.
Shubert
(2,100;
"Brieradoon,"
"Edward, My Son," Beck (1st
636; $3:60). $19,000, okay but bei. week (27) and, save for the backSold out for last night's low hopes.
$4.94);
log of the Guild-ATS subscriptions, wk)
D(-l,214;
Henry
$4.80).
(4) opening.
"Separate Rooms," New -Beaux didn't seem to be making too Sherek-Gilbert Miller importation"High Button Shoes," Great Arts {20th wk) (560; $3) $2,800.
strong a bid.
"Leading Lady" opened Thursday night (30) to
Northern (20th week) (1,500; $6.18).
opened Saturday night (2) at the great reviews and got immediate
Boff $34,000.
Copley with a good house but it's standee trade, with an advance sale
lives,' Philly
^
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Number

of
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.

Advance
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.

OK

'Wonder

22G

.

.

.
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,

'

On

$2im

SRO

Hefty;

,

!

$34,11

'Roberts $28.7t
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I
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OK
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Boston;

,

'

,

-

,

Steady

'

Xharley

'

.

miressllG,18i/2G

"Mister Roberts" (Erlanger) (4th
There's no
week) (1,334: $4.33).

room here.

:

Lush

too early to say
stack up here:

$28,700.

how the tryout

:

IL.- a:-(4-16).-..

—

"Born

Yesterday''
'Philly (11-16).

mADOON' wow 38G

"Brigadoon"— Shubert,
'•'"::':.:-

16).

Prn WEEK

IN FINAL

Pittsburgh, Oct.
"Brigadoon" got sensational

5.

.

$38,'-

000 in second and final week of
season to give show better than
$72,000 on the run. On top of spectacular 60
grand "A Streetcar
Named Desire" rang up in previous
fortnight, that puts local legit playhouse, in plenty --:pf clover .for the
getaway.
Monday- (27) of "Brigadoon's"
windup played to around $4,800,
and there wasn't a letup all the
way down the stretch. House top
was $3,500, although that figure
went to $4:55 with the 20% Federal

Criterion,

'7);

Chi

1

Aud., Pasadena

1

aO-13)'; Aud..

,

(4-

Frisco

Curran,

Oakland

.

Wilbur,
Decision"
Aud., Worcester (11);

(4-9);

10%

city taxes.

BoxOffice

j

(16).
:

i

I

' \-

Wilbur

Decision^"

isiii't

;'rheti:.

are

and

Broadway to make

(1.340; $3.90). Despite fine notices,
N;;Y. dramatic hit didn't hit as well
as expected; $11,000 on .second and
"Life With Mother"
final stanza.
is

New

I

New Haven

$4,900 in
-

I

(2d
Lives,"
Locust
(1,580; $3.90). Noel Coward
revival gained steadily
throughout local stay and finally
wound up second arid last week
with fine $18,500. "Born Yesterday" is current.
Shubert
"That's the Ticket,"
(final week) (1,877; $3.90). Closed
Sa turday after one week and two
days (oijened Sept. 24), Got only,

|

i

.

'

'

Haven.

Oct.. 5.

i

'

f

1

I

New Moss Hart comedy, ''Light
Up The Sky," has its break-in tomorrow (Wed.) for four-day standNext: week gets a last half on
and

following stanza 'brings tryout of
"Bravo." (21-231.

Ballet

St

"Show

44iG

(4-9).

—

Plymouth,
Whistle"
"Silver
Russe de Monte Carlo, in
second week at the Metropoli- Bost. 4-9); Royal Alex., Toronto
tan. Opera House, N. Y., at a $3 top, ai-16).
1

IN

\

IS

j
..r,
F- Hugh Herbert's comedy, "For
'-"ve
or Money," with Francis
Lederer and Janet Blair heading
the cast, opened a one-wfiek engagement at the American Monday
i.

House

(4).

is

scaled: to $3:18 for

this one;

Carousel' Sock $33,200,

in the black.

'Roof $16,200, Frisco

:

Sap

1

-

i''"Th^^^

'

-Named
Desire,"
"Streetcar
_
Earrymore
44th
wk) (D-1,064;
$4.80). Always .standing room only;

,

.

'

'
'

^

1

wk) (0-1.064; $4.20).: New Stages'
double bill sagged $11,500-, -.which

—

|

(29)

-'

"Hope

"Streetcar Named Desire" r-^
Baltimore, Oct. 5.
Hams, Chi (4-lb).
"Born Yesterday," starring Jean
Philhar"The Blue Danube''
through Sunday (3).
Parker and Lon Chancy, mounted
Rival dance troupps last week at monir Aud.. L, A. (4-lb).
(4- a very fine $19,200 figure at Ford's
Pitt.
Hciress"--Nixon,
"The
the City Center, (mder Sol llurok's
here last week, with biz mounting
Copley, .^Pid.y after a rather modest geta

grossed an estimated sturdy $44,-.
500 in eight performances, Tuesday

5.

strongly:

$3.81,

notices-'

I

to good: reviews.
Prostitute,"
"Respectful
and
Is The Thing," Cort '34lh

BALTO

Boy"

?" estimated $15,500 for eight performances;
Drama; got good

]

(4)

OK $19,200

Louis, Oct.

,

I

1.063: $4.80).
Noel Coward comedy revival opened Monday night

PARKER-CHANEY-'BORN'

Winslow

teed off the local 1948-49 legit season at the American theatre. Oneweek i,„„„„
closed Saturday i2), the 1,700„„„i„j to
,.a *> o-i
gettm
^^^t house scaled

:

Ballet

^n^^Verfo—

$15,500 IN ST. LOUIS

"The

i

"My

its

$So"lo">

'WINSLOW BOY' NEAT

1

.

$16,000 capacity.

(14-16),

i

.

.

Monte Carlo

j

.

1

,

.

Decision''

$10,000 in only full week after $7,t
700 on first three performances.

|

I

'

four ..performances drew an
estimated $4,900 on a possible
-

"Command

j

;

Response to preeni of Theatre
Guild's "Charleston 1822" at Shubert last weekend (30-2) was only
fair. Play was received okay.critically but did not build appreciably
beyond a so-so advance. At: $3.60
top,

—
—

current.

"Private

week)

comedy

:

Nixon. Pitt. (11-16).
Walnut,
"Life With Mother"
Philly (4-16).
Shubert, commentr but they
"Light Up the Sky"
;;::-;
go to see it partite^:'
N. H. (6-9); Plymouth, Bost. (11-16). ,a ny w.ay
.Has; b e e n
pretty} "Magdaiena,*' :2iiegleld (2^
-Bushnell,
Superman"—
"Man and
"Vcrlijiuled here and (0-l,628; $6.60).
Attendance was
;:,p.».B-!'^''°™"f"\'^V
(4-5); ^.uu.i
Court o«
Sq., Spring
Hartford ,-±-o,
^r.oadway opener down a bit for a second-week take
(6)' Avon,
^vori Ulica
O) Empirl.
uucaj/_.
neia lo',
field
l''\'\f
"''^^t
•Vi'il'i'.':"Show Boat," Opera House (2d „f almcst $36,000 against a nut of
Syr: (8-9); Erlanger, Buff. (11-14)
:>:,::; week) (3.000; $4.20). Gained on about $38,000.
Aud.. Roch. (115-16).
"Medea"-^BIltmore, L. A: {4:'r6) f.tnn'Jn.J'H «9P nnn^'^u^' u"- '"l"'''
"Make Mine Manhattan," Bioad"Minnie & Mr. Williams"— Wil fnr h
wk) (R-1,160; $6). IntinlH
'f^v^w'' somewhat
'*^""v,"3 'l^urst (38th
°
^^t^ ^evue was hit a bit with the
bur. Bost. (11-16).
uU^^'L
li.^r,':;^^^"'
below
its possibilities
Romance"' -Shubert, Bost
general skid to $25,700; Dave Bui-ns
"The
Silver Whistle," Plymouth
(6-16).
returned to the cast Monday night
(1st week) (1,300; $3.60).
Second
(4), bucceeding Julie Oshins, who
"Mr. Roberts" '-^^ Erlanger, Chi: Theatre
Guild offering, this one had replaced Burns some months
(4-16),
"Oklahoma!"-^Ford's, Baltd: (4- got tabbed as an okay show on the a«ri strength, of Jose Ferrer.^ perform9); Lyric, AUentown (11-13); Rajahj
"Mister Roberts," Alvin (33d wk)
ance, but a poor playf rGuild sub(14-16).
Reading
iCD-1,357; $4.80). As always, .standTexas, San An scriptions saved it for an estimated iees at every performance;: topped
''Oklahoma!"
tonio (4-5), Music Hall, Houston $12,800. Final week current.
$35,000 again.
(7-9); Poche, New Orleans (11-16).
"Private Lives," Plymouth (CBoaf'-^Met., Providence
(4-9);

NSG

Yes-^

Week

;i

seat

ftll

i

'Charleston'

opening-was ''Bom

Estimates for Last

j

I

final

terday," at the Locust.

-'

1

:

|

a women's the 1,900

agog way for the incoming Shubert muT
over, baseball. In iahy <iase, estisicalj"My Romance;"
mated $10,900 on second: week has
"Howdy, Mr. Ice," Center (15th
management guessing, with plenty
of concern over the situation ahead Wk) (R-2,964; $2.88). Skating Show
on the road. Final local wfeek :is dropped to $42,000, but still has a
comfortable profit margin.
current.:;-..:
-I'^f.'-'
'Inside U. S. A.," Majestic (23d
"Harvey," Colonial (2d week)
(1,500; $3.60). Moved up a couple wk) (R-1.659; $6). Eased a bit, but
of notches td an e.stimated $24,000 still bettering Its opening weeks
on second Week, which is within a and getti ng sizable operating profi t
fraetioh of capacity. This oije can trifle over $45,000.
probably stay the winteri >
"Love Life," 46th Street (M"Love; Life," Shubert t2dT«!e?k) 1,319; $6). Musical with book and
(1,750;
$4.20).
Has. been- doing lyrics by Alan Jay Lerner; .score
i.steady
biz throughout run and by Kurt Weill, presentfed by Cheryl
moved out Sal. (2) after three solid CraSvford, opens tornorrow night
weeks. Finished up in nabe of (Thurs.), With an estimated advance
estimated $28,000.
Draws mixed of $30,0,d<)Q, muc|i of it iri theatre
'

men

—

for- :Last;y'Week

.

"Desert Song''-^Aud., Pasadena;
Mayfair, Port. (11-15); Temple,

I

'

(1,200; $3.60):- Nobody
this otie doesn't do

why

show and th^

(4);

;

.

week)

biz except. thatvit

(15-16)

Tacoma

B .stiWates

caii figure

Aud., Northampton (12); Court Sq.,
Springfield (13); Shubert, N. Haven
i

;,y-

"Command
f2d

"Command
Bost.

t

four-weeker following its: preem atthe Erlanger (now film house) two
years ago, began a two-week return at the Forrest. Show had a
$45^000 advance: Last night!s third-

"Where's Charley,'" Forrest (3d
week) (1,766; $3.90). Dropped a little to wind up around $30,000 but:
its first year, this smash musical
three-week stay definitely profit-;
continues to; demonstrate potent able:
Finian'^ Rainbow'' is curbo. draw; tapered off slightly tO|rer*.
around $36,000; moves Oct. 18: to
"The Heiress,'' Walnut 2d week)

'

(14-16)

(4-16):

"Finian's Rainbow'i .—- Forrest,
Philly (4-16).
"For Love or Money"— Amerireported that there were at least
enough turned away to insure a can, St. Louis (4-9).; Aud., La Crosse
heavy third week could the show (11); Parkway, Madison ll2); Davidison. Mil. 113-16).
have remained.
"Harvey"— Colonial, Bost. (4-16).
"The Heiress." which opened
Gt.
"High Button Shoes"
Monday (4), didn't kick off to a
Northern, Chi (4-16).
very impresisive advance.
''John Loves Mary"— Cass, Det.

and

.

5.

sales.

"lafe With Mother" bowed in
for two weeks at the Walnut. "Finian's Rainbow,'' which played a'

;

:;

(9);

"Charleston, 1822" -r Maje.stic,

Boston

advance

City Investing Co. renovating' the
theatre; "Love Life" opens tomorrow night (Thur.).
"Harvey," 48th St. !206th wk).
(C-902; $4 80) Comedy ebbed a bit
with the general situation; about
$12,500. still plenty good.
"High Button Shoes," Shubert
(52d wk) (M-l;387; $6). Completing

sleeping in cots for the next fortnight as-: there are no facilities of
any destriptioh available. To openers this week: are "CharleStoii,
1822," at the Majestic (4), and ''My:
Romance" at the Shubert; toriiprr
row night' (6). .Eight prospects are
listed before Nov. 1.

(16).

"Carousel"

'

Philadelphia, Oct.

Three shows opened in Philly:
night, all of them with tidy

last

I

?^N.''r

'V^-

:.-

—Mayfair,
Medford

.

.

Port (4Aud.;
Sacramento 11); Lobero, S. Barbara (12); Aud., S. Diego (14-15);

"Burlesque"

i

For

already piling up; pulled $15,000
for first four performances; house's

will

.

Other houses did okay consider- capacity for eight performances
ing ? the- undiminished
baseball at the present scale is $23,000, infever wracking the town, with the cluding standees.
city more crowded with fans, con"Finian's Rainbow," 46th Street
ventions and tourists than it has (90th wk) (M-1,319; $6). Lee Sabin
been since the war years. About son-William r! Katzelt production
400 theatrical personhtfl are in finaled bonanza run Saturday night
towri;
with
(2)
after 723 performances with
iegi.t
six
theatres
V
Locust, lighted, and plenty of them Will be hefty $33,000 and went on tour;

"Streetcar Named Desire " Har- ; \/v'.:'.'.':''r;' 'i(oct..:4-i6)-''V'
Held "Annie Get ifoiiir Gluii"^Music
ris (2nd week) (1,000; $4.33).
HSll,
G. (4^9); American, St.
down by Guild- subscription but •Louis K,
(11-16).
played to standees at $21,200.
"As the, Girls Go"— Opera Hse.,
"Winslow Boy," Selwyn (1,000;
;Three-week run opened Bost. (11-16).
$3:71).
''Blackonts bf 19»8''---E1 Capitaiii
last night (4) with hefty sale.
:;.-\"; ;-1;.;;-':^.^

Franci.seo,

Qct

5.

"Carou.sel" did sock $33,200 la.st
to top the town's two .shows.

week

^>27,400.

;OklahomaV^^^s"current in a
^Summer and: Smoke^" Music
*
!
.
Estimates for Last Week
Toronto i4-9i; Palmer N. sixth repeat week, Mid advance ac- Box (D-1,012; $4,80). New play by
200
Ram Gonal t^^^^
Williams, staged and
"Carousel," Curran (1,776; $4.80),
XwinP<, (twn^m«tim"p^ ^^w> eve- London (11-12); Edward, Kingston tion indicates another ro.sy total. Tennes-soe
,44-l-6)^.,Nothing in the offing until Nov 1, presented by Margo Jones, opens Nifty $33,200.
iiiugs;,
raii:.,
-'ningsT
5it>,duu.
grossea
grossed
$16,300.
*
"Riize The Roof," Tivoli (1,400,
Selwyn, Chi. When "Man and^Superman" is tonight 'Wed.).
..^Ivinslow Boy"
Opera Ballet,;in four performances,
"Tbie Play's iiie Thing," Booth $2.88), Strong $16,200,
.proijiise^.
(4-16).
did

CO.-

^ingI^^niIhrSdry^^8Vilid%,^l^trbs;«^

!

—

1
1

I

^24,400,

I

..
.

.
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:

:.:
;

..

.

;

.
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Plays on Broadway

My

Ciiuard,
prblosUy Stars
crott,

Son

luii

\sh

Pe4«\

Moriev

iDl^tit

Hjipi>-

fejtuies

I

euoM

viic

Ciith Directed d> F'pier \ihinore set
tm?? and itgijtns sjpervi«ed by Ra> ^loid
M llartm Beck .N Y Seot JO.
Sovev

TEvoiftasv

MacGfath

i?lioreoffraphy,

e\ee

,

*4 80 lop
Ai-uold Holt

.

Robert Moriey

Kvplyti Htiit

Parker

I.iirrv

..•seci?etafy-niistress

,IS7;20. OpeiUnf!'.

'48:

Hairy :Soames'

...

_

..,
.

..

.'

Prother(>.

.

,
;

.

:

.

JSurion

i

.

Summers

;

;

..

.

Betty

Fowter-.,:

.

,

Sept

m

Kenton Richard Newton and
Doiothy Beattie are convincing in
supporting parts.
Peter Ashmore's staging is compact and expressive, and. the imported English settings, lighted bv
Raymond Sovey. are decorative
though: apparently not too solid.
Contemporary pop tunes, played
by a house orch are used to establish appropriate atmosphere duiHobe
mg scene changes

'

m

managcna!

circles

ahout the impossible economics of
contemporary letjit For the mohere's again tne
ment, at least

podge

!

I

:.

..it's,

:

who

being aetorsi Whol: move and speak
like >act ors.,^ and Vi'ho gi ve exc.itetrj.ertt \ ahd
'distinctibti
to :a,cting.
Moiiey.and Peggv iVshcroft. in par.

,

..

.

I

,,.

I

Wcu jar, ...do

so,

:

thohgh

,

.castlgive'S a. tjne

.

.ithe.

entire

.

the 11 o''

-"O

I

,

.

William H Marshall
Chailes McRae
John Boule
Eric Burroughs
.Harold Des Verney
.Richard SUvera

...

.

.

.

,

1st :Drumm.er... ...

and Drummer

Sets have been handled via
three-section sliding tables. They
are more suggestive than actual,
a minimum of material being utilSamuel Brown ized to create appit^priate atmosM09«i Mianns
.'.. ,
phere.
Porie.

popping
blonde, wig

Caesar-'

.

.

.....

.

, .

.;

Attempting. to peg the ultimate!

nrpdirt
Prtau-t

tn
10

what
iiiey
vviuii thev

As

w!,ndlX- fmm'^Thff'Volips Reiaer^*'

'

'

j

.

!

:

one-woman show

a

'•

.

:

it..'',

:

':

':

.

.

:.

.

.

Presentation that

I

made

difficult a

'

i

1

i

'

'

i

,

.
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;

.

.

.

;

.•

.
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—

i

.
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.

.

.

.

.

.Kelly

; .:,

;

.

ot an actual histori-

I

i

1

of peisons oi coundies
aie mentioned in this plav out no
member of the audience could be
imaware of its source fiom mCi-

title

""'"'^-'i

"["ent

"""h

ot

indicating the under-

St.,

New York

scupt possesses would
bettei advantage tlian the

'e'^e to
ent suggestion ot pleasant llvdents which have been tommon
"'c Old South whith the
gossip in the paH 12 veais
The '"^
P'^'s-ent title seems to conve.v
plav
wiitten
in
Shakespoaiean
Jill Esnaond arid LaureHce Oliyler.
Stol> is built around Denmaik
Tiifre.se Quadri. also in the 1 !<;!!. verse with a lemaikably close appi OMmation to the Bard's stvle has Vese.v
a slave with a burning deprOd:iietion.'.gives ah' acteptabie per-.
been set in Elizabethan time and sue to set his people ftec
llis
ionr.ance as Ihe maid.
'v:'.
biiUiantly staged in the pel lod
own lieedom is attained when tlie
\ Althbiigh 'Martirt: :j\IantiliS 'h'asn'l;.;
Dui thc^
But_
iiic ineme
winning ^ot
theme siiikes
sliikes tne
oi a lotteiy enables liim
the ob- vMiining
him
succeeded in hokUhg the .t\vO .:ieads
seiver as if he were leading a topj to buv himself fiom his mastei
'vvlthLnfb.oiin.ds, his stagihg has! 'reaot I'lme dated naboul mid-hecem- Piotessing to leteive a message
sonable. ....moyeaien^
.pace,- and.
Chai les Elson s iwo settings sug bei 1936 and the plav coveis the Hoiu the Loid Denmaik organP-uod Horn the death ot a king i/es the slaves ovir a 12-ieai^peI
gest suitable st\ le
Hobe
to the depaiture ot liis siuiessoi
nod and sets a ceitain night for a
10 months latei on a waiship allot
cbellion dgainst the whites
But
lenouncing the throne to )o n his head slave Gooige Wilson a it
Lily Pons' Tour
toioign ladv " 'Ihe plav
theie- iinl.mt tollowei of Vesej ^ finds
foio lacks anv suspense the whole Ins love ol his maslei gicatei
Duiham N C Oct 3
than
audience IS well a.vau ttt'^obtoij his dcsue to help his people so
I ilv Pons opened hei lall conceit
mtoiins ol the pioposed attack
here last, higlit' 14).: at Duke. Uni- even befoie the use ol the ciiitain
Its value lies
the sl\ le ol Us and the insuiiection dissipates it
vei;'si,ty.
Other ;dates -jn OctobeV' vtHs.e and
even inoie in the op- sell on the vei'v eve ot its achieve
are: Greensboro. '8; Krio.wiIIe, 'Ii;':
poitunities aflorded ia pioduceis inent
Bnmiiigham 14 Chattanooga 18 with an eve tol
spectacle in llu
I'lescnl ending of the play has
'Vtlanta 21
Montgomeiv, 25 Sa Elizabethan manner.
\esev on the veige ol capture and
vaiinah 28
Hilton Edwaids giasped this net
bopiano ictuins to iSevv Yoik

'

Hungarian Sheepdag:

PULI K
traonlhiav.v Intel li tf ent'e. ,, dx paUle
of learning, uj-> ;to, 75 coiiini.-iiul.H.'!
'

..

',;.;;",;,,
:.\h-^Sti\v Turlifiv
'iJrlglitesfc
of
rridor'siiiiJHls
rtoffs.
sv^rything' aho,rt of v t>o(>:try anil jhi.U..

;

'

'.t!c>.''''

.r^Ki<*Jvo.lHa-.R.o.oiJtM.e.l'i,

•'Oh9-.man -doiff: of .stroll g".- IcVyall y
apebial affJhUy for clii^li'pti.'^'
.

lifts

.

;

.

li;

*
.."

"Tliat^i

no

T-^Ket'wSpl':0.!i''it?Uoi''

rtoff-^tlnat'B

a iMii.

-^Auy

-

IliiMifttrlan.

DONALD COOK
MAGYAR KENNELS
(lleB.lKliM"«l)

far Hilh, N.f,

,

.

1

Kap

Playbill Seeks

To

Discourage Plugs
,

In an eflort to discourage plugs

f"'

meichandise

equipment

and

technical seivices in the pioductinn iiedus. in theatre progiams of
Bioac'wav shows Playbill Inc has
uuscd the puce on such nmentions

tiom $10 to S'5 n week Monejf
vmU still be don .tt-H tn the
flif< Actors!:

r,nH

n

»
^

iX, Lv.l
ptessagents

Richard M Hubbei, publishei announces that only 'impeiatue'
commoicial mentions will be per
""''ed
Assoiting that his him has "al"''^'^ '"ed to be coopeiative" m
S'^'ng ci edits, for merchandise and
efvices in the sections devoted to
such purpose." Huber adds that he
believes the new policy "is fair to
eveiyone and, incidentally, to our'-elves tor Playbill depends on sell:

for a lecital Nov 6 and will give
performances in Washington. Phil-

adelphia and Aeuaik betoie leioming the Metropolitan Opera in late
November.',, .'.
Attei Jan 1 IMiss Pons will make
joint appeaiances with her husthe piocessron pass without anv
band, Conductor Andie Kostelmovement other than that of t
anetz,
with principal sjmphonv tacesT the motion
':.,;

'n<;et'ng which
<3esignei
unless adioitl>
^^'«'
I
the costumes fwheie
"'andted
would possibK detiatt *y"?5!L'
that de^or the producer
^"ale
1*'*^^'
ess^^^^^^^^^^^^ and
^'T ^'''T^
has designed the costumes for
Veihande/, as Vesej. has
Again he reaches a peak
entiie pioductiont and the diwith the young king's visit to the "Jm P">'''eal statuie and acting
nis
-

ouhestias

LolllS'.

Toul
bia

opening Jan

10 in St

lighting

-.,:.'

IS

'

Man* PMpack »«3I3M

"
themes

'

;:

New

'

fl\e

m

19.

'

diama and excitement

.

W. 5«

mg

'

'

|

No names

.

:

fha Critin Say About tht

t

pvent rather than merely ra^
propaganda as its original tag ness Is Just a Thing Called joe-"
'night have indicated.
Present se- It's an evening of hatspy nbstaigia;
lection, howevei, is not the iightjwith M.ss Waters .getting :soiiiie
answer. as;it sets playgoers men- wondertuHy effective piano backwiong leceptive attifiom Fletcher Henderson, vvha
tude.
Possibly a change to. "Re- scores tor himself in a qiiartet of
beltion,
Insurrection,' or some numbers' improvising on familiar

'

43

&

Help

Lovm' That Man."
"Cabin In the Sky'- and "Happi-;

l"Can

i

"^/am^^^

H.iwtiei

„ Asnes
Helena 'Hughes
Calhleen Deianey
....... SheiU Buu ell;

.

'

-'mother -and. progressively raising to sa>' iridependence
of direction >.
the pitch to the final sodden nreak- Barbara' Ba.vlev and Wiluam Langdovt n. Tnese: portrayals won .MorJord are more restrained as the' bevv'ildered Wife .and husband of the
gailivanting pair, though 'Langford
seenj,s unnecessarily stiff.
These
parts were piayed originally by

What

Thousands

1

i

ioi\

-

...

(ri't

'As

i

i

rJ.'Sui

Ml

.

'

'.

fiom

example

i

^Tohn'^Bitae'^'
Gbdfrcv QuiRiov cat
iiiitun Kdwards cial

•

:

V,

..'.

,

Inc.

johnny-com^

1

;'.^».!

.

.

i'iu'i? ''e'«^ii;«"^e..-- 'i^(*;^)'"t;'$-U

aie

'

1

,

who

latelies
To many for example,
her classic 'Stoi my Weather" is
something thev ve heard on disks,
or heaid of
Hearing it in person
is anothn matter for Miss Waters
's a singing acttess of no mean
abiliti
Hei numbeis aie delivered with punrh, and each offeung
eftectively rolls back the yearb to
recieate with startling vividness
spnie lo>ig-forgotten legit scene
The poignant "Suppertime
for

...

.

.

.'

'

those tans

,

'

1

'.

;

this

numbers

.

.

.

DON-LEE STUDIOS,

hit

''^r

|

'

.

And

well

well serve as an initial pro-

changes. That it Can be made into Cheer," is still a dramatic; heartinteresting theatre is a:fact> but it rtuggihg.thing -althbugh:^;.
means much wark ahead for all have passed since it w'as first done.
and It is offered, here^ wtthout benconcerned.
Of Prpps.
First negative element is plav's 1^**:
The /prpgram ranges from the
title.
Original label ol "Set Mv
People Free" was discarded, pre- frankly naughty "Go Back Where
suniably because, it implied soap- You Stayed Last Night" to ;the ,de^.
SUiela,' .Burrell., MarJot.V Hawti-^yi Directed box
preachments;. ^This
angle, VQut ;'.'GruqiifixiiDn";'' and
by Edwards,. Sets b.v :C:arI Bonn. At
however, the play does not over- such mejjjqr^ble niinribei« vaS ''Arn
(;;.iet:v. Dublin. Sept. 27. '48
Prince
..Alicheal MacLiammoir
emphasize, as it is primarily tliei I Blue." "Frankie and Johnny.-'

'

:

1^^^^^^^

i

.

into
.Uiey revel in

?i™ "fott

o^

makine her first aopearanci in ''"^ appiaisal of the production's
OutsUnding?n a co'oifiU actual woith
U n q u e s tionably, "Chaileston,
bv
designed
legendarv
ballet
Pauline Grant is Wendy Brandon 1822" has much dramatic content
giving a briUiant characterization being based on the Vesey slave rebelhon of a century and a quarter!
of a monkev
It is timely in theme and
Chick Elliott gives a rich pei- ago
lormance as Auntie, and Lvnnette generally well acted and presented,
Rae and Shamus Locke make a but it is a consideiable step tiom
natural and attractive pair ot substantial acceptance In its piesThis obseivation is
lo\ers
But the accent is on danc- ent shape
ing and a spirited livelj vounj based on factois othei than the obchorus gives of its best and con- stacles involved in last-minute

and- dafing that waS fashionable
the late '20s' and early '30s seenw
self-conscious and: a little :ciuaint:i
And a thin charade like Prn
vate Lives." which: the author and.
Miss Lawrence cajoled Prohibitionera audiences into accepting as tei-iblv dashing and funny, staggeis
under the hoked-up antics of Miss
Bankhead and Cook.
:, But the army of Bankhead fan?, tap
It uu and clamor for more That the
tubutes in laige degiee to the
Clem
actiess largelv ignores the charac- show's success
lei she IS supposed to be portiaving;. using it ;.mei:el:y to e.xploit. her
Alidioiinon
personality, and displ{<y' her", stock
Dublin Sept 28
of m^ahnerisnris, obviously enrapHilton. Edwacds-Micheal: MacLiainmoir,
tui'es: them;. When'.she. mugs.' .mevv.s,.'
Dublin Gait© Theatre pi'odvlction of clironr:
'bellows and general'.y .tiittis the icle play in fiv.e: acts. StarsMacLiammolr,

now.

evenmg

IZZ^J

The. stiav-e cynicism London
in-

-

l^Zl'^Ji^

'

'

d.isillusi6nirigi

,..

R^liuie.y

at Philharmonic \udi-

,

dem- preciative house: His partner ii
many numbers, who was alst

Lawrence

Gertrude

.

"

opened

i

onstrated last season w-hen she
staried on Broadway in 'Tontghi.
revivals of Noel Cow aid
at 8 30
play s; ha.ve a way.!, of being slightly

perfoiOT

p-lwAosi byv itiVyU'oivt.tun of a'lujixiii'K-:
lit'' NL'.V'^'i
liLimd ,p!'t\]iiu-aUi)n;" ^Jt

Hgn,,^^^^^

'

.':

new

'.

will
vviu

oVer sTene^'^elimmate'd might
brought%rt"hr oiX^ce'at'cui^lPa't"^
reason, and segments gram
t^me*on demand fJmn the'a"p- for a similar

.

'

'

•

Los Angeles, Sept. 29.
Raymond Rohauer presents Ethel Wa-^
1" recital, accompamed by Fletcher

"evl?aTS of ^oloWT'in^an^^

"Julius

ta?n

'

.

.

.'

. ..^.-

CaValca^ie'' of .'Il.its- :;v

:'.;":'

T^,?^nri^Tll a^nra?

m.

ment.'

iihd/^ffle
Morlev s plaving is in the grand unqiiostionabiy boxoftice. resttlt is
broad
theatrical
manner, with
Cook, an .establisihed. leading man First Vuks:
scope, biit admirable discipline. Sis.
Duck'..' ;.'
and f t'equenit ly :,a skillful, eo medy Sec'Ol^d
Third' Duke
porfrayal of the unscrupulous in^ iinderrplayer.
also fiiakes no pre- Pnv y GounciUor,..,
dusfrialist
and .newspaper pub-, tense of believing the part he's act- '.VrcTibis.hop
lishei has emotional diive hu'iioi
ing, but .races 'th rough the l ih es. :Pr(?micr
and authontv As the helpless and gives various /kinds of trick-va.lM Queen
Duchess
,:.
hopeless wfe Miss Ashcroft gives reading.^ grimaces, hops aboiit.
and Kiirst Priiicess
'a virtuoso
.peHbrmance, startin.g gi.nerdliv goes to excess Having Seco.nd Princess
quietly
as
the
devoted' young ess 'e.xperience, arid confidence mot Countess
lorcig.n. Lady.

THIN HAIR CAN LOOK
INSTANTLY THICKER

.

.

ti-virip
tiymg

being handled foi CoUini- unemplojed in the coalfields
Algt
AlacLiammou makes the most of
bj
Huniphiej

\itii.ts

Doulens."
j

(Contintted on joage 591

ndTZ
ri,!,

„ V
TJ^L
,

'

'

;

,

;

:

and

.

.

Frank Ferguson

ti

Gil.7ohnson, Amci lean dancei who
received an ovation opening night

.

.

Rolla Bennett:. ....
Cell
Perault Perioleau.
Mmgo Ilarth
Blind Philip

TK^-

foilov ing greets it ecstatically and,
as the show has long since repaid
the original investment, it should
earn- a sizable profit on this .engager

:

:

,

from

,

Blackwood
Ned Bennett

Monday

\-y.-*L2L-^.^-iy2'"
with vague characters

'

:

.

stnah
Blanche .........

I

story

I

r

McDaniel

.Fredve Marshall

,

Meriltt Smith
Theodore Hines
Harry Bolden
Louis Sharp
George Dosber
Musa Williams
Uryiee__ Leonardos wards repetition in an island ritual
thoma/ Andcraim sequence following similar earlier
V Earl
Jones group action in a Negro church.

-"-'.".V.'A"-

Vemmy
i

melodious

reXe^VdTg^ll%f

,

.

yoddod

a: gooti

.«
:Wilsoa .foHow^
asi
preacher; ;Othej, support, by sizeable cast, is on an efficient plane.
Staging has posed a numtier of
problems, due to unforseen 6bstaclcs, but a creditable continuity
has been maintained despite sudden revisions. Certain individual
sceiies stand out on their fiiw'n-:
There is a tendency, however, toF<^aj)dc,

Wanza L King
cuppv
BeiieisU

'

concerns the unearthing of a mu.sical comedy script by Shakespeare,
dug up from a tea garden
Stratford. Finder is a diminutive,
out-of-work trouper who determines to stage the opus and startle
In the
the world with his find
course of his plans he imper*
.sonates an oversea.s potentate to
...

fS-f.ii'?.
Hamlet,"

W'lUinni

""

^Ja^

m

i

I

'.

;:

manv

with

Manning Sherwm numbeis,
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"
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;

per makes

.Tyler Carpenter
Bertha T Powell
Alonzo Bosan
Edith \tiika Rcid
William Warficld

I

i

his

.

.

6normi)U.sIy'.sa.ti.sfyihg to see.
o.hyiously take pride in
actors

',.

.

"

made

has

Vesey,

lijve,

:

..

choice in: faVOr Of leading his pCoJ
pie rather than marrying her.
BlairiiB' Cofdiier is conipetent itir a:'
plantation-owner rdle--. Leigh Whip-

Glad.stone

Frank WUion

.

..

-

Gall

,

.

would have

j^™.,,
phai-bah

I

.

Scanlon

when finally they aie tonum, l \ sept 29, '48, sj top
Complete become together
An untoward
and most un- knitted
with
necessitated by an Xlth
ance broadened from progressive Olivier - like utteiance, Aithur situation
For the last generation, Ethel
m the lole oilg- Waters
substitution
^^^^
punching of kev lines and projechas been a name m vaude,
'nallv lehearsed by Rex Ingram^
4n™
HSi!^nlI^l^h^r^
tion of personal mannerisms, but
ridiculous burniteries, radio, films and rec-j^^^
replacement, John Mar- legit,
o"T,^'
^
^
^
tlie
comedy itself seems dated. lesque.
She hasn
hit, vaudeo yet
t
rmtt t-oartinii riArtifihfi rif hi« a>i- oi'dsi
"2"
Nevertheless; Ihe loyal Bankhea
evemng
IS
hit
of
the
Lndoubted
theic's no reason whv she
'na\t from fcrio?"!^^^^

Morley

else

Morns Brown.
Patrolman

1

.

revision, this bioad
rings
the bell,
It might even stand a chance in
the U
S, despite its typically
beefy British flavor.

comedy

Laced
j

,

wondei if anyone
done diflerentlv

:

Marion

Leigh Whipper
Somer Alberg

...

\

drastic

farcial

. .

.

PyiSram

musical.
After
seven
weeks' breaking in in the sticks,

-

.

:

a knockout imdge-

ciinies in witli

and

.
.

John

GiiUah .Jack
I rader
Henri.

?

;

.

Eliza

, . .

real

(

Blame Cordner
i .

.

I

jHano. Hernandez
:

j

,

,
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Phyllis

Wendy Brandon

1

,
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.

Denmark
Captain Wilson

.

lohn Le«ii
Deiek Tinsley
;

I

.

Ro.se.

!

Shamui Locke

.

.

Private Uvps
.

.

Crnette Winder
C IMC Uliott

,.i j

nolish wiui
with luiiiier,
further nlavitKr
po"s>ii
piaying,
Mildred Joanne Smith plavs
the character of
sy-^Pathetica
slavfigirl
who eventually
Rosc,
marries :George, Wilsoii alter her

<

Marriott
.. ..John
Mildred, joaime Smith

George

Jonnson

Oil

.

.

'

)

{

WferfCa^'^
"ffl
sifaotop

^

g^pi

•lack Waller, back into West End the Mauma
production
after
many years, Pompey

JohJi C: WtLson revival of comedy in
feeling that there's nothing reallj three: acts by. Noel Cosfard.. .Stars Talwrong with the theatre that a good lulah Bankhead: features Donald Cook.
Barbara Bsxiey, William Langford. Staged
show .won t fix.
by Martin Manulis; settings, Charles ElAt an> rate "Edward, M> Son" is son, At Plymouth, V Y Oct 4, "43 »4 30
It is top' ($7..20. openingx
unquestionably a good show
Barbara Bailev
Chase
an entertaining play superlati\ely Sibyl
'Donald took
.^
Elyot Chase:
acted and handsomely produced In Victor Pryime ..i.... WiUiam Langford
short. It is theatre at its theatrical Amanda Prynne. ... .Tallulah Bankheail
Quadn
Therese
Maid
the
circumstances,
Under
the
-bestproduction IS a cinch to run many
After two years or so on the
months on Broadway, possibly
even 4upliQating its continuing strawhat .circuit and the road, this
London success. All of which en- Tallulah Bankhead-Donald Cook
hances Metro's already-completed revival of '.'Private Lives' seems
worn J»ot onb has the performscreen edition
is
an actoi-'s pla>
Edward
written bv Robert Morley and Noel
Lanalev, obviouslv as a vehicle for
but
It is frankly hokum
hokum of the sort audiences properly relish. From the moment thati:
Morley saunters out in: f ront.of the
curtain to explain what the play s
going to be about the evening is
in the burlap.
with Edward's * 'ftrst
Starting
birthday: Anni.stice night, 1919. the
tl!raiha 'shows: h6vv a .doting father
pampers and corrupts. Jhis sO'nV the
latter nevei actudUj app'^aung on
stage. From the initial step, whpn
he commits arson to pav for an
operation to save the bov from be^
ing a cripple, the father becomes
progressively more ruthless and
despicable, though alvvavs svmpa
thetic
At the end a f t e i the
son has been killed and tlie disil.iuSioned mother has di-unk" herself
Morley. as the idthei
to death
again steps before the curtain to

;

J

frev

Broadway finally got its first smj-,h
of the new season the London imIni
Edward M\ Son
portation
of
atmosphere
the
mediately,
Shubert Alley and 44th street
lightened and there was less dolelui niuttenng

...

?e^"L'c1s*'<"3''i?5«'*DS'roWy^t«/re^^^^
through capably, aH things (SOnSldHis work Undoubtedly wffl
ered

A'^['v,?RTe^'

rvnn.tt.
R»»
Lynnette Rae
Jimm.y .Ooqden

.:

,

depressing ueeks

three

48

30.

.

.

After

;

.

Dorothv Seattle
Patfida HicWs

PlijUii Matwell
>

.

'

.

tation of a quarterback urging his
team to "hold that line," rather
than the dignitv of a Moses come

I

""JT
Featuies Jnano Hernandez. John
ard
Directed b> M»rtin Bitt! »etMarriott
tings and lighting, Ralph Alswjing; cosProduction untumes Ernest Schraps
der supervision of Lawrence I^ngner

in

b>

Music

...

K.'aton
G<i(*fre\
>Vald*> Stuirrey"

»

acts

fr

Codt^rev Kenton
Clarke Smith
Leueen Mic<jrat>\
Rioiiard 'Newton

D A

;

VV

c;ruB.lly

;.is

1

Gordon
Basil
Baib-ita
by Alaiininj* Sherwin:
PauUn* fjr.)j:U.. Directed by
liham iVIoliison. At Princess/ Loncloni
o

. ,

toa Liimmw
Waldi) Sturte«

I>a:>

.

:

Ellerby
Hanrajr :
Eileen Perc%

.'

London Oct

Jack Waller presencutioii of rnusLcal
t\

thi>

tosstd aside a part she plavs
Arthur Price. ... ..
tne niiii ver'^ion Other stanctoiit^ Sallv Price
Price.
;
aie Tonn Thatchei as a bu.siness *.Matthew
reddie Foster
'associate and. victim of the tycoon;
rankle Duval
Agatha:
D A Claike-Smith as a sanc- Aunt Bellamy
timonious headmaster, and Patricia Jack
Oblang .of .Skance
Hicks as a betrayed shopgirl Da>- Stoutmaster
ton Lummis, Waldo Sturrey, God- > lonkey
Beggar

Ian Huntci
Xorin: .Thatilher

.

who

;

as

>*"it

€h»rIost«n, 1823
New Haven, Sept 30.

The Kid from Siratford

Ian Hunter also starred is im
piessive in the easier part of tlie
Leueen
faithful
doctoi - friend
is

Town

Plays Out of

ley and Miss ^shcroft the Ellen
Terrj awards for the be>-t performances of last season in Lonaon

and Hency >»h*r»*>c orein thl-e.e aets, (10. .scenes' an<t'
Ri./!iei."t Morley aiid .Noe.l .L;in3-

-liJJcr

Giiiift*

-sent rfrahia

'

,

lole convincing

balanced,

wluciri,e%?s with

aW

with

lecloi,

in

shoit

limited to

npon vhose shoulders the
****

those

full re-

production

;
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AFM,

Quest Star Abuses
;

Lillian

Ferrer,

Continued from page 55

only a few—liav(8 showed up properly a week before an engagement
to rehearse with local companies.
But the abuse by stars has been
strong enough to" malce the subject "the crux of strawhat prob?
lems," as one manager, Richard
Skinner, put it.
Skinner, who managed the Olney
theatre, Olney, Md., last summer,

after

Plays Abroad

MAY REACH ACCORD

Continued from page 58

;

in

actor didn't arrive until Monday
either. But at least Treacher's director was in New Hope all the
week previous, to work with the
local group as best he could in
the star's absence. Bamberger feels
this waa stiU bad for the other actors; they rehearsed as If in a

vacuum, he said.
Managers are sore because they
where shows ran from Tuesday
through Sunday, admitted that one -got only a dress rehearsal with
some stars; and not even that with
star arrived at the nearby Washington airport only Tuesday after- a few.oSome stars arrived on a
noon, so that the resident support- Sunday, tired, from a week's work,
ing company never laid eyes on And would rehearse only once inher until the: opening performance stead of twice. A' few who arrived
that night. Richard Aldrich had on a Monday didn't even do that
the Same problem with this actress Ironic thing is that a few stars

this week. Latest proposal of Local 802, American Federation of:
Musicians, will be submitted this
afternoon (Wed.) to the board of

governors of the League of N, Y.

Understood it involves
compromise between the iimion's;
and

Theatres.
a.

last demand for a 15% raise
the producers'. J.0% offer.

.

:

Proposed public relations plan
for the theatre as a whole, cover?
ing both Broadway and the road,
will be given final consideration
this morning by the League's public relations cdmmift'ee and.the lat- ministers.
Marjory Hawtrey, from London's
ter ^s recommendation will then be
submitted to the board. It may get Embassy theatre, gives a firm mqueen-mother,
final consideration at tomorrow's terpretation of the
with
a clever first princess (visualthemselves didn't like the setup full, membership meeting.
izing herself as one day to be
of arriving in a strange place the
her uncle's departure
when
queen
day of a performance, and playing
to join the "foreign lady" is imwith a strange cast with whom Kipness Eyes
minent) from Mary Rose McMaster.
they hadn't had a chance to fit in.
The role of the "foreign lady" is

,

at

Cape Playhouse, Dennis,

his

I

'

June

.

:
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'

play.
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Comedy,, which

i

I

and
"Mhtl an extensive tour.

. . .

BUnche Aubry
Elisabeth Markus
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ALMOST TOO GOOD TO BE TRUE."

-.VARIETY

"A powerful^ violent and

"A powerful, poignant and beautiful drama . . . will
unquestionobly be rated the season's most distinguished
offering here, at elsowhore."
-—CHARLES FINSTON,

4

CHICAGO HERALD-AMERICAN
'Toworful play. .the

Ufa Hagen hat become a major
Ella Kazan has accompiishod the
.

star overnight and
finest staging of his career."

-ROBERT POLLAK, CHICAGO SUN-TIMES
"Pocked with box-office dynamite ... has more prizes than

WILLIAM LEONARD,

any other drama in history."

CHICAGO JOURNAL OF COMMERCE

"The new season at the Nixon Theatre rides to a magnificent
start on 'A Streetcar Named Desire' . . full of the wonderful
few plays have ever been
stuffs the theater it made of . .
framed so perfectly in style or mood."
.

.

— HAROLD

V.

COHEN,

PITTSBURGH POST-GAZETTE
In many nights of theater-going will you tee a perof such pattion and intentity and so skillfully shaded
OS that df Uto Hagen. Anthony Quinn and Mary Welch

"Not

f royal

imbue

their roles with ringing vitolity."

-KASPAR MONAHAN, THE

HARRIS THEATRE

PITTSBURGH PRESS

•

modem

drama't most vivid miracle
...a perfect cast... Rustcli Hardie consistently excollonf.'*
.

.

go.

on

Winq.

May Tour Communities
.

NATIONAL COMPANY OF THE ONLY TRIPLE CROWN WINNER
PULITZER PRIZE • CRITICS AWARD • DmVALDSON AWARD

.

:;

:

:

be done In

Barter's 'Menagerie'

Alice Lach
Agnes Fink

.Henriette Kyser,
Sllvia^^McrbeX
Gabriele Buettner

.....

BE A LONG TIME BEFORE THE ROAD SEES A NO. 2 COMPANY AS GOOD AS
THE ONE IRENE M. SELZNICK HAS ASSEMBLED FOR THE TENNESSEE WILLIAMS HIT.
UTA HAGEN ALONE, IN THE JESSICA TANDY ROLE, WOULD INSURE THAT. SHE'S

play

:

couples,.-,
cast. Ek*

Elsbeth Gmuer
Doiorca Moncasi

"IT'LL

brilliant

Foike: PUli

excellent
will,

'

!

"A

:

Barter Theatre production of
"Glass Menagerie" may be pre...
Little Ines.
sented by Leonard Field for a tour
produce
outstanding
of
colleges and community theatres
This is an
Show, with Carroll:
tion of Clare Boothe's Broadway this: winter.
It wasn't very easy to stage McCoinas featured, was well rer.
hit.
this typically American play in ceived at Abiagdon, Va., last sumGerman; but despite a certain in- mer, but couldn't be included in
evitable heaviness due to the Ger- the Barter's winter tours, as other
man language, director Lukas plays were already booked.
Ammann has done a good job in
American. National Theatre St
putting the stress more on a gencharacterization of society Academy is querying local groups,
eral
women with all their very trifling about bookings for the production;
Miriam Aarons

I

absorbing ploy of wrenching
impact .. Uto Hogon't performance in a first rat* cast
is tho most pitiful, gallant/ absurd and magical theater
this town hat seen since Lourelte Taylor cast her spell
in 'Tho Glass Menagerie.'
- CLAUDIA CASSIDY, CHICAGO TRIBUNE

.

Sweden's popular legit
with, a good supporting
lund's direction

B>t»

..'.......;.,
flora
Mrs. Moorehead
CrysUl Allen
Princess Tamara.

:

1

.

Hertha Heger

Edith'.'.'.

.

.

i

,

.

.

:

I

Peeev

j:

.

.

.

.

.

I

^

,

:

i

^oc.

^

Nincy'.'.

'

'

.

.
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U, S. by the Theatre Guild in S. N.
Zurich, Sept. 25,
iBehrman's version, was deftly
Rita Liechtt and Lukas Ammann production: of comedy in three acts by Clare translated into Swedish by Birgitta
Bobi-ji-.
Directed by Ammann. Settmgs Hammar. Play should have a long,
Iw I'- tz Butz. At Kongresshaus,; Zurich,: {run here
then will
out

:

.'

.

,

Wilsort.

The Women

On

:

,

.

,

;

:

;

•'

.

.

I

:

:

.

.Gertrude Bodlund.
. .
Bojan Westin
..
.,. ;'........
...
Alice Eklund
Fowler.
Ernst Ekltmd::
William Tower..^;,
Lord Frobisher. . . .Sakon Westerercn
Gilbert Frobisher
Sture Djcrf
Peter Shay,..........'.
Curt Masreliez
Lorna.
.1 , , .1; . . .
Blrgit Hemln£son

Ann Tower.
.Tane

j

m

,

MiUieent Tower.

Cleverly conceived. One knows she
The. Oskar. theatre has. Started its
was in the background all the time,
even without Sheila Burrell's com- new season with a success, in Somparatively short scene with Mac- erset Maugham's -comedy about an:
Liammoir, and her actual appear.untidy, frumpish lady from^Liverance isn't very impressive.
The whole is a good conception pool who is transformed into the
of a chronicle play. It will not die most popular hostess in London.
with its current production, al- Play is performed brilliantly by.
though it will always be a pror Brnst and Alice Eklund, oni of
ducer's, rather than an actor s,

j

"

.

story by Somerset Maugham. Translated
Into Swedish by Bngitta Hammar, Stars
Ernst and Alice EOdund. Directed by Winnie- Von Kantxow; At 0«kari .Storkhntm.

:

Another star who was to appear
Femme
at the Pocono Playhouse, Mountainhome, Pa„ managed by Mrs.
asked Equity last year
Bowena Stevens showed up Sun- to Managers
Star for Revised Ticket'
do something about the probday night instead of a few days lem,
hilt Equity merely made some
"That's the Ticket" will probably
before. 'She had been playing elserecommendations and let it go at have a name star when it is xewhere that week.; There was one that.
Some managers feel there's vlsed and produced again.: Joseph
rehearsal with her Monday afterno
solution to the problem, inas- Kipness; who closed the m)isical
hoon before the Monday night permuch as it's only fair to let stars comedy last Saturday night (2)
formance.
work every week if they can get after a lOrday tryout in PhiladelExtra Expense
it,
while the n a
e: star policy phia, hopes, to get 'Martha Raye,
The same star was to appear at makes it " imperative that mana- Betty Button, Gertrude Niesen or
Bucks County Playhouse, New gers put up with it
Betty Gkrrett for the femme lead.
HopCi Pa., the following week. BeBamberger, however, has a solu- Leif Erickson is being retained, but
cause she naturally wouldn!t be tion. "It's essential," he says, "if otherwise the show will be comin New Hope that week for Te- a star is: going to arrive on a Sun- pletely recast
hearsalSi Bucks Playhouse mana- day, that the star should send his
Robert Gordon will stage the
ger Therou Bamberger sent his or her director ahead of the play, production,
succeeding
Jerome
stage director, Robert Champlain, either to sit in with the resident Bobbins, who ft now set to do the
and two.male leads, Philip Bour- director on rehearsals, or to di^ choreography. Philip and Julius
neuf and Chester Stratton, up to rect it himself. And the star should: Epstein are revising the book and.
Mountainhome for three days to pay for this."
Harold Rome is writing several
rehearse with the star there.; Bamnew songsi;: It's figured: on going
berger had to pay their expenses Bamberger
Renews Lease back :into rehearsal.: early in Deas well as salary.
If there Was some excuse for
Bucks Co. Strawhat cember.
this star'Tiot rehearsing the weeks
Theron Bamberger, operator of
she was playing, there was ap^
Topeka's 13th Season
the Bucks County playhouse, New
parently none for her not appearTopeka, Oct 5.
ing; for rehearsals for a Southamp- Hope, Pa., has renewed his lease
Topeka Civic Theatre opens its
ton -L. I engagement later; in the on the strawhat for five more
season, when she had no playing years, extending: through the 1953 13th season Oct 12 with "Missouri Legend," and will follow:
date the week previous.
.with "Kind Lady," "The Torch
Bambei;ger had another instance season.
He's had it since 1940, with the Bearers"
and ."I
Remember
last summer of .a star, this one
from film, not arriving until a exception of the war years, when Mama."
Plans for building a new thea-^
Monday, day of the performance, gas rationing forced him' to move
Just in time for one'run-throiigh operations to the ballroom of the tre for the company are, being
with the cast. In the case of Ar- Bellevue-Stratford hotel, Philadel- mapped by managing director Harvey T.Warren.
thur Treacher, w h o played at phia.
•

;

"problems" than on special details;"
The sets and costumes are smart
his role. It's a strong performance, and lavish, and excellently chosen;
The all-female cast is, with few
but although the verse is good the
Dolores
meanings are sometimes mouth- exceptions, very good.
newcomer, as Silvia,
Moncasi,
MacLlamnwir rises above overplays aa little too much. Coings.
this to give full tragedy to the producer Rita Liechti, as Mary, and
love
Crystal,
give
.out*
between
Agnes
Fink,
as
torn
man
of
story
standing performances. The supof country and a woman his minisMezo. V
porting cast is good.
ters wouldn't have as queen. The
scheming ministers, led by Regmald
Jarman and Robert Hennessy, play
their roles well, with Edwards as
Stockholm, Sept. 21.
the man outside the cabinet wiio
Oskar theatre production of comedy in
would have the king defy his three acts by S. N. Behrman, from short

Abdication

-.
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Terms of a new agreement cov"The Magistrate," week ering employment of musicians in
an appearance at Olney; the Broadway theatres may be reached

Gish—to mention Bucks

:

'

CHICAGO

— KARL KRU6, PIHSBURGH SUN-TELEGRAPH

;
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1
'
,
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Citizcn-Ncws remains at the nickel
price.

Now

Literati

slieet,

Tlie

bows next Monday

SCULLY'S SCRAPBOOK
of
M
MMM

wliich

Mirror,

be

(111, also will

Incidentally, there apfive cents.
pears to be no truth to reports that
the L. A. Sunday sheets would go
to 25 cents from their .present 15cent level. Newsstands report they
won't carrv a paper that sells for

i
^
_l- C-..II..
t>»»^
Scully
By Frank
if»44»
bv Houston Branch and Frank WaACHJ's 'Uncertain Liberties'
»t .i
m J.,
t
^ ^ «
Nutley,
N.
Oct. 2.
tor.s; "The Wild Yazoo," by John
New 88-page booklet of tlie Myers;
Sea,'.'
by
Sunless
"The
club
in
Hollywood
golf
Lakeside
rethe
Braced against the bar of
American Civil Liberties Union Stanlev Burnshaw; "The Trials of
cently were Jack Carson, Dennis Morgan and Errol Flynn, acting like
has appeared under the title "Our Oscar "Wilde, edited by H. Mont-, more than 15 cents.
perfectly normal characters. But not long ago Carson had to play a
Uncertain Liberties." It is a re- gomerv Hyde; "Champion Road,"
left
him
might
have
permanently
it
of
Texas";
role in "Two Guys From
Houghton MifTIin Fellewshop
view of all phases with plenty
Frank Til.sley; "Daring Diana,"
attention to "loyalty" tests and
Houghton MifTIin Co which has off balance,
by Paul Renin.
"spy scares." There's a couple of
Acting as a niteclub entertainer stranded m Texas, Carson learned he
Also "Sexual Behavior, in the; sponsored a Literary Fellowship
pages on radio. "The hostility to Human Male" (The Kinsey He-, Contest for the past 14 years, last' had zoophobia—fear of animals, particularly fear of harmless domestic
ConiCommunications
Federal
the
port), by Alfred C. Kinsey, War- week opened its 1948 competition animals like female chatter-writers, cougars and gunmolls.
niJ.ssion bv tlie organized radio indell B. Pomery, Clyde E. Martin; which vvill close the first of the
A horse doctor psychoanalyzed Carson and found that his phobia
duslrv aroused by the publication
fellowships
of
the
"The Idols of the Cave," by Fred- year. Purpose
wolfish character portrayed by Dennis
In 1.946 of the Commission's soto was based on a jealousy of the
eric Prokosch; "The Lunatic, tlie according to the publishec, is
Morgan. It took an hour and a half to clear up Carson's phobia and
called 'bluebook' setting up standLover and the Poet," by Ralpli L. assist promising young writers in
ards of program performance as a Finn; "The Flesh of the Orchid," need of financial aid to complete cost Warners $1,000,00() in th# process,
guide to granting or renewing liFor two bits, a quota of a dollah, V.\riety would have solved Carson'g
book projects.
"The
Chase;
Hadley
James
by
censes, increased sharply during
Fellowships of $2,400 each are troubles. He'd find the answer in Scully's Psychiatric Word-Book undeF;
Wisdom of the Heart," by Henry
the year" the comments begin, Miller; "The Gilded Jar," by Mar- payable in monthly, installments o£ "Hallucination." You, loo, may find the solution to your neurosis api'
adding ?'Thc Union, which hailed
gery Lawrence; "A Daughter for $200 with half the total to be con- pended below:
the 'blue book' as a wholly legitisidered a,s an advance against roy- Hallucination: A false sensory perception more commonly involvings
"Rogue's
Muskett;
Netta
Julia,"
by
intermate standard of the public
Under Houghton Mifflin's
organs of smell, sight and sound. Conviction that any false sitHoliday," by Hamilton Cochran; alties.
granting, and renewing
est • in
would
uation in life is true in sight: and sound pictures until it begins to
"Julie," by George Wylie Hender- application terms royalties
licenses, will oppose any curtailsliding scale with a
Conviction of writers that picture after picture reveals a
smell.
son; "There were Two Pirates,".] be fixed on a
- winning
in ent of the Commission powers.'
autlvar receiving
by Jame.'i Branch Cabell; "The prize
scene stolen from their rejected scripts. Jack Carson's illusion that
The report speaks disapprovngly Golden
to
5,000
retail
price
Bowl," by Feike Feikema; 109o of the
Dennis Morgan has s.a.
ot the industry's success in obtain5,000-10,000
from
copies,
12>-i%
"She Who Hesitates," by Paul
Hallucinosis: A haiiucinption fortified by an alcoholic psychosis. Belief
ing a House of Representativ;_es Renin: "Dangerous Bridegroom," and 159c on all subsequent sales.
of scripticians in the throes of a hangover that-a story opening in
resolution to investigate the FCC,
by Conrad Kemp; "Perfect Pasan ill-lighted high class bar can't miss.
ACLU has taken the position, sion,"
Gutenberg Award Set
by Paul Renin; "Mathilde,
Haphalgfesia: A false sense of pain when the skin is touched by a glass:
generally, in recent years that staby Leonhard Frank.
In order to find the author
Lushes who have to take their drinks in capsules.
tion operators have ample scope
progi'essively
influences
who "most
for editorial selection in the acHeadache: Pain or ache localized in the head. Popularly thought to be
tiail^rlVllortiniei' Series
1948,"
as
during
American
thought
ceptance or rejection of programs
due to brain fatigue, and hence a popular dodge with; people who
-vJaqk Lait and Lee Mortimer will well as hypoing interest in books
in their entirety and need no addihave no brains whatever, Pictures which are so bad- they can't,
Book
Industhroughout
the
U.
S.,
their
continue
"New
York:
Contheir
tional "freedom" to inject
make a twin bill at Aspirin Park.
Manuown personal opinions. Industry's fidential' l)ook idea into a mag-* try Committee of the Book
Hebephrenia: A dementia praecox showing tendency to laughter, griposition has, of course, been that azine series for Cosmopolitan. The facturers' Institute has established
macing and mannerisms; .Hamming it up.
In the comedian
Prize conbroadcaster!! should have privileges pieces will be ''Small "Town: Confi- the Gutenberg Award.
syndrome.
equal to those enjoyed by news- dential," with kindred closeups on sists of 81,000 cash and a replica
Hedonism: The doctrine that pleasure Is Uve sole aim in liffis; Producers.:
of the original Gutenberg press.
paper publishers. ACLU joins with the sundry cities outside of N.Y.
who develop manic depressive' symptoms at the. sight of a picture
Winner will rece'ive award at a
those arguing that there is no
dinner in New York early next
with a progressiveidea or a message in it.
Mass. Lifts Nation Ban
parallel, radio being publicly licommittee, Heidelberg Man: Fossil found near Heidelberg.
Considered extinct
censed and sworn to the public .inMassachusetts State Board of year.- According; to the
until johnny Weissmuller came along.
whereas newspapers are Education called off its ban on The anyone may make.a.nOmination for
terest
Deadline for the nom- Hemianesthesia: Inability to see in daylight. Common to Broadway!
strictly business propositions, un- Nation last week following the the prize.
1949.
Jan. 31,
der private finance alone.
columnists who look down a cow'.s trach«a and give you the inside!
telegraphed protest filed by ''Stop inations' isi
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Gensorship," signed by 100 or
publishers and authors.:

Heariit Mag's Expose
Cosmopolitan next month will
"expose" the niteries and hoteis,
in New York and other key cities,
vhich allegedly gyp their customers by not selling them the type
of liquor requested; overcharging
for undersized drinks, etc. It's, said
that many famed, spots are named
by name.
The monthly has formal docur
mentation to insure itself a defense
In case of suits, which are not unexpected in view of the frank stater
ments.

;

Fall

story on the world situation.
Hemicrania: One-sided headaches. Common to directors from looking
at stars who can only be photographed in profile.
Hemophohia: Psychoneurotic fear of seeing blood. Directors who

Books on Show Biz

Among

the fall publications, the

following

relate to show
Titles, authors, publi.-;h-

books

business.

dodge

ers,. prices and (if announced) publication tiates are indicated. Some

war

pictures if

made

in Technicolor.

.

Instinct: 'Trotter's term for the common yen. to seek out a social
group whose behavior pattern is similar to one's own. Producers of,
westerns who are only: happy when, throwing the bull <;in a .corral

Herd
,

of the items are already released;
"Anne of the Thousand Days,"
play by Maxwell Anderson;; Sloanc
Assooialos. S2 75; November.
"Approach to the Ballet," by A.
H Franks; Pitman, $5.

.

full of steers.

Hermaphrodite: Sex of one and half a dozen of the other. -Common to
women Olympic hammerr-throwers, wrestlers and left-lianded nton?'
key wrenches
Bernard Shaw, untitled, auto-, Herring-Binet Test: One. of various improvements on Binet's intelli^
gence tests. Simon, Stanford and by now possibly Mickey Rooney
biographical sketches; Dodd; Mead,
have devised vai iiitions of I.Q.- tesis; Herring's tests were later
$2 50.
gone over, by Kipper and the whole thing ended as a sandwichat
ban.
''Book Of Musical Documents,*'
...';.,•
,..Lindy..'s;
M. L, Ernst, on Columnists
by Paul Nettl; Philosophical LiThe News "(N. Y.) Sez It
Heterosexuality: Mature stage of ps,\ chosexual evolution.
Under the chapter titled. "March
brary; Nov. 30.
People in
Gossip." lawyer-author MoiTis L.
"Building a Role,'' by Constantin
HoU.vwood- who are suspect because there is nothing. wrong with-:
The U. S. press, observing NacoliimErnst goes: into the. gossip
them. Men who are ti-ue to their wives and vice versa.
tional Newspaper Week from Oct. Stani&lavbki; Crown, $2 75.
nisls
He covers the law of libel 1-8, has been editorially tooting its
"Burns Mantle Best Plays of Hibernation: Condition ot torpor, which persists in certain animals duras regards public figures (the Serge o wn horti tliis week for. the .j ustifi-r 1947-194S," edited by John Chaping winter season. Stars of summer stock, circus performers and
'Koussevitzky biography bv Boston able reason of having maintained ir jn, Dodd, Mead, ,$4.
beachconibeis share it with bears and groundhogs. In the Layorf
"
music critic Moses Smithi- tl'P more .freedom and independence
"Chronicles of the American
.syndrome,
Leonard, Lyons-Shuberts test case than the press of any other coun- Dance," edited by Paul Magriel; Holergastic Disorders: Psychoses which
involve the per.sonality on all
in iN.o.w York against bSri^hg^
try.
Summing up the case; for Holt, $5; Oct. 11.
fronts— depression, excitement, delusion, confusion, stupor, de"Claude of France: The Story
BiifUcv. :criti('s talthough 'thd
Eric U. S. journalism, the N. Y. Daily
terioration, dementia.
Producers at previews on being told the
Johnston oflice lobbyists get chid- News editorial column said yester- of Debussy," biog by Harry B..
studio stays open or closes on the public reaction to this one.
H?ath,.
ed for having eliminated the film day Tues;
that "the American Harvey; Allen, Towne
Horoscope: Positions ot stars at lime of a person's birth, wherein astrol.:.".':;.';; theatres from such restrictive leg- press remains free, because it ^$2.75;>
•x"'.,'
ogers attempt to read your character and predict your future.
..islation.y, and generally, touches on
Collected Plays of Antoinette
fights' like a :she-tiger' \\*ilh cubS;
Belief that your baby's future depends on whether stars like Bob
.newspaper columnar obligations (or lb protect whenever .its freedoni; Scudder; Exposition Press. $4.
Mitchum and Lawrence Tiemey were boozing in a bar or snoozing
"Come to the Opera," by S. Willack thereof) to people in the pub- is threatened.
And by and large
liams; Beechhurst Press, .$3.
in bed when your child was born.
lie eye.
It's a. mellowed; mature it manages, we believe, to furnish
book, another in his scries oi per- a reasonably accurate reflection of
"Concert Goer's Library"; Vol. Huntington's Teeth: Notched incisors, Mark of congenital .sex disease.
sonal observations interlarded with what goes on in the world."
6: Choral Works, by R. Newmarch;,
Practically eliminated by porcelain caps of Beauchamp (proLife in the newspaper game also Oxford. $2,25.
menioribilia and objectiveness denounced, by him at least, as "Beecham") the "friendly" Hollywood
"Desire," play by Pablo Picasso;:
spite the necessary autobiographi- continues to be "fascinating and
credit-dentist.
cal keynote of his writings; Harper exciting." the News said, quoting PhilosoDnical Library, .$2.75,
Hypaglaslat Diminished sensibility to pain. Old stars of drawing-room
the following poem by Franklin
"Dictaiors of the Baton," by Dapublishes.
dramas reduced to heavies in westerns and being perpetually
P. Adams (F.P.A.):
|vid Ewen; Ziff-Davis, $3.50; Octoclipped on the button by Randolph Scott.
Jowrnalism's a shrew and a : ber.
.Eire's Red Light Again
scold;
"Eagle Has Two Headst" play by Hypomania: Mild form of insanity wherein the victim is not disturbed
Eire's Board of Book Censors
by distractions or noises. Concentration carried to the point of
-'/ "
I like her.:
Jean Cocteau;' Funk & Wagnalls,
has nixed another batch ot now
being
nuts.
Authors who work at home in one-room apartments
She makes: you sick,. sKe makes
$3
novels on the grounds that they
and turn out ,one book and one baby a year and never quite know,
you old;,' p
"Essay on the True Art of Playare "indecent or ob.sccne."
which IS which.
ins-Keyboard Instrumentsi'' bv G.
-Books are "Men of Forty-eie;lit,"
She,'s
irouhle,
stor.iit
Hyperprosexia:
dailii
'arid
E
P
Bach,
Where one idea excludes, all others. Obsessional neutran.slated
and edited
ty Jack Lindsay; "Bernard Cla.vstrife;
rosis.
by William Mitchell; Norton, $6;
Belief that pictures are either "good" or "bad" wholly on'
re." by James T. 'Farrell; "The
She's love and hate and death
Oct 11.
•whether they have good or bad gro.sses,
Vixens," by Frank Yerby: "The
.• and
life;
"Evaluatton of Choral Music," Hypcrthymia: Condition of heightened emotional
Forgotten
World,"
William
bj
response to stimuli.
Goldraan;"Woman of Property," Site. -a-iii't 110 lady-^&he's m:y .u)ife;' by V, A. Christy; Bureau of PubActors on seeing their names in lights for the first time. Meyer
I like her.
lications. Teachers College.
-by Mabel Seeley; "River Lady,"
calls it the hypeithymergastie reaction.
A psychotic disorder with
"Everyman's Dictionary of Mufleeting delusions of self-exaltation, identification
,
with the Diety,
July Book Sales Off T"r
sic," compiled by Eric Blom; Mcinterest in sounds rather than sense, inclined to anger if inhibited.
Retail sales of books for July Ka> $3.50; October.
In Hollywood called the Star System,
«
were
lower than for June; ac"Family Circle," memoirs ot
Hypnosis: Forerunner of psychoanalysis and used
.c.oi'ding to figures just published by Cornelia Otis Skinner; Houghton
with it a great deal
to
today
An
aitiliclally-induced
trance in which the victim follows
the Department of Commerce,
Mifilin, $3.50.
directions ot the hypnoti.st implicitly until released
The July total was 1.3' n less than
"Film and Education/' edited by
from the spell.
The
In the Plulo Trance syndrome.
that for the same month in 1947. Godfrey M. Elliott; Philosophical
Hypochondriasis: Morbid anxiety about matters of health in
and sales for the first seven months Library, $7 .50.
which disRunyon Story."
eases are imagined
of 1948 dropped ll' r under those
"Fire in the Heart," novel ot the
People who read about the Tropic of Cancer— «'M.TI-.K WINC'lim.t..
and rush immediately to be xrayed.
for the corresponding period .last .life of Fanny Komble, by Henri'.,;.
year..';'..etta Butkniaster; Harcourl, Brace, Hypoglycemic Therapy: Sakel's shock
treatment for dementia praecox.
,111,6 ,011,31109
(if? ?ip,ry .pf ffie
.$3; Oct, 21.
Belief that an insulin shock could shake a
shizophrenic's brains tonowspaperman who field S
Five Cuniedies, by Aristophanes;
getlier.
Wilder Irish Commuter
Usually ended by breaking his legs instead.
,rn)llion
readers.,
spellbound.
nypcraglesia: Painful sensitiveness to sounds.
Thornton Wilder, with sister World, SI 25.
silent star sitting
-dally,
Fuollighls and Highlights," auIsobel Wildcri has arrived in Dubthrough tiiple-lcalures because it's raining too
hard to .sell papers.
'lin from N, Y. and plans
of
,

.

more

Board unanimously disapproved
of the ban, made by Patrick J.
Sullivan, head of the teachers col-'
leges, in June during the recess of
the committee. Sullivan, who cancelled
the
subscription
in
the
teacliers colleges of the Commonwealth, said he did it because he
"heard" the mag contained articles
crilU'ising
the
Catholic church.
Controversy stirred up a lively debate in lelters-to-editors columns.
Board held no public- hearings as
demanded; merely ^revoked, the
.
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a stay

The Damon

;tour;,or five ;months.
lie says he hopes
j

Runyon

i.s

Story
tONGMAHS

•

a

at

Frank-

on comparative

litera-

hvei a course of lectures
:

ture.'

wood

Pocket Books, 2HV
Four Tragedies, by Shakespeare;
Pocket Books, 2oc.
"Front Seat at the Opera," by

George R Marok; Allen, Towne

By ED WEINER
All Booksfores

write

to

book during the period and will
.commute by air to Fl'ankCurti Germany, ulicie he
skedded to defurt ..Univ.

At

•

&

L. A. Dailies Hike Prices, Sales Off Heath. «>4: Oct 22,
"Garrick," novel bj Margaret
-;K«ui-.- downtown ...LosAngeles'
papers hiked their prices to .seven Barton; Tilacmillan, $4; Nov, 23.
Great Musicians Scries CIHancents a copy last week (1) and met
an immprtiatc and sharp circulation del," by Edward J. Dent; "WagfUop.
Spot check after the first ner," bv W. J. Turner; "Brahms,"
few day.s; indicatetl a dropoff as by Ralph Hill; "Beethoven,'' by

^

hig!i,.^ ?9?(c,

.PnJy

ithp

JSoUywood

..'1

,

(Cofltirnjed

onipagc S3X

-

.

Fordham seismograph on learning that
husbands have been out night-clubbing with the scc-

I

,

$3.00

that registers on the

ond"'lead'''^"

Humoi^l Theory: Theory that the body contains
four humors which if
l^™PO'"''on«'d mean good health.
A cannibalistic convicfini Ti
"P I'^'-'^d Alton, Jack Benny, Jimmy Durante
on,.,
A,""
amr?
d len.v
Morgan, packaged the deal with hormones, and took
^'"^ "'^^
yourself up to be the first star of television

between organisms which contain
i

i

)

nmr « rn.f"

«'e themselves simil-ir.

7ven birtttriotuT'

.similar charProfessionals who marry
on learning they've

'""»"=-^'=P'«««^ves

.;

1;

'

.

CHATTER

W^n«B<Iay« October 6, 1948
of two national
handling both Good
London
Housekeepmg and Cosmopolitan.
Edmund Gwenn in Tor 10-day va- alean Dalrymple-Gabriel
Hazel Court set to star in stage
Pascal
C»tion. Ditto Van Heflin.
are still talking with Burgess Mere- version of "Random Harvest" opJoan IJarrisoti, film producer, jn dith, now in Paris on a film for posite her fellow film star, Dermot
from "the Coast Sunday (10).
Irving Allen ("Eiifel Tower"), for
T
1
tr luu^ i„ handlmg the AnA»
Hal Wallls in N. Y. confabbing another role in "Red Gloves"
Hulbert
IS
Jack
With Paramount execs on Iiis "The (Jean-Paul Sartre's "Les Mains glo-Amencan stage show fw the
Sales"), in which Charles Boyer Royal Command Film Perform^^J^Art'hur Warner clippered back
ance at the Empire, Nov; 29.
will
do
the
lead.
Miss
DaliTmple,
from Europe; Mrs. Warner coming back from the Coast, observes "it
Ralph Slater's hypnotic act has
home via boat.,
been an outstanding success at the
be too topheavy, however."
Ramon and Renita, ^x-terp may
Robert Cummings, star -and co- London Casino and has been reteam, now operating the Papagayo producer of Eagle Lion's "Let's tained for: another fortnight;
Monica.
Santa
in.
Restaurant
The .\ppletons are following
Live a Little," flying to Toronto
Jaclc Forrester, ex-juvenile, now
tomorrow iThurs.) >in his own plane their Palladium success by: appeara Wall Streeter, due in from Cal- to attend the preem of the film at ing in the BBC television show,.
cutta, Via Bevhills, this week.
the new Downtown theatre; He's "Cafe Continental," Oct. 16.
Liridy's cheesecake recipe diJ. B. Priestley's neW:play:,-"Home
accompanied by his wile: and Julie
vulged for first time in mag section Bishop, screen actress,
He planes Is Tomorrow,": now in rehearsal,
of Sunday (3) Herald Tribune.
Coastward Saturday (20) following is to have its preem in his home
British playwright Terence Rattown
of Bradford, Yorkshire,
Canadian
opening.
the
tigan, {tuthor of "O Mistress Mine,"
Prince Littler sailed on Queen
visiting America at end of next
Elizabeth Thursday (30) in search
week.
of a star for "Brigadoon," which
teo Pillot,- personal manager to
he's producing here with a British
Shanghai
comedian Sid Caesar, marries
cast.
By Hal P. Mills
Helen Dorfman in New York SunBuster Collier- starts work this
Len Mantell, Bert Levey rep in week on a new Columbia British
day (10).
Russell Downing, executive v.p. Seattle, due soon.
feature,
"Paper Orchid,'' with
Alia Toumanova, Spanish dancer, Hugh Williams
und treasurer- of Music Hall, back
and Hy Hazell
from four-week: trek that included into Park Hotel's Sky Terrace for starred.
four weeks.
the Coast.
In his 80th year, stage actor A:
Long Tack Sam, Chinese vaudeiv E. Matthews is turning to the
The Jack Kapps farewcll-partyed
the Sydney Wynnes (Rank) before now an executive of Chinese screen, to enact his stage role in
their return to England following theatre circuit.
"The Chiltern Hundreds" when
Vi Erick, Shangliai's first female show is filmed.
their first U. S, visit.
Paul Moss, exec director of City boolung agent, takes over as manVariety Artists Federation is to
Center, who took ill in liis oifice aging director of Shanghai Theatri-^ publish
its
own journal each
last week, is better and due back cal Enterprises.
month, with first issue- scheduled
I'olice and racketeers clash at: to appear end of
at his office today iWed.).
October. Editor
three
local
pix
houses.' Racketeers is Raymond Bennett.
Local 306, Motion Picture Operaattempted
to
buy
up
all
choice
tors Union; scheduled a 35th anni
Government - controlled :Crovm
^
dance at the Hotel Astor, Oct. 24, seats for scalping.
Film Studios at Beaconsfield is to
American Women's Club pro- be made available to commercial
all proceeds to sick and distressed
testing against Joe Conteras, Fil- producers at end of November if
fund.
Elmer Leterman alohas from ipino bandleader at U. S. Navy other studio space isn't available,
Claim Conteras
Honolulu, where he has decided to Officers' Club.
Harry Alan Towers planes to
spend most of his lime, via post- collaborated with Japs during .late Canada Friday (8). then to New
cards showing him surrounded by war.
York and the Coast. -On the
hula girls.
Coast he'll huddle with Hildegarde
Songsmith Jesse Greer and his
and Anna Sosenko on a recording
wife to London and the Continent
deal.
Washington
on a holiday via the Queen Elizar
Because Helen Hayes is returnbeth Oct. 8. Returning Nov. 17 via
ing to tha states to fulfill a broadBy Florence S. Lowe
same Cunarder.
Ivory Joe Hunter currently at c.nsting contract, "The Glass MeDecca prexy Jack Kapp continu- Club Bali.
nagene"_ is finishing at the Hay-i
his
series:
of,
academic
lectures
ing
Variety Club's Tent
here, will market Oct. 30. It will be foUowwith: a talk on the '-'Social Reputa- hold annual elections Nov. 1.
ed by Ruth Draper's.; one- woman
tion of Business" at Boston UniverLibby Holman inked for a. con- show Nov 3.
sity today (Wed ).
cert of folk songs: for Productions,
Fred Chiavenlone. w.k. maitre Inc., Oct. 27-28.
d', formally notifying Uiat he's "not
Barter Theatre; bringing ''PurChicago
responsible for debts" of his wife) suit of Happiness'' to a nearby
jose Iturbi set for concert Oct
Marion
(Russell)
Chiaventone, suburb for a benefit performance
3^ civic Opera House
since their marital separation.
""'8^
Buttott Shops" cclebratcd
„« National
Pni^! KieiSlcr tees
t«»c off
vs^i\r.r.^\
./
Nancy Stern, formerly with the
Fritz
.c^jj^ nprfnimanr-P lasf Thnrs
perloimante last Ihurs.iTlieatre Guild, is head of David O. Symphonv season as guest soloist
Selznick's eastern .story and talent
Wyman holding press condepartment, having replaced Elsa h^fi the'bSton
.•Neuberger
who resigned last Dept. of Commerce film boss //^'j. "i^^rn^^" r^?- h^**"^ ''"'^^ ''''""^
•'^'^
•'"^"ny Belinda.
month.
Nathan Golden back at desk after
Six :Korean dancers, on tour of
Rex Harrisons (;Li!li Palmer) conventioneering at TOA and
U, S,, will give a free concert at
planed from Paris to N. Y. Sunday TESMA confabs.
Oct, 6.
(3).
He immediately stiirted reMax Miller and Leon Brandt, Northwestern
Dore Schary scheduled for Chi
hearsals for Maxwell Anderson's Eagle Lion flacks, calling this
new legiter, "Anne of the Tliou- town home these days while plug- visit in November as. speaker in
Sinai Forum lecture series;
sand Days,"
ging preem. of. ''Red Shoes.:'.'
Merriel
Abbott,
producer of
Arthur Jeffrey; erstwhile exploiEdward Gheyfitz,: assistant ;to
tation manager of Eagle Lion, has Eric Johnston,
invited to
„ tee off .shows for Hilton and St<atler hotels,
„
taken on a specia_l assignment from the Hai-vard graduate seminar on back from European junket.
Paramountf
Jeffrey is .building economics, where he will talk on „ Joey Bishop, comic at the Vine
Gardens, remains at same bistro
bally for "Miss Tatlock's Millions" labor I'elafions.
for one year; with new contract
which Par releases soon.
editor-in-chief
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By Hal Cohen
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'

:

I

:

up to m.c. new edition of "IcePaulette Goddard goin g, to
'
Cycles." :t .\'V;:.--v;'-;
France in November.
Jinny 'Reed; ::K0V: ptaise;-ageht;:
Bing and Dixie Crosby ob.served
^er European tour until their 18th wedding anni;:
«'„^l",^*JiS
November.
Carl Post hospitalized with a
Fred Lowery and Dorothy Rae nerve ailment in left leg.
into Ankara for week; Tommy Dix
Frank Capra returned from the"
at the Carousel,
UNESCO meeting in Boston.
Bill Brant vacationing in. Florida,
Lee Wilde Cathcart seriously ill
with Phil Cross doing his
foUovt'ing a Caesarian operation.
disk jockey show
Mary Pickford and Buddy Rogers
Jane .Wyman: in: town for. a day returned from a tour of Europe.
Harry and Leon Lipton merged
to plug "Johnny Belinda," which
their agency with A.
S. Lyons.
opens :Thursday (7) at Stanley.
Allen Wilson reported slightly
Basil Rathbone teed off Pitts^
burgh Symphony's ticket-selling improved at the Good Samaritan.
Lauritz Melchior to Oklahonva
campaign with luncheon speech.
Ink Spots, playing Bill Green's City to start a tour of 30 concerts.
Elizabeth Taylor sails next week
with .Charlie Fisk: band, gave that
spot one of biggest weeks in its for London to make a picture for
.
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Metro,
Lester Cowan in from New York
English Smith and John Johns
male leads opposite Sada after huddles with United Artists
Thompson in ''Joan of Lorraine" toppers.
Eugene
B. Rodney injured in a
at Playhouse.
fall while producing a picture on
Eagle Lion lot.
Motion Picture Relief Fund got
its annual Christmas greeting card
sale under way.
'..:''.By'-LeS:.|lees
Alex Gottlieb checks out of WarFreddie Lewis, tops floor show
ners., Nov. 10 on completion, of his
at Curly's nitcry.

history.

.

,

J.

:

^

have

~

:

-

:

.

"Show Boat" set into Lyceum producer contract.
Lee Van Atta to Washington to
Oct, 25 for a week.
Harry James into Prom Ball- huddle with diplomats about a picture to be made in British East
room for one-nighter.
St. Paul Civic Opera Go, offering Africa.

.

Elwood Bredell bedded with
"The Telephone" and "Pagliacci."
St. Paul Rodeo at Auditorium throat infection, whilfe Pe v Marley
drew better than- year ago and is pinch-lensing on "Happy Times"

I

(

at

finished in black.

'

Miami Beach

By Larry Solloway
New show at Clover Club feaband into Club Carnival.
Northwest Variety club resuming tures Lou Vogol, Rosanne and
Saturday nights' open house and Hoche-Carlyle dancers,
Walter
Jacobs, who leased Lord
has rhumba night for opener.
Bebe Shopp, "Miss America of Tarleton last spring, looking over
1948," who plays vibraphone, an likely resort locations in Arizona,
Monte Proser and wife, Jane
attraction at annual Home Show in
Ball, in town for rest after closing
Auditorium.
George
Adams, manager ofiof "Heaven on Earth" in New

:

:

!

:

I

;

i

i

i

:

U

Auditorium, with city York.
Mortoh Downey checks into
council assent, refused to rent it
Rbne^ Plaza, Oct. 17, for Amcirican
for Gerald L, K, Smith meeting.
Hotel Dyckman Robin Hood Legion affair to be staged by his
Room again tossing hat into night sponsor,
Nat Schwartz, Baltimore ;exhibj
club entertainment ring with "Billy
the- Kid," old-time meller, staged off to Hot Springs this week for
rest following completion of ixvi
by North Star Productions.
swank new Delano; hotel,

municipal

]

i

;

:

•

:

.

.
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:

Morton:
swank Griswold hotel

:

rep for the Berg-Allenberg, agency,
lands in N: Y. from London Oct.
10 in his first trip to the U. S.
Harry Romm may help bankroll
the N; Y. branch of a Hollywooa.
gal's hair treatment process which
has gotten quite .some favorable
attention from the Coast juveniles
worried about their hirsute adorn-,
ment..

"

Paul Gray, comic now at Chez

.

.

Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra
Whiteman to under Wilhclm Furtwacngler, off
''^ip qji coming New York teleto London.
v''""" preem
Efu Film working on "Kol
„
.
^
Canadian Ace Brewing Co is Nidre^^ Hebrew music story, with
.-1
-sponsoring an all-star theatre show Hans Knauer directing.
fo.r, Community
Fund campaign,
0,sear Straus arrived in Bad
with Roy Rogers as m,c.
Ischl.
Helios Film Co. inked him
William Burke, production man for"Story of the Waltz."
ager_ for Sonja Heme, minus a
City theatre of Wiener Neustadt
Cadillac on his return from N, Y. reconptructed and opening persince gunmen robbed Vista Garage tormance given by Vienna State
Opera,
where his car was stored,
G. W, Pabst working on a new
film,
"The Mysterious Depths."
0 . iL if *
use Wemer, Stephan Skodler and
dOUtn AtriCa

Buenos Aires

don,

Juan Jose Guthmann, of CinemaInter-Amcricana, planed
and Madrid,
Jack Cutting of Walt Disney's
Studios, in B,A, to direct dubbing
of several Disney piK.

Comedian Luis Sandrini has secured okay from French dramatist
an Argen.|. Marcel Pa'gnol to make

1

.

\

;

I

\
'

-

r

-

'

tine version of "Topaze,"
dickering Lou Irwin to,
Arturo de Cordova is now worktake over Peter Lind Hayes and
ing for Lumiton, teamed with Olga
Mary Healy's contract. Former Zubarry
under Momplet's direction,
agency is splitting commish with
1 Didn't Clioose: My Life."
Irwin on the Hayes' current WalAve Ninchi -planed to Italy to
dorf dating.
make a couple of pix there and will
Thomas Hemsen. night elevator return
later With her husband.
man who reads plays lor a legit, Nino Gianello,
and family, to setinvestor-tenant of 863 Park avetle in Argentina.
nue, has gone^ to Hollywood. But
Isidore Natanson has just iur
.""^
augurated new studios at Martinez
?„
"^'n*''*'^
'"'^^ ^'"^
of Buenos .Aires
outskirts
on the
u'."
ueci daughter.
^
,
four sets will soon be in pro
June Diinip/ Ippil-film' actress
.
r .i
^^'"^
""^^^^
"'^
Who was innrHori S indav (3) to
'""^ companies
George Moffe t lr
Authors
Icgit.actress Emma Gram-

;

:

Conn

:

.

who

i*uhs

New

ift

Lbii''

leased the Sorrento,
now being built for season' run.
Leon Kramer, current at Five
O'clock, into Olympia theatre. It
will be his last engagement before
lie enters Chicago hospital for an
operation.
Teddy King, former orch leaderemcee currently managing Famous
Door,: will take up baton when
Alan Gale, who bought in, sets up
new show policy. Spot to be called
Celebrity Club,

,

Paree, asked by Paul

tografica
to Paris

MCA

Vienna

;,

.

.

,

;

set'

.

Warners.

Ed, Furni, manager of St. .Paul

Auditorium; legit house,, hack froni
N. Y. booking trip.
Hars^ Carroll & Polly Baker,
Philharmonica Trio and Will Back's

.

Adolph Lantz, German screenwriter in the pre-Nazi era and
father of Robert Lantz, eastern

stage tour.

Charles Irwins celebi'ated their
33d wedding anni.
Ed Gardner in town after three
Jackie Hellers flew to Coast and months in Europe.
will houseguest with Dave Rose.
TJimmy Wakely to Dallas to apBilly Myers, local singer, signed pear "Vn"'rodeo"there

:

U
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readying « road dramatic
Hollywood
troupe with his wife, Josefina
Escobedo, as leading lady.
John Lund laid up with flu.
Rudolph Loewenthal, who proFrederick Brisson in from th*
duced "Algo Flota Sobre El Agua" east.'
,.<SomethiSg Floats on the WalBr"),
Bob Hope heading east for World
is readying his next, "La Mujer
Series.
(-The Veiled Woman"),
yp^y^
Ilona Massey in from N. Y. to
starring Liberstad Lamarque, Ar- make a picture.
51^^ about
y„i|
Herman Schlom bedded with in*
Nov. 15.
testinal trouble.
Smiley Burnette east on a sixhe.ivy,

magazines,

„

:i

!

I

l

«,.:,-„.

Paul Hubschmid play the leads.
By,; .Jerry 'Gaghan,;-.
'^larie Teschner
and llermine
V.iughn .Monroe signbd for: Oct;
famous! 19 date -at Gahiden Gonventioh
Otl;.w£f plan to reopen
theatre- ,HaU.'
'J'c.schnijr
marionette
;:'::,.;•.:;-;:.:.
Founder Richard Te-schner died; in
Jean Hanson, of Coronet mal;
July
Us planning an articlie on Fra^
,
.
.,4 ,
"Sarie Marais,'' new Afrikaans
J
Paul Hindemith to conduct Euro- Pa]„mj,o
/
dialog feature, now completed by
poan preem in Vienna, Oct. 27 of
Emba.ssy Club brittgsf back floor
Unifilms.
^J^A^
his oratorio based on Walt Whil- g^ows Oct. 6. with Anne H{itha.
Aioeri
Albert Cornfield.
cornneia. 20th-POX
zuth-rox exec.
Lilacs Last in tnc way as the headliner
and Ned Clarke, of RKO, .-.rrived man's When
Dooryard Blpom'd "
Burl Ives guest-Starred Friday
..
.
i„ Johannesburg h.st week for cononhf
Adolph Rott stage director ,1, before the Newsboys Thrift
deal.
Le\°gg|,^'lbandoninVt; car^^^^ "latica closed season at Ateneo ferences on new 20th-lUCO ueai
Club, in convention here..
Sidney Boswell, owner of
ot Bosuosexcept for ooc-isiomf radio euest
film based on life of Austrian
Rose Murphy, scheduled to open
'J'^^tre after 289 performances of ,,ell's Circus, returned to South a
dates
She closed sit uMav
Company Africa after six months in Britain pacifi.st and Nobel prizev winner; at: Ciro'Sj .returned to Coast when^.
"La Casa Sin Alma
Bertha von Suttner. Rott will di- she received word of her husband's
^^'^^ booked for tour in Rosario
La and Europe signing performers,
National
"^her provincial cirdeath.
Five Technicolor shorts on South rect the film'too.
Grouciio Marx .cracked that he PI?^«. ^'^^
Maurice Evans, whose "Man and
Africa, recently made by 201Ii, 'ex-.
and Norman Krasna "had lots of
Superman" gives two special per.rhibited to delegates at Publicity
fun" writing their illfated "Time
Paris
Conference in Lourenco Marques
foimances for the Philadelphia
lor Elizabeth" play on planes,
this week.
Forum, came to town in advance
trains, Italian restaurants, back of
/.:By'.MaXi'nie,(l.e Beix
Dublin
to plug the shows.
menus, etc. "1 suppose if we had
33: ptod. ;Montpi(iT^.ai5^
V:'--::-.;
..
By-Maitwcll Sw.eeriey ::.;
Ted Riiskin off to London."
written it in our room it might
Albert Sharpe in from N. Y. on
Mexico City
have turned put better," he added.
Ingrid Bergman in Paris for one
;:
vacation.
Ft. Worth
Carlos Chavez guest conducting evening. „ ,
Plans of Jimmy Durante to do a
,
Rprtip McNallVi RKO Irish manMort
Garbus. noming
homing aiier
after a
•
won uarous
Havana;
in Havana.
Broadway legiter this year defi- aeer to Paris on vacation.
Jits: 'Ho^ liCTlJert;-.:'!^ :af .iftli*-:
visit
Paris vi,sit.
Cardona, pix
pix, actor, back short Pans
nitely off because of the comedian's
comedian, staying on indefinitely
Cinema entertainment t.ix paid ^ Rene Cardona,
.Pharos and Manna, magic act, at her home here.
inability to switch his picture comgovernment $3,551,332 in year, from N Y
inVh
"'
clicking
Cjhez
Carrere.
at
Neguib Simon's ice-skaling rink,
mitments
Bill Hightower back as Staff anRobert
with
Metro.
ded Ma' ch 31.
Cynda^
showbtz nouncer for KFJZ after annOuncMontgomery and Vinton Freedlev
Edwards - MacLiammoir Gate Mexico s first, is boffo.
J^''^,"."
l'J''',*i<-'„,
Tony Perez, manager of Hotel editor of Pershing Hall Topics.
are still intWeSed ill" co-producing 'Th'eatr'e"wi
ing on Mutual network out of New
.short season in,
Lido Club to fly its whole cast York.
del Prado, back from N. Y.
the venture and now hope to stage Glasgow before year's end.
^
Nov,
to
London
tele
for
show.
a
Everett
Hoagland,
9
Texas
bandthe show next season
London,
Films,
Leon Vargas, premier danseur
Unit from Verity
John B Nathans back in town with Metropolitan Opera Co,,
Going for lonehiir music "the in to make documentary of North- man, playing at the. Hotel Del from the Rmcra
and entertaining bought interest in local dance
Prado.
hai^ wav" u Pdftnr H^^^^
All
Mexico
City's five after- Harry and Eddie Dantziger.
of
pact-;
studio
Productions
and will serve as director
IllslScCabe
heaira Opt 10 t,^ K r tn h^r'
Dr, Markus suit, claiming he had and ballet master with the Fort
Coward's noon new.sp_apers hiked their price
°^
Hans Schwieeer's debut a^^
a _priority
right
preems; from !5 to 20 eciUAVos (3c).
against
the Dunant
,
_
Worth Civic Opera Assn. while in
_
,
of the Kansas City
Citv Symphony.,
Svmnhony. "Present Laughter"; play
film'.opic^ dismissediCarlos Jkope^' MoeU^zumaj piX'^Red
Cork, this week.
Mayes is the only double-featured
.'
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...!]I'^,.^r',^t„l".l.",?..L'="
Town
and Johannesburg

•

n

•^^"'^

Conductor John Barbirolli
tour South Africa next March.
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62
work
newsmen;

spreading

his

otlier ship

Alan

Pryce

Wyn,

Jones);

each.
"Guid-: to Children's Records,"
-by Philip Eisenherg and Hecky
Krasno; Crown', $2.

.

'

"History of Popular Music," by
Signiund Spaeth; Randoni' flousei
$5;

&

October.

Makeup,"

Without

"Hollywood

by Pete Martin; Lippincott,

;

$3:50;

Oct, 13.
'"liow a Ballet Is Made," by
Frost; Transatlantic Arts,
$3.2S.

j

'

Little

'

:

'

"How to Compose Music,? by ber.
-Bayton-Power; Pitman, $2,50.
"Wine, Women
"Human Side of Miislc," by reminiscences and
Charles W. Hughes; Philosophical Billy Rose; Simon & Schuster, $3
Library, $3.75.
($1 paper-bound); Oct. 13.
"Immortal ;Shadows,'' dramatic
"World's Great Operas." by
criticisms by Stark Young; Scrib- John Tasker
Howard; Random
Continued from page 39:;
ner, $3; October.
House, $2,95.
"Inside Tin Pan Alley," by T.
"Year in American Music," 1948 there seems 'to be "a great deal of
Michel; Frederick Fell, $2.50.
edition,' -edited by David.. Ewen; disagreement between network officials and the heads of the affili"It's Easy to Malie Music/' by J. Allenf Towne & Heath, $6.
ated stations as to who is going to
.Leemint;; Watts, $3.
A People's- Music," by
pay what each agrees ASCAP is
CHATTER
Sidney Finkelstein; Citadel, $3;
Irv Kupcinet in Hollywood for due; Networks apparently disavow
Oct. 15.
responsibility on the theory they
two weeks.
"Joan of Arc," scenes and dialog
succeeded Jaik sent the disputed shows out as sus^
Rodney
Hoyt
from the Xorthcoming film, by! MaxRosenstein as Hedda Hopper's boy tainers. Affiliates feel the nets ai-e
well .Anderson and Andrew^ Solt;
liable since they produced the
scout.
Sloane Associates, $2,95; Nov. 4.
Walter Ross, publisher of the show,s...
f Julius Caesar,'? by Shakespeare;
illfated '48, is the new articles
Meanwhile the unsettled condir
Appleton, 30c.
tion of the radio renewal is holdLittle Music Library series ("Lit- editor of Collier's.
tle Book of Music Anecdotes" and
Earl Wilson doing "Confessions ing back attention by ASCAP to
''Little Guide to Music Appreci'
of a Nite Crawler" (with illustrar the television, picture, which is rap^
;

:

:

'

tions)

for Esquire.

George (Gabby) Hayes' new
comic book hits the stands as a
leen
O'Donnell-Hoover; Bittner, Fawcett publication,
$8; October.
Fritz
Blocki's daugliter, Melody,
"Mannerhottse," play by Thomas
will author a co-ed column for the
Wolfe; Harper, $2.50; Nov, 24.
Mermdid Series of English Dr".- new Los Angeles Mirror.
Richard Mowrer, former war
matists ("Christopher Marlowe,"
edited by Havelock Ellis; "WiUiani correspondent, in Hollywood roundCongreve," edited by Alexander ing up three yarns.' on the film should be paid for.
industry.
Charles Ewald); Wyn, $3 each.
However, before it sits down
"Music for the Violin and Viola,"
Deke Houlgate Daily Variety's with tele interests on a licensing
by Hans Letz; .Rinehart, $2.50; football seer, added the new Los agreement, ASCAP must first clean
Nov. 4.
Angeles Mirror to his string of up its own house. It hasn't com"Music for the Voice," by Ser- customers.
plete authority from its writer and
gius Kagen; Rinehart, $5; Nov. 4.
P. G^ Wodehouse inked an ex- publisher members to represent
"Opera Lover's Companiony" ed- clusive contract with Didier, wliich them in
tele talks for its music.
ited by Mary Ellis Peltz; Ziffis bringing out his novel, "Uncle Top writers such as Oscar HaniDavis, $5; November.
Dynamite," this month.
merstein II and Richard Rodgers,
"Oper,T Quiz Book," edited bv
Prentice-Hall
publicity
chief et al,, have not agreed to give
Harold V. Milligan and Geraldine
Ken Glniger penned a piece on ASCAP their tele rights. ApparentSouvaino; Wyn, $2.
ly N. Y. Supreme Court Justice
'il-H'^?!''-^.?!!
for the current
issue of the Public Vincent L. Leibell's recent decision
tos*'rL?/Trivifta°'^^^^^
"Rigoletto," "Barber of Seville"') Relations Journal,
in the New York theatremen's aC'
Allen, Towne & Heath, 65c. each.
Prentice Hall's Gorham Munson tion vs. ASCAP, in which he Tufe'd
"Peace in Our Time," play by and Ken Giniger, with flacker that ASCAP could not collect per
Noel .Coward; Doubleday, $2; Nov. Benn Hall, to conduct special pub formance fees for music on film,
18.
lishing course at the New School and that this right
should be ro"Parables for the Theatre," pi a vs for Social Research next spring:
turned; to the copyright owner,
by Bertolt Breclit ("The Good
The Marquis Ghildses of Chevy is making them extremely cautious.
Woman of Setzuan," "The Cauca- (Dhase, Md on Sunday (3), partied
Incidentally, it hasn't been decided
sian Chalk Circle"); Unlv, Of Min- their neighbor, Catherine Turlingby

Kath-

I

.

•

A

good.

—

/

number

&

-

.

who

.

nesota Press, $3.50; October.
."Peace in Our Time," play bv Make;
Ready;'.'

)^A%JrtJ'^^.i
'has. jiist

,

;

is

AUn

such

in six months .
New Marty Shor
unit at Hollywood .Show Bar in^'

Two

;

.

make»
1

guitar; Pat Monaco on electric fid^'^ ^^^^ Bill Caselli on piano .
.
fj'''""'"," ^'isk band held over at Bill
.

1

I

^

j

.

'
^"'"^^'^ -^"^
time . . Team of Gharlotle Moseri
On accordion, and Fred Castle, oH;
electric -.guitar,
has opened at
Horeshoe Bar
Tito Rodriguez
.
ihumba band into Jackie Heller's
Carousel for indefirtite engagenient. with Ralph
DeStephiino's
egulav house orch staying on to
furnish continuous music
Opv^i.tion on Walter Gable orch picked
_.
.

I
I

I

.

1

100

various

competition

Continued from
^,

,

I

^"f".

'

U.
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Tele Surgery

rights

for

^'^

indisposed

Continued from pagrT-

w'booked

Jn'if

^'"^

hetU' fZ'J^ll^'

\

Relay equipment will broadcast

soon.

I

As far as the free rebroadcast
rights are concerned, though a
good many pubs do not agi-ee with
granting tlum without payment,

i

I

'

I

may h?ve
Herman

llicj
^

"

liocl

\

'^'^^^ surgical-telecasts will
-rning and afternoon

'ke°1^i^''s!:^la'^^[^^^

:

made

surgical

to

Last

week's
ASCAP board meeting developed
some agitation over the situation,
and it was urged that a deal bo
free.

Ballet
better

b:;fl';ran^'p^osS'?h"is^'=^^

ward continuing to give away mur
sic

the

Monte Carlo did

(le

Pianist Hal

p.i6;e;39

.

,

"]^y

Russe

field,

.

Elliott's band
at U. of Pitts-

and despite

from

weeks were booked.
dance

the

In

.

.

.

'

available for 12 weeks,

.

.

.

Ensemble 75. The Vienna Clioir (0 study bacteriology
the Boys were, originally announced, as burgh,

NBC-Pubs
,

.

.

-

.

.

Mor-

™'L;;^^]|f'P,,,.^«';',a,.

I

!

appearances in
opera or concert.
He's just had
the most active summer of his ca
reev.
Artur Hubinstein, when he
returns to the U, S. in January,
will have 67 dates in four months
.
_
_
here.
Tlie Don
'Cossacks
have up at the Ankara
about 120 dates; the Four, Piano Ide has quit Baron

group.s, 21

!

another .week

^*"f"

V'^;^'""
•'°"""y
Costa, jazz pianist at

1

.

iftrt

.

eludes Shor on bass; Joe .Negri oa
!

1

1

Roo'mSOO and associated
monilormgo equipment. Six operalives will be required and the RCA
equipment is valued
coivers in

|

,

„

ensemble has fewer dates. But this
will improve the situation for the
others, while the Pans Opera Bal-

to for a brief peStarr, head of the

I

.

denionsli-ation
at $100,000.

I

tour will take Up some of the
departed troupes' slack

let

will publish in book form after the Warner Bros,
mu.sic publishing
Hearst magazine serializes it. It's sjroup, signed
an agreement with
slated for next fall.
NBC several weeks ago allowing

University medical authorities
jvicw tjie demonstration as a porOpera
The Met Opera did almost ca- tent of the day when medical and
pacity h\7 in N. Y. last season and sm'gical students will study surgery
will likelv do the same this year, trom a video screen in the same
especially witli a shorter season. V'^ssrooms they study other subIls next spring's tour is already,'*-''^'-'''
^ot only the visiting inedicomplelely booked. Las/.lo Halasz,
'^"t
the students, internes,
of the N. Y. City Opera Co., ex nur.ses,and others connected with
pccts the best sea-son ever.
This the hospital and School of Medicine
year his season' will run 15 weeks, j^^'''
the demonstration
eight in autumn, seven next spring! through receivers set up in classHurok .sees a depression coming!
-tlni'ty-five physicians and surjbut doesn't know just when
Lei-vine and Schang see no
the faculty are taking
bust in
^''"^ two programs.
VJCM.
Ilurok sees more shopping
.
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til I3ec
,ipx( nnd nnhu
^ ^?
i vli
h that
i^^i^ idea.
f,ln ' Ihey
n
.'"ong
v,nti
won't,
iinwnv^,. go aio„g too far

m

with
use of their ma'terial

tele's free
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watch
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House Reviews

'

'

s Continued from

;

piiKc

.M

^

around'by. the- public on entertainment, \vith'' the better; artists getting the; draw, and lesser talent
.

Basil

Green

in

.

!

Tenn. Williams

gUinpses of the
-Vau.bty Nineties, while the Jive
i=ttourfel ^
± Continued from page 1 5
l""ovidos modern touches of the draft
'Prightly hoofing,
Hurok admits his bookings are around $1,000 a week to his take.
Besidqs, book sales of his plays,
Brilliant
costuming.
ranging '^'f^'^- ^''"'n which he expects good
^'^turns.
IVavo
He also expects to cush- particularly, ."Streetcar,"
Cioiii leatiitrs and peaHs to
comic
gone into several ;editions, to swell;,
.snowmen, \\itches, sorcerers vam- l°» .'""T'Clf against a depression
jmPorUng novelties. He s.i.vs his total earnings.
Pj'-e.s and all
the gay finery of a
"Streetcar" has not yet been rein the dcDrcssions
'^'^'''^"' for stock or little
theatres,
'30s,
,

1

'

1

'

have 15 booked:

|

1

.

"Souvenir dc Ballet," photo under present plans, the book is
fraphs by Constantine; Ilo&tei- '( slated to be brought out early next
*"\ear bv^ Vikine
MKing riess.
Press'
Mth, '$12,50.
;"Stoiies of the Great Qpcras,
,
by E. Newman; Garden Cily Press, ^^'^t Opera As.sn.'s broadcast quiz
will be published by A. A. Wvn,
$2.49.
"Summer & Smoke," play by Nov. 11. Harold V. Milligan and
Tennessee Williams; New Direc- Geraldine
Souvaine.
associated
tions. $2.50: October.
iwlth the opera quiz for several
''TelevisioH
Production- Ptwh- years, are the book's editor,<i.
i^oya\; UcQvAw.
George
Jean
Nathan's
"Theatre
IVTrl"
Book^pC the Year: 1947-1948" rom.
,.
"T.-*!.
c
1
"f 'nff oiil Oct. 11 under Knopf inift„Jh^vL„ ®?"?'*?r'
^^^'^
Akianov; print.
It's
the sixth succesM^c
<n^^h^i"\o^k
ocuoners, ^<^.^o.
volume which compiles records and
"Tlieatrc," by H. Hobson;' Long- criticism
of every Broadway play
mans, $4.
of (he season along with other data.
"Theatres," by H. Burris-iMcvcr
Billy Rose has made so nianv
Reinhold.
"Theatre Arts Reader," h- V ''!"^'^1F,rr '^"''''f't'ons on his soon.{^']'\ Words"
Reed; Crown, $3,75.
}^
f'j"-'
''k"'
"Theatre Book of the Year, 1947f

:

,

~

the copyright owner

P"''!-'- or

been pub

Nov. lished by Vanguard.
'
Richard O'Connor, former Daily
"Punnet Theatr*" in Ami-rion "
staff writer and author of
«v'
by Aul MCi-naUin,
McPharifn- Jrlaipei,
HavSl^- $5;
Vo"'
"ThnmasnnPlr
nf
r'hirlr.,m,„«,
Thomas; Rock of Ghickamauga, "
Oct. 13
"Radio Announcer's Handbook," has penned a series of articles on
«y Ben Graf Henneke; Rinehart; the Battle of Ghickamauga for the
Chattanooga Times and 15 other
southern papers
_ '.'Radio station Management," by
J. Leonard Reinsch; Harper, $3 r,6
Fred R. Sammis, editorial direc"Richard 11," by Shakespeare; tor of five mags which comprise
the Maotadden Women's Group;
Appleton, 30c.
"Seeing Morfe Things," critical l^^f foi' the Coast last week to hudessays, by John Mason Brown- "Ite with authors and studio execs
regarding material for Photoplay
Whittlesey, $3.50.
"Shakespeare's Bawd.v," essay by and Radio Mirror
Eric
Partridge;
Dutton,
$7,50';
Sinclair Lewis is getting $60,000
Oct. 28.
^
from Cosmopolitan magazine for
" S h a k e s p e a r e*s Producing: his next novel.
"Over the Body of
Hand," by Richard Flatter; Norton" Lucy .Jade, which Random House
$2;

18.

Hariri and

,•11

I

,

:

will

I

"

.

.

tours of the N. Y. Philharmonic
were sold out. The DePaur In
fantry Chorus has 180 dates set
for 30 weeks, believed to be a record for a chorus. Susan Reed has
108 dates lined up for a solid October to Mav tour
KCAc'and Hu^ok have similar
sellouts of their leading artists,
with all' the dates booked that the
artists can or will lake. Jan Peerce,
from July 1, '48, to June 30, '49,

;

,

.
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I

.

.

.

:
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,

-
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M
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$2.7,^5:;

Leo Piper set for oile-nightei'S,; teeing
off in Lincoln, Neb.,
Oct. 16
Chuck Foster goes
into Roosevelt hotel. New Orleans,
.

few feau.._:
...!,t i._
„„„ that indicate business
tures
will
be

,

i

.

Alvino Rcy into Indiana Roof, In*
dianapolis, Oct. 15, for three days

a

to

.

held annual meeting

.

Columbia points

-

"Sheridan: His Life & His Thca
ire," biog by Lewis Gibbs; Mor
row. $4.
"Slavonic Rhapsody
of Aiitonin; Dvorak,"
Sd'aaten; Allen

,

Conference

here, Sept. 22 to Sept. 24

Booked Solid

:

Noel Coward; Doubledav,

.

tre

pessimistic outlook.

:

;

for four weeks; Oct; 28
King Cole Trio set for theadates in midwest, beginning
Nov. 1 at Palace theatre, Youngstown, and hitting RKO theatre,
Cincinnati, Dec. 1
Board of
Trustees of the American Music
apolis.

.

his:

47'^

Continued from page

;

other added costs."
Only bearish attitude is that of
Sol Hurok, concert and ballet impresariOt -Hurok sees: not only a
15% drop in concert; biz this year,
but also sees a general depression
coming, which will affect entei>
tainment as well. Hurok's fellow
managers, however, point out that
Hurok's bookings this year are
25% ahead of last year, to offset

iijQy_ 3
Joe Sanders comes out
of its leading of retirement and plans to organize
artists;
Jascha Heifetz, Rudolf a; band in Chi hfext month
.
idly coming into focus. ASCAP's Serkini Robert Casadesus, James Oeorse TOwiie gbes into the Desh*
top men and other major music Melton, Leonard Warren, Ferruc- ler^Wallick hotel, Coliimbusj 0;,
George Olsen set for
publishers are becoming impatient cio Tagliavini, Jussi Bjoerling-^ Nov, 29
four weeks at Claridge hottil;
.with delays. Sponsored-show graph; are booked for, every date the
in video is constantly curving up^ artists' wanted,
on a guarantee Memphis, Nov. 19.
ward, and ASCAP is still abiding basis.
Columbia's
danee.
two
by Its $l-a-year blanket contract troupes, Mia Slavenska
Pittsburgh
Co. and
and many pubs feel that if spon- Mata & Itari, are sold out. Bureau
Phil Cavzczza's band back into
sors are paying bills, ASCAP music planned a six-week tour for Mata Vogue.Terrace for third time with-

.

by Helen L. Kaufmann);
Grosset &,Dunlapy 65c. each.
OKI ,
„ ^'
„ ,.— ,r
"Makers
of Opera."
ation,"

On the Upbeat

Levine, "will continue to favor that
part of their activity despite their

ASCAP-Radio

:

..

.

bs

Brown.

•

,

Honor

:

Big €oncf rt-Opera Biz

s Continued from p.ige 1
Rudolph Elie, Her- will only be slight, at most 10% financial and Iflbor situations;
ald columnist, former war corre^ His prediction is based on advance Fortune Gallo, who has
trouped
spondent and music critic, and bookings for attractions, many of his San Carlo Opera
Co. for 35
Variety mugg in the Hub, resumes
which are sold out on guarantee years, usually starting out in Ocas music critic retaining his daily
tober, won't sond his company out
available.
no
more
dates
basis
with
cd. page column.
Marks Levine, prez. of National until 1949. Smallier managements
Producer-director Leo McCarey
Artists Corp., second and indie bookers feel they'll be
has a byline article, "Has Religion Concert &
management, sees pushed out as the majors make
a Place on the Screen?" in Exten- largest concert
a
season
as good as last and only money .on the cream bookings. A
sion^ national Catholic monthly.
little
less
than two years ago, couple pfedict a drop in the gena
Another piece along the same line,
which
NGAC^s
best. Although eral concert biz setup as much as
was
written by McCarey, appears as an
editorial feature in current issue living costs have shot up, there's 30'"o this season.
of Photoplay Magazine;
He also still a good backlog of savings and
But for the most part, there's a
did the preface for "Careers in a feeling of optimism, Levine feels. feeling of optimism in the trade/
Motion Pictures,', to, be published "That nucleus of the population
by
Sheridan
House.
the
which
as
one
of
.accepts
music
and Words,"
staples of their existence/' says
anecdotes by

of Plays,'' 6th edition, by Bernard
Sobel; Crown, $4.
'^UnderstandiuK Television," by
Orrin E, Dunlap; Greenberg, $2;50;
Victor Book of Operas, by L.
Biancolli and Robert Bagar; Simon
Schuster $2.95.
Victor Book of Symphonies, by
O'Cbnnell;
Simon
Charles
&
Schuster, $3.85.
Wayfating. Stranger," autobiog
by Burl Ives; IWh^ttlesey, $3.50;
Nov. 4,
"William Shakespeare," biqg by
Charles Norman; McKay, $3; Octo-

$1.50

•
.

Alexander Williams, for 16 years
music critic of Tlie Boston Herald,
resigned last week to take editorial
po.st with the publishing firm of

Literati
Continued from page (0
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Avenue," introduces the
'"odern extreme of coiitnisls,
Production is a triumph for its
director, Gerald Palmer, and the
supervisor of the many lovely
dance ensembles, Beatrice Livesey.

Shan-Kar,

t'enlli

..

|

•

Vienna Choir Rovs
Wagnerian opera troupe and

t-ondon

monev with
'

all

of

1

hem

fan^^elSuorsTk^bS

»
^IT?
"t lall.

'

Probably
Menagerie" was a pop-

,

I

oautiouslv this'spawn' uJ^rn^X"'*'^
Ithe
I

Clc...

\,

inri

m.,ir

"S^ts beon

a deal for
production,
with

'

Piccoh,
ing
"

.

T,

"''^ ^"'''''S"
as Marv wfgman
**'g™an, sold, ''-''i;';
•although there's
K.scudero,
Teatre dp'<i
i

(1947-481, edited by Daniel Blum,
Jack Shanley, .ship news reTheatre World, $3.50; Nov. 22.
"Tonight at 8:30," plays by portcr for the N, Y. Times, is bemg transferred to the drama stafl,
Noel Coward; Avon, 25c.
TwentyFivc Modern Pla.vs, se- succeeding Lester Bernstein, who
Ubted by S. M. Tucker; Harper, resigned to join Time mag, aianViiif{Tli«atrO'iHaudbook 4ind. Digest ^e^nvEinli 4$. ;f«{tQ4ed ,figvii;ing bn

summer in straw
is being producet
™-'-«-niiy ' theair.

ulai- veliiclc last

theatres
,

and

6S

Wcdueedfiy, October 6, 1948
(thus permitting for
continuity) and thus

Cold

War

sustained
know in advance whether or not they've getting a crack at that 20,000,000-to»
-1 (their chances of being called)

Hits Berfiit

Continued,, front page

1

^—

'

a

shot.

and thea- rency shall not suffer^ Americans^
by the whose ration is more generous, obwe^ opened, three
municipality. viously do not. "
Site and six by the
The Yanks are popular enough
of dwelling
All around, ruins
Yet— now in Berlin. They have quiethouses and shops remain.
you can ened down.
"the show must go on"—
and
"At first,'-' one German told me,
hear Verdi and Wagner
houses,
VThey
were so overbearing that
Strauss in the two opera
in
Offenbach and Donizetti in the we called them 'Russians
"The
pressed
pants.' But that is over."
Com?o opera theatre,- and
The
other phrase, also out-ofiWprrv Widow'' In the JMetropole.
sector
date,
that
I
heard
recalled
was:
iTiHinelv in the American
"The Time of Your "The Russians raped us. The
Is showing
Saroyan, and "Three French .seduced us. The Americans
1 ife" by Bill
bought us. But the English just
Men on a Horse," by John Cecil
Holm and George Abbott. Else- fell jn love-"
ClifWell, whatever you may think
where, "Awake and Sing," by

To the latter contention, the
impresarios
"Stop
the Music"
maintain that only two or three
are called in andvance as a safeguard, but it's known that a flock
of
telephonic
giveaways
othor
utilize the "calling in advance"

^a.0M%fs
that nin? "P^'^*"

:

;

.

:

!

,

.•

,

.

|

'

;

.

i

;
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1

1

about all your: "War tomorrow'*
f{)rd Odets, is'itt the repertory.
But the Germans complain that talk, Bei-lin is much more calm
the than Broadway. Compared with
they want new plays, that
before
Winchell, it is in a state of hypbought
rights in, these were
nosis.
the war, and that they can't go on
I recalled, looking on shattered
seeing them foreveH^ What, I woit[Berlin,
the last time I was in the
recommend
der would Saroyan
city— in pre-Hitler days. As Irvor,
theatre
cold
his own play in a
ing
Berlin
and
I walked out of the
one?
warm
in
a
.
,,
Goethe's "Egmont"
.
...
.
Adlon
he
said, joking of course
Marvebius Recovery
about his name, Swaff, this is my
From what I saw of it, the Ger- home town!' Many times since,
man producers have done mar- during the persecution of his peo
vels. The historic Deutsches theapie, I have remembered that.
tre, where Reinhardt once reigned,
was wiped out; so Its name and
tradition were transferred to an-,
other, not far away. The scenery
and dresses were destroyed—tthis
was generally true of all the theaS3 Cotttinued tiim pac^ 1
.tres— and so improvised substi^
Warners, have already entered tele
tutes were used. Salaries, at first,
were absurdly small; but they had through the operation o? ^stations,
of 'special teljefllms or
tiroductibn
to do.
they'll
Today, the Deutsches repertory theatre TV. It's expected
"Romeo follow the XJA pattern if It proves
Shakespeare's
Includes
soon as there are,
{iribfitable
as
and Jttliet" and Ben Jonson's
,

i

.

i

^

'

;

—

^

,
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and later a franehised agent with
MARY RYAN
New York, Oct.
Mrs. Mary Ryan Forrest, 68, who, same chain, died
had Ijeen
under her maiden name of Mary 3. In recent years he
advertising deRyan, was well known on the employed in the
He
Broadway stage, died Oct. 2 at partment of the N, Y. Times.
was the father of Hazel and Sara
Cranford, N. J.
Graham, both Of whom have
It was when Miss Ryan played Nancy
and musicomethe wife to Frederick Perry's hus- appeared in vaude
band in the 1914 production of dies.
Survived by wife, daughters and
Elmer Rice's play "On Trial" that
she first became widely known. a son.
Her husband, the late Sam Forrest, who died in 1944, staged the
WILL BAKER
,

technique:
$5,000 Insurance
Allen revealed Sunday night
that he had arranged with the National Surety Corp, to guarantee
that he would replace any article
or merchandise
valued up to
$5,000, or reimburse the listener
for any prize money he may have
lost up to $5,000-*-while listening
to his show. "In other words,";
cracked Allen, "ray listener can
only lose 30 minutes."
Here's how Kenny Delmar, announcer on the Allen show, .tipped
the surety gimmick
Tuiie in Fred Allen and relax,

,

play,

Will Baker, 48, raidwcstern salesmany
she
took
Pictures,
including those in manager for Republic
and died in Chicago, Oct. 1. Prior to
joining Republic, he had been with
and Universal. He
Miss Ryan's first Broadway ap- United Artists
film business as a
pearance was in "Brewster's Mil- Started in the
working in St. Louis thealions" in 1906. She was the young youth,
then moved to Chicago,
girl in "Ticey" in 1908 and played tres and
the old Producers
joined
opposite John Barrymore, in 1909, where he
Releasing Corp.
in "The Fortune Hunter."
He is survived by wife, two sons,
In 1910 Miss Ryan went to ChiPatsy.":
"Miss
in
Patsy
and pdirents.
cago to play
The following year she returned to
New York in "The Starbucks" and Mrs. CAROLINE MINZESHEIMER
in 1912 was Nell in "Stop Thief.".
Mrs. Caroline Minzesheimer, 77,
Miss Ryan was brought on the
widow of the late Marcus Loew,
stage at the age of four by her
founder of the Loew Theatres
father, John Ryan, a song-andShe received stage Chain, died Sept. 30 in New York
dancc man.
training in stock companies in Chi- after a heart attack.
Surviving are her second hus-r
cago and in New York, where she
was born. She was married to band. Max Minzesheimer, whom
she married in 1933; two sons,
Forrest in 1908,
After she was established as an Arthur M. Loew, Loew's Internaplayed
roles
she
mother
tional prexy, and David L. Loew,
actress Of
leading parts in "Miss Lace" in board chairman' of Enterprise Pro1919, "The Sign on the Door" in ductions, and four grandchildren.
1921 and "Turn in the Road." In
1923 she played Fanny in 'Red
COX
L.
Light Annie."
L. Raymond Cox, 45, actor and
magician, who first appeared .on
J. LORBER
the stage as a child actor in "KisHerman J. Lorber, 52, executive met," died in New York, Oct. 3.
assistant to George Schaefer, dis
Cox appeared with stock comtribution head of Enterprise Pro
panles throughout the country an.^
ductions, died Sept. 30 in the
several Theatre Guild producemergency ward of Roosevelt in
During the recent war be
tions.
Hospital, New York, after falling
two years as an entertainer
spent
in front of a moving train the day
with USO Camp Shows.

Thereafter

mother

roles,

"The Little Teacher" in 1919
in "Only 38" in 1921.

guaranteed. If. y6u, any listener
in the United States, are called
on the telephone during the next
30 minutes by any giveaway
" program and. you can pfove because
you were listening to Fred Allen
you have missed ah opportunity
to win a washing machine, sterling
silver: dinner set, new car or any
amount of cash prize, the National Surety Corp. guarantees Fred
Allen will perform his agreement
to replace any article of merchandise up to $5,000 or reimburse
you for any amount of prize money lost up to $5,000."
•Meanwhile the boys are- watch^
ing the Hoopers to see how the
HERMAN
"Volpone," van Lessing'S "Nathan enough T.V; stations bri the '.air |d initial' Allen stanza stacked up
large-scalefllin:;
support
more
disr
the Wise" and the eternal comedy
against "Stop the Music," which,
tribs.'
about the Koepenick impostor.
incidentally, paid Off $30,000 in
organization,
UA
sales
Entire
cultural
From the classical and
prizes on Sunday to a Bluffton,
point of view, the Berlin theatre from division through district, ex- Ind., beer salesman for cracking
seems to be as good as ever. But change and field personnel, has open the jackpot tune.
dewliat it wants is novelty. There is |heen geared to service the new
operate
Company
will
Partment.
all
the
no play staged for a run;
before.
theatres are devoted to repertory. on a distribution fee basis, simlLorber was widely known among
As for the "night life," the Cab- ilar to that under which it now opsales execs and- exhibitors in the
Arbitrations
aret Komika provides the only de- lerates in regular film releasing,
film industry, having served with
Continued from page S
parture from the modestldfia of a jWhat the TV distribution fee will
the Paramount distribution staff
but
soloist and a band which is tttl-that Ibe hasn't yet been determined,
Extensively liberalized so that it for many years before joining Enthe rest of the cafes can afford, it's expected to be pro-rated on the can cover the rules for selling pix working for Paramount immediateThat stages political sketches, in basis of the number of sets in cir- laid down by the anti-trust decree; tef prise earlier this y ear: He started
which jokes are made about theiCulatioH in each tele market area arbitration would be the chief out- ly following the first World War
UA has already begun to round let- for exhib-distrib fights in the after being discharged from the
Allies, for instance, the black market and the lighting cuts. But it.uP a full film library for video, future, if the proposal is accepted Armed Forces: in 1919.
and
features
In 1927, LOrber traveled through
both
is good-natured enough and would comprising
by the Government.
the Continent for the film comshorts. Company will handle both
'flllehd nobody.
As an -example of the extended
to install exchanges adopting
A philharmonic oi-che.stra plavslUA product and film produced for jurisdiction: which tlie Big Five panyAmerican
system for distributthe
uu«icu -^^^^^ j^,^
wui be
riiiu will
ue offered
indies.: Film
thp American
Ainpi-ic;m tele by indies,
every Sunday in the
^.^jg,^^..^^j^
^„
ing pictures. In January, 1932, he
scctor; Berlin pays as much as S6 to all broadcasters, agencies and ^.^^^^
question of run would became assistant to Par's eastern
for a good seat at a football match sponsors.
come within the arbitration powsales manager, a jiost
John H. Mitchell, long-time ra- ers of the new, system. Decree divisional
In the Stadium; boxing is now
which he held until his resignation.
exec and business con!
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H.

SYDNEY WRIGHT

H. Sydney Wright, director of
Meti-o - Goldwyn - Mayer British
Studios, Ltd., died in London Sept.
30.
He was fatally stricken while_;,,;
at lunch..
-wright, who also was a legal ad^1,^^Loew organization,
had been ailing for some time with
cardiac trouble.
•

'

I

•

!
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MORRIS SHULMAN

,

i

.

starting in a tent.
The crowds flock to anything
and their willingness to pay high
prices for amusement— at least a
third again as high as in London—
is explained by the fact there Is so
" little to buy in the shops.
Nearly 80 cinemas ar* open in
Berlin. "A Matter of Life
and
Death" ("Stairway to Heaven"*,
the first British film I saw advertised, ends with a scene in which

dio sales
sultant, has

i

!

:;

i

1

.

the English aie indicted by
nial peoples for their acts of conquest and exploitation! That, I
-suppose, is our way of teaching
the virtues of democracy!
In "The Hucksters," Clark Gable
and Deborah Kerr were giving
Berliners one of those strange versions of "the American way of
life," which is not quite what Truman and Dewoy are talking about

.

provides that every exhib is enHis wife, Jennie, survives.
"some run" and that he be
given his run without discriminaTHOMAS ARMAT
UA
tion.
AAA would determine that Thomas Armat, 81, who develimportant question under the Big oped the first commercial motion
Five proposal.
picture projector, died at his home
In effect, liberalized arbitration in Washington Thursday (30.):-, Only,
and some divorcement are the two last March, the Academy of Momain points in the majors' settle- tion Picture Arts and Sciences
ment offer,. Companies would, na- awarded him a special Oscar for
turally, ailsb be bound to recognize the development- of his pro.iector
certain hSns.siich as those, oH price- in the 90's. He marketed this maconjunction with Thomas
chine
fixing and Mbcfebookih^.'^
A. Edison.
where he helped develop new radio
His machine, known as a Vitastations.
scope,' was used :for the first, commercial showing of pictures on
Mr. and Mrs. Jascha Hcifetz, son, April 23. 1896,. at Koster and Bial's
Hollywood. Sept. 30, Father is the Music Hall in New York. He subconcert violinist.
sequently invented a number of
T. Qrr,
Mrs,
William
and
Mr.
other devices and was also in the
Contmiird from page 1 sss
daughter, I-os Angeles. Sept. 30. real estate business in the District
Mrs. Jack
strictly on a "give radio back to Mother is daughter of
of Columbia.
L. Warner; father is a Warner
.show business" stance.
Survived by wife and two sons.

been named to head up

the new department, which will opprez Grad
jCrate directly under
Sears and Paul H. Lazarus, Jr., exec
assistant to Sears Mitchell entered
radio with the Erwin Wasey ad
[agency and later organized the first
sales service department for the
'Mutual network, serving as its service sales manager prior to the war.
He later joined Honel InternaColo- tional, an investment syndicate,
1

Morris Shulman, 56, former
manager of the Olympic Theatre,
and others in that area, died.
Sept. 30 at his home in Inlet, N. Yi
He had operated the Gaiety The-

Utica.

I

,

titled to

m

atre in Inlet since 1936.

Survived by wife, a son, and two
brothers.

MRS.

Comics Gang Up

—

1
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RYDGE

B.

.

CHARLES

,

BIRTHS

NORMAN

Mrs. Norman B. Rydge, 37;' wife:
Norman B. Rydge, head of
Greater Union Theatres of Australia, and son> Stephen, -5, died of
gas poisoning in Sydney, Septl 29.
Details in Foreign Section.
ot

F.

.

FITZGERALD

Charles F. Fitzgerald, assistant

manager and treasurer of Proctor's
Theatre in Troy for several yearsj
died Oct. 2 at Watervliet, N. Y,
Survived by wife, three daughters and four sons.

JAN SAVITT

Jan Savitt, 35, orchestra leaderexec:''
Comedlc Barrage
,
songwriter, died in Sacramento,
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Stevens.
Kenny" is being shown;
Bennys, Bergens
HOPE H. BARROLL, JR.
Cantors, "
^'"^ ,'-'<"'^""''
Cal., Oct. 4 of a cerebral hemor"ThP Snne of Rpfnadefte"
°"31V» daughter, Chicago, Sept, 27. Father
Hope H BaiTOU, Jr., 53. veepee rhage.
and Jolsons, etc are in complete
^.^^^-^^^ manager for Para,L
and .<TK„
"The Two-Faced Woman »
radio
of
stageneral
manager
the
and
despite
Allen,
with
sj mpathy
j^p^,^^ pictures,
Details in Music section.
tion WFBR, Baltimore, died at his
Old Pix And Also Very New
^j.; and Mrs..: Al.Weiss,. daughter,
fact that not all of them are facSome of the American films are ing the: kind of giveaway competi-rj Miami; Sept. 19. Father is mana- home in that city, Sept., 29.
Barroll had served in the direct
years old. Some are so new that
tibh that plunged Allen's show ggr of the Qlymiiia theatre, Miami; tion and management of WFBR for
I could
son.
have seen there "Easter into 38lh place In the Hooper
Lang,
Philip
J.
Mrs,
and.
Mr.
Parade," latest Irving Berlin opus, tallies at the tag end of last sea- Freeport; L. I., Sept. 24.
Father 17, years. In 1931 he. joined the
Mary Coffey to Oliver Weldon,
directors of The Baltii^
weeks before it is due in London.
Dublin,. Ire., Sept. 13. lie s drama
with Mills Mu- board of
son after he had enjoyed a Top is an orchestrator
more Radio Show, Inc.. when that reporter on Evening Herald, and
As for the Zoo, which looks 10 ratinK during most ol the semes- sic.
,
,i.
'-'A'
WFBR. and son of playwright Brinsley Macbought
Costello, company
Delmar
more like a graveyard overrun
Mrs.
Mr
and
startMusic"
the
^.heli "Stop
served in that capacity for 3 years. Namara.
Jg,.
.,:'
;::",
with weeds, they are growing cab.son, Hollywood, Sept. 18. Father is
In 1933 he became executive veepushing way out in front.
a"
bages' and beans in some of the,
June Du prez to George Moffctt,
„.,„
initial soundofts during the
pee ahd served as chief executive
Mr a"d M.^ .Max G.Uord so„ of
opeft-Mr cages.. Others, with closer
Jr., New York, Oct, 3, Bride is a
/^^^^g^^'^ .e^Xected to be folstation until his death.
^
bars and netting, contain fowls,
filrn ,aietrcSs; he'§: with the
legit
r
giveaway
He
is
survived
his
wife,
and
by
fowed by a succe-,ssion of
Anne Gwvnne
^wynne. film actress
A"^'^^
.staff
of t h e Authors League of
two sons.
\
gagrand needling on the comedy
AniericaV
fh^v^vi""?
''^Y^'^"^""J^H^y
hey are personal
of the «j
property
^^jj f^^j^.^y ^^ong NBC com- ^
^ew York, Sept. 30. Father
Jean Moorhead to Harold Ferrin,
strategy
RALPH R. KRAVETTE
professional manager of Leeds
ics) as pei-haps the No. 1
^^t^,
^^f''^'A "",^^P"* *'^'^r?
sate
New
York, Sept. 30.
Bride is a
y. llie Busdi Circus, which IS
Ralph
former
the
R.
Kravette.
52,
off
.^ to laugh them
^yrusic.
in the same grounds, is for sale,
musitiwhiedyrsinget; he
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Good, son, general manager for Vinton Freedkilocycles Allen's Iceoff "kidding,'
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the proprietress, faced with food
shortage, cpn no longer carry on.

After all the talk of Wall Street
trying to dominate Europe, I was
not surprised to see that most of
the :cigarets on sale by hawkers
in, the streets were of American
origin
chiefly Chesterfields and

—

Sept.
27.
In-earncst" paid off with coast-to- Pittsburgh,
Monday i4) jnariager pf^^lce^.Ca^^^^
co,i<;t headlines in the
Mary HCendrickson,
r is
Wles
D... '.%..ii.'.n-iiv Allpri with an as- with that show.
:

'

•

! '^.l,"
? from

sist

ested

in

hiV co-tomics,
Po romiVs
his
launching »

h

interi* .i"i-li

P[ffi«"<^f.
campaign aimed at convincing ine

Mr.

:

aM>

Father's
f prniferly,

Mrs. John HasSon,
24.
Sept.
Pittsburgh
,

..

Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Fowler,

.son.

jiusical

KBLD

:'

.,;:

Survived by wife, son. daughter,
sl.sters, three brothers and

m

«how i-enoi-ter
lepoiter.
advance of the show

';

Edrilbnd
Juan: to
oigii. San
b'Brienv iSanta BarbatSv sept,. 26.^^^
Both, are.-,screen--playeris.;..i:;
\t
Virgina Weems tO: Meivin MUnhi
F^ANK
Frank Graham, 63,
former Dallas, lecenfly. Hc'.s a member
beokor-for.the Keith vaude- cireuit of the KHluU/onnonnans eiaSt.

three

GRAHAM

l<''«-'P'i**"i'"

contacted

•-,

WTOL

Born in Newport, R,

;

.

•'

away

,'.:'.'' .'"

-'-.i

New York

father.

seemingly obey the order not to
dispose of them, 'so that the cur-

'

y
producer, died Oct. 2 in director.
after a long illness.
;Betty ICyle to -Bob Anderson, ToI., he became
ledo, Sept, :13. 'Sride is a
associated with Freedley in the .staffer in that city.
early '20'.'3 and was with him until
June Schlbssberg to Walter
three years ago. when he left: to Sm ith „ New- York; Oct. 2, Bride id
manage "The Red Mill"' touring isecretary to Pan S, Terrell,, of
company.
-y
Loew's publicity dept.

ley, legit

,

.
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jflARTFORD

ilEW

YORK

.AALTIMORI
'^

WASHINGTON,

'Dear Peggy and Dave, your two weeks at the Paramount were terrific. It woi
unfortunate that your previous commitments prohibited a longer stay. Rest assured
you'rt
always welcome here. Thanks."

Bob Weitman, Mgr. Paramount Theatre,

NEW YORK

'You certainly gave us a grand and glorious Fourth of July week. Despite the hot
weather you brought in one of our best weeks of the year. Please accept my deepest

Nate

Piatt,

Mgr. Chicago Theatre, CHICAGO

-"Thanks Peggy and Dave for a tremendous week at Washington's
Capitol Theatr*.
Substantially obove the average both arfistlcolly and financially."

Carter T. Barron, Mgr. Capitol Theatre,

WASHINGTON,

""Your engagement here certainly gave our summer business
here at the Hippodrome wants to thank you for a sensational
week."
I.

"My thanks

c(

D. C.

boost. Everyone

M. Rappaport, Mgr. Hippodrome Theatre, BALTIMORE

you Peggy end Dave for giving us our best business in over
ten
years. The fact that you were here during the hottest
weekend of the summer only seemed
to make business better. Pieqse save^a spot for us
on your next tour."
to

Martin Harris, Mgr. State Theatre, HARTFORD

Personal

Magagement

CARIOS GASTEl

Drr«c/ion»—

PublicHy

GENERAL ARTISTS CORPORATION

GENE HOWARD
FHAN JACKSON

THOMAS

G.

ROCKWELL,

Prtsidtnt

NEW YORK^CHICAGO •HOLLYWOOD'CINCINNATI'lONOON

D« C.
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FILMS

Fabtlshed Waekly at 1J4 W«at <6tb Street, New York
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EISENHOWER'S VIDEO PARLAY
imm

Ennvean Coimtries iDickn' Top U. S.
Talrat, but

FILMING Hughles Prefers SeDii^ Theatres

Most Can't Afford lliem

So RKO Woos Separate D.

IV

The demand for U. S. naIne'^
has become international.

No Hummable Show Tunes

the. point that unless
a steady flow of top U. S. names

new

have reached
'

comes in from American
look very slim.

profits

Indicative of the poor crop of
musicals is the general com'^
from the bandleaders around
agencies,
York. They point to the crop
New
Theatres

General D wight D. Eisenhower,
Century-Fox and the ABC
network came up Avith a

20th

television

three-way

television film parlay
this week of far-reaching, propor'r.
tions.
The TV network has set a
of good show tunes last year when
for full rights to a series of 26
new musicals like "High Button deal
two-reelers based on Gen^ EisenShoes," "Look, Ma, I'm Dancin',"
hower's forthcoming "Crusade in
"Angel in the Wings," etc., Europe'^
book, which are to be propremiered.
duced by the 20th-Fox telefilm deSo far this new 194849 legit
plaint

in other countries have come to the
conclusion that a U. S. headliner
means capacity: business.
The situation is especially pronounced in London, where the

.Palladium and the Casino do lop
business when a U. S. headliner season "there isn't, a good new
tops the bill. This angle is borne show tune; what's more, we get no
out by the fact that the Casino will requests for any show tunes.''
suspend Oct. 16 because it hasn't
been able to buck the Palladium in
getting name attractions. On the
other hand, the Palladium, which
played Danny Kaye, Andrews Sisters, Dinah Shore, Betty Ilulton

Churchill

Takers Scarce

Hollywood, Oct. J2.
Winston Churchill's autobiography is up for sale to Hollywood
film' producers,
with an asking
price of mori than $1,000,000, and
no< takers to date. Metro was re-

one of the most
prosperous houses in tlie British
Isles.
Houses in the British
(Continued on page 55)
others, is

By N.

Series Stratocast

Blows Air Fuse

.

'

Y. Collarites
by

insurrection

white collar union members, purportedly planned
for the Para-

Govt. Fight Vs.

amount Pictures club annual dinner-dance last Friday (8) at the
Waldorf-Astoria, caused Par toppers to counter with a tactical
shift in television plans for that
shindig. Par members of both the
Screen Publicists Guild and the
Screen Office
Professional Employees Guild had Intended— or so
company biggies were, led to believe—to spell out the word "negotiate" in line with the guilds'
current campaign when the tele
camera panned the attendees.
Under original plans for the af-

AM

fair,

a 30-minute television

show

over

WPIX, with the Waldorf

ball-

Obscene Disks

(Continued on page 54)

May Become a Sunday
8:30 Habit (Ifs Hoped)
Henry Morgan

last

week checked

out of Music Corp. of America and
aligned himself with the William

'

Morris.office.

Intriguing aspect of
the switchover is the fact that It
may prelude a deal whereby Morr
gan will become an in-and-out
regular on the Fred Allen Sunday
night NBC show: this season.
Morgan and Allen- parlayed their
.

talents on the program's preem
Oct. 3 for a satirical Icickaround ol
the giveaway craze in what wa«.
generally hailed as one of the sock
comedy stanzas of recent vintage.
Possibility of the Allen-Morgan
teamup cued trade comment that it
might be the real solution to Mor^
gan in radio.

:

.

.

i

I

;

studio, included a feature
in which the camera was to roam
the-sealed guests, picking out such
Par execs as Barney Balaban,

•

—

BARBARA ANN

'

Paul Ralbourn, veepee;
Heagan, distribution vee(Continued on page 55)'

.PRO DEBUT AT ROXY

Clrarles
.

RKO's

Chevalier's Paris

SRO

,

room as

prexy;

predicated on the de-

.

&

•

is

Howard Hughes,

Morgan-Allen Teamup

.

.

TV Coup

of

offered the projected series to

.

Paramount Ducks

suspected

sire

controlling stockholder, to sell th«
theatre circuit intact,
RKO is willing to go much further than other companies to win

Korda but never filmed.
Both
Korda and David O. Selznick have

,

A

settlement

by

Set Tele Sights

'

Suspected

good .possibility of a compromise
which would involve something

cently offered the story property
Sir ' Alexander Korda, acting as
representative for the former British prime minister, but balked at
partment.
the price.
Peter G. Levathes, 20th's tele
Another Churchill yarn for sale
director, had obtained the
TV is "Richard the Lion Hearted,"'
rights some time ago to the book, written
several years ago
for

which is to be published Nov, 22
by Doubleday & Go. In line with
20th's decision not to turn out any
telefilms on speculation, Levathes

Peace

is

dose to divorcement, according to
Government
sources.
Separat*

expressed interest in "Richard"
but feel that conditions are not
ABC quite right for so expensive a
without first turning out an aur project at this. time.
dition show^ Deal was set directly
by Levathes with ABC prexy Mark
Woods and exec veepee Robert E.
Wheil Walter WinChisll switches Kintner, with the network paying
over from Jergens to Kaiser- $400,000 for the television series.
What 20th's production budget- on
Ftflzer next Jani 2 it 's likely novif
that he'll move right intp televi- the films Is to be hasn't been disclosed.
Nor is Ike's share, alsion for a similltaneous A3VI-^TV.
Sunday /at ^9 broadcast. Plans fbir though the literary rights establishes a precedent as a "capital
the ..WW video showcasing haven't
Cleveland, Oct, 12,
gains'', venture.
The U. S. Treasbeien crystallized as yet,' with the
(Continued on page 55)
Attempts to use Stratovision to
William Weintraub agency,, handbeam the sixth and final game of
ing the Kf* accoiintj mulling some
the World Series from Boston to
iriterim "Closed eirenif' videOcasts
Cleveland and then out over the
to see how the project ;.sha]C>es up.
midwest television network met
Wincheli's new sponsor takes
with little success here yesterday
oVer AB,G iSponsoFship of election
(Mon.). Reception of the signal
'night (Nov. 2) retuirnis for both
from Boston, as'.picked up by a reand; tele, and while the web would
converted B-29 Superfortress flylike to recruit Winchell -aS pai-t
ing 20,000 feet over the Pittsburgh
of the commehtary roundup, his
Kansas City, Oct. 12.
area and relayed here, was weak
exclusive with Jergens holds, until,
A Government fight to stamp out and inconsistent and* WEWS, local
the first of the year.
Meanwhile, there's a stroilg pos- traffic in obscene records is now TV outlet, gave up half-an-hour
the game started. Other
sibility that Drew Pearson's ABC under way on several fronts, ac- after
Sunday night commentary may cording to developments in the stations on the network received;
also go video after Jan. 1. His case of James L. Davidson, Kansas none of the game,
Reception was also snafued by
sponsor, Lee Hats (also a Wein- Cityj Kan., distributor, heard in
interference
with ground stations.
traub account) reportedly likes the U. S. district court before Judge
Stratovisipn, developed by Westidea, feeling that he, like Wmch- Arthur J. Mellott Oct. 5.
Judge: Mellott was astounded at inghouse Electric in association
ell, shapes up as a natural for the
Government claims that Davidson with the Glenn L. Martin Co., opTV cameras.
had: received over 100,000 records erates on TV channel 6 under an
since early in 1947, wheir he^ad- FCC cxperimental-licensei Signal
mitted he began handling them. from the plane slopped over into
SCOTT'S The court.stopped to comment that WEWS' channel 5, so that the sig(Continued on page 55)
(Continued on page 18)

Winchell, Pearson

among

KKO

By BOB STAHL

Today theatres in Great Britain
Canada and France

^'and Australia,

C.

Washington, Oct. 12.
conducting separate negotiations with the Dept. of Justice for settlement of the Government anti-trust suit, and there is a

,

talent

'

Paris, Oct. 12.

New

her«
week, despite bad economic
of the country, with
Maurice Chevalier's, one-man, twohour show pacing the new offerlegit

season opened

last

conditions

Chevalier packs the. Champa
Klysee theatre nightly and his show
is expected to run a month.

ings.

Week's taxi strike and partial,
railroad stoppage,, meanwhile, have
added to the distress of amusement
seekers and to tourists visiting
here.
..

v

Toronto, Oct. 12.

Barbara Ann Scott, Olympic figure skating champion, will make
her professional debut at the
Roxy theatre, N. Y., Christmas
She's been signed for the
ISRAELI CO. show.
highest sum a blades performer
Hollywood, Oct. 12.
ever got on a non-percentage deal.
Hollywood group is helping es- She's reported getting $10,000
tablish an Israeli film company, weekly for five weeks.
first film studio there, and it will be
Boxy theatre execs will go all
capitalized at $800,000.
Coin is out in presenting the Olympic

H'WOOD GROUP HEPS
SET UP

.

earmarked for erecting buildings, champ. House will be closed for
and furnishing equipment for the early part of the day and will
reopen in the evening with a kleiglight preem.
A film library will be established,
Miss Scott's pro bow is figured
and company may go into the rec- to attract top Canadian governord-manufacturing biz later. Funds ment ofllicials as well as execs of
^lU be furnished by a National skating organizations and top proJewishv Fund, and municipality of motors. It's been known that ice
Herzliyah, near Tel Aviv, where show producer Arthur Wirtz has
studio wiU be located, is exempting been attempting to interest Miss
Scolt in a touring show.
(Continued on page 55)
labs

The Honr
Of

Charm

The Perfect Program For

TELEVISIO]^

the

outfit, which will produce newsreels, shorts and documentaries.

,

,

'

'

As Beautiful to See as to Hear
Under the Direction of

Phil Spltttlny
rhoM CO S-13t3

—

1

.Wednesday, October IS, 1948

snscBLLAsnr

By

Newsreek Sdve Senative

This Week's FootbaU
MARTY GUCKMAN-

•By

Playing Neutral on Truman and Dewey
Film Industry has narrowly es-i^
caped being dumped into the mid-

Solly Violinsky, the vaude^r
who has laid off under;
four Presidents and doesn't
expect the Republican admin-

villian

the

Cadet's fonvard wall too tough.

—was

casta

discussing-'
India,

system/ in

where "halt the population are

of New York exhibs.
of Industryltes are stiU

328th Week!
8,384 P«rfor(n«nce»

long run
All-tinia
the legitimate theatre.
-

record

in

KEN MURRAY'S

With the reels tacking blogs
of the two major candidates only,
there is fear of adverse reactions
In the south, strong for Dixiecrat

"BLACKOUTS OF

Metro's'Get Tough'

1948"

El Capitan TKaatre, Hollywood, Cal
And now in world-wide; relcjise.

Am COO"
Ken

"BILL

•ntry, J. Strom Thurmond, and In
the big cities from followers of

Murray'*

On Guestar Policy

Henry Wallace.
Feud started when Republican
rooters, led by Glen AUvine, former
publicity chief of the Motion Picture Ass'n of America and present
tele-plx •chief for Dewey, induced
•Umber of major circuits to book «
(Continued on page 55)

20
IS

Cornell
Cornell showed its class against Navy and Harvard.
.... Missouri
Missouri-Navy
Anoth^ sure death on Navy's Siulcide schedule.
YUlanova
yillanova-Boston College (FrI. ulte)
Villanova showing its strength after Army defeat.
State
West Va.-PeBn SUto
The Nitiany Lion one of the best.

7

'

not convinced that the companies
•re out of the rough because of the
deal.

,

Coman-Syraousa

untouchables."
"We got the same people
here that w« can't get a quarter out of," observes the songsmith-comedian.

90%

<

v
*u
rtbound •fter Dartmouth loss,
•

Th« Cnisadera on the
.-.Dartmoutll
Colgate-Dartmouth
Tha Big Green is one of the Ivy League'sJiest.
Vttm
Penn-Columbla
Penn has It in the Una.

.

back vaude'

cither'

ville

POINT^

Harvard- Army

Brown-Holy CnMW

—

istration to bring

SELECTIONS

•GAMES

Violinsky Sez

of the presidential electlQii
campaign, Only « last-minute compromise this week of warring film
an
factions, which resulted in
agreement for the five newsreels to
play nine-minute biographical pix
Of both President Harry Truman
and Republican candidate Thomas
E. Dewey ended the dispute. For
a time the argument threatened to
•put the Metropolitan Motion Pictures Theatres Ass'n, organization

Number

IMTMOM. N. Ysl

COLLEGE
EAST

dle

I'epplng

rSpertt Otracro^ af

Academy Award Film

Hollywood, Oct. 12.
Metro has ordered a ';get tough"

Paris Runaround
By Bonrab Minevltch

policy on- radio scripts for its contractees making, guest calls. It all,
resulted from Jane Powell's ap-

20
13

26

Kansas

Kansas-George Washington (Fri. nite)
George Washington out of its

20

Class.

Pittsburgh
Marquette-Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh is mighty good in its class.
Princeton
Rutgers-Princeton
Princeton has too much all around strength.
Wake Forest
Wake Forest-Duquesne (nitel
The Deacons much too good.

7

13

20

SOUTH

•

Alabama
Alabama-Tennessee
Paris, Oct. 6.
Alabama, after a slow start, is rolling.
Garry Davis Arkans|is-Texas
Pillar to Post:
Texas
World Citizen No. 1 ) or (Citoyen
clubs on the rebound after upset defeats*
Both
News."
Neither her lines nor du Monde numer un) mulling
Teoh
Tech
songs were considered compatible wUch road to trumpet: He's road- Auhnm-Georgla
continues undefeated. •
Wreck
Rambling
to her talents and M-G put through marked Bar Harbor, M«, (birthBaylor
Texas Tech-Baylor
an order that hereafter the studio place), the one most mulled.
their stuff against Arkansas.
showed
Bears
must receiva. a completed script
Satirist Duke-Maryland
Att.
Libby Holman:
before the star is cleared.
George Lloyd had them bravoing
Fred^FoIger too much for Maryland.
Heretofore it was only necessary at his Chez Carrere opejiing.
Georgia
Georgle-La. State (nite)
for an agency attache to sketch the
New low Aime Barelli (local
LSU has what it takes to spring upset.
studio
radio
J>eter8en,
role to Les
Harry James) cornets "Paper Doll" Vanderbilt-Kentucky
Kentucky
contact, and clearance was effected.
(muted) so sotto voice you gotta
Wildcats blow hot and cold; this week it's hoti

7

.

pearanca in th« Ballroad Hour's

initial

of

presentation

"Good

7

(

.

20

,

STATEMENT OF THE OWNKRSHIP, MANAGEMENT^ CIRCULATION. ETC.. REQUIRED BY THE
ACTS OF CONGRESS, OF AUGUST 24, 1912, AS AMENDED BY
THE ACT OF MARCH 8, 1933,
AND JULY 2, 1946,
Of Variety, published weekly at New
y6rk, N. Y., for October 1, 1948.
State of New York, County of New
York, ss.
...
Before me, a Notary Public in and

get your ear in the horn to get it..
Die Miss
Misslsslppi-Tulane
The J. P. McEvoys now full memTulane's new passer, Joe Ernst, i$ a year away.
bers in our actor-proof fried chick-, No. Carolina State-No. Carolina
No. Carolina
en recipe group.
Tarheels have best team ever under .Suavely.
"Laissez-faire to it all
Steve Rice-SMV (nite)

I

_

i

.

.

Kaye's Repeat At

-

,

;

Street;

New

York^ City.

it

when he appears

—

,

.

at

Command

Performaneci NoVv
1.
lie's expected to arrive here a
few days prior to the show, and
Erichs, will sail back to the, U.S^ shortly

IS

7

.

7

IS
20

H

:

.

.

;

.

.

.

. ..

.

.

7

.

,

.

Managing Editor^None.
Business Manager^Harold
154 West 46th street. New York afterward.
While Kaye's attendance at the
City.
2. That the owners are: Sidne Sil- Command Performance is definitei
yerman, 154 West 46th street. New his film commitments at Warner
Vork City; Syd Silverman, 154 West gj-og studios may stymie a pro46th street, New York City; estate ol innoed
'0"8ea vaiidp
vauae pncaspmpnt
engagement hprp
nere
iime Silverman, 154 West 46th street,
New York City; Estate of Louis Ry^
W/B't Brit. Pic. For Kaye
-dell, 154 West 46th street. New Yoik
Hollywood, Oct. 12.
Sidne Silverman in trust
City;
for Harold Erichs. 154 West 46th
Warners; is propping a Danny
•treet, New York City; Sidne Silver- Kaye starrer to be filmed in Engitrust for Abel Green, 154 land next
.man
year. Jerry Wald will
West 46th street, New York City; produce.
He'll accompany Kaye to
or
•lid :Sldne Silverman in trust
London
Oct. 28, day after "Happy
Jack Pulaski. 154 West 46th street,
Times" winds up shooting here^
New York City
the known bondholders,
Kaye appears at a Royal Com3.. That
mortgagees and. ofher, security hol'd- mand Performance No. 1, and then
ers owning ijr holding 1 per cent, or he and Wald
set up arrangements
more of total amount of bonds, mort- for filming in Britain.
,

14

•

-

'

,

SMU

.

,

the

20

.

:

.

W. 46lh announce

154

Inc.,

City.

Editor— Abel Green, 154 West 46th

IS
,

Crane (Lana Tuner's ex) and Joe
Mustangs aren't due to lose another just yet.
(his Mack Gray) sprouting French TCU-Texas A&M
TCU
roots with an apartment, cook; car,
Aggies are weak-sisters of Southwest Conference.
chauffeur—and little black book.
Roman Bull: Lopert says it's safe,
MIDWEST
to greet anybody in Rome's ExMinnesota
niinois-Minnesota
^"How's your piccelsior hotel by
Golden Gophers too big and rough.
ture coming— ?"
Ohio State
The Minevich Harmonica Rascals Ohio State-Indiana
Indiana weak up front.
did not appear at Franco's Palace
Iowa
Purdue-Iowa
shindig.
Purdue disintegrated after 28-27 ND loss.
Crowds (non-political) watching
Detroit
Miami at Detroit (Fri. nite)
Franchot Tone direct exteriors
Detroit one of nation's strongest.
with Charles Laughton, Burgess
Oklahoma
Kansas State-Oklahoma
Meredith and Jean Wallace, all
Sooners, after Texas win, may let down.
over Paris.
Northwestern-Michigan
.;i
Michigan
ad-lib-erty
Classified
(Herald
Michigan
has
more
depth,
more
finesse.
Tribune): V'Girl Friday shorthand-

-

,

New York

«

'.

'

rfho; having been duly sworn, according to law, deposes and says that
London Palladium After
he is the business manager of Variety, and that the following is, to
Conunand Performance
the best o£ his knowledge and belief,
a true statement of the ownership,
London, Oct. B.
management, etc., of the aforesaid
Danny Kaye may start the new
publication tor the date shown in the
above caption, required by the Act variety season at the Palladium.
of August 24, 1912, as amended by London, in February or early
the Acts of March 3, 1933, and July 2, March at the conclusion of the
1946 (Section 537, Postal Laws and *^
pantomimes at that house; Val
|tegulations)j printed :on the reverse
Parnell is dickering with the comic
•f this form, to, wit:
names and addresses in Hollywood'aitdjnay close a deal
1. That the
Of the publisher, editor, managing; prior to his retiim to England.
If, deal is completed^ Kaye may
editor: and business manager, arc:,
street.

7

;

,

;

^J^^%;^^^'''SSoir&. Danny

Publisher— Variety,

IS
20

.-

—

19
State
typing— snappy and hep won't Arizona-Michigan State
Only the best, Notre Dame and Michigan, Can heat Spartans.
close the window if you say "it's a
SO
Notre Dame-Nebraska
Notre Dame
breeze" or double-take on "nuts"
Irish can name own score.
and can keep QUIET between

—
—
thoughts-^theatrical

'

preferred!"

No

.

.

.

,

,

.,

or journalistic
fair^—we saw it

,

Yale-WIsconsin
Wisconsin
Wisconsin plays in a tougher league.

13

'
,

;

:

I

first.,

,f

'

I

1

I

gages, or other securities are: None,

4. That the two paragraphs next
above, giving the names of the own#rsj stockholders and securily hold•TS, if ariy. contain hot only the list
'

'

!«f stockhold.ers ;and security holder.<i
,

as they appear upon, the books; of
the company, but also, in ca.ses
where the stockholder or security
holder appears upon the books of the
company ai5 trustee or in any other
Adu6iary i elation, the name" of the
person or corporatiort for whomJ
i

'

«uch

trustee
that the said

acting,

is

is

given, also
j

two paragraphs contain
affiants

!l® ^^il*^ and
t'^''^"?'"/
knowledge
belief as

^V^^

us much fun in lied.'
With the free franc rate now- 450
to the dollar, swank shop doors are
swinging more often.
Att. Louis Marx: Your doubleheaded ball pen (red and/blue);
drove Jean Cocteau to making
weird
tablecloth sketches.
FRIARS' 1ST
Darrln (Kaiser-Frazer's body designer ) certainly started something
IRO^^^^
—all U. S. cars seem to look alike.
Los Angeles, Oct. 12.
Good news; Gas rationing now
the Friars
/ tiiirst .Coast jeditl^
/(Continued on page 55)
Frolics will" be staged at the Philharmonic auditorium Oct, 23, with
Harry Joe Brown producing, Joseph Zanuck 'Man of Year*
Santley "directing, Maurice Stoloff
As B'nai B'rith Choice
supervising the music, and Billy
Daniels staging the musical numHollywood, Oct. 12.
°

COAST

.

'

COAST
Oregon State-California

CaHfornia
is the difference.,

,

:

I,

London's Noel Coward and Mrs.

,

Gilbert Miller flew over for: the
Charles Munn Ritz party attended
by; 600 including George Marshall,
Averell Harriman and Lady Mendl.
Frank Scully: Your Sept. 15
Gypsum Springs,- laff gusher, gave

'

m

,

,

IS

California's briiising running attack

USC-Oregon

USC

_

7

Trojans one 6f the two best on the Coast.

UCLA

7

Stanford's Indians have hit bottom.
Washington-Washineton State
Washington
Howie Odell's boys are learning fast.

6

Stanford-UCLA
:

PROFESSIONAL
(NATIONAL LEAGUE)
Chicago Cardinals-New York
Giants are still developing.

14

Cardinals

Pittsburgh-Boston

7

Pittsburgh

Steelers too strong.
Detroit-Chicago
Bears
The Bears are the team to bcat for the title.

-i

21

Los Angeles-Green Bay

Packers
Rams aren t as good this year; the Packers are.
Philadelphia-Washington
Eagles
Eagles have a more diversified attack.

14
7

ALL-AMERICA CONFERENCE
San Francisco-New York

14

Frisco

49ers are the class of the league.
to the cir-:| j,.,,,
Bevedy Hills Lodge of the B'nai Buffalo-Cleveland
and conditions under
,.
.
,,r;
„
,
.
14
Cleveland
^hesps lined up thus far for B'rith named' Darryl Zanuck "Man
stockholders and security
Browns are still the champions . till they meet the 49ers>
not appear upon the '"C revue are Bob Hope, Jack Ben- of the Year" for his contributions, Chicago-Brooklyn (Fri. nite)
if:
Brooklyn
books of the company as trustees ny, George Burns, George Jessel, to inter-racial understanding and
The Dodgers win their first game under Carl Voyles.
hold stock and securities in a oapac ; Ben Blue, Dan Dailey, Phil Harris, creation of notabie humanitarian
Baltimore-Los Angeles (Fri. nite)
Baltimore
Ity other than that of a bona fide Ronald Reagan, Al Jolson. Abbott pix.
Colts have Y, A. Tittle; L. A. can't match him.
owner, and this affiant has no reason and Costello, Kay Kyser,
Presentation is slated for the
Tony
tobehevethatany other person, as- Martin, Lou Holtz
and the Ritz Biltmore bowl Dec. 13. Jolson was
Bociation or corporation has any. inSEASON'S BECORD
Songwriters who will selected last year.
terest, direct or indirect/ in the said Brothers.
Won, 98; Lost, 35; Ties, 4; Pet., .737.
Awards committee; consists of
tock, bonds or other securities than play their own tunes include L.
(Ties don't bount.)
Wolfe Gilbert, Sheldon Brooks, Al- Sid Rogell,
Charles
as so stated by him.
Goldring,
B. That
the average number of bert Von Tilzer, Jack Norworth, Judge Stanley Mosk and Ed Gray,
College games are played Saturday unless otherwise Stated; pro games
Copies of each issue of this publlcar Harry Ruby, Harry Akst, Rudolf
Sunday unless otherwise stated.
tlon sold or distributed; through the Friml, Harry
Warren, Leo Robin
mails or otherwise, to paid suband RobM^ MCGinSey.
scribers during the months preceding
Cantor's Biopic Huddles
Main, Kilbride
the date shown above is ..... ... ...
Battling Bulge
Hollywood, Oct. 12.
CSTiis information is required from
Burt Lancaster's
Hollywood, Oct. 12. Eddie Cantor has been checking
daily, weekly, semi-weekly and trjHollywood, Oct. 12,
Burt Lancaster has been signed into Warner Bros, at Burbank alU-I is reteaming Marjorie Main
.
,'Weekly newspapers only.)
Metro has assigned Pandro S.
for a series of vaude dates starting most every dsiy to powwow on his and Percy Kilbride in "Ma And Pa
Harold Erichs,
Berman to produce "Battleground."
Business Marjager,
Kettle," based on "Egg And I"
at the Oriental theatre, Chicago, bioplc.
Battle of. Bulge film and one of
worn to and subscribed before Nov. 18 for three weeks. He folStory
problem -still centres characters.
trio over which Schary left RKOi
me this 28th day of September, 1948, lows with
the Capitol theatre, N.Y., around "taking the halo off my
last
Herbert Margolis and Louis Metro bought it from
Nathan Newman,
around Christmas. Salary Is re- noggin," as the comedian puts it, Morheim scripted. Leonard Gold- week.
Notary Public No. 28
since he wants to make it as re- stein is producing with Charles
(My convnlssion expires March 30, ported at $8,900.
Berman also Is prepping "MadPaul Small agented the deals. alistic as pos.sible.
W!0.
Lamont directing.
ame Bovary."
\
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$45,000,000 FOREIGN B.O. IN '49
Johnston Seen Nixing Calnnet Job
Eric Johnston's reported Presidential ambitions, or at least tliat
^of a statesman adviser comparable to a Bernard Baruch may b6
tiie key to the prexy of the Motion Picture Assn. of America not
going into Gov. Thomas E. Dewey's cabinet, if and when the latter
becomes president. Johnston has been mentioned for the GOP
cabinet as Secretary of Commerce.
The MPAA topper's associates reveal that he has frequently expressed that "only Hoover went from a cabinet post to the White
House," meaning in recent years. This is accepted as a keynote
tliat Johnston would not necessarily resign from the MPAA at
Dewey's behest.

Johnston Plaifi Long Ifwood Confab

Peak Volume of Theatres to Change

Mifltitude of problems now badgering the film industry are expect-

Protestant Council
Offers Aid to Studios

ed to prolong the forthcoming big
Hollywood meet into i two-to-three
affair. The confabs, presided
over by Eric Johnston, Motion Pic-

week

Hollywood, Oct.

'

12,

No LaG.

Circuits Prepare Sales

Deal—Yet

Biopic

Sighting along the barrel, industry insiders see the next 18
months bringing on a peak volum«
of theatre sales and purehases retotal of transactions
at any time in the
past 20 years. Theatre market i»
already swinging into a terrifia
state of flux, according to a num^'
ber- of exhibs recently shopping
for promising deals, with all th«
signs pointing to a steady growtli
in transactions during 1949.
From their feeler^- in the market,
they see a big number of circuit
operators; oldtime standbys in th*
industry^ now making overture*
"to shave off" some of the fat in
realty which has accumulated in
the past lush years. These circuit
ops, it's said, regard 1949 as th»
high point for theatre values.
Volume,
of
transactions,
of
course, will get a tremendous hyp*
from the Government anti-trust
action. Already affected are some
1,400 partnership-held theatres by
the Big Five and plenty of fancy
deals will result. Moreover, number of the majors have been -cau>
tiously sounding out prospective
buyers for other houses with the
idea .of opening closed situations.
The flock of theatres heading
toward the block has been ac>

'

Newbold Morris, former New sulting in a
York City council president' and higher than

mum

restrictions,

At Month's-£nd to Report on Europe

Hands as

E
Facing a stabilized world market
for the first time since the end of
the war, the U. S. film industry Is
firmly counting on tapping a miniof $43,000,000 in hard cash
from Its pix exports during 1949.
"While the total take will be approximately one-half of the amount
garnered in 1947, industry execs
are happy at least' that the long
"lost weekend" of fidgety' quotas,

member of the Wall Street firm of
Post, Morris & Lovejoy, denies that
the screen rights to "The Little
Flower," Fiorello. H. LaGuardia's
.

life

De

and currency manipu-

is

had been

story,

sold to Fred

Piano. He also avers that he
not executor of the LaGuardia;

estate and that no one has any authority to speak for the LaGuardia
family with regard to a filmization
of the late mayor's life.
Morris stated that there have
planning.
Industry topper^ are viewing the been numerous requests for the
comingiyear with restrained optim- film rights to the LaGuardia story,
ism due to the steady climb in gen- but to date no deal has been Inked.
in the major markets is
more or less over.; The end of the
global whirligig Is giving a needed
anchor to domestic production
lations

.

.

The Protestant Film Commission eral interaational trade over the
ture Assn. of America chief, and is setting up a permanent organiza- last nine months.
Reports from
attended by company prexies and tion to assist and encourage studios the U. S. Department of Commerce U. S. Sees $3,300,000
their studio heads, will start al- in production of films with reli- reveal that industrial exports from
most immediately after Johnston gious or other constructive themes. western European countries to the
In Remittances in '48
returns from his current trip
Committee of religious leaders V. S. are; slowly but surely equalthrough Europe. He is slated to and laymen is being established to izing their import .schedules. BarFrom Aussie Market
fly from London today (Wed.).
stimulate pic production and supply ring breakout of another war/ this
Washington, Oct. 12.
One of the big posers mulled technical experts where requested; process is expected to continue
will be the virtual declaration of to provide a sample of cross-s6ction alongside the recovery of Europe's
U. S. film remittances from Australia should be about $3,300,000
war by J. Arthur Rank, Britain's reaction of protestant audiences to productivity to pre-war levels.
Narrowing of the import-export yearly under the 50% limit on
top industryite, in last week's conr. proposed pic scripts.
solidated statement to: Rank stockgap will mean more dollars avail- earnings now permitted out of
holders.
Johnston, who went to
able for U.S. pix payments. This Down Under; U. S. Commerce DeLondon via Paris after leaving Wallis-Par Renewal
is one of the long-range factors partment reports in a survey of
Madrid over the ^weekend,' is htldr
in the industry's calculation of the Aussie, picture industry, The 50%
dling with Rank on the question
cost of Us present sacrifices in restriction Is considered the most
Looks Set; Will Be
of a possible convening of the Anworking out trade deals. ..With serious imposed on Hollywood.
Australia also has a quota system
.glo-American Film, council.
(Continued on page 22)
Wrapped Up on Coast
but this merely requires that 3%
Understood, that Rank would like
of tlie screentime shall go to Austo see the council called early next
Talks on a new releasing tieup
sie pix and 15% to British pror
year for a possible unsnarling of between Paramount and Hal Wallis Allege Hocus-Focus By
ducti remaindO^ of field being wide
Anglo-American difficulties. The Productions, which strung through
open. Report says in part: films
council was originally created dur- last week and this, are being shuntPro-Soviet Newsreelers
are extremely well received and
ing Rank's visit to the U. S. in 1947 ed to the Coast where final signare preferred to domestic ones.
In- ing of a pact is expected.
:but has not convened since.
Both
Snafus Marshall, Bevin There is a difference of opinion as
tended to keep relations running Wallis and his partner, Joseph
to the relative "values of U. S. and
Paris, Oct. 12.
smoothly, its British members con- Hazen, on one side and Barney
Soviet propaganda during the British films; a eonsiderable segsist of Rank, Sir Alexander Korda Balaban, Par's prexy, on the other,
and Sir Henry French, head of the decided for Coast continuation current session of the United Na- ment of population seems to prefer
;

,

,

:

.

-

'

,

.

,
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(Continued on page 22)

:

,

ROBERT HANNEGAN IN
MPLS. THEATRE BUYS
Minneapolis, Oct. 12.

[

.

British Film Producers Assn;
since the trio are heading west.
Other Issues
Balaban is expected at the ParaBesides considering calling of mount lot within two weeks wlien
the council, Johnston and film he will re-meet with the producing
company heads must range through duo. Wallis treks to Hollywood toa sizeable number of other posers morrow (Thurs.) and Hazen fol,

.

:

at'the^Goast meet. Foreign situa- lows over the weekend;
tion generaUy will be discussed
Tentative understanding between
andrthe MPAA prexy will report the negotiators makes the chances
on results of his trip including better than even that the Wallis
(Continued on page 22)
unit will turn out a larger quantity of product for Par than in its
last deal which covered 12 films.
All films; indications are, will be
BROS.
made on the Paramount lot. It is

general assembly here has
gone overboard to promote France's
economic quagmire, as compared
to the U. S. press campaign. Amer-.
leans have very limited means on
hand to press their line; hence cannot subsidize the press as do the

AND HECHT
GET % OF FIX PROHTS

-

WB

;

.

:

National Boxoffice Survey

On Production Budgets
I

1

I

he

said.

Chico is set on a vaude tour
throughout England, South Afirica

and Australia.

forthcoming product.

In contrast
the policy established recently
by other major studios of clamping a. maximum budget. on features,
tlie two M-G execs decided against
a budget limitation policy. Instead,
the company will be more careful
in tlie type of pictures it selects
for shooting and will then apparition money to each fihri as required.
Mayer arrived
N. Y. Thursday
(7), accompanied by studio publicity chief Howard Strickling, for
his annual budget discussions with
Schenck and Metro vcepee-treasurer Charles C. Mosltowitz. Dore
Schary, his production a.ssociate,
did notmako the trip biit remained
on tire Coast to continue his personal supervision of studio activI

to

I

I

m

;

'

1

'

!

Its reissue,
They later got the
same deal on "A Day at the Races,"
and have followed througli on the

that picture,

Metro prexy Nicholas M. Schenck
and production chief Louis B.
in top-drawer New York
huddles this week, have ruled out
slappin.? a production ceiling on

I-Mayer,

itics.

I

j

I

!

'

!

I

Both Strickling and Mayer al.so
intensive huddles over the
weekend with sales cliief William
F. Rodgers and ad-publicity veepee
Howard Dietz, lining up sales and
promotion campaigns on tlie new
held

Coast execs are
slated to return to the studio Friseason'.? product.

day

(15).

World

—'Number,'

Series Hurts Biz

I

:

Big Six

(UA) and "Touch

of

Venus" (U)

winding up in that order,

'Cli'VaKft'Np. ,:M|clilirnn

Avi.

;

:

W<"!

'fjontlon

Martiii'a

'

*Rope,' 'Carmen,'

'River,' 'Belinda,' 'Peggy' the
Interest In the World Series,
rain and added interest in football
all are cutting into biz at firstruns
over the nation this week. Uabid
interest by midwest baseball fans
because Cleveland was in the
championship i-ace kept tliousands
tuned in and hurt matinees so
much in some cities that the.
week's overall total was slashed.

;

l'm,a Bnlldlni

.\'.itlojiiil

560

;

» -Sti

.

:

1^52

Mayer Huddles Schenck

i

plan on every film they've made
since
then.
Chico, Harpo and
Hecht.
who scripted "Happy,"
bought out Groucho's Interest in

.

.

.

.

it was the late Irving
onetime Metro producwho had first permitted
them to cut in on a percentage
of the profits. Film was "A Night
at the Opera," on which the brothers are still drawing royalties for

.

,

under his old ticket with Par will
be "Bitter Victory."

series of telcr

TThalberg,
tion exec,

WB

^

'

vision

revealed that

;

,

,

-;

;

;

Soviets.

:

:

•

-

.

"

own

—

purchased outright from a real
estate combine.
Coin for the purchase was put
"Almost everyone. questioned on up by Hannegan, Sidney Solomon,
U. S. films objected, to their fre- St. Louis . insurance man; Harvey
quent lack of reality. Sumptuous Newins, St. Loo realtor; and Arnold Grant, film attorney. Grant ne(Continued on page 22)

'

Chico and Harpo Marx, along
with author Ben Hecht, will receive 509o of the prpfits on "Love
Happy," forthcoming Marx Bros,
film, produced by Lester Cowan
for United Artists release, it was
revealed in New York last week
by Chico. At the same time he
disclosed that the comedians, immediately
upon completion of
"Happy,"' would begin work on
their proposed biofilm, which will
also
probably be produced by
.
Cowan.'
While in N. Y., Chico Marx did
a spot on the Texaco Star Theatre
vaudeo show. He also huddled on

programs.
Show would
mean, however, that he would be
forced to move to N. Y., at least
until tele networking facilities are
extended to the Coast, and this,
Chico declared,, he's not keen to
do. He returned to the Coast Monday (11) for the final two days'
shootinp! on "Happy,"
Reminiscing about the Mar.x
Bros.'" start in film work, Chico

business via a $2,000,000 syndicate
buyout of two of Minneapolis' top
firstrun theatres
^the Tower and
Oriental. Theatres, formerly leased
to the Warner Bros, circuit, were

gotiated tl)c sale Monday (11).
Newsreels have protested that a
Soviet electrician assigned to the
MAJOR WAENEE'S
BUY
Palais Chaillot lighting crew preMajor Albert Waroer, veepee
vented proper lighting of British
foreign minister Ernest Bevin and and treasurer of Warner Bros., has
U. S. secretary of state George C. picked hp ah additional 1,0Q0
ham^ shares of
common on the stock
Marshall.
This assertedly,
Trade M.irk .Eeslstored
newsreel coverage of exchange.
expected that Wallis unit's indie pered proper
FOy.XDEX BY SlilK SILVERMAN
Warner's stock holdinys now
their speeches. Lighting of Soviet
PuliUitlifil tv«ebl.v bjr' .VAKIKintf, Inc.
position will be stressed even furSid Silverman, Presitletit:
deputy foreign minister Andrei Y, total 436,200 shares in his own
ther by the outfit securing all its'
134 Vl'csl 4Clli St., New York IJ, N. r
Vishinsky on the other hand, was name and an additional 21,000
bankrolling saus Paramount colIfollyHtfod %R
shares held in trust.
reportedly handled well.
6311 Vucctt Slri>ot
laboration.
Wa.«liliirtoli 4 .
Last pic to be made by Wallis

MARX

plans for his

British films. If the supply of the
latter increases considerably^ it is
conceivable that they might be a
real competitive threat.

tions

Another ex - cabinet member,
Robert Hannegan, former Postmaster General, has entered show

I'l.;
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Best prospect among newcomers
appears to be ".Julia Misbehaves"
(iVI-G) which is landing one. of the
bigger weeks at the N. Tf. Music
iHaU. Clever advance campaign
went far in getting this off on the
right foot at the Hall. Despite
harsh crix. appraisal , in ;Boston,
Despite these, handicaps, the "Macbeth" (Rep) is doing surprisstronger films kept right on rack- ingly well there on teeofl.
ing up higli grosses. Facing the field
"Cry of City" (20th) is a third
for the second week in a row is promising newcomer although not
j
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International
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Wrong

Number"

around in many spots yet. "Sa^con
Charm" (U) shapes fine in San
Francisco but n.s.g. elsewhere.
sion "Rope" (WBi is nailing down "Walk a Crooked Mile", (Col),
second -money with great showings which opened yesterday (Tues.)
in some lO keys;
iin N. Y., is okay this round in
Third place goes to "Loves of Providence.
"Texas,
Brooklyn"
"Sorry,

(Par),
which is nicely out in the lead.
Also for tlie second successive ses-

'

1

I

,

Carmen" (Col);- although not unU (UA) is disappointing in L.A.
formly sock this rounds "Red
"Velvet Touch" (RKO) looks
River" (UA) edges up into fourth neat in, second Philly frame. "Isn't
place with
two big showings. It; Romantic?" (Par) is uniformly
"Belinda" (WBi is in much the thin this session, being tepid in
s4me category, being so smash on Minneapolis, fair in Boston and
its two dales it cops in fifth posivery mild in N. Y.
tion. Sixth
best coin getter is
"Forever Amber" (20th) is do"Apartment for Peggy" (20th>, do- ing sturdily in Providence and fine
ing much better than in previous in Buffalo.
"Four Faces West"
stanza.
(UA) shapes moderate in Boston.
Ace runner-up pictures are "Race Street" (RKO) is brisk in
"Rachel and Stranger" (RKO), Cleveland.
"Luck of Irish" (20th), "Oood
(CojTiplete Boxoffice Reports oii
Sam" (RKO), "Innocent Affair" Page* 8-9.)
:
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WcdnCMlar, October 19, 1948

20tk CoBtines Biying

Majars%pose High Court Review

4

Up lb

Wanger's 'Joan,' Rep s Hacbetii,' Rank

Special Issues

Gradual

retirement of 20thFox's special stock issues nialntained its pace during September.
.Twentieth bought up 2,200 shares
of the company's $1.50 cumulative
[preferred to bring itq total outstanding in that braclcet to 160,037

Of Arbitration Lost by Exhibs

I

.

:

-

During the month, company

i

^f^'^.'J^
Pei ng neia.

Briti^ Lion Yens^

for action.
Government attorneys, on
their part, have sent a considerable number of letters to
distribs calling .their attention
to the gripes and asking for
action on them. The letters,

$8.MLoaii
/':L(«idon,'-Oct.i'l2i;;,:;'

gpvemnienf loans tov

•First

tributors

m

diis-i-

however, make no specific reference to the. House hearings,
being worded as though the
-exhib brought in his complaint
originally to the Government's

to fljoabce^
:prod(tction «?ili b4^' made in ;iwo t0^
.

:

{^'•itfaree'.'; weieks',''

adcdtdjtnK

'liiteriiit'

More than a dozen

Finance Co.

1

.^awiis'

.;.'td>'

Vi^Wl^ieV-^aitl^'ajn^

BigHvfe efforts to obtain a
-'^""l?'"'?;' . "''•'fl
toppmg
the list with a request for
,
,
„
month's postponement of new |8_ooo,ooo.
hearings in the Government antitj,e policy restricttrust action were thumbed-down ing loans to distributors is tem.

,

i

(11)

by the U.

porary, but governs the lUe of the

statutory

S.

I«'«-'"m

company, which

will reexistence until a new $20,I?),^''?,^?
000,000 finance coiporation is set
legislation before the end

court after attorneys for the companics had succeeded in winning a
Dept. of Justice okay to the delay.
Court informed company legalites "f
'

I

'

1-Week-Per-Month

|

'

that the Nov. 8 date fijjed by both
sides was n.s. so far as the court

I

^

f "^"f
Merest

'

fTV?"™
P*^
the actual
4%, but

y^^E:
is

f600

«
figure

'

,

'

)
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:
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I
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contracts."

financing, but: declined to state the
loan was being used as bait to
draw film backing from the London financial district.

Lawne

of

these judges with little or
nothing to do plus the necessity of
again re-arranging their future
calendar.
.

-

I

i

;

'
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!

I

PACKAGE COM! SPOTS

'

-New television film production
eompany. comprising' some of the
,

.

]
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"Bride

Hollywood, Oct. 12.

Metro production was stepped
la.^t week with the start of two
features, Clarence Brown's "The
Secret Garden," and
Gottfreid
releasing
scV-dule
of
selected
Reinhardt's "The Great Sinner."
houses.
Still in work are "The Barkleys
Season's
of Broadway" and "Big Jack," coleader
is
"Hamlot"
starring Wallace Beery and Mar- which will be playing in a do/( n
houses within the month, U this
jorie Main.
up

-

Whilem New York Cochran

'

will^ also look; around foB a: male
'lead for his next shW, which wiU
be written by Ellis and Sir Alan

j

I

I

'

'

Herbert
Independent film producer Boris
jf„,.ros is another incommg passengcr In Europe for the past four
or five months, he had been studying the production .situation in
France with an eye to unfreezing
some of his blocked francs there.
Also on the liner is actor Philip
Dorn, who vi.sited liis native Holland for two months:
Headed by British Broadcasting
Corp producer Gordon Crier, some
five

members

of

a

Biitish

'

Europe

Jerome Chodorov
Charles B. Cochran
Gordon Crier
Clifford

i?«'t

the

gun

at

)

fi-ed

|

I

j
I

'
1

Hitchcock directing.

Second is "Tq,sk Force," starting
Oct. 18, with Gary Cooper in the
top role. Others are "Crashout"
and "Deadlock," to be produced
respectively by WiJliain Jacobs and
Saul BJkius.

i
I

,

j

[

i

;

week clo.sed a deal with Lotus
circuit lor the film to plav at tlie
Ohio theatre, Cleveland, Oct 29,
Ritz, Pittsburgh,

Nov. .3; and Teck,
Buffalo, Dec. 24.
Ohio thcatic
deal is unusual since the house is
a 1,200-seater, largest yet to ten.int
the filmization of Shakespeaie'.s
tragedy.

V ivian Kills

thea-

Erie .lohnston
Klsa Ala'^iwell

L. A. to N. Y.

Mrs (;ilbeil Miller
Boris Morios
Akiel Schiotz

N.

Y

to

Europe

Peter Ashmore

Jack Buchanan
John Haskell
i

Maitita Hunt

.

\Varner,s willun three weeks, stai'tIng today iTues. ) with the Ingrid
Bergman starrer, "Under Capricorn," part of which liasi already
been filmed in England with Ai-

Curzon

Philip Dorn

,

Four pictures

to N. Y.

.A.Ie\ander Brailowbky

trical troupe are arriving to appear
in "Gentlemen's Relish," a tashioif

play which the British Board of
Tr.ide and National l-'edcration of
Merchant Tailors are firescnting
Oct. 25 at the Hotel Plaza N Y.
Show will coincide with an exhibition of British men's wear. Crier
is al.so bringing seven tons of stage
props, co.stumes and other gear
with him.
Rounding out the Nieuw Amsterdam"s show biz complement are
Pickford's Italy Plans
pla\vM-ight
Jerome Chodorov, conHollywood, Oct. 12,
cert pianist Alexander Brallowsky
Mary Pickford
and .Buddy and
100 members of the French
Rogers, who recently returned
National. Orchestra who are acfrom a tour of Europe, are going
companied by their conductor,
back to Italy next j^ear to make
diaries
two or more pictures lor I'nitcd shortly Munch, Organization will
embark upon a seven-week
.Artists release.
North American tour in which it
First will be a period tale with will give about 40 concerts in
varia Roman background.
bus U, S. and Canadian cities.

ton, on a two-per-day, $2 40 top
policy. According to a Rep spokesman, that plan will be followed
in all other engagements.
EL's "Shoes" gets its .starter
Friday (15) at the National, Washington, on the two-per-day schedule and then follows through in
New York, Oct. 21. Roadshow engagements are expected to indicate
whether the film has general appeal or .shou\ be confined to a
•

Metro Rolls 2 More

of *he piece. He'll be ac-

•p,?™P'>?^'"„

'<

I

,

nb-w;

Icompanied by his wife and Vivian

,

;

London

week, producer Sir Charles B;
eochran .is^due• I'M,: bn the'.i N^
AiriSterdam today (iVed,! to 4ay the
groundwork for a Broadway pro-

'

.

^/;'.

ICWWIC
the members ot the firm]
JLIlJllL
are rSam Dembow, Jr. indie, proDavid O. Selznick will release
.^ucer and a member of the UA
board A rthur L. Mayer, former 'Portrait of Jenn ie" iri late Deowner of the Rialto theatre, N, Y„ cember for the Christmas marlcet
and a partner in Maycr-Burst.vn; ^ith openings being planned in
Allan Robbins, son of Herman
,
„„ r
v„,,,.
n,,.
a
New joik
C,,
,
Bobbm.s. National .Screen Service
pro--: .fules Biifken, tormer pro-r'"d one or two other ke.v.,, Negoduction staffer with -David O. Sclz- tiations are cui rcntly on for a
nick. William LeBaron and Boris Bioadway theatre t-o hoii.sc the
Morros; Lewis Reid, Jormer pro^.^
j^^^^ _ j^^^p,^
gram manager of WOR, N. Y.; .
^
„
David Klm<in, creator of the sta"'er, the fourth Selznuk pir to
released this year.
Original
"Hobbv LobbV uidio show, theaSolznick organization
P'?,"^
°/
trical dcifinrr Robeit Grutn, and
""^ J"""'"
N. Y attornev Samuel Spring,
t"!',-^'^
s do.itti stymied a
f^^kHellinger
Telespots has already produced
live scries ol 60-sccond spots. Firm "''^l. ^<'«' additional productions,
Kickoff of the national promolias arranged for studio space in
Hollywood with Samuel Goldvvyn, ,,tion for "Portrait" got undei wa\
Hal Roach and General .Service Monday (11) with a fashion show
at
the Metropolitan Mii.seum of
Studios: and vvillwork in N. Y, at
the Fox Movietone and West Coa.st A^t. -M Y tcitunnE; the oriRinat
costumeS; worn by: Mi.ss .loncs in
Sound studios.
the film. The presentation also included the unveiling of Robert
Braekman's portrait of Miss Jones
Warners Guns Four
which was used as the basis lor
Ifolljwood, Oct, 12,
the pic's title
I

hit

made
week

•

Pri 7Mirif >Q. YM A t
uLLtinlvn. u AlTiniJ

Among

his

"Bless the Bride;"

Universal, most of his deals mii.st
be on a four-wall ba.sis..
Welles' "Macbeth," which he
for Republic, preemed last:
at the Esquire theatre, Bos-

are

I

|

to specialize in production of pack- 1
|
aged: commercial :spots.
Company will also handle pror
Auction, distribution and sales of
live

sary in show business.
Among those scheduled to attend
Ned Oepinet, Spyros Skouras,
Charles M, Reagan, Paramount;
William F. Rodgers, Bob O'Donnell,:
and Frank Newman. Walter Pidgcon will represent Hollywood, and
Ed Sullivan,: newspaper columnist,
will emcee.

u

|

top film industry officials, has been
formed under the name of Tele«:pots. Inc. Ralph Cohn, son of Co'lumbia vice-prexy .Jack Cohn and
a lormer indie producer relca.sing
through Lnited Artibts, i,s prez of
the new organization, which plans

aides.

INDUSTRY TURNOUT
FORGUSEYSSELLFETEi

asserted the corporation

one month now would would not hesitate to foreclose: on
distributors unable to repay the
state loans. While taking an over
all view on potential earnings of
the program, he intimated he
Government okay to the pne- would look askance at exaggerated
month delay, relayed to the. Big claims from the American ^market
Five late last week, is thought during present conditions,
partly due to continued settlement
British Lion stockholder.i today
negotiations. Originally, D ot J had (Tues.) endorsed the board's proinsisted on no more than a 15-day posal: to borrow up to $8,000,000
postponement.
from the government.:
,
Consent decree has already been
drafted by the Big Five and is now /i
i
wv
on lawyers' desks for late changes. tOChran, MOrrOS, Uom,
'
'
'
It IS not thought that this decree
has-been agree'd' to"b"y theVovVrn
Others Back From Europe
,nent ^ut that it will be submitted

Ponement

•

!

Dept

ii

:

:

given them. In order to sit on
hearings which* promise to last
"i^ny days, theMiidicial li io had
cleared their calendars of ,ill other
assignments lor the period. Post-

in Talent

The British B.C. Idra
Careful roadshowing of pi\- bv
Rank's U. S. distribs is intended
to bring about a .slow but thorough penetration of the .American
story and casting
departments. market
with any big film. U.sing
Department toppers: are drawing the two-per-day;
$2,40, top .scheme
straws to see who would be first in selected
houses is figuied to
to take time out.
build word-of-mouth for a Biiiisli
Under the plan, workers will be film unbulwarked by Import lit
on ,iobs three weeks per month and American names. Roadshow trclioff M ithout pay on fourth weelt.
nique has been hit upon as a w <iy
of determining the drawing power
for a Rank opus before deciding
whether to release the pic on a
BIG
general commercial basis.
Decision
by Wanger to up
prices for "Joan" is predioaled on
Kansas City, Oct. 12.
a different reason.
Film, bomg
Paying tribute to Gns Eyssell, distributed by RKO,
cost over
president of Bockefeller Center,
$4,000,000 which means thai it
top film industry execs from both must do
about $6,000,000 domestic
seaboards are converging :on this gross to break
even. Wanger betown to attend a testimonial dinner lieves that "Joan" is strong
enou ^!h
Thursday (14;) to the Kansanbom to pile up heavy returns in
roadexhibitor. Eyssell will be feted on show
engagements.
Limited by
the occasion of his 30th anniver- the Supreme Court ruling
as is

|

court may under certain- circumstances disregard the letter and le
gal effect of contracts, the distributors argued, "the record hero
Li entirely clear that the arbitrators had no power to interfere with
the terms of existing contracts, and
that they never did niterfere or
threaten to interfere with such

Likelihood is that all
ina.ior
Rank films will be distributed on
a roadshow .policy in. new tact ics
adopted by the Britisher's U. S.-

Saves

Hollywood, Oct. 12.
Stiidio-wide lavoff of one week
montlily, which started at Warners
yesterday (11), is figured to save
the studio $600 a month in the

is to be determined by nature of
was concerned.
™
Government and film attomcss'
^awrie described the objects of
therefore appear in N. Y. ted'''"^ financing as threefold: to
^^.^^ court today
oi-ieinal
(Wed
bring
financial
order to the indushearings to 'start. At
^^^g
to save dollars, and insure
that time, application for a^ shorter
enough product to fill the quota,
delay is expected.
and to. recoup money invested. He
Apparently, three: judges of live expres-sed: tile hope that governstatutory court 'refused to stall the ment aid to production would enlease becau.se too short notice was courage a freer flow of:
bank

'

distributors

WB

Layoff at

I

'

slated that a
uggestion of the exhibitors that
the arbitration system affects the
terms of the existing contracts is
"wholly without merit." While a

both

"Scott of the Antartic," Rank production which will cross the Atlantic within the next couple of
months.

[

Monday

"Ciiristopher Col-

umbus." "Hamlet" and "Columbu.s"
are being handled by Universal
while EEtgle Lion has "Shoes.'.'
Additionally, EL is now mulling
the possibility of roadshowing

number of squawks on clearance, run and availability of
'product. •;

1

j

Sliennan (anti-trust) Act

..

Red Shoes" and

Committee's hearings have
been turning up the usual

been received since formation of
^""^'^

I

number

Laurence Ollvier's "Hamlet," "The
•

.

zation by a court would be meanIngless unless those consenting
could respect and comply with the
awards of the arbitrators without
violating the law and exposing
themselves to the dangers that
their mere act of Compjuance would
lay them opert to suits under the

NEW TV

r

anti-trust division.

Nixes Long Postponement

•

The

into the film industry and alleged anti-trust abuses. House
committee, which has been
talcing testimony in all parts
of the country, has tieen forwarding testimony of complaining exhibs to the DofJ

i

Today (Wei) as Court

exhibitors' request for a'rcaction, the
distributors- asserted, involves a
"very narrow''' question. It is
whether- a group of distributors
who were required by a consent
decree to submit to arbitration
cliould be liable to suit for abiding
by the awards made pursuant to
the decree.
'!While>arbitr^tion~ could not be
made mandatory in the absence of
con-sent," they argued, "its author!.

also

^^^^^

i

:

The

ukase

will not cut
of advanced-ad.>
mission, roadshow features during
the 1948-49 selling season. New
flurry of pis playing on the roadshow policy are currently being
readied for the American market.
With the '48-'49 season still in its
swaddling clothes, five features are
already earmarked, and another
falls into the probable bracket.
British imports,
for the first
time in the history of the industry, are giving the roadshow pol«
icy its main hypo. Of the five definitely marked for roadshow and
the one probable, only two pix,':
Walter Wanger's "Joan of Aic"
ajM'Orson WeUes' "Macbeth" are
made-in-the-U, S.A.
Trio of Anglo entries, all from
J. Arthur Rank's studios, are Sir

has been
established between the Dept.
of Justice and the House Small
Businesses Committee probe

200 shares of its $4 50 preTotal for that classi^tpck

•

view of the lower court

Ctiurt's

price-fixing

into the

Cloise partnership

shares'

I

—

-

Supreme

S.

against

Finger-Pointer*

,

;

'

U.

I

1

,

OAers OB Roaddhow P(£cy

'

SWG

•

Trio and

;

Washington, Oct. 12. ^
The Supreme Court was told
last week by four major picture Sheekman Heads
distributors that their compliance
United Appeal Committee
with the arbitratiojn system should
Hollywood, Oct. 12.
not be used as -cause of {action
Arthur Sheekman was appomtcd
against them.
In a joint brief. Paramount, chairman of the Screen Writers
RKO. 20th-Fox and Warners op- Guild committee to raise t»nAi
posed a review by the high tribunal among the scribes for the motion
of a decision of the court of. Ap- picture Industry's fourth annual
peals, eighth district, which threw United Appeal.
out a suit for $265,000 by a group
Committee members are Malvin
of St. Louis exhibitors. The lat- Wald, Howard J. Green, John Higter claimed damages resulting from ginj, Anne Chapin, Gaorge WelJs,
clearance operations of the arbitra- Bichard Breen, Ed Hartnlan, Don
Hon system under the 1940 consent Hartman, Gcoflfrey Homes, Aibcrt
decree.
;Dcmond, Bichard Murphy, 0.scar
-'
—
The mstributors also argued that Brodney,
Tunberg, Henry
Karl
decision to review the Slower, Ephron and Leonard Spigelgass,
court ruling might binder the district court of New York in any efforts it might make in establishing
new arbitration system when Anti-Trust Hearings Start
Paramount proceedings reopen.

j'

Dorothy Manners
George Skibine
Elizabeth Taylor
Robert Tivylor
.

N. Y. to L. A.
LOrena Danker
,

John Alton
Mort Blumenstock
Sidney Buchman
Robert Buckner
Joan Caulficld

Montgomery Clift
Dunne
Bryan Foy
Harold Hopper
Arthur Homblow,
Irene

Alfred Hitchcock

Artie

Marcel La maze

Vincent Sherman
Rose Stradner

Loitis B.

Mayer

Paul Small
Howard Stiickllng
,<

Jr.

Burt Lancaster
Arthur Laurents
Al Lichtman
Ted Nasser
N, Peter Rathvon
Sir Ralph Richardson
Mickey Rooney

Shaw

Kay Thompson
George Waggner

'

:.. :..

.
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EXHIB ASSN. INVADING lEEVISieN
Partial Solution to Decree Problems

Till

Seen in Majors' Break From F-WC
major distribu-*
away from the FoxTVest Coast circuit, which steamrollered ahead last week with the
addition of Metro to the ranks,

Move

toi's

•t'

CEA

sell

expected to reverberate with increased intensity to the benefit of
Indie .exhibitors. Industry observoffering

a

Chides Rank

to the move
partial solution, at

problems which
the
brought forth the Government's
proceedings.
anti- trust
current
More important, they point to it as
evidence that most industry problems can eventually be solved
through the simple laws- of supply
and demand without the Government's intervention.
For one thing, the break from
F-WC means that any exhibs desiring to build, new theatres in the
territory will now have an opportunity to buy top major product.
Until now most newcomers had
to

first overt step to protect
themselves against the feared en-

Hollywood, Oct. 12.
Herbert J. Yates is not selling
any of his stock in Republic, he
meeting of the company's
ecutive director of Theatre Own- western division sales managers to
ers of America, is huddling here; tee off .thp Jimmy Grainger 10th
annual sales drive. He added, "I
with Government officials on the
have never b^en more optimistic
possibility of his organization winabout the future of Republic since
ning up to five ultra-high frethe foundation of the company."
quency channels if the Federal
Sales managers at the meeting
Communications. Commission der
included Earl Collins, Los Angeles;
cides to move tele into the higher
Ralph Carmichael, San Francisco;
band.
" '
George Mitchell, Portland; Paul
Sullivan is sounding out the reMcElhinney, Seattle; Thomas Mcaction -of Federal officials to the
Mahan, Salt Lake City, and Gene
proposed step by TOA. The exhib
Gervase,. Denver.
org, if the FCC vmU greenlight the
move, may set up television stsk^
tions and go into video broadcasting station business either on its
own or by creating a separate corporation with stock offered to TOA
members.
Sullivan returns to New York
Thurs. (14), where he will report
results of his feelers to the TOA
executive committee. His findings
will also be outlined to the television committee of which Mitchell
Wolfson, Miami exhib, was appointed chairman this week.
Wolfson's committee has a fourpoint program to follow through.
Entry into telecasting operations
Is one of the proposals under con(Continued on page 22)

Rank's Approach

Angry U.
execs

execs, believing that "River" merited a special deal, refused to go
along with the standard sliding
scale policy used by F-WC for all

this

film

S.

distribution

week blasted

British

Par

magnate J. Arthur Rank with
charges of "monopolist."
In answer to Rank's repeated demands
product, no matter what its potenthat
U. S. and British films should
tial gross. UA was followed by
Samuel Goldwyn through RKO, its be seen together throughout the
releasing sigent, which decided to world, the Yank distribs accused
of attempts to set up a
sell both "A Song Is Born," new trim
Danny Kaye stawerl and the gen- "cartel" system between 'the two
film

TV

tetestst declari|j^^^^
trib 'sj'StieW
'

^

,

compete with them, LazaruS

At FCC Hearings

;

•

'

'

:

.

^

'

basis, Rentals are to be prorated on the number of sets In
circulation in each city, but th*
exact scale hasn't yet been determined. Total price to broadcasters, consequently, will depend on
the film and on the market, same
as theatres are serviced.

}

WB

,

'

1

NBC-TV

On

,

'

'

ket potential at a lower total cost
to the affiliate. New system, based
on a relative index of population

"

.

-

in

1

1

'

'

1

|

<

1

1

1

I

I

1

,

.

,

'.

;

:

'

:

'

.

applied

area,

'

to

is

transcrip-

With United Artists' new telefilm distribution service expected
to involve the sales methods used
for years in the film industry, th«

,

'

market

tions.

I

'

TV

commonly

;.

.

;

each

an
application of the radio formula

|

-

its affiliates

for network business, NBC-TV hat
worked out a mass distribution syitem for telefilms that's designed ta
get the film producer a higher mar-

:

,

Population Index

In a further pitch to

^

1

Distribution

Of Pix Product Based

.

'

.

show

,

I

.

UA

Fixed

-

:de».

Glared that no product is to b*
made available to tele until it'i
been completely liquidated on th«
regular
theatrical
market.
In
most instances, this will mean that
commercial features will be released to TV hot less than 18
months after their original tiieat*
rical release. /. In addition to the
standard- product, UA will also
handle new films produced especially for tele.
Included will b*
some
product, but how much
depends on the indie producers
now releasing through UA, all of
whom retain full tele rights tit':
their producttons.
Sales policy is still in the formative stages, but Mitchell declared
it would adhere more closely to
the film sales pattern than to
.
.„
_^
^ri^U?!!"^!!'
to stations or agencies 5!
on """J^i*
a pre-

i

|

.

;

,

Own

"

(>^^^

tompaiiy'^ regular^
ihdi*
prdducers..; Mitchelt , at the sa rni*
tlme^ emphasised that he severed
relationships completely with :th»...!
inyestmeht syndicate of JHorieil, in*
teiAational-to assume il(>#; )PA :j.o|»i.:
iSeeking to alljiy th^i ieais of fex*
hibitors that UA'S telefilms Mv6ul<|

Arthur Lockwood. Theatre Own^
America prexy, joined in the
chorus last week by ..also panning
Hitchcock's Two-PlyRank. He. declared, in answer" to
Rank's charges, that U. S. exhibi- Blumei, examiner in the recent economy as to justify a classificaDirectorial Deals With
tors "would be more than glad" to
San Francisco tele hearings, to tion much the same aS is accorded
play any British-made film, if It prepare a decision "expeditiously" the power and petroleum radio
Co. and
His
possessed boxoffice value.
on whether Par controls DuMont services. It answered that its plan
American spokesmen charged within the meaning of the Com- does not seek to strip these IndusTo correct an impression that
Alfred Hitchcock would henre- Rank with attempting to establish mission's multiple ownership rul- tries ot a single frequency asforth work exclusively under the an international: policy of ''you. pat ing.
signed them under proposed combanner of Warner Bros., Trans- my back and I'll pat yours," claimFCC has maintained until now mission allocations. The only efatlantic Pictures, production unit ing the British film, chief appar- that Par controls DuMont
and, fect the proposed picture Industry
would
have the
po-partnered by Hitchcock and ently is willing to permit more under its rule of no more than classifications
Sidney Bernstein, avers that the plaj'ing time for American prod- five TV stations to a single cus' brief added, would be to deny the
diiector continues on a term pdet uct only If his pictures get more tomer, has limited Par outlets to other industries the use of the
with his own outfit and will deliver bookings In- this country. If that Chicago and Los Angeles and Du- frequencies earmarked for picture
through,
followed
one pic yearly to it. Since indie system were
Mont's to New York. Washington communications after the exhaus-^
production Is currently a specula- American industryites aver, tlie re- and Pittsburgh. Question of owner- tion of their assigned frequencies.
RefeiTing to testimony of the
tive proposition, it's said, Hitch- sult could only be. a "national re- ship must be settled before the
cock insured a steady Income by ciprocal agreement" between the Frisco allocations are granted, Motion Picture Research Council
they
And
that,
countries.
agreeing to turn out four pix for two
however, since Par is competing on the importance of radio comsomething that the
the Burbank lot within four-to-five point out, Is
for that city along with 20th-Fox, munication to picture production,
has
been
trying
Dept.
State
U. S.
years.
CBS, Ed Pauley's Tele-California, 20th-Fox pointed out that the
eliminate from other Industries
frequency
allocations,
Additionally, Hitchcock will be to
and KROW (Oakland, Cal., indie). present
producer and actively Involved in for many years.
Decision on the DuMont question adopted by a previous commission,
Reiterating tlieir charges that
Transatlantic's "Jack Sheppard"
will throw open Par applications provide for motion picture stations
is trying to squeeze AmeriRank
and '-Ijorna Doone" while outside
for Boston and Detroit also, plus as a distinct category and assigns
off British screens,
pictures
can
du-ectors will actually do the megDuMont's bids for owned-and-op- specific frequencies for their use.
they
"It would appear self-evident,"
for the .distrib chiefs declared
erated outlets in Cleveland and
fing. His own directorial stint
have every right to feel prejudiced. Cincinnati.
Fox declared, "that the commis'ransatlahtic will be "1 Confess,"
They were unanimous in their deDecision will have no effect on sion, at least at the time -these
slated to start In December in
nials, howeverj of discrimination
the current freeze on tele alloca- rules were promulgated, recogCanada and the Coast; "Dark
Rank
In tins country Rank
against
nized
not only the importance of
tions, meaning that the Frisco asDuty," a prison yarn;, and "The
apparently doesn't realize, they asheld up radio communication to motion
signments will still be
Spider and the Fly," espionage
serted, that the quality ol his picpicture production, but also the
pending lifting of the freeze.
story of the World War n.
has
exccptions, nas:
exceptions,
^j,
importance of motion pictures
to
^.
A^^i•allen off noticeably during the
the" national economy and well beiQrnTPl'''""T''?
*''"'"T°
unit Al1930 for his production
"'"i
^^^\A(.% '^Hamlet'' aitid
ijig.
We refuse to consider that
UA-Rank Impasse
ternating witlf these will be the l.^^,
"
very few- Hurdle
,e^f -"irxnectatfons
this commission is not equally as
quartet of WB pix and possible
,av" entered this
^X''
well
aware
of
thirf situation."
other outside work. Besides the B'^^^
By Kelly Setting 2 Pix
^ cimparabl^ in quality to
Transatlantic trio scheduled for
films- sent
„f
[
United ArtLsls, calling a halt to
the next couple of years Hitchago s„<.h as its attempts to establish single^^ ^^^^
cock has already completed Rope
Mistrial in West Suit
...j^evgnti, Veil" "Cleopatra," etc.
handed)\
a "fourth tliTuit" of infor the unit and Is currently winddeterioration in quality, ac- die exhibitOLs in England to buck
Los Angeles, Oct. 12.
ing up "Under Capricorn
v^hich
J. Arthur Rank, has decided te>
(Continued on page 2 2)
Jurors in the $100,000 plagiarism
he is du-ecting both in London
to Rank for the time be- suit against Mae West couldn't
switch
and the Coast
UA exec veepee Arthur W.' agree on a verdict after a four-day
ing.
Warning, this week, closed with
Bischoff
5
for
now
in England, last week- deadlock, and the case was deKelly,
Transatlantic to distribute "1 Concompleted tlie sale of both How- clared a mistrial by Judge Samuel
fess." It already has a deal to
Hawks'
Kcd River" and R. Blake in L,A. superior court.
^-Five pietia-es. Jiaye be:e^ lined, ard
handle "Rope" and "Capricoin."
Benedict
"Girl
from
Action, filed by Michael Kane
Transatlantic is fl'ee to groove its lip for Sa.iii Bischoff's
Manhattan" to the Rank tit'cuits and Edwin O'Brien, charged the acfuture films through any other dti- 9iiet.ioii- Selied.ule,. .the. largest numis
working
to
line up dates on tress with lifting their material, fcir.
and
trib Ihoiifii-, it will probably con- !)!• r he ha.H cvor atleiiipted In a
other
UA
product,
"Calhciiiic Was Gieat " Court histiiiuf; doing business witti.iWai'iiors., single year,
Fact
that
"River"'
potentially
trionics required six weeks. Jurors
^Lliieiip .includes' "ftlr.s., Mike,!'
Mittlicoc'K,
who recently arone of UA's toj) grossers ot the reported a 7-to-5 clinch, with Mi^s,
rived ill \ew York from London, Dicl?' Poweir siarr^''; "iJext „Ppoj;
year, w^s sold to Rank is believed West leading,
Attorneys for both
shoves off lor the Coast in the to Jlell," "'Wide. Open.' :Tpwn,^':
indicate that UA isn't willing to sides reported themselves ready for
next ic,\ days for final takes on ''port of :iTd.liest vMeh.". and ."MSii;-. -to
(Continued on page 16)
a rematch.
rallritf^ Mississippi, 'V V
"Capricorn."
'v: 1
ers of

:

was being finteed; by

Status

May Be

industiies

(Continued on page 16)

1

Sears/ii /LazaifUS denied, -eniphatic-^
ally reports : tliat tjie - aei>a^tin.eJii

Submittedby20th

Washington, Ott. 12.
A proposal to earmark radio
frequencies for the motion picture
industry for communipations purposes-was contained in testimonyprepared for submission today (12)
before the Federal Communications
Commission by 20th-Fox. Harold E.
Mott, of Welch, Mott & Morgan,
Washington- coiinsel for 20th, was
to present the plan at commission
proceedings to allocate frequencies
for non-broadcasting services.
The Fox proposal provided that
12 frequencies be assigned to the
Wdsliington, Oct. 12
picture industry on a non-exclusive
Entire problem of whether Para- basis, thus requiring their sharing
mount owns a controlling interest by all picture companies which
in DuMont television, which has contemplate using radio communiheld up tele station grants to both cations in their work.
Fox raised the question as to
companies for more than a year,
may final Iv be settled soon. FCC whether the picture industry is of
today (Tues) ordered Jack Paul such importance in our national

To Force U.S.Dates

by United Artists on Howard Hawks' "Red River." UA sales

Initiated

.

Frequency Plan

Yank Fibers Pan

port another house. Now, witli the
majors for the first time In years
deciding to line up indie dates on
tlieir top product, any exhibs entering into competition with the
affiliated chains will at least get
an opportunity to bid against them.
Majors' split from F-WC, based
pn disagreement with the standard"
terms olfered by the circuit, was

told a

.

British Lion retorted that
Bank" is not determining its
trading policy and suggested
that Rankj as prez of British
Film Producers Assn., is not
acting in the best interests of
British
producers.
Further
Rank-C£A meeting expected
within a few days and settlement is likely to follow immediately afterwards.

been dissuaded from attempting to
buck the affiliated circuit on the
assumption that it would be impossible to get enough film to sup-

since the company an*
less than a week ago th*'
establishment of a telefilm distrib
department. In addition, indi*.
producei"s turning out pix for TV'
have flooded UA with requests to;
handle their sales.
Company presently is making n».commitments, preferring instead'
to build first a full catalog of available product before hittins
^ th*:
marker according" to' John
chell, salesmanager of the new department, and Paul N. Lazarus, Jr., K
exec assistant to UA prexy Gj'ad
telefilms,

nounced

croachment of television into the

theatre domain. Gael Sullivan, ex-

CEA.

Pointing up the dire need for a
workable distribution system for

Yates, 'Optimistic,' Says
television films, United Artists haa
been deluged with requests from,
He's Not Selling Stock broadcasters
and ad agencies to buy

ing the

over rental negotiations is delaying inking of a rental sliding-scale agreement.
Complication was caused by a letter
from a prominent exhib to
Bnlish Lion requesting a con-;
tract for two British pix be
subject to any modifications
made betwfeen Rank and the

ers are already looking
least,

Washington, Oct. 12.
Organized U. S. exhib3 are tak-

London, Oct. 12.
Last-minute hitch between
J. Arthur Rank and the Cinematograph Exhibitors Assn.

Is

'as

UA s Video Policy

Cues Great Need for Telefilm Source

STAIIS

VIDEO

of several

to

Big Response to

SEEKS FIVE

!

method used by NBC, which isjn
almost direct contrast, is expected
to afford a good comparison of th»
advantages inherent in each. Other
major film distribs now planning
to enter tele are expected to .scan
each of the two systems carefully
before deciding which to choose

:

for their operation.
NBC method, devised by N. Ray
Kelly of the net's television feature service division, first assignsa relative population index to each
city. Total of the individual station indices are then divided into
the total cost of the films. That
figure, in turn, is multiplied by;
the city's indo,-. to Ki'.t' tlio fuial-.
coat to^ each station. Accordihg.' toi:;
Keily, the: price to affiliatos •vvill';
l.)(!
the sanii." tor either sustaining
or commercial films and the net,

will encourage affiliates to line ujr
local sponsors wherever possible.

System, Kelly declared, permits
(Continued on page 20)
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BY NATIONWIDE BALLOT, ITS THE COMEDY-LEADER AMERICA HAS

A

landslide

all

over the

land—as Paramount

proves

it's

"the people's choice" before release, with not one but 32

key city sneak previews from Boston to Los Angeles
previews that yielded thousands of cards of which 98.4%
.

72%

praised the picture,
astic

of

terms we've ever seen

Here are

them

in the

in these

.

.

most enthusi-

audience reports.

just a few of the responses* that are typical:
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Patron:^
Please give us your opimon ont
*

1

,

.

1

I/Mrfit

Comments
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It's

Pa/ron.--

Pleasegivf
'

iPatren:—

usyow

opinion oh:
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The TKanksgrving
Fun Feast In

Baramoant^ Aatmnn
Harvest of Bits

.

"MiSS TATIOCK'S MiLLiONS"

"Sorry,

Wrong Number"

Romantic"
"Night Hag A Thousand Eyes"
"Miss Tatlock's Millions"
"Isn't It

*>».

M iw n

jmmi )t.'<Hi

i

I

"

/

"Sealed. Verdict"-"Th« Paleface'

^We didn't

get releases from these folks, so

names and addresses ...but

we

c&rCt reproduce theit

we'll be glad to furnish them

on request.

1!

;^

—

'

I
.

^

'
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'Carmen

Sizzles in

LA.

at $56,000;

45G, Triumph'

Okay

*Julia

'ROPF HOLDS PROV.,

23G, "Saxon Not

Series No Help to

Hub But 'Number

ROBUST AT $14,000
Providence, Oct. 12.
All
Stands are holding their
Own, with holdovers doing bettei;
"Rope"
Majestic's
usual.
than
shapes solid.. Albee's "Tap Roots"

HoBow

So Charming 34G

Hot

lacbeth'SuriHrisingOG
Boston, Oct. 12,

Key

Carlton's "Forever Amber"
both
look
best of holdovers,

and

Felix Gross orch on stage. Slender strong.
Los Angeles. Oct 1?.
"Loves of Carmen" is dominat- $10,000 or less. \jeX week, "Train
EstiMates for Tkia Week
ing firstruns this session, ftrith Alcatraz" (Bep) (2d run) with Julia
(2,200; 44-65)-t
Alfccc (BKO)
socko $36,000 or near in two the- Lee, Pee Wee Hunt orch on stage,
Ma*
'I Tap
, Boots" (U) and "Money
atres expected on first week. "Ju- :$10.200.''"''^
lia Misbehaves" is sighting okay
Orpheam (D'town-WC> (2.210; iness" (BKO) I2d wk). Nice $13,000
$45,000 in three houses.
60-$i)— "Hollow Triumph" (EL) latter hitting big $17,006 in first
Other ne\\ bills are in for mild and "Mrs. .Crane" (EL). SLowrround.
Last week, "Back Alive"
Btanza.s "Saxon Charm" looks light $11,000.
CarHoa (Fay) (1,400; 44-65)—
(reissues) and "Design "p^^rever Amber" (20th) (2d wk).
$34,000 in five spots, while "Hollow (RKO)
Triumph" is heading for slow $23,- Death" (BKO),. mild $12,200.
'Nifty $8,000 afier hitting very nice
"Texas,
000 in five locations.
Palace (irtoWB) (1,224; 60-$I>— $10,000 in first.
Brooklyn" is very thin $22,000 on "lnterTO«ao" (SBO) and "Cru-j y,, (pay) (1,400; 44-65)—"Night
pine days in four sites. "Rope" sades^ fPar) (reissues) (2d wk). Off fjine in Nevada" (Bep) and vaude
will be nice $284100 in third ses- to $4,500. Last week, good $8.000. on gtage.
Healthy $7,500. Last
sion in three hoases, while "Wrwig
Pwtaeea (Pan) (2.812; 60-$!)— '^eek "Wistful Widow" (U) and
Number" looks good $26,000 in "Loves Carmen" (Col). Torrid' y^y^^ good $6,500.
two spots. "Apartment For Peggy" $26,000. Last week. "Bachel and
.u..
,-b.„\ <<> <mmi- 444^)
thein
four
shapes light $32,000
atres, second week.
"
weekT 'Xady in Ermine" {20th)
EUhKifes lOr This Week
"High Tide" (20thK $1WI«.

$30,600;

City

World series crowds have not
done much to hypo gate at movst
local houses, biz around (own not
being big. Only smash newcomer
,

Grosses

"Sorry, Wrong Number" at the
Met. Despite crix barbs, "Hamlet"
looks surprisingly good at the small
Esquire albeit below hopes.

Estimated Total Gross
$2,677;000
Thi* Week
(Biued on 22 cities, 195

,

is

theatres, chiefly fltst runs, in-

Total

Gnss Same Week
$3,160,600

Last Year
(Based on 23

|

cities,

230

;

theatres).

BwrtMi (RKO) (3.200; 40-80)—
"Four Faces West" (OA) and "Bad
Sister" (U). Fair $19,000 in 8 da.vs.

|

'

'Number' Rings

Last week, "Rachel and Stranger"
(RKO) and "Train to Alcafraa"
(Rep) (3d wk), nice $12,500.
Exeter (Indie) (1,000; 4ij-75)—

Up

1

i

WmmA «F«rC) a,532;

60-$!)

*'f^S^t (F&M) (3.398; 60-$l.
— —"Wrong
Number" tPar) and

(ED and
Triumph"
"Strange Mrs. Crane" <EU. Mid
Last week,. "Bring "Em
$2,500.
Back Alive" fRKO> (reissiie) and
^'Design for Death" (lRKO>. $2^.
Bcverir Hilts Music HaH (G&SCoi-win-Lcsser) (826; 60-$l)^"Texas, Brooklyn, Heaven" (UA) and
"Blonde Ice" tFO. Slow $4.00« in
0 days. Last week, "So This New
Vork (UA) t3d wk-5 days*. $2,800.
Carthay Circle (FWC) (1J518; 60fSHO) and
"intermeTzo"
^1)
"Crusades" (Par) ("reissues) t2d
week). Thin $3,000. Last week, fair
"HoUovr

,

week, solid $14,800.
60-80)

— "Loves

!

(BKO)
Carmen"

(2.890;
(Col).

Socko $30,000. Last week, "Rachel"
(RKO) and "Trtple Threat" <CoI)
(2d wk), good S16.700.
Bits (FWC) (1,370; 60-$l)— "Sax-

$5,000.

on Charm" (U) and "S. O. S. Submarine" (SG). Good $3,500. Last
week, "Venus" (U) and 'Close-Up"

Chinese (Grauinan-WC) (2,048;
60-$l)— "Apartmrait Peggy" (20th)
(2d wk) and "Night Wnid" (20th).
Light $8,500. Last week, with
"Creeper" (20th), moderate $11,-

,

Hollyweod (F&M)
(1,451: 60-$!)—"Wrong Number"
(Par) Od wk). Smooth $11,500. Last

PanoMant

_

'

i

$21,200

Ililblrcet

(EL) (10

-

"The Brotliers" (U) and "Storm in
Teacup" (Indie). Down to $3,S0O
after okay $4,500 first week
San Francisco, Oct. 12.
Esquire (M-P) (1,000; $2 40)—
Best bet here this week is "Macbeth" (Rep). This one look a
State (Loew)
Sorry, Wrong Number" which is terrif pasting
^ from the crix, one
"WaUt Crooked Mile "(Col) and doing strong biz at Paramount and
worst any film ever got .around
"Triple Threat" (Col). Okay $19,- state, being particularly big at here. Opened Thurs (7) to good'
000. Last week, "Innocent A«air
former. Nice bally is putting biz, however, and expects a sur(UA) and "Busty Leads Way" across "Bring 'Em Back Alive" at prising $9,000. Last week, subse(Col), $20,000.
Golden Gate but otherwise takings quent-run.
strand (SUverman) (2.200; 44-65) ars on slim side. "Apartment For
Fenway (M-P) (1,373; 40-80)—
"Loves of Carmen" (Col) and Peggy',' shapes mild at Fox.
"Isn't It Bomantic?" (Par) and
"Black Eagle" (Col). Second week
Estimates for This Week
"Escape" (20th). Average $7,000.
began Monday (11). First week
Golden Gate (BKO) 2,844; 60- Last week, "Two Guys Texas"
was neat $12,000.
95)
^"Bring
'Em Back Alive" (WB) and "Sons of Adventuie"
(RKO) (reissue) and "Design For (Bep) (2d wk), $4,500.
Death" (BKO). Big $14,000. Last
Memorial (3,000; 40-80) "Good
StrangerV Sam" (BKO) and "Winner's Cirweek; "Rachel And
(BKO) and "Jiggs, Maggie. In So- cle" (BKO) (2d wk). Nice $18,000

Big $38,000, Frisco

.^^^a

"Stms, Adventure" (Bep) {3d wk).
Good $14,500. Last week, stout

BKO

'

Estimates for This Week
Astor (Jaycox) (1,300; 90-$2.401—
"Hamlet" (U) (8th wk). Holding to
about $12,000 after nearly same last
round.

cium\9 N.y.h

—

—

1

—

'Befiuda' Sofid

ciety" (Mono) (2d wk), nice $13,0OQ. after nice $22,000 opener.
Fox (FWC) (4,651; 60-95)
Metropolitan (M-P) (4.367 ; 40".\partment For Peggy" (20th) and 80)
"Sorry, Wrong Number"

—

days)", $9,300.

Studio City (FWC) (880; 60-$l)—
"Night Wind" (20th). Modest $18,"Saxon ChaiTrt" (U) and "S. O. S.
$40,000 in PfaiDy 000
or less. Last week, "Southern
Submarine" (SG). Nice $5,000.
Yankee" (M-G) and "Nightime In
and
Last
week. "Venus"
(U)
niiladelphia, Oct. 12.
Nevada" (Rep) (2d wk), okay
000.
"Close-Up" (EL) (10 day.s). $5,900.
Strong
product
is proving a box- $11,500.
60-$l)
Culver (FWC) (1,145;
thufcd Artists (UA) (2.100; 60-$l)
Warfield (FWC) (2,656; 60-8i>)—
and —"Saxon Charm" (U) and S. O. S. office bonanza in the firstruns here
tEL)
Triumph"
"Hollow
this stanza. Good weekend weather "Luxury Liner" (M-G) and "Fight"Strange Mrs. Crane" (EL). Thin Sabmarine" (SG).
Fair $11,500.'
helped a lot, and a Sunday night ing Back" (Bep), (2d-wk), oke
and
$3,000. Last week, "One Touch Ve- Last
week, "Venus"
(U)
$11,500. l.,ast week,' big $19,500.
days), 'parade, (the Holy Name Societies),
(EL)
(10
nus" (U) and "Close-Up" (EL) (8 Close-Up"
which brought, oqt thousands, had
Paramount (Par) (2,646; 60-85)—
$12,400.
days), $4,900.
(Par).
Downtown (WB) (1,800; 60-$I>—
"Sorry, Wrong Number"
Uptown (FWC (1,719; 60-$l)— the midtown section jammed.
"Johnny Belinda'* is topper with Terrific $25i000; or over. Last week,
"Bope" (WB) (3d wk). Okay $10,- "Apartment Peggy" <20th) (2d wk)
000. Last week, good $13,400.
and "Night Wind" (20»Ji). Modest, big week at Mastbaum; although "Dude Goes West" (Mono) and "16
Downtown Music Hall (Corwin- $6,000.: Last week, with "Creeper" [there is heavy competition from Fathoms Deep" (Mono), fine $18,"Red River," "Bachel and Stran- 000 in S days.
"Texas (20tb), supporting, fair $8,000.
60-$ll>
1872;
Lesser)
and
fUA)
Heaven"
St. Francis (Par) (1.400; 60-85)
Brooklyn,
Vecne (FWC) (885; 60-85)— ger," "Sorry, Wrong Number" and:
"The Rope" (WB) (2d wk). Sock
"Blonde Ice" iFC). Fair $10,000. "Hollow Triumph" (ELV and "Mrs. "Apartment for Peggy."
Estimates for This Week
$16,000. Last week, smash $20,000.
Last week, "So New York" tUA) Crane" (EL). Slim $3,000. Last
Orphenm (Blumenfeld) (2,448;
<3d wk-5 days), S4,900.
week, "Back Alive" (BKO) (reisAldine (WB) (1,303; 50-99)—"The
55-85)—
"Saxon Charm" (U) and
Egyptian iFWC) (1,538; 60-$!)— sue) and "Design Death" (RKO), Search" (M-G) (3d wk). Down to
"Julia Misbi'haves" (M-G). Nice slow $3,300.
$11,500 after okeior $14,000 second "Gentlem.in Nowhere" (Col). Fine
Last week, "Walk Crooked
$12,000.
"Southern
week,
Wtlshire (FWC) (2,296: 60-$l)— stanza.
I.ast
$12,000.
wk), pleasing
Mile"
(Col)
(3d
CaliiM-G)
"Under
Misbehaves"
(M-G).
Good
and
"Julia
Yankee"
Arcadia (S&S) (700; 50-94)—
Last week, "Southern "Pitfall"
fornia Stars" (Rep) i2d wk). $6,100, $13,000.
(UA).
Weak $2,000. $9,000.
Corwin)
United
Artists
(S.
IM-G)
Yankee"
"California
and
60-$l>—
El Key (FWC) (861;
Yanked after four days for "Time (1,207; 515-85)— "Moonrise" (Rep)
Stars"
(Rep)
(2d
wk).
$4,400.
"Mrs.
and
Triumph"
(EL)
"Hollow
of Life
(UA).
Last week, "Two and "Tram To Alcatraz" (Rep)
Wiltent (WB) (2.300; 60-$!)— Guys Texas" (WB), mild $4,000.
Crane" (EL). Light $3,500. Last
(2d wk). Good $7,500. Last week,
week, "Back Alive" (BKO) (reissue) "Bope" (WB) (3d wki. Neat $9,000.
Boyd (WB) (2,360: 50-99)— "Vel- jfair $10,500.
and "Design Death" (RKO>, thin Last week, good $11,200.
vet Touch" (RKO) t2d wk). Neat
Staeedoor (Ackernian) (350; 60$2,800.
$16,500. Last week, big $21,500.
85)—"Concert Magic" (Indie). Big
£s4uire (Eosener) (685; 85-$I.20)
Earle (WB) (2,700; 50-99)— "Ra- $5,000. Last week, "The Search"
—"Mikado" (U) (reissue) (3d wk). 'Bodygpard'-Jane Powell
chel and Stranger" (BKO) (2d wk), (M-G) (2d wk), strong $4,000.
Oke $2,000 in 5 days. Last week
Fine
Larkbt (Roesnert. (400; 65-85)—
$17,000 after solid opener at
$2 200
"Fric-Frac" (Indie) and "Bride's
$24,600.
Ill
Four Star (UA-WC) (900; 60-$l)
Fox (20th) (2,250; 50-S9V-"Apa la- Surprise (Indie) (2d wk). Okay
—"San Francisco" (M-G> (reissue)
$2,500
I.,ast week, nice $2,800.
(2d wk) Nice $3,500 or over. Last
'Nranlier' Hotsy at 18G ment for Peggy" (20th) (2d wk),
i

—

1

:

—

(Par)

and "Golden Eye" (Mono).

Strongest in town, lusty $30,000.
(WB) and
Last week, "Rope"

"Winner Take

(Mono)

All'"

(2d

wk), $17,000.

(Loew)
—Orpheam
"Loves of Carmen"

(3,000;

"Busty Leads Way"

40-80)

and

(CoO

(Col) (2d wk).

Fair $17,500 after big $30,000 first
week.
Paramoont (M-P) (1,700; 40-80)
—"Isn't It Romantic?" (Par) and
"Escape" (20th). Average $13,000.
Last week, "Two Guys Texas'*
(WB) and "Sons Of Adventure"
(Bep) (2d wk), $10,000.
State (Loew)
(3,500;

:

40-80)—

Loves vof Carmen" (Col) and
Busty Leads Uie Way" (Col (2d
wk). Fair $12,500 after nice $15,:.

000

':

.

first.

1

t

,

"

1

T^' Cleans Up

'

1

In Pitt at

$aOOO

,

Pittsburgh. Oct. 12.
"Sorry, Wrong Number" at Penn
"Apartment for Peggy" at
FultoO; are cashing in heavily on
their good notices and also the
United Nations (FWC) (1,149; fact that 'they're practically alone
No vacancies at $20,000. Last week,
week. $,'),900
60-85)
"Mozart Story" (Indie).; this week as far as new pictures
Cincinnati, Oct. 12
smash $28,000.
Guild (FWC) (968; 60-$l)
Last week. "The are concerned. El.sewhere in the
$4 500.
Trade at major stands is on the
"Saxon Charm" (U) and "S.O.S
Goldman (Goldman) (1,200; 50- Mild
Pearl" (RKO) and "Mine Own Ex- Golden Triangle, it's holdover and/
Submarine" iSG). Oke $4,500. Last bounce this round, four new bills 94)^"Sorry,
Wrong
Number"
week. "Venus!" (UV and "Close-Up" and season's second helping ot (Par) (3d wk). Fancy $18,000. Last [ecutioner" (20th) (2d wk), $3,500. moveover. "Peggy" is giving the
60-85)— Fulton its best biz in weeks.
State
(Par)
(2,133:
stage shows at big Albee piling up week, neat
(KL) (10 dav«), mild $4,300
$24,500.
"Sorry, Wrong Number" (Par).
Estimates for This Week
Hawaii
(G&S - Corwin - Lesser) a sharp overall total: Keith's is,
Karlton (Goldman) (1.000; 50-94) Big $13,000. Last week, "Blood
Fulton (Shea) (1,700: 44-76)
60-$l)— Texas. Brooklyn registering its best of the year —"Saxon
(1,106;
Charm"
(D).
Mild!
Heaven" (UA) and "Blonde Ice" with "Sorry;. Wrong.. Nurnbeij,'' $11,000. ,Last week, "Larceny" (U) And Sand" (Indie) "and ''Man, "Apartment for Peggy" (20th).
Hunt" (Ihdie) (reissues), strong Best thing this house has had -in :
(FC). Slow $4,000 in 9 days. Last which also -is leadhig all new
(3d
wk),
mild
$6,000.
$8,000.
months, and should stick around
week, "So New York" (UA) (3d wk- straight filmersi Town is topped
Keith's (Goldman) (1.300; 50-94)
by. "Bodyguard" plus vaude .with
for a while. Big $13,000 or near.
B davs), $2,100
Last week, "Saxon Charm
Hollywood (WB) (2,7.'i6; GO-$l>— Jane Powell as h'eadtincr, stage- r^"B€yond Glory" (Par). Dim $3,*
(U),
weakish $6,000.
"Rope" (WB) (3d wk). Near $9,000. show being the magnet. "Southern; 500 in 5 days. Last week, "Good Mpls. Still in
Sam"
Yankee".'
is
.hotsy.
World
(BKO),
Series
$7,000.
Harris (Harris) (2,200; 44-76)—
Last week, good $11,400.
Mastbanm (WB) (4.360; 50-99)—
"Loves of Carmen" (Col) (2d wk).Hollywood Music Hall (CorwiUr airings had marked, effect oh after^
4 "Johnny Belinda" (WB).
Taradine' Dim $13,000; Managing to hold oin well, stout.
60-85)
"Texas. naen histLesser)
(475;
City's
Estimates for 'I'his Week
and
leader with big $40,000. Last week,
Brooklyn.
Heaven"
(fJA)
$10,000, and enough to get it
Albci! (RKO)
"Blonde Ice
FC). Slim $4,000 in
(3.100;
60-94fe,j "Rope" (WB) (3d wk). sock $15,800.
'Romantic' Thin $S,000 another stanza at Senator. Last
*reek. huslv $14,000.
9 day.s. Lastweek. "So New York" "Bodyguard" (RKO) with vaude
Pix (Cumnjins) (500; 50-94)—
Minneapolis, Oct. 12.
layout lopped by Jane I^iwell; "Jenny
Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 44-76)
(UA) (3d uk-5 davs). $1,800.
Lamour"
(Indie)
and
What with a comparatively weak
Iris iFWC) (828; 60-85)— Saxoni Stage array -the magnet for socko "King's Jester" (Indie).
"Sorry. Wrong Number" (Par).
Trim $6;Charm" itl and "S:0:S. Subma- $30,000. I^st week, "Smart Girls 000. Last week, "Paris Frills" iVn- lineup of newcomers and a real C^od notices all along line and
rine" (SG>. Dull $4 500. Last week Don't Talk" (WB) plus Horace die) and "Russian Ballerina" (In- exodus of potential customers to nice $19,000 or over looms. Last
Chicago for the Minnesota7:North' week,
"Venu.s" (U> and "Close-Up" (EL) Heidt's ''New Stars on Parade,!'' die) weak $1,200
'Luxury
Liner"
(M-G),
4 days.
footbalUgdme over weektorrid $23,000.
«0-da\s). !6.)„500.
Stanley (WB) (2,950; 50-99)— end, biz currently will provide $17,000
Capitol tRKO) (2,000; Sth'ZS)—
Laurel (Rosener) (890; 85) "HulUta (Loew's)
44-76)
(800;
River'^(UA) (2d wk)i Smash little to cheer about.
The lone "Luxury Liner" (M-G) (ni.o.).
man Beast" (Indie) and "Kiss of "Southern Yankee';' (M-G). Hotsy "Red
$25,000
after
terrific
$38,700
virile
is
entry
"Paradine
Case.''
$15,000.
Last
week, "Life Mtli
About average at $3,000. Last
Fire" (Indie) (2d wk). Near $2,500.
"Isn't It Romantic?" and "Race week, "Pitfall" (UA) (mo.i, about
Father" iWB) (2d wk), f aiWsh opener.''
Last week, plea.sing $2,900.
Stanton (WB) (1,475; 50-99)— Street," both leave plenty to be ''Same..'.'"'
Loew's State (Loews-WC) (2.404; $6,000.
Grand iBKO) (1,400; B0-'75)---,| "Triple Threat" (Col). Fine $12.- desired at boxoffice. One of two
Sewitor (Harris) (1,750; 44-76)—
60-$l)
"Apartment Peggy" (20th)
Last week, "Lulu Belle" holdovers^ ','Sorry, Wrong Num^ "Lulu Belle" (Col) and "Tripla
(2d wk) and "Night Wind" ^20th). "Erobraceable You" (WB). Average 500.
Down to $11,500. Last week, with $7,300. Last week, "Ruthless'-' t-EL), (Col) and "Bodyguard" (BKO), ber". .is still strong even on move- Threat" (Col). It's the latter that's
$3,000.
over.
same.
accounting for b.o. draft, due tO:
"Creeper" (20th), slow $17,200.
£.stimatea for This Week
Keith'i (City Inv) (1..542; 50-7.^1
presence of Johnny Clement and
Los Aneeles (D'town-WC) (2,097;
Century (Par) (1,600; 50-70)— BiU Dudley, couple of strong pro60-$l)— "Julia Misbehaves" (M-G). —"Sorry. Wrong Number" (Par):!
"Embraceable You" (WB). Very footballers in cast. Sturdy $4,500.
Estimates
Net
week Smash $18,000, and this theatre's
Last
Jtfedium
$20,000.
dim $3,500. Last week, "Bad Sister" Last week. "Sahara" (Col) and
"Southern Yankee" iM-G) and best, this year. Holds tor at least
Film gross estimates as re(U). $4,800.
"Destroyer" (Col) (reissues), ex"California Stars" (Rep) (2d wk) three weeks. Last week. "Larceny.''
ported, herewith &om; the variGopher (Par) (1,000; 40-50)— cellent $4;000.
(U)
wk), okay $6,000.
ous key cities, are net, i.e.,
$11,400.
"Man-Eater" (U) (1st run) and
Palace (RKO) (2,600: 50-75)-r^
Stanley (WB) (3,800; 44-76)—
Loyola (FWC) (1.248: 60-$l)—
without the 20% tax. Distribu"Give Us Wings" (U) 'reissue). "Rope" (WB) <2d wk)
"Apartment Peggy" (20th) (2d wk) "Luck of Irish" '20th). I'ar $12,000.
tors share on net take, when
Taking
Moderate
$3,000.
Last
week.
"Wall- sharp dip to $10,000 if that. Last
playing precentage, hence the
and "Night Wind" (20th). Mild Last w>ifck, "Race Street" (RKO),
flower" (WB) (1st run) and "Man week*: all right $16,500.
estimated figures are" net In^
$6,000. Last week, with "Creexler" fine $14.,500.
of
Texas"
(Indie),
$2,l500.
Shubert
(RKO)
(2.100;
50-7S)-4^'
come.
Warner
(WB) (2.000: 44-76)-r(20th), fair $7,200.
Lyric
(Par)
50-70)
1.000;
(m.oJV
"Race
Street"
(RKO)
S$>-so
parenthetic
admlsision
The
"Rachjl
(D'town)
(2,093;
arid
Dollar
Stranger"
(RKO) (3d.
Million
"Sorry.
Wrong Number" (Par) wk). Finishing up okay, and in 4
price.s, however,; as indicated,
Stampede" $4,500. Last week, "Loves of 'Car"Northwest
110-85)
(m.o.).
A boxoffice giants here, days will do around $5,500, veny
include the U. S. amusement
(EL) and "Behind Locked Dooi's" men." (Gol): (m.ov); third doWfttowh
(Continued on page 16)
tax.
good. Last week, fine $10,50(1."
(EL) (2d runs), with Martha Davi?, week, nice $6,000.
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l*I€TintB
Seattle Better; 'Rope'

Chi Hopeful But Slow Except 'Number

Spsh

Behaves hi

'Jufia'

GROSSES

Snass Sturdy {13,000

With Haioes^ Smash $^^^^^
Shapely

12.

the holidays which are welcome
because
waterfront strike- situation is no help. Best bet looks
to be "Rope!" at Orpheum. "Loves
of

M

'Escape Not Fast
Oct

Chicago,

Carmen" shapes

which

cold

£$(aina<es for This

much

not

grosses.

Estimated Total Gross

aid to the

Also
matinee take was the world series.
Only big new entry is the Chicago
which has "Sorry, Wrong Ninnbcr" and Connie Haines on stage.
Looks smash $63,000. "One Touch
at Palace shapes neat
oi: Venus"
$21,000.

Week

This

.

§595,000

.

Based on 18 theatres)

lift

{

.

CWteiion ifLoew's)' CLTOD; W"
$1.85)—"Walk Crooked VBhT' iCtOi.
because taking in

this stanza

Columbus Day <yesterday) and

'.Hi
flie 'Gp(au)i: \ye6twdiy^'i,;(Tuei.),
All-day 'jili^ad, ';:Siecda'd'. m/tsot- r.ioi .'':'Saiam'

Jewish

:

Doil

Del

But 'Rope'

'

^

hit smaKS^i ($16jOOO or
practieaUy capacity; first was ia
like category wHOt $15.,500, Icm

I

Dwtiaee on opemng WedneBday.

.

In for run with seats now aelling
eight weeks in advance.
ayfair (Brandt J a.736;

I

$1JS)—"Bachel and Stnu«ei^
Foorth
mSiO^ <4th-fiaal wkH.
frame ending fMday <13) faMtkx tm

'

.

,

'

-

~

<2d wk). big $7,000.
Broadway - Capitol

(B&K^ (900; 50-85)—
"Count Monte Gri-sto" (UA) and
"Son of Cristo" iUA) (reissues).
Trim $8,000.- Last week, "Raider"
(Indie) and "Wings of Morning"
(20tlii (reissues), same
Grand (RKO) (1,500; 50-98)—
"Peabody and Mermaid" (U).
Okay $12,000. Last week, "Bring
'Em Back Alive" (BKO) (reissue),
Garriek

With Judy"
Avmstrong

(United

-

Mas to around $16,000 after good
d'^
of .in a -ioiog fZS^tHW fas- t&iid. "aioumiiiK Be'.is^Aieti^n^'''' 'luihe^r
(20th) (2d wk). Good $8,«»,
•tt^;' it 'tiiift Par flagship. .JIaiiitee--| eomes Etoctra'* OtKOI opens
Last week, nice S10.700.
pop aeaJe Saturday <16K
twjk on "RoiTiaritic^'^'
Orpheum (HrE) 2,600 50-«4)--^ meni
rsdaee iBXOi a,700; 40^)
small hope df it lastihg long, vwthi
"Rope" (WB) and "Behind Locked stageshow hookied piily for: a sinfi^ "Angels With -Ditty Faces" <WBI
iDobr*' (EL).
Sturdy $13,000. Last
plus options; Even with and "Drive By INight" iWSb .tre.

'

wk), $38,000.

Wind"

'

,

Last week, "Texas," Brooklyn,
Heaven (UA) and "Urubu" (UA),
very dim $6,000 in 5 davs.
Downtown (Balaban) (2,863; 7095)
"Lulu Belle" (Col) and
""Gentleman from Nowhere" (Col).
Fair $10,000.
Last week, "The
Search" (M-G) and "Nanook of
North" (Indie), $8,000.
Fox (Fox-Michigan) (5,100; 7095)
"Apartment for Peggy" (20th)
and "Gay Intruder" (20th) (2d wk).

'

—

(1.500;

Yankee"

•Southern

a

Handsome

'

..-

1

'

;

,

I

,

,

;

,

i

,

u

•

'

.

.

98)

(1,073;

"Good Sam" (RKO) (3d wk). HOld^
Ing with solid $17,000.
bright $22,000.

World

(Indie)

(587;
(Indie)

"HmW

Fast 18G;

,-.>':

80)— "To

-

>\V"as!hin^g1;.bn-,-:..'Oc-t... -'12;.;

show biz continues
on the dpwriaide with

Mainstein

Live in Peace"
(5th wk).
spottj': arid
$3,300. Last week, $3,800.
some pictHre people predicting
;

it

#ill stay this way ;UnfiI "aftcsr. th,e..
election. Oddly enough while show
bi? is in the doldriiin^, retail stbreis
in town
are doing ..well.
Top
Buff., Great
grosser Of the week is ."Sorry,
"I' eudin',
^''-onS,
Buffalo, Oct. 12.
„^J""'^";'.'' , ''"l^
dmng little better despite
Boxoffice is not shaping up smash ^^^sf I"
^^cking
of
a
show.
stage
Elsethi.s week.
Standout appears to be
"Kachel
"Wrong where, b.z is dull.

No Stranger

h

:

m

;

!

i

I

'

,

!

',

i

I

Tendin' ^Yaiide Dhn 19G

Last week,

Trim

'Rachel'

I

'

'

$17,000.
Last
Girl.s
Don't Talk" (WB) (Col) (2d wk); Down to good !W4,-;
000 after nice $19,000 opener.
dim $8,800.
United Artists (U-D) (2,976; 70State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 50-98)
—"Rope" (WB) (2d wk). Holding 95,1—"Rope" (WB) and "Mystery in
up well at big $25,000. Last week, Mexico" (RKO). Big $24,000 Las(
week, "Velvet Touch" (RKO) and
terrific $35,000.
85)—"The "Variety Time" {RKO), slow
Surf (Indie)
(650;
Brothers" (U) (3d wk). Neat $3,- $11,000.
400. Last week, $3,800.
United Artists (B&K) (l.SOO; 50T C
J Aff* L
98)—"Escape
(20lh)
Fair $16,- U.t. OPOtlV VOxi UlllSn
r,
v
000. Last week, "Moonrise", (Rep):'

But

-

;

smash $34,000

(2d wk),

(2d wk), $10,000.
Woods (Kssaness)

-

1

'

"Smart

n

m

:

round.
Palms (U-D) (2.716; 70-95)— "Pitfall" <UA) and ".Strawberry Roan"

(M-G)
week,

:

.

i

first

50-98)

&

-

.

—

Ro«sevcU (B&K)

:

Mil(iK.CJi3,(ll)0

—

vSolid $20,000 after

w^k
week; "Northwest Stampede" <EL).
sneak iii-eview Monday- (11) a(Bd issues). Opened yesterday CVues.).
iContinued on page 16)
^previewing «f .new SftOM'.-.Par IdolDs; In ahead, "Walls of Jericho*' OOtW
"Deep Waters" (20ttaJ iSd
.to :'hit..on^-'$60',W0;''or-;undei'v''''|W^ and
runs), oke $9,300 in 6 days.
ticulariy small in> V^^
rarauMMt (Par) (3,664; m-$lSm
'benefit of Golunjbus Day, ''Night
Has ;;Thou$ahd J^yeis" with Tony —"'Night Has Thousand Eyeir
Pastor hasUl ani4 '.:yif;^'I)a]Cnphe:' t&p* (Par) plus Tony Pastor orch. Vie
Beebe oor
pling :stiigel)ill bjpeii jMeit) today. Damooe. Bodhelle
stage. Opens today (Wed.) foUoiFpreview yesterday (Tuns.).
..we*k 'Of;: .''liihoee'nf>' Afflai'ir"' cpiits ing
week. "Isn't It Romantic^"
after-.- sii'-..daySi", bririging .'In .'..'''Gal- Last
"lant ''Blade**,-' yesterday - -tTiiesi.> (Par). Enikine Hawkins orch. Delta
Kansas City. Oct. 12.
Criterion treated "Saxon Chann" Rhythm Boys topping stagehilt. hit
Outlook for week is definitely in' .like -'manner after six days Of' very thin 4^50,000 or less even including Columbus Day ^Tues.) bis
niildv couple of days of unexpected second frame, pjiehing "Walk
chilly
slowing :trade. crooked :MiUe'"''' -:'ails«. yesterday.' and preview boost, lowest liere
weather
"Sorry, Wrong Num,ber" at Par- :»feither weiie :'big' in first; weeks; years. In ahead, "Wrong Numbei:'
amount looks standout. ''Innocent and fell off; ^harj)ly an second (Par), Carmen Cavallaro orch (Stli
vakK sturdy $70,000,
Affair" is only average at Midland. «jiiahds,,''
Radio Citr Mmac Hall (RockeEstimates for Itiis Week
"Red ^i'Rlyer'*.'' ,w,ith'-...':-t)^M:arcosi feUers» (SjMS; «)-$2.40)—"Julia
Esquire (Fox Midwest) (820; 45 I
65)—"Flowing Gold" (WB) and jRose ''I)fede:'and''''N^
Wsbehaves" (M-G) and stageshow.
band Is holding up to big .$87,000
week ending today (Wed.) la
"God's Country and Woman" (WB) in
second Capitol week. Johnny headed fiH* smash $153^ and
Last
(reissues). Pleasing $4,000.
Belinda" mth l;>eddy Martin band pg^iy better, ape of top figure*
week, "Fighting Seabces" (Hep)
and "Flying Tigers" (Sep)': (reis- also is sock with $70,000 at Stiand. for house, being helped by two
'"Hamiet" is virtuaUy capacity at holidas^. Last week, "Good Sam"
sue&l, big $5,000.
second week at Park {skO) (3d wk). mild $113,000.
($16,000
Kimo (Dickinson) (550
Avenue, and in for a run.
'Volpone" (Indie). Satisfactors'
(Mage) <S94; 44-9Si—"1«
'Cry of City" plus Danny Tlujm- Eathoms Deep" (Mono) (2d wk).
$1,500. Last week, "The Damned"
M^rie
McDonald,
icoshow lop- First week ended last <Tacs.5 night
(Indie), $2,000.
Midland'(Loew's) (3,500; 45-65)— Piug stage layout is doing fairly was near fine $12,000, Holds. Id
"Innocent Affair" (UA) and "Triple well at $90,000 in second week at ahead. '"Ape Man" (FC) and "Wajf
Average $15,000 Boxy but stays only two more days. Man" (FCf) reissues), $10^000.
Threat" (Col).
RiToH <UAT-Par) (2,0B2; 00Last' week, "Loves of Carmen" with "Apartment for Peggy" and
Blade"
iColi.
(Col) and "Surrender Dear" (Col), Kay Thompson and Williams Bros, $1JS)— 'XIaUant
opening next Friday (15).
(Opened yesterday
<Tues.).
In
good $17,000.
Orpheum (RKO) (li»00; -K-eS)—
"Rachel and Stranger" moves ahead, second week <6 days) of
"Blandings Dream House" (SRO) out of Mayfair on same day after "Innocent Affair" (UA) tumbled to
and "Big Punch" (WB) (2d wk). four strong weeks, "Kourning Be- $16,000. Fiist round for "Aftaii"
Nit e $10 000. Last week, socko comes Electra" opening on Satur- was barely okay $23,000 including
extra half-day since film opened
$16,000.
-day (16).
on Tuesday night.
Paramount (Par) (1,900; 45-65)—
Estimates for This Week
Rosy <20tfa) <5jS88: fta-$litO)—
Wrong Number" (Par).
"Sorry,
Astor (Cjty Inv.) (1,300; 70-$1.50)
Solid 813,000, and holdover. Last —"Babe Ruth Story" a2th-final "Cry of City" liOOii «ath Dadny
"Evil
week.
My Love" (Par),jwk). Down to mere $6,000 in 11th Thomas, Marie McDonald, Sfay««t$11,000.
week ended last Monday (11) night tos, ice^ow onstage (3d wk-2
days).
45-65)—
Second session ended last
Boxy (Durvk'ood) <900;
after slim $S,44K) for lOih.
Stays
"Lulu Belle" (Col) (2d wk). Thin only this (12th) week with "SMig (Tues.) night slipped down to $90,000. very good, with holidays boost$2,500 after mild $4,000.
Is Born" opening Oct. 19.
Tower - Cpto«v - Fairway (Fox
Capitol (Loew's) (4,820; 80-$1.90) ing take. First was solid $117,000.
Midwest) (2,100, 2,043, 800 45-65) —"Red River" (UA) plus DeMar- Stays two extra days to get Friday
—"Cry of City" (20th). Looks cos, Ilo.se Marie, Nat Brandwynne (15) opening for "Appointment For
Holding in fine Peggy" (21)th) with Kay Thompson
mild $13,000 or near. Last week, orch (2d wk).
style with big $,8'7,000 or near for and Williams Bros.. Bolly Rolls,
"Luck of Irish" (2Qth), $14,000,
Ben Ben and "Rhythm In Plaid"
iceshow onstage.

'Nnmber'AcesIn

—

•

;

;

De-

person (3d wk). Rolling into final
week with savory $40,000. Last
Moderate $22,000 after $30,000 in
week, prime $48,000.
Palace <RKO) (2,500; 50-98)— first- week
Michigan (U-D) (2,089; 70-95)
"One Touch of Venus" (U). Shapely $21,000.
Lait week, "Rachel "Loves of Carmen" (Col) and
and Stranger" (RKO) (2d wk), tidy "Triple Threat" (Col) (2d wk).
$20,000.

«
—

:

:

-

(

.

70-95)—"Peabody and
Mermaid" (U) and "Captain Boy-,
cott)) (Col). Mild $12,000 in 9 days.

(M-G)
orch in

'

:

'

troit) (3,000:

50-

:'

$20,000

'

'

-

'

i

i

!

.

;

'

State (Loew's) (3,430; 80-$]^)—
Loves of Cannen" ^Col) <(fith wk).
Sixth ctanza ending today (Wed,)
holding strongly at $23,000 after

and Stranger" and
Number." "Innocent Affair" does

_ Estimates for 'This Week
,2.434; 44-80)not look big,
l..,.*^'?'*'!'
Fus.sin
(U) plus vaude
I' Feudin
Estimltes for This Week
La.st
Buffalo (Shea) (3,500; 40-70)— Very thin $19 0()0 or less.
"Innocent Affair' (UA) and "Mon- week. Luck of Irish" (20th) plus
tana Mike" (UA)
Okay $14,000 vaude, nice $2,^.000.
Columbia (Loew's) (1.263; 44-74)
Last week, "Kmbraceable You"
(WB) phLS Vaughn Monroe orch, —"Innocent Affair" (UA) (2d run).
Weak $5,000. Last week. "Rose
great ^4,000
Great Lakes (Shea) (3,400; 40-70) Washington Square"- (20th) and
(rei.ssue.si,
(20th)
Ship"
"Sorry, Wrong Number" (Par) "Slave
Solid $16,000
Last week, "San plcTsing $7,500.
Keith's (RKO) (1,939: 44-74)—
Francisco" (M-G) and "Night at
"Rachel and Stranger" (RKO) (2d
Opera" (M-G) (rei!5sues), $15,000.
for
6 days,
Hipp (Shea) (2,100; 40-70)— wfcl. Tolerable $9,000
"Forever Amber" (20th). Fine $7,- following good $17,000 opening
'."
500 or close. Last week,"Rope" -week-.Metropolitan 'WBi (1,163: 44-70)
(WBi (ni.o.l, big $8,000.
Teck (Shea) (1,400; 40-70)— "San —"Sofia" (FC). Okay $7,500. Last
Francisco" (M-G) and "Night at week. "Crusades" (Par) (reissue)

Ge?e. Series' WiiK

.

2k; 'Cannen

lift

I

'

'

Sultry

influx of visitors
stiie.s

(2d wk.).

Good

Bum

.sagged, huge
film turn-

made

spin fa,ster at night.

"

Estimates for This
Allen (RKO)
(3,000;

"Race

$4,500, after $5,-

Stispet"

(2d

wk). livolj $15,000.

Wrong Number."

—

20th Century (20th Century) (3,000: 40-70)—."Rachel and Stranger

—

of- Carmen'' caught the
largest after-dark trade at Palace
where set for two weeks. Stale
also drawing strongly with "Sorry,

Palace (Loew's) (2.370: 44-74)—
"Apartment for Pegy" (20th Very
Liner" (M-G) (m.o ), $4,700.
Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 40-70>— di.s,ippointing $12,000. Last week",
'Larceny"
(U)
and "Close-Up" "Luxury Liner" (M-G), S13.000.
Playhouse (Lopert) (432; .55-85)
(EL).
Good $12,000. -Last week,
"Mine Own Executioner" (20th)
'Loves of Carmen" (Col) (2d wki,
fine $12,500.

Stnmt CWB) i2J9B: 75-$lj$0)—
"Xnribomiy
Belinda"
(WB) wSBi
tmait Freddy Martin orch, Calgary s
heading stagetnll (2d wk). biitiat
Lower Mall (Community) (570; holdover frame still great at;
M-"ui "Fanny" (indie).
Pushed $70J)00 or near, after aoekeroo
in Saturday
sitting ordinaiy $75,800 firat week albeit a fait beI.ast week, "UCe, Loves low expectations. Stays on iodef.
$3,000,
Tschaikovsky" (Indie), weak $2,000.
Ohio (Loew's) (1,200; 55-70)—
"Innocent Affair"
(UA)
(m.o.).
Good $6,000 Last week, "Beyond 'Irish'
f 1S,S00,
Glory /Par), nice $6,000 in 6 days.
Palace <RKO) (3.300: 55-70)
Denver; larency' IIQ
"Loves of Carmen'' (CoD,- A real
Denveo;, Oc4. 12.
sockcr at $26,000 or near
Holds.
In a session hurt by a few weak
Last week, "Tap Roots" (U)

"Loves

$7,500.

(RKO)!

showings, "Luck of Irish" teamed

SUtc (Loew's) (3,4.50; .55-70)— with "Escape" looks to land top
"Son-j',
Wrong Number" (Par) coin at Denver and Esquire. Two
55-70'— Kxtra solid $18i)0G.
the
Last week, college football games over
.Moving 'Innocent
Affair" (UA), $14,500 in weekend took a tali at the wickets.
^

Week

briskly with $15,000 or better. Last 6 da.ys

500 opener.

now

fine $16,000 following
$23,500 last week.

.

though matinee biz

'.'

.

,

,

Estimates for This

Week

^Aladdin iFoxi (1.400; 35-74)—
stilliman (Loew's) (2.700; 55-70)
Warner (.WB) 12,154; 44-74)— week, ''Forever Ambet" (20th) pop(RKO) and "Variety Time" (RKO). "Sorry, Wrong Number" (Par)-, P"*=*i, «*o«"Og, not so big at "peabody and Mermaid" <Vl Sur- "Two Guys Texas' mB) and
pri.singly
snappy $7,500.
La.st "Daredi»vns of Clouds" (Rep)
Big S20.000 or near. Last week, Ciass of town at fine $18,000, Last $13,000.
55-70
1-^
Hipp
week,
"Evil
(m.o.).
Big $5,000, Last week, "Ona
Mile"
(WB),
(Warners)
My
(3,700;
Love"
(Par),
big
Crooked
''Pan;:'ind!-" (Mono) and "Smart wp»k. "Walk
(Continued on page 16)
"Rope" CWB) C2d wk). Slowing up $7,000 in 6 days.
$L5 000.
Woman" (Mono), $17.,000.
'

.

-

'

,

fine $25ja00 for fifth. "Three Musketeers'" <H-G)
tentatively set
to open Oct. 20.

to

12.

baseball-

batty over the weekend World
Series j$duic& heiv and the Cle\it:land Indians' league victories, but
the terrific competish did not
damage downtown theatres as
much as the nabe houses. A l-

,

-..

Um, 'Number' Socko 18G

Cleveland. Oct.

Town went completely

—

Opera" (M-G) (m o.) (reissues)
Trim S4,500. Last week, "Luxury

'

-'

week
Aapes to

I

.

m

Xr

V»T^

'.

|2.|^)--TfB|jUiaet^''|l|:i.''4^
ended last (I'ues.) imglif:
ood

Liberty (Ind) <1,6S0; S0-84»— of the big grosises for the Hall, and
"Wrong Number" (Pat) and "Black especially strong in view of many
Eagle" <Col) (2d wk). Big $9,000 other sock pictures recently opened
and conditions generally.
afte" ^^^^^
ereT«3200
la^^ week
^^^^^
$13,^0 last
The other new picture, "Isnt It
Music Box (H-E) (850; 50-84)—
Duel in Son'' (SRO) and "Code Romantic?" with Erskine Hawkuu
Rhythm Boys head^^'^^^ band and Delta
f™*'»"'*.in'^''S*"^'^^'
^'^'H'
ing
stageshow, proved highly <jtta*
Last w^Mk,
6 days.
f.^-'^O
I'eudin
(U)
(U):
and
'ShansJjai appointing at the Paramount. Picon by crix, and
.
Chest" (Mono) (2d wk), fine $3,700. ture was pounced
.
.business prompted an eariy
MuMc Hall (II-E) (2,200; 50-8**—
""Luxury Liner" (M-G) and 'Night decision to: hold It only a .week,.!

ApoU« <B&K) (1,400; 50-98)—
"Rose Washinston Square" (20th) holding up well in second week.
Estimates for This Week
and "Slave Ship" (20lh) (reissues)
Adams (Balaban) (1,740; 70-95)—
(2d wk). Whipping up fine $&,000.
"Tap Roots" (U) (4th wk). Steady
Last week, excellent $9,500.
Chicaso (B&K) (3,900; 50-98)— $9 000. Last week, $10,000.
Art-Cinema
(Marten) (459; 60"Sony, Wrong Number" (Par) 90)—
"Eternal Return" (Indie) and
with Connie llaines heading stage
Looks smash $63,000. Last "Our Mr Shakespeare" (Indie).
bill
Okay
$6,000.
Last
week, "panic"
week, "Beyond Glory" (Par) with
Liberace heading stageshow (2d (Indie) and "Shoe-Shine" (Indie)

Louis

-

''

!

Not a new leeord but one

sic Hall.

$8,200.

'

j

witlv

'

'.:

,

(3,400;

*

.

[

981— "Date

vmk

-

-

at
L's
Grand appears average at $12,000.
"Southern Yankee" at Roosevelt
Is Jieading tor bright $17,000 but
''Escape" at United Artists looks
only fair $16,000.
"Rope" at State-Lake is drawDetroit, Oct. 12.
ing heavily partly because of inDespite Columbus Day, too many
terest in similar case of murder
holdovers are slowing up biz this
here several decades ago. Should
week.
United Artists appears!
hit fat $25,000 in second round.
standout with "Rope."
Second
Third week of "Good Sam" at
stanza for "Loves of Carmen" still
Woods is excellent $17,000.
is
solid al the Michigan, while
Kstimates for This Week
-.»rtm»«^ for
f«r Peggy"
B^«™" at Fox
T?„„ is
,o
"Apartment

perl $15,000.
OrienUI (Essaness)

;

,1

-

'i

:

Mermaid'

and

initial

iifslrun Uieatres are getting a nice

holiday (today).
rain last Friday (8) had dampen- Cliton*' tte) iS: -ds«ysT-was .•weary mllC
ing effect .instead of helping bii».Citst'
was Jbmw;.
ness, .but the real damper was the' 'Opener.'
World Series' and the number of hopefc
'Globe. ^CBitanat') ilSSOO; 'mht'kSiar
people tuned in via radio and tele$17,000
vlsion. This cut deeply into mat- -^iRiope*?\iJ«»9; imi-v&J 'Sevam:-'
i<«iii' Awnue
A»n«o <H-E).(2349.
/TT i?w9'!i:io, 5a-_84)
>ta Rd^
FtWh
.round.'
eni^ng^'
'.;]o(rit|ai
IWed.!'
todwy.
.^^^ ^^.^^^
^^^^^^
^^^^j^
Pitfall" (UA) and "Close-Up''
to' fatrid .up in fine'' istyle .at.joxMiaA'''
T ,•
-'iiir"Julia IffisTop newcomer
(EL).
Slow $7,000.
Last week,
solid
^gSflOO
"Blandings" (SRO) and "Shed No behaves" which is smash $155/»8 Jyj^jj j^j^ hopes ContinuesL
Tears" (SRO> (3d wk), dandy or belter in first week at the MuAMMie Km i(583- .$lJ»-.>

'

"Peabody

First waa
tlie manner in wliich initial holdover round.
new bills sagged on their smash $»6,500, over expectant^,
holdover weeks, Broadway Stay* nil.

Despite
several

'

(Based o?i 14 theatres)
Last Year
$688,000
<

the.

al

Week

Bine M0UM^ <H-E> (800: 50-84)—
"Blandings" (SRO) and "Shed No
Tears" <SRO) (m.a.). Good $4,500
Last week, "Saxon Charm" (U)
and "Bad Sister" (U). oke $2,400 in
4 days of 3econd stanza. •
Coliseum (H-E) (1,877; 50-84)—
"Rachel"
<RKO) and "Me.xico
Mystery" (RKO) (2d wk). . Big
$10,000 after last week's great

Broadway Grosses

downtown

chilled

fine

;

j

Paramount.

-t-

Loop theatre operators »re hoping that pleasant weather, which
turned up Saturday, continues
after several days of damp and

h RY, $155^(100; TtoBiantic' k Far

Seattle, Oct. 12.
Biz is getUjog some help taomi,

10
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SEPTEMBER BOXOFFKE CHAMPION
AND VARIETY SCOREBOARD HIT!
BETTY GRABLE- DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, Jr.

7^ LADY
COLOR BY

months

TECHNICOLOR

ERMINE

IN

Prodiicerand Directed by

•

ERNST LUIIf^^^

in

a row for
JEANNE GRAIN • WILLIAM HOLDEN

CRY OF THE CITY
VICTOR MATURE

•

RICHARD CONTE

COLOR BY
Directed by

Produced by

ROBERT SIODMAK

SOL

C.

SIECEL

•

BS

APARTMENT FOR PEGGY
^

DirectS'd

and Written

C

TECHNICOLOR

for the

Screen by

GEORGE SEATON

Produced by WILLIAIVIPERLBERQ

CENTURY-FOX

on Motion
IDA LUPINO

CELESTE HOLM

Picture

Heralds

•

•

CORNEL WILDE
RIQHARD WIDMARK

Directed by

Produced by

•

DAN DAILEY

WHEN MY BABY SMILES AT ME

ROAD HOUSE
list

BETTY GRABLE

COLOR BY

TECHNICOLOR

JEAN NEGtiLESCO
Directed by

EDWARD CHODOROV

WALTER LANG

«

GEORGE JESSEL

Produced by

of boxoffice

t

Champions...

ANNE

GREGORY

PECK

The ONLY

BAXTER

REX HARRISON LINDA DARNELL
RUDY VALLEE • BARBARA LAWRENCE

RICHARD
•

•

WIDMARK

YELLOW SKY
Directed by

company to

make

•

WILLIAM

the

A,

. . .

UNFAITHFULLY YOURS
An

Produced by

WELLMAN

AND

DARRYL

F.

OLIVIA de

MONTH
date

to

also Starring

Directed by

f.
P.SKOURilS

INCLUSIVE

4, Rivoli Theatre,

ZANUCK

N. Y.

presents

HAVILUND

THE SNAKE PIT

in '48!

'''cJSSrr

and Produced by

PRESTON STURGES

World Premiere November

EVERY

list

Original Screen Play Written, Oirected

LAMAR TROTTI

^
^'^''''^

MARK STEVENS and, LEO GENN

ANATQLE LITVAK

Showmen Keep Company

•

Produced by

ANATOLE LITVAK and ROBERT BASSLER

^"l
with the

Company

oi

Champions

5)^

FILM REVIEWS

Vgdhwdayi October 13, 194S

The Gallant Blade

film, definitely sets up the Frenchborn actor as a comedy star of first
Vnlutnbia rcIeM* of Irving Starr pio- magnitude. He's cast as a Bohemian - type artist who almost
diictio" St*™ L.rry Park., Margnerlta
Jory, George
C liipman; ieaturei Victor
wrecks the married life of Andrews
MacReady. Dlrectad by Henry Levin,
Ferris.
Morton and Miss Palmer. The role is in
Waltar
fi iMiiPliv,

Miniature Reviews

(COLOR)

additional dialog, Wilfrid Pettltti
Thomas and Edba«d on .tory by Tad
ward Deini camera (Glnecolor), Burnett
niiWev. Ctiarles Lawton; editor. Viols
StoJ^i'wenc.! muiicar toectot, M.
*cor«i George .Dunlng. TradesliDwn,
time, 81 MINS.
'*8.
Running
N V Oct. W.

W

his

Paul Bijssac

..

Lanier

miSor

'

-I

•':^''>

'•'

• -^-f

script

for

**

"The Gallant Blade"

is

a de luxe

negated by

.

.

1

,

I

i

i

,

1

blocked by no less BVanz Waxman's score. The special
than four stirring fencing matches photographic enepts also rate; a
vhich compensate for any holes in nod;
sm.

;

Undsay; wore.
Hussell;. editor, louif
Jacques Ibert, conducted by JBfreni Kurtz.
Previewed 0<'t. T, 'M. Runidna time, 1M
MINS.
.

;Orson

.....

.

Welles

ifiSdJ?***'*''
iSl?* o^Heriih'v
: ::::::::::::: ii.lMy Mdhiwau
B-Utar Bail ler

j^^

Banquo

.

'

&«
First

A

Alii
t.al>

.',

..

:

.. .!

...

.

.

...

'--k

.

.,

.I,urene

, ,
.

;

......
. . , • •

.

weilr,

'Morgan Farley
Tuttle

Bralnerd Duitield
WJttlam Alliind
...Georise

Ghirello

.,Ous Schilling
fBrainerd DuKield
4I.UM!ne Tuttle
.tPeggy Webber
.

...

;
,

.

,

Shakespeare's

.

.

:

Bobby Hyatt

Enter-

I

movements.

Chester Clule

Dorothy Ci^nger
,

Charles WUlianu

. ,

will just get

Gilb.

up.

WiOirat PreJatUce
Artldno icleue «f Popular Seieaeo
nIeaK. Stais
Film Studim
«eisel Xuillav. INmted liy Alexaadw
Raainud. Soceo^. V. M. Volkojutciii.
AUsd fipcahne*; camera. Borii PetWli
stanEntftah ttOa. Chaclea Clement.

WSSMi

ler.

M
BunninS

N. T.. atartinr Oct.

time.

M

MWS.

„

IBkaUl XiUakho-lUcUr.
llaiieaMt .Kobertion.

,

Serfel Kurilor
.
.Galina Grigoryeva j,

,

.

UtonVMHi. ...... .^......^...nmitri Budarov
Jim KomogoroT
B»y ,..'..-.,);.,>
Dr. Bcandi^''

...UikhaU Astaneov

>;.(i..k...

Weyland Rod*

Oat
jUifaw

.

.Bwbert Robinaon

.

.

);

.

;

;;

•

'

.

.

'

'

'

.

i

I

.

.

. .

.

.

,

.

.

;

.

.

.

..',.-.

'...•

. .'',..':..'.

-:.'...;;.

.'.

j

.

'.

.

.

;

.i'.".
. :

'.'.;.

i

-...>..

.

;

;

,

.

I

.

:

{

.

I

.

.

.

{

;

|

.

;

.

,

.

;

.

;

h^

1

'

i

'

,

i

i

orSs

how Welles

'

-'^

i

T^Z.^^

.

,

in-

-

;

'

When

$1,000,000 of his firm's securities
a^d cash. Aboard a plane en route

'

^^^j^ j^^^ romantically agreed to
Iheir nrohlpms
pigoitms
snouiu intu
meet again ,jhniiki
be adjusted.
Hovmnnd
^traneelv nonappears sirangeiy
Haymona annearq

.

.

.

.

.

;

.

.

.

;

.

.;.

.

.

.

;

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

'

th^'fi^S^XrrTt^ry tfhl^^

Supeifilm release of Scalers vroducttoK
Stars Gina Bocbl. Direcied by CamlUo
Mastrociiique; Sereeniday, Viitorio Novc
.Film Classics release of. Falcon ..(Jack reae;
camera. Arturo Callea: editor,
Bernhard) production. Directed .by. Bern, Fernando Tropes; music. Fernando Pr«*
hard; Stars John .Calvert; features Oath, vltali. At Golden" Cinema, N. Y.. atartlnS
erine. Craig, Jack Reitzen, .Lyle Talbot;
Oct. 8, '48. Running time. 100 MIX.S.
Screenplay, Don Martin; original slory/ Claudio Tancredl..
.Gino BecU
Joel ;Malone. Harold Swanton. based on Anna Tancredi
.. Silvana Pampanim
character created by Michael Arlen; cam- Pacini :,.;.,..:.;,... ^
,
Aroldo Tleit
era; Walter Strenge: editor. Asa Boyd
Enuny , . ... .
;
,
.Iilliane lialna
Clark; tnu.iici Karl Ilajox.
Previewed Maestro Marconi.
Carlo Roqianft
ti. V
Oct. 7. '41. Running time. (7 MI>S. Squarciotie
.
Gtno Saltamerenda
Falcon
...
.John. Calvert
,',,. Catlierine •Craiis
^oiraVne
.Jack Reitzen
(fit Italian; English Titles)
,^-i<"-M„,.er
l.yle Talbot
Count Dalo
Robert Conte
"When Love Calk," dnspite

Mnriier

'

the moncy. Pinal fadeout
^omes in Honolulu a month later,
and Miss
"'"e'-e both- Raymond

(ITALIAN)

Appointment With

•
a- series of clumsy mistakes,
Raymond loses his haul to Lederer
in an Hawaiian hotel. Chasing the
,
^
o
i
[thief back to San Prancisco, he re
gaius
e^jg^j the loot after a long-antici
j.^y^. ^^^^j^
Then feeling
M?,^^"he had %vroneiv absconded n

wlth

(Sengs)

•Gilb.

Honolulu, he becomes involved

^^^^ZJfZ iT TnT'P^S

Production was comparatively

..

>

anticipating

Calvert is suave and forthright
as the private investigator. Mis*
Craig seems rather youthful to ba
the proprietor of a swank art gallery, but handles her role competently enough, Reitzen is amply
Lyle Talbot
sinister as the thief.
has little to do as iiie insurance
company head. Supporting cast is
Jack Berngenerally adequate.
hard's prodhctum values are good
"Walter
as is also his dlKCtion.
Strenge's camerawork' measures
;

I

trprrdS?e"»cto"r-sir

'

I

,

^•,,\',

gram melodrama that

10

.

bocdusio of Us liyper-sophistication.
riotute will have to depend there
-si n.clly
on; its word of-mouth; since

.^ ,\

most whodunit fans won't
difficult^' in

"'The Strange Mrs. Crane" is pro-

her^
on the Wellesian treatment, some
In
stirred:
interest can be
initial

Ftank Krele
.Kay Williams

.
..^

-.,

inal,

have any

Ruthc Brady
Claire Whitney
..MaT.v Gordon

Woods

McLean

^.J-^^^nhtirffvT. p™? fvin^to

Curiosity factor is strong regarding
interprets Shakespeare,
first
Ri ise production to be lelea^d but results are not likely to ple/ise.
„H„,j;„n route,
n
..„„„„.,i situation
rnnio
b.N
Metro, is an attempt at the
On the general
.l.\pe of sophisticated comedy pat- "Macbeth" -doesn't look like a comterned originally by such cinema
clicks as "It Happened One Night." rr!filv''riLe^cbS^''v\"L^
u
i
+r!!tment
Film i.s neatly paced and contains
its qitola of laughs but lacks the
jS^iT\tJ}m«e^or
touth instilled in those earlier ef- Welles
u
w„1w'^"a^f
ShikesD^aire-^^^^
e
°"aKespt
Idea
,
I'oils
As a result, it will go okay It is such a personall/.ed veision
in the key cities but may find it tliat ihf rontroversv It mig il stir
1.1
,^„n^^ i.^;.?
iu.w>t
f^^^
t'ui,c!li
sledding in the hinterlands could
e.Uia tUKU
mean
f.<"f -'.

"Xo Minor Vices,"

.......

Lord

Watldn _the plot's

.'.James Seay

;

;

I

.,
.

"Mac

l!fi?™«.iTtinn *0?'ion Welles'"ver-

.

.

.

jg^gjjj.

.-.

;

.

.

.

,'
,;

-

William

.Sharon McManus
....... Ann Doran
.^ Beau Bridces

F.iiaday
ni iver

Kpceptiontst

.

Porter;;;'. i.«

The Three.

.

.

BeHram.

i

.

.

..Genias

..;.

. .

Mui'dei'er,

Seytan

.DaUa Andrews
urn Palmer
Louis Jourdan
Mi»ji Dax-liiistdn
-•.Jame Wyatt
V
pi'., Stuvdivant ............. .Norman Lloyd
Ml. Zit/flcisch
Bernard Coreey
Wi Felt on
.Roy Roberts
Ml s Felton
Fay Baker
ftloua

.

Second Mui-derer.'

ptavto Quuglinl....

.

i.'.

'.

Cenllewaman.

:

.

-cuid.;.;.\\-.ci.ri«ipi"'.

Doctor.,

stmie
stai'.s Dana Andrew*. UlU Palmer.
Louis Joui'daiii features Jana W3>att. NorLloyd. Original (creen^ajr, Arnold
M^non editor, Robert Partiab; camera.
George Barnes; music, Franz Waxman.
Hiadethown, N. Y„ Sept. T. '48. RuniUns
time. »i MINS.

;

»'';t"'w-Kri'i!

"
.^".V.V.V.V. wSSI? Braham
Youne Siward..,......,;.. Archie HeuKiy

man

Perry Aswell
Apiil AMiwell

,

-

sSJ^'

.

.

John Dierkes

p®"""

Minor Viees

iVo

.

B:r.kta;"woni

Dui^i'
Boss

Metro relea.se of Enterpriie (Lewii
jVIilestoneV production, directed by lUle-

..Pierre

l

...

;

:

i

9.

'.Republican release of Mercury production lOrson Welles) directed b.V' and
starrina Welles. Features Jcaneite Nolan.
Dan O'Herliby, Boddy McDowall. Edear
Barrier, Alan Napier. From the play by
William Sabakespeare; camera, John JU.

lKa£betii,

>,

.... .Andrei Maximov;
which there would have crook turned respectable and JBob^ lie. 'BAberfton
been no quarrel had they been an ert Shayne is her ex-partner.
improvement.:
<ln fiucsian; Bnfllish Titles
Kuthe Brady does the accused and
semi-docuinentary
jungW,
This
Pierre
Watkin
is
the old husband.
Welles introduces Jeanette NoJohn Sutherland's production jram is purportedly based on ths
lan as Lady Macbeth, Her reading Js best in the "out, damned values are adequate to budget life of Nikolai Miklidcho-Maclay,
Lensing and other a 19th century Russian exploreir
spot" scene. Dan O'Herlihy fares expenditure.
and scientist. Story would have th|i
best as Macduff, his reading hav- technical credits are standard,
audienice believe he was first whits
Brogi.
ing
clearest
ennunciation.
the
set foot on the Macla^
man
Others are only adequate in tossing
coast of New Guinea. Film is too
straight lines for Welles, Gloom of
'.\'B»«k'''lS«U.'
'v'^
;'::'l''
elongated for what actually tran^
the play is aptly expressed in sackMnifogram release' of Barney .Saredcy
cloth costuming and fog-bound, pi^oduction*; Stars Johimy! lUack .Brown;' spires on the screen but it may. da
Baymohd' Hattoo. Directed My okay in the few Russian-langiidgs
which features
barren
settings
against
Christy Cabanne. Screenplay, -J. .Benton
«•'««
u iu,, j« '^i...,..!
T
Lensing is cheney. At New York theatre. N. Y., theatres In the VS. S.
"Macbeth
is played.
Razmnfli
Director Alexander
low-key, and full of trick angles week Oct. S, :<48. Runniax time, AT JHINH.
Jolinny Kliclt Brourn obviously was overcome with ths
that are distracthig. Muscat score ;J.dIlDny
Caboose
.BNimond 'Button idea lhat he was directing a jungle
by Jacques Ibert is excellent.
Helen";
.k'^.MiUred' Coles
.
story
is ;not:
the
simple
and
opus,
Latwjr
V
,llaT«iall
Brog-.
Be0fl
.
terti: ..^.V; >..''.-.James 'SooTBe. helped
't..-^\
by the annoyingly slow
Goofy
...v.i. .... i. ,,.. ..Snub PoUaid pace, American audiences will xe^
Ted Adams
million Hollar WM>ki>lt«l Prazer
sent the corny ilagwaving for tb*
(SONGS)
great Bussian cause. Both Rfiss(laii
k,,). Lion release of Masque OVIatty
"Back Ti-ail" is a so-so Johnny and Negro players appear ih this
Kemp) production. _Star< Gene, Raymond,
Stephanie Paull, Francis I.«derer: fea- Mack Brown oater.
There are a but neither distinguish themselves
tures Robert War.wlcic Patricia Shay, miaimum of chase scenes, and the particularly^
and prove nothing
James Cravens Royal Hawaiian Serenadr
fisticuff sequences are also seldom that has not already been iet^A lii
er.^. Directed by Gene Baymond. Screen.,
play, Cbarles S. Beldenj orielnal; story, exciting, with none of the partici- Amerinn screen; prodactiohSi
Kemp and Raymond!; camera, Paul Ivano; pants really cutting loose. This
Plot has Serge! Kurilov, Moscow
sonss, Oorotby Daniels,' Dorothy Roberts.
going
to New Guinea te
entry is strictly for the action ait^ stage star,
Paul Koy. Previewed In N. Y. Oct. 7.
study the habits, lives and probuations and the Sat mat trade.
Runnine time. 73 M1N8.
Gene Raymond
Nicliolas Lawrence.
There's a little blackmail
mixed lems of natives. Hiere is the byStepbanie Paull
Cynthia Strons;
^
.
familiar
of having ths
stunt
now
.Frands Ledercr up in this. tale,.
Alan Marker.,.;
Saloonkeeper
Robert Warwick pigrce Lyden; who leads the Out- native boy becoipe ill, a toiichjot
Dave Dietrich
..;... ..... Patricia Shay
Sally
voodooism, etc.. none of it' dotie
..James Graven laws, knows bank#.TM Adams did
Dr. George Strona.
a little time in stir in his younger with much excitement.
Kurilov does nicely as the Rusweighed down by an implausible days and tlircatcns to expose
sian explorer while Jim Koniogo-^
stor>', "Million Dollar Weekend" is unless he kicks in with information
rov, billed as the son of a Negre;
a passive dual entry, its characters on gold shipment departures. Sufand a Russian woman, contributes
.are unrealistic and a further handi- fice it that special investigator
a deft performance as the nativii
Cap is the excessive attention to Brown gets to the bottom of all boy who goes along with the ex-;
United Airlines,' Napoleon brandy this in liesuiely fashion.
Brown mechanically moves his plorer on his. expedition. Wey:lan(i
and name plaques of prominent
Rodd, credited; wth: being a popuSan Francisco hotels. Tliis frank dukes through a couple brawls
Negro actor in the Soviet
The former
amount of commercialism may ir- with the outlaws.
Alabama gridiron champ, has been Union, makes a nice characterizar.tate.some exhibitors
a lot more convincing in some of tion of the New Guinea tribal
Original story of Gene Raymond his
chief.
outdoor sa^^^^^^
Alexander Razunmi's directimi'
produced respectively, may have kick, while Lyden and Adams do is far from inspired; and Boi4t
looked good, on paper. All the ac- as best they can with stereotyped Petrov's lensing is not; up; to usual'
tion is compressed within a week- roles.
Wear,
Producer Barney Sarecky Russian standard.
end. Worried over his business af- eked this one out on an obviously
fairs, brokerage partner Raymond
slim budget;
Christy Cal>anne's
decides to flee to Shanghai with direction is fair; as is; the lensing.
l«ve Calls
.

it's

;

.Mar.iorie

.Robert Shayne

..

...

Nora..;
Marlow.:,
.lennrtte

out, with

m

fferm.

.

, ;..

;•.

.

.

.

not more: Miss Chapman also regLiters with a neat performance that
doesn't overstrain the emotions.
Jory cops thesping honors with liis
smoothly sinister portrait of a
court bigwig. MacReady also contributes a strong supporting performance and the rest of the Im-ge
cast acquit themselves conQ>etently.

.

.

..

;

;

i

'.

Hollywood, Oct.

..;

.

.

...

,

Mark Emery

Barbara Arnold..;...
Edna Emmcrson...

|

.

of tlie story.
As a bouncing swordsman, Parks
delivers neatly by playing the he*
roics for all. they are worth, but

..
.

CMmton. Crane

,

|

m

.

.Ml'MS.'

Flo.vd Durant'j..

(Rus-

I

.

I

.

.'S»

Oina Crane.;

"Falcon" series.
"Without Prejudice"

.

.

the yarn. Bomantic angles are injected via a love affair between
Marguerite Cliapman, Jory's espionage agent, and Parks, Imt the
action never trips over ttiis phase

time,

(FC). Average whodunit'in the

m

i

'

.

.

,
i

.

trieved, Calvert has a busy time of
it
in
outwitting
culprit
Jack

9.

by in supporting bookings. For all
Only a few of the Bard's best lines
Us metier implications, suspense
are audible. The rest are lost'in, „„rt irtion
i-ickins
and action are lacking.
strained, dialectic gibbering that is
^shtw^iX nlot ,\ th oneabout
onl.v
sound, not prose. At best, - form*rbfdLr Lme^lxn
expert now
Shakeoeare dialog
Shakepeare,
dialoe reauirej;
if?2?f'lPt^!,^?f.^^„!.'L^
requires t^lose
close married
to an elderly candidate for
attention; but even intense concengovernor. When her former parttration can't make intelligible the
ner in crime shows up and tries
reading by Welles and others in blackinail, she murders him.
.Anthe cast.
other lemme is accused and tried
"Macbeth,"
•i^luch,
the
uic piay,
play, devotes,
uevuit^iTor
for muroer.
murder. The
ine real Kiner
killer is jury
depicting foreman and when the accused is
^'^
influence on the male to convicted the court clerk gets a
his vanity and ambition personal letter instead of thi jury
'""'^^c'"
a kingdom. "Mac- verdict. Letter hangs the rap on
beth," the film, devotes that foot- the politico's wife for the windup.
age
ge to the male
male'ss reaction to the
trouoes hard to get
Cast troupes
eet some
soi^
femme needling. Several Shakes- life into the contrived plottuig but
peare characters have been turned trite dialog and situations are tou^
into a Welles-introduced one, a barriers to hurdle. Sherman Scotfs
Holy Father. There are similar bits direction suffers from same handiof Wellesian license taken through- caps.. Marjorie Liord is -the fenunie.

1

besides,

Hollywood, Oct.

Italian-language hoases.
^sssss^ss=siissss:ss!sssss!ssss;=si

:

Before the old masters are re*

Mrs. Cruiie

Strangle

Kagle Lion release ol Joiin.. Sutherland' Reitzen as well as analysnig tho
production. Stars. Marjorie ..Lord,. Robert complicity of art gallerj' owner
Sluyne. Pien-e .Watkin, James Seay; .fea^
tures'Ruthe .Brady. Claire Wiiltney, Mary Catherine Craig in the; matter. Al-r
Gordon. ". Directed byv .Sherman Scott. though a mild amount of suspenso
Screenplay; Al Martin.; .ongihai story,
by Don Martin's
Frank 'Burt,. Robert Libott; camera, Jaclc is generated
Greenhalgh; editor. Martin :Cohn,.\ .At screenplay, adapted from the Joel
Vogue, llallywood, Octc il; ^48. Runnins Malone and Harold Swanton orig-

sian)
Semi-documentary tale
of New Guinea; passable tor
Rus!)0 language spots.
"When Love Calls" (Italianl.
Sexy farce comedy, O.K. for

too: con-:

loss.

'

"Appointment lor Murder"

\

.

The

western.

Andrews is cast a.s a successful
Handsomely tinted, this film young pediatrician, who enjojs life
shows the best results achieved to the full unti he hook.s; up with
to date by the Cinecolor process. Jourdon by inviting hiin to his otCareful attention to costuming, in- fices to sketch some "real life "
_
,
,
,v
terior decorating and lighting and Painter immediately
throws both
exterior shooting has made pos- the doctor s practice and private
sible well-defined but naturalistic lif e mto a turmoil by demontinting. The expert color job is strating. via his sketches, the real
typical of the pic's overall pro- character of all with x\hom he.
duction motintfaig, which has' that comes into contaot TFp thpn mai-ps
luxurious, Velvetine surface usu- ^Dlav for Mi« Pfllnw^^
ally demanded for this type of tifP)
inH
i»f pr r.n?/=!^^^^
entertainment.
inHa,L„Tt^^^^^^^
in^, ipfiP
Cliief credit for this film's sturdy him
„ "
hfin ^n,
li, 't?!
poitiait hei.
The gieen
eye
qualities, however, belongs to di- then
rears its head
some hilarirector Henry Levin. Aided by a ous sequences, but Jourdan
gets a
straightforward script. Levin keeps sudden change of heart and reveals
the action rolling with headlong in his painting that Andrews
and
speed, cramming the celluloid with
his frau should stick together, and'
sword and gunplay, cross-country bows politely out of the picture.
chases, intrigue and other stratathe slick directorial touch
gems to-feeep the customers, par- of.Under
Lewis Milestone, who doubled
ticularly the laas, in a boil.
But
from his producing job, the cast
while this pic doesn't contain a
is good from the stars to the smallsingle subtle gesture, it also avoids
est bit player. Both Andrews and
crudity. It's hoss opera with fancy
Miss Palmer, also switching from
trimmings.
Cloak-and-dagger yarn is set in their usual heavier- type roles,
J7lh Century France when, accord- shine with surprising coniedic; taling to the script's loose history, a ents. Andrews IS particularly good
snuggle brol^e out lietween the in one^quence where he imagines
ruling warmongering faction and a how best to break up a supposed
group of peace-loving generals and tete-a-tete between Jourdan and
soldiers. Victor Jory, as the heavy, Ms wife, Jane Wyatt is fine as
attempts to crush: the rebels by Andrews' romantic nurse and Norkidnupping a popular general, man Lloyd dittoes as the doc's
George JUacSeacb^, Iwt Parks, as milquetoast assistant.
the latter's a«ljutant,' stymies the
While the film isn't a spectacle
plan by- outwitting its execution by any means^ Milestone has proand out-duelling his opponents in vided it with some expensive-lookthe nick of time.
ing production trappings,
keepToo close an examination of the ing with its sophisticated formula.
plot medianics is unnecessary, and Camera work is excellent, as is
.

Gilb.

"The Stranee Mr*. Ciane"
<EL).
Lightweight programmer fo blackmail and murder.
"Back Trail" (Mono). Belowaverage Johnny Mack Brown'

results, but overdid it Elfectiveness of Bernard Gorccy as
a cigar - maker who watches the
goings-on among the three stars
from a window across the way is

;

.

:

rate some attention on
the art circuit; no pop appeal;
"Million Dollar Weekend"
(EL). Implausible' melodrama
for the duals.

good

also partially
stant usage.

There's an international backYou BeenV", by Dorothy ground to the yarn which revolves
Daniels and Dorothy Roberts, are around a brace of stolen paintings.
mediocre material, as is "Heaven This time. John Calvert as the
Falcon,
Is an insurance tn'vestiga*
Koy.
in Blue Hawaii" by Paul
Raymond's direction is uneven while tor who's searching for the canMatty Kemp's production values vanses both in Hollywood and
Paul Italy in behalf of Iiis empltqregnt
reflect a ,r moderate budget.
who've paid oiV a claim on .ttitiC',
Ivano's lensing is satisfactory.

may

sciences of the three leads. Eugene
O'Neill employed this device best
in his "Strange Interlude" and
Manoff could have had equally

s^^ ash buckler slated for solid b.o.
reception in all situations.. Built
^long straight action lines and aiming directly for tlie ready-made
niarlcet for such fare, this pic can't
miss with its pace, color and potent
iimiquee values. Once again, as in
Swordsman,"
"The
Columbia's
Lciri\ Parks has a surefire role in
a period costume saga whose escapist appeal will cut across all
levels.
age

'

pat plot, th«

its

Have

M-G).
Dana i^drews, Jalli
Palmer, Loids Jourdan in
hyper-sophisticated; comedy."Macbeth" fRep). Wellesian
interpretation of Shakespeare

- inner.
in milk-

every

original screenplay, had a good
idea to start with but partially
ruined its effectiveness by overdoing it. Particularly at fault is the
over -usage of the off -camera
"voices," supposed to be the con-

PaulQu^beU
•J^sCoTjSwiiiri'
N^rfgkYgjg

oVolies
IViwrcnctt
S..,ea,.t Martin.
Du;; d' Orleans.

ing the

laugh
available. Those newly >^ revealed
talents, plus his s a.' appeal for the
ferames, should make him a top
.Michael Duane
.Onslow Stevens boxoffice draw.
.Pater Brocco
Arnold ManoiT, who penned the
Tlirf HunUey

t

Geiieiat de la Garance.
Seifieant Jacques

S.

Jourdan doesn't miss a bet

,

Larry Parlts
bavld Plcard.'.
Nanon de Lartigues, Marguerite Cliapiwan
Victor Jory
jJarshall Mordore
George MacReady
fteneial Cadeau
Edjtli King
Madame Chauvignac
T

However, despite

film is fast moving and rates as a
suitable entry to round out Ui«
lower half of the double bills,

Spaced into the footage are several musical sequences. Two numbers, "My Destiny" and "Where

"The Gallant Blade" (Color)
(Col). Solid swashbuckling adventure pic starring Larry
Parks.
"No Minor Vices" (Ent-

almost direct contrast to the harsh,
romantic juvenile he played in
David O. Se]/.nick's "Paradine
Case,"
U.
breaker

flrant;

11

vine type with no resourcefulness

whatsoever of her own.

;
'

I

bc^ wei^ some great singing by Gino Bech!.
::-.:carios™5 popular Italian baritone, is disapAnn Dcmitri pointing as compared with recewt
Pat lane n_nj,,„*^n__ f-„m Uslv T+
is one
proQucnons trom uai>. ix ]i
-^.^i
Robert Nadcii of those farce comedies with musio
Miihael W^irk and a liberal
wmnai dose of sex that
:

!

;;.::-.:;-.::

J-'i^eJia'

Woman

Italian
,

'

,

BasKa^e

cierit
Ba««.i(;e Clt-rk
y,^..

Andrews, Lilli Palmer and
Jourdan haven't Sufficient
marquee lure for any really big

connon

I

.

Custom? Ollicer

,

No
No. 2

1

,

'

Caroie Donne

,

IJaiKi

I.ouis

fhmt.'ipt! in the he.st Shakesoparean PauU's acting talents aren't partlcuUrly tested by a role which
"Vices," marking Jourdan's sec- nvmnVT with We^^^
ond appearance in an American practically every bit ol' footage, calls for her to emulate a dining-

As

P.'i.vori,

serieij,
is

tlic

latest

in

the

"Falcon" i--

i
-,

-.r'-

"Appointment with Murder" tracked in favor

familiar

r
o£ this chase.

i

action-mystery

stuff.

1

(Continued on page 15J
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OPENINGS!

GREER GARSON
WALTER PIDGEON
in "JULIA MISBEHAVES
PETER
LAWFORD ELIZABETH TAYLOR CESAR
ROMERO Lucile Watson
Nigel Bruce
•

.

•

•

•

Maty Boland

•

Reginald Owen^ • Screen Play
by William Ludwig, Harry Ruslcin and Arthur
e

Wimperis • Adaptation by Gina Kaus and
Monckton Hoffe • Based Upon the Novel "The
Nutmeg Tree" by Margery Sharp • Directed
by JACK

RISKIN

M-G-M

CONWAY
•

A

• Produced by EVERETT
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture

presents Alexandre Dumas'

"THE

THREE MUSKETEERS" starring LANA
TURNER • GENE KELLY* JUNE ALLYSON
VAN HEFLIN ANGELA LANSBURY
FRANK MORGAN VINCENT PRICE
•

•

KEENAN WYNN JOHN SUTTON
GIG YOUNG Color by TECHNICOLOR
Directed
Screen Play by Robert Ardrey
Produced by
by GEORGE SIDNEY
•

•

•

•

PANDRO
P.S.

BERMAN

are adding to their hit parade of tunes from "A DATE WITH
these two numbers: "Cooking With Glass" by Ray Gilbert and Luis 01iV«ira,
JLe Custa" by Ray.Cilbcrt and Gabriel Ruiz (Sung by Carmen MiTanda^i

Song Note l.TKe fans

JUDY"

S.

and "Cuanta

-

•

8t. H«rtl»'>

fluca,

TmftiliiT Hauar*

Argentine Uetrib Front Quiet as Biz

At

Montevideo, Oct.

[

.

'

French Courts

,

Business at picture houses soared
to the highest yet on record over
the rainy weekend of Sept. 24-25,
with some lines three blocks long
waiting to g«t into firstrun and sec^
ond-run theatres. Holdover of the
local production, "Ragged Football," at the MetiQDpolitan, is. delaying the release of Metro's "Flesh
and the DevU."
"Miting of MiUle" (Col) at the
Ocean lia^ been held a third week
and may stay until Oct. 8. This is
holding back the release of Paramount's "I Walk Alone." Sono
Film's "Pasaporte a Rio'V held only
three weeks at Gran Bex, being replaced Sept. 30 by "Sign of Ram"

,

Meanwhile, ticket agencies which
have already made an $80,000 deal
with "Stratford," now promise a
six-month capacity transaction If
an alternative house is found,
agencies' offer being valued at a

'

.

dub

.

Hme In

France to Be Sought
Producers

Iiondon, Get. 5,
Sore ,at the pact which gives the Nipponese theatrical, future Alexandre Amoux, of,- Academie
squarely in the laps of the gov- Boncourt; and Charles' Delacy c^
ernment. Only solution advanced the Prqducers Guild, found the
was the suggestion of Takeo Hy- .subject was common property,
odo, head of Toho Theatre Co., which could be treated in many
that all Toho and Shochiku thea- different ways. As a result, the<
opposite number In l>aris. Under tres (two biggest chains in Nip- attachment which Dr. Malleus had
the recent: agreement which gives pon) close in a joint strike against obtained on the picture was voided.
foreign film producers, other than the govtArunent.
Possible controversy over a new
Nipponese admission tax reached
Ame>ican, a total of 05 pics a year,
"Mayerling" production has been
a minimum, o£ 20 Is to be allocated 200% during war, dropped to 50% settled amicably out of court.
to Britain, according to Informa- early in occupation, went to 100% French
Pathe had considered
in the fall of 1946 and to present
tion in Paris. Allocation to Hollymaking, a new "Mayerling" in Co-,
wood is for a total of 121 per year. 150% in- December, 1947. -Trend operation with, a U. S: producer.
rather accurately reflects the state
In their agitation to
secure
Camille Dolbert and Jean Delannoy
of Japanese national finances^
/ greater French acreen time, British
in the meantime had prepped anproducers do not Intend to ask for
other picture, "Secrets of Mayera cut In the allotment to America,
ling." Pathe has agreed to hold off
PERIODIC
but to seek ior a larger slice of the
making the planned film provided
63 permitted,' imports' on altema^
"Secrets" starts rolling before
tively, £-.>r the number to be in1949.
George Weitner* Paramount's
crease<< beyond 65.
British producers feel that the foreign dept. chief, takes off next
French government decision does' week for a swing through Europe. SEIDELMAN,
IN
not give the British picture makers Weltner will visit England, France,
a itiv break since studios here were Belgium, Switzerland and other
UJS.-BOUND
only Just getting back into opera- countries on the Continent. He reRome, Oct. 12.
tion in 1947, pact being based on turns in ftvcrto-six weeks;
Joseph H. Seidelman, UniyerContinental trek is his customary
exports for that year. Now. that
output has been stepped up to the one In'which the Par topper in- sal's foreign department chief, land
estimated figure of 80 a year, the spects exchange operations and Harry Novak, head of U's conBritish Film Producers Assn. as- huddles: with, company officials on tinental operations, have arrived
here from Paris in a windup of
serts the allocation from France current distribution problems..
their swing across Europe. Seidelshould be more In keeping witli
man, accompanied by his wife; sails
the present level of production.
Says French Pix Earn
back to N. Y. Oct 30 on the Queen
Until finality is reached on the
number of pictures which Britain
More in Can. Thaii U.S. Elizabeth.
Bob Lury, U's Far Eastern supercan ship to France, the BFPA is
Toronto, Oct. 12.
not pressing for release; of frozen
With the- Dominion's approxi- visor, sailed for N. Y. from London
currency. "Let British films first mately 4,000,000 French-Canadians, on the Queen Mary, Oct. 9; for
get over there and- start earning the net returns from Canada to homeoffice confabs.
hioney, and then we'll talk about Paris producers is greater than
getting the money- out.'^ Sir Henry. from U. S. distribution, of French
L. French, director-general of the film product, according to Pierre U.S. Radio, Television
BFPA told VARIETY.
Ratelet
To Get 0.0. From
The chief of the French Exhibitors Assn. is here, reputedly planLondon, Oct. 5.
ning France-financed film prodiicNew trends in American televiINTO
tion in Canada.
sion, and radio are to be studied
by British Broadcasting Corp. pro-

Hollywood a six-tOHme majority of
French screen time, British producers, through J. Arthur Rank,
plan to ask Harold Wilson to negotiate a better deal with his

:

:

,

WETNER'S

EUROPEAN INSPEaiON

NOVAK

ROME, LURY

>

.

,

.

BBC

RED

.

ON 1ST TOKYO WEEK

Tokyo, Sept. 30.
Thornton Wilder's "Skin of Our
Teeth," which concluded a 15-day
run at Tokyo Imperial theatre this
week, went 821,000 yen ($3,000) in
the red, the Shinkyo troupe re
ported.
Except for the invited
audience on opening night, house
was never more tlian 75"^ filled
for any
performance.
Average
crowd was 30% of capacity.
Critics said the poor boxoffice
was due to two factors: <1) difTiculty the average Jap had in under-

Production Speeds Govt. Probe;

Need Foreign Biz

.

gram

chiefs, who will visit the
U. S. during the next few weeks.
First on the visiting roster is
Lord: Simon, oi Wythenshawe, nowi
in N. Y. and he will be followed
by Lindsay Wellington, head of
Home Service program, scheduled for general broadcasting sur-

London's 'Garden' Reopens

London, Oct. 12.
the
With a: top admission of
Empress Hall, 10,000-seat stadium
at Earl's Court, opened on Oct. 9
as London s Madi.son Square. Operalor is Claude Langdon who first vey.
oPened the hall in 1937 but had
Head

'

» bow out When requisitioned by
government during the war.^
Opening show featured an Ice
First
musical
hockey display,
venture will be next Sunday (17)
standing the play, and (2' stilt with a concert by the London
admission fee of 150 ven (55c). Symphony Orchestra. On Nov. 3,
Average theatre patron can aflford Wilhelm Furtwangler will conduct
no more than 100 yen for one play. the Berlin Philiiarmonic.

Seeks Reciprocity For
Sweden's Music Trade
Stocidiolm, Oct. 12.
Reuterskiold, general
of Reuter
Renter,
music publishers, will visit the
U. S. in October on a buying trip.
Dollar scarcity here is causing the
Swedish National Bank to clamp
down on buying of American music
by Swedish publishers. It has refused to allow pubs to buy music
from the U. S. if they don't reciprocate by selling Swedish or Scandinavian music there. Reuterskiaid
will try to ease situation by selling
some Swedish numbers in the IT. S.
His firm here represents a number of American publishing firms
including Bobbins, Feist and MiUer.

Lennart

&

manager

Vienna Problem

'

'

1

embrace N.

1

Philadelphia.

1

I

1

'

BBC

Y.,

Washington and

On

their

return,

Collins' second in command. Cecil
iMcGivern, will go over to see
'what there is new in television.
!

Is

Pix Tickets

Vienna, Oct. 5.
Gay Vienna doesn't worry much
about the Berlin crisis, rationing or
living

costs.

dents

are

Instead,

concerned

most

resi-'

about

the

latest screen fare, especially if

it's

an American picture. There's a
reason for this, because almost the
cheapest thing to be' bought here
today are film theatre tickets. Result, of course, is that theatres are
nearly always packed. If there's a
long line of people standing in the
street any afternoon, it's almost
certain not to be a butcher shop
or grocery but a cinema.

The Viennese storm houses showand there's

ing American pix;
plenty of U.S. product

now around.
films, mostly made several
years ago, show to capacity houses
for weeks. Recent releases include
"Song of Bemadette" (20th), "Dolly
Sisters" (20th>, "Saratoga Trunk"
(WB), "Gaslight" (M-G), "Affairs
Top

Awareness

Profit
5.

of the fact that a first-

row is' brewing in the-indua-on the vital question of rising

class

try

production Costs may compel Har*
old Wilson, Board of Trade prexy,
to expedite the official Inquiry

which he iiegan at start of the year.
Shortly after he assumed the Bof r4
of Trade presidency Wilson realized that amounting studio costs
were giving British producers little chance to recover their outlar
in the liome market, and that tfaejr
had to tely more and niore on for*
eign screen time to keep out <rf
the red.
As a consequence, he brought
into being the National Joint Production Council; composed of pitH
duction and labor interests, wiUi
himself as chairman, charged In
the first instance to see what could
be done to keep production costi
down to a reasonable and commer>
cial leveL
About seven or eight
months ago the committee held tta
first meeting, and later a detailed
memorandum was submitted to tha
Minister by the Briflsh Film Producers Assn.
Because of pressure within tbk
industry, now there are indicatiom
there may be early dev^opitteiiAi.
Board of Trade spokesman aajia
the unions will be invited soon for
informal talks with Whitehall experts. But the snag .is that the
BFPA has told the government tho
memorandum it has submitted contains confidential information. They
don't want details on indlviduid
picture costs to be passed to otber
people, least of all the unions. On
the other hand, the unions ar«
claiming that if they can't examine
selected .picture costs, there's n»
hope of getting at the root of the
-

A

problem. A compromise must be
found If the •inquiry, is to have any

value.
As' a

new development comes tli*

broadside from the Nationalt Asaa^
of theatrical
against-'

and Ktaie Kmployees

the

And Tom

BFPA.

Susan" (Par), "Casablanca" (WB) O'Brien, the union secijetaiy, , Is
and "Tarzan's N.Y. Adventure" calling an emergency meeting of
(M-G), last-named now being on his executive committee within the
reissue in U.S. Prpem of "Bema- next two weeks to pave the uray
dette" was attended by Austrian for the major operation, wliicfe, he
chancellor Leopold Figl and high claims; is the only thing that would

of

and

clericaLdignltaries.

restore confldence

Blackmarket does a record biz in
cfaiema tickets, charging two to five
times more than twxofflee prices.
At the USFA cinema. "Are You
With. It" (U) and "State of Union"
(M-G) are the latest films.

Argentliie Studios

Theatre in der Josefstadt is play"Voice of the Turtle," with

ing

Dutch singer Johannes Heesters as
star.
It's been showing to SRO
houses almost every night. Theatre
plans to bring in a Thornton Wilder
play soon, with the author, who is
now touring Europe, agreeing to attend preem. Other big legit hiU
are "Medea" at Burgtheatre and
"As You Like It" at Voikstheatre.
Concert' season opened with a;
Beethoven concert- conducted by
Wilhelm Furtwanglert- scoring a
real hit and doing capacity trade,

Current London Shows
(Figures show weeks of run)

London, Oct. 12.
"A La Carte," Savoy (17).
"Anna Lucasta," Majesty (50).
"Annie Get Gun," Col's'm (71).
"Bless the Bride," Adelphi (77).
"Bob's Your Uncle," Sav. (23).
"Browning," Phoenix (5).
"Cage Peacock," Strand (27).
"Caribbean Rhap," Wales (19).
"Carrissima." Palace (31).
"Children Hundreds," Vaude (39).
"Dont Listen," St. Jas (6).
"Eden End," Duchess t6).
"Kdward My Svn," Lyric (72).
"Four, Five, Six," York (31).

"GUcooda

Smile,"

Wynd

(19).

"Glass Menagerie," H'm'rk't (11).
"Happiest Days," ApoUo (29).
"Kid From Strat," Princes (2).

Lambs," Ambass.
"Medica," Globe (2),

"Little

of the
television
service, Norman Collins, is slated
for an early trip, and will be accompanied by his chief engineer,
H. Bishop, on a tour which will

i

Show

to

London, Oct.

Over;150%Tax

sieur Vincent," Him version of the
life of Saint Vtacent de Paul. Picture will start at Gran Suipacha
Oct. 7.

GOES

Brit.

'.

,

W

Row Over Upped Cost Of

Ji^Gnonbling

mandie for eight weeks after two
initial weeks at the Premier.
The Gran Cine Opera, major
theatre in Buenos Aires, will be
taken on Oct. 6 for a benefit preem
in favor of Senora de Peron's Welfare Fund, with the French distribution agency showing "Mon-

Britisli

Show Biz Cases

Paris, Oct. 6.
of $200,000. Opening at
Although the season has hardly
Princes Oct. 1, the boisterous musical travesty was well received and begun here, plenty of litigation is
shaping up already in the courts.
looked a hit.
Initial action will be that of Louis
Nagel, book publisher, whose stable
includes
Jean^Paul Sartre and
Curzio Malaparte, and who is suing
legit producer Jacques Hebertot,
for
damages < 1,000,000
$3,000
francs) in his own name and the
same amount in Malaparie's name.
He claims the producer circulated
adverse rumors about the MalaTokyo, Sept. 30.
Jap show business is beginning parte play, "Das Kapital," to be
to grumble aloud about the gov- produced at Theatre de Paris.
ernment's 150% admission tax on
Story in the trade Is that
all picture and> legit houses. Japa*- Herbertot himself wanted the play,
nese Exhibitors Assn. has been and didn't get it. It's based on
working behind scenes for nearly life of Karl Marx.
a year to have tax reduced but
Charles Trenet, who was roughed
t]^ government has refused.
Trade gripe is that Nipponese up a bit for refusing to sing when
leaders keep hammering on the he went to Vienna at the invitation
of
football
membersi is suing
theme of building a new culture
in Japan, but adopt a tax policy these members.
that is virtually stiflihg the film
Charles * Spaak and Christian
and theatrical biz which plays Jacque, writer and director of the
vital role in establishing nation's film, "D'Hommes a Hommes,^'
story
cultural standards.
based on life of Henri Dunant,
Ennosuke, popular classical were exonerated of a plagiarism
stage star, last week complained
charge brought against them. Dr.
about the stiff tax although his
Marlnis, who had prepped a similar
plays generally make money.
Roundtable discussion of the biopic, brought the suit. Gerard
problem by Jap theatre crix laid Bauer, of the Authors Society;

minimum

All records are being broken
here by "Shoe-Shine," Italian picture which is staying on at the Nor-

By

Crowded With

season.

(Col).

More Playing

week were inked

last

Other members oLcast are Tone,
Charles Laughton, Burgess MereLondon, Oct." 12.
and Jean Wallace. Company
Although grossing a smart $2,400 dith
is now on location at Longchamps
nightly, the new Jack Waller musifor scenes of Grand Prix- races. cal, "Kid from Stratford," is scheduled to close before Christmas due
to an inability to book a theatre
for a long run. Producer Waller
blames his difficulty on the new
influx of American shows coupled
with the advent of the pantomine

The 10 centavo tax on all of that
film theatre admissions
over 80 centavos went into effect
1.

Minevitch

No London House, *Kid'
May Be Forced to Close

•country's

Industry

for the Irving AUen-Franchot Tone
production of "The Man on the
Eiffel Tower," currently shooting
here.

•

5.

accustomed to these disturbances
that they are puzzled by the lull.

Oct.

For Allen-Tone 'Tower'
Paris, Oct. 12.
Patricia Roc, Belita and Borrah

Fih Theatres Soars to New

The Argentine distribution front
with no new
Is quiet for a cliange,
dtrikes, government-imposed fines
or otlier heada'ches in tlie last two
weelcs. Dlstribs have become so

u

IBfTERIVilTIONAL

Roc

Minevitch, Belita,

(27).

"Off Record," Piccadilly (67 j.
"Oklahoma!", Drury Lane (76).
"Perfect Woman," Playhse (5).
"Rain On Just," Aid. (6)
"Saloon Bar," Garnck (2).
"Sit Down," Comedv (10).
"Starlight Roof," Hipp. (49).
"Travelers Joy," (CrU. (19).

"Together Agahi," Vic Pal.
"Worms View.'" Whitehall

(79).
(7fi).

stability.

Peik

As New UnioB b Formed;
Directors

HaTe Sqpnwk

Buenos Aires, Oct.

1.

Seguing from Argentine Labor'
Secretariat's cancellation of the
legal status of AGICA. film lU'^
dustry's union, a new syndicate
has lieen created to be known as

SICA, and the latter has been entrusted with consideration of the;
demands for wage increases and
better working conditions made by
extras and studio personnel. As a.
result pi the change, studios are
-

no longer working in slow motion,
as tliey had been up to the time
of the strike called by AGICA.
Producers are trying to speed
things up to catch up with production
schedules,
which were
considerably thrown out of gear
while the slow-motion process by
studio workers was in operation.
Argentine
pix
directors
are
mulling a scheme to offset competition from imported foreign directors, who are beginning to absorb key jobs in local studios. One
possibility is that any picture directed by a non-Argentine must
include an Argentine assistantdirector. This protectionist policy
hasn't been applied against Mexican director Roberto Gavaldon,
who arrived recently, and is to
direct Mecha Ortis in "My Life
for Yours" at San Miguel Studios.
The fact is that a good number of
so - called
Argentine directors
aren't
Argentine - born. Benito
Pero.io is a Spaniard, Momplet is

Mexican, Daniel Tinayre is French,
and so on. These well-e.stabli.shed
foreigners would like to see newcomers barred, but if they join in
a movement to keep foreigners
it could
themselves.

out,

boomerang against

:

lA

P^mBff

WtdnuSy,

October 18, 1948

miHQ /.-/^

^MIKEE

Super exploitation premiere's RKO's big new first-run
Western at tlie Palace, Chicago, and the Riverside,
Army, Militia, Legion civic groups in gigantic
Milwaukee
parades tied in with front-page newspaper sponsorship!
•
. Stars and other celebrities at functions of all kinds!
Red-hot
Blanket radio and promotional coverage!
hooray for the kind of openings that "The Showmanship
Company" made famous!
.

.

•

. .

.

•

RKO

PRESENTS

.

•

.

•

^ DICK

POWELL JANE GREER

wi AGNES

lOREH-ByRL

lOM POWERS

•

WON OLIVER

-

IVES

STEVE BROOIE

Production
DORE SCHARY
SPARKS
ROBERT
Produced by
in

Directed by

Charge

of

SIDNEY LANFIELD

Screen Play by FRANK FENTON and

In.

WINSTON MILLER

Htar Burl lv»«
at th« troubadout
of Rock Past].

^

•

; ,;

'

.Wednc^ay, October 13, ]L948
tlon all-around for this and strugLast
gling to get tepid $8,000.
week, "Sorry, Wrong Number"
(Par), smash $17,000.

"Foreign
showing.

DENVER

'Rope'

(Continued from page

9)

Touch Venus" (U) and "Gentleman
Nowhere" (Col) (m.o.), fine $4,000.
Broadway (Cinema) (1,500; io74)_"Gone With Wind" iM-G) ireThin

Issue).

%°e"nhlm

week,

Last

S4,500.

(Cockrill) (1,750; 35-70)
(Par)
to $7,500 in 5 days.

—"Sorry, Wrong Number"

Down

(8d wk).

Last week, nice $11,500.

Denver

35-74)—
(20th) and "Es-

(Fox)
Irish"

"Luck

of

•ape"

(20th),

(2,525;

auire.

day-date with EsNice $15,000. Last week,

rrwo

Guys

Texas"
Clouds"

"Daredevils

(WB)

and

(Bep),

fine

35-74)—
(742;
(Fox)
of Irish" (20th) and "Escape

*^EsqSirc

"Luck

Fine

Denver.

also

(20th),

$3,5()0.

Weil

"So

Meting B way

Larger Dates to U, 20th

Last week,
(UA), $3,500.

Big $4,000.

Chicago, Oct. 12.

Deviating from a previous stand,
World (Mann) (350; 50-85)-"Touch of Venus" (U) (m.o.). Thin Federal Court Judge Michael Igoe
lOG, L'vaie; 'Carmen'
Last week, "The Search" last week granted Universal add
$1,800.
(M-G) (6th wk), finished wondertwo
With no break in the homeoffice
NSH 15G, 'Feudin' ' 12G ful run, breaking theatre's recent 20th -Fox the right to play
Alms for longer than two weeks in lalrar dispute involving the major
boxoffice record, good $2,000.
Louisville, Oct. 12,,
Loop Balaban & Katz houses. companies and two CIO white*
week is
Product lineup
Houses, under the Jackson Park collarite unions, picket lines
strong at the downtown houses, but
are
decree, are limited to fortnight
biz mainly is not up to expecta- 'Venus'
continuing to hit Broadway and
$16,000,
showings. Igoe gave Universal the
tions. "Rope" at small-seater Mary
nabe theatres in the metropolitan
right to show "Hamlet" on a roadAnderson is plenty sturdy, but
Organized
area., the
by
Screen
18G
'Number'
Toronto;
show basis, twq-a-day at the Apol- Publicists Guild and; the
Loves of Carmen" at State and
Screen
Babe Ruth Story" at Strand while
lo, and 20th-Fox an eight -week
Toronto, Oct. 12.
Garrick for "Snako Office St Professional Employees
okay are not smash. Moveover of
With holiday hypoing, business stint at the
Guild, the picket lines have dented
"Best Years" at Brown has them
Pit." Since Nov, 16, 1947, only one
is
Irish"
of
the
"Luck
b.o.
receipts,
in
some
cases
serious*
brisk.
airings
looks
Series
standing up. World
exception for a new film has been
and warm October weather may be (Sparking a nationalistic appeal but made, the extension to four weeks ly, with signs urging the public to
the answer to the off-beat grosses. "Sorry,
Wrong Number" looks for "Emperor Waltz" at the Chi- tMycott the major-owned theatres
until the dispute is setUed.
EstimateA- tot This Week
of ^Tenus" cago last summer.
Brown (Fourth Avenue) (1,200; standout. "One Touch
All the major compiinies, howJudge Igoe gave as his reason
45-65)— "Best Years" (RKO) (m.o.). looms terrific.
ever, with the exception of Eagle

And Nabe Houses

Wham

Last week, "Peabody and Mermaid Lusty $5,500. Last week, "Forever
(U) and "Night Wind" (20th), $2,- Amber" (20th) (m.o.) $3,500.
Kentucky (Switow) (1.200; 30-40)
too.
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 35-74)— —"Foreign Affair" (Par) and "Lulu
"B. F.'s Daughter" (M-G) and "Big Belle" (Col). Nice $3,000. Last
City" (M-G). Modest $13,000. Last week, "Key Largo" (WB) and
week, "Return of Badmen" (RKO) "Dream Girl" (Par) $3,200.

and

N.Y.C(Aarites

Jax Park Decree, Gives

(Par)

"On Merry Way"

Wraps Up Socko

Chi Judge Sidesteps

(1,000; 44-60)—
Affair" (Par). First nabe

Uptown

Remembered'

(RKO), $12,500 in 6 days.
Faramonnt (Fox) (2,200; 85-74)—
"Larceny" (U) and "Out of the
Storm" (Rep), day-date with Weber. Mild $8,500. Last week, "Peabody Mermaid" (W) and "Night
(20th), $9,000. ^
Rialto (Fox) (878; 35-74)—"Touch

wim

of Venus" (U) and "Gentleman No- Three Stooges, others on stage, big

Thin $2,500. $15,000.
45-65)—
(FA)
(8,400;
Rialto
Last week, "Captive Wild Woman"
(Indie) and "Drums Congo" (Indie) "Feudin', Fussin'," (U) and "Out of
Modest $12,000.
Storm" (Rep).
(reissues), same.
35-74)—
"Lar- Last week, "Best Years" (RKO) at
Webber (Fox) (750;
Storm"
m.o.
of
and
"Out
ceny" (U) and
regular scale, big $16,000
(Rep), also Paramount. Fair $2,500.
Scoop (Louisville Theatres) (700;
"Great Dawn" (Indie).
Last week, "Two Guys Texas" (WB) 45..65)
•nd "Daredevils Clouds" (Rep), $3,- Mild $1,000 or less. Last week,
000.
"Mikado" (U). fancy $2,500.
State (Loew's) (3,000; 45-65)^
"Loves ol Carmen" (Col) and
"Rusty Leads Way" (Col). Not up
'CARMEN' TORRID 23G, to
hopes at <air $15,000 or near,
Last week, "Luxury Liner" (M-G)
ST. LOO; TEGGY' 20G and "Shanghai Chest" (Mono)^$14,*
wliere" (Col) (m.o.).

_

St. Louis, Oct. 12.
at mainstem cinemas
(10) is cutting into the

Odeon (Rank) (2,390;
Fury" (EL). Excellent
Last week, "Babe Ruth
Story" (Mono), very good $16,400.
Shea's (FP) (2,386 36-66)—"Luck
Solid 414,000.
of Irish" (20th).
Last week,"Bla<!k Arrow" (Col),
"Blanche

$19,000.

(1,000;

45-65)— "Babe

the union has count-^
ered with theatre picketing, demonstrations

and

throwaways

to

force the companies to bargain
with them. United Office St Professional Workers of America, parent
union of SOPEG; and SPG, is also
organizing campaigns in
other
cities.

execs described the picketAlms of the same ilk, namely"Mac- ing as a secondary boycott^ a prac
beth" and "Joan of Arc," on the
tice which is forbidden under the
grounds of historical and educa-:
new national labor law. Union
tional value.

fairish $8,500.

Tivoli (FP) (1,431; 36-66)—"Life
(WB) {4th wk).
with Father"
Steady $5,500 after sturdy $6,200
last

Strand (FA)

On

,

its side,

Joint union strategy committee
has ordered pioket Unes at the
Paramount, Roxy and Capitol theatres on Broadway and all RKO
nabe houses. At the Capitol, where
needed."'.
"Red River" Is playing. United
85-^1.20)—
This paves the way for other
Artists

$15,500 last week.

000.

Loss of biz

two

$5,500.

Last week, "Embraceable You"
(WB), $6,000.
National (Standard) (2,400; 45-65)
—"River Lady" (U) and "Jassy"
Modest $6,000. Last week,
(U).

"Peabody and Mennaid" (U)

Lion, are standing pat on their
decision not to; bargain with the
unions unless they comply
with the non-Communist affidavit
provisions of the Taft-Hartley law.

—Danforth
"Broken

Mafy Anderson (People's) (1,000; 45-65)— "Rope" tWBK For this
small-seater, It looks sock $10,000.

Wind"

for the granting of longer time to
Estimates for This Week
("though the veiy title
(Odeon) (1,240; 36-60) "Snake Pit"
film
Journey" (EL). Good makes me shudder") that the
explaining inLast week, "Life Begins at was educational in
8:30"
(20th)
and "Wake Up sanity. Andy Smith, sales manager
Screaming" (20th) (reissues), fair for 20th, was a surprised witness.
$4,200.
Myles Seely, attorney for UniDowntown (20th Cent) (1,060; versal, said "Hamlet" was an un35-60)- "Let's Live a Little" (EL) usual picture and required longer
plus novelty of this new theatre playing time and treatment differopening, should help to hefty ent than tht ordinary film. He said
$6,500.
company would take wall-to-wall
Imperial (FP) (3,373; 36-66)— lease for the showing and special
"Sorry. Wrong Number" _(Par). Big rates would be setun^ for high$18,000. Last week, "Race Street" school and college students, igoe
(RKO), tepid $10,700.
directed that Seeley fetvim after
Loew's (Loew) (2,096; 36-66)— eight weeks' showing and show
"Luxury Liner" (M-G) (2d wk). him the books, and indicated he
Holding up at swell $14,000 after would then grant extra timo if

'

week.

;

2-Reel Shorts, Now a Lost
.

.'

.

execs, however, said the Capitol
picket line stemmed from Metro's
half-ownership in. the theatre. It's
known, however, that both union.i
are V particularly burned, at UA.'

execs because they were the first
of the majors to reject SOPEO
Tworreel short, once the back- and SPG as proper barganlng

Cause Avers M-G's Quimby

Uptown (Loew) (2,743; 30-66)
"One Touch of Venus" (U). Ter-

Ruth Story" (Mono).
bone"- of most studios' short sub- agents.
Sunday
or better. Last week, "Four Faces rific $16,000 or near. Last week, jects departments, has become alOfficials of Local H-63, Internaweek's total, but cool weather and
(UA) and "Daredevils of "Southern Yankee" (M-G) (2d wk),
Columbus Day holiday is partially West"
most a lost cause in the film in- tional Alliance 6f Theatrical Stage
Clouds" (Rep), neat $6,000.
okay $8,900.
offsetting this. Heavy rain and industry, according to. Metro shorts Employees, are striking hard,

last

Solid $7,000

Series hurt on
is out
hdpls.;
In front with a great session at Rain Slows
Loew's. "Apartment for Peggy"
Iso is solid at Ambassador while
'Venus] Modest $12,000
'•Rope" will get nearly as much at
Indianapolis, Oct. 12.
the larger Pox.
Weekend rain is holding back
Estimates for This Week
"One
firstrun biz this stanza.
Ambassador '(F&My:(3,000; 50-75) Touch of Venus" at Indiana and
—"Apartment for Peggy" (20th) "Coroner Creek" at Loew's are fair
and "Sweet Genevieve" (Col). Fast but "Forever Amber" is thin at
publicity breaks
$20,000. Last week, "Good Sam" Circle
despite
(RKO), $19,000.
Irom 3-day visit by Linda Darnell
terest in World's

Sunday. "Loves of Carmen"

Up

.

50-75)—
Fox
(F&M)
(5,000;
"Rope" (WB) and "Lightnin" in
Forest" (Rep).

Okay

$19,500.

Last

"Sorry,
Wrong Number"
(Par) and "Daredevils of Clouds"
(Hop), $19,000.

week,

Loew's (Loew) (3,172; 50-75)—
"Loves of Carmen" 'Col). Torrid
$23,000. Last week, "Innocent Affair" (UA) and "Road to Bighouse"
(SG), $18,000.

Missouri

(3,500;

50-75)—

Roots" (U) (2d wk) and
"Racliel and Stranger" (RKO)
(m.o);
Good $8,000. Last week
will\ "Feudin', Fussin' " (U) (m.o.),
$9,000.

good

(

'FP)

$7,000

36-60)—^

(1,260;

Fred Quimby. meanwhile; to capture the 3,50()
Very production chief
continued hold of homeoffice workers, formerly or
week's Because of the
double-feature policies, in so many currently In the CIO's jurisdiction.
situations, Quimby said, Ifs be- Already entrenched at UA and
come virtualy impossible to find Bepublic, H-63 execs are planning
a market lor the two-reelers to pull a switch at another piajo?
which, as a result, are fast dying company In the next several days.'

(2d wk).

.

after

last

$7,400.

'Number' Loud With

.

$12,000 in pull

Omaha

out.

12.
In Now York for a short vacastrongly tion and for huddles with homeballyhooed and with excellent re- office execs, Quimby declared that
views' is doing the real business of Metro would pi'oduce only one or
the city this week. Orpheum with two double-reelers next season. His
on hospital tour.
vaude and "Woman itt White" is statements echo the assertions of
Estimates for This Week
only f air»
other industry officials to the efCircle (Gamble-DoUe) (2,800; 44Estimates for This Week
fect that, regardless how much the
65)— "Forever Amber" (20th). Thin I*
Paramount (Tristates) (2,80(); 16t public claims to favor single feaLast week, "Babe Ruth
$8,000.
"Sorry,
Number" tures, any house attempting to
Story" (Mono) and "Golden Eye" 65)
(Mono), dandy $13,000.
(Par). Socko $12,000. Last week, switch from a dual policy to one of
Indiana (G-D) (3,300; 44-65)— "Tap Roots" (U) $11,000.
single features will suffer a treOrpheum (Tristates) (3,000; 20- mendous boxoffice slump.
"One Touch Venus" (U) and
"Sword of *Avenger" (EL). Aver- 80)— "Woman in White" (WB) plus
Quimby arrived in N. Y. Oct. 4
age $12,000. Last week, "Foreign vaude on stage. Fair $17,000.; Last,
Affair" (Par) and "Lady Midnight" week, "Deep Waters" (20th) and and is slated to return to the Coast
(EL), $12,500.
"Daredevils of Clouds" (Rep), light today (Wedi). He expects to be
back
at the homeoffice before the
Keith's (G-D) (1,300; 44-65)
$9,000 at 16-60C scale.
"Babe Ruth Story" (Mono) and
Omaha (Tristates) (2,100; 16-65) end of the year to work out his
"Golden Eye" (Mono) (m.o.). Nice —"Tap Roots" (U) (m.o.) and production schedule for 1949 with
.homeoffice
execs.
$5,000. Last week, "Walls Jericho" "Stage Struck" (Mono).
Surpris(20th)
and
"Checkered
Coat" ingly brisk $9,000. Last week,
(20) (m.o.), $4,000.
"Belle Starr" (20th) and "Frontier
Loew's (Loew's) (2,450; 44-65)— Marshal" (20th) (reissues), good

Omaha, Oct.

'Sorry,

Wrong Number,"

I

Belle" (Col). Trim $12,000. Last
week, "Pitfair (tJA) and "Dog:
Rusty" (Col), $10,000.
Lyrio (G-D) (1,600; 44-65)
"Fighting Father Dunne" (RKO)
and "Mystery in Mexico" (RKO),
Oke $6,500, .Last week, "Rawr
issues), $5,500.
Deal"
(EL) and "Mine Own ExeShubert (Ind) (1,500; 40-60)—
"Destroyer" (Col) and "Coast cutioner" (20th),, $6,000.
(Col)

(reissues).

"The

Money"

SEATTLE

Join Paul Small Agency

MINNEAPOLIS

Paul Small is expanding his
(Continued from- page 8)
agency with addition of Miriam
after sock State week at big $7,000.
Last week, "Abbott-Costello .Meet Howell as general manager of his
Frankenstein" (U) (2d wk>, satis- New York office and Margaret
factory $5,500.
Lindley, ex-Lyons agency, taking
Radio City (Par) (4,400; 50-70)—
.
^
"Paradine Case" (SRO).
Lots of over the legit department. Miss
praise for pic but only fair $13,000. Howell was formerly story editor
for IJavid O. Selanick and has been
hi^^.
Y«l''' , y^^^
(M-G) (2d wk), fair $11,000.
RKO -Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; with Charles K. Feldman's agency
50-70)
"Race Street" (RKO). in N. Y. until making, the change.
Light $10,000 looks about all. Last Miss Lindley was formerly a castweek. "Touch of Venus" (U), ing director for the Theatre Guild.
$10,500.
Small planed to the Coast SunRKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600; 50-70)— day (10) to open a Bevhills office.
"Phantom of 6pera" (FC) and ''Ali Meantime, his vaudeshow, Ed
Baba"
(FC)
(reissues).
Okay wvnn'<!
Parniv.nl opens Nov. 7 at
"'5'""
i^ainivai
«
Last week, "Rachel and
$8,000.
the Curran, Frisco, and is due in
Stranger" (RKO) (2d wk), good
the Interstate legit house Xmas$8,500, giving it sock $24,500 for
New Year's weeks, en route east.
fortnight. _
Misses Howell and Lindley start
State (Par) (2,300; 50-70)— "Isn't
Mild reeep- with Small's agency- Nov. 1.It Romantic?" (Par).
i

(Continued from page 9)
"This Corner" (EL), mild

<7,800.

|

Palomar
—"Crusades"
(Par)

(Sterling) (1,350; BO-84)
(reissue). Fairish $6,000.
Last week, "Angel in

Exile" (Rep) and "Eyes of Texas"
(Rep), same.
Paramount (H-E) (3,03»—50-84)

—"Loves

Carmen" (Col) and
"Gentleman Nowhere" (Col). Fine
Last week, "Duel in Sun"
(SRO) and "Code Scotland Yard"
of

$11,000.

(Rep), $8,200,

$4,300.
.

i

1

I

—

\

i

Roosevelt (Sterling) (800; 50-84)

^'.Canon City" (EL) and "Gallant
Trim $5,000 or near
Bes.s" 'ED.
Last week, "King of Gamblcr.s"
(Rep) and "Train Alcatraz" (Rept,
'

'

(Indie\

Continued .from page

Company

week

his

company

is

selN

away from the circuit on
"Three Musketeers" in only those
situations wherO he can't come to
terms on rentals. In other sltua*
tions, Metro wiU continue doing
business with the chain.
Consensus
among the sales
chiefs of the three companies IS
thSt, even though F-WC could supply a greater number of bookings,
they could earn more on their pic
tures< by selling at better terms
to a fewer number of indie exhibs,
Deals with the Indies will vary
from situation to situation, with
terms to be worked out on each in-

I

dividual picture. Indie exhibs, as
was to be expected, are reported

very well pleased with the split
and the distributors are encounter*
ing little or no difficulty in lining

:

I

and

ed; this

ing

Okay

$4,000. Last
wait for other major U. S. distribs
week, "Street No Name" (20th)
line up that fourth circuit.
If
"Kelly the Second" (Indie) (reis- to
the Yanks do, succeed in their
sue) (2d wk), all right $3,200.
plans to round up enough British
indie exhibs to merit their selling
away from Rank, then UA will
Misses Howell, Lindley
probably join them.
UA, meanwhile, is taking the best booking^

—

Fine $5,

Last week, "Gung Ho" (FC)
and "Eagle Squadron"* (U) (reis600.

aues), $5,000.

veepee William P. Rodgers declar*

Hurdle UA-Rank

(Goldberg) (SOS; 16-65)-i,
Search" (M-G) and "Jinx:

State

(m.o.), $8,500.

St. Louis (F&M (4,000; 60-60)—
"The Pearl" (RKO) and "Bodyguard" (RKO). Trim $6,000. Last
Week, "Commandos Strike Dawn"
(Col) and "The Invaders" (Col) (re-

.'S

Years of Our

Lives" away from the chain,
Metro's split from F-WC is less
fully defined than the others. Sale|

—

Orpheum (Loew) (2,000; 60-75)—
"Innocent Affair" (UA) and "Road
Blphouse" (SG) (mo.). Nice $7,Last week, "Luxury Liner'' "Coroner Creek" (Col) and "Lulu $8,000.

.Guard"

Continued from page
eral release of "Best

Wrong

8,00.

(M-G)

Partial Solution

',

—

',

I

(F&M)

"Tap

Victoria

•

"Good Sam" (RKO)

up

dates.

.^^^s

^

i

"^f

^^^d^^S"**^^^^

owns an
'
^e Pe™»nent
nermanent Spokesmen
for
mterest in Bank's. Odeon circuit, --^^ UA, Goldwyn and Metro all em»,
but had tried consistently to line
phasized that the split is In effact
up outside dates for its product in only
for the pictures mentionecl.
England.
Decision on whether other forthf
Movement by American distribs coming product will go to the eit'
for that "fourth circuit" to buck cult remains to bo determined.':
Rank's Odeon and Gaumont-Brit- General opinioui however, is that
ish chains, as well as Associated P-WC will
get it unless the films
British Cinemas, in which War- are potentially
top grosser s, in
ners is. partnered, gathered steam which case tht distribs can be
last week in the wake of Rank's expected
to start the move agaii|
consistent refusal to book a greater for better terms than those offered:
number of U. S. films. Other ma- them by the F-WC policy.
jors see the switch to British Indie
Situation was summed up by. one
theatre operators as the only solu- sales exec,
who remarked: that the
tion to the Rank squefze,
mushrooming break from the afKelly, meanwhile, is due back filiated circuit was "symptomatic
at the homeoffice o\er the week- of the need." Any time a circuit
end. It's expected tliat Rank will can dictate terms, he said, the inhold oft' dates on both UA films die exhibitoi's will naturally be frountil after Jan. 1 so as to bring zen out. Only way to solve the situ
them in under the new year's ation, consequentlyj is to sell away,
quota.
{from the circuit to the indies.
available.

I

.

1

1

j

i

'

i

"
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Johnny Belinda
Atlantic City, Sept. 7^"Johiii« % compelling, adult
drama, told with twmitive Uite.
atory «f a tragedy with a
happy ending, the aim ta one that
pecka a boxoffice waSop and can
be sold for big rctuma.
,

ny Beliha«"

THE "BOX-OFFICE WALLOP

;

<

Wyman's

portrayat
is
a compelllngiy artistic

Jane
boff.

PREDICTED BY ALL
IS

NOW BEING DEMONSTRATED

It's

tliipUv of talent, demonstrating
that an artist can project emotions and sway an audience with-

Qut a spoken word. Of eqtial
worth is Lew Ayres' co-starfing
performance. There are few who
can convey the sincerity with
which he endows a role and he
makes his part a sock perforn»-

'

<

ance.

The melodramatic angles will"
capture fancy of {he general pablie, particularly the femmes, and
there is a strong appeal to the
class trade because of the intelligent interpretation displayed by
script, direction and playing!
Jerry Wald's production has
missed no bets in presenting it
for
outstanding attention.
He
realizes on every merit of the
many strong points of the Story
and has given the film sock casting, in star spots and right on
down the line.
Plot is one that, in less adroit
and sympathetic hands, could
have been a highly theatrical
melodrama. The theatrics arc
there but so deftly bandied in the
presentation that they give a
solid backing. Jean Negulesco's
direction guides the development
leisure'
but never slowlv. treating the plot and players with potent
understanding.
He never
overplays the heartstrings, yet "
keeps them constantly mov«d. An
example of the tieft handling is
the rape scene. It's alive and
vivid, but never becomes a tentwent-thirt mcller proJ>l*m.
There are commanding perform*
anccs by Charles Bickford as Miss
Wyman'
father
and Agnes
Moorchead as her aunt. Bick-

,

AT THE N. Y. STRAND.

WARNER BROS;

-

;

'

•

Stephen McKafiy is
the bpist and Jian Sterling, as
the village belle who marries him.comes through strongly.
also
Rosalind Ivan, Mabel Paige and
Ida Moore shtne a& thoughtless
village gossips. Dan Seymour and
,

othcts " in
stroftg

'tlt<!

larg)e

im^X.

Wald*s

,'

ca$,t

-

".

;-

supcmsion'

ic'sd"

/'

'•

has

acfri

top work in technical i
assignments. Ted McCord's pho- r\
tograpHy makes a picturesque dis^ri
play of the drab Nova Scotfji:,-;
background and the tendfr, moving, mood of tfee film is height- \
ened by"M«»;'' ^t(Si,n<jy^'^''m»j*i/-;^'
score. "Set 'i^ecoratSoH ^ffsf^
fec^s, 'filai; editing "iXi^ 'M, other
ei(>untcd ior

'

,

technical suds help in

niakmg

a dass

/

featnrjfe.,

NEGULESCO

.

.

'

.

this

irffir"^

.

I
'

;

Literati

>

i

S. A. Payoff

Bay Josephs'

Oaober

Wednesdajr,

IJTI2BATI

18

Cardusel

:

a.

Bi-M«ptMy

•
:

for two weeks to round up yarns
for the Syracuse Herald-Journal.
Bob Bloch, author of "The
Scarf," sold it for an anthology.
He has started new novel for Dial,

SCULLY'S

Lee Rogow calls Jerome. Robbins the "hottest thing in show
business" in an upcoming Esquire

^

MM »*»t» M t»

1948

13,

SCRAPBOOK

By Frank

I

Scully

1^ The
Aroused-niy, Eire, Oct. 12.
profile.
Bleat of foreign correspondents
lip again to the points
In what I suspect was an attempt tp build
Frank Filan assigned to a fullthat nobody in the li. S. is inter- staler, and Julian Bach, Jr., among
ested in any foreign doings except others, are planning for 1949 inau- time Hollywood studio, beat by As- where 1 could be lured back for toother gJoId ftUot M^
to the 9r0wn;^D
ScuUy
GirciiS
Newton
took
the
by
Si
is
refuted
sociated
Wide
Press
for
World
Desert,
Moscow
its
and
Berlin
guration, is now in dummy form.
fe,ature service.,
fed Nwvtoii
Chilius honored us With the iho^t prelerp^^
Maitre
,.^-ill be a 50C s.ic. and disavow.}-'.
':
^.
Adolphe Roberts, to be exiled with the' check. V,
retainiig from his present' New Orleans
l£-t Se|^^^^^
Hemembering that Newton had goif^d all over EutbpieJ ;I thjjughi t
Tn'^C^r^i^^^^^i^
apartment
by
sale
of
house,
will
some of tnoi.e featui es.
would reward him with a movie of Ireland. He stiffened at-' the .>vot;d
by Random House, is in current
winter in Havana.
"nwie" and went into a well-felgncd trauma. I laid him out in the
Collier's with "Uncle Sam's Latin;
, »jo*i,o.,'.. i ,t»c*
Th
w
V
V u
c\k
the -Kt
^ew V
Yorkers
t. JT Kahn,
largest Brown Derby booth, which has a seat long enough to be a p.sychirne^ U'.^aU"'Ge'^.%e
couch, and plied hmi with psychoanalytic poultices.
\:>i"h
"Who
Nathan's criUcal capUousness. his Dieles^via HarneJ^
confcs.sed tliat in 50 years he had seen so much of Harrigan and
n the current Pa-eantiJean
1?^
Me'"
with
an
intmdiKn
hv
comdisputing
that
h
ii
there
is
no
s
mxrooucHon
d>
iir^n'
^ Neighbors
vli^h^il Make
M»J7rnnrt
^.^^^ Boucicault, Chauncey Olcott, Fiske O'Hara, Andrew Mack,
Go^^^
j^^^.^
with
Good
j
ofttimes more enter- win Shaw
>
Business and upcoming Readers
the Russell Brothers, and even John McCormack, that the. mere thought1 *
Vi i
i' s^
j,^ ^views.
,
«
Pattern
Digest with another on
'^l^^™ ^ripped him in a series of ^wld Irish
"Theatre Book of the Year" yaPni'^on'Amos'i'^AKVlo?^^^^^^^
^S^T'^iV^^
rS^A h^f (1947-48) (Knopf; S4) us the sixth of network broadcasting, penned
'
' '
.^.i.. No Casey Stengel?
successive volume of his theatre
.'^^::.:-y':'A''':'\.
Z^f^ ^^^''^^
dealmg with .^^^^^^ wherein he sums up the by N." Y. Herald Tribune radio]
••City-^Without
a Pastt"/»J^n»w»h
Under further questioning, he confessed that in his middle years
i
boomtown of, Sao p^^^ season's preems, show by cri tic .John Crosby: ^
ttie Brazilian
the Pat O'Briebs, Frank McHughs, FrMk; JSlpGiyhris Ifoftoiii mmeyS,.
Life
reader
beefed
Bill
Gresat
Paulo,
show and blow by blow. He footBan'y Fitzgeralds, Fired Alliens, Beniard Shaw
Josephs, who has covered the notes the basic credits, length of ham's carnival piece that said Walter ConnoUys.
eVen the atithehtic Abbey
rhumba beat for close to 10 years, run, etc., with his own and occa- grift was gone from the midway, Tullvs, Liam O'Plahertys, Sean O'Caseys, andthinklrtg
of retreat^
by telling how he and a pal were Players,' had left him so loused up he was
live of them in Buenos Aires, re-isionally other
critical opinions,
taken at a big fair carny.
Belfast tower in the hope of never heai'ing Wt>tfter G|ielie;.w
cently spent close to 12 nwnths
Typical of the interpolated cornHarold
M.
J rest ot his life.
Bone,
Varieiy's
New
below the border for the Washthis reference' t6 the
Ington Post. ChnsUan Science ditips Box Score. As often hap- Haven mugg, has an illustrated
The newest generation of Irish playboys like Tyrone Power, Eri ol
Monitor, Variety and a group of
Flynh, Dennis Day, Walter O'Keefe, Michael O'Shea, Dennis Morgan
pi^yg ^^^^ limited appeal get story on Yale's football demon
Jackson,
in
the current and Christopher Lynch (the prodigy of John McQprtnack) did nothing
dailies mked by the N. Y. Post perhaps fulsome space allotment. Levi
Syndicate.
as fits the fancy of the famed dra- (November) issue of Ebony.
to soften his bias against anything copnected ^vith the Irish Free State.
Emile C. Schurmacher and Allan
Latin America or any other matic critic.
In this in.stance it
Under the circumstances 1> was practically throwing hiiW into ari
overseas area isn't a pushover to was "Eastward in Eden," which-; Gould have formed a writer^ acute attack of schizophrenia by suggesting th^t we wash down th%
photographer team, with offices in good dinner at the BrdWn Derby by repairing to, the: Wilshire Ebell to
•ell, Josephs has found, especially opened Nov. 18, 1947; and lingered
with reader interest absorbed by for 15 performances at the Royale, New York. The former was an as^ view a new film in color on Ireland as produced by Burtdh ;H61mes,:
the elections at home and. more N; Y., but Nathan devotes prob- sociate editor of the The American
The two words "Ireland" and "Holmes'' brought on a fte^ i^syeh^^^^^
Still sbly the most space 'to this seg- Weekly.
abroad.'
dramatic events
I calmed him by telling him that he wouldn't S^e a leprechaun (which
there's plenty of desire fori info ment. Herein he observes that VaLos Angeles newspapers have
about the Good Neighbor territory riety lays "unction to the vanity lost 17.8% in circulation since they I seem to pronounce "leper com") in a Holmes ttayelog:' He \yould
If it can be made applicable to of reviewers who are nominated
hiked the price from five to seven get the original "positive" (not a rainy print) of an ortgihal film, perfect
Collier's
leaders
by
virtue
of
their
having.
the reader. Thus the
cents.
Customers who formerly in quality, brilliantly pro.iected, gayly dialpged. I assured him fuvtherj.
piece as a straight profile on Haya picked the gi-eatest number of box- took two papers are now settling that J, loo, was allergic to the American Irishman and the Ameri<:ani/.ed'
de la Torre; a Peruvian leader, office successes regardless of merit; for one.
Ireland.
Once I nearly succumbed when I ran ihtp the sub-editor of
might not have sold. Pitched to the The pleased reviewers seemingly
Ward
John Gunther's memoir of his the Dublin Daily Mail in .an Elstree sttidib. I Wired ^Prah
angle that this was Uncle Sam's never stop to reflect that the box- .17-.vear-old boy, Johnny,
He replied he -vvpuld have live' el ihk^d for,
tilled, G'Malley what about: it.
best pal down there it had an im- office hits would scarcely have be- "Death Be Notviolating
his; advice.
He, already in ;Dubiin, was making a survey and
Proud," 'will give
mediacy and impact that made it come hits had they themselves not all its profit, both from the
told
me
Irish
soil.
had
to
keep
my
illusions
a
foot
on
by never putting
pubhelped them to become .so. Tiiey
click.
do not pick the hits, as the scores lishing and authorship end, to can- "Beyond the Shelbourne," he advised, "all is -darkness, including th*
street lighting,
My advice to you is to come 'np nearer Irelahd thajt
appear to show; by their praise cer research for children.
Adamic-s Mag
Boulevard
McMahon
in
Paris."
^.^
John: Wilstach sold "Should Dethey make them hit.s. If their critiJ »T T
N. J.,
From his home at Milford,
Shamrock or Spinach, It's Green
standards had been worthier, linquent Parents Be Jailed" and
Louis Adamic is putting out a kind they would not have endorsed "Reform Right in Prison" to llillSo matters stood for 19 years until Burton Holmes ^arae P
of magazine, of a political nature, many of the plavs, and-lackinst en- man. Writes for fact crim^ mags season with lus kodachromatic versicsn; of :Pe:Vale'ra
that goes back to De Foe, author dorsement, the plays would in fair" under four monickers. Now start- hioraent he stepped on the stage, the' old travelpgician ShbWed^^^
cf "Robin.son Ci-u.soe, the daddy chance have been failures
And ing a try. at radio scripts for pro- an entertainer and not merely an educator. He was dfessed as ahyayi''.
of political pieces. Adamic calls the reviewers. conseqiieiill\
far grams that use
one-shots. Yep, in formal _evening clothes, but^if you Ipoked closely yoli discovered; He
them "T & T Pamphlets," at 50c a from being cocks of the Broadway .Crtjne,
was wearing a green bowtie and in his lapel a sprig of "Louisiana
copy. Featured is one that tells of walk would be very much .sounder
Ben Conlon, Hillman Periodicals shamrock." A-s he spieled along he pulled a bigger bunch of spinaclr
the editor's views, in reflection, and more estimable critics, and the editor, writing westerns
under from his waistcoat. He ended, like the Hermann the Great he began
USSR or state of the drama improved and what '•he calls a nom - de - Texas.
"Who Is Expanionist
imitating
in 1881, by swishing an authentic bunch of shamrock from
."
USA?" bv Shaemus O'Sheel. By elevated.
Once did. a- monthly noTel series the clawhammer of his formal clothes, thereby adding applause to the
the w;ay T & T stands for "Trends
Anyway, as above-stated. Na- for Street & Smith called Doc laughs;
'::"'
.!' ..;'•"'T'.;'
and Tides, the title of^ all the than's always nev er dull.
Abel.
Rice. 'As editor and writer he was
,"'..; : Added Scene: Glocca Morra
as
series, which are advertised
originally one of Bob Davis' disIt took his cameramen four months to gWt enough sunsiiihe i6 justify
f'paiTlphleteering in the Tom Paine
coveries.
Ashton Stevens' Pinchhittcrs
"Sunny
tradition."
°^
Days
In
Independent
Eire."
was
But it
worth it,
,
J''*
Daily ^r.„„
the
Chicago
°^ Guiuess's Brewery, of Glendalough,' Tipperarv and
Louis Adamic's own contribu- „ ^lanagemcnt of
J'?,
»nt Jlna Yif^r^,
,nap,ni.
prt.tnr Roscoe
Ti«««,- G.
n ••Duffy"
managing
editor,
Limerick, of the cliffs of Moher, the lakes of Killarney, and the Blarney
the
last
issue,
of Herald-American i.s using city desk
tion
to
Cornell to Norman Chandler tor Stone, of the Aran
Islands, the grey roads of Galway, Connemaia and
80.000 words, is an article entitled "?en to review egit shows during
three to four weeks to get the Los Donegal, the
road to Glocca-Morra (with the sign still wet with- fresh
"Tolerance
Counterfeit of Intol- the illness of -Ashton Stevens, dean •Angeles
Mirror started. Cornell paint) and.
critics. iVIost of the reviews
finally, of the Dublin Horse Show, cured Si -Newton of his
erance "
have been done by Charles Fm- will function as supervisory editor allergy to Holmes
-;
and Ireland.
ston, who is also a pohtical and until the new afternoon tab hits
mWe
came
out
of the Wilshire Ebell theatre as buoyant as hi.sh goats,
More p Casey Biography
special a.ssignment reporter. Pub- its stride.
Newton further remarking how much better both Holmes and Ireland
hire
refuses to
secondDr. Jan Van Loewen. one pf t,Pn'^°!?rlE!i_?L?.*^'?-°9.^!?,y,!.'^^!!!ilisher
were now than they used to be.
biography
is
skedded for stringer, and the H-A is the only don's
of
top literary agents, will make
IJoveraber publication in London. paper, besides the Sun-Xmies, that his
The first foreign soil Holmes ever toiiched was this self-same Ireland.
first visit to the U S Nov. 9
First three in the series were "I •loes"*
1886 when he was 19. He photographed scenes with a predoesn't "have
relief man
mnn
"a^e an leiict
He's bringing a number of Euro- l,hat was
Knock at the Door," "Metures in
Managemeijt says that itwill notj pean properties, and also intends Kodak camera; That meant trucking a tripod and a hlack cloth as well.
the Hallway." and "Drums Under
Whe^n he retui:ned home he had lantern slides made of his
hire ahybhe while SteVeiis is til,,. to- pick up American play.s and
negathe Window,"
awaiting :his: return.
However, books for sale in England "arid on tives, hired the recital hall of the Chicago: Auditorium and set lip his
,
,
,
New; one IS titled
Inisfallen rumblings are being heard from the continent.
fiist travelog under the title of
"Through Europe Mth
Fare Thee Well" and covers, in company
a n a g e rs and press
Member of the Club.". It was his first and; afcipiit his fa^t anonymousa
as.so<;iation with the .agents,
who feel thai in \iew of all
lecture, and it grossed 350 far-from-anonymouS
^^/J'
dollars;;
Abbey -Theatre and difficulties en- the advertising they do, better
He made subsequent tours of Ireland In 19d4, 1928, 'SC
countered in approaches to Lady press coverage .should follow.
sent Harry Dugan
Between that first tiine he :sf epped oh
Gregorv, W; B. Yeats and other v______
Abbey bosses of the period when
Ray Suminersby Tome Blasted
m 'Continued from pnii 1 ;
he was a Dublin tenement-dweller
n. y 0^;,^ News blasted Kay
f^'^t he threw pictures into
^''J^
trying to brea k into playwrighting. Sumipersby's "Kisenhowur Was My it is "unthinkable that thei^e is a his t^«ve n« ^1 ^"^'s agO' ana
says the reason He
he is
i^ ri^^^^^
not i
fiLii"r'°!.l=*„!Z^?i"^"«»'
fi»M
f *
Boss'^ book in an editorial Sunday demand
for
«="""ent quality of vide
such records, and hL-l ifl07 ^'•"'"1,''.'?*'=""^*
eo is so much
Pigskin Epics
(10), declaring that '-no wartime
^'^ 8°
that far f<
'asked directlj if there is .some way ,'e\v "
for "something
Timely reading for football fans secrets apparently are sacred to
Is "My Greatest Day in Football." her."The editorial declared that -for the Government to stop inanuOn
His
Sixth
Million
....
,
(Barnes; S3), edited by Murray ''the lady who cIvaulTeured Eisen- jfaeture of such disk.s.
™""ne he'll buy in.
Goodman. editorial .speciali-st in hower during the vvar, turns out to
Eugene Davis, first assistant Meanwhile he' w°in H^^'fln"'., ^'^'t''}
"•'W
M'lJ'This is well
Sports, and Leonard Lewin, ex-N.'Y. be a blabbermouth of the first
aoove J11S
his kv^r.«
„f 10
in®"years ago
aveiage of
when he was working
U. S. district attorney for Kansas,
woikin on his first
Daily Mirror sports staff, with an water."
$5;000,000.
Prentice-Hall, publisher of the .Informed Judge Mellott that steps
opening salute by Columbia's Lou
This year he is bypa.ssing San
Francisco
completely
He has never
Little. The book pre.sents a fast- book, is already looking for the [already
are being taken in other
''''
s'f and tlHs sea.son
moving panorama of half^a^enturv editorial to boost, sales on the bst cities, particularly
three in Cali- "ifdecfd d'to^Zh^e'r '?'.
^"""""^ ^
In football, the format used being sumption that people will now
^get. the northein
f ornia which are believed to be end of Californ a
l!
a scries of sharpe dramatic epi- swarm to buy- it to- learij all the
"*"'
"-"^ ^0'
'.sources of the record.s.
DSvis de- ^Sove^'la'sfyear'at this'p^ilu
codes, etched in by the principals, hitherto unrevealed war secrets.
He eiover-leafs his dates He will set
matter, according to a clined to name the California cities
There are 37 of these electric Vrr^
in the case. He and Lester Luther.
events which hopped up .stadium f.'^. spokesman, is that the pubKansas district attorney, declared rek"'^!i^u"coTt;^ji^!'^-?;^;^^r^^''''^"^^^^^"''-'cro^vds of yesteryear and smeared U?'""^/"'"' ''^S a letter from Gen.
"f. "ernhboring towns.
Thus he cle:^;s''u7t'^he l^^i'^e^aTa"';
the sports pages with block-tvpe ^ifj^^-^'^'^^'f'' tleclarmg he has no that a nationwide Tnvestig-aUon;"f
abo"'t' a mpntlv belore moving tirt'.
Si'mmersby s the so-called "party" records racket
headlines. The roster of immortals Z^ll*^'^^
ranaes the alphabetical gamut from book. Second printing was recent- is under way and that the Davidly completed, with 20.000 now sell- son case is the first of its kind
menls but none compared to this
to
I'or Bill Alexander. Georgia Toch
,»,.nn„|,stiongly.
episode.
arise..co;.cii for 33 jcars. to Z for Bob '"^
Bochi Is a personable screen
Film
^iii-ipke,
the ilJini mcnior who
Davidson was apprehended by
actor but he is happiest when he is
Crosby On His Own
sparked Jled Grange on his career;
B Gonttmi^d.^am piije J
singing. Ills vocalizing is done so
Bing Crosby didn't u.se a stand- the Federal Bureau of InvestigaWeJl-wnlten and concise, each in to author his .story, "How I Got tion in Omaha last week after acwell it aimost overcomes some of
I.ovi' 4'jiIIn
riirohicle draw.s into focus the My Goat" in the" current is.sue il6 tion, of a Wichita,. Kan., grand jurv
the obvious production ei-ror.s. Silspile its very apparent flaws, this yana
"this»is-it'- exploit of some member ot the Saturday Evening
Post. In indicted him on five counts of
Pampanini, as his wile and
of the lusty galaxy and restores to a prefatory note, the mag's editors transporting obscene phonograph should be a yood grosser in Italian- femme lead in stage
operas, does
language hoiLses because- of its okay although
the ardent disciples of the game admit" that' "'in a good many cases. records in interst&te commerce.
overshadowed bv
topflight singing.
Stirring cut-backs of nian.v a fate- articles signed by famous screen
several others. She is comelv. as is
H. L. Scott, attorney for DavidPlot is too much reprise of the Lihane Lame,
ful armageddon on pro and college personalities are written by
the ballerina ol the
some- son, presented a plea for leniency same
theme
a
Some of the ;prQtags have body else "
field;
temperamental
who is his latest flame
for Davidson, and described hisclihis cli
operatic star always plUlandering
hung tip their cleats for good, but
S^SiSdlSiM^^^^^^^^^^^
But
Ciosby's ca.se, "the Old ent as
"a small frog in a big
."^
,^11' 'a'"Se in the Groaner would like it known that
'
,L.
^'^"'"^
Scott said the manufacture^rnd
all-time legends of the sport.
nobody wrote this one but Crosby."
""^
sale of "party records" has beftn
An added and interesting feature
..—fTgoing on widespread for years, and ™"sing
of the book is the thumbnail bio?
CHATTER
'
accompanying each yarn for the,
Eugene O'Neill will soon move that some of the records are copyrighted.
•rid studes who yen data and dates, to his home in IMass.
i?""
hven \Mih obvious sharp scissoring fails
to rise much above the VitThe book is illu^strated with photos
John Maynai d writing a storv on
Judge Mellott fined Pavidson a b.y censoiv it is
about the warmest torio Novarese^^^^^^
Rita Hayworth for McCall s mag. total of $2,500 and placed him on vmiai mateiial
and some pen-and'inks.
to hit the. screen in ffidO'
H. G. Smith.
Marjprie Turner in Hollywood probation for two yeais.
* ^ -^^^^
years. There are other risque modruim;
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way

to

Radio City Music Hall

A WONDIRFUI. COMEDY FROM

U-l

to take its place

with the great comedy

of all time!

hits,

;

,
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M'41500.0I)0 House for Chi Loop
Chicago, Oct.
:

Chicago's

house

first

new Loop
-

12.

-t-

5

r

AFL Unions Named
In

j

;

NLRB

Hartley law.

inasmuch

1

MFMPHIS

i

!

claimed

Hitchcock, Small

|

j

!

.

Each Ready Fihn

OnlornaDoone

Theatre Supply Co., testified
Hollywood, Oct. 12.
equipment for the El
Battle looms over "Lorna Doone,''
Rancho was shipped from Chicago,
vestitude of their theatre holdings. Toledo and Troy, O,
Case was with both Edward Small and AlIs that B&K Is going ahead with heard by Judge Robert M. Gibson, fred Hitchcock readying film for
It is possible ttiat wbo is no relation to Mrs. Gibson.
this project.
indie production.
Small already
plans are being made for a sepahas script completed and also has
rate-corporate set-up. There also
prior title registration with Motion
Is a report that Sam Marx, who
resigned from Metro a month ago,
Picture Assn.- of. America.
PropS.
will join B&K after a South Amererty is in public domain.
ican vacation. Active in the theHitchcock reported that business
atre end before joining M-G, he
end of his picture is in hands of
Would be valuable in the circuit
partner Sidney Bernstein,- but he
and to assist in- operations of
understands latter has made. ar-.
WBKB, B&K television station.
rangements with British Producers
Hollywood, Oct. 12.
Chain paid about $30 per square
Assn. for filming under TransFilming abroad has -.hit' new; Atlantic's banner.
foot or $726;759 for the major part
In high with eight pix lensing in forof the site before the war.
Small some time, ago talked deal
contrast, the last parcel of real
eign countries and half ..a: dozen with Rank for joint production, but
estate cost $174 per square foot in
deal hasn't jelled due to unsettled
more in various' preparation stages conditions and fact Rank couldn?t
that section.
for. early starts outside U. S. Five make certain commitments.
But
Houses
of 'octet now shooting are indies, it may still go through, in which
H! New New Mexico
Denver.
three incidentally without a release case Small would make it in England.
Hitchcock plans British
Gibraltar Enterprises is opening as yet.
Remaining three are all filming but Won't personally
direct..
two new theatres in Santa Fe,
N. M., and doing major overhaul being made by 20th-Fox, "I Was
job on two others in this area. New Male War Bride,.'.' in Germany;
ones are the El Paseo, 650-seater, "Prince of Foxes." Italy 'Affairs
Col.
Still
Balks
of
Adelaide;"
England.
Indies
Nov.
to
open
1;
costing $180^000.
and 683-seat Arco, opening Oct. 15. without release are. Jimmy Savo
All-Indusfary Setup
The Teton, Powell* Wyo., is get- filming his own book, "Little
ting a $68,000 facelift, and re- World, Hello," in Italy ; Voyagers,
opening Nov. 15, and the Grove, Inc., making production bow with
For Pix Arbitrations
Gering, Wyo Is getting a remodel ''Rapture," also in Italy, and A. &
Attempt of the American Arplus 500 new seats.
T. Productions, "The Man on the
bitration Assn., administrator of
Atlas Theatres is building a 975- Eiffel Tower," Paris.
the current film, arbitration syseater in Golden, Colo., college
Gregor Rabinovitch is now mak- itera; to piece together an all-in-town, 'to give the company the
ing "Faust" for Columbia in Rome; du.stry setup covcrmg
only two theatres there.
eight maand Alfred Hitchcock is winding i.iors and three smaller companies
up"Under Capricorn" for Warner has hit a stumbling block, with
Start 900<Seater in Texas
release in England. Upcoming are Columbia
Pictures Approached by
Dallas.
'The Conspirator." Metro, Eng^ AAA reps recently, Columbia
has
Construction started: at .Post,
land; "The Third Man," St>l?nick, flatly retused
to go for any ar..
Tex,, by Texas Enterprises; Inc., on
^
-i.,.
,/^
,
oration with
Korda,
Vienna, bitration .system governing
aff
• new theatre to be known aS the
exhibTexas
The 900-seater will cost untitled Slate Department .story, distrib relations.
20th,
exact
locations
not
set;"Rob$100,000.
Columbia .sees no reason to
Ro'bb & Rowley Theatres started ihson Crusoe," Metro, West Indies; change the stand UWen by it in
construction of two new houses in- ''Tokyo Joe," Santana Productions 19,40 when the first arbitration
Japan; "Quo Vadis," Metro, Eng- .system was created,
Oak. Cliff section.
spokesman
land and Italy.
for the company told Variety
Open New Texas 600-Sealor
Also Gene Markey. and Myrna this week.
It has been; sounded
Ft Worth.
Loy are planning their first indie out by the AAA on the subject
The new Lou, owned by C L. either in France or Italy, and and has advised that outfit that
Wolf, opened at Idalou, Tex. It is Warners is sending units all over there is no chance of the company
600-seater.
the world for "Task Force
ichanging its policy.
All-industry arbitration system
Start Ft. Wayne 1,800-Seater
is; one of the main props of the
Fort Wayne, Ind.
Big Five's Oder of terras in setTHEFTS
INVOLVE
1,started
Construction has
on
tling the
Govornmcnt anti-trust
Clyde being built by
800-seat
action.
New setup planned would
50 PHILLY
Helen Ms Quimby Realty Corp.
'tpe So liberalized as to- have with-;
here.
House is named alter her
m Its .lurisdietion practically all
Philadelphiaj Oct. 12.
husband, the late Clyde Quimby,
More than 50 film hou.ses iiad exhlh grievances, includihg- the' irri.7

westend dou^bled its ear capacity since opening
three months ago.
Harry: Bryan joins Esseness cir^
Skyhl drive-in

industry will speak, including Andy
Bob"Mochrie," Eaii 7.
Smith, Jr
Hudson; Gael Sullivan and Herman

—

jias

Levy

,

ST.

Pictures two-d^y tiieet lyhich
brought in A-be. FiiScber,' .Ghicagb;
Jack Frackmari, Milwaukee; Harry
Lefholtz, Omiha; Niite Steinberg,
Louis;
Sts
Ed Brauer, Indiahapplis;
Dave- Nelson, Des Moines; Jack
Loefler, Minneapolis| Pav? Hunt,

lie

Turner-Farrar Circuit, Harrisburg, III., will construct a new
600-seater in Grayville, 111., to replace the Premiere, destroyed by
fire last April.

Jack Kane, a vet film salesman,
who has been manager and part
owner of the -Victorian Club, a midtown nitery, is returning to the
film biz as St. Louis office man-

Pictures

Lensing Abroad

Oklahoma

'

'

'

:

DENVER

Russell.

.

DALLAS

To"™ Bailey, Film Classics dis-i
manager, escaped with a head
when his car belew a tiie,
demolishing the autO.
Classics exchange, replacing Ralph
Paul AUmeyei-, head booker for
Peckham, who resigned to become Paramount, made salesman here,
manager and partner in Screen Succeeds Frank Westbrook, Jr.,
Guild Miami exchange. Colquhoun moved to Kansas City.
James
moved to Atlanta to be Eagle Lion Rickets. Des Moines booker, gets
manager, but prior to -that was Denver booking post.
local Republic branch and district
Henry Valleau made city manmanager.
ager of Gibralter Enterprise theaRoxy, ' Wichita Falls, Tex., for- tres in Santa Fe, N. M.
Harold E. Wilson closed Chief,
merly owned by C. C. Parfet, Garret
Parker and Dr. Gaylord La Veta, Colo. Poor business.
Schwartz, purchased by Leon L.
Leath. Three continue to operate
trict

j

N.

Colquhoun

J.

named

of Atlanta
the local Film

manage

to

scratch

:

i

|

i

On

-

.

I

,

INDIANAPOLIS

I

I

Texan and Tower there.
Favorite
Films
Exchange is
E. W. Capps sold his Gliftex and slated to
open here soon accord-

I

-

Gem,

:

Clifton, Tex., to C. E. Wil-

ing to Albert Dezel, who has apliams and William Feemster. Feem- plied, for
a charter to operate the
ster will move there from Knox venture.
,\s.sociatcd with him will
City to manage the Cliftex.
be Edward J. Salsberg of CincinJohn C. Greer, general manager nati. New outlet wilf handJe Faof United Theatre Service Corp. vorite Films, Masterpiece Produrhere, acquired the interest of John tions, Madi.son and various oldies
L. Franconi in the buying and owned by Albert' Dezel Produc-

;

I

.

.

ififoUlir

ni^iriager, post-:
ac.tihg. ^capai!S.i£y^^,

.

-

i

.

,;

.

.

:

and John

midwestern ^sales
he had- held in

j

:

City;'

han, Dallas: .Abe Fisdier was.madie'

:

.

.

-

;

previously.
ager for United Artists.
Film row local :Rt45, lATSEi
William T. Keith, United Artists'
notified exchanges
it
Will seek;
New Orleans branch manager, wage,
hikes in November.
,>
upped to newlyrpreated post of
mid-continent district manager.
He'll now supervise the St. Louis,
Kansas City, Omaha and Denver
Gibraltar 'iinterprises bought tltiil
branches.
Star. Fowler, Colo., from H. O.

.

I

;

euit publicity departinent.
James Grainger hieaded, Kepiiib-

LOUIS

.

'

in.

'

ithat theatre

8 U.
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.

CHICAGO

juris-

:

.

j

!

i

I

interstate
as
commerce was involved. Mrs.
Gordon O. Gibson, secretary of At-

diction

1

j

defiance of Taft-

alleged

in

trict

,

i

.

hous-

.

,

:

;

new amusement

.

.

,

j

limits

CINCINNATI

!

:

Code

-

,

|

ing to locations where adjacent
liftrking facilities are available and
represent 10% of seating capacity
Ndfth-end Bite is the only one with
•uch vacant parking facilities;;
Anothei peculiar angle, in view
of the Government's demand for di:

NEW YORK

;

:

CIO Theatre Snarl

j

Pittsburgh, Oct. 12.
Katz circuit. Theatre, which would
Five, big AFL trade unions were
be directly north of B&K StateLake and diagonal from the Chica- named in Federal court here last
go, flagship of B^eK chain, will be week in an alleged boycott suit
known as the Paramount. It will which involved work stoppage on
theatre at
1,400-seat El -Rancho Drive-In
Apollo,
the
replace
house, v/hich will be torn down Bridgeville. The NLRB petition
to make way for a giant bus sta- charged that Dill Construction Co.
tion. Work on new site will start hired CIO electricians and AFL
Boon with the Paramount likely members- of five other unions took
a walk.
to open late nejtt year.
Under present building code
Case was widely played up in the
here B&K is the only chain able local press inasmuch as this was
to build a new theatre although tlie first action to crack down on
other leading Chi circuits said they closed shop tactics of AFL conwere not interested in building. struction unions in Pittsburgh dis-

Row

from Film

Clips

uing to improve lollowing an illness wliich had him on sick leave
Eagle Lion's sales execs con- since last January.
Notice of the verged bti' the Hotel Warwick,
decision in court.
action will be mailed to ASCAP N. Y„ Saturday (9), for a one-dayi
by individual exhibitors, as the huddle ch8ir»naned by WiUiarn
owner of Dixie
Willie Vance,
veepee;
distribution
handled Heineman;
will be
...^
,
wnimiiiuiiiic plan
um.i w.i.
withholding
was confined to informal Gardens, dnve-in near Covinglon
hv pTh theairr^^^^
area, acm.itirrt
acquitted
Greater Cincy area,;
^'S'^ussions with no speeches made. in Greater
af Tbody
Youngstein, ad-pub veepee; last week on a charge of operating
Independent exhibitors voted to Max E.
divisional
the
"Wahoo"
game, similottery,
eastern
a
Milton Cohen,
adopt the recommendation of The' chief Herman Beiersdor/, south- lar to bingo. It was played by
atre Owners of America to estabmanager, and flashing numbers on screen. A
western- division
lish special reserve accounts holdnumber of district heads and ex- structural Steel twin screen, on
ing all ASCAP tlieatre licensing change managers attended.
vvhieh pistures can be shown on
payments until the courts decide
two sides simultaneously, is being
who is entitled to the coin.
erected at new outdoor theatre of
iTii^iTLi i»»w»
igj^jjj, Enterprises, Inc., in suburban
Theatre owners from Tehnessee, Bond HillMississippi and Arkansas will gatb
West Virginia Theatre Maiiagers ;
er here for a two-day powwow Assn. will hgild; its annual conVeiir
Orris Col- tion at Terrace-Plaz^ hotel here
which opens Oct, 25.
lins, prexy of the Instate group, will Nov; 12-13.
National Alliled prexy
preside over .the session, while William Ains.w0rth; iihd' other,' A^^^^
Chalmers Cullins, Memphis show- lied; toppers invitfed tp attend.
man, will handle entertainment ar-'
rangements.
A group of top execs from; the

film

many

years, a 2,5,00.-seater
costing aboul $2,500,000, is to be
built on northwest corner of State
and Lake streets by the Balaban &
in

Theatre Fees

Los Angeles, Oct. 12.
Payments to ASCAP by independent numbers of the Southern
Califoi-nia Theatre Owners Assn.
will be withheld, pending a final

First in Years; Supplants Apollo

.

to Withhold

ASCAP

'

'

'

I

:

I

booking combine.

tions, Inc.

1

;

his forthcoming. "Dan Patch" will
go into production before end of
1948.
:

I

,

:

i

I

next month.

DES MOINES

tired,

1

j

University

1

eign

Minnesota

of

resuming showing. 61

Society;

THEATRES

:

with

fih-ns

Film

Russell C. Eraser is new direcof ad-publicity for Tri-States

i

for-..':

tor

"Farrebique,"

;

Theatre Corp. here; succeeds Don
French importation.
Becau.se
R Frank wishes to Allen, transierred to .Sioux City,
devote all of his time to Hollywood la as city manager.
their amusement tax monej stolen poiijnt sub.icct of runs.
It
is
film
and
television
producing
probable
that the AAA will conin Philadelphia's super-colossal tax
activities,
-

,i

;

/

;

W

'.

local exhibitor.

.

I

scandal..

Two

The

disclosure was-

made

jtinue

its

efl'orls

while

.$3,000,000 theatre circuit

excluding

Taylors, Unrelated,
when City Controller Frank J. Columbia from: any roster of disparticipants.
Tiemann turned, over to Deputy trib'
11
T-.,",*„,i
Sail for 2d M-G Brit. Pic Attorney General .John C. Phillips
Lnited
Artists which along
with
Hobert Taylor and Eli/.abeth a complete report on embezzle- .Columbia and Lnivorsal refii.sed
to
accept
the 1940 system, is ready
Taylor sail Saturday (16) aboard ments in the Amusement Tax Divito
enter
the
new
system
if
the
the Queen Mary for England, ,sion of the Receiver of Taxes office.
AAA
can
work
out
economical
Total tax thefts from the film
where they're slated to start work
.Immediately on ''The Conspira- theatres are said: to be in excess enough operations, and if all other
Columbia's retors," to be filmed at Metro's FA- of $25,000. The overall thefts were companies join;
fusal, however, may work a change
tree studios in London^
approximately $208,000, the conon UA's attitude.
Film is the second to be pro- troller's report stated. The largest
duced by Metro since the war's portion of the thefts came from
end, following the recently-rconi- funds derived from sporting events,
.pleted "Edward, My Son." Arthur with nearly an of this amount from DE
JOINS 20TH,
Hornblow, Jr., who's to produce boxmg matches held at. the Arena
"Conspirators," sails for England and the Cambria A. C.
AFTER SETTLING
con; M-G studio exec E, J,-ManAlthough Phillips, who is in
Hollywood, Oct. 12.
nlx sailed last week.
charge ol the SpecialUlune)

owned by him and

associates, is up
for sale, negotiations for its purhaving
udviiig
been
oecn started bv
Kansas City and ca.slern intorest=

I

,

I

,i

,

I

Bruce

;

1

I
I

I

1
'

|

I

COl m

'Grand

Jury investigating thefts from the
12.

Republic is renting stage space
to Robert L. Lippert to produce
three pictures for Screen Guild
release, starting early next month.
Shot Jesse
Pictures are "1
James," "Como" and "Roaring
Wheels."

at_

ia

Jt'

buy filni for iitiany st^tipilS
tiriie. 'ThrPugh •this" iriass dis»
tb

tHbUtipn /service,

it's

possible

;

16

.

down the distrib fee. which
passed on to affiliates via lower

cut
is

individual costs. It's expected that
some stations might object to their
Edgar E Shaflor has quit exhibi- in^Hces being based on population
tion in Sandy Laket selling his and not the number of sets in their
Penn-Lake theatre to W. E. Ander- area. Kelly explained this by deson.
Latter operates two other Claring that, the set tdlStributioh
houses
Pennsylvania and three figure changes so ;6fteti, , it W0U
northwestern New York. Shaf- be necessary to issue a new rate
fer continues to run the Roxy in card practically every;
day.
Slippery Rock.
System is also, applicalile for
1,
i
K
Bruce
Edgreen
Andre De Toth signed a .sevenJ?as been ijinescope recordings of live shows
wih the
ih^ Blati
Till,
Bros. Grand in !„ this
.VPar director ticket with 20th-Pox with
case however, the cost to
Port
Allegany
for
jears,
is
.after settling his pact with Conew affiliates will be.based on the re^
Replaces
lumbia, which had two years to manager oi the house
Bob StaulTer. tiansferred to Blatt lationship of the show's original
run.
live production cost and the' staHis fir.st job at 20th-Pox will be theatre in Corry.
Joseph Zana transferred his Penn tion's population index. Kelly de"Slattery's Hurricane," a William
theatre, West Tarentum, to Thomas clared the affiliates' subscription
Perlberg production. As a result Zainios.
to the; service is volu.ntary, but
.of the new contract, De Toth's
Bob Dunbar, former
sales- pointed out* that the more stations
deal to direct "The Blank Wall" man here who went to
Detroit as using if, the lower would be the
for Walter Wanger was called off. company's branch manager,,
contin^ cost to each.

TOTH

[

,

3
Hollywood, Oct.

.

NBC

i

1

nPPEET SKEDS

Pix

Continued trom pace

Waters

building S,iO 000
theatre at Turtle Lake, Wis, so
that town, which now lias only a
one-day-a-week circuit house, will
have films seven days a week.

,

'

NBC-TV

chase
«-a<jsc

I

I

;

struction of a new film house in
Bella Vista area. East Lo.s Angeles.
Blueprints call for a l,2007sealer,
with building slated to start 'early

i

Virginia IIolTstvoni. new St. Paul
Pioneer Prc^s-Uispatch film critic,
succeeding Jules Steele who re-

I

TAX

LOS ANGELES

MINNEAPOLIS

United Artists Theatres of Califrom Hollywood; W. R. Frank,
circuit owner and producer, says fornia signed contracts for conIn

I

City, did; not reveal immediately
the; contents of the report/ it was
soon learned that one of the sur-

prise Items in the audit was the
large number of embezzlements
from the picture houses.
Controller Tiemann will go before the- Grand' Jury this week to

explain the results of his audit.

PITTSBURGH

;

'

m

I

I

I

..

.

.

I

I

:

.

WB

,

I

'
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He keeps the

actien in character...

THE STAR

makes his getawjty. In
wak« "confusion" reigns

his

. .

background action, however, is
from helter-skelter; the assistant

Tliis
far

director has controlled

it

carefully to

keep it characteristic of the scene.
But handling supporting actors is
only one of many ways the assistant director daily demonstrates his sense of

the dramatic and his organizing

He

is

liaison

man between

skill.

his direaor

cast and crews; He prepares
shooting schedules . . . assigns calls . .
anticipates every need that might arise.

and the

Thus the difference between efficient
making and a film that goes be^
yond its schedule and budget often rests
with him. Yet heavy as his responsibilpicture

lightened not a little by the
performance of a "partner** in
efficiency ^the famous Eastman family
of motion picture films.
ity is, it's

faithfbl

—

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER

4, N. Y.

BRULATOUR/ INC., DISTRIBUTORS
rORT LEi • CHICAGO • HOLLYWOOD

J. E.
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Russ,

p«ig«

j

i

|

when

TOA

SB

ing the .slogan laid down at the
recent Chicago convention of the
group: :'.'If you can't lick 'em,
Join 'em."
Wolfson's committee will' also
swing into a campaign to get pro-

ducers to

although it will run less if Dutch
production increases. The Bond
revamped a suggestion of the Netheriands government to allow 40
over weeks of U. S. pix into one which
na- provides 18 weeks of U.
S. features
in first iialf year and 20 weeks

their films
p.'ut
of their

traileri?.<!

as

television

FIVE-STAR

DC-6
FLAGSHIPS

CHICAGO
hours
Phon» HAvamvyair 6>5000
'«r y«ur trnvsl agent
AirHhei Tsrminat
•

Hotel

New

who, ac-

from Government

by the MPAA chief, it has also
been learned; Contrary to belief he had reached an under^
standing with company prexies
to ban mixed double-billing of
Yank Alms with British before
crossing the Atlantic. His Lon'

cording to foreign division chiefs,
have been too quick to regard films
The inas a "dispensable item."
dustry's burn at the State Dept.
was climaxed by its exclusion from
the Marshall Plan allocations.

officials

Only way

,

widen his toehold on American
screens, they declared, is on aiCom>His product must
petitlve basis,
stack up picture for picture against

.

Confab

I

|

<

find

themselves
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the

Government antitrust

r
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[
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1948.

J. Artliur Hank's strongest enLord Off For 'Tokyo'
.
"Hamlet" (Universal), "The
Hollywood, Oct. 12.
Red Shoes" (Eagle Lion). "Scott
Robert Lord leaves for Japan
of the Antarctic" (EL) and "Chris- Oct. 14 to check backgrounds for
topher Columbus" (U), are slated the Humphrey Bogart
starrer,
to gross over $5,000,000 next year "Tokyo
which Santana
Rose,"
with an estimated net profit to Productions will make for ColumRank of $2,000,000 Which will be bia release.
credited to the U. S. industry.
Lord will be accompanied by
Britain's full schedule of pix in Cyril
Hume^ screenwriter, and
the U. S. may add several millions Jason Lindsay, location scout.

which

tries.

goes before the statutory court
during or immediately after the
Coast huddles will be discussed.
Distribution tangle is in for con
siderable talking with the stress
on recent red ink in which a isum'
ber of companies have recently
found themselvesv Public relations
problem, to the fore again because
of the Robert Mitchum case, will
also help drag out the huddles.
Indicative of the length of the
series of meets is the fact that
Johnston's office has cancelled
speaking
engagements
of
the

>

to this figure.
during second half of year ending
Under the ,U. S.-French agreeAug. 26, 1949.
ment, American remittances have
PORTUGAL: Country has
been fixed at $14,500,000 over the
sharply curtailed ail U. S. imports
next four years, representing liquidue to, scarcity of dollar exchange;
prioi- to
In July import of American films MPAA prexy which he had plan- dation of funds blocked
was temporarily suspended so that ned for Oct. 29 and the first week June 30, 1947. plus .some current
Terms limit American
income.
the exchange situation could be in November.
pix to 121 per year with the quota
canvassed. It was then agreed that
for playing time of domestic prodthe 1948 remittances should be the
uct upped to 10' weeks out of every
.same as in 1947. A total of $600,- Johnston's
Push
26.'
000 was allocated, $534,000 for reSet Oif Fireworks
In Belgium, one of the free marmittances and $66,000 for purchase
ket outposts remaining in Europe,
of raw film.. This is considered a
X,os Angeles, Oct. 12.
good break forHoIlywood since the
Fireworks are expected when U. S. earning.s will hit the $4,000,ba.se year of 1947 was a very profit000 mark next year. Switzerland,
able
one for Hollywood in major company prexies huddle with another free market area, is slated
Eric .Tohnston and studio toppers to return slightly under $2,000,000.
Portugal.
ICELAND: Imports of American Oct. 20-22. Though meeting re- Norway, Holland, Denmark; Swefilms have been curtailed here be- portedly is to cover various phases den and Portugal, all currently imcause of the shortage of dollar of the industry, plus Johnston's re-* posing restrictions of one or anexchange. Films fcom other coun- port of his European negotiations other kind on coin remittances to
tries have also been restricted to a and trip, a big issue is expected to the U. S.. are likely to account for
lesser extent lor the .same rea.son. come when Johnston attempts to another $2,000,000.
Italy, Spain
Several theatres in Reykjavik were take over operations of Ass'n of and Finland have complete bans on
closed for short periods because Motion Picture Producers' Holly- remittances, while the rest of Euno pictures were available for wood organization, and .suggest that rope, behind the "Iron Curtain,"
he be authorized to engage for it are being handled by the Motion
them.
a top calibre Jeader.
Y. Frank Picture Export Assn. because of the
Freeman of Paramoimt, has been peculiar monetary: and political
acting chairman since Byron Price
conditions existing there.

York*f

*—

GEORGE
WRIGHT

—

ORGAN/ST

May

11 hours, 10 minutes

T/cfc*f Off/cffs:

sold'tovBriti^h theatres,

was not an on-the-spot decision

AMPP

LdS ANGELES

ttocktfelhr Center

Yank Filmers

Continued trom page i
under its own power in cording to the Yank spokesmen, is
future deals
the world market,
the reason for Rank's poor grosses
with foreign countries will have to in this country.
be hammered put Without help
Rank can hope to

-

Continued from page 3
quarters for people of modest means.
Complaints of oversentimentality and romantic exaggerations are often heard. U. S.
humor, some say, is not as .subtle
as British humor, but, on the other
hand, U. S. comedians have an
enthusiastic following.
Other countries reported on:
NETHERLANDS: U. S. Is figured
as likely to have between 36 and:
38 weeks playing time a year there
under the plan worked out by
Bioscoop Bond, the film monopoly,

Fosses as tele stations spread out,

Judging from past performances
of the U. S. Stale Department, the
industry now realizes that it has
to travel

domestic product. They conceded
that Universal and Eagle Lion.
Rank's two U. S. releasing outlets,
BriUin and France
faced a severe problem in selling
On the basis of agreements fixed British ,fllms here and tossed a bow
doi) announcement merely iknwith England and France, the two in U's direction for "breq,king its
plemented that decision.
largest markets, the industry is as- back" in trying to line up dates.
sured a minimum of $20,500,000 in Finally, they pointed to the treremittances from these two coun- mendous grosses being rolled up
Britain's allowance of $17,- by "Hamlet" in Boston and New
tries.
Johnston's
000,000 yearly in remittances, how- York currently as proof that a good
Continued from page S
ever, will be increased by the cred- British film will do business in th«
its on the earnings of English pix U. S., citing the Boston date as evl-^
proposed film deals with Russia
American companies dence that the attempted boycott
in the U. S.
and Yugoslavia,
in Bri- hadn't hurt the film's business.
Production problems will also will earn about $30,000,000

living'

f act that the public is shopping
for entertainment, with one amusement, branch vying with all others
for the spending dollar is adding
impetus to the exhib idea of entering video. TOAers .see the need
for self-protection and are follow-

U.

some aces

,

Aussie Remittance

Night sports and other special
events telecast are already hurting
business, exhibs aver, and are expected to cut more deeply into

uation,

upon his return.
Johnston's ukase in London,
early in his trip, that American
pix must be packaged apart

|

the producers, they missed the boat heretofore
with suspicions
«r some of them, may ultimately when they stood by and allowed
throw over theatres in favor, of radio broadcasters and newspapers
selling their product directly to to cop' almost all present channels.
This development Is
television.
thought more liltely in the event
the anti-trust suit culminates in
partial or complete divorcement of
theatres.

S. fllmites will have U. S. companies to exchange the
in bucking the current pounds for dollars in the world
The other Near Eas|
tendency to brush off film Import market.
payments because of the "luxury" countries, Turkey, Iraq, Iran and
"We cooperated with you Syria, have Imposed special Te«
tag.
when your coin was short," the in- strictions on dollar payments for
dustry's argument will run, "and U. S. fllnw.
now we v^'nt you to return to a
normal do, .ars-for-goods basis."

with Russia and Yugoslavia is
conditioned on their consent
Johnston has
to the proposal.
worked out complete details
with the two .countries but has
an understanding with these
governmental bodies that the
final okay must be given first
by the board. He will meet
with the directors to present
the proposed pact Immediately

TOA

TOA

Continned from paee 3

MPAA

S

Bideralion. Another is the estab- tional publicity campaigns. Nationlishment ot a theatre television dis- al Scr^eii Service is also being
feasibility
tribution system for theatres ex- aslced to checic into the
clusively wfhich would handle spe- of making trailers which can be
both shown in theatres and used
cial events of wide interest. Dishad either by distribs over television. At the
tribution could be
stations, rental same time, committee will also ask
through use «rt
completely eliminate reof time over coaxial cables or spe- distribs to
lease to tele of features made for
cial deals made with existing Video
theatrical exhibition.
stations.
Sullivan's checkup into availS"
Suspicious Exhibitors
bility of new ultra-high channels
has been under increasing for theatres is considered timely
pressure by indie members, par- because the FCC is currently conticularly, to launch into a big pro- sidering proposals to move into
gram on video. There is a consid- the higher band where more chanerable indie exhib wing in
nels would be useable. Exhibs feel
that

$45,000,000 Foreign B.O.

Eric Johnston, IVIotion Picture -Ass'n. of America's prexy,
has informed members of the
board that his film deal

Exhibs Invading Tele
Continued from
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tion ai Aofiie, without teiu^liliiK experience.
Modern tested methods, guidauce by OUvert teachers. Used by 78,000 children.
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Start anr time. Write- for
Cost.
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Continued from pate 3 ;
;
celerated by an all-time high being
currently asked and paid for theatre
realty. With construction maFRIEND
terials still ballooning, prospective
.sellers have generally fixed a price
of seven times one year's earnings
*
for flickeries offered to buyer.s.
500 Modern Rooms
"That's a big chunk for anyone
to digest who is moving inj" one exwith both and radio
hib shopper said. "It's too high by
"Foremost on file Coast"
any standard but sellers are getting it nonetheless, Unle-ss it carries with it the real e.state besides
Fifth «f spring * Loi Anqeles
the lease, there may be plenty of
FRANK WALKER, General Manager
failures in the next 10 years."
Formerly it Oltnsfed, Cleveland, O.
Big deals are expected despite
the fact that there is not as much
money around as fast year: For
instance, number of indie circuit
operators have already sounded out
Caivert Scboo!
major companies on the possibility
of buying Government - attacked
comes to you
houses.
The big factor, it's said,
is that theatres which have been
tightly held for many years mu.st
Kifldergarten llirfu{h ninth cnrde
go with a consequent tremendous
• You can give your clilld a sound educn- loosening of the entire realty mar-

CALVERT SCHOOL

>nrrsoii

I

AIRLINES

Tuscany

JANEWYMAN/

1

:

Inc. jAt;o«s mo%.
.ttUf(!ALO,.W.^Y.

resigned.

'

I

Producers here are greatly oppoijed to N. Y., operating the local
organization, whose problems are
different from those of the Motion
Picture Ass'n of America, of which
Johnston is prexy. Johnston wants
to abolish Hollywood authority over
this office, while studio heads arc
determined to circumvent such a
move. They feel that local labor
problems, as well as inter-studio
problems, can't be taken away with
advantage from studio heads and
members of boards or directors

who are

studio
production.

men

familiar with

AMPP

of members of local
a member of MPAA. Stuaren't opposed to bringing
man to replace Byron
Price, who was in charge for over
!a year, but they want a man "who
know^ the business."

None

board
dio

is

men

in a salaried

Hammond

(Ind.) Suit

Vs. 14 Major Distribs

Chicago, Oct. 12.
Peter Poulos, operator of the Ace
Bank credit is tighter because
the retirement of the public debt theatre, Hammond^ Ind., fourthhas been drawing on reserves; All run' nabe, Hied suit In Chi federal
banking associations have been court Friday (8) against 14 major
warning their members to watch distributors, charging them with
loans on realty and that awarenes.s conspiring to monopolize film exwill act as a partial but far from hibition, suppressing competition,
complete bralce ^on theatre transac- and discriminating in rental rates.
He charges that 20-day clearance
tions.
Regardless, insiders are still con- was allowed first-run houses. Parvinced that the next 12 months amount and Partheon; seven-day
will bring on the unprecedented subsequent clearance to Orpheum,
volume of sales. "Construction and 14 day.s' extra time to the
costs are so high and theatres-for- Calumet, after which the Ace was
sale have been so scarce that the allowed to exhibit
buying impulse has built up to an
Operator seeks an injunction and
all-time
high," ' one
observer an order barring waiting time for
films.
summed up.
ket:-'"

Au.ssie

and South America

In Australia, U. S. companies
will earn approximately $3,5Q0i000
representing 70% of the total rev-

enues Down-under, with the Aussies freezing the remainder.
Also
in the Far East,
India, Burma,

Singapore, the Philippines. Siam
and Hong Kong permit free remittances, With U. S. films expected
to earn over $5,000,000 In those
countries.
China, Indo-China and
Burma, have blocked all remit-
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tances.

South America. U. S, film
companies have been belted by
price-fixing and rental regulations
in Brazil which has resulted in a
complete stoppage' of operations
there.
Brazil represented a $6,000,000 market
Another $6,000,.000 market, Mexico, has recently
been slashed to $4,000,000 by the
33% devaluation of the peso. Argentina at the present time per-

THt SHVneTTOS .- MARIE McDONALO
ON ICE STAOE-^"THE BLUE DANUIC'r

In

mits no remittances 'but film imports into that country are continuing until "dollars are made av^tltable by the Argentine Central
Bank." Peru, likewise, has banned
remittances.
Such countries as Peru, Bolivia
and Colombia are restricting U. S.
dollars to a trickle.
The rest of
South and Central America are
free market areas whei'e U. S. companies, will remit from $3,000,000
to $4,000,000 net in the coming

— ROXY'iiv-^
'Slwrl»»

JOAN .HYLOOFT

HOWARD
HAWKS'
IBEiiiiwimt

*n nimiwrsiii
Wi Ml Wlfc

IISIMttll

ENM.KJMMSIK

year.

— RADIO CITY

In thevrest of the world, South
Africa, with

no

restrictions, will re-

mit approximately $2,000,000 to the
U. S.
Palestine has banned the
outflow of gold for pix since the
formation of the I.sraeli government although an early agreement
is expected.
Egypt permits remittances only in sterling, forcing
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Radio Execs,

Ad

Washington, Oct. 12.
first woman member of the FCC, made it plain
week that as far as she's conoemed there will be no radio frequencies wasted. After three months of patient "orientation listening" since she became a commissioner, Miss Hennock lashed out
during proceedings Thursday (7) at railroad company witnesses
figliting a proposed cut in their frequency allotments.
The lady commissioner did some sharp questioning of lawyers
(she is herself one) to find out hpw much radio equipment has
been bought for the frequencies assigned the Mads. When James
G. Blaine, of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas tines, outlined his
company's plans, she retorted: "I'm only interested in the amount
you have spent because you have spent so little on these valuable
frequencies." S)ie added that the roads have been so cautious in
the past in purchasing radio equipment that she feared they may
be as cautious in the future in using the frequencies.
Miss Hennock, prior service, was a member of the New York
law firm of Choate, Mit<;heU & Ely.
^
Frieda Hennock,

On 'Selling' U. S. Economic System
print plans for radio's role in a
year-long campaign the council
wilU launch next month under the
heading of "A Program for a Better Understanding of the Anjeri*
can Economic System.?' The council, as far as radio is Goncerncd, Is:
shooting for 180,000,000 "listener

last

HANNA TO PARIS AS
UNESCO RADIO AIDE
Ithaca, Oct. 12.

Michael R. Hanna, general, manager of the Cornell University sta-

WHCU

tion,

1948

Hie Lady Sbws Her Metde

Council Huddle

The four major networks and:f
the National Assn. of Broadcasters
huddled last Thursday (7) with
the Advertising Council to bluer

:

.

and WHCU-PM, and

a director of the NAB, will go to
Paris late this month as public, re-

Impressions" per month.
lations consultant to the UNESCO
Ted ReppUer, Ad Council prexy, radio program committee.
KLZ'» Director of New«,
briefed the broadcasters. A comAppointed originally to repre^
^
Special Event* \
mittee was named, ' composed of sent American broadcasters at the
Robert Saudek of ABC, Davidson Oct. 23-Nov. 3 meeting in Paris of
A reporter, edlior and a keen
Taylor of CBS, Phillips Carlin of a special mass communications set
Mutual, Ken Dyke of NBC and up by the United Nations Educa- writer witli a sharp sense of the
Introduced use
Harold Fair of the NAB, to plot tional, Social and Cultural Organ- dramatic in news.
of' spot news wire recordings Into
the network participation. They'll ization, the Cornell station man- newscasts in Denver.
meet with George P. Ludlam, ager was elevated to the post of
KUZ, DENVER.
council veepee, and Gordon Kin^ consultant for the international
ney, radio director, to report their Committee at a meeting last week
plans.
in Washington with Julian Huxley,
Council, according to spokes- UNESCO Director General, and
'What a Man'
men, hopes the campaign will officials of the State Department.
Minneapolis, Oct; 12.
shape into its biggest to date.
In this new capacity, Mr. Hanna
Prepped over a two-year period Will advise representatives of radio
WCCO has totted up figures to
by a joint American Assn. of from 18
show- newscaster Cedric Ad_ams
member nations^ of;
Advertising Agencies and Assn. UNESCO in their planning for a
hasn't been exactly idle.
ef National Advertisers committee worldwide, free flow of information
Also maestro of talent show,
headed by Don Belding of Footei as a basic, international movement
Adams in past six months audiCone & Belding, project will Aitil*. for world peace,
tioned 765 amateur acts, traveled
appeared
before
Ize all media (magazines, news-^
24i000 miles,
papers, billboards, car. cards, etc.,
150,000 people in 60 towns and
Combined radio and television broadcast 13 newscasts a week beas well as radio) to explain the
billings may project Philco into the
American economic system, on the
side two half-hour talent sliows.
forefront
of
national
sponsors
next
premise that it "is gravely threat':
Adams also writes six columns
season.
The company,; already a week for Minneapolis. Star and
enpd—'by ignorance."
prominently entrenched in the Minneapolis Sunday Tribune.
Council's thesis Is that "many
AM picture with its approximate
people haven't the faintest idea of
time-talent
$1,500,000
outlay
on
the
what makes our system work or
Bing Ci'osby transcribed show on
how to make it better. They magABC, is particularly gunning for
nify its imperfections and seem
the No. 1 spotlight among adverhlind to its benefits. They decry
tisers
in the TV picture, but withr
the very foundations of the Sysout diminishing its hold in the
tem, which have made this counr
American National Theatre &
.

.

,

SHELDON PETERSON

Tele a Luxury or a Necessity?
Issue in

PhilcoinAM-TV

FCC Radio Frequencies
Washington, Oct. 12.
Reference to television -as a

mere

convenience, or .amuser>
using valuable radio frequencies which should be allocal>
to "necessary services" was;'
vigorously ehallenged last week by
FCC Chairman Wayne Coy.
At hearings Thursday (7) before,

Adams

.

^lurge; Buys

:

Army Buys lOG

-

Wkty.ANTAShow;
Nov. 11

WSAY

ABC Bow

'

Fight With

ANTA

-

:

ANTA

(15)

Week

Hooker Paint

Co.,

through Good- day

kind, Joice ^& Morgan, has bought
26 weeks, of the transcribed "Ted
Lewis Show" for Sunday afternoon airing in Chicago, Yanktown,

MBS

(15)

abo^d^ the -Morgantown

Victory.

During his trip for material for
radio and television shows to be
Show Due to Pressure
produced by Fred. W. Ziv, Oboler
I'ecorded 36 hours of tape and pho"Bone-crushing amount of work" S.' D., and Kalamazoo, Mich.
Show is packaged by Chartoc- tographed several thousands of celBilly Rose took on for awhile
-

five radio stints a week, five news- Colman Productions.paper columns weekly, authorship

ef a book, etc., in addition to running his nightclub and theatre,
not to mention writing songs
Just got to be too much.
So, last
week, he bowed out of his fiver
minute cross-the-board chore on
the Mutual network.
The fadeout coincided with ex-

A

.

.

A

I

Gardner al.so does
Views of the News" on

:

luloid feet in color.

,

sijstaining.

{

J

A

A

;

President Truman'.

who

.

the Commission on allocations for

non-broadcasting servfces; J. M.
Souby of the Assn. of American
Railroads asserted -that an undue
amount of spectrum- space Jiasbeen allotted to entertainment
uses, such as television. He added,
that- radio services used for the
public safety "deserve more con*
sideration
than those
servicef
which are more In the nature of
Conveniences or luxuries^"
Coy, interrupting Souby's testimony, said' television is a "very
important service" which can inform the people of public events
and public issues. "I don't know,
of anything that takes precedence
over an informed citizenry," he
added, "even the Commission being Informed; of the requirements
of radio by the railroads.''
Souby said the railroads need
radio frequencies for safety pur-.poses and that there would be injury to the public interest if their
frequency needs cannot be met;
He said the 60 frequencies which.'
the railroads want, from which
the Commission proposes to take
away 19 for lack of insufficient
use, amounts to little more than
half a single television channel.
One video channel, he pointed
out, takes in six mo and the 60
frequencies the railroads desire

'

'

:

:

;

-

S.

Supreme court yesterday

(11) refused to review a request
of the Federal Broadcasting System (WSAY, Rochester, N. Y.)
that the tribunal step into tlie station's treble damage suit against

ABC webs.
has been unsuccessfully

Mutual and

WSAY

suing them for violation of the
Sherman act because they stopped
|

feeding their programs to the
Rochester independent outle^.

WSAY

Both webs offered
affiliation but it refused, preferring to

buy the programs on

its

-

.

amount to

8.6 mC:
"It should certainly
hesitate," he told the

own terms.

-

make

you.

Later, when other stations "came
FCC Cominto Rochester* the two webs ac- missioners, "to take action in this
quired affiliates and ceased offer- case, based on such wholly specing any of their shows to WSAY. ulative considerations as the progr
Station contends that the nets have
(Continued on page 36)
cut it off from shows, and that

networks violate the Sherman Act
by cutting off independent stations

Granik's
from national advertisers.
WSAY was attacking the entire

Torum' Back

On Mutual With Sponsor

fundamental structure of the net-

work

affiliation system.
The af-system .w«s upheld by the
whose ruling tlie high
court yesterday refused to review.

For 12 Key Markets

filiate

circuit court,

Theodore Granik's "AmericanForum of the Air' floes back on the
Mutual network next Tuesday (19)
-

Lorena Danker's

at 10 p.m., with sponsorship in 12
leading cities by Universal Car^^
loading
Distributing Co., carriers
of freight and household goods.
Program will simultaneously be
available to selected sponsors in
other cities fed hy the net. Faymond Spector, New York ageniey:

Powwow

At Lever Bros. Mass.

<

"1948 Victory Song," brought on:
disk jockey
twiried"Now Is the Time to Fall In Love
1.
potatoes are cheaper," etc., \yhich he interrupted to describe
as out-of-date in these high-price' days..
Lodi, N. J., housewife, who told liow the whole family had
2.
to get jobs to bring in enough inoney to live.
3.
"giveaway" in which a "booby prize" was awarded to Sen.
Kenneth S. Wherry for "doing the most to knock out OPA." His
prize was "a conducted tour through the nearest butcher shop."
4.
"mystery tune" (which was "Why Was I Born?"y to which
clues were given— it came out in the depth of the depression, when
breadlines were long, etc;
5. The "ghost of the Republican 80th Congress" (In an echo
chamber) which wailed its sins and was told to "go haunt Dewey."
At the windupi Mrs. Indie Edwards, exec director; of the Demo
women's division, made a direct bid for the feminine vote for
.

turned them down. He'll devote

with Danton Walker.

.

The Democrats may not be matching the Republicans in air-time
came up Monday (11) with the most novel radio

coin, but they

himself,
aside
from occasional
cuestshots in air shows, to publicizing his book, which is due .oif
the press Oct. 25.
Mutual time slot, 8:55-9 p.m.,
was handed over Monday (11) to|
Hy Gardner, who'll do anecdotes
based on current news. Spot is r

"Twin

.

pitch in election campaign history. Dems took over ABC's 3:45-4
p;m. segment on a three-a-week basis "from here in" to woo the
femme vote with a stanza which pulls most of the standard gimmicks out of the programming bag.
Titled "The Democratic Record Show," series has been, put together by the Democratic National Committee's campaign agency,
Warwick & Legler. Sctipters were Don Gibbs and Allen Hinley.
Initialer on Monday, after opening with ^'Missouri. Waltz" as the

piration of his year's contract, under which he was bankrolled by
Semler. He was getting $3,000 a
week for the stint and the next
option called for a hike to $5,000.
But he decided he wanted to ease
up the grind, he said, and asked
Semler to let him cancel.
(He
recently also cut his five-a-week
columning chore to three.
Rose said Music Corp. has made
him several radio offers, but he

now

.

Dems Woo Femmes With Disk Jockey

.

MBS

.

Webs

Washington, Oct. 12.
U.

'

;

I

By

.

,

5G

Nixed

Highest Court In

Academy has

i

Up, Billy Rose Ankles

-

:

strictly audio- medium, which also
just signed a deal
embraces several transcribed sefor a weekly serifes of radio shows
ries, for Philco dealers.
to be sponsored by the U. S. Army
In addition to its top-budgeted
and Air Fo^ce Recruiting Services. "Philco Television
Playhouse" on
Pact was negotiated through GardNBC-TV Sunday nights, tlie outfit
ner agency and represents the
is planning a new video series
Army's biggest single network
after the first of the year built
splurge to date. (During the past
Paul. Whiteman and -a teenyea r it has sponsored approxi- around
age-slanted format. This 'is headed
mately a dozen other network
for an ABC-TV projection. (The
airers.)
that
ifact
the Philco TV station in
Bowles, FC&B, J. Walter Thorap^
Show will carry a $10,000 weekeon and Young & Rubicam, al- ly budget, it's understood, with Philly is an NBC affiliate clinched
ready have promised to buy space ANTA guaranteed a minimum of the "Playhouse" iSeries for that
network.)
for ads over their own names.
$2,500 a week. Program is slated;
In addition, Philco is practically
While the radio campaign isn't to preem Nov. 11. (Armistice Day)
formatted as yet beyond allocation in the 7:30 to 8 p.m. Tliursday underwriting all the TV preems
around the country that tie in with
«f spot announcements to both re- segment on ABC*
the
ABC network. Last Saturday's
gional and national webs, for use
John Houseman" will direct the
on both commercial and sustaining series, pinchhitting for Earle Mc- (9) WXYZ-TV opening in Detroit,
ehows, the council said it had been: Gill, who has-been: hospitalized. for example, was highlighted by a
a.(:'.sured
by the nets that they'll Howard TeichnTann will write and talent array headed by Georgie
brtild full-length shows which will produce, with
to recruit top Price, tlie Ilartmanns and Paul
be "dramatized explanations" of talent weekly for a' variety-slanted Whiteman, with Philco picking up
tho American system.
format. Nathan KroU will: provide the $7,500 talent tab.
Similarly, both the Los Angeles
Non-affiliated stations are ex- the music.
\
pected to work out a plan of coop-r
Aline MacMahon will be the liai- and San Francisco TV preems for
ABG will probably be marked by
eratlon via NAB.- No specific plans son: between- the Army and
have been made for employing in lining up the weekly talent, Pbilco-sponsored productions.
television, although it's believed wi''.i Roland Martini of the Gardthat both networks and advertisers ner agency and agent Ted Ashley
In this medium will work out TV arranging the final pacting.
ObolerDueinFri.
plugs for the campaign.
Arch Oboler, winding up his
Hooker's Ted Lewis Buy
eight-month safari through South
Chicago, Oct. 12.
Africa, arrives in New York FriWith
a
Coining

try great."
WMle dollar figures aren't yet
available on the value of the space
and time to be devoted to the
drive, it's apparent that the total
will run into the hundreds of
dollars.
General
of
thousands
Electric and General Foods, for
Instance, will each put $100,000
worth of space behind the- campaign. Four agencies-^Benton >&

fid

Up

'Premiere Shows'

-

nient"

&

HQ

Cambridge, Mass., Oct. 12.
^.Lorena Danker broke a Lever
Bros, tradition when she visited
the executive, dining room of Lev^r
House by being the only femme to handles the Universal account.
Forum has had one previous
have dined there with the execU'^
Under its
tive personnel. It was her first visit sponsor, Pilot Tuner.
to the HQ although long associated new sponsor; the program will have
with the J. Walter Thompson two institution-type commercials at
agency, which handles Levers' Lux, beginning and end of tlie 30-minute
period. Time has been purchased
among other products.
Widow of Danny Danker, who in New York, Chicago, Philadelhandled the Hollywood exploita- phia, Los Angeles, Boston, Detroit,
tion contacts for Lux, she was Cleveland, Washington, San Frangiven the opportunity to carry on cisco, Seattle, Spokane and Denver.
Granik has changed the format
in the same field and has proved
herself through the years to the of "Forum," which henceforth wl)l
degree that Charles Luckman, prez be completely spontaneous, with
of Lever Bros., invited Mrs, Danker questions from the audience an into visit the Cambridge headquar- tegral part of the program. Also,
ters.
Luckman regretted inability there will be only two instead of
to personally welcome her, how^ four speakers, usually mem bers of
ever,
through being called to Congress, plus Granik as modEurope. She returned to the Coast erator.
Next Tuesday's "ForunV will
over the weekend.
have Sen. Howard .1. McGrath ef
Rhode Island, and Rep. Hugh D.
KUOM'S FORUM SERIES
Scott, Jr., of Pennsylvania, ChairMinneapolis, Oct. 12.
men respectively of the Democratic
KUOM, Univ. of Minnesota sta- and Republican
National Committion, ha.s launched a weekly halftees,
speaking on the subject:
hour radio lorum, at 1 p.m.Tliur.s- "Truman
or Dewey?"
Program
days,
devoted to discussion of will originate at the
Mutual Longworld issues.
acre theatre, N. Y.
-
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JACKPOTS JACK UP COMEDIANS
b Ikre a Philosoplier in Ae House?
letter to

Writers Guild Poised for Strike

FULL PREMIERES

Louis N. Brockway, exec veepee of Young & Rubicam and member of the three-man agency committee which has been joiisting
for months with.' the Radio Writers Guild, tossed in this aside
Monday (11) on the agencies' latest—and perhaps final pre-strike—

KEENEST

RWG:,

"Most daytime radio stories, which the Guild members write so
ably, usually have a Character who is a kindly philosopher. The
function of this character seems to be to bring together the quarreling lovers, untangle tangled domestic situations, raise the money
to pay off the mortgage, and generally to restore conditions to
normal when they go too far afield.
"We have no philosopher, kindly or otherwise, in the agencvRWG drama, which seems to have reached an Impasse. Lackmg
it, we would like everyone to take a look at the situation to .see if
il really needs to be as bad as it appears.
That is the purpose of

Vs.

IN YRS.

By GEORGE ROSEN

Scripters Take Vote Tonight (Wed.)

Return to the airlanes of the'
major erop, of comics and bigtime

By DICK

'

radio personalities over the past
10 days (Bing Crosby, Al Jolson,
Fred Allen, Edgar, 'Bergen,- Fibber
Molly, Jack Benny^ Amo£ 'n'.Andy, et al) has brought in ,lt.<i

Hope on

wake

a

new and keener

appraisal!
of fundamental, radio, values.

Throughout the trade there was
widespread comment, based on a

,

.

week

serious giveaway op"
has served as muchneeded stimulant in taking the

in Sun. Night Dike

"old reliables" out of their lethargy.

Now

that

Take the Crew, Too

run

their

for

would result

$25,000

weekly budgets.
NBC pi'exy Niles Trammelli It's
learned, has personally approached
the Sunday NBC advertisers in a
bid to enlist their cooperation in

;

'

in

Boeing receiv-

ing $75,000 worth of time on
the show, pointed out that BoeIng: planes were hardly the
type for a giveaway, in that
they require a crew of at least
five and cost from $600,000 to

ing.

While in some qu.arters

It's

Bing Coin linked

Sun. 8 to 9 Boxscore
Witli

of

Battle

the

To

the

'49

Teeoff Of

Hoopers on in earnest,; now
that on the fall shows have
pi'e'emed, chief trade interest

TranscripticMi Net

(enters on the Edgar BergenFred Allen competition vs.
Music."
the
ABC's
"Stop
Here's the scorecard on the'

On

hand, Allen snared 12.5 in
contrast to "Music" 16.1 average for the 8:30-9 period.

been reported that

NBC

ing the sponsors, for a slush fund,
.

to be

NBC coin, to
listening public, this

matched by

bombard the

HWG

comedy

.

has been denied by web execs.
Thus far the campaign is being
directed toward a continuing barrage of station breaks hammering
away at a "stay tuned" technique,
.with one show plugging another,
and with a liberal dosage al.so assigned to the network's Sunday
afternoon sustaining roster.
Meanwhile, the web is' alerting
the affiliates to the promotional
eampaign aimed at attracting both
Sunday night and Wednesday night
listeners. (Chief target Of the Wednesday drive is ABC's sock cornsedy lineup.)

and-out commercial plug on the
program, and is asking none. In
something of a precedent has
been established in the fact that
there is no announcer assigned to
the show. Instead, if and When
Standard Oil is mentioned, it's to
be done by Taylor, who has complete control over the copy that's
handed to him weekly by the SO
agency, Marschalk & Pratt.

fact,

Okay Due Today

-

'

On KQW-WTOP

,

.

:

WCBS.

Farmers

to

Omaha,

Oct. 12.
Its already,

WOW

I

!

I

l

with 11.3 and "Winner Take AH" Italy. Members of the lour will
with U.3.
Arthur Godfrey's have an opportunity of living with
7-30 a.m. seg and Harry Cldrk's farmers in their homes from one
7-45 news (WCBSi topped all day- Uo three days
Tour is personally directed by
timcis with a 6.7 each.
Biggest rating of the ,month, Mai Hansen, WOW's farm director,
however, uas racked up by the Todate, 15 farmers have enrolled.
WHN-WMCA weekend airing of More than a dozen others will go
Brooklyn vs. Giants, for a 17.4.
along.

'

'

,

•

;

.

|
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Morris

CBS Quizzer

For a Suspense Format

;

I
'

'

of,

Shenfleld, as

is."

They pointed

out:

"We have

of-

(Continued On page 38)

Everyhody Loves

Daytime Radio
Prospect developed this week
WOR, N. Y., will offer a
Gabriel Heatter-Bing Grosby..Kat«
that

Smith midday parley, V,icuum
Foods Corp., for which Crosby is
propping a 15-minute cross-the-r
board transcribed show, is talking
a deal with the Mutual key station
to slot the Groaner's disk (his owA) '
and gab stanza at 11:45 a.m., between Heatter's "Mailbag" and
Miss Smith's "Speaks," both Mu^

tual co-ops.

Crosby program, plugging MinMaid quick-frozen orango
juice, is to be placed with six to
nine outlets in major markets, as
a starter, with more to be added
as distribution of the product Is
expanded. Show's teeoff tentatively is slated around Nov. 15.
Crosby is a member ot the board
of directors of Vacuum Foods,
ute

Philip Morris and its agency,
Milton Biow, are now coming
around, at least part way, to CBS'
thinking concerning the Friday
night 10-10:30 slot which fpllows
the new "Ford Theatre'! series.
CBS lias been anxious to yank Amer. Petroleum Co.
SET
jthe Phil Baker "Ever.ybody Wins"
Hollywood, Oct. 12.
.show out of the period and install
Likes "You Are There*
Crosby and Eogle Kadio Produc- a dramatic Stanza for back-to-back
Deal is in the works for Ameritions have inked a package deal slotting with the Ford showcase,
for a .series radio mystery yarns in hopes of creating a parlay can Petroleum Co. to pick up tho
by the nation's top whodunit which might pay off as "Lux Ra- tab on the Sunday afternoon CBSwriters.
dio Theatre" and "Screen Guild produced '"You Are There" dramDeal with Mystery Writers of Players" did on Mondays.
atic
show. Formerly known as
America calls for production on
Philip Morris is now planning "CBS li) There.-' program during
ABC of a series modeled after on -dropping the quiz show (al- its su.staining regime has won critthough- Jack Paar may go in for ical kudos for its reenactment of
This Is My Best." They're no
scouting for an emcee, and plai 'an
interim
period
after
Phil top historical evenls,
teeing off layout this winter. It' .Baker's contract runs out the end
Sponsorship will entail about
G&F produced- of thisi month), and putting in a $500,000 annua! time and talent
a five-year
"Ma Perkins," "Aunt Mary" and .dramatic stanza. But ifWiU have .outlay. Agency is Sulliv•an^ Staufia suspense format, with guestars.- fer, Colwell & Bayles.
for networks.
"f*^-

WHODUNIT WRITERS
PACKAGE
FOR ABC

'

Philip

Will Ditch

$1,000,000.

Further-, developing
Despite early fall returns of bigtime network stanzas, jacfcpotters big farm service department.
picked off five of the Top- Ten announces it will sponsor a farm^
spots in Pulse's new evening poll ers' tour of Europe In which a niinof the N. Y. metropolitan area imum of 25 midwest farmers will
study agricultural conditions at
listening.
"Stop the Music" was on top first-hand in eight countries,
Tour's set to leave New York via
with a 15.7, "Break the Bank"
second with
15.3
and Walter Air France on Nov. 16 and return a
Wiiichell third with 14.0.
Also month later after vLsitlng France,
in tlie money were "Strike It England, Denmark; Holland. BelRich'.' with 12.7, "Hit the Jackpot" igium, Switzerland, I/jxemburg and
_

deal is understood to
involve acquisition by the Post o'f
CBS' D.C. television application.
Post will have to unload its
WINX, but" may keep WINX-FM.
acquisition is
It's said the
costing the Post in the vicinity of

WTOP

8-Country Aggie Stud)^

How New Yorkers Rate 'Em

Looks like

WTOP

Europe For

&

even

,

,

:

will not

be institutional, with only a casual, infoi'mal reference to Standard
Oil Co. (N.J.) if Taylor considers
the item of public interest.
Taylor has agreed to toss off the
casual mention, but only if the copy
doesn't project him as a salesman.
Agency originally conceived the
idea of working in a commercial
every few weeks or so, but this
was nixed on the theory that its
sudden intrusion after a lapse
might offend listeners.

KQW

lidwest

Doherty, Clifford

"Commercials,'' should they turn

up on the program,

.

;

Rubicam; Chester MacCracken

altemate for Len Bush of Compton, and David Stewart of Kenyon
& Eckhardt, as alternate for
Walter Craig of Benton &; Bowles,
the agencies professed puzzlement
at "what the status of things really

'

Taylor, in turn, is privileged to
nix the copy if he. considers it "too
pluggy,'' or he can rewrite it, edit
it, censor, it, or decide to scrap it
altogether,

-

.

:

>

.

was woo-

-

Meantime, RWG drafted a letter
to independent producers and to
an estimated 65 agencies not included in the group .with which
the guild has been maneuvering
for months, giving them an oppor-

tunity of signing a "letter of adherence" prior to Oct. 22. Failing
such action, it was indicated^ '
they'll be included on the receiving end of the strike.
Sponsorship by Standard Oil Co.
Also, it was disclosed, that na(NJ.) ot the New York Philhar- tional
prexy Erik Barnouw
monic Orchestra- concerts on CBS, is unopposed and certain of r»i>
which got under: way .last Sunday.: election in balloting now "under
(10), represents perhaps the most way. Fact that his nominatipn was
unusual "commercial" deal that's unanimous among the regionals is
ever been pacted.
;
interpreted as a vote of full conCompany is laying $1,250,000 a fidence by the -members in th«
year on the line, for the symph fight he has led for a deal with tbo
pickup, which includes a CBS^ agencies,,,
produced intermission period feaAgencies came back Monday (11)
turing Deems Taylor and student with what amounted, for all intent
musicians from various parts of the and purposes, to their final offer
country.
to RWG, In a letter signed by
Yet Standard Oil gets no out- Louis N. 3rockway nf Young •&

into the fold.
Some 75 to 100 Mutual outlets;
among others, are said already to
Washington, Oct. 12.
have been inked to tentative afFCC, it's learned, has on the
filiations by two representatives,
agenda of its executive-, session
currently touring the country in
tomorrow (Wed.) approval of CBS'
behalf of the proposed web.sale of 55% interest in WTOP,
Trade hears that the operation, Washington, to the Washington
jointly financed by the Crosby
Post. The approving action is exFoundation and the. Chemical Na- pected to be: announced later this
tional Bank, is offering a. minweek.
imum pt five and' a quarter hours
Simultaneously, the Commission:
of commercial time weekly as a
is expected to approve CBS' purstarter, provided 300 stations can
chase- of the remaining -55% interbe lined up.
est of Brunton Bros; in KQW, San
Programs would include, these Francisco, giving the web full
sources say, a Crosby stanza, spon^ ownership of the 50k w station. It's
sored by Phllco, his current bank- reported CBS has earmarked $600,-^
roller on ABC; Whether this would
under new
000 to build up
be the same show or a separate management of Arthur Hull Hayes,
one, howevef, isn't, known.,
now topkick of the N.Y. flagship,

the other

'

A Coml-less Coml.

|

Hollywood, Oct. 12.
Bing Crosby's, coin reportedly is
behind a new and apparently as
unnamed transcription network
which is being prepped for « September, 1949, teeoff— If the promoters can get at least 300 stalions

.

,

Orch Sponsorship

(Continued on page 38)

,

the half-hour.

Standard Oil (NJ.)

brushoff last season, when it was
generally accepted that they only
had themselves to blame for the
public's growing indifference;, that
the dialer's falling in with the
giveaway formula was as much a
protest over the year-in-year-out

yet

Holly-

^

I

initial (Oct. 3) tallies:

Bergen out-Hoopered ABC's
"Music" for the 8-8:30 sequence; the comedian pulling
down a 14.9 as opposed to the
givea way's 13.1 average for

I

and

ing Agencies. But the two sides
came not a bit nearer a lAeeting

comics have at last taken hold of
themselves in combatting the competition from the giveaways" popf
ular appeal. For it's recalled that
many of the top Hooperated funr
ny boys were getting the critical

network's Jack Benny-Phil HarrisEdgar Bergen-Fred Allen sequenc-

Chicago

of minds.

stanzas stems primarily from an
appreciation of the fact that the.

$1,500,000.

an all-out promotional campaign
designed to put the accent on the

RWG

The past week brought another
exchange of letters between tlio
Guild negotiators and the committee representing about 18 agencies
in the American Assn. of Advertis-

"ridiculous."

.

the "refurbished

brace
:

York,

cities.

i

Advertising manager Carl
Cleveland,/ in answer to the
claim that the gift of a plane

ABC's "Stop the Music," which is
giving both Edgar Bergen and Fred
a

-

Seattle, Oct.- 12.
Boeing Airplane Co. in
Seattle was surprised last week
to receive a request from
the merchandising director of
ABCs "Stop the Music" for
an airplane to use for a giveaway on the program.

comes from CBS'
course,
of
acquisition of Amos *n' Andy, now
competing for audience pull with
the Phil Harris-Alice Paye Rexall
show in the 7:30-8 p.m. slot, and
Allen

In generally appraising the flock
of top-budgeted premieres, it's the
opinion " of the keener trade -oh-^
servers that not in a dozen years
has a 'season's Intro been attended
by such punchy: and zingy stanzas
as those which took the wraps off
the '48-49 season.
In many instances the return of.
the established comics was marked
by drastic revamping of their'
shows> in practically all Instances
to the good. Others, though still
showing their old format, revealed
tigher
through
awareness,
an
:scripting and in the overall handling of their programs of the
need to respark. their efforts;
The present tenjjency to em-

NBC's Sunday nights

"Iron Gurtain'V two*our comedy
parlay has been penetrated, after
'practically having the Hooper field
to itself over the past decade or
Eo; the web chieftains are making
no bones, over their anxiety. The
two-pronged brunt of opposition,

a

strategists aren't disclosing the date, but they say it
will come "very soon'- after to^
night's regional membership .-meetr,
ings in the three key- origination

:

position

I

New
wood.

will work it into his program.
Hope spoke highly of the
Allen opening poke at giveaways, but he added "How'll
people find out about the gags
if they- continue to listen to the
giveaways?"
Hope term e d giveaways

which the

i

Hooper Holes

.

-

last-minute, tmexpected
will
writers
the
development,
strike within' a matter of days in
there's

,

of intense listening as radio's
talent displayed its newest
wares,. 'concerning th^ manner in

top

Enlists Sponsors to Plug

DOAN

The long-drawn-out battle between the advertising agencies and
the Radio Writers Guild comes to
a head tonight (Wed.). Unless

Allen's Side

Cleveland, Oct. 12.
Boh Hope, plans to continue
poking fun at -giveaway showsj
In town to view his- Indians
take over the Braves in the
World Series classic, Hope disclosed that as often as a gag
incident ariseSi pertaining to
the giveaway craze, his writers

&

our latest letter to the guild."

TrammeD

Ad Agencies, Indie Packagers;

'

V ANDYGoiden,
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DUFFI'S TAVERN

N. T.

Charles With Ed Gardner, Charlie Cantor,
Eddie Green, Flarenoe Halop,
CArreU, Eddie Green, Lou Lttt)ln>
Clifton Webb, cuest; Rod O'ConGrneitine Wade, Jeff Alexander
nor, announcer; Matty Malneck
orch; Art Gilmore, John Lake,
:.orch,.
announcers
.
,
^
£.
Writers:
Gardner, Vin Borart,
Writers: Robert Ross, Joseph
Larry Rhine> Bob Schiller, Phil
Connelly. Nate Mosher
Sharp,. Lou Grant, Morry FreedMiddleton
Glenn
Producer:
man, Bill Freedman
SO Mins.; Sun., 7:30 p.m. (EST)
Producer-director: Tony Stanford
LEVER BROS.
30 Mins.; Wed., 9 p.m. (EST)
CBS, from Hollywood
BRISTOL-MYERS
(Ruthrauij & Rvan)
CBS' newly acquired $2,000,000 NBC, from Hollywood

TFith

•

"baby"—Amos

Andy—preemed

'n

(YouTij;

&

Ed Gardner

is

.

Sunday night

last

.,

'

:

Rttbicam)

,

•

^

:

—

.

.

rell

the King's English r come off as
happily as they do is' not too sur-

themselves iinaled their preem
with a plea to listeners
the Sunday
A & A Tues-

CBS show

prising, in view of Gardner's imposing stable of writers. Gardner
tune-in was some- got his chow-joint shenanigans off
day night
thing of years standing). For the to a: par start last week: He was
lirge friends to get
night CBS habit (the

NBC

an; "expectant millionaire" and
Clifton Webb, guesting, was his
''bum's gentleman" in a plot to
woo and win a rich (he thought),
if homely femme he met at a summer resort. Sequence was good for
a nice quota of laughs, despite
some reliance on old jokes and
obvious payoff lines,
Gardner has been keeping a
Hooperful percentage of dialers
bemused with this act for several
years now. It remains to be seen

opposition is going to be plenty
tough.
,
, ^,
Granted that Sunday nights
&
stanza was strictly in the
groove! that the attempts of Amos
to g6t Andy "nuptialated in holy
deadlock" added up to the kind of
& A into
comedy that's projected
the Hooper bigtime—the fact remains that other serious factors
must be considered.
It's axiomatic in radio today that
"it's not only how good your show
Thus,
is, but where it's spotted?"
the competition from a Phil Harris
comedy stanza that's paid off
rating-wise on its own merits, but
also has the enviable between,

A

A

A

Thus, the

whirl
under
tutelage, and there's a warm, relaxed quality about the whole ses^
sion;
certainly last Sunday the
kids knew how to handle themselves. 'There was humor and eagerness; a plug for their own states'
bid for recognition in the musical
sphere, an overall capsule summation, of the bigtime that "musicians
aren't high hat or stuffed shirts"^
and even a giveaway gimmick,
with each of the students exiting
with a Columbia Long-Playing
turntable and a dozen of the LP

they start pulling in
chips. The trade will be watching
the A & A vs. Harris ratings with CANADIAN CAVALCADE
something more than passive inter- With Mart Kenney orch, Norma
Locke. Roy Roberts, Bordenalres
est.
cliorus, guest stars and interGosden and Correll, for their
viewees; Herb May, Cy Mack,
Own part, are delivering to CBS a
announcers
package that remains surefire, with
the Kingfish delineation and as- Writers: Ernie Edge, Kay Edge
sorted characters retaining a fresh- News Editors: Gerald Bron^. Bill
Shields
ness. No smaU factor is the writing on the show, which over the Producer: Ral Purdy
East three years, in particular, has 30 Mins.; Tues., 8:30 p.m. (EST)
BORDEN'S
it a high comedy level.
Rinso commercial ("put sunshine CBC, from Toronto

disks.'-

Dimitri Mltropoulos 'conducted
the symph on the initial stanza
with some pretty flawless readings
of the Bach-Respighi "Prelude and
Fugue in D major," the Brahms
First, the Richard Strauss ''Don

(Young

& Rubicam)

TRUMAN

first of its third season's 32series with a hangup melange
of music, song and drama that has
("Timber Valley")
marked this Rai Purdy production
Bemie
With
Braden,
Mona smce its inception. Series is carO'Hearn, Dick Nelson, Mavor;ried by 32 stations of the CBC
Moore, -Bob Christie, Brenda Trans-Cartada network
Sidey, Larry McCance, Doug
There is no change in -previous
Master. Lucio Agostini orch., seasonte format and none necesDorothy Alt, Lome Greene, nar-. sary. Mart Kenney's orch is back
rator; Herb May, Alan McFee, with Norma Locke, Roy Roberts
announcers
and the Bordenaires'; chorus for
Writer: True Boardman.
the vocal chores; and the guestar
Producer: Howard Milsom
rbuline has been retained. The
30 Min.: Wed., 9:30 p.m. (EST)
spine-tingling drama comes from
TXJCKETT'S TOBACCO
the interviewees on Borden's "magCBC, from Toronto
azine of the air," thanks to the
(MacLaren)
herculean efforts of the news staff
This is the fifth season

week

i

"Buckingham
Tlieatre,"
w
Howard Milsom also in for that

week

to put on atopgrade dramatic
production
on behalf of the

United Jewish Appeal campaigni
with Mutual turning over the Wednesday night at 10 web facilities
for the occasion.

Mercedes

gram added further to a listener's
announcement that

more

McCambridge,

'

CHICAGO THEATRE OF THE AIR
With Nancy Carr, Bruce Foote and
Ruth Slater as soloists: dramatic cast of Muriel Bremner,
Sondra Gall, Everett Clark, John
Barclay, Norman Gottschalk and
Carl Kroenke; 12-voice chorus
directed by Robert Trcndler,
Henry Weber orch; Lee Bennett,
announcer
Producer: Marlon Claire
Writer-director: Jack LaFrande
60 Mins.; Sat.. 8 p.m. (CST)
-
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True Board-

adaptation of a Grover Jones
story, follows the Usual Buckingham formula of action-packed
drama and love conflict played at
top speed and for sohd production
values. Relating the battle between
tycoon
seeking to seize
a lumber
•
-„
1,
*•
V,
a
the
timber
rights ofr the
valley
dwpllpr<!
thf 30-mInute
an-miniitp meller
meiiov
dwellers,
the
makse no cerebral demands on the
makes no cersbral demands on the
for the series consistent popularity.
Scripting is vigorous and competent, despite rubber-stamp, plot
development, complete with log
Jam, rival camp fights, dynamiting,

I
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etc.
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Opening and musical bridges
are well handled by Luclo Agosorch, plus backgrounding
singing commercials of Dorothy
Alt. Institutional plugs for cigarets
And pipe tobacco are concise and
non-intrusive. Whole production is
/Siarked by high standard in acting
and announce commitments, plus
other departments, for excellent

'

tlni's

/

i

McStay.

int™e^he"^^

!qS^

j

.

.

listener results.

j

act-

appeal with
prominently identified with day- actors' fees (on all the "Screen
time radio,, and Arnold Moss were Guild Players" programs) would
be turned over to the Motion Picture Relief Fund, for aged, inBron.
digent actors.

'

•

.

personalities

talented radio
joined forces last

slick,

:

:

a

group of

\

;

"Timber Valley,"

A

charac-

and

while Stewart and O'Brien, and
Richard Conte as the imprisoned
man, gave it the needed punch.
Wilbur Hatch and orchestra added
some vivid music for good background.
Camel commercial plugs were
brief and snappy, In keeping with
the program, lo register well. Pro-

ing,

:

tenure as producer-director of this
top commercial series of weekly
dramas. Runs 39 weeks seasonally
and, is carried over the Dominion
network of the CBC, plus supplenientary independentsi for a total
of 44 stations.
Series is popular with Canadian
script-writers as a regular commercial market for radio originals and
adaptation?, with some 70% of the
material Canadian-written. The 39
weeks are also a boon to Canadian
acting talent

man

taut dialog and clipped
terizations suited the story

UNITED JEWISH APPEAL
Mutual^ from New York

Sustaining
Mutual. From Chicago
As cultural and promotional burgeoning of the Chicago Tribune via
its station, WGN,: this show is the
most expensive sustainer in Chi
ILGWU CAMPAIGN COMMITradio; It also has the distinction of
TEE
THE BRIGHTER DAY
being two shows papkaged as one.
ABC from Hollj'wood, Toledo
With Margaret Draper, Bill Smith, The first quarter-hour
'F.urratm P'eitier)
:
„
is reserved
Pat Hosley, John Raby; narrator, for commentaries of Col. Robert R.
This 15»miniite program last
Ron Rawson; organist, Bill McCormick, the Trib's publisher.
Thursday (7) was the first of a fourMeedcr; announcer, Lcn Sterling Remaining time goes to pocketweek series being sponsored by an
size operettas and grand operas,
election campaign committee set up Writer: Orin Tovrov
the latter in English.
by the International Ladies Gar- Producer: Pat Bowman
litieht Workers Union. The ihitialer Director: Arthur Hanna
priml's "Vagabond King" served
15
Mins,;
Mon.
thru *
as the ninth year opener (9),: with
10:45 a.m. (EST)
Col. McCormick doing a leisurely
PROCTER & GAMBLE
recap of advances in broadcasting
to cancel at: the: last moment NBC, from New York
ismce Chi Theatre bowed in l940.
nounced her own numbers, was had
(ghe's .'expectin:
.(she's
exDerfinP)
-imrRnM^VT^H
expecungi and
iPancer.-'Fiti^
The musical portioil focused on
Bogart had
Sainple )
guest on new season's opener and
«
With the demise of "Joyce Jor- faves, clipping off about half of the
sang
"^"'^
two
^'P^^^' ^'^
Scottish
folk-sonis"
member
himself, Bogart told dan, M.D." as' of Friday (8), Proc- score as' written. Chorus and solo"Road to the Isles " at start nf
ter & Gamble has come up with ists were good, as was the orch
prolitl-afd^'iti^e
'^.'^^^r^^. a new soaper, "The Brighter Day, with Henry Weber in expert batoncloser, both to solid response from
studio audience. MartvKenney orch Then he introduced Secretary of to supplant it. In a logical effort
teed off with rousing performance Labor Maurice C. iTobin, who to cushion the shock of the change
Several dramatic scenes were
of "Rise and Shine," Miss Law- spoke from Toledo.
upon 'Jordan" devotees, several compressed to the vanishing point
Series, ..supervtsed
rence leading into the interview
characters of the "Day" strip were and scene-setting got to be bit-andwith Commander John C. Reid of Novik, radio consultant to the introduced several weeks ago.
miss in the race against time. Diathe Canadian aircraft-carrier ILGWU, .'Will d6ntln,ue this smart
A typical organ intro preceded 'oe ranged from the lofty bromide
of
popular
Magnificent,", which has just re- comhoing
showbiz the unveiling of the Dennis family. to the quaint medievalism, "Let's
turned from air and naval exer- name^ ^vith leading Demo figures.
A story of human hearts like Set those lousy rats." Although
Highlight, oh the;thlrd sequence, yours and mine,"
cises in the Arctic.
intoned narrator 'he 45-minute rubdown is touted as
He was followed by Commander will be ;the pairingv of Tallulah Ron Raw.son. As written by Orin
streamlined .improvement that
Bankhead ^ith President Truman. Tovrov, who also authors
John Bohme of "H,M.S, Ontario
off the fat, lots of the flesh
"Ma
Interesting, come HOoper Perkins," this tearjerker
flagship of the Canadian fleet in i^^ l'
kicked Soes too and the bones stand out.
the Pacific,
~
which leaves immedi-l report time, to see whether this off with widower Papa Dennis, a i^e excerpt rather than drastic reately for Hawaii. Interestint? con- format, considering its time limita- minister with five
daughters and auction would make for a- sounder
tions,
trast was the reception of the
isn't just ahoUt as effective a son, on the
verge of losing his aPProach.
listener getter as one of those congregation.
"Magnificent's" 1,200
men
" by
".y the
Col. McCormnick's weighty readEskimos, as narrated by Reid, and expensive showmanship splashes,
"'^'^^'^ complicate matters, 'ings generally
have no L^onnection
^
the anticipation of the Pacific'
f^tll'
boan.
fathers mainstay, 25-year-old Liz with the rest
of the show. This has
Fleet members as ihey will
ardently wooed by Jerry, resulted in coupling
'
"
"Der Fleder""'^
-traditional
VHth
those
familiar situations to mouse" with a ponderout
dress AND GUESS
chat on
gir"''"'"
«vi- der atom bomb/Apart"^^^^^^^
After interpolation of Roy Rob-lSl'3 J*""! Hodges, Jane Stevens
^^'.l
!hai^'\if \f^'^''=
^^^^^
"soap gruity, the end impression to muer ts with his "Tree in the Meadow" Fft™5,'^'"^''-'*l'*.««*?'LThomas Ford
n^^L" *
being
sic lovers is that the masters
studiously
8=30 p.m.
have
ballad.
Iliad, Sir Robert Stirling
?dhprp,> T;.'""m
f
Stirling-Hamiladhered
to.
Naturally
been
housewives
scissored
to accommodate
-(-^-ommoaaie me
the
ton, British naval adviser to Ot- VAN HEUSEN SHIRTS
will vicariously lean upon every Colonel.
tawa, described the thrilling rescue WEWS, Cleveland
'
word.
(Grey)
of himself and American comActing wasn't any great shakes
There's
a
good
idea in this pit
panions after they had been the
of
'guess
who"
program,
but the
object of a ISrday air search when
lost behind faulty productheir plane crashed in the sub- iw**"
tipn and coordination.
Thought
Col.
Arctic muskeg,
McCormick's
On vocal end again, Roy Roberts behind the show is to have judges^
and Norma Locke duetted "Love selected fro'm audience, guess char- SterUng^ are
of the "shock'' type
Somebody," with top. support from acter of history by introductory "Use Dreft
"'^ consistently
-.....
^,
u, K
and protect your
higher than segs before and beKenney's orch and the Bordenaires' tune and by each of five garments family's
health!
it never,hind.
„
In a better time slot and
Chorus. Whole program held, high put on by Paul Hodges.
Correct leaves germ
breeding film," etc
with separate billing, Mutual might
production values.
McStay.
(Continued on page 38)
am.
build Itself another Gabe. Bim.

.

:

:

Producer'^Director: Himan Brown
30 Mins.; Wed. (6), 10 p.m.

;

the

'

woman mother offers a large reward for Information leading to his

With

:

One of the Dominion's highestbudgeted
programs,
"Canadian
Cavalcade" lifted the curtain on

BUCKINGHAM THEATRE

MORNING STAR

starred in a finely conceived drama
called "Morning Star," written by
Millard Lampell, which was full
of warm humanity, compassion and
understanding.: It concerned the
Juan" tone poem and two exict- plight of the DP's and the hopes
ing excerpts from Berloiz' "Dam- for a lasting peace in Israel—r-a
couple huddled in a train enroute
nation of Faust."
There wdre no commercials, ex- to the Palestinerbound "S.S. Hacept a couple of passing references tikvah'' to whom the future is but
by Taylor to "New Jersey Stand- an illusion; ghetto-stricken Jews
ard.
And there's no: announcer. who are "so tired that they can't
see the future for the past."
Rose.
Miss McCambridge turned in a
stunningly beautiful performance
ILGWC , FOB
to match Lamnell's equally stirring
BARKLEY
script job, and the rest of the cast
With Humphrey Bogart, Maurice chimed in with the proper note.
L;, Tobin; Dorian St. George, an- Sylvan Levin's background music
nouncer; Jack: Lawrence, music was excellent.
Henry Morgenthau, Jr., closed
Writer: Mike Jablons
the stanza with an appeal for supProducer: Morris Novik
port of the campaign.
15 Mins.; Thurs., 10 p.m. (EST)
Rose.

:

Rose,

Music'^

MoCambrldge,
Mercedes
Arnold Moss, Jackson Beck; clearance of the crime, made a
dramatic, vivid, fast moving radio
Sylvan Levin's oroh; others
Taylor's Writer: Millard Lamvell
yam. Scripter Harry Croiiman's

weekend

the Hooper

In your clothes") still leans toward
absurdity. The exaggerated claims
after awhile-become annoying,

"Weekend with

insert is preoccupied with the reaction of • the trio «to the frantic

whether Milton Berle (in ABC's
"Texaco Star Theatre") proves
tougher competition than last season's Abbott & Costello show.
Bristol-Myers blurbs are for
Bergeh- Ipana toothpaste and Vitalis hair
Benny-and-Edgar
Jack
time segment, must obviously be a oil. They're well oiled with prostrong determining factor when fessional pitch.
Doan.

'

SCREEN GUILD PLAYERS

Lavalle

'

one of those per(10) in the 7:30 p.m. slot, sandennials who. still 'finds his format
wiched between Gene Autry and
Co- good and isn't tampering with it.
the "Sam Spade" whodunit.
last
He
returned
Wednesday (6)
lumbia's board chairman, Wuhara
for another; go-round in his nowS. Paley, engineered the unprecepat characterization as Archie,
dented talent deal in a tid, for one
major
domo
of "Duffy's Tavern."
SunCBS
the
strengthen
thing, to
Listeners found the same other
day night programming structure. denizens around." too
Charlie
Result is that A & A are now
Cantor as Finnegan, Eddie Green
plugging Lever Bros.' Rinso prodas tlie waiter and Florence Halop
uct in the time segment opposite
as Miss Duffy.
the Phil Harris-Alice Faye show
That the contrived situations
And that's precisely
on NBC,
built around the guestar of the
where the Hooperub lies,
week and the gags built upon
It was no idle gesture when
Freeman Gosden and Charles Cor- Archie's loose understanding of
.

Paul

Band, male ("Can Northatda 177")
Quartet; Ford Bond, announcer
With Junes Stewart, Rlchardl
Produoert Oliver Daniel
Produeen James Haupt
Conte. Pat O'Brien, Jane Mor*
90 Mins.; Sun., 3 p.ni. (EST)
STANDARD OIL (N. J.)
30 Mins.; Fri., 8 p.m,
faUi Louise Arthur, Bob Beban,
CITIES SERVICE
Wally Maber. Howard McNear^
CBS, from New York
(Marshalfc & Pratt)
NBC, from New Ytok
Frank Nelson} John Lainr, an<
"nouncer
(Elltnfirton)
CBS has broken the jinx on netDirector: Bill Lawrence
work symphony sponsorship that's
Band music devotees, who run
prevailed over the past couple of into the millions throughout the Producer: Don Bernard
Cronman
seasons, ivith the Standard Oil Co. country will get a clang out of this Scriptert Harry
30 Mins., Thurs., 10 p.m. (EST)
(N. J.) now bankrolling the Sun- show.
Cities
Service launched
day afternoon N. Y. Philharmonic this musical program in June as a CAMELS
NBC. from Hollywood
concerts on CBS.
to
fill-in
but
decided
consummer
iEsty)
It's
reported that web prexy tinue it through the regular season
NBC's Thursday night programFrank Stanton himself was respon- after getting a favorable response.
maschedule has been
sible for clinching the deal, which Beyond question, Paul Lavalle's 48- ming
adds up to a $1,250,000 time-and- piece band is the most polished terially strengthened by replacetalent outlay for the oil compar
collection of brass and drum now ment of "The Bob Hawk Show"
with the chief selling point a CBS- dinning the airlanes. This crew's with "Screen Guild Players," if
produced intermission-peridd pro- arrangements are fancy and the Thursday (7) night's premiere is a
"Weekend With execution has verve enough to win criterion. (Hawk is now in the
gram
called
Music."
even the toleration of violin parr' Monday night CBS time, which
"Guild" occupied last season).
The latter, as unfolded last Sun- tisans.
day (10) when SO began its sponThursday's presentation of "Call:
frills,
format
any
Without
sorship, turns out to be a nicely
series of
Lavalle's band and a solid male Northside 777," first in a
executed talk period built, around
quartet drive through the musi- film dramas adapted for radio, was
Deems Taylor and, a trio of mu- cal
selections. On a typical stanza quite a superior mystei-y story, in
sically .inclined teienage students
performand
direction
scripting,
the band played the '"National
brought to N. Y. each week from (8),
Anthem March," "The Three Blue- anCOi with performance the stimdvarious parts .of the country.
presence of!
jackets," "The American Patriot" out because of the
.The kids plunged into a weekcouple of college marches. James Stewart and Pat O'Brien.
and
end of Musical Manhattan in a big The aquartet delivered with "The Stewart, as a brash, Carefree reway, with an ad lib recital for the Sweetheart of Sigma* Chi," and porter, and O'Brien as the hardthree by Vladimir Horowitz at the
boiled, realistic city editor, put on
"Girl 'of My Dreams."
latter's home; performances of the
two rich characterizations, to kin"
Plugs for Cities Service are
Ballet Russe, "Magdalena" at the
die anew the Interest in the w.k.
Ziegfeld theatre; the new Monottl handled by Ward Bond in the well- film.
"Old Maid and the Thief" one-act established style of' institutional
Story of the reporter who gets
Her?n,
opera; chitchat with Sam: Barber; friendliness.
interested in a man imprisoned for
restaurants catering' to the longmhrder,- after the man's scrub-

.

capital 'gains

BAND or AMERICA

PHILHARMONIC

With Deems Taylor, student panel With

Freeman

,
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RADIO REVIBWS

WedneadajTf Oetobcr IS, 1948

MEREDITH WILLSON SHOW

FIBBER McGEE

&

gc

MOLLT

Miranda, With Jim and Alarian Jordan, Bill
Thompson, Arthur 0. Bryan,
Pauleiia Carter^ Betty Allen,
Gale Gordon, King's Men; HarNorma Zimmer, Maxwell Smitlt,
low Wilcox, annonncer
3ob Hanlon, John Rarisr
Producer: Frank Pittman
Fuller
Sam
Prodiicer:
Writers:
Don Quinn, Phil Leslie
Dutton
Mike
Pirector:
Musical director: Billy Mills
Writer: Meredith Willson
30 Mins., Wcd.^ 10:30 p. m. (EST) 30 MIns.; Tnes., 9:30 p.m. (EST)

WitU Josef

.

Marais

GENERAL FOODS

ABC, from Hollywood
[Young Sc Rubicam)
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FQBD THEATRE

-

delivery.that's more than casual.
Di<!k Po w«ll made a brief appearance with a satire on the type of
role be's essaying on the screen, in
which Willson puts the heat on him
in order to divulge a prize Jello
recipe. It's a fairly expensive way
of getting the commercial across,
but effective.
The musical items are of top cut.
Willson is excellent in that departs
tnent. His nrangements are imaginative charming and fresh and
give the impression that, with all
that talent In this direction, he's
not using his best Judgment in ruining the good impression in this
field by attempting to crash in on
others in which he's not totally
equipped.; Josef Marais and Miranr
da clicked with renditions of South
Afflcan folks tunes, and Paulena
Carter. conq>leted the musical items

.

JIMMY IIURANTE SHOW

•

Meredith Willson, one of radio's
more gifted maestri, has spread
himself too thin with this new air
Musical direction of the
series.
show, emceeing, and writing of this
layout, apparently should be the
work of a trio. Willson is domg
these tbings by himself, and it isn't
working out'as it should.
Although WiUson has become a
writer of note wtth publication of
his autobiographical "And There I
Stood With My Piccolo," his expertness-in this field doesn't yet extend to radio. However, he's in line
for top grade in eifort in attempts
ing to intmducer some fresh notes
with some -equally cute gimmicks.
Among' them aie his talking people,
witit ormnary conversation taken
up hy a Greek chorus of five. His
Integration of commercials is equally charming, along the lineof cuteness. His homespun type of humor
also has some ment, but needs a

>

JACK CARSON SHOW

With Marion Hutton, Dave WiUock, With .AIaii Younri Florence Halop, ("Madame Bovary")
Jane Morgan, Howard Petrle,
Candy Candido, Roy Bargy orch; With Mariene Dietrich, Van Heflin.
announcer; Frank Devoir music Producer: Phil Cohan
Claude Rains, Robert Drydea.
Writers: Jack Douelas, Leo' Solo- Writers: Stanley Davis, Elon Packr
Hedley Bainnle, Ivor FrancliL
mon, Howard Harris, David Swift
ard; Floyd Caton, Onie Whir
Mercedes McCambridge, Ronald
Producer: Sam Fuller
zcm, Jud Pearson, Les White,
Liss, Miriam Wolfe, Alan Devitt,
30 Mins.; Fri.. 8 v.m. (EST)
Karl Gruencr, Harry Crine,
Jolin Stanley, Gregory Morton,
GENERAL FOODS
George Foster.. .:'."::.. •;
Abb.v Lewis, John Merlin^. Neil
JOHNSON'S WAX
CBS, from HoUywood
30 Mins.. Fri.. S:30' p.m. (EST)
Fitzgerald; Fletcher Markle, narNBC, from Hollywood
(YouTiflf & Rubicam)
CAMELS
rator.
(NeedUclm, Louis & Brorby)
Jack Carson was, it turned out, NBC, from Dallas
Director: Fletcher Markle
Fibber and Molly, after their
Adaptation:
Br a i n ar d Duffielii
(Eaty)
only
kidding
l)e
his
.opened
when
usual summer^ hiatus, are back on
Emerson Crocker
Several
seasons
back
Tom
Luck-'
the air ovev the same network "as, new show last Friday (8) with a
Composer^Conductor: Cy Feuer
last year, with the same cast, at resolution that there was going to ehbill, of the William Esty agency, 60 Mins.. Fri., 9 p.m. (EST)
the same time, for the same spon- be "no more of that 'cheap hokum conceived the idea of parlaying :the: FORD
sor and with the same format.
a few chuckles, per- talents of Jimmy Durante and' CBS. from New York
Which means they'll undoubtedly comedy
(Kenyon & Eckhardt)
pull dowh the same high ratings of haps ... but this is going to be an Garry Mhore on behalf of Esty's
"Ford Theatre" has finally hit ita
past seasons, the only difference intelligent
show.''
The comic top client, R. J. Reynolds (Camel),
being that they now follow Bob worked: hard at his routine, but with a resultant payoff that's now. stride. After a year's valiant but
Hope, instead of preceding him.
vain
struggle^,
to project its 60radio and show biz history.
Unlike Hope, however Fibber and couldn't climb far above the level
After a couple^of seasons of minute dramatic showcase intfr- a
spouse are apparently in no mood of his material, which was just
cheap hokum comedy.
broadcasting undeI^~-the Rexall bigtime Sunday afternoon NBC
for experimentation.
Sample lines, in case some evi^ Drug banner. Durante Is now back production. Ford Motor Co, cam*
Preem show last Tuesday (5)
is needed: "I was an only
through last Friday nlglit (?) with
night varied not a whit from last dence
child. The rest were puppies." And; in the Camel fold and this time
season's productions. Format was
Li^ckenbill has teamed the Schnoz what gives every; indication 'of
based on the same l^rpe of situation "You really got money?" "Yeah,
they
just discovered oil in my new with Alan Young; with the show shaping up 'as a definitevclick.
comedy.
Missing was Fibber's
The hour-long stanza .has: beea
famed overstuffed Closet, but that' i«SS-ljTnH^*^f ?vifh*?^mU"**'ise'-vl^ as the curtain raiser for
Utt>^>i
ii
j
ii..
j
represented the show's, only con- Pasadena and one with smog
moved over to CBS in the 9 to 10
localites. In fact, NBC's new Friday night comedy
cession to change.: This time Fib- great stuff for the
p,m. segment, with the Ford hiepthe studio audience got a huge lineup
ber, bored with his idle life, was
The Durante-Young combo, how- archy, via Kenyon & Eckhardt
bang
out of show, including the
the
on
make for some excitement
ever, doesn't add up as did the agency, bestowing on it a talentand so took; a stroll downtown to mugging, or whatever -it was they Schnoz-Moore "Junior";;
routine.
them in stitches a
the dry cleaners': with Molly. As saw. that had
Whereas the brashness and the; coin "shoot the works" edict that'
was to be expected^ he was having number of times. Perhaps the most impudence of Moore so ably com- wisely also puts equal emphasis on.
remarkable thing, however, was
hi.<! pants pressed when all the sothe show's gratuitous plugging of plemented the. particular brand of taste and commercial show values.:
called. excitement took places so
so that both
stanzas on every network ex- DuratC; zanyism,
Actually "Ford Theatre" is CBS'
missed it all. Format presented other
cept CBSl One gag Was that '"ma emerged as Ideal foils for one
an opportunity to introduce all the ran; away to do a guestshot on 'Peo- another. Young's stylized comedies "Studio One" with a *l,500,00O
characters on the .program,- who
ple Are Funny' and was never seen aren't patterned, to the Schnoz budget. Fletcher Markle, the aca
kept parading in and- out of the again"
director^produeer.: of tlie former
(NBC). Another had to do formula.
cleaner's establishment; for no apIn his own right Young has dis- sustaining series on- Columbia, ia
with: somebody's. five.r:year«old sisparent reason.
investing the production,
ter; guessing the mystery melody tinctive qualities as a comedian; again
Cast, topped by Jim and Marian' on "Stop the Music" (ABO. A let him piay around with a five or which now flies the Ford banner,
Jordan, who've been playing the femme intruded: on the show and 10-minute comedy Insert and he with the same distinctive and imtitle roles. in radio since 1£35, was asked: "Is this 'Breakfast in Holly- can be an; asset on anybody's pro- aginative qualities that made "Stuup to Its usual top professional wood'?" (also ABC). And at still gram As for the Schnozzola, let dio One" mature radio theatre.
It appeared, however, another point: "And now a word: him go at it strictly along his own Except that now, with an assist
standards.
as though writers Don Quinn and: from Bill
Corum and Gillette line, without being harnessed by from the Ford purse strings, it's
Phil Leslie; were reaching too far Blades" (Mutual).
some thankless scripting, and also endowed with keener commer*
for gag lines. Several jokes about
Initialer's big act was a parody you've got one of radio's most solid cial values.
Since this appears to be the year
the Russian situation fell flat. Fib' of the film "Key Largo," which properties.
But taking two extreme "oppo- of the great Flaubert resurrection
her and Molly: also expressed their came off as the broadest, most
utter disdain (and i>erhaps, fear?) obvious sort of slapstick, .The sites;" as in: the case of the Schnoz in show biz (Metro is putting
of television with a trumped-up stanza's best moments were thosci and Young, and hewing them to a 'IMadame Bovary" into production
gag about « doctor recommending near the opening, when Carson sort of musicomedy format based this month with Jennifer Jones in
that an acti^ess, who was suffering was playing straight man to an- on a Durante Poll of Public Opin- the lead), "Ford Theatre" cfaos*
from a "wriggling^' condition and nouncer Howard Petrle. Latter has ion, with which they preemed their the same vehicle for the leadoff ot
a "strange herringbone pattern" on nice comedic abilities. Cast in gen- new teamup last Friday (8), and the season. Which may or may not;
her sMn, should switch from tele eral,; including Marion' Hutton, who the results, from a laugh payoff, have been a concession to sprfng!*

OUR MISS BROOKS

boarding the series with a prestigs
turns in an okay vocal contrib, left something to be desired.
There wei'e moments, particu- show. On that basis the decision
plunges through the zany proceedings with gusto. What they need larly in the -early p^rt of the show, was probably a wise one, despits
most to make the show really pay as, for example, when a bewildered the fact that)"Bovaryi" in this dajr
Durante found himself trying to and age, is somewhat: crealqr
off iS: some fresh material.
Truest statement uttered in the pry loose from a "C-m-l-e^s-a" around the edges.
30 minutes was Carson's opening twister, that were strictly in the
Yet it's to Markle's credit that
remark, ;"Well, here we go again." Schnoz idiom, and hilarious. But the; performance came off with a
that was before the story line.
He wasn't kidding.
breadth and a sweep that belied'
Phil Cohan, as could be ex- its stuffy literary overtones ;and on
Sponsor's plugs are for, Sanka
coffee: and Instant Sanka, which pected,: contributed his sock pro- the whole made for an exciting
are ."real coffee with thel worry ductional assist with what there hour of listening. The cast was est*
stBErer, "Our Miss Brooks," which
taken out." No Sanka, please, for was on hand, and. Roy Bargy and cellent, notably Mariene DietricA^
made its ether bow in July, was FIRST NIGHTER
his orch are back for the musical Van Heflin and Claude Rains in tha
Carson's scripters.
Doom.
clicking beautifully last Sunday With Barbara Lnddy, Olan Soule,
accomp.
lead roles, yet it is; Markle, abova
Verna Fetor, Lurene Tuttle, Wll(10) when it came out in Colgate's
Initial show had a Dallas origi- all, who rates chief bows for giving
liard Waterman, and William EVERYMAN'S^TORT
colors for ihe first time. Miss Arnation.
Rose.
the production the animation that
Conrad; Frank Worth orch; ("The Invisible Pill")
den,. zestfully enacting her title
made it so distinctive.
Larry Keatlntr, announcer
role as. :a smartrcracking .school
With Martin Wolfson, Ivor Francis,
The familiar, unorthodox Markls
who melts at the sight'of a Producer-director: Joe Ainley.
others; Bernard Lenrow, nar- BLONDIE
touches that
"Studio
certain bi6Iagy teacher, has found Writer: VIreinia Safford Lynn
With Penny Sinsleton^ Arthur One" of last characterized
rator; Roy Shield orchestrayear were -all there,
a characterization that gives happy 30 Mlns.; Thnrs., 10:30 p.m. (EST) 30 Mins.; Sundays, 2 p.m. (EST)
Lake, Norma Jean NUason, Bobby alerting
the listener's senses to tha
range to her talents as a come- CAMPANA SALES CO.
Ellis, Hanley Stafford, Bhda AllWriter: Joseph Mindel
atmosphere and the feel; the cor>
CBS, from Hollywood
dienne.
man; announcer, Howard Petrie rect balance
Director: Clay Daniel
of background noises
( WoIlrtc«-Ferri/-HanIe3y
Smart scripting by the Al Le wisProducers: Milton Krents, D. L. Writer: John L. Green
and superlative musical cues; and
If the mythical *litUe theatre off
Lee Ijoeb teun and swift pacing by
Provost
Produeer-dircetor: Glen Hall Tay- bridges, all
approximating some.'.v.'lor'
Larry BeriiS,- together with able Times Square" had to attract play- Snstainins
thing of a new dimensional quality
cast support for Miss ArdeUi tab goers to an actual b.o., it would WNBC, New York
30 Min*.; Wed., « p.ni. (EST)
for: a strictly audio medium.
this stanza is one which should have shuttered in its first season.
"Everyman's Story'' is a" new COLGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET
As the frustrated, capricious
have a long ride in the upper In the realm df radio, however, it's dramatic series offered by NBC's NBC, from HoUywood
Madame Bovary who is a victim a*
(Esty)
Hooper brackets. It has the same a hardy perennial now entering N.Y. flagship in association with
her small provincial town environfamily appeal which has made such season 18. ShOw is dated by its the Federation of Jewish PhilanFact that "Blondie" has been on ment, Miss
Dietrich played the role
shows as "Aldrich Family" peren- heavy use of sound..,effects at the thropies, pointing up the accom- the air since 1939 is sufficient proof with sympathetic understandingoutset. 'The cab honking, door; plishments of the work of welfare that the masses evidently relish this
Dial mustis in V. S. listening.
and
true feeling. Claude Rains as
slams and whistle shrieks should agencies collectively and individ- absurd, domestic claptrap. In its
Colgate, in tune with tlie times,
Dr.
Bovary and Van Heflin as tha
straightjunked in favor of a
ually. There is a slight reminder of fall bow for Colgate Wed. (6) oh other
announced a big jingle writing con- be
man
in
her life were equally'
away start.
the Federation's drive for $16,800,- NBC the show differed little from
test with everything but the Em"First Nighter" alms at the day- 000 for such work and lets it go the insipience of its preceding in- convincing, while Robert Drydea,
pire State Building on the prize
(Hedley Kainnie,:Mercedes
time serial listener who's still
Penny vSingleton as bridge;. Ivor Francis and McCamlist.
(Actually included: $100 a open-eyed and eager at bedtime. at that without any direct pitch for stallments.
Ronaild
contributions:
Blondie is still the patient house Liss in secondary
'month for life.) Products plugged
roles were a
Most of the dramas are comedy roOpening stanza which teed- ofTl wife and mother, a trifle hi^er inare Palmolive soap and Lustre
mances in which any similarity to Sunday (10) in the 2 p.m. «lot was tellectually than her dim-witted credit to the overall presentation.
Creme shampoo.
Doan.
the facts of life is strictly coinci- scripted by Joseph Mindel and spouse, Dagwood Bumstead, played Markle himself handled the narration and did it well.
Plots follow the bdy-gets- titled "The Invisible Pill.'; It dealt by Arthur Lake,
dei)tal.
Benson Ford,- a director of tha
Characters with coordination of psychiatric
While radio: prides itself upon motor company, was on hand
MARRIAGE FOR THE MILLIONS girl-loses-girl formula.
With Matt Crowley," Abby Lewis; are bom out of a mating of L. C, treatment for patients in tlie city being a cultural uplifter, it's incon- the :i>reem to treat the midway for
inSmith with white paper rather than hospitals, when regular medical gruous to find a program with absoAtfred Drake, narrator
stitutional contmercial.-'
the accepted mom and pop routine.. probes of ailments fail to; turn, up lutely nothing to offer with the ex15 Mins.; Wei., 9:4S p.m.
This is probably Mtflio'S; banner
Season opener (7), titled "A any physical clues to the illnesses, ception of a string of loosely reSust«ini»c.
year in the dramatic Ifleld (not t«
Turn for the Nurse," had the faFor dramatic purposes a case lated bunglings perpetrated by a mention TV),
WMCA. N. T.
with
Radia
f'^^ux
Aired under the auspices of the miliar tiffing couple, and guess history of a young man, mythical character who was spawned in the Theatre," "Theatre
«uild of tha
Family Service Association of New what?, they're really in love all of course, was employed for the comic strips. Sponsor's ample plugs Air," "Cavalcade
of America," tha
Their romance was both clinical study. He had complained ask listeners to fill in the missing
Vork, this* series of programs is along.
new Helen Hayes CBS series,
.aiming to give a picture of the furthered and frustrated by the of head-pains and when the doctors line in a Super Suds jingle with
Guild Players," the rework performed by. various family gal's mom, a you-all honey chile could find no basic reason for them, first prize a '49 Ford, and also pro- "Screen
vamped Prudential show, etc. If
counseling agencies in the metro- nurse, and a doctor under the in- decided to treat him via p.sycbiatry. claim; the merits of Colgate dental the
same qualitative standards that
politan area.
Within its 15-min- fluence of the Great CJjldersleeve; After a battle he yields to the cream as well as Lustre Creme marked
the premiere, apply to subute boundaries, it is doing a iirst- Studio aud' responded with enthus- newer treatment, which reveals ;Shampoo.i
Gill),
sequent airings, "Ford Theatre"
'
rate job of penetrating into the iasm. In fact, the staging of .''Mr. that he has developed a defeati-st
can hold its head high with tha
'^-"^^
r
Sore spots in the marriage relations Roberts" or some other sock piece complex due to a tilt with his
best of them.
Rose.
probably would have led to out- mother in childhood. The newer CLEVELAND BROWNS
ship.
method of treatment solves his With Bob Neal, Bill Mayer
There's no attempt, wisely, to right rioting.
Good sell of Italian Balm came problem.
12 Ilrs., Tuesday, 8:30 p.m. .
tackle the vast and complex prob'
attempt to be objective and treat
Bernard Lenrow handled the FORD MOTOR CO.
lem of marriage at one gulp. In- via an offer of a plastic home dis*
pla.v.s accordingly. Neali one-of the
stead it is showing how psyciiiatric penser with the Imperial bottle: narrator spot in splendid fa.shion; WGAR, Cleveland
(J. Walter Thomp.^on)
better sporlscaster.s in this area,
social workers can help families Dispenser paid off handsomely up with Martin Wolfson, as the patient
Bob Neal has followed the for- perhaps doesn't realixe his. feelings,
make adjustments to specific sit- to the war years, when it was wash- m.d., and Ivor Francis as the youth
uations which crop up generally. ed out by production restrictions. also turning in capital perform-; tuneS; of; the professional champion are too vividly pronounced. Should
commercials
football
he curb them, the only irritant ia
Touch"
were
team,
the
Cleveland
"Magic
anccs.
On the preem stanza (6», the
his
for
cubersome
quotes
Browns,
for
broadcast would disappear.
except
several
years.
No
deft,
The
series
should
attract
attenr
program dramatized the mother-inNeal should also forget;, his
law impediment. A new insight and unquotes in one following Act tion as a public service program,' doubt, both the Browns and Bob
for which it's intended, rathe£4ian Neal have worked up a large and "cute" tic-ins of sponsor identifiwa& thrown upon the problem by 11.
"First Nighter," often credited as straight dramatic fare to in- loyail following in Northern: Ohio. cation and activity on the field.the suggestion that a wife's ove^Bill Mayer handles the commerConsequently, one might be able
depend^jiy upon her mother was as the vehicle that ,brought Doh trigue the general dialer. Otherthe tnlS^eause'of the difficulties. Ameche to national attention, is wise scripting,, direction and pro- to understand Neal's ebullience in cials well enough, although Mayer's
Tiie point was delivered sharply owned by Gampana, its original net duction were; up to par.»Roy Shields describing the successful plays of color and other spots could ha
via a competent cast and a sensible !bankroller.' Scripting is freelance orch carries; the musical back- the home-town team. However, it made richer and more interesting.
is also the job of • sportscaster to
'
Baxt.
V
script.
Edba.
AfarJc
at $300 per.
grounding adeptly.
Herm.

back to radio.

.

WiUi. Eve Arden, Jeff Chandler,
King's Men handled their single
Dick Crenna, novelty tune in the accepted style
.-Ctel^^
others; mibnr Hatch oreh
for ms^e quartets and Harlow
Wrifa»rs: AI tjewis, Iiee lioeb
Wilcox rang: in some ebullient,
Prodaeer'Hlirector: Larry Herns
albeit listenable, plugs for the
30 Mfais.: Sum., 9:30 p.m. (EST)
.sponsor.
In all, the preem. show
COIiGATE-TALMOtlVE-PEET
Was a good teeoff session for the
CBS, from Hallywoed
new season with Fibber and Molly
{Bates)
standing pat on a tried-and-tested
Stal,
GBS' house-built Eve Arden comedy formula.
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WHY CBS-TV IS
W^^^^^^^^
New Barry Wood TV
to

The video scene.

II

,

.how,

"^l-^ce*.,
^^^^^^^^^^

1,

n welcome addiUorv° "mpaC-

the taest
ptfsenung some of

V° J'""*:;d

.M?"

Dle^e

«»f

nw>nstr«t«d

com-

hypoed the .how ?onside?ab&r.
''f^
•llr it remains » fresh
vaivthf..i

Here are the programs with the biggest audiences*
in Television:

TOAST OF THE TOWN (CBS-TV)
its top quarter-hour,

CBS-TV NEWS

is

with a 40.7 rating in

tops aH other Television ratings.

the highest-rated news show

in all

TELEVISION, with 10.8.
people
"^^'S tW« ^SonsS mecamera,
uncertain fpres^ft^

the

CBS-TV has

all

three of the top "strip" variety and

musical shows: FACE

THE MUSIC, with a

PLACES, PLEASE, with a 10.9 rating; BOB HOWARD,
with a

present,

other

T.-0
,0 be

CBS-TV has the two top "audience participation"

shows: WHAT'S IT WORTH?, with a 14.7 rating;

.

ol

iiP^^to

•

V

^^^^

^

"

'

^

h»ppy'firuftS?sV^^^^^

mentioned ^^j^^"; splendid Job

Gil Fatf
^leTely at ease
perHe ^^a*/"nd
^^hftt
as emcee. eamera,
and^^^^_
belore the
moie "> v
the
haps e\en

wst,

able

And

» me<ithat crops

rnai"^'*!-' 7
. liu^t.
r-nrios.
curios.

lO.I rating.

WINNER TAKE

''•^"^^Sablc amount

Is

W'salso

12.7 rating;

to

transm

this

t

^

^as,

ALL, with a 19.0 rating.

.

cameramen ano

WCBS-TV

leads

all

other

New York

pi

^„ , 30j,go

Television sta-

tions in size of indience, seven days a week, in the

average quarter-hour between 8:00 and 11:00 p.m.

years «f

W

,

'''^'"E) VlFiir

'•"ymeditim

.

il.*'"''' they

««

th^V*'"

•»<>

,
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AUDIENCE
Why

do more people watch cbs-tv? The answer can be given simply.

If s because CBS-TV gets better pictures on the screen.

That takes more,

More than
It

in television, than great entertainers (cBS-TV has them!).

great entertainment (cbs-tv has that!).

takes what

Ben Gross of New York's Daily News,

CBS-TV, calls: "37ie Neiv Look..

of the

industry.^'

.

top quality effects

These "top quality

in camera-movement, in the selection

It's

moving

.

skills,

.

writing about
.

that are the talk

synchronized witb

skill in lighting,

and composition of each image

into the next, to please both the eye

such top television

.

effects," sensitively

sound, come directly from cbs-tv's unmatched

fluidly

•

and the

ear.

based on hours and hours of intensive

research that are making cbs-tv audiences so large.

Come and

see for yourself.

CBS-TV
rtirtt in

mudlmnfl

'

Wedooxilar, Oetolier 13,

f^BsSlfftf
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1948

Worid Series Roundup

Tele s First libel Siut (Reniigton Vs.

Television coverage of the 1948 World Series games played at Braves
Exchange National Bank Field, Boston, was probably as dull and inept as any seen by N. Y.
has contracted for a half hour viewers accustomed to the more polished efforts of the Gotham camera
show on WPTZ, Philly, on a 52^ crews. First, second and sixth games were originated by the WNAC-TV
Week hasis. Welsh agency handled
Program called "Corn crew In Boston and the station's management, perhaps wisely, refused
the deal.
Exchange Open House" Is pro- to reveal the identities of the director and cameramen. Excuse offered
duced by Roy Neal and directed W£fs that the station has a strict rule against any "personal publicity*'
by Cal Jones, both of the WPTZ for staffers on any show carried as a pool venture.
In marked contrast was the fine camera coverage turned in by ths
The show features guest
staff.
celebs with Neal doing the inter- WEWS crew for the third, fourth and fifth games played in Cleveland.
views and Lee Morgan, KYW Ernest Sindelar directed that operation, with James Klrkeyr James T.
songstress spotted for the musical Murphy and Ed W. Walsh maintaining good camera mobility, with llttlt
interludes.
dullness and no .confusion.
Nurscrytime Products joined Jay
Buckhell Co. as participating sponBed Borber etndentlj/ had a toord or two, or three, or four to say
sor "11 DuMont's "Doorway to after that jlrst crame in Bottan. lyhot that yn^AC camera crew did to
Fame" series. Agency ii Jules him in the opener unu murder. Barber tnmid ash the lens bi^s to ptch
Mirel. Great Ga4irets Go,, thioush up-some action and again and again they'd jgntore himi lt made Barber
the Charles Spark Productions look foolish and translated on recehring sets as-poor work. The second
Corp:, signed as a participating
gome was better. Jt comes down to the fact that when a camera
sponsor on "Swing Into Sports,'
director ignores his announcer it handcuffs that announcer to tohotever
also aired Monday nights on the
is showini/ <m his monitor. 'Accordin^Iv, he could as. toell stay at horn*
DuMont web.
and do the broadcast pom his receiver there.
Ross Jewelry inked to pact Monmatches
on
wrestling
day, night
Walter Haccn used to say that when ke started vat to jfin m ronnA
WTTG, DuMont outlet in Washinghe flgwied to make seven bad sh*ts iririeli Is mhj tke bad wiea
ton. Agency is, Mellor & Wallace. •r KoV
National Preminm Beer, bankroll- didn't bwtker Mm. Hagen may have bad WNAC in mind, too. Thai
ing all 1948-49 games of the Wash- ataticn's maUte mit on the series missed plenty from tbe video old*.
ington Capitols basketball team on G«rdM'f«ecMM game first inninp booi^ raadting In Boston's «mly ;nui»
bceiiase the camera wis foithe same station^ through, the never eanw Mcr the air at all. Tli«t
lowfatc the nam "T to first. A couple of BlUM's errors at third were als*
Owen & Chappell agency.
Gruen Watch, through the Grey sloppily dlqdarcd hut WNAC was no more gadtty than many nther
agency, signed for nine weeks of ontiets tai faUing to cover hot smashes down the fonl lines. Hie fanlt
one-minute spots during GBS-TV's Is the ovenMe af narrow field lenses teloaeaps) whidi demand fnll
eameramen can't swing the "heads" qnicUy enough t«
"Film Theatre of the Air" on panntng.
Thursdays and Fridays: Armen, stay with the haU.
Inc., pacted for 10 weeks of oneExcept when the ball was hit WNAC offered only two views of th*
minute spots on Wednesday after- entirv playter MA, the box and the plate or Jnst the trio at tbe plat*.
noons through Bliss & Marcus. It made for «. monotonous' and cramped 'depiction «f a 'baselndlsgameii
Ladies Home Journal has sched^ Bid yon ever hear of claustrophobia from a camera director's- manin

Com

Bendey, NBC) Eyed foL Precedent
Television's
last

filed

.

suit

was-

stirred

up

libel

first

week and

it

AGVA WHinLES SCALE
FOR NITERY TELECASTS

plenty of apprehension in industry
circles as to the precedent it might
telecasters'
regarding
establish
liability for what's said or depicted
via TV.
William W. Romington, suspended Dept. of Commerce official
accused bv Elizabeth T. Bentley of
being a Communist, filed for $100,000 damages in thft N. Y, district
Federal court. He named Miss
Bentley. NBC and General Foods
The action is
as co-delcndanis
based on remarks by Miss Bentley,
a self-coniessed former Communist
telecast of
NBC
an
durmg
spy,
"Meet the Press," sponsored by
.GF.
Summons in the suit have been
'served on the network and sponsor, but no hearing can be slated
until Miss Bentley also is served,
and up to yesterday (Tues.) she
had not been located, according to
Richard G. Green, counsel for

Hollywood, Oct. 12.
American Guild of Vai'iety Artists

has combed

down

its., scale

for television. The old rule which
stipulate4; that an act working a
nitery floorshow or a theatre bill
must receive a full week's extra
salary if even one portion of show
was televised has been scrapped.
Obviously the union found that no
spot was willing to televise a show
under so stiff a scale.
The scale now is strictly pershot, and it has been slightly reduced and also segmented on a
sliding arrangement with one free
rehearsal, a concession heretofore

.

,

not granted by AGVA.
Scale per act now is $75 for 90
min. Show, $60 for one hour; $50,
Bemington.
30 mins.; $40, 15-mlns. or any frac^
NBC was not without warning tion.
In the past minimum was
that the suit .would be filed. Sevan- $60.
.eral weeks ago Remington
nounced Ivis intention of suing unr
less both Miss Bentley and the netr.
work immediately retracted the acr' U. of P.,
Launch

Hm

WCAU

cusation. wliich he termed "unti'iiCt
false and defamatory." NBC subsequently, during a newsreel, televised a film clip of Remington denouncing the cliarses. But the net
apparent!> expects to let a test

-

-

.

Accredited

College

one-minute

Uled three

CBS-TV shows through

plugs lOn for.closenps?

^

BBD&O.

.

You

Willi-

.

."-.'

.,'.•

:

..'...

,
,

:
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Borden Cheese, throuipi Young
Course on Television
commercials were mostly film, short and to the point: But
i& Rubicam, inked for 10 spats a theGillette's
!•>
Di,ii„^.>i„T,io
beat one
only used -once a silent Gillette, speUed out and
week for 13 weeks over thre? N. Y. superimposed was
TV and
.-S' ?h^'
on the. diamond as the teams changed sides between
Univ. of ,(,,,ions,
the ^Tniv
case be made ol Remington's suit.
WCAU-TV
WCBS-TV, WABD and innings.
Otl^er sponsors have used tlieir names or product similarly,
Web execs are .100% mum on Pennsylvania have linked forces to WPlX
the differencf here being In the silence. ^
the case. Their sit-tight stance in launch the first complete course
,/i.,.iA„..
>.i:«v,4^.
w:^m
Various
clients
of
the
Wendt
4.»TA.,s„s»« in this
4.v,t..
i^nfinw'
permitting the suit to be instituted in television
section.
agency have taken over much of
Whether if« baseball or /ootbaU, it has become apparent that a pood
rather than' airing a retraction,
The course,, which takes in three 1.^.
WSPni
sta«on WSFI>the time on Toledo station
vJM onnouncer ond your ouwi imogination offer a better picture of «
however,-, is :believed to be pre- hours of work each week for. the TV. Dolphin Paint tt Varnish
has
dicated on counsel's advice that the. duration of the scholastic year, a 13 weeks' series of film spots game than a bad caviera crew.
question might as well be cleared was started at the WCAU-TV stu- ?un"threr«mM'VeekV" Fremont
While WNAC^TV's crew deserves the blame for much of the slopnr
up this way. It's also apparent that dios. The pupils were selected by Rubber has a similai- contract; tee
the web doesn't feel that 'the suit the University and the radio sta- Motors bankrolls weather reports, qamera work, that lopped-off shot of the pitehen batter and catcher
will stick, as far as the network tion and were, picked from more and Athletic Supply Co. sponsors was not the stotion^s fault, Braves Field has no lower stand, so that
is concerned, despite a recent New than 150 applicants.
all Toledo Univ. basketball games it was necessary to perch the camera high up above the field. Shooting
Jersey court ruling holding broad- \' Determining factors in choosing carried by the station. Athletic dowh''''fi'om that angle. It was thus tmpossiUe-to line up all three playcasters liable for libelous state- students were radio TV back- Supply and Christian-Sheidler Co., ers on the screen at the same time.
ments they air.
ground, scholastic rating and em- radio retailers, bankroll Toledo
There's; a question, too, it's said, ployment status.
Viewers must have been Irritated during that sixth and ftnai game,
The course is high' football games; Lee Motors
of whether statements aired where not restricted to undergrads, but sponsors: boxing matches, and the when the relay link between Boston and N; Y. conked out at a crucial
no script is myolved .(as in this is open to the general public as Covert-Ohio Co. bankrolls a series moment in the fourth inning. Blank screen lasted only a few minutes,
of shows on fly-eastlng lessons.
case) constiluie/ grounds for libel well.
though, with the action coming back in time to catch the play.
Training last 30 weeks and
action or slander.
all phases of video will be taught
WNAC was stni .glvhig Just an ordinary and tontine account through*
by WCAU-TV staffers.
'Off Record' Off for
out the final game in Boston. The- narration (Red Barber) continued
Studies take in lighting, camera
"Off the Record," scheduled for better than the photographic job and it will be that way until camera
work, controls, production, direc-;
Cleve. Focal Spot For
tion, makeup,, set design, station the ^PuMotit teleyl^dii netwttrk last directors know their game or are snppUed with assistants who will
sit with and gnide them in tkeir view selection.
^Ich brings Up tho
and other subjects. jnight (TueS.:.) was pbsitppned
Midwest TV Election Job administration
be- point that the camera director is entitled to the same billing as th*
i
Classroom work is being supple
j
„^
Cleveland, Oct. 12.
mented with actual TV demonstra- cause of the illness pf announcer narrator.
Rapidly completing Its sched- tions on station equipment,
Ken Roberts,, iot whom • large'
Hussey, of WNAC, did the fifth and sixth inning announcing
uled plans for opening, NBC's telej{
j^jj,.
wcaU's edii- part had been written, into the forTom
j
all Boston games.
vision Qutlet here, WNBK is to be
caUral d Lc^or is s^^^^^^^
show. Half-hour comedy prbgrani,
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the origination point of the midcoordinating the course
Dr
net election coverage.
F;edeTck 'TrXr^rofessor ""i
education, rTpresents''tre"univert
f?L^i\Li»'"S
Sr'"?ii
Dreier, sity.:
caslon
will be NBC's Alex
The tele classes are considAd ered part of the
Robert
McCormack
and
school's college
Schneider. Cities in the net will collateral
courses and that departbe Cleveland, Chicago, Buffalo, St. ment will award
its certificate to
Louis, Milwaukee, Detroit
and the
students
completing
the
Toledo.
]

.west

T.^T"
t^n^ed a ^l^^^"
takeoff on

i

'

View

I

:

;i4 switching of comeros lost to the audience the Cleveland dbiibls
play in the sixth inning. The cameras got the second base action but
TfiUtfed the relay and out at first in going from a medium shot to •
closewp. This is a good example of needless "technique" ond what
irritates viewers.

Vabiety's. re-

preem stanza

the

two

weeks ago.

Show will be staged next Tuesday (19) if Roberts recovers In
time. If not, Gosch will fill in with

studies.

a unit of NBC's WTAM,
is
expected to utilize, too, the
services of Ed Wallace WTAM's
News Directorj and the newsroom

WNBK,

of

Camerii highlight was Spahn's pickoff play in the eighth. The lens
runner oft first and followed the throw to the plats
runner, coming in from third, was tagged out. Thers
a camera switch here^^luckily.
transmitted by co ax from Cleveland over the new^/'
network drove Jiome tele's full impact on sports-minded
foM throughout the area. From here on out, the populace can be
defimteVu classified (fs on the video Mck. Set sales in coviing weeks
are expected to triple the totals of corresponding periods last
year.

also trapped the

another script.

where a second
was no time for
Three games
opened midwest

,

]

.

]

staff.
I

Meanwhile,

station's

TV

test pat-

moving along on channel 4,
and WTAM's Manager John McCormiek reports an excellent sif?-

tern

is

New

tele pickup of the show because he
York
Bigelw-Sanfoi-d Carpet Co., in reportedly felt he didn't look too
James
conjunction with the Young & well on the telesci-eens
Rubicam ad agency, hosting the E. Bailey, managing director of
press with a cocktail party in the WAGA, Fort Industry station in
and George B. Storer, ,Ir.,
RCA buUdinfi's Rainbow Gfill Atlanta,
tomdrrow (Thursday) night to help FI's tele chief, in N.Y. for huddles
JiuHi^ the Gun
Olympic Radio
launch the new "Bigelow Show" on with CBS execs
the NBC-TV web. Show stars men- & Television's new Duplicator set,
Chicago, Oct. 12.
makes possible the duplicaWNBQ, NBC te}e station now in talist 'Dunnin«rer and ventriloquist which
tion in as many as 12 different
the final testing stage; got special Paul Winchell, with Billy Rose remote
locations
of
the telCshOw
MUscleFCC permission last week to use guesting on the preem
Joe,.Bonomo now planning received on a single master set.
the three: world series games from builder
,
.,
.;
mtroed to dealers and the press at
"^'s
Building the Body
Cleveland as test program fare.'*"
1,
a Hotel New Yorker cocktail party
^„^^"*'*"1
Tests
caused
some muttering
last week
Jobs Unlimited, N.Y.
^
^
'" series on? the- DuMonit
web
among other telecasters who said Television
Features, Inc., new' tele P^^l*"?"*^^ organization servicing ad
that regardless of FCC blessing,
film package agency, formed in agencies and broadcasters, added
beaming of Gillette com- N.Y. Larry Gordon, member
a television division, designed as
of
a national clearing house for ali
mercials was contrary: to commis- Photographic Illustrators is
prez,
creative, technical and adminis.fiion regulations.
Mrs.' Ann. Griffen is treasurer, and
signal was clear and well Nancy Gould, secretary. First pro- trative personnel for agencies and
defined.
Date for regular pro- ject is a feature on brotherhood, stations. Outfit will not handle
talent,
however
Milan Greer,
gramming is still to be set for the produced in conjunction with the
NBC station, which will be the U.S. Army for the National Con- until now assistant manager of
transcription departmant,
ference of Christians and Jews
fourth in Chicago.
Irvin Paul Sulds- package
°•
Roar of the Rails," new tele series joined the
,
,
i
dramatizing
historic
*'l'<i" now produces "Court
railroading
.°" Jt'^e DuMont
events, set to tee off Oct, 26 on the
HILLBILLY TEtJB SHOETS
net
RCA
decided to pay all
CBS-TV
web,
with
A.
Gilbert
C.
Dallas, Oct. 12.
who've been with the
The Sack Television Enterprises, Co. bankrolling the 15 - minute
<»{ its subsidishow
First use of a tele set as S°fP°f
Subsidiary of the Sack Amuse-. „ „,.„„
„ „j.„„^
aries for six months the difference
.i
^" ^ ^''^Se ShoW OCCUrs next
monis Vnturnriap.! is riirriintiv ^
Tuesday (19). when "My Romance," between their base pay for their
,
^tuiL
It^n
IV
iJ^
last month of employment and
a series of 13 tele shorts ^pw Sigmund
making
.Sipmiinil Romberg
Rnmhor? musical,
mii<!if.al
.
„,
^
„ ,,
J u
.^",'"'"-'
opens on Broadway. Set is a U.S. what they receive for their first
l.^?.*.".?."''
Hillbilly Jamboree of Tocca, Ga.
Television table model
Garry month's military service, if they're
Series,
produced by Altred, Moore, emcee on NBC's Sunday drafted or enlist, and will also
JLester and Julius Sack at the night quiz show, "Take It or Leave continue for 31 days the. employees'
(Continued on page .36)
Jamieson Studio here.
It,'' killed, plans for a simultaneous

Station's

nal;

one

tower

FM

and AM.

TV

unit is

combining

WNAC-TV's -Tom

Hnssey and WEWS' Van Patrick, who spelled Barber for several Innines from Boston and Cleveland,
respectively, easily
commentary. Each of them has
Sli?
.^-^ his
K.* local team
been covering
thronj^hout the season, with their knowlthe
an o pportunity to fill In with much
color material

utili-iinf?
.

.

television

.

WNBQ

.

.

.

.

m

television tricks yet scored was WEWS' (Clevelan°rt'?*P^™^a-'*^+K'*
precedent-making playoff gams
Oot 4
w#llV^«''^^^''lt"^"^!?^
scoreboard in the studio
fnd w;th^«^^lat^^°J'^'^.,*-^^•*"i'''^^'™«
«nd Tris Speaker doing the calling of plays from
« a humed session,
B^^t™ Station, after
securing a large scoreboard

.

-

:.

,

,

.

I

.

.

«»h™

X

;

,

I

th« «t'^;'^i"^.f'*^P!i'^"''!}^f*'''^
''"ard before.
*
» il^t video-wise
-^J
present
a visual record of runs, hits

'

A'hTnrnT.iH""*
'

WNBQ

WNBQ

.

WORs

.

.

,

.'

i

!

;

w

.

Sroper^sack
All in

all,

^""^T'

WEWS
errors

Was Shown

.

.

Progressing

down

cooperation

was able to
etc
As a

cSl

scoreboard

the baseline to the

that stunt called for ingenuity,
quick action and hpads

un

iMeaguratX\^ll CsfnvM^^^^^
^^^tX^oillZ'^'^^l^^^^^^^

.

"'^'^
<^<=<-<'»»
to^tLfn'^StatU^Ll^.'lit'
ro
.'i"'^'"'^
tnem. Ittatwn operators say their
split of the Gillette coin madu

On'thZcZI

Sffuvll"

also helped

^it'V'"^'
*"
^

4"<'-°^' b«t in te'^^ 0

P^no-

"'^^ following the gantet
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.
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Chipp

to

DuMont

WJBK-TV Names

Elvin

I

•

.

'

,
I

i

|

'

.

.

.

Rodney Duane Chipp has bCen
named engineering chief of the
DuMont web.

Detroit, Oct. 12.
Appointment of Ralph G. <Hank)
Elvin to head the new Video sta-

He. replaces Scott Helt, who's tiofi, WJBK-TV. which will begin
been transferred to the research operation Oct. 24, was announced
DuMont Labs.
by Fort Industries. '

division of the

.

W^-Jnwday, October 13, 194«

rtusnsuns

si

CBS TELE GOES
Pulses Top 10 TV Shows

Cutrating Crashes Tele Set Market;

ADAPTS FILAfir

Televised sports events, which had slid behind other types of TV
ihows during recent months, came back with a vengeance during
Septetmber to take seven of the top 10 ratings issued by Pulse.
Despite the resurgence of sports, however, vaudeo retained its lead,
with Ed Sullivan's "Toast pf the Town" on the CBS-TV web pullling down top spot with a 40.7 and NBC-TV's "Texaco Star Theatre" finishing a close second with a 38.7 rating. Same two shows

August ratings.
Four of the seven sports events were Brooklyn Dodger baseball
games covered by WCBS-TV (CBS, N.Y.). Dodgers Were still in
the race for the National League pennant during early September, which might explain the viewers' interest. Other three sports
ratings all went to boxing matches. Bob Emery's "Small Fry Club,"
moppet show aired across-the-board on the DuMont web, was the
led the

only non-sports leader With the exception ot the first two, squee;^
Ing into ninth place in the ratings.
Following is a list of the top 10 Pulse-rated shows in N.Y. for
Septetmber:
Sept.
Auff.
37
"Toast of the Town," WCBS,-TV, Sunday ......... 40.7
38.7
31
"Texaco Star Theatre," WNBT, Tuesday.'.
WNBT,
Giants,
Sunday
vs.
33.3
Brooklyn
Sunday
WCBS-TV,
31.3
Boxing,
Tuesday
WABD,
30.
Boxing,
30
Dodgers vs. Giants, WNBT, Saturday
28
Dodgers vs. Giants, WPIX, Thursday (night)
27.3
Boxing, WNBT, Friday
Monday-Friday
WABD,
27
Club,
26.2
Pry
Small
26.7
Brooklyn vs. Chicago, WCBS-TV, Monday

Trench Postcard'

Selling Hits
Video Tells All

night.

(17)

the tightening - up of the installment-purchasing regulations;- the
seasonal pre-election nervousness;
sets "are selling like
French postcards," according to

Only television has revealed
true difference between

the

television

football on the campus and in
a baseball park.
When: the ball goes into the

projection device on viewers for
the Ford Television Theatre show

Sunday

Developed by

stands on the campus -—
comes back.

CBSrTV production manager John
DeMott and the web's tele engineering staff ,: the system will provide .tele with an almost limitless

one major department store music-^:
radio-TV executive. However; -he
complains, the independent dealers
are making it tough for the legits,
like the big stores, which -must observe the FeldrCrawford law; and
kindred
rei^trictlons
fixed
on

it

:

'

variety of background sets

a
cost much lower than they, could
actually be built
System involves a screen 14x17
feet on which can be projected
either motion pictures or slides.
Props are: then set up before the
screen, with the overall image
Gillette Safety Razor, plunging,
giving almost a three-dimensional deeper into sponsorship of teleeffect. Views of practically any-: vision, sports events, has signed to
thing can then be projected on the bankroll both radio and: tele pickscreen. If the format, for example, ups of the Rose Bowl football fame
calls for an aetor to be riding in next New Year's Day.. Game. -will
a cab up> Fifth avenue, film of be carried by CBS on both radio
Fifth avenue will be projected be- and TV.
hind the actor in a prop cab, givGillette reportedly inked the
ing the home viewer the illusion deal with CBS several weeks ago
of actual motion'.
but: held back on the information:
System has been used for years so as not to detract from the World
in Hollywood but. until DeMott Series, which it also sponsored on
and his crew worked out the angr both radio and TV for a. combined
les, it had been thought impossible
price of $175,000.
What the firm
far tele adapati'on."* Screen, con- is shelling out for the Rose Bowl
structed of :a special metal and contest hasn't been divulged. Maxplastic alloy, was manufactured by on agency handles the Gillette acthe Bodde Screen Go., which also count.
makes them for Metro and ParaCBS recently acquired the radioat

GiDette

,

Buys

prices...

Charts Course of Indie

TV

ABC's $1,000,000 Hdqs.
Extent to which ABC is laying it on the line to entrench^
television is
evidenced by -tlie revelation that
it is plunking down $1,000,000
to get its new west 66th street
N. Y.) Tv hdqs. functioning.
By the latter part of this

some 700 ABC employes (including .some radio
personnel) will be moved over
to the block-long building, although the two elaborate studios in the structure won't be
ready for camera-shooting until the first of the year.
ABC estimates that its total
coast-to-coast investment will

month

ganization.
Fly's

immediate job

will

be to

study present relationships among
Indie producerSi ad agencies and
network outlets and afterwards to
draw up a constitution and: bylaws
Upon the basis of
for the ITPA.
his findings, Fly will also draw
up a standard contract to cover
the sales of both live and filmed

shows to

TV

set

it

back $8,000,000.

Rose Bowl on TV

the retailers complain, the biggest profit-earners are- the manu*
facturers
and distributors;: the
dealers' markup is relatively, small.
Since, however, the: installation
and service- fees redound to out-

is,

.

,

:

,

Fly's recommendations, the organization intends sending a rep to

like BOA, etc., the small deal*ers are content therefore to make
a fast if smaller profit, thus increasing the cutrating evil.

PhiDyTVCyc

there who have already
shown interest in ITPA's aims;
Sparkplugged by Martin Gosch,ithe
outfit was set up to protect the
interests of indie ^producers who.
are under a tactical disadvantage
In dealing with the big nets and
agencies.
its first

member-

ship meeting next Wednesday (20),
at the Savoy Plaza, N. Y., is also
building its own program to showcase the efforts of its member
units. Specific plans for the show
wiU t>e drawn up. at the meeting
with preliminary alms being to
create a practical pro^mming
code to guide the industry! Deals
for airing the show ai-e still a matter for the future.
The exec board of ITPA is composed of Gosch, proxy;
Irvin
Sulds, indie producer, vice-prexy;
,

The

sociates,

European Music TV Fix
Hollywood, Oct.

Which the net will telecast. Setup
is second by web, first being with
Impro for series of short films.
Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra
Is, featured
in the first six completed by Sharin.
He has also
made "Merry Christmas," starring
Vienna Boy's Choir of St. Stephen's

De-

Ruth Gordon's "Years Ago,"
Mott will be able to use two
terior scenes of winter, one
night and one for day, then

WBAL-TV embarked

this week on
an' ambitious, afternoon programming: schedule, bringing the station's program; setup 60 hours a

TOP STARS TO PREEM
FORD THEATRE ON TV

;

week. That's bigtime in anybody's
"

city.

Station now operates from noon
been set as stars in "Years Ago," straight through to signoflF time,
"Hi-Jlnx'*
Ruth Gordon play selected to with the noontime
launch the Ford theatre on tele show . getting a simultaneous TV
over the CBS-TV web Sunday (17) fPread, Afternoon sked Includes
live,
news
and
transcribed
shows,
night.
Ford's TV preem follows
by nine days the start of. radio's built chiefly around the "Tele
Ford theatre.
Two units, while Matinee" program.
both presenting one-hour adaptations of w.k. plays, will remain distinct from each other, maintaining Lucky Strike Increases
separate production crews and

AM

.

,

i

Vidfilm Series to 3 Yrs.

script writers.

Tele version of the show will be
aired in the 7:30 to 8:30 p.m. slot

.

Now

With {2,000,000 Budget
American

Hollywood, Oct. 12.
Tobacco has upped

the Marshall Grant, Realm Television Productions, deal for 26;:
telepix, as reported last week, to
156 pictures. Pact now covers a
three-year; period. Tobacco will
spend close to $2,000,000 on the
package.
Series was sold on the sample

"The Necklace" adapted from
de, Maupassant's short story^;
was written and pror
duced by Stanley Rubin and Louis
Lantz and directed by Sobey

film

Guy

Initialer

Martin,

Norman L. Elzer will be in
charge of :.the entire, video opera-r
Disney's. Mickey Mouse is under tion. Rudy Abel has been made a:
way for "Howdy Doody,''' puppet member of the organization and
PIC
2,000,000
star of Bob Smifhfs kid show on will function ;as production super-;
NBC-TV.
firm has been organ- visor. First film is to be delivered
IN '49,
ized in the name of Howdy Doody, to American Tobacco by .Ian 1,
Inc., and licensing agreements have under; deal set by Harry Immerle.
Chicago, Oct. 12.
In a slide talk for members of; already beei^ set by Smith with
the Assn. of American Advertising five toy and^ children's clothing;
,

and
table and the chief surgeon
narrator^ described the scene
(Continued on page 36)

WOIC

Ceremonies

Fri.

Washington, Oct. 12.
Special cornerstone for WOIC,
net's upcoming television
Friday
station, is to be laid here

Mutual

Coy.
15 ) by FCC chairman Wayne
for
He's to use a silver trowel
ihe ceremonies and the cornerstone will include current copies
publications
of leading radio trade
Ceremonies are to be attended
(N. Y.) prexy Theodore
Cathedral, Vienna.
features by
It
Poppele
Bight yuletide carols and will be Streibert, veepee Jack R.
WOIC general manager Euaired during
and
Christmas

coming

.

cities.

Taking. its clue from. the videoconscious populace, and in a bid
to spurt set sales even higher,.

exfor
Raymond Massey, Eva Le Galcut lienne and Patricia Kirkland have

immediately to a warm
day; System, has been developed to the extent- that the
proper densities on the screen are
matched to the studio's key light,
to preclude any glare. DeMott: Is

.

(

^

•

most "TV-happy"

"Face the Music" show. 15-minute once a montli, putting it directly
airer broadcast acrcss-the-board, across from the: second half-hour
but next Sunday night's show will of Du Mont's "Original Amateur
be the first time it will have been: Hour" and from the Admiral show
used to its full advantage. DeMott on NBC-TV. With the Philco Telemedium.
worked out the. system, on. the: basis vision Playhouse on NBC-TV alThe demonstration was staged of his experience at the Par studios ready
bucking
Ed Sullivan's
last week (5-6) by the University of on the Coast, where he worked in "Toast of the Town'' vaudeo show
Pennsylvania's Medical School in both operations and special effects, on CBS-TV in the 9 to 10 p.m. slot,
cooperation with RCA, under the helping to rig up such things as Sunday night's TV picture is rapsponsorship of the Smith, Kline & the squid used in "Reap the Wild idly becoming as hotly contested as
French pharmaceutical laborator- Wind" and the explosion shots in in radio.
The program Was put on in "For Whom the Bell Tolls."
ies.
conjunction with the State Medical
Other CBS-TV technicians who
and worked on the process with "De- Howdy Doody
here
convention
Society's
a Big
4,000 physicians and surgeons in Mott are H. Van Wagenen, chief of
nearby Convention Hall attended the station's electrical construction Subsid Business Operation
tlie television clinic.
crew and engineers Fred ReinVast commercial exploitation in
Thirty-five physicians, and; sur- hardt and Paul Witlig.
a manner akin to that given Walt
geons from the faculty took part in

12.

CBS is wooing potential sponsors
,
in the east for a series of 13 onereelers, lensed in Europe by Eugen
Sliarin,
of
Ambassador Films,

Baltimore, Oct. 12.
tele sets in use as
of Sept. 30,' and likelihood of a
40,000 figure being achieved by
March X,. Baltimore currently
shapes up as one of the nation's

ar6 still to be weighed, although
physicians and surgeons who took
part in the video clinic were glowing in their praise of the new

secretary;
and Henry The operating room routine was
World Video, treasurer.
virtually unchanged. A television
camera was suspended over the

CBS Seeks Sponsor For

season.

the Ford TV preem, which is to
present an hour-long adaptation, of

WBALSiied

With 22,000

'

closely with DuPont
engineers to develop the screen
further, and hopes to have five or
six of them in operation at the
WCBS-TV (N. Y.) studios by Febfull implications of the first ruary.
demonstration of television . CBS-TV "sneaked" its rear profor teaching purposes jection on several stanzas of the

Nat Rudick, of Gainsborough As- the two days telecast of operations.
White, of

60-Hr.

,

Philadelphia, Oct. 12.

major
and surgery

Balto. TV-Happy;

•

now working

ducers

:

TV

,

Hailed by Medicos
'

fits

studios. Projector requires
rights to the Bowl games for
1,000 watts of incandescent three years,: but Gillette's contract
light power, whereas it had been
Game is Yo be
is for 1949- only.
thought heretofore that at least carried on the full CBS-AM net5,000 watts of carbon are light work and over as many tele stawould be needed. All film is shot; tions as it's available to. Web also
at the same rate of 30 frames per
has the right to transcribe the
second that TV uses, instead of game on film for use. at a: later
standard
24
pictures'
motion
time over stations not directly conframes, with the film then synnected to its Hollywood tele outlet.
chronized with the tele camera.
Through use of the system on

only

summer

the west coast to corral indie pro-

ITPA; holding

mount

almost

stations.

Currently, ITPA has a memberthip of 40 leading indie producers
in New York, Chicago and Detroit,
representing about 75% of the
eastern fields
After ITPA is formally chartered on the basis of

•

in

itself

;.

radio dealers find

a quick turnover item, and
"anybody with cash can walk into
any of these stores and buy sets
10-20% less than the list." As it

;

ITPA Plans Own Show

Producers;

momentum in its drive-f
the networks and ad agencies with a solid front oMndependent video producersi the IndependProducers Assn.
ent Television
took its first big step this week
with appointment of James L. Fly,
former FCC chairman, as attorney
Okayed by ITPA's
for the outfit.
exec board Monday (11), the move
was designed to add power and
prestige to. the four-week old orhU

'

-

TV

,

Gaining

to

•:.

The smaller

,

.

Hy

Clip

Apart from the slight buying
which is ascribed in part to

lull,

..Incorporating various motion picture production techniques for the:
first time into television, CBS-TV
will spring a completely, itew rear
.

WOR

gene S. Thomas.

TUBES

A

SEZ STROTZ

Agencies here Friday (8) Sidney manufacturers/;;;
First to debut, late this .month,
Strotz, NBC veepec in charge of
tele, said (hat reports of picture will be a doll, a prettified, iVAtshortages are exaggerated^ inch-tall replica of the puppet,,
Supply of 10-inch glass blanks is turned out by the Effanbee Doll
"more than adequate," he said, pre-: Co., subsid of the Noma Electric
Smith is .slated to teeot'f
dieting that over 2,000,000 pic tubes Corp.
sale of the doll at Macy '.s, N. Y.
will be turned out in 1949.
Deals also have been set for a
NBC now has tele in cities representing 29% of the total papula Howdy Doody suspender and belt
Next outfit, a- cowboy suit; a cowboy
tion, according to Strotz.
year/ he said, the net will expand shirt, ;and a girl's handbags
In the works, too, are negotiavideo coverage to the point whex'e
it
will influence oa.SOrj of total tions for Smith, who is "Howdy's"
U. S. retail sales via stations in voice, to do a couple of kids' recKids' books ai.so" are
cities comprising 43.89© of the total ord albums,
tube

.

I

i

population.

Ibeinjg discussed.

Here

We

Go Again

CBS is hauling out and dusting -off its color television, for «
one-shot demonstration for a onewoman audience. ;
:

Frieda Hennock, newest FCC
commissioner, hasn't seen 'color
TV. CBS will give her the gander
Friday, Qct. 22.

El PASO FILES FOE TV
Washington, Oct. 12.
Application for commercial television station In El Paso, Tex., was

week with ihe FCC. by
El Paso Television Co.
filed last

;;,,

f

.

WedncMlar,

TBUmSION BEVIEWS
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MARY
With

ABCTakes Wraps Off WXYZ-TV

Kay

and

Johnnie

WHITEHALL PHARMACAL

"Philco Television nayhoute" a series of phenomenal stunts by
did a smash followup to its "Din- the educated birds was high& Sample)
ner at Eight", preem a weelt ago lighted by expert cioseup camera
"Mary Kay and Johnnie" en- With . an equally fine rendition of treatment that punched over tlie
joyed a lengthy run on DuMont's Daphne DuMaurier's
"Rebeccii" fine points.
WABD (N. Y.) at one time but was on the NBC-TV web last Sunday
never able to snag a sponsor on (10) night.
Because of necessary
Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis
Show Productions, trimming to a one-hour running got a better camera treatment on
that station.
radio-tele producing subsidiai-y of time, the teleshow lost part, of the- the Russ Morgan-Admirar variety
the Dancer, Fitzgerald & Sample suspense created in both the origi- half-hour Sunday over WNBT than
ad agency, recently lured it over nal legiter and David O. SelzniCk's last week.
Upcoming comedy
to NBC-TV under sponsorship of film version, but more than comteam bespeak their true cinematic
Whitehall Pharmacal Co. where it's pensated for that with an excellent promise under this improved
video
been booked as a Sunday night fea-^ technical and acting jobSame
went for the show
lensing.
run
til re
for the usual 13-week
Number of sets was limited to in general. Arthur Treacher virwith options.'
three but the main one was a mas- tually stooged as a butler; Lucill*
Recipient- o£ several popularity terpiece of design, based on TV's and
Eddie Roberts did their
awards from tele fan mags while current standards. Cast, Working magico nonsense to fair results;
on DuMont, the show has lost none under Uie capable direction of Morgan still looks not too nautical
oJ: its charm and personality in the
Fred Coe, was letter-perfect. Flor- an "admiral," despite the^ getup,
network switch. Format is a simr ence Reed, as Mrs. Danvers, and excepting that* the ship-ahoy motif
pie oiie, revolving about the mar-; Bramwell Fletcher, as Maxim defits from the sponsor of the .samo
ried life of Mary Kay and Johnnie Winter, repeated the fine work
name. The sister act doing the inr
Stearns, who are Mr. and Mrs. in: they did in the original Broadway
tros ai'e a photogenic pair.
Same

NBC-TV, from New York
(Vianc^T, Fitzgerald

GEORGE ROSEN

h

Tops' Typed

Dettoit, Oct. 12.

ABC

forged another impoi-tant

Detroit, Oct. 12.

link in its coast-to-coast televitlon network and in Its bid for 8
lofty perch in the TV sphere, with
t1i« preom of its owned-and-operated Detroit station—WXYZ-TV

Among ABC
now

they're

:

execs
Paul

video
calling

Whiteman "the Lucy Mortroe
What Miss
of Television."
Monroe and her "Star-Spangled Banner" have been to

—last Saturday (9). It's now three
down and two to go for Ed Noble's
$8 000,000 video enterprise, with
tlie wraps also off in Nevir York and
Chicago, and with Los Angeles and
San Francisco still coming up.
As TV preems go, the Detroit
opening was significant from sev-

special event one-shots on and
off of radio, Whiteman and his
"Rhapsody in Blue" have 'become to ABC's coastrto-cOast
tele premieres.
Thus far in all three of the.
preems {N.Y., Chi
web's
and Detroit), "Pops" and his

TV

standpoints, leaving in its
eral
vsdke TV blueprints to chart the
inedium'f, future course in the hinterlands. As Detroit's second television station (the Detroit News'
WWJ-TV is an old story in tele
has served
pioneering),
as a midwest stimulant, with a 24-

:

brought

have

"Rhapsody"

Next stops:
the Los -Angeles and Frisco

down the

TV

curtain.

station openings,
I

WXYZ-TV

Christmas full network show cur-

real life. It could probably best be play and Mary Anderson, new to
compared to the Ozzie and Harriet her: role of the young wife, kept
radio shaw, incorporating much of pace with them throughout the
the same Ingi'atiating aspects as performance.
Supporting players
.scripted by Stearns
were all good.
Much of the show's charm is
Doubling as producer, Coe hantraceable directly to the femme dled liis cameras without a slipup,,
half of the team, who displayed a taking full advantage of the am-^
pleasant personality that proto-' bilious sets.
Bert Lytell, serving
typed the average conception of. as program host for both Philco
a young American hausfrau on the. and Actors Equity Assn., under
preem show Sunday (IQ) night whose auspices the series is prestearns also handled his lines sented, repeate'd with his dignified
okay.
Story line picked them up but: always interesting introes to;
with' Mary Kay making plans: for the play and. his between-acts
comher first baby, which is due in a ment.
He, and NBC announced
couple of months, and her difficul- Bob Stanton handled the commer-

pre-preem ballyhoo not only rently in the works at. ABC, But
set ownership from a
until .then the ABC Detroit operaprevious 15,000 mark to nearly
tiouj, for one, is. striving hard to
20.000 u'ithin a week, but injectovercome the handicaps resulting
lijpo
into the local competiing a
from lack of experience.
That's
tive programming setup.
With a weekly schedule of 20
ho w_,WWJ-TV wanted it, and significant was the fact that the De- hours programming, it's estimated
troit Ne.vs' station staged its own that about 40% of the time will be
by the end of October,
program Friday night (8) as a sa- sponsored
"
Chief reliance,; of* couirsie;: is on
lute to the newcomer.
sports, with the station
Ton the WXYZ-TV nreem rates '"^"'^
ties ill biiyihg the right baby cafe
a nod' ^^^^^^^^^^^^'^^^^^^^
S;t%r?grare.net, program ex riage. It WaS;^that sUripIe, but also
successful one to date, with its YfJ^^""**^^®*"^
Whether the gal is
that good.
change.
solid 10' 2 hours of inaugural 'prO'
actually going to have a baby
premiere
will
Detroit's
next
TV
gramming, (in itself establishing
wasQ^t made clear, but it would be
a record "iai a marathon preem be the George Storer. station-, a neat idea for the series.
scheduled
for
Oct.
24.
WJBK,
show) completely sold out, with
Commercials, plugging Anacin
the exception of a 15-minute segand Kolynos, we*e acceptably prement allotted to talks by ABC AMERICA'S
sented on film and confined to
MEETING
board cliairman Noble; prez Mark With Geortre V. Denny, Jr^^ mod- their proper places in the show.
and
AM-FM-TV
Woods,
erator; Norman Thomas, O. John
gen. nigr James G. Riddell.
Rogre; Arthur BUits Lane) Mak
Otherwise the bankrolling of the
Lerner -.
FOTOGRAPHER
( INQUIRING
variegated opening-day program- Director; Marshall Diskln
With Jitniny Jemail; John Tlllmah:
,.•..;;•
ming- setup more than offset the Producer: Denny
anndimcetv
$10,000 preem nut. This included Tech. Director: George MUn*^
-L'Ditector:- Austin -Huhn-.
60
Mlns.;
Tues.,
8:30
p.m.
Philco's picking up the tab for the
z6 Mins.; Thuirs., 7:4(1 ty. VBa
Slieet

'spiralina
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TOWN

WXYZ

.
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SPEAR & CO.

:

ABC-TV, from New York

fwpix,.

N. Y. Diily News' WPIX
Another milestone in TV
passed last Tuesday (5) when ABC up' with a neat twist on the standint-'-".""'
"•"»"-•"-+•-'>--*-»»*'
interview
began regular, simultaneous tele ard "man-in-the-street"
forum, format with its new "Inquiring
of radio's
oldest
casts
George V. Denny's "Town Meet- Fotographer" showi Jimmy Jemail
ing." from Town Hall in N. Y. As who's been conducting that type of
in radio, the" 60-minute program column in the News for more than
is being offered on video for; co- 25 year8,.,was a .nataral for the inoperative sponsorship. The Mod- terview jobi both because of his
Package "
em Industrial Bank has picked up established reputation and his faOpening day sponsored program the tab on both WJZ and WJZ- cility in handlmg the public.
spread also included a pickup of TV N Y
But—and it's a: big "but '-^Jemail
the World Series game from Clever"^"^
By and large, th. TV debut was
I'f^y ^J*""
land and the Notre Dame-Michigan a successful one. While "Town
l'',w«/n,'^iXn
State grid contest, both tied in Meeting" is not a type of program
""^^t^
*'"^^1tCut a
f,^*
with the midwest tele web; a program by the Chevrolet Glee Club, Saied tling ^bleTo *."ee UsTarl slngle^eSiortl- gro^hTin^
""^he Preem show last
an early vintaged Danny Kaye pic, tLtantSke"'''for°an'tdded^al
sports commentary and a pickup traction. Also, this foriim fills a Thursday (7) night appeared to
have been briefed in advance on
of the Detroit Lions vs. Boston definite place in radio programYanks pro football', game for the ming, so it fills a distinct need in how to answer^ his questions. They
were all standing within fingertip
the public service brackets of TV
nightcap.
reach of Jemail, with others within
Significant, too, was the Detroit
camera range merely gawking at
Despiie a closed-circuit test run the, proceedings.
premiere's inauguration of the
''Philco Package" tienp for TV the previous week, however, the
Jemail could also hypo the show
openings around the country, with "Town Meeting" preem was far b.v; ringing in questions with more
the set manufacturer laying out V^P'^. flawless. The lighting was of a punch. Granted that it might
$7,500 for the 60-minute show here highly inadequate. Ihe large black be unwise to drag up weighty po
and already prepping ambitious backdrop on the stage soaked up utieal problems; he could certamly
much of the light _and certainly have come Up with soittething niore
plans
to:; underwrite; elaborate
should be replaced by a hght interesttog than the "how long do
Coast shows for the L. A. and
shaded or white one. The straight- you want to live" stickler he posed
Frisco ABC-TV curtain-raisers.
on closeups of the speakers were for the program's teeoff He's done
Occupying Channel 7 on the De- okay, but another camera,
ele- consistently bettfer in his newspar
troit video band, WXYZ signal on
vated and to one side, provided an
the opening day festivities was unsatisfactory Side view, usually per column.
ShoW is staged iia the
floor
generally
excellent.
Weighed revealing Denny at the speaker's of the Spear & Co. main
furniture
strictly cn terms of bigtime profes- elbow.
store in New York,'^ w
sional standards and to one familiar
The costumed Town Crier at the up. several; technical difficulties;
With slick, know<rhQW techniques opening had. his script between his Director Austin Huhn was unable
associated with; the New York- face and camera. His stint is so to mahipiiilate his cameras aihoiig
originating "Texaco Star Theatre" brief it would seem he could mem- the crowd, resulting in. a .sCities of
and CBS' "Toast "of the Town," the orize it. ^-^vstilted shots..; Lighting,' toOi was
WXYZ premiere, from a technical Closeups of members of the au- n.s.g., doini treinehdous harrti to
standpoint, left much to be desired. dience provided an interesting di the
Interviewees':
faces.
Problems
. ..
,
,
beards was especially
This was particularly true on the version, their facial reactions to °* X"^
"i^" ^
lighting and camera work, which what speakers said being so can- "?"ceable, particuferly ui the case
o"^**
Cl^y ^ombardo. who
resulted in some of the ace PhilcO- did, in some instances, as to be
bankroll^d acts suffering.
almost libelous. While it's under- """aved the throng to guest on the
But at the. same time the Philco standable that the cameramen preem;
Single commercial for Spear was
show,; virtually a replica of the would single out interesting faces,
seemed, however, that they completely ruined by poor camera
east coast network's Texaco stanza, it
work. Lenses were late in switch
was a rovelation to these midwest tended to concentrate on too few ing to the article plugged
when
viewers, who perhaps for the first; and might have: peered around Jemail introed it and then
the
- ",;.
time recognized the potentialities more.
model demonstrating a: chair
Denny prowed telegenic. One directly between it and stood
of bigtime live programming when
the
coaxial -coast-to-coast TV becomes smart device employed by Mar-^ cameras.
Sfal.
a^realitj'. And while the shortcom- shall Diskin> who directed the TV
ings of the local technical crews pickupi was to: switch the shot ocwere apjjarent, nevertheless there casionally to the member of the
s Hosp Telecast
panel whose arguments were being
Is evidenced here an eagerness and
Philadelphia, Oct: 12.
attacked by the speaker of the
a dai-iii.? in some of the camera
moment. Not always, but often it' Don Hirst, scriptcr, pinchhitting
work, with some of the Paul produced a good reaction study.
for emcee Jon Gnasy on latter's
Wiiitenian
superimpositiohs,
for
Bank .<i])onsoriiig the N Y. air- "You Are An Arlist" on NBC-TV
example, rivalling those achieved ing
employed films which ap- net Wednesday nights, will air
in {lie cast.
peared actuall.v to have been shot show tonight (13) from PhiladelIt's expected that by the middle in the bank's
offices, deplcUnR the phia, at Temple Univ.- Hospital,
of December WXYZ, along With firm's various services. Sequences where Gnagy is confined.
the I'emaindep. of the midwest. TV were ^.
WPTZ is sending out a mobile
passable, but open to im
web, will be finally.lmked coaxially provemcnt In' p'rofessioiiar tccii unit ifeeding the NBC ^et from
with N. y., with -an ambitious nique.
the hosp.
Dootj.
'
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that the customers; miss
striking re-»

Dean Martin's

"Texaco Star Theatre's", session
of Tuesday (5) proved itself to b*
one of vaudeo's more progressive

.

:

laboratories.: Lessons: gleaned
this stanza are likely to have
far. reaching results.

:

cials.:

in

a

pleasant,

One

manner.

Brothers, were

from
some

tele's

introduced' .spot

I

illumination to
Texaco. It's an old showbusiness
trick but it achieves greater illumination in the vital entertainment areas/ more depth of picture

and a more theatrical aura which
paves the way, JEor, more imagina-!-!
mazda treatment for all types
of video displays.
Some of the wonders achieved
are amazing. For one thing. Carmen- Miranda never looked better

five

making their

in

public^ display,

whether from

stage, nitery or screen. Chico Marx
almost looked like a juvenile; Both

were visually flattered in a manner that removes a chief objection that many top stars have to
this new medium.
More important for the purposes

sec-

ond time around. It's almost -a
cliche that a vaude routine which
takes years to develop can be electrocuted after one run-through on
video.
But Adams, Tony Can- of this show is the realization that
zonerl and Mark Plant, duplicat-: how Milton Berle goes so goes
ing their "how now brown eoW "Texaco Star Theatre," Berle was
and "Sonny Boy'' routine still were^ late in hitting his stride—conse-^
the
display
lagged
clicks on their second turn at bat. sequently,
;

routine, however, is bound to until Berle's buffooneries started
some bounce with a couple of hitting. Comic resorted to his
more repetitions. Mayo Bros., in standard line questioning whether
the opener^ delivered solidly once the studio pewholdcrs were an auagain with their intricate precision dience or a jury and whether they

The

•

were, jealous because he's worlc-^
Among; the. new Items, Pearl ing. It constituted an admission
Bailey showed strong possibilities of failure during the early part of
as a video personality with her his turn.
However, he ultimately did get
vocalizing
and mugging on a
couple of novelty tunes. The Deep rolling and by the time Miss MirRiver Boys also contributed some anda finaled, layout was in high
neat harmonizing but this quartet, gear. The Latin sold herself with
due to, faulty selection of numbers, a pair of fast Hispano chants and
failed to show its best stuff.
uni- Berle sewed up the sequence with
que cockatoo act, Hammond's Birds, his donning garb ala Miranda and
was standout. This act, involving
(Continued on page 38).
terping.
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Gnagy

,

.

lose

'

.

v

weakest facets,.,
lighting, has taken on some long
strides with this show. Arthur'.
Knorr, in charge of lighting and
the who selects the camera shots, has
of

off-^tbe^rcuf

:

•:-.:

N.-..Y.'~

is

semblance to Cary drant,; ;ittGidentally,; is accented in this videogenlc
medium.

:

r,-'-

Co-op

entertainment spread
emceed by Georgie Price and comprising irances Langford, Paul
and Grace Hartman, Gil Maison,
?'Sugari Chile'' Robinson and Paul
Whiteman with a house orch augmented by key men' of the: Detroit
S^miphony Orchestra and pianist
Ear] Wild, who was brought on
from. N. Y. as part of the "Philco

eOiminute

Result
plenty.

:

Ed Sullivan's "Toast of
Town" vaudea. show hit one of its
high points on CBS-TV last Sunday
(10) with a well-rounded layout of
top jiame acts.
This session had
speed, novelty and laughs distributed in ideal proportions to
rivet attention over the~full hour.
Weak spot, however,, continues in
the quality and .frequency of the
Emerson commercials and the
deadpan attempts at gagging by
Sullivan. Latter would double his
efficacy as emcee if he confined
himself to straight ^introes.
Two of the best iT,jms on the bill,
came Joey Adams & Co. and the Mayo

-

Martin & Lewis'
comedy bits,, as is true of most
comedy-^the camera still doesn't
know where to look; and for what.
fault applied with

:

1

.

1948

Oclolrfer 13,

AND JOHNNIE

ICAY
Mary

Stearns
Director: Garry Simpson
Writer: Steams
20 Mins.; Sun., 7 p.m.

Whh a 10y2-Hr. Sponsored Pre^
Bv

;
-

OLD KICKERBOCKER MUSIC
HALL

KFI-TV INAUGURAL

Leinoii, Madelleine Lee
Writer: James Reach:
Director: Robert SiuiOtt

Director: Jimmy Leahman
90 Mins.: Weds., 8:45 p.m,
Sustaininer

PROGRAM

With Adolpfae Men.jou, Harvey
(^'The Times Square Story")
Stone, Meredith Willson, Mayor
With Henry Lascoe, Maurine StaFletcher Bowron, Billy Burke,
pleton, Darren McGavin, Sally
Art Baker, Colleens.
Gracie,
Farrell
Pelley,
Jack Producer: Ronnie Oxford
^

^

Producer: Paul F. Moss
30 Mins.; Fri., 10 p. m.

KFI-TV, Los Anteles

;

KFI - TV's

:

Sustaininif

Wednesday

CBS-TV. from New York

.

program
marking their of-

inaugural

<9),

;

This stanza rates a bow if for no ficial entry into the commercial
other reason than it rather suc- video field; was nicely paced
con-*
cessfully brings off an experiment
sidering the short rehearsal time
within an experiment.
The Old put In by
most of the entries.
Knickerbocker Music Hall,

eastslde
N. Y. restaurant specializing in revival, of Gay Nineties atmosphere
and diversion, is presenting a whodunit briefie from its stage nightly
as. part of the floor show, to see
how such entertainment strikes the
customers. CBS-TV moved in last
rrida.\- (8) to see how a video"pickup of the mystery playlet looked
a.5, TV fare
Ii looked okay, taken as obvious

Lineup was topped by Adolphe
Menjou who emceed the parade of
talent in a casual but telling manHarvey Stone and Meredith
^S^.\

:

mellerdrammcr.

Willson took top honors for the
evening with a bit -of strong
comedy.

Mayor Fletcher Bowron, Billy
Burke and Art Baker took to the
TV cameras for a few choice
words, and the Colleens, quintet of

was perhaps vocalists, ran through four numplayed a little too heavily and bers in fine voice.
might have striven more for burDebut was produced bv
lesque effect.
As it was, it con- Oxford and directed by Ronnie
Jimmy
veyed an air of realislfi and the Leahman. Oxford's
production deacting, m this light, was mostly tails
were
worked out and
overdone.' A stopraction device was Leahmaj|js camera
emplojed satisfactorily, after all fective, ^^eahman diddirection efhave a few
dues were planted, to give the bad camera moments, but renieinnitery's
customer-audience
a bering that his work was largely
chance lo gue.ss (for prizes) identity extemporaneous because
of last
of the culprit.
minute preparations, it was a job
Li.iShting was of surprisingly good well done.
Lighting from some
quality (CBS .shines m this dept.) angles was
errtremely poor for
and camera work was generally which there was no excuse
smooth.
Ooan. (
^rttt.
.

It
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CBS perpetuates an American habit:

Amos n
They are part of the life of most Americans. They are a national habitj
as familiar as

Radio

almost

itself.

And now...
America
For
*n'

CBS

is

assured of them for generations to

has purchased

all rights to

come!

.j

the magnificent cliaracters of ''Amos

Andy" from Freeman Gosden and Charles

Correll, their

famous originators,

through arrangements with Music Corporation of America.
In doing

not only

so,

CBS

has

made

as a great radio

a

move

comic-strips,

For

is

"Amos

*n'

Andy)*

the other ways in which the

years: in television, motion-pictures,

American people — as they always

laughter

all

perpetuate

books

and appropriate product-developments.

But more than they can ever belong
to the

Avill

program*, but for

world may enjoy them through the

and

that

wanted

full details

in

to anyone,
will, so

"Amos

long

as

*n'

Andy" belong

warm and

friendly

America.

on the

availability of the characters

"Amos

'n'

Andy" com-

municate directly with

"Amos 'n' Andy" Productions
A Dromon oj the Columbia Broadcasting Systemfine.
HOLLYlf OOD-NEfF YORK-CHICAGO

*"Ainos 'ii' Andy" on the
is

spoiisoicd by Rinso,

%

I ever iJibthers

Company

on CBS Sundays,
at

;

.ji)

S.ou pni,

air

1-.'>T,

,

product,

TKI.KVISI(»x^

it

Wedneida^ October

RADIO

-

WGN's

Xome Down From That Ivory Tower

I

Aits Jele

of strong representations to the FCC
to reserve certain television channeirfor 'cducatlonai'and non-profit
purposes.
It was pointed out that none is
now so reserved and feeling was
expressed that the procedure folfrequencies
lowing in keeping
for this purpose «ouId be: followed

cation,
try out
of an

WNAC-TV's

Arthur Godfrey has decided to
ditch his longstanding early-morning gab grinds on WCBS, N.Y., and

Bow

^

j

;ai^tenI^j|s:'^';',y;'"^^^^

Co-op

:;ti;aas;"sai:4Hb'at.;'th'^ ';:itbrm;<^

y
He
days VbWoM. w^^
^xilmii^cl' that I'rsiin .atcimpaiiied

by a "gale

;

up

picliis

tije

salt firom

—

1

ets.--- hard-l;eaded, business Approach to Vision s
~
_
ZI
their problems. Dominant tone of
^
the conclave is that educational D.i>1lA.Mi>MM
Iima*«vm
radio must come down fswa its
EiIISIkII
ivory tower in order to compete *
for audiences and public support.
*
«•
Initial project for the NAEB will
TwrtwiAilbe the job ot setting up standai'ds
I fl
I rHIlSIl Ildlllll
a««««>-w
for new educational stations as well
as standards for professional teachr'i.^/.inr.ofi
rini
19
ing qualifications in more than 700
^
^
„ iVs serv
.Mnl^^f
^lV„,f)ori
ce of paten^^^^^
Extending
colleges offering courses in radio
^
Many NAEB are r';"^^"'-''
and television
?'p/rf"^
Inc
Radio VnT
sit companies. Transit
burned over the fact that the Naheadquarters here has aptional Assn of Broadcasters stole ^i h
P""!,!""
a march in the latter category by P«"te1 ^""'^
as respectrve
Ensign
WUham
E.
setting up the University .4sn for
managers of national sales offices
Professional Radio Edur
on.
to be opened in Chicago and New
„
IINAEB is also mulling
plans to i^or^
establish central headquarters in:
„
-j, t
"Albert Taft, .Tr president sa^
Wa.shington to act as legislative
St Louis,
coordinator and keep member sta- Pellegrm leaves KSIL,
••
.
..
tioiis
informed of FCC actions as president and general manager
\

'

rPllryrlll.
WlVgl™* UllOigll
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held by Morns Novik, .N;Y. radio
consultant
Necessity of creating
a di lector of research for audience
surveys on effectiveness of educational stations

was

also discussed.

GMCookOtfOn

'

I

who

said: "NAEB's objective
the more than 50 member
stations to.provide program service
in terms of the special Interest of
U,.S. regions and cities. No longhair edoit NAEB points to memin

for,

ber s(,Uions .such as KOAC. Oregon; \V\'YC '.VY.; WKAR, kichigan WOT, Iowa, which are commanding a large share of regional
audiences and are promotional-

imndod and

publicity conscious."
Proposals were also drawn up
for a transcription network linking
proiont
and
stations owned
b\ citj boaids of educations and

Bergen at 25G, rating

FM

politan

There's no quesSmith,
WOR's John Gambling and other
local earlybirds will pitch hard to
tion but that

i

GM

,

\

;

,

I

i

,

i

;

l
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|

!

WCFM

j

the

1

;

.

j
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Only two 15-minute periods a
week have been, scheduled on gooperative matters. One is to be a
local documentarj^ show in which
the microphone visits different coop enterprises in the Capital area
each week; the other features leading persorialities in the coopera-

|

STAFFORD HEADS UP
REVERE SHOW ON ABC

WCBS-WTOP

routine,

plenty

payful, would be there to fall back
on. Now. apparently
and for good
reason* in view of his web Hooper«
Godfre;. teols he can give his bigtime roles the full play.
.;

—

j

•

WNBC's Bob

woo dialers from their rise-wlthGodfrey listenmg habit.
Godfrey currently has 32 participating sponsors on his WCBS pro-gram (and 45 on, the waiting list!)
and seven on the WTOP show,
which ail's from 7.45 to 8:30.
He got his start in the D.C. spot,
which he took over in January,
1934. He has been doing the WCBS
After
stint since April 27, 1941.
he got network billing, Godfrey
clung to the two local shows on
the grounds that the web commercials might come and go, but

i

.:

FM

new«

money Hooper.

|

,

]

parade for the N.Y. metroarea. Carryover audienco

picked up by Harry Clark's

ai 7:45 also gives that spot a top-

,

AM

WCBS,

in particular his 7:30
segment (stanza runs from 6 to
7-45) being No. 1 in the daytim*

AM

fiy aWliig-'a iine of 'ho'itte^^^^
FM
vision receivers to its standard
large-iscre'eh ::;proje!^
deumvoisitic^
Such a move would signed for bars and taverns, U. S;
piowdo piograrn coverage for the Television was able to show an
nijjor ponulation areas in the U.S $i^,93T profit frii:: flie, flrst seyen

date is Dec. 1..
Loss of Godfrey poses a toughi*
for

|

Keynote of the organization was
sounded by Richard Hull, NAEB
pr.vxy,

the

that

Station is the 11th FMer to be
General Motors has cooled oif
established in the Capital area and
on the idea of picking up the
the third to launch out with no
j
$25,000 weekly talent tab on the
sets, including tuners,
affiliate,
| Edgar
which
Bergen package,
which can bring in the station are Standard Brands is anxious to reestimated at 50,000 to 75,000. An linquish, and it's now a certainty
impetus to increased sales of re- that
won't toucli it. Although
the
through
expected
ceivers
is
afhis
new
tlieie
have been a number of
after next week for
Council which agency-sponsor inquiries, they all
filiation, Pellegrin has been In ra- station's Listeners'
pereons wind up with the same lament
dio for 18 years and was director represents about 40,000
of btjoaiicasf aiivfertisirig; for NAB; who have invested in Cooperative] that a $1,600,000 time and talent
licensee
of|
Assn.,
Broadcasting
nut for a 39-week network ride
Erisigri bowed in radict In 192^;
adds up to too much coin these
as a commercial rep for WE.\F, WCFM.
New York, and when NB(3 was orOpening day's program will be days, despite the awareness that
ganized. hS' beoarne saleii riariager devoted largely to broadcasting Bergen has been a year-in-ycarlate
he
with
out
top Hooper draw.
NetworkOf
station,
of its Bide
festivities celebrating
Like wise' the talked-of capital
^^les manager of the Rural jVtarquis Childs as guest commentaNetwork In New York tor. Station cast will perform "TO' gams deal between CBS board
^f^'o
chairman
Willianv S: Paley-- and
documentary
Live,"
rotate
gether We
" Bergen IS also reported Gold, :even
Sales efforts by Transit Radio drama, followed by "Salute to
for
will commence immediately
definitely will not be a though Columbia, would' consider
WCTS, Cincinnati; KPRC-FM, "music and news .station," Sid It a banner year if it could wrap
Houston, Tex WIZZ, Wilkes-Barre, Byrnes, program director said. up Charlie McCarthy for back-toPa., and WPLH, Huntington, W. Nor will it be a co-op station in back Sunday night slotting with
^''^
<
'^^''h K.XOX,
St. Louis, ex- the sense that it m'iU. devote it- "Amos 'n' Andy."
Standards Brands would .like: to
pected by Taft to join the cycle of self to co-op activities.
Brynes
licensees this month.
said the local co-op memi)ership:i unload Bergen by -the: end of v the
has financed .the project: but- hef year, but if there are no takers,
has bee n given a free hand in f tlie company is still committed to
a two-season contracts
prograttiming.

L

.,

in

Harry Marble, who has frequently
pinchhitted for Godfrey, will get
the nod. The tentative switchover

'

affecting them; Some^ talk was' also
heard- of employing a full time
ex«c secretary, a parttime post now

appellation

cine.

program. Occasion will' be celebrated at a banquet with addreS'ses
by Sumner Welles, former Under-

'

1

man"

WNAC-TV- uses video outputs trade—and taking on TV on top
from CBS, ABC and DuMont, plus of this would be simply a physical
shows emphasizing sports impossibility.
local
Washington. Oct. 12.
First word of Godfrey's impendYankee
Network Institute, meanThe country's first cooperativelywhile, readying three of its high ing ayem exit sparked talk of an
owned commercial broadcast sta*' rated public service shows lor the unprecedented scramble among
tion will begin operations here cameras under direction of James gabbers to land the lucrative spot,
next Wednesday (20) when WCFM S. Powers. About set to go are from which he reputedly pockets
shows focussed on law and medi- more than $200,000 yearly. But
Washington presents its preixiiere
it!a now
apparently: settled

Thurman
State;
of
Secretaiy
Arnold, former Assistant Attorney
General; and Mrs. Raymond Clapper, widow of the columnist.

,

"iron

lishing video sections.

Oct20D.CPreem

.

1

Coml

Station Set For

Oct. 12

1

on 7'

^

sisit: sp^^^

,

•

7

,

i^^^^^

resbj'i. ioh

the bedaii spray and tlie antennas
Rain without
are coated with it.
In sharp contrast to- the ivy- j';^^^^"";^"^ In'turn cleans the'an
walled academic atmosphere of
permitting good relUinois University, 50 station oper- .--Hnn
•
ators opened the 22d meeting of
At any rate, few h«sre saw the
the National Assn. of Educational
games on their teleBroadcasters Sunday (10) with a! early series

.

Man' Godfrey Giving Up 2006

(10).

:

wlio has

To Establish Standards
111.,

194S

AJn. Berth; No. 1 Daytime Pulse Show

First to

video pleases.

if

IS^

WTOP, Washington. He's tired, h«
Boston, Oct. 12.
says, and just doesn't get enough
WNAC-TV teed oif with its full sleep between doing these tw*"The Northerners," oldest musiweek cross-the-board stints plus his netthis
scheduling
program
cal in Chi radio, went dual Tuesday
its slogan "Seven on work chores, which have almost
by
sparked
(12) on a trial basis.
Seven"—seven days a week on doubled since last season.
Too, Godfrey's two biggest web
channel seven.
Teeofl." was initially skedded for bankrollei's. Chesterfield and LipOct. 3, but Hub newspapers, which ton's Tea, are both after him to
use any excuse these days to get get into television. Ciggie outfit
1st
out video supplements, couldn't already envisions a- full hour Wed.
cover the ad field in time. Sunday night CBS-TV show for Godfrey
however, after the first of the year. GodOct
10,
for
p.ipers
bloomed with special video spreads, frey now has more hours on
Herald, Post, Globe, Advertiser the radio than any other performer
a fact which has won him an
and Christian Science Monitor pub-

Toft Safti^l

Atlantic City, Oct. 12.

in TV.

Urbana,

'Iron

was Rubins, Inc., sponsoi
amateur hour, "Stars of
Tomorrow." BankroUer plumped
for tele after several tryouts and
the show began doubling Sunday

Poor television reception of
World Series games broadcast from
Boston Ifl-st week was blamed by
Jerome S. Haas; radio engineer,

FM

^

Trials

Chicago, Oct, 12.

|

]

TV

WON clients with suitable shows
have bepn oi^ered a tele shot on
WGN-TV with prospects of dupli-

Themes Educl B casters' Convention
Urbana, III., Oct. 12.
The Assn. of Educational Broadcasters, in convention hero adopted
a resolution yesterday (11), in favor

Cuffo

—
i

:

WPIX

Dispute to

NLRB

With hearings recently concluded
the National Labor Rela-

before

tions Board, jurisdiotionai disput*

among three unions

for

WPIX,

Hollywood, Oct. 12.
N. Y., technical employees Is hangJo Stafford, Clark Dennis; the ing fire until the- NLRB hands
Starlighters and Paul Weston's or- down its decision in about two
Rides Houston Buses pany siiiEEered fi loss for the 12 five field.
chestra constitute the new talent months. Three-way squabble inj
months of 1947 of $132,686.
The station's format will draw setup tor Revere camera, when It volved several locals of the InterHouston, Oct. 12
Hoge attributed last year's lo.ss
NoV, national Allianc^ of Theatrical
Music and the latest news are. to the fact that the market ior the heavily from the large Washing- moves from Don Lee to
now available to riders of 100 city highcr-puced commercial TV units ton supply of newspaper corre- 11. New alignment raises tlie ante Stage Employees, International
spondents,
government officials!, trom $115,000 a year to around Brotherhood of ElectricaJ Worker*
limited,
while
the
market
lor
'^^-it'
J.
diplomatic, personnel,
university! $.375,000.
New show gets a title and National Assn. of Broadcast
radio receivers eventually iiome receivers is much larger.
and college faculty, consumer or- change from Revere All Star Re- Engineers & Technicians.
Will be installed throughout the 'Company
earned
approximately ganlzations, and dramatic groups.
vue to the Jo Stafford Show, which
With consent of the three unions,
ej'stem. In cooperation with KPRC$30,000 for both June and July this
doesn't
affect
her Chesterfield the American New.spaper Guild est M. news and music will be heard year and the management now
stanza.'":
lablished jurisdiction over about 50
cotilmuoush trom 6 a.m. until late anticipates steadily increasing opSponsor was forced to give Ra;^ non-technical office workers and
evomng Jiours.
in Record Sept.
orating revenue.
Sinatra an extra 13 weeks When he news scripters. ANG, however, has
threatened to lay claim to the not received cfertificalion" as barBiz in Face of Cleve.
siiow's theme song, which he Com- gaining agent for the
emm{\\\\\\
posed.
ployees from the ^TLR-B.
mbhtJ\s.

UST

o|.

"prexy

'

HaTO

FM

1

to

this yea

iCoitiT
;

-

,

:

;
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ABC

:

[

|

<

M

'
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WGAR

'

WPIX

Population

Ball-Battjr

Cleveland, Oct. 12.

FOR SAie

JOHNNY

Even though Cleveland v/as go-,
ing batty over baseball in September, WGAR, which didn't handle
any of the live broadcasts, enjoyed

amiable ne'er-do-well who relies on hia quick wit; to get
hun out of difficulties. There's lots of fun and plenty of
tlwilla for steadily growing audiences On JOHNNY
your local ABC representative for
full details, or contact

FLKTCHER. Ask

.

ABC

.

.

PROGRAM DEPARTMENT
CIRCLE

7-5700

18-y ear-

its

According to Carl E; George,^
veepee and assistant general man:
ager,
during September/
cashed in a quarter-million dollars
,.

WGAR

in

and national advertisers
either renewed or pacted new

local

who

contracts.
I

.

m

history.

SATURDAYS 8:00 PM est
ON ABC NETWORK
This happy-go-lucky character kids his way in and out
of more trouble and excilement in a half-hour than most
people have in years. Bill Goodwin pfays Johnny, the

month

biggest

Its

FLETCHER
i

j

I

I

I

'

.

Included

in
the 40 separate
five who contracted
programs. They ineluded Fisher Brothers. Co., food
chain; Burrows Bros., operators of
stationery and office supply stores,
and Brewing Corp, of America.
George declared his 40 contract

clients were
for 52-week

WGAR

signatures gives
largest list
of clients in its history.
Incidentally, during September,
Cleveland
went t>aseball wild,
flocking to hear the Indians spurt
to the pennant and, at the same
time they jammed cafes, etc., td
watch video operations.

'You w«tch

. . .

tbe

mmute he Wakes ikp he'll waat

his Wheatics.'*

.

—

Seattle

hMmn.2tol

Rons

Giffft

OB Gnrcaways

Into

giveaways
be settled soon.
Setting up of Public Appeals:
FCC today (Tues.) announced oral
Board here has met with approval arguments on proposed lottery
of local stations, particularly by rules- affecting giveaways would be
program directors and public serv- held here starting next Tuesday
(19).
ice program people. Board will
AH four major network* have
pass on all campaigns for funds, been invited to appear..'
no matter what the cau.se, and stations and other media have been'
asked to withhold support from any
Operational
campaign wliich does not have the
approval of the Board.
.Radio personnel who are at timesFacelift, Roimd-the-CIock
Status

Seattle, Oct. 12.

Favor Giveaways
Minneapolis, Oct. 12.
State's residents approve giveaway 'showi? niore than two to one,
public*opinion test
Poll,
IlinoMota'

^

Sunday Tribune,

Winneapolls

rfiowecl.

Tapping Minnesotans on a statewide basis, poll showed 63% apprise of radio giveaways, while 23

Frisco

WashingttMi, Oct. 12.

-Causes; Too

shows may

finally

For 31 Soapers 'Altering to 7%'

'

trouble, covetonsness, neurotic malSan Francisco, Oct 12.
KNBC's (NBC) 18 soapers daily adjnstment, step-mothers and huataands and 'wives who have mairicd
and KQW's (CBS) 13 a day got a
for the second and third times.
raking over hot coals ini a report
"Murder figured pronuBently in
just submitted by; a soap opera 12 of the serialsL Strangely enough,
colnmittee of the Radio Listeners no one is allowed to drink or smoke
in a serial but murder is tossed
of Northern California.
Claiming that their survey off as if it were just a slight ease of
showed only 7% of the available toosilitis."
listening audience tunes; in the.
soapers, the Committee, headed by
SERIES
Mrs. Edwin: Peeke and Mrs. Salvar^
I

-

:

I

—

KMOX

jibnpprove. No opinion was given
*r .14%.
of all those overwhelmed with calls for free
Test showed
tested had won giveaways of one time by such charitable and other'
Men- winning ^uses are welcoming the new set
type or another.
women
UP) hoping that the procedure will
6%,
2%,
anmbered
TWrty-six percent said they give them a [good out when some
giveaway programs "good" cause wants free time-^and
to
listened
they're all: "good" causes, accord?
figures
being
33
male-female
«(ten,
Thirty- ing to the press, agents or civic
and 38%. respectively.
dgbt percent listen once in a while, leaden who ask for the time.
21-29
age
bracket,
In
4% never.
g3% listened very often or once
Philadelphia—^Four more clients
jii a while, percentage dropping to
have been added to Ruth Welles
f7 for those 60 or older.
Home Forum, broadcast daily
One-third of college adults list- from 9 to 9:30 A.M. over the WestAmong
or
never.
seldom
ened very
inghouse station. Ward Baking Co.,
those who listen very often or once for Tip Top Cakes, has purcltaaed
school,
are
grade
76%
16 announcements. Personal ProdIn a while,
1A% high school and 64% college ucts- Corp. for "Yes" Tissues has
bought two-a-week. for 26 weeks;
educated.
Asked if luck or chance shows Standard Brands, for Fleischmanns
Fast Rising Yeast, has purchased
said
yes
64%
dhonid continue,
two-a-week for 13 weeks; and the
62
and
ratios
were
male-female
67%. 19% said they should be Avoset Co., for its whipping cream

4%

SL

in St.

UTTLE WORLD

Loois

tore Messina, asserted the reason
these serials "monopolize" so much
air time "is a mercenary one."
"The 7% buys the advertised
product," femmes ctnuttnued. "The
sponsor finds he can make .more
money by catering to that 7% than
by trying to reach the other 93%.:
There is no excuse for «. station- to

Louis, Oct. 12.

KMOX,

(Monday),

yesterday

CBS

the local

outlet be-

gan around-the-clock operation, 24
hours a day, six days |ier week and
20 hours on the seventh. A realignment of management, personnel and programming has been accept 18 soap operas from any
made by Wendell B. Campbell, gen. network."
mgr. of the station. A new office
Committee also took a swipe at.
has been created, that of asst. man- the preocinipations of soap operas.
ager, and Carter Ringlep, for the "Our survey shows." they said,
past three years general sales man- "the following morbid and negaager will occupy the new spot, and tive themes to be among the favorassemble an entire new itaff for ite ingredients of daytime, drivel:
murder, insanity, medical operathe night side operations

tures, Chicago,

which

section of population.
American Association^ of which
Paul Saints are pennant-hoiders,
nixed any broadcasting ot series
gamesi. Ban bad set-operators attempting to pick, up Canadiaa
broadcasts when series moved to

..

A

:

new

rate

j

;

-

iMonfreaL

;:

Delaney,
however, negotiated
loan of a direct wire from St. Paul
ball park to Veterans' hospitad,
where 1,060 hospitalized veterans
heard teleidioned play4y-play aeconnfs of SL Fatal gaines.

various packages.

SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIA

will u.se the

commercial time to plug

tlie

Now,

out-

—

->for the first time
all the salient fact* about television in SonthezA
California have been assembled in one study.
In September KFI -TV commissioned a leading Western research organization to find
answers for such questions as "Just how many sets does Los Angeles have?"
and "What's the tune-in?". Here are some of the highlights of that report:

(In addition

new Taylor show, RF

pro-

duces "Teletest," John Nesbitt's
"Passing Parade" and "Get Rich
Quick," among others.)
It's possible that Taylor, with
Gladys Swarthout as guest, will do
geta Ihre stint for the show's
away next Monday (18) at 11:30

WOK

JET OWNERSHIP, Approximately 28,400
as of September 1. CM ^ese about 10%
ere installed in public places, the

gis a mixture of Ion
music- and commentary by
Taylor, with a different musicworld guest each sequence.

p.m.

"Hour"

liair

remainder in homes.

I

Reynolds' Suit on 'Talent'
SETS IN USE. About two-thirds of all sets
are in use during the average evening
quarter-hour. Nearly 9 in 10 Southern
California set owners who are at home
use their sets some time during the
evening.

Headed for Supreme Court
Craig

San Francisco, Oct. 12.
against
suit
Reynolds'

RBC, Philip Morris and the Blow
agency will go to the TJ. S. Su^
.preme Court. Reynolds' attorney,
Jesse A; Levin son, filed notice in
U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals that
he is applying to the Supreme
Court for a writ of certiorari; askIng! the high court to review a

AVERAGE VIEWERS PER

•

number
.

of quest ion.s;
One, of the queries is the alleged
dlsqualincation of Judge J. F, T.
O^Connor as the trial judge In the
U. S. District Court in L. A. since
at the time of the trial the judge

ture are contained in a presentation, "The TV Picture in
Southern California." We will be happy to show it to you.
XFI-TV

ime
Pittsburgh, Oct. 12.
Pittsburgh Brewing Go's, weekly
half-hour musical show, "Memory
Time," which started here and still
originates from KDKA, now covering a regional network of eight
•tations. Program had previously

is

tk* blood biothai oi KFI, Sontkera California's tankinv
and adv*rti*era lor • quartat^atuiy.

•tation with liiteoeis

,

"

About 3.5

These and many other important facts about TVaudience
and what's going on in the Southern California TV pic-

part-owner of KMTR, now
Also a question will be
presented as to the transfer of the
case by O'Connor to Judge YankWich in that the transfer was not
approved, as provided by the rules
of -the court, by the senior district
Judge, Paul McCorraick.

KLAC.

Reynolds originally brought suit
•n "Johnny Presents Ginny Simms
In Talent Theatre. He charged the
program was- taken from his "Veterans Canteen."

SET.

persons.

was

-

awn completa and Mpaiat*. staff of
expert*, .its all-naw
'ftCA aquipmast, KH-TV has astafolishad Baw 'hfght i» pictaia clarity
With

ita

.

'and sntettainment during thzaa months of rapatiMaatal opaiatiOa.

Mow, KEI-TV: is operating eommerciallT

liva night* a waak.

DlscriminatiDg Sontharn California sdvatiiaarv lilca Uaioa Oil/
Hoffman Radio, and Packard Ball have salactad KFI-TV as thm
atatioB on which to inrast thair program budget.

XFIfXV
piclnra

ia

'

squaialy in the middia of Soutbaia C^liforaia's (alaviaioa

— tba b«stplac« to focus yout iaUvision badfiat.

WWVA, Wheeling,
W.Va., WJAC, Johnstown, WHGB,
Harrisburg and WAKR,~ Akron, in
addition to KDKA,
Last week
Fairmont,
W.Va., and WKBN, Youngstown,
heen heard on

WMMN,

O.,

were added and

this

WSTV, Steub*nvilie, O.,
too. Show features Al

week

(14)

joins in,

Marsico's
«fch,'Busa Aston, Florence Berg,
Klalne Beverly, Bill Sutherland and
• quartet.

12.

St.

.

THE

WOR by Show's Producer

Ott

Delaney pro-

Paul and Montreal here, and, being
denied, provided for at least, on*

IN-

Unusual sponsorship deal has
been wrapped up by WOR, N. Y.,
for the newly packaged, transc.ribed
"Deems- Taylor llour." Stanza wiH
be bankrolled by its producer,
Walter Schwimmcr's Radio Fea^

J.

ban against broadcasting
World series between St.

against.

To Be Sponsored On

to the

Little

.

'Deems Taylor Hour'

fit's

Minneapolis,

Mayor Edward
tested

::

i

-

30%

B'CASTM PROTESTS)

;

Starting

card providing tions, jealousy, illness, accidents,
equitable time charges for partici- [infidelity, :suicide^ missing spouses,
pating advertising sponsorship of. mi^ital quarrels, broken hearts, in^
is- the using the program three 1.9; 30 and 60 mins. segments of different'.husbands, blackmail, burr
was
Greatest
approval
halted.
times weekly: for; nine weeks.
announcements is -being prepared. Iglary, rot>bery, mother-in-law
among city residents. Greatest opposition in age brackets were in
90-59 group, 26% againstj and over
60,

.

"

Sked Preems

.

KY W

sKNBCKQW Target of Blast

radio's

of

Represented nationally by

Edward Petry and

Co., Inc.

.

.

.:
1

.

.

W

.

..
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36

.NBC'a news qulzzer,
oflEice, in from Europe on the DeGrasse.
"Who Said That?", shifted to the 11:30 a,m. slot Mondays. .Ed Downs
checking out of CBS production for freelance and legit activity.

N. y.

.

,

.

.

Tele a Luxury

Allan Stevenson has replaced Larry Haines in the "Right to Happi.Lennen & Mitchell resigned the Ruppert Brevverj' account,
ness" cast
but Will continue to handle it pending appointment of a new agency
Nelson Case to do the announcer stint on "Ford Theatre's" TV as
editions
.AFRA staging its first social of the season for
well as
Date is Oct. 25, 4:30 to 7i30, at
Its membership and allied radio groups.
.
.
.
r\
Don Searle in from the Coast for ABC huddles
the Astor hotel
Alan Ward, ex-head of radio production at the Kudner agency, has Earle IVlcGill planning vacation in Ireland when he's released from
'WHNY, hospital ..George Crandall of CBS has brought in Greta Ranch as
joined the faculty of the Alviene Academy ol Theatre Arts
Hempstead, L. I., changes its counsellor and guide for the weekly quartet of musical students apaffiliate of Elias Godofsky's WHLl
Dorothy Lovett has replaced ^^^j-i^g on the N. Y. Philharmonic "Weekend With Music" insert.
call letters to WHLI-FM next Jan 1..
Gloria Blondell in "Guiding Light." Ted Von Elti .and Gloria Brant
Jolin J. O'Connell named an account exec i .jy VfiT ¥
also added to the cast
.
,
.
Roy '^^ n^JijijM. rr
in the station relations dept. of Associated Program Service
Battei'sby of NBC Press picked off $500 for a "Big Story" conti-ib
wftavld Rose raised Ws featoti las| ^vpek f or ;a series flf ^eofdlng$ for
Harold Phillips, VS'JICA producer, and h's actress mi.ssus, Florence tli$- f'^reasury- :;pepart'merit./ Ayhich'l^
^I>lia'3?ed-;pri -praetically;' efeiRii:
Walton, returned Sat (9) from Europe on the DeGrasse.
Frank Thomas, Jr., and stationr^h \ th.e':/cbuhtryt'\;r
Paul McGrath new to "Lora Lawton" cast
Audrey Egan and Gny Sorel star, will be in the featured warbling spot on the Abbott and Costello
Boy Fant with "Young Widder Brown"
.Joseph Keen cast in Front Page show
Tom LuckenbUl hustled down to Dallas for the Jimmy Durante
added to "Just Plain Bill" roster
Art Hayes' switch to the Coast for CBS makes a nifty, qpBiiing before heading for; his ;home bas6. ; First of the participa^
Farrell"
CBS' black-tie
County house available for somebody
Westchester
- sponsors for "Breakfast in Hollywood" will be Taylor-Reed, which will
,
j„,.f,„ ar.r^
i..df ir-i/i!.,, fniinivino air
<io rf s Se^^^
supper party at jhe
^^j,
^olft laid out a busy sched^
^ ^^^^^
Piobably nicking
P''^™
^^^^^ Colm^n, three guest shots, including
^^^^ ^^^^
°L nnn ? h
" the
certain to come. He and
Several agencies season's first for Jack Benny, with many more
Ashley into hospital for checkup
''Agen\
ClUton
Webb
are the hottest bets around town for added starter service
gandenng; a new In^nerbv i4e ance scrf^^^^^^^^^
in radio except preside over
Art
Baker
done
about
everything
has
aaaitsb me
the
fldw
ticSe^to
lo ^^^^^
CRS' layman
I vmarSrvsin
oryson ucKeiea
UKb
ddine
rector Edward Redding
»,iotfo,.= and
a«H when
,.,i,o„ Chuck
rhiioir Collins,
rnntnc the
^^^a blind
hUnrf disk
Hlslr jock
inr-lr on
nn
the spinning platters
New School tonight (Wed.) on "The American System of Broadcast- KFI;, was forced to lay off on account of illness. Baker, accepted, the
ing".. ..Dick Dudley set for commercials on Bill Cochran football re- call for a week of disk calling and interpolated a few songs of his own
Jacques Meyer, deputy director general of the
sults SlMW (WNBC)
Skippy
Pyle
is assisting Jack Clcary on the Kay Kyser ABC strip
French Broadcasting System, and Michel Duhart, administrator of FBS'
Barbara Jo Allen (Vera Vague) is now being called "the orchid
lady," because she grows them by the hundreds in her garden, one of
CBS is angling for Shirley Booth to play the
the valley showplaces
girl .friend of Marie Wilson in"My Friend Irma," now being essayed by
Joan Banks. Cathy Lewis has been ordered by her medico to take a
Continued from page 30
long rest
Gail Smith, nighttime radio head of Procter & Gamble,
NBCt.TV's trying to whip the supper-audience problems, They practically have
group life insurance
hall-hour remote pickups from the to drag them off the streets to fill the pews for Jack Smith and
Village Barni N.Y. nitery, switched "Beulah."

From

mW

the Production Centres

AM

YORK CITY

.

.

be expected in the radio
art, or the rate of growth to bo
expected in the use of the rail<
roads of the frequencies that are
assigned to them.'^
ress to

.

.

.

j

m

FM

sai Continued from pate 24

.

.

,

Tlie' mere fact, he continued
that "an essential service," such
as railroad radio, has been found
by the Commission "to be maybe

.

;

;

.

.

.

:

JV^

.

not as yet making full use of its
frequency allotment" should not
be a valid reason for reducing its
allocation "even though less essential services may be here clamoring for additional frequencies
"
for immediate use
Coy then broke in; "Mr. Souby^
you have directed your remarks toother services here that you din't
think were as essential in the public interest as the railroads.
Essentially, you have directed your
remarks toward television as a
broadcasting service
and to
frequencies used by taxicabs. Do
you want to expand your remarla
to any oilier proposed users?"
Souby, further elaborating on
his testimony, then asserted that
the use of frequencies for a service like televislon"is essentially
one merely for what the Commission calls, convenience or luxury.
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.
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Teie Chatter

i:

j

.

I

.

'

I

from Monday

to

Wednesday

nights.

M-BC-T-y iueng NoTaii V.. ("\fipk"^
Kersta ^acatloning.
Sportseaster Guy liebow of the
N. Y. Daily News' WPIX now covering the N, Y.- 'Bangers* :hockey
team practice at Lake Placid, N. Y.,
in preparation for the forthcoming
Ji
F ur n ess, former
season.
WATV (Newark) operations manager, set as the first speaker at the
American Television Society's- evening session tonight (Wed.).- He'll
talk on "How to Find Your Place

I

;

Am

ymi
I'-'

fjlip
I^MIC/IO-*-'
George Blggar back

|

-

as director-

<>f

.the .WljS- N^^^

Howard Keesia% JeHersl .ijnigr,' of ^V^^
bedded by strep -throat
Jini -Siinloft,
veepee of Chi's Pub club
Bill peilpatd, .."^
sunny -Cal for a belated vacation
vABC's ''Ainericatt
by. the Jaycees for services to rural American!
Conversion of NBC's
Studio "A" into a TV production centej- got underway last week at the
Merchandise Mart
Peg Rothe upped to supervisor of NBC Central cedence over an informed citDivision information dept.
WFMF is serving as the official Board izenry."
in Television."
of Education station until WBEZ, the B of E station, can complete conHerbert Bayard Swope. Jr., re- struction and installation of its new transmitter and antenna ...
cently resigned as director of'- the Dave Holguin joins the WLS Rangers, replacing Chuck Hurta, now
Samuel E. Sague,-'
Cleveland
CBS-TV remote crew
returns back in Arizona for his health
M. G. (Bob) Wamboldt, formerlv with president and general nidnager of
there Nov 2 to handle election NBC as writer and actor, returns to the net's midwest division as a Suburban WSRS, has been named
night coverage for Nash, which is production-director
Bob Atcher, singer, heads a xi&^ ptbgram, bow- Cleveland Heights' "Man of The
sponsoring coverage on both AM mg in Oct. 11, .WBBM, Mon. through Fri;, called "A P^nhy.Fbi: Your Y'ear" awai-d bestowed by that
and TV through Geyer, Neweli \& Thoughts.".-community's Amenean Legion
V
x;,
Ganger. Swope is already working
Bob Wilson, Mutual account exec^ back at office sifter tussle with a Post.
with the agency's Don Shaw lining virus infection
Wendell B. Campbell, general mgr. of KNOX in St.
up commercialsLouis, and Carter Ringlep,
commercial mgr., were
vis-,
itors Tuesday, Oct. 5
George
Gallati, formerly of International
Hollywood
News Service^ now flacking for Needham, Louis & Brorby, Inc. v
Mai Boyd has been inked by Georgine Murphy upped to script clerk ai NBC's continuity dept.
Samuel Goldwyn to handle radio
WLS Educational Director Josephine Wetzler has been appointed a
and television exploitation for A member of the Radio Committee of the 111. Congress of Parents and
Pic s talent to be Teachers
Song Is Born
.Thomas K. Watkins joins Mutual's midwest offices as acutUized in video wU not indude ^ount exec, after 20 years in
the Magazine advertising field
Danny Kaye nor Virginia iTiayp FM
Ti-iv/i
gt-j-inn in
in Oak
nnt Park,
p^ij^t is
io giving
<tiir;wr>
„t air *:
station
several hours of
time a week
because their studio pacts forbid for the
Sister Kenny Fund drive.
Jerry Saxon, disk jock on WIND'S
s u e h appearances: ..Mot o r o l a
Radios and Kierulff & Co., all night record show, celebrates his first anni on the 11-year-old night
Bill McGuineas, commercial mgr. of WGN, elected
Motorola distributors, are laying owl program
out $12,000 for 26 weeks as spour head of Chicago Radio Management club last week
Ted Mack's
sors of KTSL's "Telenews" video Original Amateur Hour originates from ABC Civic studio here Oct. 27
Furth UUman, art director of ABC, returning to N. Y. after Chi
show
Ballad singer Josh White
will
finalize arrangements
witii visit—-"Club Time," 15-minute ABC show, was renewed for 52 weeks
Henry Donovan, proxy oi Tele- by Club Aluminum Co., thru the Leo Burnett agency
A. C. Nielsen
mount Pictures, for a series of appointed chairman of the Committee of Distribution of the U
S
television shorts. .Kil Ralston re- Assn. of the Int'l Chamber of Commerce.
serves the Great
lated 'that Procter -and -Gamble is
on the lookout for two half-hour
Kansas City Trade Ter. .
video films which will cost them fi\
no more than $4,800 apiece. P&G
NAB prexy Justin Miller calling on American broadcasters to go the
plans to run two pix weekly.
ritory by
limit in supporting the celebration of United Nations Day,
Oct. 24.
Miller is a member of the U. S. Commission for UNESCO
Chicago
WRC, the
• Complete Coverage!
Rubin's Inc., Chicago clothiers, NBC-owned station, has teamed up with the District of Columbia
inked for telecasting of "Stars of Health Department on a series of dramatic broadcasts to combat veneTomorrow," Sundays, for 14 weeks; rial disease
.WTTG, Dumont video outlet, carrying daily racing proWGN-TV, beginning Oct. 10,
•
Programthrough Malcolm-Howard Adver- gram from Laurel and Pimlico tracks nearbv in Maryland
Earl
Gammons, CBS vice prexy for Washington operations, off to Minnetising agency* Chicago.
for the meeting of the web's affiliates
Services!
Eric Sevareid, chief
Ed Schuster & Co., Milwaukee apolis
Washington correspondent for CBS news, addresses the
Dept. stores, have contracted for
American
sponsorship -of "Philco Football Irucking Assn. at the Statler hotel in D. C. tonight (13).
.Hazel Ken• Unprecedented AuHighlights" on WTMJ-TV, Mil- yon Markel, of CBS, hops to Chicago for the School Broadcast Con•.
.-.i
waukee, Friday nights following lerence.'
after a lO-ryear absence
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National Distillers
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.

Amor

.

I
think it is amusement; and I
think probably amusement and
luxury are synonymous in that
"
connection
Coy replied: "I don't want your
statement to be understood as indicating: that .it goes unchallenged
from my point of view. I thhik
television is a very important serv-^
ice.
I thing the importance of it
is in people being informed about
public events, public issues. The
seeing of: people making statements is a very essential part of
public information, and I don't
know of anything that takes pre-
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1 F YOU OWN
;

stocksj

any of these

.

or have been plan-

.

ning an early sale

purchase,

or.

you may want to have the

.

.

.

.

latest

.

Thd KMBC-KFRM
Team

.

'

Merrill Lynch "Stock Appraisals''

.

on

.

—some time soon.

theni'

WASHINGTOIS

Each of these ''Appraisals"

gives you digestible details oii

operations, standing, earningSi

outlook for an individual

pany

.

.

.

summarizes

coiil-

vital facts

needed for 'sound investment

.

dectsions.^-and will be sent to.

Just dieck the

list

Complete
ming

you without charge.
and

let

us

.

know

like*—

those you'd

local high: school football telecasts.

Department X-92

Agency

is

Cramer-Krasselt,

dience Loyalty!

Milr

tising

waukee.

Productions, Inc., with co-

Merrill Lynch,
Woodland Summer Camp is tele- operation of the Chi Sun-Times
vising a one-timer Oct. 25, via WGN-TV carried Roy Rogers rodeo
Pierce, Fenner k Beanb WBKB, Chi. The 18-minute pro- from the Chicago stadium, Friday
gram was handled

Underwriters -undiDistribulors of
Inrestmetit Secim/ies
Brokers- in Securities

70 Pine

Street,

and Comnioditlts

New York 5, N. Y.
96

Offiies in

Cities

(8i on its opening night
direct.
of 17-day
States Attorney Club of Illinois stand
John
Dunham,
WBKIS
is sponsoring four l.'5-minute tele- crew member, upped to full time
casts
via
WENR-TV, Chi, for staff announcer
"Stars of TomorMalachy J. Goghlan. Republican row," regular
and WGNB
candidate for states attorney, Oct; feature, will be simultaneously
telecast via WGN-TV, after a four11, 18, 25 and Nov. 1.
Richard Engstroiu of WBKB week trial period .WBKB filmed
studio crew, will soon join WNBQ a
special . documentary
called
The "Gren- "Christopher Columbus' Letter
as technical director
adiers,"
15-year-old
feature
ol Describing the New World," for
WTMJ, debuted on WTMJ-TV, Mil- Columbus Day Don Thornburgli,
waukee, Sept, 2d and will be tele- CBS veepee, in town for discuscast as an hour sustaining show, sions with officials regarding video
every Wed.- evening.
Lee Ben- plans
Audrey Meadows, lead in
nett, WGN, announcer and singer, "High Button Shoes," will guest
guesting on "Moments of Melody" with Dorsey Connors' "Personality
via WGN-TV
Test patterns of Profiles" Oct, 13 via WGN-TV
WNBQ, NBC's new Chi tele out- According to a survey by WTMJlet,
have been viewed 90 miles TV, 7,031 tele sets have been inaway, in Indiana
Oscar Katov, stalled in Milwaukee as of Oct. 1,
teen-aged columnist for the Sun- •with a new record of 1,719, installa^
Times, will emcee new teen-age tions in Sept
Don Meier, sales
video show, "Under 21," over manager of WBKB, off for a threeWBKB, every Friday night. Show week vacation, which Includes
is produced by Television AdvOr-, pheAsant shooting in Nebr«sk«.

WGN
.

.

* When

we offered similar studies
before;. We were gratified by the.

response,- except that --^ well,

a little too enthusiastic in «
cases.

the whole
it if

Some people
set.

We'd

ajjpreciate

those companies-^maybe a

wWch

seriously interested.

you

lialf

or*.

.

.

.

asked for

you held requests down to

dozen or sql=! in

.

it.

was
few

.

Philiy

.

-

,

,

.

,

.

.

.
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E

TV

I

Contliiued .trom fSge; Sl--s^=l||
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1

IhrouKh the microphones' concealed
111 their masks.
Dr. Donald Bethune, of the Medical School Staff, served as coordinator between the operating team
and the control room;
In the opinion of Dr. I. S. Ravdin, director of the Harrison Department of Surgical Research at
Pennsylvania, the use of video in
hospitals and medical schools Will
eventually prove of great value in

The KMBC-KFRM
Team can produce the
best

|

of

found

the Whole thing
"rather exciting" and "a change of
pace from the routine of operations." Dr. Raub said he feared at
first there would be confusion, but
that his fears were groundless
"There's no such thing as a rehearsal on something like this," he
explained. .

for

your

KMBC
KFRM

teaching.
Dr. Carl Haub,; who served as n
narrator for one of the video oper-.
ations,

results

advertising dollar.

for

ii

Kansas

City

Rural Konsos
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Ask FCC Intervention

Inside Stuff-Radio

To

Becent ballet season at Met Opera House and City Center, N. Y.,
furnished fireworks for a hot panel discussion on WNYC's "Ballet
Time" Saturday (9), Walter Terry, Herald Tribune critic, and Anatole
Chujoy, Dance News editor, whacked at each other lustily. Terry called
the visit of the Paris Opera Ballet "one of the more gruesome events
long time," while Chujoy claimed it was
that's happened in ballet in a
Important to have seen the company. Ten-y knocked its repertory,
while Chujoy claimed that the company contained superior dancers
don't
have
here." Chujoy's argument was that
which
we
"the like of
what a group dances, but how they dance, and Terry
U isn't important
Emily Coleman, of Newsweek, and
took violent exception to this.
Chrysalis,
had
of
their say, but other two held the
Hastings,
Baird
center of the ring. Both panned choreographer Serge Lifar's ballets
for the Paris troupe, Chujoy admitting that Lifar's "meanderings"
weren't dascCic

Spike

CmCLING THE KILOCYCLES

Interstate

Bookmaking Operations!

—

San Antonio Harold Scherwitz, starts a midnight to 2 A.M. airer
Washington, Oct. 12.
Sports Editor of the San Antonio from the cocktail room of the
The ..Federal Communications, Light, signed by KTSA as its sports Broadwood hotel. Hotel is sponsorCommission was asked last week director rnd hr will fc^ heard night- ing the show. Program goes out
over WPEN and the deal was set
ly in "Reports On Sports."
-:
by the J. M. Korn Agency.
wire facilities which, make possible
bookpaking operations;
Dallas
Elliott Hobertsoni pro;
>

I

1

to help prohibit use of interstate

•

.

•

Seattle—-KRSC-FM is off the air
has repetition submitted by R. E. i duction manager of
here for a few days whUe equipMittelstaedt, president of the Cal- \ signed his post to complete a novel
ment is being moved to the new
ifornia Public Utilities Gommis- he is working on. He plans on
studios and transmitter site on
the
going
to
complete
to.
Europe
sion, stated that so long as there is
Queen Anne Hill. New place will
no mandatory prohibition against f work.
house station's
and television
the use of interstate and foreign
operations, with
remaining at
Chicago George IiMac,
communication service facilities by
studios on Fourth avenue south.
has
beeni
salesman
since
1936,
Another broadside against excessive radio commercials was sounded wholesalers of Information to book- v
recommercial
manager,
named
Press oji its editorial pages with the opening broad- •makers, ''so long will the several
Pittsbureh
Announcer Henry
by' the Cleveland
placing Mel Wolons, who resigned
states be rendered practically imeast of the World Series.
last July. Isaac formerly was com- DeBecco has landed a new commerfor a frozen foods
Said .tb^ pundit: "Baseball Commissioner Chandler certainly sold potent to enforce "their laws pro- mercial mgr. of AVGN and radio cial on
firm. It's called "Name the Tunes"
the American baseball public down the river when he initialed a scrap hibiting bookmaking."
Thomas.
director of Lord
and goes on three evenings weekly
Petition asserted the FCC is the
of paper giving World Series bi-oadcast rights for three years to the
for 15 minutes, during which he
Mutual Broadcasting Co. and the Gillette Safety Razor Co.
only public agency with ^adequate
Columbus
Charles
spins
platters
of
tunes that were
"We are sure that Gillette got little good will out of Its first game authority to deal with the use off Freed named musical director of
popular another generation ago
broadcast, stuffing commercials into the listeners' ears between every communications to: violate state!
station
independent
Joe Hurley., has resigned from the
Inning. They took up all the time between frames when the fans laws. It therefore called upon the scheduled to open this
month.
announcing
staff to go to
would have liked sonle series facts, figures, color and sidelight?
federal agency to institute an in- Freed formerly was with CBS
law :school at Catholic University
If Gillette hasn't the good sense to ration its commercials to such a vestigation to ascertain 'whether where he arranged and presented in Washington
Ray Scott draws
nation-wide audience, then Mutual, and as a last resort, the Federal interstate communications are so "Gateways to Music" arid scored ; the nightly 11 o'clock nev.'scast on
Communications Commission, should step in.,_
understand there used and/ if it: so finds^ to prescribe special music .for "Studio One"j
for Fort Pitt Brewing Co.
1
•Iff sueh a thing as public welfare and service involved in -air programs."
regulations "to abate such unlaw- and ''Columbia Workshop."
with withdrawal of Bob Flrinco
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.
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Bing Crosby's application to the FCC last week for three TV stations
on the Coast brought to light some interesting disclosures on his ininterests. He listed his net worth at $1^649,115 and said his
gross income in 1947 was $734,000, of which $269,000 remained after
taxes. His only present investment in radio, facilities, he stated, is 185
hares of stock in KMPC^ Hollywood. He listed his principal business
connections as Bing Crosby Enterprises and Bing Crosby Producers,
both engaged in film and radio production; Del Mar Turf' club' at Del
Mar, Cal.; the BingUn Stock Farm at Camerillo, Cal., and the Bing
Crosby Cattle Co., operating ranch properties at Elko, Nev.

come and

from that spot because of his sports
Minneapolis
Bill Daley, one- assignments on the air.
time Minnesota halfback great and

—

use.'.'

California P U C. said that
investigations last February and

The

!

'its

;

March

[

Cisco
,

,

i

i

;

Los Angeles, San Fran^
and Sacramento disclosed.that
in

!

"bookmaking. is a definite evil in
that it promotes gangsterism, contributes to delinquency and nonsupport, and fosters, within ; the
public itself, a disrespect for law

!

j
!

]

|

i'

|

.

{

.

:

{

i

recreation Of the 1921 encounter.
.

WOH's

j

(N.Y.) plans for .''Cosmopolitan Playhouse" hinges on whether
or not Harry and Gail Ingram, who have prior rights to the Cosmo
mag stories, can sell'their own package by Nov. 1. '
The Ingrams, indie producers, have sole fights to the mag's story
properties until the first of next month. If they have a sponsor deal
by that time or one definitely "in the works," it's said, they can go
ahead with the series. If not,
will get fi. whack at dramatizing
the yarns.
.

WOR

j

,

I

'

j

I

<

{

undesirable. Accordingly, the licensed tracks lock public: telephones a half hour before the
starting time of each race.
The petition asserted that of the
special racing news gathering services which have developed -in the
U. S., two have been- especially
active in California, Continental
Press Service and Pioneer News.
.

Ta Back

—

I

..

KEYD

i

I

'

Marshall Plan

Atlanta George Trenl, formerly
Paris, Oct. 12.
with
WAGA, CBS outlet, has
Radio Luxembourg, Europe's top
joined announcing staff of WQXI,
locaL indie. BUI Robertson, WQXI commercial transmitter, has gone
disk jockey, has resigned and his sustainipg on behalf of the Marduties assumed by Bob Corley and shall Plan. For its first excursion
Trent.
WQXI, a daytimer, has into "public relations broadcastsold its sign off spot to WAGA.
ing" Lux has set aside two top listening periods, a week to explain,
Seattle-Stanley Friedman, of the workings- of ERP to Europettos:
Seattle,
was the winner of a Sundays at 3 p.m; and Wednesday'
$250 award for the best half-hour evenings at 10.
submitted
to
dramatic
script
Scries was inaugurated Sunday
in a Pacific Northwest con- (10) with a talk from Paris by
test inaugurated by O; W;. Fisher, Mrs; Franklin D. Roosevelt, who
prez and gen. mgr. of: the NBC discussed American
tpotives in the
outlet. Friedman's play was titled:
"The Circle/' and was produced recovery program, explaining the
S., designed ERP to establish
by the "Tryout Theatre of the Air" U.
peace on a firm and just foundaon its Sept. 29 program.
:

KOMO

:

:

tion.

Subsequent shows on which

Philadelphisb—Town gets its sec- leading Americans will discuss valate showithis we_ek wlien Bob rious aspects of E:'.P will be reHorn, veteran WIP disk jockey, corded in Washington.

ond

.

i

POOLE, BIER,

Ivor's vices?

GAMBLING

and

{advertisers call

POO L E No game. Just a
•uckle drawl and

a;

•enting Poole."

them our

slo^v-talkiil', f ast-selli li' , "olcl'' Southei:rt geintj

sandpaper

voice. Listeners are

VPoole's Paradise," Saturday afternoons

(

mashed on Bob

records )/ahd/c)r

liis

virtues)
with

Poole. Better

9;

homy-

buy

into

hi^Mi^

^

No
WOR's Joe

Radio Lux Goes Sasfamiing

.

i

enforcement." Testimony showed,
the petition said, that bookmakers]
Station KDKA in Pittsburgh last Friday night (8) on eve of Pitt- were almost completely dependent
West Virginia: game presented, a special salute to Atlantic ^Football upon the use of telephone and
Network commemorating: 27th anni of first broadcast of a gridiron telegraph facilities.
P.U.C also cited testimony that
clash. By a curious coincidence, that original play-by-play account
on Oct, 8, 1921, -was also of a Pitt- West Virginia meeting. Program r operators of licensed race tracks
featured Woody Wolf and Bill Sutherland, who do .Pitt- games on in California do not favor illegal
KOKA; West Virginia's new head coach; Bud DeGroot;. announcer Phil bookmaking operations and regard
Cross and organist Jess Flaherty. Part of the show was devoted to a ofi-track bookies as "parasites" and
.

later pro footballer with New York
Yankees,., has been. :named. sports
editor of new station
here.
He will assume duties Dec. 1.

drinKT

Now,

ad "Your

Bier has a full hour (5:00 to 6:00 A.lVl>i

4^029,546 farm folks

who can

hear "WOR. Don't waht

Town

artd

Country Gentleman,'*

ti> broad^^^^^

t^o

cryiin y pjir beer? Better biiy Bier,

GAMBLING No dice. Even grandmas love this kind of Gambling. John's been dishing
up customers

for advertisers over

WOR

for 25 years.

Now

''R^^

ipreads over a full hour (6:00 to 7:00 A.M. ) on Mondays,^^^

on other days) Want to gamble on
.

•"lieard

by

tft#

a sure thing?

Buy Gamblihg;

most people whert the most people ore

WOR

a

'

'

'
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FCC to Appeal

Court Order Setting

RWG

Station Promotion

strike

trom page 23
Columbus, Oct. 12.
To celebrate its flist year of
defmitioh (Cff employes) serviee the Farm Buieau'.s WRFD
which includes all .freelance writ- in 3„„„,„„„
took over
„ „.
suburban Wortliington
ers who are employees and agreed r.^^^^^^
.
,.
,.
applications in 1947
contest the defi- /t^*- give an hour-long report on
^"i'°l^^.„*?for daytuue stations in^ ^^^t we would not
1948
and
niUon_hfitQr£Jthe_NLRB._J5fe_haye ^ggjl before a live as well as a

WJR Beefs as Grounds for Hearings
.

.

Oct. 12.
Washington,
^
FCC will ask the Supreme Court
to review last week's decTs-ion by
the U. S. court of appeals requiring
the Commission to grant hearings
when radio stations claim that issuance of other licenses would injure ll,em
Lower court ruled that WJR,
Detroit, 50kw clear channel station, was entitled, to a heaving on
its

objection

to

—

WJR

i

fCC

i

,

°
•

'

denied hearings and approved

the applications,

"

&

Continued from

paf;e 32

for review

on

i

|

i

.

1

a national basis "

I

I

chanting Latin: ddvible-talk along
Still Balk on Certification
with lier; It was a sock fitiale.
But, the agencies add, NLRB,
Chico Mirx also. repriBduced
certification comes before any connicely even without the help of \'-:~--r-Vu:"'::^ii'-^",i;,^'' y,<,i,A Mupc^a
jn^^^
studio laughter. His stage Position tract talfcv
ceiUfl:.
was such that his digital antics on you in a pos tion for getUpg
The lower courts decision, an ni,e pi^no could not been seen by, cation quickly.'
would
Varifty,
told
FCC official
That's where the hitch comes,
the studio audience but camera,
proCommission
affect
the
that
way.
seriously
was able to pick them up for
rwG toppers don't see it
cedure on radio matters. If the benefit of the home viewers.
They don't see why certification is
ruling stands, the official said, the
Openers with Ronnie and May ,esvsential. They don't see, in fact,
Continued fronj. jiaite 26
agency would have, to alter its J pfoniiah in a skating, aero and why the agencies can't accept tlie
rules to grant hearings in many terp exhibit, hit it Off well, while Minimum Basic Agreement inked:
,uc,- tune »nii mst
first
types of cases in which they now the Charioteers get their usually with
by the major networks, jdent^^^^^^
s^co^^
'™ent ^""Bs
refuse them. It would mean that fine harmonic and vocal effects in As for oflering a list of names of 8f
identincaiion musi
etc. _iu.^^^^
mcnt, $8, eu.
ppi<- ot
nt numbers.
ni.mhpr<! Berle's
RpHp's vocal writers
t^... who would
,.,?;„iH come
nnrnfl under
imripr the
ihn J^^m
more time would be-: required to a pair
lowning wasn't as sharp as usual agencies' definition of an enitake action on applications and clow
out 10 Vlver doHais then
would also require considerably d uring this sequence
ployee, Barnouw replied last week: «o "1*
etc.
more personnel and possibly- even
Paul ;:^aakon assisted by BarIt such a list can help -toward
Frequently, the imisi'eal cltte is
pic* claiificalion of the definition itself.
provided
a
more commissioners.
Carter
bara
Both are expert 'and if you mean to offer the defiFurther, it was pointed out, the turesque turn
.^^^^'^ilt^'ein^'he^
and got across. The „,tion as .Vpart of some general set- I'S'.tilJi'.^ri^iSn
ruling,' if allowed to stand, would balleteers
"typical, for
perplexing question. VWvT.l
,.
J
affect every administrative agency Slate Bros, were on too long and tlement including proposed con- example, ot opening clues was
of the Government. A dissent by lost much of their clowning et- tract terms, we urge you by all playing of "Pomp and Circumone of tlie five justices (in which tectiveness. The punchier, excerpts means to do so with all P9ssible stance" and Hodges putting on
should have been speed
> oi their turn
anotheivjoii.ed) declared:
If you feel you can offer j^jgh i,at. Notwithstanding Hodges'
decision of the court that used exclusively.:
a settlement which our niembeiv grimaces
and mugging,' judges
show proved that top ship will prefer to strike action, we were supposed to guess this was
This
the constitution requires an oral
hearing on all petitions for in- flight' acts alone do not make for can only suggest that you prepare Charles Evans Hughes, Only aftervention would cause extensive:; top vaudeo. Berle's state of an- such a proposal, at the earliest, pos^ ter Hodges made several verbal
revision cl the rules of adminis- imation gives "Texaco Star Thea- sible moment"
hints, did audience-judges catch
tre'- its distinguishing feature that
There the confused, stalemated on.
tratiy^ agencies,
puts it up front on the tele spec- matter stands,
When Hodges steps off scene to
VI have examined many of those
yvnen ne
he's
trum. When
« not in the groove
Stevens
clue-robes.
Miss
clue-rot
djjff
RWG
R^^G
regionals in N. Y., Chi and doff
rules and find no indication of
-It might as well be just anothei „^„^,^^^^^ ^^^^^^^^
^^^^^ ^„ g^^rds the w'inner the prize -and
any thought that such petitions
.reaffirm strike authorization given certificate for a Van Heusen garmust necessarily be set tor oral
the Guild strategy committee last ment. As long as Miss Stevens is
hearing. The fact that they make
^
-r,
^
^
able to greet a new winner she
^^"""^ Margaret McBride had a vea
no such provision is, of course,
Bennett Cerf,
.Meanwhile, strike committees al- J-'.a'""es out a lislenable conveisaunimportant if they are constitu- crackerjack cast
^^on. But if one of the five judges
tionally accurate in that respect
Ilka Chase, Ogden Nash and Col ready liave been appointed Chairrepeats, her questions lend no inare: Sig Miller
circum- Stoopnagle,~b«t Cerfs assured,

in the highest tribunal. Commission will then move through the
Department of Justice for a review of- the decision bj the Su
Court.
.1 preme
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WHB

program
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as

a

provide a coverage check for

tlie

station on its new nighttime opera^
tion and boost to 10,000 watts.
Opened last Sunday (3 1, replies
already ': are running
into
the

:

'

.

^,

because
being staged

program

,

,

i

is

opinions they will seek to analj'ze
set up from letters, ot conPostmarks also are
test winners.

.

"The

is

Contest

means of gaining mass opinions on
program ratings, according to Don
Davis and John Schilling of the
station management.
Besides the
tally they will get from
mass-

^

i

:

Editor

the largest contest ever conducted
by a local radio station. Deal runs
eight weeks with ,$15,000 in prr/.os,
first three being new cars.
Contest is gauged to determine
station's favorite programs, and
hence listeners are being asked via
radio, billboards, 'Window streamers and coloi^ed comlo section ada
in the Kansas, City Star, to write 2^
words or less on My
favorite

Radio Reviews

,

i

"-

Farm

,

i

:

^

=

Stookey,

Charles

.

program pr esentcd thfi station s for JK-XOii, wul conauet a tour of
the cotton country in southeastern
artists and officials in a dramatic
documentary narrative summarr/;- Missouri in conjunction with his
new series of "Town and Country
ing the station's rural seivice ot
Three bus loads ot
Tours,"
* AFfilL^ihe show included The Stookey's listeners will visit tli«
acre Hunter-Allen cotton
2,000
Melody
farm
near ^ikestott, Mo., and sev«,e Cla^^fo.d Bio^hei^s
ot five
eral cotton gins in the same area;
Other tours proposed lor the
|'^8™|,„^iJ^i novelty act; the Colinclude those to Crawfoid
^^^^^^^ Singers, Negro chorus; Ray future
.i.rpjjg
siiigiiig Plowmau" and County, Mo., one of the largest
p^ggg
growing regions in the coungrape
relig
old-lime
Choir,
thVvillage
try; and CAlhoun Cqiunty, HI., an
chorus.
ious
,
Station pei;sonalit)es presented apple growing area.
were Bob Miller, farm service diWHB's 'Favorite Program'
rector; Lloyd Stiles, market reKansas City, Oct. 12
porter; Bob Horn, news editor;
WHB, AM, FM, outlet of the
Gladys, Foris, director of women's
Cook Paint & Varnish Co
is
launching what probably will be

1
!

we alirhfvroffe^ed ?o wo"A!
ou ^Tu, 1^u'l'si?pUfi1d%oting
procedure to recommend to the
NLRB for use m an election to
empower you to negotiate a union
„i,
«,..>„!o„.n covering
#.<iiroi inff one
nnp unit
shop provision

[

audience.
^
„ ^
Titled "WRFD in Review," the'

,.3^10
j

.

;;-;;it

Tele Followup
£

give

to

freelance writers
...
.
within our definition,
g^^^ p^en further and offered
arbitrate any individual cases
^
on which you may disagree with

J

;

frequency.
request a
the appeal

fu^her and offered

1

.

for

applications

daytime stations, on its
The Commission will
stay of mandate from
court, pending request

. r.
*
„
Country
Stookey's 'Town
Tours'

'

NrCr

j

protKiclion

I

and ClantOTirTtla
Ta-rbOTO
on the VGOkc clear channel of the
-r,.
-i-ii-.i.TTr. ,.!.,!
1,
J the
.
claimed
Detroit station.
stations would cause interference
with its broadcasts and, in effect,
modify its license. Nevertheless,

}

Geij

manager and Edgar Parsons station manager. Program was pro.
duced by WilUom E. Meredith,
program director/

a

,

,

Bob

activities;

CoiitiniiGd

fered

I

I

!

thousands weekly.

i

j

i

i

Pittsburgh —-'"Star 1 e Is On;
Parade." KDKA's all-children hailits
begitn
hour, musical show,
eighlli year on -the air- Saturday
(9).
Some 40 kiddies.

i

,

m

i

.

.

|

1

morning

I

l^n-ee

-

p^^^^^^

to"n

« f.'^'^ j"^Ses be- appear regularly on the program
R^^^^^
fore show time.
and those selected for permanent
sub-chairmen;
Hector
Background of the show is clut- spots receive musical training durmonitoring conimittee; (^.^d up l«ith Van lleusen propa- ing their stay with the group.
of a stage-wait. Miss Chase finally Herman Grey and Milton Kramer, ganja.
One good set might ease
case."
Mmk.
did get into the act, and good too. lega' ^^any Bailey and Don Quinn, jthe commeicial oveiload
Stanley
Niss,
finances,
The WJR appeal to the lower Miss McBride, having a gal and slogans
court followed FCC refusal to three guys more along her metier Jane Ljon. research
Barnouw and Pete Lyon, head of
grant hearings on the station
ob- to work with, did much better than
'm her past TV tries; she even got [the .strategy committee, have met ::
|
Nicole's skimmers- into-,- the plugs, in N. Y. with the American FedCerfs- style, incidentally, evidences eratiori of Radio Artists, Radio and
good potentials in this new Television Directors .Guild, and
Ed & Pegieen Fitzgerald went allas
now
a
name
medium. He is
dthei" broadcast liiiloljs and guilds
out trailel-izing "Magdalena" and
humorist and humor anthologist; to -brief them on the RWG Vs. are dittoipg'on the plugs for "Love
he is folksy and jet sophisticated; agencies tug-o-war. Don Quinn and Life". TcK and Jinx McCiary had
and he knows how to turn an ad sam Moore on the Coast have a good Interview with Ray .losephs,
He and Gypsy Rose made similar visitations.
lib phrase.
the Latin America literary expert,
Lee evidenced that the week preukc\y to be included in the plugging l)ls new book. -Josephs,
ceding, doing what would have sj,ows to be hit by the writers' quondam Varie iy mugg. gave some
rfj> V Vi'OSUbroidcasis 5OO0 *'«<i>
been a rather tired chore as eo- walkout; it's -reported, are those good mside newspapering stuff by
^ii^
from the, ffcnch Qinr let t*
emcees of an art show for the Urr commercial transcribed programs .detailing that the onlv way to
llliiiiin
(he Gulf and South iQUisiana litMneri.
Even their "name" which are given sponsor identifica- "feel" a country is to know the
ban League.
take the
couldn't
interviewees
Crom daily association with timc-li(ino«il
language; also how he utilizes an
tion at the point of origination.
New Orleans iiixtitutmnt. WDStJ hni
monotony off it, but were bol"On an Island with You"
authentic read-^back system -winch
RWG
is a branch ot the Authors
developed a high quality of intcgril)V
'Jill
stered by the temcee and Cerf;
r\-\n I,
League of America. Reps of the the interview okays as insurance
WDSU devotei frogmm 'timt f<g"'''''lj
stationed on either: ends of the
for
accurate
reportage.
Jack
and exclusively to-the St.loms (.^tncdt-iiv
Mgt.: LOU CLAYTON
American Art gallery, which was league and of other branches of Eigen and his benefit-like, bills of
the ALA will meet with the writers
the International HousC) Monjiit Iwcf'
the site of tlie benefit preem.
cuno guests on the Copacabana
liniv^rslijv
well-poised and dry-humorous de^"cenrF^
livery virtually made the other man'
as
two men on the bill that much chevigny

±':^^.'J^.V'\'.
generally,
if at all reeogni/ed
All
those rules will have to be revised under the opinion and decision of the court in -the present
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in the regional huddles- tonight.

make

foi

good al.iresco interviews. But oh
those endless Strauss Stores; commercials ouch!
.Fred Allen continues plugging Eigen, incidentally,
and also trailerlzed "Billy Rose's

—

fJackpot$
Conlimied from page 25

AHENTION

nationat Airport, Tulane
Union Station, the Municipal AuJfionui»»
Syn^phonici and Operas,
:

cavalcade In the night

,

WDSU's dominate lloop'
crating proves iliifhort.-

.

Oring iocji

(ristiiutip.nf.

creates high
^^vioyaltj,-

Women

"Wine,
and
Words" book; Rose made a good
soon-due

staleness of comedic formats as
the desire to grab oft' a cuflo ice- guest-shot.
Allen continues his
box;
"Stop the Music" campaign, more
Allen and Bergen who have en- lhan broadly hinting that all giveicountored the bi'unt of the: give- aways, are gimmicked through the
l»\\a\ invasion with the "Slop the fact "nobody is out in the yard, t
Music!' Sunday, night competition have you noticed, when they aie
This is an extension of
ABC, bounced back. On their called
allegation these giveaway calls'
season's
opener with revamped
Il.'s.
stanzas and funny bu.siness thati?,'^ olten placed in ad\.mre
H'ankest
expose:', attack by
won both critical and lay kudoes,
segment: of. radio shos^isjaiusi-'
Ciosb\ smashed over a premiere 'dne
Poi.oimance hailed as one of his
^r^^^O^'^M^^'^^l^^^
best under the Pliilco auspices;
ij^eakfast show satire with Talluiah
ditto
for ,IoNon
on the Kralt Bankhead next Sunday.
Music Hall precm And so on
-i
down the line; ;
From the standpoint that they
provided the comedians with the
SPONSORS

.

i

rOiteanl.

,

'

;

I

I
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NEW

,

;

,

ORLEANS
1280 kt

1

i

~~
WDSU

lOHN BLAIR

«.

i

i

;

|

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

.

!

souglit-ior

aliot-in-the-arin,:

:Hpiiipv{ieiiQe; of

:,,thcr;

conceded,

tJie

.iiye£V^
licallhv

has Us
overIt's
rccogni/od that
craze; has pej-J^
faded, as just variptliei;: -in,
.i-.thc. si'iccossion
pf kolycycle fads,:
It.-, to the tned-and-true comedian
that the radio public must return
for Us entertainment.
tones

,

aitlei

I'oi

the, jaekiSot

iijfVnently

I

:

Beekman Towers

See You Tonight

Hotel

'

49th

St.

and

1$t Ave..

New

York City

8:00 P.M

—

^

CKKM.

nipeg, Man., as commercial mani

ager of

CKRC.

at

HOLLYWOOD

ON
KHJ'—Mutual, Monday
1

Rcfiina, Sask.- Bruce Puia. ciimmerci;il manager ol
to Win-

yAm

LYNN LOOKS

;:

.!

.

.

:

thru Friday,
to 1:15 P.M.

My

Thanks

Mafro-Gbldwyii'Mayier

LYNN CASTILE

CO.,

.:

li>i*i><«

.

Radio Writers Guild Members

,:

*
sooo
Wot!!

Ranrnuntiilivi

;'

-VcJnwtay, October 13, 1948

IWters
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OttCHESTRA-llIUSIC
Job

Rally to Writer Cause

Authors and Publishers before New York- Federal court
udge Vincent L. Leibell. Schulman, in appearing before Leibell
last Wednesday (6), was acUng only for writer Milton Ager, but a
handful of top writers have already subscribed more than $5 000 to
underwrite the case, and more is being collected.
Schulman's action to retain for ASCAP the theatre performing
right, or at least retain it for writers instead of publishers isee
separate story), has no connection, with the Songwriters Protective
Assn. or any other organization. It was strictly for himself and
Ager. Upon learning this, songwriters Sigmund Romberg (SPA
president), Charles Tobias, Abel Baer and a host of others made
up a fund of $5,000, which was handed Schulman immediately to
help finance the case.- Letters from Individual writers in New
York to others on the Coast and elsewhere either have gone oiit or
are going out to swell the fund further. It's figured that another

ef Germany, which for the first
time will give it distribution outIt is the first .move
plde the U. S.
by tlie six-year old Hollywood
disker to lift itself to a more solid
level as a major company rival of
RGA-Vic tor, Columbia, and Deoea;
Capitol has never had foreign distribution of any kind.

Red

as reds.

foreign division head, and Jim
Conklin, v. p. in charge of artists
and repertoire; calls for a master

tol's

This arexchange arrangement.
rangement had to; be cleared
through U. S. government agencies
and Cap has been awaiting: sanction of it for several months.
Tele-Funken is more or less the
EGA-Victor of the Continent. It
operates or has working agreements with disk manufacturers in
Sweden, Norway^ Czechoslovakia,
.

London, Ont., Oct. 12.
Sparton of Canada, Ltd;, will
be producing Long Playing records
in November.
Columbia Record
Co: manufacturer. In Canada, the
company has completed a one-

James C. Petrlllo, head of the
American Federation of Musicians;
the union's executive board, and
industry >ieaders and
attorneys, have been meeting

at a furious pace during the past
week on the disk ban and so tar
nothing of real importance lias
been accomplished. There were
short and extended meetings every
day
^uy last
ias.1 week,
wcbk, beginning
oegmning w
with th*;

—

AFM

board members, who come from"

Or Syncro Right

A

.

over the country, in New York
until a deal is made. At other
times, during which there is a

momentary stymie on a

Tele Tnssle

I

j

partlculiir
threatens to break it

question, he
up. On the whole,

howevei:,

the

NBC's television bosses and: meetings are progressing smoothly.
Recording men are still of the beHarry Fox, music publisher trusteein mechanical and synchronization lief that it will be weeks before ahvlicensing
matters,
have
been thing crystalizes. It's pointed out
playing cat^andrmouse concerning that up to how they are still going
over that trustee plan and there
are still important points in it that
remain t& be chewed over, since
there is a tendency to table the
tougher angles for later argument,
as each come up. When the tru.stee
plan is concluded^ it must then go

kinescope recording (reproduction
on film of origlhal broadcasts).
In discussing music rights matters with Fox, NBC. consistently;
adheres to descriptions of these
films as "delayed broadcasts," a
.

•

Local 802 For

Bad
James

C.

description
which would make to Washington
for perusal and
them akin to tranficribed repeats opinion
as to its legality in view
of ordinary radio broadcasting.

Publicity

of the Taft-Hartley law. Then, say
uie reeornprs
the
ihpr#. will
wiii be
ho addii,un
recorders, there

Fox, on the other hgnd, prefers to

and the ex-

Petrilio

"onaHerVTor

b^efo-re"';
lor reoroaacast on stations in
board of the American i^T^\b";\d'caTtn°^[^^^^^^^^^^^
new contract between the diskers
Federation of Musicians' are said other parts of the country as much and AFM can be concluded. Such
as a week later
"synchroniza- items
to; have rapped £he knuckles of the
as scales, hours, etc
must
tion."
which heretofore has been be given
ruling group at AFM. N. Y, Local
attention. There is nrt in-

ecutive

'

I

,|

I

,

,

802 for the latter's recent release
to newspapers telling a story of the
bitter fight for control of the local.

applied in the trade only to

in*

,

'

showing.

While the current negotiations
ago. ( 22 ), following .the
blowup of the second attempt at between Fox and NBC and other
an annual b.vlaws meeting, 802's video-factions, over permission to
reigning Blue ticket issued long film original shows for later rewires to trade and idallS-^newsr broadcast, are moving smoothly,
papers, and wire services, detail- It seems inevitable that there will
ing the' unrest within the local and be a head-on snag. Some pubs
making communistic allegations now are willing to give those rights
against personalities fighting to de- temporarily for free when a show
feat the Blues in the Dec. 2 elec- IS on a sustaining basis, and insisting on payment where a sponsor
tions.
Petrilio and the A>EM toppers is involved. But sooner or later it's
took a dim view of the moves, it's felt there must come a collision
said, and warned Local 802 chiefs over whether rebroadcast rights
to refrain' in, the future- from air- via film are to be marked as ordiing its problems before the public. nary rebroadcasting rights or synBasis for the chiding is the $50,000 chro rights.
There already has been one
to $7.'5.O0O the AFM is spending an^
wlally with Hal Leyshon Associ- tangle between publishers and a
video show over reates, New York press agent, in an -sponsored
effort to erase the bad public taste broadcasting via film. Since Old
Gold
assumed sponsorship of Dufor the AFM after years of a bed
press.
And 802's publicizing of its Mont's "Original Amateur Hour"
(Sundays,
WABDj
particularly
its
New York)* pubs
internal affairs,
commie allegations, nullified these have insisted on per-use payment
.

I

Chappell Bucks

Switzerland, etc., and the material
issued by these firms will be available to Capitol, just as the latter's
complete line of masters, piled up
ince its inception will be available
to Tele-Funken: Latter's initial master shipment, incidenially, is on
the way. to Cap here and initial
pressings from them will be marketed in; the U. S.- late this year.
Capitol has also been reported
Chappell & Co., primary firm o£
In recent weeks as in the midst of
the Max Dreyfus imisic publishing
negotiations with British Decca, or
rather with E. R. (Ted) Lewis, its organization, crossed swords with
attorney
John Stliulman in the lathead, for distribution in England.
There's nothing concrete so. far on ter's attempt last Wednesday' (6) to
this angle, however, and Cap will
clear the songwriter's position in
not talk much about it.
view of N. Y. Federal Court Judge

Songwriter Bid

In Film Fee Case

Vincent L. Leibell's recent theatreperforming rights decLsion. Sciiulman had applied to Leibell for per-

I

:

dfcation f™^^^^^^
scales for recording musicians.
There's one noticeable tiling

I

I

,

!

,

\

'

!

I

,

j

I

about the meetings. Recording
heads say that there is more willingness among rival firm representatives to
o^..va..vca
lu come
i;oiiie vo
to luu
full agieeaereement on problems, thereby presenting a more solid front to the
AFM. That's beside their individual anxiety to make a deal RCA.Victor is in the forefront on that
Meanwhile, independent manufacturing firm heads have been
v
..
'
conductmg
their own meetings in
New York. Apparently, they are
being advised by major recording
company men on the progression
of the meetings with the AFM. As
points are raised and passed at
the major meet!s, the indies mull
them over between themselves and
decide whether the same items are
acceptable to them, how they effect indie companies, etc.
.

,

.

;

>

.

I
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CAVALLARO SUED BY
ON 'CONTRACr

for rebroadcast rights to ASCAP
mission to intervene in the case of efforts to some extent.
N. Y. theatreowners vs. the Amerie music, even thougli the latter can
Wires 802 dispatched
Figuring that there was a fair can Society of Composers, Authois picked .up by press services- and be used for free on the original
SINGER
market among more than 100,000 and Publisher.Sj and when he distributed to daily papers through- show, per video's .$1 a year deal
^.
^
„
barmen
Cavallaro is defendant
DuMont and Old
couples who have. been, married at stepped up before the court to pre- out the country, and the majority with ASCAP.
$16,000-plus suit brought
the Little Church Around the sent argume'nts to sustain the «p- of the stories were not too careful Gold both refu.se to pay the extra
^
Corner, New York, Columbia Rec- plication to intervene., ChappeU's in distinguishing between the na- coin for rebroadcast, and the con- ^g^'nst him in N. Y. supreme court
jtestants on the show are now ''^ vdcalist Jimmy Forstcr, who
ords will soon release an album attorney, Sidney Wallenberg, was tional AFM and the local.
Of wedding marches and hymns there to combat him.
Local 802 held: a membership forced to change their music in the worked with the band during it.<»
event any u.ses ASCAP songs in his "Jiu-summer run at the A.slor hotel,
used by the choir at that place of
Leibell's decision opined that the meeting Monday (11) to hear reworship. Columbia made the album theatre-exhibition rights should be ports of committees on the cater- work. They must shift to either **®w York. Forster claims a vei b»l
« few months ago and said nothing taken from A.SCAP and returned ers problem, another detailed to Broadcast Music or public domain f^ontract with Cavallaro on which
maestro agreed to a one-year
material. "Amateur Hour" fs reabout it, cutting eight sides at the to the copyright owner.
jobs
on
the
distribution
of
check
Since it
church itself, i e., by remote wire has never been lully established paid for by the recording royally peated on WGN-TV, Chicago and contract guaranteeing 40 weeks of
smarting with the Astor run.
to cutting machinery in its N. Y. Who would be the copyright owner fund and a third report on unem- WSLA, Los Angeles, the Sunday
$16,000 is the amount he was
following each N, Y. originating
and
coalition
ploymenti
Unity
headquarters.
in such a case—^-the publisher or
to draw, he claims, and asks addiAmong the eight tunes waxed writer of a melody! it is Sclrul- groups, opposition to the Blue broadcast.
tional damages.
•re the marriage marches used nian's Intention to prove for the ticket, had urged attendance at the
Cavallaro flatly denies having
before and after weddings, and: latter.
He's acting in behalf of meet due to the importance of the n.\uA in Alhiim Ti*
lie
made any sort of a contract %vith
among. the other tunes are hymns .writer M.illon Ager. Wi'iters ,a re Items involved, but a quorum was
defense is that the
With. Perfume Fiim
performed during leromonies. Al- wary of the pos.sibility that ihey not present. Scheduled at 10 a.m.,
bum will be released next month would be forced into the position of the hour apparently was too early.
RCA-Victor has lined up an unonlv ''and"ih«t">?:'"'°"
With e.\tra exploitation efTorl.
.usual tieup for the promotion of
collecting performing rights fees
iTgo
proper notice
^'^"P^'^
aij
album
of
tunes
by Harry Revel
prevent
'l"o
through publishers.
and Involving Dr. Samuel J. Hoff- a,-!, n..»'„> *
•
this, Schulman's application to inT»",f
r»
Coast
Repudiates
man's Theremin, backed by a large ^^'^ UUSlCr lOr DeS 3'IoineS
tervene presented two arguments
PIC
*WaUace for Prez' Tooters (1) that the theatre performing
Coundlman-Disk Jockey
t\
right'should continue to be vested .; Jule Styne and Samiriy Cahn,
Hollywood, Oct. 12.
Das
n. dcMoino.s.
Oct
]2.
said
to
be
spending
.$35,000 in fullASCAP (contrary to Leibell s
who recently split as a songwriting page
AFM Local 47 is backing no prosJ- Bennett,, di.sk jockey
and cooperative advertising to
idential candidate, according to-a- "S>on) and/or (2Uhal the film per- team; will work together again on
doubles as Saffty
push its product along with the'?."
."'.
postcard J. K. "Spike" Wallace, forming rights is unquestionably Frank Sinatra's film to be made
Commissioner
here,
has
been
disk
set
for KKQ release, with Groucho
Prexy of local, mailed the 14,000- owned by the writer,
Suspended from office pendinu a
Fvninifaiinn
hxplollation
planned
odd members of union in rcpudiatinvolves hearing on an ouster action
Chappel filed application to in- Alarx and Jane Rus.sell. Writing
The.
ing the so-called "AFL Musicians tervene over the same argument, team, which has been respon.sihle
For Henry Wallace Committee."
latter having learned before the for a; string of pop- hits over the
Committee, recently mailed all hearing, through neces.sary papt rs pust few years, recently split over
campaign circulars filed with various afloinevs in- Stvnes intention to produce a
PUimping for the Progressive Party volved in the case, of Schulman'.s Broadway show without Cahn.
''^*
iJi* »es Moines city council
^!
l
".'•'"'i
Sinatra got the two together to RPVP? w i^n
^'''^''-''P^^^
candidate. The circulars ostensibly intention.
It seeks to lefule the
P-«- s oi
The- petition is based on a con^nrti
tlie do the score for his film ithey have
that
were designed to appear -as if attorneys'
arguments
'
.spiracy charge alleging Benntlt
f;
IJr.
Hoffman s theremin is an accepted a payoff from .six tavern
emanating from Local 47 head- writer is the copyright owner. Lei- done llie majority of his recent
o.uartcrs. Union officials have been bell accepted both applications to films\ and it's pointed out tliat electronic instrument denion-strited operators to violate clo.sing houiy,
unable to uncover identities of step into (he case, and directed there's no tei0on why the two several years ago. from which he and action of Bennett foJlon iug
those who had sent cirqulars to that briefs be filed by Oct. \5 and « on't continue to pair off on- other produces tones by passing his filing of the charge.
Hearing on
future scores if the occasion arises. hands over electronic beams.
*i*mbership.
to them be in by Oct. 22.
the ouster action is set for Oct. 20.
i answers
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STYNE-CAHN TEAM

AFM

i

,

'

ACAIN FOR SINATRA

i.

'

all

'

Raps

Two weeks

.

;

AFM

B cast'

'Delayed

'

.

COL'S ALBUM ON

>

story addition to its London plant, flrst, last Wednesday (61
MonIn which the pressing of the LP day's (11) meet started at 2 pm.,
will be done.
broke at 8 p.m. for dinner, reAH records made for distribution sumed at 9 and ran almost (o midin Canada will be of vinylite com- night.
There was another meet
l^osition,
same as the U. S yesterday (Tuesday) afternoon.
product:
Petrilio and the industry men
are still haggling over the trustee
plan advanced by the former as
a basis for discussion and the
president is so anxious to complete,
a deal that he has said several
times that he will keep the

Hayes
protested
the
Coast
group's bar to the New York headquarters of the MPCET and the latter's -ruling council backed up the
locals.
It apparently was not said
in so .many words, but the reason
Hayes was blocked out at this time
was due to the number of estabr
lished MPCE cardholders in this
area who are out of work. Warnow: pointed out that none of the.
current MPCE imemployed was
suitable, but' the union wouldn't
budge.
All told, there are 29 MPCE men
on the unemployed rolls in N.- Y.,
Chicago and here, which Is a coht
siderable improvement over the' 61
who had no place to hang, their hats
a few months ago.'.

Petrilio

Finishing performing for a
private party, the inaestro began the performance of the
"Star Spangled Banner." In the
midst of the anthem's rendition, one of the guests at the
affair walked up to the bandstand and demanded to know
why the band had. the temerity
to piay the melody, since he
figured it was composed of
commies. He had read 802 's
charges in N. Y. papers.

Deal >vith Tele-Funken, made last
summer by Sandor Porges, Capi-

N^t

Distribution recording
their

LP

.'

Ist

An idea of the willingness of
the public to accept Communistic allegations is evident in the
experience of one N; Yv maestro, following N. Y. Local 802's
branding of election opposition

.

Sets

the Union.

Foreign Distrib Deal Via Tele-Funken
Seeing

4-

Col/s Canada Link

MPCE

.

CiHifabs ffit

39

And Day Pace; No Conclu9ons So Far

boy, etc, for WarnOw for a number
of month.?, -and when; he applied for
the usual temporary
card to
do contacting clfores, he was re^
jected by the Coast contingent of

|8,000 to $10,000 will be raised.
Writers are deeply interested in the case in view of Leibell s
argument that theatrt performance rights 'should revert to the
copyright owner, and whether the writer or publisher of a ,song
has that right is the cause of it all. The writers want ASCAP to
retain its representation of them in such matters, or failing in that
to have the right reV0rt to them instead of publishers.

•
Capitol Records has completed
arrangements with the Tele-Funken
record manufacturing organization,

AFN-Diskers Ban

Aide's Nix

Hollywood, Oct. 12.
Music Publishers Contact Eraployees union got itself into a tussle here last week due to its refusal
to admit Charles Hayes to membership. Hayes sought a card in order
to take a contact job with Mark
Wamow's music publishing outfit.
He had been worldng as a counter-

Josets,

Records Strides Into

Held Key

Wamow

To

Various major songwriters rallied last week to the financial afd
of the cause being fought for them by attorney John Schulman in
the case of N. Y. theatreowners vs. the American Society of Com-

Capitol

Crisis
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OBCaiESTBAS-MITSIC
Top* of tho Top*

Jocks, Jukes andDkks
By Bemie Woods

—

background by Dave Bar-

bour's group.

It's

.

.

.

Pattl

it.

Two"

,

'

Stro's

Label Due Dec.

Pace's "Five - Four -"fhree(Mercury) totes possibilities;

up Stumpy Brown, maebrother, on a good novelty

PEGGY

Sam Browne "Down Among the
Sheltering Palms"— "Cool Water"
(London), "Palms" fits right into
the modem groove, though it's a
revival co-written by- Abe Qlman.
It carries many of the qualities
that have made a host of recent

.

new Choral

:

Vaughn Monroe and

Bennett

Nelr

—

Low"

"Speak

SUED FOR

.

years ago by them.:
The suit name.s the writers of
"Manana," as well as their publishIng firm, Barbour-Lee Music, which
brought out the ditty, as delendents. The publishing firm is operated for the Barbours by Mickey
Goldsen, who, in return, gets half
the outfit's profits. Barbour related

Ted Straeter "The Most BeautiWorld"
Russell

ful Girl In the

1,

;

been considerably curtailed

in the
past year or so, the English firm
retains its original right to market

was pirated. Plaintiffs are pair-of
San Francisco songscribes,' Harry
K. McClintock and Sterling Sherwin, who claim "Manana" Is lifted
from "Midnight On The Ocean,"
an obscure: ditty churned out some

Lutcher are too far in front

lie

will,

label Dec.

ON

tongs successful, and Browne, The
Quads and Squadronaires knead it
mto' a- commercial item that could
work up a hit. It's a good jock
fare, lively and colorful. Reverse
Is also a good face by the same
combination; it doesn't figure to
fo far, however, since it's a late
atarter;

1

,

Decca Records

debut its
marketing the di.sks through completely
independent distributors.
Label
name displaces the previously
heralded revival of the Brunswick'
title; which Decca also owns.
Change from Brunswick to
Choral is due to Decca's belated
discovery :that in buying the: rights
some years ago to the oldtime title,
LEE
along, with a big batch of masters
it did not secure world rights to
MILLION
'MANANA' the. Brunswick name. And one of
the purposes of the new line is to
Hollywood, Oct. 12.
Peggy Lee, co-author of ''Man- go into certain foreign marts, parrana," with husband Dave Barbour, ticularly England. While Decca's
has been served with papers in a original agreement with Decca,
Ltd., its British counterpart, has
$1,000,000 suit, alleging the song

piece.

:

:

Decca s Choral

.

.

brings

:

,

Les Brown "I've Got My Love it's cute.
Keep Me Warm"—"I'm TelUn'
Recommended hillbilly^ country,
you, Sam'^ (Columbia). A sock in- race: Lonnie- Johnson's "Feel So
trumental covers fhe first side. Lonesome'' (King); Floyd Tillman;
Brown's rendition of the Irving "Cold, Cold Woman" (Columbia);
Berlin piece will get wide jock, Jess Rogers, "The Yellow Rose of
usage. It drifts wide of the me.t -Texas" (Varsity); Grandpa Jones
ody occasionally, but not as much and His Grandchildren, "I Guess
Others, and unwinds as color- You Don't Remember -Now'' and
fuli tasty bit of bounced melody "Old Rattler's Treed Again" (King).
to roll out in -some time. Flipover
to

(Varsity).

£U

Oberstein's new Varsity label
picked Straeter's side from the
Sonera firm (some months back it
showed unusual sales spark). Straeter's. piano and vocal; backed by
a chorus,: work the good melody
into a commercial groove.- that
needs only a jock push to get it
going. It's diiferent and Straeter
himself shows an interesting tonall style, Bennett's v e r s i o n of
"Speak Low" is okay.
Wayfarers "If We Can't Be the

May, when

last

suit

was

first

U. S. Decca material in the Isles.
It wiil not handle the: Choral label.
New line will sell for 75c same as
the majority of Decca's regular
Black label series. Undei?' general
sales^ manager ^Michael Boss, it
Ji-i-=t...i.i,
_i.
'" be distributed:
"
j through 25 in-'
will

—

,

die distribs so far lined up out of
an ultimate combination of 65 domestic and foreign outlets, First
shipment of 12 popj- country and
:

.

race disks will Jeave Decca^S' factories Nov. 8 for counter-unveiling
as of Dec. 1.
Artists involved in the initial
release are Woody Herman; Glen
Gray, Jimmy Dorsey, Jan' Garber,

men-

tioned, that he would prove it was
baseless, that he and Miss Lee had
witnesses who would assert they
had actually witnessed the creation
of the calypso;

-

Johnny

To date Miss Lee and Barbour Shotsi
have made more than $100,000 out Freddie
I,a80i000 copies alone.

orchestra and Mahalia- Jackson:

"Manana." Miss Lee's Capitol
has sold more than

i

SARAH YAUGHAN
MUSICRAFT FOR

-

-

<

.

,

material in the
least, that's

Teagarden Sues On

Rcgina. Dancery Facelifted
Clarke to Mt. Royal
Reglna, Sask., Oct. 12.
chance in the current market.
Montreal, Oct. 12.
Closed fof three H<dnt3Sis, .:tBe'
Wayfarers give- the nostalgic-type Trianon ballroom
Buddy Clarke, who spent the
here- has. ret^i,i^A,i ^
"u.
I— r and
melody
a smooth
going-over
. tqunnn renovation
rpnnvafinn
year at El Morocco here;
past
?.d3,0U0
*
It should find jock acceptance. ReRoof, atop
opens
at
the
Normandie'
verse is an equally commercial job;
Damage: estimated at $4,500 was the Mount Royal hotel Friday (15 )
Item that may surprise. It's worked
It's a retiu-n date for the bandin the same manner,*with a brief done lo the ballroom by fire shorta tWOr
leader
who
previously
did
after
it
had
closed
for
the
sumwaltz break by the accompanying ly
iner.
year stint at the Roof.
band.
i'

:

'

,

I

l

1

King: Cole "Ke-Mo-Ky-Me"-"Rex
(Capitol). Cole rolls in a
rare role on '^Ky-Mo," a sort of
''Chickery Chick" novelty.
He'll
get many a disk jock spin with it,
doesn't

bisk Contract Breach
Chicago, Oct.

12.

of-contract suit hi Chi superior
court against two allied firms,
pay
failed
to
they
alleging
him his share of profits on recordings made since 1944.
at the Oriental theatre with Louis

Armstrong's combo, said the Naand Film Co, and
Richard Bradley and Associates
failed to split profitsy as provided
signed
Jan.
15; 1944. Disks
in pact
on which trombonist contended he

tional Recording

TREE IN

hefty bit Qf instrumental work by
the trio which, unfortunately won't
appeal to the majority;
Cyril Stapleton "Love Is a Dangerous Game"-"Isn't It Romantic" (London). Cyril Stapleton and
vocalist Dick James tap the bell
smartly with the first side. Tune is
good, a new ballad with good melodic qualities. Flipover is just another side. Pearl Garr works the
vocal with James.

2.

i

Johnny Mercer - Pied P i p

"Down

Among

jPalms"-One for

the

My

e v

4.

(15)

"-.v.S.:'

Sheltering!

',

».

itol),

(Witmark)

(Blasco)

10.

Spitzeir,

SLK"".
"

;.\:.

Baby"

and his blues-tinged

interpretation has

many

attractive

It isn't likely to take the
away from the reverse, liow-

points.

play

i Decco
.Columbia

Pee Wee Hunt
Jon & Sondro Steele

I

Pied Pipers

;

.

:

.

(Robert)

.

,

.

Ddmon

...
\ . .Capitol

:

.

.

.

,

.

:^
, .

v. ....

LONG WAY FROM ST. LOUIS (16) (Jewel)
VOU CALL EVERYBODY DARLING (14) (Mayfair).

UNDERNEATH THE ARCHES

(4)

(Robbins)

.

(Jack Emerson,
j Harmonicatsl

.

.

!

Ray McKlnley
j Andrews Sisters
VAl Trace,

.Victor
.

,

,

;

.

,

.

.

. ,

UNTIL

A^jdJ^ J's^fe«V.\\\\\V.^Detcfl

Tommy

(Dorsey)

RAMBLING ROSE (Laurel)
BUTTONS AND BOWS (Famous)
IT'S TOO SOON TO KNOW (Morris)
SAY SOMETHING SWEET

Mantovani's Orchestra (London)

.

'.

Dcccd

.Regent

.

'{^l^^y

Dorsey

Victor

{

I LOVE YOU (Harms)
YOU WERE ONLY FOOLING (Shapiro-B)
AH BUT IT HAPPENS (Bourne)
COO.5 WATER (American)
,

^Fitzgerald .....V.V.'^Dccca
.

.

.

.

lAnne Sheltqn

EVERY DAY

Columbia

Shore

tink Spots

(Mills)

.

. ,

.

'.:

.

i

,

;

.

,

.
.

.

,

.

>

^'^'st&t

.'

'

i

Blue
,

i

number

: : J

.CapS
M-G-M
Mercury

Loine

Art Mooney
King Cole

--.S^
M-G-M
Copitpl

•

Dale-Haines

.

.SisfnatufC

Gordwi Jcnfeitw.
Four Knightf
of weeks song has. been in fhe

Decca
Decca

Top 10J

M M MMtM fttt nMtittt ttttttt tMttt«tt *tttt«tf tfttttttt
«

.Deeca

London

Barron

FranJcie

!

BLUEBIRD OF HAPPINESS (T. B. Harms) ....^
LITTLE GIRL (Leeds)
DABKTOWN STRUTTERS' BALL (Feist)
FOB YOU (Witmark)^
WALKIN' WITH MY SHADOW (Johpstone-Montei)
<

.

,

'

,.

IFigures in parentheses Indicate,

^

FaTr. .V.V.V.V.Columbto

Dinah

-

i

Dave Dreyer

tmn

the midst of completing a deal
with publisher Dave Dreyer .under
which he will take over from the
latter a tune titled "Little Jack
Frost, Get Lost." Dreyer has had
the song since last fall and, unable
to work on it either last year or
this due to other commitments, is
turning it -over to Spitzer on a
royalty basis.

^

Coming Up

Platter Pointer*
:

±

I

li^^:^
(

jjajestic

.

Decca
Columbia

Clorli
Day-B.
B. ClorJc
D. Dai/

,

.

Capitol
.

{SonTenLsV.'
,

,

.

gj.'Vij^Day

1

,

(8)

LOVE SOMEBODY (16) (Kramer-W.)
(Trlanele)
MAYBE YOU'LL BE SORRY (10) (Trian.le)

•ver.

cut a two-sided version of "Clare
de Lune," which should wrestle
Paul -Weston's Capitol disking for
the coin. It's swell wax
Pied
Pipers (Capitol) bit off a b.o. chaw
with their "Yes, We Have No
Bananas"
"Pedro the Fisherman," by Grade Fields (London),
pay hit the funny-bone of U.S.
buyers. It's backed by a likely
looking U.S. picture tune titled
"Bella
Bella
Marie" .... "Sweetheart of Sigma Chi" by Elliot Lawrence (Columbia), vQcalled by Jack
Hunter, hits a spot. . .0a»itol's

Taylor, who wasn't
and publishers Gus

In Song Takeover Deal
Henry Spitzer, who recently set
up his own publishing: firm, is in

.''d^^^^^

:

-

My

Deems

also

'

j

(Shapiro-B)

.

with quite the spark of the London
attempt, but it's in there nevei-theless, and Mercer's name will
help. Mercer's alone on "One for

{

,

6.

\

"Palms" also clicks with
Mercer and the Pipers. Oldtimer
is getting the best of the disk push
on the tune. Version doesn't move

MAGIC

(10) (Shaplro-B)

STREET RAG (8)
MY HAPPINESS (21)
HAIR OF GOLD

s?

Baby" (Cap-

IT'S

MEADOW

12th

:

.

writer

at the meeting,

tion of the latter with tele.

to pack outstanding sales success.
It's cute, that's all.
Reverse is a

..

At

and the possible eventual connec-

J^!L10 Best Sellers on Machines

seem weighty enough

it

folio.

video's attitude

Schirmer and Saul Bourne, who:
were absent. Abe Olman,
Metro's Big Three head, did not
consent. Metro has .never,' giveni.;
didn't get his cut include "Road to ASCAP' tele
rights .to its tunes du*
Mandalay," "Basin Street Blues" to its own film production affairs
and "Muskrat Ramble."

Rumba"

but

ASCAP

Iieen

toward labor union problems.
Included among the writer and
publisher
board
members
at
ASCAP who have already agreed:
that the Society represent them: Iii
tele dealings for the next two years
are men who have not been com-*
pleteiy happy in the past about
giving the Society such rights.
Oscar Hammerstein 11, Otto Harbach and Max Dreyfus are among
those. Only members :0f the board
who have not- given their consent
to the two-year arrangement arie
'

Teagarden, currently appearing

-

^

'

Jack Teagarden, jazz trombonist,
Hot has filed a $250,000 breach-

recording

i

from a Broken Heart" (London); "Sweethearts" is a commercial tune wrapped in a simple and
tasteful arrangement. It has a fine
lie

Hoosier

Messner,
Blue Jays,

Julie O'Neill,
Fisher, Jesters, Orville
Brooks, Buzz Connie,. Geri Galian,
Glifl
Bruner, Pan-Pacific- -tempo

of

fame Old Sweethearts"^"You Can

American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers suddenly
launched last week a new move In
the direction- of re-establishing it*
bandHal Derwin will give up
hold< on television'representation.
leading when he completes his run rights. Following agitation among
at Frank Dailey's Meadowbrook, board members relative to doing
Cedar Grove, N. J., Sunday (18). something about the situation, the
baton
picked
up
a
Derwin, who
Society last week unexpectedly
fairly recently after singing with called a special meeting of the diLes Brown's and other orchestras, rector board for Thursday (8), dur*
will head for the Coast and life as ing which the majority of tlic
a soloist, he says. He doesn't want writer and publisher members^.:
the headaches of a maestro;
agreed to extend ASCAP's hold
Derwin's idea of becoming a on the rights -for another two
bandleader was based on some suc' years, until Dec. 31 1950* Society's
cess he attained via Capitol Rec- current -agreement with 80% of::
ords, on which he had the bacldng its publisher members expires this
of various house bands and con- Dec. 31.
ductors.
Immediately upon formulatinl
the two-year agreement, ASCAP
chiefs sent notices and :contracta
to other publishers who are not
SUES
members of the board/ for signa-^
COIN ture, and doesn't expect any diffi->
culty in achieving the required
Claiming that $3,117.03 is still 80% of olcays. Society's bylaws
royalty
statelast
her
on
her
due
state that: 80% is a must on any
ment, warbler Sarah Vaughan filed given question. Once these signasuit in N. Y. federal court Friday tures are in, ASCAP will in
all
(8) against Musicraft Records. She probability
sit down with television
asks rescinding of a 1947 recording broadcasters. :to work out a per^;.
contract with the defendant, and formanee^rights deal.
also wants the disk firm to be diFor the past couple years,- tele
vested of the rights, title and ininterests have availed themselves
terest in some 35 of her masters,
most of which have been released. of ASCAP's repertobK on a $U
per-year token licensing armtigeMiss Vaughan, who alleges that ment. ASCAP asserts that televlMusicraft is without sufficient sion people are not averse to revise,
funds to accord her recordings ing this on a fullscale fee basis due
proper exploitation, also charges to the constantly increasing influx
the company breached the pact by of program-sponsors. Video doesn't
its failure to pay her the agreed want to lie
in the positidn of conroyalties. Ticket was renewed this tracting
to deliver broadcasts witlt
year and is to expire in June 30, only temporary agreements lor
1949. According to the complaint
music, which could be cancelled
14
her last statement arrived Sept.
on a 30-day notice and leave them
minus the check..
without the /right to copyrighted
,

"So Tired"

.

.

to Establish

Derwin Drops Baton

British Best Seller

Boogie" and "Kilroy Boogie"
(Mercury)
Anne Shelton follows
the pattern of previous, rival issue
of "What Did I Do" and makes a
nice side of it
.Dennis Day
shows up on Capitol this week with
"Phil
the
Fluter's
Ball"
and
"Danny Boy," both well done

a side that should

does well with

ijie

on Coin Maohiu^
"Tree In the Meadow"

Seller

St.

be snatched up quickly by jocks
and, later, jukes. Flipover is from
the new Walt Disney production.
It's a fine melody that grows in
Itature with repeating and though
t's not Miss Lee's type of tune,

41

Representation R^hts in Video

'Most Reqnested'^ Disk
"Tree In the Meadow"

Fecsy tee "Love, Your Magw new reissues include Freddie
"So Dear to Slack's "Riffette" and "Cuban
,neU Is Everwhere"
(Capitol),
Standard Sugar Mill" and Andy Russell's
iv Heart"
Love" is a natural for the lazily- "Anniversary Sonj;" and "Magic Is
Boogit - beaters
effective style of Mis« Lee. And tlie Moonlight"
both get a hefty lift from the ex- will take to Albert Ammont' "12th
cellent

ASCAP in New Move

'
Retail Disk SeUer
"Tree In fhe IMieadow"

Retail iSheet Miislo Seller
"Tree In the Meadow*'

:

,

Dreyer apparently is bowing to
the pressure of the writers in releasing the tune to Spitzer for exploitation.
He had secured a
Frankie Carle (Columbia) recording on the tune, which will be
released soon.
In effecting the
switch, Spitzer takes the melody
over with full title to the copyright.

Spitzer was formerly general
manager of Edwin H. Morris.

2 ChiTooters

in Dope Rap

Chicago, Oct. 12.
Federal agents seized five men
here last week, one formerly a
drummer with name bands, in a
raid on a $50,000 narcotics ring
that was selling marijuanas and
morphine to high school kids. Robert Artists, head of the narcotics
bureau here, said more arrests
were to follow and added; "Don't
be surprised if some of them are

bigtime musicians."

Arrested in Ch icago were
Michael Scrima, the drummer;
Joseph Daly, another musician:
Odie 'Mason, doorman at the El

Mocambo,
Scrima

is

strip

,

joint,

where

appearing with a band.

:

ORCnESTRA-AirSIC

42

RCA

Wednestlay, October 13, 1948

3d Quarter

40%

Coin Dips

RCA-Victor's third-quarter

were

'

publishers

tained from leading stores in
12 cities and showing comparative sales rating for this

quarter's figures,
Overall slip of the third-quarter

New
.

'

1

2

2

1

3

3

4

5

men and managed
5

6

6

11

..

g

9

15
7

9

RAMBLING

.(•(.'

7

2

111.

Omaha—

.T.;-

.

6

(«•

A'

7

1

2

6

5

2

1

6

••

2

1

3

2

•

•

3

1

2

7

2

8

••

7

5

4

7

3

••

'

10

1

71

2

70

••

4

8

••

8

4

8
1

4

1

3

10

.

65

Ventura concert.

37

s

2

8

6

'

8

5

6

long it will be bei^ore the
bubble bursts is anybody's guess,
but it seems that everyone wants
to get in before it does. Symphony
Hall heads are of the opinion that
tpo many concerts coming so close
together will hasten the bursting
because of the limited -number of
people that can support them.
House, which holds 2,800 people,
is
usually scaled from- $1.20 to

7

S

••

16

••

(Decca)

"Every Day I Love. You"
PRIMA SCALA (London)
"Underneath the Arches"......,.

y

..

3

••

16

3
••

15

S

7

1

14

(Regent)

Call Everybody Darline"

6

10

.

4

13

(Decca)

5

4

••

THE BIG SWEETHEART BALLAD HIT
ON EVERY MAJOR RECORD LABEL!

13

(Capitol)

6

5

"Lillettc"

7

6

BROTHER BONES

ROSE

SAY SOMETHING
SWEET TO YOUR
SWEETHEART

11

12C

..

ISA

..

••

9

••

6

11

(Tempo)

"S^yeet Georgia

Brown"

TONY MARTIN

(Victor)

9

.....

2

11

I

10

The Ntw. CMIintnlcir SwtMtt

CARSON ROBINSON (MGM)

JOE BURKE and
JOE McCarthy, jr.
By

13B 14
SIS.

v;'-',

2

9

10

_9

14A 16

LAUREL MUSIC CO.

14B 16

i1 9 Broadway, N*w. York

ANDREWS SISTERS (Decca)
«'You Call Everybody Darling"
DICK JURGENS,

TOMMY VALANDO

14C

2
8

DICIv HAYMES (Docca)
"Every Day I Love You"

(iORDON MAC RAE
14B

14C

.

.

9

.

9

9

8

10.

I'Vl'tured

..

Bob Nolan's Immortal

S

8

Were Only Fooling"

3

8

UNlfSUALDAY

3
PREVIN PLAYS

SONGS OF

Al JOISON

THE PIANO

ALBUMS

(25 Records Available)

Album No. 3

Andra Previn

Decca

Victor

:

OUR

Music by,.

CLAMBAKE SEVEN
Stan Ktnlofl

Decca

Temmy

.

JIMMY MeHVGH

Dortty

Capitol

ROBMNS

Victor

INC.

lu7G Brondwn;'
York, N. i.

New

40, Citl.

VAUGHN-JACQUET

Campbell With Noel Gay
London, Oct.

12.

Jimmy Campbell has returned

4iG

IN PHILLY

DRAW

CONCERT

here, after a longtime residence in

Concert and Dance Music
For Your ParUcular Party
orchestras, trios, strollers
52nd

St.,

New

Philadelphia, Oct. 12.
Americaj and is affiliated with
Double attraction of singer SirNoel Gay, Ltd.
al Vaughn and Illinois Jacquet's
Campbell at one time was part- band drew 2,500 jazz fans to the
nered with Reg. Connelly in the Academy of. Music Friday night
music publishing iirm bearing (8). Production put on by Norman
their name.
Latter, incidentallyi' Granz netted its sponsors a $4;50O
has just arrived in Now York on boxoffice take.
business.
Performance also drew one of
the most unruly audiences the
-

JENO BARTAL
E.

PROGRESSIVE JAZZ

TIMES

IComero, rrof. Mffr.

tiaret

0109 Sunnet Bird.

330

T.

lilt

A MOST

IT'S

(Mercury)
8

" YoM

FIVE TOP

COOL WATER
AMERICAN MUSIC,

M-G-M's BIb

ill;

blue :barbon" (mgm)
1'4

IloUynood

Jf.

"DATE WITH JUDY"

8

9

..

ALL TIME

ll^^

(Capitol)

..

ANNE-VINCENT

THE GREATBST WESTERN

Broadway, .New York

(Columbia)

.

14A

':K

MILLS MUSIC, INC.
leijt

.

.

.

THE BLUE SKIRT WALTZ

10

1

MIRANDA-ANDREWS

C.

•

How

31

(Capitol)

KING COLE TRIO

•

crowds.

ART MOONEY (MGM)
12B

York, PI, 5-1787

Academy

Music

ol

has

ever

housed.

were

;Tho heckling and. noise
constant. Despite the alerted

Pitt's

Local

60 Relents

Pittsburgh, Oct. J2.

Local 60 of musicians union has
reconsidered its demand that Terrace Room of William Penn hotel
increase number of men in the
band from eight to 10 and as a resul, spot will reopen Oct. 22 with
dancing and floor sh«ws after a
shutdown of nearly six months.
Tom Troy, manager of town's
leadmg inn, had threatened to give
up idea altogether ot resuming
old policy if union lelused
to
backtraclc.

R E C O JI D

E

1

PECCA

BUODY BAKER

i;XCI,t.SlVI

KING AND
,

.

I

RKOOHDED

..ALSO

'

1

K

S 0 N

.Unlii

R E N E

Otrico:

N. V. olVitc:

O bY

SIGNATURE

MILLS BROS.

(1272

IW:
VAltSn-Y. liK'OnDS
P U 8 L I
10 N s'
.

OAT

Illvd., Holljiiowr 28
Aye. of Aiherlcti3,:K;X,t.

Siilisct

Hl-am

ushers and the admonitory signs'

"Remember

and

lighting up.

featuring

LORRAINE BENSON

has just installed all new seals,
and the \enerablc coneej-t hall is

Hotel Muelilcbaeii, Kansas City
Four Weolcs Starting Oct. 13

jealous

—

ol

.

its

prestige.

Oct

Sth,

1948

WALTER WINCHELL'S COLUMN:
^^"8 '^^
networks is that
AND BOWS' lyric as rendered
by Dinah Shore on her new and delightful
The swellody is toe-tappy

IITr'^mJ^^f^

'BUTTONS
recording,

'BUTTONS
Hope

AND BOWS'

is

sung by Bob

to Jane Russell in the
soon-to-bereleased Paramounii Picture, "The
Pale-

face."
MhsIc and Lyric* by

Kenton's $5,400 in Chi

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORP,
rrci.

745 Fifth Ave, New York 22
203 No. Wabash
P'- 9-^600
Chitago
Beverly Hills
Meizonine Floor, Bevody Wilshire Hotel

(a local audi-

speculation here as to whether or not
the Academy v^oiUd put its foot
down against the more raucous
jai;z sessions.
Spot has proved a
new lode for the hot-lnusic impresarios, but they have no' way of
controlling the hepsters out front.
Tlie Academy on the other hand,

His Orchestra

JOt GLASER.

Met"

i

caused some

Incident

MUSIC WITH ROMANCE

lANAGEMENT—

the

torium which was burned out last
yeai-i,
the boys and girls kept

RAY HERBECK

!

:

dixie-

Odd situation is that advance
sale of tickets is not strong^ with
fans waiting until the last minute
to: buy which leaves the: promoter''
at the mercjr of Hub's weatherman, of the mere whim of the

40
10

bebop and

land brought out a sock crowd at
recent Charlie Parker and Charlie

(Victor)

SISTERS

W

pacity. Interest in

47

••

Season w^s teed-off by the very
successful two-nighter of
Stan
Kenton's oich, with other maestros
lining up concert dates
get a
cut of the gravy. The wliy it looks
now there will be at least one a
week for the next two months anyway.
Hub has been receptive to these
concerts, with Ellington, Condon
and Kenton always playing to ca-

•

4

..

12A 15

i
.

j

O'..

3

"You

',

'

O'

0:'

.'

.'.'«

:t.

IB

'»>

5

ANDRWS
IIB

10

1

H

':

(Lyon

(Victor):

"You Came Long Way"

AL TRACE
llA

4

9

3

JO STAFFORD
10

1

i
1:

(0

'.

(Victor)

ELLA FITZGERALD

the Wilson band.

P

n.

^S-

8

V

Ji

» :<

Cleveland—

'

.*9*

(Decca)

"Until"

PERRY COMO
8A
8B

1

DINAH SHORE (Columbia)
"Buttons and Bows"

RAY McKINLEY.
4

4'

..Aj

J

oi
'

Symphony

suited.

'

(Capitol)

TOMMY DORSEY
7

a

s
u

(Capitol)

"12th Street Rag"
DORIS DAY (Columbia)

GORDON JENKINS

.

SONG OF

H

Artist, Label. Title

PEE WEE HUNT

Ohio Disk Co.

i
"ba

..4),.

MARGARET WHITING

will be distributed nationally. The
records' include .racial,, populai*
and polka tunes, all original with

1

&

O.',

t

.t:.

9'

i
5,

B

Eiidiiig

OCT. 9

This Last
wk wk.

,

Richmond Lowe, has been
signed to launch a new Ohio rec?
ord manufacturing -and distrlbu:tion firm, the Lucky :\Masic Corp.
of Cleveland.
Lucky has purchased the master
records of the quintet made before
the Petrillo ban, and the disks

'

earson)

m

»•>

s

by

-

an-Ciay)

enel's

rega.

w

Wcsk

0

Healy)
Kresge

Music
mkins

HalJ have caught on witli public,
and a pretty solid schedule lias re-

T.

m-Rossi

last toeek.

a-

AJcron, Oct. 12.
Ralph- Wilson-' quintet, com!*;

posed of Akron

a
01.

(Sherman-Clay)

(Burroughs)

National
aatlnr

Boston, Oct. 12.
Jazz concerts at Hub's

Mus.
Inc.)

'

and

from the previous

The

.

Co.)

GoJ

Music

delivered

.

Shop)!

sellers,

last

publisher revenue was expected in
view of the deep sales sag experienced during the summer months
by all record manufacturers, which
is likely to show, up In the statements of other majors, due next
month. Victor's, fiscal year runs
from Dec. 1 to Dec. 1, a month
ahead of other firms.
During the war, Victor was paying out royalty sums to publishers
in excess of $1,000,000 a year.

Jazz Hiib B.O.

-

Co.)

Survey 0} retail disk best
based on reports obv.

state-

to music
week, showjjng
di-op of between SS'^h and 40?(,

nients

JazzConcerts

RETAIL DISK BEST SELLERS
J 1 1 j jj1 | ^

Chicago, Oct. 12.
Stan Kenton's orch took out an
estimated $5,400 for two days at
the Chicago Civic Opera House,
Oct. 9 and 10.
Saturday (91 was a sellout but

Sunday was only

half-sold.

JAY

^

RAY

LIVINGSTON AND EVANS
Publiihil by

FAMOUS MUSIC CORl>OttATiON

.

.

.

.
.

VcJpetdayt Octobet 13,

IM>

OBCBESTBA-MrSIC

Soi^s \riA Largest Ra£o Auleiice

4S

BETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS

i

Th9 top tl tmgt of the uceh based on tht coj^vHgTttcA A(ul{>
«nc« Ciweraff* Index Sinrvey of Pomlar Mu«ie Broaden* Cwer
Kodio ATettwrhe. Published by the Oifice. of Research, In*., 0r.
John O, Peoi^n, Dirictor.
Surrey Week of October hi, 194>

A

Survey of retail sheet musfo
based on reports obtained
from leading stores in 12 cities,
end thovAng comparative sales
rating for this and lost weele.
iales>

An Umbrella—f'Eaiter Parade"
Feist
theMeadow
.^.ki-..i..i..$hapiro-B

With

Fella

ATree

In

Ah But

Happens

It

Bourne

Blue Bird of Happiness
Buttons and Bows
COUCe'ss

H^rmi

1. B.

i

— f'Date With Judy"

Cuanto Le Gusta

."Famous
polore?
.Harms
Ev'ry Day I Love You t"Two Guys From Texas"
Robert
Hair Of Gold
pon't Care Rains Night t"Two Guys From Texas" Witmark

—
—

.

Bomantio—f'lsn't

It's

—

For Now.

Just

...

i

.

.

i.

.

.

It.

.«..;;,,.. ..

Maybe

You'll

This Last
wk. wk.

AVitmark
.... .Advanced
Leeds

. . ; ; . . . . ,

.....

National
Rating

Berlin

Little Girl

Love Somebody

.

.

Famous

Romantic"
Happens t"Easter Parade"
Magic-^t"Ilomance On High- Seas"

Isn't It
It Only

.i>.

. .

,

v.

i

Be There

Happiness
Night Has Thousand Eyes:^t"Night Has Eyes"
Put 'Em In a Box t"Romance On High Seas"
Rambling Rose
Say Something Sweet To Your Sweetheiirt.V.
f'Lady In Ermine"
This Is the Moment
Twelfth Street Rag
Undeme&th the Arches

...

.

—

. . . < .

—

.

.

'

Until
Walkin' With

My -Shadow
the: Red Robbin Comes Bobbin' Along
You Call Everybody Darling
You Were Only Foolin
^.

When

....

;

;

2
3

Paramount
Remick

>

.

.

'-5..

Symphony

6

7A

7

7B

8

8
d

6
10

10

7

Bourne

11

Witmark
Remick

Hankerin'

Here

Stay—*"I Love

I'll

I Still

We Can't Be
My Dreams

If

In

Same Old Sweethearts

the

Feist

Wizell

Day— f'Date With

Just Because

Bobbins
Leeds

Lavender Blue

Santly-Joy

Most Unusual

'It's a

Judy"

Money Song— r'.'That's the
On a Slow Boat to China
Take It Away

Ticket"
.•

London
"

Patmar

Kate Smith Expands
As Record Jockey
Kate Smith will move deeper
into a disk jockey vein on her MU'
tual network show, daily, 12:15Heretofore, the singer
12.30 p.m.
has restricted disk-spinning to the
use of her own recordings, but is
planning to expand that to cover
all labels.

WILL YOU

MY

BE

DARLIN'

^JACIi

'

AND MAEY ANN OWENS
Tower Keford 1^28

Go, Already!
George Levy, Leeds Music treasurer, will finally shove off for England Oct. 25 after three previous
tries.
Purpose of the trip Is to
huddle with
Maurice Co.,

of Peter
publisher,

officials

British

with whom Leeds has a reciprocal
publishing agreement, over various
problems that have arisen since
the deal was launched. Leeds operates a Maurice firm in New Yorki
and Maurice Leeds, Ltd., in Eng-^
land.

Mort

law firm of

Miller, of the

Miller & Miller, goes with Levy,
along with Salvatore Chianti, another Leeds exec, who will continue on to Paris, Italy, Switzerland
and other countriesj to talk with
Leeds' affiliates there.

kua:\ siiErAKD
itolA

CUI'TIB STONE

Seal Record 10«0

AMERICAN MUSIC,

Capitol Record Distributing Co;,
of Georgia, has changed, its
to Capitol Records Distributing Corp., a Delaware Company.

name

1BI8 Mroadwny
York/ N. Y.

New

Best British Sheet Sellers
FROM WAIT DISNEY^S TECHNICOLOR

SO DEAR TO
Ili

a

jiiig*!

It's

MY

a bdladi

(WeeJc eiidiflg Oct. 7)
Connelly
So Tired
Chappell
You Can't Be True

It'i

a DiHyl

Lavender Blue

Galway Bay

My

N«w

KUDIK

.

Box & Cox

.

\

Vocal and Dane* Orchnlralien*
Availablo

ORCHESTRATIONS 75

Ctnli

SUNSET MUSIC- PUB.
U74

Iroadway,

New

COIamba*

York 19, N-Y.
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You're in Love

.

Rambling Rose

.

.Wood
Dash

Maurice
Leeds

Ballerina

Heartbreaker
October Twilight
Four Leaf Clover

.•

.

Dash
.

,

F. D.

&
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Second 12
Time May Change
La Vie En Rose

.
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1

1

1

'1
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7
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4
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5
41
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"Rambling Rose" (Laurel)
"Bluebird Happiness" (T.B. Harms)
"Buttons and Bows" (Famous)

8

9
10

9

4-

10

6

.

.4;

New York

10

8

10

.
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Wilson, sportcasters, have handed Foster's three-weeker ^ ; «. Sine
over IBG to charities through their Cole Trio will do a week at the
Softball games, with $8,000 going Showboat, Milwaukee, Dec. % , . ,
to the Runyon Cancer Fund . . . Geo, Olaen's first booking sinpei
pacting GAG is the EvansvUle the*
Henry Bnsse getting ready for one-i atre.i Evansville, Ind. ; . . Woody
nighters through midwest, bowing Herman inked
for Blue NotOj Chi
in Indiana, Nov^ 8 . . , Jack and the jazz bistro, starting
Jan. 10 for two
Beanstallui musical comedy trio, at weeks.
Blue Note also bought
the Orchid Lounge, Springfield, Louis Armstrong for six weeks
111., for two weeks . . . Rosemary
beginning early Nov. . . .
Wayne* disk jockey, started a new
six-a-week show via WAIT,"fof CaHollywood
nadian Ace Brewing Co; .
After
JFerry Jones has taken; 10-year
Del Courtney^ three-weeker at the

of Orchestre National of
France, which starts a U. S. tour at
Carnegie Hall Sunday (17), flew
into LaGuardia Field: yesterday
(Tuesday) the boat bringing the
rest of the 96^man band couldn't
handle them all
Shelley Manne
rejoined the Siati Kenton, orch, reTrianon, Oct. 19, he will one-night
placing: Irv Kluger, drums .
Herman' Schubert denies his Pel- through the midwest until he reham Heath Inn is for sale . ; \. turns to Chi for a Nov. 19 opening
Sammy Kaye guested last week on at the Edgewater B^ch hotel . . .
Bill Gordon's WHHM, Memphis, Hal Mclntyre set for prom date
disk jockey show, helping spin re- at University of Minnesota, Oct.
cordings—from a Memphis store 30
Skitch Henderson scheduled
window ... Korn Kobblers play for the College Inn of the Hotel
Richmond Better Homes Show for Sherman when the spot reopens
nine days beginning Oct. 30 . . . around Oct. 29 . , Doc Bvans and
Tommy Dorsey aiming to sell his his Dixieland combo set for the
96-foot yacht. Sentimentalist, now Bee Hive, Oct. 12 . . . Les Elgart
tied up at Flushing, L. I.
orch will do its first one-night tour
of the midwest, starting out Oct.
Chicago
30 in Illinois ; . . Tonl Rami, voErnie Simon, WJJD disk jock, calist with Wayne Gregg, leaves to
Art Mooney set for
along with Bob Elson and Burt freelance .
.

6

two weeks at Oriental theatre, Nov.
Will Back goes into tb»
23 .
Plantation Club, Houston; for three
weeks, Nov. 9, followed by Chnek

On the Upbeat
Artie Shaw gets back into N. Y.
tomorrow (Thursday) after check
on Coast into possibility of taking
over leadership of Coast band using his arrangements ... Five mu-

9

9

10

7

6
10

:

.

.

^

.

.

lease on Cocoanut Grove ballroom, Salt Lake^^Clty, effective Nov.
1 and will rename terpalace Rainbo Randevu. First booking is Cab
Calloway combo. Nov. 3, at $1^000

guarantee against

privilege,

consecutive dates upcoast to Seattle, the swing on back east
Johnny Hodges, featured alto horn.

man
.

Gay

Cinephonic
All Dressed Up
Connelly
Million Tomorrows
Morris
Everybody Darling

Suzy

.

..

.

i

.

;

:

Buttons and Bows
Passing Clouds

Meant

for

What Do

I

Me.

Do

.

,

.

—

.

.

.

Athenaeum

RECORD

UNTIL
ONLY 7 W££KS OLD!
Alreacty AN>; 5

.

on ^jfU^Ai Y s
TOP RECORD TUNE POLL

on BILLBOARD'S
DISK JOCK-Most Played

List

.

THE CASH BOX
DISK

OP THE WEEK

Victoria

Kassner
F. D. fc H.

:,...Wood

.Reld
Anything I Dream
Underneath Arches ..Connelly

..

gon ballroom at $3,000 per frame

"THERE ARE SUCH THINGS"

and

.

with Duke EUington for 20
own combo
Ted weems band playing Ara-

years, has quit to front

The Hoffesf TOMMY DORSEY VICTOR
Since

60%

Jones operated the old Randevu^
which burned down last winter,' a
... Art Mooney,
after winding present perch at Palladium on Oct. 17, will play 21
$200,000 loss

Connelly

.

.

CHRISTMAS POLKA

Chappell
Leeds
Wright

Happiness

Woody Woodpecker
Dream of Olwen

York

jrOY, GcD. Prof. M(r.

.

.

.

(Dilly Dilly)

Santly-Joy y Inc.
'

Happiness" (Blasco)
"Hair of Gold" (Robert)
"Every Day I Iiove Ton" (HarmsV.
"Maybe You Be There" (Triangle)
"Underneath Arches" ^Robbins)

1

3
6
2

.
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by BOB CROSBY, JACK FULTON and HUNTER KAHLER

ncgent Rccorrt

DALE KVANS

1

2

DarUng" (Mayfair).
Magic" (Witmark)
Call

.

t Filmusical.

Leqit Mtisical.

'

N
T
S

1

"You

-

Duchess

With a Twist of the Wrist

I

and Publisher

"Tree in the Meadow" (Shapiro-B)

.

Porgie

,

O

s

'

Bourne
Campbell

That Certain Party
Things I Love

Time and Time Again
When You Left Me
Why Does It Have To Rain on Sunday

Title

;

Republic
Crawford
Melrose
Peraora

Lonesome

P
s
n
HM

'

sicians

&M

Words

; ,

A
L

OCT, 9

'

Chappell

Life"

Get a Thrill

O

"My

9

Laurel

Mellin
Sinatra

Everybody -Loves Somebody
For You

T

Week Ending"

"Its

5

Shapiro-B
Bobbins
Dorsey Bros.
Johnstone-M

The remUning 23 songs of the week, based on the copyrighted
Audience Coi?eraoe Index Survey of PopuUr- Mttsic Broadcast
Over Radio Nctioorks. Pu^blislied by the Office of Reseatch, Inc.,
Dr. Jolvn G. Peatman, Director,
Leeds
A Himdred and Sixty Acres
Cornbelt

2
3
,•:

Mills
Miller

Mayfair
Shapiro-B

•

1

1

Kramer-W
Triangle
Blasco

My

6

T

.Famous
Oxford
Southern

« .
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legcndi arid of her basic background inferniaMpn, aHandanrfa fho cempirofion ond prountofion,
t948, issue whon tho Vorioly Seng

:

clipped

brought up' to 1949,

appcand
CavokAdo

seriol/y.

and

Covere

5,029
§4,100

. .

2

2,5^

(450; $1.50-$2)...

1

2,200

....Roosevelt (400; $1.50-$2)

Doysey ....Pennsylvania

.

.

.

.

YorHet, ice show; Waldorf, Peter Lind Hayes-Mary Uealy.
13 dws; t9 days; 510 days.
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p^SjRIETY
By JULIUS MATTFELD

Song Cavareoulo slarfod puUicelien

Coven
Weekn

nayed Wedt .Onlhito
Hotel
2,578 t3,900
0
Waldorf (400; $2)
t7M
700
:New Yorker (400; $1-$1.50) .... 0

Bead

Compiled for

fc*

at Hotel l^.O.'s

Bands

SONG CAVALCADE

started pvbK-

Ricdard Himbcr's new development tn togging broadcost perform'
whedules.
lists tunes in the survey, based on four tnojor netvfofk
They are compiled on the bdsis of 1 point for sastatmna tnstrumentol;
instrumental; 4 for
2 points for sustaimng t>ocoI; 3 for commercial
commercial wdcal, rcspcctiwelj/, in each of the 3 major territories. New
ing it 11 slave states to 11 free
York, Chicago and Coast. For example, a Commercial Vocal in all
»taj>c excerpt.
three territories counts 12; 1 indicates film excerpt,
The "Savannah" became the
Week of October 1 to October 1
American transatlantic
first
Total
steamer when it made the crossing
ances

(Continued from tost Week)

.

:

trounced the erstwhile enemy at
1819
New Orleans, not- knowing that the
The Minstrel Boy. w., Thomas war was over.
Moore, m., tune: The moreen. LonThe government raised funds by
don: J. Power's Music & Instru- taxing watches, hats, caps, boots,
(In:
ment Warehouse [,18133.
umbrellas, etc.
'

Moore,

Thomas.

A

selection

of

Civic Improvements of the year,

no. 5, p. 23.)

to Liverpool in 31 days.
Spain ceded Florida to the

S.

Pl».

Publisher

Song

U.

This Is the

Moment— "Lady

in

1

Ermine"—Miller

included gaslights in Boylston Hall,
Washington Irving' 8 "Sketch You CaU Everybody, DarUn—Mayfair
lighting for Book" was the literary event of A Tree in the Meadow—Shapiro
,;^.v
M
The Boston; municipal gas
Thomas
completion of the. year.'
1 Don't Care If It Rains— tTwo Guys From Texas"—Witmark.
London: J. Baltimore, and the
roves of Blarney.
Chief Justice John Marshall of Hair of Gold—Robert
f ower's Music & Instrument Ware- the Fairmount waterworks in Philadelphia.
the Supreme Court set the prece- You Were Only Fooling—Shapiro
house 1,1813]. (In: Moore, Thomas.
college
Review
was dent in (the Dartmouth
The Worth American
Bluebird of Happiness—T. B, Harms
A selection of Irish melodies, no. S, established; and exemplified the case) that the Supreme Court is It's
Magic— +"Romance on High Seas"—Witmark
Irish melodies,
'TIs the Lasf

ROM of Summer, w.,

Moore,

m.,

•

tune:

.

.

.

.... 179

163
162

159
158

.

p. 15.)

Rambling Rose Laurel
Everyday I Love You— t"Two Guys Frftm Texas"—Harms
Buttons and Bows—Famous
Just for Now— Advanced
Maybe You'U be There—Triangle
Night Has a Thousand Eyes— f'Night Has 1,000 Eyes"—Paramount
American
history.
1820
'fuUeri'
Love Somebody Kramer-Whitney
"Guy Mannering" was the hit
You could always tell the family
John Peel also known as: D'ye Cuanto Le Guesta— 1 "Date With Judy"—Southern
doctor by his black coat and gold- play of Boston with Mrs. Powell, a ken John Peel, w., John Wood,
popular actress of the. time, playing: cock Graves, m., traditional. (Writ- Little Girl- Leeds
headed cane.
Underneath the Arches Bobbins
In New York City the first bil- the role of Meg.
ten about 1820.)
Indiana joined the Union.
The Money Song Crawford
liard table was put up in a house
A new national bank was char- Not quite one-third of all pub-, Ah But It Happens Bourn*
on Whitehall Dock.

Scudder's Museum, eventually to
the' property of P. T. Barn\aa, opened in New York.
Fashionable ladies used rouge
and pearl powder, and dresses were

'

become

.

—

magazine-reading tendency of the the tribunal for reviewing laws
times.
passed by state legislatures.
The seventh depression since
1790 now set in, and like most of
1816
Jacob Hyer and Tom Beasley its predecessors lasted three years.
fought the first ring prizefight In

,•

—

—

—

My

—

*

—

—

Happiness ^Blasco
One Frederick Graff in Phila- tered for 21 years with $35,000,000
lications read in the U. S. came
burned anthracite (hard capital (the old one had lapsed five from native writers; the rest were Confess Oxford
years ago. and the nation's cur- imported from abroad.
Lonesone ^Republic
coal) In a large stove-— a startling
in virtual chaos- with 245
novelty inasmuch as anthracite rency was
The game of billiards was Everybody Loves Somebody Sinatra
individually
is*:
corporations
state
considered fit for Use only
Sliadow—Johnstone-Montei
greatly Improved when the old

delphia

;

—
—

was
by blacksmiths.

English newspapers and critics
tneered at the American vocabulary which had departed considerably from the mother tongue.
The Pear's soap people took to
advertising in print.
In Charleston, Mass., the Messrs.
-Pepin and Breschard established a

suing their own money).
Native U. S. manufacture broke
into full stride, due to the stimulus
of the war wbich had excluded
English products and encouraged
national self-sufficiency.

w

Walking With My
maces were discarded and cues Things I Love— Campbell
came into use.
Until— Dorsey Bros
Congress passed the Missouri When the Red Red Robin—Bourne
Compromise^ allowing slavery in It Only Happens Dance With You— t"Easter Parade"—Berlin
Missouri, but in no other state west
On a Slowboat to China ^Melrose,
of the Mississippi and north of
Hankerin tTwo Guys From Texas Remlck
Leeds
James Fenimore Cooper's "The A Hundred and Sixty Acres Romantic" Famous
i'lsn't It
Isn't It Romantic
Spy" appeared.
Twelfth Street Rag Shapiro
Maine joined the Union.
,
Edwin Forrest made his debut Time and Time Again London
at the Walnut St. Theatre, Phila- When You Left Me—Porgie
In My Dreams Wizell
delphia.
The total population of the Say Something Sweet to Your Sweetheart—Mills
country was now 9,600,000, with Here I'll Stay— "Love Life"— Chappell
New York state assuming the lead A Fella With an Umbrella— 1 "Easter Parade"—Feist
Westward If We Can't Be Same Old Sweethearts—Feist
it has held ever since.
migrations had shifted the center Combelt Symphony—Mellin
.
.
.
of papulation to Moorfleld, W. Va. Why Does It Have to Rain on Sunday^Duchess ^,
.
Men considered watch fobs an Take It Away ^Demora
essential piece of haberdashery.
It's a Most Unusual Day— f'Date With Judy"—Robblns
I'd Love to Live in Loveland—BVC
*
1821
For You ^Harms
Invitation to the Dancer-K>ri0t'nal; I Still Get a Thrill-Word and Music

Thomas Moore,
Maiy's Tears,
circus (circuses were an early and m,, Oliver Shaw. Providence, R. I,;
VeiV popular form of U;. S. show, O. Shaw [,18171 (2nd edition).
business).
cirnewspapers
Some 30 daily
James Monroe was inaugurated
culated throughout the nation.
president, beginning an era called
Commander James Lawrence^ the 'TEra of Good feeling" by the
fatally wounded as his ship "Chesa- Boston Journal.
peake" engaged the English "ShanMississippi joined the Union.
non" cried: "Don't give up the
Thousands of settlers moved
ship" (though the "Chesapeake" west and the prairies were dotted
did later surrender with 145 killed with log cabins;
and wounded).
The first steamboat appeared In
Commodore Perry whipped, the St. Louis.
British on Lake Erie and anWilliam Cullen Bryant published
nounced to General Harrison: "We "Thanatop^s" in the North Amerare
they
and
enemy
the
met
have
ican Revtew.
German title: Aufforderuntr zum
ours."
Tanze. Piano solo, m., Carl Maria
Tecumseh, the great Indian
1818
chief, was killed.
von Weber, op. 65. Berlin: SchlesHark! the Vesper Hymn is Steal- inger
Fj-ancis_CabQt-X.a3Kell,_a.,:Bnston
[,1821]. (Composed In 1819.)
merchant and inventor of the ingr. Part song for SATB with
power loom, established the first piano acc. w„ Thomas Moore, m.,
James Monroe was the first presicomplete American textile factory tune; Russian- Air, arr, by Sir John dent to be inaugurated on the -fifth
Stevenson.
Power
London:
J.
(the city o£ Lowell, Mass., is named
of March Instead of thejtraditional
[,18181. (In: Moore, Thomas. A sefor him).
fourth (because the latfer^ate Tell
Men's hats (very high) got nar- lection of popular national airs, on a Sunday).
rower brims with a droop fore and no. 1, p. 54-58.)
Missouri' was admitted to the
Oft In fte Btllly Night,
w.,
aft; the men themselves took to
Union.
[Thomas Moore, m., time: Scotch
wearing whiskers.
Junius Brutus Booth, one of the
Buffalo, N.Y,, burned by Indians. Air, arr. by Sir John Steveihson. best known actors of the era, made
(In:
-'The Shawnee Indian chief; Te- [London: J. Power [,1818].
his first American appearance in
cumseh, was coraraissioned a Briga- Moore, Thomas. A selection, of Richmond, Va., as Richard III,
dier General
the British Army popular national airs, no. 1; p. 51Ladles' shoes in.sinuated themat the outbreak of the war of 1812. 53.)
selves into public view beneath deSilent Night. Holy Niehi—original
He was killed in the battle with
cidedly shorter skirts; Nile green
the Americans under Gen^ William German title; StiUe Nacht, Heilice was a fashionable color; and jewNacht.
w.,
Joseph
m.,
Franz
Mohr.
Henry Harrison ("Tippecanoe") on
elry was made chiefly of polished
Ontario, Gruber. (First sung on Christmas steel.
the; Thames River in
,
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You Started Something—BMI

—

That Certain Party ^Bourne
At the Flying-W—Morris
Fiddle Faddle—Mills
Steepin Out With My
Steppin Out With My

Yours

—Marks

'

Baby—
Baby—

1
il

Parade"—Berlin
Parade"—Berlin

"Easter
"Easter

Went Down to Virginia-^efterson
What Did I Do— 1 "When My Baby Smiles
I

.

,

.

.

,

,

.

.

.

at

118
116
112
112
108

96
9*
93
82
81

73
73
73
72
72
71
,70
70
67
67

.».
.

61

59
57
56
5«
54
52
50

49
48
48
47
46
45

44
43
42
41
38

^.

Beyond the Purple Hills— Goldmine
With a Twist of the Wrist— Patmar
P.S. I Love You— LaSalle
Put Em in a Box— fRomance onHigh Seas'—Remlck;

124
119

.-.r-fiS

,

,

—

299
246*
?25

•

•

;

Me"—BVC

36
35
33
83
SO
28
28
27
27'

27
28
24
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:

eve, 1818.)

Canada.

Pigs

1814

:.

streets

The star Spangled Banner, w;,
Francis Scott Key. m., tune: To
Anacreon in Heaven, arranged by
Thomas Garr. Baltimore: Carrs
Music Store [,18141,
Strike the Cymbal. Sacred chorus
William
for
SATB.
Rev.
w..
Slaughton (?);• adapted by Benjamin Carr in 1812 from an Italian
operatic; chorus, "Viva Enrico,"

I

[

I

1822
Possible attempts by European
nations to regain lost colonies in
the Americas, and thus upset the
'peace of the V£estem Hemisphere,
were the latest U. S. international
worry.

week Verged on breaking

all ties with ASCAP.
He at first ordered all
tunes published by ASCAP firms to be removed from his band's library at the Pennsylvania hotel, Nf. Y., later reconsidering that movo

and still later straightening out the situation to everyone's satisfaction.
Dorsey was burned over ASCAP's demimd for a full-time license-fee
despite the fact that his beach ballroom has lately been operating only
one night a week.

:

1823

-

lish

theatrical

company

in

New

Orleans, was said to have received
the fabulous sum of $333 per night.
Josiah White and Erskine Hazard formed the Lehigh Navigation
Co. to mine coal near; Mauch
Chunk, Pa. an enterprise that
soon ranked with Niagara Falls as

^

usually
by. Vincenzo Puccitta
misspelt Pucitta, or Puceita; and

sung under Carr's direction in

were so common in the
of New York that the

Evening Post started a crusade.
Illinois joined the' Union.
James W. Wallack made his
American theatrical debut at the
Park Theatre, N. Y., playing the
lead
in
"Macbeth,"
Meantime
T.; A, Cooper, member of an Eng-

hside Ori^tras-Miiac
Incensed at his inability to come to terms with the American Society
of Composei-s, Authors and Publishers over a performance license for
his Casino Gardens ballroom, Santa Monica, Cal., Tommy Dorsey last

a

—

concert in- St. Augustine's .Church;
Philadelphia, Pa„ April 13, 1814.

;

Columbia Records, to placate HaiTy James, will release two versions
Home, Sweet Home! (Clari: or.
The Maid of Milan), vv John How^ of "What Did I Do," a new Mack Gordon-Josef Myrow tune. Usually
ard Payne, m.; "Sicilian Air" [ar- waxenes don't do this, but inadvertently Col etched dual versions in
ranged by Sir Henry Bishop]: [Lon- the heat of plattering everything in_sight late last
December, just
don: D'Almaine & Co,, 1823.]
before disk ban, James had reserved the ditty, disked it and didn't
know until company released a Dinah Shore rendition that one even
The Monroe Doctrine was in- existed. Bandleader then reminded
Col of his "priority," and label
voked after Spain had shown a dis- has hauled the
James' version out of file and has started sUmping it
position to regain, her. lost colonies.
,

,

an American spectacle.
for November
Congress
put
13
horizontal In essence, the doctrine stated that
stripes into the flag and prescribed no European power could seize terwrote the "Star Spangled Banner" a. blue field with one white star ritory or establish a government in
Kay Kyser

The

British burned Washington.
Francis Scott Key, a lawyer,

after witnessing the -bombardment, for each state.
of Fort McHenry (the song was
The system of pensioning war
adopted as the national anthem by veterans and their widows and
an act of Congress in 1931).
children was establLshed,
On Christmas day the U. S. and
Men's ties sometimes were so
England concluded the peac« pf stiff: and high that the wearer -was
Ghent,
virtually in a vise.

1815

1819

The French corset, a two-piece
On the Banks of Allan Water, w.,
Matthew Gregory Lewis, m. affair, laced up the back, and con["Lady C. S."], arranged by Charles 3id«red standard feminine equipEdward Horn. London: J. Power ment until the 1900's, came into
[,ca.

1815].

Andrew Jackson

,

thoroughly

use.
I

I

Alabama Joined the Union, mak-

release.

one bandleader who got lucky during the scramble
1 application of the disk ban.
Kyser hadn't had a
houses and solid .recordmg hit in some time until the came up witb the recent
something new Woody Woodpecker" and it appears he's now foDowing that
up with
Slow Boat to China." Peculiarly, both sides were made during the
Numbers on houses marked an- final week of December, last year, when
most disk companies and
othpr civic improvement.
artists were feverishly recording to beat the
ban. Maestro used the
The manufacture of pins began. band he leads on his radio
program to cut the disks.
Boston created a sewage, system.
Plaited blouses of muslin were
'
'
James W. Bamptpn, who recently was named prexy of
th(» fashion for ladies.
Theodore
First steamboat, the Virginia, Presser Co. and Its subsidiaries, is a brother of diva
Rose Bawipton.
ascended the Mississippi: River as
directors at a board meeting in Phila^'V^^""
far as Fort Snelling, Slinn., a dis- ?i?^Ku K
the company's associated firms, the
Tnhn Church
ri,.^^ ^ Co.
n and the Oliver Ditson
John
tance of 729 miles,
Co. The three organizations
are the oldest standard-music publishers in
(Continued in next week's issue)
the
the Americas.
Three-story

is

prior to the Jan.

brick

street paving were
in Brooklyn, N. Y.

.

U.S.

.

w^netOay^

OeUthtiv 13,

;
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1948
Florentine,

Qg$iiig of 'After-Hours' Clubs May

H'wood To

Reopen With

For

Dutch combination titled "Travesty
and Frolics" and featuring a Russian Edgar Bergen whose dolls play
music instead of talking, plus an
Antwerp hillbilly. The show gave
its preview after a long trip from

geenvs improbable.-

was a real

boom

Germany

Pfungstadt, Germany, Oct. 4.
addition to the Allied lease from Flogar, Inc.,
civilian show circuit is a Belgian- the property.

,

It

Allies in

The

ments, frequently .with just one
ihow a night. Downtown cafes,

open to public (Bachelor's, Hunting aild Fishing were private-membership clubs) found it impossible
to compete and as a result great
deal of patronage was diverted
from legitimate channels.
Now, however, spots in Golden
Triangle are able to capture topflight talent again and flock of
act» which previously used to go to
the piiviite clubs' have already
played such places as Carousel and
Nixon Cafe, and pthers are on the

m,c.

'

is

"Ed Wynn's

Laugh weekend

two-day legit type

for
the
Legion's convention.

American
:<

unit, at the Curran theatre,
Cafes, which normally, book in
San Francisco, Nov. 7. Lineup will top names to draw business from
comprise Wynn, Phil Baker, Allan so large a conclave, this time are
Jones, Pat Rooney, Betty Reilly, hewing to their normal "lull" seaSid Silvers, Dick and Dot Remy, son bookings. The operators feel
Hermanns Williams Trio, and a "draw" bookings aren't necessary,
line.
what withg,so few spots running in
Following its run in San Fran- the downtown and Beach areas.
cisco, unit will play the Interstate None: of the big cafes have opened
circuit around Christmas. Play-: for session.
dates at El Paso, Dallas, Fort
The stripperies, on the neonWorth, San Antonio, and Houston belt fringe however, have added to

vaude

ARA's Commisdon

.

'

:

Leddy

Split to

are included.
Local entertainment
their shows.
Small left for the Coast Sunday committee for the Legion, headed
by Copa's Murray IVlenger, are
attempting a pattern to avoid tha
usual'beefs on "clipping'' that acThree
company these meets.
ispots,
the Clover Club, Five
O'clock Club and Mother Kelly's
were selected and will be Included in the Legionnaires book
Stut^
of discount amusements.
calls for 10% off on each tab.
Hotel patio setups are cooperating
also, with no Increase in prices
from the norm; restaurant association also going alongt as well as
other business groupsr

Matty Rosen has filed notice of
to supervise the opening.
intention to appeal last week's (10)
arbitration decision' by an Artists
Representatives Assn. panel awarding Mark Leddy agency $300 representing five percent of the salary
earn,ed by Helene and Howard at
their recent Radio City Music Hall,
N.*Y;,"date. Rosen will appeal the
award before the full board of gov-?
ernors of the ARA.
Mexico City, Oct. 6.
Rosen, who handles Helene. atid
Ending of the five-year ban on
Howard^, was claimed to have auvaude and other stageshows in all,
thorized Mark. Leddy and .Leon
cinemas of country by the powerNewman, Leddy's associate, to subful Confederatioh of Mexican
mit team for work in the Music
Workers (CTM) is a big break for
Hall. It was claimed that Leddy
Mexican performefB and possibly
and Newman originally brought the
for U.S. and other foreign acts.

guitarist.

Mex Vaude Back

Turek Walks Out

'

Sol Turek last week', resigned as:
booker with the Ajrthur Fisher
agency after a tiff with Al Rickard, agency head. Argument revolved around the repayment of
an act's salary to the Fisher estate.
Act,. Carolyn Marsh, was set into

;

.

•

Idea

is:

to

keep

the

tioneers and their wives happy
and content with the Miamis,
However, the weak peso and de^
Some 70% of the Legion will bo
mand by most alien troupers to be quartered in swank Beach hotels,
paid in dollars is seen, at present, with the top brass in the oceanas an obstacle to Mexican cinemas front skyscrapers.
Miami Beach
being fruitful fields for outsiders. Hotel Assn. set nominal rates and
CTM's action was in behalf of Its are including added service to
important member, the National keep them happy and content, figCinematographic Industry Workers uring good-will gesture will pay
Union (STIC) which back in 1943 off in spades.
engineered the ban on all live
There's no feeding problem,
ARA
talent in cinemas to spike Its bitter what with some 1,600 places for
produced an affidavit from the foerthe Picture Production Work^
Entertainment
Turek, however, declared that Music Hall producer attesting that ers Union (STPC), organized by six dining open now,
sked includes two huge Orange
Rickard okayed the act despite the the team was booked as a result locals, bolting STIC.
Bowl shows; Coca Cola good will
reports. At one time, Turek said of the Leddy-Newman efforts.
CTM explained that allowing bracket duo Morton Downey and
he would make up the difference,
Rosen declared that ARA in actors to work again on film house Dean Murphy in special show.
'bTJt~apparently changed his mind granting this decision, went stages in no way means thrusting
Plus these, over 150 tickets in the
and quit the agency.
counter to its own regulations stage shows down the exhibitors' convention book for trips and alTurek was replaced by Geort^e which make it necessary for any throats, that it's optional with ex- lied amusements, all on the disDeber, formerly with the William split-commission agreement to be hibitors whether or not they use count plan.
Morris agency in Chicago and ;be- in writing. It was admitted by performers. Frontline o i n e
as
Leddy that there was no such writ- here quit stage shows some time
fore that with USO Camp Shows.
ten agreement, but board felt an before the CTM ban« contending
Walter: Newman Orch replaced
oral agreement must have been that' they found they were better the Buddy Clark crew at El Morocco, Montreal. Clark is set to return
entered into.
off with a straight film policy.
SHAY'S QUICK REPEAT
to the Normandy Roof.
Helene and Howard have been
tiffing with? Rosen and have gone
SET
into court in an effort to break BETTY
their managerial contract.; Rosen
Hollywood, Oct. 12.
Dorothy Shay will make a quick has signed the team to a booking
commiscontract
the
usual
10%
at
repeat back into Gocoanut Grove,
Hollywood, Oct. 12.
Where she set a cover-draw rec- sion, and Lorrame Rognan, Rosen's
Betty Hutton; Paramount star
"THB JACK
ord during August, under a new wife holds a personal management who recently played three weeks
OP CLUIS"
deal which calls for a Hat guaran-. contract for 25% of the team's
Palladium and
London
at the
earnings
e
e
k
1 y
over
w
$300
50-50
lee of $3,500 weekly, plus
fourth week because
passed
up
a
of
the
Dancsrs
are
using
some
THE
Marcut of covers alter Freddy
of a prior commitmenti Is going
originally
de'vised
by
Miss
routines
weekly
tin's ork gets its $3,500
Rognan when she was partnered back there next year if she can
PITTSBURGH
salary.
arrange her motion picture schedOn her summer stand at spot, with her former husband, Roy Rogr ule to that effect.
Available
who was killed in the Lisbon
Miss Shay got a $3,000 guarantee nan,
Clipper
crash
in
heavy
demand
"V:audevllle
Is
in
1943iOct. 2S
rccordher
and a cut, but during
in London," Miss button said,
breaking engagement, she pockManagemmtt
American
wide
for
is
open
and
four
in
,etcd personally $16,200
they
give
provided
entertainers,
JONES
LAUNCHES
SPIKE
TOM
FITZPATRICK
mto
high
weeks, as she soared
the audience a. good show.''
porcenlage.
The Grove has lined up Carl AGENCY WITH 2 CLIENTS

the
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:

-

.

:
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Fined on

Lewd Show Rap

Monroe,. Mich., Oct. 12.
E. Smith, owner of the'
Lodge, was found guilty
last week
(5)
by the Michigan
Liquor Control Board of permitr
ting obscene and improper floor
shows. Nitery had featured a stripteaser and a vocalist, who allegedly
,

'

May

Rustic

.

a'ng ribald ditties.
iSpot's license
seven days and

was suspended for
owner fined $300

and costs by the board.

M
A

ORPHEUM
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THEATRE
OMAHA,14EB.:
Margery Welles at the
Mgr.: Ban Lipiet

Wally

Piarto

BOAG

Currently

VAL PARNELUS
"STARLIGHT ROOF"
"Bringi houte
.
.
.
«jpwn , . . on •nchanling act that denet deicriplion."

AMEUICA!
3.

leddy

Charli-H

Tucker

JAGK PARKER
ANKARA

'

I

-

I

]

Brisson, Florence Desmond and^
now Mibs Shay, to topline during
three-month stand Martin band
essays, starting Nov. 9. All thesO;
attractions are MCA-bookedi and
agency will work out just which
singer will play which month
after Miss Shay makes her choice
of either Deeember-jof January.

Hollywood, Oct. 12.
Spike Jones is going into the
ageney biz. He has applied for

AFM and AGVA
and has signed as first two clients
Dave Rose and Renee De Marco.
About two years ago Jones
formed an outfit. Arena Stars, Inc.,
to handle his troupe; Ralph Wonfranchises from

ders quit a top-spot with GAC to
become prez of this corporation.
operation enlarges to full
.'Vs the
agency scope, Dick Webster, who
v-p in charge
formerly was a
A new nitery, Windsor House,
opened here Saturday night (9). of Coast ork bookings, will join
Crawford, Jones' setup.
Initial sliow has Kitty
Miss De Marco is rehearsing a
Garron and Bennett and Gordon
new turn, with three boys.
Ayres.
,

New

Norfolk Nitery

,

Norfolk, Oct. 12.

GAC

SUNDAY EXPRESS

,

FOR
HUnON
RETURN AT PALLADIUM

.

-

Lpndon Hippodrome

Mnrk

m

'

ATLA.C0COANUTGR0VE

EDDY

:

conven-

-

'

'

'

Carman theatre, Philadelphia, duo to Music Hall producer Leon
at ^ISS'Vireekly, but was: cancelled Leonidoff's attention, by inducing
out after two days. She was re- him to book the. pair: for a recent
Number of after-hour cases gen? placed, by Jimmy Jemai.
fashion show at Madison Square'
erally patronized by show people
Rickard felt that inasmuch as Garden. As a result of their showare also on the preferred lists for reports ,on the act had not been ing there, they were booked into
the revocation of booze licenses. so forte, Turek should not hold the the Music Hall.
Chelsea
Club
In fact, one of them,
theatre nor the Fisher estate acRosen, however, claims that he
to heart of downtown, has already countable for Miss Marsh's salary
never authorized Leddy and New'
folded because of such a loss, a on the unplayed portion of her.
man to submit them.
recommendation of the Grand date. Rickard wanted Turek to
At the
hearings Newman'
Jury.
make up the difference.

way.

'

After Five Years

OfFdieri^enc]r

-

.

duction of
Carnival," a

of

Rosen to Appeal

Bob Schoeppen, a

Flemish "cowboy"

owner

Miami, Oct. 12.
The slight damage by hurricane
winds Wednesday (6) removed and
repaired, Miami and Miami Beach
are readying things for the exPaul Small will preem his pro- pected 100,000 persons here this

Wynnes *Laugh Camival*
Set for Curran, S.F., Nov. 7

|

Brussels, but even so it.demonstrated plenty of snap. The orchestra,
directed by Gust Brox, is from Holland.

for perform-

ers while it lasted, with entertainers in some cases getting considerably more than regular week's
lalary for only five-day engage-

For Iqlhix of L^on Conventioiieers

Florentine Gardens, shuttered
several months, will reopen
Nov; 14 under new management
on a popular price basis, with no
minimum or cover charges.
New operator is Flotine, Inc., a
syndicate headed by Sidney E.
Baskin, an attorney from Chicago;
Nitery will be run on a long-term

Latest

Although no padlock proceedings
iire asked for Bachelor's Club,
American Hunting and Fishing
despite
Club and Lepus Club,
charges of gambling, something
come up.
Just as bad has
In the case of each place, aftermath of the probe has been a
recommendation that liquor license
be revoked, ^ind that would prove
Without booze,
fatal on all counts.
chances of trio of clubs reopening

12.

for

Belgian-Dutch Show

running up salaries in last year and
each other.
itailf trying to outbid

Mianu Hotels, Bistros, Make Ready

Setup

BbUywood, Oct.

Resolve Talent Problem for Pitt Cafes
Pittsburgh, Oct. 12.
for nitery acts apLiish bookings
despite the
noars to be over here
Investigation
ind of Grand Jury
hat nut the linger on three swank

New

45

Jimmy Fox manages.

M AXI1\E

SULLIVAN
BACK AT THE

PENTHOUSE CLUB
NEW YORK
Indefinitely

Latin Casino, Philly,
Sets Advance Bookings
The Latin Casino, Philadelphia,
lined up a list of top attrac

lias

lions

-sufficient

to

last

until

the

Christmas-New Years show. Fol
lowing current run of Dean Martin
and Jeri-y Lewis, spot gets Gertrude \iesen, starting Oct. 18;
Barton Bros,, Nov. 1; Lena Home,
Nov. 8; Ritz Bros., Nov. 22 and
Mitzi Green, starting Dec. 5.
Latin _Ilasino is attempting to
line up deals with Joe E. Lewis,
and Sophie Tucker, but both are
unlikely because of Florida com-

mitmeqtSi

:

"

.
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Keen Competidh Indnces Coast Nteries

Intra-Umim Scrap Looms Over
y

Cutrate Tafent

Deak in Radio-TV

\-''jWilywboa,^Octvllv

^z'

intra-union

battle

is

;

.

W^tino-Ai* Pm>1« ftp Npptls

Miami Copa

m Talmt Budgets

payment had

been stopped . on checks totalling
l?1.135 covering the Cole Trio's
I

brewing over the status of the
si)6n^red radio and video shows
.which have performers working at
out salaries with differences going
to the charity funds of the various
Problem is likely to come
11 nions.
up when the American Guild of
Variety Artists newly elected national board convenes Nov. 1 in
Kew York.
one of- the problems that the
union will face is increasing solicitalion for acts to work video shows
at cut rates with the AGVA welfare fund getting a cut from the
».
spon.sor as ;a come-on.
AGVA has consistently refused
to sanction such shows on television on the ground that if actors
:are paid full salaries, the chances
are tliat they'll, never need to approach the union's welfare fund
lor help. On; this promise, AGVA
kayoed the projected show packaged for the benefit of the National Variety Artists.
AGVA's board is likely to take
the problem- to. the Associated Actors and Artistes of America: and
wjjl ask that the same principle be
applied to radio as well. .However,
It's likely that other 4A unions \vill
not agree to such action. Actors
Equity pitches in for the Philco
tele .show; American Federation of
Kadio Artists supports the Dorothy

Ltft Ceiling

:

cians Ixjcal 767, that

seent

To

King Gole: has beefied to Ed
BaUey, prexy of a l^egro -M^

1

I

An

Trio of

Toppers Ankle to CRA
McConkey Agency's New York

souOiside nitery, from
which Cole departed Oct. 1 followoffice last week lost several of its
^"8 * ^ucku^ with the management
Art|sts.
Threesome was booked for .four staff to Consolidated Radio
Y.
weeks at $3,500. Had several dis- Hattie Althoff, McConkey's N.
general manager, Larry Meyers
management
with
agreements
of the cocktail
Goodhue
Bob
and
because
miiTed
after latter got
to latter agency.
over
shifted
dept.,
on
spot's
appear
Cole couldn't
Miss Althoff will head the vaude
r^Z'^S't^^^r^^^'^.TZ'^^^^^^^^^
Martm ana Jerry i.ewis xo
will
contractually bound to do so. dept. at CRA, while Meyers
and
the cocktail dept,
Bailey called in by Cole, pro- handle
foi the
500 weekly 1^
hPvo«d $7
S7 000
go beyond
Goodhue will be in the concert
duo, a price reported to have ueen.; • ,^ summarily
dept.
crimmariiv
pani>pllpd
the
oact
tne
pact,
canceuea
:_«„-„j
ami cafe
oilered by two bthe^
With enlargement of staff, CRA
'Cole thereupon moving uptown to
operators.
hopes to; attain wider coverage in
Billy Berg's.
Andy Andrews partnered with all branches of show biz:
Paul Shipton in the Featherj ad_ , n f
^
,
Lauder Farewell Tour
mitted payment was stopped on L I>A|.|«'q TplA Ranin
itauiw
checks, contending members of!"*'"*'* icic,
Fizzles, But Morris Agcy.
Cole's crew left behind labs of
Shows May Stymie
"considerable size,'- and that Cole's
Has Another Scot Comic [manager, Carlos Gastel, also owes
nitery: will pay oil
Miami Cafe Deal
The William Morris agency has tabs. He said lifted^,
when tabs are
apparently given, up the idea of
E M. Loew, operator of the
getting Sir Harry Lauder to make
Latin Quarter, Miami: Beach, is
a grand fareweU tour, of. the United
discussing a deal that would make
Agency has now latched
States.
Milton Berle the busiest performer
onto one of the top Scotch
in shW business. Deal would have
comics, Harry Gordon, who's slated
Berle play four days a week at the.
to plane to the United States
Florida spot (Thursday, to Sunday)
Oct; 21 for presentation under the
salary of $10,000.
Div. at Ifa reported
auspices of the United Scottish
Berle accepts, he'll start the
for
him
Clans before submitting
week by preparing for Tuesday's
Harry Romm is joining' Music Texaco
Star Theatre tele show, and
Lamour show for Sealtest; Camel theatres.
its
Corp.
America
as
head
of
of
date
for
will
his
first
Comic
play
show aids the Screen Actors Guild, the organization in Stamford,' theatre dept. Deal was finalized do the Texaco radio show Wednesdays, He'd fly down to Florida to
and the new Army Recruiting ABC
Conn., Oct; 23 and will follow last week. John Dugan, who held do cafe stint the rest of the week
show will have the: American Nawith stands in Detroit, New York, that spot, will be moved up as co- and plane back Monday.
tional Theatre and Academy getr
ordinator of the. theatre and cafe
and Boston.
Newark
However, it's doubtful Uiat his
ting a slice of coin.
The Morris office has been atr depts. Larry Barnett, current co- tele and radio sponsors, Texaco,
AGVA's trance is supported by tempting to get the aging Lauder ordinator of the talent sector, will- would permit such a strenuous
the William Morris agency which to play a final U S; tour. William supervise, but inasmuch as he
schedule.
has long made-. It a policy of Morris, Jr.; agency's head,: spoke shuttles between New York and
eschewing such layouts.
Morris to Lauder while on a recent trip to Beverly Hills offices^ bulk of the
agency feels that it's unfair, to ask Europ%. However, the retired comic work wiU be done by Dugan.
COAST
FINES 6
Romm's move into MCA is reactors to take a cut while agencies could not be persuaded; to leave
garded as a surprise inasmuch as
get full commissions. That agency his nativer^ieath.
FOR CUFFP GUESTINTS
claims that the outfits packaging
he had intended to continue as an
these cut-rate parlays are getting- a
independent agent and produce ocHollywood, Oct. 12.
sizable profit out of the deal.
SET casional films. He recently com- The American Guild of. Variety
SKITCH
pleted "Ladies of the Chorus" for Artists has implemented its camColumbia
release,
and
previ- paign against its members doing
CHFS COLLEGE INN ously
Candyce & King dance troupe
"Swing Parade," for Mono- free guest appearances in: niteries
posted for Latin Quarter, Miami
Chicago, Oct. 12.
gram.
or working side-by-side with amaSkitch Henderson orch reopens
Romm is expected to bring to teurs by fining half a dozen perBeach, Dec. 26.
the College Inn, Hotel Sherman, MCA a sizable talent list including formers caught violating the rules.
Nov. 5. Debut of the remodeled Connee Boswell, Burl Ives; Three
Don Corey,' emcee in show at
bistro has been set back several Stooges and: the theatre bookings- Ace Cain'sv violated a rule by introtimes because of booking agencies' of the Andrews sisters. Prior to ducing to the nitery patrons film
failure to find an orch to play half- going in for himself, Romm was actor Bobby Jordan, and the
latter
hour concert, which Ernie Byfield, head of General Artists. Corp; the- broke a rule by getting up and doco-owner oC the Inn, wants the atre dept., for many, years. His ing a free act. Consequently Corey
Amerieo't Newest
band to give each night.
brother, Leonard, is now head of has been fined $100 by AGVA'S
Woody Herman backed out of the GAC theatre sector.
trial board, and Jordan $50.
Great Comedian

Top Acts

for

Miami Beach Oct 12
Murray WeiS^efis relaxing on
former stand that he'd not compete for top talent for his new
CQpacabana, Miami Beach, set to
open Dec; 15

Hollywood, Oct. 12.
Four top spots have earmarked
talent outlays of more than f39,*.

McCpnkey Agcy.

Feather,

,

000 for next month In what appears to be itart of all out nitery
war with talent- benefiting: from:
conflict. Established spots are go-/'
ing heavily to, meet Uireat of new
Florentine Room, BeverlyrWilshire
hotel, which opens Nov. 17 with
Kay Thompson and Williams Bros.
Understood contract calls for $10,>
000 weekly against undisclosed"
v
percentage.
,/
To meet competition, Slapsy
Maxie's has. booked Spike ;3ronei
troupe to open Nov. 8 at flat $10,500, heftiest budget since JDevores
bought place last year. Giro's^ has
pacted Morton Downey, opening
Nov 12 for two weeks, four days,
at flat $5,000 weeklyV largest coin,
paid a single act by Sunset Strip
spot in over a year. Cdcoanut Grova

!
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-
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,
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Ambassador hotel, which ha*
Freddy Martin returning Nov. 9 at
$3,350 weekly; has booked British
mimic Florence Desmond, to sliara
bilhng with him. She'll get $2,500.
of

1

'

-

I

Indication of way clubs, are unlea.shing bankrolls
is given
by

Romm to Head

:

ly in for

MCA Theatre

:

-

Club Moderne, Long Beach, which
has King Cole Trio at $3,500 week-

row

two weeks starting tomor-

(13).

i

.

Menasha' Skulnik Being

.

Angled for British Tour

.

.

,

.-

Hyman Zahl, English agent,
planed in this week from I,ondoii

:

:

<

.

Menasha

with.

Skulnik, Yiddish comedian, for a
series of dates in the British Isles.
Zahl plans to present Skulnik along
the same lines as Holin Boles,
whom he toured in the provinces
and recently signed for a date at
;the Palladium, London.
Zahl will also attempt to line up
a series of U.S. dates for .British
comics Issy Bonn and Norman
Evansi He also may set some British dates for Ben Blue, Comedian.

:

AGVA

HENDERSON

FOR

;

a deal

angle,

to

-

*,

.

•

COMEDY MATERIAL
FUN-MASTER

-.

DME BARRY

"Thi ORIGINAL Show-Bix Cog Kla"
Not. 1 to 23
$1.00 ooch
I DIFFERENT BOOKS OF PAROPIES
'(10 in oach book) $10 por book

Curr»ntW«

expected to start at his
new post, next Monday (18). Jack
Edwards, now assisting Dugan in:
theatre bookings, will continue in
that post. Jack Lenny, associated
with Romm in his indie agency, is
expected to branoh-out-on his own.
Dugan took off for a- week^s va-

:

SLAPSie MAKIE'S
Hollywood. California
New York

PARAMOUMT.

.

To Fellow

.

cation in

dance
A.

A.

S-.,

ROMM

Ne-^ Yor-

\

Y

For Plaza's Persian

Room

Leonard SiMmany

and

legit

goiSS^ in:

used on the Maxwell house air
show. Talent will be Integrated to
comprise a U. S. version of the
Gallic Campagnons de la Chanson
with Cast comprising Jay Pressons,
Eleanor .lones, .lean Barton and
Jack Williams. All appeared on the
air show.
Newcomers will inelude Carlton Carpenter, Lorraine
[iBrowning, and a song and dance
with
rgroup
choreography
by
Charles Weidman
I

Dir.

j

I

I

Chicatio
DatM
New York
MATTY ROSEN

in

a

In Partnership Snarl
Agent Jules Ziegler's suit against
Hiram D. Rickert, head of Major
Productions, for $50,000 damages
for claimed breach of contract was
dismissed last week by N. Y.
supreme court .Justice Henry Clay
Greenberg. Court also refused to
grant Ziegler' an injunction which
would forbid Rickert from breach^
ing one of the alleged arr'ange-;
ments in the claimed parthershiit
deal .in which Ziegler was io

.

:

i

AMERICA'S TOP HEADLINE SINGING GROUP

prise visit
I

I

f

fAVOBITES

I

^

!

CLUB BAGATELLE

BOYS

All M.iJor Metworkt,

i

C; B.

j

Fersonnl DireRtlon—ED KIBKKIIT:
VorJc M.
Y.

Now

Jr.;

sur-

,

GIrala

*D» W.

NO

c.o.u.^s-.

PAUIA SMITH
sm,

(-BSM
I

tlie few niteries
remain open during^ the Winter,
has booked Arque Dickenson and
liis 4 Honey Dippers, formerly with
Cab Calloway. Band features Ray
ColbKi Eddi*! Shores aad Happy

Caldwell.
(Write to thosC

,

who

-—

New Tork

Hlreet,

M

HURLEY
4crobafi'cs in Technicolor
j

|

Biltmore Bowl
Loi Angolot

BERT COLLINS.
So.

are

fli,)

P«r.

Mgr.

Hamiltom Drive

BEVEKLir UUXS, CAI4F.

EMCEE
"THE ENTERTAINER'S
HANDBOOK."
rtcM
with faradln,
•Itlti.
tir.

isiufls,'

NOW

5'

Fat-

tah-

eenj^DUtlv*

Git ywri
t 0.
D.
Dlik *; 'I5W:

$1.00.
Irora;

FRANKEL,
(.
23,

BMil N«v.

MMdiiUM,
ALL NEW!

urlptUn t»

Homan

AVI..

Cliieaf*

III.

WORLD RENOWNED MENTALISJS

Mar-

Durgans, one of

I

Huildiuc,

I

I

VALDO and PRINCESS PAT
IN

A FAST MOVING SPECTACULAR PRESENTATION
OF MENTAL FEATS

to

I

and €lubi.
and Canada

iom UKO

from James,

guerite and LiUian Wotton.
He's
now. recupiilg from a setback that
shot him back to the infirmary.
Frank (Par) Hynes off to Flushing, L. I., for a tvio-week vacation.
Forrest "Slim" Glenn has- been
added to the Rogers $taff as orderly.

Tlientrei
,

-..

-

James Wotton elated over
I

RCA
VICTOR

Currently

.

.

j

NEW YORK

here'

Dr. Edgar Mayer, former medical superintendent of the N.V.A.
san, now professor Of medicine at
Cornel Medical Center, N. Y. C„
in as a guest speaker at the Tru- receive free office Space,
help aiid
deau School of Tuberculosis. He telephone service.
took time out to mitt the gang at
Ziegler claimed that he and
the Rogers.
Rickert entered
a
partneifship
Birthday salutations~are. in order
Vrangeinent early this year in
to George Powers, Alice Dudley.
Dr. Francisco Montano, Mary Lou which he was to give his services
Weaver and Dolly Gallagher, all while Rickert was to provide all
financial backing. Ziegler claimed
Rogerites.
Tom (lATSE) Curry, who cured Rickert breached this airaiigehere, getting the final checkup ment.
Court ruled that arrangement
from Dr. Edgar Maver vx N. Y. C.
Ben Schafler to N. Y. C. for a did not constitute a partnership
10-day furlough, ditto for Joe De- and dismissed the suit.
Nicolo, who will vacash lu Brook-

'

I

r

to N.
vacation

six-week

iiiiliiinuin or^ler.

S«»>a^l«c for li»t» of other camcdr
material, mngv, parodies/ liiiastnl
imtter, blnck-oiid, etc.

JACQUELINE

Saranac Lake

the birthday party tendered her by
the A. M. Heinrichs, of Cleveland.

I

CHICAGO.

each yS.OO

Jeff

By Happy Benway
Saranac Lake, Oct l„ „

,

Following With Club

Ray Mayer and

Supper Club.
Sherry Adair and Billy Day have
been fined $50 each for working on
a show -with amateurs.
Potter's

Rpmm.

Annual checkup rated him an allclear to resume work.
Mary Lou Weaver :all agog over

for this type of showi
Format will be similar to that

Currtntly

or -nUMOB BUSIESfJ,,
NESS/' S?*"*
The Slio«-Bi« (inK,i/.|n« nltli

nitery

Dane, have been fined $50 each for
doing a .free guest act at Larry

week upon

Bob Cosgrove back
after

ra-

dio producer, will institute a policy
change at the Persian room of the
Plaza hotel; Nl Y.. with the installation of kis "New Faces" revue, Dec. 16. It's the .first cafe
date for this layout and the first

time this swank room has

HELENE and HOWARD

established

Ziegler Loses Suit

'New Faces'

Booked by
57th

E.

last

other

entertainers,

sets.

ROMM
Sillman's

HARRY

Bermuda

completion oLdeal with

,

HARRY

Two

is

@

.

-

Romm

the original date, set for Oct. 22,
with claim that cost of arrangements wo ul d be too expensive.
Also EUitft LaWrence and: Shep
Fields nixed the deal because of
music
cost.
Henderson,
extra
however, has many: Special arrangements, and; has been giving
Gershwin and other modern: comin his
separate
segments
posers'

•

Bronchm of Thiolricab

For All

.

38

::;

Personal Managefflcnl:

MAX TISHMAN
.

1674 Qrpadway. Naw York 19i N. Y.
PLaio 7-S4t5-6
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Wednceday, October 18, 1948

Night Club Reviews
and it's smash stuff all the way.
The $7,S00 talent outlay includes
WoUj/ Wnnger Girls,
Moroccans (4), ungcr Eddie Oliver's orch, now packaged
ni>\aae,
With Hildegarde. It's a smart ]ob
Twins with Mclodears (6) and Al of packaging for the band provides
AX White.
SiVattl. Kod Alexander,
lush backing for her numbers and
Marcii Leigfiton. Red Buttons, does an excellent job of dishing
RobCharles Blackmm Ore?).,
" Dowe
4ansapatiDn.
Kap,
minimum,

boogie-woogie
"Flight of the

erts; $2.50

Mayfair Uooin, Chi

>

(BLACKSTONE HOTEL)
Chicago, Oct. 8.
Burroios
with
Herman'

Abe

eaually terrif .job of exploitation Saundersi accompanist; Ray Moroperate on that basis. When ton Orch; $3.50 minitmm, $1 cover.
once the customers are inside
Opening night audience was a
there's enough entertainment to
tatisfy most tastes; but the idea, pushover for Abe Burrows' literate
Inside!
gibes, even though it was more
first, is to get 'em
The talent outlay is headed by of a cross-section crowd than a
i» young comedian who's been claque turnout. Comic, making his
around for years, despite his com- first Chicago appearance, worked
to

That would be up prime responses that assure him
parative youth'.
Bed Buttons, who's played bur- of expansive followings on repeats
lesque, smaller cates and more re- in these parts.
Onetime radio scripter isolates
cently has clicked in Broadway
musicomedy. The Harem is prob- the threadbare in Tin Pan Alley,
ably his biggest chance to date. Hollywood and Kilocycle Corner,
then proceeds to caricature it in
And he makes good.
have
been
aschoice
style. His songs -ridicule
Tlie Unger Twins
sentiments and standard
tembled as an act by Al Siegal, and trite

I

.

magicians

Buttons

is getting
rightly so.

is to push a concentrated bromide to the brink of
absurdity rather, than to drench
it in acid. Nobody gets hurt and

there's no blue.
'In
his. fast-moving

He has poise, so on. Weak by comparison is
and
an assured delivery and the sort of "Tokyo," illustrating the topical
quality that labels him type. The others are fine satire,
"cute" for the dames as soon as he shaped to catch full measure of
walks on. His material frequently laughs and applause.
Comic goeS'.to the keyboard for
'misses fire, but he's the sort of
performer who keeps punching all travesties on film travelogs. His
here,

little-boy

—

'

"ding-dana

the way.

on

documentaries"

Often he makes some of his trite Boulder Dam and the Waukesha
material sound far better than it Natural Bridge are top .stuff. No
He has an autograph- less so is his. version of the Radio
really is.
book number, which is standard in Philosopher with subrcorny plati-,
As
his repertoire, but it's still good tudes for Sleazy-Bilt Clothes.
for laughs, but most of his othei? a product of radio. Burrows bites
fluff needs a going-over. He works the hand that has fed himi but
80 minutes, and there's never a the bite's so right it's perfect.
Ray Morton's Orch continues to^
lagging interest.
Delage has a bagful of magico turn out danceable tunes^ Bcuct.
He hits hard, works fast
tricks.
and is a click the moment he walks
Maisonette, X. Y.
standard
on, most of the time with
(HOTEL ST. REGIS)
stunts, but all done with a savoir
Nmi Wj/iin; Milt Shaw and
faire that most veteran magicos Laszlo & Pcpito orchs; $1.50-$2
never acquire -in a lifetime of per- coi'cr.
forming. The best stunt, of course,
is the one in which he's locked in
Even August,' the maitre d' at
the trunk. In a matter of seconds this downstairs room of the St.
he's out of it, but the girl is in it Regis, can't quite figure out why
This, of course, is done the suddenly bullish business uninstead..
behind a raised curtaih.
less
there no longer is the
Rest of the show comprises, competitive Iridium Room upstairs
notably, the Four Moroccans, with to siphon off some of the trade.
their phenomenal acrobatics that Latter was the No. 1 attraction but
have now become standard in is due to become the enlarged
cafes. King Cole Room (bar and: main
theatres -and
American
They're always pretty close to be- grill), now that the 5th Avenue
ing sensational, and they don't frontage has been lessed to:
miss out here.
merchant.
Marcia Leighton is the show's
The Maisonette remains one of
ballerina, and she has a briel,turn the nicer bistros .iniiitown, in a
rthat: clicks. Jlod Alexander al^o hotel or otherwise, and seemingly
has a brief dance stint and ditto the theory of only a midnight pei>
for Mons. Piroska.
formance for its solo, act seems
The Wally Wanger Girls are sufficient. It was found that some
"orchidaceous" enough to round of the fashionably late-dining cusout the show, whose motif is at tomers prefered either marathon
least partially that of the Middle dansapation or resented the 9:30
East, in keeping with the decor
"act," claiming it was interfering
of the Harem.
with their dining at just the wrong
Charles Blackman batons the period. Certainly, for those who
oroh for the show, and he does an want supper, divertissement, this
effective job.
Kahn..
gives the room added post^theatre
pull, heretofore, a .weak segment,
of the Maisonette's business.
Grove, !:<• A*.
So far as Nan Wynn is con(AMBASSADOR HOTEL)
cerned, the room is somewhat'
of working
against
her. Her theory
..
Los Angeles, Oct. 5.
,mike-less is good but, due to the
Oliver
Orcli
Hildegorde. Eddie
(II); couer $1,50 weekdays, $2 special type interiori here is an
instance where amplification would
Saturdays.
be an asset. Essentially a mike
The Grove :went all out for this songstress, she found it to, adshow, shelling out $7,900 for talent, vantage in a 'more intime boite
the heftiest outlay-the hotel-^ has like the Blue Angel. Her choice of
ever earmarked. It's a swell in- songs is also not socko^'-Speak
vestment,
Low," "Change My Plan," "Love
Hildegarde's stand here will un- for Sale," that English excerpt,
doubtedly be of record proportions. etc., do not project her at her
She puts on a sock show and one best.
;ril„
i*
ci,.,,,.
s
that will benefit from an enthusias?:
Shaw and TLaszlo &
The Milt
^tic woi"d-of-mouth buildup that's a
cinch to lure even infrequent nitery a..f?^"^.!„„^r'r^V:il'i
and
brand of dance '"H'
society"
patrons.
Latin-waltz sets, ideal for this type
From the moment .she .steps on patronage.
Abel.
the floor, the chanteuse dominates
the room.
Opening night crowds
Julio, X. V.
'
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j

t &

uose Marie
Brandwyiine
Music Halt (D

.

13

Cocwanut

:

& Estes
HARTFORD

Barr

Ilyldoft

,

I

'

.

.

.

m

.

:

11

A

J

,

I

I

E

.fohn

Montreal, Oct. 7.
Dell
O'Dell,
& Arthur
.Thomas, Ruth Dienes, Charles Car-

Alhambra (M)
John Boles

Warren

Max Chami-

Golden and

Latona & Sparks
BUI Kerr

tov orchs; cover SI weekdays,, $1.50
Saturdays and holidays.

V &

Crastonlan
Walter NiblO
.1 RobertiS

.

The usually

staid,

J.

Hope & Ray

polite atmos-

Philippe

plrere of this top Montreal room is
upset this week with four fast moving, acts headed by the raucous

Vdrnon

<E.

Marta

I

rr.incana.s

and Arthur Thomas.
Opening spot goes to diminutive
Charles Carrer, whose Swiss accent
and quick smile set him solid from
the teeoff.
Working from a portable bar, Carrer mixes 12 drinks
at a time, handles two cocktail
shakers with much skill and
juggles wine bottles. Act is smooth,

Kelly Co
K Wliitcley Co
Samba CabaUeros.:.ail:

,^

Empire (M)

Empire (M)

II

MAP

Cavan O'Connor

.

M

.

Kitty MrShane
Wilier N«8l
Jimmy KUiott

.

.

"

:,

G H

!

i

I

I

.

Neil Golden band, playing their
show this week, handle the
music for both the production and
dancing with Mae Allan doing the
vocals.
,Max Chamitov and his
smooth crew contrib okay mu.sae
between sets.
Newt.'

Village. N.Y.. has a

last

Latm

„,

Stage

„
Rcvue headedJ
^
,

r.1

,

by Skitch

^
three
Henderson orch. booked lor
days by Hartman theatre, Columbus, opening Oct, 22.
,

|

,

,

,

b &

H

I

j

'

1

Nicoi

i

I

i^o'^fdon '&°Bab.s
I

lonoon

Hippodrome (M)

I

;

,

,

Vic Oliver
Plit Kii'kWbod
Fred Knill(?y
Wally Boag
Mclaelirino Ore
Marilyn iiiKhtowcr
M"'')aci

Bendnc
,

'
!

'

l

u

al}"'„n

Saniigo

Bd

:

Windsor
P & M Arnaud
Peggy Murdock
J .Feathcifstone Or
'

I

I
1

I
'

&

r

Skating Blvdear*

Helslngk

.

.

:

Stan Kramer
Olga
Will Osborne Ore

.

MarlowS

D

Afrique

Kennedy
Sandy. Lane
L Sharpe ft Ins

Jean.

Vickie .& .Sa8ha

Mild Ddnccrs

(12)

"Chez. 'Parce..

..

Abbott Dcrs (10)
.Stan Fisher
D'Angelo Ic Vanye
Blaekslone
Riiy Morton Ore

J)I

.

Abe Burrows

Sophie Tucker.

Ted
.

SWANSEA

.Shapiro

Vine Oardens

.

Paul Grey
Elisa Jayne
M Gould Ore

Mel Cole Ore
Joey Bi.?hop

,.

I

Empire (M) II
Eva May Wong

f

Steve Conway
J CrKsp & Jill

I

Raymond Smith

& (5orflon
Lane Adams
Fji.y

Danicl.s

& Damce,

B.

into tha
Capitol theatre, N. Y., Oct. 28 as

Geo Mcaton

a replacement for the Paul Baron
Jean Sablon heads that

Michael Miles

WOLVERHAMPTON combo.
(Ml

;

JudJc Manners
P.Tncho's llhuinba

(10)

Ted Straeter Orch goes

Terry O'NclU
3 Olymptadcs

Hippodrome

.

.

Empira (M) II
Veronica; M,arteli
Charlie Kun^

E

,

Bog Turk
At Morgan
Rebfield & Del Toro
Mel Cardo
,Dorls Donavan
Ruth Daye
Elwood Carl
Jane Clemens
.Palmer House
Bill Chandler Ore
GrilT Williaihs Ore
H Edgewater Beach Robert Lamouret

Dan vers

Mcdlock

(5>

Ballard

John Flanagan
Jean Arlen
Marian Spelman

:

,

11

Hotel Stevens

Benny. Strong Ore.

3;&F

Patricia

(S)

(10)

Don Chiesta

H«t*r BIsmark

.

SUNDERLAND

I

I

fCi w"nXve
;

Billy

Adorable!

[Ja«1de

(Randolph. SutUin:.
Talbot O'FaiieU

'

Blackhawfc

,

A I Trace Orch
Van

1

Elliott
Gertie, Gilana
Nellie Wanace
Ella Shields

j

-^"ck

CHICAGO
'

SHEPHERDS BUSH
Empire

'.

,

,

11

Geo Beck
Eddie Hart
Peter Bros

,

,

1

Keith tc Cortez
Barton 4'

.

.

Aitor

i

SHEFFIELD.

.

I

'

Empire <M)
Arthur Lucan

Piute Pete
Village
Vantuerd

Blue Barron Ore
Blbl Osterwald
Thre* Suns
Loumel Morgan B
Hotel N*w Verkar Billy Taylor
Ray McKiiUey Ore
walder^As»erl*
Andre, Andrea ft
Eddie Duehln Olre
Bonnie
Peter Lind Hayea
Hotel Pennsylvania Hary Healy
Tommy Dorsey,
Misch* Borr Ore

.

.

Val Setz
Sadler
Yvonne Watts.
CarruU Levis Co

'

Hotel

.

.

Bower

'

Barn

.

Ennio Ore

'

Collcano Co

Village

Harry Ranch Ore
Wimant Adier Ore Yank Yankovlc Or*
Wllliank Scottl
Montero Ic Yvonn*

11

Iris

i

I

Graham

ELsie-

.

Versalllei
Eilith Plat

Bob Grant Or*
Panchito Ore

.

Catalino Ore
Hotel Ambassador
Fred Oliver Ore

NOTTINGHAM

!

Spivy

Tony Bavaar
Donn Arden Lin*
Walter Nye

Empira (M)
MacDonald &;

I

,

Splvy*!

Wade Donovan
Roslynd Lowe

Jack Cole Deri
Larry Storch
Frances Faye

.

Duncans Collies
S MacPherson

I

Hot Shots
Tops <i Wild*
Nata & Rav*
Pbyllls Branch
Lou Dixon Ore

Riviera

IIuiul

Smaro
Savannah

Ida James

Ponlheuf* Club

Terri Carol'
Bo/ Aiidro

Bryan Michie Co
Gaston Palmer

Bella

Joe LaPorte Or*
D'Aquils Ore

'

Kirkwood

Maxime SulUvan.
Clarke Morgan
Herb Schutz

.

.

Sandra Klrlay

Hazel Webster
Downey & Fonvllle

Nor Kiddie

Plat & Jvaudy
Peters Sis

&

«t

Satiie Bank*
Johnny ^Howard

No I Fifth Av«
Nancy Andrews

11

Ronnie Leslie

starlets

10

Russ Morgan Oro
Harold Nagel Ore
Metal Edison
Henry Jerome Ore

.

Younf

Karloa

Charmain*

Blltmor*

Goodman

Ralph

Shepard, Lin*
Old ReumenlaH

.

3 Dancettcs
Colstons

PARK

FINSBURY

H

Leon « Eddie'*

.\drlenne

li

.

.

Eddie Davis
Art Waner Ore
WaUls: * CarroU
Doris & Robci'l

George DO Witt.
Barbara Blaine

-

of Charles Carrer, the harp-vocals }{erTbie"B,0B'"
of Ruth Dienes and the terping of t *: d Kendau
lola

(M)

.

WiU Jordan

Julius,

:

'

Paiaca

Perrequet

Raymond Chase
Monk
Nermann Parii S

Roberts Ore
Havana-Madrid

Motal

Le

'

Brook*
rLe'Hubaii Blew "
Connie Sawyer
Thelma Carpenter
Stella

.

H6f«l Bdnio't-Plaia
Eddie Stone Ore

11

Oro

Gr.lngo

Hugh Shannon
.

Reyes
Ralph Font Oro
Machito Ore

n Norman Evans
F & F Kilig
Swan Leigh
Rartrllltr & Ray
M & C Gia\
Austin & Woilh
NEWCASTLE

(M;

Bonn

-

'

T & P Rodricuex

June
Danvers & DoLunc

Sis

BRIGHTON
Hippodrome

:

magico of Dell O'Dell, the juggling

Chanson

Pearl Bailey
Szonyix
Ted Straeter Ore

Trinl

&

Allen Bros

'

Le, DIrecteire
JL*

Campagnoiu Oe

Piroska

.

Sis

Geraldlne .DuBoIt

Tito Guizar

.-

Hippodrome (Si
Dave Morris
La Esterclla
Hyde A Marker
Lai Founs
Kati Sax 6
Palette's Dogs

/,

Andrea .»DGr«

De Lage
Wancer Line

O

Ra.scals

MANCHESTER

11

Reed

,

,'.;''Efnlwny.,' ,"

Marcia Leighton
iMoroccans
Rod Alexander
V Travers.Oro

S Cromwells

BRADFORD

>

CostcUo Twine
Prominadera
Ving Merlin On
B Harlow Ore

'

Haram

:

W'ences
Dick Henderson
Annell & Brask

Boden

Mandalay Singers

Ma

,

Vizcaino OrO

,

Red Buttons
Don Dennis
iMiger Twins

Fields

'

Ann Hathaway;
Jan August Ore
Latin Quarter
Ted Lewis Oic
Don Saxon
Paul White
Dorothy Clair*.
Elroy Peace

'

Anjos Do Infernoi
Pnpi Campo Ore
Sacasas Ore

.

Desmond

Florence

Tommy

,

Xomtandle Roof, Mont^l
ter, N'eil

Harmonica

'
'

.

Bro>vn
Oliver Travera
Esy Morales Ore
B Harding Ore
El Chico
Fernanda Crespo
Maria T Acosta
Trio Casino
Rita & Rozino

-

.

Roosevelt

.

.

Line

&

Cook

Palladium (M) 11
Gracie Fields.
EUa' ^ifxgerald
Borrah Mtnevitch

Shearer
Powers'

Rita

Pepito

Shaw Ore

Hotel

Sis

l^ieiodeers

from: a geographical standpoint, Hippodrome (M)
the physical location of the room Frank Handle
Gus .Aubrey
itself is no help to the Olympic's Ben Warren Trp
Hal Swain Co
success.
Gilb.

M

'

Raalt

St.

&

Laszlo

.

'Ebony.'"'.

P Markham' Co

-:

Hotel

Nan Wynn

1

Rlmmer

BRITAIN
aiRMINAHAM

Winds 3

Herman .Schoon

Pearl Primuf

.

The Del Mars

Soft

'

Juenger

Step Bros

Other: gals warble Greek airs and E & A Corda
Roberta Welch
contrib native dances while garbed
in appropriate costumes.: There are
also singing waiters. While a Greek
revue seems like a logical idea

Fred Marks

-

:

.

.

.

Durso Ore

-

-,

.U-17

Kitty Crawford ..
.Mervyn Nelson'

Guy Lombardo
Holer Savoy PlaiB'
Diamond Horsathot Franklin & Moore
Henny Youngman
Irving Conn OrcJack Gansert
Hotel Teft
Billy Banks
Vincent Lopez .Or*
Choral Sextet
CharUe Drew
H Sandler Oro
Hotel Warwick
Alvarez Mera
Gene Marvey
BaUet

.

(I)

.

L & E Roberts

.:

China Doll

:

BreoK

Hotel St Morlli

Ahce TyreU
Dick Winslow

Alvares .Ore,

.

juke.

Rogerv..

.

Chas Reader' Ore
Van Smith Ore
.

Noro, Morales Oro
Jose Curbello Ore
Florence Hln Low
Joe Wong
Beatrice Fi'ung Oyii
Line

-

.

selhng point in its authentic
trappings. While many of
the uptown spots have become
liWe more than rhumba centers,
this spot has preserved the atmp.sphenc qualities and cuisine which
add color to the fioor show
Gyp.sy Markoif, the only nonLatin item in the cafe s layout, loplines the bill with hei>usual digital
Comdexterity on the accordion.

M

:

I

Greenwich

Janle Ford'
Sonny. CaleUo

&

Vikings.':

'Copaea,l>ana'.'.'

Lena Home
Copsey & Ayres
Olga Su&rez

.

a little mechanical at times but '=''<"^^fi'J.*iS;
wins happy returns from tab-lifters.
Empira <m) ii
.Newcomers to the Roof are lola iHonr.v iiaii .ore
and Arthur Thomas, who are never X'x- ?i'^H»r,-i.„».
"smson
sensational with their offerings but Jill Manners
MeribethOld
always competent and polished.
Leaf 4
Attractive and well-costumed they MapleHACKNEY
do four numbers with a- stopper
Empire (S) II
being a Chopin waltz to a music Tessie O'sirea
Frank. Mai;low«:'
box accompaniment.
Jimmy Edwards \
Nifty Ruth DieneSi handles th* Jay Sinythe
harp with much know-how and La Celeste
Ryder
tioss some okay vocals.
A heavy DSlimMere
Sc Roberto
arrangement of "Intermezzo" could Dynamic .4
'LEEDS.''..,.
tightened for better effects and
^W"^
(M) II
her too folk.sy, chatter, .could be El Empira
Granada* :le
perked up.
Peter
Smith Bros
Miss O'Dell gets over in her hocus-pocus session. For a solid 35 Morris & Cowley
minutes. Miss O'Dell gives out Peter Raynor
Gypsy Markofi, Pancho Pistolas, with a collection of new and "old '^^i!''?? '^^pp*' *
A?HO)MO & Jose Manuel,. Lazaro tricks, put all her spieling in khsu^ KiiMei
rhyme for an added twist and 2 sopiiisticates
LEICESTER
Top trick is
Q^frlel; $3 minimum, $4, week- clicks all tlie way.
Paiaca (S> II
with the disappearing articles gath- Jackie Hunter
^"'^
ered from ringsiders which re-ap- Bci-vl Orde
Aiidi-i>ivs & Barbara
This nitery, located' in the heart pear in a heavily chained box.
r ihn.M
of

,-'"'-

''

Plcrra

tlotel

Germaine

Avon Long
Dave Martin Oro

'

i

i

!

:

,

'

Ellis

Ol-c

HOtYOKE

.

.

1

Ross
Larkin 3
Caf* James
Pat Harrington
Cafe SocietyNcUie Lutcher
Stuart:

1S-I7

Stat*

C CavaUaro

.

Plaxa

Leo Reisman Ore
Mark Monte Ore.
Payson Re Ore
Nycola Matthey Or

.

.

Piccadilly

Hotai

Paul Draper
Rosalind Courtrlght

Blue Angel
John. Buciunaster
Delta Rhythm Boys
Aitaiin Stanley Jr

I
'

.

»on

i

I

Rudenko Bros

shyrettos

m

any kind and it's a rare performer
Who can make local bistro audiences forget .the inner man for
any length of time.
Crowds at'e: kept alert and interestedTasl^he goes (hriugh about
a dozen numbers, plays some piano,
calls up w.k.'s and exchanges some
fluffy gantor. She's got a sock new
number, "Oh, My Darling," and
docs an exciting piano version ol
"Three Blind .Mice" as it might
have been wrIUfMi bv varioifs top
composers
Stint is a masterpiece of .showmanship, with no detail overlooked

•

Deep River Boys
Greta Lind

i,

CITY

Hotel

DeU Trio

Dorothy Ross

14

0)

Ray & Nardo

'

:

Bagatell*
;

Van

4t

Oriental

.

cheered every number and her
winup, after a full 75 mi,nutes, was

NEW YORK

.

Lewis

Jane Powell

'

.

Girdwood
John Wafts
Ir\'ing :&

Cabaret BiDs

!

:

,

.

Salici Puppets
Al Bernte,,

:

strand <w) U
Freddy Martin Ore

, :

B Murro

«c

:

Empir*: (S) 11
Frankie Howerd
Adrienne & Lesli*
Morgan & Boyle

Evelyu'

<c.

CHICACO

.

,

..

N

Chicago (P) 13
Connie Haines

.

Joan

'

Walkej?

Burns 2

(P)

WOOD. 6REEN

Nancy

Fostet

Danny Sha\V

S CliurchlU
Roxy 0) II
Danny Thomas
Marie McDonald
l

&

Meyer."!

Erskine Hawkins Bd
Dtlta Rhythm Bd
Howell & Bowser
Bunny Briggs

I

&

Powers

J

...

jr..

,

Paramount

A

Paul Berny
Billy Cotton Bft

CAMDEN

:

.

Rockettec

Scott

S

Towers (i) 1S-17
Dewey: Sis
Lane & .'Birds..

.

Corps dc.vBallet
Sym Ore

Olympic

.

.

M

.

E Gordon

!

!

:

:

f

14

Bd

Benson Sc Mann.
Berk &Hollow :.

'Ore.

Bowman

Patricia

buffalo

Buffalo (P)
Frankie. Carle

Robert BeVoye
Edwina Eustis.
Konnie Konaldt
Clifford Guest

BiUington

I

gS

to

_

|

Blair & Dean
Valley Af«na CU 17
Casino, N. Y. Calgary
Bros
Jimmy Dorsey .Ore
BRONX
Don Avion orch (5), George Crotona
3 Marino Sis
ll'l*
(I)
Ade Dural Co
MihaeXedes, Betty Mitchell, JV^icho- The Fredarrys
MIAMI
las Gerftkaris, Eileen & Virginio Kay & KarroU
Olympia iP) 13.
Reno
3 Rays
Dimas, Alice Nicholas; no couer or Alan
Windsor (I) 1S-17. Tommy Trent
minimum.
James 5 "
Prof Backwards
Barney Grant
Bert'Wheeler
.& Babett* Gautier's
Romaine
A Greek nitery should work out Ray & Harrison
..Steeplechase
well in this Eighth Ave. area, a few
BROOKLYN
OKLAHOMA CITY
Flatbush (I) 15-17
blocks from Times Sq^, since the
Oklahoma (W) U
Val Eddy
Lionel Hampton O
adjacent neighborhood is heavily Martin
& Florcnx
Red
& Curloy
with
those
of
Hellenic
populated
Al Stevens
PHILADELPHIA:
origin. However, a major disad- 3 Poms
Carmen (I) It
QUEENS
Monette & Perry
vanta^ is the Olympic's location Jamaica
(1)
UO* Julia Cummings
in the rear dining room of a bar. The Elgin*
Eddie White '
Ross
Potential customers who may be Ben
3 Parks
V & G Miller
PROVIDENCE
attracted by the street ballyrhave Dot & Barney
Matrepelltan XI) 17
the bar, a sandwich, counter and a Peter Chan
Vaughn Monroe Ore
ROCKFORD
jukebox to hurdle before they enter Bradley 13-14
& Carter
Palace (I) 19-17
the spot proper.
Max Armstrong
"Follies Caprice"
Also incongruous is the faded two to fiU
Sylvia Manon 3
BALTIMORI
Dick Vernon,.
tropic palm- decor, probably a :H.ipp«tfram*i(l) 1
Salt 'n Pepper
hangover from some previous ven- Mickey Rooney
Eddie Kozak
ture. Otherwise the atmosphere is Fred jLowery is Rae Buddy & Jean'
Dick If Dot Remy
authentic: enough with bandleader- Mayo.Broi.
SPRINGFIELD:
Court Sq (I) 14-17
Staft (l>*14-U
violinist Don Avion batoning'^ 'four'
The Fredarrys
Walter
Parker
/
piece combo as well, as handling
Kaye & Karroll
Gene Barry;
Morey .& Eaton
the.; emceeing.: Talent consists of S Taylor. & Barry
Larry Daniels
George Mihaeledes, fair singer of Peiro Bros
Mack A Desmond
17-10
-native tunes; Betty Mitchell, so-so Wallace's
flovn Drake
Puppets
terper, and guitarist Nicholas Gera^ J & .r Blair
WASHINCtON
Howard (I) IS
karis.
Latter's stint was all 'but J.ee Noble
& Stiles
Roy Mittoh Bd
drowned out by the bar's blaring SteUing
BOUND BROOK
B Raeburn.Orc

;

:

Ai»n ^t,»

iu™

14

N

,

:

(u
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Hefin

1

•

version

:

:,

40-mlnute
comedian! puts the end-all on

a half dozen songs,: labeled as love
type, Gypsy type, French type and

the top billing

the
take-

;

.

The method

stint

of

Bumble Bee," a

off
on Khatchaturian's "Sabre
Dance," plus a vocal on "Golden
Earrings;" She makes- a solid imi
pression with: her manner and ii)'
strumentation.
In native style, Pancho Pistolas,
a Mexican import, deUvers several
south-of-the-border ballads with a
soothing tenor. Pistolas has a firstrate singing style and a good repertory of genuine Latin numbers.
Flamenco terping is: supplied by
:AntoniQ. and Jose Manuel against
a "Carmen" musical background
with plenty of verve and fancy foot
clicking. This is a standard bit for
this type of cafe.
One of the top features of the
place is the hot rhumba rhythms
supplied by the Manuel Jiminez
combo, a tightly knit and:: peppery
aggregation of string and percussion units. Lazaro Quintero's orch
also :dishes out hot chile numbers
and backs the show in sharp style.

cliches via the epitome technique.

girl.

VARIETY BILLS

"Hungarian Rhapsody," a

Liszt's

Harem, IV. Y.

they are i-eviewed extensively under New Acts. They're accomped
In a song and dance turn -by the
Melodeai-s, gal sextet. Siegal is at
the piano for this one.
And there's Delage, one of the
most enterprising
around, assisted by an unbilled

.

47
pletely recovered from her injuries
suffered in the Lisbon. Clipper
crash, Miss Markoff reveals her old
form on such intricate numbers as

Piroska,

Nat Hariris has taken a terrific
chance reopening the Harem with
the current bill of comparatively
no-name value, and it'll require an

.

'

II

bill.

'

.

nOVlSE
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Masie

What they •^eeMy want and
Robert De Voye, lEdwim Ettttis.
amply rewarded on the applause KocfcefteJs, Corps de Ballet, Glee
meter. Mips Mabley, Bryant and Club; costumes, James Stewart
several of the others combine for JWorcom, Morco; lighting, Eugene
additional clowning in a sock finale Broun; dances, Florence Rogge,
Edbo.
that rings the bell.
Gene Snyder; symphony orchestra
directed by Alexander Smallens;
Capital, Wash.
"Date With Judy" (Af-G). Reviewed in Variety June 23, '48.
Washington, Oct fl.
Mario St Floria, Syd fc Jack Slate,
Fague Springman, MotJiis Duo,
Gus Eyssell's retainers at the
have
Sain Jack Kauffman House Orch, Radio
City
Music Hall
lotth Kay De Witt; "Fevdin', Fus- whipped up an entertaining stagesin' and Fightin'" (U).
ri^ t'^r.^.^S'oSnri^ertu^e^o
Capitol show comes in » little ^he^mTba^hSan fina\e' tt's
on llie ho-hum side this week and a tribute to autumn, which proadds little draw to tlie film, which vides an excuse for lush hunt-club
needs plenty. Sid and Jack Slate, scenes and a luminous lighting seplus a shapely blonde stooge, pro- quence with a Hallowe'en motif
vide the comedy with a line of fast and a closer jwhich is one of the
and wacky patter and' some gags most colffirM items staged in the
of the .same stripe. The Slates keep Hall.
pouring it in from all angles and
Probably one of the reasons for
do nicely with their piece de re- the show's essential smoothness is
sistance,
a baseball pantomime the employment of pure vaude
which has an umpire -and batter principles. It's true there isn't an
in bitter argument and the batter acrobat {or the opening act, but

rRorf«^t"''(&
revwwi'd in VAniETv Aug.

8, '48.
|

This show, headed by .Erskine
one of the weak-

"'Hawkins orch, is
est the Paramount has come up
wth iu some: time; From an audience viewpoint tlie standout item
to cheer iiboul is a tap dancer
Bunny Briggs followed fairly by
the Delta Rhythm Boys. Everything
those acts,
tlial occurs between
v.'hich open and close, sags sadly,

—

an all-sepia layout.

Hawidns' orchestra, composed of
four rhythm,
responsible for a large slice of
the Ictliargy the show produces,
for it does nothing arousing. It
piaj's originals from start to finish
and displays no stage imaginationi
simplj' parlaying one instrumental
on anoUier and building nothing
in the. process. In only two places
l.";

-

New Ads

[

i

i

j

[

does if arouse any interest, firstly
in an early medley, including its
yesteryear hits, "Tippin In" and
Tuxedo .TuncUon" and again later

.

in a small portion of its arrange^ circling the theatre in -what he
nient of "Temp.tation." This item believes is a home- rum The blonde
sounds most of the way as if it sings nicelyrand judging by the
was another 52d street writing, wolf whistles, she could be used
until it sinks into a tasty beguine [onstage more,
tempo idea.
Mario and Floria whip through
Briggs, on first of component the usual, smooth routine of ball-;
acis, starts, out with an untitled room dances, winding up with -a
tune done in a voice satisfactory special version of the turkey trot.
enough to' convince many auditors This i-s
dressy and established
that he's a singer. When he goes team and goes nicely, but at per-into hje dance, Uierefore, his terp formance caught somehow failed:
ability makes his act shine that to garner deserved mitt action.
fine
itiiich brighter. The guy's a
Fague Springman barrel-chested
t.ipster, working sharp imagination
baritone, gets the best response of
into his routines, particularly the the evening with a repartee of
last of three, done as an encore. sure-fire old faves, including "Boad
I
H'? gets off to a big hand.
to Mandalay," "Water Boy" and
Savannah Churchill is next. She "Shortnin' Bread," with "Irish
ptills a switch by opening' with Eyes" as encore. Springman has a;
'•You Call Everybody Darling" and deep and full delivery and puts
doing it well. Things begin to come over his numbers in a fashion
apart thereafter, however, with which goes well with the audience.
'•Time Out for Tears," and an unCurtain raiser is the Mathis Duo,
titled blues She gets lukewarm re- cycling
novelty, with the man
'.jicUan;working on bicycle and high and
Howell t Bowser, comedy team low unicycles for some flashy trick
standby of the Apollo, New York, stuff
He operates with the gal
Howard, Washingtoris etc:, are next. perched on his shoulders part of
They work the audience for many the time, while he juggles hoops
interesting
a laugh A'rtth varied gags, songs and
is
balls.
Act
( accompanied
by a uke strummed throughout.
by one of the duo and pick up a
Returning after an absence of
little interest. They're followed by couple of months is Kdv De Witt
tlU! Delta Rhj'tlim group of four
wh(^ Sings with the house .orch,
singers and piano accompanist. Miss De Witt proves once more
They embroider "My Blue Heav- that she is a lot better performer
en
'•It's Magic," "I'll Be Faiththan many of the soloists who
'
ful,"
Hear the Word of the Lord" woik house.
Lome,
.lighted some of the early Roman
..
—f
and a takeoff on Verdi's "Rigoletdebauchees
to.'' Theirs is a good act, but' a
Bill is completed hy Clifford
4 'lii<*a}fo Tli<'a<r<*, I 'hi
lot of the shine is taken off it by
Guest, another British import, also
Chieagp,.:0<;t.''B.
what precedes them.
Wood.
Jose.
Connie Haines, At Bernie, Solid listed under New Atts.
.
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KONNIE BONALDi;

.

^With Neladears <6) * Al Siesal
Samcs, DancinTi Caaiedy
IS Mins.
iMarcm, N. V.

Yodel-WhisUint
9 Mins
Mwic Hall. N. ¥.
Tills is the second trip Ronnie
Ronalde has made from England
!TThe--'lJ«geirHi'*«'irK^
to appear at Radio City Music Hall.
their
Continent,
the
ri vals
from
There seems to be a dearth of avebirthplace, antl their act has bpen nues for his employment elseput together by Al Siegal; tlie vet- where. It's not lack of talent, but
eran eoach and arranger. For pro- he has the type of act that needs

'

•

-

'

purposes giegal has added
.
comnrised
doetn'fhave
ingredients
to become btgtime
i^^^V
The brothers, elongated and
lean, and obviously very young, are
.

.

j

uTK-

,

j

in tails and sport little
them
give
which
of a Continental flavor,
anything, the girls are no asset
them, since in a couple of cases
they are a downright hindrance
especially when they go in for the
indigo lyrics t h a t Siegal has
fashioned for them. On their own,
the twins work cleanly, and show
Alescander Smallen's reading of intelligence without, at the: same
Tsehaikowsky's "1812 Overture" time, revealing any unusual: talent.
provides a sufficient warinup for They sing a little, dance a little,
the house. There's probably enough play the piano a little.
acrobatics in the Russ composer's.]
The Kay Thompson - Williams
depiction of Napoleon's retreat Qiqs, style is suggested strongly in
from Moscow to adequately take g number of the things that the
the place of a tumbling troupe. Ungers-Melodears-Siegal do (with
Smallen's version of this piece giegal at the piano). But there's
brings out the essential fire and ha,.<jj^ anything novel about 'tiVe
nationalism of the classic to get
u„iess
the vigor with which
the audience applauding.
ii,e y^oys work. The girls, all garbed
-The Glee Club duUes are en-igjike
revealing black- -.dresses,
livened with a bit of yodeling by have some lyrics to mouth that are
Ronnie Ronalde, a British import. in unusually bad taster—certainly
More about him in New Acts. Ed- far dirtier than they arp funny.
wlna Eustis pitdies in with a con- And it's obvious by tlie manner in
tralto rendition to produce good which the boys work that they
reaction from: the pew-holders.
themselves don't practice blue stu^.
The luminous lighting sequence
The twins are doing typically
is probably the tri(*iest. The Rockettes are hidden in. darkness and fast song rhythms in the American
the only visible portions are those idiom, and it's to their credit that
treated with the iridescent paint, jon'j' fam"y ^'^ ^^^l seem out of
sorts
with their ConUnental accent,
A formation of .several girls
forms a skeleton costume. Livelv They have a cute number on their
prancing together with trick ef- 'ow" in the Dorian Gray lookmgg'ass
number, which is a loan from
fects provides one of the amusing
numbers this stage has had in an oid standard type of' vaudeville
routine; their turf number is coramany shows
Patricia Bowman with Robert De monplace, while the. takeoff,, on the
Voye provide a tasty bit of ballet Conover-Powers models, teeters on
terping which hits the crowd nice- the blue line, the girls working in
ly.
This: bit segues into the finale, both the tatter.
which is one of the mo.st colorful.
If speed were the most vital fac
staged here. The
coryphees do !tor, this act might go places; as is
some expert writhing to depict a 'however, it's speeding to the wrong
bacchanale that would have de- places.
Kahn.

.

:
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TWINS
UNGER
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i

eiglit biass, five sax,

!

attired

i

moustaches,
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somewhat
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STELLA BROOKS

'.

i

PuT>pets,

Ap«»ll«», ]V. Y.
htory Joe Htmtej:. SUm & Sweets,
Jaclap, Mable'i/, Wilhe Bryant &
o'«s

(

51, Lennj/

Hale,

The

Number"

,

filled at

opening

;'

It's a well-balanced bill at the
Connie' Haines gets Wolf calls as
Apollo this week despite having she steps out in white off-tiicnothing in the way of marquee lure shoulder gown. She tees off: Miss
to bnng lliem in.: Diverting from brings' out the gallery with "Just
u.sual bandshow formula, current
One of Those Things" and segues
layout is more on the straight
into "Tree In The Meadow." Gal
vaiide .sideband it's all right with
has changed her styling and uses
thu pajees.
more gestures, which aids her de-

Lenny Lewis Band, whi6h built
up somewhat of a rep via successive dates at the Savoy ballroom,

livery. '

At'osta, good-looking

does

'

neallv

on sexy

I

Al Bernie has revised his act
with new material more satisfying.
Iiil^tead of the standard film take
ha.s: a. new, switch.
He
in topical, quips and gets
.in some fast asides with Jack Fulton, orch leader, InTpres.sionist has

:

<

.

MAC

i,

,

,

i

'

,

I

I

1

tasking

Oly

Final, or dance number,
Salicis working the

the

strings and vocahzing.

Lewis and

Miami

1

as they tap up and down miniature
staircases in unison.
Jack
Fulton- leads
orchestra
through a medley of tunes, vocals'
hia^own composition:, "Until,'.' for
nifty returns.
':
Zabe.

in

Mama

;

'

]

i

:

stanza. The Orioles,* a solid instrumental and vocal quintet that does
a nice rob on ''0:h Look." "Deacon-'
Jones" and "Too Soon to Know."
Jackie "Moms" Mabley, always
a prime fave at this housci sus-

•

:

date

at

Warwick

New York nightclub
Raleigh Room of the

the

hotel, N.

Y„

Oct.

1.3.

Singing
comedienne
Dorothy
Douglass opens there- the same
night.' Jan August orch holds over
an additional four weelfs,

!

:

first

!

,

i

I

I

*

-

•

m

Agency Deal

,

Don Seid at N: Y. Warwick
Don Reid, songwriter and singer,
opens his

:

'

'

follows and scores with slick' tap^
storing to plenty applause.
Bryant and Carroll return to intheir
of
troduce
the ^uestars

'

:

-

and"iye Gonna Boogie"
Teddy Hale

fot. solid apprecii^tion,

.

:

i

,

Van, vouthiul tapsters, open bill
and get it off in fine fashion. witli
their, precision routines, especially

his piano and
warbling stint; He repri.ses a numbei- of his jukebox favcs, notably
"Pretty
Blues," "Boogie in

.

.

I

get loud raitting for acrobatic session, pianist, can-can and dance

:

the Rain"

equipped

for an intiine room, being able to
interest
customers
with
long
stretches at the piano and deliver
tunes with' torchy: content that goes
well during the. late hours. Shannon originally came to this .spot...
when Julius Monk, now with Le.
Rulian Bleu, was in charge, of entertainment here, He's now head
of activities and is apparently
building late business.
Shannon's piano sessions dwell
largely on musical comedy excerpts and vocally he leans toward
Cole Porter tunes and others of

j

:

solid

:

-Y.
is well

:

-

IS

"

15 Mins.

Le Perroquct,..N.
Hugh Shannon

:

Winds with impresh of
"Put 'Em 111 a Box'' and "How^ Did YoO."
He. Look" as a prelude to Bryant Chevalier's "Louise" for nice get
and Carroll^' who click in a cross- away.
Salici's Puppets hold attention
fito session reprising what goes pn
at their milkman platter show over with their life-like dolls; Puppets

poser,

Songs and Piano

;

,

L

':
.

HUGH SHANNON

.

tune, "Babaloo"
and. gets yocks with his special
lyrics to "Baby, That's How I Need

revea'.';

-with U.S.
situation.
Jose.

;

.

routine.

mark

-

:

WHOM. N. Y. Bryant is sharp as
a pistol, with Carroll straighting
neatly and combo winning plenty
laughs throughout session for happy returns. Slim and Sweets, mixed
team, offer brace of imaginative
tap routines to nice response.
Ivory .Joe Hunter, pianist-com-

its

most any

:

•

.

in.

•

i

a .sock bit in his '.hirde-ho" treat-

vocalist,
versions of

audiences

.

|

ment of the Latin

band

that should hit

.

-

'

.

from his manipulation of the'
dummy. He shows good technique
and an ingratiating line of chatter
steins

.

ters' Ball" for- additional salvos.

oUs he
weaves

,

,

•

10 Mins.

CLIFFORD GUEST
Ventriloquist
10 Mins.
Music Hall, N. Y.
Clifford Guest, an Australian import, has a different type of ventriloquial turn, that should make,
him eligible for vauders <and: cafes;
He needs only: to pick up a faster,
tempo to achieve proper pace for
American audiences.
Guest is a clever chap with a
trick larynx that enables him to
simulate ^various sounds from echo*
to scratched records. While these
are applause-drawing items on
their own, best part of the act

i

gets her right back in the torch
idiom which socks home lor heavy
returns.
Encores with "Ah, But
It Happens" and "Darktown Strut-

'

Jose.

idea.

,

.

Special arrangement of "How
Come You Do Me Like You Do"

Hai'lem. may rate as somewhat of
a draw.; ;rhe mixed colored and
erew,
comprising
otay
three
rhythm, five saxes, three trombones and three trumpets, provide
adept backing for the acts and get
in a couple of licks of their own;
particularly on "Battle Axe" and
"Body and Soul," with sidemen
given a field day to display their
virtuosity. Remainder of bill with
exception of Ray. Carroll, disk jock:
paired with Willie Bryant, is an
all sepia layout.
Spacing band numbers Viola

Apparently; the Blusic Hall la
one of the few spots that can put
Ronalde's particular talents to good
use inasmuch as witli this type of
act he needs a good deal of surrounding, production with a central

Lc Perroquct,

•

.

:

.

Songs

!

House was almost
show-.'

:

good applause.

:

m

Vtola Acosta;. "Secret Service
Investigator" (Rep)..;

:

similai sophistication. Payees take
N. TP.
Jose.
Stella Brooks has achieved a rep to both nicely.
: JPalladinm. T..oiid(»n
among the jazz gentry as a stylist.
London, Oct. 5.
PERRIN
She has' previously appeared in
r-Gracvs Fields, 'Ella, Fiizgcratd,:: Greenwich Village and 52d street Songs-Piano
::
Borraii Mtncuitc/i's Harmonica Ras- spots and has. lined up a following 15 Mins.
cals with Jolmny Puleo, Florence via a hep song styling.
Garrison's. N. Y.
Desmond. "To'mmv Field.'!, Scnor
Mac Perrin, after' several years
Miss Brooks has fortified her as soloist with Fred Waring,
Wencesy Dicfc Henderson, .ArmeU St
..^
has
-i,
v
Brask. 2 Cromioells," Woolf Phillips ^^'^ ^T^^h song cala og that can go branched out as a song and piano
equally as well with tlie squares
Sl.-yrodcets Orch.
single.
Perrin has a robust voice.
Her takeoff on Edith Piaf and Knows how to work audiences and
...
satire on silent film names builds
,
,
J
does an okay piano turn.
WiUi
As
vaudeville
bous outi of the up to .sock applause.
these attributes, he's well-suited
Palladium for the current season:
Her styling isn't based exclu- for work in: cocktail lounges -and.
it's
fitting to pay tribute to the
„< it„i t>„„u„,„..,.
n who sively on musical embroidery. She intime cafes.
His vocal range
showmanship
ol
Val Parncll
has staged a brilliant London sea-' toys with the lyric content to get could also do well in theatres.
At this lounge, he does: an inson and has done more than any- meanings out of tunes that aren't
one else to give variety a new strictly in keeping with, the ideas formal turn' showing' a large; song
With catalog by complying witli request
lease of life. True, Parnell has the original writers -had.
been able to call on the topliners some greater stress on grooming numbers. He has a bright line of
from both sides of tire .Atlantic, and wardrobe, she'd be okay for asides to keep the customers inJose.
terested.
Jose.
but Palladiumites who pack the the pi u.sh rooms..
theatre twice nightly are always
sure of a slick'y-presented show ton to her already
-extensive rep- strong switch, to comedy and a
which goes with, zing from begin- j.ertoire. Tonimy
Fields (brother of zingy bow-o/r.
ning to end.
'Gracie), is an entertaining raconImpressionist songstress
Ann
For the closing show of the sea- teur and puts over his
breezy com- Russell, who broke' into the biz
son Parnell has brought back edy numbers
with verve and gusto, here several years ago; returns a
Gracie Fields to top the bill, and getting a big
hand for his principal smooth, polished las.s, smartlywhat a welcome she got from the act and also when he
duets later gowned; showing this, time out a
fans who hadn't had an opportunity, with his sister..'
talent for mimiciy, some of it on
of seeing her for 10 yeai^s. apart
Second half is opened by those the devastating side. Carbons gals
from a one-night stand at last nifty acrialists.
Two Cromwells, from Dixie, Hildegarde, Bette
year's Command Performance. She
and apart from Gracie Fields, in- Davis, Sophie Tucker, Mae West
was possibly a little less: exuberant eludes Senor
Wences, making a and Jolson. Most of this sequence
"^^.'^""-^^
welcome return to London after
wJjJ'^l
before
the war, but still retaining a brief absence and nnrp. mnre comes off to strong stubholder pay-:
off.
Special on,,"Gals With Bands"
"
°'
wUh^hU^UcTveM^^ is a smartly-tailored piece that sets
'"""o^nhanc^Hhr'
Z'?''
notes
enhanced her reputation
as |,j,ct,
MyrO'
off vocal talents handsomely..
Britain's No. 1 vaude star. With
Pattern of juggling :introed by
every song and gesture she hadt
Latin
duo, the Piero mroUiers, is
nipla,
the audience rooting for her, and
refreshing in: novelty. Work, which
the curtain calls at the end of the
Miami, Oct. 10.
utilizes hats, is deft, and wraps up
show were a fitting tribute to her
Cale?/ Worth. Leon Kramer, Ann
for the pair. Al and Connie Fanton
artistry.
Ru.tsell, Al & Connie Fanton, Piero
lee off with tap work in the standElla
Fitzgerald, sepia .song- Bros., Les Rhode House Orch;
ard vein; addition of bouncing balls
stres.s, is another click on the bill.
"Foreign Affair" {Par).
to the rhythmic patterns adds to
And after a couple of i-numbers j
overall effect.
like
"Woody Woodpecker" and
Light, smooth-running blend of
Les Rhode, house batoneer,
Lady Be Good" she had the audi- acts, sets current package here in
emcees briefly and to good effect,
ence yelling for more in the tradi- the easy to take class
with his musickers handling the
tional
Palladium manner. Also
Topliper is Coley Worth Comare
cUcko
Borrah MineVitch's edics eittbracfe siight and patter that backgrounds in apt fashion.
Ijary.
Harmonica Rascals, with .Johnny ring the iaughmetcr cdrtsistently
"
Puleo. lowercase, comedian, who Gu.\'s
mugging is stout factor
hiad the house, rolling .with his su- the laugh-provoking and builds
the
Dissolve
piirb panto. Enttir^ ^idt is a f risljy round of bits which make up
his
^aek Kearney and Manny Heickknockabout frolic.'
stint to solid palming'.
Openers are Ansell & Brask.- a
Local lave Leon Kramer, vel lein last week dissolved their partsnappy pair of cyclists and
_
next tenor. v:-ho was sidelined for years nership in the Harry Moss agency.
comes Dick Henderson, making a by old stage in,iury,; delivers to top Hecklein wilt continue to :operate'
valiant, if unsuccessful, attempt to reaction.
agency
solo, while Kearney's plans
His
stanza
embraces
be funny. Florence Desmond, re- "One Alone.". "Anniversary Song" aren't .settled yet.
taincd for a single week only prior and "Begin the Beguine" for the
Kearney and Hecklein took over
to returning to America, adds a mitt building, with the topper his the office
alter Moss died about a
sock impersonation of Betty Hut- moppet-aping* that makes ^ for a year ago.
::

.

Ori-

Lewis Band (14)

loifh

•

Jack Fulton

Vfl7i,

Wrong

Although this layout does not
look strong on paper, it's: one of
the best balanced and entertaining
months.
this theatre has had

'

Ray CarroU. Teddy

Lewis &

"Sorry,

orch;

a specific spot for maximum effect.
Ronalde has a tricky voice which
largely on yodeling and
He gets some good:
whistling.
eifects which he- blends nicely with
straight vocaling and walks off to

dwells

!

,

)

1948

IS,

V.

tains comedy motif of bill with her
Hall,
ribald songstering and clownantics.
Leon Lecmidog Russell Markert
Comedienne, as oer usual, pulls presentation, wUh Clifford Guest,
all the stops to give the audience Ronnie Ronate, iP«tric«o Bouman,

(18),
Erskine Hawians Otch
Bunitf Briggs, Savannah Churchill,

ilt's

WedMnday, October

BEVIBWS

Purainonnt, M. Y.

.

1';!
1

1,

,
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UBCaTIMATC

$36y00

EQOnif'S
Kdieiffsal Pay,

^ar Ahises Med

Summer

1^ the

up

meeting
Stock Managers

chief matters talcen

at

baggage, etc.

week performer should get. it.
There's extra bookkeeping involved

ters,
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The report is a preliminary survcy or prospectus which Equity
ordered. It took four months to

—

Up in the Air (hi

j

I.

The N. Y. City Center, which
presented two seasons of six weeks
each of drama last season, to date
has no definite theatre' commit-

1

ments

.

for.

.

this

w

season,

i

t

h

,

made that if a Ferrer, who staged last season'.<!
had to show up late, he should productions as general director: of
Bend a director ahead, or- blue- the N. Y. City Tlieatre Co is biLsy
prints of his liianner of petformr acting in the Theatre Guild's "The
Silver Whistle," now trying out
ance, .etc..
Ferrer has pacted to stage- legit at
It was decided that members, of
the Center, if he s available, and
the association's board of governthe- Center management is markors should meet with Equity to dis-

;

.l

;

j

:

rtar

I

i

.

with

men

in

the field

ing time.
Feeling

i

.
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>

\jjggn^

im

legit

My

30,

—

disicuss-

attracbit

"Kelly's

Commandos."

Supreme Court
Refuses to Act

JtWIM
»

party backstage at the Imperial,
N. X.,: Thursday (T) for producers

|

i

mance," "The Leading Lady" and
"Minnie and Mr. Williams" set to
bow. T,^s season's record, therefore^, begins, to. stack: up favorably

last year's, despite the
dreary autumn start.
"Where's
Charley?" bowed Monday (11) with
advance of $75,000, and another
$110,300 accounted for by 21 theWashington, Oct. 12.
atre parties, and three previews,
The Supreme Court has refused for a $185,300 bouquet.
to take jurisdiction la- another case
Season's schedule since- June 1

against

Sub on Hay

In

-

|

involving legality of the minimum shows two definite hits ("Howdy,
basic agreement plan worked out Mr. Ice" and "Edward, My Son")
by the Dramatists Guild. Case re- eight flops four likely successes
volves, about a new musical play, ("Lives," "Wonder," "Summer"-^iind
"Stovepipe Hat," written by Ed- "Love,") and one doubtful one in
ward Hey man, Harold Spina, Wal- "Magdalena."
Excluding "Show
Hannan and their literary Boat," whicb- was in for only two
ter
agent, Edmund Fauker.
(Continued on page 50>
They are being sued by Carl E.
Ring, who contracted to produce
the show. He made certain changes
Backers in 'Oiarley'
in the show, and the authors ol>
jeeted. Ring, thereupon, shut the
BankroB;
show down daring tryout and
brought suit against them. He
Lotito bivests
'Ltfe'
charged t'bat the minimum basic
agreement is a violation of the
Show biz names are sprii/kled
anti-trust laws and asked an in- sharply among backers of the latest
junction against the authors and musicals to hit Broadway, although]
Dramatists Guild. He also asked outsiders as usual bear most of thel
that
the
standard
arbitration brant.
clause of the contract be enjoined
"Where's Charley?," which bowed
and that he be given declaratory in at the St. James Monday (11),
relief so that he can produce the has 56 backers, who pooled $200,play withou t interference from the 000.
Backers include
Richard
authors and Dramatists Guild.
Hodgers, $8,000; Frank Loesser,
The respondents sought in vain who wrote the show's music, $2,000;
to have the Supreme Court step bandleader Lud Gluskiny $2,000;
in, .although the ca.se is still bounc- WilUam H. Weintrauh. Jr., of the
ing around in the lower courts. Weintraub
ad
agency,
$2,000;
The Supreme Court alsi* agreed Abram M.'^ Blumberg, of Brooks
to decide whether tlie U. S. can Costuthing,
_ $4,000; Edwin H. Morcollect $13,661 back taxes from ji-isi music publisher, fSiOOO; George
Oppenlieimeri scriptiir, $1,^^
P. G. Wodehouse. It will hear a
Government 'appeal from a circuit and Jaiek A. Goodinan, of Simon
court decision in favor pf Wode- iSchustejTi: $1,000.
Biggest backttig cam* from t
house.
The court refused to hear an ap- Coairt, with Fted R. Tuerk in for
peal from a decision giving states '3'^''^ and i^anley N. Barbee in
the right to ban f re* play on pin- for $12,000, Othfer backers include
ball machines. Case arose in South Rose *lic:hmond, $10,000; Robert
Carolina. Also, it refused to hear Mandel, $4i000; Peter Witt, .'p2;000;,
Pew, $4,000; Cummins
an appeal from the decision re- -^ul'a
$*.00O.
quiring Alberto Varga, the riiagaI^uis Lotito 'is lairgest Single- inzine illustrator, to continue drawing Varga Girls for Esquire until i^estor in "Love Life," which bowed
Street theatre Thurs1954
000 to $15 OOO a ^*
lyear arrangement he had made and day tS). Lotito put in $18,000;
Armina; Marshall Langnisr, $2.0()0;
seeking to repudiate.

For J20a,000

'Shoes' Celebrates Anni
Pulling a switch, the company of
"Annie Get Your Gun'" threw a

I

—

58

:.

o • i
IB SWltCh
*

Gives Party for Bosses;

is

Center's dramas. It's rumored tliat
Ferrer won't come into ^ y with
"Whistle" unless he (eels the show
and the show hasn't been
Y- »»".* is on an ex^»'*«''?
«"«'"P' ^o
shake itself into shape.
managertient
states that
.Center
";n t available, they 11 do

all la.sl

52),

|

that after "Whistle"'
opens in N. Y., Ferrer can -handle
both assignments, acting in the
Guild play and directing the

,

;

Continued on page

|

.

ally,

town's

and one, obviously a

to see

.

I

i

;

summer. At meeting of its stock
company deputies was held recently, and certain mattfrs discussed.
It's believed various abuses will be
corrected as result of meeting of
managers' committee and Equity.
Managers reflected Milton Stiefel as president; Richard Aldrich,
veepee, and Guy Palmerton. secre-

of flops will be forgotten in a sucsucces.ses.
October
cession
of
"Edward,
Son," bowing Sept.
and the season's .13th entrant,
was the fall's first deftnite bit.
Three shows that opened last week
"Private Lives," "Summer and
.Smoke" and "Love Life" look as
if they're in, or at least on the
favorable side, diespite their mixed
notices, while
"Small Wonder"
seems to liave settled into a money
groove. "Love Lffe," is the- most
problematical one.
October's remaining openings
(including Monday^s (11) "Where's
Charley?") look promising, with
"Life With Mother,"
'My Ro-

12.

the beam on stage doings,
asked the other if she planned

^

producers, agents, etc.
should'
share in the undertaking and the
expense.
Criticism of the Nathan reportcenters around the fact that it is;
padded and verbose. Its> purpose
is to find a way to improve theatrical conditions, especially employ^
ment and it suggests several
studies to be made^ Critics state,
howeve^^i that ,nb^»rhete does the
report telf how ; tto relatifr tbekH
studies to the theatre's improvement, or in other words, bow the
information gathered wUl improve
the theatre.
This is the report's main fault,
they say; one should have some

Drama Season

performers agree with man- Theatre, Inc., or anyone.
House, which is now running
-ager$ in decrying the abuse; that
the "quality of a production suf- opera and ballet, hiis open dales
Jose
fered, as well as their own work. from Nov. 28 to Feb. 21.

cuss the performer abuse, as well
as make changes in summer stock
Equity itrules for next season.
•elf, it was stated, has been studying the straw^hat'^situa^ion genera

the

off

jSquity

.

Two femmes were

tions

complete and cost Equity $3,000;
report
suggested that
a
further; overall industry survey be
made, to take two years and cost
$365,000.' Equity has "been circuH
larizing the trade with the report,
with the feeling' that the whole
entertainment field other unions,

N.Y.Gly Center

(Equity

Suggestions were

'

ing

mainly on the grounds of be-

ing vague and prolix.
I

I

The Broadway season has perk«d
up considerably since- Oct. 1, with
prospects that a dreary September

/

.

Haven, Oct.

Another of those what's-ina-name items was overheard
here in connection With the
appearance of
forthcoming
Paul Kelly in "Command
Decision" at the Shubert.

financial ills. Bat it is 'being more>'
strongly criticized in other quar-

I

1

as well as other complications.

.

New

The

There were many protests by
managers on the matter of star
performers; not appearing for suffident rehearsals, sofne showing
uiv only 24 hours before show time.
contract calls for actors
to appear for rehearsals duriiig the
week previous to the performance. Point was made that many

'A Rose, Etc.

been circulated to the industry re-cently, has aroused strong interest
as well as a stranger divergence of
opinion. Report 'has been praised
in some quarters as a first step
towards remedying the industry's.,

.

But main

•ce, a $20-a-week rehearsal fee
was instituted for summer stock.
JIanagers claim the arrangement
ton't working out; or helping to
qtread employment. They can un'dCtstand a $50-a-week actor benby it, and are agreeable
efitirig
to it, but don't see why a $500-a-

Pact Imminent

Agreement between League

although settlement seems imminent. Union, is meeting today (Wed.) to discuss the situation^ with the League expected to hear from the musicians later in the week.
Union's last demand was for
15% raise, with producers
countering with 10%.

discussion centered on reforms the
managers wish instituted in regard,
points.
to the first two
I,ast season, at Equity's insist-

WiA ttire IMg Wwam ShowB^

Hi TIE TRICK?
The Robert Jc Nathan report on
the legitimate tbeatre, which has

of N. Y. Theatres and Local
802, American Federation of
Musicians, on a new contract,
hasn't .bee n reached yet,

at Hotel Astor, N. Y., last
Strawhat producers
{^laay
di^eussed various other minor problenis, such as those pertaining to
Qlness of actors, hotel reservations,
j^ssn.,

actor's

AFM

QUESTION

Broadway Season Perb Stro^y,

At N. YJeetii^ of Strawliat Mgrs.
Problems of rehearsal pay and +
performers who fail to put in
rehearsal time were
lb* required
itar

49

.

is right,

m

Richard Bodgers and Oscar Hanimerstein, U. authors Herbert and
Dorothy Firids, director Joshua
Logan, choreographer Helen Tamr
iris and designer Jo Mielzineri to
celebrate sliow's 1,000 perform^""J^''
ance. Both Logan and Mielziner
I ^^"^
'^^i* i,"" ^'''''TZ "k
agisted by were out of town, working on other
Probably
tary.
apTheron Bamberger v,
shows. Ethel Merman, the show's
pointed treasurer in place of Wil- /•'""^Pi ^n^^ul';?L
other principals, orchestra
star,
fiam Miles. Four officers will also ^'^''f'^^'^ f
^T'^
^
conductor and heads of various der
aerve on the association s boai-d of
^^^^on after bookings were made partments backstage..- ehim>ed -in,
governors, along with John Huntwhich
stiU resume in De- ^jth Miss Merman inviting membut
may
ington, Blake Johnson, Miles, Harfeels bers of the ensemble with their
cember.
Center
management
old Shaw and JOhn C. Wilson;
obliged to hold the original De-i^^jyes, sweethearts or friends, as
.IText meeting Of summer managers
cember time open for a reason- j,er guests. About 200 people atwas set for Nov. 12.
able period on that contingency.
tended.
Center opened its season with
Producer Joseph Kipness also
two weeks of ballet, and. now has gave a party for the "High" ButClosed Casting in N.Y.
opera as itiainstay through Nov. 28. ton Shoes'' company 'Saturday (9)
until
A ^
It
has
open
date£
then
Feb.
•
backstage ai; the Shuberfc N.Y. to
<Ai I I
the
Ballet
Russe
de
'^^en
Celebrate flrist aiinlversabry of the
Un
UkiailOnia! ;
Monte Carlo comes m: for four musical: About ISO attended.
^
Jt
Vk
^^^^"^^ wUh opera following March
Annie" is second book-show
'Tfll PrACiffitiS to GO' 24 through May 1.
niusical to hit the 1,000 mark,
Dorothy Stewart, N. Y. rep for
"Oklahoma! with 2,246_ performthe J. G. Williamson Co., Austr*
ahCes, being tlie other. Two bookTheresa Helburn, $2,000; Robert
less revues have 'tUso' passed the
W. Dowling, City Investing Co.
Han theatre chain, is currently 'MEDEA^ IN
magic figure, "HeUzapoppin" with
prez, $4,000; Martin Goodman, pernM«« A.Tw
casting for an Aussie company of
LOTITO
.
sonal manager, and talent agent,
BIZ ]-z
"'Oklahoma!," assisted by Jerry
Zif';^!!^
1.108 performances.
$2,000; William
of
"Medea,"
production
British
in
the
Whyte, of the Theatre Guild, and
"Annie" is also unusual
HEOIIAN STEPS OUTi^f'aa agency, $8,000: Florence
gent Henry Wiess. Auditions, how- despite cool reception by the comeback it's made since the sum^1 ?lie"?ctT>*'(r=Hf^rt'* kSi';
critics, is doing capacity business mer. Miss Merman took » six-week
ever, aren't open, as group is tryannual membership'''''''T
meeting last.Anp veeopi. *1 OOO- RnS»>rt
at the Globe, London, where it vacation July 4 to Aug. 16, and
ing to line up talent that s already
opened Sept. 29 with Eileen Herlic grosses dropped percepUbly. Show
"S^"'
M^'Lernrr',
Played in the various U. S. com.T"""""* '^^^K
starred.
Gros^ is 3,200 pounds was nearly two and a half years cers'knTl^^'rd oV
brothers ol the musical's lyricist
on/
Pv.*>^H^n "L^*^*™"'^*
one exception.
Marcus Heiman
^
($12,800) weekly, according to Rob- old; a sug was in for the star,
$2,000 each. Show has abiut 50
t -1 <.u » i
Au.ssle Equity has given the Wil- ert Whitehead and Oliver Rca. whoj and Broadway was in the doldrums ^*™/hat his name not be resuhliamsons
special
permission to |:produced the show on Broadway anyway, due to tlie' heat. By end mitted for either his second vicebring in 10 people. Talent will be last year, and who arrived in N.Y of July grosses had dropped from president or board posts. Louis
sent oiit in early January, with from Europe last weekend:
over $40,000 to $26,000, and first Lotito was picked for the' veepee
'Moob'
opening set for first week in FebU.S. road company, headed by week in August, notice went up. job, and Howard Cullman elected
ruary at His Majesty's, Melbourne, Judith Anderson, and. now:-in. Los Cast volunteered • cut and Equity to governors' board. Cullnian is
Where "Annie Get Your Gun" Angeles, is- also doing .okay: In^ okayed one for two weeks. Cut was the only new name in the list.
Officers are Brock Pemberton,
made its Aussie debut last season. tended Paris production' of "Me*, taken for only one week due to a
-i^At.' Moon For the Misbegotteii,"
president: Lee Shubert, first vee- Eugene O'Neill drama, tested on
"White Horse Inn," now playing dea," however, didn't materialize.
rise in biz.
Adelaide for the Williamsons, will
On Miss Merman's return, biz pee; Lotito, second v p.; Gilbert the
list season, and then
While in Paris, duo also talked
treasurer,
and Herman closed, is still a possibility for
precede "Oklahomal" .into MeU with Albert' Camu.s, who promi-sed shot up the fir-St week by $10,000 Miller,
bourne, bowing in around Christ- them a new play by end of Novem- to S36,000 and the notice was taken Shumlin, secretary. Nine gover Broadway production this season
Include
Cullman
Was.
Louise or next. O'Neill i.s now on Cape
Playwright has more than down. Two. weeks ago, when the nors
ber.
show hit $40,000. management vol- Beck. Herman Bernstein, Max Cod, reported busy at work re"Born Yesterday," "another Wil-' half finished it, he told them.
Kermlt
Bloomgarden, vising the script.
Producers intend waiting for the untarily returned the one-week cut. Gordon,
liamson acquisition will open in
Alfred de Llagre, Jr
Elia Kazan recently expre.ssed
Vinton
Melbourne at the same time as Camus work, as their legit activity It even mailed che^^to a few who
"
making
had left the' show since the cut. Freedley, Lawrence Langner and interest In .staging the work, when
already
but
are
tius
season,
Inn
hnwino at thp rnm*>dv
Herman
Levin.
is
in
the
groove
now,
Show
$40,000
James
Stratford-onF. Reilly it's revised, hypoing attention to
the
present
to
John Loves Mary" will follow clans
continaeit
unusual
..as.
drama. Theatre Guild will proin'
an
fjemenstraticn
of
exec
here
director
the
troupe
and
Shakespearean
the "Born" run, with the same Avon
Milton tt Weir as counsel
'Miss Merman's pulL
duce the play, when it's reddy.
cast.
next season.
^
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Ue Sbiff-L^t

simple. "Charley" should play
at the St. James for months.
This is George Abbptt's musical
version of tlie hoa§y Brandon
Thomas farce, "Charley's Aunt,"
Adding ti) the mystery of '%'A)ltal*fr M^^
with Abbott figuring in dual ca- Paris last week to the desks of a couple of N/ Y. newspapers, wlth^^r
pacity as director and adapter. He's copy to N. Y. Mayor William O'Dwyer. Cable read: VThe C(»inmittea
been more successful in the first of the Resistance of French Artists protests against the pati-onage of
(and more familiar) role, staging Serge Lifar, of the Paris Opera Ballot, Russian collaborator during
a sprightly musical evening based the occupation, and against Favre Lebret, agent of the German propaon his not-so-brilliant adaptation. ganda oilice during the war." Lifar is ballet mastet and choreographier
At best, "Charley's Aunt" was a
'^o Paris dancc troupc, and Lebret its company manager. Lifar
i...=r...
..V ......r.tr
and tlie^
college concoction, aim
corny
with Nazi coUaboration during the w^^^
was
atrical education has outgrown its has been charged
theme. But it still serves as a satis- cleared by Georges Hirsch, head of the Pans Opera and a resistance
factory enough vehicle when tal leader himself; at a recent N. Y. interview.
Oddly ienough, cable arrived the day of the filial appearance pf the
ents like Bolgec's are concerned
Trpupe
was
here
under
N. Y.
and the latter's mugging. Clown Pariis Opera Ballet at City Center, N. Y.
It was on a
ing and capering tiifn "Where's citv sponsorship as part of city's Jubilee celebration.
Charley?" into an appealing eve- brief tour the past week, through Sunday (lOi, and is sailing home
ning;
today (Wed.) on the DeGrasse,
Frank Loesser, song and filmmusic
is

Plays on Broadway
from

Tlie cavalcade of Araericana,

and Sinokc

S»iuiiiii(>r

the Colonial days 6f Siim and Susan
Wal-R(i Jones production o£
PabWyrRay Mid»
two acts and pioloK by Tennessee Wil- Cooper (Nanette
liams, i'caturcs Marsaret PlilUips, Tod dleton) down throUgM the formaAndrews. Stased by Itfiss. Jones. Setting tivi? years and the develoinTient of
»nd llgiuing. Jo Mii'lMnei'l costumes, Rose America is novelly sketched. Tlie
BogdanofTi ongmal music. Paul Bowles.
At Music Box, N, Y.» Oct, 6, MS; S3.G0 top, pioneering Coopers and their deAlma as- a Child
H'Sm''^ scendants eventually arrive at the'
John as a Child
.u..viiH>nd \^1n sSck^c imore modern Prohibition-CharlesRev. WinemiUer
iviarga Ann ucigiuon
ton-jazzhappy days and today's ra-:
Mis. ^vmemiUer
Joijii Buchanan, Jr
period. In
'^tf.uu PaTks dio-tulevision-electronic
William" Lai ton the unfolding many good things
Dusty
Ralph Thcadprc greet the auditor, but just as Often
....
Dr. "Buchanan
tl'e progression Is mitred by some
Bo''ar
*'"''Mmica
r^m^Sl""'
Anno JacK disjointed interruption, .in scene,
nSc E«eii
Earl MontBomcn .song or staging, and the charm is
Boser Doicmus ,.,
.•..•., °:''i~Ja.;,'i';
Icst. n is then that tlie imaginative
^f^fno^?"'""
331lcn Jawcs
pattern discloses frailties, perhaps writer, ..attempting, his first BroadKosemarv
Papa Gonzales
be>'ond their real shortcomings. But way score, supplies sufficient song
Ray Walston ^^-^^^
Wr. Kramer
..^^^g Life"
^j^^ ^^^^^^^
and dance material, and a generally
that it had to click 100%, or else. pnPiffino fKit ah<.f« Rni!?pr nnblv
Artistically, playwright Tennesifjg that the ingredi- The sta? doesn^ dance enough to
p,ty
sec Williams has stumbled on this g^^g a^e really there. Kurt Weill's suit
most of his fans, but he works
disappointone, presenting a pale,
exciting, and a few of the hard constantly, dashing oti and
^^^^^
ing facsimile of his previous Crlass ^^^^^^
emerge with tlie same oir stage continually to make the
"C""*"-'""Menagerie" and ';Strcetcar Named durability
September whirlwind costume changes- from
his
as
Desire.' Financially, both Williams y„pg " i^^g after " Knickerbocker
Oxford senior to Brazilian aunt.
Bolger also sings his one or two
numbers acceptably for an allround scoring performance.
J
to malte out all right. Some un- j^j^^^^.g ^it number), "Economics,'
•inifp
in
invp With
vvirn
rtmv
Amy,'';j
'Once In
Love
usual feature.s about the producNight," "Women's whirl hp sines 'ici-PPahlv and then
^^^^
tion, the Williams name, brilliant j,,^,^ Blues" (a corking melodyi,
softihoelnto a^^^^
tunii\';om
performances by the two young ^j^^ rousing "I'm Your Man" and acrobatic dance number, is one of
loads, and the show S relatively meLerner has con- the show's high spots. Hi's ballroom
Rigi,t;.
duun nut, should help it into the trlbuted some good wordage to numbers wit1i Allyii McLerie in
black.
Weill's socko melodies.
"Make a Miracle" and "Cotillion"
Story, like "Menagerie's" and
jjjgg pabray has truly attained are other fine moments.
"btreetcar, is another mood-piece
Miss McLerie is. something of a
stature, snowballing her
teiiar
,
about neurotics in Williams'
«iran»>>„ln
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If nothing else. Moss Hart's new play,; "Ljight .Up fthe Sky,'' wheji it
comes to Broadway, will have an aura of ej^ectahcy; for the- i'nside-'.
stuffers not usuftUy attendant to the average new legit entiry,.;'Tfai8..
stems, of course, from the rhubarb over the real-lite counterparts of
prototypes., which are said tp include the Billy Roses (^leanoryiplm),

'

Gertrude Lawrence, Tallulah Bankhead, Katharine CorneU, Guthrie
McClintic et al. Rose saw a run-through of the play and said he didn't
mind it but felt that It "was not sympathetic" to his wife. The Rosej
were in New Haven last weekend to see the play, as was George Jean
. ''>Nathan, who is -also mentioned in the play.
."-^-v

,

i

^

,

]

i

<
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'
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-
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Claudia Cassidy, Chicago Tribune legit and music critic, has been
verbally lashed before stage and orchestra audiences in the past sevShe was subject of quips in "Angel in the Wings." by
""al weeks
Hank Ladd, co-star, who sat off cracks about show shuttering 4ue to
her caustic review. Show officials admitted terse pen closed the show
through efl'ect at the boxof fice.
Last week, Phil Spitalny, in an after-concert speech, chided Misi
Cassidy and offered her $1,000 to come on stage .and play, the pianb.^
,r V;
.'^
She had panned his last year's concert. "1
>
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with a ne'errdo-weJl of ay doctor's Jj^vice"to"fleece""tlie~ suckers') and
son. The story is at times engag- -^^ ^^^^ ultra-modern marital rclaingly and at rare moments fas- tionships where the wife is more
There are
cinatingly, presented.
career woman than mother
interesting side angles absorbing
^ Middleton is an excellent visin themselves. But the overall ef^j^pal castings for
g^jj^
feet is that of, bright and appealing .(^
cavalcade of the Coopers
bits insufficient to make up a dra- thi-ouch li50 vears when thev first
,

l

,

i

I

'

'

I

'^Make a Miracle" Is
smart songwi-iting, and "Lovelier
Than Ever" has an old-fashioned
Rhythm numbers like the
marching song and "Where's Char-

parades,

much mo

and found themselves, made hospitable by ^Ihe other colonists
Ella Kazan has- (given this musiSuch matters as a virtuoso per^
iormance by Margaret Phillips in cal: a legit-type direction which,
the role of preacher's daughter, and too. is one of the distinctions of
a supporting job almost matched tlie many favorable elements^all
by Tod Andrews as the budding of whleh, as has been regretfully
medico losing his distaste for med- noted, don't sum up into a favorThe same
icine in lust for women and drink, able composite whole.
can't help pull the play artistically igoes for Michael Kidd's terp staacross. "The play has other arrost- ging; many of his dance sequences
ing features. There is the prolog, almost eclipsing anything else on
-with Arlene McQuade and Donald the rostrum.
Hastings in two charming portrayThe first act packs much subals of the principals as kids. There stance and projects even greater
are excellent sets and some unusual promise.
But tlie symbolism of
lighting by Jo Mielziner.
Punch & Judy; the rather corny
There are gifted characteriza- minstrel finale; and those Madrigal
tions, such as Marga Ann Deighton Singers, which are a disturbing in"
as the addle-pated wife of tlie min- trusion at -this pointj wipe out
ister; Betty Greene Little as a catty the liigh hopes suggested before inneighbor; Ray Walston as a travel- termission.
Paradoxically,
tlie
ing salesman. There are good por* featured pair do their most potent
trayals by .Raymond Van Sickle as work in tliis stanza, but even this
the. minister; Monica Boyer as the musico-histrionic bolstering is a
Mexican, cafe siren; Anne Jackson handicap.
Middleton
does
a
te-

.

nambuco," being an uneven bit of
dancing and grouping. "At the Red

as the uninhibited girl in love with
the young doctor.
But it's 'all dissipated by sOme
phoney or precious writing, loose
play eonstruction and a; general
lack of: heightened, dramatic progression.
Play is talky almost
throughout. It develops some fascinating characters, such as the
minister's wife, only to drop them
oft somewhere into limbo. Melodramatic instances only serve to
increase the impression of a: weakplay, sprawlingly presented.

Cotillion," with Its old-fashioned waltz style, is better. "The
Gossips," with its strip effeetj is
an engaging number. George Balanchine, who staged tlie dances,
has done a workmanlike but not
distinguished job, Abbott's staging

'

.

.

much

of the turn-of-thecentury English flavor, and David
Ffolkes' sets and costumes are
handsome and attractive.
Hard-working cast includes two

retains

I

j

:

.

Ufe-'

.

'

.Features Nanette Fabray and Hay Mid'
dleton.. with following cast; Jay Marshall,

:

^

.

i

'

-

Holly Harris. Evans Thornton. David
.Thomas, Gene Tobin. Victor Glarko, Mark
Kramer, Robert Byrn, Xenn Dale, Vincent
Gugleotti, Cheryl Archer; Johnny Stew•rt. The .Go-Getters (8).. Arthur Parting.

-

.

.

ton, Rosalie Alter. EUy Ardelty. Lilv
PaRoty Fay Elizabeth Smith, Virginia Con-

-

well, Larry Robbins, David Collyer, I,yle
iBettgcr.
Barbara McCutcheon, Forrest

.

,

;

,

.'.

.

.

.

-

.

Bonshue,, Jules Bacine, Ed Phillips, Veda
..Brown, Frank Wcstbrook, Melissa .Hay.
den, Pat Hammerlec, Bill Bradley, Mi-

.

.

.

,

,

,

.

.

,

.

!

chael .-:MauIe, Wanna Allison, Josephine,
liambfert, Marie Leldal, Sylvia .Stahlman,

'

.

-.

.

,

.

.

J

John .Dlggs, Joseph James. James -Young,
.Wm. -B... Veasey; 17- Singers (most of them
doubling in bits, and abovc-listedi:'. 14
dancprs

.

.

top.'

'<

.

;

'

-Cheryl Crawford production .of; two-act
<16 scenes) musical. Book and. lyrics, Alan
.Jay Lerner; score, Kurt Weill! director,
Eha Kazan; dances, Michael. Kldd;

-

^

.

;.ccenery, Boris Aronson;, costumes, Lu.cinda- Ballard; conductor, Joseph Littau;
-arrangements,' Weill;
lighting,
Peggy
Clark. Opened' Oct, 7, "48, at 46th St.
Theatre; N. Y„ to $9.60 top; regular scale

t6

B'way Season Perks
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Love

•

.

~
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Kay Ambrose, w.k. British artist-writer, is in N. Y; as company manager of the Ram Gopal Hindu dance troupe, which opens an engagement at the Century, N. Y., tonight (Wed.). Wilier wanted to do a
book on Hindu dancing, hence signed up with tlve troupe' in London
and is traveling with it on tour.
Miss Ambrose's "Ballet-Lover's Pocket-book," published' in England
and U. S. (by Knopf here), priced at $1.50, has sold 150,000 copies to
date. It's the first time any book on the dance has hit that figure.

,

i

.

'

class

1

Rose

charming romantic singing and act-:
ing leads in Palmer and Miss Morrow; another attractive singer in
Continued from page 49
Jane Lawrence; an amusing comedian in Horace Cooper, and a work' weeks, this totals 15 shows through considered remarkably low for outmanlike farceur in Paul England;
of-town tryout costs.
Saturday (9),
sharp vignette as a (supposedly) They help bring "Charley" up to
its first
year,
Broadway
had
Show had a N. Y. advance of
Last
Bron.
glad-I'm-free man, to a good song, date.
hit- in "Command Decision" Oct. 1, $150,000, including parties, up to
"This Is the Life." And Miss Faninth
play
since
its opening. It has 34 parties lined
being
the
show
bray whams over a sock song inter20
There
were:
up
the
season's
start.
until mid-December. Produce
prclation of "Mr, Right" that's a
minor classic in song delineation,
shows presented by end of October, tion costs $90,000, but its operating
and which may well: become one
and six hits showing by that time, nut isn't high, show claiming to
of her trademarked numbers.
"Command
Decision,"
''Manand
break
even at $15,000. Cast isn't
Robert W. Dowlingr. prez of City
The book line adheres to a well- Investing Corp., will be chairman Superman," "High Button Shoes," high-salaried, or. with name stars.
knit unfolding of the Coopers' ca- of Mayor O'Dwyer's Manhattan "Allegro," 'Medea" and "Winslow Show has had steady though not
reers in family life and business. committee to welcome the Freedom Boy." The current season looks to long lines at the boxoffice. It's
The._su.pporting»players are almost Train back to N.Y. Dec. 26
John better that by the end of the believed it can pay off In four
negligible, relatively, but their hits Tait. one of J. C. Williamson Aus- month,
:
months, while rep of its author,
are: effective and well int-^grated sie, theatre chain heads, is due in
Interesting point about this sea- Tennessee Williams, plus plugs for
into :the sharply defined dramatic N.Y, first week in November after
son is the fact that last week's the sliow and its leads, is likely to
periods, which have been effective^ a month's stay in London.
Bert three entrants look
so promising, carry it through to the spring.
ly limned under Kazan's direction. Freed into the Chief Sitting Bull
despite
sharply-divided or ma- While the N. Y. dailies' notices
Abel.
role in "Annie Get Your Gun'' at
were mixed, show got raves from
Imperial, N.Y
Paula Lawrence jority-unfavorable: press notices.
the various radio commentators
and Virginia Lederer writing a "Edward, My Son," bowing the
Where's Charley?
book, considered to be semi-auto- week previous got the nod of all generally; And most N. Y. critics,
as well as Walter Winchell, singled
Cy Feucr and Ernest H. Martin pro- biographical of the former
;liee nine N. Y. daily critics, hut last
duction, (in. association with Gwcn. Rickguest-lecturing today week's trio definitely didn't. "Pri out Margaret Phillips, the lead, for
ard) of musical in two acts;
Stars Ray Sabinson
Bolger; features .Allyn McLerie. Horace (Wed.) in Jay Gorney's "Musical vate Lives" got five okays and three unusual tributes.:
Cooper. Byron Palmer, v Jane Lawrence, Plays"
course at New School turndowns (the. Herald Tribune's
"Love Life," opening Thursday
-Doretta IMorruw, Paul England; Staged
Barnes not covering^ (7), had 34 standees the second
by George Abbott; book by Abbott, based Dramatic. Workshop, with H^len Howard
on Brandon Thomas' "Charley's Aunt;" Tahiiris as guest gabber: next we^k "Summer and SttiTike" got two night. There were standees at both
words ami- musiCj -Frank Loesser; dances, (20)
Lorella Val-Mcry in Karl good notices, others being so-so to Saturday
performances, which is
George Balanclilne; sets- and costumes
Bernstein
S
office,
publicizing
Ffolkes.
Da^ld
Musical director. Max
downright bad. "Love Life" got also unusual, Although show cost,
i-^Un.i— .on. Frank
r--....!, <->-~.i
Cobennan. At St. James. N Y., Oct. 11;
Where's Cliarley?";
Good' four okays to five nays. Notices over
=
$300,000, it - had an advance
48; $S top."
man in Dick Maney's office fOr were sharply divided,
some critics before opening of $200,000. It has
Brassctt
..
.,Tohn Lynds "Private Lives."
using
Jack Cliesne, ...
the term "masterpiece" for 33 full houses sold, plus- some
Byron I'almer
William Morris agency signed
Charley Wykehamy;
.Ray- Bolger
a play that others called downright splits; through December.
Show
Kitl> Verdun
.DoretTirMomiw Leonard Slllnian to exclusive cbnbores, while some called a play a grossed $26,300 on five performAmy Spettigue
''"^'^'^
"•^''^^ Faces" project,
Wiilciiison
....
^"EdKar''''Kc'nt
definite hit that others found un- ances last week (including a WedSir. Francis
Chesney
,V p.iui EnKhind for nitery, radio, tele and legit
likely
or disappointing.
nesday preview; and looks pretty
Mr, .Spettigue.
HoiMe, Ciioper Carl Shain, who staged last: seaA Proiessor;,
..Jack Friend
In
the
case of "Private Lives,' bullish.
son's
"Danny Larkin" for the
tS"' sla'ge sho^^•.s pre-Broadway tour'lasT ye"ar
pKg^^ptr''!'!'!'"^''^^;'•Tamos"'^a"^^^ ExperimenikT the"at;^:
Patricia
Marie Foster "The Heeple Steeple" for N.Y.'s grossed $970,000 to put the revival
'
Dorothy on the black side of the ledger. Madeleine Carroll Play
DaSs. Mir.;- Alice" B.n^SS^lf °v?cw A^be Theatre School
Show,
Stewart.
with
N.Y.
legit rep for J. C.
Barrett, Geraldine Dclaney, -Marge Ellis,
Tallulah Bankhead in
Maiie Foster, Marcia Maier, Nina Williamson of Australia, composed the lead; has been
In Ontario
Oct. 21
playing to
Starkey, Susan Stewart. Toni Stuart,

.

:

;

.

ley?" also click.
Show's production numbers aren't
standouts, the first-act finale, "Per-

:

:

•

Lucile Pliillips, only grandmother among the talent agents fran»:
chised by Equity,: is celebrating her SOtii year this season as an agent.
Widow of Murray Phillips, w,k. producer and casting agent, she, conducted his agency with him for 2S years, and has continued it since
his death five years ago, handling casting for Broadway shows, niteries
and pix. She's mother of Peggy Phillips, Theatre Guild p.a., and Arnold
Phillips, Miami merchant:
Latter's child puts her into the grandma

.

charm.

diiai).

.

!
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'

i

.
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,

|

mcntum, ahd with occasional

:

The X949 Theatre, Arena and Auditorium Guide of the Assn. of
Theatrical Agents and Managers, reference-book- on theatres, local
and "Pernambuco,'.' and deftly han* regulations, union rules and road pi-oblems", will .he off tlie presses
Tome, of 416 pages, will be printed by
dies a character song, "The WoHian: latter part of November.
Strand Press and sell for $5, with proceeds going to ATAM's unemin His Room."
ployment fund, .Union staffers have been doing research for nine
Locsser's music is above aver
AT
age, with a ballad, "My Darling, months for the book; With Hal Olver as editor and compiler.
My Darling" (handsomely sung by has done all the research and work on the book, with no aid from;
Byron Palmer and Doretta Mor- the Stage Managers Club, as recently erratumed.
'"'"'"
^'
~""
row), likely
hit the various band

i

sketcbily, with not too

,:

;

.

.

.

.

.

.

I

\

(ditto).

]

"Love Life" is one of those regretful Broadway legit adventures
which hurts the show-wise observer

•

.

"

as much as the artificers responsible for this n')We experiment. It

Enkc, John
Diwty McCafWalter Rinner, Bill Webei. Gor-

Friend,

De.in,

Bobby

Geoise

Harrcii,

.

.

"Wo'll Wm-l.^ Tf Out
rinf 'Tr,
10- standees in N. Y. at every perforfor NBC at veepeo Ken mance except Wednesday's (6) malDyke's request, in lionor of United inee, to gross over
$26,300 in its

i

Sether,

1

<

:

-

-

.
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.

:
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Toronto, Oct. 12.

..^v''^'

ficy,
just misses coming off. Everything
about this new musical figures to si.Xsl'^Kai Abru«5,''j?ne Judge, Ruth N?ti?ns Week, NBC vvill air _song
Mc Vane, Betty OakeSt 'Eleanor Parker, all during UN week (Oct. 16-24)
chape it as a distinguished producKatharine ReeVe. Gloria Sullivan, Irene
Nat Karson heading production
tion- entry; and yet the sum total
Weston. Robert Bairdr James Bird, Dan
doesn't add up :on the plus side.
Gallagher. B61>. Held. Cornell McNeil, staff for N.Y. Times' "Fashions of
StD\Ve Phelps. WlUiaitt'- Scully. Ernest the Times," and directing his first
AS h result, it's a spotty entertainTaylor,
fa.shion show (Oct. 26-29)
Pejtffy
ment, which doesn't augur well for
Phillips left N.Y. Friday (8) for
Its Broadway b.o,
Ray Bolger's dancing and clown- Chi, to be ahead of Theatre Guild's
Fundamentally it's an adult atLibrettist ing in "Where's Charley?" more "Silver Whistle." ... Joseph Heidt
tempt at a musical.
Alan Jav Lerner labels this two- than offset a thin, corny book, so celebrated his 20th year as Theatre
act (16-scene) show a "Vaudeville." that the answer to the show's title Guild publicity director Friday (8).
,

Bow

anna

\

Douglas

.

first

week.

"Summer and Smoke,"

despite

seven adverse notices, looks like
it will make good.
Show on its
second night (Thurs.) played to
standees, and for its five performances last week grossed almost
$15,200. In three and a half weeks
on the roadt it grossed $67,000,
which represented a $9,000 loSs,

its

"Goodbye,

My

Fancy,"

Made-

leine Carroll starrer, opens at the

Grand

theatre, London, Ontario,
Oct. 21 for a three-day "dress rehearsal." Play then moves to the
Royal Alexandra theatre, here,
Oct, 25, before going to Boston for
its pre-Broadway tryout.

Conrad Nagel, Sam Wanamaker
and Blanclie Yurka are also in the
Play.

,

:

,
'

-

.

1

. .

11

'Anne'

Total Broadway bosses

^€00

Wef

Kansas City, Oct. 12."
"Annie Get Your Gun" for Six
>days in the Music Hall did a re-

Last
Seasoa
27
375

This
spectable foUo^'up of last year's
Season ,soc* date here. This year's play
18
]was strong, though no sellout, and
Total weeks played so far by all shows
353
built steadily through the week,
Total gross for all current shows last week.
1^540,000
$474,685
Saturday's matinee and night beTotal season's gross so far for all shows, ; $7,683^00 ^,022,785
ing virtually SRO. Figure for the
14
six nights (at $4.27 top) was a
Number of new productions so far

Number

of shows current

B'way CoDtinaes to Soar; 'Edward'

ForCirdesnKiycee

The following are the comparative figures based on Vabiety's
Iwxofllce esUinates, for last week and the corrvspuidiBf week of
last season:

Trivate lives -TaBolu 26CL

$28,400,

,

'Love life Hot; 3 Opemngs Next Wk.

,

—

I

.

.

Bia along Broadway was better
last week than the week previous,
when everything was a bit oSi
Grosses weire up as much as $2,000
or $3,000; Bow of three promising
Damibe' Blue 15G,
plays kindled interest, while Monday's (4) Jewish New Year was re-',
Los Angeles, Oct. 12.
for a boff night, practi-:'
Biz
downbeat continued last sponsible
„„^_,4i.:„„ „„iu_„
week vnth only Judith Anderson in ".P^? everything selling out Mon«
intake offset a slight midweek
"Medea" escaping its effects. Lat- day's
sag, while the week overall ended v
ter palled upward nicely for the
okay.
second of its three frames. NewThe three shows that bowed
comer, "The Blue Danube." came
in to sonr notices and bad word- "Private Lives," (Tallulah Bankof-month that forced refund of a head), ''Summer and Smoke" and"Love Life" drew strong grosses:percentage of its advance.
despite
a surprisingly divided press
Two newcomers tWs week.
on each. ''Edward^ My Son." in its
'Black John" -rekindles the long
^ark Belasco tomorrow (13) and first full:, week, was playing to
"Eurvdice" bows at the Coronet standees -each performance.
This week's sole entrant was
pfi^g^y
Monday's (11> "Where's Chiarley."
Estimates tor Last Week
Blaekouts of 1948." El Capitan Three openings are set for nest
(329tfc wk> (1,142; $2.40).
Down week "The Leading Lady" Monday (18). '.'My Romance" Tuesday
to $16,500.
"Lend An Ear," Las Palmas (17tH (19) and "Life With Mother" Wed(20).
wk) (388; $3>. Slipped mildly to nesday
Kcj/j; C (Comedy), D (Cnmia),
$6,900.
CD (Comedv-Drama), A (Heini*},'
•TWedea." Biltmore (2d wk) (1,- M
(MMifcoI), J (Operetta).
636; $3.60). Word-of-mouth buUd"Annie Get Your Gun," Imperial
ing this one despite general trend (126th wk) (M-1,472;
$6.50). Longof business.' Steffikd week nice $23,- run musical
celebrated: its 1;000
000.
performance Thursday (7i -with an
"Separate Rooms," New Beaux SRO house that ni^t and
Jumped
About to about $40,000.
Arts (2Ist wk) (560; $3).

,

._.

I

figured responsible
of biz.

BM W

Chi; 'Roberts'
Chicago, Oct.' 12.
•

money, with Mary,

K, 'Shoes' 36G Pace

Although all other local amHse^
mehts took a slump last week,

A & N
.

—

'

that basis a return engagement
is
- „
figured a good bet, and company
will come back early in May. The
spiung booking agam will be four
days with six performances, for
'the 0fth time show has played
here.

—

[

l

Iioxoffice,

25,

'

(21-

'Whistle' $12,0(10,

"Briffadoon"—Shubert, Chi (H-

I

23).
I

"Bnrlcsqne"

Aud., Sacramento
Lobero, S. Barbara (12); Aud.,
Diego (14-15); Aud., Pasadena
ue); Biltmore, L.A. (18-23)

I

I

(11);

!

S.

Very bright $35,000

(2.100; $4.94).

:

.

'

i

'

'

|

I

—

$2,800.

ItoFK Yesterday," Lyceum (140th
"The Btae Danube." PhUfaar- wkl (C-993; $4.80>. Vet comedy
monic Aud (1st wk) (2.670; $3.60). still bowling along nicely. With
Bad reviews and equally bad wordr $14,000 plenty good.
of-mouth ofiEset enthusiasm of BKl"Edward, My Sea." Beck (2d wk>
,__ „„_
iza Korjusv
fan& First frame pale (D-2,214: $4.S0) In its fiirst foU
L,,

!

|

"Command
i^ommana DerifiUn"
uecisMn

—

,

'Chaiteton' lOG,

for first week.
"Carousel"— Curran, Frisco (11ButtoK Shoes." Great 13); Aud., Oakland (14-16); Capital
"Hifli
Northern (21st week) (1,500; $6.18). Salt Lake City (18-19); Aud., DenStill sparking tlie rest of the at- yer (21-23).
tractions, ,boff $36,000.

'

:

t

23).

"Com-

and

:;

I

(

'

"Bravo"—Shubert, N. Haven

I

"Heiress" and "Silver Whistle"

niand Decision'' reopens the Studr
Abaker Nov. 8.
Eitimates for Last Week
"BrigadoMi" Shubert (1st week)

:;''fioSt6ii;-pet:ivl2;j>

I

Aim! .,
Aud.

'

I

'.

Three new shows in town this
"Milter Boberta," Erlanger (5th Worcester ill); Aud., Northampton
week light every house for the first
week) (1,334; $4.33). Terrific (12); Court Sq., Springfield (13);
time in plenty of seasons with all
$28,700.
Shubert, N. Haven (15-16); Shubert; seven legit houses occiipied. "Light
'^ptreetcar Named Desire," Har- pyjj- ,.jg_23)
Up the Sky ' teed off at the Plym"Desert Song" Mayfair, Port, oiith la.'st night HI), Minnie and
wL»lf '^^nr^l^iii/d'^iecH^^broueht
(11-15); Temple. Tacoma (16); Met. Mr. Williams' follows tonight at
ro^inc *21 200

-

^£1

:

week, new British drama had.
:Standees for every perfonnancei,
clocking oS $28,400.
"Harvey," 48th St. (20Tth wk) (C-

i

j

;

^

—

i

j

'

902; $4,80).

I

,

'

.

^

:

!

'

"Charleston. 1822" at the Majtstic,

Philly (11-161; Shubert, Bost. (18-

and "My Romance" at the Shubert.
,«iiladelphia, Oct.. 12.''Charleston." third Guild show of
Indications are strong lor: some
Love or Money"-^Aud., La the season here, wasn't liked very
Crosse (11); Parkway; Madison (121; much; '^My Romance'' got a nice veiy fine l^t biz In three of
Davidson. Mil.
(13-16);
Hanna. boost: "Charleston'' is .gomg back philly's regtilaT: lejgit httuises that
open
this
#eek. AU three of
are
(18-23).
Cleve.
to its original title, "Set My Peothe: attractions, opiehing last vfeek,
"Goodbye My Fancy" Grand, ple Free." this week.
'did very well, and all are .figured
.
»^
London, Ont. (21-23).
Directly ahead are "Finian s to top their last week's figures cur"Happy Birthday"— Lobero. S. Rainbow" ^et for the Opera" House
rently.
Barbara 122-23).
Oct. 18, and "Bravo!" at the Wil"Finian's Rainbow," a return
"Harvey"
Colonial, Bost. (11bur, Oct. 25.
'
Visitor; is itsing a $4.55 regular
23)
scale in its two-week engagement
Estimates for Last Week
"Hieh Button Shoes"- Gt. North-

23).

V Ballet
Its

third

,

'^For

Russe de Monte Carlo, in
and final week at the

—

Metropolitan Opera House, N. Y.,
grossed a terrific $51,500 lor eight
performances, in a startling $7,000
lump from the previous week.
Stronger bi2 at the matinees and
lammed: standees the final two,
nights account for increase.
Company did $155,000 for 27
{lerformances in the little over
bree weeks of its Met stay, con•idered remarkable at a $3 top.
Fact that this was Ballet Russe's
loth season, and celebrated/ a.s a
gala event with company augmented by a host of :guest stars,
Including Agnes de Mille. Alicia
Markova. Mia Slavenska, Anton
Dolin;: Joe- Torres and Leonide
"Massine, hypoed attendance. Also
the drop from the usual; Met $4.80
.

:

tariff to a .$3

'Heiress'

;

.

—

;

[

.

ern. Chi. (11-23).
.

•

"John Loves Mary"-v-Nixon,

..(n-1.6),;-

'
.

:..

—

Pitt.

.-v-r.-:';..-;.

"Life With Mother"

Walnut

Phillv (11-16)

Up

"Light

'

week weekdays

mild. Final

$10,000,

S4.i5

w-ith

Life." 46th
(M-1.3I9: $6).

"Mr.

Roberts"

— Erlanger,

capacity.

Chi

"My Kom<-tnee," Shubert (1,750,
"Oklahoma!" r-^ Lyric. AUentown $4.iiO> (Ki ^^.t)c. N( w score tor tni,<:
Rajah, Heading (14-16), old fave drew good notices and
did aa cttimalLd Si5 000 on five
Plaj house, Wil. (18-23).
performances,
which is okay for a
"Oklahoma!"'—Poche, New OrWorld .Senei. weelt Second week
leans (11-16); Aud., Shreveport (18current and will probiibly do betAud Denver (21-23).
''Streetcar
Named Desire'' and 19);
ter
"Set My People Free"—Majestic
"Brigadoon,"
Fred Finklehoffe"The Leading Lady," Copley
(11-16), Forrest, Philly (18Jed Harris Broadway hit got ex- Bost.
Thi.s
(1.000;
83.60'.
oe* didn t
23
cellent notices but hit the general
Show Boat" Colonial, Akron catch on too well in the uptown
deflation that was expected after
Ie!?it
lioa-.>. nor did it
get too
(18-19); Davidson, Mil. (20-23)
ensational business of previous
"Silver Whistle"—Royal Alex much of a lift in the press, Refour weeks, and barely got: $13.000..
(11-16); Nixon, Pitt. (18-23): suiting S9.000 IS weak.

"Maffdalena." Ziegfeld (3d wk)
Musical spectacJe>
its first theatre party Thursday,-;
which helped keep attendance

had
(7).

up Gross

Toronto

Playing at $3 top ($3.90 including federal and city taxes) "Heiress" started' slowly and even a
glowing press couldn't stimulate
fnterest.
Show remained sluggish
down the stretch, picking up only
on Saturday when the first healthy

Named Deslre"v-Har-

"Streetcar
ris.

Chi. (11-23).

.

.

.

r

i

122-23).

Detroit, Oct. 12,

"WiRsiow Boy"
(11-23).
i

l

lor .?26,339.

Mesipe
.

:

;:

::

Seattle,

:

:Oct;:

:

12.'

,

•

(

Rave

"Respectful
Prestitnte."
and
Is the Tiling," Cort (35th
(D-1,064; $4.20). Double-bill
last week to nearly $13000."

notices, wk))

(1st

'

visi-

:

upped somewhat

"Small Wonder," Coronet (4th
wkl (R-998; $6). Intimate revue,
.somewhat underestimated tlie week

New

Haven. Oct.

built to weekend SRO for
mated $14..lOO at $3.60: top.

week house

,

Decision

for

a

I

J

12.

an

esti-

(14-lfij:

^"^^ week bnnRs another preem.
Next
the new Kanfman-Ferber "BravOj"

Max Gordon

.

.

"Command

get.s
last half

previous, improved last week to
almost $27,000. and looks to stick.
"Streetcar Named Desire," Barrymore (45th wk) (D-1,064; $4.80).
town's
'ccmInn
MHI tinues to capacity, standouts
VIMJf
with standees;
around $27,500.
St. Louis, Oct. 12.
"Summer and Smoke,'? Music
''For l^ve-dir Money." ..with- Fran-:
cis Lederei' and Janet Blair in the Box (1st wk) (D-1,012; $4.80). Tenboxoffice nessee Williams' name drawing
"P *
^"P
'ts one-week stand end- 'em despite mixed reviews. Five
^^^y
Saturday (9) at the American performances grossed $15,185.
"The PUy's the Thine." Booth
theatre. With the 1,700-seat house
scaled to $3 18, the estimacted gross f2Ist wk) fCD-712; $4.80). Molnar
for eight performances was $13.- revival also felt the week's uptake,
600 ITie cnx were divided with going to $14,000.
"Where's Charley?" St. James
their reviews,
A good advance has been re- (M-1,.509; $6). Musical version of
ported for the two weeker of "An- "Charley'.s Aunt," with book by
nie Get Your Gun." which teed off George Abbott, music by Frank
at the American last night (Mon- Loesser. Opened Monday (11;.
day).' Musical is scaled to $5.08.
::" '",:
:VV.:.iV'':^..:/
'Fatlitl^ Hmrrlsbarr.'Feeoff.
Harrisburg, Pa., Oct. 12.
Charles Chaplin is directing reThe Harrisburg Community Thevival of "Bain." in which June
Have*
star for Circfe Players aire tees oil its 23rd season Oct
with
26
"Life With Father."
in U>s Angeles.

%

'

W

With

$3.90).

..

from, the

MOSS HART'S 'UGHT
naa 1 on * * in 111 »i iw
.NNIASH
IN N
H
iniMMU 144(^
lt2M m
n. 11.

'I'his

:(1,'34<),;

here, too, and fine biz throughout:;
with $24,000.

Premiere of the Moss Hart
Selwyn, Chi; comedy, "Light Up The; Sky," did
vei-y healthy biz despite mixed comment from the word-of-mouth
angle. In for five performances on
a four-day sLmd (6-9) at the ShulOG, Seattle bert (1.600 capacity), attendance

Bert sLahr: in "Burlesque'' hit a
at the MetropoUtan.
.r.,. pre
the -Cass
v^aoo will
k-- flot spot here
was only
.sent the Thtfatre Guild production where the week's take
$10,000.
of "Carouset "
^
The 1,500-seater wa» (calftd from
It's a return engagement fdr De$3.75.
tioit and will run 10 days.
tricia
...<-.» Collinge,
».u.i».^c:

week)

—

'

i

wk) (C-1.0e3; $4.80) iJcviU.-il Rtttin;; all: it can hold, despite mixed
notices. Capacity attendance, and
Monday's (4) $7.20 top, accounted

$3 601 i2d week)

—

house :Of the week saved, its face.
Nixon currently has "John Loves Bo.ston (11-16).
Mary," # which ends its tour here
Webster Shakespeare Co^
Saturday night (16), and then gets
Palmer, N. London (11-12); Edward.
"Silver Whistle," under subscripBushnell, Hartford
Kingston (13'
F-tr Love
r nvp or
tion auspices, with
For
Geneseo (18); Uni^^^fg,.
Money" foUovring.
versify. Alfred (19); Skidmore, Sar.
Springs (20); University, MiddleBurlington
Michaels,
(21);
bury
St.
'Johil' IOK2G, Detroit

.

last w«ek,-'

'"^..T
wHii Mother,*'
m-.k
Walhut: (1st' 'Hop#
'*Lif*..:with:

'

"Bom Yesterday" Locust
Plymouth ^eek) (1.580; $3 90). Return
Although tor got $15,300.
ofTenng didn't get too.
erix,, the show
have some drawing
got a fairly good $12,- Lederer-Blair-lttoney'
second and final week
Alrav at
at 1l>m lU
in St
ox..

Silver Wlmtie,
The v...
(1.200.

"The Bine,. Danube"—Philhar- this Guild
monic Aud., L.A. (11-16); Curran, much help
Frisco (18-23).
proved to
"The Heiress"— Cass, Det. (11 power and
23)
000 on its
"The Leadinc Lady" Copley here.

ab«ve

Make Miiw Manbatian," Broadhurst (39th wk) (R-LIOO; $6>. Intimate revue perked; David Bums
returned to cast; '$27,000.
"Mister Roberts," Alvin (34th
wkJ (CD-I ,357; $4.80). Gross rarely
varies for tbi.s hit, with standees
at all times; take around $35,000.
"Private Lives," Plymouth (1st

J^*^' JtVlli soti^'-

"

—

a little

$:ja,ooo.

m

.

producing.

t.

'

;';

'

'
'

\

I

•

I

,

(Ist,

(0-1,628; $6 60).

Yesterday." anotlier return vwitor,
ran third last week when it bowed
for what was advertised as a
strictly limited run at the Lofust,
but with its opposition close to ca"Yesterday"
is
figures,
Pacity
building a steady b.o. advance,
Estimates for Last Week
"Finian's Bainbow," Forrest (1st

(11-23)

(11-13),

Street

:

$26,300.

.

Pittsburgh, Oct. 12
Nixon ran into a slowdown last
week with "The Heiress" after a
ensational month divided between

IMy Ro-

wk)
New Cheryl
Cr.uvford musical opened Thursday
(7) to mixed notices but standee
attendance. In five: performances,
including a preview, show did

Saturday,

:

(11-16).

viray .for

"Love

Jned

Sky"—Plymouth mated

the

.

"Charleston. 1822," Majestic .1,- a* ""e Forrest, with $5 20 Saturday
500; S3 60'. (l.st week). This Guild ™8ht. It s the first, show of tliis
that scale
attraction proved no great attrac- f.ffson which has
Brigadoon
Where s Charted'
tioii for biz. getting by mostly on
the Guild-ATS list for an esti- and the rest using a SJ.90 scale for

There have been plenty of empty
cun-ent
Bost. '11-23).
ork seats for "-Finian" on its CBr'
J
„ -i-i r. Tir-it;
"Man and Superman"—ErlanJeT. -^iy.^
rent return despite glowing press,
o^^c^^ik^
Buff. 111-14); Aud, Roeh. (15-16); (1,200;
3d week). This one but show is way aheld of its com$3 60) -J^"""*'",";
Plymoutli, Bost (18-23).
never did take here, third and petitors on gross
figures
and
"Medea"—Biltmore. L.A. (11-16), final week getting a disappointing .should go further ahead.
Last
Aud S Diego (18); Aud., Pasadena $11,000
week did $34,500
(19); White, Fresno (21-22); Aud.
"Harvey," Colonial (1.500. $3 60)
Another sma.sh hit in town is
'23)
.lose
S.
(3d v^eck). World Series hurt this 'Life With Mother," which re
"Minnie & Mr. WIlHama"— Wil- big draw a little, shaving the third ceived just as enthusia.stic notices
bur, Bost 112-23).
wcek to an est>"inatcd S24 oOO, from the first-string erix here as it
"My Romance"—Shubert, Bost. which is still sock and close to had
in Detroit last spring. "Bom

in Pitt

"John Loves Mary" closed a
two-week stanza at the Cass thea-.
tre with an estimated $10,500.
Basil Rathbone in "The Heiress"
moves into the Cass Monday for
a two-week run.
Following this production, which
features Beatrice Straight and Pa-

.

.

make

"Howdy, Mr. Ice," Center (16th
wk) (R-2,a64; $2.88). Skate extravaganza bettered last week to: the
merry tune of $44,000.
"Inside CS-A.," Majestic •{24th
wk) (R-1.659; $6). One OL the shows
that gained siiarply last: Week, upping $;j.000 to alout $48,000.

,

Despite Good Notices

;

way to
,:mance."

;

1

.

top.

Slow 13G

.

;

j

Longrun comedy has

been rejuvenated by injection ofJoe E. Brown into lead. Upped$1,500 last week to neat $14,000.
"High Button Shoes." Sbobert v
(53d wk* (M-1,387; $6).
Mosicali
which was a year old Saturday (9),
had a happy birthday in a $1,000
boxofffce rise to $37,000 for the:
week. Moves Oct. 18 to the Broad-

.the Wilbur, and "As the Girls Go"
"Wiisiw Bi»y." Selwyn (1st Seattle (18-23).
"Escape Me Never"—Royal Alex debuts at the Opera Hou.se tomor
week) (1,000; $3.71). Fine $19,000
row night.
Toronto (18-23);
under Guild subscription.
The two openers last week were
f'Flnian's: Rainbow"
Forrest.

MONTE CARLO BALLET
TERR]F51^!NN.Y.

^

,

,

;

—

—

'

—

<.

.

Company was here lor six performance (four days) in Septem[ber and grossed. S34,000. great. On
t
1

1

!

•

'

j

continued in fine fettle, with
(Oct. 11-23)
two new shows doing well.
Matinee business was slightly off
"Annie Get ¥oiir Gim^'—Axnerlfor "Brigadoon,'' but musical did can, St. Louis (11-23).
very well regardless. "Winslow
"As the Girls Go" Opera Hse.
Boy," under Theatre Guild sub- ^"^tD„„f jvi ooi
Bcription, also had an excellent
"Blackouts of 19«''-^EI Capitan
As for the perennials,
week.
"High Buttion Shoes," "Mister L. A. (11-23).
Boberts" and "Streetcar Named
"Born Yesterday"
Locust
Desire" continued to bring in top philly (1 1-23).

I

to $23,000,

,

.

Carrent Road Sbows

legit

Oct.

which

handles ;legits and musicals here,
has made 'arrangements to bring
'back "Oklahoma!" this season,
first time on recent record here
'(-that a major road company has
played town twice same season,

IDG

Up

LA

fair share

J

>t|ie

commence

name

'-JVfartin
::for"

Presentations,

--^

_,

,

Medea'

re?f"fal^V5°^6oo^-ir«

'Bi^aAwD

-

LKCilTIMATK

82

Weclnrsilay, Oclober 13,

Town

Plays Out of
|i

Tho Kky

New

Haven, Oct.

equally big voice, excellent technique and a rich bautone qualit>
Ills acting IS suihcient for the demands of the lole, which are to
look ardent at one minute, selt
righteous the next Taken together
the principals are a considerable
asset to the proceedings, foi when
tlicy are oflstage the coy goings on
and tho appallingly unhumoious
jokes awakpn the audience to- the
fact this 1$ a theatrical world long

there subordinately rather than
as an attempt at personal' derision.
Joseph M. 1-lvman and Bernard' Hart
Identification of chaiacters has
production of comedy \n three acts bx:
a considerable bearing on full apl-eature-s Sani' Levene. Vir..Moss Hart,
ginia Iield, Glenn Andeis, Philip Obci, preciation of lines and mannerAudi'ey ChiisUc, Phyllis Povah, Barry isms which, incidentally is an adNelson, Bartlett Hobinson. Directed by
the author! scttine, f rcdericlt Fox; cos- vance publicitv angle whr^ein the
tumed. Kivicttc. Opened at Shuljert Ihea- flack department can help, to set
tie Otl 6 '40 Si 00 top
groundwork for added audience
Jane Midcllcton the
Miss Lowell.
Glenn Andeis enioyment
Carleton Pit/.gerald
... Audrey CUrjstie
Francis 'Black : ...
Playing the Rose takeoff is Sam
phihp Ober
Owen Tuinci
Phyllis Povah Levene, who rants, pleads and caStella Livingston

Liglil I

6.

'

.

'

since departed this life.
Luolla Geai a solid perforaiei,
has one specialty song in "Little
Emaline," the humor of which
piobably neither she nor the audience gets, otherwise she tries to
pep up the doings, and there; are

;

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

:

.

,

,

joles his way through the role of
a producer who has sunk a fortune

.Barry. Nelson
.....
Pster Sloan
Sam Lcvcnc
Sidney BlacV
Ilai old Dyrcntoi th
Sven
Virginia Field
Ijene Lhingston
...Bartlett Kobinson
Tyler Rayburn
.

.

,

Mild
§r.

Cmils
Schloss

.

.

.

nos.s

iJolm Seymour
JatR Ken
Eftie Alton

:

Meadows

enii\

rio
Waiter

.

into the initial effort of a; young
playwright.- His work- is; tops. Virginia Field does ;a. femme leading

.
.

good

bits

by other: performed. Tire
exceedingly handis

production

some, the sets and costumes offering a superbly coloi-ful summary
of the period of the piece, which

m

ladv
an amusing manner, mirloring the more laughable idiosyn-

.Terrance l^ittle
crasies of some of legit's "iirst" is New Yoik, circa 1898
fiiiOaklwd
ladies
Also, she wears fctqhinglv
} Kobert Bei nn} d
The show went well over time
an assortment of attractive apparel at openiiiv and frequently, dragged
Going down the roster iti feat- in the many reprises, but; will
Moss Hart has written an amusing play about show pcople^f or ured order are Glenn Anders, doubt Icbb be pruned and speeded
Elte.
show people. His problem now is whose interpretation of a limp- up before it leaves town
;

.

.

:

.

.

.

.

.

.

Internet

'

.

wiisted diiector is "just ducky",
Philip Ober, who dispenses comf'lirlyle
petently the plulosophical gems in
Seattle, Oct 8
the autobiographical role ot a VetShowboat Theatre production of hiseran playwright; Audrey Christie,- torical comedy in three acts (six scenes)
a wow in the Eleanor Holm car- by c.lenn Hughes. Stars 'IiiUlan Glsh.
by Kenneth Carr: sets, John Ashbon; Phyllis Povah, whose perfect Staged
by Conway. At Showboat, SeatUej' Oct;

to make it equally interesting to
playgocrs represented byione of. his
'

own

characters,

John

Mrs.

;Q.--Pu'hlic.

Items like a caged parrot labelled
"J J ," and lines reading "Gilbert
Miller will be complaining about
his seat locations," are swell fodGambol or a timing punctuates her stage-mother
der tor a
Fnais Fiolic, but the producers part; Barry Nelson, -naive young
of this one have got to think be- playwright who survives the fire
yond the period when their, aiidi^ of his baptism into show business,
ence potential of insiders will be Bartlett Robinson. Wall Street
semi-stuffed shut whom the star
used up
Jane
True, there are a number of. f un- has married "foi comfoit "
rj lajman lines some on the de- Middleton adds;, a gracious picture
cidedly blue, but the fact that Hart ot a ghost wiitcr doing the life
r
has attempted to go beyond the story of the femrae thesp.
Diiection
is still in the piobing
point of merely presenting something comical has created a situa- stage, Play gets' off at a tortoise
tion that will need the skill of an pace, not hitting its stride till
second
stanza.
Delineation
of
expert to provide the literary wattage necessary to. make this play, chaiacteis has been well handled,
"light Up the sky" That the au- both from writing and: staging
angles.
thor, possesses such skill is acA handsome smgle setting Of a
knowledged, but it's going to require all ot his craftsmanship lo hotel living room suite provides
lush surroundings for; the hectic
lift this one from its present status
antics ot the pre- and post-preem
as moderate hit material into a
wardrobe items
substantial click
A psychic line events: Stunning
visu.il
assets;;
comes frorii one of the characters, complement
Bo)!.i?...
a vet playwright, ;Who comments
on a new play, by stating "it: needs

Lambs

.

8

Obviously, author is not content
with preparing laughs' alone/'^ He
has delved into something that is
a cross between a crusade
defense of the lunatic innge that

.
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-
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.
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.

.
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.
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.

.
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.

I
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.

.
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philosophy and a series of moie
01less
noteworthy caricatures.
Among the Littei aie the deai-cul
impel sonations of Billy Rose and
wife, Eleanoi Holm, togethei with
less cleaily defined composites Although viluol and Liughing gas
probably don't blend' chemlcallv,
they do in this sciipt Impression
given, howevei, is that whatevei
poison-pen
elements exist
are

Four sets by Jolm Ashby Conway
Nat Burns
particularly
effective,
Natalie Norman are
anil
Lawrence Webei* Kenneth Carr's direction is okay.
Verna Epperly
Mary Jane Sloan Costumes are handsome, and over..Andy Aprea all eflect is highly successful Withliyra Winslow.
...
Lou Maddox. in tlie limits of the play's potenDcwitt Bodeen
.Donald Crocker
RoSella
.V
AUegra Varron tials Iheie seems no commercial
Mme. Marguerita Cavallinl (Rita)
possibilities foi the play but threeAnne Jeffreys week run here should do well
C ^va rlotte Armstro:(iff.
Madeleine Holmes
This IS the first new play the
Oigan Gimder
Tito Coial
Maestro Mano Ca«tegnero. ^LeRoi Operti Showboat has produced and is also
1st Maid
J'idith Lane
the fust in which a name star has
2iid Maid
Patiitia Hover
Robeit Giay and the
Page Boy
......
.Norvai Toriiisen been used
Other Guests: Martha Burnett; June Rei- t\^'o Pnns are instructors in the
mer, Muriel Birkhead, Harold Rank, U of Washington's
diama school,
LeRoy Buslv.
and balance of cast are students
Reed
The new edition of this operetta

THEATRICAL FABRICS

in

...

failure, then comes back to battle
the situation rathei than quit cold
as.he had planned.

.

.

,

\

.

Vladimir liUccachevitch
Mjss Joyce.
;

.

.

.

,

.

Bertie Wessel
Georgianna Curtright
Mai-fiaret t ears,
Lawrence Riley

Onto this s i 1 in .'-.lune Moon"
thread, authoi has attathed his
Witty lines, his pungent bits ol
.
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offers skilled music by Sigmund
Romberg, a solid. leading man in
Lawrence Brooks and a top looker

Tlio

^

COSTUMES

for

I

.

I

DRAPERIES

;!

STAGE CURTAINS
Maharam

I

«uppliei av^ry Fabi^ii neici

Itading Broadway
and Hollywood tttidioi.
ffr

!

prsduclieni

!

I

'
'

I

130 West 46lh

Str«et,

CHICAGO
6

E.

Lake

New

York

'

LOS ANGELES
1113 So.

St.

L.

A.

St;

I

SAMUEL FRENCH
SlNCl. 18

iO

Anne Jefficys Otherwise, its
still "My Romance," a wateiy-eyed

m

plenty attractive and no less so foi
the opulent scoimg given it by
Wtilkei
whose feeling for
iiiicx
stiing tones and haip aipoggios lends the tuiits <i lot ol
distinction Edging to the top in
(he musical proceedings which are
tauh constant, aie "It Only" "In
Love Wiih Romance" "Souvenir-.,"

Tiom Now Onwaid'' and "Para-

m

dise Stolen " all swceth lyiie
istvle and some fanh leminiscent
of many other Romberg tunes, but
none th" woisc foi that
Rl

Play. Brokers and
Aiilhors' Reprcscntali^'G.'f
lorl.
I'llli street, Ntn
S'l Mist
WVi

Klvil.',

Siiiitsel

Ilollywoud 4«,

Ciil'

'<Wt

>'r(li'*on

vrc r-i"

i)

.

I
!l

f(i

It)

Avfjmts

?»eiv

\ >l

^

oi-li

Suite aiMc;

..

it.'i'i'ieivi* .I.tiill.v
,1

to A

]

M

tliat

m

the

oir Ihc singing assignment
indeed She has a big
good contiol and an expresthough not beaudUiL tone

v^eil

:

do';

The

heard

result

:

is that she caii
house an d
climax: her lobks
does okay, with
.'

tlii'ougliout the

malf.a, a good
:the rest. She

.caii,

.

.

lilt/ lloppclma-vei

Petci Cusenelli

Betty

.

loscph Stiauss
„,

''J.'l"

Yonuk

Robeit Vanselow
Bonnie Muirav
Waleibuiy
Phil Van Zandt
Schna We Gloria Ann Simpson
AntonelU
Foitunio Bonanova

Pliniejs I,
Mi.is laophia
(.1110

Ictiv

,

ing

I

Milii'a

Van Schlemmci

IJaion

Ncbienskovitch
loliann Sliauss
S.tr.auiss

.

Paul Kcasl

.
.

*, \

iiecU r olhngci
Vnloinclli.
llepoitei

1

.

Koinis

Cliailes Latorie

Pied Loien/
Eugene Wheclci

,

P'l'tpi

Mama

. ,

V

.

...

,

Ahlia

.Mui-iiliy

C.loila I iiid

.

Koslne Robclie

Monioe "Manning
Nana Gollnei

PicmiLie Danscuse
Picmici Dancei

pauI PctioK

The Manliattan Light Opera Co

Ilal-

closes the fust act

bungs

sive
quality.

AUTKOI'S REPRESENTATIVE
SI
\M) S( iti r N

save

.lefTievs,

aua

lanale
vei\
volte

I'be

Harry Meyer

Bine DHiilibe

Los Angeles, Oct 4
Manhattan Light Opera Co. production
of musical m two acts.
Stars Mitoa
KoijUS and Fortunio Baiianova; features

tale ot the love affair of an EpisJ aul.Keast.,
Gloria Llnd, Nana Gollncr,
copal bishop, for an Italian opera .Paul PctrotE. J Book and lyrics.
Ambrose
singer
It should have no better Barket and Ralph Paoncssa, music, Jo
hann: Strauss; musical adaptation, TlbAr
than a moderate run.
leiei
thoieogiaphv Etienne
At Plid
The Romberg score, which has harmonic Auditorium, Los Angelas.
Oct
'48
4
$J 60 top
eflect slowed down the action, is

Don

or Servrc^""

'''"Tlla,.Htf,t($e
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This

.

:..

needs a now calcndai
Outfit appaionli} IS laboiing undci the delusion that tins is 1943 oi 1944
wlien a melange of famiiiar music
was enough to lure ticket-buveis
Cvcn duiing the lush wai veais
how even lis doubltul if siith a
pathptK
pioductioli
could ha\e
garnered any coiM. .'.In. todav's
niaiket it & a cinch to wind up fast
in the w alehouse
Lugc^nc Bijden was forced to
:

dialect loo maintaining it nicely
evon.'in :tWe, lyrics;, while' iier. acting IS competent and effective, in
the Vlove ssoeiles ,espeeially..V.
drop his direot.orial chores liefore
In til' lolc ol the bishop-Avho the bieak-in due-to-illness
Gofalls
toi
the
tainted
waiblei
stai?:
i'^rtuiiio
Bonanova
was
Lattrencfi
Brooks
displays
an stricken before tlie opening and Is
/
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total IS a huskj bite that is
going
to ° require
considerable
mothei Mis Welsh, is outstanding
masticating in oidei to pre-digcst
and Dolores Heath and Chris Hanit for -popular consumption.
Coi'heUus: Van Tuyl.;-.
Melville Rulck sen click
smaller parts. Robert
Basically, the stoiy content is feusan Van Tuyl
.Haael Dawiv Jr.
Peioival Hawthorne-Hillary
Tom Bate Pnns is fine as Alficd Tennvson,
ininoi In d one-sentence capsule
Veronica DeWitt. ....
/
Gail Adams
and Robeit Giav bungs authoi ity
it's a case of a smalltown plavMrs. Qctavia Fotheringham
Luella Gear and
conviction to the part of
wright who believes in humanitv. bir I'rederick Putman.
.Rex Evan.s
Thomas
Cailyle
Balance ot cast is
Lady
Putman.
....
,Dons Patston
has his illusions shattered by be- MVs.'DeWilt ....
... Barbara Patton
good
havior of sliowfolk tacing apparent Rupert Chandler,
.Melton Moore
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dances.: F'redenck .Kellv. Arrange-
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Finally, feeling is that
Idea how the facts gathered will mated
though some excellent economist^
fit in before one expends $365,000
digging up these facts The repoi t prepaied the preliminaiy siuvey,
they weren't people who really
itself admits that il isn't suie what
knew the theatre
it will find; that it hopes the ovel"'Something: Wronic'
all survey will give it some leads
According to its critics, the represumably for another study.
Wlule Clitics admit that some port's first 36 pages say that someof the information the report seeks thing is wrong and what it wants
to do, without telling how tha
IS very valuable to know, and that
some of the questions aie fair and facts gathered will be related to
to tlie point, they feel that otiier the problem or tliat the facts will
It
questions aie vague and even ii- help- to improve employment.
relevant, while still otheis are in- stresses tlie cultural aspects of ill*
capable of being measured or an- theatre, which are difficult to measMany of the measure- ure quantitatively. (Belief is that
swered
ments to be taken, they sa>, are this part might have been inseited
properly a Government function, to dpaw help from the vaiious
for the labor, census oi statistics ctiltural foundations, like Rockefelbureaus. There is a national census ler, Guggenheim, etc )
The report suggests 12 piojecti
coming up In 1950 that could include some of the questions asked. to be set up First is "supei visoiy,"
Critics also feel the Nathan report whicli fs .estimated to take 18
isn't a careful survey; it sliouldn't months and cost $45,000. Critics
take 129 pages, thev say, to tell feel there's too much leeway heie,
that the purposes are vague and
what It pi eposes to do
Furthermore, feeling IS that the the cost too high, and that this
Nathan report is optimistic about project may drag on for a. longer
the time and cost on the overall time and higher cost
Second project, "theatre emsurvey Intended that to do it
properly, as suggested will take ployees," estimated to cost $25,000;
much more time and money, than IS regarded as seeking a lot of
the two years and $3(j5,000 esli- data that doesn't seem peitineiit,
or IS impossible to answer
It
contains questions like."What. is
bowing out Each should consider the average number of weeks of
lumself fortunate
Ejitire project employment during your- first fi.v«
seemed to have, been conceived years in the theatre, and how docs
simply as a vehicle for Miliza it compare with employment durKorjus, who doesn t sliovv' to ad- ing succeeding periods'" Ciitics
vantage at all SAve for Glotia feel that few actors keep such rec-Lind, who manages :to iniiect some ords. They also wonder how
on*
sparlcle into the tired proceedings,
can answer a question like,
la
remaindei of the cast aie about as
what extent is the time period rewooden as the book.
Production
fairly
s c r e a
s quired in order to find the fiist
skimpy budget, and biggest open- job affected by age, sex or tiaiii\t
ing night laugh came fiom the ing of the applicant'" Oi,
what age can a th'ealie woike^exnear-collapse ot the flimsj sets
pect to receive his highest annual
income.'
Or. "Is the income of a
worker on Broadway more or less

Boyond Tomorrow

Boston. Oct. 6. '48; $4.20 top;
Suzctte Armstrong'. .....
Joan. Shcpard
Harrys Arm.strong. ..... WvUiam Berrian
Alice
.iVlarion Mason
Bishop Tom Armstrong,.J;awrenx;e Brooks
Miss Pothcrton
.-Hildegarde 'HalUda."^

sum
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Continued from pace 19
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Barratts .costumes,

.
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$365,000 Question

Equity's

toiic incidents, with only mmoi
chronological changes. As such, it's
oka.v, but the presentation as a
slice of life" IS done with the
Noith Hollywood, Oct 6
sacrifice of suspense and dramatic
Robert S. l^awson: production of- comcontent
edy-drama iii. three- acts by Helen 'M.
The difterences in desires and .Morosco.
Directed and co-.produccd by
tejiipeiaments during the couitship Peter. Coe; ligiiting and sound' efleets by.
William Long.
At North HoJI.vwood
and married lite of the pair seem Playhouse.
North Hollywood, Cal., Oct.
minor, and there is no resolution 6-2:ii '48; $1,
of this conflict, if such minor fric- Somerset Dorcas.'.
William Roberts
Richard Crane
Dr. Kobert Kent
tions can be awaided that statuie
.Ka.v
Morle.y
s.vble Luce...
Lillian Gish
as Jane Cailvle C;arlos liUca
Peter C^oe
does a fine rob
.Catherme Coiigreve
a difficult part Eloise Luce.
.Iniageiie WiUiams
Eleanor
that spans moie than two decades
Alan Wells
Stialigei
.
Ruth Balkema .Prins, as Jane's Sail)
Ruth T'uinei

ments by Don Walker. At the Shubert,
-
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Watsoh

.

.This lite of Jane and Thomas
Carl vie. from the day they first
met m 1821 until 1843 when they
had been married 17 years, is an
interesting and instructive, long on
lacts and dialog, but short, on action
and diama It is based upon his-
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Settini?s.

Ogacnia Calkins
Dolores Heath
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constitutes show biz personalities
and a behind-the-\ ones \ie\\ ot
what transpires just before the outof-town opening of a play;: The

.

.
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:

Messrs. Shubert productian of musical
play lu two .acts^ adapted, from Edwiird
Sheldon's Romance" by Jlowland Leigh.
-Music by Sigmund Romberg. Stars Anne
JciTreys; features I-iuella Gear and Law^
rencc Brooks. Staged by Rowland Leigh.
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Huth Balkcma Pi ins
Clu-is Hansen
i.

.

.

Lillian Glsh
Wa.vne Carson
Jell roi&vthe
Carlvle.'.
Robert -GraV'
D. rvffe
,
Rohert Cass
Fiancis lefCiey
Jack Wiight
brace MacUonald. .... .Marion' Hays Cass
John Stuart Mill
...
Stuart Curvie:
.Giuseppe Mazzini.:. ....
.Thomas .Dargan
Gcialdinc .lewsbury .... Gloria Wingcrt
Helen Mitchell
>
Nann Ballard
Alfred Tennyson. ...
; .'K.i.,
-Tot>ert Prins
Lady Harriet Baring
i Havy Jaspcrson.
.

.
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Gordon

Fann.v :Gi:)hain
Jane. Welsh
Cieorge Rennie
EJwiid living
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.
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Cant.; Allan
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new Helen Moiosco

ofTeiing

billed as a coiiiedv drama. The
comedy fails to materialize; the
drama leans to the 'iiielD'': side. It
suffers
from bad tellings and

'

tjian
this

..

woiker, ciities

ask*"

Thud

project,
"play wuglits,"
claimed, asl-s foi involved information on names and dates of
plays sold, the income derived to
date, a playwright's income from
othei souiccs
detailed uitouuation a writer would be unlikely togive out It also asks such questions as "Do voii feel voui training
for playwiiting was adequate and
what changes do j'ou suggest'"
it's

—

'Theatre Facilities'

IS

equally bad staging. Failure to establish true
situation at \ play's
opening leaves the audience cold
for whatever laugh lines and situa^
tions theie may have been
Play opens with ladio broadcast
interrupted by announcement that
program is being hatted to permit
the President of the U S to make
an emergency broadcast. Curtain
then rises on home ot artist who is
losing both his abihty and his wife.
Artist's wife leacls lomantically to
a mysterious stranger who influences the whole household with his
strange doctrines of reincarnation;
Tangled lives aien't stiatghtened
out until they learn that they are
all dead, and have been fiom the
beginning of the play victims of
an atomic bomb explosion;;
Peter Coe, as the aitist and talented young Jniagene Williams, as
an amnesia victim, garner whatever acting honors tlieie aie Richard Crane IS badly miscast as a

one off Bioadviay' Wouldn't
depend on the- individual,

Fourth pioject, "theatre facilihas a lot of good questions.
admitted But it asks questions

ties,"
It's

on profitability of operations, that
some producers aren't likely to answer without a subpoena to court.
Fifth project, "theatre maiket "
estimated, to? cost: $65,000, seeks to
break an audience down into natlonalltJ^ sex, age, education, maiital status, etc., without' suggesting
a practical way of querying an audience hurrying in and out of «

•

theatre. It contains questions that
would take hour.s for a man to
answer; without suggesting how audiences will be available for tliat
purpose.
Sixth project, "theatre productions," has some good queues, but
it isn't believed likely that most
produceis would answer all queues
on tlie success or' failure of tlieir
productions. There are also such
involved questions as 'IIow do.
length of runs lelate to the piomlyoung Navv dottoi Kav Moiley nence of the cast, oi of the playwiight, or of tlie duectoi oi pioturns In a, wooden job until final
scene when she does highly drama- ducers"'"
Seventh project, "road shows,"
tic
bit effectivelv
Ruth Tumer
seems only relaxed person on to cost $45,000, is regarded as an
stage. Alan Wells, as mysterious excellent section, with a lot of
stiangei, gives an okay Dcifoim- good questions Some aie vague
ance. Catherine' ;Gongi'eve looks And feeling still prevails that most
out of plate Willijfm Roberts does produceis won't tell what tlielr
biief bit of ait ciitic well
road profits aie.
Lighting and sound effects of
Eighth project,' "sale of tickets,"
William Long aie the most effec- Is a
good study, it's felt, and the
tive pait ol the play
Wait.
-section's study plan actually ought
to be enlarged
Ninth, pioiect,
"innovations"
the Hieatie," to
c^st $20,000, sounds to cutics as
'CarouseF Strong 30G,
costing too much Piobiems laid
out heie, it's felt, will pioliabU
'Raze
$16,800, S. F. develop
out ot the eailiei pioiocts
San Fiancisco Oct 12
Remaining piojecls are- 10, "non"Caiousel' shutleis tomouovv
commercial
theatre," 11, "national
(13) aflei a stiong loui and a half
theatre," and 12, "integiation
stan/as at the Cuiian
House will
be daik until Monday (13), when Last named is estimaled to cost
'The Blue Danuhe opens stalling $40 000
Cutics feel that numbei one
IMili/a KoiHis
"Raze the Roof is building with "supeivison," estimated to cost
much boostujg via ladio plugs fioni 545 000, and nunibei 12, 'integia
slai Jeiry Lostei and consistently tion," estimated to cost $40 000, aie
pietlj close in then coveiage Com
strong adveitismg
bined they call for $93,000, or over
Estimate for I,ast Week
"Carousel," Cuuan a 778, S4 80S onequaiter of the oveiall estl
Stiong ^30,000mated cost: to go for supervision
f'""^" Tivoil (1,400, of one kind or anothei-, willed
J'"
$2,88 1. Pine $16,800.
CMlles also are surprised at.
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8S
Organizes Troupe From
Ballet Theatre for Tour

!

Catcalk ¥idst Love Scenes Upset

,

i,

Ikatre Ginys Six-Play New York

^

With Ballet Theatre's sUtus sttU
undecided; ballerina' Alicia Alonso >
has- organized a
troupe of 30
dancers from the company for ai
short Caribbean fall tour. Igor
is
premier danseur
i Youskevitch
-and Barbara FaUis second f emme
lead. Troupe will open Oct. 24 in
Cuba for an eight-^ay stay; then

.

I

Shakespearean Troupe in Toronto
*

Toronto. Oct. 12.

|

'

caiement at the Eaton auditorium
tert of Margaret Webster's tab
VFoducUons of "Hamlet" and "MacVth," aimed at liypoing interest
in Shakespeare's plays on part of

~rXl5*in

*f^^elSes'of

Syracuse. Oct.

Pinza's Fall ToMr
With Tales of the South Pacific"

i

'

I

12.

Oscar Lewisohn, or Edna! t^by^^ir to G^^^^^
Syracuse girl who won starrad Dec 5 in Puerto
dom in musical Comedy early in j^^aje"
OnpeaHr"is man"
Itl^eWntu?^^^^
t^s/a
P**"**^?,,'"

'''"^-'-

**

I

current
'

m

M«tro?oli:

^sso, who Will play the lead
«>PPos«e ^^ry Maitin, has been
^y.^^ for a fall seaspn of concour
booked
^y his managers. National
with nlans

wm

Ren SteinKfTET
will
oiemoerg
"^'^
"

,

,

j

'

F^^Hsh money

.$94,852),
will filed for probate in Lon-

both plays, wolf whistles at Ophelia vSltofi of "atw, shudup" and

GuUd'$

Theatre

subscription schedule foe its N. Y.
subscribers this season is beginning to take shape. Jean Pierre
Aumont, actor - play wright curfinishing
picture
a
France, is due in the U. S. the end
of November to confer with Guild
officials and Philip Barry on the
nlnv based
litter's play
based on Aumonf
AumonVss
letter's
drama, "Emperor of China."
Barry opus, at present untitled,

!

|

Edna May Left 95G

The

-4'

<

Mrs

.

Up

Subscrqition Schedule Shapes

)

j

en-

Bowdyism greeted four-day

s

I
'
'

_
.

j

Tonr uon't inf<wrfero
'^-Pso ^on discU.^s^ Duty on tb^estate
T^^'^-^
She
2.8V6P^^^^^^^^
its star. wUh
Smger is currently appearing w.U have Aumont
insistent as to thiow J^e actors
,,evities. i-umored for late Decernprobably
beginning
otLMMuiib
with the San Francisco Opera Co., rehearsals
several
on
1 occasions
lines
their
v..-.'.'.,
ber
Chicago.
off
2
altogether, with recitals and early in December. This will be
and
out
coming
Webster
Miss
have
and
Friends of Edna May were sur'48-.'49
30.appear?
play
the
Guild's
engagements;
has
j, fourth
on
opera
of
courtesy
beg
scenes
to
between
prised that the estate was not
to Christmas. list. Barry version, the Guild in,ances
almost
lined
up
one
performoafs.
At
juvenile
the
larger., although it is known that
Then he'll take a short vacation'! sists, isnt an adaptation of Auance, -Alfred Ryder, playing title in wartime she gave
much away
before
going
into "Pacific," his first , mont's work, but a new play, and
come
to
to
had
"Hamlet,"
in
role
and there were hcavj' taxes of ber
playwright is practically finished
legit effort.
the footlights and ask for order income in England. When her husRichard
Rodgers and Oscar working on it. "My Romance,
when a group of students started band died several years ago it was
iHammerstein 11, who did the mu- Shubert prodiicUon, wiU be offered
throwing a footbaU about. Such ap- reported he left an estate of about
to Guild supscnbers as theii- first
and
ushers
Michethe
James
result
sical
version
of
little
peals had
$5,000,000.
book, will present the show, show.
were unable to quiet the general
New York's colleges will offer
Guild's first play will be Dorocooperation with Iceland Hayaudience disturbances.
six period plays about New York
Logan thy Heyward's "Set My People
Joshua Logan.
In addition to two evening perthis fall, in conjuction with citv's
Free,'* currently playing in Bo.ston.
theatregoers
direct.
general
for
formances
Golden Jubilee. Initial one will be
due next week in Fhiladeland
well-behaved,
these
top,
•t IQt.SO
revival of Clyde Fitch's "Captain
phia^ Play's title was- changed to
CRITICAL LIVING Jmks of the Horse Marines.'- being
the four special matinees at 75c.,
"Charleston, 1822" during tlie Bosfor 'Which students were given halfWalter Winchell, who used to do J^on* ^y the Fdydham^^
ton nm, then changed back to t he
credits^
deattendance
on
holidays
the legit reviews on the N. Y.;ta* CP^inf HaU Nov;. C
original.
John
MaiTiot,
who
into,« minor riots, thougb
veloped
Mirror and <>till retain'! the title saw, it-.first in 1901;
stepped into Rex Ingram's lead
police were present, but no arrests lofXmrcritt, hafiifugurated
Theatre Workshop of City Cola
role in the play last week in Bqs"
made.Hollywood, Oct. 12.
ege of N.Y. will
mil Ao
do Elmer Rice's
^^^^
new stunt on the morning tabloid, l«ge
f eir the ro
t(^ mi^^^ f
Miss Webster was induced by ^ with
signed
archiLlo>d Cough has
Street Scene." Manhattan College
?™' aiVwithdrfw Canada
the Board of Education ^e- :t6inTld-face Tfter 'layers will present Marc Connelly left John iindsay to draw up ^'^^ ^"-"^
.^/ff
^'"ston Monday ill).
her current
Include Toronto
and George S. Kaufman's "Beggar plans for a community theatre
Coleman's
full
^^^^^^
T^ob^i
Fer-;J»^«
campus tour aimed at I'^gg^the
San
project
in
the
nearby
^.^^^.^ Ai^angement st'^jon Horseback Nov. T7"26. T^ieaTre
PlaT*op*L^^ '"aXe^V^^^^^^^
iiuaspn,
monotony out of requisite Shake»
^^^.j^j^
jj^^ "Edward
Mv Son" Associates of Columbia Univ. wiU nando valley, Lind.say. who de»
She expressed
spearean studies.
theatre
in
i.u
strawhat theatre"
!«
c!_ .
i
lu oitering
_ will
-.n
v
j
tacked on s^age the Gustave Kerker-Hugh signed the "strawhat
^
Second
Gtuld:
be
discouragement, likened the ^b^- '.to Coleman's review was the line- Morton 1897 niuslcal, "Belle of San Francisco, will create blueRobert MeEhrb^'s ."^^
onstrations to "Saturday movie "Walter Winchell
prints
Moiise
M^th
for a 750-seat
Yorki" Dec. 1-4. HUhMr Cdlour neighbor
(Whistle,''
starrittgjQse-Ferc^
matinee manners," that /.'forcing
on the Aisle last evening em-''*8e will do an original comedy- such features as aircooling and Show, eurrehtly in "Toronto, .goes
•tudents to see plays they are
radiant
floor
heat,
'Candy Store," by Eli
traced the new arrival with the drama,
next to VPittsburgh.;
studying is foolish.
'comment '4 orchids'" Which is Cantor, as its contribution. Brook-; Gough plans to go east later
Third Guild play will be. the new
'
Troupe numbers 22 players and tops"
lyn College will stage Bayard Veil- this month for huddles on. the
John van Druteri opius, "Make
^'
seven stagehands, cualcade travproject with New York backers,
,
ler's "Within the Law."
,.
,
Way Fbr Liicia," starring faaber
i-|ves
rnvate jneavy*of
a
(1,^ j^nyse
eling by bus and trucks carrying
jj^^a
Jeans and CyrU Ritchard. It goes
"T"
.showcase
for
scripts
and
dcnew
Productions. Leads include .Alfred '''^'^'^ "D*, 'i^'^";.
f.
into rehearsal Oct. 25. with preHolland,. Carol 'It's a Talululu!';'' On "Summer Dorothy Draper Decor
termine their Broadway pbssibil
Ryder,' Joseph
Broadway- opening iat Wilminglon.
ilies
Goodner, Virginia McDowall. Nor- and Smoke," added Ime was,
-.;'] :•::':::;v--'\
Nov..'.22^
man Rowland, Arthur O'Connell, "Winchell says Bravo. Margaret
Facelifts 46tli St., N. Y.
Musical: vfertipn of '':'''rhe P.ur-.'
David Lewis, Carl .Don, Lee Pay- Phillips!" " On "Love Life;" line'
suit of; ;Happilless;'' the: Armina
read "Winchell says: "Long life to
Firstnighters at the 46th St. theant and Simon Scptt.
0||2|| j{Qf CowleS TeaiDS
Marshall-Lawrence Langner piay,
'Love Life,' Broadway's newest aire
for the premiere of "Love
» /.
1 with book by Dorothy and Herbert
sweetheart;"
nllU noyes tor rrOO. Fields and music by Burton Lane,
Wmehell's stunt at holding on Lite," were greeted by a departure
to his cnlic franchi.<:e" is bemg in Broadway legit theatrical dechandler Cowles, now appearing will likely be the Guild's fifth ofTering. Sixth: will be S. N. Behrman's
watched with interest, some in the Isign
a Dorothy Draper-decored in
"Small
Wonder"
'Coronet,
trade wondering at the anomaly interior. Prcxy Robeit W. Dowling n. Y.V, has formed p;irlnership "Jane," or. some other now In tiie
Robert E, Sherwood says he's that might be created if he and of City Investing Co. and Louis with Tom and Anne Noyes, pub talking is^age. Guild's -^'OTftdiici ton
"now waiting for living Berlin to Coleman differed sharply on a A Lotito prcz of City Playhouses lishers, to produce '"f he ^ Inno- of Behrman^ ''Sp^k "Ifo Me Of
Love," with the tiunts,' is to stiii-t
the subsidiary operating cents,"
set back from the Coast" and fur- 'Show. Thus far, the two critics Inc.
dramatization of Henry
'fher 'that musicomedy collabora- have seen eye to eye on the four company
were doing a grover- Jaiiaes' "Turn pt the Screw;" Wil- its natidnal foUr in Jantiaiy, but
isn't intiended to reach Brqatiw^^^^^
tion they have been discussing in shows covered. Monday Ul) night's whalen
the inner lobby and ac^ liam ArchlbaidiscJ ising- the. ada^
a. casual manner,
Sherwood is ex- "Where's Charley?" review, how- ceptmg Congrats on the improved tion. Cowies was to .do the play until hi^.^ season.
cited about doing a book musical ever, had no footnote^by Winchell, theatre,
|,originally in conjunction with Herand has a specific libretto idea for some reason.
jMax Dreyfus a n d
Laurence man Lexrin, but the Noyes' have
which he has discussed with the
-rrrSdiwab. at the opening, recalled bought out Levin's interest.
•
ongsmitfa. Latter is now in Hollylli.Tt when the 46th St. theatre wasj
Gowles, who wa.s an actor in
wood huddling on a possible
the Chanin, the then new produce "Call Me Mister," which Lewi
IN
IN
new Metro fllmusical commitment. AI Lewis-Mamoulian
ing firm of Schwab
Mandel had produced; made his: producer's bow
::
London, Oct! 12.
A SherwoodrBerlln collaboration
Broadway with "The Tele^**^"''0''' with their "Good on
PljIV
•'Lute Song" received li^
i»uu. iiojijjp^,^,,
praise
icaui tn
IW Prnil
would parallel a creative teaming
3j
jj^ygg Yi^jj type phone ' and . "The Medium," which
from most of London cri.\. in its
such as when Maxwell Anderson
Al Lewis, last represented on musical was then as much a de- he presented
with: Ef rem Zimbalist.
"
Monday (11) night at the
and Kurt Weill contrived "Knick- Broadway with ' Eddie'
Eddie Cantor's parture'
parture in contemporaneous Wsimust- Jr. "'He'll
with "Small Won- Ij?.^.
He'll star
stay witTi""'s^^
erbocker Hohday," which was "Banjo Eyes." has formed partner- coniedv production as the 46th St."s der." "Innocents" calls for a ca§t ^^"^^'^ Ixarden. Play was praised
more of a play with music. Walter ship with Roubcn Mamouhan to new decor is today.
of six. A direct<^ is being sought,
*>'*''
eye, but ' other reviewers found
Huston starred
it some years
produce a play, "Three Wishes,"
inddentallv, the Sunday '10) with plans to sUge the work this play disappointing
for the nio.st
(based on an unpublished novel. by Times, in a "profile" bv Maurice fall,
j
O'Neal.
Charles
Also forming a new production *'„, ,
Lotito,
kuLouis
A.
Zolotow
on
<;„„»" «-h.Vh
« n.;r 11 « nr.
Tr II J
Author is working on the dram- dosed him for his progressive ideas combine this fall are Roger Stearns w^iih^-^ °ori,.r.pd «n Rr«.wt
Molly' Tour Mulled;
a'^^ation and expects to be finished ;„ legu theatre operation
and Joseph Moon, who plan to two
seasons ae^ h-i? Alh?'rt
CprtriiflA
in
BOW;i.y Dec. l.V if ready on time,
a
ne^^^^^^
'fhe Draper facelift on the 46th present
Gertrude Berg and Jules Leven' producers will go riKht into pro- St. includes a glass doorcd lobby, fSaiah. by Erik Martin and Charles S.urv«raTloclrprodlce^^^
^^^g
^^^^^
^^p^^^.
"f^^
thai have been discus-sing po.ssi- duction. Otherwise itAMlIgoovcr
Golby.
rgrTv-Tn^scarferpamtTob.'riS'
"
ing.. and
will visit Parii w ith
.
bility of sending Mrs, Berg's"Me to, next season. Lewis is now with .
,.-.handelipr.
etc.
The
theatre
is
.,-;*
-,v
js
foot chandelier;
an eye tiivfardis; a Fi'enCh :prc*du«:and Molly" on tour this season 20tlv-Fox as a producer. He w^s
23 years old.
- tion of '-Lute'" before retuinirig to^
'tiark Ml
nf iTivuii.
MiWtn' Miillpd
iTiuiicu.
under Leventhal's banner. Comedy, N.Y. last week, following the death
:-':-,
,.::
----tj,e;U;-..s::0ct'21.'.::'v:'.-..
with Mrs. Berg and Philip Loeb of his mother, but has returned to
Yul Brynnerj who played the
For tibiidon
Tele
as the stars, played the Belasco, the Coast
Chi stagehands Get
"Dark of the Moon," drama with "la'c lead on Broadway, and Dolly
N. Y.v last. season. During the sumMartin role and played it on the
/l/i** Wairp TnrreasC\niiisic which was staged on Broadmer it had successful engagements
America, have the l(f;ids
in 194.5, is being mulled for road
rZin Atlantic City; Brighton Beach,
IJ.._
Oct.
Chicago,
Pemberton Recuping
j^^^^,
Shubert office is also here. Nimura, who did the choieogBrooklyn, and the Bronx, N. Y.,
Chicago legit stagehands (I. \TSE)
ra Phy for tjie
Y; pi-oduclioii.
'. returning
to the latter two spots
A; heart condition aggravated by won a 71-20 raise last week with consWri ng a London prbducUon couldn't get away
and seril bis
Richardson-William
for: return engagements, for six high blood pressure has nece.s.si-, the pactmg of a new aRreement.. of theTUpward
with report that a partner, Lisan Kay, to sta gift the
weeks' .playlqg time in all.
tated Brock Pemberton- taking a, Contract, retroactive to last Aug, Berncy fjtatasy,
dances mstead. Scenery and eosMrs. Berg is to make her tele complete: rest the next five rweeks. 21. ha.s: other benefits chiefly in British fiirfkwanls to do it in col- tumes for
the London prodUption'
laboration; Stiecial score by Walter
debut next Monday (18) on NBC, Producer is at his Westport.: Conn., vacation
for one
clauses, which call .._
^.„„_
_
are those used .On Broadway, and
appearing with Minerva Pious in home, but \\iU be moved to his v-gck "for those employed one to Hentil. whichV accompanied the on, tour.
''
yuv.
;:.,
Broadway prodBftion, would be
"Whistle, Daughter, Whistle," by N. Y. apartment this weekend or
years, and two weeks with
:',y''
used- in:-either teJe.oc LondoU' ca.se.
.^.i-'-v,;',
Ernest Kinoy. This will be a one- ne-xt. He's able to get up for an (hose having more seniority
Meantime, Hcnrt!, who is a,ssoSifirnS Tfaubel
hot. If: "Me and Molly" IS set lo go hour a day.
About 300 members will receive Ciale conductor of the ,N.\ Philj^rne-^ ^ Davidson Conceit Mpt.
'Medicos believe: Peniberton will the hike. Previous base wa.s $1 7.'
on-tour, Loeb is undecided whether
he'd go along, as: he has several be well enough to go to London for general stagehands and .$1.90 harmonic, still has a musical play ,,33 ju.t signed Helen Tiaubel, soother Broadway, bids in the dis* about Dec: 1, for rehearsals, of per hour for departmental heads. of his own, completed a year ago, p^ano, and Leonard Wancn. ba.i"Harvey" there. Cbinedy is to be Film houses were inked to new
tone, to an exclusive management
cussion stage. •a^^T.M*'",?'':.
^f*"?^
longhair side,
hell conduct
six contract, beginning with
(lone around the fir.st of the year contiatt this summer.
the 1949regular
with an all-British cast. With Sid
50 .seisbn. Two Stat! singers at*
.1,
Dh iif"''*"'''"?."
the Philharmonic
this sea.son, (wo
Field as Elwood p. Dowd.
36iG, Texas
^ow Aariaged hi? Ctebia ArtLv^
kidi concerts, and emcees a radio
j|g|
National
company of "Oklaprogram over WMCA, N.Y titled
in Rehearsal
Davidson stable already includes
homa!" grossed $36,500 in two
J-et s lalk Mu.sic,
every Sunday. Lauritz Melchlor. Jeanette .Mac"Anne of the Thousand Days •—
Texas stops: last week, gettmg $12,- j. Plaj'ers; From Abrciacl will pre•Donald and Eleanor Steber, as well
BOO in San Antonio '4-6) and $24,- sent Goethe's ''Faust, in Gei-mah Plavw rights Co.
»*
f
,
, ..^
Sum- as Morton Gould, «obcrt ,Shaw
'"!?'*'. P'',?*'"'^^^ of
.000 in Hduston (7-i)).
For Heaven's Sake, Mother;"— mer
, .,
at the Barbizon theatre. N. Y.,
.^i^*"!*^**,
and Smoke," and .Manning: and oth^irV
Broadway company on tour hit starting Fridav (15* for 10 perform David Kaye.
""cib.
Gurian, general manager, leave,
BalUmore for a neat $32,000 take. ^^^^^ Reinhbld Schuenzel, Crete
"Bravo!"—-Max Gordon.
•N.Y. for Dallas Friday il,5), to help
Skin' for Dallas
"But Not Goodbye^' troad)
Mosheim, Hans Jaray and Leoget Miss .Tones' Theatre '48 started.
Melchior Set for Dallas
Dallas, Oct.
will play the Stanley Woolf,
Constantine
poldine
Morry
Epliron
has
been
appointed
i"'^^^-'',',
.
„,
Dallas. Oct. 12
Skm
of Our Teeth. by Thoin"Goodby*, My Fancy"—Michael company manager of "Summer," to
Lauritz Melchior will appear leads.
W^ilder, directed by Edyth RtnMyers.
directed, with G, V. Kanin. Aldrich
help
fill the gap. Gurian will comKngel
Walter
with the DaUa.i Symph he
(road)
^ohnMary"
e-n4^i-84
Loves
O
mute
regularly, with Dallas, howr *haw, v,')ll open the 1948-49 season
supexviUug.
Oiitard
p
Nov. 23, in an all-VVagner concert
for the Ai-den Club, Oct. 25-29.
ever, a& his base,
Stanley Woolf.
to be conducted by Antal Dorati. night top is $6,

ftth'Sleet stanW^ were
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CHATTER
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Army

for the Theatre Guild production
of the Jean Pierre Aumont-Phihp
Barry play, "The Emperor of

installations in

Germany

as

Hollywood
well as In France and Belgium.
London
has been
Jftck Jacklln, who
Jack Carson laid up with flu,
Starlight Roof celebrating Its
technical adviser on entertainment
Bev Barnett hospitalized for knee
which Aumont costars.; first annl, Oct. 23,
Is
now
Services,
Special
for Allied
operation.
T,p.) back from White
Matheson Lang left $164,000;
Pegeen and Ed Fitzgerald now
Ralph Wilk rec<iyering from maEagle Lion's Hallowe'en party- do their sleeping in a midtown Edna May left estate in Great associated with C. Ebner Agency
of Frankfurt-on-Maln «nd repre- jor surgery.
dance at the Hotel Diplomat Oct. hotel, having turned their East Britain valued at $104,000.
senting A. Licart International of
Linda Darnell east on a tour of
29,
Revival of "Beggar's Opera,"
36th street house completely Into
an
Jacklln,
formerly
Brussels.
hospitals.
vets
Jack Goldstein in special pic- an office and storeroom. Got so conducted by Benjamin Britten, re- agent for small acts, in Chicago,
Leroy Prlnz hospitalized with
ture promotion business for him- that the phones in their buslness- opens People's Palace Oct. 11.
previously h^indled USO bookings kidney trouble.
Playhouse claims to have broken
self.
manse permitted no
&-office
in Europe.
Cliff Lewis back on the job after
Sonnie
with
the
new
10-year record
Hazel Brooks, David O. Selznick
a week out with flu.
pactee, in N. Y. for a two-week va- ^^*The isle of Capri off Italy is Hale farce, "The Perfect Woman."
Herman Schlom back at his RKO
Aldous Huxley back in town
turning into an Anglo-U. S. Hollycation.
desk after week's illness.
Chicago
Gregory Ratoffi after II years and taking a look at
Metro assistant sales manager wood suburb with
Sol Siegel leaving in three
Calvert, his play, "The Giaconda Smile" at
Phyllis
Loy,
Myrna
at
John
Balaban
liedded
Mrs.
Eddie Aaron back at his desk after
weeks for Paris and Rome,
Cummins, Wyndham's.
Peggy
Rennie,
Michael
operaafter
a
minor
Meyer
House
Betty Hutton in town after three
a vacation on the Coast.
Rupert D'Oyly Carte, manager tion.
Gabriel Pascal, Mischa Spoliansky
weeks at the London Palladium.
Metro advertising manager Si and Margaret Tracy now engaged of D'Oyly Carte Opera Co. and
Players, largest profesUptown
Jimmy Durante and Harry James
Seadler's son underwent an ap- in film work there.
Savoy hotel group, left around $1,- sional group in Chi, open .their
to Dallas for the Texas State Fair.
pendectomy in Washington over
Lou Irwin, who managed Grace 000,000; Eric Woilhelm, $700.
26th season with "I Remember
James Craig east on a tour of
the weekend.
Bud Flanagan recuperating from
Hayes until her retirement, says
The Leopold Friedmans (Loew's China,"
Springs, Va.

In

'

'

Mama"

Oct. 13.

entertainment in

Vtftterans'

:

hospi-

Abe Lastfogel plans to return in he's not relinquishing the contracts operation in London Clinic, his
Chicago Symphony season open- tals.
December. Will do more coast-to- of her son Peter Llnd Hayes and place in "Together Again" at the ed Oct. 5, with Pierre Monteux,
Bill Pine and Bill Thomas celecoast commuting, especially with Mary Healy (Mrs. Hayes) to Music Victoria Palace being taken by conductor of San Francisco Symbrating their eighth anni as film
Corp. of America. Irwin last week Billy Caryll.
television's upsurge.
phony, as guest conductor.
.
producers,
with
provincial
prodeal
Littler's
term
Emlle
new
long
Ellen Dunlop and Mary Gardner
Philip N. Krasne in from the signed a
Russell Trust resigned after 18
Gun,"
"Annie
Get
Your
Healy.
duction
of
Miss
and
Hayes
stepped Into roles In "High Button
Coast for huddles with U. A. prez
with Shoes" when understudies were years as assistant casting director
Grad Sears on his new group of' John Haskell and DoMthyM^^^ opened big in Manchester;
at Warners,
girl from called
Barbara
Shotter,
rep
honeymoon
belated
taking
a
ners
to replace Ellen Hanley and
"Cisco Kid," westerns,
Joan Evans bruised in fall from
via TWA. They've been married a Windsor, as star.
Audrey Meadows last week.
Joseph Calleia, after playing the
horse during riding lessons' for'
The censor refused to sanction
year.
L. B. Mayer gave them a
Herald American Benefit Fund
lead In the London production of
farewell lunch at 21 on Friday. a' public performance of "Oscar will get proceeds of preem of "Roseanna McCoy."
"All My Sons," returns to the U. S.
Steve Gibson and his Red Caps
by Leslie and Sewell RKO's "Stations West" at Palace
She's Louella Parsons' No. 1 aide; Wilde"
at the end of the month.
Haskell does special promotion for Stokes, which was recently staged theatre Oct. 19. Jane Greer, Ellen started a six-week stand at Larry
Potter's Supper Club.
Herman M, Levy, Theatre Own Howard Hughes' TWA
at a private club theatre.
Drew and Agnes Moorehead are
Joe Frisco, Marcus Goodrich and
ers of America's general counsel,
Alec Rae and E. P. Clift leasing scheduled to appear at opening.
"Glen" Allvlne, former publicity
other
guests quenched a $900 fire
reelected secretary of the New chief for the Motion Picture Assn Westminster theatre to star Alain Dave Chasen's eatery,
Haven County Bar Assn.
of America, now handling newsreel stair Sim or in plays produced by
Tay Gamett in from his Paso
Solly Violinsky planning a hos- and television angles of Governor him. First presentation will be reAustralia
Robles
hideout with a completed
gruesome,
Bridie's
vival
James
of
pital checkup; hasn't been feeling Thomas E. Dewey's presidential
script for "Torch in Wind."
By Eric Gorrick
well. "Or maybe they wanna cut campaign, in N. Y. making distri- "The Anatomist" which opens early
Eugene B. Rodney, recovering
bution tieups for "The Dewey November.
Ben Blue a holdover in Sydney
out my agent," he observes.
from a spinal- injur}', resumed his
biog
of
nine-minute
flicker
Story,"
at
the
Tlvoli
for
Dave
Martin.
Mort Blumenstock, Warner Bros,
"White Horse Inn" doing okay producer chores at Eagle Lion,
pub-ad chief, back at the home- the candidate.
Charles Kemper announced testiUS
on revival in Adelaide for J. C.
office after confabs with studio
monial dinner to be tossed by the
Williamson;
execs on forthcoming releases.
By Les Rees
Dublin
Ballet Rambert doing two weeks' Masquers for Pat O'Brien Oct. 27,
Impromptu backstage party Sat"Show Boat" pencilled into Ly- repeat
Denny Gray drew a four-month
run in Sydney prior to refirst
By
Maxwell
Sweeney
the
23.
ceum for week of Oct
vurday; night to celebrate
leave of absence as head of metro's
turning to London. ;of
"High Button
anniversary
Harry Bailey inked for Tom ArStan Kenton playing one-night
"Sitting Pretty" (20th) holding film editing department because
Shoes" was hosted by Joseph Kip- nold pantomime in Liverpool.
concert engagement at Auditorium. up in its run at Mayfair, Sydney, of illness,
ness.
Abbey Films, new renting outfit
Radisson
.
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Burl Ives Into Hotel
Hildegarde moves to -the Mark
for Hoyts.
start"Present Laughter" is doing fine Hopkins In Frisco for four weeks
ing Oct. 15.
in Melbourne at Princess for Car- on completion of her current stand
Club Carnival has Miguelito roll-Fullers. Peter
at Cocoanut Grove.
Gray in lead.
Valdes band. Rosette Shaw & Linda
"Duel In the Sun" doing sock
Lopez and Tato & Julia.
biz; in New Zealand as in Aussie;
St. Pau^ Blackstone club, comParis
"Miracle of Bells" a flop in Sydney.
prising many prominent citizens,
Joey Porter, BritisTi comic, is
Grand Guignol propping a new
feted the magician; at a luncheon
returning for. a season under: the thriller and comedy show.
Eva
was here.
'

Marcel Lamaze, maitred' of (the in Dublin, will handle reissues.
Richard Dimbleby planed In to
Earl Carroll's theatre-restaurant, east to visit family, re- do on-the-spot feature for BBC.
Hari^ Collins scanning iuve talT
turned yesterday (Tues.) to the
ent for new "Kinds in Clover"
Coast.
PrisclUa Morley, magazine cover revue tour In Britain.
Par's "So Evil My Love" proved
model and wife of Henry (Hank)
Linet, Universal's eastern ad chief; too evil for Eire censor; gave jt
*I
hospitalized at Brooklyn Thoracic thums-down treatment.;
Belfast'c famous Bellevue Amusehospital.
ment: Park being demolished to
Adah Lewis staging a $20-per- make space- for zoo extension.
plate dinner-dance Oct, 31 at the
Robert Sutton Dawes, former
Latin Quarter for benefit of the sales chief of 20th-Fox in London,
Ted Lewis Recreation Hall, Long who died early this yearv left $379,Branch, N. J.
340, according to will just probated.
Maria Britnevt, British legit acEire Censorship of Publications
tress who clicked in John Gielgud's board withdrew its ban on; Graham
London production of "The Im- Greene's novel, "Heart of the Matportance of Being Earnest," making ter." Book .was banned three
her first N. Y. visit.
months ago.
Walter Pidgeon left over the
late)

.

...

-

'

:

:

.

weekend for the

Coast, with a stopKansas Gity planned for tlie
testimonial dinner to Radio City
director Gus Eyssell.

.

Miami Beach

oif at

when he

Northwest. Variety club sponsoring Horace Heidt show and broadcast at Auditorium Oct 31 ^ for
charity fund benefit.
Neither Radio City nor RKOOrpheum, which play occasional
stage shows with their pictures, has
any booking, comparative flop of
former's last two stageshows causing extreme caution.
University of Minnesota theatre
season to comprise '-Of Thee I
Sing," "Good Woman of Setzuan,"
"Dream Play," "Merry Wives of

:.

Rolls,

"Caddie

Windsor,"

ByLarryiSoUoway
-

-

WQAM

vation.

Gene Krupa hand
torium date

band

Hughes-RKO

Adolph Z u k o r, Paramount's
board chairman, pushing the sub-

week

:

'

.

.Motion Picture: Assn, of America
officials at the org's N. Y. offices,
When copyright attorney Julian
T, Abeles staged a reunion of his

law classmates, at

his

Greenwich

Botein
estate.
Justice Bernard
pulled a switch by making it also
a coincidental birthday surprise
party for his (Botein's) wife.
Actress LUll Palmer flew back to
Hollywood Sunday (19) but returns
to N, Y. soon to start rehearsals

S.

Lowe

.

-

or

.

on
By Florence

-

mains unnicked.
Margaret Ettinger, Coast pubstaying east another

1

-

division of his New City, N. Y,,
estate and building private homes.
The private golf course still re-

so.
She came east with Lorena
(J.
Walter Thompson),
who;:has since: returned to the
Coast over the weekend.
Eddie
(ex - taxidriver
turned
radio gagwriter) Davis plans doing
his' new book; musical, "Master of
Ceremonies," with Jackie Gleason,
Davis in from Tucson, where he
domiciles, because of his asthma.
Loy Henderson, U. S. Ambassador-Designate to India, talked over
Yank film problems in the Asiatic
Bub-continent in a meeting with

J. Arthur Rank's "Hamlet" getregal patronage for preem
here Oct. 25 in Odeon's Globe at
$1.50 top. Local date sponsored by

ting
I

Burl Ives inked for a concert at
Ottawa committee of the Canadian Constitution Hall.
Jane Wyman in for a day on that
a peaceful windup to: the suit he- Save the Children Fund.;
"Johnny Belinda" puff tour.
cause Hughes wants to presei"ve
The three Barton Bros, current
the circuit for sale purposes withly headlining Club Cairo show.
out having it first picked apart by
Germany
Marcus Heiman, United Booking
partial divorcement ordered
by
Office topper, in to look over the
By
Harvey
D.
Sanderson
the courts. Hence, he is willing to
The Karpis Family booked for job of renovating being done to
sign a. decree, which would provide
his
National Theatre prior to
Cirque
Medrano
In
Paris beginfor
Contlnned from page

Line,

licist,

name

I

the divestiture of the circuit
while giving him time to make the
separation in one giant transaction.

Hughes believes he

can- obtain a

big enough price for the 101-theaIre chain to repay him most, if
not all, of the $8,825,500 which
.out for the stock holding^
of the Atlas Corp. Hence,
has
not been represented in the negotiations of the other four theatreowning companies since they have
no desire to go as far as RKO in
obtaining a settlement.
It was because of the separate
negotiations,
of J spokesman has
told Variety, that an
attorney, was not present last week
when a delegation of legalites

he laid

RKO

ning Feb.

switchover

1.

Roland and Reid,' from America,
booked for a month at Haus dc
Kunz, Munich.
Hal Gould, tenor, to spark
a home talent show opening Oct.
18 at Jubilee Hall, Munich.
Louise Martin, singer at Leon
and Eddie's, N. Y„ recently had
her option picked up after a month
at Les Palmiers, Frankfurt.
Rudy Starita, of Boston, and his
:

band got a full-page pic^
spread in Stars and Stripes

tiire

'

fly

to

films

commencing

Friday.

Cleveland
By Glenn C. Pullen
Ray Anthony, ex-Cleveland maestro, playing his Initial local niteiy
at Tony Granata's itlchmond Club
Oct. 28.

"For Love or Money," with Janet
Blair and Francis Lcderer, reopening Hanna Oct. 18 after two-week

dark lipell.
Nick Stuart's orchestra from
West Coast moved -into Hotel.
Cleveland's Bronze Room in time
"

-

for World Series games.
Jack -Fergus and Benny Kronenberg; wlio cleaned up on Stan Kenton' concert here, backing Ch.irlie
Ventura's band- concert also here.
Nov. 6.
Frederic McConncU's repertory
company starting Play House's
33d season with "Great Campaign"
and "Parlor Story" in twin auditoriums.
Mrs. Gertrude Cohen, whose bus'

>

Three new members for Tent 11,
of Variety Clubs, Jack Groh, operator of Broadway Open Air Tlieatres, of Richmond, Va.; Harry D.
Stearn, of Darnell Theatres, Cutnberland, Md.; and Ervin Ornstein,
purchasing agerit for ?:-B chain,
Washington.

band heads

local juke-box associahaving her new song tagged
"Don't Tell My Heart" published
by Feist Co.
tion,

Pittsburgh
By Hal Cohen
Toomey flew in from

all^giri

as the;first name entertainment to
the air lift into Berlin since the
blockade ))cgan.
The Appletons, Apache dancers,
HKO
booked solidly through March in
Holland, Belgium and France. At
moment Marly of Casablanca, is
from Paramount, Metro, 20th-Fox the
reported negotiating to get them
and Warner Bros, called on the for Ills own club in Casablanca.
Justice Dept. So far as these comSlim Briggs, formerly of Bob
panies are concerned, no satisfac- Wills' Texas Band, is forming his
tory offer has yet been received, own "strictly from corn" organiGovernment said.
zation for a tliree-anonth tour of

D

-

:

season.

of those good old-fashioned
prewar cocktaileries was staged

Danker

in: for; -Audi"!

Oct.: 13, is first

of season.:

dark

Qne

-

By Den Berry
after a brief visit here, and prepRuth Draper at Stadsschouwburg ping a U. S. trip.
here for one date.
United Nations not very specLegit actor Albert Bassermann tacular, but sessioii is causing a
touring with company;
jam in hotel accommodations, as
Country's hit song is "There's a well as in Paris traffic, due to cars
Bridle Hanging on the Wall."
detoured plenty by the gendarmes;
British composer Benjamin Britr
Sacha Guitry to open soon at tli«
ten
reported
writing
a
work Varieties with his new play, "Tho
specially ior Concertgebouw Or- Two Turtles." Supporting cast Inchestra.
cludes Lana Marconi, Pauline CarHungarian-born filmster Martha ton, Suzanne Dantes and MarEggerlh played the Concertgebouw guerite Pierry.
here after an absence of sixteen
Connie Chapman (Connie's Ltd.,
years. Crix didn't like her.
London ); wife of actor Eddie Chapman, spending a week in Monte
Carlo.
She found it hard to get
accommodations in Paris because
Portland, Ore.
motor show crowd.
Jimmie Grier orch: inked for of Palais
d'Orsay claims! that their
Jantzen Beach Ballroom.
best client in a: long- while was
Fashionable Rose Bowl in Multthe One World Committee, headed
nomah hotel open for fall season.
Jacques A. Ferrandi with Freda
Leon Warrick, Clem Faust and by
Kirchway, editor of The Nation;
The Paysees currently at Amato's Morris S. Novyk, of WNYC; Saul
Supper Club.
Carson, of New Republic, and Ar-Cooper Sisters to headline show nold
Hartley, of WOV.
at Cal-Ore club on California

Ontario filmers and leglters with
fronts because of power- Oregon border.
shortage dlmout orders.
Bert Lahr and Rochelle Hudson
Ottawa Press Club readying an- in "Burlesque" at Mayfair. "Desert
nual dinner dance at Chateau Song" is following.
Laurler to preem Capital's social

The Charles Polettis In Geneva Copa City is ready. ::
Jackie Miles in town for a few
where he will practice international
law for a period of three years. days to lease house for family. He
Former Lt. Governor of N. Y. State will work the Beachcomber for six
was Milton Diamond's law partner. weeks with options this season.
aboard the
DeGrasse Monday
night (11) in honor of Col. Eddie
Knight's return to the French

Trocadero section, getting tiio
showbiz patronage.
Bill (Albany Club, London) and
Barbara Little back to London

j:itzlest

Amsterdam

:

Lauritz Melchior on Canadian
tour plays Auditorium here Nov. 5.
Hazel Scott booked for concert;
Oct. £2 in Technical high school
aud,
20th Century Theatres suburban
nabe, Victoria, shuttered for reno-

;

-

;

'

Harry Wren banner. Played here Berkson is producing.
before for Dave Martin.
Chez Anna, new bistro in the

v

Ottawa

.

"

'

Woodlawn,"

"Professor's Circus" and "Huckleberry Finn."

'

Town fliling up with Legionhumorist - pianist aires for the vets annual convenopening Friday at The Roxy, signed tion.
for France's "Revue de Paris"
Joe E. Ross, Louise' Martell and
opening In May at the ABC The-; the Darringtons In' new .Five
atre there, by Mitty Goldin.
O'clock Club show.
Danny Thomas to Las Vegas and
Mother Kelly's preemed last
then a possible picture deal which Thursday with all-glrl show, gaugmakes his Clover Club* Miami, ed for Legion convensh biz.
dating this winter problematic.
Hal Murray, one of local disk
Thomas is currently at the Boxy. jocks, switched his platter-chatter
Jessica Dragohette, in a N. Y. show from WKAT (MBS) to
Times personal column was ap- (ABC).
Barry Gray back In town and
pealed to, "Your brother, Nick,
Very ill. Important you write him. resuming his midnight alrers Oct.
6209 Baltimore Ave., Philadelphia." 16 from Martinique hotel until
:Rolly

:

Flame Room for two weeks,

Twenty Kiwanls Clubs spon-sorRegis
Hol- Ing Horace Heidt's show and NBC
lywood for funeral of his uncle, broadcast at Al Sutphin's Arena
C. Weir.
Nov. 28 as benefit for local BoysKirk
Lisa
expected home for towns' -underprivileged youngsters.

James

short visit before she starts rehearsals in "Kiss Me, Kate."
Sam Fineberg, chief barker of
Variety Club, home after month's
visit with his family in Phoenix.

and niteries nearly
seams when an estimated

Toyvn's hotels

popped

at

73,000 visitors checked In for World
Series games. Spearheading theatrical

parade were Tony Martin

Jack Tigh in from Los Angeles and wife, Cyd Charisse; Ole Olsen,
to manage Nite Court of E'un While Bob Hope, Mary Martin and -Peter
Jules Swartz Is spending winter on Lawford. Jack Benny had to cancel:
Coast.
trip here at last minute.

—

:

1

,

.

;

ss
film accepted tht formula of playing both pix in newsreel Issues,
Pauline' Nunnally to James G.
whilt opponents waived their obChatmas, Hearne, Tex., Oct. 3. He's
jections to political pix.,
Continued from pae* 1
partnered with his father in the
Different Datlnga/
operation
of the Queen and ChatOther
problems
and possible fuury Dept. okayed Gen, Eisenhow-,
mas theatres in that city.
•r's deal whereby he can keep 75% ture repercussions ttre seen in the
Margaret Moore to| William
of the book Income (reported at method of handling the two films.
Horsley,
Hollywood,
Oct. 1, He's
For
one
thing,
Dewey pic goes out
$600,000), after six months as
in the Oct. 14, or odd issue, of the a pioneer film producer;
"capital gain,".
Jimml
Garland
to
Johnny
Sale for television is considered reels, while Truman film follows~in
Thompson,
the
Oct.
Hollywood,
Sept. 15.
18, or even issue.
Most
•specially significant in that the
book, penned personally by Gen, exhibs, it's noted, book either one She's a nltery singer; he's a music
Eisenhower ai a record of his ex- or the other issue weekly, tiSt both. arranger.
Katherine
Zelinsky
Joe
to
Westperiences In leading the Allied This means, of course, that many
armies to victory In Europe, was theatres wiU play only one or the heimer, Sah Francisco, Oct. 10.
expected to be a natural for a com-- other candidate's film. This course, He's head of the Eagle lAon. cutting
merciat feature film. Most of the it's thought, is likely to lead to pro- department.
Eta.
Itldn
Dick
Lebanon,
to
Petty,
several
top
from
tests
partisan patrons.
major studios, plus
Pa;i Oct 4;: He's « Staff announcer
Indie producers, In fact, had al'
with station WLBR, Lebanon.
ready begun spirited bidding for
Joan Gordon to John Bauer, Virthe film lights when Gen. Eisenginia City, Nev., Sept. 25.
to
nix
any
filmBride
stepped
in
hower
is former vaude-^^ and burlesque
okayed
sale
of
the
TV
He
-Ization.
BBB Continued from pace 1 jbsb performer.
however, marking the first

MARRIAGES

L

-

EiseHhower

OBITUARIES
BERT GREEN
Bert Green, 63, cartoonist and
humorist, who- was one of the pioneers in making cartoon films, died
at the- Veteran's hospital, N.Y.,
Oct. 5. In addition, to his cartoon
series, which had been syndicated
by the Hearst newspapers over a
period of years, he had also written
many humorous articles. Including
a series, "Letters from an Interior
Decorator," which ran for several
years in Liberty mag.

Green had appeared also in
vaudeville with his animated cartoons and had also written scenarios for several Laurel & Hardy
features in the silent film days as
well as scripting several for Hal
Evelyn Harcleroad to Howard C. Roach productions.
provinces also, do well with U. S.
Survived by wife, son- and a
DufF,
Vegas,
Las
Sept.
25.
She's
toppers.
John Boles has been
sister.
with
Ed
Gardner's
"Duffy's
Tavtouring for more than 20 weeks In
the outlying districts and is ring- ern" air show.
JGEORGE LYDING
ing up record .breaking marks.
George Lyding. 80, former opMartha Baye is another- that has
eretta tenor tind musical director,
brought prosperity to provincial
died in New York, Sept. 29.
He
theatres.
Mr., and Mrs. Rip Murray, son. had retired from show business
The British competition for U. S. New York, recently. Father Is for some time prior to his death.
Lyding in his youth had been
headllners is so keen that Val drummer with Hal Graham's orch.
singer
a
and
had
appeared
with
ParneU, managing director of the
Mr. and Mrs. Sheptird Traube, Mabel Gilman in the operetta,
Moss Empire theatres,' which condaughter, Hollywood, Oct; 6. Father "Dolly Varden" in London and
trols the Palladium, has told variis a film director.
in other British musicals. He subous agents that unless a U. S. per:
Mr.
and Mrs. Mitchell Franklin, sequently went to Australia where
plays
his
house
former
London
son, St. John, N.B., Oct, 1. Father
first, he'll not get dates In the
is veepee of Franklin
Herschom
provinces.
theatre chain in that area.
Australia Is also going after
Mr. and Mrs, George Anderson,
American talent. Chico Mi^rx and
Ben Blue have brought prosperous son, Hollywood, Oct. 7. Father is

European Countries

-

rights,

time that tele has had access to any
story property prior to its sale to

.

films.

Major Prod,

First

for

TV

Series, wliich is to go into work
soon at the Fox Movietone studios,
N. Y„ also represents" the first production by any major film company of films earmarked specific-^
ally for video. Work is to be han-

;

Twentieth Is expected to rely
mainly on newsreel footage to grosses to the various TlvoU cirGil Lamb Is also
depict the battle in Europe, as- out- cuit. houses.
llined in the book.
Any additional booked for that country, and they'll
footage' will be lensed in N. Y. buy more names as long as the acts
are
willing
to
make,
the trip. %
Company Is currently attempting
France would likC: to play more
to clear music rights with the
American Federation of Musicians acts from America, but since singto make possible' backgrounding |rs are a fave in that country, they
the series with a score. It's hoped can book very few because of the
that aU difficultly" are Ironed out language barrier. Cafes, however,
In time for delivery of the first in take up the bulk of U. S. acts and
bands touring that country.
the series by Jan. 1,
There are other territories that
ABC hopes its purchase of the
telefilm series will establish a last- would like to get top performers
ing alliance with 20th-Fox on fu- from America; Until a few years
ture product.
Latter- is report- ago, Brazil was. one of the Imed to have .several other telefilm portant buyers of U. S. acts, but
packages In various stages of prep- ban -on gambling hit the casinos so
aration, but as yet has made no that showmen in that country cancommitments for exclusive sale to not afford to play top names.
The Scandinavian Peninsula also
any network.
Gen. Eisenhower, now president plays American performers and
of Columbia University, dictated bands, but these countries are too
the book personally to a brace of careful with their exchange to be

sound man at Columbia.
:

:

RKO

Moe

Gonlimicd from page 2
of the

off-rexcept

MMPTA^ squawked

that, the

legit

station

—

|

f

WIS

in that city.

.

son, Hollywood, Oct.

.

Decision reached at the company
meetings laid the way open for a

compromise of the MMPTA battle,
booking the Republican

Circuits

Time,"

A. Daly, father of Len Daly,
special advertising and exploitation
rep of United Artists Foreign De-

among

partment, died Oct.

Survived; by

his;

71,

9\

lawyer and cago,

111.,

Oct. 7.

philanthropist, died in Boston, Oct.

Andrew FitjEsimonS, stage doorBesides taking an interest in man of the Lyceum theatre, N.Y.,
welfare projects. Stoneman died following an operation, Oct. fl.
was associated v^ith several real

many

estate and motion picture enterprises; was president of the BretWoods Co. of New Hampshire,
and had hotel holdings elsewhere.

ton

Surviving

Father

in Phila-

Joseph Kline, 51i owner of New
Park theatre, died In North Chi-

DAVID STONEHAM
David Stoneman,

.4;

delphia.

widow.

Are 'bis

Paramouiit Ducks

wife/ Mrs-

iSS Continued

IN LOVING MEIMOilY

OF

DORA SEILER
Oeteber 14,

from' page 1

ss

peev and others. It was believed
that the Guildists intended; to seize
this opportunity to stage their parlor coup.

\W

To block the maneuver, la.stminute word came down from Par
management for the tele camera
to remain focused on a fashion
show being held on the stage and
to
meticulously avoid swinging
;

LEO. SIDNEY. EDDIE

is

ceeding Monroe Goodman^ short
following a long, illness.
Several years ago he had trans- subjects sales exec. Key word
Mr. and Mrs. Eden Ahbez, son,
Hollywood, Oct. 10.- Father is ferred his theatres in Chicora, Pe- "negotiate" Is worn in the form
trolla and Rimersburg;tO his two of buttons by collarlties who, are
"Nature Boy" composer.
sons. Lew and Mark, who have demanding that the companies; ne<
since; operated the houses under gotiate renewal of union contracts
the trademark of Lew-Mark Thea- without preliminary affidavits untrical Enterprises;
Serventl had der the Taft-Hartley act.
Series
been one of the pioneers in the moContinued from pax* 1 'sets
tion picture business in the tri-

leader.

',

.

'

.;

Stratocast
;

st.ate;'area.

•;

nal emitted by the station interfered with the one it was picking
EPSTEIN
up. from the relay plane.
SB Continued .from page 1
That interference factor, inci- > Samuel Epstein, Ml:, Omaha theoperator, head of a real estate company from taxes, will build
(Champs Elyse,e8, Chez Carrere; deritally, was the reason that Du- atre
firm and active in the affairs of the roadsi install water supply
Mont
operations
still
had
manager
Bob
and';
Lido
the
Copacabana)'
Variety Club, was instantly killed electrical
Jamieson,
acting
as
tele
power to encourage new
pool
coropes,
up.
its
the night of Oct. 6 when car he
Despite scary headlines Paris ordinator for the series, nixed the was driving crashed into Missouri industry.
a
use
Hollywoodites
of
of
Stratovision
for
the
first
purveyor
acting
in
an
prime
two
adEurope's
still
Pacific train.
visory capacity are Cy Bartlett,
This games played in Boston. Both
gaiety and "joi de vivre."
S.urvived by wife, a son, two
(Philadelphia) and sisters and five brothers including Charles Brackett, Eddie Cantor,
weeks added season's starters:
Armand
(Richmond)
Deutsch,
Leon
operate
Frorakess,
Nautical
Show.
on
and
Show
Auto
Louis, who was his'partner in busiCurrent hotel reception: Sorry; channel 6, leading Jamieson to be- ness.
The Epsteins operate six Bert Granet, John Huston, Lewis
lieve the plane's signal would in- theatres in Omaha;
Milestone, Edward 6. Robinson,
no vacancies.
Frank Ross, Douglas Sirk,' Sam
The Palladium (London) ex- terfere with those two stations.
Westinghouse has been carrying
Spiegel, Milton Sperling, Charles
pects to crack every attendance
»
MRS. JERRY P. ALLEN
Vidor, Jerry Wald,, Billy Wilder,
record Oct; 4 and 11, with Gracie on daily experimental tests with
Mrs, Jerry Phillips. Allen, 34,
Fields, Ella Fitzgerald and the M, Stratovision, which it hopes even- music arranger, died Oct. 6 in William Wyler, Fred Zinnemann,
tually will prove feasible for the re- Hollywood
Harmonica BascalSiafter a heart attack. She Max Flrestein, Henry Hennigson,
Bill Miller (Riviera); You had laying of both tele and FM. Judg- was the only feminine member of Albert Laskjgr, Julian Lesser, 1. ti.
.the biggest ad in the overseas edi- ing from today's performance, how- the American Society of Arrangers. Prinzmetal, Leon Becker, Floyd
ever the company still hasi a long
Kelly,
William
Gare
tion of N. V. Times la.st Friday.
Mrs. Allen arranged music for Crosby,
The 'Left Bank really jumping way 'to £Q before it can make the many top names, ihcluding Paul Schwartz, George Said, Sidney
system comme]r6ially' practical.
Whiteman, Ifgagy^ .(^ari^ijchael j^d
with all the .students back.

—

offering

"Blossom

'

Tom

Metro contractee, mother is former
Margaret Joyce, Broadway actress. Anne Stoneman^; and two sons, S: onto; the. guests. Balaban, who was *
Sidney and E. Harold Stoneman.
supposed to speak over television
Mr.; and
Mrs. Frank Taylor,
from his table, Instead walked on
daughter, Chicago, Oct. 7. Father
the stage to perform that chore.
is vaude booker; mother is Bonnie
MICHAEL SERVENTI
Baker, .singer.
Club affair feted Inauguration
Mithael Serventl, 56, veteran exMr. and Mrs. Gay Claridge, son, hibitor in Pittsburgh, died at his of George HarVey, Paramount
Chicago, Oct. 5. Father is band- home in Chicora, Pa., on Sept, 17 pressbook editor, as ];)resident suc-

1

;

Fox producer, died in New York,
Husband, two other sons,
5,
Milton and Alex, and a daughter,
also survive her.
Oct.

others.
-

.

I

;

and

mother is fashion editor for Miami
mag, Shore Thing.
price
Mr. and jNIrs. Clinton Sundberg,

I

M

Davis,
Fath-

Mr. and Mrs; Thomas Hayward,
New York, Sept. 26. Father isMetropolitan Opera tenor.
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Solloway,
daughter. Miami Beach, Oct.: 7.
Father is Variety rep there;

I

Conferees drew out of a hat,
with Universal losing, the lottery.
Hence, U's newsreel outfit is currently prepping a nine-minute pic
for President Truman. While
of
T, however, worked for months on
the Dewey biog, a highly polished
pic which uses professional actors
for some scenes, Universal has only
a few days to rush the Truman pie
to. completion.
Consisting entirely
of newsreels clips, it's conceded
that the Truman opus must be inferior technically to the Republican

8.

son,

i

I

IDYTHE

"

(

I

His Wife

son,

,-.

I

;

Lou Hanna,

an announcer at WWSW.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack LaFrande,
son, Chicago, Oct. 8.
Father is
scripter-director of Mutual's "Chicago Theatre of the Air."
Mr. and Mrs. Howie Horwitz,
daughter, Hollywood, Oct. 6. Father
is an aiisistant director at Paramount;
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Libby, son,
Columbia, S;C. .recently. Father is
promotion-publicity manager with

over the com- doubled.
mitment, claiming that rules of the
Operation "Progressive Nibbles;'?
group barred booking of any politiT direct from Idle wild .Airport and
cal'pix,
At a llot exhib session, even before calling our agent we
they threatened to walk out of the embark on the following nibble
organization if the playdates went tour: Pat's Clam House (steamedthrough.
Those booking the Re- clams); Davy Jones (Manhattan
publican film countered with the chowder); Llndy
marinated herargument that the Democrats had ring--.half order
Shor
Toots
failed to come forward with an (marinated herring
half order);
equivalent pic, despite the fact that El.Boracclo Cpate. de foie: gras);
they had been invited to do so.
Barney Greengrass (sturgeon); Ell
Meanwhll^; company prexies met jRancho (chile); Hick's (toasted]
on the touchy, question. Consensus English muffin): any 6th Ave.
of their meeting was that the in- joint (hot dog); Gaiety's (hot pasdustry would lay Itself open to jtrami); Dinty Moore's (apple pie);
charges of bias If the Dewey pic Ken hater's (Caesar salad), and
alone was played. At that meeting "21" (J & B Scotch and sodas).and another staged by. distribution
You can hit or run down man,
heads and. attended, by newsreel woman, cow, duck or goat and it's
repsi it was decided to even- up "c'est la vie." But if you hit a dog
matters by making a film for the
you're a beast!
Democrats to match the Republican
With three openings Friday
)

Loving

man-

er's

Paris Runaround

and Skouras chains.
Political Angles

.

Mother of Albert Lewis, 20th-

Du(i.el son

district'

Mrs.
Mr. and
John
daughter, Pittsburgh, Oct.

;

opus.

Al' Seligman, veteran industry
figure; and a former member; of
Columbia's short subjects depart*
ment, died in New York, Oct. 7.
Survived by wife and son.

Father has lie was featured with the William-,
Pittsburgh, Sept. 16.
a booking outfit on Film Row and son Opera Co.
In later years he returned to the
PicU. S. and gave up singing to betures.
musical director -for produc-:
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Delist, come
tions, including "Babes in Toyson, Pittsburgh, Septi' 16; :Father's
land,"
"Irene," "Up She Goes"
a theatre owner.

Newsreels Solve

.

WKJG,

AL SELIGMAN

was formerly with Repulic.

^

^

UA

Dudelson,

ager in Detroit.
Mr, and Mrs.

stenographers for a period of six able to"; splurge.
South Africa is the latest counweeks. Prentice-Hall, incidentally,
now has in publication "Eisen- try to- bid for American attractions.
hower Was My Boss," penned by The Consolidated chain offers a
his, ex-secretary, Kay Summersby. String of dates which have already
There is no connection between been played by Donald O'Connor,
the two books.
Chico Marx Is currentfilmster.
ly slated to repeat on that route.
Other countries would like to
perk up trade with American acts,
but unfortunately, dollar exchange
laws make it- impossible for showflontinued' from page % gsa
men there to sh ell out the top coin
nine-minute campaign pic made by to American talent.
March of Time extolling the N. Y.
governor.
Reportedly, these circuits included Loew's, RKO, Brandt

.•

.

casting Co., which operates
since its founding.

son, Pittsburgh; Sept. 19. Father's
salesman and the son of
an

-

members

A. KVNKEL, JR.
William A. Kunkel, Jr., 53, publisher of Fort Wayne, Ind.i JournalGazette and owner of radio station WKJG, died in his office in
Fort Wayne, Oct. 7.
He had been president of the
Journal-Gazette since 1934 and
head of the Northea^ern Broad-

Memory of My Husband and Pal
He Who Left So Suddenly but Ever Will Be in My Heart
In

.

cameraman.
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley

,

Indie operators,

.

WILLIAM

BOB WILLIS

.

Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Johnston,
daughter, Hollywood^ Oct; 7. Mother is Kathryn Grayson, film actress;
father is a singer.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Ziegleri son,
Hollywood, Oct; 4, -Father is a

.

:

:.

William P. Bernfield, 51, representative of Quigley Publications
on- Los Angeles' film row, died Oct.
5 in San Bernardino, Cal., following a heart attack.
Formerly a theatre manager in
New York, Bernfield served as a
field exploiter for -Paramount in
Kansas City, moving to Hollywood
in 1940.

&

.

areas.

.

husband,

WILLIAM BERNFIELD

BIRTHS

dled by 20th-Fox Television Film
Productions, Inc., which recently
Was organized for that purpose.
B6ad was paved for this move by
tiie success of the Fox tele newsreeli -now being aired five times
weekly over at least one tele station In most of the major market

-

.

,

Frank Loesser:
Her
Edwin Allen, survives.

H'wood Grou|f

SAMUEL

;

^

,

;

WFIL-TV

]

1

WTVR

I

I

-

I

j

,

i

!

I

j

I

I

I

I

'Varltly'

TED ISWIS (4)

Jon land

AcK, Aag.

Off«r!ii<|

N*w

29, 1919)

12 Mtn.: Two
Palae*
hit ioatri hav* bttR lieldiiHI farrii la cabarali far tama
"araaawUh Vllla«a Palllas." Uwlt, at a Ian (tapla deat
• htadllalag faalura aaaiiat min. Lawl* It iaimllabia
ianlil ha laavai aothlng ta ba dailrad. Lawli «i an anrac

Tad Uwii and

Mma, alia

a»

la

tha

dliappeiat aad ai

la ilylai at

will maat with a* Miaally fovarabia aplalan aa»w>i»» *»* avarywiiara.
Opaalng wlHi "Uu Jaaa." tpaimadlaalty dallvarad aa Mi tlarlaal. and
fo«r-piaca (plana, tllda trambai^a, tamat and dramtl fan band back
•( him. ha dailgnottd tha eernarirt and trambonlit at and man far tha p«rpata af ancarktng twa ar thraa «agi. Oaa had baaa barlad abaat tha data
•f tha lokattar'i birth. Tha rait dafy aritUlim. Tha band li In ahaekarad
elawniih dratt, with Lawli ipartlag a ^laiiy alpaca drati lutt, In whiah ha
•hakat and ihlvara cad ihlmnlat. ||tr«iiea« abaat, MKaphanai, hakai and |anM.
Hli."Smilai" aambar fa tha aceafflpanlaiaat if tha caniatitt wha «an maka
Ml imtramant laagh. haa<haw and imlla, warkt ap tha mwm, "Tall Ma."

Haa

Hw

fha tara

It

"thara" an any

AML,

riaia.

Currently at

LOU WALtERS'

QUARm

LATIN

NEW YORK

^^^^

'\

i^a^^^^rJ^
"GEBALDINE DuBOIS,

beautiful

Ted Lewis singing and dancing

fix-

ture, again shines."

Daily Mirror

"THREE REED SISTERS

are tune-

ful."

Daily Mirror

WHITE

"PAUL

AND

ELROY

PEASE, Lewis' sepian proteges, with
lilm for years, have graduated into
marvelous entertainers on their
.tops

on »h«

own."

»«»

Daily Mirror

Ted Lewis Show Trouiscribed

CHARTOC-COLMAN
PRODUCTIONS
360 No. Michigan Ave.
Chicago,

Exclusively Featured

on

COLUMBIA A^D DECCA
RECORDS

BOOKED BY
745

New

Fifth

York

III.

Personal Representative:

ADAH

LEWIS

Pictures—Recordings

M.C.A.

Avenue
City,

N. Y.

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

New

York

Beverly Hills

-
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MUSIC
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BIZ

25 C£1NTS

TO SPORTS

~
British 'Boycott' on Ben Hecht Pix

Fmal Consolidation of Peifonner

Umons

Go Pronto

All Set to

Setup for the merger Qf thef
various actor unions In' the ea$t
has been largely worked out anpl
Opera's 2 Negro Stars
the final. consolidation may be'^'a
For probably the first time in the
piatter of only a few weeks. The
proposed setup must first be ac- history of opera in New York, two
Negroes
will .sing the: leads in
cepted by the councils and boards
with an otherwise cast
of the various unions and then be grand opera
approved by the memberships. The Of whites. Duo are Camilla Williams
and
Lawrence Winters, aporganizations immediately Involved
pearing
Aida
and AmneriS' reas
in the unification' are Actors Equity
spectively in the N. Y. City Opera
Assn., Chorus Equity, American
production of "Aida" at City
Federatiofi of- Radio Artists and Co.'s

American Guild of Musical

Center Oct. 28.
Winters appeared in

Artists.

The new setup will involve a
single'organization, with one membership card, an overall governing
body to -determine matters of
policy and subordinate councils to
deal with matters In the various

singing their
first time.

.'/Aida'' roles,

for the

There wiH.be a common

crafts.

-

featured

Both he and Miss Williams will be

treasury, a, single office and a
Jt^nt executive-employee staff, with
an unpaid president and a paid
executive-secretary.
All present
employees are to be retained. Title
of the new organization hasn't been
determined, but it will include the
word "Equity."

At

•

a.

role in the Broadway musical,
"Call Me Mister," two years ago.

Burt Lancaster's

FPT

PROn
COHEN

By JOE

Television now looms: as the
catalyst that may weld showbusiness and.sports into one huge field.
The goal of staging huge sports
and theatrical events exclusively
for' video audiences in the home is
one step nearer: .realization with
windup of negotiations by CBS, Music Corp. of America and publicist
Dave Charnay to buy in on the
Tournament of Champions, « fight
promotion outfit that staged the
recent Zale-Cerdan bout.
The combine bought up a major
share of the outfit from George
Kletz, a plastics manufacturer who
currently controls TC.
Purchase
price of the. CBS-MCA-Charnay
:

the bill and providing a: profit.
However, the gigantic ;coin is figr
come from.theatre circuits
Pal ured to.
(Continued on page 55)

He Doesn't Forget

Film actor Burt Lancaster isn't
one to forget his vaudeville pals.
Equity and AFRA
Star, who is going out on a series
(Continued on page 55)
of theatre dates at $10,000 weekly,
wired Nick Cravath, his old partner

tlie «tart,

an aero turn, to revive tlie act.
Lancaster offered him half his

Crosby Groans

in

Election

salary.

Cravath, however, wouldn't accept the deal at that figure, recognizing Lancaster's oifer as a friendT

Eve

ly gesture.

Cravath insisted on a

take and contracts were
signed at a figure believed to be
one-third of Lancaster's salary.
Lancaster will consequently head
a four-people, turn: which- will include two singers. Cravath will
make his entrance near the end of
the act and go into some hand-tohand balancing with the star.
They'll play the Oriental, Chicago,- Nov. 18; follow with the;

4-WebSliow
ebslliesl one-time shot in election

campaigning

via radio is being
blueprinted by the Republicans, on
behalf of the Thomas E. Dewey
candidacy. It involves GOP takeover of the 9 to 10 p.m. Monday
night, Nov. 1 (Election Eve) period
on tlie four major networks,
representing an expenditure of
$100,000 for time alohe.
Han of the: Republicans, via
BBD&O agency, is to stage a fullhour show, winding up vv i t h

AS

NBC SYMPH MAESTRO

I

the basis of $6,000, a concert.
The initial Toscanini pact a
decade ago called for $4,000 a
broadcast, with the peak ($7,500)

reached

during

General

Motors

Portable Video Sets sponsorship.
Yearly budget for the 60-minute
portable television receiver,
.said to be able to operate on. either radio series is now put at $800,000,
AC or DC current without the use although additional coin will be
of any outside antpnna, is soon to accruing to the' orch members for
be imported into the U. S. from whatever programs are duplicated!
England, where it's in production on television, imder terms agreed:
by the Baird Television Co. British to by local 802, American Fedens^
actor-raanager Jack Buchanan, tion of Musicians.
who's repping Baird in the U. S.,
Toscanmi, 80 years old, flew
declined to state who would handle back to N, Y. from Italy last week.
distribution here, but declared it The AM-TV duplication of con^vill be one of the major U. S. dis- certs will probably be limited to:
iribs.
a two-week cycle of "Falstaff," as
The set, on wh'
liave the finale of his second cycle of
(Continued on page 55)
the season.

New

'

Hollywood, Oct.

19.

Reverting to the routine that
made him a show biz topper, Al
Jolson will toss away the. scrlM
over the last half of Kraft Music
Hall broadcast this Thursday (21).
He'll call for songs from the audience, and will take care of as many
requests as time permits.
Only condition is that tunes be
among those he sang on
last
sfetison, the orchestrations being: on
the stands of Lou Bring's crew.
Joly hit on tlie device in response
to fanmail asking for more songs

KMH

by him on program.

—

fect desired

a furthering of th#
boycott against British films in
the U. S. From the view of somt
industry insiders, when the Cinemat^raph Exhibitors Assn., repping 8,000 British exhibs, voted to
ban all Hecht-scripted films it recognized the principle of trade retaliations to further a battle which

stems

solely

arena,

to'

from tiie political
wit, the Palestine ques-

tion.

Hecht was singled out by

tli*

CEA because of purported statements made by him which praised
both terrorism in- Palestine .and th*
-assassination of Count Folke Betnadotte, Uiilted Nations' mediator.
Yank industryites aver, however,
tliat na> boycott against a single
-person in the film biz can confin*
the damage to that individuaL
'

U. S. Star Turnout Ever

Other innocent persons and com-

For Royal Performance

panies are hit willy-nilly.

In the Hecht case, for Instance,
London, Oct. 19.
the British boycott is leveled
Biggest turnout ever of Ameri(Continued od i^age 50)
can stars will be the highlight of
this year's Royal Command Variety Performance at the Palladium
Nov. 1, with Danny Kaye brought
back by King George's special re-

quest after his sensational six
weeks' stint earlier in the year.

unprecedented for an American star to be: brought over speIt's

Wide Interests

The British storm of resentment
whfich has broken over writer Ben
Hecht may have the opposite ef-

cially for tills one^night royal stand,
but in the case of Kaye it's re-

Dewey s Short

Shades Truman

garded as London's greatest tribute
to- a star who set up an unbeatable
record, and lias been the yardstick
by which all other visiting artists
With less than two weeks to go
have been measured.
before Election Day, the film biogs
Also coming over from the states of the two leading Presidential can(Continued on page 55)
didates, currently being booked inbroadcasting
picture-making,
to
to every theatre in the U, S., aro
and: recording.
bound to weigh heavily in the eieieWhichever way you turn these
Barry Hyams* Side Cantor toral balance. The 10-minutf
(Continued on page 55)
Barry Hyams, legit producer and shorts, titled "The Truman Story"
Riverside, Milwaukee, and wind up
legit'Concert pressagent, is back on and "The Dewey Story," are two
at the Capitol, N. Y., Dec. 23.
Olivier's Leg Op
the Broadway scene after his usual ot the most potent propagandafall disappearance act for .10 days blows struck by both the DemoSydney, Oct. 12.
cratic and Republican parties in
TOSCY'S $96,000
Sir Laurence Olivier goes into a between the Jewish New Year and
the campaign to date;
Maybo
hospital in New Zealand next week Day of Atonement.
During that time lie's at Asbury they'll cancel each other out in th«
for leg operation.
filmgoer's ihind. And maybe itiey
J., as cantor in a .synaN.
England
via
boat
Park,
Will
return,
to
With Arturo Toscanini back at
(Continued
high
holidays.
on
the
Jewish
page
55)
gogue
for
recuperate.
to
Symphony helm for a

Dewey's campaign finale.
the NBC
For CBS, it means preempting 16- week fall-winter semester start"Lux Radio Theatre," with the Re- ing this Saturday (23), the maestro
pubs in turn, saddled with the will draw down $96,000 as his share
That's on
(Continued on page 55)
of- the program outlay.

Jack Buchanan's (Baird)

Under Strain Of

lower

What shapes up as probably the

Heard Nuthin' Yet'

interest is $50,000.
Aim is to stage fights exclusively
for television with sponsors footing

33^

Cut of His lOG Proves

GOP s $150,000

'Ain't

Hollywood. Oct. 19.
To those close to Bing Crosby,
his groaning is not thC' result of
any larynxal strain. It's all becaflse
of the physical anguish of carrying
such a load of interests extraneous:

On Personality

,''|

:

'

MISCXIXANY

A. L Mayer Will Fight Showing Twist'
In U. S. Occupation Zone of

rj
^

MARTY GUCKMAN

{Sftlt I>intl6r of WMOfA, N,

COLLEGE

Arthur Rank's "Oliver Twist,"
which stirred a
S. tempest by its

'

yiolintky Sez

controversial
portrayal
of the
ragi n character,' now appears to be
heading for trouble in the American-occupied zone of Germany.
IJ. S. Army authorities have okayed
the iilmization of the Dickens novel
In what is generally considered as
a curtain-raiser to a battle- among

J

Traditional rivalry but

IRVING BERLIN TO DO

-

329th

,

Okaying of t h e pic h a s
oaused plenty of eyebrow-raising
among filmites since the Fagin
ehnracterization has been blasted
•s exemplifying the Nazi prototype
©f a Jew. While the British: pic
does not delineate Fagin as such,
his garb, facial appearance and
mannerisms have been attacked as
prolonging the Streicher concept.
Fillip to the dispute was added
this week by Arthur L; Mayer,
newly-appointed: chief of the fllm:

I

t

>

I

:

All-tiiue

again

attentions

Civil

Affairs

.

elean

was given a

of healtb.
film chief said

bill

New

'

:.

.

7

20

football.

Can't help feeling sorry for outmanned Navy.
Michigan State
7
Michigan State-Pcnn State
Upset! Michigan State gave both Notre Dame and Michigan

tough battles.
Pittsburgh
Indiana-Pittsbursh
Indiana going nowhere; PUteburgh getting better.

6

MaOer and Shaw
SOUTH

H

7
Aggies going back; Bears continue to climb,
Tech
6
Florida-Georeia Tech
going
heari)
Florida,
to
from
coaching
at
be
Andy Gustafson,

Til Ready for Rx

—

shortly.

Georgia
20
(Fla.) (Fri. nite)
The Bulldogs to go undefeated till they meet Georgia Tech
Nov. 27.
Carolina'
No.
13
Carolina
La. State-Vo.
The Tarheels rate alongside Micliignn and Notre Dame.
Mississippi
30
Boston College-Mississippi
Boston .College 'may enjoy the weather, Jjut not the ball game.
Texas
IS
Texas-Rice
Just a hunch!
SMU
37
Santa Clara-SMU (nite)
Doak Walker and Co. still the Southwestern Conference
champion.

Georgia-Miami

—

|

1

Tulane
Auburn-Tulane
Hehry Fmka building football empire at New Orleans.
»
Baylor
Texas A&M-Baylor

he "hoped" on Broadway,
would reverse its deBerlin's collabdi-ation With Norpic.
He left no man Krasna on "Angel on My
fight the ruling shoulder" now seems remote. The
While the two top-selling war
act.
Since it is Robert E. Sherwood book musical novels Norman
Mailer's
"The
to pass on all wUl be further discussed this week
Naked and the Dead" and Irwin
lllms, Mayer's word is expected to
Shaw's "The Young Lions"
re'.'Carry weight."..
Automatic Interchange
main untapped by the majors as
Paris Runaround
Entry of "Twist" into German
film material, companies are still
theatres in the American sector is
By Borrah Minevitch
showing
interest
in
less
expensive
automatic under an Anglo-Ameriliterature on the recent war. Twenfan agreement that all films playPdris Oct \ 5
ing one zone are eligible for- play^ieth-Fox. this week, for instance,
Ray Ventura, orch leader and
ing in the other. "Twist,", therepurchased Agnes Newton Keith's
iore, didn't require specific U. S. music pub,.: can't even- get a nib"Three Came Back" at a reported
f pproval. However,' In response ble on an Anglo-American plugprice
of $38;000.
to protests made, after the disclos- it's all roombaa and saambaa.
Miss Keith's book relates the
Hire that: Hank intended booking
Chevalier glamorizing his 60th
.'Ihe pic in the -Yank zone, U. S.
P"''^^'*"* readjustment problems of
anniversary
with
capacity
biz
«t
Array brass reiterated theiir apthree prisoiters-of-war in a Borneo
proval. :
Theatre Champs Elysees (scale
The stand taken by Army of- 23c. to $1.35). His new ditty about concentration camp. It supplements
a growing list of forthcoming proficers is that the film: authentically
the triggeiMiian the mob keeps so
follows an English classic fi:om
ductions on World War II, Which
which it does not deviate.: Protests busy at killing that he hasn't time includes Metro's "Battleground"
tn the U. S. over the -Fagin charac- for his woman— a gem! .;:
and Warner Bros.' "Task Force."
terization has caused Eagle Lion,
Herb Gplden (Vamety mugg)
There has been plenty of film
Yank distrib of the film, to shelve
and wife Cotumbusing Europe for interest in Mailer's epic of a Pacific
tt after announcing a proposed reIsland invasion, but the book will
the first time,
leasing schedule,
,

State

Alabama-Mississippi State
Both clubs disappointing.

Bestsellers Vamp

he Army

:

:

|

j

:

I

':

Oklahoma-TCTJ

I

The Sooners have one

|

:

I

Oklahoma
C
of the best forward walls in the country.

1

,

1

MIDWEST
Purdue

Purdue-Illinois

It

Boilermakers moving again,

Noire Dam(-Iowa
Notre tiame
30
Iowa is fair; the Irish, as usual, are great.
Iowa State-Missouri
Missouri
30
Missouri, after an upset loss to Ohio State, is moving fast.
:,'.. .'.^Kansas
Nebraska-Kansas
30
Nebraska having a bad year,
It
not be off ered until it is given legit Kentucky-Marquette ............:..... Kentucliy
Att. U. S. standard acts' If you
•
The Wildcats good enough for Marquette.
treatment via play being written by:
net
play
France,
wanna sight-see
Michigan-Minnesota
:.. ..
...... .Michigan
IS
Lillian Hellman.
Novel is thereby
Italy and. .Spain. If you wanna
Michigan may have a letdown after great Northwestem win.
PITCH
handled similarly to ''Mister
make with the Yankee dollar- being
Syracuse-Northwestern
Northwestern
^"'l^t-tl'
ii
After trouncing by Michigan, Northwestern will take it Out on
HILDEGARDE BIOPIC and bcandinavia.
-Syracuse.'
dickerihgsr :>:It. is jSgUr^d; t^^
^
WIsconsln-OhIo State
.........
Ohio State
Burgess
scored as a^I^^
Piay me price
Lester Cowan "s^pUchttlS to make Me^lditT'and^Franchot'Tonrbow ''Naked'v
Wisconsin the patsy of the Big Nine.
to'/^f^V.
Diopic ot
a biopic
of tiuaegarae
Hildegarde on an ar- to each other before alternating
Temple-Oklahoma A&M
aUprnatine consfderaWv'
Okia A&M
it
•

t

—

COWAN'S

FOR

'

i

i

.

;

.

.

i

^

:

:

I

.

.

:

j
'

i

I

1
,

rangement similar to his percent- the direction of "Tour.Eiftel."
Not much lor Aggies.
Reported^.
Leland
llayward,
age deal with the Marx Bros, on
saul Bornstein (Bourne, Inc.
who i$ agenting Shaw's book,, is.
Love Happy and their upcoming here peddling his catalog,
Gonsidering tiirriihg it into a film
biopic.
„.
Warners and Paramount
„
FAR WEST
foujour Brittanlca: Noel Cow- on an indie production basis and
also have pitched deals at chanCalifornia-Washineton
...
California
13
ard (in tuxedo) in a down-to-ieaith then relea.sing through a major outieuse but nothing signed.
The Golden Bears are the hopes of the Coast.
let,
llayward has not set a price Washinsrton
Hildegarde formerly had dear to Left Bank bistro.
Staie-Oreeon
7
State
Att. Tommy Dorsey: You'd be on the property.
unake pic for Mark Sandrich but it
.State should vin the northern division title in the Pacific
Blew up lol lowing- the: Paramount amazed how the local bands deCoast Conference,
ni oducer-director's
death.
Since cipher your ace arrangements note
Oregon State-UCLA
Oregon State
IS
then she's nixed several studio bids .for note via your disks.
UCLA
disappointing against Stanford last Saturdav.
FRENCH TOO GET
for single shots; her manager, Anna
Bookmgs on the fiy The M TTaruse-Stanford
14
use
Sosenko. is holding out for an inir nionica Ra:Scais finish -the London
This one used to be the big one of the yeari both clubs have
AMERICAN IDEA
|

|

,

^

,

.

,

.

I

,

I

I

j

;

j

.

.

.

'

,

i

|

THAT

I

.

I

,
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'pottSnt film as.signment,.'.

'

;

($)

Pallaclium the 16th, fly to N. Y.the 17lh for the Texaco TV the
;

I

,

':

iSth; then: fly .the' JlOth: to LaS
Tn a move to capture dollars,
Vegfls :forVtlie:: Last Frontier:. the local filnimakei-S are
Preps
Pic
iiiuWing .a'
'
22d
^i(>pped-up inxasion of the InternaThe
Russians,
tiona:!
market by:attem:pti.ng to sign
must
Afler Licking Script Snarl
have loosed
a .spenddu'ift germ
evci'jbody: AmoiK-an and Brifush stars Added
Ilollvwood, Oct 19
:':seems to hiye ^-What^s^ttie-tise-ttis." marquee strength, it's lelt, would
.':. RKO' ha.s
unscrambled its script
..lane Morgan back from U. S. make nloie dollar revenue surefire
troubles on "I Married a Comto her job as Bernard Hilda's..
PublWier Louis Nagel is stalking
munist" and Mill start shooting in
thnish',: a|id glad
get'it! -> v:V;
Pauletle Goddard with a view to
Ihiee weeks with .lark Gross proAll. iiiiijor .studios, on strike.
displajing her in a lorthcoming
ducing and John Cromwell directpioduction. Anolher deal in the
Relalivity:, Funny to sit around
ing
Aleanwliile Columbia has c.iUed till 10 pin. for the final baseball uind IS lluit of Julion Duvivicr
(Here five hours later who wants to film, "First Legion,"
off its scliediiipd "Portrait ot dn stole

RKO

Commie

fallen.-

.

Paris, Oct. 19
t

I

:.

PROFESSION/VL
NATIONAL LFAGUE

i

'

j

Pittsburgh-NY Giants

'

'

—

•

Giants

IS

Upset!

Boston-Chicago Cardinals
C.itdinals
The Cardinals have the best running backs in the
Chicago Bears-Philadelphia
F.agles

•

20
Icigiie.

Best R,ime of the season

,

Los AnRclcs-Dctroil

'

•'

i,<,s

;

Walei
,
Wasihington-Grecn ltdy

1.,

—

•

field

much

loo

Angeles

14

for rookie Lions.
,

Is

Samniy Baugh getUhg old?

packers

'':• .: ':
here;)".:
'.;. with Amencin top names.
Latter
producer recently made a South
And lump it!
If \ou wanna
ALL-AMERICA CONFERENCE
Sea pic for Sir Alexander Kord.i
on Suiiday yoti not
Brooklyn-Chicago
only h<ne to yell QUIKT botore.i;
Brooklyn
IS
Biooklvn building,
yelling camera
but al.so NO CRY^
Balilniurc-S.m
Francisco
Rossellini's Latest
T\G and MO BARKING, PLEASE,
?0
Frisco
Hie (las,s ot the league.
Iho cif'w bung their wives, kids
U S film rights to Robeilo BulTrilo-Los
„ „ .
Angeles
and (loijs on the set to romp' pre- !io^selllnis l.Uest ftulnn-languase
7
Pons
film,
The Miiatlc, have been acvious Sunday vvitli. them. '•- .
best all aiound batk m
.'i'^'^ Pi'I','
the
A AC
The Bal de Petit Lits 'French c)uued l)v Buisbn-Mayer, .Toseph NV Yankees-Cleveland
Burstyn, bt-nd ot fhe pic imporl14
Browns
Coniinaiul Performance) Oct 16Browns have too much all-around power.
nig linn (lisclo.scd on ainving in
Ihe' fii'st big social eyerit of. thfe
seascm. Admis.sion 30 butks, and. >ie\\ York this week iVom a tup,
through Europe.
Film,
which
al lea.st $300 goWn for your male
.SEASON'S Ri;CORD
will be' released shouly
Ihe
Toef; Montand, Suzy Solidor, ChevA\on, 131; Lost, 47; Tied, 4; Pet.,
.736.
U S is playing on Ihe Continent
rUicr and Povril head the stage i
iTies don't count.)
under the title, "Love." It stais
-'.":?
:s(avs,: ";:''j:;':''
:;'\.;-

Amentiin GommuniKf' and John
Sutherland has dropped "Contesjions of an Amei-ican Corftlfltmist "

.

.

—

!

l

.sliq,ot'..pk'iiires

.

—

Lansburys' Reunion

1:

|

WiicRiU Ijan.sbury airnod

JJo.vn.i

.;

week

,

Angela's

rtauiglitez'

-

'

birthday

.

party Satuulay

(16). Lattci is ,i
Aledo stiilet. She'll also visit her
twin sons. Edgar and Bruce, who
«
are atiending U.C.L.A.

aometime

in
:

December
film.

for

,

.

'

:

:

m

Mr.s. Lajlsbury, who has been appearing in "private Angelo," which
Feter Ustinov is producing in Italy,
it expected to return to Euiopr

scenes on the

'

'

Jn j\eu "Votk via Pan American
Aii"U'ays last
arid immediate^
ly pUmed out to the Coast to .it:ten(l,

,

''.'.

iiiial
I

';.'

Ncn' Yorkers We
be turning these pages day and dale this
Wed., just like you.

Anna

jM.ignani,

Option
film,

to

'

i

*

another

Ro.s.seUini

"Germany, Year Zero," has

been dropped by Burstyn.

;

I

-

.

Dartmouth

a year away.

Fordham-Georgetown (Fri. nite)
Georgetown is big league
Navy^Penn

Ken Murray'*
Aeadcrny Award Film

films for at least a year, so that
Berlin will, concentrate- meanwhile

Clsion and ban the
doubt that he will
as his first official
one of his duties

is

13

Georgetown

Dartmouth-Harvard
Hai-vard

14

.

,

;

"BILL AND COO"

to

j

surprise that the film

.''.'...

2«

too

.Holy Cross
Tha Crusaders' T-formation too .good.
Columbia
Princeton-Columbia
The Lion lost a heartbreaker against Penn.

In

1948"
.
El Capitan Thtatrc,. Holtywootfi Cat.
And iKrw in woi'ld-wlde i-ftlease:.

•

:

tlieatve.

2«

Vtvnm
much power.

Brown has

Coif ate-lloly Cross

t

t;«coi'«T

"BLACKOUTS OF

of

division

run

KEN MURRAY'S

Metro wants the songwriter- in,
on another film such as "Easier
the U. S. Army. Mayer, who ar- Parade,
for which he composed
ranged for a special screening of the score last year, and Par is
the film in the- U. S., yesterday virtually set for a proposed film
(Tues.), before flying to Berlin to [titled "White Christmas" but Bing
take up his new chores, expressed Crosby is tied up with several othejr
section,

long

the 'higituntite

Ii-ving Berlin returned to New;
York from the Coast this week
with
no definite commitments
made with either Paramount or
Metro ior^; another film. He plans
to do a Broadway musical before

turning his
Hollywood.

Week

3,394 P«rfoicm«ne«*

LEGIT MUSICAL FIRST

-

.

BotIob V,

(Fri. nite)

Connecticut-Brown

tlie

tPOINTS

eastern Conference.

N¥V-Boston U.

Violets out Of their class.'

officials charged
duty of determining the
fitness of pix destined for German
bouses. -

.

SELECTION

•GAMES

Army
iJ
Army-Cornell
The Kaydets forward wall will hold the fleet Red backs.
... .VanderblU
Vanderbilt-Yale
Vanderbilt will find tlie Ivy League softtr than the South-

Solly VioUnsky, with a tall
memory for th« two-a-day, bet
on a horse that he was sure
must have been in vaudeville
•i^he was in next-to-closlng all
the way round the track,

and army

civilian

with

20, \94A

This Week's Football

Germany

iJ.

'

OeloW

We«Tnee(Iaj,

j

College games aie plaved Saturday unless
otherwise stated, pu.s
bunday unless otherwise stated
''omW""'^'^'"

selector's choice, not the official

pl.iv

gambling

'

Wcdneadity, Octoiber 20, 194S

GROSS OFF 10%;NET DOWN 35%
Name WH Hays Special Arbiter In

SEE

Tom Clark Would Limit Majors

)UUU|

l^lit-Up of $9,752,820 French Coin
The film companies, only recently straightened out in a tangle
over division of British pic reveinies, are now disputing allocation of payments from France under the August agreement with
that country. Will Hays, advisor to
the Motion Pictuyfi Assn, of America and its erstwhile prexy, has
bieen named speclal_ arbitrator- to
pass on the prbs-and-cons of dlvlsion. How he rules is considered
highly important since it will der
termine how the entire $9,752,820
in frozen French coin is to be

'

meted out.
Hays was

Mexico's 10,000-Seater
Mexico Gity, Oct. 19.
What is claimed to be the world's
biggest cinema the Cine Florida,
a 10,000-seater, is being readied
here for opening at Xmas by Oscar and Samuel Granat, local cinoP"-ators,
They already own and operate
Mexico's biggest cinema, the Gine
Coloso here, a 6,500-seateri
j

(selected after several

meetings of both company prexles

and foreign managers failed to hit
on a satisfactory formula. Question
is pertinent at the moment because
first installment on the FrancoAmerican pact is currently being
received by the companies. It

Off (Plenty)

the

Price of Govt, s Decree Peace

to one-sixteenth of the enor about $610,000.
Situation is further complicated
the
fact that the French govby

OnFilmMorak
Washington, Oct.

worked

took a left-handed jab at Eric Johnston, kissed oif as "The industry's
reputed Tsar." It said that a plan
to do something about the causes
of bad puhliCf relations will be presented to Allied's national convention wliich meets in New Orleans
Nov. 29.
Statement, Issued after a weekend meeting of the executive com^
mittee here, said in part:
"The executive committee took
note of the rising tide of criticism
of the motion picture industry in
quarters which is reminiscent of
the rumblings which preceded the
outburst in 1934. The view was expressed that this public criticism
cannot be silenced by the raising
.

:

understood that
Intra-company allowances will be
made one way or the other to meet
the formula's requirements. One
of the factors which has tangled
(Continued on page 20)
out, it's

Score Rank,

For 'Offensive' Remarks
In U.S. Pic, 'Spiritualist'

The

British

London, Oct. 12.
Board of Film

Censors and the Rank Organization have been; asked to take ac',tion regarding alleged "off ensive-:
ness" of a film called "The Spiritualist;"
The film was made by
United Pictures of Hollywood,

WB

and

And Yugo Deals

General adoption of the showcase theory of operation by film
producers and distributors is th«
pivotal point in the Government'*
compromise proposals. To date it
has indicated it will contiiiu*
pressing a demand for coniplet*
divorcement of theatres unless th«
companies agree to the principl*.
Clark has not deviated from th«
point in several montlis of negogiven last night; (Mon.) at a big

Col.

Washington, Oct. 19.
Motion Picture Export Assn.'s
board of governors has unanimously approved the sale of American films in blocks to Russia and
&
Yugoslavia under a deal made by
With nine months of its fiscal year its prexy Eric Johnston, latter disalready scored up, Warner -Bros, closed here today (Tues.) at a press
has garnered $112,415,000 against interview. Stamp of approval was
:

Company-by-c.ompany breakdown

of figures for the current year
either disclosed in reports to stockholders or in accountings filed with
the Securities
Exchange Commission play up the decline in grosses.

•

-

-

$125,078,000

'

in

WB's

'47.

dip

New York meeting where

amounts

to 10%.
Its net so far is
compared to $19,$10,321,000,
134,000 in 1947, or a decline of

tiations.

Johnston

reported to company heads on the
of

results

swing

his

:

3

through

Major

Groiipingrs

The Government's settlement'
proposal falls Into three Important
groupings. The 1,260 partnershipowned theatres would be liquidated
within several years' time by th«
four majors either through sale,
to the partners themselves or to
outsida interests. In those situations where the population exceeds
the 100,000 marker, the companies
would be permitted to retain on*

some 45%.

:

(Continued on page 20)

.

(Ben Stoloff) and the Rank outfit
at present showing it as a sec^
ond feature on its Odeon circuit.
organizations

-

markets.

-

is

Spiritualist

extensive theatre operations, is
separately dickering for a
consent decree which would permit the company to sell its tbea'*
tre circuit as an entity after creation of a separate corporation to
take over the chain.

now

Johnston s Russ

Europe.
Columbia's gross has held up
Another important development,
well.
For the last quarter of its disclosed to the press, is the like(Continued on page 15)
lihood of a pact with the Italian
government to unblock frozen pix
of huge sums of money to divert
lira.
While in Italy, the MPEA
public attention from the faults of
topper, who also heads the Motion
the industry by advertising and ex- Par Reinstates Milland,
Picture Assn; of America', reached
ploitation campaigns.
agreement in principle after dls'
."The only effective way by which
Teamed With Hutton an
cussions with government officials
to end public dissatisfaction is to
Hollywood, Oct. 19.
of cabinet rank. The Italian and
remove the cause therefor. The inRay Milland,. under suspension Gzechoslavakian deals will be disdustry must clean up the filth
wherever it is found; it cannot get at Paramount since Aug. 9, has cussed by the MPEA board in
by merely: by spreading the formal- gone back on the Par payroll and another meeting with Johnston
will costar with Betty Hutton in planned within the next few days.
dehyde.
Russian agreement alone calls
"A chief cause of bad public re- "The Broadway Story." Their first
lations has been the misbehavior of stint together, pic rolls Nov. 15, for payment of flat sums in the
Hollywood stars. There have been with Robert Fellows producing and form of dollars turned over in the
U. S. Both tlie Yugoslav and Czech
so many flagrant examples of this John Farrow directing.
Milland drew suspension for nix- pacts provide for percentage payin recent years that it is not necesing"Ce5ar Borgia" role in "Mask ment on pix.
sary to cite .specific instances.
Johnston said he had nixed a
"It often happens that when tlie For LUcretia" opposite Paulette
(Continued on page 15)
misconduct of a star is revealed and Goddard/ John Lund got role.

Censors

Brit.

The Government's settlement
has been relayed to Paramount, 20th-Fox, Warner Bros,
and Metro, the four companies
actively carrying on peace negotiations. RKO, the only other pro^
ducing-distributing concern with
offer

Export Ass nOKs

8% over the y^ar before.
if allowance is made for
the less of foreign revenues, domestic slowdown would only come
to 5% since half o£> the drop during this year is attributable to
further
shuttering
of • overseas

themselves to one showcas*

theatre apiece in any city or town'
in America: over 100,000 population. As his price for peace, Clark
is demanding that the majors liquidate all other theatre holdings,
which total som? 3,000 theatres,
and accept a limit of 65 deluxe
first-run liouses eacli.

was down
However,

19.

Film

proval of the pact had agreed to
work out their own system for
portioning the French payments.
Other Charge-Offs
.Most of the companies have already, received remittancesr on the
first instaHment. Once a formula
Is

strict

-

studios were called upon
ernnient;: determined the amount
.due to each, company by conduct- by Allied States exhibitors yesterday (18) to "clean up the filth" and
ing' its own. audit and then allowing the individual outfits to draft to crack down on stars who "mistheir amounts in dollars; Yank dis- behave." Statement, by the Association's executive committee, also
tribs, however, prior to their ap-

who has

suit against
the major film companies, is offering to settle the 10-year old
case if the big companies will re-

.

slide in grosses being
experienced this year continues a
trend started in '47 when the total
business registered by the. majors

Attorney General Tom
the last say in th«

S.

Government monopoly

The 10%

comes

.

U.
Clark,

in '47.

tire $9,752,820

As

Theatres to 65 Showcases
Gross revenues for the seven
top companies (all majors except
United Artists) will hit a total of
$860;000,000 for the year, or a decline of 10% from 1947's big take
of $992,000,000, according to presKatz's Expansion
ent indications. Testifying to the
Hollywood, Oct. 19.
fact that domestic boxoif ice is still
Sam Katz, former executive prohealthy by every standard except
that of the peak year of 1946, the ducer for Metro,, is looking to exbig dip in grosses is due to an ex- pand his theatre interests beyond
pected loss of $45,000,000 from for- the U. S. borders.- Kat2, who is
eign markets.
currently on a trip through South
With all companies now past the America, is reportedly eyeiifg a
halfway marker for the current number of Latino theatres with the
year, analysis of the financial situ- Idea of buying a controlling interation of the industry points to a est in some of them,
drop of 35% in net earnings of the
Katz controls a circuit of midbig outfits. Total net take for the west houses and was formerly of
seven companies should hit $60,- the Balaban & Katz circuit in Chi000,000 against a $90,000,000 score cago before he joined Metro;

are

demanding terms that "offensive
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remarks'' contained In the trailer
advertising the film should be deleted, and that similar remarks be
cut from the picture itself.
it becomes a nation-iwide scandal,
The trailer asks the question, his employer has on hahd one or
"Are all spiritualists fakes?", and „,oi-e films featuring that star and,
then announces that tlie film will [therefore, feels it necessary to deshow "how every trick is done in fend such misconduct instead of First Cold
'Belinda,' 'Number,'
the greatest racket the world has penalizing it.
Field
ever known.'
'River,' 'Julia,' 'Peggy,' 'Carmen'
Tlius tile public loOkS; in yain
Harold Vigurs, a former presi- for s,tern action by the :inaustry's
include "Red Shoes'
In
newcomers
weather
cold
Arrival
of
first
dent of the Spiritualists National reputed" Tsair and, iiistead, hears
.Union, wrote the censors:"! 'am only of frantic calls for. Jeh-y Geis-^^^^ many sectors along with Iresli (EL), "Mourning Becomes Electra''
(RKO),
"Hills
of
Home"
{M-G> and
grosses
a
picture
is
giving
product
amazed that such a malicious and ler.
lift this stanza.' Champs of recent "Night Has Thousand Eyes" (Par).
•.
(Contmuod on page 20)
c
''Motion picture stars exercise
weeks still are being favored by, Last-named looks one of most
enorniouk influence on the manners
patrons currently. New leader is promising though treated roughly
and morals ,pf the public, esi>eci- "Johnny Belinda" (WB), which by N. Y. crix. VHills," a new Lassie
ally on the youth of the nation.
and Radio Giveaways
climbed from last week's fltUi film in color, is pacing Providence
Tliey are public figures, just as
place to pace the field. Upsurge of where given an elaborate preem
Blamed for Lagging B.O. miieh so as -though Biey. had been this picture was so great that it and okay in Boston. "Shoes,"
chosen by popular ballot; Public unseated "Sorry, Wrong Number" which opens in N. Y. soon, is
.
J
Picture theatre business in sev- oflicials, wiien they go wrong, can
(Par); leader for two weeks in a smash on Washington teeolf. "Eleceral of the key cities is lagging as
punished by impeachment, re- .row,
tra" is doing surprisingly strongly
much as 15-20% behmd this time ,^3,1
tlie denial of reelection,
Second money is going to "Num- jin Ni Yi on first pop-scale date
last year, according to Business
..gome method must be devised ber" with "Red River" (UA) soar- and with trimmed version.
Bulletin sui-i^ey of five typical ma-jfoj.
disciplining of the erring
basis
of
such
fine
third
on
ing
to
"For Love of Mary" (U) is fair
.lor cities.
Exceptionally fine wea- siai-s instead of condoning their
ther has ended in many keys and misdeeds. And this must be done showings this session. Fourth po- in Ciiicago. "Canon City" (EL)
sition goes to "Julia Misbehaves'' shapes fine in St. Louis. "Luxury
so has mght baseball putting many
the motion picture indastry it- (M-Oi. just being launched last
Liner" (MtGi, while slim in Wasiiexhilntors at loss to explain the
^eif if it is to retain the cbnfidence -week..
ington, looks big in Portland. "Indecline at the boxoifice.
(,f ^^^^ American people."
"Apartment for Peggy" (20th is nocent Afl'air" is fine in Louisville,
Television, giveaway radio shows
not far. bdiind with a strong, fifth
and high admissions are blamed, it
"Blanclie Fury" (EL) i.s doing
place finish, an improvement over
Making 3-Reel
was indicated. Theatre operators
terrific
biz
on second Toronto
last
week. "Loves of Carmen"
oppose .cutting tipket prices beWestern for Duals (Coi) slipped back to .coi» sixth- week. Reissue combo of "Ange's
cause overhead !« so high.
ExDirty Faces"-"Drive By Night"
Hollywood, Oct. 19,
place money.
''Luck of Irish"
tremely costly operational overboth from WB, is sock in Buffalo
Universal-International
is
re- C20thi is winding up in «eventiv,;
head also is preventing many exand N.Y. "Touch of" Venus" (U),
Good Sam" (RKO) in eight and which
hibitors from trying giveaways as viving tire production of three-reel
opens soon in N. Y., is doing,
Westerns for .the -first .time since "Rope" CWB), ninth. Decline of
a lure..
fine in Chicago. "Isn't It RomanOne theatre circuit claimed that 1917 as a bid for second-feature last-named stems from fact that it tic'/" (Par) still is very disappointis extended-run in nearly all spots
television is making a 33% dent business on double bills.'
being so thin in L.A. that
New series of eight musical oat- currently. Best runner-ups are ing;
in film theatre grosses.
Air giveyanked after six days in two Par
away broadcasts were blamed be- er shorts, starring Tex Williams, "Racliel and Stranger" (RKO\ houses there.
cause keeping so many potential is well under way, with two ol "Race Street" (RKOi and "Walk
(Complete Boa-ojfice Rtports oc
.
theatre patrons glued to .tJieir them currently in the cutting Crooked Mile" (Col).
Besides "Mile" and "Street," Pages 8-9 >.
radios.
I'Ooms.
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PICTURES
Gable's Next for

Reissues Market Up; 2 Strong

M-G

Hollywood, Oct. 19.
Clark GaWe's next picture at
will b« "Any Number Can
Play," recently purchased from
20th-Jox for $58,000.
Arthur Freed will produce. Richard Brooks, formerly with Warners,

Drive-hs Want to Bid for Top

Metro

Some New Pix

Oldies Better Than
Nearly twice a« many reissues*
ave being used today in key city
firstrun theatres as- • year ago.
In smaller clllea and In big chain
neighborhood houses the reissues

run

three, to four times over last

year.

This expansion of 'oldie pix is
explained in one way by exhibitors

and in tnother by distributors.
Both agree the basic reason is a
yen to turn in a profitable operation with the least outlay for film
rental. Exhibs say that reissues are
direct result of the failure of
new product to pan out, and that
-they would rather have a strong
old film or a twin bill of reis-sucs
than some of the new product .they
have been
Distribs,

.

will

'Red Shoes' Fancy Preem

in a

better rung for drive-ins

over

rapidly

is

j

•

1

iqw neck gown, and which was
featured by presence of many of

19.

battle

I

"

\

I

Chicago, Oct.

-'.if

The long-predicted

Par Shooting 7

ToWnger';HandsOK

long time

EL publicity force, fronted by the
Women's Ad Club of Washington,
brought out an opening-night au|(jience which was largely black tie
'.

»

do the screenplay.

Hollywood, Oct. 19.
{coming to a head in Chi where the
Paramount will have seven films 'open-air flicjceries are now demandAussie Censor Gives Nix
shooting within tliree weeks, in-ljng the righfto bid for product
eluding three starters and four against conventional first-run suholdovers.
Iburban theatres. Ntimber of dri\-eStarters are the Boh Hope stay- |.j„s which belt the city have preAfter 8 Years to 'Susan' rer, "Easy Does 11," Bing Crosby's sented demands to distribs, for: pi'd-;
"Top of The Morning, tormerly motion from subsequent ruti to ilie
Sydney. Oct. 6.
"Diamond in a Haystack," cream position away from Die
Given the censor's nix eight titled
and Betty Hutton's "The Broadway Loop. Several of the larger houst's
years ago, "The Gay Mrs. Trexel"
Holdovers are "A Mask in' this bracket have al
Story.':'
_ ready
_^ won
(released in U. S. as "Susan and
for Lucretia," "El Paso," "Samson s^ij^ban first-run playdates" mak'
Gctd"), has finally been okayed for
Delilah" and "Bitter Victory
ing the distribs' tactical stance
screening. This Metro oldie was and
:!'
a
Iwectker.';''.
censorsiiip
for
resubmitted
Certspc
couple of we«ks iaiio .U
Nonetheless, distribs are deterto the deAlexi rtdw; It waii given the gate
mined nbt, to;
« former elpiisorv; :CresweU
mands. Their policy has been set
Pic bows
O'Reilly, now retired.
by'
compai^ hoftteoffices \»hic h
into the Liberty here next month.
feel that the drive-ins, particularly
e
Monogram's "Dillinger" was
ill
the northern sectors of th

Washington, Oct. 1».
Eagle Lion kickoff of "Red
Shoes" in the converted National
theatre last Friday (15) resulted in
the fanciest iilm preeM town lias

had

Product; Chi House Sues Majors

_

a^^.

]

i

the ambas.sadors ar,d other top
brass of the town, including two
.Justices of the U. S. Supreme
Court.

Domestic Payoffs

W

getting.

on the other hand,
an honest demand by

1^

j

.

;

claim it's
exhibs for some of the older screen
product that makes the reissue so
popular, k\so they cite the demands of exhibitors for lower film
rental. Distribs are wholeheartedly
In favor of the reissue idea since
the older picture, dusted off for replaying, represents close to 100%
net profit from rentals derived.
The distribution, company has only
the print costs plus small distribution outlay to pay on these re-

Morros Europe

,

Only Possible Via

again given the' vedlight .oh a, bid
to get by tije cenlor sfter reconshqVffl h?»*
struction. Pic «.i*n,' t

country, are strictly .seasonal propositious. Customers operating for 12
months in the year must be pro"at' all'. .no
tected, the argument goes.
y'-GinMor Alejcahder has- given an
Incidentally, the battle developokay for Aussie dating of "No
distributors, casting ing herfe' poiiits up the difticulUes ;
Major
Orchids for Miss Blandish'' with
distribs must
bout for a method of taking a pic-- under 'Which: in^
only minor cuts. VBIaridisli". will a
ture's entire profit out of the do- woi"k,' .^}iiti''tliisi;..'de.(*ee;^
be handled here by British Emmestic market alone, have decided that a distrib miist sell picture-bypire Films.
reference
to an
with
no
picture
Back from a sixmonth stay in
Rock" (Associatedr that extended playing. time in niany overall policy. Yet, distrilis sre
"Brighton
situations as possible is the only
Europe, Boris Morros declared in British) has been given the nix for answer to their problem.
issues.
convinced it is »infair t<i relegate a
Wales. Pic can be
South
New
inferior
in
an
luii
Monday
that
theatre
to
(18),
regular
Perhaps the outstanding exam- New York,'
Will all signs
_ pointing
_^
^
^
^ to a drop/shown elsewhere in Aussie, bowing
„,
,,
, .
ple today of a bij city deluxer the
future hell split his time be- j^j^ Melbourne shortly,
off ill foreign revenue°during the .during the summer because of le inawinging over to reis.sues in. pref- tween television and pictures. Of
new season of at least SCi over porary outbidding by a seasonal
erence to early second-run show1947 returns, distrib chiefs declare competitor.
Memi^hls Nixes 'AnceU'
he's winding up one in
ing of comparatively recently re-, the latter
the prime nepd today is for U. S. i When that happens, it's. .said, the
"
Memphis, Oct. 19.
leased product is the Palace, Ni -V. France now and will gun three
exhibitors to turn in greater rent- all-year theatre has only one remLloy.d T. Binford. Memphis cenThe former ace -vaudeviile house' more on the Continent next year. sor czar, has eliminated "Angels als. Sales managers are fully aware, fedy to make up its sumnier losses
ef the country has found' use, of For video the independent pro- With Dirty Faces," 10 - year - old however, that exhibs' operating at the expense of the distrib d\iraecond-runs none too profitable
costs have climbed, and so have ing the long winter months.
has formed Worldwide Tele- Warner re - release scheduled to
aince giving up firstrun product ducer
follow "Johnny Belinda" at the ruled out any attempts to hike
this year. In contrast, the current vision, Inc., w hich is starting off
rentals generally. With the studios
Memphis Warner.
(.j^j DrivC-Ill SuCS
bill of "Angel.<i With Dirty Faces" with a shooting schedule of 120
'Angels" was shown in Memphis now fightmg to keep production
and "Ride By Night," new reis.sue subjects,
Majors in Trust Action
10 years agoi'^appareritly at that cost.<i to the, low'est jpossi hie mini
combo from Warners, has been
,
jj-xu
nothing objectionable was fmu™ and sltU turn out fiix; Avith
European
film- .time
^°
1"
Chicago, Oct. 18.
pushing up the gross total. Also
answer to
found ih the pic. But oh tlie second hoxpffice; lure,. ^t
North Avenue Outdoor Theatre
the Palace found the oldie pair, making plans, Morros will soon go-round, the Binford b o a r d the problem, according to the sales
„..
,
^
^
.
^
. .
last
week filed anti-^trust suit in
Gung Ho" and Eagle Squadron leave for the Coast to confer with jjiboghed the showing because "It chiefs, is extended playing time.
court again.st
t"hi
district
federal
nearly a^ profitable in two days ^ymjam Le Baron, with whom he's is a sordid story of crime, murder,
Situation was pointed .up recent;
as a fresh 'pair of pictures did secj
Paramount prexy Barney the major distributors, saying
i.
Films, re- double-crossing and contempt' for ly by
partnered in Federal
clo.se six
ond-run in five days.
law and law enforcement offi- IBalaban, who declared pessimistic- drive-in was forced to
early
garding
an
shooting
of
shuttering
weclcs
normal
Cheek by VAmETV of how reisbefore
ally that studios have yet to meet
."
cials. .
•Oes have expanded did not include "Babes in Toyland.'' Tliis yarn has
goal of domestic payoffs. day due to inability to obtain suitj their
other
Brief
claims
comparatively older product, which been in the planning stage for a
able
product.
Balaban disclosed that "no amount
went out first at upped .scale, and
effort" has brought picture outeries were afforded first-run
!of
TUGITIVE'
long time. But Morros feels that
Just now is being distributed at
budgets down to where domestic releases, but it wasTittable to rent
better
pix.
regular prices. In this category general releasing conditions are
PRIZE income alone would give the comat the moment are ."Lite With 'improving, hence his interest in
panies a profit. It the studios can't
West End Chi house is operated,
Paris, Oct. 19.
Father," "Duel in Sun," "Best 'getting it underway.
make the grade; distrib chiefs point by Frank Fink and Irving Giindt'l
RKO's "Fugitive copped the an- out, then it's up to them to turn and stopped operations Oct. fl,.
Years" and "Forever Amber,'' all:
While abroad Morros
nual prize awarded by the Office the trick. That, in turn,. puts it di- Other drive-ins are still operating.
now going around a second time
"Tales of Five Cities" \vhich he of the International Catholic Cinenearly a, year after first release.
Duo also operate Harlem Outdoor
^says IS somewhat similar to the ma as the "best inspired" picture. rectly in the laps of exhibs.
Distributors strive to. gel two
..Under the old system of charging on the west side of town.
"Tales of Manhattan", he made for Honors
for films are in keeping off 60% of a film's cost to the
afrong oldies. to put out on distrib loml,"!.942 in association
ox in
with the Church's strenuous efforts domestic market and 40%: to' the
as dual package since this. insures
added revenue rather than split- with S. P. Eagle. With Richard to offset Red propaganda.Script Headache ;
overseas: trade,
a n v
pictures,
Llewellyn handling the story as
Prize was handed Vladimir Lis- failed to return that 60% in the
ting with another distributor, llowv
'Goniniuriist' f'ilm
even "Crusades" has proved high^ well as the screenplay, "Five jsini, RKO's European manager, and U. S. With the boxoftice now at
Cities" is located in Berlin, BudaV.-:'
^
publicity rep Elias Lapinere in an a lower ebb, it will be virtually im.ly successful .for Paramount, be.Hollywood,' O^^^
ing reissued to play solo in most pest, Rome, Paris, and London. I impressive ceremony held at the possible for most films to turn back
Script trouble is hqlding up pi-or
Although the picture is a semi-doc- Gaumont Palace. Attending the aflocations.
duction
on
"I Married a CohiiiHW.
that much of their costs, let alone
Recent reissue combos that have umentary to "show what's going on fair were Papal Nuncio Joseph ioo%. In the U. _
nist
at
RKO.
Originally slated to
S
unless exhibs
been faring well over the country in Europe," its theme is basically Roncalli as well as church digm-: |,ijici^ in with Tonger piaydales oii ' '"'^
September, the pictuife is Wf
'
include "Figliting Seabees"- Fly- entertainment without a moral or taries from all Europe.
jail product.
To that end. the sales the fall production schedule and
ing Tiser.s" (both Hep), "Belle: message,
has
no
starting
date,
execs have issued orders to their
French Production
Slai-i '-"Kronlicr Marshal' (20thl,
Meanwhilpi two otlfcir coniniy
(field staffers to try to convince exStars Volunteer
"San l'"ranci.sco"-".\ight at Opera"
Touching on the advantages of
hibs wherever possible that it's to stories have been abandoned; Co(M-G I, "Destroyer" - "S a h a r a" production \n France, Morros .said
For Vet Hospital Tours their advantage to hold a picture lumbia called off its scheduled
(Coll
and
"Gung IIo"-"Kagle that nothing is to be gained by
In cooperation .with the Holly- .an extra: few days. if it continues "Porti'ait of an American Coin^
fiquadron
(FC).
Be.sides the.se .shooting a film there merely tq
wood Coordinating Committee, Vet- making money for them, even if munist" and John Sutheiliind
twinners from the same dislrib, consume blocked francs. However, erans' Hospital Camp Shows is get- they
could earn more profit by dropped "Confessions of an Amei i"Bring 'Em Bat'k Alive" (RKOi. if one's story has a French back- ting an increasing number of film bringing in
|Can Communist."
a new film.
and "Intermezzo" .ground then it's a practical move 'personalities to play the Purple
"Mikado"'
Ij
If the domestic rentals don't hold
(SRQ/ have proved iiighly profit- ::lo lens the yarn in its natural, set- Heart Circuit. Volunteers so far up, the sales chiefs declared;
the
able.
ting for thvisly a producer adds an include Eddie Cantor, Jack Benny, studios will be forced to turn outj
L. A. to N. Y.
authentic atmosphere to his picture Dinah Shore, Danny Thomas with cheaper films. If producers can be
A. Pam Blumenthal
that could: never be duplicated on Marie MacDonald, Burl Ives, Eddie certain, thoiigh, that their offerings,',
Walter Craig
Republic to Maintain
a Ifollywood set.
Bracken, Larry Adler and James will get longer playing time, they 11:
Edmund L. Dorfman
In line with this hypothesis, Mor Craig. Playdates for these filmsters [go
ahead with plans to make better
1,!
Kd Dukoff
Prod. Schedule-Yales ros will do"Woniaii of a Hundred have not yet been assigned.
Ifilms.' Metro salesi veepee; William ]
Jerry Fairbanks
George O'Brien has already em- F. Rodgers pointed out that vsuch
Encouraged by prcspccts of in- Faces" in Paris because, the story'
Don Freeman
creased businc.'-s in the coming has a Gallic background. The barked on a' tour that will cover top-quality pictures today, even r Norman- Frescott
months. Republic piexy' Herbert famed I.,ouvre' art mu.scum figur es Nevada, Utah. Minnesota and Mis- though the bo\of(ice has slumped
.lolm Garfield
Celeste Holm will make a generally, still earn as much as
the. script and the souri.
J. Vales la.st week told delegates prominenilv
Judy Garland
have 10-day trip in upstate New, York. they ever did.
If exhibs would
tq a iwo-dav regionaT sales con- producei- says authorities
Paul F. Heard
clave in Now York that the slu- already granted him. -pennis.sion to :William.Holden will do several hosr grant that extra tmie. conseqiienliy^
Hugh Herbert
. dio's present production .schedule use facililie.s there.
Upon his ari pitals around Chicago; Lucy Mon- it would be more advantageous to
Sonia Henie
would, be po.sKtively maintained: rival in Hollywood, Morros^ Will. ink roe i$ doing several weeks around the entire industry.
John Modiak
Meet wound up Friday il.'5).
a male and feinme star for the pic. New' England: Peter Lorre will
Gvace Houston
On h a n d for the conferences while the balance of the cast w ill tour in California, Washington and
Ruth Hussey
N. Y. to L. A.
Colorado, and William De ma rest
were brantli managers from some be .selected in Paris.
Arthur Johnson
George Auei bacli
12 exchange area.s- east of .t li e
Turning to his television aspira- and Alan Young will cover Texas'
Bernie Kamins
Turhan Bey
Mi.s.si.s.sippi.
James R, Grainger, tions, Morros said that he had and the southwest.
Arthur Krira
Les Cainpagnons de la Chanson
Linda Darnell, .^kim Tamiroff
exec veepee in charge of sales and olo.sed deaLs w ith a number of con.'\nthony Z. Landi
Robert Condon
and
Leonid
Kin.skey
e
r
c
e
n
l y
t
di-stribiition presided. Touching on cert
Tony Landis
hall
operators In Brilain,
Hume Cronyn
the '.limiiiv (jiainger lOlh Anni- France, Spain and several other played some hospital stands.
Anthony
Mann
riiflord C. Fischer
versary Drive,' the .sales chief fell countries.
Sam Marx
He envisions: iiui.sical
George Frazier
- the-, greatest
number of playdales shorts whose running, time wiU
Ray Milland
N. Y. to Europe
Harry Green
In Republic's history would be vary between 15 and 25 minutes
Vincent:
MinnelU
Dr. flic Fletcher
Abner J, Greshler
garnered on the. basiS: of reports and they'll be filmed in the halls
Li 11 Palmer
Arth\ir Hornblow, Jr
Joseph H. Ha/,en
f
*
Alan Posner
subiiiilied.
Ill an attempt to achieve a genuine
Van Hefiin
Louis Lober
Eddie
Sherman
ring of reality. For example, when
Lawrence Kulick
John Master.son
Franz Waxman
750-Car Corpus, Chrisli l)rive-In doing a clip on Mozart, it will be
Moyna MacGill Lansbury
.Arthur L. Mayer
Bob
Wells
Corpus Christi, Tex.
Ra.Muond R. Morgan
.lerry Lewis
'made at Salzburg; Sir Edward ElConstruction started here by Un- gar at Co\ ent Garden, etc. In adJohn Reddy
Bill Little
derwood & Smith on a V.'SO-car edition he's also signed the Folies
Europe to N. Y.
Sir Ralph Richardson
Dean Martin
drivcin to be known as the Gulf. Bcrgeres. .Bai Tabarm and Ca.sino
Vincent Sherman'
Borrah Mine\ itch
Joseph Burst yn
Permits for ere.tlion of three more
Elizabeth Taylor
William Mullen
Paree, all in Paris, for similar
Isobel Jeans
drive-ins have been received by de
George Weltner
Wee (jcorgie 'Wood
Jack Hylton
video ihorts.
the cili" council.
I

'
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331 FEATURES DUE IN 1948 -49
'47-'48

Season Release Totals
Features Westerns
35
15
12
28
27

Columbia
Eagle Lion
Metro

.',.32

Monogram
Paramount

,

27
28
34
20lh-Fox'
United Artists ....^ 24

20
,7

.

.

.

7

5

.

,

.

.

1

4

..

9

.

21

10

808

*

1

3
12

6

27

,

iimucERsyp Govt. Submits Plans to Slice Schine
'

..

1

RKO

Warners

British

,

.4

16

23'

Republic

Universal

Reissues

76

Total
50
52
31
48
25
47
39
50
30
36

37

won't be harried with
that -old product shortage bugaboo
in the '48-'49 season. A survey
showsi that Hollywood's 11 largest
film companies' are contemplating a
iminimum of 331 feature releases^
Total represents a boost of 25 picture.s over the 306 feature mark
the same producing firms rolled:
up in the preceding selling season.
Pointing up the fact that release
schedules are being upped Is the
basic need of tlieatremen for more
films since product no longer has
the b.o. pulling power for extended
holdovers at the first runs; They're
playing 'em off faster at the deluxers, and a widespread reduction of
nabe clearances is a secondary reason for a. greater supply of pix.
Warners will have a flexible
schedule this season with at least
24 features plus six or eight .reis-;

32

1

21

440

Johnston Spokesmen Deride Talk

"snide craclis from the foreign deot the various iilm cont'
panics," spokesmen for tlie president of the Motion Picture Assn.
of America deride the suggestion
that they haven't State Dept. support around the globe. Johnsonites
aver that the company presidents
know iuU well what a job the
MP^VA IS doing, and it might be
a good idea for them "to. take their
foreign managers into confidence. "
:

.

partments

The MPAA avers that it has
analyzed the picture business into
thi^e broad categories; (11 Struc(2)
tural;
nological.

(3)

financial;

tech-

"Structural"^ embraces costs, legal; .producer-distributor-exhibitor
relationships,- etc. "Financiai!' embraces revenues, and that includes

|

^

'

|

.

Hat Request

Reverse

in

Minneapolis, Oct. 19Theatre manager near here
solved the problem of getting
his femine patrons to remove
tlieir hats by using a switch on
the old.admonition: Instead of
using the usual "Please remove your hats" trailers, his
new sign read: "Elderly Ladies
Need Not Go To the Trouble
of Removing Their Hats."
It

lighting,

also a technological process. And, of course,
night sports now loom as anotlier
factor, cutting into tlie; filiiv boxis

olfice dollar.
It is generally agreed that pix
heretofore enjoyed a monopoly on
the
greatest
segment of that
.anuLsenient dollar. Now there is
television, automobiles, night bas.e-

(Continued on page

15)"

SCHARY EAST NOV. 15
FOR M-G H.O. MEETING
Metro

production

Dore

chief

Multiplicity

;

Of

Riles Exhibitors
Number of film sales drives currently being pushed by major diSr
tributors
has
indie
exhibitors
tlirougliout. the country alarmed.
General feeling among the indies
is that the only purpose of the
drives is to build the ego of those
in w'hose lienor they are held and
to hit the exhibs over the head ior
more playdates on films that don't,
rate the breaks.
Universal currently is conducting a drive to- honor sales veepee
William A, Scully and 20th-Fox is
in the middle ot its Spyros Skouras
honoring
the
drive,
company
Rrexy's 3oth jear in the business.
Republic has a drive in honor of
sales veepee James R. Grainger
and National Screen is honoiing
sales manager George Dembow.
Indie exhibs aver the drives fall

(Continued on

page*^ 20)

minimum.

»

.

,

petitors.

own campaign, Thomas
contends that the. film industry should be held to the same
rule of conduct: as radio which
must afford all candidates free
air-time if it gives any that
for his

;

Last May the U. S. Supreme
Court found the Schine circuit in
violation of the Sherman Act. It
did not agree, however, with th«

program of the, trial court for correcting the monopolies,; and set
forth principles which would lead'
to more drastic action. Then it remanded the case back to the New
York court for further consideration of the detailed issues^ .;

privilege.
It's
'

.

thought likely that both

Henry Wallace and J. Strom
Thurmond, Dixiecrat entry,
will

push similar requests..

;

;

In its original anti^trust action
against Schine, ,the Justice Department's Anti-trust ..Division asked
that Schine be cut down to about
40 or 45 theatres. The; plan of th»

UABoardtoAct

U.

On Hughes

;

-.

from

.

district

S.

which

court,

Supreme Court apparently felt
not -go far enough, would have

3-Pic

th»did;
left

r

Schine with 80 to 90 theatres.
Commenting on the severity ot
its recommendations, the Justice
Department brief declared in part:
"If it be said that this provision

.

nounced: However, it was empbar
sized at a sales conclave earlier in
the year that some 23 screenplays
wrere in preparation and coupledUnited Artists: prexy Grad Sears
would require divestiture of most
with aJusty backlog of 17 pix, it's will seek final approval from the
of Schine's theatres, we think th«
safe to assume that the company's; UA board at a liomeolTice meeting
answer must be that this provision
releases for the '48-'49 selling sea- day (Wed.) of the;; .deal whereby
merely measures the scope of
son might easily eclipse, the 28 Howard Hughes :is to put up secSchine's illegal; acquisitions. That
12^ ond money financing for a trio ol
in
the
preceding
features
scope was withln.the control of th«
pix to be produced for UA in remonths.
defendants. The bt-eadth Of theirA probable goal of 32 features turn for recovering three films he illegal
acquisitions has enabled
was announced by 20th-Fox for originally turned out for that com- them for many years to be th«;
this season at last month's national pany.
largest independent circuit in th«
UA exec veepee Arthur W. Kelly, country,
convention -in .Hollywood.
sales
with an increase since;
who returned over the weekend
(Continued on pdge 20)
from England, will also report to 1928 of 56 closed towns. That
the board on the booking deals he bl'eadth is necessarily the measure
of
its
own
undoing."
set up with various British circuits
Other Recommendations
for new UA product. At the same
S.
time, the l>oard is to act on the
In addition to the divestiture,
proposed distribution fee which the Anti-Trust Division recom^
UA hopes to charge: indie pro- mended the following injunctioni
ducers for handling their product for the trial court:
for release to television broad1, Bar Schine for five years from
casters. Board has already okayed licensing more than 60,% of the
establishment of the new telefilm features released by the majors for
department; but has yet to; grant
(Continued on page 16)
approval to the distrib details.
Sears set the deal with Hughes,
London, Oct. 19.
new head man at RKO, In early
The Anglo-American film Coun- September but has since visited the OHIO INDIES IRED
cil will convene in New York early Coast to work out further details.
next year under an agreement Plan called for Hughes to invest
DOS' B.O.
reached between Eric Johnston, some $600,000 to $730,000, dependMotion Picture Assn. of America ing on the three pix chosen, on ^ Irate at David O. Selznick for
publicizing grosses earned by Ills
prexy, and, J: Arthur Rank; 'top
(Continued on page 15)
pictures in their theatres, IndeBritish Industryitej Johnston;; dispendent Theatre Owners of Ohio
closed before flying home over the
are demanding that all future conweekend. The-, council, created in
Stockholder's Suit
tracts with the Selznick Releasing
1946 but never yet assembled, will
rOrganization contain a; clause tliat
be used in an attempt to better the
Dismissed Against 2 the company will not throw grossea
rapidly worsening Anglo-American
film relations, it's understood.
J. Cheever :(Cowdin, Universal's open to the public.
Indie organization claims that
Agreement to call the meet was board chairman, last week was disr
made after Rank had huddled with; missed as a defendant In a minor- gRO last month; circularized a letSir Alexander Korda and Sir ity stockholder suil brought against ter to exhibs throughout the coun?Henry French, other two British him and three other Universal di- try, whicli bragged about tiie
members oi the council, and then rectors in N Y federal court by grossc"; chalked up by various SeJzmet with Johnston. The agenda Stephen Truncale; Action'^nvolved nick pix in small towns in KansaSi
company Indiana, New Jersey, Pennsylvania,
will not be set until a final date is sale
and purchase
fixed but there is no question that stock under the Securities & Ex- Wisconsin,: Iowa and New York.
Rank's recently aii'ed charges of change Commission Act ot 1934, Group protested to Selznick in •
discrimination in the U.S; against. Plaintiff claimed Cowdin profited wire, which read, "Your company's
British films will be treated fully.
by the sale of stock option war- circular letter signed by Neil AgBefore
taking
as .new reaches an absolute low in op-^
off,
'Johnston rants handed; him in 1945 bjf
denied the e.xistence; of an Ameri- an inducement tO; ink * s^venryear dinary business ethics, and shows'
your complete lack of respect for
can phantom quota directed against contract.
Anglo imports. Good films will
In tossing out Truneale's action. the confidential relationsliip; bealways find a ready market in the Federal
Judge Harold Medina tween you and your customers.''
Now, according to ITOO, Sellhe claimed, MPA.A. picx\ firanted a motion made by CowU.S
cited the unprecedented success of: din's counsel, H. G. Pickering, for nick has not yet replied to the wire,
'Hamlet" as an example, stating it a summary judgment dismissing indicating he doesn't care "about
has advance sales two years ahead. the complaint. U's board chairman small town exhibitors (except, of
He al'o referred to "Great Expec- contended that he disposed of his course, lor" the money he can get
tations" as a film whicii exceeded option siiares to charity and the out of them), or his sense of- husiRank's expectations in the U.S. and court agreed, ruling these dona- ness decency is extremely low."
"Henry V" which earned more Ifi tions were bona fide giveaways. "I If SRO won't kick through with
America than in England.
find these gifts do not constitute that clause in: 'all future contracts,,
the indies, aver, they'll band toJohnston disclosed that he will sales," the jurist held,;
return to London within a few
A similar action brought by Trun- gether to boycott all future Seli;-'
months when the second - year. cale against Universal veepee and nick products. [Agnew exited Sclifquota percentage comes up for general counsel Charles D. Prutz- nick several months ago.l
decision
in
Parliament,
While man was also dismissed .several
denying that he discussed the months ago. However, complaints
Cdl.'S EEGTILAR BIVVY
quota during his current^ tour, are still pending against prexy
Columbia has declared a regular
wMPAAer condemned quotas as Nate J. Blumberg, William A. 'quarterly dividend o£-$1.06*4, per
more harmful than helpful.; He Scully, veepee in charge ;ot sales share on $4.23 cumulative preclaimed the more successiul the and distribution, and Cliff Work, Jferred stocks
s
quota becomes in England, the former director who resigned in
Dividend is payable Nov. 15 t}*.1948.
more countries wriil follow suit.
.itockholders of record Nov. L

.
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;

;

Anglo-U.

Film

;

,

Council to Meet

-

;

In N.Y. Early
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Jack Warner's

WB

U

1^00

Shares to

Washington, Oct. 19
Warner, veepee in charge
of production at Warner Bros.^has
.Tack L.

made

anolhei' substantia! stock gift
to the United Jewish Appeal fund.
Warner has turned over a block of
1,500 sliares of his company's com^
mon stock to UJA in one of a
series ot similar donations.
At the same time, production
topper purchased 10,000 additional
shares of common on the market 1o
holdings to 426,bring his total
500 shares in his own name and
another 21,500 in trust for him

WB

Harry

M.

Warner,

prexy, has -gifted

company

1,200 shares of

Warners common to an undisclosed

-

U

,

,l>eutsch.:-'

Essannc^s Oiiental theatre is loRodgers. while on the Coast, will
.
:caledv
look over the new M-G pictures
Metropolis is asking $2,000,000.
whicli iiave been completed and
claiming lo-'^e was obtained fraud(Continued on page 15)
ulently.
.

I

!

UJA

forthcoming product, with Rodgers
also giving him a line on what slock;
price pictures the present market
Chi Lease Hearing Oct. 27
can afford. Schary plans to visit
Cliicago, Oct. 19.
the homeoffice three or four times
Chi federal appeals court set
yearly, .spacing his trips in between
Metropnlis
those of Mayer. He will be accom- Oct 27 lor heai ings on
suit to invalidate the
Co
Theatre
panied east by his aide, Armand
97-\ear Uaf.e on land which the

'

^

;

beneficiary. He now holds 283,150
common directly, and AnrSchary's proposed visit is in line Sliares of
trust.
with his announced policy of keep- other 16,000 in
Daniel M. Sheaffcr, member of
ing in close, personal contact with
sold 860
the liomeoffice. He and Rodgers Universal's board, has
Sheaffei- now
common.
of
will discuss distribution plans for shares
owfts 1,507 shares of company

to a

already having, its expected
chain reaction. Norman Thomas, perennial candidate for the
Socialist 'party, is now asking
the reels for equivalent: space

:

a company spokesfeels that upcoming product
will probably va ry somewhere between 30 and 36" features.
has no definite slate an-

man

RKO

Pix Sales Drives

after, sevei'al postponements on his proposed trip to the
homeoiliee, is now» scheduled to

.

Government. The anti-trust division also asked the court to pernia«
nently. enjoin the Schine theatre«
a number of practices "harmful" to smaller independent com-

ii

And Video Deals

Schary.

visit New York about the middle
of November. Sales veepee William
F. Hodgers; .who is planning a trip
to the studios at the same lime,
will stay over a few days after
Schary arrives in order to sit in on
the liomeoll'ice exec huddles.
Studio chief Louis B. Mayor accompanied by studio pubhcily director Howard Strickling. mean^yhile, returned to the Coast over
the weekend after 10 days of contabs with various li.o. officials,
Ma.\ er, proxy Nicholas M. Schenck
and veepee-trpasurer Charles C.
Moskowitz lined up production
budgets for, the new season's program. One of the chief points they
established, was the decision to retain a flexible budget, depending
on selection of scripts as the best
method of keeping production costs

biogs of President Harry Tru-

Dewey

to

dozen was submitted over the weekend to the U, S. court for the western district of New York by th«

intended to tack on to two of
issues nine-minute film;

their

E.

plan

—

Announcement by the five
hewsreels last week that they

months ahead,

I

brouglit results.

:

brilliant

Everybody Into the Act

man and Thomas

19.

whittle down th*
Schine circuit—largest independent chain in the U. S. from about
175 theatres to approximately

'47-'48

'

declining revenueb abroad. "Technological" deals with the scientific
advances w'ithin, and influences on,
the. picture business.
Into this,

category fall any scientific entertainment competition, such as radio and television. Night spots,
with their scientifically developed

A

.

somewhat above
which saw 21 features seeing distribution along with 10 re-;
issues and one British import.
While Metro's policy is usually to
announce
releases
only
four
sues. Its slate is

175

Washington, Oct.

'

MPAA bcks U. S. Gloy Backing
Washington, Oct. 19. 4
In brusliing oit what the Eric
Johnston office here suspects as

To Dozen Theatres From Current

LUST lEIli'S 301
E.xhibs
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picnmnKS
Boy

Jane's 'Belle'

New Court Arguments in ASCAP Suit

Smalltown, Indie Exhibs Cool to

Hollywood, Oct." 19.
For the raised-eyebrow department.
In "Montana Belle," Fidelity Pictures' indie at Republic,
Jane Russell will play role of
a boy,-.;
in opening sequences
It's
only j. however,

Delay Further Any Clear-Cut Ruling
A

clear solution whether exhibi-"*—
tors must still pay seat taxes to the
American Society of Composers,]
Reunite Neal, Cooper
Authors and Publishers appears to
Hollywood, Oct.. 19.
be a long way ofl on the basis of
Warners assigned Patricia- Neal
memorandum briefs submitted last
femmc role opposite
t)ie
to
bell,
^ top
.
week to Judge Vincent T. Lei
in the war picture
Cooper
Gary
the
on
jurJn N Y federal court
in "Task Force." They were recently
Ist's findings and conclusions
the anti-trust suit brought by teamed in "The Fountainhead.
.

'Grandiose' Public Relations Plans

Film Salesmen's

.

,

Jerry Wald is producer and DelAlden-Rochelle, Inc., et al.
Force.'
Da v« director of
in the defendants' brief, sub-l'ner
slated to s tait Oct. 25.
mitted by special counsel Robert
P. Patteirssn and Louis 0; Frohlich,
strong exception was taken to the
,

'

Union

.

Ratifies

j

proposed divestiture by
ASCAP of performing rights to.
film.s.'
in
synchronized
music
These rights would be tianded the
copyright owners. It was argued
thaf divestiture would be unneceseary for the plaintiff exhibitors
would be "adequately protected by
'en injunction" restraining the So
ciety from demanding music li-

:

Adding over $500,000 to the annual labor costs of the 11 major

By ASCAP Decision

.

•

Colosseum

of Film
ratified its recently negoHollywood, Oct. 19..
tiated, pact with the industry over
N. Y. Federal Court Judge Lei-ith€ weekend (16-17) at its Chicago
rbell's recent decision preventing convention. Terms of the two-year
ASCAP from collecting from ex- union agreement will give a flat
censes.
hibs on tunes In pix is hitting pro- $10 wage increase to approximately
ASCAP's counsel cited numerr ducers sharply. Indies report costs 1,000 salesmen in the nation's 31ous precedents which it felt sup- doubling since most publishers are exchange areas. The wage hike is
ported its belief that court could asking 100% more for synchronizar retroactive to July 21, 1948, the;
not order, divestiture in an. action tion rights than they previously date when the Colosseum was cer-^
brought by a private plaintiff. gat through ASCAP.
tilled as the collective bargaining
Touching, upon a section of the
Field is wide open with some agency' by the National .Labor EeClayton anti-trust act, it was pubberies asking anywhere from |lations Board.
claimed that this portion does not 25 to 75% more, depending upon
Ending a long-standing gripe in
mean, that a private party who what they think they can get. Dethe ranks, the agreehient grants a
files under this law can hold that eision
is
due for appeal; .and
per mile expense allowance
he is either the U. S. or is acting though many industryites feel it 7Vic
to salesmen in rural areas and a
In the people's interest.
feel,
a
it's
others
rev(*ed,
will be
$3.50 per day allowance to city
-Recalling that a /Consent decree, good decision since it may ulti- salesmen. Hotel and meal bills are
was entered against ASCAP in mately loosen film majors' grip on set at $8 per day with all expense
1941 which failed to order divesti- the publishers—Metro's, for in- payments retroactive to Sept. 19.
ture of performing rights, the or- stance, on Robbinsj Feist and Vacation periods.jwill be given on
ganization's attorneys pointed out Miller; Warners on Remick, Witthe basis of one week for the first
that if such divorcement is found mark and Harms.
year of service after- six months,
to be in "the public interest the AtUnder the old ASCAP system, and two weeks for over one year.
torney General may asjt for such exhibs paid yearly fee based on
Contract also sets up a grievance
relief;
Parallel was also' drawn be- number of seats. Leibell decision
and arbitration machinery through
tween divestiture and competitive
,

the

dlstribs,

Vs. Exiiib Collections Salesman

had

Murray-Siegel's Coast

i

Vaude

Click

Film

Makes

Indie

Easy

Financing

|

of the more lucrative byproducts of Ren Murray's marathon
"Blackouts,''
now in'; "its

j

,

bird

i

.

.

.

.

-

"Bill

:

.

|

who have no intimate knowledge,
ot local psychology. £xhib officials
have been told that if the proposed

forwards mats of ads
to local theatre men, these will be
handled locally but no coin will be
forthcoming for any other sort" of
p.r. institute

control..

"We have found that smalltown
exhibitors :ar^, geiiejcally ihdiffeiEent
to an overall industrit publfc relA^^
tions and the M^cJNama^^
not changed their approach," one

:

"pey

S""""? ^°PPer said,
t^e value of any grandiose
P'ioposal which is aimed at nation^^''^^ results without tangible ref«i"ence to their particular towns."

I

^<''" ^

'

'

.

;

,

'

Lukewarm attitude of town-andhamlet exhibs who: form a solid
most theatre units -is expected. to stall cooperation by
these groups with an all-industry
plan. Feeling now is that the com-

:

1

bloc in

I

;

'

-.

1

-

=

1

M

-

j

-

panies -themselves will -have to
He feels that loot the bill if they intend going
youthful fllmgoers are tired of ahead with the MacNamara plan
looking at the. same stars. In Ime or any other approximating it.
with this theory,' Lois Butler was
pacted for "Mickey" which was
budgeted at $700,000.
Her next
starrer for Eagle Lion, Siegel de- Supreme Ct. Refuses
clared, will: exceed the outlay for

.

|

'

I

.„.'.>.:.,

her initial vehicle;
To
Producer, who's been in New
York for homeoffice conferences,
In Joan Leslie Case
leaves for the Coast later in the
Washington, Oct. 19.
week. He has no distrib pact with
ELv but operates under a verbal
Supreme Court yesterday (18)
agreement with :company prexy refuseid tb' t;ajce jurisdiction
in the
Arthur Krim.

I'mari;' vN;.' iRrpveftche.r,.":exee:' '.secre-^

.

tary;

Frank

Fiahertyi, ie^ec bbilrd

Latest to trek was Robert Lord,
meniber, atid iDayid. Be?nbr, union
heading for Japaiit to make ".'Tok^o
attorney,
His departure eloseljr fplv
joe,"
Steps Into Fight £or
lowed that of Arthur Hornblow and
Limiting. Reissues Vincent Sherman for fiohdon,
George Waggner for Rome. Sara N. Y. COLLARITES
Hollywood, Oct. 19.
Marx for Ottawa and Leo McHollywood AFL Film Council is Carey for Vancouver.
PICKET LINES
the late.st pic group stepping into
Other film-makers c u r r e ri t l y
The labor front in the New York
the fight against Indiscriminate re- abroad are Eddie Mannix; Henry
issuinR.
V/eekly meeting 'of coun- King, Howard Ha\vks, Jean Negu- homeoffices cooled off slightly this
cil adopted strong resolution -calli.
lescb, Irving. Allen^
week as two CIO whitecoUarite,
Ing upon studios to limit reiissUes dlth, .Wiliiarn .Ro>vlanS'. teregor
guilds quieted down their picket
to :a small percentage
:

;

.

:

'

:

'

PLAN

'

contract

NEW

:

.

;

of
released in any one year.

'

new
-

pix

Gene
Ken McEldoWney.

-

;

Markey

RaijinovitCh

and

lines against

Preparing

to
future-: are ;3ol

major-owned

faces.:

1

;

dim.es.-;.';'.-.

needs new

try

.

H wood AFL Group

Jpan

Cinema 16 s Challenge
New
,

,

fornia

,

documentary, scientific, educational
and experimental films. Your obvious attempts to picture the organization as one aiming at the pres.entatton o£ "sex appeal" pictures
'cannot be permitted to go unchal-

1

:

,

1

i

i

.

At

;

a!

meietihg of the- United

in
contracts.

Mp^^^^

their

drive

for

new

nnd"!,rtilH;'fi?^='-?;'if
ana
artistic tiinis' IS belied by your
own review, which .shows the program to have consisted of a film
be held tomorrow (Thurs.) on the noted
French .sculptor ArisAmerica under the auspices, of the: film di- tide Maillol; a cartoon
position of films- as "preeminent ^''^^^'^.''''A'"*
,?
on racial reheld at the Ritz-Carlton here -at vision of the N. Y. Council of Arts, latibns; an
entertainment in our country
AFL topical film- ^
Goupcil asks that: studios immedi- whicli 169 theatres were repre- Sciences & Professions: A resolu-j psychological film done, by McGill
tion already adopted by the council
ately embark on a normal program sented, a regular motion was introUniversity.
Alexander Hammid's
of sufficcnl new films (o supply dticed and passed: adbpting cori- criticizes- the major, companies for "Private Life of a Cat"— although
cniafipn along the liiies of the refusing to negotiate new .contracts rejected
theatres.
for showings to the gen,-'
"Andy Smith Plan" to adjust ex- because of the unions' refusal tb eral public by the
censors— is, in
jhibitor problems and grievances file
non -: Gommunist'. affidavits your own words,
a "masterpiece"
ithat might come about. The plan under the Taft-Hartley law.
*
AS and represents the work of a scnsiII I lir If*
D'
^ to be worked out with 20th Cen- outlined by Paramount prexy Barr Itive poet of the
Hal WalllS rreppmg
cinema
at the best.
tury-Fox, and, if possible, with ney. Balaban, llie majors' position
^ »l
I
ri*
jIt is far removed from any offLancaster S WeXt Pic "^^^^ companies for the area rep- stems from a fundamental objec- color implications,
resented by this organization.
tion
to
dealing with so-called
If we have grown into "quite an
Hollywood, Oct 19.
gtep marks the first acceptance 'Communist-controlled unionsi
organization," it is because theip
Next picture for Burt Lancaster of the plan by any TOA group alBreaking the industry front. are enough serious-minded people
will be produced by Hal Wailis un- though it's already been approved Eagle Lion became the only com- in New
York who wish to see such
tier a one-film-per-year contract, by several allied organizdtions.
pany, to sign a contract with, both films as the Army's famed "Seeds
Title of the production i$ still unLewen
Pizor,
president
of Guilds as the SPG unit ratified of -Destiny;" the 1948 Academy
.
occiaeA.
UMPTO, presided. Named to the terms of the pact last week. Simi- .
Meanwhile, Lancaster will tour coneiliation committee were Abe lar to E-L's pact with SOPEG.Uhc Hnn'^H.^w" scientific films as
""X'^y*
in an acrobatic act with his former Sablosky,
William Hissner and publicists will receive graded wage w;ell as films embodying new techcircus partner, Nick Gravett, start- Fred Osterstock, permanent mem- increase up to: $20 with future mques and modern art trends.
alternates,
David Yaffee, hikes tied to a sliding cost-of-living
Ing Nov, 18 at the Oriental the5j,tre, ibers;
Anios Vogel,
.'-'^
Mike Egnal and Melvin fox.
scale.
Chicago, for three weeks.
Jixecutive Secretary.
I
I

reissues ai'e unpublic, create unemployin l-Iollywood, discourafie the

(.'ouncil clvarges

fair .to

tion ificture- ; Theatres ;:bwnersi ''ot

.

Pennsylvania, Southern New Jeratre ' attendance' 7nd"' threaten 'the «ey and Delaware, affiliated with

.

:

A

:

\

'

rally in behalf of the Guilds

I

'

'

will

'

court.

certain

minors—in-

California

eluding

child actors— to disavpyv
employment contracts on the
grounds that they were minors,
Most groups of minors are permitted to break contract.'!.
Miss Leslie sighed with Warners:
in 1942,-when she was 17; She had
a cpntract for one year aiid several
pptions. At age 21, she disaftiritied

.their

:

ment

supreme

The Califbrhia high court had
upheld
iheld the constitutionality
constitutionafity of
of the
state laws, which limited the rights;
of

1

I

UMPTO

between
actress
and Warner Bros;,

fight

Leslie

thereby leaving the studio winner
of the case, as found by the Calir

York;

Editor, V.-vfiety:
"
Cinema 16 is a cultural non
profit
membership
organization
,
theatres presenting to its members sup.eriur

to sharpen their strategy ift the
Somewhat similar action taken by leave in the near
lATSE studio cameramen last week. Siegel, Sam Engel and Jerpy -Wald. battle for union recognition vs.
the major companies. Flareup of
Their resolution also asked for esother demonstrations by the Screen
tahlishment of yearly work schedOffice & Profes.sional Employees
ule to prevent fluctuating employGuild and Screen Publicists Guild
ment. Roy M. Brewer' will name Pennsy-NJ.-Del.
ilenged,
is: expected .shortly on an enlarged
Committee to discuss council's resoYour introductory
(in
Adopts Andy Smith Plan scale,, however, with the two unions jVARiETY review, Oct. 6,statement
lution with studios. He would limit
'48) describdrawing upon support from nareissues to those pix recognized as
Philadeliihisi. t)ct; 19.
tional unions^ and other, organiza- ing Cinema 16 as a film society de"masterpiecies" of film art.
-

and
proliim.

eflectiveness in:"their community
ol publicizing by big-city flacks,

and

'

bidding system used by the major
J^^^
^.^
publishers are f.'^
to get
.
film companies in an effort to show
.income from music used, in P>x.
that divorcement would probably
3,^^, ^its background music
be unworkable.
I.since, It composer is a member of
Because of 'the legal hocus= the orgariizatipn, ASCAP owns the
pocus,- exhibs remain divided on performing rights.
their course of. conduct.
Theatre
Also dynamite is radio angle.:
Owners of America, which' has told Understood If film music appeal
Its members to put their coin in breaks down, airwaves will also reescrow until the case has been de- fu^e to make payments to ASCAP.
cided, concedes that the course is
not legal protection against an
ASCAP copyright infringement ao-. TAIM GII
CTITIIIfW
tion. However, the theatre org be- JUIW riLlTl ulUUlUiJ
of -the
iii
lieves that by; placing the fees in
industry and Union negbtiatiohs
» special aGCountishows an intenGomnUkee. Besiides Scollard, the
tion to pay, at least.
It does not
industry spbkesmen were Harry
^
Hollywood,
Oct.
19.
think that ASCAP would pro.secute
Buckley, United Artists; Joseph
Film business is beginning to MacMahpnb-R e p u b 1 i C; Charles
such cases nor does- it think a mul
titude of suits by ASCAP is prac- look like a series of Cook's Tours, O'Brien, Metro, and Burton A.
ticable.
producers, directors and stu-'Zoin, attorney. The Colosseum was
with *^
chairr
dio executives leaving for foi-eign represented: by Mel Keller;
'

for -Republic,

Coo," were .partially financed out
of the earnings: of the -vaudeville
show. Perennial capacity biz of ''Blackouts-' makes an excellent security
when, approaching' banks to underwrite a film venture, indie producer and' Murray's partner David
W. Siegel pointed out in New. York
Monday (18). "We never have dif-;
ficulty in promoting loans from
which both companies and union lending institutions," he said;
Originally a Cleveland lawyer
can settle future disputes. One'
clause permits either/ side io re- whom Murray invited to join him
open for ;negqtiatiqu^^^a^ question in launching "Blackouts" in 1942,
relating to wages, or expenses after Siegel was more or less a film neo'ft^itliiii
10 days, the pliyte until he took a flyer in proone' year:
NLRB is slated to hold compiaWy- duction two years ago Since then
by-cpmpany elections to determine he's been associated in the malewhether the salesmen want: main- ing of "Angel on My Shoulder'M
tenance of membership prbyisions for United Artists, "Bill and Goo"
and "Mickey",
iu the Colosseum agreements.
Siegel reiterated the 'plaint of
Pat Scollard, Paramount labor
other, producers who have squawkrelations exec, disclosed the terms
behalf of both the ed time and again that the induspact

;

,

pic

with

said.

Surveys also show that the
smaller exhibs believe firmly in
the personal touch in advertising.:
Hence, they have no faith in the

seventh year at Hollywood's El
Capitan thei^tre, are several indie
films. Current Eagle Lion release,
"Mickey," as well as Murray's all-

i

now

It is

One

.

con-

theatre op would contribute
a portion of his ad budget
see it spent elsewhere. That
posal is definitely out with

(

i

proposed

centration on big city media as a
waj' of penetrating the hlnterk
lands. Which means that the rural

'

1

.

^

gram

.

New Wage Scale

Producers Hit Keenly

court's

Amus. Off 5^

Philadelphia, Oct. 19.
Films, theatres and nightclubs
suffered a slight slump during the
first nine months of this year, according to figures released by the
Receiver of Taxes. The amusement-tax drop; slightly less than
5% below the 1947 figures during
the same period, wasn't calculated
to furrow show biz brows here.
Amusement taxes for the first
nine months of 1947 amounted to
Smalltown exhibs will not go for
$3,226,777. They fell to $3,054 007 the scheme,
exhib officials noW
in the same period this year. Philbelieve; because they see no adadelphia clamps a 109() tax on envantage to them Irom key-city
tertainment, over and. above the newspaper
and radio advertising;^
Federal Government's 20% sock.
MacNamara

I

,

Informal probing of smalltown,
indie exhibs on their reaction to'
the $2,000,000 public relations pr()<n
for the industry proposed
Paul MacNamara, ad-pub chief to
David O. Selznick, is turning up
stiff oppositipn to important features of the program. Result of
the surveys, conducted by several
exhibitor
groupi;
including the
Theatre Owners of America and
some branches: of .National Allied;
indicates that the program will bf
stymied, as an all-industry affair
unless modified substantially.

^f.

Philly

I

.

Any

,

,

h^rTont^rctT^which^^urrhad 'two
years to go.

n

^
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Selznick Pays

25G For

I

Debussy Score

I

j

.'.

^

I

j

j

"

|

j

poser's

!

I

Selznick

^"'L^V

^'^"•'^
.

'

.

J

:

•'v-:

?;-:., :i-.,:,

, ,i j..-:-'i'

^:::

•

;.:*--':;-.,::-';;':>

'..^ff'-i'^i

;

paid

^^^^^y

been

rear-v

$25,000

to the:
for six com-

Arabesques One and
"Afternoon
of
Faun"

positions,

Two,

'

!,.-'-'

have

I

,

-'.;:.-'-

works

ranged

.

1

;

in 'Jennie

Hollywood, Oct 19.
Dpvid O. Selznick's "Portrait of
Jennie" will be the first film to
have an entire score by Debussy,
also the first in which the corn-

.

"Clouds," "Sirens" and "Girl With
Flaxen Hair." Dmitri Tiomkin will
arrange and conduct.

"

!

. .:

FicmniES-Tv
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RANK BACKS NEW BUDGET-SUCER
TOA Via Gael Sidfivan Maps Series

FCC s Coy Studying Issue of TV Into
I

Of Econ(Hnies for Exlub-Members
•

IN'FRfll'

With Gael Sullivan, Us executive

director, setting the pace, Theatre
0\\ners of America is now swinging over into a multi-pronged campaign to win direct operating savings for its exliib members. Sullivan is already up to his ears in a
battle

to

knock

They're Off!
Mixing nagh and
ture

down shipping
He is also ini-

the

race,

:

.

charges on films.
tiating a survey of fire and liability
premiums with the idea of putting
thi ough a general reduction. On a

he and Ted Gamboard chairman; are putting in
tlieir innings in Washington in an
effort to wheedle an admissions'
third front, both
ble,

For the

,

r

Air panel
of

Will Television Af-

:

any concern about TV's possible boxoft'ice inroads, Hollywood should use video, to plug

to

itself.

Round-Table Set

and

Back to Late Nov.

Newsreels Won t

SeD Stock Shots

negotiations for its introtlie U. S. ,may follow
.

.

^

i

.

TOA

Coy was also asked whether
channels would be available for
exhibs in the future: No policy has \
yet been fi.ved by the FCC on any

G & S Operettas

Four of the newsreels, it has
been learned, are refusing to
budge on proposals for stock shpts.

-

,

i

TV

!

I

1

I

I

ini'

I

'

iiiai

slatislics

:

-

^|,g

1

fir.st case filed :fOr
It' w-as; the
population; and of other, telefilm
niany iiionths Aiith .the AAA which
distribs. who take into account only
heretofore handled the arbitration
the number of sets.
sj'stein set up by the. 1940 ifcOns<int
Idea of -working witli population.
Gowriimeiit
the
antir
decree i n
figures only is n s.g., according to

rates.

GEO. AUERBACH'S INDIE

the, W'eb is how njulling the' pbs-!!
sibllity df triniihing thfe price even
iho're.
If that is done,: if meahs:

'

PROD. PLANS FOR 3 PIX

I

PARKER-REAGAN PLUS

,

action., Arthiiri j bO^^
prez of the Tliealve Owners: of
whose Webb theatre.
.America,

,

,

be composed of British players,
'Heart'' is due to go before the
cameras the end of Novenjber and
is exijcctcd to be in the can some
time in January. While Sherman's
immediate plans are confined to
"Heai:t" he's taking a couple
scripts, along
with him and
there's a chance that he may linger
on in F,n;;Uind to film orte or both
oi tiiein there.

former pro-

NBC

film

its

I

jUA

'

will

be taking a loss on

program almost as heavy

ducer-writer at Metro and Para- as that entailed in its live programmount, has oigani-,!cd his own in-'ming setup, which has been estidependenl production company to mated at about SI. 500,000 yearly,
.Weatherfleld: (Conn), is involved
three moderate-budgctors.
make
Original plans, according to Fairalso
agreed
to
pvoceeding,
j,,^
ample, :that Atlanta, witli a popu- Initialer will be sJiol from his own banks, called for the series to conjj^ij^^^.j ^,,p dispute to arbitration.
lation almost four times that of yarn, "St. Benny the Dip." Already tinue indefinitely but he was forced
K.ounari.s'
house: follows New
New Haven, has only 1,500 sets, signed for this one are Roland
/y-i„„t{„,,„,i „„ „„„„ loi
Britain;, Conn., and Weatherfield
-( Contmued on page 1 8)
wlicreas there arie some (i^iOO in Young. Louis Calhein and Marlon'
by 30 and 21 da>s He wants clear- New. Haven. Thus, it would be Brando, latter in the Broadway hit,
^,
ance cut to one day in both situa- unfair to Atlanta broadcasters to "Streetcar Named Desire "
IlKa
S Parisian
S
I-evy,
general
Herman
Al.
tions.
charge them four times what New
Inasmuch as Brando won't be-,
rr
v-i—
counsel for TO.\. is acting As atTour tOr i7ij„„
VldcO cjuShOl'tS
Haven will pay for product.
;come available until after June 1,'
Kounaris.
for
torneyIlka Chase planes to Paris, Oct.
Same. kincJ of "disparity exists due to hi.s stint in the play, "Benwhere only sets are con side redj ny" won't roll until next summer. 30 to m'ake a Series of television
'Mbney for CUmiin
Schenectady, for example, now has Prior to training to tli6 Coast shorts for World Video, indie tele
some 8,600 TV sets, as compared (Tues.> to work out studio arrange- package producer. While there,
V:;vHoilywoo(l,;6ct.':19;
If ments
and a disti'ibution deal, she will turn out 12 briefies each
Irving Cummings and his son. to the 200.000 in ^•ett York
rirving. Jr.. will produce "It's Only both cities wore cliarged accord- Auerbach stated tljial his financing concerning a- famous French resMoney," ba-sed on a .story by Leo ing to those figures, Sclienecl adj- has been partl\ set and he expects taurAnt plus r^clpesj histoiT and
would be paying only about l/'SS no difficulty with the rest. He'll chefs.
Rosten,: for RlvO,
Shorts will be used tor tel«r
Picture is slated for a November of New York's charge, .yet the return to New York in about 10
casting in the U. SI
(Continued on page 18i
days.
start.
j
,

;

,

George Auerbach,

;,

;

that

I

trusl

from
/ sailed
Vincent Sherman
.
,,
,„,
Saturday (Ifa) on the
Hasty
A]ar.\ Jo direct
Heart" for Warners at the ABC
studios at Elstree, near London.
Eleanor Parker and Ronald Reagan,
who'll co>.star. are scheduled to
leave the U. S. about the first of
November. Balance of the cast will

.

.

TV

:•

Queen

»

:

separate membership corporation'
to take on television licenses; Un*.
der tentative plans, a dozen or sabig circuit operators would un-derwrite:the new company to get
it started. Once organized, other
exliibs could come in.
As TOA tele plans are now shap->
ing; the company operating the
stations would not seek a profits It
would channel exclusive tele programs to its theatre members for
large-screen playing at a cost es-timated to meet expenses only, v
TOA's executive committee will,
meet withirt the next two weeks.;
Sullivan;iviU present his 'report at
that time, but no aetion is likely
until the answers are f oi-thcoming
from Coy.

jelled.

.

case was filed by Nicholas
Kounaris, operator of tlie Newington theati-e. Newington. Conn." Jm
dicating a continued willingness on
the part of the inajors to go for arbitration, all majois involved in
He the Kounaris complaint -signed,
l)y readjustment of premiums.
is urging these officials to collate agreements to submit tlie dispute

,
New \ork

were

get into tele

,

j

CAST IN 'HEART'

to

-

.

BRIT.

han..

played up by Sullivan in his confabs with Coy. Because small e,\liibs haven't the necessary coin toi
operate on an independent basis;.
Sullivan broached the subject of

,

.

week when the

late]*,

director

The other. Universal, will not sell
unless its subsid. United World:
Films, can come into the deal as
Hollywood. Oct. 19.
a producer. UWF handles all tele
Robert Oakley has closed a deal rights- for both the newsreel and
with Film Operettas. Inc.. for use the parent' company.
Light Opera
of his Calilornia
Indicating the current adamant
troupe in a series,: of Gilbert and stand of the majors is the recent
Sullivan classics: exclusively tor refusal by 20th-Fox to go for a
television.
deal which vould have brought it
Twentieth
First of the group will be "HMS a solid lump ol cash.
Pinafore," with Walter Colmes of has nixed an offer of $74,000 foJ'
Film Operettas producing and 20,000 of stock material. Proposal
Louis Weinman, his partner in tlie was made by a -national advertiser
in conjunction with a tele netenterprise, supervising.
Subjects running 27- minutes will workFairbanks Cites High
Position taken by major combe shot at Republic, the first to
cost $5,000. Oakley's opera cast ol pany execs is'that video producers,
Labor Market as
10 has been rehearsed in 13 operas operating at present on shoestring
but there will be no further pro- budgets, should not be permitted
Pix Production Stymie
duction until the fir.st picture is "to ride our coattails for easy
sold oir there! is a package -deal for profits." The newsreels have spent
Hollywood, Oct. 19.
large sums, it is pointed out, to
the complete series.
Hollywood film producers won't
build up an extensive coverage of
be able to compete in the producnational events.
Since the video tion of films lor television with
producers are potential competi- producers
Sales System
UA's
working in other martors in the growing tele market
kets until the technicians' unions
there is no disposition to permit
on the Coast agree to lower scales
Based on Population,
them 'to grow- strong by use ot for video pix: That's: the opinion
major company film material.
of indie producer Jerry Fairbanks,
Sets in Circulation
Refusal to sell stock stuff is con jwho turned out the series of 28
United Aj-tists" new television sidered surefire evidence that the two-reel "Public .Prosecutor' pix
department, in a switcli from the companies intend going into tele for NBC televisioh,
standard methods, of selling films on a; much larger scale than here-*
Aceo^din^.lto Fairbanks, the total;
On this score, newsreel cost of each-,: of -.tWe ''Prosecutbii''''':
for video, will take into considera-:; tbt'ore.
lion both tlie population of the eX6cs concede that their policy is filins; is XVeli over $if)iOOO, NBC hat
markets and (he number of T\' sets currently: costing, them liundreds been trying to peddle theni for
in circulation to arrive at its costs of thousands of dollars in. passed-: only $8i.i00 ($10,00() gross,: which
per station. Plan is ni direct con- up proiits.
includes the aid agencies'.' 15% com-;
trast to that repealed last week by
miission) but to date has found no
NBC-TV, whicl,i figures in onlj the
takeirs;. :A:s a rOsult, Eaiiianks said^

'

starter this

who want

For Television

,

its

have

TOA

V.4BIETY.

should determine how far exhibs
can go in entering the tele field.
Difficulties of small-fry exhibs

by major company toppers who are
determined to. hold vbaek on any:
.such transactions until theii' companies' large-scale tele programs

:

I

:

these questions,: Sullivan

told

heen promised an answer: -which

.deo filmmakers to get the reels to
set a standard -price liave all been
turned- down.- Policy has been set

:

on:

Suit

,

video outlets.

of.

The five nevysrcel companies
have now' determined on a policy
of nixing any oft'ers by 'indte: television producers to buy stock' shots
from the extensive film libraries.
Recent attempts by a horde of vi-

:

anti-trust;

th«

;

To TV Producers

Details of the process have been
made known to the Board of Trade
Hollywood meet- committee [inquiring into the use
ing of Eric Johnston, Motion Plcr of studio space, and tlie promoture Assn. of America's prez, com-: ters have advanced the view that
pany prexies and studio heads orig- a two-stage outfit would be capainally slated to start the end of ble of turning' out a minimum oi
this month is being postponed un- 15 full-length featui-es a year.
til
the latter part of November.
Cost to the industry of the uniThe delay, unexplained officially; versal application of the Independreportedly is caused by current, ne^ ent Frame system would be enorgotiations for settlement. ..of the
(Continued on page 20),
Tlie full-dress

Government

19.

of

Fe'deral Communications Commission, is novv studying the $64 question—^can an exhibitor or group of
exhibitors -exclusively Tjook special
events over television for larger
screen showings in theatres. That
poser was put to Coy by Gael Sullivan, executive director of- Theatre Owners of America during hii
huddles with the FCC biggie her*
last -week.
Number of other crucial questions are also under study by the
FCC following Instigation by Sullivan. One- puzzler- is whether exhibs can band together; in a noii'profit organization to oper-ate tele- :
vision stations and be treated in
the same light as quasi^public institutions. If the answer is in the
ail'irmative, it will clear the way^
for
in that org's quest iot.

duction in
shortly.

chatrman

Coy,

:

proaches tiom competing American film and television interests,

which company toppers are now
It. R. Young's Interest
Theatre groupi for one, is sur- concentrating.
Because of the postponement in
veying tlie rate structure with the
possibility
of intervening in a the Coast confab, Johnston, who
pending anti-trust suit directed returned:' to the U. S. over the
weekend
from his European swing,
against restrictive conditions in
Railway Express agreements. These is holding a series of meetings this
restrictions hamper shipment of week with company toppers to re.^
results of his trip to
port
on
the:
films through, other agencies. Sullivan huddled with Robert R. Youngi the Continent.
Proj)osals and counter-proposals
railroad magnate supporting the
in
the
anti-trust
action are being
anti-trust action, on intervention
possibility.
Young, incidentally is made under direct supervision of
heads.
These toppers
directly concerned since he is con- company
have
also
been
working on
have
trolling stockholder of Pathe Industries, parent org of Eagle Lion. an altrindustry arbitration system.
Since
hearings
in the case
new:
Other steps taken by TOA to
negotiations
start
Nov;
are being
8,
force a rate reduction: are 1, a letter to top railroad presidents urg- pushed energetically in an effort
.Ing establishment of a baggage to win a peace before that deadl'n«
tariff for films; 2, confabs with bus
The big Hollywood conclave, inline officials on joint action before
the Interstate Commerce Gommis- tended to begin immediately on
mull a
sion to modify safety regulations Johnston's return, will
number
of top-bi-ackel problems
wliiclj ban transportation of films
on .passenger buses; 3, petition to on production, foreign biz and
public
relations,
for
trucking companies asking
lower rates on. film shipments; 4;
request to the U. S. Postmaster
INDIE'S BEEF
General foi- special handling of CONN.
films through railroad postoffices.
REVIVES ARBITRATION
Regardless of action by the Riiilw'ay Express, Sullivan said, "We
Revamped arbltraHon system deare committed to a -positive campending on voluntary participation
paign ta eft'ect additional savings
for the exhibitor. From the opin- by distribs under supervision of
ions of Government oft'icials and the American Arbitration Assn. got

on theatre fires and accidents with the idea of fixing new

"How

last

fect the Movies?", gave the
overall impl'ession that each of
the pai'ticipants:'was making a
subjective; pitch.
If the picture. Iiusiness has

'

business leaders, we believe, that
our strivings for reduced costs on
film shipmonts are not only just
but will be successful."
Sullivan also is optimistic that
current ,:raeetings with insurance
company biggies will be followed

,

ol ihe
both j'udio

week,
and television; on the subject

-

Johnston's Coast

results.

^

Be Friends?

The Town McelinR

:

example, goes through, he estimates an average savings of $300
annually to every U.S. exhib.
Sullivan has been niegotiating
with L. O. Head, prexj' of the
Hallway- Express Agency, since
June in a protracted effort to win
the slash on film shipping rates.
Wliile still hopeful of nudging
Head into the move, TO A has initiated five other separate steps calculated to, bring about similar

.

rights

We

Wayne

:

TOA's new approach, according
to Sullivan, is on the theoiy that
a direct savings in expenses for
e.iclvibs hits home with real impact
white such indirect benefits as better public relations or elimination
Of unfair competition are valuable
but ineffective as a member-gathering weapon. If his current program to cut shipping charges, lor

:

Can't

the system.
Rank has made an outright cash
payment to Television Film -Productions; :-tlie orgUnization sponsoring Independent Frame, but
David Rawnsley, director of the
company, who is free to exploit the
process anywhere, has had ap-

'

tax reduction.

Washington, Oct.

:

:

TOA s Plan

Large-Screen Cinemas;

London. Oct. 19.
A $4,000,000 slake in Independent Frame, new production system
designed to cut sliooting time bj
50% and slash production costs
has been made by J. Arthur Rank
at his Pinewood Studios; where
the process is now being tried out
by his latest production outfit;
Aquila Films.

labs, a fea-

Allied
Theatre Owners Purse has
been set by the Fair Grounds
Race Track In New Orleans for
Nov. 30 to welcome exhibs attending National Allied's convention being held Nov. 29Dec. 1.
Mrs. William L. Ainsworth,
wife
of
National
Allied'*
prexy* .»yill present the trophy
to the wiuning horse and
jockey.
liorse

mi

MYERS

By HAROJ.D

telefilm chief John Witchcll,
.since that sjstcm fails to consider
the current disparities in .set circulation.
He pointed out, for e.v-

i
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PICTURK GROSSES

mBER' GETS CALL

LA Spotty AHwit 'BeEnda' Great

Indianapolis, Oct. 19.
Film biz is spotty at deluxers
Rain and cold
here this week.
over weekend hurt several situa"Sorry, Wrong Number,"
tions.
however, is getting a heavy play
at Indiana to lead city by wide

mODO, 'Red River' Smash $70,0i;

W

Oke

Dim 13G

57G, 'Romantic'

Hob Hep; 'Nmnber' Buzzes

IN INDPLS^ f 17,000

Key

"Rachel and Stranger" is
with Kay Starr, Big .Toe Turner, fair at Circle and "Luxury Liner"
Los Angeles, Oct. 19.
Loew's.
and "Red others, on stage. Okay $14,000. shapes disappointing at
Belinda"
"Johntiy
Estimates fair This Week
Last week, "Northwest Stampede"
firstfor
neck-and
-neck
are
River"
Circle (Gamble-DoUe) (2,800; 44(EL) and ''Behind Locked Doors"
run coin here this frame "Be(EL) (2d runs), with Martha Davis, 65)— "RacJhel and Stranger" (RKO)
linda" looks lo hit great $69,000 in
Yard"
"River" Felix Gross oreh, others, on stage. and "Code of Scotland
while
theatres
three
Last
Average $11,000.
(Rep).
shapes to get smash $70,000 or 'thin $10,400.
Orpheuta (D'tbwi)-WG). (2,210; week, "Forever Amber" (20th),
close in five houses, all sniall60-$l)-^"Sofia" (EL) and "Journey" tepid $8,000.
seaters.
44-65)—
Indiana (G-D) (3,300;
Dull $9,000. Last week, "HolOtherwise, biz here is on spotty (EL).
Number"
(Par)
and
low Triumph" (ED- and "Mrs. "Sorry, Wrong
side; "Cry of City" is doing stout
"Who Killed 'Doc' Robbin?" (UA).
Crane" (EL) (8 days), $ll:,iB0p.,
trade at its downtown site, but
Last week, "One
Big $17,000.
shapes light in outlying situations ir- Palace (D'town) (1,'224; 60-$l)— Touch Venus" (U) and "Sword of
with $57,000 hoped for in five Baek to subsequent-run after day- Avenger" (EL), $12,000.
is very 'dating with Carthay Circle for reisspots. "Isn't It Romantic?
Keith's (G-D) (1,300; 44-65)—
dim at $13,000 in two Paramount sue "Intermezzo' (SRO) and "Ci-u- "One Touch Venus" :(U) and:
being yanked after 6 sades" (Par) (2d wk), $4,500.
theatres,
"Sword of Avenger" '(EL) (m.o.).
Pan Pacific! (Prin-Cor) (940; 85- •Thin $3,000.
days with "Nighttime in Nevada"
Last week, "Babe
|$1)—"Bed River" (UA). Wow $8,- Ruth Story" (Mono) and "Golden
replacing.
Second frame of "Loves of Car- 000. Day-dating with four Music Eye" (Mono) (m.o.), nice $S,000.
men" is down to $32,000 in two Halls for extended run of "River."
Loew's (Loew's) (2,450; 44-65)—
Formerly
subsequent
run.
houses while second week of
[''Luxury Liner" (M-G) and ''GenvMulia Misbehaves" shapes very
Pantases (Pah) (2,812; 60-$l)— jtlemen from Nowhere" (Col). So"Loves Carmen" (Col) :(2d wk) and so $11,000.
nice $31,000 in three locations.
Last week, "Coroner
"Variety Time" (RKO). Down to Creek" (Col) and "Lulu Belle"
Estimates for This Week
$14,000. Last week, warm $22,300 (Col), about .same;
.
Belmont (FWC) (1,532; 60-$l)—
„^ up
„„ to
^„ hopes.
not
Lyric (G-D) (1,600; 4i - 65)—
(EL)
and "Miraculous
-"Sofia"
"Smart
Girls
Paramount
(F&M)
Don't Talk" (WB)
(3,398, 60-$l)
Journey" (EL). Mild $2,000. Last
"Embraceable You" (WB).
"Isn't It Romantic" (Par) and and
week, "Hollow Triumph" (EL) and
"Strange Mrs. Crane" (EL) (8 "Out of Storm" (Hep). Dismal $7,- Slow $4,500. Last week, ''Fighting
Father
Dunne"
(RKO) and "Mysin
500
6
days.
Last
week,
"Sorry,
days), $2,600.
Beverly Hills Music Hall (G&S- Wrong Number" (Par) and "Sons- tery in Mexico" (RKO), oke $6,500.

Boston, Oct. 19.
Biz around town appears to be
picking: up a little, with most
houses reporting okay grosses.
Biggest thing in town is "Sony,

City Grosses

E.stimated Total Gross
This Week
$2,819,000
{Based on 23 cities, 215
/Irst runs, irir

i

Wrong Number"

Last Year
(Based on

$3,086,000

220

cities,

—"Hamlet"

theatres).

'Cannen' Torrid

I

$32,500 in Phiily

I

,

Philadelphia, Oct.

i

,

19.

1

Business continues in high gear
with the: ace. attractions drawing
big and the others getting a full
share of trade. "Johnny Belinda,"
in second stanza; is; doing virtually
as much as in its first seven days
at Mastbaunr.

i

I

I

.

I

—

Adventure" (Rep)

"Red

.

(3d

wk),

"Loves of Carmen"

Pitt

I

'

,

'

i

Breed"

at Fulton and "An
nocent Affair" at Penn.
Estimates for This Week

'

'

In-

'Smart Girls' Lifted Toi

$28,000

1

1

—"Apartment

i

Peggy" (20th) and okay $7,700.
"Night Wind" (20th) (m o.'s). Okay
$4,500. Last week, "San Francisco"
(M-G) (reissue) (2d wk-10 days),

Down -to

$1,1500;

,

'Canon

St. Louis, Oct. 19,
Heavy rain last Saturday night,
plus sudden drop in temperature
to near freezing the following day,
is chilling the boxoffice here at
most firstruns this session. "JohhriY"
Belinda" is pacing the field with
big week at Ambassador after an

—

}

[

,

,

—

,

I

I

"

I

Number"

Toronto, Oct. 19.
Down to mild
"Night Has Thousand Eye.s" (2d wk).
Last week, solid $18,500.
looks standout here this week with
Hipp

(Par)
$10,000.

(GoU, nice $10,000

(Shea)
40-70)—
(2.100;
session at Shea's.
"Saxon 'Angels with Dirty:
Faces" (WB)
also looms fine at Uptown;
"Blanche Fury" and "Wrong Num- and "Drive by Night" (WB) (reissues)..
Sock $8,000 or better.
Last week, '-Forever Amber"
|

sock

Mpls.

,

Charm"

'

M

[okay from crix.
"Canon City'
doing surprisingly well at the big
Fox, in; view of competition and
unfavorable weather.
Estimates for This Week

(F&M)
—Ambassador
"Johnny Belinda"

Under Par

'

—"Embraceable
"Heartaches"

•

I

]

$4,500.

You"

(EL).

Last week

ney"
~ (EL). $4

'

(WB)

Teek
(Shea)
40-70)—
(1,400;
"Hatter's Castle" (Par) and "Stork
Club" (Par) (reis.sue).
Modest

and

Satisfactory

Broken Jour-

Last

$3„'500.

.900

cisco"

(M-G)
(M-G)

Downtown (20lh<-'Genl (1.060; 3560)— "Live a Little" (EL) (2d wk; Opera"
good $4,500.
Good $5,500 after $6,200 last week
Lafayette
)

(9 days). S4,000.

$22^000.
Last week.
for Peggy" (20th) and
evieve" (Col), $18,500.

50-75)—

1

'.

"

j

par.

,

An

influx

of

presidential

candidates for big political meetings may be responsible for keeping away some potential patrons.
Trio of strong newcomers, "Loves

,

,

Carmen."
"Cjnon

of

and

"Julia Misbehaves"
City," is calculated

[

Loew's (Loew) (3.172; 50-75>
"Loves of Carmen" iCol) (2d wk).

Down

to $10,000 following
stanza's stout $19,000.

'

first

Missouri (F&M) (3 ,500; 50-75)—
"Good Sam" (RKO) and "Hacliel

and Stranger" (RKO), (in o.). Big
stimulate favorable word-ofbeing second week on "Ramouth, "Carmen" being standout $10,000,
Ihel" Last week, "Tap Roots' (U)
and sock.
and "Rachel and .Stranger" (RKO)

—

to

<

(

I

I

I

Estimates for This

,

Century

(Par)

(1,600;

Week

50-70)—

(m.o

[

$12,000.

I

[

"

1000.

1

),

Orpheum (Loew) ,r2,0(/0: 50-75)—
"Corvette K-225" (SG) and Wings
Honolulu" (SG) (reissue.'.).
Fine $8,.500. Last week. "Innocent
Gopher (Par) (1,000;- 40-50)— Affair"
(UA) and "Road Big House
'"Big Punch' (WB) (l,st run) and
(SG) (m.o.), $5,!)00.
"'God's Country and Woman" (WB)
St. Louis (F&M) (4,000; 50-60)—
irei.ssue) Mild $3,500.
Ldst week. "Sophia" (FC) and "Devil's Cargo"
"Man-Eater" (U) and "Give Us (FOr
Okay $6,500.
La.st week,
V.'mg.s" (Ui)( (reissue), $3,000.
"The Pearl" (RKO) and "B()d.vLyric (Pa!-) (1,000; .'"lO-TO)— "Sor'Paradine Case" (m.o ). Fair $6 L;ist
veek, "'Embraceable
You iWB), dim $3,800.

i

]

Over

"

,

'

'

I

1

I

::

ry.

I

I

i

(F&M)

i

]

;

Fox

(WB) and
(Rep). Sock
"Apartment
"Sweet Gen-

'

"San

I

^

$15,000; 'Canon' $9,000

I

(3,000; 50-75)

(5,000;
Minneapolis, Oct. 19
City" (EL) and "A.ssigncd
The Illinois-Minnesota football "Canon
to Danger" (EL).
Fine $18.{)()0.
Fran- game, pulling 63,000, and cold
Last week.
"Rope" (WB) and
"Night
at weather helped over the weekend
"Lightnin'
in
Forest
(Repl $19,(reissues)
(m.o.); but grosses still continue
under 000.

week,
and

(Basil) (3,000; 40-70)—
Iris (FWC) (828; 60-85)— "Saxon
Imperial (FP) (3.373; '36-66)—
Crooked Mile" (Col) and
Charm" U> and "Submarine" (SG) "Sorry,, Wrong Number" (Par) f2d "Walk
Triple
Threat"
(Col).
Fancy
(2d wk-4 days> Only $1,500. Last wk). Big $14,000 alter smash $17,$18,000, and holds.
Last week
week, oke $4,000,
000 last week.
„
Larceny"
lU)
and "Close-Up*'
Laurel (Ro.sener) (890; $1.20)Loew's (Loew) (2.096; 36-66)— (el
"
$12,500.
"Concert Maj^ie" ilndie) Not sOi...«Paradine Case" (SRO).
Hefty
?Oth
Century (20th Century)
Human! $17,000. Last week, "Luxury Liher"
good $2,500, Last week
(3,000;
40 - 70)
"Rachel and
Beast" (Indie) and "Kiss of Fire" (M-G) (2d wk), fine $13,500
Stranger" (RKO) and "Varietv
(Indie) (2d wk), $2,000,
L Odeon (Rank) (2,390; 35-$:l:,20)-s-^
Loew'4 State (Loews-VVC) (2,404; "Blanche Fury" (EL) (2d wk). Still Time" RKO) (2d wk). Fairly nice
at $11,000
after strong $16,000
'60-$l)— "Cry
City"
120(h)
and terrific at $15,000 after great $19,opener.
Sturdy 300 opener.
"Smuggler's"
(Mono),
Shea's
$25,000, Last weok. "Apartment
(FP)
(2.386;
36-66)-^
Peggy" (20th) i2d uk) and "Night "Night Has Thousand Eyes'' (Par), f
Estimates Are Net
Lusty $16,000. Last week, ."Luck
Wind" (20th), dull $lli600;
Los Anseles (D'town-WC) 12,097; of Irish" (20th), $16,500Film gross estimates as reiM-G);
Tivoli
(FP) (1.431; 3e-66)'--"I.sa't
60-$l)— "Julia Misbehaves"
ported herewith from the variLast It Romantic" (Par). Good $7,500.
(2d wk). Averntre $14,000
ous key cities, are net, i.e.,
La,st, week,
week, medium $20,000.
"Life With Father"]without the 20% (ax. DistribuLoyola (FWC) (J,248; 60-Sli- (WB) (4th wk), big $5,500.
tors share on net take, when
Uptown (Loew) (2,743; 30-66)—! playing precentage, hence the
"Ci-y
City" (20th.) and "Smuggler's"
(Mono), Medium $8,500. ".Saxon Charm" (U). Fine $12,000;
estimated figures are net income.
Last week, "Apartment Peggy" Last week. "Touch of Venus" (U),
The parenthetic admission
(20th) (2i] wk) and "Night Wind" good $10,300.
Victoria
prices, however, as indicated,
(FP) (1,260; 36-60)—
(20th), mild $6,100.
include the U. & amusement
Million Dollar (D'town) (2,093; '"Good Sam" (RKO) i3d wk). Steady
tax.
80-85)
"Pitfall" (UA) (2d run) $5,500 after good $6,200 last week,
:

"Code Scotland Yard"

But Xarmen' Rousing

(20th), $7,300.

'

week, "Rope" (WB) (3d wk), okay
"
Hollywood Music Hall (Prin-Cor)
(512; 85)— "Red River" (UA). Boff
$10,000. Last week, "Texas, Brooklyn" (UA) and "Blonde lee" (FC)

1^

Loud

City'

1

l

ber" shape as top holdovers.
Hollywood (WB) (2,756; 60-$l)—
Estimates for This Week
"Belinda (WB). Big $22,000. Last
Danforth (Odeon) (1,240; 36-60)

—

Sl Loo, Sockeroo 22G;

;

(1,106;

;

,

I

I

85-$l)— "Red River" lUAi. Huge
$15,000. Last week, "Texas, Brooklyn" (UA) and "Blonde Ice" IFC)
(9 days), slim $4,000.

$7,600.

—

I

'

Last weekj thin

(G&S-Prin-Cor)

initial session.

;

j
[

"

neat

wk),

Way

1

Pix (Cummins) (500; 50-94)
Mile" shapes as strongest straight- "Anna Karenina"
(20th). Oke $6 filmer at Lafayette. "Angels with 500. Last week.
"Jenny Lamour"
Dirty Faces" and"Drive by Night" (Indie) and "King's
Jester" (Indie).
is doing stoutly for reissue combo $6,000.
:'at ;Hipp.,
Stanley (WB) (2,950; 50-99)
Estimates for 'I'his Week
"Red River" (UA) (3d wk). ,Tust
Buffalo (Shea) (3,500; 40-70)— keeps rolling along,
with $19,000
"Smart Girls Don't Talk" (WB) this stanza.
Last week, great
pUis Frankie Carle orch onstage: $25,500.
Big $28,000. Last week, "Innocent
Stanton (WB1 (1.475; 50-99)
Affair" (UA) and "Montana Mike" "Smart Girls
Don't Talk" (WB) and
(UA), $14,500.
"Gallant
Legion
(Rep).
Weak
Great Lakes (Shea) (3,400; 40-70) .$8,500. Last
week, "Trip'le Threat
'—"Sorry, Wrong
i

Toronto; 'Saxon' $12,000

(2d

|

I

Tyes' Bright $16,000 In

$3 800
Hawaii

I

I

I

'

|

Guild
(FWC)
(968;
60-$l)—
"Saxon Charm" (U) and "S. O. S.
Submarine" (SG) (2d wk-4 days).

by Carle

[

,

$4,400.

in Buff,

Buffalo Oct 19
Frankie Carle band is upping
"Smart Girls Don't Talk" to bii
session at Buffalo. "Walk Crooked

(RKO)

—

(2,360;
(Col).

;

(Continued on page 18)

—

Boyd (WB)
Carmen"

.

(Shea) (1,700; 44-76)—
"Apartment for Peggy" (20th) (2d

900.

Disappointing

—

I

I

f

(20th), $7,000.

—

Eulton,

I

:

—

Not

Metropolitan (MP) (4.367; 40-80)
50-99)— "Loves
Sorry, Wrong Number"" (Par)
Great .$32,500.
Last week. "Velvet Touch" (RKO) and "Golden Eye" (Mono).- Solid
$24,000 after tremendous $33,000
(2d wk), solid $14,600.
first.
Earle
(WB) (2,700: 50-99)
Orpheum (Loew) (3,000 40-80)
"Rachel and Stranger"; (RKO) (2d
wk). Fine $18,500 in 11 days after
"HUls of Home" (M-G) and
solid $24,600 opener.
"Triple Threat" i(Col). Okay $20,Fox (20th) (2.250; 50-94)— "Apart- 000. Last weekk ''Loves of Garment for Peggy" (20th) (3d wk). men" (Col) and "Rusty -Leads';
Holding well at $15,000.
Last Way" (Col). $17,500.
Paramount (MP) (1.700; 40-80):
week, fine $17,000,
Goldman (Goldman) (1,200; 50- —"Smart Girls Don't Talk" (WB)
94)— "Sorry, Wrong Number" (Par) and "Embraceable You" (WB).
(4th wk).
Still good at $14,000. Nice $14,000. Last week, "Isn't It
Romantic?" (M-G) and "Escape"
Last week, fancy, $18,000.
Karlton (Goldman) (1,000 50-94); (20th), about same.
State (Loew) (3,500; 40-80)—
—"Saxon- Charm" (U) (2d wk).
Only $7,500.
Last week, mild "Hills of Home'.' (M-G) and "Triple
Threat" (Col). Average $15,000.
$11,000.
Keith's (Goldman) (1 300; 50-94V Last week, "Loves of Carmen"
—"Luck of Irish" (20th). Mild (Col) and "Rusty Leads Way"
$3,500. Last week, "Beyond Glory" (Col) (2d wk), $12,000.
(Par), same in 5 days.
Mastbaum (WB) (4,360; 50-99^"Johnny Belinda" (WB) (2d wk).
lit
Terrific $36,000 nearly the same as 'Belinda' Leads
of

i

I

I

I

(

(U).

$4;Circle"
500.
Last week, "Time of Your
Life" (UA), only $2,800 in 4 days. $19,000.

Ace

Pittsburgh, Oct. 19.
Only thing that's making a dent
in a rather dismal week is" Johnny Belinda," at Stanley, where
building nicely to big session.
"Apartment for Peggy" is holding
up solidly: second stanza at Fulton
on strength of excellent word-ofmouth. "Race Street" will do fairly
welj at Warner.
Two other
firstrun entries, howeverj are having rough time of it, "Untamed

{

—

Fenway (MP) (1,373; 40-80)—
"Smart Girls Don't Talk" (WB)
and "Embraceable You" (WB),
Okay $8^000. Last week,"Isn't It
Romantic?" (Par) and "Escape"

—

(WB).

I

™

,50-991

first

'

week.

creating

MenMrial (RKO) (3.000; 40-80)—
much of « splash at $11,000. Last, "Velvet
Touch" (RKO) and "Enweek, "The Search" (M-G) (3d wk),
chanted Valley" (EL). Very nice
$9,000.
$23,000, and will hold. Last week,
Arcadia (S&S) (700; 50-94)
"Good Sam" (RKO) and "Winner s
"Rope"

Suhry

$aeoe,

.

'

Last

$19,000

Eaiuire (MP) (1,000; $2.40)—
"Macbeth" (Rep) (2d wk). Poor
reviews have hurt and is down to

.

(WB) (1,303;
"Peabody and Mermaid"

,

"Sofia" (EL) and"JoUrney" (EL);
El Key (FWC) (861; 60-$l)— Thin $2,500. Last week,"Hollow
"Sofia" 'ED and "Journey" lEL).
^,"''»o^/<?Shght $2,000. Last week, "Hollow
i
Triumph" (EL) and "Mrs. Crane"
60-$l)-.T^r'*'^i-*v.*P'^*..'?i^i
Julia Misbehaves (M-G) (2d wk).
(EL) (8 days), $3,700.
Esquire Rosener) (685 w,.-v-..uw,
85-$ 1 ;20) Nice $8,500. Last week, good $13,"The Illegals" (Indie). Stout $4,- 200.
Wiltern (WB) (2,300; 60 - $1)-000. Last week,"Mikado" (U) (re["Belinda" (WB). Great $22,000
ls.sue) (3d wk-5 days), $2,000.
Four Star (UA-WC) (900; 60-$l) Last week. "Rope" (WB) (3d wk)

is

.\idine

.

—

(U).

$6,000 after surprising $8,000

:

I

—

Sisters"

Brothers'' (U) and, "Storm in Teacup" (U) (2d wk), $3,000.

the .most boxofltlce excitement the
Boyd has had in months, and standout this session.
Estimates for This Week

good

'Befinda'

"Bad

8 days.
Exeter (Indie) (1,000; .45-75)—
"Goodbye Mr. Chilis" (M-G) and
"One Night of Love" (Col) (reissues). Fair $3,500. Last week, "The
ui

I

—

wk). StiU
$10,500 after

Satisfactory $20,000.

(SG).

and

;

85-$l)

(9th

week,"Four Faces West" lUA)

I

i

(834;

,

Boston (RKO) (3,200; 40-80)—
"Larceny" (U) and "The Prairie"

j

'

(U)

holding to a nice
$12,000 last week.

[

,

;

Hiver" (tJA). Smash $10,000. Last $14,000.
Paramount Hollywood (F & M)
week, ''Texas, Brooklyn" (UA) and
"Blonde Ice" (FC) (9 days), $4,000. (1,451; 60-$l)— "Isn't Romantic"
Carthay Circle (FWC) (1,518; I'Par) and "Out of Storm" (Rep).
60-$l)— "Cry of City" (20th) and Dim $3,500 in 6 days. Last week,
"Smuggler's Cove" (Mono). Light "Wrong Number" (Par) (3d wk),
$5,500. Last week, ''Intermezzo" .good $10,100.
(SRO) and "Crusades" (Par) (reRKO Hillstreet (RKO) (2,890; 60issues) I2d wk), $2,600.
80) -"Loves
Carmen" (Col) f 2d
Chinese (Grauman - WC) (2,048; wk)
and "Variety Time" (RKO).
"
60-$!)— "Cry City"
(20th)
and Good $18,000. Last week, torrid
"Smuggler's" (Mono). Slow $10,- $28,600.
000. Last week, "Apartment Pegr
mtz (FWC) (1,370; 60 - $11
gy" (20th) (2d wk ) and "Night "Saxon Charm" (U) and
"SubWind" (20th), $8,600.
marine" (SG) (2d wk-4 days). Thin
Culver (FWC) (1,145; 60-$l)
$3,000.
Last week, mild $7,700.
"Sofia" (EL) and "Journey" (EL).
Studio City (FWC) (880; 60-$!)—.
Mild $2,500. Last week, ''Hollow
Triumph" (EL) and ''Mrs. Crane" "Saxon Charm" (U) and "Submarine" (SG) (2d wk-4 days). Only
(EL) (8 days), $3,000.
Downtown (WB) (1,800; 60-$l)— $2i500. Last week, oke $4,600.
United Artists (UA) (2,100; 60"Johnny Belinda" (WB); Very big
$25,000. Last week, "Rope" (WB) $1)— "Saxon Charm" (U) and "Submarine" (SG) (2d wk-4days). Fair
(3d wk), okay $10,000.
Downtown Music Hall (Prin-Cor) $4,500. Last week, okay $11,300.
Uptown (FWC) (1,719; 60-$l)—
"Red River" (X/A).
(902; 85-$l)
Great $27,000. Last week, "Texas, j"Cry City" (20th) and "SmugBrooklyn" (UA) and "Blonde Ice" gler's'' (Mono). Moderate $8,000.
Last week, "Apartment. Peggy"
(FC) (9 days), $9,800.
Egyptian (FWC) (1,538; 60-$l)— (20th) (2d wk) and "Night Wind"
"Julia Misbehaves" (M-G) (2d wk). (20th), $6,200.
Vosue (FWC) (885; 60-85)
Oke $8,500. Last week, nice $11,-

"is

comers, are doing well.
Estimates for This Week
Astor (Jaycox) (1.300; 90-$2.40)
:

21

It

,

Same Week

Total Gross

at the Met.

holding over. "Hills of Home", at
State and Orpheum, and "Velvet
Touch" at :Memorial, two 'new-

theotrcs, chiefly
eluding N. Y.).

i

|>rin-Cor)

$2iOW;

'HiDs'35G,7elvet'23G,BothOby

margin.

.

%

1

Wrong Ifumber"

guard" (RKO), $6,000.
Shubert (Ind)

(Par) (3d wk),

40-60)—

(1.500;
StiU very .satisfactory $5,000 after
"Sorry. Wrong Number" (Par) iind
healthy $7,000 second week.
"Daredevils of Clouds" iRep) (mo).
Radio' City (Par) i4.400; 50-70)—
Great $8,000. Last week, "Destroy"Julia Misbehaves" (M-G).
Going er" (Col) and "Coast Giu-rd (Col)
(Continued on page 18)
(reissues), $4,500.
"

I

I

I

Wedneada^f October 20, 1948

COLD BOOSTS OMAHA;

Chi Better; Jane Powell Lifts luck'

mi'

Socko$(SmWModerate23a
Not Much Love for Ulary/ MiU 14G

as

BroadwayCrosses

pheum".

(Bctsed oil 14 theatres)

Last Year
S794,000
(Based on 18 theatres)
'

!

'

Paramount

UG

Prov.; 'Race'

•

Albee (RKO) (2,200; 44-65)—
"Race Street" (RKO) and "VariTime" (RKO). Surprisingly
$17,000.
Last week, "Tap
Roots" (U and "Money Madness''
(RKO) (2d wk), good $12,000.
Carlton (Fay) (1,400; 44-65)—
"Bope" (WB) (2d wk). Switch from
Majestic holding up nicely at
peppy $7,000. Last week, "Forever
Amber" (20tft) (2d wk), smart

Wrong Number" (Par)
"Sorry,
with Connie Haines heading stager
Fine $51,000. Last
bill (2d \»h.
week, big $62,000.

ety
fine

50^5)—

$9,000.

Fay's (Fay) (1,400 44-65)— "Wild
Irish Rose" (WB) and vaude, Nice
$7,000. Last week, "Night Time in
Nevada" (Rep) and vaude, $7,500.
'Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 44-65)—
"Luck. of Irish" (20th) and "Creepers" (20th). Happy $16,000. Last
week, "Rope" (WB), $14,000.

(Essaness) (3,400; 5098)— "Luck' of Irfsh" (20th) with
Jane Powell in person. Sock $65;000 or near.
Last week, "Date
Willi Judy"
(M-G) with Louis
Armstrong orch (3d wk), $38,500.
State
(Loew) (3,200; 44-65)—
Palace' (RKO) (2,500; 50-98)—
"I Sur"Touch of Venus" (U) (2d wk). "Hills of Home" (M-G) and
render Dear" (M-G). Stage party
Pert $17,000.
Last week, big
ThuFsday
(14) with Gov. John O.
$21,000.
cutting 20th anni. cake,
Pastore
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500- 50-98)—^
swell gross to nifty $21,000.
"Southern Yankee" (M-G) (2d wk). helped
"Walk Crooked Mile"
Dandy $15,000. Last week, $19,000. Last week, "Triple
Threat" (Col),
State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 50-98) (Col) and.
—"Julia Misbehaves" (M-G). Mild- nice $19,000.
Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 44-65)
Ish $23,000 or near.
Last week,
Number" (Par).
"Bopc" (WB) (2d wk), big $22,000. —"Sorry, Wrong
Last week,
$15,000.
surf (Indie) ((i.'iO; 85)— "Mikado'^ Looks hot
"Loves of Carmen" (Col) and
(U) (reissue). Tidy $5,000.
Last
wk).
(Col)
(2d
Eagle"
week, "The Brothers" (Indie) (3d "Black
snappy $12,000.
Wk).
1

I

$3,800.

I

United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 50-

80)—
„ "Beauty

(Indie)
587;
"

and

,

.

'Sam' Surmounts Denver

'

Slump, Bangup $18,000
Denver, Qct.
Business

,

is

way

off tliis

19:

wtek in

Beast
(Indic).
ExcepUonal most gpots, but "Good Sam," is
$5,000. Last \\eek, "To T
Live m pggjjing the Orpheum to win a
Peace" (Indie) (5th wk), $3,000
holdover, "Black Arrow'' shapes
mild in two theatires. \
EstiniatM for This Week
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 35-74)—
'River' Near Record In
"

I

•

Huge
„

„

Portola

opening

t

San Francisco, Oct.
parade
Sunday

,„

19.

(17),

(Rep) (m.o..);, big $5,000.
Broaiiway'. (Cinema) (ligOO;

Weekend"

,74)— "Lost

(Par)

t

Denham

off

Orpheum.

35-

and

[..gun Vallcv Serenade" (20th) .reThin S4,000. Last week,
issues)-

week-long
celebration, "Gone With Wind" (M-G)
knocked business on Market Street $4,500
as much as 20% in many houses,
record crowds, perfect weather
and three hours of marching doing
trick.
Despite thisr "Red River,"
at United .Artists, nearly equalled
the record set by "The Outlaw" at
this hou.se by hitting sock $22,000.
Albo big is "Loves of Carmen" at

•

1

.

wUh

.

$4,-

000. Last weeik,"Two Guys Texas'*
(WB) and "Daredevils of ClbudS"

$22,000;

at

'Carmen' Lively $25,000

:

Good

"Forevei* Aiiiber" (20th),

Frisco,

.

,'

Week

Death" (RKO), fancv $14,000.
Fox -(FWC)
60-95)—
(4,651;
Apartment for Peggy" (20th) and
Night Wind" (20th) (2d wk)
Thin
$10,000 in 0 days, Last week, iair
$17,500:'

-fRep) (2d wk), okay $11,500.

Paramount
Fine

siiiasli

St.

^m, Cincy

(Par) (2d

Last

$15,000.
$25,000.

Francis (Par)

(1

week,

'60-85)Big $12,500.

,400;

IJope" (WB) (3d wk).
Las( week, slrolng $15,500.

Oriiheum

(Rkimenfcld)

5:>-;W)— -Loves

of

and "Black Ragle"

Carmen"
(Col).

(2.4t8:

(Coli

Torrid

Last wei;k, "Saxon Charm"
(Continued on page 18)

$"!>.000.

frame ended today (Wed.) likely:
will be down to $18,000 after tm6
$23,000 for seventh. Stays on.:
\
-

,

'

;

i

!_"Dream

(reissue),

'

(Par).

Fine $10,000

or near. Last week, "Sorrv, Wrong
Number" (Pari, $7,300 in 5 da.vs «

Denver

'Fox)

(2.525;

I

Lastweek, "Rachel and 'Stranger"
(RKO) (4th wk), okay $18,000.
Palace (RKO) (1,700; 40-85)
"Angels With Dirty Faces" (WB)
and "Drive By Nieht" (WB) (reissues) (2d wk). Helped by'.ex-

^

tensive bally and evtra advertising^
is
the- surprise
of Times

this

sock fashion yesterday (Tues. ) at stage (2d wk). First week eiid(B4
the Astor, with $8.000:' in sight for last, (Tues.) night climbed tO v«ary
day. Novel advance cam- good $85,000 despite several ihild
naign stressing "K-Day" for Danny crix appraisals. In ahead, "Isn't
Kaye, star of film, helped get this: It Romantic?", Erskine Havitkina
off in fine shape. Heavy bally for orch. Delta Rhythm Boys topping
two old-timers, "Angels With Dirty stagebill, only thin $58,000 on
Faces" and "Drive By Night," is single week, and out;; This was
.spelling a great $25,000 in first particularly weak showing becaiuse:
week at Palace, biggest this house aided 'by Columbus Day and pre«
has had since giving up firstruns.. view of current film.
Park AvMine (U) (583; $i.iXh
''Gallant Blade" shape^.v^ry mild
"Hamlet" (U) (4th wk).:
$19,000 at Rivoli, being weakest $2.40)
newcomer. Seventh new entry is Third session ended last (Tuies.)
"Three Musketeers," which opens night was a bit over $16,000, near
today Wed. ) at State after seven capacity. Second frame went/ to
terriijc
$17,200, expansion being
solid weeks with "Loves of Cardue to extra shows, playing- 18
men."
"Julia
Misbehaves" continues during week. Stays on indef.
Radio City 'Music HalJ (Rocke^
very big with $139,000 in second
"JuliW
week at Music Hall, although o(f fellers) (3,945; 80-$2.40).
from terrific $160,000 opener; one Misbehaves" (M-G) with stageshp^tT:
of bigger sessions at the Hall. (2d wk). Holding in fine style at
".Tohnny Belinda,": with Freddy; great $139,000; first, helped by bi(|
Martin band, is shaping up exceed- Columbus Day crowds, soared Wingly well in third stanza at Strand terrific $160,000, over hopes, First
week was not far from all-tiine
with $65,000 or somewhat less.
bigh here, reached on a New Y^ar'i
Estimates for This Week

Downtown houses are taking

:

a'

breather this round, the overall
count diving deeply', under last
week's harvest, v Letdown reflects
oversupply of holdovers: Current
topper is "Rope." .sturdy at Albee
and several" strides ahead of "Time

.

—

of Life" at Palace.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,100 50-75)
"Rope" (WB). Sturdy $16,000. Last
week, "Bodyguard, (RKO) hypoed
by vaude, headed by Jane Powell,

—

:

terrific $30,000, at 60-94c scale.

CapitoJ

(RKO)

(2,000;

50-75)

(

—

—

"Southern Yankee" (M-G) (2d wk).
Pleasing $9,000 after hotsy $15,000
preeni.

Grand (RKO)
"Sofia"

week,
same.

(1,400;

50-75)

So-so $7,000.

(FC).

"Embraceable You"

—

:

—

Last

(WB),

Keith's (City Inv) (1,542; 50-75)
week.'Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 70-$1.50)
Rialto (Mage) (594; 44-99).
(Par)
—"Song Is Boin" (RKO). Opened "Urubn" (UA):
heels
Opens today (Wedj.).
of first round's $17,000, theatre's yesterday (Tues.) in smash style, La-st week, second of 'U6 Fathom*
first day looking to hit $8,000,
Deep" (Mono), slipped to modest
best of year. Holds for third.
which is as: big as last two Kaye $7,000; first was fancy$12,000.
Lyric (RKO) (1,400; 50-75)
pix in view of lower scale.
In
lUvoli
(UAT-Par)
(2,092;
$fi(-:
"Loves of Carmen" (Col) (m.o.), 4 ahead, "Ruth Story" (Mono) (12th
days, and "Rio" (Indie) and "Zan- wk), was down to $5,200 after dim $1.25).— "Gallant Blade" (CoD,(2d
wk),
:Not
getting
far,
with
crix ho'
zibar"
(Indie)
(reissues).
Mild $6,000 for previous week.
help. First week ended Monday
$4,500. Last week, "Loves of CarCapitbl (Loew's) (4,820; 80-$L50)
men" (Col) (m.o.), 4 days, and —"Red River" (UA) with DeMar- (18) was very mild- $19,000; Ip
".Sahara" (Col) pnd "Destroyer" cos. Rose Marie. Nat Brandwynne ahead, second week (6 days) at
"Innocent Affair" (UA), $16,000.
(Col) (reissues), average $5,000.
|orch (3d wk). Off sharply from sec
Roxy (20th) (5,886; :80-$1.8()K^
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 50-75)
ond but still okay profit at around
"Time of Life" (UA). Moderate 1 $60,000; second was: great $82,000 "Apartment For Peggy'' (20th) with
$12,500. Last week, "Luck of Irish" albeit
somewhat below hopes. Kay Thompson Williams Brb$.,:.:
Roily Rolls, Ben Beri, iccshoW
(201 li), $12,500.
Stays a fourth, with "Touch of
Shubcrt (RKO) (2,100; 50-75)
Venus" (U) being advertised as onstage. On first five days ended
"Luck of Irish" (20th) (m.o.), Mod- next picture and likely .to open last (Tues.) night, hit sturdy $89,000, business being figured as endest
$4,500.
Last week;
"Race next week.
First ,seven days
70- ing Tuesday,
Street" (RKO) (m.o.), ditto.
Criterion (Loew's)
(1,700;
looks stout $112,000. Crix lauded
picture.
Final 9 days of second
week for "Cry of City" (20th), plus

—

^"Sorry, Wrong Number''
(2d wk). Strong $11,500 on

—

i

:

—

,

|

I

—

'

'

.

,

'

.

,35-74)

D. C.

Danny

Loob Up; 'Shoes' Terrif $22,000,

Thoma.s, Marie McDonald,
icesbow, was sturdy $102,000,:a bit,
below expectancy;
.Stale (Loew'sj (3,450, 80-$130)
"Three Musketeers" (M-Gli
Opens today (Wed.) Last weelt;
"Loves of Carmen" (Col) (7th wk-6 days), fell to $18,000 after fihiB
$23,000 for sixth, making very
'

"Arch of Triumph" (UA) and "Mu

:

Man" (Mono), day-date with
Esquire. Mild $13,000. Last .week,
"Luck of Irish" i20th) and "Es'cape" (20th), $14,000
Washington, Oct. 19,
Esquire (Fox) (742, 35 - 74)
.Bi2 looking up currently, with
"Arch of Triiiinph" (U'\i and ".Music
Man" (Mono), also Denver. several surefire features largely
Fair $2,500. Last week, "Luck of responsible. Big neviis is the 'glitbenefit
preem of "Red
Irish" (20th) and "Escape" (20th). tering
Shoes," niarking formal switch of
$3,000.
Orpheum fRKOi (2.G00. 35-741— National from legit to: llickers.
"Good Sam" (RKO) Big $18,000, The British made, showing on a
nold« La.<,t week, "B.K s Daugh- two-a-day basis with $2.40 top,
Icr" (M-G) and "Big City" (M-G), leads the town with a vii-tual .sellout for initial week: Out in front
ifair $13,000.
Paramount (Fox) f2,400; 3,5-74) also are "Johnny Belinda," ring"Black Afi-ow": (PoD/ahd ''LUUi ing the bell at the Warner, and
BoDc" (Col),: day-date With Web- "Julia. Misbehaves." sock at Loew's
ber. Fair $10,000. Last week, "Lar- Palace. "Tap Roots'' also is pleasceny" (U) and "Out of the Stonn" ing at Keith's'.
(Rep), $8,000.
Estimates for This Week
Bialto (Fox) (878; 35-74)— "Two
Capitol (Loew's) (2,434; 44-80)—
Guvs Texas" (WB) and "Daredevils "Saxon Charm" (U) plus vaude.
(Rep) (m.o.). Mild $3,- Thin
of Clouds
$18,000. Last week, "Feudin',
500. La.st week, "Touch of Venus" Fussin"' (XJ) plus vaude, $19,000.
(U) and "Gentleman from NoColumbia 'Loew's) (1.263; 44-74)
where" (Col) fm.o.) $2,500.
.—"Luxury Liner" (M-Gi (2d run).
Webber (Foxi (750; 35 -74)
"Black .\rtiow" (Coh and "Lulu Slim $5,000. Last week. "Innocent
Affair" (UA) (2d run), $5,500.
"
Bp) if " Go! I. also /Parairidurtt, Fair
Keith's (RKO) (1,939; 44-74)—
S2,500. Last week "Larceny" (U)
and "Out of the Storm" (Rep), "Tap Root:, (U). Pleasing $14,000.
Last week, "Racliel and Stranger"
Isame as Paramount.

—

sic

Same, 'Belinda' Plenty Hot 20G

'Julia'

—

;

.

;

—

:

,

'

—

I

•

'

:

I

I

'

(Coikrill) (1,7,50: 35-70)

Girl

with scale of $1.50 top on weefc:
rends' helping this initial release
of shorter version. Stays, natch!

initial

Cincinnati, Oct. 19.

I

60-85)—

(Par) (2,646;

Wrong Number"

Sori-y,
vvki.

days)

Square, with smash $25,000 in fiii^V
week ended last (Monday) nij^t;
This is nearly, three times as much
as second runs have i>een doing
here recently. In ahead, "Walls
Jericho" (20th) and "Deep Waters"
stressing sex angle, started this off (20th) (2d runs), only $8,500 in
over the weekend with a bang. 6 days,-.
Paramount (Par) (3,664; 55-$l:$0)
Also strong is "Walk Crooked
Mile" with $26,000 or' over at Cri- —"Night Has Tliousand Eyes*^
(Par) plus Tony Pastor orch, Vip!;
terion.
"A Song Is Born" teed off In Damone, Rochelle & Beebe :'Ol|.

'Rope' Sturdy

.

Wartteld (FWC) (2,656; 60-85)—
Intermezzo" (SRO) and "It Ilappi-ned Tomorrow" (FC) (reissues'
Weak $8,500. Last week, "Luxury
laner" (M-G) and "Fighting Back"

(6

.

I

Estimates for This

Golden Gate (RKO) (2,844. 60951— "Race Street" (RKO) and "VaTime" (RKO). Big $19,000.
I^.st week, "Bi»ing 'Em Back Alive"
(RKO) (reissue) and "Design for

riety

(U)

in next but date.: not set for opett*
ing.
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 90-$1.50)
—"Rope" (WB) (8th wk). Eighth:

'

;

Oriental

World

Stout $12,500. East week, "Woman Pastor band, and Vic Damone on
White" (WB) plus vaudeville, stage is giving the Par flagship
ordinary $17,000 at 20-80c. scale. a very good $85,000 on the first
plus
State (Goldberg) (865; 16-65)— [week. "Apartment for Peggy
ThomDson-Williams
Bros.
"Blood and Sand" (20th) and Kay
"Slave Ship" (20th). Started Sun- Roily Rolls, icesbow topping stage.:
day: (17). Last week, "The Search" bill is bringing the Roxy a smart(M-G) and "Jinx Money" (Mono), $89,000 in the first five days, with'
prospects of better than $]iil2.000
nice $4,800.
for first week. Bill
last FriOmaha (Tristates) (2,100; 16-65) day (15) instead opened
of having the
-"Wrong Number" (Par) (m.o.) usual
Wednesday opening.
and "Lady at Midnight" (EL).
Surprisingly strong is "MournSmash $10,000. Last week, "Tap ing Becomes Electra,'' With $32,000
Roots"
(U)
(m.o.)
and "Stage likely in first week at Mayfair.
Struck" (Mono), $8,800.
Trimmed version at ''pop prices;
plus new campaign for N. Y. preem

'

$8,000.

'

'

$10,000.

wk).
(2d
Weak; $8,000. Last week, $10,000.
Woods (Essaness) (1,073; 98)—
"Good Sam" (RKO) (4th-final wk).
Fine $12,000. Last week, $15,000.

Mile"
ended

$26,000.

"Saxon
was $11,000,
"Kiss Blood Oft Hands" (U) due
:

Charm"

ed-runs.

in

i

Grand (RKO) (1,.500; 50-98)—
"For Love of Mary" (U). Looks
only fairish $14,000. Last week,
"Pealjody and the Mermaid" (U),

(20th)

"Sorry,

)

"Count Monte Cristo" (UA) and
"Son of Cristo" (UA) (reissues)
(2d wk). Trim $7,000. Last week.

08)— "Escape"

week,

I

I

:

(3,900;

(900;

(Txistates) (2,800; 16in
Ermine" (20th5.

Fair $9,500r- Last

—

"Walk Crooked
|$1.85)
First Week
(Col) (2d wk).
[.Monday (18) was solid
Last week,
second of

Wrong Number" (Par), big $12,000.
Both the Paramount and the
Mayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 60-$l;50)
Orpheum (Tristatcs) (3,000; 16- Roxy are in the chips amon? the ^"Mourning Becomes Electra"
65)— "On Merry Way" (IfA) and houses with; new lineups, "Night (RKO). First week ending next Fri"Who Killed 'Doc' Bobbin" (U). Has Thousand Eyes" with Tony^ day (22) looks to reach big $32,000,

HiDs'HiKlG,

Providenee, Oct. 19.
Loew's State preeni of "itill.s of
Home" in combo with its 20tli anni.
Apollo (B&K) (1,400; 50-98)—
is bringing solid: session and high
"History Made at Night" (Mast)
spot of: cu rr.ent week.
Other
and "Only Live Once" (Mast) (rehefties, RKO Albee's "Race
Last
ismies). Big $9,000 in view.
Street," and Majestic's "Luck of
week; "Rose Washington Square"
Irish.''
Strand looks socko with
(2l)th) and "Slave Ship" (20th) (re"Sorry Wrong Number."
issues) (2d wk), nice $6,000.
Estimates for This Week
50-98)—
Cliicaeo (B&K)

(B&K)

And Williams Bros. Loud 89G, 5 Days

"Lulu Belle" iCoD, $7,500.

65)— "Lady
I

"Sorry, Wrong Number*' plus
the stage show at Chicago heads
the holdovers with iine $51,000 .in
second wee*?.- "One Touch of
Venus" at Palace should be okay
$17,000 for initial holdover round.
Estimates for This Week

Garrick

Damone; Teggy'-Thompson

Broadwav picture business is
looking up this session, with colder
weather, six new bills and two
,Tewish holidays (Mon.-Tues. ) con^
tribuling to the brighter tone at
the deluxers. However, not all new
product is proving sock at the box-,
office, and the fact that sev6n new
pictures will have been launched
within the last 10 days /is making
the competition keen. It also makes
the going rather rough for extend'

at Or-

•

-

Estimates for This Week
Brandeis (RKO) (1,500; 16-65)—
"Race Street" (RKO) and "Variety
Time" (RKO). Solid $7,000. Last
week, "Coroner Creek" (COl) and

Estimated Total Gross
This Week
$627,000

i

Pastor,

/'Race Street" and "Variety
at Brandeis will do as well
any with solid session.
"On

Merry Way" looks sturdy

'

:

hit.

B way Aided By

Bright 85G on

Time"

*

Chicago, Oct. 19.

The Loop gross picture remains

about as stagnant as ever this
week, but a few bright spots are
causing some cheer. Oriental looks
sock $i55,000 with "Ludjc of the
Irish" plus -Jane Powell in p.a.
Bui "Julia Mistiehaves" at StateLake, off to slow start, doesn't look
much over average $23,000.
"For Love of Marj'" shapes mild
at the Grand with $14,000 or close.
History Is Made at Night" and
"Only Live Once" at Apollo looks
perky $9,000.

Tyes

SWIFT $7,000

Omaha, Oct. 19.
Sudden arrival of frigid winds
and snow iiurries "did not hurt
weekend openings much, and
business went up after cold wave

'

(RKO) (2d wk), nice $10,000 in
6 days
Metropolitan (WB) (1,163; 44-70)
Don't Talk" (WB),
Sathsfactory $7,500.
Last week,
"Sofia" (FC). $6,000.
National dleiman) (1,,590; 85$2.401— "Red Shoes" (EL). Storm
center of town's race policy con*
trovei'hy debuts as filmery witli
smash $22,000. with capacity at
most pcrlormances.
Subsequent
weeks wiU have 16 shows weekly:
Last week, shuttered.
Palace (Loew's) (2,370; 44-74)—:
"Julia Misbehaves" (M-G). Hottest
biz at this hous^ in weeks, with
striking
$22,000!
Last
week,'

—"Smart Guls

'

:

I
'

'

,

,
I
1

!

"Apartment for Peggy" (20th), better than expected at $15,000.
Playhowsft (Lopert) (432; 55-85)
—"Mine Own Executioner" (20th)
(3d wk). Holding well with $4,000,
Last week, $4,500.

I

\

I

profitable run,

Strand (WB) (2,756; 7e-$1.50)—
"Johnny Belinda" (WB) p lus
Freddy Martin orch,, Calgary Brds.
topping stagcshow (3d wk). Current stanza ending Thursday (21)
looks to- hold exceptionally well at
$65,000 or near, second was great
$70,000.

If:

'Seas' Lofty $18,000,

newcomer

is

Loew's
"Ea-iiter

on.

High

(C.

T.)

Parade"

(2,855;

at

40-65)—

(M-G)

aftei-l

(3d wk).
strong $17„500

(2,412;. 34-60)—
"Romance on High Seaip" (WB).
(Continued on page|-18)

Capitol

I

"Romance

Seas," at Capitol.
"Escape,"
Palace, looks sturdy.
Estimates for This Week

Warner (WB) (2,1,54; 44-74)— Steady $13,000
"Johnny Belinda" (WB).
Plenty for second.
interest in this one, hot ,$20,000.
r^ast vyeek, "Sorry Wrong Number"
(Par), sturdy $18,000.
j

NonL

Montreal, Oct. 19.
Plethora; of holdovers will slow
gross take this week.
Top

total

(C.

T.)

Wednesday, Oetob^r 20, 194B
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Your

biggest date

m

Century-Fox Week

SPYROS
P. SKOURAS

November 21-27!

35th Anniversary
Celebration
SEPT. 26-DEC. 25
INCLUSIVE!

for

*o>/'«^

„„.„ u„„or
ROAD HOUSE
Nation-wide
opening set

week
November!

for
in

^^'^^

first

MYJlABlf

APARTMENT

SMILES AT ME

FOR PEGGY

*"EN

TECHNICOLOR

World Premiere

tinue trend of 20th's
real-life

dramas!

It's

a "full"

Fox, San Francisco
November 3

house party
everywhere!

UNFAITHFUUY

THE

YOURS
Opening grosses con-

TECHNICOLOR
'

World Premiere
Roxy, N. Y.

November

1.

t

10

SNAKE

PIT

World Premiere

N.Y.
November 4

Rivoli,

.

..

.

.

;

WcJpewlay» October 20, l9iS

Joan

diriimlni (Sieirn Picturei) prpductjon.
St»r» Ingrld Bergby Ilemlng.
fe«Une» Jos» Ferrer, FrancI* L,
C»irol N«l«h. W»rd Bond,
J
BfilVvaii
|hippt?d Strudwlck. Hurd Hatleld, Gene

Coulouris,
Lockhltt. John Emery. Georw
<•"-»"
J^to -lrel»nd. Cecil KeUaww.

(Songs)
(Par)
Funny Bob
Hope version of the stalwait
westeri)
herp.
Geared for
lauglis and good business,

Hugo Frledhotei, music
Emll Newnun; «rrangemcnts.

music.

inline

Slieotion,

"The

V^inlne Moto««, vocali. Chai, Hendenon
direction,
w. h Hoe" Wagner Choir, »t
}.'cti.

N Y

Tradeshown
Qough.
Running time. ISO

Hoiace

Oct,

'48.

18i

At Domremyi Joan^t BirthiflaM fn
Lvrrafne, • ^ _
Ingrld Bergman
d'Aic
Selena Ro\Ie
Hei Mothei
•
.Robert Baiiat
Her iJtliei
Her Younger Brother. ... . iJamea .l.ydou
Her Older Brother . ...... .Rand Brooks
:AI"Vauceul*ur*,
..Roman. Bohneii
.
Htii' Uncle
... .Irene JRich
Catherine )e lloyer
Nestoi I».u\a
Henii le Ro\ei
Richard Dcii
Jean de Met^
.
Bay 'le.-il
Beitiand de Poulengy
David Bond
.i.
Jean I'ourmeri - ,
,
Oeorge ./ucio
Cointalilc of Clervaux
.George
Coulouris
Sir Koliert
The Court Of Charles VII at: Chlnon'
.John Emery
Ji>an. Duke d Alencon.
QeheXockhart.
Xieoi'gat de ia Trcmouilla
Archlxsliop or Bhcims. ..... iNioholas Joy
Richard Ncv
Cliailei, de Bouibon
. . .Vincent
Donuhtie
Alain Ch.irtier. ./.
.Jose EcitciTlie Daiiphtn. Charles VII.
With the .Army at Battle of Orleans
.Lcil Erlckson
The Bastard of Orleans
John. Ireland
Capt. Jean, de la Boussac
Capt. Giles de Hais. .... .Henry Brandon
.Morns Ankrum
.Capt. Poton. ... ......
.Torn Brown Henry
Capt. Baoul: ....
Capt. Louis de Culan,
V dregg Bitrton
...Ethan I.aidla>v
Jean d'Aulon. ... , . .
Hurd Hatiield
Father .Pasquerel. ...

"Kiss

'

-

-

•

•

Hands"

;

,

.

,

.

.

.

i

.

,

.

.

«

'

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

;

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

-

.

.

.

.

.

."

.

.

.

.

au

i

.

. ;

.

.

^-:ers.

.

Waid Bond

.

.Frederic Worlock
Dujfe of Bedford.
.Dennis Hoev
Sii' William: Ulosdalt.'. ..
Dvike of Burgundy. .Colin Keith-Johnston
Countess: of Luxembourg. .Mary .Currier
BuigundLin Caplfaln. . .
Roy Robert.^
Count of Lu.<iembourg.
J. Carrol Naisli
;
Th»Trl«l at Rouen
.Count-Bishop of Beauvats,
Francis L. Sullivan
.

.

.

.

;

.,

.

.

,

.

;

,

:

hou.ses.

seldom

.

.

U

:

.

calls

.

on showmanly and technical

!

Frank Morgan;

Plancliet bv Keenan Wyjin, the Duke ol Buckingfham by John Sutton, and the other
Dumas characters enacted by Reginald Owen, Ian Keith, Patricia MeHollywood, Oct 19
meht iand comedy knpwhow 'keep
Each
Paramount "release of Robert li. Welch things clicking in the "proper; vein dina and Richard Stapler

.,.

very mild

:

ingenuity to achieve the result*
tliat show on the screen.
Wise casting has Vincent Pric«
bringing his suave: leeu and- menace to the role of Richelieu. Tli«
oral to assure a fast payoft on every
part IS short in the total footag*.
line and situation, and he keeps the
marching forw aid buskly as is Queen Anne as portrayed by
P-»ce
Robert L.: Welchj who received: his Angela Lansbury; King Louis by

comedy training

in radib, lands his
credit on
film production
"Palef acp," and i t'i a wteU-earned
one. Showiiianly (iroditctiijh treat-,
first

Tlio I*al4>f»«>e
(COLOR-SONGS)

.

jells,

.

.

Hollywood

.

.

-

;

production. Stars Bob Hope, Jane.. Russell;
features Robert Armstrong. Iris

"Foolish Husbands" (French)
(Siutzky)
French faice that

.

.

'

'

"Concert
Magic"
(Indie).
Stiong concert musical for ait

'

.

tine

a

.-,

<:

;.

looker with considerable t liespmg ability. She's a bet? for

—

foUow-

,
'

sides its exploitable plot and
backgiound, the pic is noteworthy for introducing Simone
Signoret, a standout French

.size

reintensifying general interest in
tli« American motion picture in*
dustry still the world's leader, for
all the sporadic: excitements that,
occasionallyi but with no consistencv, enianate from Italy or
—
Britain,
Abel.

this

'

cinema, craftsman, the. late
Jacques Feyd^r, has had^ 12
minutes sliced from its original
llO-mmute running time. Be-

"Joan" as
every re-

The. picture bespeaks class,

American run,

its

last pioduction of France's ace

and scope all the way It's a much
needed addition to the contemporaneous film scene, certain of

Leo

piodiicl loi series

For

an

Gig Young and Robert Coote «•
Athos, Porthos and Aramis,: respete^
lively.
They belt over their parti
in keeping with the style Kelly
uses for D'Artagnan.
The Dumas tale concerns th«
four swordsmen ot the king who
dare to tangle with Richelieu; In
saving the rojal family liom th«
ministei's politual conniving They
escape every Richelieu plot with
breathless daring as Dumas' lughly
tomantic
doings
are
sprawled
across the screen
gorgeous Technicolor hues. It's the land of swashbuckling that appeals to a broad
audience.
Production-wise, Pandro S. Ber-^
man has overlooked- no angles in
dressing up "Musketeers" as a
least for the eyes and a stimulant
foi chimerical advenluiing b\ an
audience. He has done it witii •
lavish,
sweeping approach that

m

'

Rosa.v

spect.

,

Montmartre

underworld, and an excellent
cast headed by Francoise

earmark ot historic faithfulnessj
and thei e is an aura of authenticity
and honesty about most ot the un-

m

b.o.

prostitutes in the

The production is lavish
looks
c\cn
bit
of
its
$4 000,000-plus
The pageantry
and all the trapping-s-i bear the

folding as to. impress
truly extraoidinary

title

S. art houses
as good because oi a plot "which revolves
aiound ciooks mistresses and

nificent,

My

Off

French

Pie's

its

"

chances in

standout

players in lelativel> bit parts, make their chores
stand out
The color by Technicolor is mag-

Grim melodrama

(U)

under

"Macadam

were estimated

othei

.

.

1

Blood

Ma.i:i,

George Coulouris, .John Ireland,
Cecil Kellaway, and a number ol

Gouey-Huntz
Hall aUventuie Good setondAnolliei

.

by
of

and

The

•

.

.

;

Socko

with Buit Lancaster and Joan
Fontaine, good b o
"The Return of October"
(Coloi)
(Cjjl)
Peit comedy
diama, Glenn Ford, Teriy
Mooie and Technicolor for
general appeal.:
"Disaster" (Par). Program
actionei
dealing
with
the
steeplejack tiade with murder
mellei angles
"iVIaishal of Amarillo" (Rep).
Standdid Allan "Rocky" Lane
western 16r the action houses.
"Smug:gleis Cove" (Mono)

,

.

Bond, Gene Lockliatt, John Emeiv,

Minkefeers"
Multi-star cast
classic.

potential.

.

ji-jnne

,

Three

(MG)
Dumas

'

,;: :

the sweet charm of June Allyson
as the maid, Constance, The thre*
king's musketeers of the title
dashingly portrayed by Van Hellin^

Streets of Paris

"Back Stiects ot Pans," Lopeit release which opened at
the Avenue Playhouse, N. Y.,
Get. 15, was reviewed from
Pans in Variety Dec. 4, 1946,

,

excitement
".hine Bride" (\VB). Bette
Davi.s and Robert Montgomery
in hUarious laughfest. Big b.o.

editoi, Fianlc Sullivan; special et
Jaclt Coegrove, John Fulton, ad unit

diKcloi.

<

(Color)
in the

RitlUrd Day, asst. director, Slavko VorKabicli.

Back

» vivid albeit spiritual personality
Whether captors or her allies,
her suppolting cast play their loles
to the hilt.
Jose Ferrer as the
Dauphin, Francis L, Sullivan as
the arch-heavy, J. Carrol Naish as
hei captoi, the sympailhctic Shepperd Strudwick as her bailiif Ward

"Joan
of
Arc"
(Color)
(Wangei-RKO). A smash
"The
Paleface"
(ColoO

.

.

VWLBr REVIEWS

Chinon, Mi^s Bergman makes Joan

Miniature Reviews

f«S«

.

...

1

f^RJEff

Arc

of

W»Uer W«n*er-Victor

of

iitcn I'eleiis*

.

..

.

lends the proper touch to sustain

'

for .audience; eiijoymeht.;
the adventurous movement.
Adrian, Robert Watson. Jack- Searl. JoEntering ihto spirit :o£ fun arie:
Pictorial beauty of the settings,
seph Vltale,. Charles Trowbridge, Clem
Armstrojig, Miss: Adrian,
Bevans. Directed by Norman Z. McLead< Robert;
both indoor and out, has beeil'
Original screenplay^ JSdmund Hartmann;- Jtobert Watson, Jack: S^arl, Clem
Frank Tashlin: added dialog. Jack Rose: Bievans, Jeff Vorjc, Chief 'Yiowlachie, fascuiatingly captured by Robert

S.

,

:

leturns indicated.

:

:

Planck's camera. The dashing accamera (Technicolor); Ray Rennahan!
Shepperd Strudwlck edge that' there /can be no "happy" songs. Jay Livingston and Ray Evans, Jo- Iron Eyes; Cods; and sundry oater tion, the beautiful femmes la
.Taylor Holmes
.Olin Howland has a
seph J. Lilley; score,. Victor Young: «di-: characters!
. Alan
Napier ending, although the faith and the tor, Ellsworth Hoaglandw Tradeshown Oct. pip: of :a bit as a: gleeful undertaker lavish costumes and -the spirit of
Phllip' BourneUt stoicism of the Maid is such- as to: 19, '48 Running time HI MI^S
adventure ace heightened by th«
gtin flights.
Aubrey. Mather endow the production, and all who
Painless" Peter Potter
.Bob Hope watching the film's
lensing.
Another aid in making:
Stephen Roberts
:liay Rennahan was responsible
Calamity .Jane
Jane Russell
the film top commercial entertain.Herbert Budley will View It, with a new value.
.Terris
Kobert Armstrong for the gldwhg color lerismgi t^^
Frank Puglia
ment is the telliug score by HerIns Adrian
There will, of course, be those .Pepper
add$ dress to physical values, aiid bert Stothart, using themes by
.William Conrad
loby
Preston.
.Robert
Watson
fu-j
who
will
look
askance
at
John' Parrlsh
Jasper Martin..:... .
Jack Seail yictor Yoiihg backs th^rj, fun .with Tschaikowsky
.
Scoie bridges any
Nicolas Klidi
.
.Victor Wood clergymen-peers
whose political Indian' Scout..-.'. .C ;.....! ... Joseph Vitale an excellent score.
Brog.
(:ai'dtiial .... .... ;:. Houseley
Stevenson skullduggery
-gap
movement without intrudand avarice :tran- Governor Johnson. .Charles Trowbridge
Prison .Guard
Jeff Coi ey
Hank BiUlngs.
..
".Clem Bevans
ing Itself as an oral distraction to
scended their ecclesiastic obliga- Joe
Her £xe c u I loher
Bill Kennedy
Pt'i's
.Jeff york
Tlio Tlii*i><>
the visual action. The editors had
InquLsUor of Houen
.Cecil Kellaway tions, ior. their machinations In the Commissioner Itimerson Stanley Andrews
(COLOR)
a job to trim the' vast footage, and
Wade Crosby
prolonged trial at Rouen are com- Jeb
Chief Yellow Fcathei
Chief Yowlachie
Hollywood,
yet keep the story together. Scit"Joan of Arc" is a big picture pletelv lacking In pielv
Theie Chief
lion E>es
.Iron Eyes Cody
Metro release of Pandro S. Berman pro.John Maxwell duction.. Stars Lana I'urnor, .Gene Kelly, soring has been: credibly done.
In every respect. It has size, color, may also be. those who may ques- Villatfe Gossip ......
Brog.
.Tojn Kennedy
June AUvson. Van Hellin, Angela Lanstion the .credo that holy wars are Bartender
pageantry, '» bold, historic bas-re.Henvy Brandon burv; features Frank Morgan, Vincent
Wapato.
(Medicine Man)
to be condoned
Lance
rancis J... .McDonald Prices Kccnan Wynn. John Sutton, Gig
lief done up in the best 1948 Hol..Frank Hagney Young.
Sidney.
Directed by Oeotge
But since: this is history trans- Greg
Skelton Knaggs: Screenplay^ Roberli Ardrey;. frohi; Alexlywood tradition. It has authority, lated in the modern idiom, but Fat*
Hollywood, Oct 19.
Undertaker
Olin Holland andre Dumas novel', camera Ctechnicolor),
Warner
'.Bros,
release
of Henry Blank*
conviction, an appeal to faith, and a not to be interpreted, necessarily^ First Patient .,
Geoige Chandler Robert Planckii'-edltori, Bobert J. Kern/ .production. Stars Bette Pavis, Robert
dedication to a cause that leaves as -having bearing on the contem- Second. Patient.:
!^eslor. Paiva
George Boemleri tmr^i Herbert 'Stotharti Montgomery: features Fay Bainter, -ItettT
with themes by: Tschalkowaky. Trade'., Lynn, Tom Tullv^ Barbara Bates. Direct**
little wanting It has honesty, be- poraneous, the average film fan,
,
,
........-.'..,,.....-.. Running time,
by Bretalgne Windust. Screenplay;
cause whatever the captiousness will view "Joan" in its fundaThe Paleface" is a smart-aleck shown
I'lG MINS
aid MacDougall: based on play by Xile«|
.Lana Turner Tlghe, Graeme Lorimer; camera,about sensitive British feelings and mental light of an heroic chapter travesty on the wefet, told with con- Lady de Winter
D'Artagnan.
.
., : .... Gene Kelly
evfen the more delicate ecclesiastic out of the woild's annals, done in siderable humor and bright gags
McCord; editor, Owen Marks: music Bar
.June AUysnn vid Buttolph. Tradeahown. Oct. My IMi.
Constance,.
...
sensitivities, the more the auditor the most ultra and under most Bob Hope has been turned loose Atlios
Van lleflin Running time, IM MIMil.
....
... ..'., .Angela. Lansbury
reviews It the more he. becomes sympathetic Hollywood auspices
on a good script, whams his way Queen Anne
Gilman ............ Bette Davia
Fiank Morgan Linda
Loui* XIII
Carey Jackson.
.Robert Montgomerj
aware that few cinematic punches
with Mck resuUs, and King
^hiough
Vincent'
Richelieu.
....
...
Price
done
excitmg
Fleming has
an
Paula Wlnthrop.
.Far Baintar
weie pulled And then, of course,
.Keenan Wynn Boo Brinker
Betty I,ynA
in blendmg the s>mbolism the "l^^l* p.^h,?,.h *"„ 1" „ =?,n^L^S^; Plancheti
The Diik«. of"Bucklngham::. .John Sutton Mr. Brinker
"Joan of Ai c" has Ingrid Bergman job
Production is a showm^^^^^
Torn TuHr
medieval warfront heroics, and the °!^ce
.Gig
Young
Porthos. ....
.,1.
Jeanne Brinker'. ; ,
.Barbara: BatM
and a dream supporting Cast
Aramis.
basic d.amatic elements into a gen- ^^.^i^.^h
Carleton
Towne
.'...Jerome Cawan
,M,nn ,nH V»^!^^^^^
Treville
.'.Reginald Owen Rosemary McNally
It will do class and mass busi- eially well-sustained whole Where... .Mary WIckea
''''^^..^'5^^:?^^''„f
.fan- Keith
^^"smg of VhP
the ^?.?Hn^l
outdoor set- Rocheiort
I.uke Potter
..../lames Burk*
ness. Alter the class runs
and a asthetiial wliich pitches the Maid
Kitly
.Patricia Medina Bud Mitchell
ICayhioiid
Roa
f"'"'
$4,BOO,000 negative cost necessi- to the stake, is prolonged, he has "
Albert
.Richard Stapley Mrs. Brinker. ......
,'Marjldrie Bennew
tates siidi merchandising
.Ray Montgomery
Setup is a natural for fun,, and
Jim Mitchells. .....
it will Mot erred in moving Jeanne d'Arcl
.George CHanloa
..
click down the line. "Joan,"
the
what holes might be found
Melio's "The Three Musketeers" Scott Davis
ad from hei hiithplace
Lonaine
.Sandra. Gon
Rubena, .....
dun-'.:
ditiou, should tap a new market of 1428 into Vaucouleurs where she script are slickly glossed over to is a swaggering, tongue-in-cheek
clas.si-oom and other educational-] finally inteiests the goveinoi
of keep the westein builesque tickling treatment of picturesque fiction,
After one film fumble, Bett*
leligioso segments.
Slow spots are fevT extravagantly presented to capture Davis makes a recovery that
Its longevity that piovince into expediting hei the risibilities
for the 16in market is also obvious, contact with The Dauphin
As and far between. Audiences will the fancy of any high romanticist— ^ould out her back on too Th«
and whether by accident or design, the action moves fiom Vaucouleuis, like Hope's broad takeoft on all the and there are a lot of them. The switch from
f^„„ the
tw» heavy dramatics
^r,.n.4.^. to
A LV„H, « n,,;:,,= .VLtV,
of
tile breaking up of the film into five the action moves fiom Vancouleurs, swaggering oater hetoes that evei
which her followers have becom*
hIo , a blood quickener
,^f,wloni.
Tf"
It
segment.s conjures up a strong new to the decadent Couit of Charles stalked their gun prey down a west- ways been
,„ hilarious eae arid situvalue for television presentation. VII (.lose Ferrer does an extiemely em stieet, his cowardly heroics in
This
(Kuintuplet
cinematurgical effective job in painting the weak an Indian laid, his fast quips and version and, with a raulti star cast
„
^o payoiT should
device IS an apparent transmuta- Dauphin), Fleming piojects and patsying for a gag.
to brighten marquees, there is
hlc as there is boiT word-oftion
of the Maxwell Anderson progresses tlie action in broad
Hope isn't all the- fllm has to:
build t^ketTales"'
down the. ^u^h'tohJip
stage technique of subdividing the shadings so as to make Joan's mis- sell
There's .Tane Russell as Ca- boxoffice swath nght •=dLwn"?he
Bride" is a sometimes
action into a celluloid approxima- sion well nigh realistic.
lamity Jane, that ro'ughi tough gal
subtle, sometimes wacky, takeoff
Its. footage is longi two: hours:]
tion of five stage acts.
There are certain misfires and of the open west whose work
oU honie:. mitgazi'nes and faumioi '«
However, the prime concern false keynotes which militate as a Government agent causes aiid six minutes, but it is a rare nature, it has a Starting: httfdie: ai
right now of Impresario Walter against the desired consistency Hope's troubles, but whose guns ihstance when' the pace; slows characters are set up, but ojicc oflWanger. producer-director Victor such as Jose Ferrers tiptop |imper- save him from harm and give him down. The fanciful tale has, been its way never lets: itself or th*
laugh,
quickly
launched
with
a
Ivleming and star-copartner Ingnd: sonation of The Dauphin, l^ter to his heio reputation
She makes an
Brctalgnie Win-'
audience down,
Bergman are the theatrical rights; become the King of France, who able sparring partner, for the Hope swings into some of the most col dust'si directioh: is alWaj(S liveljf
That $4,600,000 in this day and age makes iiis characterization so much antics, and is a sharp eyeful in: orful and exciting sword duels yet and extremely able at milking
staged for 111ms as the pace is set
ot restricted domestic and foreign the complete nitwit that the audi- Technicolor
line or situation, whfether satire oir
maikets is quite an economic ence may well wonder at the com^he potent script
"Buttons and Bows." by now a
»>
slake It's the type of film which plete obseisance of Joan to this t familiar to radio and record lis- feature "thf'"hvel 'anr^oveVof ^y Ranald MacDougall
^f Jlnln and his
h,= three
fi,r„» cronies
nr!.ni«
Artagnan
the trade and public, however, will weakling sovereign legardless of teners, is top tune ot the scoie's
'^^^ p^^^^ presints a delight..
„„n,„iete Dumas novel
recognize as noteworthy, distin- theiacthelsasvmboloj herealm three pop numbeis Jay Livingston
slicked' tip persbnality as •
deriina do that fully
guished and deserving of utmost The ehurchly gradations are and ifay Evans clefted and Hope
'thrdu^i-^Wlth-loye''
hoine' tnag^Ml-.
I'lVi
n"'**^
fiiiancial support.
Granted renders asaplaintivelove Chant to makes for solid screen action
also script shortcomingSi
There are acrobatics by Gene tqr who [does: stereotyped aAicien
have Misg Russell
to that
thi voices" which
Theie
befo,t:e-ah4-af ter
houses shd
are
shortcomings
Team also authored Kelly
that would give the late, oil
"Joan." of course, but these: are guided The Maid of Lorraine come 'Meetcha 'Round the Corner," sung
people..
Robert
Montgomery
comanner in by jng Aduan, but final editing great Douglas Fairbanks pause. His stars as a fOreigh correspohdeiit
Valhalla the
negligible relatively. Miss Berg- fiom
duel with Richelieu's cohorts „„„,„„„j
.j 1111;*.^ "n™.,:.: s:.,t,-«.
man makes her title role 'almost which she Is deseited in her daik- g,veg it short shrift in the score first
assignedjo^^^^^
yet
never
loses
always convincing, even In those est days— in her dungeon, beset by ^igg Adrian also gives a torrid IS almost ballet,
swordfeeling
swaggering
the
of
nionients when the dialog or other a would be rapacious gaoler, her treatment to "Get a Man," by Jo
glib handling of the assignment
play. It-is a masterful -mixture of
sueenwrightinR is against her Foi ecclesiastic inquisitois, and at hei geph J Lilley, in hei role of en dancing
in the film.
grace, acro-agility and sly sharpens many a scene
there are moments when,, in: other final buining at the stake-is not tertalner at the Duty Shame sa^^^'''^^^^^
horseplay ot sock comeoic puncn Both give socko interpretations.
hands and under a less littpresslve model ated by any explanation why
Basic concern .of the plot is th»
Hi's escapades on castle rooftop
,
of
the
deprived
is
.
r,.
sum total, that an untoward note the sainted Joan
Script by Edmund Hattmann and .cha'ndeiierswingmg \vi'lTrrdeVand "ff-^S^^^^^
till ght have
crept In. An illustraw/th'^d^^^^^^
17- wVerMlss Dav- and MontgomejT.
im^ Fiank'^'a-^i.da";» wiiin 11^!^
ti;'d"ed"l^er:iflleiV
hei eaiiiei aays
tion. of tills Is her peremptory edict tended
shaie the
other iii",uiyai«uii.,
motivation, .jnun.
w.i, Inj^^^^ ^^^^
but "i."v»
"">•
ivose. puses,
pose-i an aiuusiiiK
amusing tern
oy inc'K.
.lack
w_r-,,^J »/i v>o
against those time-honored heriHeights of h.laiitv ar.
^'"'y
ide
as a correspond- 'Xlly's broad interpretation, and tercst
Dry >dea-Hope
of
oi
neroiiie
wamor herome
waruor
^mii'e
life
tages of soldiery— gambling, pio- come
the
. i_ .u' i, \
snot ed throughout
hroiiehniit the film
fim Among
Amoni
touring iVip
the i,
school rii>niit.f
dentist iniirmir
ence of.hf,ni
the- tongue-in
cheek moodj of i.u_
the spotted
fanity and wenches. That carousing; France_ The^trjaj, truly ^^a^njnqiusi- -^^^^ in a" co^e".ed wagon
^ lie's enl^eaZ^'ls'^iZTil
Iho
.?i°"l5r
P^lX-^'^l^
scene with the camp-followers Is Hon,
a Pr°"n8ed aff^^^
s
and
a facecountei
with
hard
cider
his troubles
but they're opemng sequence
While Geoige
.so much more vivid in Its negative
"othmg compared to the grief that Sidney's direction plays much of flop in the snow; a husband's be*
n1> is
u /""^l^y
minr hv film-w^^^^^^^
film wise
appeal tlvat her relatively vacuous of the dialog
^^.j^^^ Calamity the footage straight, the
key scenes: wilderment as the housing experts
pi'onunciamento hasn't the positive and bupeib
disposal
of
an antiqu*
.lane sedices him mto marriage so tend toward chuckles as he affec- discuss
conviction to support the dialog 'olluloid or other purposes
,
smiiBeline tionately kids such out and out marble bust while he is concerned
can ,oreak up a gang smuggling
as the loyal French suddenly recogThe maiestv of the earlier se- phf
about his wife, and the takeoff on
iii"» tlie Maid of Doremy
ho'v a mag staff gives the n<*i-v look
Tn broad sweeps, director Flem^to a family and home still branded,
in« takes the Maid from her bufhwith the "McKinley-stmkei" era
i plate in Doremy 'n Lorraine to
trademark.
\ulon in Orleans, and her final
There's a solid portrayal of
ignominy when she is tiled at tiaved b\ the Butgundians in saga ot brave, bold empire build- and inten.se]y dramatic in building youth and budding romance in th«
serious moments.
Rouen for witchcraft and burned caUimnj with the English, when in ers
I^ana Turnei is a perfect visuali- characters so ably performled by
scene's she wins the
11 Ihe stake It is to the ciedit of the cai'iei
Betty. Lynn and Raymond Ho*.
Norman Z McLcod's dirertioh sation of the sexy, w irked
Co\ernor
all
lliat
liicv h„ve sustained the 'giiidsjuis; alliance of the
(Continued on page 16)
Xaluciuieui's, and the coui tiers at, combines the flight gag with the <de Winter sliai ply contrasting with^
pitdi
.
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NOTE TO GUS

EYSSELL:

Congratulations on your 30 Years in Show
Business! Again, you've picked a record-breaker'

Radio City
Music
record tor
continues

mwtte

beoorttoUy'.

ma-Mi
ippiii

iiiiii

v,;^^>¥.'j:«;;;:::;;::;Sv:;::;

THEATRE

ENTRANCE

I

^™
know

;ll

soon

*

^^^^^

«

it.

Hxh^'B

S.

apparently losing

its

Charles Goldsmith, assistant to
Loew's International first veepee

Morton A. Spring, is scheduled to
leave soon for Londouy where he'll
serve for six months as special assistant to Sam Eckman, Jr., Loew's
managing director in England.
Goldsmith; who has also been coordinator of Metro activities: in the
United Kingdom, will help ease
the work that Eckmau has been

^

12.

is

battle against

American films.
This autumn, with the film

in-

For Autumn U.

Tour

S.

Seymour Mayer, now 16m

*

American

houses.

as "Caesar and Cleopatra." "London' Town," etc.. now have become

top

drawers.

b. o.

I

|

1

'

this

month.

of Parliament.
British quota and its concomitant

playing time muddle for American
films in that market evidently has
conferresulted in a flock of
ences in recent weeks of its top
echelon. Arthur S. Abeles, Jr., who
replaced the late Max Milder as

WB

Warners' managing director in Brit-

eccentric

doctor,

who

is

an

tina,

'

—

.

:

American

to

permissidn to operate a 1,000 watt
radio station at Nanaimo, B. C.
Gordon S. Henry, former manager
of Edmonton's radio station, CJCA,
who resigned in disagreement with
the station's policy some time ago,
will ask for a greenlight on a 250
watt station at Red Deer, Alberta,

Role

In German-English Pic
Frankfurt, Oct.

I

FM

picture firm.

come from

i

collection and allocate
German agriculture.

'AiWr

.

picture
full-longtli
titled
"Hello. Frau-

a

STIU; TERRIF

inMs^^^

Van Eyck. who worked al
Warner Bros, studios in Hollywood and served with the U. S.

lein."

Army and

;

1,2:;;

is

"Bless the Bride," Adelphi (78'
"Bob's Your Uncle," SaV. (24).
"Brownlnff," Phoenix (6i.

,

Dublin, Oct. 15.

"Cage Peacock," Strand (281.
"Caribbean Rhap," Wales (20).

from radio, can't
Yankee style of

,

which

is

K;tv;u\agh,
chain.

east

coast

Vienna, Oct.

supplying shorts on lilo
film
Austrian
to

Ilea

,

I

I

i"Dedee d'Anvers;"* "Angele" (Marr
eel Pagnol), "t'Aigle a Deux Teles"
and "Requins de Gibraltar," and

5.

|

J

.

m

i

!

Amcr-

houses

'

"Worms View," Whitehall

(77;.

,

invitation.

IS BACK IN
GERMANY WITH SPIRALO

GAMBLING
;

I

for Austria

With the idea of acquainting the
freight rates on Austrian public with the customs
be sought by group and people of the U. S., American
headed bv Patrick Forces infonnation service here is
of

:

Rank's

;

of

owner

.

was filled by J. Arthur nese picture made by Europea
"Hamlet"
and "Oliver Film, with EmsirLubitsch directing
and Heinz Ruhmann stari'ed called
"Der Mustergatte." Cosmos havo
"The Ghost Goes West," "Lyda" jheen very active finding markets
Woman"; for Argentine pix abroad and
and "That Hamilton
the placed Emelco's "White Horse Inn'V
of
Eagle-Lion's "Madonna
Seven Moons," the Australian pic and "The Portrait" in Switzerland"The Overlanders"; French pix
festival

I

films will also

.

'

'Twist"; Alexander Korda's "Mine
lOwn Executioner'' and reissues of

Am

'

'

.

i

'

Yank Info Shorts

>

::

Khn
rum

jPW^P

^'

and "Forever and

:

even their own distributors. Columbia's "The Sign of the Ram"
has been held over once more at
the Gran Rex, and is in its fourth
week, causing the postponement of
"Blue Skies." If this is held over,
"Anna Karenina," due for relcas*
a this week, will be postponed one*

|

i

i

i

.'

-

.

finally Sweden's "The Girl and
"Carrissima," Palace (32),
"Chiltren Hnndreds," Vaude (60). 'the Devit.
"Don't Listen," St. Jas. (7).
"Edeii End," Duchess (7),,
"Edward My Son," Lyric 173'.
British Equity Plans
"Four, Five, Six," York (32 1.
"Glaconda Smile," Wynd. (201.
Mpitlkf^rci
Pllch 101
fnr
rUbU
ini;iliUCr5;
"Glass Menafferie." H'm'rk't (12)
London, Oct. 12.
"Happiest Days," Apollo (30).
Secret mass; meeting of film
"Kid From Strat," Princes (3).
bass. (28>.
artist members of British Actors
"Little Lambs,"
Equity Assn. called for Nov. 6 to
"Lute Song," W'ter Garden (2i.
press home the union's demand
"Medlca." Globe (3>
for representation on councils of
'Off Record," Piccadilly (68>.
the industry. Equity members, in"OUahonia!", Drurv Lane (77i,
dignant because they have been
"Perfect Woman," Playhse (6'
"Rain On Juaf," Aid. (7i
left off the. Film Council and':Har'
old Wilson's National Joint Pro"Saloon Bar," Garrick (3).
duction Committee, have invited
"Private View." Comedy (D.
the Board of Trade prexy to at"StarUcht Roof," Hipp. (50<
tend their meeting. It is not likely
"Travelers Joy," Crit. i20>.
"ToKether Again," Vic Pal. '80' lhal the minister will accepl the

. i •, ^ .
Director Flfi Banvard failed to
Exhibs in small Irish towns have
formed new bloc ouUide Irish get the right tempo for this one.
Cinema Assn. to seek additional re- Sets, designed by Clem Kennedy,
Story
in
Leads
liefs
from entertainment 4 ax. 'are very good
Claiming support of 80% of rural include Bebe Scott, t.rani ia>ior
exhibs. group seeks complete ex- -ahd Leonard Thiele.
einplion from tax for situations un-

der 2.000 population, with corresponding cuts between 2.000 audi

,

'

'

Whom

weeks of run)
London, Oct. 19.
"A La Carte," Savoy fI8J.
"Anna Lucasta," Majesty (51).
"Annie Get Gun," Col's'm (72).

.

mosftly recruited
handle the swift

"Crossfire"

(Fififures sliote

:

Rural Exhibs
SeekilUf Cuts in Tax

produce in

Current London Shows

\

slill

with Military Government, wilt play the role of U. S. doing terrific biz al the Roxal for
Army captain in the film.
sellout
It's a
J. C. William.son.
Picture will have its setting in eight times weekly.
the Bavarian Alps in May. 1945.
Show looks definitely set for a
I'he dialog will be partly in Engalready
lish and partly in German and 12 months' run here. It s
the-^part requires an actor with a, done 11
months in Melbourne.
perfect command of both Ian-,
Evie Hayes and Webb Tilton share
guages. The company hopes to
''].
the leads.
export the film, as well as distribSloi-y" doesn't ap"Philadelphia
ute It foi- German showing.
pear good boxoffice here at the
Minerva on presentation by Whitecast.
Aussie
Productions.
hall
!

;

Rest of

Sj^feey;,: ^fct,;,:

"Annie Get Your Gun"
'

Reduction

;

My

j

6.000.

1

20th

the more.
The picture material will be ed- Day"; Paramount'g "For
The first, picture from Central
Tolls"; Metro's reissue of
ited and narrated In the U. S. and Bell
"Waterloo Bridge"; UA's "Angel Europe since the early days of th«
will be shown to Congress as -a
Shoulder" and "I Married war has been released by a new
of
crop estihiation On
illustration
Warner's. distribution setup known as Cosmethods under the Marshall Plan. A Witch"" (reissue) and
mos Film, at the second-run Rena- ;
"The Unsuspected."
the time .at the Basle cimiento theatre. This is a Vien-

AM

Irish

clusively.

,

AM

j

tentatively

ex^

.

]

making of

film.s

:

.

applications will

abroad of German artists.- specialand technicians since early
was believed to be
the first contract for import of servT
ices into Germany since the war. on its
and FM stations. EX'
Under the new contract. Peter .istlng regulations prohibit Cana
Van Eyck will work as an actor] dian stations airing different
and technical advisor until next' and FM shows.
January with the Camera Film
Production Go-, of Hamburg in the
ists

this year, this

;

days' duration to U. S.

10

L'Action Sociale Limitee of Quebec
City, publishers of a Quebec daily,
L'Action Catholique; from CKCV,
Quebec City radio station, and
following pictures: "Gentleman's
Heidelberg, Oct. 4.
from Transportation Advertising,
Pretty,"
"Sitting
Acting on a request from Wash-, Agreement,"
in
for FM outlet ...
Ltd., „i
of Toronto,
xu,
M'rac
Miracle
on 34th Street," "Forever
Signal Corps "»
Toronto. CBC governors will also '"6*?". J^e Army
"Kiss of Death," "The
doc-;AmOci
produced
a
Zone
has
S.
the
U
consider a request from Montreal
Iron Curtain." Other U. S. pix
the
emfilm
on
umentary
methods
station CFCF (Marconi) for perfrom
Columbia's
"Lady
crops, control were
mission to carry difi'erent programs ployed to estimate
Shanghai"; BKO's "The Fugitive,"

,ToiiU

Through JEIA
has been promoting employment
tion

I

of the

whole

mulling

is

i

near Edmonton.

12.

Export-Import Agency has announced approval of a
contract lor the employment of an
Aiiierum actor by a German moI'lie

had their
September.

parjk

subsequently

was far ahead
of other companies on the schedule,
with "The Iron Curtain,'.!^
"Gentleman's Agreement," ''The
Foxes of Harrow," "Nightmare gentina.
and
"Forever Amber"
Alley,"
Metro has rebooked "Gone with
clashing views of church, science "Miracle on 34th Street:" Para- the Wind" at the new Radar theaand law,: and works out- his prpl)* mount was represented by "Golden tre, wi{h patrons booking heavily
lem on the basis of the young^'usr Earrings," "The Big Clock" and in advance and grosses exception-'
band's emotional jealousy when he "Blue Skies." Others were Metro's ally good despite the small .seatinc
discovers he isn't the father of the ''Green Dolphin Street" and Uni- capacity (800). Advance trailers ol
versalis "All My Sons."
"Anna Karenina,". which. Fox Iiaa
child.
The difticult theme is said to bei
Second festival, taking place in skedded for release within th«
handled with the utmost' delicacy,| Basle under the name "Basle Film next couple of. weeks, have been
and. with the desire, to give offense Week," offered a much bigger pro- drawing gasps from audiences avla
to none. Artificial insemination is gram, due to the fact that six thea- to see 'Vivian Leigh once more;
"Forever Amber" is- now in it*
a recognized practice in this counT tres were participating, instead of
Again 10th week at the Luxor, but isn't
try as in America.
only one as in Lugano.
American 'films dominated -with grossing as well as other pix from
20th ahead of tlie others with the Hollywood, which h a v e surprised
CROPS PIC FOR GEKMANY

;

First

in

was

.

again,

.

he

taking over Dolores del Rio with
Pedfo Lopez Lagar. The latter hat
been making successful pix continir
uously in Argentina for the last
eight years.
Currently he has *
picture to make for Emelco and another "for Film Andes. Miss del
Rio left Buenos Aires early in th«
year, after finishing "Lady Windermere's Fan" for San Miguel, ii|
which she was so unfavorably
photographed that she may refuM
to make any further pix in Ar-;

I

Two Swiss cities
festivals

but

Argentina Sono Film

I

Zurich, Oct. 12.
film

:

.

signed up by San Miguel, to which
he had passed as a result of delays
al the first studio.
Deal For Dolores

1

Swiss Festivals

Lugano; in the Italian
country, devoted the

.

'

I

old

:

'

at San Miguel will probably mean
that he'll make his first picture for
Emelco after all.
Emelco had
brought the Italian actor to Argen-

20th Dominates

;

Ease;

'

ain last summer, is also due to
return to his overseas post this
week after numerous homeoffice
conclaves.

:

j

Studio Signs

in
Assn,
pressuring

member

The

authored by a

Stithetlaitd,

The battle goes on, with the anji,™ outlets,
TV bids, m addition to FPC, will friend of the girl's mother aiid for
government still losing it, unless!
f''"™ Al Leary. Toronto air this, as well as humanitarian rea-they make seeing Soviet pix cora-"'omp
sons, he's willing to help.
The
pulsorv
This
isn't
expected comic and nitery emcde; CICKY and physical side of the experiment
Budapest pixgoers are determined ^FRB, Toronto independent- radio goes well enough but the mental
also not to go to cinemas in case stations; CFCF Marconi, airer in side crashes headlong into psychoAmerican and British films are Montreal, and CKAC, French- logical disaster.
prohibited In the future Kist as language station owned and operThe playwright uses the doctor,
they did during the war, when the ated in Montreal by the newspaper his friend the vicar, and the girl's
prohibition came from the pro- La Presse.
George Randall will apply for K. G. father, to represent this
Naiii puppet regimes.

Hamburg

and

London, Oct. 19.
Parliament to ease the new 45%
The Public Morality Council and quota, Dr. Fletcher would not comchurch authorities are making ment ^on their protests aside from
special reports on a new play that noting that the quota comes up for
is due for a tryout in London later review once a. year. He is also a

|

Even British films, of which,
previously, such toppers flopped

Meets

OK

Seeks Can. TV

language was spoken. Soviet pix
meanwhile run with a 10 to 20%

WB

Exhibitors
Groups' Special Action matograph
Britain last week began

play, Breach of Marriage,"
new playwright Ban
and presented by'
Peter .Reynolds, is on the controversial subject
of
artificial
insemination.
It will be shop-windowed at the little Torch Theatre
Cluh.
Many church ..leaders have outspokenly attacked insemination of
humans, and if the play is- as controversial as claimed, it will have
to pass tremendous, barrier of pub'-,
lie criticism before it can. reach a
West End showing.
The play
takes its title from a phrase used
Ottawa, Oct. 19.
in the report of a commission apFamous Players Canadian Corp. pointed b]i[ the. AFcbbishofp of Can«:
will be among- six applying for tele- terbury to' enquire into the whole'
vision broadcast, licenses when the subject.
The story concerns a crippled
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. board
of governors meets in Ottawa this ex-naval officer and his young,
week. Four of the six applications wife who troth ardently desire a
will come from Toronto, two from child, but for physical reasons are
Montreal. CBC governors will also unable to have one. They seek the
mull bids for new standard bands advice of a famous but somewhat

on the screen, English

U.S.

Dr. Eric Fletcher, counsel

Harry Warner on the Coast.
Although members of the Cine-

Rouses Church, Censor

Famous Players

whesi'e,

Back After

sales-

over

'

products on School Auditorium^ Oct. 23;
Comedian is due in Boston Oct.
grounds.
only second or 30. He has a video date from Badio
City Nov. 9, and flies to Los Anthird rale products in cowboy and
geles
for concert Nov. 12,
gangster films, and then the ComCanadian dates include London,
munist-controlled press launched
Ont., Nov. 18 and Toronto Nov. 22.
a drive to prove how bad and unHe
plays
Detroit Nov. 19, and.winds
progressive American films are,
up in Brooklyn Nov. 24 before
comparing them with "realistic,"
planing back to Prestwick, Scot"progressive" Soviet pictures,
land,
for
his 12th consecutive pan^
show "true life," "high
vhicli
ajtomime in Glasgow
social ideas" and the "truths of
Gordon, who has heen a profesSoviet, Soviet
Socialist world."
sional
performer
in Britain since
Estlionian and Soviet Lithuanian
1908, plans a further extensive tour
pix have ovei-whelmed Hungarian
of U. S. in 1949, under the William
screens.
Morris banner.
Motion Picture Export Assn.
products being completely lacking,
the public now, has had to go and
sdte American films Imported by
the state, and no matter how bad
they were, cowboy and gangster
fihns shown in the largest pix
theatres have drawn capacity audiences and done outstanding biz.

mas

take

will

May

Buenos Aires, Oct. 12.
In an effort to smooth over th«
hassle between Italian pic disti-ihu>
tors in Argentina and the Argentine Entertainment Board, which
put a ban on further importation
of Italian pix until Argentine pix
are admitted in Italy, Dr. Enrico
Mastrachi Manes has arrived in
B. A. On behalf of Italian exhibitors he'll try and select some Apgentine-ntade material for exhibition in Italy. Italian film reps hav*
found it almost impossible to mako
local officials understand that Italy
never set any ban against importation of Argentine pix.
The only
snag to their exhibition, w h i e n
can't be stated, of course, is that
they aren't very good entertainment, even in their own country
of origin.
Argentine studios are buzzing
over the delay in- rolling "El Puente" ("The Bridge") on the San
Miguel itets, with Italian actor
Amedeo Kazzari in the lead- At
Nazzari's: insistence an Italian, Antonio Xeonviola, was signed at
four figure salary to do the directing.
Director proved unsatisfactory and San Miguel is looking for
another.
Nazzari has been pursued by bad
luck since his arrival and the delay

Fletcher and Abeles

WB's

Gold- director of Warner Bros, in Britain,
smith's homeof fice duties: during returned to London Saturday (16)
on the Queen Mary after a twothe latter 's absence.
iveelc stay in the U, S, Here for the
first time, he visited the Coast/and
°
discussed current distri bution difBrit. Insemination Flay
ficulties in England with Jack and

manager,

bought

Budapest filmgoei-s, just as in
Nazi times, have packed the cine-

;

On 'Wind'; Odier Film News

B. A. Gone

carrying since the war's end.

"ideological"
TJie\'

Arnentine-Italo Pix Snarl

'

Gordon, Scot Comic, Set

dustry completely nationalized, a
-Glasgow, Oct. 12.
new anti-U. S. pix campaign has
Harry Gordon, leading Scottish
started in Hungary. "The Week of
comedian, is set to plane out Oct.
Soviet Film" was held several
20 for a brief autumn tour of clan
however
public
the
with
times,
With private distribs societies in the U. S. and Canada.
apaUielic.
Gordon's first big concert is
wiped out, the government firm
slated for Slaiiiford Conn., High
has continued to buy some inde-^

pendent

:

IS
Goldsmith's Brit. Chore

Fk for Russian Film Fare

Budapest, Oct.

The Hungarian government

"

TialUciir IHtwum

rJav*.

Hungarian Govt Losii^ r^lit To
Oust U.

'

;

i,.
,

,

^.::':.\:^^;;F^ankfurt;;0ct..12.^,

Gahibling,

mans by both

prohibited for;
Aiiied and. G^rinan

laws after thC: w<^fi I't*^^
back. It's called Spiralo. and it
debuted at the opening of the new
gambling casino at Bad Homburg.
It costs 20 marks ($2) a try. Tli«
player gives the knob a gentl*
push or a hard blow. He loses
if the ball lands on a black number. However, he can double his
original bet and. receive three,
four or 12 times the bet. if he hits
the red.
.

.

Gambling casinos at BadenBaden, Bad Homburg, Weisbaden
and Pyrmont had toi close after
the war but after currency i-eform,
state finances were low and th«.
Bad Homburg opening is expected.
to be

followed by others.

KIPOR T FROM THI NEW YORK lYIMIH O gOSTt

There are few pictures that receive the
spontaneous audience applause that

being

is

received at the Strand by

Directed by

OTPMFN
MrNMtv
Oltrntll IVICINHLLI

^^^^ NEGULESCO
:.ri..i. I'll,

Produced by
•

JERRY WALD

tv ll<Vi;/il'D'-f)NCUar .HrtAtnNVINClf<I'Fifmtf."5l3iPPI»yt*tlniili.i.'i.
Cr J..i(-li;/H..|, Wj«-t»llirib'-. ^Mu'
i.y VAX SlFlNfl?
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PICTURES

Inside Stuff-Pictures

lacks'U.S.Backinf

Victor Fleming as "HoUywoocVs least recognized outIn kudosing
trade press confab last week in New York,
standing director," at a
Waller Wanger compared costs o£ "Gone With the Wind" ($4,200,000)
Arc"
($4,600,000), and coincidentally mentioned the comof
"Joan
and
pictures, He cited "Kitty Foyle," made for
other
of
two
costs
parative
against "Farmer's Daughter," a comparable-type
S700 000 in 1941,
six years later, and that cost $2,200,000. VJoan"
film 'also ma'de by
independently
produced by Sierra Pictures,
release
but
is also an
comprises Wanger, Fleming and Ingrid Bergman, star of
Inc., which

3S5S Contimied from page
ball

^nd

footbdll,

$

Tunepk Bi^tin' Out All Over As

mSSm

and other out-

door counter-influences.
The Johnston office avers it has
nothing to do with the structural
or the technological forces, but in
RKO
the case of the dwindling financial
RKO
markets, notably abroad, that's
Where it does bear down on the
"Joan".
State Dept. It contends that, perThe producer stressed that this film "is not a Hollywood version of haps, losses might be, more severe
made
with
but
was
legend,
respect
d'Arc
to
the
archives
Jeanne
the
were it not: .policing the foreign
time."
Wanger
of
test
expressed
the
the
wish
stand
that
"if
and will

Studios Stress Savings on Musicals

Cal.

"GWTW"

analogy by Wanger was advanced because Fleming
The
also directed that, as he did "Captains Courageous" and other big
Metro films.has been made several times abroad, but the most
saga
Joan
The
distinguished and successful American

The Johnston office, in its appraisal of current boxoffice conditions, also points to the marked
upbeat in the birthrate: the past
four years. This has, negative influences, "what with shortage of
baby-sitters and the like."
.

-

super, when a good film really
comes along maybe they can't
come out and say, "Well, this time

we're nqt kidding."

/

Another attitude is that maybe
that thing called glamor, so long
identified with Hollyiwood, is a
plus, and shouldn't be minimized,
even if some untoward circum-'
stance arises.. That's what makes
Hollywood the important dateline
in world news that it is, it's

,

,

Shearer of Sadler's Wells Ballet, instead.
Ift "the film, Anton Walbrook, playing the impresario Lermontov,. is
supposed to be a prototype of the late Serge Diaghilev. Lead dancer,
originally, was to have been a male, to represent Vaslav Nijinsky, Diaghilev's protege; but in the film a switch was made, with a ballerina
(Miss Shearer) as chief character.

;

for 25 years.

There are attitudes within the
Johnston office 'that perhaps' the
reason film boxoffice isn't what It
used to be lies within the industry's own bailiwick. For one thing,
having "hopped up" every B as a

:

Whatever it is, when Johnston
gets back he's expected to say a:
mouthful this month's end, when
he addresses the film toppers on
the Coast. His itew book; "We're All
In It,,' which Button will publish
".the -deal.
Nov. 9, may be a keynote. When
Two films mentioned in the trade as those for which Goldwyn had he is a principal speaker before
been seeking domestic distribution: rights were "Winslow Boy,'' Korda's the national CIO convention In
Both Portland, Ore., Nov. 24, he will
filmization of the Terence Rattigan legiter, and "Fallen Idol.''
had originally been scheduled for U. S. release by 20th-Fox but, fol- stress it further.
lowing 20th's split with Korda, it had been reported that Goldwyn
would handle them domestically via RKO, which releases his own
Reports that Samuel Goldwyn Productions is negotiating for the
U. S. distribution .of two Sir Alexander Korda films were denied by
Goldwyn proxy James A. Mulvey. Whi^le conceding that such a possibility isn't entirely- out of the question, in the future, Mulvey de-,
Glared he had never even' seen the Korda pix and had never considered
,

,

:

'

,

:

product.

Export Assn. Okays

.

Lester Cowan's ''Love Happy" will be screened without mention of
Continued from page 3.
Ben Hecht among the screenwriter credits. Omission of: the name, it
was pointed out, was not' the result of the recent move by British, Soviet request that he push Rusexhibitors banning all pictures in which Hecht is mentioned. It, was sian fihn,s in the U. S. in return for
explained that he was one of the lO'Scripters who had worked on the
screenplay. Under a ruling by the Screen Writers Guild a waiter gets i^^c^'""''^;""'"
will l""^
buy in
USSR. The Russians '^'^M?
no screen credit unless he has partieipated.in at li^as.t 30% of the work blocks of 20 from a list of 100 films
in preparation of the screenplay.
which will be prepared shortly,
Theyican make deletions from the
Al Jolson has recorded enough music on the Columbia lot to make a pix which they select but no addi'

-

:

studio decides to produce a followup to
"Jolson Sings Again." To date Jolie has etched 40 numbers, twice as
many as the studio needs for the picture now in preparation. Indicationsl of a third film may be gleaned from Jolson's remark to friends:
"I want to have the songs recorded just in case my voice doesn't hold
out when they decide to make another one.''
third picture,

in case the

Discussing the project last

week

New York, Krasne declared he's
worked out a way of utilizing the

in

entire town, including the 300 residents and their businesses, in the
"Cisco Kid" films he'll turn out
there.
Clothes, horses, makeup,
etc., will aU be provided by Ideal
entrepreneurs. They've also agreed
to halt any activity that interferes
with shooting schedules and to ap-

pear themselves before the camoras.

.

stressed.

Producer will thus be able to
save the usual cost of transporting
his actors^ horses and equipment
from Holly wood to a location spot.
Under his contract with the town's
development corporation, Krasne
has been guaranteed that the
streets will not be paved, so the
horses can go that-a-away authentically.
In addition, no autos are to
be allowed on the main stem.
Krasne has also completed a new,
sound stage in PioneertoXvn and
has set up $150,000 worth of
permanent sets obtained from the
recently-liquidated Enterprise Studios. He's now planning to subsidize a local exhibitor so that he
can also screen his daily rushes on
the spot.
Permanent technicians on his
production staff have migrated to
the town and he's now attempting
to convince some of the players to
move there. Other technicians will
be recruited from the local resi
dents and Krasne emphasized they
would be unionized. He plans to
roll his first productlpn there in
about a month. Krasne's pact with
UA calls for him to deliver eight
Cisco: Kids a year for the next,
three years.
Producer declared his average
budget on each would be $100,000.
Money he saves by working in
Pioneertown, he said, will be sunk
back into the films via bigger casts,
:

.

Under the terms of the deaL
added; the Russians will
do their own subtitling and cutting.

MPAAer

,

restricted to the USSR
distributing the films.
Johnston "hopes" to get adequate
reports on treatment of the pix
through the U. S., embassy and:

They are
alone

Film dii'ector is paying $100,000 for his release from a major studio
contract, after a five-year legal battle"^ although he hasn't Ibt that much
coin.
He has agreed to pay it out of his salary on another lot over a
period of years.

in

.

:

they can'

more

:

.

;

;

'

.

Artists.

Use Standard Tunes
"Jolson," "Barkleys" and "You'r*
Everything" are samples of th«;
kind of music pix that can b«
produced' with a: few new tunes
(rather than a whole score); in
addition to standards that studio
music contactmen secure from publishers at much lower rates than
complete new scores could be got'
ten for. New score for the average
film runs anywhere from $50,000
to $100,000— quite a hefty item to
be marked up before a camera

My

-

turns.

.

:

Johnny Burke and Jimmy

Van Heusen, for instance> get $60,000 a picture.
But "Barkleys," while it'll havs
a few new tuneS; also uses such
oldies

as

.'

;

"You Can't Take That

A way From

Me.'' While not pro-

curable for peanuts, such songs
nonetheless are much cheaper
,

>

even when bought from tunedom
topnotcher Irving Berlin— than ji
new lineup. "Jolson" wiU .--bs
packed with oldttmers; a.stutely';
garnered by Col exec Jonie Tapsi
.

;

tions.

How

it

son Sings Again;" starting at. Ca«
lumbia Monday (25); "The Barkleys of Broadway," Ginger RogersFred Astaire starrer currently
shooting at Metro, with "Neptune'f
Daughter" and "The Duchess of
Idaho" coming up; "Top o' th«
Mornin'." With Bing Crosby, rolling at Paramount Tuesday (26)^
and Betty Hutton's "The Broadway
Story," starting Nov. 15, to be followed shortly thereafter by "Littlt
Boy Blue" Witi^ the same star.
Also shooting is "The Beautiful
Blonde From Bashful Bend," Betty
Grable tuner^ at 20th-Fox, with
"You're My Everything," Dan
Dailey-Anne Baxter starrer, teeing
off Nov. 9; "Happy Times," Jerry
Wald's Danny Kaye topliner, and
"Two Guys and a Gal," starring
Jack Carson, Dennis Morgan- andDoris Day, both before the cameras
at Warners; and "Love Happy,'*'
with the Marx Brothers anc' Hons
Massey; which Lester Cowan is now
dubbing and scoring for United

,

ma'stefmindsi

do

provides an inter*
esting lesson in film economics.
ists produced Philip Krasne. He's
Here's the immediate lineup, be^
taken over a small community
called
Pioneertown, about 125 fore the "how" of why the studios
miles from' Hollywood, for the spe- are making 'em is gone into:- -'Jolf
afford to

.

Tliere's a strong N. Y. ballet tieup witli the Rank-Eagle Lion film,
"The Red Shoes," which opens at the Bijou, N. Y., Friday (22), Leonide
Massine, former ballet master of the Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo, has
But prior to film's product
co-proii leading acting+dancihg .role.
ducer Bmeiic Pressburger was in N. Y. and saw Edwina Fontaine, solo
dancer with the Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo, performing at the Met,
impressed,
that
Miss
was
so
he
flew
Fontaine
(and her
Pressburger
mother) to London to be tested for the film's lead role. Pressburger
also reimbursed Serge Denham,. Ballet Russe director, for time lost by
Miss Fontaine's absence. Latter's tests proved okay. Word got round
ballet
world,
where
they
take
the
dance
art
much
more
to London's
seriously than in the V. S. Protests to Pressburger followed, and he
dropped the idea of engaging an American dancer^ signing Moira

'

front of the cameras.

for already low-budgeted westerns
has been initiated by United Att-

to Allen cific purpose of: making westerns
younger brother of John and claims the advantages inherFoster Dulles, of the international ent in shooting on location there
law firm of Sullivan & Cromwell, will enable him to reduce his costs
as being in the MPAA president's by about one-third. Krasne is now
corner. Both DuUeses work ^close- dickering for other oater producly with him.
The S&C law firm ers to use Pioneertown, onr which
generally is allied with the MPAA he obtained an exclusive franchise

were important.

'

—

The Johnstonites point

:

.

With film producers burning the
25% by mid-1949. Meanwhile, stuoil for ways to slash prodios keep popping tune films dn
method

dt^ction budgets, a savings

Dulles,

was Cecil

'

"

Town on Permanent

films

midnight

Baby-Sitters

B. deMille's
"Joan, the Woman," in 1916, starring Geraldine Farrar in the tltl* role,
with Raymond Hatton, Hobart Bos worth,' Theodore Roberts, Wallace
James
Neal,
TuUy
Marshall
Clary,
and
Warjorie
Daw in
Charley
Reid,
Jeanie Macpherson did the screenplay and, as in Wanger's
:supp'ort.
version, the score (by William Furst) and the camera (by Alvin Wyckoff)
versi^on

expensive

Basis for His Western

counter-irritants.

•

Hollywood, Oct. 19.
admittedly the most
to produce, ar«
rolling right along in Hollyw'oodI,
The world's film production cen*
ter expects to have last year's alltime costs $300,000,000— chopped
Musicals,

Krasne Puts an Entire

.

only J. J- McCarthy were alive, he would know how to sell this picture
to the hilt because of the spiritual message entailed." It was for that
reason that the Bankers Trust veepee in charge of film financing,
Alexander Ardrey, insisted "Joan" be made in Technicolor; he okayed
a $3,500,000 loan, bigger than what David O. Selznick got for his "Duel
In the Sun," and that's why every Bankers Trust branch office today
carries valances, trailerizing "Joan".

IS

;

Tipoff

on 20th-Fox's "You're

Everything"

is

the

the Mornin'," which

action, etc.

My

title itself.

Then there are pix

like

"Top

of

public do-

u.se

main items. Par is saving itself
$30,000^ on the Crosby pic by making an outside deal for Burke and
Film outfits which are not memVan Heusen whereby the pair, turn
Gross Off
bers of the MPEA are not included
in only two—^title song and "You're
.'Continued from page 3
in any of the deals, he said. For
in Love With Someone."
Total
pix will be sold in 1948 fiscal year which ended June cost: $30,000. That compares with
Yugoslavia,
Schary East
Board
blocks of 25 and a list has already 30, it took in $9,046,000 exclusive the 60G B&VH get under their regContinued from page 5
ss Continued from pace S
been submitted. In Czechoslavakia of foreign revenues.
While no ular contract with the studio. Their
which he would draw a share of not yet sliipped to N. Y.. as well as whore the Yanks, have not sold comparative total for the quarter is fivcryear pact has been extended
the deal will be available,
well in order. to allow theml tO; do this
shapes
figure
the profits, same as any second those nearing completion;. He also films for one year,
against both the first' and second "outside" chore.
money financcr. In return, Hughes plans to huddle again with National for blocks of 25 also.
Johnston said he had warned the quarters of 1947 when Col took in
P.d, items ..already chosen for
would get back from UA "The Out- Theatres prez Charles P. Skouras;
respecand
$9(080,000,
$8,529,000
the Gaelic-flavored yarn are "Belaw," "Vendetta" and "Mad in an attempt to line up better, British" against a quota because,
lieve Me If All Those Endearing
Wednesday" for release by RKO. deals for Metro product in the Fox- other countries would follow. tively.
UA board is expected to okay the Wesl Coast chain. Metro recently Thereafter, he said, France adopted Parmount, bellwether of the pix Young Charms" and ''The Donothe
for
and
vans." Crosby is due in from Pebbiz, has racked up $85,825,789
three producers who will cut in on decided to sell away from F-WC in a 'quota against Britain
the first half of the year. Against ble Beach this week to put hiS;
the Hughes money, as well as the many situations because of dis- latter is now protesting.
exact amount which the RKO agreement over terms on both
Johnston denied any politieal this, Par did $95,000,000 for the okay: on the remainder of the Irish
'47 which folk tunes to be used. List of re-,
chief will put up.
—
"Easter Parade" and, "Three' Mus- overtones to his trek through for- comparative period of
for
the
decline
of
11%
maining p.di's Includes " 'Tis Sweet
eign capitals. His visit to: Spain means a
Kelly, who spent several months keteors."
was at the request of the Paris rep company. Par's net for the period to Think" and "The Pretty Maid
m England, is known to have sold
compared to $17,- That Spilled the Pitcher o£ Milk,"
for 20th-Fox who wanted Johnston is $13,570,000
both "Red River" and "Girl from Mayer, Schary Huddle
dip
of
25%.
407,000,
a
a pair of come-all-ye's that th*'
to clear the way for "Gentleman's
Manhattan" to J, Arthur Rank's
pluggers can start digging around
V and RKO
7 More Top Pix Agreement" wliich had- been
Odeon and Gaumonl-Brilish cirbanned there.
Universal this week filed SEC in their: old Billy Murray platters:
cuits.
What other deals he set
Hollywood, Oct. 19.
showing a $12,086,109 for right now.
those attending the N. Y. returns
Among
won't be disclosed until after tl\e
from
eastback
Mayer,
B.
Louis
board meet.
meet of the MPEA Which heard gross for the quarter ended July
It's
expected tlial
and Jolmst on were Abe Schneider for 31. U had suffered sharp losses
Kelly will also outline to the board ern huddles with Nick Schenck
This,
660,467 against $89,631,283.
the possibilities of UA selling away William Rodgers, went into huddles Columbia; Nicholas M. Schenck during that quarter, worst in its represents a decline of 8% against,
Ironi the three major British chains with Dore Schafy on plans, for and Charles C. Moskowitz, Metro; postwar history, and the' take rep- a dip in net of 20%.
Twentieth's
Barney Balaban and Leonard Gold- resents a decline from the $14,- net earnings so far have come to
(other one is Associated British
seven
of
program
greenlighting
enson. Paramount; Ned E. Depinet 898,958 which it had grossed in the $6,894,659 compared to $8,401,778
Cinemas) in order to obtain belearly Deter playing lime for the company's more top-budget pix by
in 1947.
and Robert Mochrie, HKO; Spyros preceding three months.
Gross for RKO during the secproduct in England.
cembei'. Studio now has four lens- Skouras and Maurice Silverstone,
Metro's gross for the third quar20Ui-Fox; J. Cheevtr Cowdin and ond quarter of '48 declined some ter, ended June 3, showed surprisAs for the telefilm dislrib fee. ing.
Nate Blumberg, Universal! -GSrad; 10% over the same period of '47. ing buoyancy. Company raked in
Us known that John Mitchell,
Stratton
"The
are
Upcoming
Sears, United Artists; and Major RKO took in $28,681,555 which $43,356,000, only a shade below ths
video department chief, and Paul
Story," "Neptune's Daughter," Albert Warner and Benjamin Kal* compares with $31,257,000.
How- $43,371,000 earned in the sams
^. Lazarus, Jr., exec, assistant to
Bovary," "Good Old Sum- menson, Warner Bros. Indie pro- ever, RKO registered an advancC; three months of the previous year.
isears, are
both pitching for a "Madam
Saga," ducers were repped by James Mui- over the first period of '47 wh^n its Nonetheless, M-G's net is lagging
''Forsythe
standard distrih figure, similar to mer
Time,"
"Grey vcy of Samuel Goldwyn produc- take had been $27,654,000.
over 50% behind 1947 when it took
the 27J,S% which UA now gets for "Storm
Over Vienna,"
For the fil-st half-year, 20lh in $10,904,821 against this year's
handling .theatrical releases. What Friar's Bobby" and "Barkleys of tions and Roy Disney of Walt Disney productions among others.
Fox's total revenues came to ,$82,- 44,729,063.
the fee will be,
Broadway."
newspapei' reps.;
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Cqntlnvcd

Jnn«

Bridie

:fiain

page

The

,

Ihcir roles humor and
heart-tug. and make them stand out,

They give

11

October

ll«»<nrn of
(COLOR)

I

Hollywood, Oct. 16.
Coluinbhi r«Uase of Rudolph Mate pro-

and

first

Concert Magle
Hollywood, Oct

have sharpened the plot. The PineThomas producer function displays

t

.

,

—

.

,

,

.

Whiity
.Henry O'Neill

m

.

. .

.

.

. .

.

,

Stephen Dunne

Gut SchilUng
Murray Alper
Horace MacMabon

i;ouie,

^'''s/i"*

..

.

-

,

.

...

.

.

rmnmy

.

„
^
is a
The Return of, October"
more fun than the title would
.

,

|

lot

indicate It's peit, enjoyable and if
entertainment
sold strongly on
Content will return neat grosses.

I

.

.

I

Audiences

!

.

.

.

.

.

'

Publican.:.

.

.

.

.:.

Tipster
Voiing Father

.

.

.

,

;

.

i

.

...

MeM

'

.'in

'

:

an intensely ^noody
rnelodiama with sufficient emofional kick to make it a good b o.
striking title, which
Tlie
bft
,
1
„„„
piomiscs a far greater scoop of
«>.M'itemenl than what Is delivered,
will di aw the male customers. But
j/ation,

,

m

'

bags the

finds

culprits,

Schine

the cash utmost, in productional simplicity.

i

I
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iSniMgglers

Bernard Lancret

'ove

I

(>iibcrt

Hollywood, Oct.
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.

Gil

.

.Helena » Donaldo
.

Jean

.lules

.

I.ouis

ALhille

Ballaison

16.

(.In French; Eiighsh: Titles)
Despite the presence of Fernand
Gravet and Pierre Renoir, "Foolish
Husbands" is lightweight French
fai-ce that also looks lightweight
Tim H.van; ba.sed on mag, story bv Tal- for the U S boxoPfice.
Picture has. to lean: almost exbert Jossel.vn; camera, Marcei Le Picard:
Bditor, William Au.slin.
At Gr.-iumaii's clusively on the dialog to hold its
Chineie. Oil 16 '4»
Runninfr time, e« audience.
Because English titles
Slip trei icrce) Mahoney
.Leo Gorcey are the sole guide for non-Frenchfeach
Hunt! Hall speaking pations this lepiesents a

.

.

,

..

,

i

Teiieiue Mahoney, Esq

'

I

V

ercsa

Miiliohey

.

.

Like

Gorcey

Benny Bartlett
AMartln: Kosleck

.

. .

.

,

.

.

all

Yet

this rapid chit-chat tran.slated to Ainerrcanese in blaek-and-

Ward

.12. Enjoin

him

"from,: any threats

or deception as a means wheieby Jt
competitor is induced to sell.
13 Enjoin him "from continu'-,
ing any eontractj conspiracy or
combination" with another which
maintains the defendant's exhibi-"
tion monopolies or prevents other
theatres from competing.
The injunctions would apply only.
to open -situation. The' Justice De-:'.
partment argues that all closed sit.-.
nations are monopolies per se andUliat Schine should thel-etoie be
forced to sell his theatl'csm -all of
them.
In its biief in suppoit of these
lecommendalions, the Government

'

:

:

,;

I

French marital farces,
snappy repar-

this is loaded with
tee.

:Faul Harvey

Amclita

:

Sandra lusso

big void

Benedict

..David

.

'°«''o>'

,

.Billy

;.

Sutih

i

.

Gabuel Dell

•

rhmf

I

|

poses

Donaldo
Deshaves

Monogram release of Jan Giippo production
Stars Leo Oorcev Hunt/ Hall
features Gabriel Deli,, Billy Benedict,
David Gorcey, Benny Bartlett, Martin
Kosleik
Paul Harvey, Amelita Ward,
Jacqueline Dalya^
Directed by 'William
BeauOine.
Screenplay, Edmond Seward,

I

.

'

,lacqueiine Dalya

white screen titles becomes just so
many werds. Alt ol the highly-. told the court'
spiced Gallic fiavor is lo.stj leaving
"The letoid shows that Schine
,-.Iohn .Bieifer
merely one piolonged ^scene and regularly, could
and did secuie.
Anare Pola
R^an
William Kuhi episode after anothei
competitive towns, all or a maioiAttO) n&.v WilJianis
Eiiimett Vogan
IMain thesis of Aimand Salaity of the feature films of the
Buddy Gorm.-in cious plav
Ilistoiie de Rue,"
—
from which this was taken is that maioi distiibulois on eailv luns.
.Leo Gnrcey and, Huntz HaU are inaiital mfidelitv, whethei by hus- How this sort ot monopolization
at;
ga in in ia notHei? of their Eng- band 01 wife nevei pa\s off "l irst opeiitfs against Schine s opposili.sh-iTiufclering minor epics.
(riavets vvite tiies a mild aflaii tion IS giaphlcally illustiated by
.fte;-'
si;ilts:gii;tr;antee pleasui-e .of tbirbW'- with an inbipid vouth ^he does not Go.lumbia s .analysis of the .situation
KoJJywapd, Ott. as;.
ecs—-an-d--.: tlio.se' not 'too: familiar !o\p on learning that lun husbands inButvius O, in 191.5 Exhibitor
:,;:.?,;'.'''''W<":"rt'
Release of .Wijli.ifiv: pine-- with
fuend is having an afTaii
the
slap.stiek'the toiccd to rhange polic\ due to opderifing^cl^^^
W iliiiim Tlnjina.5',, productrori.. Fc'atu'rtf.'i'
sltiRocl
Kiflwrd- ,Dc)mil.ig, Tfudj' Marshall.
basic idea ot having the w'ife away: position whiili is Schiue s having
;iiv, ^tonogl^anl's^tougff .•kid
Di-:
;i'-«-,l«t,. .by
yVilliam H. -Pliie,:
on a weekend while the husband's all niaiOL pioduit undei confiact,
Orikirial' As a-.seconclary, .parti(;ula,i:ly in the
s<iccnpi.iv
iliomas
Ahearn
camcn actipn. inarttel, it's good, material.
iavoiite male companion is run- he will now make
rllis W
Calter, editor, Howard Snutli
four changes per
"Sriingglei-.s' Cove". is a iPosely- ninK away with a inaiiied woman,
Running timt
week instead ot thiee as he is unMl '{'I'^f^^*'"
inav have been okay on the stage,
.kAit -wi'a'nWe of' m
„.. .
.
^
'Bill Wva'tt.
able to buy majoi produet spcond
It .starts wlieh :Go'rcey. but hPie it lacks pace
Han.sCord
.v^SSSv-'^SSSSSI' "^'^.^Hipe;run'',-,
titup ivaibom
Neithci IMaicel 1 Kpibiei's di.Diunlan -o^Wynn W^stakenly receives ;Iqlter-'^n^
P'
"In Older to dissipate Se limes
Wiu: Wrtglvt 'ing .-Iririi pf the .inheritance 'of a lection noi
the Salaciou sciipt
!,'';;
"'"V,"'"
Fro.siy ,'ijiiyertpoVtr, v
Ue and hiij comes anvwlieie neai actppted monopoly status some time must
:t"l!IS ^-""g' 'Island. :pstii,te.
i'"ii'<- ( "iiinnssioner
pie-war cinematic stahd-^ nccessauly elapse, and some as.Joiiathan Hale' gang :.:,trek, to- the manor,-,: find it blench
given
competitois that
aids
Film, top is liglUweiiJht on surance
I'lne-lhonia'! appaienllv set out aliens into the counli\
K\pn Renoii further litigation \kiU mit be necesFiomthtii ))iotiuclion valups
'"'''^e
a piogiani action film on it s a iu\e sc ee( h-,uousei ot as the eldetly phiJosophual hus- saiy to
disgotge .Schine of Iti
^^'''''nS ^Mtli tlu> steople-jack ti adt
sliding tloors stciet passagcwa^^ band lails to fcave the aimless plot memopoly giasp on film pioe'uct.
7<""''^yiei<' Slong the lino a mm- and dungeons ^Mth the tough kids
dpvplopnunt
He has little to do We have theretoie piopospd that
P'°'„ ^'JP^.'"
^ untU the (ilin is'; n^ari.y over, b.elng
somewhat somehow cninnig out on lop
toi a peiiod ot five veats Sihma
It"' ^oueli
^'"^^
but iioi)le ol heail held to a veiy suboulinate lole should be leslrained fiom lieensing
^"S'lt
J'^'Vi''
when the puLuie ainio-jt scteams moie than eCr of
^""^
'
<''"'l"'e"
"
the fust urn
'V'^'"'.''
'-.I'^W'V.Vr
"''''<'"'"^"'f
"'frf "nl'e "I oka\ nia
-Poll Billv IJpnedut
David Goicpv Coi; .seiiTie'Boily .to- giye' it a.-liCt,:.'
'fttvns.iri: any town where, it lias;C
-/aiicl Bi-mry Barttoft :l:ike glc)VPs' anil
Ghivpt Mivv!i flash C's of the ialSimilar
piovistons
'i^kw'toi?:; Wiltjani, H,
Pine ppr- .tlipy wear thpiii' with swageering' enj ,vvHi.th.. won .Irim a paet some petition
^
anti-tuist judgments h<i^p not been
miK l,,. cast to M'onrl Ino nuicli aplomb
\lailin Ko-.leck
Uldu- y.Pin'.s ..afio Willi Arptrd,:,bia "I'lis 'po.cluiip on dialog but sets up ttu ilk
(.iibbon and olheis luinish the lia>al of the xoung husband is uncommon
"
nioiiunls nicely to give letling ot incnaie and Paul }laiv<v dpincls neail> as flightv us lliefdiiectum
Sthine's piaetice ui inen";p.uv I'lot concerns sti uctuial steel a haiassed busintss magnate who Geinaid T.antiet dopsii t impiess ing on a wula selective basis was
woikoi on the Jam to avoid aiiesl icallv mlieiits llic estatp
pITcftive
means to ntonopAinelita as 1 ve you n g 1 pv e r,
ns away an
ho
fm muidpi He takes a lOb with a Waid is llaivcys daughtei and with Kenou s wile
Mulioline oli/e pictures without fommtnsusleppleiack company, /alls in love .latqiieline DaUa .sparks up spot as Piislc oviiacls as (JiavMs wite latp lir..n(ial obligation
Sdiine
,utli the owner's datiglitcr and for a Kislcok victim
while Mai IP Doa does ifim,iknbl\ could and d.d select the belter picllie finale risks capture to save the
well
William
H^.iudines
as
direction
Ri'noii'*
philand.Ming lilies
'J he
efTect upon Sthirte's
gals falhri, who's Happed alop a fines the reins ovei to Gou'cj and •ifMnise.
U t'ttr.
competitors is obvious."
;

i

I

,

Husbands

Pea,

\

>

:

legality

(FRENCH)

Pierre Renoir.

I

,

the

"

10. Bar
him from sales or.
Sintzky International release of Disciiia
Director Philip Ford keeps things Film production. Stars Fernand Gravet acquisitions "pending the further
Pierre Henoir.
Directed bv Marcel
moving at a brisk pace while Gor- and
L'Herbier. Screenplay, Armand Saiacrou. order ol this court.''
don Kay's production values are from his original stageplay, "Ilistoire de
11. Enioin him from enlorcing
similar to. that of the average out^ Bire"; English titles, C^hailes Clement.
At Ambassador, N.Y., st<ii'ting Oct. 9: any existing agreement not to com-:
door saga. Cahieraman John Macr Runniuc
time, SO M1M».
pete, or to restrict the use ot any
Burnie's lens work is competent as Fernand Gravet.
.Gerard
Michellne Presl*
Adelaide real estate to non-theatiical pur-;
IS Haiold Mmter's editing
Gilb.
Marie
.....

of
the departed and a chain reaction
of events is launched that builds

!

the film actually will^find^^.its-to^-^^^^^^^^^
heaviest appeal among the femrae tain her estate. October (or Uncle
•tans who will guzzle: this sombre Willie) wins the Derby and a psytale o£ ill-starred romance. The chology jiiofessor finds that facts
aren't always what they appearmarquee duo of Joan Fontaine and
Glenn Ford Ig the prof who
Biiit Lancaster also furnishes a
the g'rl s fantasy the sub'
vnhstantial hark-stOD
the wick
wicksiiiistaniiai
nacK stop to ine
^ sensational book. Role is
Fold's meat and he gives it a
^
Ihe \ain concerns an uprooted bioad twist that adds plenty to the
vet of World War II whose life is fun Miss Moore makes an appealriL'ttered after he accidentally kills ing heioine and has been fetcha.jnan jn a London pub. Although unglv costumed in all manner of
based on a tormula_plot,^tlus filin i styles to late: eve attention Back"" ing the two stsrs is a strong supIs lifted out of the run-of-the-miU
Norman Foster's jiorting cast. Including James
class through
superior -direction, flrstrrate thespGleason. who's in briefly at the
^
.
„ ,
, ^
^
ing and well-integrated production stait
as
Uncle Willie
Albeit
mountings r.xtra impact is lent to Shaipe, a tout, Dame May Whitty
a imddUnK screenplay by Foster's Henij.
O Neill, Ticderic Tozeie'
fiini contiol over the film's pace (the Jate) Sanuiel S Hinds, Nana
«ntl his: achievement of a unified i Bryant,
Stephan
Dunne,
Gus
;!tmospheric quality. Excellent decp Schilling
Murray
Alper
anu
.,liaflow cameij work and mmot
Hoi ace "\IacMahon
'^ev '.coie by Miklos Rozsa add to
Pioduction guidance bv Rudolph
lit film s consistency.
Mate maintains the whip hand on
I he story
opens explosively in niatcnal and physical values, and
luuous chase sequence with L^n- a'ong with others makes good enaster as the vet, making his get- teitainmenl Camera work by Wil.
'am Snjder gives a lush color
Av.iv ttom the bobbies after a fatal
law
in
a saloon.
During his 'onch to sniait settings and art
Brog.
•flight, he tro.sses paths with Joan O'l Octipn.
Fontmnp:, h liospital worker, and

sustain

to

thereof

9 Aside from Buffalo, N Y bar
Schine' from conditioning his it-:
censing- in any situation upon 11-::
ordinarily the only sustained in- censing In any other situation, and
from entering master agreementf
terest would be to the ear.: Free.
or film franchises. Require Schine
to negotiate through branch offices
Foolish
like his independent competitors.

-

'

,

i

han-

»*p",^j*j[,/^^^^^^'"i,^^ ^^^.^ ^j^^^.^ overtake his adversaries who apremeiiibenng her late Uncle Wil- propriately,, are using the-.- sdme
he's statement that if he ever re^ form of transportation. Lane is. a
t"'ncd it would be as a horse to forthright marshal, Eddy Waller Is
win the Derby. When she sees okay comedy relief while other
players Gontrlb. adequate thesping.
Octobei, the nag reminds her

IS

;!

m

and reunites father and daughter. Paul Ivano has done a magnificent
»i>.
« J
Best sequence of the film is in ]ob in lensmg what could be re-,
"Kiss the Blood Off My Hands,
Hoiseracing scenes are thrilling
the final footage where Lane, in- ferred to as inanimate objects.
«d.-<pted from Gerald Butler's novel and will have: audience booting
stead
of chasing the outlaws on Camera angles and lighting per-,
Willie) home
©f postwar violence and denioralhossback, commandeers a stage to petuate interest to the eye where
^g'^a^^erb" wlnne*^^*
,

:

;

djirig ;;tne
script. Dialog lis apt, the
.scenes are set up for neatly conti 'ved twists, and the pace gallops.

iPahama

.Peter Hobbes

.

'

:

slightly V tohgue-in^cheek

.

.

.

.

.

'

Terry Moore,

will like

.

.

'

.

Reginald Shenield
.....Campbell Copclin
.
.Leland Hodgson
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

;

Superintendent

.

>

|

'

.

.

.

.

.

coinparaclve newcomer who shares
ITiilvei'sal release oe Richard Vernon
Stars top hilling With Glen Fprd, Tech(Harolil uecht-Norma) production.
J«»n Fontaine, Burt Lancaster; features liiieoloralsp poiiits lip genei'al audi-,
Directed by Norman
Newton.
Foster. Screenplay, Leonardo Bercovici; ence appeal.
adaptation. Ben Maddow, Walter BemStory deals with a: girl who
Hugh Gray;
additional
dialog.
atrin,
Kuind on Gerald Butler novel: camera. Jbelieves her lincle'js a horse. That
Russell Mettv: editor, MUton Camith: doesn't sound like a t>arti0ularly
music, Miklos Rozsa. Tradeshown N. Y.
Bright premise, but writing,' direc^
Running time, 79 MISIS.
Oct. 8, '48.
.Joan Fontaine tion and pl^yiiig toss it tfff in a
,Tane 'Wharton.
.Burt Lancaster light, engaging itianner that clicks.
Btll Saunders,.
.Robert Newton Fantasy angles have been avoided,
If.-u'i-y Carter.
.Lewis L, Russell
Tom Widgei'yi
Aminta Dyqe wisely, and audleHces will accept
Landlady... .:.
Grizelda Hervey and enjoy the girr.s belief.
Ml 1 Paton
.
J
.Jay Novello
Seji Captain:
.Jdseph, -H. fiewis' direction is
Colin Kelth-John.<rton
Jiidt;*

'

.

.

.

'Robert

.

.

.

.

......Ray Walker

'

:

:

Ruaaell Hick^

Robert Malcolm

:

,

.

Home

Victoria;
I'Byron. Foulger:
.
Bill Pearson

i^vior
ig^'*;'''!?

.

m

Frederic Tozere
Samuel S. Hinds
.Nana Bryant'
.Iiloyd Corrigan
...Roland Wlntcrt
.

.

p«njvi

j

My

.

Wood

piufosor Stewart

i

Hands

.

James Gleaann

:

,

.;,

,

.

,

.

.

j

Kiss ihe Blood Off

Terry

,

Northridve, ...
I herese
...
Dutton
Colonel:

frameworks physi- screen a fuU4ength concert devoid competitors are given the -opporBrog.
of plot and production embellish- tunity to license on a similar
ment. Picture was made for music selective basis.
and should draw strong coin
Marshal of Amarlllo lovers
4 Enjoin him from price cutting
the entirety,
in art houses. Sets,
Republic release ol Gordon. Kay proeliminate independent <,conipeti-.
arc simple and. unadorned. Only to
Stars Allan "Rocliy" Lane, fea
duction
tures Eddy Waller, Mildred Cole, Clay- changes are
switches from one tion, but allow him to cut puces to
ton Moore, Roy Barcrolt: Directed by room to another.
are meet cuts initiated by competitors.
Costumes
Oriiunal screenplay. Bob
Philip Ford
and
day
wear
ordinary
merely
Prevent Schine fiom conti oil5
Williams, edlton Harold Minter; camera,
John MacBurnle^' At. New York theatre. foimal night wear
Film features ing pi ices charged by other exN. v.. week Oct. 12i '48. Runninjc time,
Yehudl Menuliin who is supported hibitois by agreement with dis(!0. .MINK.
Allan "Rocky" Lane. Allan "Rocky" Lane by Eula Beal, contralto, pianists tributors
Eddy Waller Jakob Gimpel, Adolph Bailer and
NuRget CI.iik
Mililred Cole
Marjorie Underwood
6. Restrain him from making, liCampbell, and the
.Clayton ~Moore Marguerita
Art Crandall
Ben
Hoy Barorott Hollywood Symphony Orchestra censing deals which would give him
...... .Trevor Bardette
large privileges to select and reFrank Wckh,
conducted by Antal Dorati
Minerva Urecal
Mrs. Pettigrcw.
Menuhm plays five^olos and one ject pix, get rental deductions
Denver Pyle
Night CleiK
Hiram
mram Short:
>nori
.Charles 'Williams duet
Solo numbers are "Rondo .when double features are played,
'i^^^^^ unde.wood
Tom Chatterton Allegro" by Ludwig van Beethoven, allowing overage and underage,: ex.Peter Perkins
sam
by Pablo Sai asate. cluding loieign pictures, having
Tom: London "Malaguena
^""''.R,'
..'....Lynn, Castile "Scherzo
Tarantelle
by Henri the option of playmg on a- percentWieniawski, "Hungai ian Dances" age ot fiat rental basis^ leceiving
cost
of bank
Standard oater fare, "Marshal of by Johannes Brahms, .''Labyrinth'! deductions, for
Locatelli
and "Gypsy night, allowing rental reversions: if
Pietro
by
AniariUo" has the usual, six gun
Menuhm grosses are. less than anticipated
Sarasate
Pablo
Au's"
by
shootin' matches and an ample supply of chases to keep the action and Miss Beal duet "St. Matthew and secuiing rebates not procurfans content. £xhibs will find it an Passion" by J o h a n n Sebastian able by independent competitors;
okay filler for the juve trade .as Bach.: She also sings Gounod's
7. Bar him from clearance over
well as suitable for rounding out "Ave Maria," "Erl-King" by Franz
substantial competithe lower half of a dual in situa- Schubert and "None But the Lonely theatres not
Heart" by Peter Ilich Tschaikow- tion
tions where gallopers find favor.
Formula story finds a wealthy sky. Gimpel plays Felix Mendels-..
S.'Ba'r him from any clearance
gent from the east seized by the sohn's "Los Illusions" and "Etude which Vunreasonably restrains the
outlaws, who are after his money. F Major" and "Etude E Major," competition of the theatre against
The thieves cari-y on their opera- "Waltz E Minor" by Fiederic which clearance is sought or retions- from a gloomy desert hotel Chopin. Bailer accompanies Menuceived.
'Whenever any: clearance
and are on the verge of grabbing hm and Miss Campbell accomr
given Schine is attacked as not.
the; old boy's daughter in the inn panics Miss Beal.
Paul Gordon and George Moskov legal under the provLsions of this
when our Allan "Rocky" Lane,
decree,
the
burden shall be upon
enough,
achieved
the
have,
oddly
the title role, foils the plot. He

Dame May
.

•ludfre

i

W

Caitei
Ellis
cal factois ably.

Albert Sharpe

<

.

President Hotchklst
Mitchell

such towns "the majority of *U

M

up

in deft tricks to point

values on light budget. Lensing by

:

Terry Bamaey ,,
:Vmcc; the- Tout.
Unile Willie
Aunt Martha .,.>.,

»f stalwarts that register big. Tom
TuUy shines as the father of the
family being made over, as does
Hldiiorie Bennett as the mother
Jeiomcr Cowan comes through as
the mag )>uhlisher with a Machia*
James
velUan sense of humor.
Burke and Sandra Gould complete
the able cast of funsters.
Lcnsmg has been capably handU'd by Ted McCord to show off
the playeis and physical propeities to the best advantage. Theie's
an unobtrusive score by David
Biittolph, expert editing and tastefully styled gowns by Edith Head
among the other credits that are
Brog.
top level.

acumen

and also from securing,

situations
in;

19.

,

Straightcr account of the trials
tribulations of the hero and
attempts at mystifying could

less

'

run exhibition in competitive

Morris Safier states rights, release oC of the better pictures."
Paul Cordon-George Moskov Produc2. -Restrain Schine f roin licensing
Directed by Gordon. Stars Yehudl
tion.
Menuhini feature* Jakob Gimpeli EuU features where a competitor is -not:
Beal. AdOlph Bailer, Mareuerita Camp'. given
the- same opportunity tobeU, Antal Doraiti, Hollywood Symphony
Victor negotiate {or the pitftures^ on the
Musical adviser, Di
Orchestra
Clement: camera; rauil Ivano; .editor, same run,
iHINS.
Douglas Bagier.: Running time,
3. Bar him from licensing on a.
"Concert Magic" brings to the selective basis in any town -unless

and

.

Schine Suit

m

Lensing, editing
its market.
other technical ci'edlts are
Brov.
standard.
ing

,

-

1
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2(1,

re-

Jan Grippo's production it
good, keeping film aimed at pleassults.

demands.

Baibara Bates and Ray Montgom^^^^ ^^^^
•»v aie good as the other young (^tinfs wbtrt shmw, Jamei ciewon,
Dame way Whltty. Henry O'Neill. Directromance team,
«<1 by Joseph M. Lewu, ScrcenpUyj Melroles
Blanke has cast the -,vin<.
Henry V.1
Frank. Norman P«n»ma; afory, Conper^
Lee^
Karen
DeWoU; camera txechnisolid
Ime
With care, resulting in
William Snyderi editor. Gene
ft,rrna«i«>«i«
th*> spun
•iDil'it
lunner me
inai fiirfh**!*
»>rmances hnt
Ha^lKic. mu»c acore, George Punini
ef lun. Aiding Miss Davis as mag I'reMewed Oct IS, '48, Runnins time.
staffeis aie Fay Batnter, George
...Glenn Ford
O'Hanlon and Mary Wickes, a trio Profeasor Baaselt
Moore

'

and rowdy

his pals for lough

building struck by a plane. Murder
rep 15 cleared and loVe triumphs.
Richard Denning is the mysteriously-acting lead, dodging the law,
and Trudy Marshall is the girl.
Both give acceptable accoun,t5. Will
Wright's owner spot shows up best
.lames Millican, romantic rival, and
Damian O'Flynn, detective, as well
as others, likewise measure up to

I

Eddie

,

'""

d?" ITtka
^'an^ .ri'th*"'-

I

Gribbon

Gene Stutenroth

.

.

.

.

i
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.

'

;
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.Leonid Snegoit

!

'
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witii ciediblp plot development
1h( V Jail ioi each other Lancastei

then

los

ti

•^iMiiicd b\

who

,>n!l,rki'tc.'.pi,

,

go stiaight but is
Robert Newton, a blacL
to

f pi'ces

,

him

i

t. ';i

'

.

.

•

,

,

,

,

:

,

.

into

,

,
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,

:

•

tinder threatS'^
incaster to the police

-Hi|ai'Ki;nf.,.cibiU
I

osipf?

I

-

.

,

,

.:

I

I.atter: portioti ;Gf

the

filni

clips

^nlo sen'jationalism with Miss 1 oiistflbbing-NeWtonm her apart •
ntnt while he's making a pass at

liaine

Np\Uon's

•ipi

with,

death

is

coupled

ppwei'ful...cihematjc itnagij
spilled horn a broken
flapping
around the
'rtiis •-,'i,s;
ah irhagiiiattve
t(>,,U of honor which gues viv
Ifliicss to a conventional tuin of thp
plot In an eflective windup which
JKws closely to the piodiiclion
<il'

a'

tjolttlish,

.ifcju,Triura,
t*,('j5,se.':.

c-iKic-

'.

...

Miss rontdine and Lancaslei
dash for an outbound ship

ni.ikc a
bii'

fmallv decide to

•JM^'tTOS'
'

'-^^

f i-;"'
Jane aster dphvers
*

sunender

.

I

'

.
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:

ponurdns
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sympathetic poitiajal ot a
hoinhie who cant beal the
r-ad
Ijieaks
Miss fontaitie ppiloinis with sensitivity and sincriity
in ,1 demanding role. As the heav \
jViWton IS properly oily and defestable. Rest of the cast only hav r
off piarts which are handled comIlerm.
petently.
envl

folic,!!

,

i

,
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1
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UNITED ARTISTS ANNOUNCES

THE EXPLOITATION
OF THE

II

nie Plot t
Revealed for fhe

NOT A DOCUMENTARY!

Kill

IT'S

first

timeS

FICTION BASED

ON

FACT!

Roosevelt

FROM A STORY CIRCULATED BEHIND CLOSED DOORS FROM DOWNING

STREET

TO THE KREMLIN!

4««

NOW

Sensational Accessory Line

A

Stitctfd fi\m. Int. presentation

•

Directed

Available at Your National Screen Exchangel
by WILLIAM FRESHMAN

*

Reltaitd thru UNITED ARTISTS
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MINNEAPOLIS
(Continued fiom page 8)
ta«t week. "Parto big $18,000.
adine Case" (SRO), $13,500.

Picture Grosses

iRKO)

RK0-Or|>heum

Stock Show Slows K.C.;

SAN FRANCISCO

,

FAn Row

from

Clips

(2,800;

50-70)—"Loves ot Carmen" <Col),
Race
Las,t week,
Socko $1.'),000
Street' iRKO) oka\ $11000
(Continued from page 9)
James R Gramgei, Republic's
RKO-Pan (RKO) 1 600. SO-70)—
(U) and "Gentleman From No- "Tower
London" iPC) and exec veepee in charge of .sales and
of
Sil'where"' iColl, $12,000
"Man Who Rctlalilititt Head" CFCI distribution, named NoiinanPhilaUnited Artists (S. Corwm) (1,207, (reissues), split with "Race Street" verman as company's new
Ter- -rkO) iin.o.)
55-85
River" (UA)
Okay $7,500 Last delphia blanch manager, effective
riHc $22 000 and near house all- ^eek
Phantom ot Opera" (FC) Nov. 1
X
Mapping a hig product push for
Last week, "Moonrise
time high
and "All Baba" iFC) ireissues).
(he last quaiter ot this yeai. Mil
(Rep) <ind 'Train Alcatia^" (Rep) modest $7,000
uvpi sales
i2d wk) ^7.500
State (Par) (2 ,300 SO-70)— "Can- ton S Kusell, vicc-pie\y
Good leteption foi SeliURk Releasing Oigani/a
staEedoor (Ackerman) (350, 60- on City" (EL)
holding a seiies of
35)
"Concert Magic" (Indie) i2d but looks only fair $9,000( IJist tion, has been
sales tncetings on a
^air S3,000. Last week, big week, "Isn't It Romantic?" (Pat), tour divisional
"
staggered basis this month Kusell
$8,000.
$4 800
sales
subsequentTun
outlining
is
Uptown (Par) fl 000 44-60)—
p«„„i,, ,c rnrvLin) (q-i-i 'iVR'i)
Sam" (RKO) First nabe policy on SRO's Duel In the Sun,
"T^^^
Great *5,000 La.st week "Paradine Case," and 'Standings
^nian-'^p") (feiUu^) ''VncV ^i'owi^
fiistiun teims
and
House"
Dream
$4200
(Pai>
'Foieign
AlTaii"
S= =nn «... n,. >it
nwok- "«!nfiT"
l ?»« »'
World (Manni iS'iO, 50-85)— dn "Poitiait of Jennie," slated for

NEW YORK

'

and small-seater figuird
it was a cinch to get "Hamlet."
but Loew's stepped in and
made the deal. Ritz hasn't been
doing too well lately with ti.o. piv,
which may have accounted for circuit's eagerness to land the Olivier

'Cinema,

I

too,

1

'Race' Fairly Fast 12G,

I

fCUUa
11U, VpniU

I inpr
IjUICI

the thunder from film
houses this starva Cuuent light-

Street"

no

is

"Race

help.

but hot big

best

Mi.ipes

Kstimates for This Week
Esquire (Fox Midwest) (820; 45-

nt'.n.^tonT 20U.)
Li\in;;slone

^'^•t-;';^r';3
Stanlej and

week,

Mild * t.OOO

(reissues!

Issues), $2 800

Kimo fDiokinson)
—"Torment'
dndie)

1

51)0

(Indie)
Gopd
sioneUe"
week, "Volpone"
Last

f

1

joumty

Miiacuious
"'^''J,^,^-^^^^^^^^

000^^^^^

J4

.

$2,500

—

.

—

But

Robust $13,000;

'Affair'

45-65)
(Par)

L'ville

,

To

100

i

I

'

2 043, 700, 4'i-65)
Thin
(U).

Brown
45-63)

—

(Fourth

—

:

i1?^ $4,700
t^'^nr,'^"
week, big

$13,000

slufled

_

I

(EL),

I

ROONEY UPS

'MEXICO'

6MACII 09 Ann DAITA
alnAdn AZJ.UUU, DALIU
Baltimoie
Bii.sine.ss

m

the

Oct

'r^SSTrS .^^',^

19
sector

downtown

Modest

<>2

800

Last week,

eign
Pau
Belle" (Col>, $3 000
I

Mary Anderson

—

1

'

Orpheum
Escape

,

entiles

for a top film

t;ike.,

1.7,50.

20Ui
$10,500. Last week; '-Evil
My Love" (Pari and".Iinx Money"
(Mono), fair $6,400.
Paramount (H-El (3,400, 50-85)
"Race Street" (RKO) and "Guns of

(People's)

' 1

.000

(

I

.

—

j
'

Hate"

Mickev Rooney $10,000
:

In p a. at combo Hippodiome is
lilting 'Mriacle in Mexico" near
new high there.
Kstimates for This Week
Century (Lotws-U\) (3 000 2060)
"Sa\on Chaim (U) i\ol gel-

SO-S.")^(20th) and
a Iso
Oriental,

f

Peggy'

toi

Smash

>

Atlanta,

and

charotte Greenwood for lead<=
JS"^J^^«".
o.-'V'^" F.
Philip
Giavitz. Office-managei
M«.trn nlwavs Whnnn -is a n».l nf
"PP*-* North™Cenhd7 Am^rn^^^^^^ Volf.
'r''
to .salesman
imHpr lii-P tm- niioopriu ah-jurUm
Quaite^. plus Michael Ford of "„"/%J^'%*°^,-^^-l^^
Chicago and Louis Marks of Cleve- nolicv for comnulsorv nei^^
land returned to their field head- P^'''^
^rth
'

'

|

quartos
bVetff A^ied'accu^efm'I^
hnal session with Rodgers
mnir thp shrimp seilp nnlu-v in
^'^Ploiteer Maui ice Butky) Hai- P^'^«e„*fjf„^^^i^^^^
percentage floor
nooi under
unaei its-rentals
us lentals
as rejoined Uniyeisal to lake o\ei P^^'-^"""
because grosses are falling off.
f special .-promotions for V 's forth
corning ifelefase "'You Gotta Stay
Ilappv."
ov^^^^

'

i

(H-E)

"Apdrtintnt

"Rope" (WB) '2d wk>
is ou an even keel, with new 4.5-65)
lobust figures Maintaining healthy pace at stuidy
di awing
after
first-week's
sock
"Johnny. Belinda" is i-eachmg out $5,000

here

big

$S,WIUy

Kor-

Lulu

<ind

i

|

AVeiriue): (1.200:
Kussin' "
iU)

''Keiutin',

W

i

i

i

**'"""• ^'^'^

Apartment for Peggy (20th) and
Last week, "Cry of City" and "Out of. Storm" (Rep) (hi.o.i. •A'!.^^llfJWlTh^H^^'-,
(20th),
off and moved out Slow $3,000.
daj-date with
La.st week,
"Best "Escape"
after 6 d<i\s slow $10 000
Years" (RKO) iiHio.). Ulsty $5,500. Orpheum Sock $6 r,00 Last week,
"Sony, Wrong Numbei" (Par) and
Kentucky Switow) (1 200, 30-40) "Adventures Casanova'
^ „ . , „. ,
•

'

'

'

,

best Of current lot is "Innocent:
"Rachel
Affair" at Loew's Slate.
and Stranger'' at Riallo is not far
behind but not big.
Estimates for This Week

Venus"

M

'

(

-Frank Buck p.a.
opening dav. Good going at $4,000.
Last week "Lulu Belle" (Col) (2d
wk). $2 500
Toiver - IJploAvn - Fairway (Fox

'

'

'

•

ot

MINNEAPOLIS

-

'

Rain DuUs

(2d wk) Good $9,000, aided by
'Rachel' Modest $11,000
sneak preview last Fri(day night.
.LouisVttle'' Oct.- '.I9.\
Last week, nice $12,000
Rainy weekend slowed .up firstRoxy Durwood) (900; 45-65)-^
"Bring Em Back Alive" (RKO) runs, with the resujt ,that few
Looking
(reisiiue) and "Scared
Death" houses are doing well.

12

.

.

'

pus Sleuth" (Mono). Okay $12,000
or over
Last week, 'Blandings
Dream House" (SBO) and "Big
Punch" iWB), $10,000.

(20tfr)

,

-

"Race Stieet" (RKO) and "Cam-

with

Fau-

,

'

Paramount (Par) (1.900;
Wrong Number"

Coial

WWW.

niont
.lohn G
Ramey, ex-distnbutor
"Jolson Story' (Col) '2d urn) .So- Ghnstniiis relea.se.
and exhibitor- who directs veterSales meetings teed off in Chi- ans' affairs for Pennsylvania; electTouch of
so $2,000 Last w eek
cago early this month for the mid- ed chairman of the State Veterans
Venus" (U) (2d wk>, $1,700.
western sales force with additional Reemployment Rights Committee.
sessions held last week in .New
New 600-seat Mam tlieatie at
Orleans and Pittsbuigh for the St Mary's,
Va just opened by
Teggy' Tall $17,000, Port. southern and eastern divisions Thomas Piatt and Lyie Gault
Kusell Is planning a Coast meeting Owners are both projectionists in
Poittand, Ore Oct. 19
the
within
duision
PaiKersbUrg
Spoils and legit shows are taking for the westein
Sidney
of
weeks
couple
a bite of downtown show biz this next
week Despite this "\Rait(nent For Denau, assistant general sales manager, piesided over the Chi and
Peggy" at Orpheum. and Oriental , „7.
,
t
„„
Harry Levy, Pal Ilalloran, Don
'''^
Tp""f.!e success of
l^^'ffi
''"'^'l
'arP°a?amo?nt^^
atPaiamount
Anderson and Paul, Weiss are rep^...
iMetio's lecentlj-inauguiated execiilni salesmen «l rta-'
cslimates tor Ihis Heek
cutive tiaining piogiani, sales vee- resenting local
Broadwa> (Paikti) il,832, 50-85) pee William F Rodgeis piomoted tionat .CoUsseum convention, in
"Siimniei lfolida>
uM-G) andjfour of the six Jmen taking the Chicago
Big delegation of territory's inr.)
"Gay Rancheio' (Rep) So-so $7,-|couiSe on its windup at the home000
Last week
Tune of Life" office Fntla\ (15' Si\ weie handed die exhibitors already signed up(UA) and "Who Killed 'Doc'. Rob-: diplomas bv Metro prexy Nicholas to attend national Allied States
bin (UA), okay $9,800
Schenck at special informal convention at New Orleans, Novj,
Mayfair tParker) tl,500; 50-85)— graduation ci^reinonies in his office. 29-Dec. 1.
"Flying Tigers" (Rep) and "Flame
Foui piomoted are Russell Gaus,
University of Minnesota Film Soof Barbarv Coast
(Rep) (reissues) until now salesman at Los Angeles, ciety offering
Volpone at lam(3 days). Good $2^700. Last week, to Oklahoma City branch manager. pus Auditorium.
"Lady at Midnight" (EL) and succeeding the late Chaites D
Before leaving for Coast to get
"Mickey" (EL), .so-so $3 500
Lyne, Louis J Weber, Dallas sales- his forthcoming 'Dan Patch" into
iMusic Box (HrE) (1.000; 50-85)
man, upped to a.s.sistant branch production,
R Frank siiid he
"Rachel.and Stranger" (RKO) and manager at that exchange; Ansley had signed Zacliarv Scott Rlith
"MysteiT
Mexico" .(RKO) B Padgett upped fioin assistant to Warwick,
In
Peicy
JKilbiide
and

W

(lSdrel'52'tOO
I

con-

WBAY,

|

<

,

'

-r-f"Sorry,

m

'

Barber 0f Seville'.' {Iii4ie> irieii&i
sue):'Mild $2-500: .Last week^^^^
kado" 'U) reissue) (2d wk), okay
'

'

"Pas

United Nations (FWC) (1.149, 60'Mozart Sloiv" dndie) i2d
(Loew's) (3 "500, 4'5-65) 85)
Thin $1,500 in '5 da>s Last:
Linei
iM-G) and Big wk)
week,
$4,500
Last
Mild
0()0
City" (MG)
'i))4
State (Par) (2,133, 60-85)— Sor(UA) and
week. "Innocent All.iii
ryi Wrong, Number" (Par) i2d w^k).
"Triple. Thi eat" (Col), $1.3,000.
Orpheum (HKO) (1,900, 45-65)— Big $9,500. Last week, sock $13,000;

—Midland
"Luxuiv

ex-

mont, W. Va., is new assistant iniinager of WB's key house in Fan-,

'

'"J^^n

former

.

;

$1,800.

—"Touch

Abel, resigned
Bette
Falconer,
tinuity writer
Gables, Flit, and

'

"U

^^^S

r

4

and

w»h

change as head of booking depailment, suceeds Mis
Cele Caip

1

'

Midwest)

William Nesbitt, formerly
joined Republic

Eagle-Lion,

,

"Flowing Gold" (WB) and "God's %)^\
1
Country, and Woman" (WB) u eg)

(Indie):

click.

1

1

at Orpheuiii

-

....

'

|

stealing

ueight hneup

,

WRed

Kansas City, Oct 19
and
Stock
American Rojal
Horse Show's fitlieth anni week is

Okay $8 000

(RKO)

La.st

(

I

'

.

:

I

^
1

INDIANAPOLIS

—

Annual

nUir"
HCTX
\.-niV.-/\ljV^

'

Clarence

|

Phillips,

tall

ciated Theatre

Eagle

(Allied)

slated

convention of .\ssnOwners ot Indiana
loi

Lion Hotel Antlers
here.

Nov

10-11

at
in ton-

While

'

e-.
:

s,

.

orit-

d

—

ting

Lii

'

Lii-viiry
$1.) 800

*eat

|

1

I

I

(Coli

i2d

;

9)

after fancy

"

firsC of

26-4ti—
and 'Variety
(RKO) (2d wk). Slow $6,000
fl 8,J')

(M-G)

after strong .$9,300 in
'

m

T)

fiist

il,O40.

\ou"

26-45)

iWB)

and

(Rep)
Fan .$5 500
Man-eatti ot Kuiiiaon
Last week
liidic)
III) and '.Money Madness'

"Out

of Stoi

$5,500.

BOSTON

I

1

!

PITTSBURGH

I

1

i."?

—

,

>

1

UA's TV Sales

-

(Col), fair $13,70p.

Time

i

[

I

,

Last week,

Princess (C. T ) (2.131; 34-60)—
"Fort Apache" (RKO) (2d wk)

(C
— Orpheum
Enibiaceable

m

•

:

"Escape" (20th) Sturdy $16 000 or
over. La.st week. "Mating of Millie"

C T)

'

i

I

'

".Slieet No Name" (20th) (2d wk),
(Olid $13,500
Palace (C T) (2 625, 34-60)—

$16,000
Imperial
"Big Cilv"

sales-

i

1

MONTREAL

.'510,000

WB

was

I

,

(Continued from page,

budget. -Since the seri.es
beeii
discohtinued. laboi-: unions are .de-

'

.

!

(2d wki

opener.

Socko $18 000 or near

Jack Dowd, former

'

man here, resigned to be bi.inch
luanaget lor Sel/nuk Hisl ihiii ing;
living Tainlei will open his new
SmilliH, liead booker:
made
general manager ol Ihealre operar Moonlight diivein, east ot Jndiiin-(Continued jroiii page 8)
apolis soon
lions,
and
elected
an
officer.
GlarmandinK retroactive pav. which
Molding up w ell \ la good „idv hike the total pi odiu tion ( ost ance Miller, Jormerly
W'Jc),
charge of
mainlaiianee, public relalions. and
^<'^,^'ounA' o„ ea<h one slill iMghei
c-"!w>;°'
S/OOO
Ma\ slick again
01 beltn
..if
nn„!^ni
r
>„h „i ^ labor relations, was made treascippaicnt
laiibanks
^
isf
\w>i
..fiiiH
tuwuwi
L.1SI
wt.k
iolid
urer in addition, to other, duties,
Ddvid Stoneman Hub ,nlloiiiev\
SIOOOO
tel<ivi.sion todav is unand longtime thealienian diiil ntie
Ifai-ris (Hiin-is) (2.200:
44^76)-^ able itf>|rbFd; the ;cfeit^: ^f HoHji
;
lecently. He was fathei ol I
Hal1''"'^''?' *°
wood video"'fihns"and"all pTodwe^s
oid Stoneman, head ot Intei slate
!.V,lH^?rf
nnn'^'"''
wind
up with 46 000,
weakest heie
Loew s 800-sedt Rit/, which 1'' Theatres Corp. of New Engl.ind
such films and the netwoiks die
in long time
Last week
Loves taking a lo.s.s to get
the new med- cu.stomarilv amove-over house for
Newly foimed Boston Lodge of.
of Carmdn" <Col) (2d wk) 1.8,000
pictuies
plaMng
big
Penn
has
ium underway. There will be
the ColosVemirof"'MoUon'7>'iuui
Penn iLoew s-UA
,i00, 44-76)
ed Lauience Olivieis 'Ham- Salesmen elected Saul Livin
chance foi profits onh after Holl>- '^nued
of
Innocent ^fTan" (UA) Disap- v\ood guilds
show engagement EL, as piexv, and Jeuy Callahahi'.
lo' » mad-sl
set ud s< ales that tele,
pomtmg ti:i500 I-asl vveek, Sm- ^ 'i>'0"^^"''"'n^^
Nov •'
means of Mono as treasurer
' hat
auoiu
Wiong Numbei
IV
iPai), hefty
Perm will be hang iig on to atti-dcLew Bre.ver named head ot Mad.
.teOiOOO.
tions toi
longei 1 uns that usual
ison Picluies Coip. of New
Hdmlel' willhave two showings land
Kit/
44-761—
(Loew's)
(800,
ecently f 01 med disli ibuting
daih, with Pj'ce'5 90c-.$l 80 in at- and producing oiganuation
Wiong Number'
(Par)
(mo)
tei noons and SI Z0-$1 80-$2 40 at
Okay $4 000 Last week, "Luxuiv
Final arguments on the Momand
hights Scale had been set in New case before Circuit Couil of
Linei" (M-G) (mo), $2,500
2 Continued from, pace T s
ApYoik, where soineliody apparently peals at Boston, lesulted in the
Senator (Hams) (J 7.50, 44-76)—
"Blood and Sand" i20lh) and "I Schenectady market is about 25<''(7 foigot about the 10 peicent city court leseiving decision
Ayake Up "s* teaming" (20th) (ic- saturated, wheieas the N Y niaiket amusement td\, and there vvas
question
for a time about
is less Uian 10'"fi satuiated
N Y some
issue.s) Doing well at neai 44 000
Last week, "tuple Tin eat' iColl broadcasters; eonsequentlv,, would what- to do, since tickets had already been oideied but at last
Ma\well Gillis loiiiiei distmt
and 'Lulu Belle" 'Col), slioiig be ovei paving on that s\sleiii
UA. as a lesult plans to take minute house and attiaclions de- managei toi Ropiib u n.iiiHd ca.st$4 500
ided
to
dbsoib
the
local levy ihcm- ein division managei
loi
MonoStanley iWB) (3 800, 4-1-76)— both sets m ciiculalion and ind'ex selves
giam
"Johnny Belinda' iWB) Big $20- populations into account and then
Announcement
that
"Hamlet"
AVill be succeeded bv
Noimiin
000 and holds last \\ eek
Rope" strike a happv medium soniewhci e wds going to the Rit2 came as
Silveiman, oflice managei al SiUbetween the two. Mitchell pointed something of a suipiise
(WB) '2d wk) wa\ o(r at $8 000
since il nick Releasing
Warner (WB) (2 000, 44-76)— out, however, that, the disparities vvas geneiallv figuied Olivici picMike Weiss disliirt exploitation
"Race Stieel' (RKO About a\ei- would disappear as tele matifies ^^^^^
i,,nd, as past piestigc man foi 20lh-Fox upped
In hind of
age at $8 500 Last week
Ka(hel and that no nialtei what sv stem ol! p,x s.i,(.h a.s this have at .300-seal radio department at N.
honieofand Si anger" iRK(J) i.id Wk-4 sales is u.sed, the "books will soon- Alt Cinema Oliviei s IRnry V
tice Weiss has been with 20th in
,ei 01 later balance theinsehcs."
davs), e\celJent $5,000.
;pl{ijed
two difleicut uins at this area for ovei four icais.

PITTSBURGH

sotk $17,800

allci

^

=

'

$11,000

'J'

,

:

!

wki Ilokling well at 3)9 500 aflei
nice i;eldw<iv dl 414 700
Sldnlo iWBi (3 280 23 - T'ti
".lohnin Bilinda (WUi Rosy '!>18
best lieie in months
000
Last
v eek, second of ''.Rope
(WB).
cka\ $9,300
'I own
(Rdppapoit) (1 100, 35-6'i)
Loves Caimen"

;

;

Ve\v (Mec)iaiiic) '1,800. 20-60)—

Peggy' (20th

i

I

'

loi

,Inoiana theatie hrie joined
Universal sales staff heie
J^ew building on film low with
independent dis|ributors being constiuced b\ \\ il!<am R. Jenkins, head of Sun Real-

I

'

,

manager

foiniei

S,'

i

I

]

'

>

„
™oe Esserman.

i

!

:

i

"Apdllmcnl

I

I

'Majlair (llicks) IQSO
20 - 6i)—
From,, Maiil)alta.ti'.'
tIA.-i.
A\eiage 1,1 '500 Last week, \Ioonlise" (Rep) nice $4 100
.

1948
convention
of
Associated
Theatie Owners of Indiana in
Hotel Antlers Nov. 9-11
leatuie
of business sessions W iit be a film
,
-iu
'<""'" w«h
a panel ot booktis and

I

)

Okay

Ex-Governor Harold lloflnian of
New Jersey will be pimcipal s,peakei at annual banquet highlighting

"

—

.

taxes.

,

|

I

ll-'ine

500

I

top trade which may reach near
Jioiise-high with $23 000. Last Week
"The Spiiilualist" iFLi and Gay
Nineties levue hcdded bv .foe E
llowaul ok,iv $14 600
Keith's iSchanbei geO (2 460, 2060)
Ni£(lit
Hds Thousand Eyes'
Pail
Opens tocldv (Tues
In
ahead 'For Eove of Mary" (Li,
mild $^ bOO

—

!P3

Stoiv'

;

•

.

"Girl

""I'l

'

Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2^240;
20-701— Miracle in Mexico" (RKO)
plus Mickcv Booncv heading stagebill. Rooney getting all credit lor

:

Bi.lannica
Films
week Babe cyclopaedia
1 as(
.Mono) and "Music directorate last ^^ eek.
•'<""'» Man" (Mono) i2d wk-6
living Gandel, co-owner pf -two
(lajs) in o >,
SI 1 .000
Ijast
week,
Keudin
local drive4ii.s;;A>'a.s. injured in auto
t$l,800.
Fu.ssin' " (U) and "Gut; of storm
United Artists (Parker) (895; 50- rcrash last w eek w hile returning
(Rep), $12,000
185)-—^''Luxury
Liner
(M'.G)
(2d ffotn the World Sei-ies In Clever
State (Loew's) (3,000, 45-65)— wk). Smash $9,000;
Last week land
"Innocent
lUA)
Affair"
and $11,800.:;.;;
In honor of late William Baker.
"Wouldn't Be in Shoes" (Mono)
district managei Joi Republic, who
Looks town's leader- at fairly
died two weeks ago, inembeis of
healthy S13 000 Last week, "Loves
the Vaiietv Club heie are loiining
of
Caimen" 'Col) and 'Rusty
a special conliibulion to LaRabida
Fairbanks
Leads Way" iCol), good $15,000
sanitaiium
but under hopes.
Continued from pAce
United Artists held distuct sales
meeting heie piesided over bv
Sttand (F^) (1 000
45-65)
"
* ^"^^
Ra'Ph Ciamblet midwest distiict
Babe Ruth Stoiv' '(Mono)
Held 1°
completed because of "pio- manager
ovcr additional five days
Pds«- r
Pa.s.sEssaness Iheaties Coip, secalile i.L000 in 5 days
Last week, hibitiye cost.s.'' Most .of this IS
attributable to
1 lie
largest in the city outside
itiflt ;.}'a Wr" ond
solid $7 000
t mark^i,
he -sjiid; which-; re[)resent^;; Bdlaban and Kal/ ha-s made sev:sQme.;72*''!brO|; the iota L product icih eral changes in i)er.sonnel. Ralph
Fx( client

d^

dt $10,000
Last week, "Ra -hH and Sl.anee?'' (HKO
Liner" (MyG), pleasing
(?o,h)
K
Gay Tn?,„ri.M«tnliiidus
(20in)

'
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llreat of Referee In

Hays As Arbiter

Will

ConUnoad

from:

Rank Backs Budget Slicer

Anti-Trust Case Conld

Contli/ued from pac«

pun t

Stall It Interminably

mous but if the claims of theiment for the frame of his first
anpttim- rource of
Is the fact that some el«ctno pow»F h
Government antl - trust case inventors are justified, existing film, atad the amount involved is
companies consumed frozen fund» hariugmont to legit Impreaanos. against the industry shows signs
space
„^_„ would virtually be reported to be higher than he has
studio
^
Average ol loywal performances
in the past by promoting French
ever received from boxoffice earn^
are snafued bjr the lack of of "going on without any end at adequate to fill out all the product
m production while others layed week!?
juice.
Current coal strikes have all," according to comments from needs of British cinemas, with pic- ings of a single picture in the
off that device. Use of funds for
film legalites following last week's tures being made at a reduced Italian market. It would also cut
exchange operations, travelling ex- served to aggravate this condition blunt intimation by Circuit Court
dubbing, as live performances
cost which could be recouped ton out
Observers feel a long
pbnses and other Items must also and most
could be married in any language
walkout of miners wUl unquestion- Judge Augustus N. Hand that the the home market
fce taken into consideration.
to the original frame material.
case would be sent to a referee for
blackout of unprecauso
...
While the first Independent
„f tne
thP ably
'
/
Meanwhile, revaluation of
the
hearings. If that happens— and
Natural development of Inde^
nroDortions
«e"«»tea proportions^
Frame film, "Warning to Wantons,"
franc by the French government,
Court said, it was under considerapendent Frame is the production
is on the floor at Pinewood, Units
pushed through over the past
tion— industry attorneys believe a working on the three succeeding of films on the television princiweekend, is not considered likely
final decision will be indefinitely
ple, using television cameras, with
pictures are away on location, and
to affect the amount of dollars retoken,
it'S;
delayed. By the same
the pictiue image transmitted diwill follow the Initial production
ceived bv the eoihpanies. In this
said,
a reference order would
rect to the director's control booth,
rotation, thus ensuring complete'
Continaed from page 3
respect, Ihe $9,752,820 in accumustrengthen the majors' bargaining in
and from theiy direct to the labs
of studio shooting.
lated earnings has a conversion
u
powers in. settlement negotiations continuity
where the director himself applies
spirit
offensive statement about
rate of 119.3 francs to the dollar
But without waiting for an op- all optical effects, cuts, mixes, etc.,
immeasureably.
iet in the' agreement. No fluctua- ualism should, be passed for, eX'
In contrast to the three-^iudge portunity of previewing, tlie first and edits the film as it is being
The statement court now slated to hear the case results at Pinewood, Hank is al- recorded.
tion in the dollar value of the,; iiihition .purposes.
franc can water down this sum
ready actively talking of an ex5t(,^y re- a referee- would very likely hear
^^^j ^^^^
^^^^j
Already, Rank is working along
As to remittances of $1,186,795
medium and a" evidence presented by both tension of the process to Denham
^^^^ ^ ^
these lines and at the Gate Stuthe cost and strucwhich are to be made annually for
ovT;,!*..,!).*" gives sWes on the over 3,000 theatres and details of
dios at Elstree, experimental work
The Spiritualist
is called
Ti^^ile the tural alterations involved are now
i„ tj,^ ^^^^
the next four years on curretit
is going on and a motion picture
earnings, the revaluation is ex- not only deep pain, but very grave statutory court has showed a dis- being worked out.
is b^ing made on the television
pected to cut the amount of money offenses to the sincere religious position to cut parties short on tes^
Until the initial film is in the can principle.
larned by the companies in francs convictions of hundreds of thou- jtimony, referees traditionally per- and the results can be gauged,
plenty of leeway in this re- Rank has Imposed a "Top Secret"
tut not in actual dollar remitcni.Ht„oi!<:t=
^^^^^ °' spiniuaiibis.
tances. That conclusion is reached
^^^^ attorneys note. This is cal- embargo on the activities of the
the spiritualist
allocations

j

I

i

1

!

,

i

'

-

Rank Scored

.

i.

,

;

1

,

1

I

i

j

because current earnings of the
exceed
substantiaUy
the amount of francs which can
fce converted info dollars and sent

'

to.

company

-

"On behalf of
movement throughout

companies

-

this

culated to stretch out hearings interminably.

coun-

must ask that immediate

I

|,
i

coffers.

In this regard, the $1,185,795
yearly payment is to be made under regular exchange rates. Tliat
rate previously was 214 francs to
the dollar but wiU now be 262.

Mass Production
Promoters of Independent. Frame
claim that by the use- of the system the output of a single stage

;

,

will reach seven to eight pix a
year, against a' normal annual output of six features for the entire
five stages at Pinewood.

Paris, Oct. 19.

i

;

Realignment of the franc here,
which is equivalent to devaluation,

up

still

further France's

,

\

1

secret of the Independent Frame ^L^^'^t^^^^
aiming its sights toward a slate
in the vast amount -of preparof about 36 features, four reissues
atory work undertaken before the
six Britishers, a slight increase
picture reaches the studio floor, and
fiscal year.
and scripting is put in hand from over the foregoing
Paramount's position will be subsix to nine months before actual
shooting begins. Scripting' is done stantially the same as last season.
j.^ mind Avith reference to a cornin conjunction with the director, Company's feature releases then
promises Industry legte
designer and editor, working on amounted to about 23. In the first
G<i<^ernme^^^
the newspaper principle of editing quarter of 1949 through April 15
yons of a" reference and would before publication. In line with this it has 7 features including one
fight it tooth-and-nail. If it lost on
in comidea, as in the case of newspaper HnC-Thomas pencilled
™""^' J^°^*'",.T' "'l "^""S^J^ a
pared'tT eight fiYms"i.icluding three
"iocattonT-are
"'f,',
before the scenario is wrken. and Pine-Thomas for the similar per^1^\7be 1 ke'ty
are designed a n d con- iod. Firm doesn't go out on fthe.
Judge Hand during last week's
limb with 12-month product crys^'"""^
!

is

i

similar protests.

I

In further, cpmrniunications tto
the Censors, the spirituaUsts state:
"We are surprised that you say
the Board had no reason to think

,

"

<•.-.

j. j

x,.

.

..

.......

miLuin °"H^'^he' fUm 'been
"Bogus Medium' or 'False
Prophef we sRould have had less

raUe"d

;

I
[

'

^^^^^

for

8.

aT\&n^^^^^^

%° "t

which he ultimately

x

f^fi™

;
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YOU

ate

I

tried

SKYBERTH

late

I

American's

^MERCURY" flight
LOS ANGELES?

i

jMoDA H Avmoy^r

6''5000

Tick ef. 'Offices,
ftockefeller
iS^O'

Center »
,

/Wp/e/,

Hdiel

f^ew Y.6rk«ir
G6org^

3

-

house each by liquidating the part-

'

j

directed by Bernard Vorhaus from lation. all but one house would
a whale ,o£ a yarn by Crane Wil- be sold. Reportedly, a major would
bur.
Helped by topflight per- be permitted to acquire a d.eluxer
formances by Turhan Bey, Lynn in such a situation even if it does
Bari and Cathy O'Donnell, 'The not operate one presently,
Spiritualist' should prove strong
Third Proviso
.boxoffice.
Whether only passable
As a third feature of the Govern^
stout or ,:reaily..big in most sRotS
will depend on how sold, becau.se ment settlement offer, all trade
picture is one that can be circused practice restrictions imposed by
the U. S. Supreme Court and the
into real proportions."
statutory court would .be incor^
porated in a decree in which the
companies subject themselves to
contempt proceedings in the event
of, violations. Majors would be perContinued from page 5
mitted to create an all-industry
to accomplish their initial pUrp6.se arbitEatioasystem to pass on intraof boosting the number of play- i"d"«try disputes.
Government
counter -proposal
dates for pictures. Only :so many
was made, after the four compabookings are available on. each film, nies presente.d their
peace plan!:
they point out.
Only possible The parties are in agreement on
method of getting dates in thea- two of the three principles. The
tres that don't usually play the majors have olfered to liqiiidate all
particular company's p ro d u c t partnership lidldihgs while' taking
would be to sell away from one back one theatre in every situatioii'.
exhib to his competitor and that, where sale of theatres would leave
they assert, doesn't increase the them without a showcase. Addinumber of playdates. In addition, tionally, the- companies are ready
according to the Indies, the drives to enter a consent decree which
only serve to snafu their bookkeep- would incorporate restrictions on
ing by making it necessary to jug- selling practices.
gle already-established bookings.
Big bone of contention is the
This .iuggling, tlie indies say, re- wliol ly-o wned houses. The "com pany
acts to the detriment of the ex- offer is to open all closed situations
changes, as well as exhibs, since it by the sale of at least one theatre
me'ans branch bookers also have to in such towns' and cities.: In spots
Switch their books. As a result, where there is already competition
the indies daim, the. drives accom- the four majors want the status
plish
practically
nothing
and quo maintained. It has been their
should be outlawed from the in- argument' with the :D of J that such
situations meet the requirements
dustry.
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Sales Drives
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;

many
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AIRLINES

I

no from Allied Artists, 33 from
respects the system is Mo"" Pl"* 18 westerns. It's a jump
comparable to television produc- "ver the comparable period which
tion and everything on the stage had only 32 features and 16 westhas
be highly mobile. Special erns...
equipment like projection towers,
floats and screenholders is designed so that it can be positioned
speedily, and ensure maximum of
continuity: for artists engaged.:
Overhead gantry for flying the
prefab sets, enables the director to
keep the floor space clear, and as
leann* Crall-Wllliam HoldeR-Etfmund Gwen
the settings are constructed outside the studio on floats, studio
"Apartment for
space is reserved for shooting only,
A 20tli C.ehtiiry-Kpi Picture :in Twlinlt-nlpr
and is not at any time occupied
ON VARIETY STAGER-KAY THOMPSON
Roily Rolli
TN> Wllliami Brathert
by carpenters, plasterers .and the
"*
On lU SUge-r"RHYTHM IN PLAID".
like.
SIWriM ARNOLD 8H0DA.
While the frame is in preparation, the cast is thoroughly re£\.
soil) 8t.
hearsed, and consequently every
aspect of the production is tried
and tested before final shooting begins, filming being restricted to
- im
HOWARIf«l .
marriage of live action to the preHAWKS'
N^OHYiSUlY DeMARCO
In

of the Dept.
Wear, reviewing "The Spirit- of .lustice, all wholly-owned theaualist in Vapiety; Aug. 4. '48, said; tres in towns under 100,000 popu"Novel story, working
methods lation would be liquidated in a
u.sed by "mediums to otitain high somewhat longer period than that
fees, turns out to be high ton.sion allowed for partner.ship holdings.
melodrama. Jt has been expertly In urban centers over 100,000 popu-

;

AMERICAN

I

Television Technique

Under the demands

i

:

..

St.

I

plates,

I

f

.

,

tnfvi>l-ag«iit

Airljues. Teroiirfo/;

•

Broadway

or your

To date United Artists has a
of 16 films earmarked for
release this season contrasted to a

minimum

total of 21 features and six westerns. Republic prexy Herbert Vates
Jr., last week announced 84 feat

!

|

%o

the
me

tures, 16 outdoor actioners and
four- serials for its ^48-'49 program
sound effects, pitted against a respective 27 and
music tracks, wardrobes and props; 120 the preceding season. Monogram
and anything else which can be also is boosting its slate with 61
prepared prior to final shooting.
pictures promised. These include

background

ner's interest

Says

m

DC-6

famous

Continued Irom jtage

steps be taken, even at this
stage, to have that name
'Variety'

is

-

changed,"

on

} „

cated settings of location scenes,

Majors' Theatres

;

I

3

from the final shooting. The
"frame" is composed of prefabri-

;

.

tal balling.

.taee in the P'°*^®ss
nrocess
-

romnrfsrthP
which comprise
the
°i
"frame," which Is prepared as a
^„nt„
.'i„j„
j„„n.
separate.
entity
"independent'

'

"We must; protest.in the: strongest terms that this offensive: title
was: passed for exliibition purposes and must ask: that immedi-

u

PforoSon
production
I

I

I

^ ^

i

'

1

;

[

j

closely associated with the religi- granted said tcstilv that he and his
ous movement of spiritualism that
'^^did ^^^^^
to
the use of the word 'spiritualist' spend the rest of their lives on
>;
in
f-nnnpptinn
with
frniiriiiipnt Ziir
ti
41
tt t
a i
connection
witn
irauauient
this case." It was then that he first
raediumship cannot but give the broadly hinted at a referee.
gravest offense.
.1

m

i

preSd

'

grounds for complaint. The term 'appSon
Spiritualists,
however
is
so u„til Nov

resumption of sudden outs in

Have

;

not as yet been renewed by the
company. For the previous period
20th marketed 34 features, 12 retissues and four British-made films.
Universal is boosting its upcoming releases to 30 features over a
comparable 27. In addition there'll
be an undetermhied: amount of
British product from the Rank

;

the film industry is particularly affected, for French importers must
pay for: pix in dollars.
Legit field also comes within the
•cope of the franc's revaluation inasmuch as talent salaries of per
_
formers in some instances are partially paid in dollars according to
contract arrangements. Mean whi le
the masses are more impoverished
than ever as evidenced by the
dwindling sale of cheaper seats at
even the hit shows contrasted to
full orchestra .sections.

•

j

:

I

'

crit-.

cal: economic situation. Under the
newly decreed currency changes

A

.

'

>

.

-

-

;

,

i

{points

silence.

'

Revaluation of Franc
Pinches French Showbiz

Gontinued from page I

installed,

sworn to

,

.'.

331 Features

barred

publicity blurbs That sum doesn't include possible
make no mention of the Intricacies B" product from independent proof the system, and all -technicians ducers Such as Edward Alperson
working on the picture have been and Sol Wurtzel whose pacts have

been

i

'

are

Aquila unit. Visitors

from "E" stage, where the Independent Frame equipment has

Moreover, it's said, with busy
steps be taken to insure thai these trial lawyers from eight offices
offensive elements be withdrawn." representing tlie defendants, sendLieut. Col. A. Fleetwood-Wilson, ing the case to a referee would
of the British Board of Film Cen- spell innumerable adjournments.
.sor.s, replied;
"The policy of the These lawyers would not be exBoard in. regard to films dealing cused in other ca.ses because their
with religious matters hasn't been appearance: was required l>efore .a
referee. While judges would be inchanged.
clined to postpone other trials in
- f'Witfj' fegard. to the pariicula
deference to hearings before a
filiri' to which
court, they would not
as you are aware, was produced three-judge
,
in America, the Board had no [d?' so for an appearance before a
reason to think that this film of- referee, a lower judicial figure in
fended against this policy, or the legal hierarchy.
Because the Gioyernment, and
iAvould be taken seriously by any
Gengenuine believer in spiritualisini pattiGu}arly. U. S; Attorn
As to the wording of the trailer erAl Tom Clark, is ;already showing
advertising this film, inquiry Will j impatience to get the trial out of
the way, a reference would unbe made "
try,

i

pared frame and prerecorded ma-

meiiimntr

terial.

HUT IMNDWrNllt

Advantage of the frame systeni
that' it can be used anywhere
any number of times. As an example, an Kalian studio which is
is

tISE

MDII

using the proce.ss has already offered Rank an outright cash payof the

Sherman law and need

GAimssEa
.hot

JDHNLOKD..

be changed.

There
tlement

is

If

no likelihood of

a set-

the Government insists
j

upon

65-theatre limitation, VaRiETY has been told. Attorneys; for
the four majors are confident that
the court will not go as far toward
divorcement in any decision after
trial as the D of' J's peace terms;
While the companies: are anxious
to sava.:the tremendous expense Inits

volved 'in: continued litigation, they
believe it would be warranted
rather than accept ttie present
harsh terms for settlement.

'
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Writers, kgcys. in Frantic

writers'

strike

York, but no word had
out of the meeting up to

New

ED SCOTT

CBS'750GLoss

A

new

Personable
bplsk job
and handles
sttows Including
a Natural."

Cross-the-board

Friend Irma" and "Amos 'n' Andy"
will not 'be affected, inasmuch as
the Guild has a Minimum Basic
Agreement with the webs, signed

'-Evelyn

'

|

|

new compromise

.

.

.

|

,

j

,

©f other broadcast guilds and un^
ions are seen as a potent factor.

i

)

Canadian Ace Brewing

,

One

S
^

,

!

of Cbi's

Top

'

Clients

Chicago, Oct.

19.

Current outlay of Canadian -Ace
„
one of the heftiest

r4U
much

?n Chr"4dt'']!

month.

per

Almost

as

allotted for" car cards, posters

I

.

is

and

,

,

.

i

I

have

the

I

.

.

WOR

I

I

'

i

|

.

1

:

|

ex-

m

-

HOLLYWOOD

.

.

.

Jean. Meredith;, assistant press he^
l^entpn &
1 to head up the IlpllyWood puhlicity setup
For ^;ears
a comedy writer, Jess Oppenheiiner nioved iiito thei director ranks' as/
successor^ to Gtordon Hughes bq "My Favorite ttuisbahd,"
which Ke
also cohtinues as co-sci^pter .with B
Pugh
Martha "riitoiii took \a week off Jfack Smith's sho^ to haVfe some
mihof: surgery attended to
Comptpn 'ageiicj? shipped Jbseph Fielil.
out to supervise a, series of film shorts to plug "Tilith or CortseqoehceS''
in theatres
:Thom^^^
days encdute
F, Umhey, exec, secref Frederick
back to
Y., aftet attending annual meet of Coast aditien at ArrpWtary of the union/ pointed out that.
Harry Ackiermah is trying to talk Lionel Barrymore
head Spi^ings
whereas
preliminary
estimates
.i^t4 dWnig.a .'!Mh
for CBS but so far no one is reaching
placed construction cost of the
Chattanooga station at $26,200, the fead^n"Mf
Friend irm*;- wfen%MrtPv "IS^^th
ll^"rr.niT °'
nJ
outlay actually reached $119,121,
hI^'K"-?*
the i'ole, Cathy; te'i^is; "V"
is c,^^^"
still wfider
doctoir's ord^ri? to sta
avcay fi pm
and cpmpletiori of permaneht^^ s^^^
micrbphooes'
Fraiilt: Cooper acquired raditi tightis to ''The Baber
dlos will add another ,$50,000;
Ruth Story" and will cut a sample disk in New York.
Lorena banker
Cost experience in L. A. was sim
back from Boston and points east where she conferred with Lever and
ilar, and is expected to be dupli
J. Waller Thomp.son execs on the Lux testimonials, which she. handles
cated in N, Y,, he indicated,
in Hollywood
Walter Craig headed for home after long houis of
Union has no desire to be classed labor to get the new Benton & Bowles shows on even keel
Burritt
as a hip-pocket permittee, Umhey Wheeler ended five years with Housewives Protective League as its
explained. The Philly and .Boston director. Couldn't get together with CBS on the weekly paycheck
grants were made after hearings, CBS bought billboard space atop a store facing NBC to herald the netsaid, "and we have no right to work switch of Amos 'n' Andy. Bud Berend turned his desk aiound
postpone the date; of construction, so he won't have to face itPeggy Lee was given Chesterfield's
hoping that costs will decrease," In okay to do 13 non-consecutive guest shots with Bing Crosby tlu', seaSt. Louis, the grant was received son
Mutual must be hopeful that all will be well with" AFUA as
without hearing, but, aside from C. B. DeMille was being photo'd at Paramount with a Mutual mike,
the cost which the union cannot If all obstacles are cleared he'll start his dramatic series after first
now shouldef Unity bought' a sta- of th.e year when his cui'rent ''Samson and Delilah" is convpleledKen Nilcs took the radio, gang .n3hing on his new 35-fGot cruiser" and
t ion site which is now. smack, in the
heart of a proposed St, Louis slum the total haul for the day was a shark
,Ben Gross, N,Y, Daily News
clearance area. The union doesn't radio cd, getting plenty of attention from the agency and^ network
•'S
'Sylvia Bowling of Young :& Rubicart^
look in on "Duffy's Tavern" to .,
city housing project in order
get Some fresh copy for th^^^
... to to ...
bmercials, which she writes,
proceed with station plans,
Myron "Mike" Dutton. producer of the
costs -decrease to the Meredith Willson show, and Nancy Daviss, sis of Don D.nviss. radio
point where it will be possible to packager, hopped a plane to Las Vegas and came back a coilplc of
con,struct stations with a reason- hours later man and wife
William Esty slapped a taboo on outside
able capital outlay in Philadelphia, plugs on his sIkavs and first to fed it was Jimmy Durante, whp- had toiBcston and St, Louis, we may re- kick out a Tom gag
Bess Harrison closed up the Kudner office in
apply in tbo.se.three cities " Umhey Hollywood and moved downtown where the agency's coa.st operations
will be concentrated.
concluded.
I

Bbwles Nov,

;

.

B casting Has a Change Of

;

tay on ABC-TV.

'.\'.

,

Web talked to Funt about atAM show troni the
•ound track ot the tele stanza,' but
Unity Broadcasting, the radip
he felt It couldn't be worked.. Funt
affiliate of the International Ladies'
tJiys a Now York sale of the show
Garment Workers' Union, which
Is in the works, however, and it
may return to the AM .kilocycles was granted construction permits

Heart; Turns

tempting an

'

He

leports, incidentally, that the

FM

stations across the country, has reluctantly decided to turn
back three of them, .The costs of
getting on the air, it was found, far
exceeded estimates.

for SIX

within several weeks.

problem of poor sound quality on
the filmed TV show has been solved
by recording the .sound on a .synPermits being dropped are those
chronizpd t.ipe
Tonight s iWed.)
Boston, Philadelphia and St.
how will be the first using the new for
,,
.,
^
Ljouis
tnree oiners, one m
ut the
CQund .track.
Chattanooga IS now on the air; one
in Los Angeles will be in operation
within 60 to 90 days, and one in
Prep National Radio
New York may hit the ether sooner
Wa.shington, Oct 19.
ILGWU disclosed concurrently
Radio dealers will be asked to that a deal has been set for the
play a major role this year in union to take over WOR-FM's
National Radio Week, November transmitter site atop the 44-htory
14-20, commemorating the
28th office building at 444. .Madison Ave.,
.anni of radia.broadcasting, W. B. N, Y., as the location for Unity's
,lliIcGill, chairman of a .ioint' RMA- FM studios, transmitter and lower,
NAB committee announced last WOR-FM will retain a space large
week. Manufacturers' as.sociation enough for its transmitter until it
I

'

.

Week

|

Back

3

FM Permits

.

,

.

:

i

.

,

|

i

c™h

'

Kv1"tu

,

!

;

1

^1^1^

.

.

;

[

,

...

A

RMA

"A Radio

;

excellent radiation. Site will provide Unity with one large slftdio
and one small one,
In a letter to FCC explaining that
weekly new.spapers for joint dealer
ILGWU'^ias "not lost faith in FM,"
Sponsorship,

ads inviting public to

visit dealers
to li.sten to today's -new radios,
Copy is being sent to daily and

.

I

•

,

!

'

'

i

;

.

I

i

'

,

.

.

'

,

'

to push campaign N. J, where WOR is erecting its
for Every Room TV transmitter,
Radio for Everyone."
WOR-FM's signal from 444 Madhas prepared now.spapor ison reportedly was found to have

motion material
•logan:

;

:

,

Unity

.

.

,

'

i

'

WOR

I

Robinson
snagged
.y. .T
i
. years. Allen
a',^*^",?*'^"^
recent
Funt si Canadian
•howsof
Ace franchi.se tor New X."-g>n'a.
atanza was optioned many times y^,,^
^y^^^^ a similar radio pat- "le so-called Burger network
(Continued on page 34)
tern probabl y will develop.
eventually land a bankroUer. When
the budget .ixe fell recently, however, and "Mike" still was sponsorless, Barry reluctantly loped it off
The filmed ver,sion, though will

,

.

I

|

fSugar)

.

.

.

*

show referrals.
About $6,500 of the monthly radio budget goes for spots. The rest
SPONSOR, GETS HEAVE covers "Easy Aces," "Damon Runyon Theatre," "Guy Lombardo
Chalk up another K.O. for the
Show" and assorted disk jock
Sad S.-iga of Sameness. ''Candid -j-rp;^ Brewer"hits "Chi's "sizable
Microphone, despite the kudos it
^ ^^^^ 3„ "Italian
piled up as one of the freshest
Hour," "Bohemian Program," 'Polradio Ideas to come along, has
^^^^ Dance" and "German
been shown the exit door, for want program
a sponsor.
Prizefighters Joe Louis and Ray
air

w^utd

^

.

other black-and-white media with

f

.

,

WNEW

.

'CANDID mike; lacking

.

.

J

:

bel3^

,

.

,

ges^

Question of how effective the
Guild can make its walkout in
erimping the toprated shows has
etirred considerable trade speculation during the past week. Symuiioiucidi, work
woiiv
mougii unofficial
pathetic, though
pameuc,

larry^ftcaSy

.

.

:

[

reality, in particularly good shape
Guild is committed before dark, with only the ,4:30 to:
about
now beyond a backdown, but it's 5: segment open for: salCi
backRWG
vote
landslide
felt the
In addition to the $750,000 time
ing the walkout plans may incline charge, there's an additional. $250,the agency spokesmen toward an 000 talent tab/ saving involved.
eleventh-hour effort to delay the

strike with a
ture.

.

'

50-r5O.

.

.

.

.

,

•

]

Chances of the strike actually
materializing are believed to be

.

.

.

,

I

TV

serial.

•

!

Weans

Cmcy

Winters"

It was a case of the .soap company either checking out of the
CBS show or its sponsorship of
the NBC "Love and Learn" soaper,
with Columbia taking the billings
rap because it coincides with the
end of the discount year. Gancellation date is Nov. 12
Decision of Manhattan to scrap
the show it's said, was made, necessary because of the company's
need for coin for local promotional purposes. It's the first daytime cancellation on CBS in many
months, with the network, in

.

|

KLZ, DENVER.

'

i

last year.

.

Auditioned for ABC at the Iceland ResThree Sharps and i„ writing "Road of Life"
Zehle s It s In the
taurant to an audience o£ 950 femmes. Bill von
BUI Todman, co-producer (with Mark
Bag" is getting agencv nibbles
Goodson) of "Winner Take All," has a book in the works showing people
They re n^^
fibW to be their own emcees and play the game at hprne.
supposed to use it. though when 'W T A" is,t^^tr^,^^J!mfi'f^':.
Sponsor
Fred Thrower's: Alje yeepee opA-wastin'," or any other T-G airer
tion obviously firm. His office is being redecorated.
Hoyt at 25G, With
Ned Midgley's (CBS) "The Advertising and Business Sidp of Radio"
..William E. Shrewsbury, Jr.,
off the Prentice-Hall presses Oet. 27
Ball Deal Also on Tap ex-Mutual account exec, has joined up in that capacity with Tiarisit
Cincinnati, Oct. 19.
Jack Barry and Guy Lombardo's orch to help dedieate
Radio Inc.,
Arthur
Television has brought about a Hempstead's (L. I.) Garden auditorium next Sunday (24),
Peters
new deal for air transmis.sion of Bagge. formerly with American Weekly, has Joined Free
WNBC s Frank JtUthisr
the Cincy Reds' National League station rep staff as a Chicago account exec
Ed\ica->
baseball games, setting up separate to do two shows every Wednesday for WNYE, N. Y., Boaijd
deals for radio and video, It also tion FMer, for piping into all city kindergarten classes
Klock
has resulted in the weaning of
Ed Jerome and Cora Smith into the "Helen Trent" cast
Charles Webster joined "torenzo
Waitt! Hoyt, ex-major league hurler Ryder new to "Stella Dallas"
.Garnay WiU;
Earl George
_ Widder Brown''
who has become a local fixture Jones",
„_ with "Young
"
with diamond fans in his play- son, Peter Cappell and Sidney Smith new to "Front Page Farrell
by^play accounts during the past
Earle McGill, former Radio & Tele Directors Guild prexy, home from
six years, Irom a station contract the hSspttal (where he underwent a Critical operation) biit will be to mothering by his sponsoring bedded for some weeks yet.
out^^^tf
checked
has
R.
Jacobs
Clarence
Burger Brewing Co
jGBS director of construction operations to devote his full time to studio
His four-year deal with WCPO consulting. He'll operate out of Princeton, 111. .., Harry Ingram, exhaving expired, Hoyt was taken young & Rubicam, now scripting for "Casey, Crime Photographer"
with
tagger's
wing,
beer
under his
Margaret Draper, lead in the new soaper. "A Brighter Day" (NBC)",
privileges extended for continued g^^i jug)- starting rehearsals in the new B'way comedy. "For Heaven's
in-between services to WCPO, his ggj^g Mother," was suddenly stricken with malaria and taken to Mt.
check-payer since 1945, for two gi^ai hospital. (She contracted the tropical malady with a Red Cross
Alms &
accounts,
additional
Patsy Campbell is filling in on the
;„ Egypt during the war'.)
Doepke store, and Fasfoto, film g^^ial
ABC's Robert Saudek speaks to the Overseas Press Club todeveloping and printing service
(^V'ed
at Al Schacht's eatery.
Hoyt came here in
enterprise.
^^^.^ ,j ^ Kaltenbom and Mutual's William L. Shirer set for TV
billing with editor Norman
wrpo debuts next Tuesday (26) when they share Mannhig
WKRC before switching to WCPO.
on ABC's "Town
Cousins and foreign correspondent Paul
In swinging the Hoyt deal, Jack Meeting"
Radio Execs club set this week's get-together back to
firm
Koons, a veepee of the suds
Gilbert Seldes
Friday (22) in order to play host to the entire FCC
miaiana packed by
the Midland
of ttie
and head man ot
to do a- IS-minute commentary on the lively arts
agency_which handles i^^^
Jelui Gfijgfgi into, a
Sunday nights at 10 starting. Oct. 31.
ing placements, also bargained with ^uence on ? Light Of the World",
Rosemary Ri^je reading for the
complete-season
the ball club for
Shields & Co investment
new Broadway show, "Jenny Kissed Me"
coverage on AM and FM, with first bankers, bought 8-9 p.m. election night (Nov. 2) coverage on
call for additional videO: rights. Mutual's Walter Lurie poised for another flit to the Coast,
Heretofore the team management
"Favorite Story" series, which WJZ took on as a summer Item, made
such a good showing that the station is keeping it on—moving It up
?r'T'/„J,j
John Gambling now blocked straight
i„„^'°" „ °t^iirt=,V hnmo
one hour to 3:30 Sundays
in a bid to grab
through from 6 a.m. (except for a news spot) on
nil hr„Ln«t
top ayem billing now that Aefliiir Godfrey is exiting the carlybird field
....
The contract change permits the
WJZ program director John Hade underwent a. major operation in
Berger outfit to make its.Dwnstation St. Francis hospital. Condition reported good,
v
deal. For the present, at least, the
Mei Allen, bedded witi* virus pneUmpnla, was 111 ^11 through; tHe
local outlet will continue to be
Series and in BbSton, after each gahie/.xvas taieh to the hospital,
WCPO, Scripps-Howard station, World
doing
rematriihg there until ball tinie following day ^, ; rMaxIne K
wjth linkings to other stations in
ra(jto-teie,;;coluinn;;a
of New York, mag,
"
OlnO' Indiana, Kentucky and West
this. week.
out
During the past season

$750,000 annual billmgs can-

cellation was suddenly dumped into
CBS,' lap i«st week wh?n ManPniiri mpmbeis meeting in the
Soap decided not to tenew
thSe kev o^fianLuon ^ties last h^ttan
its .sponsorship of the 2:45-3 p.m;
S}r/„„c,1L°nT'voteS
lo
10
to
613
voted
(13),
Wednesday

In reaffirmation of the strike authorization they approved last year.
Walkout, if it comes, will hit 18
major agencies controlling over
80% of the commercial shows on
Also affected will
the networks.
be those other agencies, plus package producers, who have not signproffered
adherence"
of
ed "letters
Network-packby the Guild.
aged shows, such as CBS' "My

.

.

.

tiliow^wlse

In Tinters' Fade

to receive the instructions.
strike call is expected some

barring

sign."

KLZ ANNOUNCER

gency meetings of RWG members
In N.y., Chicago and Hollywood
are scheduled for next Monday
(25)

YORK CITt

.

Strategy committee of the Radio Writers' Guild meanwhile was
slated to convene today (Wed.) to
draft final instructions to the memEmerbership for the walkout.

time next week,
developments

up my picket

"to punch

late- afternoon.

the Production Centres

WNEW's first move in the wake of news of Arthur Goilfrey's impending ayem exit was to push up Raybum & Finch's good morning
daily, six days a
time from 6;30 to 6 a.m. They're now on 3V4 hours
Bernard Dudley inked (o announce "American Forum," which
week
returned to Mutual last night (Tues.) ...Following next week's sequence from N. Y., program will return to Washington, with Dudley
commuting for the chore,. Larry Marcus, scripter of ABC's 'Tinal
his novel, "The
Edition," in Gotham last week pacting publication of
Tight Rope." It's based on an ABC "Dark Venture" original he wrote
Margot Gayle handling radio for the Women's Divitwo years ago
sion of the National Democratic Committee.
Gary Merrill replaced Charles Irvinf as "Young Dr. Malone"
John Friedkin, former Columbia pix flack, into Young & Rubicams

Hollywood, Oct. 19.
"What's the big hurry?" a
fellow writer tossed at Charlie
Isaacs as he was rushing out
of the Radio Writers Guild
strike call meeting.
"Gotta get hoirhe," he flipped,

American Assn. of Advertising Agencies committee headed
by Len Bush of Compton was in
huddle at the 4A's office
all-day
an

The

mW

lis

Hoof-Happy

«amp.

In

From

Xn t**************** *****************************

against the*'

agencies was still on the fire yesterday (Tues.), no new proposals
having issued from the agency

come

HudAes,

Can Set for Next Week

Witii Strike
The

?
'i

.,

'

.

i

]

"When

.

^

.

,

,

•
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APPRAISING HOOPER SCOREGARD
What
In

the

m

TO NILLSEN

Stranger"

On Gutting-Room

kids

for network backing for thcii" respective new "national" services
looks like a technical victory for
Round Two (for
A. C. Nielsen.
agency and advertiser clients) got

under way this week with C. E.

Broadcasters

Hooper in there slugging via aj
pew optional, everything-thrown-in

j

-r

gories.

that

;

Trightened By

he

like

didn't

his

the webs will get Nielsen's
new projectables (national ratings)
at no extra cost, whereas Hooper
has asked the four major nets to
cough up an extra $100,000 between them for his own U. S.

His lines, in the final version,

AtP&GEchoes

the

giveaway

and

13.4 for the

posite

A.C.SouHdd[

.

TV

operation, initiated at the

Attitude

"con-

NBC

'

I

they've

advertiser and agency clients. And
as an added inducement to come in
on the deal, he offered them this
week an optional plan, which, for
one-third more than they now pay;
they get his Station Listening Indexes as well as U. S. Hooperatings
(Continued on page 35)

meeting in Dallas, web execs
found that, in sharp contrast to
the TV enthusiasm abounding in

NBC

hierarchy's "let's protect radio" pitch against loss of standard
broadcasting advertisers to the
new sight-and-sound medium.
.

Last week at the

Jack Sexton To

CBS

affiliate

be started

|

I

by many
managers was that |

expressed

affiliate

been "frightened by a
cathode ray tube" and thus were
more than anxious to embrace the

webs' $100,000
represents 50% of Hooper's potential take for his added service, he
says he is prepared to cany out the
expanded operation whether or not
any nets sign on.
Obviously he'll need, however, a
good percentage of takers among
the

tribution of prints will
shortly.

I

j

Puck Returns To

i

CBS

I

I

as 'Operation

'

i

-.

Godfrey Manager

!

I

|

CBS

I

.

,

-

I

i

I

.

I

More than 200 broadcasters from
were

here last
week for two-day parley of J^ifth
District meeting d£ National Asr
.sociation of Broadcasters at Bilt^
states

Harry Wismer s

That highly coveted early mornspot which
ing WCBS
(N. Y.)
Arthur Godfrey is exiting at the more Hotel.
end of this month goes to Jack
Radio stations WSB fNBC),
Sexton, a midwest radio personWAGA (CBS), WGST (Mutual),
ality who, in addition to -emceeing.
WATL (Indie), -members of NAB,
a number of midwest CBS shows were hosts to convention, which
originating out of WBBM, Chicago,
was attended by broadcasters from
has also been doubling as produc- Georgia, Florida and Alabama.
,tion mani.ger of the Columbia o to
The broadcasters heard Justin
I

(which

12.7

final

two quarter segment

and

15.5).

for the
hit 16.7

Just what Amos. 'n' Andy, who
Elevation of Neil H. McElroy
preemed Oct 10, are doing to th«
from veepee. a^d general manager opposition Phil Harris show won't
to the.: presidency of Procter: & be known until the next report,
Gamble, as successor to. Richard with the official Hooper check
made last Sunday (17), Ozzie it
R. Deupree, who has been elected
Harriet bowed in with an 8.3 in
chairman of the board, is df more the 6:30 NBC segment, with Jack
than -casual significance' to the; Benny grabbing a 17.8 for the top
NBC Sunday rating. Over at ABC
radio trade.
With P :& G the top spender in Walter Winchell, with a 21.4,
radio today, with .annual billings emerged as topdag in the Hooper
approximatihg
MC' parade, with Louella Parsons
$20,000,000,
Elroy's appraisal of radio as -an. snaring 9.5 and "Theatre Guild of
ad medium, it's f elt, will have a the Air" 10.1
Monday: This is still CBS' night,
considerable bearing, on P & G
continuing as the No, 1 bankroUer. but the fact that a Sen. VandenMany in the trade still recall berg political talk kicked oft' th«
the manner in which McElroy laid evening beipg rated put an apdent in the following
it on the line to the radio industry preciable
Radio Theatre"-"Talent
in general at last year's NBC con- "Lux
Friend Irma" gevention in Atlantic City. The new Scouts"-"My
(Continued on page ^2)
P & G prexy spoke out then in
no uncertain terms on the com-;
determination to weigh
pany's
radio advertising strictly on a
doUar-and-cents payoff basis; that
the company will continue to embrace the medium only as long
as the soap operas and nighttime
programming make -it a .paying
.

;

:

''

Bob Burns' 4G

:

Atlanta, Oct. 19.

southern

with a

two quarters opand Allen's 12.3

"Music"

.

I

Larry Puck, who checked out of
nearly a year ago to become
N. Y., the southwest area broad- an executive producer at ABC Netwere
more coneeined work, is moving back to the Columcasters
bia
web
on Oct. 25, as a sort of
about preserving the status, quo in
AM rather than rushing into TV. unofficial "vice-president in charge:
Some acknowledged that they of Arthur Godfrey."
Puck
assumes
the title of Genwere alarmed over the costs of
video operation and weren't even eral Manager of Arthur Godfrey.
going to bother about applying- for Talent Scouts Units. Behind the
switchover
is
an.
ambitious, talent'
tele applications,
development program in which
Miller's' 'No Death .Knell'
(Continued, on page 35.)

;

(latter

Bergen),

trailing

j

of

Get Godfrey Spot

Edgar Bergen-Fred Allen NBC
parlay vs. ABC's "Stop the Music,"
and the CBS "Amos 'n' Andy" competition faced by Phil Harris and
Alice Faye On NBC. Newest ratings
show Bergen, with a 14:9, leading

McElroy Setup

A Cathode Tube

Hooperatings.

is

mighty

a

again.

camera

stint.

None of the webs has publicly NBC Sun Valley convention a few
g8|id yes or no to Hooper, but the weeks back, apparently is gaining
word privately is that ABC, CBS momentum around the country,
definitely
pretty
Mutual
and

NBC

on the go

is

be

there'll

show

-

aren't interested.
sidering."

BITING BUTTLE

again.

And

IN

The Hooper chips are down, now
that all the fall shows: have checked
in and are fighting it out for sur-<
vival in the rating sweepstakes.
The following is a night-by-night
breakdown of "Round Noi, 1 (Oct.
15 Hooper report) in the "who'»
battling who?" competition:
Sunday: Chief interest here, of
course, is divided between the

juote:

Yonlc do-or-die

have been given to Ben Grauer tO;
read.
(Grauer narrates the film,)
RKO-Pathe, which turned out
the film for NBC, with Eddie Montague directing, and producing, deThe "protect radio" stance ver- livered the first copy of the final
sus television and the high cost version to the web last week. .Dis-

that

Although

To

Trammell decided— after the film
had been previewed by the press,
in N.Y. and by aifiliates at the
recent Sun Valley convention-—

bid for subscribers in these,; cate-

What appears to have cost
-Hooper the first round is the fact

last week presented on
the General Electric-NBC program a foretaste of another
batch of possiblfc "war songs."
General idea was that the
"Time Is Now" and that the
"curtain was going up" on a
new struggle. The lyrics asked,
"Will you meet the final lest?"

Waring

hind Your Radio Dial," for comr^
munity screening, it'll be minus
the original sequence in which
prexy
Niles
Trammell swung
around from a TV control panel
and' talked directly to viewers
about NBC's progress and plans.-

,

MIT OUT

Reacting to the gloomy headlines of recent months, Fred

Floor;

That's What He Wanted
When NBC affiliates get prints of
web's new promotional film "Be^

'

—

Waring on War Path

Trammell Winds Up

story of
the
got sick from
smoking behind the barn. For
last Thursday's (14) Screen
Guild version with B i'q g
Crosby, Barry Fitzgerald and
Mona Freeman, the sick-mak-;
Ing tobacQo was revised -into
green apples.
Camel cigarets sponsors the
Guild.

school

Round One of the Hooper vs.
showdown battle the bid

Nielsen

Else!

original

"Welcome,

'Harvest' Cut-ins

proposition.

Howard J. Morgan, in Charge of
Hollywood, Oct. 19.
G advertising, was elected a
Ken Dolan has set Bob Burn*
veepee, along with Walter L.
for a cut-in on "Harvest of Stars,"
Lingle,
Jr., in charge of overseas
Harry .Wismer IS on his. way to
CBS, on Nov. 3, in what may b«
Pleasants,
John
and
G,
operations,
becoming the most affiliated perforerunner of 'a series of .sevensonality in radio. Already sports in charge of manufacturing.
minute monologs.
Deal for .solo
director of the ABC network and
guesting with options for mat
top aide to G. A. Richards in the
more, pays- Burns $4;000, plus
..'Station.'.:,
Miller, president of NAB dampen latter's multiple station operation,
$1,000 writer fee. Contract is nan
Jitters
CBS, however, is changing Sex- video's future to the extent that Wismer- has now been pacted by Gives Morris
exclusive.
ton's name to Jack Sterling when
!the. comparatively new medium Chrysler autos for a cross - the
Dolan heads for N. Y. tomorrow
Seeing Ford's Minerva
he takes over the 6 to 7i45 a.m. will not sound the death knell of board stint on two Mutual key
^
(20 ) to dicker with sponsors, and
N. Y. slot, starting Nov. 1.
(N.Y.)
stockholder outlets,
while there will test three of his
(Continued on page 32) ,
Stint
As emcee of the CBS coast-toIn
and
^Chicago).
shows on television. Arthur Treachcoast "Saturday at the Chase" airHe's getting the 8:,55-9 p m
William Morris office; as agent er as "Jeffers the Butler," is set
er, he's familiar to N. Y. listeners,
spot in which Billy Rose was heard for Fred Allen on his Sunday
for Chevrolet, Oct." 25; Burns and
although, for the most part his 10 Schnbert Guts Talent
up to la.st week, which means that night NBC show for Ford Dealers,
years in radio have had a strijctly
Hy Gardner, who got the nod as had considerable qualms about Shirley Ross will do a trial shot for
Admiral Radio, Oct. 31; "Ross
midwest accent. Prior to his
successor
on
Mutual,
won't
Rose's
Minerva Pious co-starring with Dolan, Detective," will be videoed
for Luckies As
XVBBM regime, he was at KMOX,
get an airing in the two top mar- Gertrude Berg: in last iMonday;
Nov. 1 on Chevrolet program. If
the CBS station in St. Louis, where
night's (18)"Chevrolet^on Broad- William Gargan is tied up with film
Matinee Strip over the rest of the chain
he emceed, among other shows, the
way" TV production of "Whistle,
widely kudosed "The Land We
Wismer will do sports chatter of Daughter, Whistle." Feeling was commitment, another actor Will
Hollywood, Oct. 19.
substitute.
Live 111." He's also been employed
course.
Bernard Schubert planed out for
that, as Mrs. Nussbaum of the
Dolan is taking to N. Y. a print
on several other midwest stations New York with a sample record of
Allen package, now plugging Ford
"Trouble Preof Sol Wurt^el's
during ,the past decade.
''Your Lucky Strike,'' which he cut
cars, Miss Pious would be: lendGodfrey early a.m. spot is one .at CBS for American Tobacco, who
Promotion ing her talents on behalf of a com- ferred," starring. jReggy Knudsen,,;
Peries to
as
sample of the type film Wurtzel
Of the. choice, plums in radio.
Intended as a
took up the tab
Arthur Peries is moving out as peting product.
make
for
will
video.
Dolan has
five-a-week 30 minute strip, show asst director of Press Information
However,
Allen reportedly closed deal with Wurtzel
as sal«
would use professional talent with
qbs this week, and steps up couldn't see it that way and gave
's Coast Repeat
Don Ameche as emcee. Murray i^io the network's promotion dept., Miss Pious the nod to go on the agent of his. pictures for television.
Bolen produced the audition plat-|ag supervisor of special promo- show.
The Chevrolet stint, for
Outlets ter,
Switches to
tions, reporting to Neal Hathaway. one thing, was tele and not radio,
Peries has been with the: web it was not a competitive Sunday
Arrangement has been made
Walter Winchell's Coast repeat,
now and for years past on the Don with Leigliton BilU, Coast rep of for the past 10 years. George Cran- night programming situation; and
Lee -Mutual hookup, will move Richard: Rodgers aiidCscar Ilam- dall, press boss, doesn't contem- Chevrolet isn't competing with a
NOV.
top comedy show.
over to ABC's Pacific outlets when morstein 2d, for use oi talent on plate filling the vacated post.
Conti Products (Castille sham-*
Kaiser-Frazer becomes his: sponsor his filc!. which is said to number
poo and soap), is getting set for a
around 2,000 It American buys the
npxt Jan 2.
return
to
the
kilocycles
With a reThe reason is that, simultaneous- .strip it will mark its entry into the
vised version of the "Treasure
woo women
to
field
ly.
will become an ABC. prop- matinee
Hour of Song" which the outfit
erty, and the net sees no reason smokers.
bankrolled on Mutual up to Ia.st
why his repeat should be fanned
OCT. 15, '41
OCT. 15, '«
season. .' New show, tentatively
out to a competitive net when ABC
Bob Hope
Walter Winchell ... ... *2l,4
23.0
titled "Your's for a Song," probhas its -own Coast linkup. (This
MBS' $1,000,000 Windfall Fibber and Molly
Fibber atid Molly
20.1
23.0
ably will lee Off Nov. 19 )n Mutual'a
.attitude doesn't hold, however, in
Theatre
Lux
21.6
Friday 8:30-55 p.ip. segment.
Benny
19.()
Jack
Mutual has sweetened its billings
the ca.se of
repeats carried by
Jack
Benny
19.0
20.6
If the .stanza gets this slotting,
Bob
Hope
WLW, Cincinnati, and NBC's Ari- kitty to the tune of about $1,000,000
17.9
Amos 'n' Andy
19.8
"Leave It to the Girls," now in
Lux Theatre
zona Group, which can continue a year in a deal with Kaiser-Frazer
Red
Skelton
17,.^
19
2
this period, wiU be shitted either
Harris
Phil
weekly
to bankroll two half-hour
airing them )
16.2
Jolson
Al
18.8
to
Tuesday or Thursday night Web
Suspense
on
NBC
If it wants to,
Don Lee can .shows "Thin Man" (last
Charlie McCarthy
.... 16 0
17.9
is said to feel "Girls'' isn't the ideal
Duffy's Tavern
keep tile repeat in about 25 of its as a summer fillin), Thursday at 10,
Walter Winchell
15.5
17.8
type of show to follow the EpisGodfrey's Talent Scouts,
niai-kets which aren't covered by starting next week '28), and Guy.
.
District
Mr.
Attorney
17.5
copal
15.3
Church'.? "Great Scenes from
Bing
Crosby
at
9:30,
ABC outlets, according to the lat- Lorabardo's orch Saturdays
Fred Allen
16.9
Great Plays."
15.1
My Friend Irma
{
tei- web's execs. But that, of course, starting next weekend (23).
Screen Guild Playera.
16.7
14.9
Carlo De Angel 0 will direct, with
Charlie McCarthy
f ime tab on each of the stanzas
doesn't include Los Angeles, where
.,'..*.,'....
Harris
Phil
Bernard
Dudley handling narra14.8
16.5
Life
of
Riley
Agency
Don Lee's KHJ now bills the play- is around $10,000 weekly.
Bing Crosby
tion.
15.5
Agency is Bermingham,
Stop the Music (Average) 14.6
bac-K-. A"""
KECA will take over for the aiilo outfit is William WeinGreat Gildersleeve
14.7
Castleman & Pierce.
14.1
Crime Photographer
there.
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PGEMS TAYLOR CONCERT

IT'S

With Ceorce H, Combs;, emcee; Writer: Gardner
Burton Turkus. Anthony Mars- Producer: HufO Sailer
5 Mins.; Moii.>thru-Fri., 8;5S p.m.
loe, Harry Feeney

With Gladys Swarthout, ruestj With Ben Park, narrator and interviewer; Ton^ Parrish, announcer
Frank McCarthy, announcerCo^producers: Ben Park* Don Her'
Producer: Radio Features
SO Mins,; Mon.-Hiru-Frl., 11:30

bert
Writer: Ben Park
15 Mins., Mon. thru

p.ni.

RADIO FEATURES
WOB, NewYorlc
n Schioimmer

^cott:\

Fri.,

•

Director: Bob Jenninca
30 Mins., Wed., 8 p.m.

.

,

WMGM, New

-

gram

probed ,iuve delinquency
and other community sore spots.
In "This Is Your Life" he reprises
have the method but switches from solection, and he'll occasionally
physiology, exploring
to
ciology
guests from the music world.
problems of personal Ivealth. Hes
For his getawaj on WOH Monday also ca.st himself as narrator and
Tavlor did the commentary interviewer.
(18)
with opera singer Gladys
li\e,
preemed Monday (18),
Series
Swarthout as his premiere guest.
was rather un- with the first half of a two-part
Their "interview
show titled "A Family Has a Baby.
satisfactory, being forced and sua Baek-of-theinterviewed
Park
it
asking
Ta.vlor
such as
perficial
family of five—three young
he could call her Glad.\s, when Yards
daughters, their father and the
they've known each other 16 years),
pregnant mother, whose imminent
but the two Swarthout recordings
The
infant was (he central topic.
chosen to frame tlic interview were
choice parenLS recalled the days they went
taries that

IVIUSICAL DIRECTOR
Stop the Mu»ic— ABC

Payt

it

steady, giving their versions of a
•standard type neighborhood ro-

to

George

II:

is

somewhat akin to Fred
His copy, in the manner

is

Allen's).

Combs, lawyer and news

analyst, as emcee. Board gets live
clues to a murder, to identity it.
If they fail, Ihey each pay $5 to
the parly sending clues in; if they
succeed, money goes to a jackpot

Bb Iflnor»nt— CBS

SHOW

'And

platters).

Gardner's delivery
tone

etc,
okay (his

,

HARRY SALTER

LANNY ROSS
mance. What saved it from being With Sylvan Levin and orch (30);
just another t^-and-A was the abfor a filial mystery which the stuJohn St. Leeer; announcer
sence of bundle-tr6m-heaven coydio audience solves. The board got
_
Taylor's intros arrayed his thorof the Producer: Herb Rice
recognition
frank
and
ness
its
but one mystery right on
all
Bailey
ough knowledge of the field and
Final scene, recorded Writer: Mel
natal facts.
Wednesday. Perhaps Hie studio
masters.
Mins.: Sat., 9:15 p.m. (EST)
hosDital four days later, left 1,>
at
the
ought to reward every sender-jn
Packager of the show is also its Park and the father waiting for the Sustaininii;
somehow.
plugs
Mutual, from New York
bankroller on WOR. ;md the
of birth,
presented a
ad- moment
Anyway,
are given to calling attention ot
Lanny Ross, who has been beaton Tuesday il9) w.ts a
Part
good
skilled board that knew most of
vertiser,^, to the stanza as a
airlane comeback via
ne vd p rtui^foT local radio. Birth 'ing an
i.^rsw""^^ tha I roTe
twobuy. U would seem, however, that
factually reported while m| now, _ha_s_ been given a^
was
spill the details of
w^^^^
to
without
sold
be
could
the show
progress via statements of the
a crime case, and otherwise added
ox erstatement of claims charactercom-Ratings ot nurse, the obstetrician, and
color to an already interesting subistic of commercials.
ment bv Park and the .father, who preemed last weekend 116)^ (He ject. They'd guess the criminal on
radio .symphonies wouldn't appear
room has also been slotted, starting this
that sweated it out at the delivery
"•- to bear out the contention
cross-thein
11:45
a.m.
week,
the
baby's
,.„on,,,>
ha.k
The smack on the
In good door.
'°
"62''o of all listeners tune
HeatGabriel
between
board
seg
with
along
„^*' V,^ m .-derl?
buttocks was recorded,
Details
.f,";,^
uei^us
fhf'c "MailKaa"
anri "JC-itp
«lmi(h giound on tne muioeiei,,
music."
Aate smiin
MdUbag and
the first squawks and gurgles. Top tei s
^^^^ cold-blooded, sometimes, but
Nevertheless, the DT Concert is bit was the mother's dreamy mus-. Speaks.".)
fascinating. Digressions and asides
a w elcome item in the longhair list- ing through the fog ot anesthesia.
The
Saturday night item is were interesting and ihf ormativeiings, and stands to attract lovers of The father underplayed by accept- strictly tor those who remember
as when one membfer ^'ent into ex^
Doaii.
good music.
ed norms, seeming almost stolid Ross from 'way backi his theme planative of tiie derivation of the
e.Ycept for nervous chuckles. Show being "Moonlight and Roses" and word "'cdp''
and emcee Combs
SONG SERENADE
ended with him phoning the mes- his repertoire being a reprise of wisely let them have free rein,
ith Robert Low e, Harry Jcnks
sage, "It's a boy."
oldies like "Embraceable You." while panel never got quite out of
Producers-Directors: Fran Heiser,
Gonlmercials as intoned by Tony Roiss' pipes are far from sensa- .hand.'
v';"'':^'
Eddie Edwards
Pavrish' were fine models of the tional, but they'll do for the oC'
Program moved fa.st, bri.skly. ReWriter: Seymour Stinchart'
institutional, with medicos hfeavily casion. His b.u-king: is certainly
Harry Feeney sort of
porter
30 Mins.; Sun., 1:30 p.m.
plugged. Actual siell of J&J prod- impressive, being 30 pieces count monopolized the program, with
INDEX EMPLOYMENT CO.
ucts amounted to a diseriBet 12 sec- 'em! under Sylvan Levin's capa- picturesque though garrulous anKMBC, Kansas City
prevailed ble batoning.
taste
Good
Dom.
,.
ondSi
sweics, and .made the best sliowHere's a half-hour or easy lis- throughout.
Tags on both shows
ing,
But the others werejn'l far
tening tucked in at the dinner advised, listeners with questions to
Bron,
behind.
hour Sundays, giving dialers a call the Community Fund's Re- START THE DAY RIGHT
chance to hear standard and pop ferral Service.
In. the case of With .lack Baker, Dal Stallard, All
Pliillips, Frontier Eour
musical numbers: done straight, cancer, TB and other major ailLAYMAN'S HIS'TOBY Of MUSIC
Index nabbed Robert inents on future "shows there'll be Producer: Sid Tremble
but good.
With- CBe Symiliwiriy Orch, LeSDirection: Stallard
Lowe, top-ranking local tenor, and referrals to specific agencies.
Beil Chblr, Parlow String
|;lle
combined him ^^ith Harry Jenks,
Series is unusual in that it's 30 Mins.: Mon.-Fri., 7:15 a.m.
Quartet,: Fraricls Jaines, Gerald
DRUG, MENNEN CO.
.staff, for a likeable
of the
packaged by the Chicago IndusBales, Dirk Kectbaas, Margaret
song-piano team,
trial Health Assn., a .so-called "vol- KCMO, Kansas City
Ireland,
Cornelius Yssclstyri, Greta
•There isn't much to the show untary' ..organiMtion" with Chi's
Morning half-hour: has just been Kraus, William Morton, flyman
other than letting Lowe sing and chief healttl, welfare and medical entered by
on the local
Jonks play, sometimes together,' groups as members, It's probably ether as a bit of programming be- Gopdmau, Edmiind Hdckrldge, Leo
Solway Striiic Quartet;
Barkiti,:
kind
some .solo. Either way, it's okay, the first time an org of this
yond record spinning for early Ernest Alorgaii, narrator
us Lowe's tenoring is some of the has turned out a show for commer- risers. Show also sprves to introProducer : Tete.nce :Gibbs
best originating here, and makeup
sponsorship.
Baker;
imported

on

(as

quips, jokes, observations,

WMGM

i

I

Indeed, the

,

up of a potpourri of news oddities,

of an old hand at the paragraph"
er's trade, shows a feeling for
words and a bright aptness of exprosecutor, who successfully fought pression. Most of all, the material
gpng; Anthony
tlie Murder, Ine
is fresh. There's a distinct place
Marsloe, former special investiga- for this sort of fare on the ether.
tor for Gov. Thomas E. Dewey, and
Doan.
Harry Feeney, vet N. Y. police reporter, as its panel of experts, and

"

compcn.sating.

that

has something hot here.
an audience partioipation probuilt around various wellpublicized crimes, with audiences
sending in clues to the crime and apanel of crime experts trying to
Program, as
solve the mystery.
judged by Wednesday's (13) open-^
er, is a somewhat gruesome but always fascinating airer, to keep ^11
crime fans glued to tlip remeiver.
It's hardly suitable for the kiddies.
has Burton Turkus,
It's

dosed

of disks throughout was excellent,
giving the dialer a nice range ot
waxed
tvrisB of good music, finely

intrigues, so

WMGM

'Yoitng 5 Rub.cam)
As wnter-producer of oft ku"Report Uncensored," Ben
Park put extra punch in public
sen ice via tape-recorded documen-

I

York

Crime always

U'MAQ, ChicagiL

Deems Taylor, the eminent music
cn°fc ibes K^own to radio audi-!
enees for " his intermission stint xMtli
the N' \. -Philharmonic on CBS)
has turned longhair disk jockey to
preside over a transcribed ci-ossthe-board program packaged by
Radio Features, Chicago. Ihe disks
he twirls are from his own fine col-

Sustalnlnc
Mutual, from New York
Columnist Hy Gardner has been
handed the quickie slot which was
cut out by Mutual last year for
Billy Rose, and he seems a fit successor, Taking over on short notice last week, Gardner tame upwith a format wherein he alterto
a
nates sequences devoted
pcl'iod-long anecdote to ones made
'

Sustaining

11.15 a.m.

JOHNSON & JOHNSON

.

HY GARDNER

FIVE CliWES TO THE CRIME

YOUR LIFE

'

WMGM

-

U
.

NEWS IN THE

]\.AK1NG

Ken Rush, Dick Oberlin; Pete
French, narrator

With

15 Mins., 9 p,m.,

Mon.

Sustaining

WHAS,

Louisville'

an innovation in
news airings was last Monday
night's shot which consisted of on-

Somewhat

bf

news personalities, and demonstrated the
vahie of the telephone recorder.
the-spot interviews with

Plugged as a new technique

in re-

WHAS obtained
permission to record two-way

porting the news,

FCC

conversations. They believe it is
one of the first stations lo use this
form of news gathering and dissem-

-

•

^

ination. Phone company figures- in:
the deal, too, as the "peep" or tone
at intervals during the conversations is one of the requirements on
the deal.
'

Pete French, in narrative style,
started the stanza with an explanation of what it was all about, then
news editor
switched to

.

—

W

^

-

i

I

—

—

WHAS

Ken Hush, who was heard convers-

.

1

\

{

i

[:

ing with Billy South\^orth, Boston
Braves manager, in a matter of
about five minutes after the first
World Series game in Bqston.
Soiithworth was heard to say after
some brief words about tlie game,
"I've got about 15 newspapermen
waiting to interview me." That'?
a good tipoff as to the timeliness of
Ihe recorded phone conversation
gimmick. Amazing thing is how the
station got a call through to Southworth so promptly, beating the on
the spot newsmen to the interview.
,

'

CROWN

KMBC

Another fall was put through
Waycross, Ga.i where a B-29 superfortress had exploded Monday afternoon. In a conversation with a
reporter from the Journal-Herald,
details of the explosion in which
eight were killed and four survived
were given to the radio audience
by means of the two-way recording,
director: Geoffrey WadOther conversations recorded M'era
:

{

:

j

KCMO

:

.

.

.

.

"

.

former Breakfast
duce ,Iack
aeries has a good chance of Club (enor, on the local scene. It's
building a femme audience, even a mixture of songs, weathei:, time
If and chatter, mostly art lib, and
penetrating to soap listeners.
the pair of openers typify shows to mostly guided by Dal Stallard of
follow. .I&.I is apt to get .satisfac- the announcing staff as m.c. One
torv r.ntingis plus some scrolls suit- of the few local shows at this time
of day which gives the listener any
Baxt.
^|)ig,.|or framing.
kind of talent and production, it
cial

of the show, probably favors; him
somev^hat,
deservedly
so.
Although he's been singing about
tow-n for some, time; this is one
of his Jew sorties, into- radio
Jonks IS well-known to. listeners as
.

.

Musical

^: .eUhKton''''.''.'"":'',
.

I

staff man; and turns out
listenatale music from eitlier organ
or piano.
use the more cs-

They

.

i

;

:

should

:

|

be a natural,

but

it

has

some drawbacks as yet;
musical comedy CROSSROADS BALLAD
*
(Transcribed)
Idea of an a.m. chatter and song
one of few employment With Tom Glazer, Mary Patton, session is okay, and Stallard holds
Scourby,
John Larkin, ivis own as m.c. Hitch comes when
Alex
James McCallion
Baker and Phillips are mixed.
which tries programming of this Producer-Director: Frank Papp
Phillips and his outfit are standard
type.
Commercials are somewhat Writer: Ben Kagan
in their line^western tuneS, Arid
talky, but adequate.
Show is a 15 Mins., Mon. 0:30: p;m;
Baker is established as a:' prabfc
worthy entry in the Sunday early Sustaining
tenor. But togetJier thev don't' jibe.
afternoon schedules.
WNYC, N. Y.
Quin.
Baker's forte is the li.st of pop
One of radio's more recent de standards and musical iomedy:
YOUTH VIEWS THE NEWS
velopments is tiie lifting of the WavesTie Me To Youi'- Apron
With Millard Ireland, Bob Hurd
iron curtain on the dissemination Strings
.^gain."
"Embraceable
30 mins.. Sun; 10 a.m.
of information on. venereal diseases. You" and "Always;'' all.- done on
Sustaining
l"or many years the mere mention the show caught, and weli warbledf
KOMO, Seattle
of this ailment has been tabooed, But these are off the beaten path
Some current events and round tending to increase the. incidence for the Phillips outfit.
table: discussion shows by adults of social diseases in many strata,
otherwise, .show is well spotted
could learn from this weekly of society.
for pi-ogratning, and by straightensustainer that rounds up whiit high
With programs of this type, radio ing ou.t those wrinkles stands a
school k!d.s think about questions reaches an extremely mature pliine good chance of catching
a respectof impoi^tancc. Topics have real in- by utilizing its facilities for educa- able early Hooper, Baker also has
terest and the kids really speak tional purposes aiming toward the an afternoon singini' .session,
doing
their minds, making for an intcj.-est- elimination of VD through early the tw!()-arday as' his:
return lo
ing and revealing session on what recognition
radio after an absence of :a jfear-oi'
and treatment,
the teenagers thjnk ot the wor d'
..Jt
>
r. n
e
.scQuill,
Crossroads
Ballad,.'
one
the
of
and how' it is run.
Show caught was tape-recorded series produced by Columbia Uni.
versify in cooperation with the
iif auditorium of Kent High School,
INSIDE FOOTBALL
near Seattle. Three topics were: United States Health Service, is ^^''l'' Pal'' Brown. Bob Neal
nnn ot
nf tne
(hr. mote
mni-P entcii.iining
Pnlpvt -lini'ntf cpioni
one
n
Berlin
tablishcd

and

pops,

;

light classical fa\ orites,

Index

{

is

1

i

firms in town which uses radio
in any quantity, and the only one

I

i

1

.

I

:

'

.

1

I

I

I

I

j

.

'

|

i

I

i

'

1

i

mix

up;

Democrats

ac-^

again.st

the

company

Format has four students on
stage to start discussion on each
followed b,y remarks from
Millard Ireland does a;
on stage in slating topic
encouraging: expressions of
:

opinion, and Bob Hurd carries on
with traveling mike out in the
auditorium.
A good job all around, and a fine
example of intelligent public scrv:Reed.
tee programming.
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still
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sodcs in the scries. Supervi.sor Eric „,,„pAVtphc nnriir c'rVkoiBarnouw has elected to tell the
story
ballad
torm, with Tom
,r„„„ r;„i,„,.
«
..
,,
. ,,,,.1/
8. ,Sfn.s-!)ou-cr)
„ ot
Gla/er chanting ,,
the saga
a good
r.'
l'"''
foo'^all lovcrs. bringing a
hm lione wiong
u -nni lor
m-'nnp
nvfr. mo-l,^;,.,,
boj
one mad
p^^,, nyo.yn. coach and
ment,: and being .saved by an uni.'(.-ii<,'.r:il
inanaKou- of the Cleveland
derstanding wile who spurs her ITrovvns
Chaninion: iiro'. triai'li,: is. 'a
erring spouse to adequate medical neat
feat, for WC?AR. The: rnehtoi'
treatment.
flishc- ui) some backciound info
Glaser's recital is done in a va- ofi : his learn. en-ic.Pc.S interview's
with
t'it't^'
the
hillbilly
"1 lemiji,
w ith i)!a,\ ers and coaches of college
"
motif predominating but one which (cams, etc
includes dixieland licks for musical
As cMicclod 1hi> ^how is strictlv
variety a iic! pace., Glaser,:, one of lieavy. \yi|h footb.Tll, .ind .won't atIhe more expert balladeers, does tract or hold a non-sports nudiMrtTc.
this chore excellently,
lie's aided iB'-own knows his business, 'ttas a
considerably by the script and pleasant mike appeal and is ably
lyrics of Ben Kagan.
Bssistcd by Nr.il. For gridiron enOialng is flown to a minimum, (liusiasfs it's an autumnal listene.s.scntials of the story being done ing "nui'-t": for others, besi they
Jose.
give the d=al a quick turn. Mnrk.
in tuneful form.'
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fine job

and
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cuse Republicans of w anting to do
away with price supports for
farmers, and who is right in the
Boeing Airplane .Aero Mechanics
, Union
beef?
Union is back at
'work ai'ter» protracted strike, but
there is an unfair labor practices
pending.
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ing of Leslie Bell, the narration MISSISSIPPI MINSTRELS
of Ernest Morgan
commehdably With Lambert Kaiman. Al Bland,
Harry Fendler, Russ Brown, Be/t
lacks the; usual
unction of the
Granville, Rex Davis, Jerry Whit"ivory tower dweller'' so often
tington,:
associated ^vith tliis- type\ of prbr;
Norman Erd, Stan
Dougherty orch.
gywii; and in vpresentirig tlte .various tone .Colors in thfe riuitatibnsi of Producer: Paul Shumate
mu:$i<; from human voices to sub-: Director: A! Bland
30
Mins.
sequeritl.v:-: dieveloped
Sat.
7:30 to 8 p.m.
iiistrumeHts;
the (iBC, ::uhknotting ttie purse-- Sustaining
strings, has gathered tdp-rankihS KMOX, St. Louis.
Vocal groups 'and emiherit Cana- This, one of four 30 mins. prodian
flautist.s.
'harpistis, V harp- grams launched from
the stage 6f
sichordists, vcellisfs and violinists the midtown Shubert theatre, has
to illustrate this history.
possibilities of blooming into solid
Later, the series will deal 'with entertainment for both tlie visual
the' developnient of toccata, fugue and listening audiences, but preem
and rondo io the classical period showed that a lot of spade work
of Beethoven to Tschaikow'sky, the must be done to bring it up to par.
"npres.sionism of Debiisfsy, and the Some of the gags apparently Were
'ii.odern
music
of
Stravinsky, dug from the bottom of the corn
^hostakbvitclt and Benjaraifi iJril- crib. Others that were u-se'd might
t'eri,
^Vilh vSa.mplcrft of each pro- be okay in the hinterlands but this
gressive .step. Academic but su£;ar- also is doubtful. The pi'ogiam also
''"aled with luimor, this scvkjs is lealured a quartet that will not
inil^-Stone
in
the cau.se The Sportsmen lo endure
any wakeful nights. One of Ihc
CBC's di.sseminaUon ot "cultuie
"This cour.se ih music apprecia- distinct drawbacks w,<s the lact
lion" could be dispensed in slioiter th.it the voice" of the tenor could
.takes but con.si'stent.iy \v-i,il iiold scarcely be heard on the initial
interest ot the untutored listener program.
However, some good talent was
who still is amenable to good music
and its background, if the unveiled, i.e.; Bert Granville and
Brown, baritones; Walter
teaching is presented dramatically Kuss
and entertainingly. This new .sciies Oriel and Julius .Muckcnstriim,
is highly enjovahle and a tribute iromboni,stSi and Stan Daugherty's
to all connected with it. Mci'fai/.
(Continued on page 32)
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and: an
Attor-

:
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newsmen

Commonwealth's

:

i

;

1

WHAS

,

j

KMBC

Assistant

ney anent an important local case
in Criminal Court, some ta Ik with
CBC, from Toronto
Mayor Charles Farnsley and his
Perliaps only in « nationalized opponent for the Mayoralty post,
radio setup could such a 2ti-hour James Stewart, both: of whom had
series, free from Commercials, be just
addressed the League of
undertaken; As a history of the de- Women Voters.
velopment of music, frohtj the
The twoi-way recorded conversaprimitive ideas of ryhthm via an- tions
will be a permanent part of
cient percussion instruments up WHAS'
new coverage of the news,
through the progressive birth of and with
a little improvement in
melody by means of religious the broadcast quality of the recordchants and later harmony singing, ings should
be a definite means of
to the development of reed and bringing the listeners spot news
subsequent keyboard instruments, from anywhere
in the country, as
current series is worthily aimed at well
as iocsL events, in a matter of
the enlightenment of listeners to
minutes.after the events happen.
classical music who have had no
Hold.
formal mu.s.ical training.
Plus the bright and lucid script-

I

.

between

Writer: Leslie: B^ll
160 Mins.; Wed., 7:30 p.m. (EST)
Sustainer

i

.
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lEAVE OUR GIVEAWAYS ALONE'
Fdlow Up Comnmit on a Shoestring
Fort Worth, Oct,

m

NBC Flagdbip's 400G New Revenue

19,

Kemarkable payoff of an unusual switch
the eurrent giveaway
craze came about here last week for Paul Williams, Art Linklettei's "People Are Funny" shoestring war vet. He's practically set
for lite. Just six weeks ago he was in the Birmingham hospital
at Van Nuys, GaJif., broke and despondent, with no home or family.
On his first air appearance, Williams. 24-year-old wounded Navy
vet, was given a shoestring by Linkletter and told to see what he
could parlay it into. He traded the shoestring for a pen; then
went with "People" on a charity tour across country. It netted
him $1,334 cash.
Here in Fort Worth last week, Williams received from W. O.
Banston,:'head of a Dallas auto agency; a permanent $ales promotion job at $6,000 a year, plus a place to live. A wholesale bakery
in Corsicana, Tex., guaranteed Williams 10% on all its cakes, sold
all-over the. world, for life. He was also handed a Ic-a-copy take
on a new song, "Putting All My Dreams Behind Me."
Williams ha.s invested his cash in 40 acres of oil lease at Utopia,
Tt'X;, adjacent to present oil drillings.
Linkletter had a plastic replica made for the vet's missing right;

In Reversal of Policy on Spots

FCC'S flOTHORITy

^

Last of the holdouts among- stain the 'Awned-and-operated
WNBC: the New York flagNBCi suddenly reversed

tions

Washington, Oct. 19,
Broadcasters in general agreed
Practice
Durr Into
today (19), as the FCC held its
Washington, Oct. .19.
hearing on giveaways, that someClifford J. Durr, former member
thing should be done about the situation.
But they sharply dis- of the FCC, announced last week
agreed on the agency's authority to his reentry into law practice. He
restrict the jackpotters.
Mostly, will handle general, administrative
they inferred it was none of FCC's and radio eases,, with offices in
business. The: hearing was all over Washington.
During his seven years as a
by late afternoon.
Chief support for the Commis- member of the Commission Durr

Law

,

ear.

field,

ship vof

revenue of ^approximately

-

&

proposal to lay down rules was a vigorous; fighter for the rights
saying which shows constitute lot-' of the small broadcaster. He had
previous service with the RFC and
teries came from ex-FCC chair:
man Paul Porter^ representing the Defense Plant Co?-p.>
the 'Maryland Broadcasting Co.
(WITH), Baltimore. He cautioned
the commissioners' against being

swayed by lofty arguments from
the networks and the National
Assn. of Broadcasters as to FCC's

Tossed Out as TutOe' System

.

$400,'-

.

;

'

Gamble, Kaiser-Fraser, Ameri-

can Tobacco, Campbell Soup, Pepsodent and American Chicle Co. V
grabbing off the initial, stationbreak allocations at $100 per announcement:,
WNBC, which untll now utilized
all station break time for promotional purposes and to plug either ;>
local or network shows, followed
in the footsteps of the network'*
Chicago o & o operation, WMAQ,
which also lifted its spot ban re- v
strictions to accept biz througliout all hours of the day. Previous4y station maintained a 7 to 11 p;ni.
;

.'.

FCBAAsb AVCO Procedure Be

,.

.

.

sion's

..

'

;

000, with the practice to be restricted
daytime 'acceptance
to
only.
Station inaugurated its new, policy on Monday (18). with Procter

'

:

:

pol^y this ;week to permit
slotting of station break spots; It
will allow for additional annual

its

,

,

;

.

,

.

Happy GrossDays
1

'

jurisdictional limitations,
'"The overwhelming majority of

I

For NBC, CBS;

:

.

broadcasters
need the commission's support," Porter said, '^'and
Washington, Oct. 19.
its failure to act would shoot the
Proposal that the FCC throw out
j:.
|.
The
works."
increase*
in.giveaways,
its competitive bidding procedure
DIV6 JlVe
ban.
he- declared, is a "c a n ce r o u s
'^
on sales of radio stations or 11For awhile
and WCBS,
growth" within the industry. Op?
Baltimore, Oct. 19.
v
censes has been submitted by the
CBS has revised, upwards
its
alone among stations in New.Yorki
position
to
the
FCC's
proposed
Federal Communications Bar- Assn., [ Marvin Fllin. who platter pilots
estimate of gross time billings for banned station, break: sales, but
rules,
he
added,
boils
down
to
an
"Varieties," an afternoon cross-theVariety learned today.
the Columbia 'flagship succumbed,
that
attitude
none
the
com"it'-s
of
and
it
now
[1948
looks
like
the
netThe executive committee of I board show on WCAO; on Oct. 27
about eight "nionths ago.
FCBA has informed FCC Chairman will Intro his- disks while clad in rrtission's business.
work will boast a 5% hike over last:
The
reversal of policy
The FCC shpiildkgb rahiead anid
Wayne Coy that the AVCO proce- a Navy diving suit below the Potoyear instead of the previously comes on the heels of the best
courts
dure, (tiO-day waiting period, after mac River off Washington. Respon- $dbpt.' Ih^ roies^-ib^rt.Jet;^^
month----Septeniber--*-ever recorded
hoped-for 3%.
decide-''
jurisdictiion
questl^^
ihe.
filing for transfer, to allow com- sible for the stunt is Lieut. Joseph
by the station, with '48 billings
''''''jj''-':
Porter
contended,
factors
in
web's
Chief
the
busi'.''r'
peting bids) is "futile," The system Marshall of the Navy's local re|-far ahead, of any previous year.
The Network Viewpoint
ness spurt over the past half year But with network income
only causes hardships to station cruiting station.
at a
.operations,: it added,
rHearing opfeiifs^^ witli: ie#iinoiiy have been the, sale of the N. Y.
Ellin's, dive, which appropriately;
siandstill- because, of the
static
"During the past two years that will take place on Navy Day, is de- by' Brace- $i'-6Jrileyy; specM
Philharmonic Sunday afternoon rate structure,;;NBC has been- obtills
system has been in eflfect," signed to focus the public's atten- for thfr: ABC nfet Woi:k. ite cHalliged to (explore new ways to help
V
concerts
to
Standard
Gil
Co.
FCBA president GarJ Wheat told tion on the Navy's diving branch, lehgfed the authority bf;jFCC;to itri^
pay the Ireight for television and
Coj "relatively few competitive ap- one of its lesser known depart- pose rules against giveaways. He ( N.; J. ) the additional half-hour of upped operating costs. Hence th«
plications have been filed. Accord- ments. When well submerged, he'll did hot mean, he said, that the Lever Bros, biz through acquisi- decision to grab
off the 400G via
ingly, it appears that :the original man the turntable with "Rocked in corniiiission should "close; its eyes, tion of "Amos 'n' Andy"; the
spots.
procedure the Cradle of the Deep."
purpose of the
to fliagrant yiplatiohs"' .of the Com-!- Longines 30-minute sale and the
Armour daytime billings.
has not been fulfilled.
munlcatibns; Act^. ^iut; he^^^^^^i^^
;"Moj,'«over where the transferor
tained,, ''therfe :.is a,, world -of diffei;^
Last year CBS gross billings hit
Staff (10) Gets
does not wish to seU to the comence betvyeeri taking notife^ of the the $59,200,000 mark.
petitive applicant, despite the com-.!
yiolatlon: of a statute; in pSsSing on
NBC, which racked up $65,750,Jobs Back, But
mission's decision favoring it, it ap-»
an ifpplication for a biroadcasting 000 in gross time |ales during '47,
decision Is
license, and adopting 'rules. purpbrtT
pears that the
also estimates it will wind; up with
Fact Still Uninked
futUe Finally, as a result of the
Ing to define in advance what Conbetter than a 5% increase over last
AVCO procedure and the consestitutes; a viplation6f;to^^
Kansas Citv. Oct 19.
season.
Bromley -sttigujed /It Wpul4^
quent delay during the initial waitKIMO, indie 1,000-watter in Inprofit
sheets
on
net
.However,
the
i^les
ing period of 60 days subsequent
"highly uiireaiiiitiiG"U
dependence, Mo and the Ameriincome will tell a different story, can Federation of Radio Artists,
to tl«e filing of the application,
deftninif every crinie- cbf Which a
in
view
upped
operatingcosts.
of
conare locking horns over a contract
broadcast licensees encounter
broadcaStei\lniffht b^ gMilty and to
for announcing and production
refuse a license for violation of
siderable difficulty from a business
'•:..-,.
•. I'Saeh rules;-,.
personnel.
stanpdoint. Station personnel are
The new broadcasting season is
Regarding the question of skill
lett lu a slate of uncertainty leIn an election Thursday (7) to
determine bargaining rights, AFRA
garding their ultimate employment marked by; the absence of many of in giveaways, FCC chairman
>, b}
won out by a 7-2 vote, although
the prospective purchaser and the hardy kilocycle
perennials. Wayne Coj pointed out that an
swers to contests have been pubthe results remain to be certined
(Continued on page: 35)
These includes, among others, such lished. and that all that's necessary
Harry Hershfield, showbiz pli--^ by the National Labor Relations
stalwarts as Fannie Brice and Joan
timer-toastmaster and ''Cah :Y()iui, Board.
is to be able to read and write.
Davis, who lack takers even at Whereupon, Bromley" commented: Top This?" regular, takes oh a. n*!*
Following Mdnday, management
"bargain prices."
"I don't know what we're going to role next week as midnight, rover, of the station iired the entire staff
Thy situation accents anew the do about this fellow WincheU." ol Gotham's nitery cii'tuit; : for of 10 for rea,sons of economy, ac':' '.-':;
seal city of the free and ready spon(Walter WincheU frequently tells, WOR, N.Y.' ;
cording to Craig Siegfried, who
sor coin that was:, being tossed or guesses at. the title of the mysthe station
He'll do a eross-lhe-board stanza operates
with
two"*
WNBC, N. Y., has been chosen to around for talent: up until two tery melody on ABC's Stop the from
originating brothers, Cedric and Cnarles, and
12 to 12.30 a. in
kick oft a countrywide project by years ago. Dropped by General
Mu.sic.'')
it in rotation from such alter-dark a brother-in-iaw,
Frank Fowler.
Asso- Foods, which wanted a cheaper
Friendship
International
The remedy, if any is needed; meccas as tlie C'opacabana, the Station, however, did not go oif
ciates to get Americans to take up program,' Miss Brice's asking price
lies in Congressional legislation); Waldorf,
Versailles,
the
Latin the air, as family of officials took
correspondence with the peoples of is dow'i from $14,500 to $11,500, Bromley indicated.
Quarter, et al. Program will consist three-hour shifts at the mike and
nine European nations. NBC flag- but nobody's grabbing. Similarly
Don Petty,; NAB general coun- of chitchat and intervl ews,, and will turntables.
JSiegfried
said
th«
ship as. a result has booked an all- In the ca.se of Miss Davis, she can
sel,
claimed; adoption, of FCC's be sold on a participation basis, economy move had been considerdaj "Friendship. Letters Appeal" be' had lor $8,500 a week whereas
would
mean
that
pj-oposed rules
Three sponsors, ah eady have been ed for some time, and wUh bit
for next Friday (22), in which her Seallesl 'package of several
inked.
fakihg a; dip in recent- weeks ,tlj<t:,,:
(Continued on -page Zi)
local ;aii'ers---Tex St Jinx, Bob seasons back .cbrornanded :$17,5Qp
'
staff cut was necessiry.
U
Smiih .\orman Brokenshire, Mary per .s<!S.«ion.
l'..'':''-'.':'
Early last week station also filed
Mii,!Jift McBrlde, et al.— plus
;Tl.ie ''trlmn'iing .;CQr.^^
a complaint over the election witli
statuin breaks will be devoted to
the NLRB. AFflA countered with
denced nil over the lot. Jack Caitile plea.
S.
by Sealtest la.st seaan linfaii' Isibor practices charge,
Dialois will be asked to write son, dropped
General Foods reand called in Ed Schlesinger, na,t0: a
New Jersey box number, son. is the newUann-y
Thomas, but
tionai representative, to supervise
describing
themselves and the placomcnl for
package he
the negotiating. Union also estabtype of person they want to corre- it's no longer a $12,000,
GF
lished lockout benefits for five of
will -be heads up, but one for $9,500.
spond
with.
Letters
of
screened for crank items, etc., then also agreed to a continuance
the 1,220 channel, had prcviou.sly 'l"^^ wnemploy-ed .staffers, and subWashington,
Oct. 19.
at a price
pay for the balance,
sorted for shipment by special ".Mdricli Family" only
Right of the FCC to consider .applied for a power hike from 5,000
was slackplane to Europe the first M'cek in shaving.
^'^^"^ »
program content in issuing licenses to 50.000 watts
The fact that nobody's getting got a DDueilul new boost in the
November.
FCC found a lot of Ihing.s in
^S'"
a fever over tlie availability of Ed- U. S
^^^^
but luled that ^'."l^'-'^
Supreme Court yesterday favor of
without pre,|udice lis
>
.
n
gar Bergen— at $25,000 a week
since it said it would cari-> CBS withdrew
I
t18).
despite an almost surefire Hooper
American express In
The court in effect upheld the programs all day and all night it ^narges ol U nfair labor, practices,
guarantee, is again seen as the tip- righl of the Commission to deny was merely a "Blug in" for a net_ . f
_.~
41
7,'
. ,
.
^^^"^ a power boost to a station because work and would offer no local
^^^^
°"
Aflniirai « la/v Rl7 HlKPi
Switcnover to
^^^/O
shows. Hence it would not be in!
It planned to broadcast only netAmerican Express Co.. whit-It
Chicago, Oct.vlfl.
Henry Morgan, switching from work shows, by refusing to take the public interest to give
bankiollea'"Vox Pop" on the ABC Music; Corp. of America to William jui isdiction in the
what it wanted, Commission con-'i Admiral Corp. earnings hit $800,case.
network last season, hqs quietly Moiri-s, is still looking for a full489 duriuji .Julj, Aug. and Sept.,
Allen T. Simmons, operator of eluded.
transferred its ad account Irom
Simmons said this was censor- an increa.se of 142"^ over the same
time sponsor, as are Frank Morgan, WADC, at Akron. O., carried the'
Benton Sc
Mallies
agency
to
Di( k llaynie.^ and Danny Thomas, case to the high court, appealing a .ship of station programming and months of last yeai-. Net sales for'
How les
''<:;:
decision by tlie U. S. Court of Ap- argued that FCC had no right to the third quarter totaled $13,128,.Ttnoiig others.
Whether the outfit will get back
peals here which had upheld the challenge the "program balance" 165 or 36^c over 1947.
DiiialV; Shore is back this season,
into network radio this season
Total sales through Scptctnl)er
of a station.
the Eddie Cantor position of the FCC.
ha-,n't
been disclosed, but the but as part of
While case does not tic in direct- Of this year amount to 842,514,509
WAOr is a SOOO-watl outlet oh
another
Simms,
Ginny
show.
fact that overseas travel is tn
Back in 1946 My With the Blue Book, it "does go as against $32,609:22;) for the first
the l,320kr ch;iiinel
top
commanded
who
singer
slurp upbeat (AE has travelers' leniiiie
months of '47. Tele set sales
and
conbidera'jle
way
to^'-aid
supportnine
the
channel
it
applied
1,220
is
for
,3
back,
seasons
of
cltyctues for sale) may lean the coin a couple
the right to So up to 50,000 watts, ing the FCC position as e\-pressed largely account for the upped figfoiiipany
toward another web stil^ mis'Siiig; froin^
i-'
lUres.
IWGAR, ill Cleveland, which had by the controvers>ial Blue Book.
.','.•,:'
/'
>;:,'
season.
spUtvge.
"!
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TEUBVISION REVIEWS

S6

BIGELOW SHOW

VORD TELEVISION THEATRE

7 Game Weekend

With Dunnlncer, Paul Wincbell,
("Yean Aeo")
„
,
Pee Manhalt & Holidayt (4);
With Raymond Massey, Eva LaTiriliiia Gprakl,
Jennifer Bunker, Juditli Carfill,

Richard Taber, Seth Arnold; Cy
Feiier, music

BIGELOW-SANFORD CARPETS

Writer: Ruth Gordon
Director: Marc Daniel

Producers:

NBC-TV, from N. Y.
(Young & Rubicom)
Young & Rubicam ad agency,
long among the leaders in televl-

Montgomery,

Garth

Ellis Sard
60 Mins.; Sun., 7:30 p.m.

FORD MOTOR

CO.
CBS-TV, from New Vork
(Kenyon & ffcfchardt)

brought another of its clients
into the TV fold' With the preem of
the '*Bigelow Show" Thursday (14)
night. Half-hour offering for the
carpet iirm lias the malcings of a
siOHi

Still another dramatic series in
the growing competition for Sunday AM-TV audiences premiered
on Sunday (17) when Ford Motor
Co. showcased its hour-long video
program on CBS as a companion
piece to its Friday night radio
series. This one, however, is on a
Once-monthly basis, with the motor,
company reportedly banlcrolling
each show to the tune of $20,000,
including Itinescoping for .play;;
baclc on TV stations not yet linlsed

LaOallienne.
„
,
„
play
a
shakes
Never a great
as Broadway dramatic literature
goes, the Ruth Gordon biographical
opus, ''Years Ago," is essentially
one of nostalgia, with little action
^through the three acts, thUs creating a need for a sympathetic
understanding of the charar rs.
Yet neither Massey as the f-t'ier
of the stage-struek Ruth Gordon
Tnnoc nor
nnr MISS
MUs l^euaiuenne
T pGainpnnp as tne
the
Jones,
mother, fully succeeded in investing their portrayals with tlie necessary warmth.
In contrast to the Frederic
March -portrayal on the stage,
Massey 'was inclined to be bomfact was way
bastic (his voice
out of tempo with the others), and

.

and
ventriloquist
Paul^
Winchell, which should be plenty
for any 30 minutes. Winchell was
great on the sliow with his rapidtalist,

|

repartee with the dummy.
That's just because Winchell is
probably the best ventro in the
business today, and not because of
the progrSin. Duhninger, too, was
fire

,

^,

good but .his
near

had nowhere

impact it has iii niteries,
because he wasn't used; as
;

\^11: as hes inifeht, have beeh,",:That
stint with the
studio audience

however, the game was notable
because CBS made it so and
for the first time had added a
camera behind one of the goal
posts. This machine did some
exc^lent work. On points after
touchdown it not Only shoAved

^^^^ j,^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^ j^j^j..
est with more imaginative han
dling. Sets for both the- stars comprised merely unattractive drapery
backdrops and a "couple of tables

,

,

,

and chairs tossed together.
Dunninger's second routine .was
much, better. In tliat one^ he sup-

.

m

rotttihe

tile

nieijely

<.

.

solution for which the other
stations are still groping. Occasionally NBC's cameras seem
to say they know the answer,
too, but just won't admit it.
The reSt are so busy trying
to stay close to the players
they narrow their field to the
point of missing play after
play. CBS has made that conception of telecasting football
old-fashioned.'
The best of CBS' two sessions pictured the weekend's
least attractive game,- the FriDodgersday
night
(IS)
Rockets affair: at F,bbets Field.
From a television standpoint,

,

I

between thein. :But 4- .\Vh6's; to
prove the act wasn't a setup? Dun^
ninger offered his -standard award
of $10,000 to any one who can
prove he uses an accomplice and
,

it's
I

doubtful

that

.

^uch as Rose would have "cheated"
vantages are that only the
the act. But the way the routine
narrator can tell of gains or
^^gg handled left too much room
foj. skepticism.
Perhaps if Dunwhile wide running
losses
ninger had more of a chance to
sweeps and passes to the flat
prove himself earlier in the show,
are not easily covered and
the: second part would be easier to
often lost. Beyond the 25-yard
tion to video and crystalize it in take. G. E. Hooper, incidentallyi
line the end zone -camera Is:
terms of a 10-inch viewing ap- served as judge for Dunninger,
meaningless,
paratus. There were a couple of and rated a 16 for the job,
Saturday's lineup of games
emotional scenes that
Winchell and his dummy, Jerry
climatic
and stations was; Columbiayet
treatment,
closeup
for
Mahoney,
cried
were spotted twice on
CBS; Harvard-Army,
Penn,
seldom was the closeup technique the show. The young voicethrower
Princeton-^Ru tg e r s,
NBC;
used: In a more or less static play, gave out with some yock-laden. m*
WABD, and Navy-Missouri,
the burden for movement and terial, his punchy Chatter With the
WPIX. On Sunday WABD did
action falls on the performer, yet dummy .coming oft fine befdre the
the Stadium joust between the
director Marc Daniel chose to skirt earaeras. His act, tliciugh,' could be
Yanlte and '49ers, while WJTZ
the more -intimate TV treatment presented mucli: inore effefct,i*ely:
in preference to encompassing the if he had, a chance to woric Ih morewas at the Polo Grounds for
play as a stage production.
ariibitioiis surroundings, Peg Marthe Giants and Cardinals. Of
the seven weekend games five
On the other liand, Patricia Kiiii- shall and the Holidays, latter a
were sponsored.
land. reenacting the role she ere-, group? of four hiiaresi did One
fashion.
ated on the stage, was outstanding novelty ;*futte
At the Baker Field matinee,
Pilmed CDtnniercials were okay,
as the girl, capturing all the corCBS had Paul Douglas doing
rect sliadings. Logan Ramsey as but who ever thbught up that ''Bigthe narration.. A former sportsher Harvard boyfriend who gets elow" jingle to the 'tune :ofv''Figcaster giving it a whirl after
aro?"
Dan:
Seymour did a neat ahthe brushoff also did an effective
his legit click in "Born Yesternouncihg job. Amount of time hejob.
day," Douglas admitted he was
Overall, the Ford production was oh camera 'siioiild rate him at
He was also in a new
rusty.
was on a scale reflecting the top least an emcee's title.
medium for the first time, on
Judged on the. basis of other
coin investiture; and with a full
the sports angle.
month for between-shows prepara- vaude shows now On the air, the
tion, and with the Kenyon & Eok- Bigelow offering also missed the
productionaV
hardt
know-how, boat. Reason again goes back to
Milwaukce-r-Edwin Cordes upped
'Ford Television Theatre" should the fact that vaude and nitery per- to assistant cliief engineer of
eventually integrate Itself into the formers on tele must have at least WTMJ-FM and WTMJ-TV, Milwausock Sunday night TV layout.
as good production backgrounds as kee Journal outlets here. -Nick
Commercials
were
unusually they get in tlieir customary habi- Brauer named television studio
fine, the fir.st cued to the 1914 tats.
Stal.
supervisor:
theme of tlie play with a cavalcade
of Ford progress, and the second

never tiuite succeeded in winning
the audiences sympathy.
Perhaps the fault, too, lay in the
camera treatment and the failure
to effectively translate the produc-

,

j

|

|

1

|

.

-:

the camera but^ immediately
stamped the kick as good or
bad, It was also used to advantage when the ball was
within the 25-yard- line at its
end of the field, the viewer
being able to see the holes

open and close in this scout's
slant at the game. The disad-
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pattern" comparing Ford upholstery to a chic
model's.
Rose.
utilizing

"fabric

a

than just background accomp.

|

those: eastern videocasters: in ,f ootr
ball mis-Identify plays and players
and rather childishly apologize or
attempt to past, it off with stale
and unimpressive persiflage.

Ed Sullivan's "Toast of the
Town" presented one of the most
diversified vaudeo bills yet staged
in the series in last Sunday night's

:

a?) stanza on the CBS-TV web.
Result was a well-paced, attentionholding show that was marred only
by Sullivan's continued ineptitude
as emcee and the usual dull and
stodgy Emerson commercials. If
and his co-producer,
Sullivan
Mario Lewis, can continue to find
such top-quality acts and can perk
up the static segments, they should
have little to worry about from the
Philco Television Playhouse, which
is spotted directly opposite on the
-

NBC-TV web.
Lane and Claire opened the
neat

a

bit

of

bill

acro-terping,

business with the Sunday
comic strips adding to the., act's:
Visual attraction. Les Compagnons
de la Chanson pleased with two
French tunes done in their unique
style. Their offering lacked the
punch of their first appearance on:their

Last week's "Texaco Star Tlieaconclu-sively
demonstrated
tre"
Milton Berle's terrific impact on
the show; on: the one hand, .tnd
the program's limited potential,
on the other, when it leaves the
impression of a split-week booking
affair.
There probably isn't a
harder working guy in the TV
medium than Berle, but the results
are there and one shudders to think
how last week's parlay would have
played without the comic's assist.
In and out of practically every
act, Berle dominated the whole

,

program several weeks ago,
mainly because neither song gave
them much chance to move before
the

:

;

\
more

i

with

.

showman

a

:

of course, contrives to be

sic;

garb looked sufficiently distinctive,
but when the ike zoomed down
both teams looked like they were
attired in same-^hued giid togs,. Inof
cidentally, almost every one

the ball coming directly into

posedly read the mind of guestar
Billy Rose, who was sitting in an^^^^^ ^.^^^^^ ^^.^^^ ^ concrete wall

I

Football teams will have to dress
for the video, it becomes more and
more, apparent, perhaps utilizing
some strikingly contrasting color
scheme for the opposing team, The
Frisco 49ers' Forrest Hall dramatized that Sunday over WABD, opposing the Yanks, when it appeared as if his own interference
was tripping him; Under certain
camera angles the 49ers' lighter

duces the need for camera,
switching after a play has

;

"'

coaxially
That the initial Ford presenta,t foii^rf
tn generate
cnnpratp the
thp same
failed to
tioii
Viewer -excitement as did, for ex^
ample, the Philco show a few weeks
baclt, can be attributed largely to
the play chosen for the kickoif and
to the casting of the two principal
leads, Raymond Massey and Eva

i

started, and allows the viewer
to see what's behind and ahead
of the ball carrier. It is the

Comment

Tele Follow-up

five stations

mum

sharp entertainment " full layout
with the proper production trappings and script. Neither were evi-r
i_ the teeoff performance,
dent in
,
,
signifymg Y & R has plenty of pol
ishing. to do on this one to round
it into top form.
Show stars' Dunninger, the men-'

;

•

Seven games on

in three days comprised Manhattan's heaviest video football
weekend since television blew
its first tube. It also definitely
established CBS as the leader
of the local pack regarding
quality of caqiera job being
done on the gridiron.
Bjjr letting medium shots tell
the story of the game, Columbia holds panning to a minion kicks and passes, re-

Billy Rose, Kucst; Dan S«ymoitf,
'announcer
Producer: Prank Telford
Director: Craig Allen
30 Mins.: Thurs.. 9:30 p.m.

Kirkland,

Patricia

GalUcnne,

Loean Ramsey,

:.

'

the cameras.

Toe-juggler Raquel,
Bailey circus,

Bamum &

from the

impressed with the novelty ot her

which was hypoed by some
trick camera effects worked out by
act,

Bill GiUett.

director
and if it meant a Harry
Martin Puppets followed tlie
Richman stooging for him, as was
high standard set by other puppet
it was all to the show's
acts on the show with a couple of
good.
thing,

the case,

amusing ski^s. Frances Faye, with
little chance to demonstirate her
chanteuse technique be^

It took Berle to take the Florence Desmond impressionist act
out of the doldrums, but when he
collabed With the English mimic:
for a Noel Coward-Tallulah Bankhead takeoff on "Private Lives,"
Berle was probably at his highest
peak todate. Again, after a sorso
Richman turn; Berle socked over
a duo with the singer and finaled
for what can be called ''*An Imita-

nitery

cause of the censorable confines of:
videos was good with a couple of

tun e s

Sullivan,

.

incidentally,

sloughed her act inexcusably by
drawing audience attention away
from her to maestro Ray Bloch
immediately after her closing number. Doctor Marcus added the

:

necessary comedy to the show
with his gagged-up magic, with
Sullivan, for a change, aiding in^
stead of detracting from the act's
impact. Final production number,
blackface drumming bit straight, supposed to represent a county
without
a
Berle
assist,: and
fair, lacked pUnch and the time
whammed it over with his usual could jur>t as well have been given
deliveryf but for the rest (and that to another act. Bloch and his orch
goes for Richman, Phillips, Slapsie backed the show excellently,
Maxie and the femme importation),
it was Berle who sparked each of
Television viewers got a simulate
the turns and turned a lack-lustre
ed taste of "The Goldbergs" with
bill into a comic's field day.
tlie presentation of Ernest Kinoy's
"Whistle, Daughter, Whistle," In
Philco
Television
Playhouse's the "Chevrolet on Broadway'?
se*
(NBC) revival of Elmer Rice's ries Monday ( 18) night on the NBCr"Counselor-at-Law" Sunday (17) TV web.
Some of the audience
night was video drama with every might have objected to the straigiit
letter capitalized. For here was a
Yiddish accents of Gertrude Bert;
sock blending of every ingredient ("Molly Goldberg") and
Minerva
necessary to firstrate
dramatic Pious (Fred Allen's "Mrs. Nussfare, Paul Muni, recreating the baum"),
but, based on the long-run^title role which brouglit him fame
ning popularity of "The Goldbergs"
on Broadway 17 years ago, turned on radio, the half-hour play was
in a fine performance, with excelOkay.
lent support from the rest of the
Show .marked the first appearcast; Producer-director Fred Coe's ance
on tele of both Miss Berg andincreasingly, skilled hand at TV Miss Pious,
and the two did them'dramaturgy was never better dis- selves proud as a couple of Bronxplayed than- in the all but flawless housewives trying to work
out a
manner in which the action was marriage between their respective
unfolded. Camera work on the mul- daughter and
son.
Miss Berg, in
tiple setting, with scenes moving
particular, injected plenty of inswiftly from one set to another, gratiating
charm into lier role,
was a marvel of new efficiency in .Jolin Harvey as the son and Lenoi-e
TV. Production, overall, came olf Ijonergan as
the daughter also -hanas the slickest TV comboing to- died their lines
well.
date of ace talents.
Regardless of the fine producOnly slightly less impres.sive tion on the play, however, it's Still
were Philco's between-afcts com- a moot point whether Chewy and
mercials. Bprt Lyt ell's guesi on the NBC are wise in projecting such
plugs was Eugene Ormandy, and racial stereotypes. Last of the four
one sequence effectively mohtagcd sets on the show, which was de«,
the conductor against filmed shots signed to represent the interior of
of
his
Philadelphia
Symphony, a Jewish temple, might also have
while
their
music was being been considered in bad ta.ste by
played, via Columbia LP platter, some viewers.
on a Philco lurnable.
of

Four

(teamed

with

Harry Richmans"!
Joe Phillips and
Maxie Rosenbloom) for a s o c k o
comedy bit. Jack Powell played his
tion

^

TV
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VANITY FAIR

I

With Dorothy Doan, Gil Fates; Dr.
Marynia Famham, Jacqueline

'

I

.

:

Cochran,

Peter

Hunt,

Ijambert,

Lilly

Dachc

gfuests;

Eleanor
models,

Tony Marvin, announcer

Director: Frances Buss
Producer: Gil Fate&
30 Mins., Tues.-Thurs., 1 p.m.

Admiral on

.

many

whose

interests

lie

diverse fields.

Dorothy Doan, former women's

ant surprise. Patricia Bright with
her okay mimicr.v- tlie Deep River,
Boys with their clean-cut rhvlhinic
harmonics: and Uean Martin &
Jerry Lewis, on their third straight
repeat, zinged over a sock specialty. On each successive stint
the
boys unloosened more and to advantage, with result that Martin's
tongue - in - clieek crooning and
Lewis'
madcap
humor came,
through in so resounding a manner as to augur well for their film
career under Ilal WalUs' aegis.

:

ranks.

and

desires.

And

(Continued op page 34)

Radio :«teou>it executive

the
|

On

TV's Effect on Film B.O.
"Town Meeting, of the Air" gave
its. attention
(12)
last Tuesday
ivight to the stickler of how television will affect the film biz but
none of the five authorities on the

an early toll of the film boxoffice
but eventually could do much to
hypo film biz,
Participants

'VARIKTY

is

P.hilip

Morr'it

,

eiOW COMPANY
my mUo and television

Cigarettes

I

I

I

'bible'."

,

on

the,

show

inr-

eluded producer Rouben Mamoulian actor Walter Abel, Paramount
tele veepee Paul Raibourn, Philco
exec veepee James Carmine upd
ABC prez Mark Woods. With the
exception of Raibourn, and possibiy Abel, none of the others
.seemed to have a clear notion on
the problem. Attention they paid
to a recent survey conducted t>y
Russ Morgan on this show had less la groiu> calling Itself the TeleviResearch Institute was a
to do than ever before, but he is a hioti
stolid maestro-emcee and his mu(Continued on page 35)
:

JACK MOSMAN

'

likes

Inconclusive Panel

Emer-

were packed Helene & Howard
with their zany acro-dancing, after show, carried simultaneously oVer
a straight teeoff; in fact they ABC's AM and television Jtietlooked so well as pseudo-legit ball- works, could come up with a defiroomologisls that the knockabout nite answer. Consensus, however,
and hokum terps come as a pleas- seemed to be that TV would lake

editor of INS, in hostessing the
program with the .-designation of
''managing editor" of the magslanted format, reveals herself as

women's

for

miral more than holds its own with
a compact 30 minutes into which

in

an engaging newcomer to video's
She projects herself as an
amiable fenicee with qualities -of
ease and charm, and whoso leading
questions denote a working knowledge of the issues highlighted on
the show, Of more importance to
"Vanity Fair," with its chief
femmo. appeal, she manifests a
sympathetic understanding of

Sundays, with
variety show,

warmup

son's full-liour CBS show (Ed Sullivan's "Toast of the Town") later
in the evening. If anything. Ad-

-

sonalities,

MBC

its bright half-hour
is more than a

Sustaining
iCBS-TV, from New York
In "Vanity Fair," CBS has come
up with an engaging and adult
matinee femnie program. It is at
all times informal and natural, yet.
informative and interesting. It's a
loosely conceived format to permit
participation by three guest peiv

-

—
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:

,
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TELEVISION

TWO AUDIENCE TYPES

lY LURES
TV Cities

Tale of Two

17-.

Philco4pitalTeamupforAirlH)m^

The following shows,

carried simultaneously on stations in New
of the Pulse September
surveys, received the 10 highest two-city ratings:

York and Philadelphia during the period

Toast of the Town, WCBS-TV, WCAU-TV, Sun
Texaco Star Theatre, WNBT, WPTZ, Tues

Boxing, WCBS-TV, WCAli-TV, Mon
Boxing, WJSnBT. WPTZ, Fri
Small Fry Club, WABD, WFIL-TV, M-P
Original Amateur Hour, WABD, WFIL-TV, Sun

'

Winner Take All, WCBS-TV, WCAU-TV, Wed
We, the People, WCBS,TV, WCAU-TV, Tues
Kraft TV Theatre, WNBT, WPTZ, Wed
pay Nineties Revue, WJZ-TV, WFIL-TV,

38.8
37 9
31.1
29.3
23.2
24.8
20.7
18,5

:

17^

Wed

15.9

Top 10 lists for the individual cities are heavily dominated by
These, being nort-network ofsportscasts, particularly baseball.
ferings, are omitted from the two-city report, which has two boxing niatches as its only, sports prpgrams:
:

01
Ed

TV Shows It's aDuck-Soup Setup

vs. PHILGQ

Sullivan's "Toast of the

Town"

vaudeo show on the CBS-TV web
more than held its own against the

Texaco's

Int'l

Flavor

"Texaco Star Theatre" vaudeo

threatened inroads of the Philco

(NBC-TV) show is spreading out internation-'
Television Playhouse
ally in its quest for acts. William
in the first Hooperatings taken on
Morris agency, booking the tele
the two since they've been bucking
layout, is now cabling abroad for
each other.
.,»»n«Kiiuiac!.
irini'niina rtAcmnnH
'

,

In coincidental ratings reported

Philadelphia, Oct. 19.
Philco stole a: march, on its video
competition with the installation
and successful demonstration of a
standard home model receiver on
a Capital DC-4 airliner.
First run for the new "Television
Express" was a Washington to
^--nitago nigiii.,
The'irpafsenKer^
.i.iie «i pd^!>ent>ers
saw thc entire fourth World Seriet
j^^^^.^ j^^^^
^^^^
Michigan State football game a«
the Philco set was tuned ^to Ci^veDetroit
land, Toledo,
and Chicago

BOOKeo
last week's show was hnnirflrt
while she was still in London
arrived last Monday (11. and was
^^e show the following night.
°"
dow
PhUcoshow
aso
^o^ah Minevitch's ^Harmonica stations en route.
?n?; ah IP 1 R 2
the stanza Which
t^a"\'he'sec^nd week ft waton'ihe ^-I'^^l^.^'f^.tl'},]^'^^^^^^
Capital Airlines has installed the
were put to service on last night's
air.
Fact that Philco could draw
display. Agency has -now hooked Philco receiver on its nohrStoo
available
of
the
share
large
such ft
comedian Frarikie Marlowe for DC-4 flights ("The Pi*sident,r
audience at the same time that Sulthe Dec. 27 show. He'll arrive Washington to Chi, and ''The Con-:
livan's show boosted its draw indifrom England a few days belore stitution," Chi to Wash.)' andiwiU
cates the former is attracting a
extend the tele service 'tOi .dther'
'he's slated to appear,
new set of viewers, who hitherto
flights as rapidly, as possible.
^ ^
Others hned up for the lexaco
hadn't tuned in their sets in the
Ease of installation w'as the- fni
layout i^ttiediatiBlj! upon Jr^tiir liing
9 to 10 slot Sunday nights.
.Some preliniinary ^verlc
Two shows accumulated the high- frbrti abiroad afe Mirtiiia Raye, surprise.
and had been done by Philco engiheers
est set-in-use ^gure ever recorded slated to hit: the U. S. No*. 19,
on a smaller plane; but actual'
by Hooper f or a regularly-sched- will-go on the Texaco tele show
The Arnaul Bros, will, work on the Capital DC-4 began
Nov. 23.
...^ 600
nied program. Based on the
and will go on Nov. |three days before.- A preliminary
calls per hour made during the arrive Nov. 5
[test flight, with the tele set hidden
evening, 75.5% of all sets were 9 or 16.
in the forward baggage comparttuned in from 9 to 9:30 that Sunment, was made the day before the
day. The figure rose to 76% duractual demonstration.
Acing the 9:30 to 10 segment.
Ordinary, dipole antennas, the
cording to those figures, "Toast"
simplest type of television aerial,
still attracted 70% of the total auare mounted on short masts.. one
dlence which vrepre'seflts a. drop of
under the belly of the plane, the
only 9% from the previous report,
other on top of the luselage lust
Philco, on the other hand,. snared
behind the pilot's cabin. A .small
approximately 25% of the audiswitch beside the set, operated by
ence, considered good for only the
Philadelphiai Oct. 19.
the plane's hostess, selects the ansecond week of the show.
Any notion that the bulk of TV tehna thkt gives .the; bettei-^^.p
Radio sets, in the TV homes conv
tacted dropped off to an average sets, as expensive;as.they Still are, at any tim^^
of .3.9% sets-in-use during that 9 belong to pro^perpus^: upper inid-,^
to 10 period, indicating again ihat die-class families, is dispelled by ^\meM0Xt
M.
on

Oct. 10 in N. Y. television homes,

!!?;T^*'frfrtu"?p™rJ o^

C Sd

t

.

«°m^^^^^^
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Coy s Answer to Webs' Far-Off DHF

'.

;

.

-

He s

Stance:

Home

Puttii^ Set in

.

Washington, Oct. 19.
s
Federal Communications Commission Chairman Wayne Coy revealed lasl week that he was hav-

-

Add Hennockdotes
.

.

tes-

•

timony as to the length of time
required for making equipment for
the uhf band. It also showed that
the highest echelon of the regulator agency Is closely looking into
Uhf television during the freeze
on video applications'.
Coy made the disclosure Wednesday (J.3) when James H. Neu,
counsel f<»r CBS, urged at FCC
nonbrbadcast-frequency allocations

:

,

[

•

Owners

|

i

'Just Getting

.

yKm

_
dio audience. That fact was borne
_
out stUl further by comparative
checks made by Hooper on radio
and TV. (Radio reports were taken the pi-eceding Sunday, Oct. 3).
In a specific attempt to ascertain

|

,

,

,

Washington. Oct.

19.

"Television has a greater potential for informing more of our peoplej entertaining more of our people, .and providing them with a
new -educational technique than
any other broadcasting service
.

.

that's

ever

known,"

been

Chairman Wayne Coy

said

FCC
last

how tele is denting Walter Winchell's radio audience, the Hooper
homes
org took a spot clieck in
during Winchell's air time, 9 to

TV

Commentator's pationwide
9:15.
homes was a league
rating in
leading 21.4, while only 4'?o of the

|

|

families 29.6.

[

in the

event the Commission decided on
(Continued on page 35)

|

|

Brit.-Equipped

,

Cl-

|<

Tavarnc
N&ttinff
iavcrHb oeiiing

Canadian Dead

f

A

Trend? Yank Tele
London. Oct. 19.
y
Sir Ernest Fisk, managing dtrector of Electrical Music Industries, is bound for Canada 1 a attempt, to bring off the biggest tele"
vi.sion deal in history.
'

Sets as Biz Deterrent
St. Louis, Oct. 19.
television is a biz hypo
in St. Louis, taverns
is a
niool;
question and several owner.s of

He's headed for Ottawa lo nedrinkeries have removed them be-,
gotiate with thie Canadian Broadcause they are said to have atcasting Corp. and private orgaiiiyalected cash register activity. Owih
of r^downlow; "establishment 'T' '^L}""' ^T^'P}'^^ ^^ '^'-''.^i'^
'JEFFERS'
of a nation-wide Canadian video
.said that one night while the.Gartlsystem. E.MI's big selling point is
inals still had a chance to cop the
the fact that it's respbn.sTble fotf
SERIES
National League pennant about 50
.persons
persons visited hi.s place to watch
Hollywood, Or. 19
l^'-.^'^^j.'d'r'a P^^^^^^^^
their engame. But because ot
of their
Arthur Trenchers role ol Jefl- the game
ts' at nresent buih^^^^
ers the Butler" may be dcveloi^cd grossment in the Video only $1.65
J!* i?tpr ixte
Bi^min^
transmitter
extensions at Burning*
into a sericf for television bv NBC worth of drinks were purchased
Appearing in a vi- during the ball game.
in New York
j
w <.
iit will be the big" he .succeeds,
deo skit for the net's TV cameras,
Other owners tell a reverse .story
FIND
Treacher's performance so impres- saving tele programs brought new ^^J'^ ^'°?," ^'^P.'^r^
millions lor ^l'*''"
the initial
sod NBC'S video producers that a customers. However, thev all agree
'SATISFYING' script was written around his that most ol the tele watchers are installfjtions, with subsequent vast
^
character.
beer drinkers, ignoring tire more demands for sets- EMI has also
Cleveland. Od 19
already had feelers for similar I'olVic McLeod, who scripted ''.Jeff- expensive drinks.
A sur\cj conducted by Ohio Ad- ers"
for radio in Hollywood,, will
Local clergymen are frowning lowup orders from Australia, South
amons
Inc.
Agenc\.
vertising
direct
the
tele
version
write
and
on
television in taverns but a cm-, America and India, and Canada
1.000 TV set owners showed tli.'.t
could give them a terrific stepping
having
recently
NBC,
joined
for
against
tire
policy
sade
has
not
yet
98ff; of them aio satisfied with the
stone into: the .U; S.' market.
the network Stan in New Voik.
been launched.
perloi mances of their units,
Fisk will offej' the present BritMost of the sols, according to
ish 405 line system, which is adethe report, are in the $400 to $.500
quate for picture purposes, ana,
public
range Only 10''c veie in
with
EMI's technically * supurioc
places.
cameras gives finer results
As to the TV-AM conflict, only
But if the Canadians insi.st he'll
2T"c, reported thev were listenint!
go
one
better and give them a (iOU
tcnii
Following
comparison
'The
is
a
of
the
percentage
of
radio
and
telei-cgularlv to AM radio
line system which reseal-Ch cxpert.'j
vision sets in use during the 7 lo 10 p ni. period Oct 10 in N 'V
"regular" being used in comparihave perfected. His intent ion is to"
tele homes, as reported by the O. K. Hooper organization.
Fdse
son (o habits before acquiring TV
equip
seven
or eight key cities
were
owners
fall
of
the
radio^
figure'
1'V
and
demonstrates
the
popularity
of various
sets.' Vil•luall,^ all
with video systems.
radio shows in TV homes during those hours -when the top-rated
found to be u.sing their sets dunnt;
Canadian technicians have visit-^he liviiif.'
tele .shows are available
During the Jack Benny show (7 to 7:30
hours of telecasting
Britain
during
the past few
ed
lotop
p.m
).
the
figure
showed
a
9
while
it
the
5.
dropped
5
4
during
to
the
room continues to be
months to study the television .setfollowing half-hour, It rose again to II 1 ifor Edgar Bergen and
cation fOi'.th'e .set; .V.
up, and quality of the Olyinpia
"Stop thc Music"! and stayed up to 9 4 for Fred Allen and tlie
Oftier. pertinent notes: avcraKe
video
transmis.sions
which greatly
T.V:
watching
second
in
the
half
of
"IMusic"
30
to
slot.
8
9
nuriiber of i)e.rsonSi
impressed them and other lureign
programs at one set during the
TniK
TV SI!TS-IN-l'SE
SETS-IN-USE
visitors; may prove a deciding facday Is six; evenitig 10. Only 10^ c
61.7
7 to 7-30
9.5
in
Fisk
tor
the
deal.
screens;
their
for
magnifiers
use
71.2
7.30 to 8
S4
Fisk IS ready to guarantee deprograips preferences, in order,
6,5
8 to 8.30
11.1
li\ery dates, and if he get.* th«
are sports, news, variety shows.
6!) 1
8.30 to 9
9.4
order, tlic increa.sed output ot Mu
feature- films, children's progratn.i,
7.1.5
9:30
5.7
factories
to
may bring down receiver
9
participation
audience
plays,
stage
7(>
2.1
&:30 to 10
prices both in Britain and Canadai.
shows and women's programs.

Washington

Tele

By Jan.

Pittsburgh. Oct 19
fairly certain now that
will finally reach Pittsburgh within the next couple ot
months, or about first of the year
at latest.
That looked in the bag
;

link with WOR-TV, also under construction, to form the nucleus of Mutual's eastern regional
network.
At a luncheon preceding; (he
ceremony. Secrelary of (he Trea-;ury Snyder declared tlie station
(Continued on page .35)
will

1

Seems

television

.

,

last week with two happenings
the laving ot the coaxial cable from
New Yotk to Philadelphia lo PiKsbuigh and the completion of the

completed early in December.
That'll permit Du Mont to begin operating.
So far, only DuMont has been granted an FCC application.
Nine others have applications in for channels but so far
no hearing has been held on them,
•Ithough that's likely to be hastened once the freeze is olT,
Those, aside from DuMonl; seeking oka>s are: WWSW, KDKA,

.

'

SiiiJply

i

I

;

Morgan to Tell Ail
Uonry Morgan (who had a bner

.

i

is

.

on tele
(Thurs.) to tell "what's wrong witii
^from Berlc to Baseball."
Comic will unburden himself in

TV

—

a gucstshot

on Bob Smith's NBC-

TV Gulf show.

;

.

AM

slated lo
tomorrow night

himself

Radio-Tele Sets-in-Use

...

KQV.

it

„

-

;

.ing

appear

>

I

.

NY-Philly-Pitt cable, and thai \m11

tussle Mith

1

FOR NBC VIDEO

SETS

be.

WCAR, Pittsburgh Radio
House. United BioadcaslCorp,, Matta Broadcasting Co
Louis E. Baltimore and Allcghanj
Broadcasting Corp.

TREACHER'S

TEE

OHIOANS

inslallation of DuMoiit coiupaiiy's
60-foot antenna. Only splicing and
testing remain to be done on I he

I

,

'

'

'

Whether

AM

Preps For

.
.

Pulse found that in the 895.420
radio homes of the area. 54,620, or
6.1%, now own video sets.

i

AM

TV set owners contacted reported
Coy's remarks were made Friday listening to his show.
Other comparative ratings: Ed(15) in connection with the cornergar Bergen^ nationwide, got a 14,9,
stone" laying of the Capital's fourth
while in TV homes his rating was
television station,. WOlC, owned by
nationwide; 12.2,
the Bamberger Broadcasting Co., 2.4; Fred Allen,
the
New York (WOR). The new sta- but in tele homes, 3.5; "Stop
Music," for its full hour rating in
tion, which begins operation on
homes, .14.6,- while in tele
Channel 9 the -fii-st of the yean
will
be a member of the CBS homes, it pulled down- a- 4.9 in .the
and a 4.5 durvideo network as. well as key out- 8 to 8:30 segment
following half-hour.
let in
of Mutual. It ing the

d^^

;

.

On Tele's bpact

J^

Pulse survey ]ust completed in and general sales; manager ot
eight metropolitan counties of the phijco; Frederick D. Ogilby, niaiiPh illy area. Poll showed that f am- gger of TV sales; Raymond George,
il'^s who are just "getting by' own gales promotion
manager; J. H.
40% of the sets and poor lamilies jcarmichael, prez; James Franklin,
12.4, accounting for more than half director of operations, and James
ai' receivers. The "prosperous" Austin, director of sales tor Capital
"wn 18% and the "comioital
Airlines.:

tele is cutting heavily into the ra^

w.eek.'

Pitt

By

:

Estimate! I)on't Jibe

When Neu recommended,

.

'

i

Wayne Coy Buflish

I'used;'.'

:

—

.

liroceedings that broadcasters b&
permitted to use the 152 162mc
band for remote pickups, pending
development of equipment for use
of the 4!>0-460mc band.
Both Neu and Vernon L. Wilkinlon, counsel for ABC, had opposed
* Commission proposal to require
broadcasters to use frequencies in
the ultra-high region, rather than
They
the 152-162. for remotes.
contended that more time is need^
ed before the higher band can be

•

.

Washington, Oct. 19.
Add gay lines from the new:
lady member of tlie. FCC, Miss
Frieda Ilennock.
After listening to a parade
of witnesses last' week opposing a proposed shift from the
152-162 megacycle band, now
used for mobile radio services,
Miss Hennock beamed "I now
know the most popular band
in the nation^and it's not a
dance band it's the 152-162
megacycle band."

ing installed in his home a television receiver built to tune in the
475-890nlc (ultra high frequency)
band. Locally, It will enable him
to bring in the SOOmc experimental station of NBC.

Coy's disclosure contradicted

;

'

(Have these words ^cosis
Almost,.

Today
in

1

v

939

less"^

vanished from the language?

.yet not entirely.)

.

irtually the only
is

Today an

commodity that

still

costs less

than

the American consumer himself.
advertiser

circulation (that

is,

by carefully choosing

his

medium can buy

customers) for considerably less than he could

in 1939. Nowhere, for example, has the cost of a customer

dropped more than in network radio,

And nowhere
Today an

in neLwork radio does he cost as Utile as

advertiser's dollar spent

57% more

listeners

loxsT-cst

—13%

on CBS

delivers

may

i94«)

on CBS.

from

8% to

than on any other network. For the second

CBS

spojisored programs

cost per

thousand families in

year in a row,
the

(spe "advertising *sE,tLiNc."

have again averaged
all

network radio

lower than the* average for the other three networks.

Today "costs

less

'

may

be two words inaudible in most places

throughoul the land, but they can be heard in Radio,

and most

distinct ly

on the Columbia Broadcasting System.

—is'/iere

99,000,000 people gather every week

!

.

';

Wednetday,' October 20, t!>48

TKliBVISIOBr

30

WBKB
Tele Chatter

Pitting Stage,

same wrestling match shows up two nigllts running, tiie
main event, it likely won't be long before viewers start
looking elsewhere for their entertainment. With four ftjanhattan slaChicago, Oct. 19.
tionj now doing five wrestling shows a week there is bound to be som*
Operations of WBKB here in duplication of principals. But if the matchmakers are so indifferent
coming months will provide a to the video audience they'll repeat a match the next night, maybe it's
cle«r-cut test case of radio know- time the stations started seeking ways to protect themselves.
These
how pitted against stage and film quick repeats can only chase viewers to other channels.
savvy. WBKB Is owned by the
The current Metropolitan schedule has NBC going its tug and tussle
Balaban & Katz theatre chain, show Tuesdays; ABC (bi-inghig it in from Washington) does one
while WGN-TV, WENR-TV and Wednesdays; DuMont and WPIX are a Thursday confliction, and Duthe forthcoming WNBQ are out- Mont is again on Fridays with the week's final display. DuMont wa«
growths of radio interests.
the first to piU the wrasslers in the parlor and all things considered its
Since its bow eight years ago, Friday bouts continue to lead the parade. Dennis James undoubtedly
WBKB has been on the perimeter has something to do with this impression, being the best of the grapof Balaban & Katz operations, but pling announcers, but the matchmaking also figures and, perhaps, th«
since Capt. Bill Eddy's resignation arena where these matches lake place because the crowd here (Jamaica,
as station director in August B&K L. I.) has always been the wisest of the mat crowds.

HOLLYWOOD

(Webb's Hobby Shop,'' based on
demonstrations of manual hobbies
packaging land display of collections....
;KTLA has established its second
rate card since the station went
commercial in February, 1947.
I

is

.

two television programs. Elisabeth
Bergmer lias been wrapped up for
an hourly dramtic series and John

i

Bergner

New

card enables clients to purchase class B and C time at lower
KFIprices than initial card
is offering the remaining three
Pepperdme football games to spon-

kidvisjon

a

will

sors

CHICAGO
New

16kw at a cost of $15,000.
Hike is expected to give clearer
definition and wider coverage to
channel

.two

.

.

complete telepix for "This
of Ours'-' series. Dudley now
12 of the series completed
along with 26 on films on "This
Land ot Ours " Both series have

five

World
has

I

{

I

.

WTM

,

.

.

j

,

.

.

execs have taken over. Station now
under the personal supervision
chief with
of John Balaban,
31 years of show biz behind him.
is

B&K

New development

WBKB is its

at

viewing panel which auditions all
potential tele fare. Panel includes
Balaban, his video assistant, John
Mitchell,

and Nate

of Chicago

producer

Piatt,

theatre

shows.

stage

.

^

.

.

.

.

.

.

tlie

as a

Final reports on attempts to Stratovise the final game ot the World
Series from Boston to the midwest indicate the system met with fair
in Cleveland could not feed it to other
success. Even though
stations on the midwest network, Westinghouse Electric reported last
week that viewers in 59 communities received the signal directly from
the plane, which was circling over the Pittsburgh area at 25,000 feet.
(Baltimore)
Plane picked up the signal as broadcast "'from
neighboring station
and then sprayed it over the surrounding area.

WEWS

WMAR-TV
A

as. WMAH-TV, however, created soma:
According to Westinghouse engineers, WEWS went off
it found it couldn't transmit a clear picture in order to
permit viewers to get an unobstructed relay from the plane. Much of
the interference problem should be ruled out when Stratovision goes
commercial, Westinghouse claimedi since plans caU for the plane to
circle directly above the ground station, which will rejay the signal t«
the plane on a high-freqluency channel.

broadcasting on the same channel
interference.
the air when

RCA, in a switch on its former policy on television set sales, no
longer makes it mandatory for all sets to be installed by the RCA
Service Corp. nor for all set buyers to take over the -year's service
guarantee. TV owner contract henceforth is to be optional to buyers.
Switch was dictated by the fact that there are now sufficient trained
service men and service organizations to handle, installation and repairs.:
According to RCA, when it established its owner policy two years ago.
It declared the sale of a service contract would continue "only so long
as shall be necessary to customers' proper installation and quality
service, and to Insure the dealer and manufacturer protection of cus*
tomer goodwill."

ence.

What

NBC

has forgotten to consider is what's attractive about perspiPerspiring principals, helpless in the circumstance, are thereshown up rather than covered up.
In Hollywood they can move a. camera as close to a performer as'
any television lens can get. But out there they just don't. They've
learned to keep their distance, sir.

fore

In its review on the "Mary Kay and JohnnieV show, which preemed
Oct. 10 on the NBC-TV web, Variety pointed out that it wasn't made
clear whether Mary Kay (Stearns) was going to have a baby, as written
into the script, but that It would be a good idea for the series.
Comes now confirmation. The baby is due sometime In December.
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possible, he gets help.
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The Nation's

cecogiH'/.ecl:

Station, this fact has long

product users,

WLW'i consumer

panel.

adverlisiiig alone

is

WCAU-TV

Phllly, added an hour
of- daytime tele by signing PeircePhelps, home appliance distribu-

"'know-hoN\

''
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rivaled faci[ities^^^'
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Specialty Sale* di>ision,

Merchandise- Able Area
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a
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For the

rue cross-

Tuesday morning (10-11),
Have Fun," since last July.

ground .for

packages and techniques.

ideas, products

4-slate area.

A

Yes, the nearly

a

million people

who

live In

its

And with its unman power and "know-
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tan

lielp

you learn how* to reach

and

sell

them.

WJl-NVrLand niuror America;
equalled facilities

WLW»: how"
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H
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film,

minutes

Agencj

is

BBD&O.

Nineteen paitieipating spon.sors
baiUiiolIing "Previews of the

now

display

appeal,

and

'

'

Sunday TSTews," 20-minute film
show aired Saturdavs over the

N. Y. Dail\ News' WPIX Spon.sors
include Michaels & Co, Peeiless
Cainoia, Spear & Co, Morris Ilessel
Furs,
Ale\ander's,
Famous
Fashion,
Vim. Model!, 'Schloss-

mann,

Hub Vacuum
A merican

Blunistoin,

Saks-34th

Street,

Limoge China, Ben Tucker

Hiid.^on

Bay, Norton's, Finlay Straus, Mi-

^

selling

spot

^

)

announcements.

of

WATV

on

lor transmission of
"Tlie Dcw('\
Kainilj"
.)

Retoniniendations were nuide on packaging,

schedule

"Lit's

Kepublicaii National Comnlitfee

bought 10
(Newark, N.

chaels Bros, and Rowe's

modest

'

will apply for all the nation;

years

manufiUtuier came

small local
Distribution

Se\eral

distribution campaign; conducted by

.

experience you may learn in

»ection of Ainerica, an ideal proving

Here's a case history:

— light and

$alet.

demand.

an hour across the board,
(18) from 2 to 3

Monday

The show, "Honiemaker's
Matinee," is the first cross-theboard daytime t/ele^leatu re in Philadelphia. It is the second major
attempt made by the studio to
snag the daytime tele audience.
-Lit Brothers department store has
been sponsoring an hour every
p.m.

Oct, 30

tully cffectne.

a

so successfully: that two additional plants

.

have been established to supply the

.

dealer and consuiner

ago,

>

a

un-;

can - hel p smooth out

Uttors which must be right
be

same

basic formula in other sections of the country

WLWs

deeper.

area^and with

problems of distribution, selling appeal, packag-.
ing.

starting

seldom the com-

plete aiisv,er to a sales problem. S(i

vice to advertisers goes

been
Further, this advertiser has'followed the

Business
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tors, for
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Jewelry.

.
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TiAIIS^
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result.'
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Isn't All
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NBC studio production staffers are having a love afTaii>with screen
heads. A fad, no doubt, whether it's a romantic coiiple in deep
a personality like M. M. McBride.
Last week: in Kraft's
"Truth Game" playlet the opening minutes were entirely taken up with
the magnified heads of the leading couple kissing and murmuring t»^
each other. The previous night Miss McBride was given tlie binocular treatment and it was tio treat either to Miss McBride or her audi-

f

Time - on - the - Air

When

Rivals second time

of

Panel last week okayed "Kup's
American benefit
Oct. 17 Show." which bows toda.v (191 with
WTMJ-TV introduced a 10-minute Chicago Sun-Times columnist Irv
"Around the Town" feature, view- Kupcinet doing the Q-and-A with
ing films of Milwaukee taken by celebs
Art Uhlmann
Dorsey Connors
Panel also has mulled theatre
of WGN-TV voted "Sweetest Pertele and the feasibility ot lensing
sonality in Chicago Television" in
connection with National Sweetest stage shows at the Chicago TheaDay, Oct. 16
National Die tre, across the street from WBKB.!
Casting Co; will sponsor two spots News and promotional tie-^in with
a week for six and a half weeks, via the Herald-American, Hearst sheet
here, begins Nov. 2
WGN-TV, bcKinning Nov. 3

I

.

.

.

.

KTLA
been purchased by NBC
has nabbed dual sponsors for the
•'Woman's Page" segment of Rita
LaKoy's "Magazine of the Week."
Sunday telecaster will be co-operatively sponsored by Lowell and
Bradfietd, furriers, and Leggett's
Women's Shop
Richard Webb
and Florence Whitney packaged
ni.n\tele
show titled "Richard
.

WGN-TV

director at

floor

m

Carl

.

,

basis.

Casino Genovese of N. Y..
Test patterns ot NBC's video outlet
in Chi, WNBQ, have been sighted
190 miles away, in northern Wis,
"Play 'Em or Pay 'Em" bowed
Milwaukee, via
on video
TV, having been at WTMJ featurefor many years
WGN-TV televised the press party at the Ambassador-East hotel, Monday (18),
tensing celebs here for the pre^
miere of "gtation West," a Herald-

to

station's

on a prticipating

IS

.

Dudley Productions' camera crews
have returned trom Europe with

.

.

TV

collections of

,

.

.

show. Miss
do dramas from the
Burns Mantle with
"Burns Mantle Theatre" set as
John Chapman
tentative title.
Will take over the emcee post
and Dr. Paul Z. -Czinner^ star's
husband, will direct;
Lite! has
been set for a group titled "Captain
John". ;Don Lee's KTSL
has hiked -its power from 4kw
Litel for

Inside Television
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Know-how
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RADIO

sat

WcflnrMlny, Oc-lol>«r 20, 1948
at dispelling the fog which
veils labor-management relations
at times. If indicated line and f or'mat of first program is held to and

tempt

I

Radio Reviews
Continued from page 24

I

;

bit it

contribution

ward dispelling the fog.
Loomis, former women's
Arch Morton, general manager
speciali.st.
author of "Gonsiilta"Alabaniniy Bound," "South Raifl- tion" and "The Bond Between," of KJR, had the idea, ahd when
part Street Parade," and "Louisiana and slated as medical adviser on Rhoderick Olzendam, public relaJIa\ride" all reminiscent o£ the "Bitter Victory" which Hal Wallis tions man of Tacoma, came up with
jthe
satne idea and seemed able to
good old minstrel days in the is making for Paramount from th«i
thb
Mississippi Valley. Granville :scor>! physician's -story, "Paid in Full," handle the program from
moderator's chair, it .was put into
ed with the nostalgic "By The wa.s the second.
production.
First shot used draMrs. Loomis spoke brieflyj ,too,
Light Of The Silvery Moon" and
matic
device
agitating
of
a
"voice"
here
the
pair
being
for
a
personal
repeated
with
"i
Wonder
Brown
Who's Kissing Hef Now." "Slim appearance at John Mistletoe hoarsely for violent change in our
system and telling workers and
Trojiibone," duet by Ortel and Bookshop.
Both interviews were generally, {business men that they have; no
vMiickcn.st rum. also scored solidly.
The quartet's contribution were well handled; tioth were listenable stake in our system; then answered
"Vou Tell Me Your Dream," "Old for adults of either sex. Atter- some of these accusations through
Ciej Bonnet," "Wait Till The Sun- bury; on the air hereabouts many the discussion. This line was sharpshines Nellie" and "Listen To The times since be began to realize iened by baying the voice of an
his dream of returning Albany to "average man" wonder if the agita^
]Mockingbird."
.tor isn't right in some of his points,
Al Bland and Harry Fendler, as the legitimate theatre map, talked then answering the "average man's"
end men, and Lanibeit Kaiman as in lively fashion of his plans for que.stions.
He possesses 4
Interlocutor worked hard with the a second season.
Points of view of lalwr were
personality^
Dr.
material at hand under a handicap. good radio
given by Ed Wesaon, prexy of the
The station also broadcasts a Loomis' unusual background -r- he [Washington State Federation of
quizzer, a talent hunt and a hill- worked for a time as driller in Labor; that
of business by Ed
billy program in- the same package. Alaska while earning money for a .Blaine, veepee of People's
National
medical' education which^ on and
Sahu.
[Bank>
Pair found points they
off, took 16 years«^and medical^
agreed upon, including fact that
writing experiences make him a
crack subject for" Inferview, even 'system in the V. S. is the l>est in
BETTY PARRY
a
network Wise, mellow, the world and that high standard of
IS Mins., 1:15 p.m., Mttn.-ihra-^ on
production can be achieved In war
friendly, he. is a tonic to hear.
Fri.
and peace. They disagreed on part
Jaco.
\
that our great natural resources
WXKW. Albaiiy
have played In. making this the
Betty Parry, resident of an Alworld's
richest country, and
OUT OF THE FOG
bany suburb, onetime conductor of With Tom
touched
ofE a few sparks In discussMeCaim, Len Bearibley,
a pj-ogram over WOKO, and later
ing
the Taft-Hartley law. which
others
producer of transcribed stanzas
Weston considered a menacing dan30 Mlns.; Thnr*., 7:3« p.m.
for Look, has been filling this spot
ger and which Blaine thought
Prodncer: Roland Bradley
since
joining
several SusUtailnc
good.
weeks ago.
Olzendam does ...a good job of.
KJB. Seattle
Principal feature, when heard,
This Urst of a series of 13 labor- holding program to subject.
Producer Roland Bradley did
was interviews with guests, on management round table discus|ub.teots of interest to women. sions, produced by KJR and broad- good job of preparation on show.
|Iak'oini Atterbury, owner-actor at cast by transcription over six other Announcers Tom McCann, and Lcn
lie Pla\ house was one. Dr. Fred- stations in the state, is a worthy at- Bearsley,~who do the 'Voices," are
excellenl, and John Condon handles
announcing chores in good fashion.
Reed.

Continued

The orch

quence. Even so. Lux snared a Friday night time slot, copped a
"Talent Scouts" 15,5 and 9,6, but the opposition "Break the
17.9,
"Irma" 15.1.
Bank" on ABC did 11.6. Red SkelTuesday: The big news here is! ton, also new in the Friday NBC
and in the Number 6
that, despite the reshuffle which lineup
now finds Bob Hope at 9 preceding Hooper spot la.st October when
"Fibber & Molly," both shows he followed Bob Hope Tuesday
•mashed through for top payoffs, nights, tared with an 11.4,, in con-

erick

i

;

I

I

I

>

I

& M

Hope getting 19 and F
20.1,
Revealing, however, is the fact that
with "Big Town*' now in the exHope 10 o'clock slot on NBC, the
CBS :'Hit the Jackpot" giveaway
opposition grabbed .off.' an 8.7
rating.
That's the first time in
years another web show stood up
ratingwise against the solid Tues'
day night NBC front, wliich in
past years comprised "Amos 'n':
Andy," "Fibber & Molly," Hope
and Red Skelton.

i

I

I

i

:

,

'

;

t

I

i

i

;

.

.

;

i

•

11.6,

"Mr.

'

1

»t

4 «

tf^.

in

contrast to

(7 9),

CBS' Thursday Surprise

-

I

«

'

15 3 was
NBC's "Big Story"
Cro-sbj's

.

f t «

topping Pres Truman's NBC
talk.' (which preempted
D. A ") with an 8 2. Bing

campaign
!

'

I

Thursday: Probably the biggest
surprise. in the Hooper sweepstakes
was the drubbing NBC's Thursday
night top budget lineup took, right
the line, from CBS opposias follows: "Aldrich Fainilv"
9 5 vs "FBI In Peace and War"
Allen, 10.7 vs. "Mr.
10.4, Burns
Keen," 13.0; Al Jolson, 10.4 vs,
"Suspense," 16.2, Sealtest Show,

down
]

'

tion,

&

Followup Comment

Photographer," 14.1;
Screen Guild Players, 9 9 vs Hall-;
mark, H. 2; Fred Waring, 5^5 vs.

Fred

"First Nighler," 9.6.

f-«

9:6 vs. "Crime

1

Allen's

reprise of his
breakfast couple routine with Tallulah Bankhead, now a minor clas*
sio in radio programming^ points
up anew that the better things on
the air need not necessarily be a
oncer.
The yesteryear vaude
greats made their same routines
palatable season upon season; and
there's no reason why radio can't
stand a retake every so olten
Jack Benny's yodeling gag has
parlayed into a sock running rou^
tine.
Incidentally, his Barbara
Stanwyck -T- "Sorry, Wrong Miimr
ber" show Sunday was his best
of the new season, a socko job of
good scripting and expert trouping
Benny's quasi - hysterical
phone routine with his sponsor
was productive of quite a bit of
laugh hysteria.

are part ot

ii

showmanship

-

Friday: Eddie Cantor, in his new.'

THE HOUSE

really exciting awtiMce partlct|iation show With a
grand prize that makes contestants do.nip-ups— a completely f urnished house and; lot! Master of ceFemonie^
John lieed King selects couplesfrom the eageraudience
.leads tliem through a series of prehminary questions,
.
that win them furnishings
then on to the final, 6uspenseful, jackpot query. With housing everyone's headaciie, this show is a natural for terrific interest everywhere! For details, ask your ABC representative or . .

vMen's a

Albany-r— Recent additions to the

Albany stations. WXKW,
Uickok, from WCON, Atlanta,
and NBC Thesaurus singer, to do a
two-hour morning "wake up" pro.stafls

ot

.

.

grain, Betty Parry, formerly produciM: of transcribed five" and 1 5^
Ml in lite stanzas tor Look mag. to
handle
daily
women's
show;
Bill
Carpenter,
Irom
WSNY, Schenectady, to announce
spoils and other programs; Jerry

WOKO,
televisron tt*.

first

lion in Michigan^ hai been designated a key
link In

ot
.

NBC's Midwest Television Network

FOR

SUNDAYS 7:00 PM est
on ABC NETWORK

Bill

WWJ-TV,

ContiiMied from page VS

pointed out that television will not
reptace regular broadcasting since
people at work, mothers tending to
their ;ehildrenj women doing their
housework, drivers in their autoi
or children studying w'ould not be
able to take time out to watch
video screens^ but would still enjoy
regular radio, standard broadcasts.
Charles A. Batson, director of information for NAB, told listeners
tliat nothing short of another 'war
Uhe shootin' kind, not the"cold"
type) a crippling depression or a
similar catastrophe could stop television now. Batson centered his
talk around
conclusions drawn
from three months of intensive research on trends in the video field.
He further outlined plans fol- met*
ropolitaii community and' rural
television stations which are considering entering the TV field.

m SAU GO

.

* fact that

B'casters Fright

•

'

:

ii

;

NBC's "Blondic" (9.4)
and CBS' "Mr. Chameleon" (8.6). the AM and FM broadcasting in^
Groucho Marx on ABC grabbed an; duslry. In an interview, Miller

:

:

ABC

Co\ Ic
ioi-nier WSN"i'
smger-announcor, to do straight shows; Mike
Rich, o\--WTRY, Tro>, disk jockey,
to handle musical programs

.

.

PROGRAM DEPARTMENT
30 Rockefeller Plaza— Circle 7-5700

nd mert happenstanca. This recognition

WWJ-TV

pionMring
act«rized

leadership

is

the

arid shovk'nianship that

it*

operation since

broadcast, Here, then,

Is

r«$ult

«i

has ehar«

its first

historic

another addition t«

thf iptctaeular series of "firsts" that hav«

WWJ tradition for 28 years. It Is littU
wonder that WWJ constantly maintain* HrH

RESULTS

»«K"»i^orrf

b««ti a

plac« in the ears and eyes of

Auditeti Audiences, a

dope you need
tiie

loyal Detroit

audienc« that comprise* America'* fourth

Get the facts

.

, .

H'lUfl

gives

you thj

you the results you want,

known, proven, tested facts on

guess out of buying.

fix IT IN MICH 10 AN..

WOV exclusive,

to get

each of 5 Audited Audiences, You too, can take
th«

markti.

,

.

Otva*/

K»pr«l«ji/«()»»»:.

0/>«r«l« J.t^

THf OIOH OI f

.

THt OITKOIT NIWS

H O tllNailJiy

AtlOCUtf AM FM ITATION WWi

CflMrANV

on ABC.

trailed both

.

:

Sheriff's" 7.J

and Skelton is still undetermined,
Ford ially as yet.)
wltii

.

,

I

WXKW

"The

"Life of Riley" was topdog Friday
NBC With 14.8. (CBS opposition

of "Ford Theatre" opposite Cantor

Wednesday: Milton
Texaco AM show on ABC copped
8.2 as opposed to. the opposition'
"Duffy's Tavern" on NBC, with a
16.0.
Old Gold s "Origmal Ama-'
teur Hour" on .ABC with a 6 5,

I

.,

;

trast to

on

"Truth or ConseSaturday:
quences" snared a 13.0, Judy
Canova, ILV and Dennis Day, 11.3,
CBS' "Sing It Again" averaged 7 1,
with a 7.9 opening quarter-hour,
representing the largest Saturday
night Columbia rating since "Hit
Berle's Parade" moved over to NBC

I

i<

troiti pate. 23

'

clicked in itv
interp ot "Mississippi Rolls On,"
looters.

Appraising Hooper Scorecard

can be a major
by radio "locally, to-:

sharpened a

;

Wait. Up New York
1280 Club
Band Parad*
Pralrls Stan

language marktf
2,100,000 Individual,
Italian

(larger Hian PiHjburgli).

,

News

Important Television

UBM'TV
NOW ON THE

AIR

60 HOURS

WEEKLY
Monday

thru Friday daytime programs begin at 12 noon

IN

^/^/

BALTIMORE
and only

(l/BM

OFFERS BOTH!
The Gteik\ei% $tho^% \n Radio and television are on

NBC

WBAL and

IVBAl-TV

AFFILIATE— Nationally Represented By Edward Petry Co.
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.
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34
Times, show

Television Reviews
continued- from pase 26

is

titled

for

Oscar

Katov's "Under Twenty-One" column in the Sun-Times.
Program opens with film montage jitterbug, coke and other
teen scenes, then switches to pro-

;

times more extensive exposition of only ducer-emcee Don. Faust for cast
Oscar Katov presents
two subjects would prove more introes.
youthful singer-dancer Penny Mesatisfactory;
is Gil
But on the whole "Vanity Fair" Guiggan, who was at a disadvantFates, who complements the mood
age in exhibiting her terp ability
she croates and who clocks the pro- shows promise of giving quite a on a dime-sized platform. Numboost .ta strictly-femme television
ct'oditigs amiably.
ber would have been more effecHose,
fare.
Opening program (12) gave an
tive if junior giiss had not been
inkling ot the wide range of the
hemmed in by large plants at
subject "Vanity F^ir" will encom- ALEXANDER'S QUIZDOM CLASS either side of platform, hiding
pass, from the two-way slugfest be- With Joe O'Brien, others
some of her footwork. The closetween Dr. Marynia Farnham and Director: Tom de Huff
ups and longshots aptly caught her
Jacquelme Cochran on a woman's Set: James McNaughtMi
vocalizing and tapping, but the
place in the armed forces, to a 30 Mins.; Sat., 6:30 p.m.
medium shots from below made
Peter Hunt demonstration of his ALEXANDER'S DEPT. STORK
her look like a, leggy six-looter.
method ol furniture painting, and WJZ-TV, N. Y.
A panel discussion about jalofinalod by Eleanor Lambert's InWiliiom Wajxenl
pies had Quiz Kids .[oel KupperDache
models.
several
troing
After two years as an AM fea- man, Ruthie Duskin and 18-yearWhile there's nothing' particular- ture "on WJZ, ABC's N. Y. flagship old Jane Wright carrying on a
basic
Quizdom short but lively round of chatter.
Iv oiiginal in the show's
"Alexander's
station,
formula, as current femme TV Class" has been given simultaneous Faust
Marvin
IWcintroduced
ihowh go, the point of difference television airing by the web. With Carthy, managing ed of the Sunhere lies In both the informality the exeeption of an attractive set Times, who injected neat touch of
achieved and the overall atmos- designed by Jim McNaughton, t|ie humor via his comments to the
phere ot enjoyment radiated by the show had lUtle to offer visually in teen-agers. The camera had diffihostess."
its preem TV presentation Satur- culty in getting, the whole group in
Flaws that cropped up on th« day (16) night. It was one of those; range and much of the personal
initial program were accented on programs in which the viewing flavor was' lost by failing to keep
the'Seeond (14)-of the twice-weekly audience could close its eyes and up on closeups witli the speakers.
The panel would have been more
series; the major one being the get just as good a reaction.
Even for straight sound broad- effective if some conclusion had
awkward .segue from one guest inreached, rather than left
terview to another.
It was theT casting, in fact, the show carries been
Format has six dangling in midair.
kind ot awkwardness suggesting a .slight interest.
lack ot planning, both in camera students, each from a different
Shirley
Stolper followed
by
treatment and in the gab prepara- N. Y. high school, quizzed by Joe '88ing "Ritual Fire Dance''' with
O'Brien
the
subjects
they
study
those
guests
in
and
on
Getting
tion'.
camera doing a- neat job here,
ou t of camera range with a correct in their cla.ssroonis. Questions are shooting across the top of the
smoothness and proper continuity put directly to each one, who gives piano and catching the action of
may sound trivial, but makes for with a straight - faced an.swer. the strings in closeups. More muamateur production.
There's no chance for the comedy sic of the sort; instead of too long
Too, as in thfe caoe of the 'Farn- and bantering asides of the par-: introes and chatter by Faust; who,
ham-Cochran set-to, breaking up ticipants on other quiz shows, such incidentally is excellent on video,
Interesting, provocative discussion as "Juvenile Jury" and "Informa- would have- pepped the show conSome of the ques- siderably.
so early in the program left the tion Please."
listener
di.ssatisfied,
.suggesting tions might stump the viewers but
Areta London and Gene CTorski
that, tor a half-hour program, a only other high schoolers would
be interested enough to pay much displayed thespian ability in a fanattention for the entire 30 minutes tasy that doesn't jive with the rest
Show was the first staged in of the program and only succeeds
slowing up the already sluggish
WJZ~TV's. new studios on W. 66th
pace of the show.
A humorous
street,: Ni Y. Inexperience with the
skit concerning actions or probfacilities might explain the static
lems of teenagers would have been
job turned in by director Tom de
He concentrated mostly more apropos to maintain the atHuff.
on medium close-ups; which served tention, of the under 21 audience.
Dolores Marshall,
19-year-old:
only to point up the looks of smug
complacency on the students who vocalist, does a convincing job with
answered the questions correctly. "Dancing in the Dark" 'and numFilmed commercials for Alex- ber is potent, with silhouette danc-

Doan

fact that Miss

leave our Giveaways Alone'
from
^
page 2$
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Proposed rules, Brauner argued,
"would be asserting power to prohibit in advance the broadcasting
of a particular class of- programs,
broadcasting of which is not other-

i

'

action,

he

but questions the authority

FCC to act in the matter.
"We don't think that .quiz and

contest 'prosi'^ins limited to studio
and theatre audiences contain ths
vice which lies at the base of the

John B, Moser, counsel for Radio
Features, Inc., said if FCC followed Porter's reconlmendations,
it would hurt many good programs
as well as prohibiting bad ones, He
admitted the problem had gotten
"out of hand" and that the Industry was responsible for creating it.
He offered an alternative rule td;
protect "genuine" contests as con:
trasted to "fake or spurious" ones.
When contests contain ''absurdly
easy" questions in which the winner is Selected by phone calls,
Moser proposed, they should be
prohibited.
Isaac Digges, representing the
Radio Council of National Advertisers, said Porter's recommendations would mean: "trial by error;"
implying that the "i)por. licensee is
to sit by in purgatory and perhaps
sometime there wiU be" a judicial
determination " He did not challenge the FCG's jurisdiction in the
matter, but contended a licensee
should not be singled out for revocation on the basis of a particular
program.!
Julius Brauner, CBS counsel;
contended the proposed rules
would give FCC power of censor-:
ship He cited testimony of former
FCC commissioners before the
Senate that the commission has nd
right to tell stations what they;
Shall or shall not broadcast; He also:
cited Supreme Court decisions defining the limitations of FCG power over programs,

.

welcomes clarifying

said,

Protect 'Genuine' Contests

(

;

cause of conflicting court decisions.

while newspapers have to answer
to the attorney-general on lottery
violations', broadcasters would be
This
-accountable to the FCC.
would be contrary to the Intentiops
of Congress in enacting the Communication's Act, he suggested.

is at all

no deterrent.
Working with Miss Doan

telegenic

Penny McGuiggan and Mar- wise unlawful-^a power which the
der's department store were accommission: heretofore has n o t
ceptable. Show represented prob-; vin Howard during the vocal.
"Under TwentyrOne" has merit, even claimed :to possess." Such
ably a good, inexpensive way for
the sponsor to bow into video but and should have appeal, if par- action, he maintained, would conticipating teensters are equipped stitute abridgement of the. freeit won't attract too many viewers.
with; scripts
and circumstances dom of speech, in violation of the
Stal.
more representative, of tlieir ac- First Amendment;
tive,: humorous and "complicated"
Counsel for NBC, Gustav B.
way of life.
TWENTY

problem," he added.
Mutual, alone among the major
webs, was not represented among
the witnesses.
Richard Paul, appearing for
Louis Cowan, packager of "Stop
the Music," contended that soma
giveaways h a v e ;entertainment
value. Cowan, he said, produces
"Music" in "good faith and in the
belief it is not a lottery," and
doesn't wish to broadcast a lottery.
ThOodore Pierson, D. C. attorney
representing 22 stations, favored
FCC providing advance endorsement or rejection of doubtful programs. Arthur W. Scharfeld; Washington radio attorney, suggested
Congress be asked to give the FCC
power to issue cease ;:a n d desist
orders against lottery programs.
.

:

.

:

:
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Margaret Wylie Dies

in

Chi

Chicago, Oct. 19.

Margaret Wylie, 42; timebuyer
here for J. Walter Thompson, died
Thursday (14) of a heart ailment,
at Walther Memorial Hospital. She
had been sickly for sevei'al months
and entered the hospltal two weeks
:

ago.

Widely known

in radio

circles,

she became JWT time-buyer seven
years ago, having joined the agency in 1931. Interment was Monday:
(18) at Irving Park Cemetery. She
is survived by several cousins in
this country and Canada.

—

Louis
St.
"What's It
All
About," sponsored by the St. Louis
Public Schools' Division of AudioVisual Education over
last
spring, received a special citation
from the School Broadcast Conference in Chicago.

WEW

ing' of

'

M-G-M—
"On an

You"
SHOW

Island with

TillO CAMKJ.
Kvi'fv IfirilMy NIte, 11:30 'U.S^T.

UNDER

rin

on Your Radto

Pulling
1

i.

atecus

i

st* n ers

tn

on

a

,

,

Sponsor

Shirley Stalteri Areta
Cincy
London, Gene Gorski/ DeloreS'
-1
Adele
Scott,
Don SSSS Continued' irom page 22
Faust
tended to 17: stations in the fourProducer: Don Faust
state area.
Koons said a halfWriter; Don Brinkleydozen or more stations will be
Directof: Dick Ryder
added lor the 1949 schedule.
'

30 Min.:

Fri.,

8:30 p.m.

Sustainintr

WBKB,

A

full-

:

at

YOU TICK?"
ABC Monday

'

Television rights: are an addipackage sold by the ball
club.. As yet Burger has not inked
lor these privilege's, but will prob-

tional

Chicago

jPUBUC BENEFACTOR
I

I

:,

present

THE

OR WIRE

:

Interested

AND WHAT

THE SHADOW
Sundays 5-5:30

PM NYT

".':.:'.'/: .::
Uojt's new annual sal.*uy froni
Burger is reported to bo "in tlie
neighborhood ot 5>2.^,Ol)() and co\oi-s

xtalod.

NOW

Giles, president of the
Reds, did not disclose the
and
privilege figure. Tho pi ice tap
lor television, he said, will be set
next month after a meeting on

AM

KM
the

subject

League

with

moguls

,

.

$,1,1)0

Mutual Broadcasting System
-

New

York

& Chicago

—

Don Bell of
))>
new.^paper poll Iowa's most
popular disk .iockcy, celebrated the
-second year of his 6 a.m. sliow by
doing a three-hour audience participation broadcast and doughnut
|3.iUv Oct. 9 attended by more
than 750 femme fans.

m

-1*

.i)!"'ll iiij!,

^volir

.

H.

i Week

KRNT

1
i

Notional RepresentoHve:
John BIgir

&

Co.

Biz:

':

Bo«

201).

.pent.

.New York

Availabilities

to:

OPPORTUNITIES

t-Vitlay.

Choke

SHOW

[•rillDlilpiihiij' Liaiiss'

aVihS('i''li»tlotl

24,

PlanBtwIoiii

New Ydfk

DAYS A WSEIC
UyKE CITY

service to six -da^s

INFORMATIVE!
IN

TELEVISION

.

Cooperative Program Department

brinci

'nil'

J

expanded

ii^

tliraugh

Des Moines

ORIGINAL!
ALL

OF' INTEREST TO

Mectijig the cfijjtdly growing
mtcrcst in
tdc^,slu^, KDYL-WfiXlij has

other National
at their annual

I'onvcntion.

For complete information

SIX

*

i>?tuii(J(I, 'TIMtStPlicllvo: iittfjt.'oplWf'UlhltleH
;
evovyoiu':-'. :'

[vALUaAe!

IN SALT

Warren C.

THE FALCON

.:

COMMERCIAL

three years, gis acceptance with
the brewing company spiked a
rumor that he was to leave r.idio
lor the job made vacanl 1)\ the
diMth ot his fon-ner Red Sox and
\',inkcc toamniale, Babo Ruth, with
the I'ord Motor Co in its Junior
American Legion bdbeb.iU pionio(lon.

Mondays 8-8:30 PM NYT

.

MEANS TO YOU?

Lef 'Tetevlsion Opportunities'
A .MONTHLY NEWSLETTER

Advertisers

one or more leading U.S.

,

IT

kecD ymi: i>'o<te(l, im .iitiKliii'lloii twluilnucn In
Bmshihunliw,:. fllmliii!, fiiimuiMThils. wrUliiir.
etc,
imt'

For Spot and Local

markets. Live broadcasts. Low pro-rated costs.

In

TELEVISION

its

AM

for sponsorship in

n :45 to 12:00

•

ADDISON SMITH

"Stop: the Music" is making a
double-barreled bid to enhance its
prestige in the face of critical

WALKER

Two

,'

K. M. McCAFFERY
WriUen and Directed by

!

bilities,

year's protection;

I

'With

:

.

JOHN

PITCH BY 'STOP MUSIC

i

Thru Friday

PROCTER and GAMBLE

for

.

'

CALL

CITY STAR

"WHAT MAKES

.

This being Chicago's first: teenbombardments and to get out of
age tele series, it has good possithe ''here-we-go-again'! groove of
despite rough spots during ably do .SO; holding: No; 1 preferOct. 8 bow
Produced by Tele- ence and with assurance by the reprising the same type of jackpot giveaways
"Music" imprevision
Advcitismg
Reds'
Associates,
in
owners
that
no
brew
comCO,
sarios from here on in are initiatcooperation with the Chi Sun- petitor will be considered.
During the bow of vi'deo here in ing a public service gimmick, with
the 1948 season, telecast.s were the community in which the jackpot winner resides also becoming
included in the:
parcel,: with
tlie benelactor in the fabulous pavHoyt's between-inning plugs for
Burger reaching the ears of view- off.
Designation of a dental clinic,
ers of Crosley's WLWT, opposi.sh
and the town's only hoai-.sec sta- for example, to get a continuing
tion. Two other tele statioiis, tlvose supply of toothpaste, or a clothol WCPO and its rival new.spaper- ing: and shoes
allotment for an
ouned WKRC, are scliedulcd to be orphanage, will be a permanent
on tiie aiir early next year- How- feature on the giveaway;
ever, as in the case ot WCPO on
AM. the ball club will give fust
call to WLWT, as an old customer,
high-rated programs available locally
on video, a ball club spokcMiian

Mighty' Market'

;

CONTRACTS made now
rates receive

Margraf, reiterated
that
web's
previously announced position that
giveaways have long: been a soifrce:
of uncertainty for the industry be^

Marshall,

M UT U At
"—'

IN PRO-

-KANSAS

'

millidh 'mo'ro
y 0 ur

Grig.

-

.

Duskin,

Memphis, Tenn.

^^tation' ,in^.;-.MerripfiIs

«

ONE

With Oscar Katov, Penny McGuigMarvin
Howard,
g:an,
Jane
Wrig'ht, Joel Kupperman, Ruthie

soox
First

"A CLEVER IDEA

GRAMMING."

'

LOU CLAYTON

Mgt.:
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that responsibility and take an
"active part in its share of that work "

iooper-Nieisen

cathode ray tube made by DuMont for use in the smallest video
Continued from page 23
set on the market, the Pilot,
was
inserted
in the cornerstone along
Network
Audience
mid cify-by-city
with trade
papers including
Analysis reports. The Indexes are
VARIETY, and other memento by
an addition to his original offer.
Eugene S. Thomas, general manaSeparate Projectable*
ger of station.
Hooper's decision to make the
U. S. Hooperatings optional to advertisers and agencies necessitated
changing of his original plan to Include the projectable ratings in his
Continued from ^lage 27
pocketpieces. Now they'll be supjplied to subscribers under separate the upstairs band,
that the shift
cover.
be gradualized over a four or fiveThe projectable ratings (on all year period, Coy reminded him of
sponsored
net- conflicting estimates given at
transcontinental
the
work shows) will be issued only recent uhf television hearings as
«nce next year, on April 15, with to the time required to develop
the stcond report not scheduled equipment for the 475-890mc band.
until Jan. 15, 1950.
Under questioning by Coy, Neu
What makb.s Hooper's expansion admitted that it probably wouldn't
tougher is that Nielsen decided take very long to develop
equip-

AS

op{liC^ed by Neal McNaughten, assistant director of the
£ngi-

NAB

A

neeringDepartment. This band, he
offers the broadcasters the
"only hope of providing a reasonably high quality service to the

Town Meeting

said,

public."

McNaughten

1

I

UHF

;

I

also asked that the
FCC consider assigning an additional 12 channels in the present
band for TV stations for transmitting audio signals from remote
points of pickup. He suggested the

assignment be made on an interim
basis,
pending development of
njicrowave relay systems carrying
both video and audio signals.
NBC also Joined in the other
nets' opposition to the 4S0-460mc
band';

'

.

:

Continued from page

quick giveaway to their ideas. Institute came out recently with a
pessimistic
statement that tele
would put an end to the majority
of film theatres by 1955. Yet, despite the -fact that such' an argumentative question couldn't possibly be authenticated, the. speakers
took it as bare fact, basing much
of their conclusions on it.
Mamoulian, while emerging as
the most
entertaining speaker,
gave out with the most inconelusive statements, His main pol^t
was that tele is not a new art
form that requires new production
and acting techniques, but is only
a "gadget"'; a.;new means of .com*
munication. He evidently hasn't
seen enough original TV. productiofis. Abel, choosing to speak on
the actors' situation, stated frank-

tele

of Air
M

{

committee he chairmans, had

just voted a demand for additional pay any time a picture is aired
more than once in any TV market.

Raiboum, Carmine and Woods
were most to the point, emphasizing that tele could do much to

.

bolster film biz if used as an ad-,
vertising medium to plug new pictures. Raiboum's declarations, in
particular,
seemed to be well
thought out. In answer to a question of why major film producers
aren't selling their new product to
TV, he answered frankly that no
broadcaster has yet offered enough
money to pay for . the pjx. Carmine, incidentally, got in several
plugs for Philco receivers and for

:

—

Cleveland-^acob E, HiiieS, a.*sistant program manager at WHK
will lake over the program post at
WTAM on Nov. 1, replacing Chet
the new Philco Television PlayZahn, who accepted- the program
last month to open his client ranks ment, for uhf if It became
hou'se, while Woods wasn't bashiul.
necesmanagership at Cleveland's newest ly he didn't know what TV would about plugging his own .network.
to ad agencies for the first time. sary.
Now the two major rating rivals The Commission proposal to take station, WEBBT. Hines has out- do to actor, employment.: He surTechnically, the TV* pickup re*-,
standing record as a musical direc- prised the panel by revealing that peated the fine work 6f the pre'
are In competition on all fronts, away the 15a-l62mc band
was also tor in Ohio.
the Screen Actors' Guild, whose vious week.
and. Nielsen is making a -determined bid to win pver the agency
.

'

•

-

crowd.

The

,

final

round

will

open next

Jan. i, when both Hooper and
Nielsen inaugurate their projectables..'

-

„.

A STATEMENT OF

FCBA
SSSm^ Continued from page 25

management' with whom they have
been dealing.":
AVCO procedure was formu-

"AUDIENCE BUYING" AND"GIVEAWAY"PROGRAMS

summer of 1946 following
of the Crosley Radio
properties in Cincinnati by. the
Aviation Corp. Commission, concern, aroused by the industrial,
firm's buying into radio, resulted in
the competitive bidding procedure
designed to prevent trafficking in
lated in

."acquisition

ON

MUTUAL'S POSITION

advertisers are similarly uncertain
regarding the continuance of the

:

By

EDGAR KOBAK,

Presldenf, Mutual Broadcasting System

licenses.

Since adoption of the policy, reSuiring seller to advertise tran.sfer
uring a (iO-day period, the commissioHi has received very few com-'
petttive. bids and in; only one casei
Involving the sale of KMED, Mcdford, Ore.j was a competitive, bid
approved over that of the original

'TPHERE

pending.

Several of these involve

.also

being'

is

among which

package sale to Warner Bros., and
construction permits for stations in
Louisville (WHAS-TV) and New
Orleans (WDSU-TV), the last two

'First, then; let us

consider

tlie

we

clarify this distinction,

23

the jarogram type

In brief:

we

are-going to discontinue, "audience-buying"

.

.suggest these definitions:

Now as to the difference
NAB Code and the I'CC.

entertainment - units for headline theatres throughout the U.S.
On the board of directors are

C

Baftery & Lawlor;
All seven or eight acts in each
unit will be presented in big
.league style.
Each show will be
• self-'Contamed, one hour, stream^
lined stage revue.

27

ss^

"buy"

'

Thc'I'^CCls objccHfin,. OH:

ttie^

other liandy

Septciiibci

as Section

tlie

aud

1,
1

«

But now comes
If

j^

".

.

.

any

a

*

lottery, gift enterprise,

or simdar

the industry, reaching the decision that "audicnee-

abandon them, there

well be 110

rules to

.

To put

.

this in

FCC to say
After cons^lcration of tlic entne pioblcm, Mutual decided
made our
not to broadcast "audience bu\ing" shows.
itand public iind the gencr.il and tiadc press carried the story
on September i. Here's the way vvc look at it

row

for the

another way:

if it is

possible, today, for the

"anay uii/i giveaii-ws"— it will be possible, tomorsame or another body to say "away with mysteries,

or symphonies t or comics, or drama or doeitmentaries."
,

be possible,- the day after tomorrow,
"away with fireedom of the air."

It will

to say

the flow of infor-

mation out of our enpitnl and brinj?
audiences splendid new pro-

to

grams and events ttriginJtting elsewhere in the country." Theodore
C. Streibert, president of WOR,
said the new tele station recognizes its responsibility as a member of a community whose work is

acvoted to the public service.
"QIC, he saidj is ready to assume

:

*

danger to wliich we cannot closc our eyes.

forbid.

.

."
,

opinion seems

more "telephone-call" shows for the FCC to
But It is conceivable tliat tlic FCC may use tht new
move m on "studio giveaway" shows, even though
broadca-sters and listcncrs both. want them.

may

1948, and icwiiUcn with no substanti.il diaiifjc
V S. Criminal Code by the 80th Coneffective Scplcnibei 1 This section prohibits

bioadcast of

scheme

legal

'I

biiying" programs arc poor radio, should

304 of the

bcc'jijiic

body of

that "telephone-call" shows as such

programs to use them on.

':fon'3i'6 tof tlicvCoiiriinitiica^^

gress

FCC,

For another thing, we are convinced that we do not need
the FCC to tell lis broadcasters what is right or wrong with
programining. And, it is our belief that once the Code is in
operation the I'CC in,.y well have "lottery" rules— and no

the quality of eutei lainment should he avoided."
Obviously, this language needs elatificatioti, because there
Is still considerable disagreement as to what constitutes "buying" an audience. But we'll come back to this later.
:

a substantial

here would seein to be confirmation of this in the fact that, although Section 316 had been in
the Communications Act for years, the l''CC apparently considered it necessary to w rit:c:up new rules— just at the time
when the NAB Code is beginning to take effect.

aims and objectives of the
he Code (whicli becomes effec-

We

Coy Bullish

For one thing,

agreed, despite the

cannot icgalh be stopped.

"Aiiv hroadca<;tmg designed to 'buy' the radio audietice, by
requinng it to li'-ten in the hope af levard rather than for

for.

Frank White, President of Columbia Records, Inc., James M. Seward, Vice President in Charge of
Operations.
CBS: Arthur Hull
Hayes, General Manager of WCBS;
Leo De Orsey, Washington attorney; Arthur F. Driscoll, Paul D.
O'Brien and T. Newman Law lor of
the law firm, O'Brien, Driscoll,

action was not taken because of the FCC's "entirely interpretative'' rules which "do not purport to add to or detract
from the statutory prohibition" against lottery programs.

Our

in the
'1

tive JdiuiJiy 1, 1949) ^eclvS lo eliminate programs which
an audience, llcic is what it sa\s on thc'subject:

:

increa.se

be continued, because, as we .see it,
we defined as "audience

I'lasli" will

participation."

m

With his multiple air chores, his
upcoming television y program -for
Liptons, and Chesterfield bidding
for his TViserVices, also, Godfrey
Is currently recognized around CBS
as a one-man industry.
Arthur Godfrey
ProductionSj
Inc: is the title on the new setup

"will

A

shows because we intend to live up to the Code of our industry;
also^ we feel that shows which depend on prizes and devices to
:;gain listening, arenot good radio and,- in, the long run, not
good for radio. (We think broadcasting is here to st3y!)

programs which give away prizes to tlie radio audience
ior tlie puipose of getting it to listen. Because the usual
device In wliich tins works is the telephone, these might
be termed "telephone-call"' shows;
b. programs vvhicli give away prizes to the studio audienee
for piirticipation and to persons submitting material for,
which the reason for listening is prothe shows, and
giam and not pri/cs. \\c miglit call these "gncawavs"'—
morcacCurately, they are "audience participation" shows.

casing.

Continued rrom page

A

False", '"lake

come under

a.

Godfrey touring units will be organized a la the former Major
Bowes vaude units to give newlydeveloped talent a proper, show-

ssa

Or

"Quick As

confusion in the term "give-

"Queen For A Day",
Number", "The Better Half",

the other hand, shows like our

"Tuie

*

aways." There are. as we .s-.iid, two distinct types of programs
involved — one which rewards the listener for listening (or
which "buys" an audience) and the other which rewards participants in the ihovv— someone selected from the studio audience orsomeone.who siibinits material usedin theprogriim. 'lb.

Puck

.

,

On
they

lumped with standard

continued from page

"

This statement of Mutual Broadcasting System's positionan attempt to clear the air,

*

outlets.

.

We will

;

buyer..

are the Thackrey station in: vLos
Angeles (KLAC-TV), part of a

m

X

Currently^ the: commission has
more-than 50 station transfer cases
.television facilities,

As members of the NAB, we have subscribed to the Code.
live- up to it. We think the piovision about "buying
an audience does not need to be changed, but rather— clarified and stiengthencd.
And so, by January 1, we will eliminate from our network
any program which we believe "buys" its audience. One of
out programs has" already been taken off the air.

has been widespread inisunderstaiHling about the
"giveaway^' progtiinis on the air. 'I'lie
issues involved
con fusion may be traced to t\\:o principal f actors ( i ) incorrect
ami loos'e use of the term "giveaway" and its application to
two distinctly different types of shows; and (2) the rtiisunder(tsnding arising from the difference in the objectives of the
FCC on the one hand and the NAB Code on the other.

MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM
WORLD'S LARGEST NETWORK
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JockSf Jukes and Disks

Majestic Assets in Chi Auction
Chicago, Oct- W.
last week purchased the assets of Majestic
Records lor $142,000 in Federal
court auction.
-Mercury snai-ed
some 1,800 masters, plus HO .unre^

.

;

|

|

Mercury has been weak in the
pop orch catalog and in addition
to Howdrd, picks up platters b\ Ray
McKinley, George Olsen. Louis
Prima, Sam Donahue and' around
50 other bands.
McKinlej and

i

:

m

'

I

Prima, plus others, are now on
other labels, but have backlog of
I

ofl'er

,

1

.

,

any

ot

I

i

i

Indie

,

,

|
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MONROE SLATED FOR

{

16-CONCERT TOUR
Vaughn

I

.

;

I

;

I

,

i

,

j

ofl thcni,

30-odd dates.

f^^lO Best
TKEE IX
IT'S

MEADOW

MAGIC

(16»

division;

\

(WUmarki

.
::..,,..,;..",'.

STREET RAG (9» (Shapiro-B)
MY HAPPINESS (,?2) (Blasco)

)

MAYBE YOU'LL BE THERE

Margarel Whiting

.

,

.

,

.

.
.

•
..

.

.
.

.

(

.loii

I
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&
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this.

Danione gives that he's intent on
matching words to music and

.

seas.

CajjitoJ

.

Soiicira 'Steele.

Pipers

=

singing

Capitol

.

.

Damoti

.

Cttvitol

:.',}:

Decca

(11) (Triangle)

hers

... Decca
Columbia
Decca

.

:..^v's

On

like

words instead of telling a sentiental story that has become known
the world over. It lacks shading
and sincerity Backing is no better.
It may be tliat these sides' were
done to backgrounds made over-

.

Dons Day

.i:DicJ;..,/-laj/)ne.s

Pcc Wee Ihmt
.

5.

Damone seems

on &)in-Macliines!!:!!ll?^

Sellers

(10) (Shapiro-B)

12th

Eddy Howard

I
'.

',

Majestic

That's

—

the

impression

thereby losing their import.
Jean Sablon "Lillette"-"Tell Me
Marianee" (Victor). Sablon was
happy and natural choice h\ Vjdor
lor the "Lillette" side, "a tune
showing: great promise.; French
lyricist does an excellent job: «h
the lyric, in a light rhythmic teiiipo.
His medium accent adds to the
eflect and the side figures as a:
jock spinner. Toots Caraarata conducts 4he sparkling backerouiid.
,

8.

7.
8.

10

H.41IR

OF GOLD

I'XTIL

(J)

(9)

(Robert)

.

(Dorsey)

t':.;

LOVE SOMEBODY (17) (Kraiiier-W.)
YOU CALL EVERYBODY DARLING (15)
BUTTONS AND BOWS (1) (Famous) ..

.

.

.

.

-

1

::"

\

£))iC7Son

./ac!.

Harmonieats

.llcfrotOHC

.

.

.Uiiti!crsa!

:

Victor

..;i...^<;;...: .i'.'.;'l''':' .Tpifi.iiij/' :-.D{)fse*/...'

........,.:..,,
.

D. Day-B. Clark

.

(.Alajfair)

]
)

T^'^^" ^.
.Aiidren's Sisters

Dinah

.

Coliimbio

,

.

Regent

.

Shore

Coming Up

is listenable,, bift it lias

little lor any but
Sablon. f ans.
Camarata weaves the acebhipaniT
.

.

ment

again.
"i;ntil"-"li's>

Soon

Too

to Know"' (Columbia
CkC
the flr,st rival label out: with a
version of "Until," the Tommy
Dorsf> -Victor hit now sailing higlv.
Charioteei s a p proa c h to the
Decca
nieJody is similar, but it doesn't
Viet or
t'ome near Dorsey's and isn't likely
' to take much ot the play aw-av
Decca ^ locks win spin it because it provides a new version of the tune.
.Loiidoii
Flipover figures to do more, lor
.Victor
It s a very satisiaclory tailoring of
Ga.pi/oI
anotlier tune (hat looks strong.
i.

IS

SLOW BO.*T TO CHIN* (Melrose)
TOO SOON TO KNOW (Morris)

Kay
\
'

I

RAMBLING ROSE

'Mai-ianne"

Decca
Columbia

.

Charioteers

IT'S

(Laurel)

.(

.Kasffi^. .,;>.....:, .Colli )f(bi«

Orioles
E!la Fitzgerald

Pernf Coim..

IVtf/iirttl

.

i

; .

i

,

.;.

.

,.

:.

:

'

German Bookings

SAY SOMETHING SWEET
.
:

Oct. 12.

-TJiree bands currently complet'
ing lours oj. the U. S. ?oiie in Germany are being ofl'ered for inde-

weeks' contracts, with three ouemoiith options.

.

.

'

still

pendent club booking h}' Special
Services civilian shows .section,
They include Jack Ary^s Band
of eight French musicians; Vick.v
Thunus' Band, oi eight Belgian
musicians, and Billy's Dutch Band,
musicians.
featuring six Dutch
They're being ofl'ered on t«o

'.p^g™^

m

|

liKifTde^

Bands On

Bad Nauheim,
:

is

.

|

their
'"reasonable"

R&T

;

i

.

Oflfers

I

;

now on

Records
division
inidei reorganization.

!

Debunk

plan would be considered. Green
f eel s at present the eqiuiiment and
plants will be dormant; but Mercury is especially interested in both
plants from a, distribution-cutting
standpoint.
At present, most ot
Mercuiy's pressings are done In
Chicago or St. Louis.
Eddy Howard's attorney filed a
petition in Chi federal district
court, before the auction, in wliicli
he claimed that trustee had no
rigiit to 'assign pressings and contracts to anyone, but ol Howard's
choosing, and that contract between Howard and Majestic was on
a personal service basis.
Latter
Avas abrogated, it's claimed, wlien
Ma|ostic went into reorganization
and failed to make rpyalty payments- and issue .platters:
.Auction did not touch on assets
ol Majestic Radii) arid Television
Col J), parent company of 'Alaieslic

Army

I

1

buck companies which have former
;

I

'

;

I

:

favorites

|,

j

.

reveals he would make avails
able to those -companies whose
catalog now included some of the
former artists, their Majestic disks
and, also, he would be open lor otters from the individuals who
would want their masters. Green
said no records w'ould be released
under Majestic labels, and that
none would be shelved. He plans
a special campaign for most ol the
disks and will release several Eddy
Ho\' ard records this \\ eck along
with an early release ol Rose Muiv
phy platters and others. Green
stressed that he would nol trs and

and said

-

:

1

cui-j',

lists,

,

,

MUSICOMEDY SCORES

ofler.

Majestic

i

JACK ROBBINS ADDS 4

'

"

Sale includes all except accounts
receivable and ca.sh on hand, and
takeii in all the presses and equipment of the two rented plants in
Newark and owned plant in Bur
bank. Cal. Coast plant, however;'
is subject to mortagage.
Irving Green, president of Mer-

-

!

.

I

.

.

I

.

George
$20,000 for his platters.
Olsen
for
his.
and
$1,100
bids
were
miscellaneous
other
Capitol
Recoi'ds
also
entered.
tor
bid
entered
a
$50,000
which top
for platters alone;
ped Phil Regan's Sih.OOO oHer lor
disks;-.
King Records. Cincinnati,
tried to make a bid on a lease-and^
royalty basis but got nowhere. Realr
Izing that the individual bids would
not total more than the tender's for
the total assets, trustee lor the
company, 'with the approval of the
court, asked for. bids for the entire,
equipment of the company. Startr
ing bid of $133,000 was made by
Cover & Kan tor, auctioneers, who
represented an: undisclosed client,
which was then topped by the OBflclv
cury

1

:

Bidding in federal district court
started on per item or lot basis,
with individual orch leaders and
singers trying to buy tlieir masters
.an

\

,

lot

.Howard made

f

LEO REIS^IAN

material

Chicago diskery also gets 16
Rose Murph} labels, 12 still not
throun on the market Singer was
the No. 2 seller with Ma,iestic last
jear.
Majestic had one of the
largest vocal stables, which goes
over to Mercury. Some ol the top
oater artists also were included in

ftack.

•

,

'

sellers,

tlie

Woods

Bernie

°Vr

•

country'^ and Majestic's top band

iinreleased

By

London Records has done a band, which is pegged on a frankly
pianist-rleader,
perrather unusual job of making re commercial
cordings for the U. S. market since forming a ballad in jump tempo.
'
its inception over a year ago. The Snice thii, disk was the first on
Gets
anlved
t':^-':^p...
subsidiary of the British Decca the market with that song, it didn't
'7'
.Chicago ;'Oct;: 1,9;
label has been turning out smartly help tlie latter s public acceptance,
Alvino Rey's orch was pulled but
conceived- and executed disks ii^ Whether it hurlis anybody's guess,
competition with major U. S. manu. S. airangers and some diskery
F^'^'f
^'^'^f^'''"
f^^t
est bistro,
last week
when check
ufacturers, an achievement that is heads call' that and similar usages
for
issued
week's
engagement
by no means small, since all are ol" music "progressive" thinking,
l)ounted.
Rey had several more
recorded and pressed in England^ There's no argument with increase
"feel"
of
days to end month's stint.
3,000 miles from the
ing the record-buyer's appreciation
Spot had be^h remodeled after
music, but
for better things
U. S. tastes.
being, .purchased at -aueiton last
Granted that local labels—Vic- there is j limit to what can be hidterm. li pop disk
LQ had
«f
tor, Decca, Columbia, Capitol, etiden under that
J^a"" Quarter
buyers
wanted such 'progress,"
bankruptcy
under
their
curopera
al —turned out most of
^P*^
hillbilly
and
country
then
disks
when
tion of Ralph Berger. New syndi1,
Jan.
last
before
rent output
«ate is headed by Art Blumenthal.
they ran into the AFM's upraised wouldn't sell as well as they do.
Announcement had been made
While London is turning out far
hand, and that the attitude and
acceptance of U. S. buyers has superior disks to. any made in the;
that names would be dropped and
30 Years; "Music of ths Momsnt"
..
Currently: Persian Room
since changed, giving London a u. S., technically and artistically,
combos used.
S^Vndicate
Plaia Hotel, New York
break, the latter's disks have con- it's also true that the company is
'^a?, l">ed up impressive band list
sistently shown good taste and displaying no original thinking at
"['"i ^uch nanies as Tex Bcncke
commercial thinking. The foi-mer the same time that it is applying
James,
Freddy
Martin,
and
"'"'J'
understanding. A good deal of its:
is an ingredient that many U.' S.
lieads instrumental recording, such as
repertoire
if„ ,
„
and
artists
Unless $3j00O
tor Rey s salary
haven't messed with much in re- those recordings by the Scfuadroiican 1)0 coughed up in the ne.xt
Jicent j'cars.
aires and other bands on the label.
week. ATM is placing spot on the
In too manv instances this lack are heavily flavored with Duk«
uniair list.
Jack Robbius:
ex-Big: Thvn».
of apprcciatibn for the sort of FHingtbri and other top U. S.
lii^
(Robbins, Feist and Miller
J 1-1 sounds that the human car can bandleaders' and al-rangcrs" ideas.
four more scores in work, in addi
absorb without drawing protest or This lifting permeates vocal backtion to the 'Masdalena" music by
Himber to
violence to 4he ^au^se has grounds, too. But, all in all, LonHeitor ViUa-Lobos, operetta cur- torpedoed otherwise saleable ma- don is doing a superior job.
rpntl> at the Zicgfeld, N. Y.
Frequently, lack of taste
terial.
Mills Bros. "I Want To Be the
Mentaiists on King
.1
J Robbinh & Sons has con- igkes other lorihs, 'chiefly poorap-'onlv 6ne"-"Gloria" (Decca). Mills
tiacted with William Bnml ihe's preciation of what a song contains group hasn't had
really outstandEdward Hotel Date Rudolf',s son> and John Latouche and the best way of bringing it ing record in somea time. First side
Richard Himber starts a date lor "California." operetta w hich out London seems to have a knack of. this disk 'is very likely to give
Fijda\ (22i at the King Edwaid Edwin Lester will do. after the for doinq just that; whether it's them one. Their version of the
"nai)py Dollar," due to the repeated opinions that tune brought out by Jon and
hotel." Toronto, as a single devoted Friml-Latouche,
A musical vcv- British musicians and perlormers Sondra Steele, on Damon, is a
In rlf'liimli-ino "minrlroatlino" anrl t'or Janics Dunn.
of Anita Loos' "Gentlemen are far behind our
crack .lob. on a good song, and jocks
"ovand jukes figure to snap it up. It's
which Herman t mkmg
ganizations of which both cate- Pre*" Blondes,'
the simpic and musical appioatn almost a carbon copy of tlieir
eoiies of entertainers are mem- Levin and Oliver Smith are plan"Paper Doll'! in approach-rrr-a ballad
^"11
have music bj Jule ""thmkmgly, is.Sonicthmg else,
be!4 don't
and al
Some U. S. companies are often chorus, picked up to an easy, solid
sertedlv have been ti-ying to stoplStyne (lyricist and librettist not
seO. The fourth show which guilty of going to extremes in by- beat. Flipover, "Gloria," is also: a
Himber
from anotlier company
passing good taste; A classic ex- pickup
Hhnber, normally a bandleader, Bobbins will publish is "Ra/zle ample of double failure to appre- (Ray Anthony-Signature); but it
has worked before as a single at'P,a?^le- a revue, music by Duke ciate a song and in allowing a won't do as well. It's well done, at
magic and similar forms of enter- ^Ihiigton (Mann Holmer probably band to inisu.se itself was Frankie ballad speed all theway.
lyrics), which Oliver Smith
tainmcnt; it originally started as a °"
Carle's recording of "Tell Me a
Freddy Martin "On a Slow Boat
with Ellington plan co-producing.
hobby.
Story,"
few
months back.. to
a
China" - "Czardas"
(Victor).
Date at the King Edward is for
Though the disk was a good one Freddy. Martin's waxing of "Slow
two weeks: and involves one-hour
from many points of view\ it pre- Boat" gives Victor a major name
shows nightly.
Mae Johnson, Granz Adds 'Jazz'
sented a normally commci'cial-style to put into competition with rivals
iVIontreal
agent formerly with
as well as a good version of the
aiusic Corp, of America, booked
Concert String
tune.
Done at an easy dance
the date.
tempo, the side is less lively than
Norman Granz adds another COL. SHIFTS SELVIN,
others, but, nevertheless, it will
String of concerts by his own "Jazz
take a good portion of the juke
A Wti AIT *VI A
and jock play, Glenn Hughes and
at the Philharmonic" group to the
niUuIJNj
the Martin Men liandle the vocal
long series he Is pramoting: across
Columbia Records last week sent well. Reverse has Gene Conklin's
country w'ith Stan Kenton and Ben Selvin to Hollywood as rnan^ trick whistling, which won't agree
ager
ot
artists
popular
and
reper"Jazz" opens at
with jukes but will find a niche at
Monroe's orchestra ^"Ois Jacquet
toire,
replacing
'Carnegie
Hall,
New
Joe
Higgins.
York, No\ 6
who a novelty with jocks. It's oka>.
starts a string of 16 concerts in the
;yic Danione "White Christmas"midwest Nov. 27 or Dec 4, de-'and plays approximate!} 28 dates has been named eastern manager
Hig-' "Chrislmas Morn" (Mercuryl. Now
pending on his opening date at the during a period when both Ken- and artists' representative.
New York Strand theatre. Date-!*"" a"d Jacquet will momentarily gins ;\vill headquarter in N.: Y. Sel- is the time when all good record
vin
continues
working
as
director
other
fields,
of
chil- companies start issuing those Xmas
are consecutive and will present
items.
Mercury hasn't a "Christdren's
records;
two acts in addition to the band.
Granz :is promoting 45 dates
Monroe is one of the few name: with Kenton,, among which were
George Avakian, manager of mas" vocal to compete Avith the
bands still doing concert - style liis recent stands at Carnegie' Hall, jazz and classics, also becomes for- Crosby, Como, Sinatra faces, and
that means Damonc was a must.
dates- Other bands, .with the ex- and those in Boston and Philadcl^
job? bTkerby a
ception ol Stan Kenton, liave eased iphiai Jacquet's string consists of berson, Veepee of the Masterworks i.i->7?^
of strings and a chorus.

Band

which includes 30
by ^rr;m\w;Vs o;^h,'one oTthe
leased masters,
•

,;
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Mercury Shei Out $141000 For

Mercury Records

j

i
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:-.,. -:'
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'.

(Mills)
'.

" '->,:;;'

*

\

y-^r ''V'

;,

.v..'..:

minbef

^'^ots

Anne

:S\i<t^tan

.

.

C.;'^,

. .

.

W'avghn Monroe

COOL WATER (American)
1 FOR YOU (Witmark)
AH
BUT IT HAPPENS (Bourne)
f
XOr H1!RE ONLY FOOLING (Sliaplro-B)
EVERY DAY 1 LOVE YOU (Harms)
BLUEBIRD OF HAPPINESS (T. B. Harms)
CUA.VTO LA GUSTA (Southern)
{Finiites in tmrcnUtcses indicate

i

I

»»
'

t»»»»«f

in the

i

,

.

.

.

Both sides presumably were made
with foreign backgrounds.

Decca
..hierciiry
•

Pearl Bailey

'.ym-G'M
,

.

.

Art Mooncy
Mi: anda Andrews

weeUs song has been

.

.

Gordon JinUins
Franl^e Labie
Biiic Barron
Dick Hay >vps
Jo Staflord

(Xaner Cvgat
i.Xaner
Cligat

o)

.

.

liVellie LiitcJie?-

'

.

.

.

.

All

Decca

Sis
.

Decca
Colmnbia

V

.:.
.

.

lO.J

<>«>>>

'Say

It

"I'm

Simple"

Lazv, That's
(Columbia':

indolent style is di.spla>ctl perfectly on the "La/.v"
sjde, a tune that her fans and jocks,
and many jukes, will find excellent
tare. Backed by a small group *if

yrM.G4i

Top

-

I'cail Baile.'i's

.Caj?-itdi.

k

rhythm makers, the singer hits the
spot solidly. Coupling is an equally
good job that might even take the
tCQntinued on page 42)

.

:

.

.
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AFM: 'SHODLDA ST OOD IN BED^
Himber s H wood Lbtening Post

GUT BAN CONFABS Video

Interests

Not Happy About

Brings Flood of Pluggers Gripes
E

Hollywood, Oct. 19.
Introduction of a local listening
Logging
post by the new

lystem has wploded virtually all
Hollywood Music publisher reprecentatives into a frenzy of objection. Since the RH office opened
last week here under Buddy Bernard, a former contactman, local
pluggers are tcreaming for the
KalTof^«aest^J'RTchii^d nfmber,
opposi?.^',haf.kin«
backing the system in ODDosiwho's
tion to Dr. John Peatman's plugmeasurement method.
Local reps worked themselves up
the
weekend
to the point over
where they dispatched .strongly
tradepapers,
letters
to
worded
Which carry both lists, the Music
Employees
Contact
Publishers
headquarters

N.Y.,-

in

and

Last

Teddy Powell Resumes
Batoning for Fla. Date

RH

;

Kapp Explains

effect

(NBC-Sundays 9-10

)

I

many

.'

.

many

old

years

raa.stei'S

has so
and top stars
ago,

:

]

late last

]

ident, and
sisted that the
active royalties

wh6reas.,.Deec,a,^^^^
Dfefiiiia,- is.

lim-

western hemisphere.
this unloading
of iriany waxings via Coral will
speed up mercliandizihg of Over lOO
iBing Crosby masters, for examplCj
-Artie Shaw- will organize a new 'which
have never b e e n merorchestra in New- York, within the :ohandi/.ed before; likewise other
next week or 10 days, according to backlogged platters.
These are
Andrew Weinberger, his attorney, standards which Decca has been
Shaw has made a deal with Bob building up through the years and
Keene, clarinetist, via which the has nothing to do with any feverlatter will take the helm of the itsh pre-Petrillo recording maraband during certain periods and thon.
Decca; was
anything,
If
Shaw will take over during others. cautious about overloading itself
It's not explained, but it's probable with dubious tunes from unproved
that one .of the times Shaw will song manuscripts, as. has been the
not work with the outfit: is during case with some of the other brands.
one-nighter road trips.
Weinberger asserts tliat the
Kapp Oue on Coast
Shaw-Keene combo will be booked
Hollywood, Oct. 19.
by General Artists, which handled
Jack Kapp is .slated to address
the maestro in his heyday. He also the
Southern California Rotary
says that the band will record for Club in Los Angeles Nov. 4.
RCA-Vietor if and when the disk
The Defica prexy has been doing
ban is lifted.
similar- talks on recordings in rfeKeene has been leading a band lation to the American way of life
•on the Coast organized by Ace at sundry colleges and institutions,
Hudkins, connected with Shaw's a fortnight ago he spoke at Boston
pre-war orchestra. Hudkins is its University, and has addressed other
drummer and manager and the out^ eastern student bodies.
tlie

j

|

i

i

—

'

I

.

,

i

'

.

.

i

old Shaw lihr.uj
Whether any of thpse' men will be
transferred to the new Shaw group
is undisclosed.
But it's said that
Shaw will cling to the Instrumentation of his old band
14 musicians and himself.
Meanwhile, Shaw is also planr
ling to .produce a comedy on
the

Irish

Terp Owners Form

negotiations with tele men Will
strictly involve what's known in the:
music trade as the "small right"
and that any other usages contemplated will have to be contracted for directly with the pubUsher of a Song.
Regardless of what the tele and
jbrGadca.sting execs think of the
contract, publishers feel that it
more or less matches the regular

—

in-

iVi%

them,

I

<

!

:

[am

iLombardo Sought

By Musicraft
Guy Lombardo has been approached by the operators of Musicraft Records with a prppo.sition

Its

.

for him to move into the organization's .setup. Lombardo refuses to
discuss anything connected with
Musicraft's offer, and to say how
far this connection Would go if it

.

•

Dublin, Oct. 12.

:

were consummated, but it's: known
that he has bad several confabs
with the company's executives and

;

that part of the deal would: entail
his entry into the repertoire end as
.

j

'

'

an executive.
Musicraft is admittedly' in a bad

I

i

position

financially.

It

at

is

the

moment a defendant in two suits
brought by arti.sts Buddy Greco
Sarah Vaughan to, recover;
royalty monies due frdm the sa)e>
and

:

of recordings.

AFM

::

•
•

•

'

:

:

Lombardo is one of Decca Rec-,
and has
been for years. In: 1947, he was
the company's leading band, having sold 12,000,000 disks, and rated
ords leading sale.smcn,

Who

-

I

among

the top

o\ci;ill.

;

T.

DORSEY EXTENDED 2

I

!

.-

'i.

ejc--

cept that it makes additional allow(Continued on. page 40)

deal.

Marks Option Buy

agreement

broadcasting

j

WEEKS AT

I

Upped Performing Fees

•

'

^

'

I

Association to Fight

<

.

costumes on up to five performThat means that ASCAP's

I

Many major publishers are still
averse to the idea-^or have not
yet been approached by Victor on
it.
They feel that the recording
business during the past vear has
had its total sales reduced to the
point where royalty statements
have shrunk considerably, and they
Broadcast Music, Inc., fully inr see no reason why they should
agree to reduce, it further by okaytends to exercise its option to puring -Victor's breakage plans/ Parchase the E. B. Marks catalog, but
ticularly since; once Victor obtains
as yet has not of ficially signified,
its aim, a precedent will be estabits Intention of doing so: BMI has
lished for the other majors.
until Dec. 31 to advise Marks that
Pubs also feel that they curit is ready to pay $1,000,000 for
rently
are giving recording comthe vast collection of music under
panies
a break by accepting l-%c.
that company's name.
per
side royalty for 75c. disks as:
BMI'.s original agreement with
against-:
the 2c. per they should
Marks, in which the option to buy
was included, was a five-year li- be. collecting according to law,
censing deal, with a five-year op-tion. Initial term expired in 1945
and the five-year renewal expires,
Pushes Drive
in 1950, with BMI to exercise its
purchasing option by the end of
Vs. Congressmen
BMI paid $200,000 yearly
1948.
material
rights
to
Marks'
for the
Helped T-H Enactment
during the first five year.s, and
less during the second and current
Efforts by the American FederaV period.
tion of Musicians-to hit at tbe ConThere. has been considerable talk
around N. Y. during the past week gressmen responsible for the Taftor -10 days to the effect that BMI Hartley Act, which has hamstrung
had already picked irp the option the AFM along with other labor
to buy Marl;s.
unions, is. gaining momentum. Cur-

To Exercise

:

I

music publishers have
been resisting RCA-Victor's bid to
put into play a policy of deducting

BMI Expected

:

To Lead Band

.

Breakage Fees
-Major

of its royalty statements to
to cover "breakage,"- Victor
so far has' concluded arrangement:;
for the deductions with 20 more
or less minor publishers, and has
record sales have dropped, con-, an agreement going with Herman
siderably {5XVo off in September Starr, Warner Bros,
publishing
compared to the same month last group head, via which he'll concede the deductions, made quar(Continued on page -39)
terly as the company's royalty
statements are issued.
Stan- had
not signed this pact as of yesterday
(Tues.), but Victor feels it has a

:Kapp explains that

be no scenery nor

•

AFM be paid retrofrom Jan, 1 last;
the diskers stopped such payments due to the Taft-Hartley law.
Diskers resisted, pointing out that

,

.

1

I

N.Y.

PENN

Tommy Dorsey's run at the
Pennsylvania hotel. New York, has

rent issue of the AFM's Interna- rbeen extended
two weeks, to an;
later this fall.
tional Mu'^sician prominently prints overall eight weeks and four days,
the country met
fprm Irish Ballroom Proprietors
the names of all members of Con- and may go the full 10 weeks-plus.
with primary object of
Xssn.,
Dorsey has done very well at the
gre.ss who voted in favor of the
fighting demand for upped fees
Penn
in comparison to the busiJoe Glaser, head of Associated bill,, in company with an article
by Performing. Rights Society.
ness the spot has been doing in
"Chairman Michael Fitzpatrlck Booking Corp., is concluding a deal signed by .lames G. Potrtllo, head the na^t jear or more, drawing just
Benny Goodman is in no hurry said that preliminary work by with George Walker, who set up of the AFM, urging union voters to .short of (i.OOO eover.s in two and
to organize his new band. He has group of Dublin terpery owners Capitol Attractions last year, via
induce
families
friends
and
to try a half weeks, and playing to heavy
not yet completed selecting must- had stalled PRS until next April, which the talent he represents will to defeat these men
the coming dinner patronage.
Walker himself has
cisns for the new combo and won't but PRS was still planning big fee join .\BC.
Dorsey went into percentage
shifted activity to Glaser's elections. List of the Congressmen only
go into rehearsal for another week hikes.
In one case the demand already
once so far, due mostly to the
is
printed
with
their
.states and
or so. Meanwhile, Music Corp. of on a terpoiy had been raised from office, taking over as head of the areas.
limitations of the room on Satursmall-units division, pending setday night. So far his best figure
America has not set the band on lOOs to 1 6()0s.
deal.
.AFM has waged its battle again.st on that: evening is 701, as against
any dates since it doesn't know itTerpeiies here are ha\ing a tlement of the whole
Arrangement with Walker is the political, ''perpertrators" of the over 800 that the Penn has handled
self what form of work will be re- boom period, particularly at weekMetiopoJc— No. 1 dance .;imilar to that Glaser recently T-H Act for some time. Last June's in times past, and an effort is bequired— one-nighters or hotels—to enrls.
made v. ith Milt Deutsch, under national convention of the unio'n ing made to allow for overflow
start.
spot in Dublin—which formerly
K Goodman flUs his band with shuttered on Sundays, is now mak- vhich ABC absorbed Continental was full of invective against those weekend crowds. Since the Penn's
too many untried musicians, the ing a play (or this coin at Is per Artists. Deutsch is now head of responsible, and, ever:: since, the cover is $2 on Saturday, lost pacombo will be launched on one- head on Sunday nights and i- "rlaser's new Hollywood office. •AFM's national and local head.s tronage is expensive to Dorsey,
A^alker, incidentally, was with Mu.
have been increasing momentum whose deal calls for a $4,000 guarnighters. If it shapes up well in re- already putting up SRC noticesic Corp, of Araeriea before set'
of their aim. toward getting re- antee, plus
of covers over
heai'sal a location job may start It each week.' Average Sunday night
ting up his own office.
venge.
$3,500 and lOO^'i over $4,000,
off.
admi&sion to other spots is 60c.
,

I

.

Owners

Broadway

terperies. in
here this week to

of all big

'

ers only.

pres-

board

will

dialog allowed relati ve to a melody:
or lyric, and that no more than
five people can be used to interpret
and- there can be no
a: song,
dancing. It does allow the use of

At RCA Plans On

afternoon,

AFM

-

:,

:

when

j

to

)

C. PetriUo,
his executive

that the present-day label couldn't
handle them. Lots of fresh talent
also/has been huilt up by Decca in
the last eight years, and all pf this
>ill be segued to the Coral brand
ifor merchandizing
Coral \viU be kept sepat:ate and
lapart from Decca, even unto distribution via ^ different set of jobCoral, iniJidentally, is perbers.
mitted a., worldwide distribution

ited

Tuesday (12

when James

I

i

contract .with Bjiiish

true of

The end of the negotiations came

I

•

•

:

i

I

market

directly

which there

companies, however; they
have been, recording and are continuing to do so. Some were cutting- even while the ill-fated talks
were going on.

I

quired

publisher-members last
week by the Society. These agreements, designed to extend ASCAP's

Major Pubs Balk

rival

'

!

minimum. Tha t'.s not

•

offered'

keep waxing even with harmonicas
at a

.

•

Composers, Authors and

.

right to represent pubs in tele-performance deals, for two years, beginning Jan.- 1 next,; call for cerr:
tain restrictions on video's use of
songs.
And tele men and radio
broadcasters feel that under the
terms ASCAP will have little to
sell them, that most agreements
for music usages will have to be^
made directly with publishers.
Tele men have gotten hold of
copies of the agreements, and they
do not vlike the clause that decrees
ASCAP, :by choice, will have 'rights
to offer involving performances in

later date.

superiors: to refrain from cutting
disks here with musicians, and to

Jack Kapp, president

was misspelled
label.
For one
secures
network thing Decca, along with the old
Brunswick catalog which it ac?

it

p.m.), will

,

of

Publishers to establish Some kind
of a video music rate to replace the
token $1 a year license in existence
for more than a year, don't thiifk
so much of the contracts for rights

with Sherman
and Marjorie Ewing, its producers, •who: own the rights. to
the tunes. Morris Music; which
published the score, does not
have those rights.
Question of whether- the
rights were being paid for was
raised due to the fact that the
Philco show is filmed and rebroadcast in other cities at a

made

recording in the U. S., steadfastly
refuse to go into operation. Victor's executives have hadv and 'continue to get, distinct orders from

New Coral Label

ciety

project a capsule version of
^'Angel in the Wings" this
Wfeek (24). No special permission is needed to use or pay
extra for the music and pop
songs incorporated in the revue
since the deal with Philco was

than most

RCA-Victor
and
M-G-M,
neither i.of which has done any

WhyforeofHis

Television interests, which actuhave asked the: American SO'

ally

Angle

Philco Television Playhouse'

ban.

.

uses

Philco's 'Angel'

.

Shaw in Deal

fit

nego-

of the

'

(Continued on page 40)

.

of-

-

.

Vandberg's sheet does not

clearance sheets, .and the implicatiou is that In many instances songs
are cleai«d' and are not actually
performed, yet credit is given for
perforpfiances by Vandberg and the
Information is used by Peatman in
compiling his weekly survey
Pluggers here argue violently
agaln.st the RH system, by pointing
-out that its methods of aM'arding
1^

collapse

settlement

•

Vandberg under the : name Radio

songs actually played;
information
from

a

industry people realize. It's felt
LaBoheme club, Hollywood, Ela., that the acrimonious end to talks'
is worse than if no discussions had
P^c. 25 for four weeks with two ever been begun. For it leaves
four-week options, at $2,200 weekeither side in the position of havly.
He'll use an eight-piece band
ing to .backwater somewhat to ask
plus himself.
Powell recently signed with Wll-'. for a resumption of meetings.^Meanwhile, it's a cinch that reliara Morris agency, which agented
the La Boheme; booking, fle hasn't cording, with musicians, which has
maestroed:: since last -winter in been going on in this country right
under the AFM's nose, will inFlorida.
crease, particularly by those major
and minor companies that no longN.Y.
er give a hoot about the AFM's

of Decca;
Checking Service, which contribexplains the whj'fore of his new
utes data to Peatman's, weekly comsubsidiary. Coral -(not Choral, as
list

for

more far-reaching

.

;lts

week's

recording impasse between the
manufacturers and the American
Federation of Musicians may have

Teddy Powell, songwriter and
bandleader, will baton In Florida
again this, winter,- as he did last.
He has been signed to open at the

publisher bosses, demanding that
the RH system be dropped immediately.
Cause of all" the commotion
appears to be the fact that the RH
listening post logs only the songs
that actually are. performed on the
air. Before its advent locally, the
only plugsheet in existence in this
area was one operated by Leonard

pilation.

•

tiations

NEW

AGCY. TAKEOVER

BY JOE CLASE^S ABC

COODMAN SLOW ON

SELECTING MUSICIANS

^

m

>

;

,

,

-

I
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Abner' Tiein
On Morris Tune

'Lit'

\

Songs with Largest Radio Audience
The fop

31 so7igs oj

based

tJic tuceJi^

oti flie

copyngJifed Audt-

j
•

Coverage hiAex Survey of Popular Music Broadcast Over
Radio Network*. Published by the Office of Research, fnc. Dr.
John G. P^atnMn, Director
Survey Week ot October 8-14, 1948
«?ice

A tree In the Meadow
Ah But rt Happens

Shapiro-B

'

Ev'ry

Day

i

T

B. Hafin*

Famous
Oxford
Southern

.

— r"T\vo Guys From Texas'

Love You

I

j

Bourne

Blue Bird of Happiness
Buttons and Bows
Confess
Cuanto Le Gusta— "Date With Judy"

For You
llair Of Gold
Here I'll Stay \"I Love Life"
I'd Love to Live In Loveland
If We Can't Be the Same Old Sweethearts
"Easter Parade"
It Only Happens
It's a Most Unusual Day—-T'*Date -With Judy"
It's Magic^f''Itomance On High Seas''
.

Robert
Chappqll

BVC

British

'

—

Feist

Berlin

i

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Kraraer-W
Triangle

.

Morns
Paramount

.

This

Uie

Is

Melrose

......

Laurel

Campbell
In Ermine"

Underneath the Arches
Wlien You Left Me
With a Twist of the Wust
You Call Everybody Darling
You Were Only Fooiiu

Miller
.

;

:.

vRobbins

.

Porgie

I

Love You So Much

In

My Dreams
Now

-

'

,

—

Take

;

Lot-ds
LaS.ille
.

:

.

My Shadow

Walkin' With

>lohnstone-M

When the Red Robb'in Comes Bobbin' Along:
When Youie Smiling
Why Does It Have To Rain on Sunday
:.

"Vou Stdited Something
.
.
You V\alk By
..

^ Legit. Afttstcal.

(Week eiidmg Oct

.

.

:

Bourne

m

Mills

Duchess

:

.

i

AFM-Diskers

14)

.

;

,

.

W nclit

i
1

AFM

{

I

Dat,h

I

I

Cinephonic
Leeds

D &H

F

;

1

Conn««lly
Call Eveiybody Dai ling Mouis

1

Athenaeum

.

.

:

Kassner
Connelly
Reid
Connelly

Passing Clouds
Tomoi rows

Million

Anything I Dream
Underneath Aithes

Meant foi Me
What Do I Do

F

H

D

Wood

I

majority of masters remaining
pie-ban stockpiles would have to
be discarded. .\iKl Uiiit to be forced
to pav rctroatlive rovnlnes Dii .lop
of these losses was too much Pctiillo and hi.s board. \vei.e insi.stent,
howevei and that bioke the back

ot the negotiations.
Puoi to the bieak the
heads had agreed to compute rovaltv paviiicnls on a blanket I'.fc
basis of net sales figui'es. on disks,
and the forletailing above S2
mer giaduating scale figuied on
He
disk piues undei that level
his preforego
agreed,
to
also
had
vious insistence that the di.sk coni-

AFM

.

pames

ktiK

"DATE WITH JUDY

Hit
*

pa\

here

sold
M-t.-tl'ii

.

,

.

91

87
83

—

—

,

.

By—Cavalier

You

My
PS

—

...

—
—Blasco

.

v

^

.

,

.

.

,

. ,

,

i

.

...

,

.iii-v.i. .......

...i

i-..

...

Happiness
I

'70

.

.

.. ..

.

.

.

..i

.

.

.

,

You—LaSalle

Love

Something— BMI
Hahkerin
"Two Guys From Texas'—Remick.
ll,ove You So Much It Huits— LaSalle

You

.

,

.

Take It Away Pemora
Love Somebody--rKramer-W.

77
77
75
73

—

Started

—

1

.

.

. .

-

.

.

fi

—

Liljette

—Jefferson

—

.

.

.

:

:

i

:

.

—
—

. . i

i

.

.

.

.

.

. ..

.

.

.

.

—

... .

;

Combelt Symphony Mellin
Silver Wedding Waltz—Mogull
_
Put 'Em in a Box
"Romance High Seas" ^Remick
Galway Bay Leeds
I Still Get a Tlirill— Woid and Music
Cool Water Ameiican
,
Ain't Doin' Bad, Dom' Nothin' Henry Spitzer
You Came a Long Way From St. Louis Jewel

—
—

io\aUies on piessings
from masters made

.

,

—

.

.

. .

i

.

.

—

the

.
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UNTIL
ONLY 8 WEEKS OLD!
and Already No. 5

tiations,

IT'S

A MOST

UNUSUAL DAY
Music hy,..

JIMMY MeHUOH
Vocal'

and Dane* OFch«>lrati*nt

ORCHESTRATIONS 75

CmU

SUNSET MUSIC PUB.
1*74 IrM^wav.

N*w

Y«rk IT, N.Y.

COIalBbM »>M12

been most anxious of
to feims with Petiillo

come

CHRISTMAS POLKA

^A\Km its

TOP RECORD TUNE POLL

.

has

KOUINS

on

all

DISK JOCK-Most Played

THE CASH BOX
DISK

M

ready been sunk

List

to

only other company likely to. do
so "on the basis of its lack of
of aitiMtv Is M-G M.
ic'coiciiiig
execs have slated that
G
\nd
the lecording division of Loew's,
Inc. Will go out of existence be
foie it \^ill pa> back Petiillo on.
loyalties and add tonsideiably to
the amount of money that has al-

M

on BILLBOARD'S

fhel

into its buildup.^

DORSIY BROS. MUSIC,

INC.,

OF THE WEEK

1619 B'way, New

35
35
34
32
32
31

27
25
24
24

by BOB CROSBYr JACK FULTON and HUNTER tCAHLER

off of negoindividuals among the
vaiious negotiatois for the lecoid
to tear that
have
begun
companies
the solid fiont they put up against
Petiillo has begun to ciunible One
p\etuti\e stated Moiidav (19) that
he wouldn t be surpri.sed to .see
breaking
companies
individual
tanks and malving sepaiate deals
On
of their own with Petiillo
ot the
attitude
the
of
basis
the
\aiious companies that could only
which
Victor,
mean
to
taken
be

38

27

Sinn "THEM ARE SUCH THINGS"

ban staited

.

29
28

—

,

The Honest TOMMY DORSEY VlClOk RECORD

abioad
Since the breaking
alter

40
39
39

—

Say Something Sweet to Youi Sweetheait Mills
A Hundred and .Sixty Acres Leed?
... .
... .
.
...
If We Can't Be Same Old Sweethearts— Feist
Walking With My Shadow—;John.slone-Montei ... ...
.
Why Does It Rain on Sunday— Duchess.
.... ......
.....
Rhode Island Famous -for You^T"Inside USA"—Crawford
/
When the B«d Red Robin Bourne

63
61
61
57
54
52
49
47
46
46

45
44
42

. ...

—

At the Flyin-W Morrus
Until Dorsey Bros

would lose varying sums if the ban
weie settled immedialelv, suite the

m

:

Second 12
Heaitbreaker
Four Leaf Clover

—
—

'

Vutoiia

All Dre.ssed up

affairs.

Continued (I'om i>a{e 37
and that the diop was as
much due to his ban as anyljiing
insisted that the
Thev
^else.
should suffer as well as they, due
It was also pointto the situation
manulacturers.
all
that
red out

Maui ice

October Twilight

151

.

yeai)

Balleiina

Gay

.

—

139
130
122
lid
115
113
109
102
101
100
99
95
94
92

'

Dream of Olwen
La Vie en Rose
Buttons and Bows

Im

v.. ; .

Ca\alier

,

,

trMflirctI

.

:

BMT

London, Oct l")
Connelly
You Can't Be True Chappell
Chappell
My Happiness
Box i C ox
Galway Bay
Leeds
Woody Woodpecker
Wood
When You're in Love
Dash
Rambling Rose

^uzy

.

.

So Tiled

Time May Change

.

t Filmu,stcoli

Best British Sheet Sellers

.

m

Dorsey Bros.

"
.

-

Pemora
Bourne

Away

It

Tlwl Ceitain Paity
Until

Kcmick
Mills
Beilin

.

.

—

—

m

Adv.inced

P S I Love You
T
Put 'Em In. a Box— Romance On Hi^;h .Seas
Say Something Sweet To Your Sweetheart
.;..
Slcppin' Out With My Baby
i"Eaitci Paiade"

168
154

—

—

—

—

glimpse of the leading oulfits
England.
Undei present union rules Ameiican bandleaders may appear In
Britain only as a single while a
similar^ regulation IS operative in
the- U. S. for Anglo batoners. Roy;
who was married last July, is. in
New 'York on a belated honeymoon
and also has several deals in- the
wTorks with U. S. publishers who
are interested
some of his songs.
A bandleader for 18 year.s, Roy
disbanded hi.s organization shortly
before coming over
order to
have hi.s. hrst vacation since before the war. Upon his. return he
plans to opci ate a London nitery
where, of course, he'll again have
his own gioup lie and Mrs. Roy
originally were booked to return
last Saturday (16) on the Queen
Mary, hut will stay a while longer
until ,he winds up local business

Famous

,

—

I

.

Romantic"

170
170

—

—

Maybe

—

Guys From Texas" Witmark
Remick
Melody Lan«

Huits

It

"Isn't It

i

It's

On

—

uell

—

Nix

—

Jlellm

'

Hdnlverin'

Isn't It Romantic
Just P'or
Little Girl

AFM

.

.

—rp'Two

—

Magic
Every Day

198
187

,

i

The remainijig' 23. soiigs of the week, based on tlie copfirighted
Audience Coverage. Index Survey of PopitloT Mime Broodcast.
Guer Radio Weiu)or/cs. Published by the Office of Researcltv Inci,:
Dr John G. Peaimant Director.
Leeds
A Hundred and Sixty Acres
E H Morns
At the Flying W"

Combelt Symphony
Don't Care Rains Night

tia.
^.

—

Mayfair
Shapiro-B

'.

—

.

Patmar

,

,

Total

—

You Call Everybody Dailin' Mayfair
You Were Only Fooling Shapiro
A Tree in the Meadow- -Shu pi 10
Hair of Gold—Robert

—

Berlin

— i"Lady

Moment

Maestro Roy

of October g to October 14

Publisher

—

Blasco

.

.

.

Bambling Rose
Say It Isn't So
Things I Love

;

Crawlord

I

Dai ling, My Darling
Happiness
Night Has Tliousand Eyes— t"Night Has Eyes"
....
On a Slow Boat to China ...

My
My

Week

.

Scores

Witmark

Love Somebody
Maybe You'll Be There
Money Song— "That's the Ticket"

^RH' Logging System
Richard iilimber'f 'flew development tn logging .broadcast perfortiv
ance* lists tunes in the snr»C3/,i based on four trnjor netUHtrk schedules.
They are compiled on the basts of 1 point for sustaining instrumental;
2 points for siutaming vocal, 3 for commercial tiistruinentai; 4 for
commercial vocal, respective!]/, in etich o/ tlie 3 r.wjor territories, New:
York, Chicago and Coast, For example, a Commercial Vocal in iill
three territories counts 12; r indicates film excerpt,
stage excerpt.

{'"Romance on High Seas" Witmark
I Love You
"'Two Guys Fsd^ Texas" ^Harins
You'll Be Theie— Triangle
Cuanto Le Gusta i"Date With .Uidy" Southern
Band Interchanging This Is the Moment T"Ladv in Ermine"—^Miller.
..........
Policy of the Am|grican Federa- On a Slow Boat to China Melrose
Eye.s—v "Night Thousand Eyes"-^Paramount
tion .of ]\iusicians in restricting an The Night Thousand
*
,
interchange of bands between the Bluebird of Happiness T B Harms
U. S. and Britain, is .regretted by Rambling Rose ^Laurel
,
British bandleader Harry Roy, who. Underneath the Arches Robbms
recently arrived in New York oji The Money Song— Crawford
a combined business and vacation I'd Love to Live in Love Land— RVC
trip.
He points out that no musi- Buttons and Bows Famous
cians would lose employment in Ah But It Happens— Bouine
Say It Isn't So Beilin
the.: event that Harry James or
Tommy Dorsey switched from a For You Witmark
New York hotel to the Mayfair or Here I'll Stay—*"Love Life "—Chappell
Savoy in London, and name crews With a Twist of the Wrist Patmor
there made a similar transfer to It's a MosT Unusual Day— "Date With Judy"—Bobbins
When You Left Me—Porgie
Gotham.
I Don't Care If It Rains
."Two Guys From Texas"—Witmark ...
With top American and British Just for Now Advanced
.
,
bands playing in each other's coun- It Only Happens When I Dance
^"Easter Parade" Berlin
try on a reciprocal: basis; 'A new
Confess Oxford
r
market would be tapped that would The Things I I.,ove— Campbell
^.
prove advantageous for everyone In My Dieams Wwell
concerned. Roy noted that Britons
My Darlmg, My Darling^T"Where's -Charley"—Morris
.
.....
are fond of the styles of James,
Little Girl Leeds
»
Dorsey and Goodman, whereas Isn't
Famous ..
It Romantic— "Isn't It Romantic"
Americans are hungry for a
Walk

-

Robbms

.

;

,

;

Harms
Witmark

.

At Capp's "Ul* AJ)ner" caitoon
wiU be the exploitation
-tor another song, beginning the week of Nov. 13: Capp'i
strip will tie in with the promotion efforts of Morris Music on.
the tune, "The Shmoo Song,"
written by Jule Styne and Johnny
Loebi which Styne demonstrated
several weeks back on "We the
People" with Capp.
Capp's .strip was tied into; the
promotion of a tune by Barton
Music several years ago. This was
titled "Don't Marry That Girl"
and wasn't very successful.
strip

medium

Yorit

,

..

!

.:

.

;

..

.

'

.

'

'

'

JACQUET-YAUGHAN

RCA'S DISK TEST PLAN

RETAIL DISK BEST

SIGNS FRAN WARREN
RGA'Victor'» new disk-test idea
under which it puts likely artist
prospects under a microscope, rer
uUed in the signing of Fran Warren, former Claudt ThornhiU vocalist. Miss Warren was tied to a
term contract that won't be exerfiised until the disk ban is lifted.

:

Surveu of retail disk best
based on reports obtoined from leading stores in
li cities> and shoioing comparative sales rating for this

tellers,

and

mike techniques,

Wcck

hoped the .fine-combing
get under the system will eliminate
the haphazard prior method of
judging ability on the basis of a
couple of songs, done without the

RH-Pluggers

2

\

"Tree in the Meadow"
DORIS DAY (Columbia)

3

3

"It's

4
S

4

8

6

"Maybe

7

14

8

8

many

resulted
in
Igng. continental .phonecalls

between

Hollywood

contactmen

Himber

the

to

7

9B

11

10

RH
by

,

15
13

,

claims

that

1

9

3

6

1

1

:

(B

0

1

03

:

2

2

7

1

2

2

3

2

4

5

2

10

6

3

4

6

6

14E

5

1

4

6

36

9

5

20

9

Vocco-Conn and many others.
Another item some pubs have

18
18

9

17

(Capitol)

3

10

.

(Capitol)
...

3

I.-

7

8
3

.

"•7

10

16

.

1

15

:

7

12

5

.

.

10

1

8

,

3

some mention in the:
tract of this phase,

11

:Currently NBC is dickering with
publishers through agent and trustee Harry Fox for a three-month
free-right to film original shows for
rebroadcast on subsequent days on
stations in cities other than H. Y.
Pubs are slow in okaying these
agreements with NBC/ but most
are said to have given verbal nods
to the idea, in view of its shorttest term.

PERRY COMO

11

(Victor)

"Rambline Rose"

6

3

»

11

1

10

:

DINNING SISTERS

(Capitol)

"Buttons and Bows^'
FRANKIE. LAIN.E..: (Mercury)
".\h. But It Happens".

15

.

16A

.

"It's

.

.

2

9

(Victor)

Water"

"Cool

10

TONY MARTIN
13

.

.

VAUGHAN MONROE
16B

aec

3

Magic"

2

JACK EMERSON

9

(Metrotone)

2
".,;,')

FIVE TOP

RAMBUNG

SONG

HITS

-2

BUSY FINGERS

PROGRESSIVE JAZZ

3 Suns

Stan Kenton

MASTERPIECES
No.;

.

Varitd

Artists

Decca

'

Issue Sherwin Cater Folio
San Francisco, Oct.

.

\

19.

I

Bands

Francis, Day & Hunter, London
music publisher, has issued "Shertlano
win's Saddle Songs," a book billing
Sterling Sherwin as "America's Eddy Duchin
Foremost Writer of Western Ray McKinloy*
Songs;"
Guy Lonibardo
Folio includes many action cow- Tommj Dorsey
boy stills. This is the second book
fby Sherwin issued by this house, • New Yorker,

MUSIC FOR

SOMETHING
SWEET TO YOOR
SWEETHEART

ROMANCING

J-",;,-.;:"

'

Glenn

Capitol

Victor"

9

...':';;-4-;,:.;

^,::^"s

1917-43

ALBUMS

C. Robert Gruber, for eight
years public relations director of
the Philadelphia Blue Cross hospita! plan, has switched to Fred
Waring's Pennsylvanians.

9

(Victor)

16D

Paul Weston

Milltr

Victor

Capitol

at Hotel B.O.'s
-Weill

i

,

Coven
Weeks

I

tiiii.i'i .:

I

LAUREL MUSIC CO.
Yerh

con-.:

,

11

5

.

ASGAP

11

(Columbia)

"On a Slow Boat to CIiina".
JO STAFFORD (Capitol)
."Every Day I Love You"

9
.

pointed: out about the contract is
its flack: of even mention of the
problent of kinescope recording
(reproduction on films of a live
In ordinary
broadcast).
video
radio,: a transcription of a broadcast, for rebroadcast on the same
day, is covered by the ASCAPcontract;
Transcriptions
of
radio
complete showS' not using music,
aired live, are paid for separately.
think
that
there
should
be
Pubs
-

2

.Waldorf

riayei)

f400; $2)

New Yorker

.

(400; $1-S1.50)

Roosevelt (400; $1.50-$2),
Pennsylvania (450; $1.50-$2)

:

.

.

..

.

.

2
2
3

2

I'a<it

Week

Total
'

CikvereOil Dute

2,550
1,225
2,679
2,100

6,450

MILLS

MUSIC.

INC.

1,925
7,700
6,025

!

TOMMY VALANDO

the
,

first

of

which,

"Album

ice slwic; Waldorf,

Peter Liiid Uayes-Mary Healy.

FROIVI

of

Chicago
Ray Morton

<]Vla.vfair

First week' with
neat 3,500.

Abe

Its

Room. Blaokstone,

I

I

'

Burrrfws scores, despite Jewish holidays

And

Small conventions holp ret am good bi-/, husky 3,000,
Griff Williams (Kinpue aoom. Palmer IIou,se, 5.50; $3 50 niin -SI
cover). E\ e ear. nose and throat specialists convened to tune ol helty

His Orchestra
Ilildesrarde,
tabs.

UST

FRONTIER HOTEL

/•!:>

nUl,

.

PI.

be

c

I

I

y

Hil'

New

GLASEk

York

2 2

t

r-j,

.

HEART
ItVa

Dillyl

Lavender Blue
(Dilly Dilly)

Santly-Joy, Inc.
Ulf Iroadway.
RIIDIE .TOY, Clen.

New

York

Pri>*.

Mrr.

Hettv 4 150
:'...'.
...

.

.

$l-$1.50i.

DOWN AMONG THE

Strong 3 350 covers.

SHELTERING PALMS

Del Courtney (Trianon, $1-$1.15 adm.l. Courtney in Tuesday (19)
Tommy Carlyn; combination socko 13,000.
Mariy Gould (Chez Paree, 500; $3.50 rain.). Pat 4,300.
Eddy Howard (Aragon. $1-S1,15 adm,), Northside ballroom scored

vice

lyric

by Jam»$ tndciMn

Mutit bf

excellent 15,000.

2Uj No, Wabcr.h

Al Trace (Blackhawk, 500; $2,50

ficvei Iv

Wilshire Hofcl

Abt Olmen

Scortng
min,),

Upped

to 3,800.

Great

Chicago

/--UCO

Mezzanine Floor

MY

a balladi

iChicago)

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORP.
JOfc

.

Location Jobs, Not in Hotels

LAS VEGAS, NEVADA
fl^^il^IL.-

50-$2).

.
,

Jan Garber (Biltmore, 900:

it's

;i\nig:eles

Eddie Oliver
!r (Ambassador,
(Ambassador. 900.
91
$1

,

Currently

jlnget

witli

Will Osborne (Marine Room. Edgewater, 700; $1.20 cover). No home
game for Norlhwpstcrn. bii( take still sweet 2,500,
Benny Strong: (Boulevard Room, Stevens, 650; $3,50 min,-$l cover).

Lps

e

350; $3.50 min.-St coveiO.

I

EDDY ROGERS

WAIT DISNEY'S TECHNICOLOR

SO DEAR TO

American Cowboy Songs," sold upwards of 100,000 copies.

Los Angeles
Art Mooney (Palladium B„ Hollywood, 6th

wit,).

Poor 6,400

.

-

:

24

3

3

2

"Blue Bird of Happiness'.

ice.

New

39

>>

JON-SONDRA STEELE (Damon)

performed, Hlmber's
Hollywood post states he is ill
possession of a clearance sheet for
a broadcast by Leigliton Noble's
orchestra,
from Berkeley, Cal.
This sheet lists 16 songs; actually
only nine were played, as logged
by N.Y. Accurate Reporting Serv-

Rreadway,

45

2

1

4

.

.

^"You Were Only Pooling;"

.

14C

actually

U19

57

5

5

8

3

9

5

KAY KYSER
14B

14D

JOE lURKi and
joi McCarthy, jr.

64

6

ART MOONEY (MGM)

the

ROSE

Continued tram pate 37

ances for sight interpolations in
conjunction with their melodies.
Pubs themselves are doing quite
a bit of procrastinating about signing over video rights to ASCAP.
Virtually every pub member of the
Society has turned the preferred
Contract over to attorneys and will
not sign them until they are completely looked over and okayed;
Aside from the major pubs and
writer members of ASGAP's board
who have already signed the pact,
there are many major publishers
who have not. Gus Schirmer, who
is a member of the board,, but who
wasn't at the tele meeting, has not
Neither has Ralph Peer;
signed.
nor Edwin If. Morris, Bregman-

SI

9

them

ASCAP-Tele

:

- ts-

6

9

14A 12

Vandberg sheet inaccurately lists
only songs cleared and not songs

ly

e

0

>a

.

10

turned

Hall

Q
N

1

1
1

Symphony

away for the engagement, one of
a half a dozen or so jazz concerts
set for the town in the next month.:

Of

.

ti

t)'

•*»

pa

4

1

7

15

13

the same

.

up

a

BLUE BARRON (MGM)

.procedure.

back

i I
1 1 I

S
**

.

CARSON ROBINSON (MGM)

"inaccuracies" as Vandberg's sheel.
If the pubs decide they want a
sheet listing only songs performed
pn the air, he'll continue that
'I'o

Arches"

tlie'

GORDON MacRAE
11

12

Mi

.

"Ullette"

12

iJ

I

.c
CO

1

(Victor)
.

:

listing

(Decca)

..

.

VYou Came a Lone Way"
ANDREWS SISTERS (Decca)

:

Hollywood sheet

Darlinic"..

ELLA FITZCERALD

"Underneath

e

B
.«.'

Id

u

8

.

,

"You Call Everybody

"My Happiness"

Hollywood

office, is letting publishers
In N.Y. decide the issue. Himber
state's that if the publishers decide
to abide by the demands of their
local men, then be will issue a
.

.

KING COLE TRIO

and N. Y. bosses in the past few
days, and they're still going on.
is arguing the points with the
local men,: but aside from a letter

WPCE

9A

B

:.ai:

CO-

n

L V
§

.

ts\.

A.".

(Decca)

Be There"
SISTERS (Decca)

RAY McKINLEY

has

'

.5J.

< :w

*

.

(Columbia)

You'll

ANDREWS

'

7

GORDON JENKINS

Vandberg

«

0-

I
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«
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^S

e-

net of $4,500.
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>H

S'

p

(Victor)

"Buttons and Bows"

covers.-:.

Arguments-"

Maeic"

DINAH SHORE

.

i
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.

:
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S
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:S'''

(Capitol)

"Until"

6

S)

0

a
m 0A

:,
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:(«:
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.

T

''O

v

(Capitol)

TOMMY DORSEY

various point totals for local and
networlc shows across the country:
is unfairly gauged. And that Peatman's -basic method of taking into
account the Hooper ratings of individual shows Is mugh more
desirable. Also, that RH's listenint;
covers only the four networks; a.''
against the larger number of local

<o-

i

«

'
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proper dressing.

and

W

o

a
National
Rating
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CO

last week.

-

St.'
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-

Sarah Vaughan, wound up their
first four stops on a trans-continental tour with a take of $31,000
on the four dates. Boston gross
was $5,700y including taxes or a

..0

6
B
'«

"3

at

etc. It's
artists, will

Continued from page
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instrumental-accompaniment

s

setups,

316 IN 4 DATES
Boston, Oct, 19.
Jacquet's septet, with

Illinois

a

Victor doesn't intend to record her
until then.
Disk test idea consists of putting
artists through a complete test of
various types of songs, under vari-
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:
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Expect Coast AFM Election Fireworks

BETAa SHEET BEST SELLERS

As J. K. WaUace Hule Is Threatened
istration will have upwards of 20Hollywood, Oct. 19.
begins to look as though there sergeants-at-arms at the meeting,
each guard getting $8 for the evening's work.
At a recent heated
upcoming biennial election of ofr meeting. Roth declaims he was
bodily
heaved ofif the stage by the
ficers of Musicians' Local 47 in

Survey of retail iheet muski
gales, based on reports obtained

It

will be at least three, and possibly
four, tickets on the ballot for the

jrom leading stores in 12 cities,
md showing cortvparative sales
rating /or this and last week.

T

O

December. Quite a contrast to

T
A
L

Wectk Ending
National
Ratine
Tlii*

I

he

was

^

officers

N
T

and Publisher

Title

says

ly didn't stop talking when told to
do so. In any event, the guards
are trying to keep their were called.
plans shrouded until the meeting,
designs of opposing tickets arc
growing obviousi
Large group of film studio mu-:
sicians are pressuring 20th-Fox

O

Last

He

"threatened with bodily ejection"

and "walked off in disgust." Rotb
had been recognized by the chair,
started a long speech and apparent-

'

P

OCT. 16

sergeants.

last

when the present J.: K.
Wallace regime walked in.
General membership meeting of
union on Oct. 25 is carded for
nominations, and although all factions save the incumbent slate o{
election

S

.:

"Tree in the Meadow (Shapiro-B)
Call Darling" (Mayfair)

1

1

"You

2

3

3

"My Happiness" (Blasco)
"Hair of Gold" (Robert)
"Maybe You'll Be There" (Tri)
"Every Day I Love You" (Harms)

i

5
6A
6B

'.5:,:

7
6
11
10

%
i

9

10

2

3

3

3

4

6

5

5

5

5
i

.

y
3

?

7

10

10
9

2
9
5
6

•

8

1

113
86

2

6

3
4

6

75

4

71

7

7

6

8

4
8
5

a

8
5

7

5 --71;

8

9

2

2
1

10
5

10

.

.

5

1

5

6

"Blue Bird of Happiness" (Harms)
"Love Somebody" (Kramer-.W)
"RamblioK Rose" (Laurel)

8

.ft-.--

1

3

1

3
9
2

5

2

1

2

1
3

4
6
9

>

1

2
3

1

4

1

6

-

4

1
.4-

1

2

8

to

oppose Wallace's bid for an eighth
tern in prexy post. Menhennick
said he'd "consider

57
48
48

3
9

6

7

CandidiAlsSet

windjammer Ray Menhennick
it

For8if2EieetioB

favorably"

if the backers didn't loose their,
Candidates for the four top iioslenthusiasm by the nomination date. tions of Ne\»-York Local 802 Of the
Present plans call for a straight American Federation of Musicians,
Menhennick ticket of office-seek^ have been named by the opposing;,
ers, and from current outlook this parties.
Incumbent Blue Ticket
faction seems to be the biggest has named its current of ficeholders
opposition Wallace and present
^Richard McCann, " Sam Suber,
job-holders will face,
Charles lucci. Jack Stein in comCharles G r e e n, member of petition for the, posts they now
Ideal's board: and heretofore be- hold as president, v.p., secretary
lieved a strongly- pro-Wallace man, and treasurer,- respectively..
may be: a surprise candidate for
To oppose them, the combined
prez. Green acknowledged there is Unity and Coalition parties have
a group backing him, but on direct posted the names of Al Manutl,
query as to whether his hat would for president; Dave Freed, v.p.;
the ring, lie stated: Calmen Fleisig, secretary, and Max
be tossed
"I'm not free to speak yet." But-' Arons. treasurer. Freed is a memhe would not deny there -was a, ber of the Coalition group, while
move to place a Green ticket: in the other three are Unityite&;
nomination.:
Arons and Manuti are now on tb«<
At last election Menhennick governing board, incidentally/':
headed a ticket, but midway in B'lelsig was Umty's choice for
Qompaign withdrew from race president at the last election.
against Wallace and concentrated
Balloting day is Dec. 2,
>
on winning niches on board of
>

34
19

10

3

9

17

9

10

16

—

:

—

'

I

-

-
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ASCAP Wins Dismissal

Band Reviews

I

^

Of $85,000 Realty Suit
American Society of Authors,
Composers and Publishers won
Belmont Plaia Hotel, New York
why dancebeat performances of pop:
dismissal last week in N. Y. suEvery so often nitery habitues
and standard tunes should be b.o.
In
preme court of an $85,000 damage
run into something unusual.
They see this band- consistently
it's
the Eddie Stone
this case
suit brought against it by the 580
earning solid sums, even on hotel
orchestra, a combination of three
Fifth
Avenue Corp. Action was
dates,
and sit down «nd try to rasax, three rhythm, one trumpet
tionalize
why
they
don't
do:
the
thrown
out after a three-day trial
and trombone. It's small, but big
same.'
^iil sound and ability to play
before Justice Thomas Aurelio.
Perhaps the best .answer is the
dance music in a legitimately
Matter involved a realty deal
simplest.
recent
In
years, the somusical way.
whereby ASCAP was to have ocStone obviously is enjoying the called name band, whose success
preference of good musicians for usually has hinged upon the per- cupied the Anderson .GaUerles,
staying put instead of hitting the sonal ability of a performing mae- at Park Avenue & 57th Street,
EDDIE STONE ORCH
With Cathy Norman

success to many people in the band
business who: cannot, understand

(8)

m

/

.

.

'

.

.

'-

.

'

:

:

^

directors for himself, Henry Roth
and others of his backers.. This:
stunt almost worked and, had it,

man;' a singer who surpasses the
majority of name band vocalists
and a good many of those occupying choice spots on commercial

N.

Y..

.

ASCAP

-

:

rivals (jan't understand why
Wood^
successful.

it's

ONE HAS MY NAME

GUY LOMBARDO ORCH
With Kenny Gardner,

Don Rodney NED COSMO ORCH

(8)

New York

With Diane Richards
Guy Lombardo launched his 19th Casbah, Los AnKcles..

Roosevelt Grill,

two weeks ago when

.

go places. At the inoment, there
are one or two rougii spots -that
have to be ironed out, Continued
work should take care of the gensince
needed
tightening
eral
Cosmo has, for the most part, surrounded himsclt with competent
.

an unfathomable

is

guitarist

Ned Cosmo is back on the bandstand— this time fronting an eightpiece combo that loolis like It will

tap.

Lombardo

hospitals,

veterans'

in

he returned to. the spot after a
summer of alternate speedboat racing and seasonal dates. And not a
thing has changed, even to the biz
the room usually does when the
Lombardo's Royal Canadians are
.-

THE OTHER HAS MY HEART

Alter seven years -in service and

consecutive season at the Roosevelt liotel grill

vn

KLAC

,

radio.
She works a warm, rangy
over standards and pops,
rhythm and ballad choices with
equal facility, and rounds out the
unexpected satisfaction that this
Wood.
hand
small band offers.

voice

•

men.

•

:

liOng a sidenian. for such orchs
ftjiy Noble, Vincent Lopez and
PavH Whiteman in the pre-war era,
CoMiio lia<; loundod up some exas

them over

\\

ual fronlUne

RECORDED

BYl

aecoidion-cIcU-inct-leiioi-

is

marldng

a

own

111"!

KlVR

,-M.SIV nM'OIU.ira) BYl.
KIN.H AND; V.VltflJ.TV ill'X-Ono.S
t E ON
RE N E P U BL 10 A T
.

inslninient.

RECORDINGS
BOB EBERIE

liim
from: reguklv
for
stnng-plucking and he geia the
most Irom it. Presumably, when
the Ki-oup is more solidly dovct.niled hu'U devote even more time
to the Instru&ent t(i -giye the band-,

switch

1

\r].l

sax-elet-

Uiic guitar combination. Latter

'

.1
I

ilh
ai

an added mellowness through an

RAY flNTHONY SlGNATJSf
'
.MIULS B,R0S. ,. l)H<"l.'A
RONfjPE OeftUV.ILUE
.MErillUttT
1 0
H N N Y M 0 0 R E'S B LA2 E R S KXCLU 8 V H

BUDDY BAKtR

and puts
a nnK In an unusrangemfent, he gets,

arrangenirnis

cellent

.

.

IONS

Mitiri..i.ijni'o: iVJri .Siiiwct BUil„'HiillywocKl' 2S
^^ A^: Oa'k'ii..5Ur5i3 -Ave.' (l(.'A'''<'''casi.N.Y;(...

'

:

JIMMY WAKEIY.

rrilip.:

EDDIE

piario,: .bass,

GREATEST WESTERN
SONG OF AIL TIME

THjP

Bo'b Nolan's

Immortal

'

C25 Records Available)

AMERICAN MUSIC,
~f!iiret

Khmcro,

I'rof.:

INC.

M,

C»l.

New

Mgr.

York, N. Y.

keeps

DEAN

24492
London

.Capitol 15162
Crystal 132

TEXAS JIM LEWIS. Exclusive 45x

\\ell

spotted during liis sefs lie knows
how to paye'Une medleys, for, dartce.j
variations: and he's :got some exceptionallv good arrangements of
such olMhe-bealen track stuff as
ihe Peer Gynt suite, which he gets
over to good enect
Band is a good bet for the smal-

SLIM

DUNCAN, Columbia 20491

,

;

!

;

,

lei-

!

it s

niteries, such as C<i.sbah, where
Kop.
now .spotted .

Loui.s Arnistronjl flies to llollyOct. 29 foi tlie Gene Norjazx promotion at Paji-Pactftc;

\\()i>d
l'»il.>wai!Hl

Cosmo

.

I

COOL WATER

which

cals

Decc<i

SAM BROWNt

Oilier :p.ie(!e.s': are
.dVu pis Jintl. t.fiunp.et.:
Diane BicliauLs h.indles the vo-

added

an:

.

50€ Deal

:

'

:

McLaughlin's

Hollywood, Oct. 19,
would- have been a; signal- victory,
Bob McLaughlin,
disk
the
Plaintiff claimed that writ- for through the board power
Menhennick taction could have jockey, will get national air time
ten agreement called, for
Rexall
for
Drug
Co. starting Oct.
harnessed, in many instances, other
to .lease -the premises from it. officials.
25. Stint is expected to net the
However^ the court ruled there
Both Wallace and Menhennick jockey $50,000 yearly.
was no evidence of any written are spoiling for a head-on figlit;!
McLaughlin will air this "Club
pact.
Recently, publicly, Wallace snarled Time" 15 minutes, five times a
When ASCAP failed to go a challenge to Menhennick to opr week for 52 frames. Platter prothrough with the deal, 580 Fifth pose him in prexy race, and fof grams will be transcribed and sent
Avenue. Corp. filed suit to recover five< minutes persistently taunted out to 18 radio stations by Rexall.
damages and expenses allegedly him With, "Run against me. I'll Show will bow in New York,
cut and tailored to
sustained after it had optioned the beat you once and for all right Florida, South Carolina and Los
But It doesn't always work.
"And. there Angelesi beginning Oct. 26: and
Structure was finally into the ground."
Lombardo does the opposite. He property.
will be expanded during succeed?
taken
over by Walter Reade from were even stronger remarks.
places the tune first, carefully se*
Anticipating fireworks at the Ing weeks until 18 AM-ers have
and the Central Savings Bank to house
lects
pops and standards
his
Park
Ave.
nominating
the admin-: been filled in.
Theatre.
conclave,
piays them the way they're 'written.
project
In short, he uses his band to
songs, doesn't use the songs to project a band. It's so simple his'jump

'rhey tool this eight-man stro, has let its reputation escape
through excellent arrange- good sense. It reaches success: via
ments in a manner designed to put one record, or a string of them.
the business man's bounce to^ the Thereafter,:: the leader or the en-,
forefront, without sacrificing mu^ tire, band must do things to justify
sicai integrity.
In short, it's not its position: It may, for instance,
a corn tenor band, but it achieves do .tricks with tunes. Usually thisthe same result. It's highly dance'- submerges the melodies used be'?
able and at the same time £ood neath the personality of tlie band
or leader. And in the end, even
listening.
the country's best melodies are re-,
In the same band is Cathy Nor.fit -the -band.
road,

outfit

-

'

1

man

Aud.

PEER tNT^RNATIONAL CORP.
'

.:.Sole.

Seitinq '-Agent'

SOUTHERN MUSIC PUBLISHING
1619 Broadwpy, New York 19.

CO.,
N. Y.

Idc.
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"Topt of the Tops

/^i^g^soNG

><

MATTFELD

By JULIUS

(Copyright, VorUly,. Int.

tinil

A(l Right*

R««efve«l)

'

'

pressntation,

;

:

(Continued from lait Weeic)

]^S24
The American. Sunday School
Union came into being inasmuch as
the Sunday School was one of the
chief educational mediums, secular
as well as religious, at this time (in
1872 uniform Sunday School lessons were established intemationallv, but by that time the Sunday
School was already mainly re-

iniony" in Indiana, the idea being

|h«L P?«Plf„.„r"J'^, J'^^r,^
labors in common and live

in a
congenial; environment (It failed).
Meantime, in Cincinnati one Josiah Warren opened a store accepting notes issued against labor time
i.e., a "one hour"
in lieu of money
note, etc, This venture, too, failed
:

—

when only Warren believed in
money coined purely against labor
,
instead of againgt precious metal.
The greatest billiard player in
James Fenimore Cooper pubr
"The
Higham,
one
was
the land
lished his "Last of the Mohicans."
Albany Pony," who appeared in
James K. Hacketl made his
New York City from his native debut
at the Park Theatre, N. Y.
N. Y., and embarked on a
;

ligious).

,

On the Fourth of July, the semi.,
centennial of the U S,, two former
Lafayette, who. had been an aide
presidents, Thomas Jefferson and
General Washington in the
John Adams, died.
American Revolution, returned to
men's sumlmer wear, the palm
In
this country and visited the 24 leaf hat appeared.

to

,

published

1827

The Merry Swiss Boy. Tyrolese
The actress Annie Jane Henry
made her debut in the play "Letltia song w,,' translated by William
'

_

,

^

She was said to be the Ball, m arranged by Ignaz Mosmost beautiful woman that ever cheles (in: Tyrolese melodies)
appeared on a U. S. stage, and old Lon\ion: Willis & Co. [1827?].
records state, that "at 50 she
Mme. Francisquy Huten introseemed as fresh and charming as
duced the modern French school
In her girlhood.','
of dancing for the first time on the
American stage at the Bowery The1825
Hardy."

_

by

;

Albany,
long series of victories^

states of the Union.
Irving
Washington
"Tales of a Traveller."

is

copies

Seller on Coin Macliinea
"Tree In the Meadow"

o>h«r basic bcrciigrounil information, attendant to :t<ie compi/ation
appeared in tlie Oct. 6, IMS, iuue when the Variety Song
Cavafcade itarted pvbflcation serial/y. It is Suggested that these instaUments be
cfipped and filed for future reference.
Attention is; hereljy called to the fact that this ntMerjal U wp/right and may not
be reproduced either wholly or in part.

le^«nd>

and

Ingle

Havvthorne and Ingle combo's vocalist, Karen Tedder. In deference to
disk ban, the orchmen were not even in the studios at the time. The
jock concocted a background cacophony accompaniment of «ealion
barks, musical saw, kazoo and elephant bell and. dueted at odd moments with Miss Tedder.. But as far as Cap is concerned it's an Ingle
British Best Seller
release, and he'll get tlie royalties (Which he'll aplit with Hawthorne).
"So Tired'*
The big blow came to the platter-nusher after he had his manager
Hal Gordon got a story in Time mag. The mag gave ythe disk twocolumns-and-cut spread, but when it spilled out on paper, it became
later he built one of the first U. S.- strictly a buildup for Ingle, with Hawthorne ignored. And so the jock
produced locomotives and made the parleys with RCA-Victor this week, not Cap., on continuing his zanyfortune which enabled him to en- humoi- cake-cutting.
^
dow Cooper Unioii in New York,
aid Cyrus Field in laying the AtFreddy Martin surprised Guy Lombardo'« listeners on a remote
and run for the
cable,
lantic
broadcast last Thursday (14) ni^ht by handling the band and making aU
presidency.
Martin
and Lombardo
broadcast.
the
Noah Webster issued his mam- tune announcements throughout
was a saxophone
moth "Anvsrican Dictionary of the have been good friends for years, since the former Canadians
on the
salesman, and the idea of his handling the Royal
English Language."
to
have advised
supposed
is
Lombardo
So many playhouses were in broadcast was just a gag.
business in Philadelphia tliat five Martin to become a bandleader years ago.
Dorsey
got
together,
Jimmy
and
Dorsey
That same evening. Tommy
of them failed.
the former sitting in with J. D.'s band at the Arcadia Ballroom, N. Y.,
which had grabbed him to mark its 25tth anniversary. T. D. worked
1829
his brother so long that he left himself only six minutes to make
From Greenland's Icy Mountains with
by his own band from the Pennsylvania hotel, 20 block*
Hymn; tunc: Missionary hymn; a broadcastmade it.
Reginald Heber. away. He
also Heber.
m., Lowell Mason (in: The Boston
There can be little doubt now about how well Fred Waring and his
Handel and Haydn Society coUec-:
concert attraction. Wartion of church music, p. 235, 7th Pennsylvanians have become established as a
edition):
Boston: Richardson and ing was booked by May Beegle Concerts for single sliow at 3,800-seat
Syria Mosque, Pittsburgh, home of longhair music, on Oct. 27. After
Lord, 1829.
was deluged with inBeegle
oilice
column,
German
title.:
Serenade-^origiital
two short lines iiv a local
Staendelten (no; 4 in: Schwanemret quiries, many enclosing checks and requesting amounts be filled in at
sang:), German words, Ludwig Rell- other end.
Couple of weeks later, opening of the ticket sale was anstab. m., Franz Schubert, Vienna: nounced, with house scaled up to $3.90.
Within 72 hours, entire 3,800
Tobias Haslinger [,1829].
chairs had gone clean. ThiC^re had been talk about Waring carding an
There's Nothing True but Heaven, extra show, doing two the same evening, one to hegin around 7:30, but
Moore, m., Oliver maestro vetoed that.
w., Thomas
the
R.
Providence,
1.;
Shaw.
author [Oliyer Shawl, cop. 1829.

p^^JETY

Compiled for

Red

is miflfed that

Disk iockev Jim Hawthorne obviously

Rag"

Sheet Music Seller

"Tree In the Meadow"
"Most Requested" Disk
"Maybe You'll Be There"

1800-1948) ********

(Musical-Historical Revieiv:

•

"12tli Street
Itetail

Orchestras-Music

Inside

Retail Disk Seller

cavalcade;

,

Deny Motion

Andrew; Jackson was inaugurated

atre N. Y,
The Erie Canal between New
Slavery was ended in New York
York and Buffalo was opened, State by an act of the legislature.
therewith marking New York as tlie
•In Gurleyville. Conn., the first
future metropolis of the U. S. over successful silk mill was established
Boston, Philadelphia, and Baltiand a veritable craZe developed in
more.
Connecticut and WlUimantic
the first attempt to the

to

Jocks, Jukes, Disks

Reopen

Continued from pagt. 3C

president. He immediately opposed
the United States bank, and in one
bills than any of
his predecessors did in four years.
'Canals opened eveiywhere in
the industrial East as an aid to

;

'Rum' Infringement Case
Legal jockeying in the "Hum

week vetoed more

play away in many quarters.
a stronger melody.

It'S'

;

Waring

Fred

and Coca-Cola" matter continued

Xmas"-

"White

"WinN. Y:: federal "Twelve Days of Christmas,"
shipping and trade— among theiji court when Justice Simon H. Rif- ter Wonderland"-"My Heart Sings''
the Delaware & Chesapeake, the kind denied a. motion of the song's (Decca). Retail counters and jocks
Delaware & Hudson, and the Os- publishers and writers to reopen will do allrlght with these sides'
choral
group.
by
Waring's
huge
wego (in New York); the Farmthe case for further hearing. Court Three are Xmas items, tlie fourth
ington in Connecticut, and the
In New Y'ork
ruled last July that "Rum" .as a fair, job on a standard that
valleys for raising- mulberry trees Cumberland & Oxford in Maine.
introduce regular Italian opera
written
by Morey Amsterdam, doesn't seem to jell. "Xmas'^ arto feed the silk worms.
was made at the Park Theatre by
Paul Baron and Jeri Sullivan, and rangement is excellent, however,
complained
about
the
The
U.
S.
1830
Signor Manual Garcia and his eighth .depression since 1790; runpublished by Leo -Fci.st, infringed and so is the balladrpaced "WonI Know a Bank where the Wild
daughter, Maria Felicite Garcia ning
upon
the
music of "L'Annee derland"; VTwelve Days" also hits
form,
it lasted three
true
to
(atlerward the famous singer Mali«°Pi;?n°'Passee,''"; W^^^^^
c"omposl the spot.
years.
T^I'^t.''}^:^^-JT}}r
bran).
and
alto; with piano acc. w.j WilJohnny Desmond "Tara^Talaration controlled; by Maurice Baron.
m.,
Charles
John Quiney Adams was inauguliam Shakespeare,
Tala"-"Before
(M-G-M).
Long"
Eeiist
the
Writei'S contended
;and
president.'
Riley
rated
Edward Horn. E.
[,1830 or
Desmond does nice, work on tlie
in their motion that they had
w. 31].
Feeling in the U. S. at this tune
Tyrociese Evening Hymn.
first
side, an adaptation of an
transmitting Felicia
against
crystalized
Dorothea Hemans.
m.,
My Heart and Lute, w., Thomas newly discovered evidence; Plain- Itallan.lullaby that has good qualilaige estates to the oldest son at a Augusta Browne (Garrett). Boston* Moore (sometimes incorrectly at- tiff's attorney opposed a hew trial, ties. He sings the tune with feelfather's death (right of primogeni- C. Bradlee, cop. 1828.
tributed to J. P. Kemble), m.. Sir claiming the "newly discovered'' ing and understanding
and is
ture), whereupon wealthy people,
Henry Bishop. (Composed in 1830.) inateijlal.was.ro^^
smartly backed by a celestei Jocks
split
unlike Europeans, usually
Industrial ;AmertcS-hegMi tP stir
Sparkling:
and' Brieht.
<..w.v HieBt as,; Well as. hdng irej^iiSioUs will
find it something diiferent.
their estates among
more emphatically.i Although a [Charles Fenno Hoffman;] pub- testiinotty ;that' alreadj^ ;\*aS in this Flipover is something that can be
_ several heirs.
The leg-of-mutton sleeve (some- foretaste of this had been evident lished
from record. At the same time the; de forgotten easily.
„ anonymously-poetry
^
times so large that the wearer had in previous manufacturing estab- the New York American, m., James f endanti aslced for i
JBO-day ej?»
to go through a door sideways) be- lishments, and even unions and. B. Taylor: T. Birch [,183-?]
Platter Pointers
tension to file the record on ap*
guiled feminine fashions, along strikes, it was in 1828 that the first
London's "Rambling Rose," by
peal, but- the court grahted
:dewith the full skirt, hairdrebs puffs, working man's party— the InevlPoker evolved into a gambling lay only until Nov. 15.
Benny Leei Keynotes and Stanley
leghorn
and
scarfs,
^ace
fur boas,
table hallmark of industrial pro game using a full deck of 52 cards
Black's orchestra, is tasty job
.
^
hats.
gress was organized in Philadel- (instead of the mere 20 cards preDitto Count Basie's newest Vicphia by mechanics.
viously used); but there was no
tors, "Just a Minute" and "Bye
Connelly in N. Y.
1826
Varnish was first produced in draw— only straiglit bluffing.
Bye Baby," particularly the former,
The Dashing White Sereeant. w., the U;- S. SOi too, damask; linen
Connelly,
Reg
head
of
Campbell
Joseph Smith founded the Mor^
which will get wide jock attention
General Burgoyne. m.. Sir Henry and straw paper.
Connelly Music, is in New Yoi'k;
mon Cliurch at Fayette, N. Y.
Seldom does obscure, indie
The Baltimore & Ohio Railroad
Bishop. (Composed in 1826;)
March 16 was the dtiUest day in from London, on business.
labels turn out such excellently
inaugurated passenger service with .^ew York Stock Exchange history
Mrs. Connelly, who accompanied recorded stuff as Ralph Wilson's
Utopian schemes now occupied ^4 miles ol horse-drawn cars (over
onlv
31
shares changed him, picked up a cold en route and "Roy Boogie" (Lucky) . .
"
Wild
4nuch attention. Robert Owen, a wooden rails covered with iron).
hands
f^ns
should look up Lionel
is presently recupeiatlng in their l'"''^
Peter Cooper founded his tamoiis
successful English cotton manuHampton's "Hawk's Nest" and
(Continued in next week's issue) Es.sex House (N. Y.) suite.
faotuter, trifed to found "New Har- iron works in Baltimore, where
"Goldwyn Stomp" (Decca) from
"A Song is Born"
Jackie Brown
Quintet gives M-G-M good versions
of "If We Can't be the Same Old
Sweethearts" and "Down Among
the Sheltering Palms," doing the
latter at ballad pace that's different, but not as effective
.
Victor has cut a version of "Dear
Okie," which drew attention via
RepresenHng an investment of over $35,000,
available
an Exclusive label disking, by the
for immediate delivery at the unbelievable price of $15,000.
Frontiersmen . . Buddy Johnson'*
Decca disking of "You'd Better
Change Your Ways" seems a
The reitrodtifcd .pliotos; ^^'111 k)vv yiiu
;K<-'iiCTa1 iiltMi f>f tllr (rorKf^oiin WliKe l'.»iul- C'rlilKfir
likely candidate for the race marts
thiii' Wu oiler .lor siife.
'iluv luNl ^vord in eoiiiro.rt iiiMl fie; luve c(ioli>'iit<i»1«
Reji»r«4eiitifi||;
Hii Investment o( over SilS.OOO.
/ Novelties, "Grouchy Gl-oucho"
and "Twin Trouble" (Victor), by
SrVIlNC t'VrvriTi, bUteon vUis arlwr.
/ckc Manners, afford good changeBII;t'll.\>'IC'.\T, FjmTRKS—Mrand jien i'l r.i Under IViille
of-pace
items for jukes.
I'aneaiie
Oasoline
Jiotor,
jn»t
InKtalled—
not
run
10
mileH,
S[.l'.l'.riNri C.U'.VCITV, el|;lit (l»ii]>le, four siiiKle riillman
hjf Wliitc Coinpw >it a eojit or !jl,'i,50U.i)().
Recommended hillbillv. country
norths.
.Two coinimriincntM. In^lii'hliial eiiiriiiK'e, l>utU
sides- Jerry Irby's "Drivin' iNails
TMSl'iSry-Dnnl rear, NluKle ifrnnt, all iwuctiealiv Itrund jien.
aiid.'toUei botwcen.-}
in My Coffin" and "Too Manv
;',t'»i« MOrBallon
water tanlix, Kas- moti
powered jieheiator to keep, batteries np anil provide Ilitiit wjieii
IXTIOKlOK-^niond Mreh ;i>atielliiii;r. loi'lcers finil rii|»hoar(1s,
Women" (M-G-M)
Johnny
trul-er parited wlierc eleetrlrltj not oiailalde. nutside
{^rt'y veloilr iii>holt^te]',v, .IMilhniiii. t1et:M'liiil»le tiil>leN,.lie!t vy
Bond's "Cimarron" (Columbia
.
plu(rri(|-.and eonverler ivliere IJO voKs Ohtalnable.
|»ilo (rarpetiiiK, fli'iipeH to ina.(ch.
X^iurteeli. faiiN' lhroiij;llr
'The Devil's Great Grandson,"
ISINfi M'KHB 7(1 "M.IMI.
<
out interior. »<eve.n lliitnne Heaters. throu>;liO(it. loterior;.
Air bralies. ItafPtcnxe earSons of 'the Pioneers (Columbia);
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The Lasf Word In Travelling Comfort!

This

WHITE LAND CRUISER
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draveN; .sort^en^^ telepiione
s.t'Htem iMiilt In -witli outside' eonneetlons niu1'lar«re roel
direet teleplione. xonneetions. ean he inHd«'.-to
eahle
Teieplione
tliileo liulll'ln

.

>:ied

railio,; hliades,

'

;

m

;

t'onumny'

;.

y\

on roof tarpaulin fover.'
;

i

XVlAl SV S f Jfl,>l. nutomatle pressure air, iUhflWei' lialli,
Hash l>onl, ufilltj Hi)iK all liOl nr cold Haler.

toilet,

.

The above

IliieH,".

idea

'?fTfIIHN-;-four plate (Untune) (t«s store, oven, ete. rnil
;h1ii1c nnfl ;draln board, Inrfre .liot >vaier';;B,vMteJin, ".fMll Hizti.
Serve! refi-ifrei'ator. cujihoard, eloHel Bpaee;;d.i^^1ieft;.allver'4.
.;.•
V
ivare, glasses,. Uuen.

;

brief

deserlption only
cquipinent.

of lids luvurlous
..

/Ore.v tbroufrhont; tite
eruiser ;i!s
die' last
wont in aiipearanee

and;

';eoinf4»rl.

It.

'Praetiea11.v.1>rai)d ticu'
in all detail.
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iuilf
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l'"iidHhed In
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WILL YOU
BE

i*i

MY

DARLIN'

JACK AND M.\RT AXN
IDEAL: for a (porttman, Kunter, family
it !i
It

a daiux* attraction

also has great advertising appeal.

ferniai price

;tour,

and has great public

ictor on location, band leadar on iour.

AVAILABtE FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY,

$15,000 terms. Call, wire or writt Mr.

Boulevard, Beverly Hills. California.

.

Padcleii,

fele{phone Clb-67111.

..

For catnival or circus

interest besides serving as transportation

and

living

quarfert.

.

OWIflNS

i;.'3»

RIMil- SID'J'AltO
Kexent Kecord

CXIFFIK STONK

Gold Seal Ilec6Td loao

F.O.B. Lot Angclci. Cali-

c/e Beverly Wilshire Hotel, >9514 Wiishire

Tower Keeord

DALE EVANS

AMERICAN MUSIC.
;

9109

INC.

Caret Komero, Prof. Mxr.
>

\8uii(iet

Honywood

Blvd.

46, Gnl.

1S10 nroailwnjr
Vork, N. Y.

New
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Winston

AGVA Board to Name Exec-Sec. At

Sells Interest

In Philly Nitery

^ts' Ktdi for Talent

Out-of-Way

Philadelphia, Oct. 19.

Jackie
Winston,
comic and
emcee, has sold his interest in the
Little Rathskeller to Harold Wolf.
The comedian found himself unable to divide his attention be-

Nov.lMeet,fith7MunedforPost
meeting of the newlyj'
board of the
American Guild of Variety Artists, Riviera, N. J., Folding
which will be held Nov. 1 at the
For Season Oct. 81
N.Y., is exhoWl,
Park Central
Bill Miller is closing his Riviera,
pected to produce a scramble for
Ft. Lee, N. J„ Oct. 31, instead of
Qie post of executive secretary,
staying
open
until Jan. 1, as he did
admhiisin
the
post
only salaried
in past years.
frative setup of union.
Miller is insuring his oomlng
Probably the leading contender season; with
commitments on sevfor the spot is Dewey Barto, who eral headliners. He hopes
to open
Is worliing in the national AGVA with" Danny
Thomas, and while no
office on a volunteer basis and
contracts
are
signed, he is also
who has repeatedly expressed him- dickering with Carmen Miranda,
self as being unavailable for the
ackie Miles, Jane Froman and
However, many members of J
Job.
Larry Storch to play the spot next
thS board are spearheading a season,
movement to draft Barto. Another
candidate Is Bill Felnberg, former
secretary of Local 802, who is

The

first

national

elected

the labor relations field.
one of his clients. His
feel
that
AGVA's
proponents
cause would best be served by an
experienced trade union official
who is not aligned with any
in

AGVA

is

AGVA

faction.

Ups Paris Vaude

.

.

.

i

Staff

shifted personnel in several offices>
bringing in Lloyd LaBrie, former
bandleader, to head the N. Y; cocktail dept.
Manuel Ovando, also a
bandleader will be in charge of the

:

Sicylar,

:

BOT,

greatest

as

.

•rlhe Billboard

vaude sjiowcase in the world while

the newer addicts to greasepaint
rhumba band, division, while Larry can only wonder if it's mostly a
Meyers, who quit McConkey. two strong case of nostalgia. Certainly
weeks ago to work at Consolidated no performer today can get^a pic,

Radio: Artists^ returns to head the
smalL band sector.
Edna Van
Veen, who also left McConkey to
join CRA, similarly returned and
will be secretary of the N. Y. office.
McConkey is. also forming an office in Casper, Wyo.j which will be
headed by Bill Menill, now managing the Kansas City office. Andy
Anderson, of Kansas City, will be
shifted to the Hollywood office, and

'^Sunny wouldn't win

ture of what the Palace (or any
other big vaude house) was likethrough the medium of stage
shows here.
deadlock in the
We (The Debonairs) are doubling
choice of executive secretaL-y, nafrom the Lido into a variety thetional
board may designate a
atre here along with Gillette &
three-man committee to function
Richard, the only other American
In that post.
Likelihood is, .howact on' the. bill; Aside from the
ever, that an AGVA head will be
headliner,' the rest of the program
chosen after three ballots.. Board
is. made up of a number of' French
is expected to fix salary at $7,500. Gordon Durado will manager Kan- acts whose ::tums are more than
sas City branch.
questionable. They are the sort of
McConkey has also added John entertainers .who either killed
Billsbury, vet outdoor agent, to the vaudeville back in the. U.S. or
Hollywood office. He's also con- helped to do so. Each runs about
templating opening an Atlanta of- 20 minutes and is the sort of fare
for She post.
If there's a

a sharp shift in the thinking of
cafe managements of late. They're
all of a sudden getting name-con'scions after a long period in which
the highway entrepreneurs were
satisfied to go along, when they
had bands or shows at all, with
average acts and little-known orchs;
But announcements in the past
week indicate that the boys in
the heart of the Golden Triangle
are going to have stiff competish.
Bill Green started the ball rolling
recently with the Ink Spots, who
gave big dancery biggest week in
its history. Although during sum-,
mer Green goes for top-flight orchs
(Continued on page 46)

Demnecy/

BOT,

McConkey agency is reorganAnother group is pitching for
Dave Fox for the post, pointing izing nationally following the
up his many years' experience in resignation of several members of
the
N. Y. staff two weeks ago.
him
local
gives
wide
the N.Y.
a
overall knowledge of the field. Jay McConkey, agency's head, has
Jiromy Eyons,;:a member of the
board, has also been mentioned
for the post. Hy Faine, who currently heads the AGVA national
committee and is also executive
secretary of the American Guild
of Musical Artists, is still in the
running.
Jack Irving, Chicago
AGVA branch executive secretary,
and Florine Bale, head of the Hollywood office, are also possibilities

niteries ai'e going to

get some competition this season
from the out-of-the-way spots, witli

Charles Reader, bandleader and
booker of entertainment at thO'
Pierre hotel, N.Y., has resigned,
effective Jan. 1, to open his own
booking agency. He'll be succeeded as the maestro and talent' setter
by Stanley Melba, who formerly
l»aris.
held that dual post and now is
Editor, Vahiety:
Vaudeville has been a mainstay booker for the Sheraton hotel
in Paris for years and its boxoffice
chain.
prospects are even brighter now,
Details on Melba's return to the
with the influx of foreign talent.
While no vaude operator here Pierre have not been set as yet.
hopes to get American talent on Hotel wants him to step out of the
Sheraton post, but Melba wants to
the basis of the salary he can offer,
he can wave contracts at' those double on both chores.
artists already appearing at clubs
who" would like to pick up extra
money. He will match the salary
they are getting at the club they
. .
are playing in, but can offer no
greenbacks.
The old N. Y. Palace format is
in full swing here at a good num"There are numerous tonsilors who con outpipe Sunny
ber of musichalls with business
ranging from good to wow. The
vets; in
the business reminisce
few will oufsell Mm."
about the Palace
the

McCookey Agcy.

Revamps

Pittsburgh, Oct. 19.

Downtown

Melba Vice Reader
At Hotel Pierre, N. Y.

Foreign Talent

.

now

Perb Up Competish by Pitt Cafes

tween his own cafe and his nightclub bookings, which frequently
took him away from town.

many

prizes for his singing,

,

;

;

.

BBT,he

ho» an abmidance of the most pricefasa

cojwmoiHfy In

flio

onfeffglntnenf worM»-porsonallfy."

—Mew

''Perhaps singing

.

BBT,he

Or/eons Ti'mes-Picoyunt

not quite the word,

is

hmdtome and

1%

has

oway of

pufffag

things oirer—falenfa which fceexplolfs nwcli like HlUe*

we were subjected to- 'When- Aunt
Hattie Althoff, who was general Minnie had a tea. party and a numr
manager of the N. Y. office, recent- ber of frustrated guests got up and
ly resigned to form her own unit did whatever they could. It's not
She'll manage theatre, uncommon for these artists to reat CRA.
concert and cocktail depts. Bob turn after their first appearance a
Goodhue will head television dept. little later on Jn the bill to repeat
almost exact material. Regardless
Appoints Committe of their; reception, they will do aS
many encoreS; as they had reTo, Probe Club-date Field hearsed, often returning to a dead
Membership meeting of the silence..
The star of the show is of necesAmerican
the
N. Y. branch of
Guild of .Variety Artists, Thurs- sity French, since virtually every
Y., tickatholder has no knowledge of
day (14) at the Capitol hotel.
(Continued on page 44)
except
much
failed to accomplish
the appointment of a six-man committee to study the club-date field,
IN
the
to
"recommendations
and make
AGVA National Board which meets
fice.

gardo/ liool CoWfaiil^Marlone Plofrlih and ethers . ,

—Ondnnatt E<i(|uir«r

:

JAJNE

JOHNSON
America's

Foremoal

one of the
.
.
personali„ost wonderful
artistic world...
ties In the
excellent comedian...

tyv«

AGVA

.

9»r

I

he wo«

everything
for everytnma
per
.L
i.^< sterling
itAr ina perworth.. -has
hefty m.

MINEVITCH ALMOST

Marimhist

voice earns
him a

nn

Zaniypndsoi
... «
oil the way

BETWEEN UNION HASSLE

Nov. 1.
Meeting, attended by nearly 100
Borrah Minevitch^ the Harmonmembers, passed the resolution ap- ica Rascals impresario, returned
pointing the committee early in from a year in Europe, where his.
the proceedings. No other action boys had been touring and he pertaken.
was
had been engaged in indie
Jimmy sonally
comprises
Committee
film production and other concert
Lyons, Paul Benson, Charlie Banks, management, to find himself in a
Just
closed
STOIIK CUJ'JI, Couiu-ll Bob Fitzgerald, John Nichols and
Minns.
Xow wlayinir ri.ASTATIOX Arthur. Ward. Jackie Bright chair- union hassle. Besides AGVA, the
American Federation of Musician^
J, f t l«, MoUne,
'tliniikN to Kay I.yte, 208
a. WiibttBli, VliicaKO, III.
manned the meet.
also wanted jurisdiction, over thO:
mouth-organists but deferred to

-Td.

performer."

^ott

Biiiboord

i

BVf "

I

GEORGE

I

GUEST

style.

1

ele

I

.ho'

fasf

moving ane,

by show .topper „opped
tand\ye

aodiThe capacity

efforts
liked his

-on

and

,u,t that,

,„vehimab.g_^h-d.^^^^^

I

Su„„;

-Waihlnglen Pom

I

:

AHB -H.'.thtcompowre'

Minevitch's position that he was
essentially an act, not a group of
musikers.
This permitted the Minevitch
Rascals to do their stint last night

EVERETT

•"•TzroTcoS
,,,5'"'' Cl-ort... Bolfimor.

Vesa»ae«ucho
AMOK • AUANTA

tTues.) for Texaco on the video;
Boys flew in Sunday (175 morning
from Paris and fly out today (Wed.)
from New York, to open tomorrow.
(Thurs.) in Las Vegasi

TO COME IN
t.

0*f

imiE

«IT

|!SrTH

G.A.i

••v.rly Club,
Cln,i„„„i
Jown Cdiino, Juffalo

..

so"^"

CAWUNA

"""I CI

Moweco, Monrr.e|

•

WEST

Mike Westerman Buys
Max Gordon last week closed a
deal for the sale of his Village
Vanguard, N. Y. Buyer is .iMike

CURRENTLY HEADLINlNO

LAS VEGAS' NEWEST HOTEL

Westerman, who operated -various
52d street niteries, including the
Onyx • and the Famous: Door.
Everett Birch, of the law firm of
O'Brien, Driscoll Raftery & Lawler,
represented Gordon on the
:

.

.

THE THUNDERBIRD
Thankf to

MARION HICKS

and JAKE KOSLOFF

BYflimivc Miioagenicnt

FEDERAL ARTISTS CORPORATION
8734 SHHset

Blvd.,

SUNNY
SKYLAR

Village Vanguard, N. Y.

SINGING STAR

Hollywood 46,

Cmlvicw B$2S1

Collf.

PERSONALITY

•

COMPOSER • SINGER

,

sale.. .

Gordon, of late has 'been too occupied in the operation of the- Blue
Angel and Le Directoite, to give
:

|
i

the Village spot attention it needs;
Westerman plans a namO' polic.^'
for the Viinguard and is dickeriw
for Maxine Sullivan and Mary Lo'
Williams for his first show.
Sale is subject to transference of
the liquor license.
]

i

GOLDFARB, MIRENBURG and VALLON
DKO BLDG RADIO CITY NEW 'ORK 23 N f

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY
RADIO Ci-T NEW 'CR»

P«0 BLOG

Inc
2'

u

'

'

"

i1
:•

.

,
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l-Niter Showcase Vaude Ifj. y. CENTURY ROOM
Policy for Adams, Newark
RESUMES FULLSCALE
Adams theatre, ' Newark, has
resumed one-night vaude shows on
Commodore hotel, New. York,
Mondays as » tryout spot for acts. will resume fullscale operation of
Most of the Ulent will be set by its Century Room next Monday

AGVA'Theatre Authority Parley
Set for Stricter Benefit Controb

Wlrtz Plans Arena

ToiirritliO.&J.

the William Morris agency which

(25). Tommy Ryan's orchestra,
Chicago, Oct. 19.
showcase performers during which opened coupl* weeks, ago
Arthur Wirtz, ice show pioducer
the time Harry Foster, head of under a policy that called for. din^
Foster's agency, London, is in this ner sessions only Monday to Thurs- and arena operator, is dickering
country. Foster sets continental day, and dinner and supper session with Olson
Johnson to head a
deals for the Morris office.
Friday and Saturday, 'will be exAGVA long dissatisfied witii tlie It's been AGVA's contention Tlieatre is still tiffing with the tended to both sessions six nights huge arena show, Deal, currently'
tmder discussion, calls for th*.
benefit policing is seeking a resliuf- that any organization that pays for American Federation of Musicians, .weekly..
fling< of the TA setup so that the musicians, caterers, use of the hall, being imable to put in stageshows
Commodore originally decided to comedians to head a layout which
inajority of benefits will be elimi- stagehands, etc., should similarly on a regular bfisjs because of in- reduce operation of the Century will tour various arenas through^
out the country for at least sixnated:
pay for talent. Union would like ability to come to terms.
because of poor patronage
Room
months starting Jan. 1
Union is set to propose a realign- to limit benefits to no more than
last winter and spring. Apparently
ment of union representation on 12 per annum, limiting such shows
Plans also call for the comics
business has picked up enough to
the TA board since majority of acts to major charities.
to- lineup some giveaways as added'
warrant the fuilscale operation.
AGVA is reported ready to press
working the free shows are memRyan will have three CBS re- inducement. Duo would be in on a
bers of AGVA. Union wants three for legislation which would make
mote broadcasts weekly, plus a percentage basis.
IN PITT Saturday afternoon Treasury shot.
members instead of one represept^ organizations.using a;"boiler room"
Wirtz Is reported to have latched
force ineligible for free
ative, to sit in on TA deliberations sales
onto O&J after their tremendous
Pittsburgh, Oct. 19.
when passing upon an organiza- talent. A "boiler room" is defined
grosses, at the Canadian National
"Ice-Capades" is coming back
tion's request for gratis talent. If as a separate sales organization
Kxhibition during which time they
present TA l>oard refuses to grant whicli high-pre.'ssures sales via tele- for a second engagement in same Ex Owner's Bills
grossed more than $350^000 a$ the
that request. AGVA will aslc foi phone for a commission ranging up season; Ice revue, which, played to
main attraction.
union's contention
It's
to 40%.
final okay on all free shows.
Stymie
gross of $355,000 in three weeks
Unless some revamping of the that high commission bite leaves
for a
booked
has
been
last
month,
TA setup is made along the lines little for the charity.
At Florentine Gacdens KLOTZ AJfKLES GLASEK AGCY.
repeat at The Gardens Pec. 1-7.
requested by the union, AGVA is
Jack Klotz resigned fronv Joe
Los Angeles, Oct. 19.
reported ready to step out of Thea"Ice - Capades" had previously
Glaser's Associated Booking Agentre Authority and take care of Philly Local Dissolves But
Reopening of Florentine Gardens cy last week. He had been in the
been set for CinQinnati that week,
benefits on its own. However, it's
is
being delayed pending settle- agency's theatre dept. .for several
site there won't be ready by
but
unlikely that such a move will be
Making Pitch for Jones
ment of debts left beliind by the years.
then and management decided to former
made beXore the meeting of the
operator,
Frank Brum,
Future plans are indefinite:
national board of the Guild, Nov.
American Guild of Variety Artists i
Branch fill in vacant time in Pittsburgh.
To Head
and the culinary workers union'
Philadelphia, Oct. 19.
want the new operator, Sidney E.
america's
The insurgent Philadelphia LoBaskin, to pay before the nitery
Versatile
cal No. 6 of the American Guild Myron Cohen Pacted For
opens.
entertainer
of Variety Artists has finally given
Baskin aims at a: late November
At a meetup its long light.
Harem, N.Y.,
start, with Nils T. Granlund baning in the Hotel Commodore Fri-

The long-brewint; tiff between
Tireatre Authority and thie American Guild of Variety Artists may
come to a iiead tomorrow (Thurs.)
at the meeting of tlie T A board.

.

is reported ready to okay
union's withdrawal from TA
inasmuch as the June AGVA convention went on record against
benefit abuses.
1.

Board

will

-

the

-

&

'

.

TO-CAPADES' PLAYING

.

REPEAT DATE

NTGV Bow

.

i

AGVA

^

I

Show

New

i

ARTHUR

:

day, (15)

the group voted

its

own

Harrem, N.Y.,

i

AGVA

1

Club Dates and Television
in New York
Dir.:

Jones

!

FUN -MASTER
"Th* ORIGINAL Show-Bil Gog FiU"
Not. 1 to 22
$T .00 each

@

3 DIFFERENT BOOKS OF PARODIES
(TO in •ach baok) $10 per book

F«EK ropx oT "HrMOR

mt'siSliow-Rlx aasnxiilo Yiltli

f3.00 mlnlnirnm' order.
^Sfttid lOe. for IUt« of other; romedy
iiiaterlal.
ftonxTf),
parodies, .mlnfitre]
(miter, black-outs, elc
'

NO. C.O.D.'S

PAULA SMITH
Vr.

n4th

titreet;

Kew fork

I*

the

Harem

i

sector starting Nov. 1.
Joe Stilly, who switches from the
Coast theatre and cafe division,
Sarahac Lake
will take over Greenhut's former
By Happy Bcnway
chores.
Saranac Lake, N. Y., Oct. 19.
Greenhut's move into video in
Among those who received their ling with the general feeling in all
all-clear this year are .Tim Scholer, talent agencies that such
departInes CToethmg, Robert Pasquale,
manned bv someBetty Blessing. George Fee, Moe
one familiar with vaude and cafe
Gould. Helen Morris, Tom Gurry,
acts, used largely on the tele shows,
Alice Dudley, Frank Hynes, Anne

Dewey Barlo. a member of the
National Board of AGVA, attended
the meeting but took no action.
The variety actors in Philadelphia
an
are now represented with
AGVA brancli, run by Vito Melfi.
Jones' I_i0cal. which at one time
had 900 mpmbevs, was whittled Rowe and Alfred Michalski
down through the years of litigaAlice Dudley, exotic dancer, who
tion and dispute, although he still took two years to beat the rap, reheld the loyalty of most of the ceived an all-clear to resume work,
members.
and left for N. Y. C.
Dr. Homer McCreary off on two
Four step Bros, signed for the weeks' vacash to Washington and
Sophie Tucker show at the Latin X'ittsbuigh.
Quarter, N. Y., Nov. 7.
Harold Wood motored in to pick
up his frau, Ruth 'Wood, who will
spend a furlough at their home in
Richmond. Va.
G. Albert SirJth, legit actor, shot
in to mitt the gang. He's continuing cure at the Vets hospital, Sunmont. N. Y.F,. C. Grainger; Shea circuit head,
motored in from N.Y.C. with iiis
frau and daughter to visit Amiy
Grainger.
(Write to those who are 111.)
^

^

;

•

Noted

for

IiiiixB,r,-^nurton«

DAVEGA-EMERSON

|

Sully Replaces
Music Corp of America Is making some changes in the New York
oR'ice. Johnny Greenhut is slated
to move from cafe dept. into the

Red But-

currently has

TeltvlalnE mIs

Promotes Greenhut

TELEVISION

To TV;

'

Pliilly rep.

For All Branches of Theatricals

m

persuaded

MCA

.

j

on Jones' behalt lo the National
Board of the AGVA, to name him

COMEDY MATERIAL

NRSS."

;

I

iAtBORAN

headlining. He's been around
membership present to vote their tons
for some years but until now has
local out of existence. At the same
never had a major Broadway cafe
time group named a committee of
showcasing.
four to go to New York and appeal

MATTY ROSEN

«acli.

himself

modify dling the floor show.

set to

Harris, spot's operator, has signed
Myron Cohen to top the layout, but
will continue to introduce new acts
in the surrounding show.

I

,

HELENE and HOWARD

is

new laces policy with its next
show starting around Nov: 4, Nat
its

!

dissolution.
LoFifty members of the
cal, still loyal to executive secretary Dick Jones (stormy petrel of
the variety union's politics) atr
tended the session.

TV-STATION WMBT (NBO). NEW YOBK
FniDAY, «:J0 r.M.

MU

i

an

DUMONT TV-STATION CHANNIL

!

TUESDAY.
Dir.:

television

7

S

P.M.

NATIOXAl. <<»N<'|i;rT
AKTIST CO It I'.

'

j

•

1

Other major

MCA

i

change camel
last week when Harry Romm was
signed to head the MCA theatre

i

I

dept.

»P"»

'"'^

for the

«ei

Chicago

ne, Mr*, looq, how hai
Witk Wdlly affaerMi you?

Tell

!

theatre,

I

Chicago,

Nov. B for, two

life

weeks,

,

AMERICA'S TOP HEADLINE SINGING GROUP
•

RCA
viCTor
FAYORITES

Currently

.ClUB BAGATELU

NEW YORK
All

Paris Vaude

Ma.1<ir

1'll«ik(rca

BOYS

Netwoika
and C'Uiba,

i

D. 8. aisd C'«iwda

Continued from puge 43

,

Fnglish, while any U.S. or British
act is always a sight turn. The
headliner takes ovei' once the curtain is upped fof the second portion of the proceedings, and he or
she doesn't call it ciiiita until anywhere from 12 to 20 numbers liave
ibeen done.: Foruinatoly. Iho star;

tMMt

:

KKO

PersHHKl nirMtlsn

,

lllilidfllil,

M«w

V.irk !«.

N

—R»

RIKKBn

Y.

I

1

!

i

,1

'

1

1

is

a lop perfoj-mer

who

.salislics his
;

I

'

packed house; but the American
"leave them begging f or
more" goes unnoticed.
Yet business is sensational here.
;

cu.stoni of

!

i

.

|

SULLiVA:^
BACK AT THI

A sliow like this vvould face a ceiv
lam de;ith anywhere in the States;

;

!

I

.[

I

PENTHOUSE CLUB

because you can't expect average:
Mr. American to sit through 90
minutes of. dull repetitious turns
until he gets what he came to see.
Mr. Frenchman doesn't complain,
however. He gets liis seat for a
miniinum of Francs; lie can even

NEW YORK

i

Indefinitely

i

I

.

'

:

BE

FUNNY FOR

SMqe /—

Screen

—

LESS
Radio

MONEY!

—

Tcloviuon

W4'lt.,wnto yau a. naw act ar lag kip yaur utasfnt raiitina.
Custaaf. mada :in«frrial ta brinf
No 'tile Jokes, all tiinlcrini ariflinal.
We raver nil flcldt. and all
«ut yatir lisst poiitls.
HcBfionablr. rntcs.
Our wi'ilers l)i\ve written far
Mlt.TQN BCfttC. EDDtE.
tyaee af- eamedy.
.

.

:

CANTOR. OLSEN AND JOHNSON.

PHIL BAKER. PAUL WINCHELL, JACK PARR,
«. LEWIS. MOREY AMSTERDAM, EOOIE ALBERT, ED WYNN, JAMES DtiNN,
ETHEL MERMAN. BERT LAHR, ate.
NOTE: It yau Mll't allard a new act. let alir PUNCH tlNCS—

.

ROBT.

Ot

esntaiiilni tha latest tnft an many taiiici;
Camabaeks ta Hafklert. $1. Camady Cta»ics wisacraek lemt,
Filat t ta fr^-anly ft per file.
Ranttraclis, SI; Hauiini.
S2.
Drifinal manalais: Baby Sitter, ¥2: Girl cemie. $2; Calf, $2
Bawltl, (3: Priion, S3: Waltarn, S3;
DIalalt;
Jl: My Li<«, t2: Baehelar, SI : Palitlel, S2.
Dnnoahalr (man and ffrl), S3. Blacfcaut: TalevUed Haneymaan, 9i. Camedy bits far bands:
All abava materint li ariiinall
Glarlnat, S2: Guitar, ti: Pima, $2; Orune, S2.
Alia
ttlne

Cainely tekM Jaka eallcetian. S2.

LAFFila iai

tallaetian,

SI.

LAUGHS UNLIMITED

LOngoeri 4-5943
27i West 43rdl Street. New York 1 1. N. Y.
SPEi:iAL SFFEII (axflrai >a«n>: A umala skatch. awnalai, and I paradlts will k« taut
fraa witta fnt *r*n.
Nat*, >«« au *uy ALL aibaya mnterial far anly tu.

WORLD RENOWNED MBNTALKTS
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•

.

.

;

i

VALDO

j

I

and

;

i

:

.

regardless of whetlier the
house is sold out, for the eqiiivaHe hasn't the
lent of our 15c.
money for tlie nightclub tarift'i so
this is his only way of seeing live
pei'formeis,
He can stay in the,
theatre, tor four liours (.satisfying
his taste f oi* quantity no matter
how sour the vintage, and not miss
his habitual glass of wine. The theaire bai-s otter all drinks, soft or
hard, for a few pennies, And, most
important, he can keep cool during
the hot Paris summers and be
warm and eomtortable awaj' from |
stand,

i

j

IN

Personal MoRcqoiiieiil:

j

MAX

i

!his unhealed
ter comes.

apartment when winMel Martin^.

1674 roadway.
1

PRINCESS PAT

A FAST MOVING SPECTACULAR PRESENTATION
OF MENTAL FEATS
New

TISHMAN

York If. N. Y.

fioM

7-S4rS-«

:

CAPITOL THEATRE
NEW YORK
\»0'111**

Variety Grosses—Isme
111-

v^vi'*

AoO**

Octobcr^^^

"'RED RIVER'-DeMarcos
First

Week Smash $96,500''

rwmanmr Addrtfi—CAPiTOL

Tbeatr*.

New

York If, N. Y.

}

.

'

'

Oub

Night
iilum Hat, N.
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Reviews

New

Acts
OLGA GVILLOT

1*'
ccurse be comparea to inompson-

iSonr*

...

-

• Mini.

1

Havana-MadrM, N. Y.
Oiga Guillot, CulMin import, caa
Blue AMel, N. Y.
Imogene Coca has been singling make tim* In tht U. 6. caf« cir*
in the intimate spots with het pixie cuitf onc« in* picki up YanqMl
She's a looker with
ahowmanship.
beshe
a
now
type of comedy, and
a cafe-au-lait complexion, sport's '^4
ing accomped by two males
They get well- built chassis, and has a sultry
Fletcher and Sheidy.
their shares of laughs, though voice that's well suited to Latin
they're by no means socko. They torch and blues numbers.
Miss Guillot's voice is particubear an Inevitable-comparison to
Kay Thompson-Williams Bros., larly expressive in tht pash Latin
which brings up a question these numbers. Tunes carry a degree of;

i

days.

.

,

'

'

I

|

i

Who doesn't? Thompson- sophistication that partially overWilliamses have certainly created comes the language barrier. Vor
a much-copied pattern, either, sub- U. S. payees, she should select

i

some more familiar songs w;iUc>h
or otherwise.
They do takeoffs of the sophis- would further cut down the cleavticated' genre, and the fault is age between the audience and herthat some of the stuff is a little too self.
Once she accustoms herself: to
than
"precious" and "cute" rather
downright clever. Miss Coca, in work in this sector, her styling and
the main, must be relied on for the voice should make a heav.v cusJose.
projection of the act, and she does tomer dent.
better than get by on that score,
A major fault lies in the over- BILL LAWRl^NCE
mugging of the taller male to the Soncs
point where he practically plays all" 10 Mins.
one underplays perhaps a bit too Blue Ansel, N. Y.

|

tly

i

i

!

1

|

S

;

I

'

i

,

.oI%Fr!^Z^^%1f

.

much.
Trio do takeoffs such as "Talk of
the Town," one of "Streetcar
Emphasizing the oldies is smart Named Desire,": a by-no w. standard
programming here for the Tavern's one on the '20s, and cap it with
type
of
cusmature
patrons are a
Kohn.
"Ballerina."

i

off
V."l<i"° and" wacks through con
audience;
They combine
smasii
start.
a
Slantiv with ad libs that count.
clever, effective acrobatics with
All in all, he stayed on some 35
some -yockful c6'medy to earn .a
minutes or so with imitations, situi

.

items.
consistentlj.

tomer. They demand nostalgia and
An integral
Barron supplies it.
part of the outfit are the vocals
whichi for the most part, are capably supplied by Bobby Beers, Betty Clarke and Helen Lowe. Occasionally Jimmy MacDonald, Willie
Heitz and Stan Morris move off
the podium to join the others for
some neat community warbling.
Barron's use of the tuba in place
of the string bass is a novel touch,
although not uncommon^; but when
the band essays a waltz the 'tuba's
"oompah" often achieves a "Ger..„„,..„,.
,„^„ .„„„ flavor.
„„„.., While
outfit
man^band"
the ,.,.,,„.

begoff.

And
He s

Djck Stabile crew Is still here,
^^.^^ ^^^jj j^uble-duty for show
good:
and terping, with :Tony Martinez
Barbara Blaine, a solidly built
Kap
dishing latvines.
terper, tees off the show and works
,a brief spot later; She's more a
Cjti^^tlllian Rooni^ N. ¥.
trick dancer than she is a taplatter
Her work on the
Stress.
(FOLLowcp)
leaves a lot to be desired, but it's
'This'.'v^otel.';':Kerr!e'.' 'class
i^t.
smoothly and ai^alingly covered miiin tains a qiiality iclia.iige' of pace
by the fairly wide use- Of inverted with the new show via the 5 Visplits, high kicks, etc. She wisely kings and Germaine and Roger,
uses excellent music, well played Latter are an authentic ballet pair,
by Eddie Stone, as accompaniment, the femrae being spotUghted in
.

,

,

;':

.;:

.

Lawrence

Bill

sicomedy

the standards.

'""oVntng*^^^^^^^^ Rudells, tramprSe^ht
to
'SSr.^'! olin? trio^hat gets the show

comedy and other

;

lie'd

shorten up a bit, and Carol Bender,
ordinary dancer but a nice looker,
rounds out the layout witli couple

dansaDation end but
(BELMOWr-PLAZA MOTFX)
Barbara Blaine, AAnenne George
VeWMi, Eddie Stone Orch. (8> wasn't the first by at least a genunth Cathv Norman; no cover, vun- eration. Elsie Janis used similar
r'-«M
per person.
imum
I •%-crn-Wn-Hie-wreeii
routining and, if memory serves,
Blue Barron Orcfi (15) tcith
so did Marilyn Miller at one- time
Brief in numbers, but fairly long or another. It is with the latter Bobbj/ Beers, Helen Lowe, Jimmy
in runnmg time, the new. Glass perhaps that the best comparison MacDo7iold, Willie Heitz, Stan MorHat siiow is very satisfying. Comic can be drawn since this act, even ris; Ralph l^otgers Orcli (5); ?1.50,
George DeWitt stands out sharply with the necessary polish acquired, $2.50 7ntn.
ol a lineup that includes Barbara
shapes up more as a musicomedy
Blaine, tapstress, and Adrienne. Du- specialty than as a nitery turn,
•^^m, giyg Barron's bow here
Mont tele songstress, all backed Song and dance numbers are ofTavern-on-the(13),
yfea.
jag^
by Eddie Stone's fine tmall band fered with gusto, but there's still Green stepped out with a name
(Band Reviews).
lacking. Best of p^iicv. Change
something
little
a
from moderateDeWitt, slight, dark gag man, the routines is the "Nobody's Doin
have been
mav
bands
p,-iped
hits tlie laugh meter consistently It Dance' which could be a sock
prompted by t^e fact that the
viih a routine based .on material number in an intimate revue.
chilly fall weather prevents this
tlial at no time seems outstanding
Dave Barry, handling comedy Central Park spot from using its
efever
is
which
but
or dift'erent.
chores in the three-act bill, suf- outdoor terrace, which was a confective. He's an unusually fine
fered at opening from lack of good giderable lure In itself
vocal-imitator, starting out with
He's got a takeoff
noagy new material.
Barron's large unit is well spoton Perry Como, Hoagy
fls
taivoofls
or "film'thaVs
eood and
him tnat s g^^^
^^^^ j„ 3 rose-decored
Jio-J^r
Carm ichael, Vaughn Monroe and °"
f
Duriesquc OI ewer w/t",
,i,„* v,a«
av,v,n»
anH
nrnrppd nc ^notner
nt ma e quality
oualltv
proceeding
an intimate
and
Tonne
Mel
stufJlrobm that has
ha7 some
^"X«,at
through a la^ge variety of others ^
*Re" despite itr 600 .capacity. Acoustics
carefurpruff
is an aid to the
lu udrng one of Jimmy
either are good, which
^^^g
„j
outfit) for it goes in heavily on
familiar or in need of sharpening
.''H .il tH"?lJ^™"i«'^±f.e''"^*'^
„ works smoothly, however, vocal harmonies; Comprising- five
routine for additional laughs.
three rhythm
over a line brass, four' reed and
knowing how
(including a tuba)^ band stresses
^^^^
f^'r,'''- f^^'Ch'i^d'

;
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bet.

:

thai
diately he's on.

personality

a

is

He

and

charm

ish

:

mu-

good

has looks., boyan ingratiating
projects imme-

Young baritone from

California,

mostly standard pops==^at.
he did at this catching and
does rhythmics and ballads
with equal effectiveness. Tlie fact
10 Mint.
that he did just standards at tins
Villaee Vanfuard, N. Y.
Dottie Reid, formerly vocalist show, and yet emerged with strong
with the Benny Goodman :and: Jack audience reaction, is a. tribute to
Teagarden orchs, is cutting out a his style, khoM-how and feel for
a 'lyriC'V
herself
with
an
solo niche for
Lawrence handles niinibers like
auspicious debut in this Greenwich
Loves Me."
"Only
Yoiung and beaute-. "Somebody
Village spot.
parlays
her natural Have Eves for You." "My Blue
ous,
she
charms with an arresting torch Heaven" and "What'll I Do," all
style of warbling for sock visual- done simply and as if they were
vocal .effect.
A product of con- new all over again. This is his;
sings

DOTTIE REID

least

S«ncs

he

—

;

.

.

Kahn.
siderable bandstand trainihg, Miss: first New York date.
Reid has all the necessary poise
and know-how for selling a song DOROTIIV DOUGLASS
its limit with casual voice in- Songs
,\
flection and natural body gesture. 11 Mins.
Her voice has a deep-throated Warwick Hotel,- N. Y..
crooning quality with a dramatic
Dorothy. Douglass has a fine colflair that's accented by a delib- 1 lection of special material that
erate phrasing. She can reach the (should place her in the iipper strata
high registers also, but prefers to of intime eate woikers. The 111awork in a low range for most part terial is clever and clean and vvritwhere the bluesy overtones pre ten with an aim to pleasing the
dominate^ Her three numbers on carriage trade sippers.
the opening show, interpreted with
However, Miss Douglass must
subtle
variations,
were
"It's brush up. on presentation. Many, of
Magic," "That Old Debbil Moon" her lines produce smiles when the
and .''I. Remember April;'' i/crm,
same chatter should produce yocks.
A less casual delivery would aid
PRINCESS de PAUR & TOULAE her immensely. She passes muster
on looks and garb, and once she
Dance
punches up her offerings; she im13 Mins.
presses as being a good bet for
Apollo, N. Y.
Jose.
classier uptown mtery circuit bePrincess de Paur and Toulae, legit as well.
Merman standard.
Wood.
measure
In this layout. Dottle sepia; terpers, merely have another
rhirlp.! Rpartpr apain emrPP.: anrt ^"'^^
mnillit
Vw«
k!IwI «,ifi?.h «eid, former vocalist with the Jack version of the cooch dance. Their
"
Benny Goodman stint no doubt is 5U|>posed to repAngel,
\.
Ken
VocaW '^««8arden and
solo nitery resent a series of incidents between
""''"^ ??
Pitt
Inca Trio. Bill Latcrcncc. fmo- deader is also the t^ent buyer for
*'*^r
the lenime and her lover, which
g;'n. Coca with Fletcher 4. Sheidy. fhe ttd. and d^es a
Continued from pace 43
'"and" pii-sLaUtv'"\rt lead up to her ultimate death. HowSlUs Lartan Trio; No mtmintmi.
good job considering capacity, ^^3"„e,J^^l« "^^iPI^^^^^^
ever, the couple so burlesque their in his outdoor Terraced Gardens,
character of the room and budget
conXa^le
soot
N^^^^^^
work
that
the
net result at this he usually retrenches with lesserCurrent show at the Blue Angel limitations
f*"',/- ^^.^^^^^
Van Smith has an
again emphasizes the showcase unusually neat relief band for the ^/loj^Umng the Vanguard bill, Bibi Harlem vaude: house was a lot of known outfits In fall and wiutei".
values here for "new" performers.
Osterwald returns to the local cafe giggles. Act Is probably okay for Now he's decided to augment tliem
Latih .^nd waltz sets,
Abel.
'
There's Bill Lawrence, for inscene after a four-year absence Negro vaude situations and the
will be
stance
smaller nileries vvhose clients are with names. Monica Lewis
(New Acts). Bab.y-faced
iwith
hep
genial
repertory
of
folk
n<^l»»>.»io.
the next in.
Haiirunaoes, V»i<#
riti
yoiuifister
California
is
songs and, sophisticated ballads. not:confined to the family trade.
Bftrry Lane Orch (8 ) Fi/i Dor- Fresh In mannerisms and full Of
iiiaking: his Gotham debut and is
Vogue Terrace, another theatreXoulae, male partner, 'opens by
a distinct click with his baritoning say, Herbie Harrison, 3 Jayioolfcers. energy. Miss Osterwald combines a chanting a few bars of ."Chloe." restaurant, will drop its on-aiid-off
cower; SOc; weelc- strong and sure set of pipes with He's clad ragged attire; while his policy for ace attractions^ too. It's
«t standard pops. He captures the, (^arol,^
,
^ Bender;
^
niaiov interest on a bill tjvat also dav.s, $1 iaturdaj/s aiid Jiolidaj/s
an appealing sense of humor. Her mate is; a bit warmer with bra and booked in Jack Emerson, who has
ibig asset in delivery of trick hiimcomprises Imogene Coca in a new
a filmy, black skirt. Pair gives out shot to the top on the sti'ength of
After trying one policy after an- bers is keeping to the right side of with plenty of bumps,; grinds and
act
teamed with
._
Fletcher.
and
his best-selling disk of "Hair of
other
for
number
of
years,
Balcon- that fine line dividing the comic writhing. Withal the routines come
Sheidy (New Acts\ plus ihe Inca
Gold,'' and will follow Emerson
ades, which is situated about 8 from the just plain cute.
Trio in a repeat date here.
Miss close to being a South Sea version
with Jimmy Dorsey. Balconades,
Tlie< Incas are two girls and a '"''es from heart of Golden Tri- Osterwald's unique collection of of a Paris Ap.iche dance
Gilb.
where entertainment has been used
:„•
^
guitarist-singer. gari)ed in angle, has decided to go in for numbers includes "Tower of Basparingly, is in a section surroundnjlne costume, and thev do native "oorshows. Competition on Route bel," "Casey Jones," "The Oceanic
REID
ed by Green's .and Ankara and has
Pc'i uA ian
Songs that have little -^^ practically demands; that since Roll" and some lesser known Cole Soiigs
Ankara and Bill Green's, on Porter tunes. She would do better 12 Mins.
decided to do something about it,
pop appeal; that is unless they
j"**- beyond Balconades, to lay off such more conventional
too. That spot launched a: show
Mere done in Peru. Their type of
Warwick Hotel, N. Y,
concentrating on entertain- numbers as "It's a Big, Wide Won
\\arl)iing has a rather dissonant ^'"^
Don Reid, ex-Canadian Welter- policy last week bv bringing in
derful Worid."
qualit.',
that depends for it.s main
Fifi Dorsav a.s its; hcadliiier. An....
^veight fighter, turned songwriter
,
.,,
^^^Penmg biW will give spot a lift
eiU'cl
on Hhe remarkabh MideWell-known in the 52d Street ni siiiger, has been heard around the kara's alter names, too, but is
"''^^''^ Series and jazz circles, the Lou
^
langcd trick voice of one of the
airwaves witli the .lack
building tip to tlieni by \ya.y of;
i'^'
the pi eem headaches when
mikes Mell Morgan trio is developing into show, and is now doing Kirkwood
time iii the such acts as team o.C :Fred: I.,6.\Vei",y
\u-nl
dead,
the
lighting
was
snai'Ulis Larkirt Trio of instrumenone of the trade's top instrumental N. Y. cafe circuit.; He has a pleas' and' l)droth.v Rae a ivd si ivgi li tiirii
t
talists
""''''''
bandies the lull periods
""^
PiPes hat Vegrsfer" with of Hi. Lo. Jack and ll'.e Dame.
'""^^^^^
with
wun
the
ctie
mu'ic'becfSL^of'
muMC
oetause
ol
hisui^
insulT'Vi'
efVecliveij'.
i,,,
of Morgan at the piano, Jim most Ivpos ol numbers and an atr
Kohii.
Generally believed here liiat
|

''''
"nqu«^ionabl;"s• a"s™ooih%ggreovo'efsilv*™""'*""'''n?^r?nV!iX^"""R'S'J?
".^d,ro:.'!.^e doesn't do as well '^^l^^^tlT..^^^^^^^
she should or could. A musical com- difficult lifts and holds.
Both
aoo^ent a^fi?^ Lt aTte^ I
edy-l.vpe singer with a voice that have Paris Opera
ballet back^^f ''^u^A «A
'^^^
Is almost a monotone, she makes grounds, but have attuned their
°*
only a is
liir
'only,
ir Impression,
impression, And she stuff for cafe floor appeal by
"'V^
v
Halph
Rotgers
rhumba
crew is
uses mostly standards and- pops, proper theatrical presentation, inGilb.
dipping only once into a. "mate- chiding a samba-ballet finale to an okay relief combo.
"
rial
snng with, a very ordinary "Brazil" for musical' accomp.
:
ii$in tilled "My Business Man."
The Vikings are in the best Ben Vllliige Vttn^nard^^ N^^^
Since the gal carries a regal look, ypst male singing ensemble tr»4i-1
iSibi Ostertpold, Dottie Reid, Loiiis, poised, well dressed, etc.v what
and^ traditionally ...reel^^^
tion,
Trio, Billy Taylor; ^2
she has calls for a deeper excur- musicomedy: pot-poums like Blos^ rrii'tii'ijmni'sion into the material-tune angle, som Time" and "Oklahoma!"; plus
^ «
since jt would be heightened in "Old Man River" and other wellf
contrast to her socialite appear- thought-out and carefully orches5,, ^^^^^ experimt^^^^^^
the
ance and demeanor. She's
„ distinct .trated choral routines.
The five
P°P.«»«?«r
'^^-'boy^ a- all very personable and. J' fl^'a^t.^fr^huTI-l'L
J.^:
^f.
IMagic," to open, was poorly con- in solo or ensemble. Impress on sole attraction, this Greenwich Village
incubator
is
again
talent
once
'
trolled;
- as sound. They wear
Later,
"Tree In the sight as well
"^^^^^^
Meadow" was better. Best was "I their tails with ease and authority,
i^^T^h^S ^ho
Gel a Kick Out of You," an Ethel and do their vocalisthenlcs in likely?™?"
I
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eoSnH^

Cafes
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.
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.
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T^}

tosViV

meries

wMuiHittin.
5
weelcends.
:(

i;;

^0 ioeckdaijn; $4
«d
oO
,

^

a»a an
with
and hells hard. VS,'^^""
Miss
are plenty good

'?i

solid

belween-show

jiicine thai sells

Doi >ay's

enough
Current la.vout repre<?pnls a gamblc on new talent ihal didn't pay

lull

tier

purpose, and;

still to
Vibutes
-person
rit tune

pianislics.

selection,

Hcrm

pipes
.for

but otlierwise'

the dimly-lit lale

name

became

thiwtgh Siich ipots

and Hu nt

l

"

'

i

ii

g; .

-

(ionscjbiis
''

'a^^
:

a ii'd.;.

fi s hirii

;

CJubv wherre; for more ihnn a. yfear ^
competition was hot and heavy: 'f or

i
'

These were priokay for vate membership clubs, however,
ri>iS

attractions.

-^

1

spol.s

and with their shutteiing a.s a resuit of Crand Jury iuvesligalion,
I'egular spots have found thci r customers wanting somctliing niorefor

j'ose.

-galls

and

ot t<ini:ili/ing mischiel

.

t

i

in

Fia. NiterjK Sets Talent
s„\si"
nuendo
l.d Boliemc, Hallcnclalc. Fla., has '9 Mins.
OH' as well as anticipated
Three bovs who call themsehe'.\pparently having in nnncl the the Jaywalkers, showing Jieic loi Imed up suH'icienl headliners to Havana-Madrid, N. Y:
tremendous click scored a year ago the lust lime, liave an act of t.)ke it throusli most of the winter
La Gitanilla is for Latin-minded
by Kay Thompson and the ^V'il- knockabout nonsense that ouglil to season
Dann.\
Tluinius
is
the audiences with her flamenco tunes
liams Bros., the Devore Kretes go places. They're original, on the latest to be signed lor that spot sut' slight teipiiig and eastanet
made a deal for Jimmi Garland cute side without overdoing it and lu. go in Feb [2. ,loe K, Lewis '"Iprluclcs
She has an open
and the Jack Baker dancers to bow Iheir \\hack\ bits, which the\ m^^.f
foij^^
^nd Morton *^'"'"a led deli\ei.\ thai tiequently
erspei'se
and.
jlingcis i<)\mgl,\ o\'er the authentic
bclw-een hoofing
at the Wilshire Boulevard pJushtg|i,^ o^- j^^i,
26Hispanic anas Tlowe\ er,' such art
ery. Unfortunately, the turn udsii'l stiony arm stutf. is pretty hilarious.
n i, n
i
k
lisn't
readil>
ready lor such a booking. Opening The> had a tough spot here, follow,'->•appreciated b>. .1,,^;.
,.
Mt.i7.^,...,Lv.^..
the
,„i?i„r,
ii
"r'^^i^";^^
r
founcl many ragged edges, creating ing Bliss Oorsoy, but cleaned up ''ft*-' "'"'cii operaieo the colonial non-Tberian elemeiils,
l.alier spot uill mil be oi)en
Ilerbie Harrison. I""
she\ sliieliv Ibi the aPicionado-s
the impression that some oulof- just the same.
town break-in dates would have .smooth talker and clever jhiper.soii- this j ear, having been padlocked by .and can serve well in eates that
Icaler lo Latins e\clusuelj Jose.
benelitod the act tremendously, ator, m.c.'.s the layout, and would Broward county authorities.
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their mone.v.
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L'p until
I

now

the heav.v-nioney

performers have lieen eonhncd to
downtown looms like Carousel,
Copa and Merciir's.
Now' even

Nixon Cafe, well-eslaulished downrtown spot. is. going in for i-.eni,
too. and advertising in newspai>ers
for fir.st tune ill years, and U'sunderstood that'll be so, too, wheii
William Penn Hotel reopens its
Terrace Room for shows and danclug after a si.vmonlh shutdown.
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rounds out bill with his lampooning of a magico turn for warm re-

House Reviews

VARIETY BILLS

ception.

Les Rhode's orch liandles backtume, she opens with "It's a Most groundings in top style.
Lory.
Unusual Day," and follows with

Pai*HniOHn<, \. 1*

WEEK
OCTOBER 20
"Summertime" for hefty response.
noxy, ]X. Y.
She hits some fancy trills in "Kiss
below Indlcat* oiwdIiik dfis^ of «lion
Nunicrnlt In connccttun n'lllt
In the Dark" and closes w ith "ButKay Thompson & MViUiams Bros.
wlirtlH'r Jiill or si>lit week,
tons and Bows" for nice sendolf.
(4), Rollj/ Rolls, Ben Beri, Arnold
Letter In |tiireiitliese» inillnntefi <!ir«ii!ti- (.1) Independent; (I. l.<»!w; iMI .MoeR;
Rudenko Bros, are a strong open- ib'fioda, H, Leopold Spitalny, Cho(P) Piiramount; (H) RKO; IS> ijtoll; iVt) Wanier; (tvn) Walter Keade
ing act, displaying showmanship rals, Ro3!yettes, Paul Ash Orch,;
and skill in their juggling stint. "Apartment for Peggy" (.ZOth), reArthur Worsley
NEW YORK CITY stage McKIann .1
Aiiatm * Worth
This new show, headed by Tony Juggling
of fluorescent sticks for viewed in Variety Sept. 15, '48.
Capital (L) 21
SWANSEA
Ziskn
Vandcrbilt Boys
Pastor's orchestra and Vic Damone, clincher
Orltntal (II 21
Empire (Ml 11
Annell & Brask
T & S DeMai'co
is
a heavy attentionnewcomer to the
comparative
Issy Bonn
Cawallni^s Dogs
Bubbles
,Tane Powell
The theatre debut of Kay Thomp- Buck &M-iy;
getter, Barr & Estes repeal their
Ray
Petersen Bros
.S
MacPhcrson
Bobby
Nardo
name-singer i-anks, forms very standard
son and: the Williams Bros. at. the Hose
but
sock
Marie
Barr
St
Estes
Kemblo
Bros
WOOD GREEN
eccentric
dances,
good support for Paramount's with ugly-duckling
T & D Kendall
.BrandWynne Ore Rudenko Bros
Emplr* (S) It.
male getting Roxy, N. Y., gives promise that NMusic
"Night Has a Thousand Eyes," hiughs
Fi-ancanas
Hall (I) 11
HARTPORD
G H Elliott
ithis
quintet has as great a
and
Jack Kelly Co
Stat* (It 21-24
Gertie Gltana
which drew good daily paper re- of women applause on impression potential in presentation houses as PMricIa Bowman
F Whiteley Co
autoists.
Robert DcVoye
Louis Prima Ore
Nellie WaUace
entertainfast
and
is
Show
views.
Samba Caballeros
Pedro A: Durand,
Ella Shields
This essentially .Edwliia. EustiS
Carl Sands orch contribs neat in swank c^fes.
WOLVIRHAMPTON Randolph Sutton
Ronnie Ronalde
one to fill
ing from start to finish, and there medley, including
"Indian Sum- clever, sophisticated offering hits ClUEord GUest
HIppodroma (M) II Xalbot O'Farrell
HOLYOKE
isn't a sag anywhere along the
mer," "Lullaby of the Leaves" and with as great an impact as when Hocfcettcs,
ValltY Arcna (i) 24 Stuart & Gray
BiUy Danvers
60-minute line.
Dewey Sis
"Faded Summer Love," with Mari- they first showed in N. Y. at Le Goi'ps de B.iilet;
Sym -Ore
In recent months tlie Par and lyn
Helene & Howard.
Directoire
last
season.
O'Shaughnessy doing nicely
Paramount (P)' -20
Bela^ Lugosi .;(;o
other Broadway bandfihn houses by the vocals.
Opening day indicated that their Tony
Pastor ,Bd
Barney Grant
Maestro takes over
Orch

Pastor

Tony

(16)

with

.

OF

Clooney Sisters (2), Stubby PasNip Nflson,
for- Rochelle & Beebe,
Vic Damone, "Night lias a Ihoxisand Eyes" (Par), Revieuoed in
Varietv Jwly ,14, '48.
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subordinating bands

to
been
the
for audience songfest
some extent to individual top acts. that'sorgan
also okay, Ray and Naido,
It's due to tlie fact that few modyouthful impressionists, oiler takeern name bands prepare properly
offs of filin stars for neat returns.
for stage dates. Straight music no
Zabe.
longer holds up as •'entprtainfaaV6'

ment." That's not true of Pastor.
His cherubic personality and fine

Apollw,

between-acts

Pastor's

band

slots.

starts

out

at a
Call,"

pacij

.

.

•far

their stage business takes

Phims

:

Phil Irving
Fields & Pam

.

.

.

Watknis. Twins.

Palace

Houghton

'

Courf Sq.

Brook

I

23-24

(i)

Lovebirds
A & J Johnston
Ronald Rogers

i

.

& Thomas
The Elgins
WASHINGTON
Capitol (L) 21
Fain & Foster

Beau''*renk?ns

one *«
&.

.T

22-24

S)
Blair

.(

l.iicia

CHICAGO.
',

CHi.ca!ie: '(P):

MW^ir

20

Rooniey

.

:

CoA^tance Mddre

5

M

Si

.111!

Fred Emney
Wally Boag

Harrison

Old
Maple Leaf 4
Bernard <Albrow
Dorccn Eastwood
Albert Marland

'Jean Carson
Santign Bd

BRIGHTON

Palladlunii

HIppodrsm* (M)

Cheeriul

II

Joe Stein
Halto.
Ford & Sheen
Baltimoi-e, Oct. 16.
Ronnie, .Stewart
Majyo Bros. (2), Fred Sloan

]

1

:

.i

few

I

;

i

moi:e in the book of ;m older
person; not that she is not capable
01 handling the songs, but she
could make a better improsaion
with some newer .show
limes,
i'ressed in' a shepherdess-like cos-

{

-

,

•;

'

I

.

I

I

!

:

!

Amoy

Syd

.

Senor VVenccs
Marlowe
Medlock

MavwdlK
SHEFFIELD

j

I

Gus Aubrey
Beh Warren Trp

I

•

|

.

,

,

i

.

Hotel Stovena

..

Benny Strong Or*
BaUard
John Flanagan

,

Helslnsa

.

I

I

I

I

I

'

'

.Skating Blvdear*
IJog Turk
Hebiieid b Del Tori*:;

;

Morgan

:

Cardo
KHth D»ye
Jane .Clemens

Doris. Donavab'

Elwood Carl
Palmar Hous*
Bill riianrtlcr Ore
Gi'itl Williams Ore
H Ednawater Batch; Robert Lamouret
'

;

..

Stan Kramer
Olga
Will Osborne Ore
Hild Dancers (12)

.

M

Abbott Dcrs (lO)
Stan Fisher
D'Angclo & Vanya
Blackston*
;

.';Ch*i'

Par**

I
'

1

Sophie Tucker
Ted Shapiro
Paul Grey

GUsa Jaync
Could ore (10)
Fay & Gordon
Lane Adams

M

.

-

'

'

D

I'

.

.

(10)

Don Chiesta Ol

Windsor ,y
p & M Arnaud
Jean Arlcn
Peggv Murdock
Marian Spelman
J Fcatherstone Or
,

;

]

'
-

BttF

Pairlcia

Al,
'

.

:

Adorables

Jackie Van
Hotel Biimirk

,,Mcl

II

(M)

I

'

,

;

;

:

Frank Randle

j

I

i

.

Hadclirre
Itonnie Leslie.

Ehlpire

Vanauar*

CHICAGO
BUckhawk

-

Ai Trace Orch

.lack

2

Villaci*

;

;,

Petite I'oupce
Sis

La

Paulings
Piute Pete

Ore

^

.

;

Hal Swain Co
Rooney is ne.xt with „ .f-"'?"
comedies.
bftw-ofi:.;-...
^ r^--,}.
Rita Shearer
Another noveltj stint slanted special material built around his !,^'dl.,','r
A J Powcr-s
screnaders
John Boden
for Ihe same type of aud appeal, p.a., followed by swift gagging and
ifarn.son
i.Mandalay SinjJcrs
canines another special .song on the Andy g
of
collection
Caulier's
SUNDERLAND
rolling.
motif
gives
series
in
which
he
out
Hardy
Empire (Ml II
keeps the liilaritj
'^'"i' g Haywood
is -/csty
work
series
swell
with
a
of
impressions
Diane
-Norman;.
Evans
aero
Ra>s'
Three
film favorites and hangs up a PpBe"'', *_»"_Bray If & F King
and builds gasps via the tumbling of
Liyi
/ERPOOL
Swan Leigh
,...1 :,i
.^..nCsn
retuin.s
lor
ovation.
solid,
nifU'
into
Empire
;(M)
II
ton.se.s,
Radcliire
& R<iy
and
Biz very big.
Burm.
2 Sophisticates
George Jason
'M * C Orjiy
the .femmc trio.
solid-

,Pfi

;

Peters

.'

I

I

Scotti

'

Annette

Empire (M) II

.

marn

Harrv Ranch Ore
Shorty Warren Ore

Blbi .Osterwald
Astor
\
-Loum'el Morgan S
Barron Ore
Billy Taylor
Three Suns
Waldorf-Astoria
Hotel Now Yorker
Ray MeKinley Ore Eddie Duchin Or*
Peter Lind .Hayes
Andre> Andreo &
Mary Hcaly
Bonnie
Hotel Pannsylvani* Mischa Borr Ore

NOTTINGHAM

.

-

;

Blue,'

Jackie.'

:

.1

makes

Adler

WUliam
Hot*!

Dick Bentlcy
David Poole
Hunter.

:

Bob Grant Ore
Panchito. .Ore
iVillag*

William

Ennio Ore
^

Ella Fit/.t;er.lld
Jackie'

,

V«rtaill*t

'

Edith Plat

-

..

-

Nicholas .Bros
Ic

-

Splvy

•

Fayo

Walter Nye

Pfi-al

Keefe 2

> :

.

Catalino Ore
Hotel Ambatsador
Fred Oliver Ore

NEWCASTLE
Empire (M) II
Downey & Daye,,,

'

slic

FrantJes;

Wade Donovan
Roalynd Low*

Tony Bavaar
Donn Arden Lin*

11

;

Splv.y'*

.

-

Eddie Garr
Larry Storch

:-.-;

'

.

RivlOra

Eddie Hart
Peter Bros

'

in rolitining, u.Mng two
semi-clas.sical tunes, wliicli would

'.

Geo Beck

.

le

Clarke Morgan
Herb Schutz

I

.Jimmy EUiott
Keith & Cortei
Barton 4

„•

,

.Lou .Dixon Ore.

1

MANCHESTER

j

I

Penthouse Club
Maxine Sullivan

I

I

Hippodrome (Si
Arthur Lucan
Kitty McShwne
Wilier

Ore
Savannah
Howetl tc Bowser
Ida James;

Kirkwood
Hazel Webster
Downey & PonvlUe

.

.

.Warren
Latona ft Sparkei
Jean Inglis
France Clery

i

Joe LaPorte Ora
D'Anulla

Hot Shots
Tops & Wild*
Nata *i Rava
Phyllis Branch

.

.

<

-

Kirlay,

Smaro

Bella

Avo

Fifth

1

Goodman

-Benedict'.

'

Sandra

;

No

Ryles:

Beatrice

,

Johnny Howard

Nancy Andrews
.11

,

1

I

.

r

,

M)

Charlie

ColKtons..

zons
SkaUng

Old Roumsnian..
Sadie Banks

'

.

Hetal Biltmoro
Russ Morgan- Oro
Harold. Nagel Ore
Hotel Edison
Henry Jerome Ore

Chester Co
John Boles

lli|iiioili*om<s
Miclfej/ Rooiicj;,

•,

However,

•

Shepard Lin*

.

'

..'Andrews

.Ttilie

,

,

I

..

.

Marilvn lliKtti<,v\€r
Michael BcitttDe

.

mistakes

'

'

.

Eddie Stone Ore
Adrienne
George. De Witt
Barbara Blaine

Melachuno .Ore

Manners

Mcrebe(;li

i

L").

I

enc'o.

.

-

Henry Hall Ore
Te<l Ray

:

.

•

.'

..Ore

.

II

Vic Oliver
Pat Kirkwood

II

1

Booking of Jane Powell, following three-week stanya of her picu"i-e, "Date With
Jud.v.'- is natural
bo.xoffice fodder. Film .songstress
hiis eh.irm, backed
by wcU-traincd
^oice, which wraps up the audi-

Moroccans

Rod Alexander

Hippedcem* (M)

(M)

1

.

.

-

rangements, by adding background
for Shoda, takes some emphasis
away from Shoda's excellent work.
The Roxyettes tap out an opening .sequence in the Scotch vein,
but o\erall effectiveness is marred
by its long-running time. Jose-,

Aiharhbra

'

'20(1)).

Gringo Ore
Lc p*rr*i|u*f
Hugh: Shannon
Brooks
L* Ruban Bl*u
Connie Sawyer'
Thelma Carpenter
W^ill Jordan
Raymond Chase
Stella

-.
.

,

BRADFOKD

ar-

'

14.

Haram

-

despite, fine

.

I

Chicago, Oct.

Le- DIrsctoir*

Abe Burrow*
Ted Stracter Or*

'

chorus,

,

June Powell, Bnrr & Estt-s.
««y & Nardo. Rudenko Bros. i2),
Carl Sands Orch, with M(t.rilyn
O'Shaugnessy; "Luck of^ llie Irish"

'

,

Spitalny

!

Wood.

.

.

Farr.
Fred Lower?/ Mith Dorothy Rae, Jackie
Archie Usher
Dic/c & Dot Rem 1/, Low Ha.sil .Hoit,se Cyrus
CHISWICK
iOrch (\2); "Miistery in Mexico"
Accent is on comedy here this ,-t.RK(5 ).;,
Empire (S) II
^-v,'
for
Frankie Howerd
week, with la\out designed
Leslie
Adricnne
heavv convention biz m town.
Mickev Rooney is a solid enter- Morgan & Boyle
Bert Wheeler, an annual repeat,
ainpr
Tnnnini/
lavout of good,
BOod. Johii Walts
Topping a layout
tainer.
best-comicwith
off
walks
usually
PARK
standard acts, he makes his per- FINSBURV
of-Olympia-year honors. He'll do
Empir* (M) II
and sonal appearance count for much N Mills tc Bobby
it again, going on the howls
more than marquee dressing. Giftr
& A Pearson
chuckles lie garners with his patter, ed with a real .sense of showman- 2B Kellys
including his standard .sandwrieh- ship and in spite of a career in 4 Bobrics
ing. Biz with stooges adds to the front of a camera, a feel, for audi- Simp.son's
irumanettes
comedy effect. The mixture makes ence reaction, he. combines in a Lalo
i Musette
him look as good as ever, for a soeky 18 minute-stint, singing gags <>^«'« ^"b'e
click from the walkon.
and top flight mimicry.
HACKNEY
Humor of the more subtle type
Empire (SI II
With
hou.se orch on stage and
Backis contribbed by Professor
fronted by Lou Basil, brought in Marthij: Raye
.Thomas
wards. Playing here before, with by Rooney for musical direction NorMiin
W Kithani &
his Ripley type of writing words and emcee chore, layout gets off to
.Sharpe
backwards, he has added a comedy a swift start with flashy hoofery by Eddie Bayes
K Swan & McCh**
manner
Droll
pattei-.
impact via
the Mayo Bros., duo of smart sell- Lucerne ,Skateirs
edge
to
.ulds
accent
"cracker"
and
rng tapsters who really beat, out a J Kidd & June
.'"LEEDS
with the barbs though containing punchy sesh on; a tiny platform.
(M) II
some oldies, dressed up for Iresh .Make ideal prelude for F'red Low- r. Empire
Paul
&
angles and resultant laughs,
jery and his whistling which holds O Formby & Beryl
Haclclord it Doyle
Tommv Trent, the puppeteer, pace neatly, Dorothy R.ie, Inter-' Olscn
& SeftUon.
appeals 'both to luvcs and the polatod for some vocals, also rings
Murray,
Hob
bell
and provides pleasing Hai bin & Dorothy
adults with his caiclully conti'ued jthe
Myi'ons
Punch and Judy chaiaclcj-s and change of pace.
Komedy
Dick and Dot Remy click from {^l^
dancing puppets. Climaxes With
Leicester
ladium treated terping doll lor the leeolf with their acrobatics and

Orienial, flM

Prominaders
Ving Merlin. Ore
B Harlow Ore
.

.

'

.

.

Wheeler, Professor BackRays, Tojnmy Trent,
3
George
Steeplechase,
Gaulier's
Jason, Les Rhode House Orch;
"Tlie Noose Hangs High" lU).

J

...

..

|

Bert
wards,

'

.

Red Buttons
Don Dennis
tjiiger Twins
r.'elodeers

;

.

'Alarcia' Leigliton

V-'Travers

I

rhythmic, "Somebody Loves
Me" And before it's finished the
crowd is going his wav. loo. N»>xt
comes "It's Magic." "Night lias a
Thousand Eyes," "Lillette" and. as
an encore, "Sorrento in Italian.
has come quite a- dis. Damone
tance since lie first hit via Mercury
Records. He has taken on polish,
but not quite enough to destroy
the youthful sincerity lie injects
into his few lines and liis songs,
lie sings with good power and
range. And he hasn't yet hit liis

Ore.

"!

'

Sis

Gcraldine DuBoi*
Andrea Dcrs
Costello Twins

'

Foster

Sacasas

Wdliams

Billy

•

Reed

Campo Ore

Pu-pi

.

Dorothy Clair*
Elroy Peac*'

Embassy
Stuart

Bryants

.

&

Martez

;

.

.

.lohnny Woods.
C Byrd & Lcllov
Howard (II 22
Liggins
.Honeydrippers,;
Charlie. Ventura. Or
3 Choi'olateers
The Orioles

n-vijf'y
]

'

Ted Lewis Ore
Don Saxon
Paul White

.

'

;

:

<ju

Towerv

1

.

Latin ;Quart*r
-

Trio -CasinoRita k Rozino
E Vizcaino Ore.

.

Kayc & Aidrich

(

-

Dave Mann
Jan August Ore

;

Sis

'

Sully
I

-

;

Hotel Warwick
Don Held

Dorothy Douglas*

De Lage
BRITAIN
•lulius Monk
week, it's a Scotch and Shoda afWanger Line
Nermann Paris 3
fair with the skater doing tank
Piroska
Laon A tddlo^*
birmincham
5 Smith Bros
0 Roberts Ore
terps from the bagpipe country.
Eddie Davis
Skating Typhoons
Havana-Madrid
His efforts, as always are nicely J}ift''»,'J;;tiiv
Art Waner- Ore
Lew Parker
Tito Guizar
Wallis & CarroU
welcomed, but this time, the sur- 4 Hurricanes
Krista &: ICristcl
't li P Rodriguez
Doris As Robert
Hyde & Marker;
Innl Reyes
rounding house production proves 4 Pagoias
Ralph Young Morris & Cowle.v
Lincoln
Marienne
Ralph
Font
Oro
distraction from hi.s superior .Tack Francois,
a
Karlos &
W Keppcl &i Betty Macbito Ore
The H. Leopold Robert Harris
Charmain*
LONDON
skating efforts.
HottI oltM«'t-Plai*

Olyiupia,

the.

'

'

& Pam

Fields

-

PrimuS;

Esy Morales Oro
B Harding Ore
El Chlce
Fernanda Crespo
Maria 'T Acosta.

*

Lane

.

Hot*l Savoy n*sa
Franklin & Moor*
Irving Conn. Ore
Hotol Taft
Vincent Lopez Or*
Charlie Drew

Cook & Brown
Dliver Travers

21-24

(I)

The Barretts

'^'aoiiND b'rook

j

..".Ebony

Pearl

Rimmer

SPRINGFIELD

& Dundee

ni»<"k

i

Lasdo & Peplto
Shaw Ore
Hotol
ROOMVOtt
Guy Lombardo

M

Banks

BiUy:

Parker Bros
Bobby Clark
The Arnolds
Mickey Sharp

^

24-27
*: Terry
Larry Leong

Taffiy

Hotel St. K*als

Nan Wynn

Choral Sestet
11 Sandler Oro.
Alvarez Mera
Juenger Ballet Line

'

Winds 3

SoFt

licnny Youngman
Jack Ganicrt

..

Rev

Razzle-Daz;elc

2 Beaucaires

Fred Marks

Diamond. HerMifio*

22-24

(I)

Kitty Crawford

Fung Oye

Beatrice
Line (7)

:

Herman Schoon

Wong

Joe;

ROCKFORD

21-23

(I)

Mervyn Nelson

Durso. Ore

Alvares Oro
China Poll
Noro Morales Ore
rose CurbeUo Ore
Florence HId Low

Stanley Nor.se

.

-

Dick Wlnslow

Sonny Calello

Lile

Pat Theriault
Jack Green
Jimmy Grosso
Ida Marie
Chester Fisher

21

(I)

.

Stat*

Olga Suaxez
Janle Ford

Melodares
Johnny Mungall

BALTIMORI

Burns a A Evelyn.
Buddy Lewis
Jack Carroll
Gil Maison

them

collaboration justifies the price of
admission, the A. J. Balaban-Sammy
Rauch combine has insured playr
ing values with an excellent surrounding divertisement. Ben Beri's
comedy juggling hits the crowd
terrifically, and Roily Rolls' Pi«nistics similarly gets maximum applaUSe.
The Roxy is also seen as being
instrumental in building Arnold
'
Shoda
up to top value in the- icC'
skating field. He's here for virtually every bill and his. work is becoming an item that's anticipated
This
by the regular customers.

;8an,.' ete.':"

-peak.

20-21

Roger

HOtol St Morlfi
Alice tyrell

L & E Robert*

M

.

&

.

Van Smith-Ore.

copacabina
Lena 'Horne
Copsey Jc Ayrei

palace (R) 20
Horace Hcidt Kev
Don Rice

Bobby Brandt
Pamela & Louis*

Hippodrome

.

T 4 A Miner
3 Extremes
ROCHESTER

.

Vikings

Chas Reader Oro
;

.

Frechette

Marilyn

Villar

"

Alan. Reno
The Fredarfyi

from the central mike.
While the Thompson'Williams

—

llliainl
Miami, Oct.

.

kI"/'! k"," ou

Caesar
motion is unhampered. Their lyrics Lou
Stan Irwin
can be understood no matter how Houghton ft

.

^ So
strong is Nelson's reaction
that Vic Damone mjikcs a mistake
!n walking into it without an inlei-vening band number. That he
surmounts it is a tribute to the
youngster's ability. lie opens with

The Valentines
Gloria

,

Piarr*

Germain*

;

Lutchcr

Nellie

Dave, Martin Oro

Carman .(I) 21
& J Brown

W

20^21

Nycola Matthey Or
Hotel

Avon Long

PHILADELPHIA

QUEENS
(II

Cat* Jamai
Pat Harrington
Caf • Socitty

.

.

Leo Reisman Ore
Mark Monte Ore
Payson Re Orc-

3

Ellis ..Larkin

;-

Rosalind -Courtright

'S'-;"

Imogene Coca
Fletcher & Sheidy

25-27

Jamaica

Paul Draper;

John Lawrence
'Inca

v

Dorsey

Hotel
Piccadilly.
Dell Trio
Hot*i Plak*

.

.

Astor Sc Ilenee
Sue Carson
Gleason &
Sanborn 3
Al Norman
Martez & Lucia

Wally Dean

'

21-24-

Lou Browne
Bob * ,fo-Ann
Marco Co

BROOKLYN

1

.

3 .Arnauts

Flatbush (n 22-24
Earl .r.ick & Betty
Stan & Art Catron
Dot & Biirncy

-

:

22-24

(I).

Poms

3.

:

(II

CITY

Tommy

'

MaiCStic

Eddy

"

Ba«*t«lW
Dorothy Ross

Deep River Boyi
Greta Lind
Blua Angel:

PATERSON

HUIman Bros
GInny Lowry

Marlin & Floreuzi
Al Steveus

MissThompson, and the Williams
lads display their. material in boffo
st.yle.
Their offerings including
"Jubilee," "Poor Suzette" and
"Great to Be: Alive" provide ideal
vehicles for their highly integrated
.song and .dance, work.
The Bob
Alton staging plus clever choral arrangements are productive of as
great applause as the house has
ever had, and efforts are such that
they, live up to the. advance wordof-mouth buildup.
Their overall effectiveness; is, in
one measure, made possible by the
fine technical provisions by Roxy
stager Arthur Knorr, who has
placed a number of concealed
mikes around the, stage so that
their mobility and wide, sweep of

NEW YORK
..

Mad;.'

4

& Dena
BRONX

Windsor,
V,il

Fibsen

rhrls Cress

.

22

Calgary Bros

lic as well.

.

.

Strand. (W)

-

with "Indian Love
Reporter" (SO).
a recent recording; then brings on
the Clooneys: for "Hallelujahi''
Billie Holiday is the sparkplug
"Paper Moon" and the novelty.
of the all-sepia bill at the Apollo
"There's a Man at (he Door,"
this week. Spotted in tlie closing
use either Pastor ;and/or
/ Which
it's obvious who the payees
band choi'using in support. All pro- groove,
came to glom. Aside from the
vide excellent audience values;
songstress, the layout comprises
Later on. Stubby Pastor, a trumBuster Harding's band, novelty
peter, switches to valve trombone
turns of D.vnamite Jefferson, J imand then trumpet in soloing "I raie Smith
plus a "Tahitian" dance
Surrender, near." 'rhis segues into
by Princess de Paur & Toulae, and
Pastor's highly humorous version
the usual comedy blackouts.
of "Maharalah of Magador." and
After Harding's
short
intro.
that ends the band's contribution,
Dynamite Jefferson does a bit of
for from there ,in Nip Nelson and
aero terping then moves into his
Vic Damone hold the stage.
real forte— some iron-jaw work
Pastor is leading a combination
with chairs and tables. .With sevof seven brass, five sax, three
eral of the latter stacked in pyra^
rhythm, a good v musical group.
mid fashion, he raises 'em up with
That it doesn't get a chance to a firm
bite and walks off with the
prove its musicianship, aside from
furniture for a solid reception. His
the backgrounding of vocals, is to
is a unique act which frequently
Pastor's credit.
For the stage, repeats here.
straight musical arrangem0nt,s are
Also doing an encore is Jimmie
far too often' So many, betweenSmith, who plays the vibes with
acts lulls.
his feet. Garbed in top hat and
Rochelle and Beebe are first tails, he taps out "Man I
Love"
among the three rfcis, A Hartmans and follows
with "Rliap.sody in
type turn, they don't bother with
Blue." His technique is perfection
tiwing to fool the audience with
itself. "Rhapsody" was particularly
(serious
terps that unexpectedlv well done to win him heavy salvos.
break out into slapstick.
KCmme House's standard comedy is suphalf goes right into the laughs
plied by Freddie & Flo, George
from the start. She's the strength Wiltshire and George Williams for
of the duo, necessarily, and her sock results, while Princess de
gag postures and various trick Paur & Toulae arc reviewed under
spins are good for solid laughs and New Acts.
Harding has little to
applause.
do; with the exception of backing
Nelson continues the howls later the show.
down the line. His act. based on
In chirping a quintet of numvocal and instrumental imitations, bers, Miss,. Holiday'.s throaty tones
has improved. Few acts of this appeared a bit huskier than usual,
type tie the various takeoffs to- leading some of the payees to begether so well, let alone ribboning lieve she may have had a cold;
them all the way with deep laughs. Opens with "You're Driving Me
Nelson strings his character and crazy," followed by "Maybe You'll
musical imitations in such a man- Be There" for nice response. With
ner that one seques smoothly into her sexy delivery accentuated by
the other, each flavored heavily a form-fitting black gown, she realwith giggles. What makes it all ly wows 'em in chanting her famed
the more outstanding is thi^t Ihe "I Cover the Waterfront" and "I
takeoffs are the usual run-of-the- Don't Know Why," Her huskiness
niill
Peter Lorre. Louella Par- merely makes her tones more per•spns, Jimmy Stewart. Fi'ank Mor- suasive.
Oilb.
gan, Clyde McCoy, Bunny Bcri-

good

Buddy

Arnold Shoda

'^^

-

io

(P>

Youman .Bros
.& Frances
l''rcd:Honer

Bros

Freddy Marlin Ore
Blair

fill'

MIAMI

Olympia

.

Williams

Ore

K.i;iipa

one to

Holly Rolls
.Ben Bei'i.

.

]V» Y.
Buster Harding

.Gene

.

Roehenc is Beebe
Roxy (I) 20
Kay Thompson

business this stanza. The boxoffice
pull of this act in all situations,'
Billiu Holiday.
Orch (15), Dynamite Jefferson, will most likely be buttressed with
Jimmic Smith, Princess de Paur & theatre work. Instead of being a
name
for the expensive clientele of
Toiilop,
Freddie & Flo, George
the
upper-crust cafes, they'll be
Wiltshire, George Williams; "Fbmarquee lures for the general publice

talent takes hold nicely and, with
the Clooney Sisters and; Stubby
P;;stor, leader's brother, smoothly
fills

Vic Damone
Nip Nelson

copious Winchelling has been instrumental in building up a desire
There
bjt many to see this turn.
were standees during most of the
day and lines in the lobby towards
evening.
Consequently, the Roxy
is apparently headed for healthy

Morton Or*
Abe Burrows
Vine Garden*
Mel Cole Ore
R.'iv

Joi^v Bishop
Judle Manners

Panchti's
Daniels-

'

Rhumba
Danica

B
.

,

'

—
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WihtwlS. Ilomance' Dramatists Guild Contract

ANTA Has L^t Promotion Setup;

Los Ansetes, Oct.

until' next

spring,

producing>":'V"

Wynii-Jones-Baker

_

1

a

Due
^

new promo-'

19.

I

01

1

'

I

,

I

Uncertam Via Shuberts Invohr^nt
mahce,"

Columbia Artists Mgt.
In Wholesale Shifts

''.r'- :\

'Day," which Is being directed'
Guilfoyle is due to bow
next month at the Gcai^'; San

i

IM

•

,

Rehearsals got undenvay yesterday for "One Fine Day,'" new coiiiedy by Iltigh White which cb-stars
Charles Ruggles and Mary Bbland.
Gail Giffoyd/and Nat Perrin are

League's Plan Off Until Spring
With the LiMguc of N, Y, Thea-+
tres plan toi publicizing legit op a
national basis scale now set aside

1948*

Wednesilajr, October 20,

LKGITIMATB-CONCBRT

48

'

for interstate by Paul

tists

'relittofl to

Guild/: if

still.

the Drama-

Uncerliih;;

:

opened

which

sical,

JWU^^^^

night

last

^

shift in executive spots (Tues.) at the Shubert, N. Y., was
Columbia Artists Mgt. has re- presented by the Shuberts (Lee
from desire of Arthur Judroad cities is being launched by
j suited
and J;. J.), who are not signatories:
|son, 67-year-old prez of the conthe American National Theati-e &
Guild's minimum basic
cert bureau, to step down and give to the
Academy The project will be supyounger blood the management agreement, although the composer,
headed
by
committee
by
a
ervised
leins Judson, for 18 years prez Sigmund Romberg, :;js>:-' a Guild
Brock Pemberton and Richard
and member of the board o£ di- member in good standing,
Rodgers. with the actual work hanRomberg's contract as compose^
rectors, and F C. Coppicius, exec
dled by Philip W. Barber, publicity
veepee during same time, both de-- is with John Shubert, son Ot J. Ji;:
man and former producer
clmed renewing their posts at last and nephew ot' Lee. The younger
New scheme will involve promo-:
week's meeting of stockholders. Shubert is a signatory of the
airtional tieups with railroads,
Judson, however, will remain as Guild's minimum basic agreement,
Dec 16
line, bu.s companies, department
active head of Judson, O'Neill &: the terms of which prohibit liim
in
Still
stores, hotels, plus improved ticket
Judd, one of Columbia's seven di- from producing in association with
Marion Harris, Jr„ Added
New
In
facilities.
dibtnbution
visions, as well as continue aS non-signatory managers or as.signHollywood, Oct 19.
Rebecca
BrownWhether
or
not
and
York, tor instance, publicity
Daughter of late Marion Harris stem is to remain as attorney for manager ot the N. Y. Philharmonic- ing author contracts to them.;.
be
will
material
will conexploitation
Another angle on the situation is
has been added to F,d Wynn "Laugh Kquity is still completely in the air. Symphony. And Coppicus
placed in out-of-lown trains com- Carnival" by Paul Small. She'll be
tinue as an active manager and that Rowland Leigh, who adapted
She
is reported to have okayed an
Penn
;>nd
ConUal
division, Coping into Grand
the "My Romance" book fi'ora the
billed as Marion Harris, Jr., when offered new setup, but there's now senior exec of his
s-alions, as woll as in commercial
Edward Sheldon play, "Romance,"
show bows Nov. 7 at Curran, a question of; whether the union picus & Schang,
Attempts
f.ixis
and
planes, bubses
be IS not a member of the Guild, havwill
organization
Parent
Balance of cast includes can make good. Matter was disFrisco
will be made to have departm<;nt
Wjnn, Phil Baker, 'Sid Silvers, Al- cussed at length yesterday (Tues.) headed by the next echelon of ing been dropped some years ago \
si ore
displays keyed to current
lan Jones, Pat Rooney, Betty Reilly, by the council, but no decision was seniors, Ward French, Irederick for dues delinquency. Technically,
Bv),id\va\ showtSchang and liawrcnce Lvans. Romberg may not be a collaboraHermanos-Williams triov Bick and reached
In the ca.>,e of hotels, not only Dot Romy,! plus three showgirls,
Since' Miss Brownstein's resigna- 3''rench uiU be board chairman; tor with Leigh, but, in effect; he is
will promotional material be made
Geoige Oshnn will be company tion as associate counsel some Schang, president, and Evans, exec co-authoring with a non-member,
available, but the plan is to work manager with Hal Giver in adalso contrary to Guild rules.
weeks ago several different com- veepee, ot Columbia,
out arrangements with theatre tick- vance.
Other exec veepeeal are Andre
Whether the Shubert contracts
mittees have conferred with her in
hotel
et agencies to extend credit to
an attempt to find a satisfactory Mertens, Arthur Wisnw and Ruth with Leigh and with the Sheldon
guests. Thus, out-ot-iowners could
setup for her to continue. As of O'Neill, latter also serving as estate conform :to Guild require-;
desks,
hotel
through
order tickets
last week, such a formula had been tieasurer. Veepees will be Kurt ments isn't known, but with RomMondays
on
Plays
included
with the charge being
reached, okayed by the union's Weinhold, Robert Ferguson, Bruno berg involved in the production
thpir hotel bills. It s figured such a
council and accepted by the lawyer. Zirato, Walter Brown and Horace and the Guild's minimum basic
setup would simplify and encourIn St. Paul, Then Mpis.
But now that Equity is apparently J Parmelee. William Judd was agreement therefore applicable,
age theatregoing by out-of-townunable to deliver, the entire situa- elected secretary.
that may be another complicating
sizcomprise
a
already
ers, who
In Civic-Pride Snarl tion IS muddled.
factor.
Unless John Shubert takes
audir
Broadway
portion
of
able
Understood that the proposed
dvei- injftninal
prpd^Jetlpin:. -'^rfedii
Minneapolis, Oct. 19.
enees.
new deal would have involved
and makeS; the" Leigh and Sheldon
Offices
m
New
Booking
United
Inside
On
Gives
Writer
It's conceded that these tactics
contracts conform to Guild refound
Way
,t6 get be- Paul N. Turner's retirement as genYork
has
a
have all been used by various ineral counsel (he has been in vif^
quirements, the situation may bepublic
the
fact
Paul
fore
the
St:
dividual managements from time
Her 'Abdication'; Duke's come even more involved. Prethat an attractiort is playing in the tual retirement for more than a
to time in the past, with varying
suma bly young Shubc rt could be
Cities— a fact that St, Paul year) and Miss Brownstein: being
degrees of success. However, no Twin
Dynastic Deal Impressed blacklisted by the Guild, or RomLatter does '"PPed from associate to chief
newspapers ignore.
consistent program of the sort has
She would also be raised
berg could withdraw his score from
this out of civic-pride antagonism, counsel.
Dublin, Oct. 13.
^y/Jp'hoo.^
=tt"pmntPrt
^nTiil^'conncoopno
ever been attempted and
the show.
As far as Romberg is
is confined from $10,000 a year (plus $1,000
eneaeement
m^nall
erative setup involving
Mrs. H. T. Lowe-Porter, who ar- conceited,; John Shubert, with
from Chorus Equity) to $12,500,
:^;'i[;3.',^,%^?f «^;^„*e^^^^
agt'inents
has been used. The
rived from N.Y. on the Mauretania whom he has the contract, is rethe
case with "Ahnie Get Your Plus |50 a week for ah assistant;
consistto
make
a
prpsent aim is
pay yesterday fl2), saw her chronicle sponsible.
Gun"
recently and as has been the" with the urtiott c^ntijiuin^g
the
with
effort
,"
consolidated
ent,
her secretary.
She was also to play " Abdication written in ,1937,
case in other instances;
intention not so much of immothe stage for the first time in
UBO now is booking a show in have been giveii' a three-mbrith va- on
diate results as long-range benefit
Gaiety here tonight (13). Producst. Paul for a single Monday night cation "Without interference.'
MARKOVA-DOLIN SET
in New York and, ultimately, for
Although no one involved would tion by theiHilton Edwards-Micheal
and moving it over here for the
the road. It's planned to use simPlan, discuss the matter jesteiday, it MacLiammolr Dublin Gate Theatre
entire balance ot the week
ilar methods in various key citiei.
Mrs.
is now in its third week.
EXTENSIVE BOOKINGS
gets Its real start with "Show was reported that Turner had re- Co.,
be
A basic part of the setup will
Boat" next week, although "Bur- fused to step down as nominal gen- Lowe-Porter, who is 72, was barred
Alicia Markoya and .\nton Dolin,
the publication of a weekly guide lesque," too, made a one-night eral counsel, preferring to retain from flying to the first night by
who toured the U. S. the past few
to the Broadway legit sbows, pos- .stand of St Paul while playing an those duties as well as his post as her doctors:
[seasons with a dance .ensemble of
...
„,
houses
film
sibly lalei including
general counsel for the parent
She said that when Edward VIII eight as a ,Sol Hurok attraclion,
entire week here
and other entertainment. This is
.M fronted when an attraction is union, the Associated Actors & abdicated she was in London, but have set up an extensive internaaimed to be descriptive, non-criti- booked into Minneapolis ex- Artistes of America.
she didn't know the Duchess ofjuonal tour for this season, since
cal, timely and informative. This clusively
Her
"addition'
Windsor.
to going on their own
for its Twin Citv engageTour involves
will
the
plan
ot
other
aspects
and
Shakespeare's chronicle plays, plus some unusual angles, such as the
ment, St. Paul newspapers refuse
be jointly financed by various to accept Its advertising or permit
impression made by dynastic Strug- duo's appearances several times
UPPED
Broadway managements on a co- any mention of its presence in its NBC
gle ending in Edward's quitting with symphony orchestras.
oporative basis.
news Golumnsj St. Paul business
was her reason for writing the
TOSCI piece it wasn't an attempl to take Dancers appeared as guest stars
90
Meanwhile, with the League ot interests al.so are resentful when
with the Ballet Husse de Monte
„
,,„„ ^
,.irt„„
N. ,Y, Theatres, plan temporarily in a roadshow passes up their city.
Symphony Orches
NBC
a has sides, she said.
c^^,^
j,,^ ^.^^.^^^ anniversary
abevaneo. the threatened row be- Touring attractions, wishing to been increased to its lull .size,'
She revealed that a plan for the three-week season at the N. Y. Met,
As.sn.
tuoen the Ijea>;ue and the
avoid the expense involved in mov- about 90 men, for the new sea- plaj's production by Edwards and
and have joined the company in
Managers
ot Theatrical Agents &
ing trom one city tO' the other, son beginning Saturday (23i under MacLiammoir in 1939 was dropChicago
for
its current two week
issue
in-:
averted.
The
been
have
preter to play exclusively here Arturo Tcscanini The 81-year-old ped owing to war's outbreak
Mrs stay theie Oct 19-Nov 1
Then
volves the proposed hiring of a where they dp so much better maestro, feeling in fine physical
Lowe-Porter added that she does coiiie several appearances as solooutside business than in St Paul,
lepresentative
publicity
shape, flew in from Italy last week not expect "Abdication" to be pro- ists with orchestras,
including tlie

tional setup for BrQa<jlway

and koy

San Antonio, Oct.

19.

Francisco,'

with
lid
Wynn, Alan Jones and Phil Baker,
has been added to the list of
shows coming to the Texas theatre
this season and other key Interhouses
Circuit
Theatres
state
throughout the state. It's booked
here for Dec 25-26.
"Burlesque," with Bert I..ahr is
schedupd for Dec. 1, and "Carousel" plajs two nights beginning
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(12) to begin rehearsals, after a duced:. In
England-^it's unlikely National Symphony
Washington.
League's national theatre promo(summer's
stay
in
Milan
and that it woiild be granted a Lord They've already appeared with the
tion campaign. A union committee
Dallas' Theatre '48
vicinity;
He conducted tw o con- Chamberlain's license for produc- Dayton Symphony.
comprising Wolte Kaufman, Ben
certs at La Scala Opera House for tion there-^but, anticipates presenKornzweig and Michel Mok has
Duo
has
contract
to appear In
In 30-Week Season rthe Boito festival, and another as tation in America; "and elsewhere." London on Boxing Day (Dec, 26)
been appointed to confer with the
benefit for the La Scala orchestra:
League on the question.
and New Year's Eve at Earl's
Dallas, Oct 19
NBC season marks the lllli loi
Dallas' CIVIC - sponsored profes- the maestro. He'll"
Court
Stadium
Returning
to the;
conduct ei^ht
sion.il iopei-toi\
theatre. Theatre weeks,
U S in .January, they'll fill conOct. 23 through Dec
11,1 12-Town N. E. Tour
'iS
reopen \'o\ 8, tor a 30- and another eight
cert dates early that month, then
weeks .starting'
vveek season
the Gulf Oil Play- Feb
go
to
Mexico
City
concert
for
six
with guest conductors!
12,
For A. G. Holmes Unit
hbiLse "at Fair,; Park. Eight plays
[dates at the Bellas Aries
They'll
„takmg over tor the eight weeks in.
NOV. 29
Boston, Oct, 19,
will be presented by the company
Ifill
engagements in Puerto Rico
.between the two series Opening,
The Metropolitan Opera Assn.'s ol yew York actors, under the di- concert will have To.scanini's sonProfessional touring company to and'Central America before flying
to Johannesburg where, at the. end64th season, delayed by union lect'on of Mai'go .Tones.
12-town
New
cir^
England
in-iawV Yladimrr Ilorowit^^
M,iss,;,)ones returns to Dallas thetiouble^ will open Nov. 29 in New
March, they begin a lengthy
^^'^'^ ^ repertory of three plays lot
i.st, in one of the rare appearances r^"'^
Yelk With \'n-cirs "Otello " Leon- atre this fall following her produc- the two make together.
is
being readied by Alan Gray South Airican tour. Tour will take:
ard ,Warvi,'ri. Ramon Vinay ,and tion 111 New York of Tennessee
The maestro may devote the Hohnes, who was ggeneral man- them until the early part ;0f' suinLicia Albaiie.se will sing the leads, \Villl.'ui:s' "Summer and .Smoke." last two sessions of the first
ager
last summer ot Ann I,ee's mer.
halfwith Fr:l7, Bosch conducting. Miss whidi had its first presentation in -year: to an opera. althoiiRli this is =tiawhat at Santa Fe. Troupe Is
Albarieso will 1h> M'lqing her first Dallas at Theatre '47.
aimed to open Nov. 29, at a town t» n j mi
still .Undecided.
llifi Spring series,
«
Dcidemona at ;hc Mot
however, will end willi a tv.o-part to he s(-ic<'ted Tickets will be sold liallet Ihcatre Plans
" locally bv sub-scription.
three
season
Company bt„rts it
pre-sentation of Veidi's "FalstalT
in
Rehearsal
Shows
will
usual,
and
ofthan
weeks later
He presented Verdi s 'Otello" last
Holmes i= trying to sign a star
Plan.«
for
Ballet
theatre
to rein
performances
fer 16 weeks of
"Along: Fifth Avenue"
for the company, on a small guarArthur year.
sume m December seem to be in
N, Y, instead of last year's 18. Les.s-jr
antoe plus a percentage based on
Season will see the revival of five
"Anne of the Thousand Days"
nrobable maximum gro.ss of f''^^^"'"'': '^V'
a
V''".*in
Met
sevthe
'-""'"^
operas not heard at
I'i.n Wrights Co,
$9 000 a week Troupe w-ill prob
$37,681 in 8
'L^''"'^'"?
'o«
including "Salome,"
years,
eral
ably head<5uarter in Worcester and ^""V"^'- ''^'''TVi
"But Not Goodbye" (road)
Reading Pa Ocl 19,
to play It next March.
'.Mi!;iion," "FaLstafC " " L E 1 1 s i r Slaii't.v Woolf.
the 12 towns will be chosen from
The original. New York company Webster,
Company had cancelled all its
"5 or Heaven's Sake, Mother!"
d Amore" and "L'Amore Dei Tre
Brockton, Framingham,
of "Oklahoma!/' plaVing a split
'
'bookings
of
mark
debut
this
lall
will
also
',,:: .::V\ :
but was supIt
R"
Kaye,
'week between Alloiito\,n and here, VVcstboro, Lowell. Greenfield
posed to start rehearsals in early
nine new singers, as Well as addi"Japhct';
John Yorke.
pulled a puLsatmg gross of S37 681 Northhampton, Milford and TaunDecember for the Chi Xmas dale.
tion of Fritz Reiner to the conduct"John Loves, Mary'' (road)
tor eight performantes last week: ton, Mass; Nashua, Manchester and
Company
has
definite
commitments
Stanley Woolf.
ing roster.
Show is at the Playhouse, Wilming- Concord, N. H and Bristol. Waterfor the Civic Opera House, Chi,
bury and Middlctown, Conn.
Jean Dalrymple ton, this week
"Ri'd Gloves"
in Docembei and the Met Opera
and Gabuel Pascal
New U. of Wash. Theatre
House,
N.
Y,
next
r.lay
December
In
N.
$.32,011
O.
"The Victors" New Stages.
Isabel
Seattle, Oct 19.
Garland's
new script
leheaisals now seem unlikely The
New Orleans, Oct 19
"Abandoned
Hope,"
The University of Wa.shington
will
h'>
The national: company of "Okla- preemed next month at the Nouh coinpan.\ wants to keep the Chi
here has announced plans lor a
'LUTE' TUNES OUT OCT. 30
nifty
and
jhoma!"
drew
a
gross
N.
Y.
$32,011
commitments,
whethnew
Ilollvwood
The
but
theatre.
Piayhou'J.e
thud campus
Jus
London, Oct, 19.
eight
performances at the Addiss and Hoyden Horke, who op- er it Will assemble for a March
in
building, to be ready for use next
"Lute Song," American Import, Poche theatre here last week erated the Laguna Reach
Clii engagement and a May N Y.
(Cal
fall, will be an experimental house
foldiiis Oct ,30.
Musical is splitting the current sltavvlfatter during the summer run, and try to arrange some book'
to serve as a laboratory for the
Notices Were posted over the week bet" '^en Shrevepoi t, La and plannin? winter legit sea.son on the ings inbflween, is still problemaU's dfaipa School and will cost
Denver,
Coast.
weetend.
Ucal,
uound $12S,0Q0.
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P^RIETY

ubgithwa'TK

Tirst Lady' Threat

Up to $1,000 WUy. Paid (diestars

C. B.

Youngstown, Oct. .19.
De-spite
anonymous telephone
threats,
the
Youngstown Civic
Theatre production of the George
Is.,
Kaufman-Katherine
Dayton
political satire^ "First Lady " will
I

49

Cochran Dickering for B way

!

With Conmiimity, College Theatres
Cfuest engagements by Broadway
actors with community and college theatres is beginning to provide fairly sizable coin for the
talent involved. The American National Theatre & Academy, which
Is booking the dates, last week set
the 60th such deal, at fees running from around $500 to $1,000
per. appearance, including tranS'

*

he

presented
tomorrow night
(Wed.) at the Playhouse as scheduled. Just in case the threats were
on the level, ushers have been instructed to be on the alert for
patrons possibly carrying teargas
or stench •bombs, etc., into the

I

KEN ENGLUND MAY SOLO
PRODUCE OWN MUSICAL

I

I

I

I

Harry Green, the comedian-producer, ilew to the Coast' over the
Weekend for a week to gander
shows and scripts for possible London production, Green has been
making his home in England the
past four years, ever since he
clicked with "All For All" there.

.

which he produced and in which
he starred.
Green, who returns to New York
in another week, is seeking a play
in which he would star, in addi-

i

'

'

Equity

:

Stand

!

:

summer

play last

ing i^ offical pppcisitibn. t^^
segregation among theatre -axidiienc^s in Washington was apparihtly dispell^ last week:? In coiihectioh with the Switch of the Ni-

at Barter thea-

Abingdon, Va.

The Bapid City

D.) Theatre
Guild is dickering for two guest
leads for its production of "Life
(S.

:

With Father"

in

Hylton Lacing

The

November.

Pittsburgh Playhouse also wants a
combination
for
play
some time later in the season. Durham (N. C.) Theatre Guild is likewise after a star-new play setup
for some date during the winter
or spring.
The Resident theatre, Kansas
,City, is trying to line up Broadway
names to guest In its presentations
of "The Hasty Heart" during Febdurruary, "The Glass Menagerie"
„
ing March, and an unseleeted new
play during April. The Yellow
Springs Area theatre, associated
with Antioch College, is negotiating for a guest lead for either a
Broadway success or a new play,
to be done the last week in Jan-

,»tar-new

Up

:

tional theatre, Washington, to
film policy, the union issued

a

a
statement reiterating its condemnation of segregation and pledging
continued effort toward restoring

N.Y. 'Shoes' Angles

uary.

produce
the London edition of "High But-

'

'

individual for a Broadway
Jeflers' closed
.
,
, ,j
»
Medea." Actress, now touring the production of his current London
U. S. after a season in N. Y. in the hit, "Bless the Bride." The idea
drama,, wants to take the play would be to bring over the original
Down Under after the U. S. tour. leads, including Georges Guetary,
William
Morris who ha,s since left the cast, and
Although
the
office, which represents Jeffers, has possibly add one or two featured
(Continued on page SO)
received bids from Aussie pro^
ducers. it's holding off pending
tralia

1

I

'

i

in
theatre
Little
Alaska, also wants a
tor its production of "Harvey,"
"Happy Birthday" or "The Gla.ss

is
open
"Shoes"
slated
to
Dec. 22 at Val Parnell's Hippodrome theatre, with Lew Parker
in the leading role created on

"Medea," noy playing in U.

London and Vienna, may.
.

.

,

-

i

I

i

J

i

j

Original

the Jean

opening of

Giradoux plav was set for Nov.
25, then put back due to delav in

getting scenerv in f r o m Paris.
w.ns npreed on for
the opening date; with no out-oftown tryoiits planned, but a set of
members from
pi*eviews
in N. Y; the: week has forbidden its........
paid
u
>"'«, ''
...
..
.
es ana
League of N. Y. Theatres
before However, it was discovered appearing in the house because of
Local 802, American Fcderat
that preview audiences weren't |its racial segregation policy.
—
Musicians, meet tomorrow iThUr.) gygjjgjjig.
Q J ^ pCOplC WRXlt tO|
on the question of a new agree^ chnstmas week with rela
ment to cover tlie employment of t-ij^gj.
Escape' Refunds
pju-^jp^
musicians in Broadway theatres.
p,'„
.
ope„ the drama
T«.r««t«
The producer reps are slated to j,,^ y ^^.j^j^ previews the v\eek of
lO lOrOIltO
answer the latest propo.sition from j^^, ^ Marlita Hunt, British film
Toronto Oct 19
the tooters' union
actress, heads the cast. Maurice
gecause of inability' to get the
There's
nothing new in jne
1 lores
.
^^e adaptation, while
for
npoduction
proauciion
ready
reaoy
^ttne
Leagues negotiations with the „^
Berard's original Paris Z.'*
Escape Me Never", in time for the
Assn. of Theatrical Agents & Man
sets will be used.
i^^g^^
q^^^ jg engagement at the
agers over the union's demand for
Royal .Alexandra here, managenient
a
raise
front-of-the-house
for

MGRS.,

i

NaS'caS

picketing was intended to call attention to the theatre's conversion
to films "in order to avoid admilting Negroes to its audience."
Until last Aug. 1 the National
ihad been one of the top stands in
ithe couhtry for tOurilig legit shows,
As of that date, however, Equity

i

HOLM FOR

[

AFM MEET

Then Dec. 26

ON THEATRE ACCORD

DANCE LECTURE

I

I

I

|
i

-

•

,

Hanya Hplm, who's

to do the choreography for the fothcoming Cole
Porter musical, "Kiss Me, Kate,"
and Antony Tudor, who did the
dances for "Day Before Spring"

1

I

I
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staffs.

'Gloves/ Dec. 8 N. Y.

Bow

Legif comedy built around the
of a mvthical r.idio netactivities
diitvii
ad^*
„
v/ork prexy and his staff is being
,o^ether by Gail and Harry InKlio w riling-directing-proKran
duomg team. It's tentatively titled
"Time Signal" and they expect to
wrap it up by early December, at
which time Alfred N. Miller, N. Y.
ad agency exec, hopes to bring it

^

„ ,
t
preem for .lean Dalrymple's
production
K«d
}'^
^^p'Tc""^.
^}Tni
san-Paiil-.SsHro'
Charles
Jean-Paul
'Sartre, in u'liiph'
which
Boyer makes his U. S. stage debut,
Is set for the Mansfield, Dec. 8
Drama, staged by Jed llan is, opens
at tlie ,Shubert, New Haven, Nov.
10; .spend.s week of Nov. 15 at.
Ford's, Baltimore, and following to Broadway.
two weeks at the Plymouth, Bos- - It would be Miller's fir.st Broad
although he has
ton
\vay production
Joan Tetzel and John Dall have f had interestf, in several .shows on
featured rolest in support of Boyer. the Coast.
HT ,r
N
Y

,

T

3

,

'

,

\

,

M

refund some $6;500,
beth Bergner stars in "E.scape."

.had to

Radio Legit Comedy
'

.

,

BUCHANAN MAY DO
LONDON HIT IN N.
Jack

month from November through nal. It's a straight comedy. ProbJune Other .speakers will be Doris able local producer setup isn't disHumphrey, choreographer; Eugene closed.
The Briti.sh actor was in N< w
York to arrange American distri-'
bulion of the new-Baird television:
receiver.
He's due back in a few'

;

|

i

weeks.
j

n.

i

:

,,:

•

!

j

,

Postponement also sees Royal 'Berman, stage designer, Virgil
^
Alexanclia currently dark for the ^Thom.son, N, Y. Herald Tribune
week. Play opens in Philadelphia music critic; John Martin, N. Y,
week of .Nov. 1; comes into the Times dance critic, and Vincenzo
Celli, ballet master.
Mrs. WinRoyal week of. Noy. 22.
throp Palmer, founder of Dance
Players, and Anatole Chujoy, edi'Carousel' for Columbus
tor of Dance News, are sponsoring
Columbus. COct. 19.
"Carousel,'' booked at the Hart- the series'
J
man, Nov. 8-14, i.s the fir.*t' ^la^ On
the
Theatre Guild: series v this I
Sylvia Karlton, niece of Ben
.season.:
Kalmenson, general sales manager
"John Loves Mary," originally lof Warner Bros., will have a leading
scheduled for the Ilartman, Oct. role in "Allegro" when .show tours
ncelled; Itclo.sed this season.
25-27, lias been cance
She hnr\ » bit in
Broadway version.
l<i^t week in Chicago
:;

Y.
who returned

Buchanan,

couple of seasons ago, will give lecSaturday; to England, may star on,
tures on the art of the dance at the
Broadway this season in the LonNational Arts Club this season.
don hit, "Don't Listen, Ladies,"
Series will contain eight lectures by Stephen Pawyns and Guy Bolin all, on the first Monday of the ton, from the Sacha Guitry origi-

i

i

,

,

,

*

;

,

!

J-

be

WiA New

.

:

\^^V:!'J^liXordl\^ci:^^^^

Grips in Concessions

S.,

.

r

•

most actors are

.also

in Italy and Brazil, with local
producers now dickering with the:
Morris office. Rights have also
Contract
been sold for a Paris production,
with George Vitaly planning to
Boston, Oct. 19.
.stage
the work shortly at the
Agreement between the Boston
Theatre Mathurins, with Jacque- Repertory Assn. and the local
line Morane starred. "Medea'.' was stagehands' union gives the theain
Copenhagen last tre a chance to operate on an ecopresented
March by the Folk Theatre, and nomical production budget. It rerights have been sold for presenta- quires a permanent crew of' only
tion elsewhere in Scandinavia.
six men, who are to work a six-day
week, eight hours a day at "reason'Medea' CoHeee 1-Niter
able" scale. Besides permitting
Columbia, Mo Oct. 19.
the construction of scenery in the
Judith: Anderson company of basement of the theatre, it pro"Medea" has been booked in here vides for the stagehands to a.ssi.st
as the first road attraction of' this on this work On tion-matinee days.
size to hit this central Missouri Also, strict classification of the
college town in many a year. The men on departmental lines is to be
Anderson outfit will do a one- eliminated.
nighter Nov. 13 in the Stephens
Anthony Ross, Polly Rowles,
College Assembly Hall. Show is Hugh Franklin, Althea Murphy,
being brought in by the college, Michael Sivy and Joseph Foley
but is open to the public at $3.60 have been signed for the permantop, the deal putting the college ent acting company, with Joseph
in the booking biz for the first Leon as production manager and
time.
Warren Burmesiter as stage manager. Rehearsals of the first production, Robert E. Sherwood's "The
BALANCHINE,
Road to Rome," start Friday (22)
in New York, with the opening
SERIES Nov. 5 at the Copley theatre here.
George Balanchine, who staged Gerald Savory is staging the initial
show.
the dancer for "Where's Charley?";

done

Menagerie." And Utah Univ., which
has had such guest names as Orson
Welles^ Judith Evelyn, etc., is aliready trying to engage stars for Broadway by Phil Silvers; Femme
centennial production lead will be Joy Nichols, an Ausits annual
tralian who first drew attisnfion
next spring.
democracy.' ^
;
Although the money involved in when she took: over the top role
"As so. Equity is convinced that
Buch engagements is sizable for the in the touring Briti.sh company of
the legitimate' theatre's? 'absence
local groups, the deals aren't gen- "Follow the Girls."
ifrom
Washington will be temerally
very profitable for the
porary and pledges to the people
Broadway actors. In most cases
of this country, a.ssistance and cotransportation and living expenses Xmas Wk. Theatre Party
operation in bringing back to Washuse a good portion of the coin, alington a; theatre where no one
though some of the local groups
Apathy Forces Switch shall be barred because of. race,
pay the travel costs. However, most
color or creed."
actors welcome the appearances
In 'Madwoman' Debut
Premiere of the National as a
between regular professional enIronic situation, whereby pre- film house last Friday night (15)
was gicketed by 20 vyomen dressed
7a'n't''"be
Ih^aTrrparties
^^iHome Instances it eives them [views" or
in mourmng, who distributed prothe,
week,
'hiring
Christmas
• 7**"**^
ChancrtodolSsOTSavpa^^
scripts or piay pans
Accord™,, °
f
iiie ytji,
vear uds,
has test leaf ets to spectators.
week oi
of the
meant wecK
not generally available. Also, the oest theatre
ovenntiue
mg to M^^^
pros find it stimulating to work resultet in furtlier .switch of open^tary
A,f
Finally, ."g date of
With eager local thesps
"/^h^'
al^e
:

-

,

Miss Anderson's plans,

vicepresident, Cornelia Otis Skin-:
ner, said 18 months ago, 'There is
an increasing sen.se of amazement
the part of thinking people that
the capital of a great nation, to
which most of the world is turning
for guidance, should not he representative of its professed policy of

tion;

Robinson

in

,

m

|

ledea

Aussie

'

j

,

lahoma,'' "Carousel"

and VAnnie
Get Your Gun" have developed
them in New York.
<Bridc> Bid
During his current visit, Cochran
Judith Anderson may tour Aus- is also negotiating with an undis-

l^^lt

will

to be available in Britain. Such
-shows typically American as "Ok-

Anderson May Do

toihe national capital,
The Equity statement read: "The
ton Shoes," arrived in New York officers, council and membership
Actors Equity Assn. and Chorus
over the weekend by plane to
line up local angles on the produc- Equity Assn. regret that the people
tioh.
His wife, Fifi, arrived sev- of Washington have been deprived
the legitimate theatre.
eral days earlier.
Accompanying
"They believe that In the conHylton was Bob Nesbitt, who'
stages the shows at the London version of the National theatre to
Palladium and will assist in the "lo^^wh Pictures and the loss of the
o"'y
legitimate theatre
the city
West End presentation of "Shoes."
theatre patrons of Washington
Hylton and Nesbitt will fly back
next week, and Mrs. Hylton will were not considered and that if
sail Nov. 6 on the Queen Eliza- '"f^ had been given the opportunithey
would
have
welcomed
the
beth.
Archie Thompson, aide to
Jerome Robbins, the original eli™nation: of discrimination in orAnchorage, choreograpiier of "Shoes." will also d^r to keep the legitimate theatre,
'Equity
believes,
its
as
second
guest name go over to assist Hylton's producJack Hylton. who

years.

;

.

-

'

toe,

I

:;

Besides his wife, Cochran is accoinpanied by Vivian Ellis, com*
poser of the as-yet untitled new
show. They attended a.performance
of "Magdalena," at the Ziegfeld,
N. Y., to catch John Raitt. whom
He plans to Cochran believes is destined to
tion to producing.
make it his last performance; he become a major star and would,
would devote his time to producing be excellent for the London proexclusively thereafter.
duction. However, he hasn't yet
Mrs. Green and Wee Georgie discussed the subject with Raitt,
Wop4, the London agent, accom- though he's been, informed that;
panied Green, to the Coast. The the singer has some concert comGreens have been in America for mitments following the. "Magdaa couple of weeks; Wood flew in lena" run. Over last weekend,
last week to spend time with the Cochran and Ellis flew to RochesGreens.'
ter, N. Y., to hear another leading''
Wood, incidentally, suffered a man prospect. He's also audition^
fractured arm the first day of his ing various possibilities this week.
arrival, in New York when he was
The London manager was unable
accidentally shoved ou the street to find the type singer he wanted
by a pedestrian and thrown to the in England. He explains that the
ground.
part calls for a large, virile-looking man with a powerful voice^
but that such artists don't seem

,

,

Siir iCharlos B. Coc
ar^.
rived ih vNeW., York last week in
quest of a leading man for his
next tiOndoil musical, has isefen
kppt tobi faiisy; rjeceiving old friends
to give full attention to the ,assignment. From the moment of his
arrival last Wednesday (13) on the
Nieuw Amsterdam, the veteran
British showman has been swamped
by visitors and telephone calls. It's
his first visit to the U. S. tn 10

HARRY GREEN SEEKS
U.S. PLAY FOR LONDON

Mimshin and Bert Lahr
are reading the script of "He and theatre.
She," musicomedy formerly titled
Arthur Sircom, Broadway direc"Sweet
Dreams," with book by tor here to stage the amateur pro*
portation. Engagements normally
duction,
received
sinister
the
Involve a week's rehearsal and a Ken Englund, music by Vernon phone call last we^ki'VThe mysteriDuke and lyrics by Ogden Nash. ous male voice warned that the
week of performance.
Jean Muir, Alexander Kirkland It's slated to go' into rehearsal in _play, which i£ non-partisan, merely
and Derek Lynn-Thomas are cur- December under Agnes DeMille kids political shenanigans gener
rently guesting in a- production choreography,, Oliver Smith scen^ ally, was "against our campaign."
of "Design for Living," with the ery, Irene Sharaff costumes. Sono
Wilkes-lBarre (Pa.l little theatre, .Osato, currently in Europe with
Elissa Landi, originally slated to her husband on a holiday, is also
appear, had to cancel because of mentioned for a role.
illness.
Stresses
Englund is now the lone pro-f
Frances Starr was to have guest- ducer, with
Lou Levy, president of
ed starting next week in "The Leeds Music and four other music
Glass Menagerie," with the Au- pub subsids, as well
as manager of
Vs. ft C.
gustana College theatre, Sioux the Andrews Sisters (he's
married"
However /?*°"UoMaxrneTndrews),
having bovved
SP'':i,
"-.Jl^r^T"
wanted
her to start reFreedley
because of overWk and need
P^'ysical recuperation, under
tion of'The Young and Fair, so doctor's orders.
Englund may take
the' college agreed to take Car- on a production
associate.
Leo
Any question of Equity modifyroll McGomas, who starred in the Rosen is his business manager.
Jules

London Hit

Edition of 'Bride/ His
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Carol Bruce has left the touring
"f»how Boat" to take a featured
Ar'ole in "Along Fifth Avenue,
Le.sser's revue now in prepara'I'"'

i

Terry • Saunders has replaced
Miss Bruce in "Show Boat."

;
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Stage Managers and Assistants
SHOW

'

-John
'"A iiriie

.

',

Ygur ; G u n'

Gel,.

Cornell...
MUili

i.

'Boycott'

\M'

ASSIIS'I

—

Tildcii
Phi.lip' J.Ict5neriy

-M-ilasha

-

.Edward- iVIendclsohn. John Breiter
Busier Ros.s
Frank fcoletti
Dj\ id Jones
Michael Todd Jr.
William Ross
.AViUiii'-.iy- Ha.riViSii'f
Russell Moil ison
Cnailcs Butler
CtoiRe GieenDeig

(roadi

.

^^•As'':tfe:Gi(1s;Gq'^v>...

!

(load

u,<tdooi>
''Bwi:teSQue"'.

Suionoft
Choicogiajjln LiUun Sli.ipc-10
staKed by Skulnik. sets, Michael Salt/
\t 2d Ave Hieatie, N Y, Oct 17,
411 S2 20 top
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"Oaiouse!
Peop'f Fiee
Set

.

t,
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'

Michael Rcciie

.

.

.

.

P mho\

111 s

Mkhai'I

...

'

ri'ls
(Janic.. Gt'lh

tioiv

"

"Edw-iii d; 'M.v Si>n"

.

...

'•G< iodti j-e
J. It
^•Harvtis;''' ..-^
'^Jlai'Vej'". (j'Qi'fi'
.

;^R'e!.^^iiri^

;

,

:

v::;v..v
i.

.•.

Hovvautt

-'•

L S

TjT(iijn.'

L6vP"i

Alari

,

;

. ;

.

Stanley Gou;d

,.

M

^^dlt(l
.'

I4C

'

lam^

'

Warj"'';-.':

1

'Vtii^e.l:

with

."Light

Up

VMaKe Jliiie
Medea

'

.
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.
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;

;'-MiiHjie arid
'
i^tister Robei fs
.

'.Mont'di^. .B. -Hac.k;

..WiUtams"

v.WfUiam

"Mister Roberts"

(road)'.

-
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.

.

.

.
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Jeft

Romance.

(national)

...Dave

. ...

(fu^l)

I

..-Ted.
.

,

...

John

Lai'soh

..Nick Reiehardf

Russo

.Chai'los

;

.
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Petci 7eiler
.Charles. S. Gtiffiri-.
M.icGlTef»or Glbb
.Tohn Behnev

.

"Streetcar

Named

.

,

Walter Russell

.

PhiUp Barry.

.

.

Downing.

Desire"....;... Robert

.

;

Desire'- (road) .Gai

''Summer and Smoke".
"T1I4I of

Maiv

.

Henri

...v.

Du,';an"

'Wlnslow Bov.

i

Nedson.

l

.

bleachers,

centerfleld

:

"What

"

a

Bea Chilson
.Spender James
Dan Levin

OConnoi

Rod Stiieger
..Leonard Micheli

compared

insignificant

all

IS

to
to

what Yiddish audiences come

.

see

in.

these: parts. Skulnik is: the

in

.London,

association

in

.

with

m

No

Skulnik show, seemingly, could

.

..

Carl Christie inked for a maior
tion preparations for "Sweet Poison," th^ Leonard Lee melodrama, role 111 "Inside Berlin." which
T. Edwaid preems at- the North .Hollywood
aie at a standstill
Hambleton and Alfred R. Stern (Cal:) Playhouse, next month.
have abandoned plans for a Broad^
vvav production of the Lynn Riggs
play, "AH the Wav Home," Which
the} tiled out in summei stock
B.
Dramatist * scenarist Robert
;
.
;
Continued from page ^9 :
Ardiej at work on a new pla\ at
.

.

.

ical diagnosis,

Cochran

C.

complications.
Lilly Lilliana

;

home

Hollywood
Pend- performers m New York. Among
between Jacob the latter might be Nora Howard;
Friedus, new owner ot the Empire,
who formerly starred
various
N. Y., and Lester Meyer, house
manager for many years, the lat-r Cochian musicals and was sought
ter IS out of the job and Chandos for this one. Actress is now a perinanonl lesidcnt of Rew Yoik IfSweet has the assignment
Bride
js brought to Broadway
Patricia Morisoii will play the
lead in liiss Me. Kate," the Cole the loads of the London edition
Porter - Sam and Bella Spewack will be recast and the show con-

Ins

ing

in

.

.

.

ai-bitration

.

l

.

'

•

1

musical.

m

tinued there.

i

It is

now

m

its

Guild has decided to investigate
the action of 8,000 Biitish exhibs
banned any: picture with
which Ben Hecht is associated, befoie taking any steps toward combating the ban directly,: or contacting Eric Johnston for help in
settling the matter. The committee
Will report next Monday (25) at
which time a definite course Of
action^ IS expected to be worked
out foi protesting to the British
Cinematograph Exhibitois Asso-

over-long,

namely

because of the frequent encores.
:'

.

CONCERT

I

I

m

I

I

ADVANCE

m

ciation.

,

!

.

,

.

.

I

m
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i

More Understanding Of
Jews

I

1

'

'

'

'

figuies in histoij, like Disiaeli lor
e\anijile
In evei\ school, Jews

wcio poitiaved

When

of hini as the classmate .vou knew,
01 as the man who fought beside

you

in the Auny, the Navj or the
Koice, and think ot him as «
comrade.'
The J Aillnn Rank pioduction
of 'Olucl Twist
will most likely
have Its Aussie debut this Cliiist-

All

Deny Day

of Atonement
Timing on Hecht Edict mas

'

.

.

-

.

I

.

'

I

Shop

at

Slv

Coiner"

stalling

Boris Karloft

'The \oung and Fan,' ^mUi
Frances Starr, has staked out No\
22 for its picmicie at the Fulton.
K. Y. ... II thi-Tc's no, hitch, ineaii-:
time. .Iciinifcr Jones will plav
Juliet in a llieatie Guild ieti\.il
ol the Shake.sueare tragedv next
season . . . The Guild vill also pic-

,

Package Publicity Service
Bernard Simon
publicity

s

new

to

little

service of
theaties

14

USA'

Longhair Shorts

j

^

with

,

Amsteidam

m

)

giv e relown Hall, N Y Nov 6
Isaac Stern living back to
2 da> aftei his concert
the Conceilgebow oich in

U S Nov

berg back
dance

-

|

Richard Drer-Bennct to

cital in

1

|

,

London, Oct

Disti ibutors Who have contiacts
with c\liibitois which have not vet
matin ed foi the showing ol pu-

aioiind the counliv has leceived
the endoisemenl ol the Ameiican'
National Theatre & Academy, with
ANTV piepaimg to use it foi its tiues with which Ben Ilecht was
associated intend to enfoice them,
own promotion activities.
Service compi-isos package -piib- notwithstanding the invitation fiom'
Iicitv on shows that have plajed the Cincmatogiaph Fxhihitois
AsBioadwav with an assoitinent of sociation to withdiaw them lioin
data to be used
local piomo- ci I dilation
•
tion.
', ::;.-.
Of the films aifected, "Ride the
I'
Pink Hoise" has alreadv had its
'Whistle' $W,im, ToroDto
geneial lelease and Is now going
Toronto, Oct 19
ol ^
Y Ihealies Othei guests'
the rounds on second run "Kiss of
Despite rave leviews, "Silver
will include Ellis,, Henij Sheiek,
Death' is cuaently concluding its
\anous Bioadwa> showmen and Whistle," with Jose reiiei, did a London lelease, but
'Aliiaclc of
possibh Cochian's lilelong fuend disappointing $10 200 at the Royal Bells" has only had
a West End
William A Biadj, if his health pel- -Alexandra hcic The 1,525-seater showing and has been
booked into
was scaled at ^3 top
mils
Tlu'\ weie also guests of,
the Odeon circuit on Nov 8
iioivoiMonday nightdSi at »j Louise Barratli wife Ol sceneCE \ decision has been
paa\ gi\en b\ Beatiice Lilhe and designei Watson Bafiatt, goes to welcomed tlnoughout Iho generallv
uidustiv
Ailhui Schw.ut/ altei the per- the hospital tonioiiow (Thuis for and
has
teceived con'ideiablc
lonuance ol inside
anolhci opciaUon
piominence in the national pi ess
'

I

in the sUle set out
both Shakesiieaie mid Dickens
joii think of the Jew think

bv

I

legit

m

j

Jilia

I

Making of Fibns

;

situation

I

Kazan taking a hrcatiior this AI ijin(.\sota town whei'e the
vcok on Cipc Cod beloie Amii^! to CliiiK IS located Cochian -Maytiwas
the Coast for fihn pioduction hudnicich leleumg to Ins plans to go
dles With Darr.>l F. Zanuck at 20thFo\ and then hack to do tiie sla',' to Kochcsler. N. Y.. to hear a
smgti but the enontoiis lepoit
Ing of the Arthiii Miilei p]a>
got nito punt and was c.uiicd by
'
Deatli of a Salesman," for Kcrmit
Bloonig:arden
Phn \MigJit-novel- London papeis, alaiimng his as^
1st
Blythe Morley back fioiii sociales thei-e.
Euiope and at Moik on a new novel
Besides the piesence of Miss
who operates Ilovaid and Pegg\ Wood al the;:
. Leon GitarcUa,
Hie Tianklin Casino
BellcMlh
pici
when his ship docked and
N. J.i wants to become a legit pro- the stieaiii ot Mbitois and
tele,
ducer with a script titled "Fringe phone talleis at his ^e^
"ioik
oi Glon ," by William A. Grew, but liote] Cochian
and his wile aie
hasn't been able to leain the b(Mng
given a luncheon
liclnv c'"
whereabouts ot the authoi:
at the Astoi hotel b\ the League
niarg:aret Pcnj will stage
lie

in

Melbourne, Oct 12
Sangei of Temple Beth
a broadcast marking
the Jewish New Yeai that Jews
strongly resented the classification
of their lace into two tvpcs such
as
poitia^e(l
in
Shakcspeaie's
"Siivlock
and Charles Dickens'
Fagin In "Oln ci '1 w ist "
It films lia ve to be made about
.Jews' he said 'let them also be
made about the Ten Commandments, and about famous Jcwisli
Rabbi

m

-

m

SWG

MPA

,

M

Aussie Rabbi Pleads For

Israel said

Undei stood that a numbei of
producers, over the weekend, had
the
boaid and its
membeis to send a piotest to
Johnston to see. if the
A could
stiaighten the mattci out betore
the ban becomes eHectivc: One
producpi
expressed feai
of
a
"chain reaction" if Biitain gets
auav with banning al! pi\ which
anj one writer might have anvthing to do with, since the same
might hold true
othei countiies
With othei wi iters, resulting 'n the
entne indubtrj' sufTeiing Biitish
exhibs last week weie asked by
membeis to stop exhibiting Hecht
films due to his stand against England's position in the Palestine
uiged

I

I

by theaties encountering oigani7ed
opposition to British films playing
these bouses

who

,

is

Probing British
Vs. Hecht Films

exhibs booking Anglo films: Blown^
up lacsimile of the letter will unHollywood, Oct. 19.
Exec board of Screen Writers doubtedly be prominently posted

:

The show

78th

:

his

Ban

effectively.

week at the Adelphi, still at caStcumaii,
student
'Kalw?:
Aiiiericaii' Theatre Wmg's .profes- pacil.\ business
sional tiaimng piogiam, is this
Cochran says the man with, whom
year s winner ol the Marian An- he's: dickering lor the importation
SERIES
derson scholiirslup award ot $1,000 ol Biide" is a wealthy Nev\ York N.H.
Players from Abroad presenting resident not actively
the theatre
Goethe's "Egmont" cuirently at
SELLOUT
IN
but a treqiiCiit investor
shows.
the Baibi7on N Y
instead oi
New
Haven;
Oct. 19.
'loHtalivf terms were settled via
*
Kaust,''
Michael Hig:gnis
With Helen Traubel teeing, off
leaving for seven-month tour of tuhle. and the New Yorker is payWoolsev Hall Concerl
26,
Aiueiicdn Iheatie Wing's \eision JHg part ol the expenses ol the trii) Oct
ol "Bugddoon," for Veteians Hos- as a token ol his genuine mteiest Series, under auspices ot Yale
the deal, the British showman School of Music and managed by
pital Camp Shous, plavmg secondlead ol Jell
lonv Buititta le- luditates.
Daggett
Lee, goes into anothei
signed as pi ess lep loi "MagdaIlepoits that Cochian had beerr advance sellout season
lena" (Ziegleld N V
to do scnpl in.iuvod on the ship -iduring. the
Complete list is composed of, in
foi a pic on life ol Lillj Wiudsoi, i Qssing
and was going to: the MayO addition to Miss Traubel, Boston
jouns U. S. sopraiiOi which is to Clinic lor treatment were appaiv
Symphony Oichestia
Nov
9
be filmed in Itah next spung enlJy due to a
misundorstending. Maryla Jonas. Dec. 7; Vladimir
Helen Hoerle leplaces Buttitu
Because, oi his chronic sciatica of Horowitz, Jan. 11; Licia Albanese
M.irihn Cantor, Eddie's
Feb 8
daughtei sismd as undeistud\ to the hip, the piodutci was m a and Ch.irles Kullman
whcckhaii
when
the
ship
docked,
Jascha Hciltt? Tcb 23, Boston
leads in "Siinll Wondei" (Coionet
P»
Y 1, BcttA T o^^ to understud; so he \\oukln't liave to stand dur-: Symphony Orchestra; March 15.
ing customs inslJettion
feinme dancti-. in sjine sIio\\
This will be final appearance of
Dorothy Saiiiofi, lead in "Magd.i
lie told leportei-s at the dock Dr
Serge Koussevit/ky as conJena," biokc a fingei last week
thai he was going to
flothester," ductor of the Boston gioup He is
but continued
periormances.
(it)
It was asstiiiied he ineant -the
retiring at close of season.

Uawn

SWG

more

pleasant soprano and looks more
like an ingenue than most Yiddish
performers who handle that type.
Leon Liebgold is the .other half
of the romance, and he accredits
himself well though occasionally
over-postunng.

'

•

dangerous in principle.

switched
:Soj

m

declaration is expected
to blunt;.if not eliininate the Sons'
boycott weapon.
While scattered
individuals will probably continue/
staying away from Biitish pix, effect ot the statement is expected,
to be particularly reassuring to
Zionist

•

later revealed,

handles the
She, has a

:

genue role

m

,

it's

had been mistakenly
from that of another,

:

fact which Blumberg cited
letter to Dr. Silver.

ognizes the boycott principle, carries the stamp of approval from
British exhibitors generally. Such
recognition, never accorded here,
Yank mdustryites believe Is highly

It's about a guy (Skulnik)
who's given three months to live
by his medico. The fol-de-rol is
based on tliat, more or less, with
Skulnik given the opportunity for
a Wide range of comedv. The med-

things.

.

-

:

.

Shirley Booth do without Miss Zwerling. She's
between producer James Merrill John C. Wilson
Mierd and director Ricliard Wliort has succeeded Blanche .Yurka in been his vis-a-vis for years.
over casting of the show, producr "Goodbye, My Fancy."
The book is lust one. of those
.

:

the U.S. has no official sanction
from Zionist organizations and was
mainly the work of Sons of Lib- zations "
erty, in a sense a wildcat- orgamSons of Liberty is a non-sectarian
zation. Hence, the movement was group backing the boycott move*
entirely unofficial, whereas the ac- nient. It recently declared a gen-^
tion taken by the GEA, which rec- eral boycott against Universal, a

'

Because of reported, differences

that

that not only his followers
but others who feel strongly on
Zionist questions will consider the
ban a- justification for retaliation
against British films here.
Boycott against Britlslv pix

.

'

Blumberg- wrote to Dr.; Silver
he was head of one of the
two U: S. outfits distributing product- of J. Arthur Rank. In response;Dr Silver declaied. "Please be assured that the so-called 'Sons of
Liberty Boycott Committee' has no
relationship whatsoever with any:
of the established and recogniiicd
Zionist organizations: in this country, nor do its activities have the
approval or support of such organi-

m

bility

prime dra w^ with his unique comedy talent, and he never falters.
In VGuy," however, Skulnik has
a prime asset in Yetta Zwerling,
sent the Terence Rattlff an one- a comedienne whose broad antics
acters, "A Harlequinade'' and"The and ability to project frequently
Browning .Version," currently a hit over.shadow:: the eftorts ot the star.

Patiic'r

bovcott

its

:

a trite book. Its music
merely workmanlike. But this

IS

.

-

government
Hecbt has been prominent in
It
the U. S.
Irgun activities
Wide publicity is given to the British exhib move, there is a proba-

eye With

Guy" has

Thoinaian

Wright King

Caubisens.

..Bernard Gordon.

.-. . .

IS

:

Joanna Albus-

Guy Edw.

.

Named

his council, "representing all the
organized Zionist bodies in the
United States, - is sponsoring no

not regarded as necessarily viewing the Palestine situation eye-to-

should do biz.
As usualwith these Yiddish musicals and their overtones of heavy
drama brought in by way of the

.

Jr;

Tonv Albert
Martin Mai-shall

,

..

.

.

against the current boycott which
into British film revenues
In an exchange of
in the U.S.
correspondence with Dr. Abba Hil^
lei Silver, chairman of the American Zionist Emergency Council,
Blumberg has elicited fioni the
prominent rabbi a declaration that

IS. cutting

—

..

Bowden.

Al Bovlcn

Sha]<espcai'C Repertory. ........ ..iTlielnia Clvandler.
"Show Boat'
Victoi Beiidei
Butoid Aimitage
'SiUei Whistle'
''Small Wonder". ... . .
. ... ; ..... ...Tolin
Sola

"Streetcar

:

.

JamC)

the Thing" . . v.ii
"Pilvate Lives
"Hcspectful Piostitute' ..,

.''Pla^'k-.

.

.

;

.

IXanimerstein

'

.

'

:

Indian

siieaking-

-

from

The funny little comeIs cavorting once again down
on 2d avenue with a Yiddish-lan- as the Son'i of Liberty, started a
guage musical corned v^drama that general boycott roUing m the U S.
has a considerable quota of laughs,
agiUnst Anglo imports The same
with Skulnik spaiking the performhas been raised by Univei>
ance as its producer, star and di- point
rector.
And -when an uproarious sal and othei Yank 1 n lei ests—that
Skulnik becomes an Indian m one a hit and miss boycott damages innocent paitles who have no say in
scene one who speaks Yiddish
there are few whq won't get their British foreign policy, It also hits
"Guy" the British public generallyf wiiich
measure of iib-ticklers
aiound

... i.:s: .Nat -Burns
Clayton
^^'eiii.^tein
, . . ; Jerry

.vCharles Wnod.

.

"Ofclaiioma!"'

Gertlei

mi> Lillmia
Paseant.
Jacob Susanoff
Liebgold
I con

111
.

Sftldici

resolution-

on the Day of AtJewish exhibs
the Geneial
weie absent
Council meeting, can be disSIX
members
Only
counted
of the
serve
on
the Council,
Jewish faith
and tboy join in the univeisal condemnation of Ben Hecht's fiery at111

when

m

lcb"old

SkulnlK

dian

stage raanasier)

.

"My

"Oklahoma

Sam

Yiddish

best
-

l.iiinb
.

,;>,,,

1

Menasha Skulnik has become the

.

'.

Ruth Mitchell
Bel t Gi uvei (general

lamn-ierstein

;^;Eddie-;I)i(tt«nd;,.

,

.

I

I

Mosts I'cdor

-

Haganah

--

'.

'

'

Wilhe :S«cunda
"\Iciiash

Jewish W.mdeier

'..

'.-

m

-

lloicnce Rosen
Characters

'.V

Kapp

Terry Little ,.;Si»N'iii)K.--'!M: (.•<<;:..;;...;. Francis Spencer
Ted Marcuse
j;a.a«s:-fs?ii:^!:;^oi};^^'; .-v.

,D^-Bi-.IIt^!^h^•^•.

-,.;..'«

.Aianliatiaii"

'

-..

Sain Main
Kipp Good
John Aimstiong
-

:

,

..

SIi.v".

.

.Davitl- Prtr-dpll.,:
y Wintl'.{-ir t A'vvis

Cl^

-Math^^i:'''.
tilt'.

:

Gcarne HuntEr--Hovvard LontcrRandcll Henderson

..

. .

.

.

Itaiiurd Tioson
Counselor Stein

v. v

''inpiu)

Anderson,.,;

-.

.
:

Fricdni

Isldtii

.Anna Tcltolbaum.
Yctta /.werlniK

.-

..: :

-

-

Mcthele Izoo/iK

He1c-n Randall

'rlTd.'i.^Kqn

...A'rcM.e

"Inside

Geoigt Cdlvdit

.

Thomas Donovan

wtiitfieid

Fe>'nMn

HclICss

'

SoiShie
Gr.icie
"MishT
ISoss

IlosoiibLitt

Incob SnsjnofT

Yniltclc Goldu.issci

Shell v

iH'flriilsieE)

Bl•ader.^.

'

.Miii'-Eff'-nlr;
.Puur'-Foivy....
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.Pa li o.>'"

'

Vl..i«e..
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....>

.

Nonnan

Hose

Alc-v

Stem

Phil

,

ptdduo-

M is

Sld^c^

-

-Arthur Walsh
Leonard Patrick
.

"Fm

Iipshiti

'Hoiclolc

the

that

slipped

onement,

Added to these is "Love
Happy," which Hecht has w'ltten
and Lestti Cowan pioduced as a
vehicle for Chico and Harpo Marx
Fast thiee films cairy Hecht wilt- titude tow aids Biitain
Real test of .stiength between
ing ci edits in the US but none
Butish exhibs and Hecht will ccnie
England foi obvious reasons
if subsequent pictures of his aie
Hurts the Producers More
not
is
note,
filmiies
shipped
to Bi itain, notably the new
The bojcotl
only a bludgeon ovei Heclit's head Marx Bros, opus which, he is now
If the temper of the
but Will inflict severe financial huit sciipting
of
defender
public
and
trade is maintained at
to Universal, staunch
British pi\ In America, RKO 20th- the same high pitch, the pic Is
fieies
Maix
liable to get complete exhibition
Fox, Cowan and the
"Love
In
inteiest
boycott
who have a fiscal
Happy."
Zionists Abjure Boycott
It was this very point which the
Nate J Blumberg, proxy of UniBritish rdm interests and public
Such
gioups.
versal, has won a telling blow
raised when splinter

Anna Winteis

BealMce
Rose

:

Ahcferson

.'.i...thoiilils

-

.

irerinan MaRidson

.s .

.-

.

the Bells

mm

Ahsus Cunis

Han">-' yo.Well ...
Ko.r'.nah' ^-Ibrsan.'
.\ iide i's
A/vde i-sd li
..JcnVfj Pottei:.
i-.

"Bi

was

iieaiing completion These
aie "Kiss ot Death," 20th-Fox release, Univei sal's "Ride the Pink
Hoise," and RKO's "Miracle ot

and one

\bc Ellstein
imian ind I Jacobs Slais
IMKS,
Menasha Skulnik fcituics Yctta Zwcrl
inui Leon Hebgold, i.Llliy. LilUnoa. Jacob
iiuisic,

li

Suggestions

against at least three released films

Skuhiik' producaioiv. or musiin two acts (11 scenes). Book

b^ Isidoi rncdimii

.

'Boin \cstciclu

comedy

cal

...

;

.

On Hecht Pix

Continued from p«f •

a Guy

WliJit

Beau

Cl1dlle^

Get Yntft.'GiuV'

/•'Anifie

m U

ill

N Y

Haiald

Kreiitz-:.

S and appealing
piogiam al Ziegfold,

Richaid Kom
Rome tomorlow (Thuisl to Kmducl National
hviiiphonv Oith in beneiit conceit
[Ipi Italian Red Cioss
Ak"«el
Sicliiot/, Danish tenor, making
Amciican debut tonight (Wed in
Oct 31

living fiom

Paus

lo

I

Town

Hall

NY

i

Jan Peeiee due back in N Y
Oct 23 liom San iiancisto Opeia
Co thoie^ and singing Oct 28 in
|\\oiccslei vlth Philadelphia Oichcstid under Eiigene Ormaudy
.

:

Wedneaday, October 20, 194«

UBGItlMATE
TO 15iG
'Qiarley
Pin FOR nNALE

'JOHN' BUILDS

Total Broadway Crosses

IN

The following are the comparative figures based on Variety's
boxoflice estimates, for last week and tlie corresponding weelc of
last season:

Pittsburgh, Oct.

"John Loves Mary" went

81

-Bo^er in Click B'way Week

19.

fith $36,400 Despite

to its

grave last week in prosperous
tast fashion, building to a $15,500 stanSeason za at the Nixon after a start which
26
indicated it might do considerably
371
401
less than that. Show, which folded
$539,200
$615,500
Saturday night (16) after 91 weehs
$8,562,100 $8,298,800
in New York, Chicago and on tour,
Attendance continued its upward
16
16
has been an. inrand-outer on. roady trend last week on Broadway, with
which led to decision of manage- most- shows reflecting, the general
ment to close with still a lot of un^' rise but a\ couple taking unexplayed territory. In fact, several plained drops: 'Yom Kippur and
dates previously booked were can- Columbus Day were figured a help.
in
.celled.
There was only one opening durComedy, at $3 top, excluding ing the week, "Where's Charley'?"
30% additional in taxes, got away with Ray Bolger, preeming Monday
pitifully, but began to build on the night (11) at the St. James and getheels of excellent notices, and by ting, away to a promising- start de^
end of week had. developed into a spite a divided press. This week's
strong buy. That's been show's ex- openers are ''Leading Lady,'' at the.
perience in past;, wherever it went Royale; "My Romance," at the Shuin for more than one week, word bert, and "Life With Mother," at the
'DANUBE' IN FRISCO;
.
of mouth caught up with "John" Empi're. Next week'is only opening
and pulled it out of the red.
is ''Mionie and Mr. Williams," Oct.
'ROOF FINE $16,800 Nixon currently has "Silver 27 at the Morosco. '
Whistle," second subscription ofSan Fraiicisco, Oct. 19.
Estimates for Last Week
fering, of season,, and then gets
"The Blue Danube" opened at "For Love Or Money," with "Born
Keys: C (Coined^), D (Drotna),
the Curran (1,776; $3.60) last night Yesterday" following.
GD i€omedv-Drama) R iRevue)
(Musical), O (Operetto).
(18), starring Miliza: Korjus, but
at the last minute Fortunio Bona"Annie Get Your Gun," Imperial
nova dropped out of the cast be(127th wk) (M-1,472; $6.60). Moved
cause of illness. Bonanova's part
up again with the trend; not quite
$37,500,
has been Written down and split
$41,000.
between Robert Lamont and Shaw
"Bom .Yesterday," Lyceum (141st
and Lee.
wk) (C-993; $4.80). Longrun latf
"Burlesque,'! due to open Nov. 1
show okay with $14,200.
at the Geary, with Bert Lahr, has
"Edward, My Son," Beck (3d wk)
been shelved for its Frisco run,
London import
(D-li214; $4.80).
with poor out-of-town boxoffice
getting everything
„ the house will
given as reason.
hold, with standees every perform"Raze the Roof,',' with Jerry
ance; $28,500.
Lester, is still holding' strong at
"Harvey," 48th St. (208th wk)
Philadelphia, Oct. 19.
the Tivoli (1,400; $2.88) with a
Three shows bowed in here last {C-921; $4.80). Run leader continufine $16,800 for its fourth week. night
thereby
presenting ing to get nice coin; topped $14,000.
(18),
"Carousel," splftElng a week be- toughest choice for crix to make
"High Button Shoes," Shubert
tween San Francisco and Oakland, since last winter. Tlie Theatre (54th wk) (M-1,387: $6\ Holdover
grossed $26,923 for eight perform- Guild's first production of 1948-49, musical smash grabbed a virtual
''Set My People Free," being a capacity final week at this 44th
ances..
tryout, got the call over "Command, street house for $37,000; moved
Decision"; and
Maurice Evans; Monday night (18) to the 1,900-seat
revival of "Man and Superman," Broadway, at a reduced scale of
Current Road Shows
both of which are coming here, of $4.80 top week nights and $6 weekcourse, with Broadway reps and a ends.
(Oct. 18-30)
season's
run
back
of them.
"Howd.v, Mr. Ice," Center (17th
VAnnite Get Your Gun"--^Atneri"Set My People," first ATS sub- wk)
Spectacle
$2.88).
(R-2,964;
cah Si Louis (18-23); Univ., Blobmingtbh (25-26); Murati lndpls; (27r' scription offering of the season, usually does better on holiday
didn't
have
much
of an advance weeks; up to $53,000, a jump of
L'ville (30).
29), Aud
sale other than subscribers. It is $9,000.
"As the Girls Go"— Opera Use., in for two weeks. "Command- De-

ThU

Split Press;

Season

shows current
Total weeks played so far by all shows
Total gross for all current shows last week
Total season's gross so far for all shows
Nuinber Of new productions so far.

Number

of

m
.

'Girk Go' Neat

.

i

,

.

18

.

love Life

(M-1,509;.' $6). Mixed nono apparent drawback, and

wk)

(1st

tices

.

show got

offerings

legit

Oct. 1».
in town

-

.

Hub Bow;

.

....

.

.

'Streetcar' 24*;^G,

They didn't

do

all

biz,

though; those that were,- liked,
however, showed it at the b. o.
Openers were "Light Up the
Sky" at the Plymouth, "Minnie
and Mr. Williams" at the Wilbur
and "As the Girls Go," musical,
at the Opera House. The first was
well-liked, the second thumbeddowb, and the musical ^ot mixed
At
but generally good notices.
end all but "Minni?"'
week's
teemed to be in at the b. o.
.'Harvey'/ stood at the top of last
week's grossers, still wowing 'em
"My Romance"
at the Colonial.
was also good at the Shubert.
Others, no go. This week's opener
Is "Finian's Rainbow" with' a- wow
•dvancB sale at the Shub.ert.
Estimates for Last Week
"As the Girls Go," Opera House
This
(first week) (3,00^; $4.80).
one got mixed notices on the basis
of a rough opening, but was shaping up at the weekend and tied
$27,into a plenty good estimated
Here
000 on five performances.
for two more.
"Harvey," Colonial (3rd week)
Still doing about
(1,500; $3,60).
all the traffic will bear with an
No end
estimated $26,000, SRO.
.

'Fudan'

'Boro'lSCPIiiily

.

:

,

(18-30).

show any great
signs of strength for its two weeks':
slay at the Shubert, which has
been, dark last two weeks due to^
sudden folding of ''That's the
Ticket." "Decision" is first nonmusical booking big Shubert has
had in some time. "Man and
Supermart," in at the Walnut, also
for two weeks, had the best advance sale of the three openings
and should do a nice fortnight's

:

18-30).

.A-J
the Sky," Plymouth
(iBt week) (1,200; $3.60). They took
phin" ns-SO)
to this one fast, the resulting es..Riavn" ^hiihpri- N
B;;^.y»B^'\fg!|t,^.Ntimated $15,000 being okay, and
^

Up

i

i

W

'

*'"Mf„nr."nd Mr. WilUams." wilweek)

$3

<1.200;

60M

Opened Tuesday night and wasn

much encouragement.

mated $5,000 is generous.
week current.

(21-2?)23),

L;*»"*«^o-"-Sl^-»'ert. Chi
'

"..Burlesque"

-

(18-

Blltmore, L. A.

t

E.sti1

..carousel"— Capital,

Second [q8-19). Aud., Denver
''Viet
'2'*

w. T?'„5??*''i'f^'«^
J
Week) (1,750; $4.20). ^il"*'!'^
Steady draw
on this operetta despite matinees
being off, and estimated $26,000

good. Moved out Sat to make
way for "Finian's Rainbow.''
"Set My People Free," Majestic
(2d week) (1,500; $3.60). Guild auspices saved this one' on th6 second
week for a mild $8,000.
is

i

,

,

;

Salt

Lake

(21-23); Cass,

biz

(25-30)

indications are
of shows will

current crop
considerably

that
fall

Song"—

behind

.

"

1

—

FOR SPLIT-WEEK TOTAL
•

New Haven,

Oct. 19.

.

Any thoughts, that the present
national jittery conditions might
have a negative b.o. effect on a
dramatic wartime play can be dispelled readily if the local take of
Command jDecision" at the Shubert is any criterion, Show, in for
three days (14-16), with four performances at $3'.60 top, had a
couple of sellouts in a' house that
scats 1,600.
Gross, estimated at

I

!

.

I

i

'

I

"Medea" is set for the BtackstOiie
and may come in earlier than its
Thanksgiving date. Also waiting
for empty hojoses are ''Allegro,"
"Finian's RaiHbo\v,"
imd
Superman" and others.

of theatre parties.

—

already

[

.

almost

:

:

Jv^^c'e

equalling

last

"Brigadoon," Shubert (2d week)
Conventioneers really hit one for sock $41,000.
"High Button Shoes," Great
(2,-100; $4.94).

Northern (22d week)

|

Amazing with
[

(1,500; $6,18).

$34,000.

"Mister Roberts," Erlanger (6th

I

week)

(1,334;

Heavy maU

$4.33).

orders, with lush $28,700 for this

week.
"Streetcar

la.st

ris

Named

week

(4th

Desire," Har-

(1,000;

Off

$4.33).

suhscription and into finei $24,400
for first non-Guild week.

"Winslow Boy, Selwyn (2d week)
(1,000; $3.71). Doing capacity under Guild auspices, with- heavy
^L-.^^J'^t^.^
P'ay

,

BoflP

$19,000.

'MEDEA' 26G, 'DANUBE'
13G, 'JOHN' 3iG,

.

;

;

L.

A.

:

.

"Make Mine Manhattan," Broadhurst (40th wk) (R-1,160, $6). Intimate revue okay at $27,000.
"Mister Roberts," Alvin (35th
wk) (CD-1,357, $4 80). As always,
standees for all performances took
the gross to more than $35,000,
unprecedented as a steady rate for

I

j

.

'

a straight play.

"My

Romance,"

note, wihdinig its thi'ee-Week stand
at the Biltmore With an okay $66,000 for the ru ti, a bout 80% capacity.
Another finalist was "The

i

I

Blue Danube," which limped out
of Ihe Philharmonic auditorium
with a two-week tally of $28,000,

I

I

less than
tential.

1

.

50%

of the house's po-

Pair of newcomers last week,
"Black John" and "Eurydice," met
mixed but unenthusiastic, reviews.
Sole new entry this frame is "Burlesque," with Bert Lahr,
Estimates for Last Week
"Black John," Belasco (1st wk)

1

Shubert

.

:

{

(O(

!

.

i

:

:

i

.

'

.'.

'

I

'

1

,

—

.

i

"

—

;

.'

Monte Carlo;

year's total.

,

.

Last Week

Russe de

^Z^^'S^^Tl^^

ating level.

1

\

.

I

Estiinat^s'. for.'

/

I

I

'

.

•;.

;BaHet

"MSffdalcna," Ziegfeld (4th wk)
Los Angeles, Oct. 19.
(O-l .628; $6.60). VUla-Lobos opJudith
AadersOh'S : "Medea"
eretta slid to $35,000, below oper- finaled last '(s/eek 'Oh a' building

I

1

—

"Man

:

J

]

I

'

:

dark this seiason -sO far,, relights
with"Comn(iaiid Decision'' No*; ft

Musical version of
1,387;
$6).
Sheldon's
"Romance,"
Edward
with score by Sigmund Romberg
staged by Rowland Leigh, presented
by the Snuberts, opened last night
(Tucs).
'(1,061; $3).
New comedy met a
close to $13,000, meant solid biz.
''Private Lives." Plymouth (2d generally unfavorable reaction at
"Decision" got ahout $9,000 in
opening.
(13)
First four
wk) (C-1,063; $4.80). With the orig- Wed
four performances the first haU of
inal investment already regained nights accounted for $3,500, about
the week in Worcester, Northampfrom the long preliminary tour, all 40% full.
That
ton and Springfield, Mass.
"Blackouts of 1948," El Capitan
profits are velvet; revival is bctbrought the week's total gro.ss to
wk)
(330th
Still
(1,142; $2.40).
tering capacity at over $27,000;
$22,000 for eight performances;
"Respectful
Prostitute"
and down at the $16,500 figure, proiitHouse continues an active fall
"Hope Is the Thing," Cort (36th able but below average' for house,
season with preem of "Brayo" cur"Eurydice," Coronet (1st wk)
wk) (D-1,064; $4.20). Doub!e-bill
rent f21-23) and several other
Hefty advance and
continues to pile up coin for New (2o5; %'A 60).
brcakin.s on the fire. " Among these
Stages, the producing group; $13,- $4.80. for all seats opening night
are Charles Boyer's American legit
'Friday (15) got this off to an SIIO
300 last week
debut in "Red Gloves" (Nov. 11- Phillv (18-30).
.
"Small Wonder," Coronet (5th $1,600 start for two performances.
in its la.st fortnight with "For
13); "Along Tlie Avenue" (Nov. 25Colonial, Akron, iJeaveri's. Sakei Mother" following wk) (R-998; $6). New revue is get- Future )s dubious, however, as
"Show Boat"
27); and the Cole Porter musical, (18-19);
(20-23); .Nov. 1.
Mil.
David.son,
^.:^^^-.::;:^^;,::v,:.. ting a nice operating profit; almost', word gets around that it's "arty."
"Kiss Me, Kate" (Dec. 1-4).
"Lend an Ear," Las Palmas '18th
$25,000, ana; now appears likely, to
^Aud., St. Paul (25); Lyceum, Mpls.
Yiddish musical, "The- Cantor's (26-30).
get back the .initial cost
wk) (388; .$3). S7,000. but this week
Daughter," plays -a one-nighter
"Streetcar Named Desire," Bar- is test.
Nixon, Pitt. 'ANNIE'
Replacement cast takes
"Silver Whistle"
here Oct. 26.
rymore '46th wk) fD-1,064; $4,801 over so original company can head
(18-23), Black.stone, Chi. (25-30).
Holdover
prize-winner
is
still
ior Broadway.
"Streetcar Named Desire".^HarIN 1ST
ST. L. drawing
standee houses for ;evei-y
"Medea," Biltmore (3d wk) d,ris, Chi. (18-30).
performance;
Curran,
St.
Louis.
Oct.
19
last
week
Wound up with a swell
$27,.500
$3.60).
Danube"
636;
'Burlesque' 8V2G, Port.,
"The Blue
"Annio Get Your Gun," with
"Summer and Smoke," Music $26,000 lor a $08,000 total.
friseo (18-30).
Portland, Ore., Oct. 19.
"Separate Rooms," New Beaux
"The Heiress"— Cas.<!, Det. (18r vigorous nods from the crix, grab- Box i2d wk) (D-1,012; $4 80). Sec''Burlesque," starring Bert Lalir
Off shaip(25-30).
Tennessee
Williams
play.
(.>60; $3)
bed
sbckeroo
S33.00O
in
the
fir.st
ond
aLso
Arts
(22d
wk)
Chi.
a
Selwyn.
23);
tlie
and Rochelle Hudson; opened
.standee
trade;
toiiped ly to $2,000.
May pick up next
Webster Shakespeare Co. Aud.; of a two-week .stand at the<Ameri- getting
1048*49 legit Season at the Mayfair
theatre last week with a fair Gene.seo 1I8): University, Alfred can. Slowed up a bit by the Yom; $23,000 for first full week and week (24) when Ann Corio steps
into the femme lead.
$8„500 for five performances. The (191; Skidmore, Sar. Springs (20); [Kippur holida.vs. the piece gained look.s like a hit.
"The I'la>'s the Thing," Booth
"The Blue Danube," Philharmon1,500-seat house was scaled at University. Middlebury (21); St. jterrifio momentum. The first sesRevival ic Aud 2d wk) 2.070; $3 60). Seci.sion of eight performances wound (22d '..-k) (CD-732; .$4 80)
Michaels, Burlington (22-23).
$3.60.
ond week's $13,000 below first
Selwyn, Chi. up Saturday (16) and the advance eascrl a ti-jile to $13,800.
"Winslow Boy"
"Desert Song" is current.
"Where's Charley?" St. James week's take. Total sour $28,000.
i
Ifor the second stanza is solid.
(18-23); Hanna, Cleve. (25-30).
"Medea" follows.
.

.

I

last

week's '.record when, with three
houses open, one was total capacVancouver (27-30)
ity, one close to it and the other
"Escape Mc Never"—Royal Alex., more than average. "Life With
Toronto (18-23); Grand, London Mother" was the offering that
(25-26); Erlanger, Buff. (27-30).
dusted oOf the SRO. but "Finian's
Shubert, Rainbow
"Finian's Rainbow"
had to get it out, too.
Bost. (18-30).
i.after the first two nights.
"For Love or Money"— Hanna
"Born Yesterday," which
Cleve. (18-23); Nixon, Pitt. (25-30)
the third entry last week, has
Grand, another stanza to go after the cur"Goodbye My Fancy '
London 121-231, Royal Alex., Tor- rent one, being first stage offering
onto (25-30).
„ ol the new season to achieve a
Lobero, S. four weeks' stay. "Where's Char"Happy Birthday"
Barbara (22-23).
ley" ran three, the rest have all
Colonial, Bost. (18- been for two weeks onlj.
"Harvey"
30).
Estimates for Last Week
_
High Button Shoes": -Gt. North"Finian's Rainbow;" Forrest (2nd
(18-30).
ern. Chi.
wk) (1,766;; $4.55), .Very hot indeed
"Light Up the Sky" -Plymouth, in its second and final week with
Bo.st. (I8-3O1.
Capacity
after
quoted.
$3'7,50O
Plym- Tuesday night. Lilte "Brigadbon,"
"Man and Superman"
outh. Bost. (18-23); Walnut Philly could easily have stayed two or
125-30).
three more weeks. "Set My People
"Medea'^— Aud., S Diego (18); Free" in currently. i-f: .
Aud . Pasadena il9); White, Fresno
"Life With
Mother,'* Walnut
(21-221, Aud
S Jose (23); Mayfair, ;(2rid wk.) (1.340: S3.90). Ab.solute
Port. (25-27); Met, Seattle (28-30). capacity all week, with plenty of
"Minnie & Mr. Williams"- Wil- tpfrhaways as house can. accommobur, Bost. (18-23).
date liardly any- stih^e^^^
Erlanger, Chi, was the score. "Mirt and Super"Mr. Roberts"
(18-30).
man" in currently with a- fairly
Playhou.se, Wil. sound advance.
"Oklahoma!"
(25Newark
(18-23); Opera Hse:,
"Horn Yesterday," Locu.st (2nd
30).
wk.) (1 ,580; ..$3.90) Although it
Aud., Shreveport didn't make the gain that some
"Oklahoma!"
Aud, Denver (21-23);; had expected over first week's
(18-191;
Temple, Birmingham (25-30).
figure return comedy hit got very
"Set Mv People Free"— Forrest, close to .mother SI 3.000. It Is now
'

'DECISION' SOLID 22G

.

1

'

However present

"Command Decision"—Shubert,
pj^j^^. (jg-ioi
Met, Seattle (18..jjesert
23)- Royal, Victoria (25-26); Int'l,

—

"Inside U.S.A.." Majestic (25th
wk) (R-1,659; $6). Holdover revue
continues to better its early weeks;
climbed a bit to $48,500.
"Leading Lady," National (CD1,172; $4.80). Play by Ruth Gordon,
.staged by Garson Kanin, preisented
by Victor Sam rock & William
Fields, opened Monday night (18).
"Life With Mother," Empire
CD-I ,082; $4.80). Dramatization
by Howard Lindsay and Ru.ssel
Grouse, of- sketches by Clarence
Day, staged by Guthrie McClintic,
presented by Oscar Serlin, opens
tonight (Wed.).
"Love Life," 46th Street (2d wk)
(M-1,319; ."p6). Despite mixed notices. the new Cheryl Crawford
mu-sical pulled just under $40,000
for its first full week, with the help

cision'' also didn't

''Blackouts of 194&"-^E1 Capitan,

hot.

See"High

in the iniinediate oifiiig js the
twin opening of "Silver Whistle"
and "The Heiress," both due Oct.
25. Studebaker, which has been

,

"Leading Lady," Copley (2d
Never got Bost.
week) (1,000; $3.60).
rolling; estimated $6,000, not so

(1st

,

tioneiers al^Q HockOd to
Butt9B,i^hpe&'r;';':->'V-;

.

in sight.

given

%m,

,

I

-

;

'

lotlier'

19.

engagenieat last year,, J'Streetdaf"
added $3,Q00 to its take in first
week off Guild SUbscriptibh. "Mis:.
ter Robei^s,'' alon^ 'with "Wiiislow Boy,'' did ciapaeity, ?ind "Brigr
adoOn" jumped $5,000 with heavy
cohvehtioii: attendance.
Conven-

-

-

bur

Chi
-

..

,

M

.

•"Light

4ia

Chicago, Oct.

V'

Shows here are icohtinuihg: ;to
rack up astounding grbsseisr
Advance for the Bailef: Russe do
Monte Carlo has alreaidy hit $80,^^
000, "tyhich is Just short of what
the company took in for its totaj

'

-

^

'Brig'

.

i

this week nudge all-time record in
the Hub's
in
attractions
legit
rialto.

approximately

$36,400,

capacity.

';

lady 6G,'L^ Up' 15G, Ibime' 5G
—
Boston,
Seven
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$40,000 for First
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Wednesday, Oclober

S3

Town

Plays Out of
Boston, Oct
production

two

uenc

t<,.tuie<i
.

13.
nuisicul
.
I

Howard

.IiiiiiHv

Olefj Cassini:
arrafigeinents, IIuRli

Pan;. :cqs*
direction, and

,v<»cal

,

"

Martin.
At Opera
'48 $4 80 top
.

Mouse. Boston. Ott

,

1,4,

,.,':.

.'

diima

vToni

.

,

rom Mooie (Child)
Anastasia Moore
Barney the Knacker

,

O'toiinoi'

Brian Doyli

,

:,;;victor Vrai'.
.Charlblt Knight
,

:

I

I

.

.

Gerry BueWcy
Patice Whit«

.

nevHn (Ch«d>
oiacVone She \n
.IMichacl Ciarrctt
Napper Tandy. ,.>...;
.Elizab«th Dewing
Rwdrt Lowry
ii. ...
iiom Clara..
nie ^
leg with a red shoe on it iioip
-i,„.. V
a '^g
""^
.Mai'garet Barker Lord Moira. ......
Annie.
...,«.
show's
S
ked „„,
out to
tlie SHOW
WOlkeu
.«'•.:..-:,
10 the
.Marvin Press
HOW It „,„,,.„,,
j_ ,,„„i«,,„ her
Riordan.
hnr wooden
wnnrlt^Ti
Ham Woith Mi\ whv,e
leplaie lici
t°ie-it''e
le-il''^ devil to leplace
Kwmii Clicrrv'
the
shown in tl
disadvantage was shUn
"somaVoVei.Dj;
and the leg kicks up and scan- Williams ;::::::::;:" Mildied
.. .....
.Robert Perrault
orporal.
<»l""'"
Dunnotk
fliirrallahin
a
ta
ented
ception
to
Bt'vcrlv '.hints
Robert Emmet
Kathy Robinson
the quaint Welsh v illageis Ciailssa
^
Biooke Bvion Robert Emmet. ......
ound
a
Hobart Cavanaugh youngster his second t"me
(Voung
Mani
Bai bei
Tom
.Moore
Toni
Donahue'
"
"
Ossie Davis
End ot act two The nunem
Dismai
John Bl'DnhV First dance found him V5
Virginia Romlev>
White House Visitor
Devlin
num Dismay
in a ?,V,.^
Emoo IlichiKl'-on Kitty
Cavada Humphrey
Dolly Wheaton
Miss Swenson
islei dies is tued b% an angpl and lietett
Ladv Donegal
.
Guy Spaull Duchess
a
Stoatsie.:
Curt StalToid ber called "Rock Itotk Rock
Butler
Marlboroush ->Mary Aghe:s Dunv
the devil's disciple and b\ the skin Gerald.
Ian Keith
•
'Claiie OientilUWilliam Pitt
.
Waflei Pling*
production that didn't chck, nor did
Ruth
Gordon
..
ot his teeth (not to mention that of Gay.
:Claire' Louise Evans
.Dauxht^rs oC the
he. Second time, however, paired
Wesle\ Add\ Charles James ITox, ... .Robert KIrsten
.....i........
..T,m :Evaii«
Boston Tea Party:.' IjoIs Bolton'
the seats of the audience); goes, to; Harry:,:.
Cariadiiie Lady Charles Grenfell.
Jiiliii
Be,n;iy
with Katlu.\n Lee, vhose solo
Marjorle. Leach
sir Walter Scott ...
.Gene Swarbilck
End of act thiee
.To>
heaven
......... .: ...Laura Pierpont
iMis
Bill (dHahan ballet had previously wowed, he,
Skip Ilollisier
Prince of Watos... .: John Young
V m I Kcilv Geoi'g%
Eddie Dovvling and Josephine Old Carter. i....i..'.v.
.>...DouglaR:Luther
Floyd Robmson..
.'.Btriiard Strowbridg*
into
hlhel (.1 lilies Mr; Reddock: ...
Pat Oaston' along with Miss Lee, stepped
this Mis Gilson
The Blonde
Geiaid
touts de toice
Ml
McGonigle
Itentiesq)
Hull
put
on
Watson
Douglas
Eugene
Also
.Kenneth .Spauldmg the top hand of the night
Photographer. ...
....
Richmond A. c:ooper
exact significance of Ml Betkwlth
;Harry Sheppard Customer,'.
... r
.lack Kusscll none: too strong at opener were allegory, the
.'Ross Miller
i.w
..W'llkle de MSrtel
Scribbler,
which escapes capsule definition
Dorothea Pmto
Th« Redhead ... ...
Tom Moore (Old Man>
Charles Dolan
William Reedy the juvenile leads, who :have good Their perlormances as the minFholographer
.Mary Elizabeth DavieA
Harp.
herself
not
Beit Wilcov enough voices birt apparently
Ruth Goidon, wntihif
M. Zirrocco ... ...
\iola
Isabel Weginanfi
*
Rosemary. -Williamson the experience to put them over ister and his wife are real gems of
The Brunette
*
Kail AVcgmanit
Cello
P'a*. has com* up with a
Ceoige Moms
charactenVrtimr'^Df\lirs"ubUes^ of
S*eret Service Jlen
cometJv-diama
.lohn Sheeliaii' when sent out, as they weie, merely stagecraft
most pei feet slight, evanescent
o^^^
Tile Blackfriars Guild got off to
"fiMai'lene Cameron>. to do the McHugh ballads and give
blllncebetw°ln pathos and humo.
Pauline Hahn
fr^nh^mf
it for'a
auspicious seasonal start last
an
Claik
time
foi a costume change
^
Norma Marlowe
Chlldieu
It IS really a pity that their talents
""^^^
^„i'"''''S„|
pei! week (14) with "The Minstiel Boy,"
The McHugh score, however, is could not have found a more senMarlowe
T .Innalhan
,°
i^'""" '^^f ^l'
r,„ rinn ana
and a biographical drama of the life and
GHnord Sales
by Miss Goidon
one of the show's strongest points sihlP vphirip hill pven thev can't ^"''"ances
I.Enjiene Sterner
in
skilled supporting cast aie likely loves of Tom Moore,- Irish poet and
•
Ruth Thomas with three of the tunes, "Lucky
«avP it
Secretary
balladeer. It's probably the most
....
........
to g»ve the play a moderate lun
Dorothea Pinto, the Rain," "Nobod\'s Heait But
Manicurist
Theie
IS a good deal of Welsh
( Gregg Sherwood
lecret Service. Women
Mine'' and "You bay the Nicest
The play Is a sentimentsl concoc- ambitious effort yet of this semithe plaj as well as a
dialect
T'Truly Barbara
pi o group
Things, Baby," emerging immedi.fHaiTV Median
song or two, and there are excel- tion about an acting team at the
W.' A. S. Douglas, veteran newsately as probables; Others; novelty
Kick Howaid:
lent characterizations bj Claicnce turn of the centuiv, and the in-lohn QuiKg
paperman and author, lias fash'^
Nice
tunes, are equally catchy.
Dei went and Grace Mills in minor ability of the wife to cauv on
X Kdinund Dorsay
.ToUticiani
loned an authentic documentary of
orchestrations, too.
George Lane'
lOles
In the role of the devil's alone on the stage after liei hus.I'Bvroii llalstead
As the chastely lascivious presi- disciple, a hateful and difficult pai I band dies It takes two years and Moore's career, from bo.vhoot) to
Bert WiUox
declining
years.
Tins iS; further
dential consort who picks up rethe combined effoits ot assoited
Piesident of
at; best Elizabeth Ross proves par.Douglas Luther sounding political cliches from the ticularly interesting
Potomac. Colleg*
But it all friends, plavwriglits, critics and ennclied by reprises of the minKathryn Xee' White House barber: and passes
Premier Danseuse
strel's ballads, which despite their
goes for naught; the play, though seivants to open the widow s eves
them on to the President, Clark doubtless with its own beauts as to the cad her husband was and to charm, were the battle hymns of
Provided Mike Todd comes ranges from magnificently funny prose, is just too dismalls Inept.
Then the lusli rebellions
the cage he walled liei in
Moone, the son of a Cell giocer,
through, with his flair for putting a (asm a turn with a drum and bugle
she emerges, to be hei own perElieIS shown as a child prodigy. Inhow together on the road, he's got eorps) to ]ust a little lost (as his
sonality again
tellectually, as well as musically
the makings of a plenty successtut scenes with tlie barber who is not.
are moments of old-fashr inclined
There
At Tiimity College h«
niusieal liere in As the Girls Go." unfortunately provided too good a
'Kuivrdi<PC'';^/':f:':
the pla.v that
loned melodrama
becomes the pal of Richard BrinLargely a girl, show backpedalling line to feed htm). Mi^s Rich is
Hollywood, Oct. 16.
have a quaint, nostalgic charm. sley Sheridan
and Robeit Emmet.
to the hoofer style, the oftenng has gieat to look at and equally good
Actors Co. production- (.loscph Coltch, Theie are seveial stage cliaiacterNapper Tandy, Irish firebrand. Iiasf
(2)
a trio of to hear when she has the matenaL Mel Ferrer. Jennifer Jones; Dorothy Mc:
ti) Bobby Clark;
i/ations that give it quite a glow
in
four
ol
drama
Pecki
Guire,
Gregory
vpnrisp
enlisted young Moore and Emmet
in a
potential hit paraders bv Jimmy land registers solidly 111
A itiJiisi.
^^^^ Anouilh. adapted and tians
But foi the most part, the plaj
his undercover army, but Tom
McHugh, (31 a sock stoiy idea (4i on "You Say the Nicest Things ^^^^
Stars Viv^ca Lind: proceeds on an obvious level and
latcd by Mot t errer.
."
Met
Christian:
Keiicen.
Beat.
IS
locked
Rich
looking
every
inch
a
iors;
iioim
on
night of attack and
Baby
She could be used to more
Irene
placid pace, lacking sufficient hite,
escapes being. hanged like Emmet
president and (5i Bobby Claik But advantage, and doubtless will be
J^'",S„^'>?Vi''cn 'oaVTiei ^Dilec'tLd' b^'^ Fe7
wit 01 excitement
was. His kindly priest and tuior,
In the end it is up to Todd and his
Supporting cast, at piesent a
p,oduction designed and lighted b\
The expert cast makes the play .Father O'Hall0ii"in, convinces Ivim
lieutenants to pour them alt into httle lost, too, is generaUv okay, oeoige Jcnkms (by arrangement %yith
the lelb mould
\Mth Hobait Cavanaugh and Bettj tlTofo^e"'''l7oiMJ"X(Ju "t''48?.^^^^^^ look much bettei than it icalh is that he can do more for Ireland as
Donald Genslager's set and j^ain- a balladeer than as a soldier. Ct««*,
top (opening night $4.80).
Storv idea- which is basicallv Lou Barto chcking when they have toi
Christian Kellecn bocher's costumes further dress it sequently. he goes to London: to
strong enough to carry almost any anything with vvliich to chck. Some- orpheus
jMeUille Coopei
His Father. ..... ..
up in a style it doesn't late Gai- sing tor royalty in hopes of wmthing and cei tainly provides num- tunes the costumes don't seem to Mans::: Henri:.,
...
John Beal
Kanin's staging is ' expert nmg them ovel' to helping his peo.Vivcca LincUors son
finds Clark as achieve the effect they're intended Eurvdice
fcerless variations
.Edilh King enough for the material on hand.,
Mothei
ple.'
the consort ot the first woman to, but the production, calling for C;ale
....
Maurice Cass
.Waiter
Donahue is standout as
balcony,
a Vincent
Miss Gordon plays the adoring,
:. Edgar Barrier
president of. the U. S., circa 1956. President 'Truman's
.........
Paul Picerni. forgiving wife agreeably, with less Moore as a young man.
.......
In addiHowever, aside from some not al- stage-wide ramp offering unusual Matthew,
Marjorie Woodworth. ot
Girl ........
her personal mannerisms than tion to his stellar acting, his rich
together clear plot development in- dancing possibilities,: and plenty of Yoimg
Carol Brannan
Second Girl.
tenoi ing of "Minstrel Boj ,"
En.,.,:: Gordon Nelson usual, for an appealing portraval.
volving an attempt to com promise other Washington scenes, is both Hotel Waller. ..
C.eray In the scene where she reads a dearing Young Charms," "Wearin*
.Steven
Dulau
handsome
and
tasteful.
Glark, and the usual angle of the
CnmpanV Manager. .^ .Colni' CampbeU make-believe review to her stulled- of the Green." et al are particularShow
has
undreamed
of
Jiossiopposition to the romance of the
.:'.::.
.Tudor Owen
Bus Driver.
..Audrey Betz shirt liusband, she touches high Ij entertaining Brian Do.\ie a^tlia
President's son and the daughter bilities, and the three-week session casHi*!:Biric Sinclair
piiest, Michael Garrett as Tandj.
It Todd Young m™ in Black
art
of a political rival, the idea rc" here will tell the stoiy
Anne' Howard
A YollUK Gill
niains an idea. Evidently the in- and Clark. take full advantage of A Young Man
Edwin J,' Breieii
Ian Keitli dominates the first act and Tom O'Connor and Charlott
tent IS to let Claik impiovise his the situation it is hard to see how
(the only one in which he appears) Knight as his parents also turn, in
own comedy routines as the show this one can miss Even if they
Atlei two seasons of slock at La us the swell-headed matinee idol, fine performances.
Dennis Guine\'s staging is bandevelops, and while he's plenty dont, howevei, it ought to gel b>
joHa downcoast resort town The although John Carradine. as a
capable of that, the opener lound and pav oil on a Bioadwa\ that's ;\ctois Co, composed ot David O wasp-tongued critic in love with died with his usual adeplnessi
cosluming are
long sti etches of \\asle{l time all been pi ettj choosev this season
Selznick thesps, appears to be set- the actress, runs lum a close sec- while, sets and
but excluding Irene .Rich (\v1iose.
ting up. .shop,
Hollywood. Last, ond. ..Carradine's flambovant stvie faithful to the 18th: century period
Edba.
appearance was sensational vtith
season the group brought two of suits the play thioughout, lot of play
the audience) from the proceedings.
iLs stiawhat offerings "Biographj"
some ot the play's beltei moments
3lr.
MJnni4?
M'illlaiiis and "Angel Street." into town
Original routining had a series
Etliel Gi'iifies' appeal ante
the
.:
V Boston, Oct. 12./
briefly, hut this American premiof video bi'oadcasts between curJohn: (Sassrier and David Diet?, pvodlic- ere production of Jean AnouHh's second act, as an octogenarian acof the highlights
tains, but this was immediatelv tion of fantasy, in /three acts ':b,v Richard
tress, litis the play lip by its
scrapped to tighten up the show. Hughes, Stars Josephine Hull and Edtlic French: drama "Eurydiee," marks bootstraps for. some deliglitful moof the
is delightand rthe ::first time The Actol's ;Co. has ments
More serious problems, assuming Dowhng, DiiQcjed b.v Dowimg; scts
that
repi-ise
themselves
W.ibui, ,au„ched a play heie
The an- whenever she's onstage again Milthe comed^ scenes aie sate
\,"„\\r.VT2'"''48'~ top^'
ful dancer
.Hev. John W.iHiams;.
Kdciie Dowiiiig nounced intention is to go directly dred Dunnock is reliable as usual.
Mmnie
.losppiune iivu lo Broadway With this vehicle,. It's
as the loyal seivant and gives the
Cr]»Cl>S
no.' a good idea
Owain Flatfish.
t I'c^Hi^Do, d'i'm
play one of Its best dramatic' mo:.
c.MiiMM ^\lMlnlls
seems (o point up ments when she tells her doting
Scra^fjy Evah
Eurydite
Mari Jpnes
it« wii(o\ again the diffcience btlwcen good
mistiess oft towaids the play's
Mi's. .Tonus Baktihoustt.
theatre
and
good close
AUTHOR'S REPRESENTATIVE
liinotliy
SKaifiioUven
p«iii'AmieiTO^^

Bolib.v Clark
W«lUo AVclliiigton
XHGille Thompson Wellington Ii enc Rich
ii.ivc> Collins
Kenhy Wellington
Belty l,ou Barto
Mickey Wellinston.
Joinnn Hams
Tommy Wellington.
.lobn Shcchan.
Guard. ...
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$2 40 top
Jack Aloore
Pathet OHalloian

,1.

Hermes

Bav: danceii.

tumes>

Boy

Tlic HftnMirol

BlacKfriais Guild piodtiction or

by W, A. S. Douglas. Staged
Dennis Gurncy! sets and lighting,
Davul Rcppa! costumes, Irene .fernrin;-; At
Bladtfuais Pla\house, NY, Oct 14. '48;
in three acts

by

,

AUMui!)!

Boos;
Harold Adamson. Staged and designed by
music.

.

or

SUib Bo\i\>\ ClHik
wuham
Book

acts.
Kiii.

1948

20,,

Plays on Broadway

m

itself aii> minute
Tlio L<>atliu}{ lAuly
aie the pioduclion piobabilit}, find
A tedious disseiiatioii oil \jctoi Sainiodc and William
[lelds ...
pio
,
nunibeis and the ensemble ddnt- now.
evil, it lias a touple Ol {lurtlon of comcd\ diama in thiee ait^ l»
ing Ihe genre of .mth is soniewhdt good and
staii. Miss (.ouion, km
Ruth ooidon
good moments bul no leal place lures
out of
__ ke\ wilh contemporai.\ tnu
Ian hcitli. .lohn Carradine. Mildred
\AiX\,
Diinnoik, Ethel GilfTics, WlsIcj
development, the dance lou- on the stage at all.
niinister
l.)iKelly, James MacColl.
William
Ha!5 to do with a Welsh
tmes tailing for gioupings, gesKanui.
Set and lightwite whose declining years I'eclotl by Garson
tures and attitudes renuniscenl of ana Jus
ing. Donald Ocnslagor; costumes, Mainare shatteied b\ the appearance of borhii
18 '48
\t National N 'V . Oct
a 1938 film nuisieai. \\hite the piolitlle gill who proves lo be
$4.80 top ($6 opening):
a
ductions are straight out ot a
\rai-i'i>t
«ii,>v<"n<!on
Constcrnation. 'Maudie,'. ....
Mail.ot hlcvenson
agent"
n.iAiv
u.th Pa'aaes
naVadpr and
ami p\e^
James .MacCoU
^"^^^^-'si}^^
angles Minr CKde

Clark's hands

I

coaied.\' in

outing in the intervening 23 years
well-liked in England, aUtit's
paientlj ), this opus belongs back in
all
the stable whcie U will,
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Gwyneth
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ITujghes

religiouS: fantasy dating

which

lias

from

had an ocfasionnl

RICHARD

BARSTOW

Aniei ican theatre.
A European
the adapta*tion and: translation by Mel Ferrer,
emerges as a talky,, a wkwaird vehicle that lias moments bl' Jioign.success. "Eurvdice,''

I

m

Weslej Addv, as the woiship-l
ping pla\ wiight-friend; James MacColl: as another playwright; Wil^

ham

J,
Keltv: as ftn old actor:
ancy and beautv but no sustained llaiTV Sheppard. as an aiiclionccr:
impact. The dialog is bfteii ram- Douglas Watson, as a stage manbhng and obscure, and the philo- agpi, and Ossie Davis as the bulsophical dissertations oh the rela- lei contiibute excellent bits I3ntive
merits of life aiid death,; tortunately, the bitij donH' all Jell,
Broit
liowever penetrating and effective
they may have been in the avxg-

inal Gallic, are bogged dovvh liy
contusing; multi-syllabled 'W.ord^:
In this 20th cehtui-y version of
ihe mjlh Bluiydice is a repei tory
tompan> ingenue who ialls in love

-

I

!

PERRY"

\

—EVENINO NEWS
New Appcarinq

completely but of keeping
with the mood
Unexplained declsion to play the fouith ail in a
lailwav station locAle, rathei than
with Oipheus. a wandeiing musi- in a hotel looni as scnoduled, also
nan She deseits him aftei then doesn't help
few brief houis of ecstasy and is
Viveca Lindfoids, making Iiei
killed m a bus crash
The lovers A.meucan stage bow, tuins in ai
aie I eunited thiough the int erven- beautifully sensitive poilrayal oil
tion
of Death's
messensei, but the title lole Hei excellent charthat

OP

AOOHi

is

j

Pcrformaneii of

I

,

ORIGINATOR

BARBARA

:

VAL PARNELL'S

STARLIGHT ROOF
LONDON HIPPODROME

,

"CHOROCRAPHIC
MODELING

Orpheus fails to meet the condi- atteu/ation oveishadows the othei
lions imposed and the^ aie sepa- peitoimeis and wungs the full
latod again until^ he goes to his measuie of tiagedj and beauty]
own death so thej can be together from the part Chlistian Kelleen,
'o'evei
Swedish attor recently imported
Too "art}" foi film fare it b\ Sel/nick is unimpiessue m his
1

1

I

"BARBARA PERRY

iin-

is

1

|

I

I

for St Louis World Premier

doesn

t

Ameucan debut

late too highlj as a Bioad-

giving a

moie

oi

wav piospett eilhei
As a stand- less supeificial leading to his
ot
tompauson, last jear's hnes
John Beal appeals to be'
Ficiuh impoitation No Exit,' had suffeilng tioin nialduection and
moic to ofler foi emotional impatl his woik Is not up to his effective
and was onh a modeiate success best Melville Coopei also staued,
Chiei difficulty with this pro- had a bad case of opemng-night
duction is the heavy-lianded dnec- iitteis, missing his lines on sevlion oi Mel Ferier
Scenes com-tetal occasions
Standout among
hining lanlasv
and lealU^ aie the bu paits is Eric Sinclair with
,

SYMPHONY OF FASHION"

aid

doubtadly
hit of tho

fh« all-around
chow."

—WEEKLY

SPORTINtt REVIEW

"BARBARA PERRY,
podromt daneinq

Hip-

star, tops

'

anything wa'va soon."

1

and

In

Wichita, Kansas

"FASHION PRODUCTION"
CONCEIVED. STAGED AND DIRECTED
BY MR. BARSTOW
'

ALL MATERIAL FULLY PROTECTED

an abiupt jeik\ tieatmenl a tenderlj effectite leading of a
that
detracts vconsiderablv.
and love letter
Jeuei has peimitted the touith
Gcoige Jenkins' two efietlivp
.ul to descend to the level ol sets ^re in keeping nilh the hno
builesque with a coined} touch oveiall pioduction job.
ICap
s»iven

I

—PERFORMER
"Tho show

Is

BARBARA PERRY

stolen

by

with her

danced interpretation of
Pedro the fisherman."
—THEATRE NEWSLCTTCR

'

-;..

.

'

,'

:
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UTBBATI
have a 16-page tabloid
George Lewis, of

will

format.
National

Literati

Laugh

theH

Foundation,

is

SCULLY'S

I

Designed to

sell f6r 2150. per
reportedly
a controlled circulation
of 10,000.
Publication plans to
showcase new comedy writing
talents as well as giving market
tips for laugh makers.'

May

Rullnc
Illinois Appellate court decision
In a «uit brought by Gerald, B.
Winrod against Life magazine
libel
suits
that
weeK
last
ruled
inust be flled within one year from
the date of distribution of the
containing statements
eriodiciil
libelous, rather than
f'Ueged to be
one year from the publication date
printed on the newspaper or magaCourt also ruled- that all
tine.
copies of a publication bearing the
came date should be regarded as
one publication, regardless of time
differential in magazine distribution, and justify only one cause of

Winr«d T« Life

vorce,

screwball Inventions, deranged decisions by sane iudges,

superstitions,
finishes with

after-dinner

odd accidents. It
bunch of funny

madwags

introductions of ceby those two

of the pen-and-ink, Otto
this a

Soglow and Bob Dunn, make

"Hecate" Conviction Appeal
The U. S. Supreme Court will
hear arguments today iWed.) or
tomorrow in the appeal of Doubleday to set.aside its conviction and
action.
fine two. years ago in New
Winrod charged Life libeled him $1,000
York
for

in the issue dated' April 13, 1942,

selling

"Memoirs

of

Hecate

Cftmty," by Kdmund. Wilsuperior court
Defense con- son. The conviction by the N. Y.
court of special sessions was uptended suit was not filed -within
held by the appellate division and
statutory limit since magazine was
the court of appeals.
on newsstands several days before
Case is regarded as important in
the printed day. AYinrod also filed
epdrate actions for replacement publishing circles, as a successful
appeal by the defendant may affect
copies, orders for issues of that
censorship laws
many states.
date, and new subscriptions: coverUnderstood
Doubleday will cite the
ing the debated issue, Jurors upheld luwer court's decision in dis- Fu'st and Fourteenth Amendments
missing' the suit because not filed to the Constitution in arguing
against
the
application
of llifc New
sale
back
and
of
III' legal limits
Issues should not constitute new York censorship statute lo a litercauses for new suits as that would ary work by a reputable author.
libel
actions
lead to indefinite
Paul Nathan's Broadcast
through the years, thus defeating
purpose of the one-year statute of
Paul Nathan, erstwhile story and
play scout, in Paraniount's homc'^
limitations.
offlce, recently pink^slipped, announced the firing in his column,
'''
Ebenhower Book ;s Record
With the count; confined to first 'Books Into Films," which he
for Publishers
editions only, Doubleday & Co. writes regularly
After declaring that he
estimates that it will have l.,500,000 Weekly.
copiesvof Dwight D. Eisenhower's and four other Paramounteers "are
booki VGrusade in Eiu'ope," in outward bound," he added: "When
Publisher queried by 'Books Into Films,'
print by early 1949.
feels that it's starting the. largest Nathan stated he intended to 'rest
non-fiction publishing venture in before announcing a new affiliation;'
In Hollywood this is genhistory when the volume makes its
erally taken to: mean that a guy
initial appearance Nov. 22.
Of the 150.000 copies Doubleday doesn't know 'what the hell he's
going
to be doing next."
ordered,
excess
of
already
in
has

nd suit was filed in
13,

.

,

lebrities. Illustrations

nice two bucks worth and a must
for anybody that collects humorous
stuff, Sez,
Joe Laurie, Jr.

1943.

'

;

:

'

m

I

Arno's Price Ta«
This week's New Yorker had a
Peter Arno cartoon on the Chesapeake & Ohio R. R.
A f riend
wdnted to buy it to present to
Robert R. Young, C. and O. mogul

and owner of Eagle-Lion.
Arno wanted $800 for the

•

.

.

two'thirds of this amount were
prior to the publication
In addition another 1)0,000
•re being simultaneously, run off
the presses of (he English publisher.: .Shortly after Eisenhower's
676-page war memoirs hit the
stalls in the U S. and Britain, the
tome will be published in most continental European pountries.
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own. of which Nunnally Johnson, himself a southerner, is the prime raconteur. Tops of
the' Faulkner tales has o do with
all

its

I

writing stint at Metro, at
$2,000 a week. Asking whether it
would be okay "to write at home."
the MGMites gave ready acquicscense to .so highpowered an author, but when they looked for him
they found Faulkner's "honie writ-

his

.

ing" was

at his

ford. Miss.
for raising
story.

The

mule farm

in Oxwriter's. 'pencliant

mules

is

still

another

DoHKlas'' Glenn Martin Book
W. A.
Dougla.s: to do a book
on jGlcnn Martin, the aviation designer and builder, Douglas' new
play, "The Minstrel Boy." was tried
out at the Blackfriars Guild in
N. Y, last week. He iourneyed to
Baltimore to huddle with Martin.
:

Dick llyman's new book. "Of All
Fool Things" iDuell; $2) is a !,mall
-book packed with irianv .giqsles
and smiles and sonve big laughs,:
It has Jimmy Durante makuis hjs
bow as ,in introductory writer ho
calls it a "forward"
and judging
from hi.s introdnction to this book:
we will soon have the Schno'/,
among the authorrcoinedians or
:

—

—

vice vei'sa
"Of All

Things" is light
stiiff,- odas and
ends about crazy
laws, goofy hobbies, funny signs,
nutty wills,, epitaphs, bi^lmy newspaper ads. mad reasons for dlFool

COMICS-WRITERS!
*

INSURE YOUR fUN f OTUW
JOIN THE

Dick Hyman has a, novel about
appear on Due] 1,. Sloan & Pierce about time he died by his own hand. Obviously his presence is jamcalled "Of AH LOve Things," ming up the conveyor belt of life. GI's and their brides, brats and beliefs, sentenced to universities and -forced to live in one-room trailers,
Rights to Stefan lleym's "The
garrets, culverts and piano-crates, exist side by side with old crocks
Crusaders" have been sold in
Japan and Norway, for publication, like Gwenn- who: have three-story houses. to- live in alone. Never:\vas
inequality more glaring or. ingratitude, more obvious.
Kurt Unkclbach. pa. for the
Straitht-^rmlnK. Seir-Uuxht
New Yorker hotel, N. Y., has writBut when Gwenn is talked .by ^leanne Grain as a GI bride of Bill
ten two plays now, making the
Holden into giving a' cUtss in .philosophy to. these bewildered wives, a
rounds.
In conjunction with Metro's re- whole civilization slips through' a bottleneck of its own inaking and
list,

:

-

'

104 [ait 40lh Street
York 16. N. Y.
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Write New!
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make

of
'Quo Vadis," Random
House- planning a new translation
of the novel.

Don; Freeman
artist chores in

resuming

local

drama and music

for N. Y. Times after four
on the Coast.

months

Margaret A.^artlett, owner and

&

editor- of Author
Journalist, now
in Mayo Clinic, for a checkup and
possible operation.

Harpers

dickering with- Anne
Grosvenor Ayres for a book version of her "Katie Kilfeather"
syndicated story series.
Edith Piaf, French chanteuse*
autographed disks and platter alis

finds its

own

salvation.

my

ears when I heard Gwenn discussing
Socrates and his narrow concepts of democracy in entertaining terms,
and when that GI bride popped up in class and asked if Socrates wasn't
really anti-democratic, to which Gwenn. replied"You tiave now moved
philosophy: ahead 2,000 yearSi:'' jl thought how much better college must:
be under .visual education than In our day of chalk, -blackboards and'
plenty of empty seats.
Then I heard Prof. Gwenn mumble something that sounided 'either'
like "Bellai'mine" or ''Bellamy."
I strained, my ears to catch this
switch in the plot. Long familiar with both these brain-teasers^ I $oon
realized that Gwenn meant, not the author of the "Parable of the:
Water Tower," but St. Robert Bellarmine, a 16th century scholar who
broadened the narrow concept of Socrates -until democracy included
I could scarcely believe

.

all

,

mankind.
Quelle Editing!

when

Joe's commissar in entertainment gets
bums at Doubleday 's Fifth Ave., through editing"Apartment for Peggy," it will come out as an expose
called "I Married a Capitalist."
If so a lot of comrades are going to
N. Y., bookshop Friday (15).
Greystone bringing out a new come out of the picture asking, "Is that bad?"
It might help Joe to know what makes Jeanne -Grain's performance
edition of Ken Kling's book on
bangtails, "How I Pick Winners." so convincing. It is because behind all that .hopped-up girlish chatter,
is a star with her feet on the ground:'and her. ears strained, like St.
Tome hits the- stands Oct. 18.
Sir Osbert Sitwell and sister Joan, to hear, the voices of angels. She is the product of one of the:

quite possible that

It's

:

'

.

:

'

:

due in U. S. tomorrow
iThurs.) from London for lectureengagements under W. Colston
*"
Leigh management.
Frances Ruth .Keller, wife of
Leonard L. Levinson, prez of Im-

few authentic Hollywood ninaway marriages.
Jeanne Grain and Paul Brinkman really eloped. They didn't have
their parents' consent.
But they had their pastor's. 'About a year
later I recall seeing the young couple in church, holding hands and a
baby at the same time. I. remember seeing one of them going to the
altar rail, taking communion, returning, taking the baby and thus perpossible Pictures, Inc., has authored
mitting the other to .do the sa me. It was a touching and beautiful scene,
a book for juves. "The Tale of tlie
it repeated many times.
Contented Cat," to be published by and I have observed
-

-

:

,

,

& Munk next spring.
George- Frazier* profiled Florenz
Jr. lor Coronet and is
doing a piece on Milton. Berle for
Esquire. He's going to Hollywood
next week tO: collect material on
film celebs for a Collier's series:
Songwriter-columnist Nick Kenney .has compiled another batch of
Piatt

Ziegfeld,

to

,

if

-
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Faulkner's excursion into Hollya film colony

wood has become

\

I

Weil, it may be argued that acting: is doing plausibly .what is foreign
your nature, but I belong to a group of partisans who believe that
you lead the good life it will betray you as a good soul. And the
same, goes for the old vice versa.
For- those, however, who are not particularly interested in the spiritual life of Hollywood- starlets: because, this country has more electric
refrigerators; vacuum cleaners, automatic toasterst mixmasters, washing
machines, slot machines and sewing machines tfaaii any other- place on
modern play, scripts.
earth and less places to house the gadgets and their'instaUmcnt buyers;
his favorite poems, which Garden let me introduce yoit to a newcomer to our .shore.s, Dorothy McCaskie.
City Publishing will bring out Nov.
Authors Guild Nominees
Dorothy McCaskie is just as beautiful as Jeanne Grain, and whereas
Norainees for members of the 1 as "More Poems by Nick Kenny;" Jeanne Grain has one-child^going-on-two, Dorothy McCaskie has three,
Authors Guild, A Halcyon House edition, the book and not likely to have more: for a w^hile because she is a British war
council' o£ the
named this week by the nominat- will comprise about 200 varied widow. We took her to see "Apartment for Peggy," and she thought
committee;
ing
include
Agnes verse selections.
But she couldn't
Whittlesey has received the coiiit it was the grandest picture she had seen in years.
Rogers Allen. Lionel Day, Fairfax
why Jeanne Grain and her GI husband should fight sao hard
Downev.
Richard
Lauterbach/ pleted manuscript of "Matinee To- understand
to get out of a trailer and into a'professor's attic,
Phvllis McGinlev, Merle Miller, morrow: ."iO. Years of OurTheatre"
During
transition,
trailers
are
the
only
live, according
this
way
to
Morehouse^
dramatic
by
Ward
Rex Stout. Hilda Van Siller,
Jerome Weidman and Glenway critic of the N. Y. Sun. The book to the widow McCaskie, and the place :to live in them is in a Southern
Wescott, to serve until December. is a half-century chronicle of the California trailer park.
A Picture In This?
19.51, and Lionel /rrilling, lo .serve Broad wav stage, from 1898. PubThough as English as Yorkshire pudding, Mrs. Mt'Caskie said goodbye
until December, 1949. Additional lication early fall '49.
Viking Press readying: Gene Fow- to the empire two years ago. Her husband, a major in a Scottish reginominations may be made by petition -by the membership. Election ler's biog of Jimmy Walker lor ment,.was.dead by 1940. She found iierself left without even a widow's
will be at the annual membership publication early next year. Tome mite.
She returned to Taunton in Somerset and promoted a loan to
is tentatively tiiled"Jimmy Walker buy a trailer for herself and her three children.
meetins;, Dec. 7.
It was a primitive
Nominating Loinmittoe includes The Time of His Life," but the job with kerosene lamps and absentee plumbing^ but she found houseGilbert Gabriel. Chn.Mophei La- publi.sher, is promoting, a contest work amazingly simple in a trailer,
it gave her time to: scrounae
Farge, Frances Lockridge. .lohn R. among booksellers in an effort to around for antique furniture which she rebuilt into something useful
Tunis. .John W. Vandercook, Day devise a more colorful tag.
and profitable as well. She built up this business enough to buy a
"Let the Chips Fall " novel by
and Miss Allen..
Lew Lauria, pre/, of the National house where she could billet army officers. She found American
Radio Artists Directory, has been officers didn't mind acting as baby-sitters, so she got a job evenings
Gov. Thompson Turns Publisher
as a- waitress to add to her income.
r
rap
freed
:of
an
ob.scenitv
by
the
when
Mclviri
'riiomp.son.
Gov.E
Thus by the -war's end the widow had parlayed: her misfortune inlot
he retires Irom olfice a.s Georgia'.s Society of the Prevention ot Vice;
Chief Kvccutivc in November, will and may now be sold in New York. a snug fortune and not a penny of it made out of munitions; government
become a newspaper publisher, Lauria has a new book, "Ghost of contracts or black markets.- She realized, however, that her luck could
not last, even if her resources were going up while the empire's were
The Governor, defeated in tlie the .South," coming; out .soon:
Life story of Briton Kadden: who going down. Her children particularly were pathetically handicapped
September
Deinoci aiic primary,
by lleiituin Talniadgc, .son of the founded 'rime Ma^ with Henry by bad diets. Some changes were in order. By 1946 she decided to
Eugene Talniadgc .<n- Luce, is being written by Noel make them herself.
::
late Go\his
new paper, a Busch. senior editor of Life Mag.
that
noui'ed
She sold everything her home, her trailer, her furniture and, acweekly. \\oii:ld be called the. Geor- Farrar, 'Straus will publish next cording -to her shocked parents, her. birthrighti She had found a; Santa
Besides dealing with Hadgia Deiiiotiat and that he expects vear.
Barbara newspaper a mong the stuff left behind by departing American
an initial tirculalion of at least den's career, bookwill also detail officers and among the classified ads she discbvered that a three-room
Busch
the birth -of Time itself,
2.5.000.
aluminum trailer, paneled in.side in Philippine' mahogany, could be
J'aper vvill be mailed from Val- ,nreviouslv authored "The Fallen
bought for $5,000.
dosta, Ga,. where Gov. Thompson Sun."
Before an otherwise alerted' government could slap an embargo on
Simon
Schuster ha.s brought
ow'ns a home and an electrical
out in book form, under title of sucli capital export, she had bought the trailer,: sight unseen:
supply business.
Mme. Scully met the beautiful emigrant aboard ship and they struck
"The Best of Times," l.udwig
Bemelmans' series of articles in up a friendship that ripened with the years.
Doubleday Shutters S.F. HQ
This is the third British subject I have watched make a new start in
In amove to coordinate its edi- Holiday on his trek through Eu* ,
Elaborated .sei ies has 50 this moderately new land in 10 years and make a success of it, without
production
work, rope.
torial
andDoubleday & Co. will clo.se its San color and '110 black illustrations acting as if it were a scandal to be. hushed up. In fact, this latest sucFrancuseo editorial branch Dec 31, by the author, as well as some cess urgej! me to advance a formula for the salvation of the world and
Office had been maintained there pix and notes from other niafis. American films as well.
for a complete, private Bemelnians
lor the past- two years'.
My idea is to do what Warners has done with iis Hollywood .Studios
Howard S. Cady, who'.s been in Baedeker
when it moved into the San Fernando Valley. WB turaed its Holl.ywood
Oscar Ifammerslein, 2d, Mo.ss plant into 52 bowling alley.s, one presumably
charge of the Bay city editorial
for each-week in the year.
operations, wiM move his liead- Hart. Budd Scliulberg, Gilbert W. The British Lsles, having proved they
cannot support them.selves s-ix
Gabriel,
Martha
Graham and liisa weeks, without handouts from all over the
quarter to the firm's New York ofworld should be abandoned
However, he'll continue to Sergio, are .some show people who and turned
fice
into bowling allays. The 40,000,000 lovely people should then
maintain a liaison with Coast joined 100 other prominent signbe transported at; no expense to themselves wherever they'd like to go
writers tfv making at least two ers, including Eleanor Roosevelt,
Thomas Mann and Archibald Mac- between London, Ontario and Semi Colon, Panama.
western junkets annually.
During the great trek Dorothy McCaskie could show them how to
Leish, in a statement in the current Nation mag, appealing for an live a life of Riley in a trailer. Indeed, Hollywood might further enComedy World B<(ws in Nov.
Comedy World, a new monthly end to censorship involved in ban- rich its grosses by having her act as technical adviser of a documentary
humor trade iourna}, is whoduled ning of the Nation; from N. Y.:puba covering same. And by all means Cast Jeanne Crain, Bill Holden «nd
Edmund Gwenn to star in it.
lo make its bow next month. Mag lie schools.

William Faulkner in N. Y.
November issue.
William Faulkner is In
plays on a regular basis
New York, having arrived by plane byPrinting
general mag is. an innovation
from his home in Oxford. Miss., on m a
the field. Series is intended to
powwow with initiate
18)
Monday
to
teenagers
into legit, giving
Bennett Cerf, president of Random
them -experience in reading and
House, his publisher. It's the novel-' staging
Noveli'.?t

saga

Scully

Trailer '98, Oct. 16.
result of negotiations between Hollywood and Moscow
for the sale and distribution of American films behind the Iron Curtain should result in the .showing of "Apartment for Peggy," my advice
to Joe's commissar of entertainment is, don't rub your hands too glee*
fully about this one or you'll get burned. More, the resulting scar
^
tissue will set the democratic way of life ahead a hundred years.
The picture may look to Russians like an amusing example of bouiv
geois decadence and postwar capitalist chaos (and in Technicolor, no
less!) but the film is actually loaded with liberating and long-range
propagandii in favor of man, here and hereafter.
Certainly no character could better represent a comrade's materialistic-disposition of worn-out human machinery ttuin Edmund Gwenn,
a disposition incidentally shared by agnostic capitalists as well as
agnostic communists. Here is a professor of philosophy who thinks, it's
If the.iirst

to

Edith

Edwin and Nathalie Gio.ss. Coast
playwrights, have pacted with Seventeen to write two one-act plays
yearly for publication in the leen^
ager mag.
First two. "Belle" and
Date-Time." designed for school
and little theatre showings, have
already appeared in the periodical.
Third one-acter, "Dooley and the
Amateur Hour," is slated for the

date.

Clarence Brown.

SCRAPBOOK

By Frank

,

Seventeen's One-Actcrs

bought

Isfs first N. V. visit in 10 years.
His "Intruder In the Dust", is currently being produced at Metro by

Origi

nal, so deal fell through.

'

'

»»»»

Comedy World

have

'

a

'

on April

will

SS

slzel

editing.

copy,

:
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boss) have adopted ft six-month-old
girl as a companion for their four^
year-old son.

Actress Arlene Dahl due in from
Mark Wilson, Locust manager
the Coast today (Wed.)
and Shuberts' general pressagent
Vet vauder Emile Boreo will give here, is ailing and ordered by
a solo concert in the N. Y, Times medics to take long rest.
Hall, Nov. 20.
Disk Jockey Doug Arthur
,
,^
The Jules C. Steins back after (WIBG) broke two bones in his
feveral months in Europe. Ditto foot jumping from his boat to the
:isa Maxwell.
dock of the Trenton Yaclit Club.
,

Turhan Bey motoring: to the
Coast aecompanied by Robert Con.

don; Eagle Lion writer.

Roland Young, en route from
Vienna
Paris, heading for Hollywood to
By Emil W. Maass
appear in Bob Hope's new picture
Russian film festival week held
lor Paramount.
12.
Twentieth-Fox assistant sales here Oct. 6 to
Composer Edmund Eysler recovr
manager William C. Gehring to
two weeks
Boston to conduct a sales survey ering at home, after
hospital.
for the company.
Raimund Theatres' next operetta
Joseph Harris, board chairman
Ami,"
"Bel
by Rudolf
will
be
grandnow
a
of Realart Pictures,
Kattnig.
father, with the birth of a boy to
British film director Carol Reed
Ills son, J. liobert.
Stuart H. Aarons reelected as in town, planning a Korda pro-,
prexy of the National Warner Club duction.
Max Neufeld finished work on
at the annual meeting held at the
"Lost Race," a Donau-Berna film
Hotel Astor Saturday (16).
Lawrence J. McGintey, sales production.
Rudolf Prack is first Austrian
chief for Universal's Prestige unit,
Munich, Will
in. Hahnemann hospital, San Fran- film star to go to
work in Gelselgasteig studio.
cisco, for stomach treatment.
About 3S,000 metres of film raw
Dave Ferguson, executive secrestock
was stolen from Willi Forst
tary of the Jewish Theatrical Guild,
Film
Co.
in
Wlen
Mauer^ near
the
National
birthday partied by
Vienna.
Variety Artists Saturday (16).

:

.

:

.

-

the week ending Sept. 26. Special
Hollywood
During the
Services announced.
same period Allied bands played
Ellis Carter celebrated his 20th
Oscar Straus conducted a con- to 20,700 persons in 68 perform- anni as a cameraman;
cert at Earl's Court Sunday (16).
ances.,
John R. Christie joins Buchanan
John Sharman, for 17 years proMarian Clayton Arderson, who Agency Nov. 1 as veepee.
ducer of the BBC Music Hall show,
Esther Williams to 29 Palms for
appeared in several American
retires Oct. 25.
a musical Pioneer Days celebration.
Isobel Jeans planing to New films, is featured in
has
Louis Hay ward Injured, but not
York Oct, 20 to appear in John Van play, "The Good Road," which
played xo full houses in Munich seriously, in motor crash.
Druten's "Make Way for Lucia."
Bill Bloecher checked out of the
Dick Hurran signed as Bernard and other spots. Miss Anderson
which hospital after minor surgery.
Delfont's production manager, tak- is also directing the show,
Lloyd Pantages suffered a fracMoral
World
the
ing over from Frank Adey who is sponsored by
tured nose in an auto collision.
Group.
Rearmament
has turned freelance,
William Wyler and Sy Bartlett
Walter Knoop and Co., German
John Mills planning an AmeriOregon on a two-week flsliing
to
along
can ti<ip early next year in case film company, is on location
tour,
his new film, "Mr. Polly,"' runs Germany's, western boundary proMaria Montez filed a salary suit
the
On
"Fight
film
titled
ducing
a
difficulties.
Into censor
for $38,000 against. Seymour Nebof Boundary." Film has to do with
Eonteyn,

London

,

Margot

ballerina

Sadlers Wells Co., has to give up
dancing for a few weeks to undergo
an operation on her knee.
Flora Robson scored notable success in revival of Shaw's "Captain
Brassbound's Conversion,'' at the
Lyric, Hammersmithi last week.
Gwen Ffrangcon-Davies costarring with Paul Scofield in Terence
'

Story,"
"Adventure
which comes to the westend this
Rattigan's
fall.

Hylton

Jane

the

quit

cast: of

"The Huggetts Abroad" owing to
Dinah Sheridan replaced,

.

illness.

play

to

opposite;

her

husband,

Jimmy Hanley,

Gogol's comedy; "Marriage,'' had
Hans Horak elected president an: enthusiastic reception at its re-,
of
Austrian Theatre Managers vival at the Arts Theatre Club, Oct.
Assn. Veepees are Egon Hilbert, 14, With Marius Goring and Lucie
Ignatz Brandtner and Franz Stoss; Mannheim outstanding in the cast.
Llnnit /& Dunfee's production of
Ibsen's "The Wild Duck" comes to
the St. Martin's Nov. 5, replacing
"Sugar and Spice" revue. Cast is
.

The
Pat

Littles to Bevhills at
He's
invitation.

Bill

O'Brien's

owner of the Albany Club; London.
They return to London next months
The Franlc Loessers occupying
John Steinbeck's East 78th street

;

apartment in exchange for the
author having their Bevhills house.
Metro ad director Si Seadler

smuggling activities along the Ger- enzal.
Maurice Cohen resumed manman borders. Director is Igor agement
of Palladium after major
Oberberg. Picture is a documensurgery.
tary being produced on order, of
Perry Lieber led a troupe of HolBritish film section.
lywood thesps to Chicago for preem
Film houses in Bremerhaven of "Station West."
and thtee adjoining Landki-eise
Charles Coburn in from Lexing(Counties) have, dropped: admission ton, Kentucky, where he inspected
fees to 30 pfennigs (15c,) to pro- his trotting stable.
test a special entrance tax of
Jeannette McDonald aqd Gene
25% to 33%. Should the Bremer- Raymond returned from dud*
haven city administration with- ranching at San Ysidro.
draw the exemption from tax prO'
Loren L. Ryder to Washington to
vided for admissions up: to 50 preside over convention of Society
pfennigs, the cinemas will close of Motion Picture Engineers.
down.
Milton Weiss ankled the Metro
flackei-y after 20 years to join
Henry Rogers as an associate,
Robert Fellows returned from
Pittsburgh
Washington after consulting Navy
By Hal Cohen
toppers about "Wings of the Navy.''
Margaret O'Brien will make the
Hervey Allen back to home to Wn
National
Foundation for Infantile
in interests of his:new book,
Virginia. Con well,: local: dancer, Paralysis appeal for the second
in cast of "Love Life" on Broad? year.
Gary; Copper: abbreviated his
way.
Carlos Pugliese has quit as man- Colorado vacation tor huddles at
ager of Nixon Cafe to buy into Ca- Warners about his next film, "Task
.

'

,

By Maxwell Sweeney
headed by Mai Zettering; Anton
Arthur Kelly,
represent the film industry
veepee; planed Walbrook, Fay Compton, Walter
in a talk last week to the Critics in for biz. talks.
Fitzgerald, Robert Harris, Arthur
valier Club.
Royal, new 68S-seater cinema; -Wontner.
Circle of the foreign language
J. B. Priestley's "Linden Tree"
opened at Roscommon.
press. Film star Joyce Howard, wife of
Lilll Palmer in from: the Coast
Brend Clegg, juve star of Basil Sydney, to make her first first major production of season, at
yesterday (Tues.), to start, rehear* "Hills of Donegal,'* leaves for Hol- West End stage appearance co- Tech drama school.
Joe Phillips around ahead of
sals in the Theatre Guild produc- lywood in December.
starring with John Gielgud In a
"For Love or Money," and Al Spink
tion of "Empress of China" early
Leslie Faber, British Lion sales revival of "The Return of the Prodr
dittoing "Born Yesterday."
December.
supervisor, planed here from Lon- igal," by St. John Hankin.
Peter
Janet Lee Bermakt public school
Monument unveiling to the don to set deals for new Korda pix: Glenville will direct the play, which teacher,
appointed director of chilmemory of the late Louis. Rydell,
W.A.A.M.A—Irish - Equity-r-has; comes, to tovm after a tryout at dren's activities
on Station WPIT.
fidvertising manager of Variety, at signed reciprocal agreement on Brighton.
Virginia
Wicks here beatingMount Hebron Cemetery, Sunday, membership with British Variety
Mel Torme at Copa and
drums
for
Artists Federation.
Oct. 31, at noon.
Stan
Kenton's
Syria
Mosque conMetro veepee-treasurer Charles
Eire government has
:

UA

first to

.

'

'

Force."

,
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.
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By Florence S.-Lowe,
Author Pearl Buck in last week
on a lecture date.
Fritz Kreisler a hit in his Na-:
-

.

:

-

^

:

24-man commission to be a BroadCommittee
casting Advisory

der Incident."
"Financial

Fol*

lies of 1948," annual N. Y. Financial Writers Ass'rt revue, started
.

-

:

.

last week at the Hotel Astor under
direction of .Bruce Evans; who^ diShow at
Tected .also last year.
Astor" Nov. 19.
, The
estate of Venita Varden
(Mrs. Jack) Oakie, who lost her
life, In that plane ci'ash along with;
Earl Carroll and Beryl Wallace,
had some of her art properties
placed on sale at, the Plaza Galleries, realizing $37,211.
EUi Sllman, freelance talent'
Rcout on the Continent and formerly in the U. S.' Army occupation forces, arrived In, New Yoi-k
over the weekend. She recently

Hildegarde

pacted

Glas- vue

.

,

Villani,

,

at

•

,

'

,

—mother is

"Young and

sis-

ter of Ella Logan
has scored
heavily ever since early summer
at Glasgow Metropole music-hall,
Ivor Novello,' sold out here for
:

'

weeks with his musical "Perchance to Dream," is working on
a new playrwith-music, which he's
readying for fall of 1949.
Christmas
shows slated for
Singer^ will participate in AntiDefamation League's open house Glasgow include touring vei'sion
of "Annie Get Your Gun" at
Oct. 21.
;Uta
Hagan, femme .lead in King's and revue featuring Jack
vStreetcar Named Desire," headed RadcliiTe, Scottish comedian, at
list of celebs at "Fate de Ijuxe" Empire.
Dame Sybil Thorndike, With
charity show, at Chez PareCj Oct.
18, sponsored by women's division husband Sir Lewi's Casson, made
hit in .J, B. Priestley's "Linden
of National Jewish hospital.
Tree" at local Citizens' Theatre,
professional rep group. Their son,

Australia
By Eric Gorrick'
pic,

six

John Casson, directed.
Harry Gordon returns

By Les 'Rees
Nelson Eddy scheduled for Auditorium concert Oct. 25.
Edyth Bush Little' Theatre offering "Last of Mrs. Cheyncy."
Miguelito Valdes orchestra and
Tato & Julia Ijead Club Carnival
floor show.
Orchestre National of. France,
here for afternoon and evening
concerts Oct. 27.
Fred

,

end of November for 12th
consecutive pantominve at Glasgow Alhambra, He's paired for
second year with comic Alec Pinlay, ;Latter's.,name has been men*

"Always

:

By Bella Szlenker
The Yiddish Theatre opened for
the first lime in Warsaw in nine
years.

"Border Street," a story of the
Polish ghetto under German oc^
cupation, will be soon released in

Warsaw.
Polski Film, only film produc:
ing company owned by the government, is completing a heavy drama
By Larry Solloway
of the war and occupation period
Joe E. Ross switched from Five titled "Warsaw Robinson."
O'clock club to the Paddock Club,
Two American pictures, ''Eter'

'

,

*it,„i,„^

ivr

I,

i

.

Club 22 reopened last week under new management. First sliow
had B. S. Pully.
Barry Gray hit the airwaves
again, with his midnight alrer from
Hotel Martinique.
Barry Winton, band booker from
William Morris office, here for
combined vacash and looksee.
With Danny Thomas set for. La
Boheme, Clover Club's Jack GoldW»n is bidding for: Coast toppers

pic-

ture-theatres in the European
Command for the week ending
Aug. 27 was 152,343 for 919 show::;„ ^-: -,.,; :
ings...
A Danish film company arrived
"
"
in
Bremerhaven
'
for
^^ork
on
a pic showing the distribution
and use of Danish dairy products
by the U. S. Army.
Zuckmayer's "The Devil's General," was the fii-st offering of
Munster's
new theatre.
Slad
~ "

i

nal Eve" and "Green Years,'? two
English pix, "Nicholas Nickleby"
and "Vacations," and :two Russian
pix, "Battleship Wareg" and "Professor Millas' Decision," are running in the six film theatres that
exist in Warsaw. Programs change
every two to three weeks.

Zurich
By George Mezoefi

to fill star spots this season.
Walter Wihchell will spend: brief

Barrett

New

comes, to

Oct, 22.

honey.
I

Professor Quiz bought a
In Bucks County.

.

home
I

Monica Lewis booked for .Mort
Casway's, CelebA'ity' Bar,
Jack Leonard', one-time Tommy
,

i

I

:

Dorsey

goes into Rendez-

^vocalist,

1

vous.

Mpvpr

hnueU

D,ivi<;

Plavlmuse Wasl
fllm hou/e

S^

a

niprp of!

D C
^'

art

First draft casualty in local legit
Eddie, Clay, dancer In "Finian's
tainbowi" at Forrest,

is

:

Embassy emcee.
has written a number, "Miss Kin•ey Reports," for Kay Thompson;
The Joe Nannis (Capitol Records'
George

Clifford,

'

Joey Porter, British comic, imported by Harry Wren for a run in
,"Hells-a-Poppih," may do d seasori
for the.Daye Martin Tivbli loop,
"Iron Curtin" (20th) doing only
fair at Plaza, Sydney, for Hoyts.
There's been little Red disturbande.
^il Lamb opens in Sydney at

i

'

:

,"0"^'<'>

is

in

:

sun-period here before heading foiU. S, pianist Alexander Uninsky
special broadcasts from Willow announced for a recital.
Run when he debuts for new spon"Sitting Pretty" (20th) in eighth
sor fust of year.
week in Zufich, smashing all
records.

V

Polish tenor Jan Kiepura and
wife Martha Eggerth gave one concert each here.

.

Slieila

Look

.

Warsaw

Miami Beach

Germany

his wife.

Borrah Minevitch clippered in
Paris, where he now owns
this month.
permanent apartment, to supervise late
Aldous Huxley's "The Gioconda
his Harmonica Rascals on Texaco
Smile,'' will be done by Whitehall
video last night (Tues,) and their
Productions: at the Minerva, Syddebut' tomorrow (Thurs.) at^ Las
ney early November. Coral FairVegas. Minevitch returns to Paris
weather will have ferame lead, with
in two weeks on other manageJohn Sykes staging.
ment. and production business he
Ronald Fortt, British actor, will
has abroad.
appear in two British plays in Ade-:
laide, "Fools Rush In" and "Shop
at Sly Comer,"
Bob Geraghty is touring rural
Philadelphia
Queensland
WMceusitiiiu with
wiin a vaude
vauue revue.
revue
By Jerry Gaehan
Was formerly manager of Will Ma-

from

,

Waring

states

,

Fail'.''

Clinton "Dusty"
Fletcher, of
"Open the Door Richard" fame,
stopped over on way to Baltimore
past week just long enough to pay
$50 fine for speeding.
Robert L. Friend, WMAL-TV
performer and TV film producer,
and James S. Carberry, assistant
manager of RKO Keith's, are latest
members of local Variety tent.

and Pennsylvanians play Sunday matinee concert at Auditorium Nov. 7.
Personal appearances of four
presidential candidates, Truman,
Dewey, Wallace and Thomas, all
in one week in Twin Cities, hurt
from show business down the line.

distributed by
Universal-International for Embassy Pictures, laid a boxoffice egg at
the Embassy, Sydney, hitting a low tioned. :.as' possible for part of
Lander., in projected film-biog on
on two week's run.
Dr. Keith Barry, federal con- career of Scottish minstrel.
troller of programs for the noni
commercial Australian Broadcasting Commission, left by air to represent Australia at the meeting of
By Harvey D. Sanderson
radio experts convened in Paris for
Attendance at 35m motion

Hollywood for a few days. Vet
manager west for debut of his Les
Conipagnons de la Chanson at,
Ciro's there tomorrow (Thurs.).
Fischer got back on the DeGrasse'

:

list.

,

,

Larry

•

Jack Parr emceed Herald- American benefit preem' of "Station
West" at Palace Oct. 19.
Willie Shore plans to present a
vaude show at a Loop theatre in
January as his homecoming to Chi.
Harold Russell, of "Best Years,"
and composers Hy Zaret and Lou

ing with Ole Olsen (& Johnson) in

week with

cert;

Irvine

:

Logan Family

Hospital.

actress, for David. O. Selznick.
Clifford C. Fischer house-guest-

last

on sick

:

Aussie-produced
German Another
Dawn,"

Neft',

Glasgow

By Gordon

George Formby playing
gow Empire Nov, 8. :
Comic Tommy Morgan;
:'

'

.

with

the object of Improving programs*

:

Rehearsals for

Capitol stage sliows,

Linda Darnell here to spread
cheer at Walter Reed Army Hoswho was in a re- pital,, : ,
Playhouse, engaged for
Jody Miller, "Miss Washington"
ensemble of Mike Todd's "As the for 1948, currently chirping at Old
from state-controlled stations.
New Orleans.
off to Girls Go."
Patsy Brannigan into Nixon thePaul Green inked to write and
Malta for holiday, plans trip to
symphonic drama: for
U. S. with Mi's. Morggan next atre wardrobe department, where produce
her father, Bobby Brannigan, has town's sesquicentennial celebration
spring.
in 1950.
Martha Raye says farewell to been chief electrician for years.
Adele Rogers St. Johns visiting
Frances Starr, who calls D.C.
Scots audiences at Empire Oct, 23,
with the Homer Hargraves.
home, may return to' Broadway in
Roy Rogers and wife. Dale She made big hit here on first
new Vinton Freedley production,
Evans, entertaining vets at Hines appearance in June.
Minneapolis

named a

.

:

Symphony stint here.
Gene Ford, producer >of Loew's

tional

-

G.' Moskowitz sworn in as an honorary deputy police commissioner
pf Nv Y. City Friday (15) by Mayor
William O'Dwyer.
Burt Lancaster on tour of 10
cities to fanfare preems of Univer"Kiss the Blood Off My
sal's
Hands'' accompanied by producer
;HaroId Hecht and U's eastern publicity manager Al Horwits.
Bryan Foy, Eagle Lion producer,
In from the Coast to huddle EL
homeofiice execs, on quartet of
forthcoming pix.
These will be
"Port of New York," "These Were
My Orders," "Trapped" and "Bor-

•:

a former high

school

Martha Eggerth in concert here

The first German - produced
documentary film to be made in

Oct. 12,

A m er ic an film ''Ramrod"
postwar Germany has been given (Metro) banned by censor here.
its premiere in Colonge. Film is
Representatives
for
religious
"Sicbenhundert Jahre K o 1 n e r film producers in Scandinavia
Dom," ("700 Years of Cologne holding a confei-ence here.Cathedral").
Norwegian opera-singer WaldeThe Berlin Philharmonic Or- mar Johnson back from successful
^''^^
chestra, licensed by U. S. authorComic has been click in Melbourne, ities, is forbidden to play for So- tour in Sweden. Slated for concerts in Copenhagen and London
''Sitting Pretty" (20th) is in its vietrControUed Radio Berlin, or in this autumn.
14th stanza at Mayfair, Sydney, for the Soviet sector and. the; entire
"The Dictatw," stfitting Charles
ir^^*Hoyts.
Soviet zone, MiUtai-y Govcniinent, Chaplin, one of the most
success"
Doris Fritton, indie producer, Berlin Sector, reports
ful films here.
«»'««" weekTaF thC^^cS
brings in an Aussie play by SumntfpJIrtfi"Sn'«^pr^^rmonL?^
50 performances of Al- the Sentrum it was seen by 104,000
ner Locke-Elliott, "Rusty Bugles," attended
lied Shows at Bad Nauheiin during persons.
Oct. 21.

German

Georg Kulen-

60, died from infantile
paralysis at Schaffhausen.

Arthur Rank's full-length pic
of the Olympic Games, "The-Glory
J.

I

of Sport,"

a flop in Zurich.

Swiss-Austrian pic, "Nach dem
Sturm," ("After the Storm"), based
on story by Carl Zuckmayer, set
for world-precm here beginning
;

of November.

I

1

violinist

kampff,

,

French stage and pic actor
Michel Simon, Swiss by birth.
plaVed hTreTt Schau'spielhaurin
comedy by Marcel Rosset "Marque Def endu."'

'

..'.
.

.

.

ss
play to Dewey's start en his way
up the polltteal ladder as a |an|Ilaine Dianna Malttman to Don
busting district attorney, % Imis
event for his.future oinematio aleo'^ Randell; New Caanan. Conn., Oct.

MARRIAGES

TV Welds
CM(taa«« fMM Ml* 1
which will tttX tunultanefjs proFuramount.
lection ot th« light.
for •xamplo, haa betn JjHkbig to
mtereit light promotM* to ata^g
flahta itrictly for ita thaatraa.

flSura that a S.OOO aeat

They

hpuso can

eroM approximataly «10,00d. With
miccawava rclaya aendlog tha fight
over fha country,
considerably
be
ean
greater than that w^ilch can be
rossed in a stadium alone. Chain
,.as already Installed video projectioii equipment in Los Angeles and
Chicago houses, along with the
Paramount,' D[. Y.
Fights would be. staged with only
a tolcen audience 6f sportswriters,
and a handful of fans. If TC can
tell out in the stadium, It may do
CO, if only to provide proper atmosphere,' inasmuch as audiences are
deemed necessary in order to
project the necessary excitement
of such an event.
to ita houses all

reveima

m

in

Hollywood Oct;

17 following a heart attack. He was
best known for his play, "The
Miracle," which Max Reinhardt
and Morris Gest produced in the
U. S. He also engaged in screenwriting during his stay in Hollywood before the recent war. Vollmoeller had been in Hollywood for the last two weeks to
negotiate the sale of some of his
writings. His recently completed
novelized version of "The Miracle"
is scheduled for publication in a
few months.
:

DAVID A. O'MALLEY
David A. O'Malley, director of
advertising and publicity for CoPictures International
Corp., died October 16 in "New

lumbia

U

,

Kaye Leading

,

,

.

:

election.

gate.

Bros., the latter
oially to represent

;

chosenthe colored

spe-'

and

aift-

"Glorifying

the

American

Girl."
.

ists.

Surviving is her husband, EdIn all, 33 acts have been selected, ward
Laughton,
screen
actor,
Including many of the oldtimers who mother and two sisters.
have been touring the country, and'

Crosby Groans
;

Continued from P*{*

1 Bi

days you'll be confronted by products of the Crosby Research Foundation, the Crosby Enterprises and
Crosby in person. All that meets
the eye, however, is not of partictitle under TC auspices.
ular concern to the Groaner, ftnanIt's expected that TC
_ will change
or otherwise.- There are
„
cially
its corporate name to the National
sundry other Crosbys who handle
Sporting Club and Kletz will re- his businesses. For instance, the
lain presidency of the firm. Andy Crosby Research
Foundation is
Niederreiter will remain as pro- officered by Larry, prez; Bob, v.p
moter, and Lew Wasserman,
and H.L., Sr. Uhal's Bing's pop)
president; William S. Paley, CBS secretary-treasurer.
Bing is the
head, and Charnay will hold top company's
stockholder,
smallest
executive positions in the new having been cut in for $1,000 worth

many

favorites of British and continental vaudeville. Complete bill
includes Alexander Troupe, Julie
Andrews, 13-year-old soprano playing In "Starlight Roof," Arthur

Ray Robinson

will fight
Steve 3elIoise Dec. 2 at Jersey
City and Robinson may defend his

;

;

'<

1

setup.

New York from

GOP Show

Genoa.

-.Continued

Gallo was born in San
After attending San
Francisco University, she studied
piano and voice at the Frank Damrosch Conservatory in N. Y. She
was playing in musical stock companies in San Francisco when .<ihe
met Gallo. They were married
there in 1912.
She toured with the San Carlo
Opera Co., founded by her husband, and had leading roles.
In
1914 she was heard in such favor-

I

IGitana,
'

Girls

from page

1

$20,000 talent rebate on the show,
in addition to the $26,000 time
charges for the full hour.
;

.

I

'

I

—

to

Mrs.

Francisco.

On NBC, it means preempting
the Bell Telephone Hour, including
Henry Hall, Ted Heath's
a $12,000 talent rebate, and the
Band, Krista and Kristel. Luton
Mars Candy-sponsored "Dr. I.' Q,"
Choir, Stewart McPherson,
I
which has a $7,500 talent nut. Time
Melachrino's Strings, the Myrons,
charges on NBC total $27,500. Add'Talbot O'Farrell, Radio Revellers,
ing ABC and Mutual, it means an
of certificates.
Ted Ray, Derek Roy, Ella Shields,
outlay in excess of $150,000 for the
It's the Crosby Knterprtses that Randolph .Sutton, 24 Tiller Girls,
boys.
gets the personal touch, being that Nellie 'Wallace.' Warren, Latona and ites as "Faust," "La Boheme" and GOP
Big Repub splurge is in sharp
it is the parent corporation of his Sparks, and
Woolf Phillips' Sky- "Pagliacci."
Survived by husband.
contrast to the Democratic radio
diverse Interests, which include his roekets Orchestra.
windup: Latter, with a comparapicture-iiiaking interest In. Ampex
Royal Command Show is held in
EDYTHE CHAPMAN
tively modest campaign war chest,
Tape Recorder and radio package ald of the Variety Artists BenevoEdythe Chapman Neill, ^5. re- is only planning a 15-minute, fourfor Philoo, His Dacca recordings lent Fund, with a top admission of tired actress, died at her home in
network ride on Election Evfi,
are not la the corporate structure; S84.
Glendale, Cal Oct. 15.
although on CBS it will run a full
his brothers Everett and Larry are
Miss Chapman, widow of the
'Scott' for Royal Pic
web's repleading with: him to market his
James Neill, screen and stage actor, 30 minutes because of the
British Film Producers Assn. seown label. Among his personal •lected "Scott of the Antartic" for starred in many successes on fusal to bKak up a hajf-hour segBroadway and elsewhere. As far ment.
interests are .$20,000 worth of slock
the Royal Command Film Per- back as 1898 she appeared
in New
in the Pitt.^burgh Pirates, 215,000
formance Nov. 29. An Ealing Stu- York in "The Charity Ball."
acres of Nevada which gra/.es 4,000
dio production in Technicolor, picCouple went to Coast 40 years i
head of beef cattle, and a stock
'ture stars John Mills and was ago and began making films for
interest in Jock Whitney's Vacuum
directed by Michael Balcon.
Cecil B. De Mifle. They had leading
Pack 'frozen orange juice), for
Continued from page 1
Command fihn for last year was roles in "The Ten Commandments,"
which lie turns disk .lock. There's
Samuel Goldvyyn's "The Bishop's "King of Kings," "Manslaughter." already been applied for in both
al.so tlie little matter of three teleDesignation of a British "The Little American" and other England and the U. S., has a 10vision stations in his native, state Wife:"
-early-day hits, Neill died In 3931.
1948 represents the
price in
of Wasliinglon, but that's for the picture for
The last film in which Miss inch viewing tube. Retail
iBFP.A's usual policy in alternating Chapman appeared was "Double this country will.be $140 plus the
future.
Crosby's annual income has been between American and British Crossroads." Before this she had various import and local taxe.i.
Because of the cathode-ray tube
variouslv estimated from $1,500,- product for the performance every 'a leading role in "Navy Blues."
shortage here, Buchanan said, the
000 to $2,000,000, and what he can other year.
receivers will be made in EngNIELS F. MUNSON
Meanwhile, Robert Taylor and
keep for himself is a iiialter o(
Niels
Frederick Munson. 59, land, at least for the present, and.
speculation. Only Bing and his Myrna Loy are the first American
quiinI'ttorney-iulvisor, John O'Mclveny, stars to be named for (he Royal owner of the .Muiison Music,; Mart,. will lie .shipped here in .iob
.Sy.stem will iiKo provide
iilies.
Big influx ;;died in New York. Got. 14,
kiuns Hist how liie blue chips are Command Film Show.
Born in Copenhagen, Mun- Kngland with mucis-neetied dolhir
„
/ :':^>- v'-v;.:.- -y- of other Hollywood players is anV'
.siaeke:(i.
son played
the
violin
in
or- exchange.
Tlie Ci()'>by Research Founda- ticipated and an early announce^
chestras there and was employed
Buchanan sailed back to Engexpect-;
tion IS more or less of a glearing ment of their identities
by the William Hansen music store
Sponsors of fhe^show have in that city. He then went to Chi- land Saturday fl6) aboard ine
house for inventors and none is ed.
intuincd away without a hearing. been experiencing difTiculty in get- cago, where he played in quartets Queen MaiT and will return
Foundation is also interested in ting a good representation of Brit- and theatre orchestras and headed ihree or four weeks to sign the conuranium and other minoj-al de- ish artists in view of preferential the foreign department of (he Lyon tracts. Distribution of the sets will
Later, he begin almost immediately afterposits, vJiich it refel-,s to the Atomic treatment given Americans in pre- :& Healy music store
'held .executive posts in N. Y, with G. wards, he said.
i vious years.
Energy Commissi*!?.
,

1

MRS. FORTUNE GALLO

way

Lyton .W. .(Lew) .Burke, stage
manager, died in Fort, Worth, Oct.
He was one time stage manager for the Marx Bros, and had
been stage manager of the Worth
theatre since its opening in -1927.

11.

Mrs. Sofia Charlebois Gallo, 61,
wife of Fortune Gallo, grand opera
impresario, died Oct. 13, aboard
the Steamship. Saturnia, on the

Askey, Blackpool Tower Circus
ettes, Cheerful Charlie Chester and
his Gang, Crazy Gang, with Bud
Flanagan, Nervo and Knox, Naughtori and Gold, Flying Cromwells,
Billy Danvers, G. II. Elliott, Gertie

!

MCA

i

ShnrtI
« WIIUI

DfiWftV
a*
biffbj fi

1

ss5ii
|

1

But whichever way the
White House derby goes, the motiqn pict-ure industry, in producing
and distributing these documents
can credit itself with performing a
remarkably good job in the best
dt'inocratic tradition.
The two shorts .are even on all
tcohnicai counts of piecing together
llteir material into top quality protliictions.
From this point, however, "The Dewey Story" takes the
lead.
Produced by the March of
Time at the behest of the Republiwon't.

.

|

1

i

!

,

j

I

1

Jack Buchanan

'

';

,

i

i

1

1

'

-

!
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m

senibie clipj; nboui. the. President's
career.
Primarily, tlie Republican film
moie impact because it gives

,,:

'

-

!.<;

•

.

more intimate closeup of Dewey
.

\

I

ha*,

as a piihlic figure and as a person
alily.
11 gives, for instance, big

]

i

can National Committee, the Dewey
(llm has more dramatic and human
interest values than its celluloid
Democratic counterpart. A partial
loason for this lies in MOl's long
headstart in turning out the Dewey
sliort with the aid of special shots
and professional actors. Univer•sil's nt'wsrcci unit, which produced
"Tl\c Truman story" for the newsi'cei poo],
on the other haiid,
<.>nly about a week;
which to as-

«

:

'

About 10 fights are slated for the
Jersey City Armory, after which
TC can move its exhibitions anywhere.
Several big bouts will be staged
under TC auspices. TC holds a
contract with Marcel Cerdan for

•

<

novelist,- died

SAMUEL LIEBERT

difference

from page

Dr. Karl Vollmoeller, 69, tier|>laywrielit', screenwriter and

man

MEMORIAM

The deal appears as an all-round break for tC. Fight firm
has been forced to i6rego t'V on
.it$.'events because of difficulty in
getting fans out to Jersey Cit.vi
With, concentration on video au-

.

« son and 9

KARL VOLLMOELLEB

DR.

-

broadcast.

(,'ontimicd;

Inc.

leaves his wife,

Actor Unions

.

_^

He

daughter.

York.
A veteran of the mntion^ picture
industry, O'Malley started with the
C.B.C. Film'SaIe» Corp. and since
1934 had l>een associated with Columbia.
He was a member of
AMPA, serving as treasurer of the
Oiu:oi< >i orclf,
ance Was in "The Boy With organi^tion in 1942, and as viceMr. „ad Mrs, Sylvester Polft, Green Hair," i%cently produced at president in 1945.
Father's RKO.
Ifin, Pittsburgh. Oct, 9,
Survived by wife and a brother.
Brace Carlton band,
Contlnutd from pai« 1.
md Mrs. Ndtinan H. Pader,
MARY EATON
JIMMY GREEN
eola, L, 1„ 9$t. ll. Father
Mary Eaton, 46, former stage
Jimmy Green, 47, disk jockey
will have equal represe
ibliS Pietures' expioitar and screen actress, died Oct. 10 al and band leader, died at his home
the central ^overnini
•tan,
her home in Hollywood After a in Oak Park, III., Oct. 18.
gardless of qumerloal mel
una Mni, Jet Fore, daughter, heart attack.
She
in
had
been
formerly
He
directed orchestras
Chorus Equity and AQMA Wl
wood, Oct. II. rather is a retirement for several years.
in Chicago ballroom's and aired disk
have f qua! representa^OJl, v
at tOft-Fo},
Starting as a child in a singing jockey shows over Chicaf^o stations.
than Equity and A(
r, dnd ^rf. Morris Sfron son;
Survived by wife ana two chiland AGMA treasuries are tO Be New Vork, <J>ct. 15. I'ather is comdren.
th«* legit play
iny manager tor thj»
put Into the common treasury, b»t
IN
jjiimer and Smoke."
the Equity and OhoruS Iwlty
AUGUST BRUHN
In Lovl«9 MeMory ef Oar Irother
Mr, and Mrs. Andre de Toth,
reserve fund sara not to be InAugust "Augie" Bruhn, 61, mancluded. The latter two unions will daughter, Hollywood, October 16.
ager of Hollywood office and for
contribute to the common treasury, Father is Aim director;- mother is
the past 28 years with McCannCOMEDIAN
Lake,
actress.
veronica
screen
Erickson on- the Coast, died Oct.
which will thereafter receive all
ni«il 0«t. 24, 1»4S
13 in Pasadena following a heart
dues and revenue.
AT REST
attack.
Although neither Screen Actors
He leaves wife, two daughters
Guild nor the American Ouild of
and dancing act, Miss Eaton was and a son.
yg^j^t Artists Is now included in
featured
in
three
editions
of
merger, the setup provides for
Contlnncd. from pSK* i
"Ziegfeld Follies" and later was
Mrs. Ziril Schlaifer, 76, mother
their admittance on virtualV the
featured
with
Eddie
Cantor
in
the
Buster
Shaver
with
Olive.
are
same terms i» the original member George and Richard, but they'll be musical, "Kid Boots." She played of ZOth-Fox ad-publicity chief
Charles Schlaifer, died at her
iihiohs if and when they decide
Oscar Shaw in "Five home in Omaha Oct. 19 after sufSAO staying on for the pantomime sea- opposite
to joint the organisation.
son. Other li. S. acts selected by O'clock Girl" and starred; in sev- fering a heart attack. She was the
recCntlj? voted to remaitv outside
eral Charles Dillingham produc- widow of A. Schlaifer, >who died
King
are
George
and
Bert
the
the merged setup, but KQiyA wis
Four other sonsBernard, Jayne and Adam Di Ga- tions on Broadway and in London. "last Aug. 10.
left out pendiri^^^^
As a screen player she appeared Israel, Leo, Nathan and, Morris—
tano, the Colstons and Nicholas
affairs iii its approaching national
in two productidns, "Gocoanuts" also survive.
being

Kletz and the showbusiness trio

t\\o fights.

Schirmer, Inc; Carl Fischer, Inc.;
the Edward B. Marks Music Corp.,

and Salabert,
,

Mm m

-

Charley Fusari-Tippy Larkin fight
to be held .at the Jersey City
Ai-mory, tomorrow (Thurs.) could
be televised. With Ballantine spongoring, CBS will air the show
Which wilt mark the iirat time that
TC has permitted its fights to be

little

HINDS

.

.

hurrying to complete the
deal yesterday (Tues.) so that the

.

S.

.

BIRTHS

were

makes

Las Vegas, Oct

SAMUEL

Samuel S. Hinds, screen actor,
lawyer and one of the founders, of
the Pasadena Community Playhouse, died Oct. 13 in Pasadena
A graduate
after a short illness.
of the Harvard Law School, Hines
was a practising attorney for years
in New York and Pasadena before
turning to film acting in a profesWhile playing in
sional way.
"Lightnin* " with the Community
Playhouse group he attracted the
attention of Hollywood scouts and

.

'

It

:

:

The iirst major obstacle in the
consummation of the merger was
overcome. TC holds a radio contract with Ballantine Ale for exfights.
clusive broadcast 'of the
:^allaritine's, in turn, has a contract with Mutual. Situation has
Mutual's
-whereby
been resolved
arrangement on the iftdio deal will
be honored, but GBS will get the
get first
vldeocasts. Ballantine
crack at sponsoring the fight tele-

diences,

at Warners.
fauleen Anton to Austin Interrante, Baltimore, Oct. 15.
He
owns and operates Rowland theatre, Phllipsburg, Pa.
Joan Bigony to Leo Carlin,
Pittsburgh, Oct. 7. He's asst. treasurer of Nixon theatre, Pitt;
Nancy Daviss to Myron Dutton,

13.
He's a radio
producer.
Anne Lorentz to Henry L. (Hank)
Miller, New York, Oct. 14.
Bride
it a writer with the State Dept.'s
"Voice of America" and is the sis- from that time on he appeared in
ter of documentary film producer a lengthy list of films, meanwhile
Pare Lorentz; he's with the spe- Tetaining his interest in the Pasa?
Despite all its entertainment cial events unit of the State Dept.'s dena project.
Established as an outstanding
shortcomings, "The '^uman Story" tnternational Broadcasting Divicharacter actor in "The Crime of
has the merit of directly tackU^g sion.
Helen Doi-fman' to Leo Pillot, the Century" in 1933, Hinds apmore, publio ipsues than-: ''The
Dewey Story." Whereas the Dewey Oct. 10, N. Y. He's personal mgr. peared in "Gabriel Over the
White House," "The Nuisance,"
film is ':almost exclusively a per- of comedian Sid Caesar.
"Little Women," "Lady for a Day,"
sonality portrait, the Truman film
"The Deluge," "Men in White,"
gives big play to the questions of
"No Greater Glory," "The Ninth
international n o 1.1 1 i c s. housing,
Guest," "The Black Legion," "Sisprice control, labor legislation and
Mr. and Mrs, Ellis Ford, daugh- ters Under the Skin," "The Haven,"
i'ather is "Mills of the Gods," "The Road
civil liberties. In these jilms, Tru> ter, recently, Houston,
man more or less stands 09 ais tbdhager of the Delman theatre Back," "Test Pilot," "Destry Rides
thtre.
record, while Dewev Stanqf oft
Again," "One Hour to Live," "The
|Ip, and Mrs. Norman Schwartz, Spoilers," "Blossoms in the Dust,"
»rlority. fiaOKgfOuM
fi|
photogenio superiority.
loq, fall Ant6hi9, iept. 2$. Father "The Grand Central Murder," "The.
commentaries of tire
tt
rdhittThB, although U manager 61 the Aztee theatre in Shepherd of the Hills," and others.
crisp and hardhitti
that city.
For years he was under contract
sly avoid na<hlhg
both scrupulously
Mr. and Mrs. John_ Coyle, son, at Universal but played on all the
the opposition camp
Pltts^
ni, Oct. 10.
Father's with major film lots. His last appear-

Hookup

u
.lu
« v.i
i
J
i
where
the
fight is staged so long
as its in range of the N.Y. horizon. Their efforts to
crash the
major N. Y. market have been
stymied by lack of an adequate
showpiece in the city. Madison
Square '.Garden and the major ballparlts are tied up by other pro*
iiioters. They've previously refused
to televise the bouts because of
fear that it would cut in on the

man

A

'

casts,

OBITUARIES

U. Bride Is legit actress; he's a
film actor.
Irene Pedersen to Al Greene,
Les Vegas, Oct. 16. He's a Camera-

tioncering; Dewey, moreover, has
the poise of a professional thesper
in the surefire family lequences
where he lets his hair down with
his wife and boys. The shots of
Truman, by contrast, are cold and
remote except for one touching
shot of the President warmly embracing a paralytic child. The Truman platform manner, before his
recent loosening up, doesn't pro^
vide
u.ch dramatic spectacle
either.
solid bet for the Democrats was lost in the film's failure
to tie in more closely Truman's
history with that of Franklin D.
Roosevelt. JMaybe, however, there
weren't enough library ihots showr
ing the two together.

•
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LEGirS BOXOFFICE COMEBACK
Harold

Uoyd Boob Hb Old Pix

11,250,000

On Interstate to Biuld TV Valoes
Hollywood, Oct. 26. ••
Harold Lrloyd has set a deal with
BuiIMn
Bob O'Bonnell of Interstate Circuit
for the playing of a number of
Detroit, Oct, 26.
his old Alms. Lloyd's purpose in
First known instance of televisetting the circuit dates is not so sion sets becoming standard equipmuch to plean up on the pix via ment in newly-constructed homes,
theatre rentals as to rekindle the along with refrigerators, gas ranges
Lloyd name and increase the: value and cabinet sinkSj cropped up here
of the pix for television. Films will last week.
be re-released with ; soundtrack
Albert Building Co., constructing
score and sound effects.
moderately-priced new homes in
Lloyd has received numerous suburban Gale Park, announced
lids for the oldies fron) agencies
that each of the houses would be
J
or tele advertisers. Some of the equipped with tele sets.
They
deals have been attractive.
would be a lot more attractive to

TV Now

Lloyd, it's reported, witlr the exploitation value of theatrical bookbehind them. For that reason,
the rental terms he's offering the
Texas theatre chain are low.
Film companies can be. expect*ed to follow Lloyd's lead it' his
deal goes through. Setup opens a
much vaster source of revenue
.1;han that originally predicted for
reissues'on tele, especially;' for. the
majors. Film companies can hypo
,tele interest in their own product
via screenings in their own thea-

FCC

•Ings

Among the old Lloyd pix being
'mulled for reissue are "Grandma's
Boy," "Safety Last," "Girl Shy,"

down;

,.

WIAN-LUCIA CHASE
MULL BALLET LEGIT
December

Broad,way in

mean
I

(

I

,

,

co-director of

is

Ballet

that ''Music" or the other,
telephonic giveaways aif ected by
the ban will go off the air. CBS,
for example, will revamp the format of its 60-minute "Sing It
Again" to eliminate the verboten
phonlngi but seek to retain the

of three

ballets, to be done oh a regular
legit run basis as "Ballet Ballads"
was done last season. Miss Chase

Theatre,

which suspended operations this
fall, and Wiman is on the board
of Ballet Theatre Foundation "and
has lielped to finance Ballet Thea-

(Continued on page 55)

I

Oscar Straus

i

Vienna, Oct, 19
Oscar Str&us plans to appear in
a Viennese film about the waltz,
Now a U.S. citizen, he's living at
Bad Ischl He returned to Austria
recently after 10 years' absence.
He has conducting as.sjgnments in
Zurich and London and will return to Austria for several Vienna
concerts in November.

Kaye's London 1-Niter

Ducats $400 at Specs

Robert Stolz, another native
Austrian composer back from the

26.

Billing of

I

I

London until Danny Kaye
opened his record breaking sixPalladium
staifd
at
the
earlier in the year, and ended immediately after his departure. It
\va.s virtually
non-existent so far
as all the other visiting American
acts were concerned.
week

the
season's- poor
the eight current sell-

with results: that, stirred up
considerable web entliusiasm at aprivate demonstration in New York
last Friday (22.)
Now that the Federal Communications Commission has taken a
six month "hiatus" on tele applications while it explores the whole
problem of spectrum allocutions,
it's expected that the, whole que,stion of eolor television will bo fully
gone over in approaching weeks.
At the bidding of the FCC membership, CBS' rainbow video aspirants last week put on a color
demonstration for those mpmbers
who either had never seen color
projected or were seeing it for the
(Continued on page 27^
set,

Unprecedented
Election Stint

I

Plymouth; "Summ^ and Smoke,"
Election Night vote results covMusic Box, and "Where's CharThe two hold- erage by radio and television next
ley?" St, James,
overs are "Mister Roberts," Alvin, Tuesday (2) will see the greatest

I

r

I

1

concentration of 'these dual mediiums on: one subject since the end
Every other topic or
In addition, four other Broadway of the war.
shows are doing almcst sellout program will be swept from the
business.
Tliey are "Annie Get ether in an all-out focus on the Big
Your Gun," still topping $40,000 a Story, with the networks arraying

'

Desire,"

I

•

every.' facility

and news name at
in pitched compe-

Smith

&

Hottest' bidding

Dale's 50th Anni

At next Saturday's

(30)

for

dialers

is

'SHOES'

promised in TV. ABC expects to
grab the limelight by giving tele-

"Sfeidel

viewers their first look at Walter
(Continued on page 35)
York, Joe Smith, and Charles Dale
are being honored on their 50th atir
niversary on the stage. A specially
written revue; "A Cavalcade of the
Rise Stevens' Legit
will
be emceed by
Theatre,"
Mickey Alpert and Eddie Webber.
Be Musical Toxes'
Participants will be William GaxRise Stevens, Metropolitan Opton, Joe E. Brown, Walter Greaza,
Guy Kibbee, Milo Boulton, Harold era mezzo-soprano, has been apG, ' Hoffman, James Montgomery proached to play the lead -role of
Flagg; Happy, Felton, Joe Laurie, Regina in the musical version of
Harry. Hershfield, Senator "The Little Foxes," which Marc
Jr.;
Blitzstein; composed, and w h i c h
Ford and Peter Donald.
Smith & Dale's show biz partner- Cheryl Crawford will produce on
ship started when both were 15 Broadway. Role would mark singon the lower East Side of N. Yi er's Broadway legit bow, although
Their Avon Comedy Four she's played in several films, such;
City.
V
(Continued on page 55)
routines are vaudeville classics.
night'' at the

Lambs Club

in

For the

.

gram

a variety revue for

Bow

I

j

;

first time a video prowill delay the curtain of a
when Phil Silvers starts

Jcgit show,

on

NBC, Nov,

24.

Arrow

video.
^

Deal was completed thi,s week,
between Young & Rubicam, Music
:

Corp, of America, which is packaging the layout, and Joseph Kip-

producer of "Slioes," who
agreed to the delayed curtain.
Silvers' surrounding TV ca.st has
not been picked. Show will go in
ness,

tlie

8 30-9

Wednesday

s,lot

The Hour
Of

Charm

The Perfect Preigrdm^vfo^

TELEVISION
As Beautiful to.Se* as fe H'Oi*
^^'^'^{M;

for-

way theatre

FOR

ITELEVISION

shirts

Curtain

"High Button Shoes" at the Broadwill be delayed a halfhour while Silvers cavorts on

May

I

WAITS WHILE

PHIL SILVERS TV'S

New

'

Coast.

•

tition for audiences.

is

I

;

commands

their

"Anni."

'

;

,

I

which he did the music nearing
completion. Called "Kleinc Melovon Wien" ("Little Melody from
Vienna"), starring Elfie Maycrwill
be preemed in
it
hofer,
Vienna, Oct,, 29. The other pix he
did music for were "Rendezvous
and
Salzkaramergut"
the
in

Elfie Mayei'hofer, by the way,
currently starring in the operetta
"Queen of the Waltz" at the Burg
theatre. She was given the nod by
Hollywood agents while singing in
the recent Salzburg Festival, but
lis undecided about going to the

.V

Radio-TV Preps

Broadway are new producThey are "Edward, My

.Through the simple expedient

of installing an inexpensive adapter (roughly estimated at about $25
color television ean now be projected on a standard table model

$1,250,000.

I

,

lete.

:

dic
1

1

ago, is again in the forefront, but
this time the network is playing
it safe. Columbia, in effect, is now;
prepared to offer color video without rendering present sets obso-

;

U. S., is seeing the third film for

)

m

Appear

In Viennese Waltz Pic

(Continued on page 54)

,

to

..

:..

are eight sellout productions on the U. S. next season (1949-50)
She'll also do
Broadway, with last week's total a lecture tour.
gross of $602,300 the, best since coaching on her operatic roles in
Moreover, the total N. Y.
last winter.
.living in AberRetired
singer
is
grosses for the road-; have been
running ahead of Broadway for deen with her Se-year-old mother.
more than a month, the first time
Last
this has happened in years.
week's road grosses totaled $621,100 for 31 shows. Total gross for
the entire country was almost

Named

.

for preeminence in television, is
again shooting for the TV rainbow,!';.

-

Three ballets to be done would

Danny Kaye' for hi?
one-night stand at the Royal Command Variety Performance at the
Palladium next Monday il has led
to the biggest black market evov
in theatre scats,
Orcheslra scats,
sold originally to aid charity at the
inflated prices of $40 and !f.80, are
now being oITercd. and bought, at
the record price of $400.
Ticket speculation was unknown

.

I

tre productions.

London, Oct,

Broadway

,

(Continued on page 49)

.

This would, of course, apply only
"The Freshman," "For Heaven's
to the telephonic versions, with
Sake" and "Welcome Danger."
ABC's "Stop the Music," a $2,000,OOO-a-year revenue producer for
tlie web, the chief target.
However, it doesn't necessarily

Dwight Deere Wiman and Lucia
Chase are mulling a production on

boxoffice

and" "Streetcar
Washington, Oct. 26.
Federal Communications Barrymore.

The

The Columbia Broadcasting System in a new and' determined bid

Mary Garden, ex-opera diva now
Color television, on which CBS
living in Scotland, will come to
took a $5,000,000 beating two years
for

Son," at the Martin Beck; "Life
with
Mother,"
Empire;
"Love
Life," 46th Street; "Private Lives,"

Commission is all set to spring its
decision on giveaways and has
tipped its mitt in off-the-cuil remarks that it's going to slap them

tres.

With Color Tele

Mary Garden's Lectures

staging a
comeback/ on: both
There
and the road.
theatre is

legit

start, six ot

On Giveaways

it!',

t.

The

outs on

For Slapdown

•

Is

By KOBE MORRISON

tions.

.

Uns

ieUHis^

HEFTY PROFITS

Reversing

Is All Set

CBS'

lEK,

Phil Spitaluy
Pkon* CO 5-1393

W«4lnes«lay, October 27»

UltrafaxHaiy as 7th Wonder Of

This Week's Footbdll
MARTY GUCKMAN

ITj

Conunmucations WorU in D.C 'Sbeak'

'

the future and foresaw the possiof transmitting full length
motion pictures simultaneously
from the studio to thousands of
theatre screens, rendering obsolescent the present system of film
distribution.
With the aid of microwave radio
relays, said Gen. Sarnoff, Ultrafax
and television could carry the pictures directly from Hollywood to
the screens of distant cities. But
this is but one of the developments

1.

Bemie

'

All-time

Ultrafax Distrib

IcinK

run

i

In

KEN MURRAY'S
1948"

Dartmouth
7
Dartmot)ith may be the Ivy League champion.
Harvard
13
Holy Cross-Harvard
Holy Cross, after a good start, is fading. Harvard continues to
.

Capitan Theatre, Hollyvirood, C«l,
And iiDW in vorld-wlde release

El'

HeM Theoretical

,

.

build.

The Navy keeps getting

Ken Murray'*
Ac«demy Award Film

2ft

better, but the opposition

becomes

.

tougher tpo.

But Not Practical

the television receiver without inprogram, being
the
terrupting
viewed.

Dame

Notre

Notre Dame-Navy

AND COO"

"BILL

6

besieged with injuries.

Dartmottth-Yale

"BLACKOUTS OF

the

for

record

Brown

>

still

Penn State
State-Coleate
SQ
The Nittany Lion should go undefeated from here on,
Cornell
Cornell-Columbia
6
Columbia is being worn. down. Cornell forward wall too big,

Penn

I

the legitimate theatre.

|

:

newspapers

f

Boston U.
13
was hurt against North*

western.

Rutgers

Week

3,404 Perfortnahce*

home, delivered by attachments to

)

.

Custis, Syracuse's best back,

Brown-Rutgen

330th

.

others:

Radio

V

Syracuse-Boston

dream.

new high-speed communication
system makes possible. He listed

Among

.

Which only goes to show,
says Violinsky, that you should
never change horiSes in mid-

the

^POIN'T^

Princeton
'.

"Dreamboat" won.

bility

.

The Tiger Anally sho^^ed its power against Columbia.
Clemson
Clemson-Boston CoUece (FrI. nlte>
Clemson has met and beaten tougher opponents.

a

,

•

VJ

SELECTION

*GAMES
Vlrfinia-lPrinceton

Violinsky had a dream about
horse called "Dreamboat;"
The next morning he ran into
a tout Who gave him a tip on
a horse called "Nightmare."

first public demonstration
of Ultrafax, Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff
RCA president and board
chairman, last week peeked into

N.

COLLEGE

Solly Violinsky Sez

Washington, Oct. 26.

At 'elaborate ceremonies attend-

WMGM,

ffporr* Direcfor

'

By JACK LEVY

ing the

1948

SOUTH

May Ground

Georgia
Georgia-AlabamA
13
An ofl! year for Alabama.
Arkansas-Texas A&M
Arkansas
7
His Flight to London;
Speaking of off years, how about the Aggies?
Vanderbllt-Auburn (Fri. nite)
Vanderbllt
13
Kaye's Arduous Sked
Commodores showed their power against a good Yale team.
Baylor-TCU (Sat. nIte)
Baylor
Hollywood, Oct. 26.
1
company sales managers: ConsenToughest pick in the south.
The condition of Jerry Wald's
-sus was that the system' would be a mild flu. will determine whether Georgia Tech-Duke
Tech
JO
boon to the film industry if it could the Warner Bros, producer: flies out
The Wrambling Wreck is great.
«cean.
be worked out-^but. that It isn't this weekend from here to join:. Cincinnati-Kentucky
T.
Kentuclur
13
worldwide military com- likely to be worked out.
4. A
Cincinnati steps out of Its class.
Danny Kaye in London for the
munications system which would
RCA prexy David R. Sarnoff re- Command Performance next Mon- Mississippi-La. State (Sat. nite)
LSV
7
(Continued on jjage 35)
vealed the wonders of Ultrafax in day (1). The comedian is due in
Bengals on the way up.
a; special
demonstration before New York Thursday (27) and clip- Mississippi State^Tulane
State
7:
Government communications big- pers over the next day. Publicist
State's McWilliams & Co. talking to each other again.
gies last week in Washington, <See Ed Dukoff is already there in ad- No. Carolina-Tennessee
No. Carolina
19
Orson Welles, Joe Cotten
story herewith.) He predicted the vance of Kaye. Wald and his wife,.
This may be an unbeaten N. C, year.
system could provide a new method Connie, were to have followed the Texas Tech-Rice
Rice
20
Cast For British Picture of film distribution which would next .day, but the. medico says he
Tech takes on all the southwest powerhouses. They usually
(Continued on page 55)
get beaten, too,
tomorrow
can't
decide
before
Being Filmed in Vienna
SMU
1
Texas-SMU
(Wed.).
Doak Walker and gang are too good for the Longhorns.
Vienna, Oct. 19.
Jack Warner okayed Kaye's deTwo new British pix are now J. C. STEIN
parture in midrproduction of "Hapis
superr
being shot in Vienna. Carol Reed
Times,"
which
Wald
py
MIDWEST
vising, as he must return to record
Is here doing scenes for "The Thud
4 MOS.
20
lUlnois-Miotaigan
Michigan
^ovU and Jules C. Stein return three m o r e numbers, embracing
The Wolverines beat their two toughest opponents the last two
another two weeks' shooting schedifam'' c're^'ene's 'stS'"°Cast' w'm
I" ^^^'^'^^y Hills tomorrow (Thurs.)
Saturdays.
brios^Dh Gotten Orson WeUes after
ule.
13
Indiana-Minnesota
Minnesota
four months away from home.
r°y
Vf,t*!i,r iir,,i
Alida ValM, and the Austfian, Paul They've been in Europe since
Kaye's inlensive schedule of 12,The Gophers are second best in the Big Nine.
Hoerbiger. The story is abouf Aus- early summer.
000 air miles, from here to Lon- Wisconsin-Iowa
13
*. Iowa
tria under four-power occupation.
As in former years, the Music don in six days, is an extraordinAfter Notre Dame, Wisconsin will seem like a taffypuU.
Seed is also negotiating with other Corp. of America head man picked ary test of personal stamina. Villanova-Detroit (Fri. nite)
20
Detroit
name Austrian players to appear in up antique and period furniture Especially in view of the comedian's
Detroit is one of the nation's best.
It.
for his offices while on this Euro- arduous schedule of late, what with. Oklahoma-Iowa State
26
Oklahoma
The other British pic being
„f furniture
^
Sooners' Coach Bud Wilkinson is a comer.
(Continued on page 18)
^^^^
* ??'"^„''^^t \, ^
over for the two new
Oklahoma A&M-Kan.sas ....
... .Kansas
« » epi- is coming
p^
The film is'in five
Cities.'^
wings being added to the MCA ofKansas heading for a Big Seven showdown with Missouri
Bodes, laid in Vienna, Paris, Rome, fices in Bevhills and also in antici^
27
Missouri-Kansas State
.Missouri
Kazan, Zanuck Huddle
Berlin and London. Geza von Czif- pation of the added space at the
Don Faurot's Tigers are among the best.
fra is doing the directing of the new MCA Bldg. at 57th and Mad^
13
Elia
Kazan
planed Monday MarquettcPurdue
Purdue
about an ison, N. Y., when the agency moves
It's
Vienna episode.
night (25) to the Coast for producIt's almost unbelievable, the Boilermakers' string of losses
American reporter seeing his miss- in next May. Right now MCA is in tion huddles with Darryl F.
after their one-point opening day defeat by Notre Dame.
tag brother in the five capitals. the Squibb Bldg., N. Y.
1
Zanuck, at 20th-Fox. Next week UCLA-Nebraska
UCLA
BOnar CoUeano, an American who
he goes to Mexico City to look
Both teams suffering poor seasons, but the Comluiskers are
has acted in British films lately, is
i^.
v„^., H/In.l.n.^«
over the site of a possible picture
way off.
playing the lead. Story is by Rich- Kattlgan Y CHS MarlcnC
and flies back to New York about Ohio State-North western
..... Northwestern
•
ard Levyellyn. A number of Vien.j
Strictly a tossup.
For Pic OH Silent Films 10 days later.
nese actors are also appearing,, mKazan's next actual directing asWith the film version of his
eluding Maria Eis.
"Winslow Boy" now in release in signment is the new Arthur Miller
FAR
WEST
Britain, playright Terence Ratti- play, "Death -of; a
Salesman,"
California
13
gan revealed in New ^York 1 a s t which Kermit Bloomgarden and California-use
The Golden Bears continue to roll to the Rose Bowl.
week prior to sallinf? on the Queen [Walter Fried will put into reBOLES BIGGEST HIT
Idaho-Washington State
20
State
Elizabeth that he's preparing a pic- hearsal Dec. 26.
Kazan's only
Washington
State
in
breeze.
a
|tui'e called "World Premiere" in other commitment is a 20th-Fox
IN PALLADIUM
14
Oregon
which Marlene Dietrich may star. picture with a story about sponge St. Mary's-Oregon
The Galloping Gaels gallop no longer.
London, Oct. 26.
Film has a silent screen back- fisherman, to be shot in Florida,
13
.Michigan State >
John Boles, making his West
(Continued on page 54)
from a script by Richard Murphy. Michigan StatCTOregon State
The Spartans have a great record.
End debut alter his two months'
Washington-Stanford
provincial tour, scored the biggest
Washington
T
Individual hit in the new PalCoach Howie Odeil is havmg a rugged freshman year, but this
is one he wins.
ladium revue, "Sky High," which
eight-week
season They'll
an
opened
Thursday i21). Starrers are the
Prediction that thousands of theatres throughout the country will
some day receive their film programs simultaneously via RCA's
newly - developed Ultrafacsimile
and television elicited a skeptical
reaction this week from major

Wald's Flu

:

A

radio-mail system utilizing
the vast pickup and delivery services of the Postoffice Dept.
3. The exchange of international
television programs by means of an
overseas airborne radio relay system composed of 12 to 14 communication planes flying over the
2.
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Talk for a Long Time About

PROFESSIONAL

Charlie Chester gang, radio favorwho were an outstanding; success at Blackpool during the sumites;

Dream

Coast Friars

mer.

KAPLAN

By MIKE
Boles had the fans clamoring for
favorites in what has now become
Hollywood, Oct. 26.
the theatre's traditional; manner,
The two-a-day came back to
and got a rave reception for his fleeting life over the weekend for
rendering of "Song of the Dawn." a pair of one-night stands that gave
The Colstons were also an instanta- the West Coast-*and possibly the
neous succes.<;, giving what was entire country—the greatest live
presumably a preview of Iheir talent show in history. In succesRoyal Command show a week sive dates at the Opera House in
'>hence.
San Francisco and the PhilharLavishly staged and magnifi- monic Auditorium here, the Friars
cently dressed, "Sky High", is a ot California unfolded the first
certain success for its limited run.
I

'

1

I

1

NATIONAL LEAGUE

Z-Nite Stand

who opened? Not

N. Y. GiantsrChicago Bears
.Bears
The Giants heat the Bears in an exhibition game, but wateji
out, New York.
Boston Yanks-Washington
14
Washington
The Redskins and Sammy Baugh are clicking.
Chicago Cardinals-Los Angeles
Cardinals
The Cardinals have too much power and speed.
Green Bay Packers-Detroit ....
'
Packers
The Packers are sloughing off, Detroit could upset them,
Philadelphia Eagles-Pittsburgh
21
.Eagles
The Eagles have much too much scoring punch lor the Steele» ».

the talent— and

certainly not the SRO audiences at
each house to whom each act was
a show-stopper to be begged, entreated and cajoled into staying on
and on— and on. If the audience
-

'

formers

lay

exhausted on stage.

'

,

I

!

West Coast Frolic. To show biz
veterans it was a nostalgic return

to the Golden Age of Vaudeville;
Lehar's Nazi Taint Still
To the younger generation, it was
Unresolved at His Death a glimpse of a Show Business that

Franz Lehar, who died in Bad
Ischl, Austria, Sunday (24), passed
away under an as yet unresolved
cloud. He lived the latter part of
his life in seclusion and died embittered by accusations that he had
with the Nazis.
collaborated
Friends said that the charges,
which the Swiss neWspapers played
Friends
up; broke his heart.
pointed out that he bad a Jewi.sh
Wife, and that because of her he
,

(Continued on page 54)

may never come again— a peek

at

vaudeville as it was when the Palf
ace was a mecca and not a picture
"house.

,

Old blood mingled with new to
this show.
Performers to
whom the dressings rooms of the
Palace and of the houses of the old
Columbia wheel were home in the
halcyon days, shared billing with
talent developed on the silver
screen that had smothered vaudeville and burlesque.
Who. c^red
stage

.

'

H

..

had its vay, neither performance
would have ended until the per-

It fell to Friar Abbott George
Jessel to keep the show moving by
summarily halting each succeeding
ALL-AMERICA CONfJeRENCE
smash to permit more talent to go Los Angeles Dons-Brooklyn
Brooklyn
on.
To do it, Jessel borrowed a
The Dodgers getting better. They'll end the season as the
leaf from the book of the new show
best team in the east.
biz, radio, signalling the audience Baltimore Colts-Buffalo Bills
Buffalo
when to halt its demands for more,
Colts are losing steam after a strong start,
The Frolic w^as a show that de- Chicago Rockets-New York Yankees
14
Yankees
fled reviewing.
The arguments as
The Yankees have started to build for next season.
to who topped whom will go on until the hext Frolic is staged—.-and
perhaps even after that.
SEASON'S RECORD

Although the acts that were
vaude .standards for years domremained

Won,

166; Lost, 54; Ties, 5; Pet., .755.
(Ties don't count.)

inated the show. It
for
the New, Look in show business to f College games are played Saturday
unless otherwise stated; pros pla.i'
provide the complete show .stopSunday unless otherwise stated.
per the smash climax to the first
I Point margin represents selector's choice, not the official gambling
(Continued on page 55)
'
odds.

—

I

I

1
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Creating Buyers' Mart for British

REPRISAL

That muclj-eliscussed "fourth cir-f
in England is springing up

J. L. Warner's Surgery
of
but its
Hollywood, Oct. 26.
the British
Jack L Warner is resting comcreation is bringing up unforeseen
fortably after an operation for gallproblems and disadvantages, ac- stones at Cedars of
Lebanon hoscording to United Artists' exec pital. Dr. Maurice Kahn, who perits

own

ON

'BAN'

SeHmg-Away by Yanks

cuit"

of

accord in

45%

tlie

wake

quota,

fomied the operation, said the
veepee Arthur W. Kelly.
studio chief would be able to reJust returned from a seven-week
turn to wOrk'next Monday.
tour tluough England and th6
By coincidence, directly under
Continent, Kelly revealed that the
Warner
in the same hospital is
number of Yank distribs selling Alex Gottlieb,
who left
after
away from the three major British a row. Ex-associate
producer at
circuits has glutted the market
Burbank
underwent minor surgery.
with surplus products, creating a
buyers' market among the indies.
As' a result, rentals on top-budgeted pictures have taken a tumble
and, because of the number of
American pix the indies can lay
their hands on, it's practically impossible for the Yanks to get extended playing time. In addition,
J.
Arthur
pointed
out,
Kelly
Bank's Odeon and GaumontTBritish chains control most of thei
"London houses, from which the:
majority of British revenue ac^
crues. Keceipts will naturally fall
Despite specific denials by sales
off if bookings are confined to the toppers from both companies, trade
indies in the provinces.
reports persisted this week that

WB

.

Reports Persist

M-GWillDistrib

•

Selznick s Films

|

|

m

Polled by 20th as B.O. Gauge
Hollywood, Oct. 26.

,

Dewey

mixed bills several months back.
Whether it is the official policy

:

of

excepting
Universal,
United .\rtists and Eagle Lion, who
do not follow the Johnston rule
(Continued on page 18)

Washington, Oct.

harmful or "downright boxoffice

26.

poLson."

I

I

word

FOR 25TH ANNIVERSARY
Hollywood, Oct. 26.
Metro is cooking up a big ball.v>
hoo campaign to celebrate its 25th

;

I

I

1

Word passed by the Republican
aspirant is believed to end the
likelihood of a deal in the film
case unless it can be rushed before
the deadline since the D of; J is
now on notice that a settlement
may not be considered binding by
the new administration.

I

I

1

!

'

!

1

;

Hollywood, Oct. 26.
Charles Einfeld, p r e x y of the
now-inactive Enterprise Productions,- was reported this week ready
to sign with 20th-Fox as sales promotion veepee. Einfeld himself declined to comment on the reports,
but he's expected to announce his
decision by the week's end.
Einfeld huddled with 20th prexy
Spyros. P. Skouras during the lat(Continued on page 16)
.

Howard

year.

Dietz, ad-publicity chief, is in town
for huddles with Louis B, Mayer^v
Dore Schary and Howard Strickling to blueprint the drive. Pictures to be plugged in the anni-

versary campaign are "Command
Decision," "Little Women," "Words
and Music," "Take Me Out to the
Ball Game," "Sun in the JMorning"
and "The Barkleys of Broadway."
Metro's present studio in Culver
City was dedicated April 26, 1924,
by Mayer, Harry Rapf and the late
Irving Thalberg.
.

JOINING 20TH AS V.P,

|

next

anniversary

EINFED REPORTED

•

I

|

Trade Mark Begistcred
POfXlJKl) BY SIMB StLVEBM.^N
W««>Uly by

I-ublialiPil
Bici

s

,

VARIKTV,

SUvonnan, President

:

West 4Clh

151

New

St„

;

Inc.
.

Torlt 1». N. X.

Hollrwctod 38

,

.

tin TUcca

i

1292

Action on Pub Relations

National Boxoffice Survey

.Arrest of actor Robert Walker in
Hollywood last week jjii a druhk
and disorderly ch.irge, coming Pre-election Lull Clips
.

M-G PREPS BIG BALLY

the next president.

;

After Mitchum's, Prods

to the Dept. of Justice that

any action taken after NoVi 3 on.
pending litigation by that Governmental wing will be thoroughly reviewed by his new U. S. Attorney
General when and if he becomes

that period. Despite
improvement in film issues, the tliree or four productions yearly U's sales toppers say that there
been a stampede of Yank
changes mostly were of minor frac- to its release slate. Company, for has
who want to book the Sir
tional nature.
An exception were ^''^ last three years, has confined exhibs
releases to two or three a Laurence Olivier ftlmization. Inshares of Universal, which have
cluded among these are affiliated
suffered most in recent dips, with month, wliich is expected to conhouses. Loew's, for instance, has
short-covering held responsible. U ''""^ throughout the 1948-49 seacommon shares showed short hold- s^"- Metro recently took over dis- grooved the pie to a nmnber of its
first-rim showcases.
''Shoes," reings of 6,763 as against 6,065 shares tribution of Enterprise's last four
leased after "Hamlet," is expected
80 days ago. Nervousness over the ^hns.
to get the same reaction, with the
possibility of being locked in as the
big f.endolT by New York and
market started a big climb undoubt- Dnk«-*
Wollrar'c Arract
Washington critics helping.
edly prompted these shorts to cov-|lwWCIl Tfdihcl a All CM,
Now playing in six houses locater, shoving up common stock more
(Continued, on page 16)

Biz

—^'Pcggy,' 'Belinda/, 'Julia,'

Mitchum

Biggest Maneymakers

'Yankee,' 'City,' 'Eyes' Six
is expected to brin^^
dra-^tie attiOn on the :filra iht
Picture theatres are suffering teers" (M-G) looks the standout of
dustry'S: public relations iprobleln,;
Walker incident, which got ex-' from pre-election blues this stanza these, with record week on N. Y.
(EI,), now
tensive': press treatment, iMcliidihg although some pictures are doing prcem. "Red Shoos"
Warming up of grid- great in second week in WashinguncQiiiipliiiieniary photographs of fairly well.
the attor, is viewed as further iron season also i.s no help current- ton; is sellout on initial N'. Y. sesf shapes
but it is the heightened inter- sion. "Station West" (
1>
arining ilollywood critics.
Change in the public relations est in the Prewdential election of big in Chicago and nice in Toronto.
progriini, U s thought, will come next Tuesday (2) that is cutting
"Song Is Born" (RKO) also
shapes big on two first playdates
from the. combined onslaught of in most deeply.
.

Strcot
.Waolitnctoii 4
Natlona.lr l'fcss Buildliif

CIltORITA 1
.SCO N.q; Miclitffari'.Ave..*
II

:

:.
Xonilon .HC:!
St.Martiu's PI., Trafalgor SH.

srnscnip-noN
A niiual ... .
.$10
HInsla. Copies. ..
.

'.

,

:.

.

.

.

Porfiign
$33
....... .25 Cents

and

steady.

No. 8

Vol. 172
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British

Won't Consider

RKO

:

Any 45^ Quota Easeup

:

;

London, Oct. 26.
Tlie British government Is no(
considering any easing of quota re-.
strjchons against American pix and
there is no likelihood of such action as results of talks between
Eric
.Tohn&ton,
Motion Picture
Assn. of America's proxy, and liar
old Wilson, head of the British
Board of Trade. Spokesman for the
board has denied London press reports that Wilson had discussed
reduction of the quota With Johnston before bis departure last

{
<

|

i

1

1

i

"Apartment for Peggy" (20th),
exhibitors throughout the country,
highly critical of Hollywood since which earlier had not been doing
the Mitchum case broke, together as well as expected, is soaring to
wilh pressure ij-om company home- top position nationwide this stanza,
ol fice exec^
On this score, in v\ith a sizeable lead over "Johnny

dustrviles are now pointing out a
-c'onibinalion ot events which make
a stridor application of industry
regulations well nigh inevitable.
Urgency of the problem was
played up last week before the

—

Walker incident

week

print—3when
repping a sizeable
hit

-

Heporls were branded as "ab- National M lied,
because a modi- peicentatje of indie exhibs, blasted

solute nonsen.se"

,

ideation \unild involve introduction

amending legislation in the
ilmi>e of Commons and
require
V^iU^on
to eat his own words."

ot

'

US

REGULAR

PFD.

BIVVY

IJniversal has declared a divideiid of $1,061/4 per share on company's 4'
cumulative preferred
itock

2%

Melon A\ill be sliced Dec 1. pa\able to stockholders
of record Nov.

.

Belinda" (WB), topranker last week.
Latter still is in the big chips in
Third place winner
second slot.
(M-G), up
is "Julia Misbehaves"
from fourth po.sition.
Fourth money is going to
"Southeril Yankee'' ( M-G
new
Red Skelton comedy, not .so big
"Cry ot City" (20tli)
previously.
is stout enough to fini.sli iiith while
"Night Has Thousand Kyes" (Par)

public .statement
which demanded that "the industry
must clean up the filth wherever will
'To'l^"""''

»

)

,

' stanza,
being great both in
N. y. and Chicago. "Tatiock's Millions" (Par) is doing nicely on

this

found;

INDEX
45
54

Bills

Chatter
Fllnv Reviews
House Reviewg
Inside

Legit
Inside Mu.sjc
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.
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.

.
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.

.

0
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46

:

.

40

:

precm. "Sealed Verdict"
(Par), coming into N. Y. soon, is
1 y
mild in K.: C. "Mobrirl.se"
(Rep) is topping St. Louis with

Fri'jco

on

big week. "Hollow Triumph" (EL),
which opens in N. Y. this week,
will be okay in Baltimoi;ei "Four
Faces West" (UA) looks .outstanding in Omaha.

"Hamlet" (U), which teed off so
smash in N. Y., is doing capacity in
Washington
two
small - sealers.

!'Canon City" EL
fine in
"Walk neapolis. will top Providence Min^
cop sixth p'l a c e,
with
cannot get, by merely Crooked Mile" (Col) and "Red record
session.
"Race
Street"
by speading the formaldehyde." River" (UA) round out the Big (RKO) shapes stout in Buffalo.
Allied declared that the "chief Eight.
"Hills
of
Home"
iM-G)
is
okay
Top runner-up films are "Luck
cause of bad public relations has
U is in for
of Irish" (20t)i I. "Loves of Carmen" in Boston. "Larceny"
misbehavior of Holly
^-''^
(Col), "Rope" 'WB) and "Sorry, a nice Toronto session. "Paradine
"^^od.s'.a's.
Case" ( SRO ) shapes fancy in same
-^Hietl's temper will naturally be Wrong Number" (Pan in that orcity.'
fraved further by the Walker, case. der. Several new pictures show
(Complete Boxoffice Reports on
U has a })lan which calls for the future promise on ba.sis of scattered l>laydates this round. "Muske- Pages 6-7).
(Continued on page I6>
il is

:

Reportedly one of principal reasons Schenck wanted the list was
demanding too much
..
chances of an early settlement be- so that thesps
money
could be taken down a peg
ing reached in the Government's
(Continued on page 16)
anti-trust action against the majors.
Governor Dewey, according to reliable reports, has dropped a quiet

Uet;

this

.

into

who

candidate Thomas
Dewey has probably clamped
down the lid on any .further

MARKET

blovyohV

private

down

Tliesps were broken

Presidential

UP

shorliy .after the Robiert

20th's

is

E.

•

change showed a total exceeding
5,000 short-held shares. Important
and Steady buying in Paramount,
apparently both from standpoint of
company earning^ and television
prospects,
has kept Par shares

poll

five categories: AA, Actors
aecount for big boxoft'ice returns; A,
important but to lesser degree; B,
less important, "helped somewhat;"
C, meant nothing either wdy;- D,

Suit Settlement

panies

:

stock li.sted on the N. Y. Stock Ex-

thesps,

Victory

Would Snafu Pix

of the Rank organization is the
big question puzzling British industryites. Net result, however, is
that none of the American com-

i

\

,

property and won't be available to:
other studios.
Poll was made of theatre manaReports were filed with the clerk gers of National Theatres chain,
of the House Of Representatives, in and entire' NT organization worked
accordance with law.
on it, querying customers systematically.
Among outijiders with
whom deals have been made as a
result are Cary Grant, Olivia De
Havilland, Van Johnson, Loretta,
Young, Ann Sheridan, John Lund,.'
Wanda Hendrix, Ann Sothern and
Ida Lupino.

As far as UA's policy in England Metro would soon take; over dis- U. S. Click of
tribution of all David O. Selznick's
is' concerned, Kelly emphasized the
company represents indie produc- Vanguard Pictures. Both M-G sales
'Shoes/ Proves They'll
ers who are members of: the So- veepee Willi.im F. Rodgers and
ciety of Independent Motion Pic- Selznick
Releasing Organization
Buy 'Em If They're Good
ture Producers. Latter,! in
an sales veepee Milton Kusell deFast start of a brace of J. Arattempt tc ease out of the British clared the reports were "news to
thur Rank's British-made releases.
squeeze, )'as determinf d not to go me."
along with Eric Johnston's plan
Rumor of such a move have "Hamlet" and "The Red Shoes"
of prohibiting an American film cropped up periodically in the in- in U.S. theatres where both pix arc
fi'om dualling with a British film in dustry since Selznick withdrew as clickii^g is- .being cited by Yank
(Continued on page 18)
a partner from United Artists and filmites; sis' refutation to Rank's
charges ol
discrimination
set up his sue. At one time, Met- own
ro was definitely reported prepared against British films. Played on a
basis
with
Universal
to take over distribution of Selz- roadshow
AMUS. SHARES
IN
"Hamlet" and Eagle
nick's Paraduie Case," but dis- handling
cussions between the two compa- Lion,, ''Shoes," the healthy b.o.
GENERAL
LIFT nies apparenHy fell througli and performance is said to demMotion picture stocks strength- SRO handled the film. Only Selz- onstrate that good films, regardless
ened during the last six trading nick pictiu'e ever to be released by of country of origin, cop wide atdays, better tone stemming from Metro was '^Gone With the Wind." tention from American exhibs and
It's known that Metro, would wel- patrons.
big-scale advances made by all
So far as "Hamlet" is concerned,
come the addition of Selznick's
shares during

None of the other majors having

ing

mittee.

Rank has

taken that step it means not only
an open film war here but also
probable reprisals against his films
slated to play in the U, S.
Rank has now consistently refused to book the films of offending Yank distribs ever since Johnston handed down his ukase against

|

than $1, in two days.

Twentieth-Fox's hypoed borrowof o u t s i d e players stems
from a private poll .on boxotlice
draw of all name playersj instigated a year ago by. Joseph M..
Schenck in an effort to find the
reason for biz downbeat.
Apart
from a top-secret Gallup survey

London, Oct. 26.
There is a growing belief among
Political Contributions
industry insiders here that J.
Washington, Oct. 26.
Arthur Rank,* who controls two of
Joseph M. Schenck was listed
the 'three major British circuits,
has embarked on a boycott against yesterday (25) for a $5,000 contribution to the Republican Nationall American companies, insisting
on the rule laid down by Eric al Committee during the period
Gael
Johnston, Motion Picture Assri. of from Sept. 1 to late October.
America's proxy, that American Sullivan is listed for a $2,000 gift
Democratic National ComT
films are not to be mixed with to the
British in double-bills. If

FILMS

U. S.

Player Values at All Companies

|

.

,

t^ntETY
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Prolific
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PICTITBES
Test Kqie' Ban

UA May Spread That Hughes Coin
On Fmpcing More Than 3 Pictures
United Artists

may be

Howard Hughes

gets from

—

able to*

turn out more than three films
for the second money financing It
in re-

|

j

I

•!•

!

I

1

»

'

taxes for the
third quarter of 1948, ettdlng Sept.
30, Was $3,00O,Q0Q, ecjual to $4.45
per common share. iSales for: the
period were $22,900,000, bringing
the company's net sales for the
first nine months of 1948 to $67,300,000, against $54,300,000 for the
same period last year. Net earnings for the nine-month period
were $6,900,000 compared with $3,000,000 last year.
Despite signs of .slackening demand for some of General Aniline
Jack Frye, company
products.
prexy, said the rate of earnings
mined either, it's still indefinite as during the- third quarter of 1948
will be continued to maintain its edge
to how many pictures
able to spread the money it's to over the same period last year.
get from Hughes. Amount has been
reported at $600,000-$750,000, but
• definite figure has not<yet been
arrived at.
Hughes is to figure in the selection of producers and stories.
tince he'll receive the usual second
money financing returns on the pix
and thus has a stake in their boxoffice success. Deal calls for all
the films to be turned out at the
Massour studios in Hollywood.
Hughes, for his part of the pact.
Is to get back "Outlaw," "Mad
United Artists and Universal
Wednesday" and "Vendetta," all of generally regarded by the trade as
Which he made originally for UA now: out of the Government's anti-

turn for the three pictures Hughes
^vill recover from UA for release
by RKO. in which company he
row holds the majority stock in
to ^st. That was explamed to the
UA board at a homeoffice meeting
last week by UA prez Grad Sears,
who's been conducting the negotiatlons with Hughes.
Deal is now in the final stages
of completion and awaits only the
decision by Sears and Hughes on
the UA producers who'll turn out
the new pix. Since neither the
stories nor casts have been deter-

•

ijet

'

^

;

]
I

|

,

|
'

|

i

Fmd

Distribs

|

;

More Kinks
U.

release.

Searsr plus Paul Lazarus, Jr.,
his exec assistant, and John MitcheUi chief of UA's recently-created
television film department, reported to the board on the prosress
made by the department to date.
Lazarus and Mitchell are currently
working out a scale of fees the
company wiU demand for handUng
disU-ibution of pix to tele broadcasters and ad a gencies.
' "

S.

117
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In

Proposals

MacNamara, East,

reasonable as

«v.

u

.

.

I

Intent on liquidating its 50?o
interest ia the Churubu.sco studios
Mexico aty,
is currently
on the prowl for a purchaser of its
holdings which cost the company
in excess of $1,000,000.
Studio

RKO

1

, .

.i

along with all other Mexican lots,
has been operating at a loss for
some time because of high fixed

charges. Failure of Hollywood producers to utilize Churubusco facilities has also played its part in/
will be handfed RKO's decision to get out of Mexwar. IViisS JJiefr
nastage
by
the
the Oscar from
ico.
T.
1
T.I
XT
..
- 1
„i,:«f
chief
ad-pub
MacNamara.
Paul
j
PatterChat
chairman
j
Company has negotiated from
to David O. Selznick, who has been
a
^4^54
over
j
f
jy,
time to time with Emilio Azcarplugging for adoption of a $2,000,- n„,^„„rk
»«-'^"^"'"-'
raga, who holds the other 50% in000 yearly all-industry public rela
"^^^^^^^
7"
Ray Milland, star of the pic, will terest in the lot, but price offered
"*»"^ program, aeciarea tnis weex
hand. Good part of the by the Mexican filmmaker is wide
that he "welcomed all suggestions al-so be on
over completely by of the sum being sought by RKO.
for improvements or modifications!'! house, taken
AVC, will be filled by disabled.' Azcarraga was slated to journey
of his plan. Having accompanied the
neighboring service hos- to «KO. homeo^^^^^^^
lafter's t^p^ eaTt v^^^^^
Selzntck^'on
for further huddles but he has
P'tals,
last weekend, MacNamara is to
temporarily shelved the trip.
continue pressing for the plan's
Unless a deal can be made with
adoption in personal calls on' a
Azcarraga, and that is not thouglit
number of: company prexies. Durlikely, RRO will probably seek to
ing his last New York stopover,
install a producer at the studio
several weeks back, he presented,
with the idea of his operating the
the proposal to' Barney Balabani
lot and gradually acquiring RKO's
Paramount's prexy, and Spyros
interest in it. Company has no in-'
Skouras, head of 20th-Fox.
tention, it's said, of buying out its
While avowing a readiness to
partner and there^ have been 110
listen to changes: in the plan, Macnegptiations with that plan in mind.
Namara staunchly defended several
Mex Gov't Proposal
features of the plan which have
vAs a means of reducing the red
been attacked by some industt^ties.
ink in which all Mexican studios
Chief among these is the contenGael Sullivan, exec director of are now dipped, Mexican governtion that no: one knows why only Theatre Owners of America, is ment has made a proposal that all
25% of those over 30' are regular proposing to his organization that native lots be -merged under con*,
]
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That finding was made TOA-

filmgoers.

'

.
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Pan Out, RKO Wants to Unload

I

,

.

1

n

In a specially sponsored world
Sealed
preem of Paramount's
Verdict" at the N. Y. Paramount
Nov. 1, Motion Picture chapter of
Committee
Veterans'
the American
will present Marlene Dietrich with
GI Oscar for her volunteer work
with the Armed Forces during the

by Dr. George Gallup in one of
his polls.
"I don't attempt to say why they
Cover, 30 "age bracket) don't go to
::battle.,: Attorneys for-, bo^h companies are preparing to slant an "theatres, but there must be some
attack against one obscure finding reason
for . that," ,, MacNamara
,,
,
J
declared.
in the Gpvernmerit's proposed dei'
Any other industry
have immediately made
cree claiming that this provision, w^ould
overlooked by the others, will play
efforts to find out. That s one of
'
hob with distribution if adopted:
tlie purposes of this plan.
"Take the Coca-Cola people as
!„ t^e welter ot Government
provisions, the finding, numbered an instance 'of ^Vhat. 1: am saying
78, reads as; follows: "Clearance, "They had an identical problem

I

5

Salute to Marlene
Vets v~

trust suit against the majors for all
practical
purposes— still think
they are in the thick of a court

1

•

Didn't
|

'

'

I

.

I

H wood Usage

the

iv

eftrftings,' :affiSr,

UA

*i.

'

\

I

against

film. "Bope.'f will bfe tried

Court recently nixed an
further
i;eisttaiH
injunctron to
showing df the picture in this city.
Lions Club filed a complaint
against "Hope" after it had run
two weeks at the Orpheum and
w as moving over to the Music Box.
Nov.

CO AAA AAA M i
Net
Aniline S $J,UUU,UUU
^
General Aniline & Film Corp.'s
I

Mexico StudBo for

Seattle, Oct. 26.

case

Gerisbrship

Warners

make

trol of the government itself. On
this basis, profits from the studios

a:-series of five-minute

on exhibitor problems which
would include a highly personalby Uieatre operators to
tlieir own. patrqiis. Each filjn Vvpuld
he so made as ;to allbw tot inserr
tion of a' message addressed and
films

ized appeal

I

would be allocated among, the separate owners. RKO has indicated
that it won't go; fpir; the i^lan,
y Ihteirest 'in Churtibiiiscp; .fot ;\yaS
nutnbeir ijty
'a
acc(ii^ed by
yfears back when Holly W'opd stuidib'
space was feeling the pinch because ot boom production. At that
time, it was thought that the studio
could be operated pi-ofitably on a
American proP'""'""*'''^, '""'^
,f
,d"cers. With Hollywood
space ga^^re, howevcr, source of profit has
dwindled to a low.
Negotiations to unload RKO's interest in the lot is complicated by
the fact (hat the Bank of Finance
of Mexico holds a mortgage of
pesos
approximately:
ti000,000
t$143,000) on the studio.

,

i

::

.

I

fl,e individual exhib to
pi,trons of
„^ ._„.„„...,
exhib's particular
wiw.
„„.v.^>.,-v theawould
tre. XJnder his plan,
provide li.cilities for insertion of

'

^i^ne^ -by

i

,

j

TOA

1

message

j),^

i

!

;

method
would overcome exhib objections
to time and area, Surveys showed that persons over tft nationwirt.^ ni.hiin rpi«(,nn<: r.nn>to nationwide: public relations cam
the distribution and 20 were not buying Coca-Cola.
paigns. Previously, complaint of
Sullivan

believes

this

,

1

i

•

,

essential in
TheSr iramCjdiatfely designed a pro- M^i.
exhibition of motion pictures when
^
...
it i i,.
,
theatre ixien:.^
e\er and %\herever the available gram to meet the problem and
=^^^^
s grab the
^'m
In Iron Curtain
pply of prints is inadequate to they overcame it. They made their
^«gg»f
^1"" ^^^^
U. 3. State Dept. was directly be- satisfy the demand for simulta- drinks available in packages to
take home and they sold that idea Pu^^'„[,u1fl'^,^'jll'^fh»l
hind Eric Johnston's move to send neous exhibition
th« PubUc S mmd* where the kupublic. The result is that
America^ films through the iron
if ^he court should approve this 1? the
it'.Coca-Cola no longer has an
curtain, it is now reliably reported. fi„ding, these attorneys
.
"f^";'
prexy's deals with Russian, would at the worst eliminate all P'-o^lem.
^^/^ Sullivan has
, , ,
:„ ^'^i,'^'!"
mind would be on censorship
^^^^ « examine what keeps peoYugoslavia and Czechoslavakia re- clearances or throw open to litigain N.Y. After
theatres," MacNamara and taxes. He has already pre
ceived more tlian tacit approval tion at the best every instance of P'*^
from the State Dept.; they had its booking a pic first-run. Clearance continues. "There is no other way sented the Idea to the Theatre
'Edward'
Owners Assn. of New Jersey and
finding out except- by communi
active support. U s understood.
would depend solely upon the quesMetro director Geoi'ge Cukor
eating wfth the public. " Otherwise, that group has endorsed the plan,
Johnston was warned by the tion of; whether a distrib had more
we'll continue operating in the Idea will be taken up at TOA's arrives in New York by plane tostate. Dept. not to permit the Rus- than one print on the shelves of the
executive
committee meet set for night (Wed.) from London, after
dark."
sian? a free hand in selecting Yank particular exchange servicing the
putting the finishing touches to
MacNamara said he was anxious Friday (29).
Aside from that, the Gov- area.
films.
"
to turn over the plan to a responM-G's 'Edward,
Son," which
ernment stressed the importance of
Reduced to the absurd, it could sible
was filmed in its entirety at the
group in the industry. Among
"'^'''Ri'P'"
finding a way of getting American mean that a Bronx or Brooklyn
TJfp r<a*„hp« TTn
^
^
company's Boreham Woods studios
pix mto eastern Europe, pn this nabe could demand day-and-date
^^^^^^^^^
;:P:
in England. He'll return to the
pomt. Government officials told playing with Radio City Music Hall letters
'TokyO
RoSC'
ReiSSUcd
supporting it. He expects
Coast after a week's stopover at
Jolmston that it was preferable to providing only that the distrib had the plan
Hollywood, Oct. 26.
to come up at the forththe homeoffice.
g( I mediocre pix into these coun- enough prints to service both opParamount is reissuing the Pinecoming meeting of company prosRelease of the film, which eostars
erations simultaneously.
tri- s than none at all.
idents with Eric Johnston, prcxv Thomas production "Tokyo Rose," Spencer Tracy and Deborah Kerr,
and
attorneys are at a loss
Russian deal calls for a flat payof the Motion Picture Assn. of to take advantage of the publicity is to be held up until the Broadment of $1,000,000 by -the Soviet to understand on what basis the America.
created by the return of the gal way legit version of
Edward"
U. S. Government inserted this provision
government in dollars in the
trial
in
fo"L
this
In
effect,
country.
MacNamara
plan
calls
completes
its
run. Play, which
"7
since nolhmg
7 the first *ui
on s>nce
nothine in the ODinion
thev
opinion, m^^^^
block of 20
In i-t'turni'"Ending of the picture, filmed opened Sept. 30, was the first of
^^^.^^.^^
j^j.^
relations
films. If he Soviets decide to take
institute with the $2,000,000 yearly three years ago, is right up to date, the new season to receive unani^fJ^,a^^^'^*"*B„\"j,
aoia companies
comoanfes aie
a, e
furfher blocks;
blocks, payment
navment would be i-ie<>idnct.
„„^„„„„„^,
't.aKt
Komt^ sbpWS
chn..,.,
further
^^^t
scerte
'-'"''owmeht
coming
from
Rose'^^^^^^^^^^
mous
2^2%
critical approval and is exstressinc the oiiestfon in fhpir
on the same basis.
peeted to run through the end of
,
for trial,
with Yugoslavia,
Percentage deal
the season.
Additionally,
wants clarifica- to the project.
Johnston told company toppers is tion ^f
of the entire clearance quesqu6sthe industry tion.
Company believes that the
Son;j'nnn''c..n?>A«i;'"^
Per- findings as thoy now stand are an Brit.
N. Y. to L.
L. A. to N. Y.
$300,000;S400 000 annually.
Will Shoot Pix
centage is to be fixed by bracketing open invitation to a flood of exhib
Harry Ackerman
Robert Biickner
the pix included
the block of 25 anti-trust suits,
Arthur Band
jl| Ifaiik
Ned E. Depinet
.'
.;'
pix into A, B and C. classifications.
^
John
Beck
Margaret Ettinger
Hollywood, Oct.; 26.
E.ioh classification will call for a
Joan Caulfield
Harry Foster
British shooting schedules are
different percentage rate.
Thornton Delehanty
Celeste

State

Dept Wants
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U.S. Pix
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Deals have yet to be signed.
Afireement- has been reached in
principle, but^ no documents were
Inked because Johnston wanted
AAj board, approval first.

Supreme

C't

Washington, Oct. 26,
Supreme Court yesterday i25)
nixed the request of St. Louis

Amusement

Col/s 12-Month Net, 565G

Co.,

,

to report its net
earnings for fiscal 1948, Columbia
yesterday (Tues.) announced a net
profit of $565,000 for the 12 months
ended June 30 against $3,707,000

,

company.
j

Kc(uivalent earnings on the 654,811 shares of common outstanding
as of June 30 came to 40c per share
after preferred stock dividends. It
compares with $5 19 per share for
637,352 shares in '47.
Profit before taxes amounted to
$1 ?05,000 against $5,807,000 with
Col paying $640,000 in Federal
taxes this year and $2,100,000 last
year.

,

&

says the director-producer
mount, RKO, 20th, Warners, Amer- who finished "Capricorn" on location in 55 days. Metro had a simiican Arbitration Association; and
larly short schedule for "Edward
Harold D. Connor.
St.
Louis My' Son," compared to the extra
Amus., et al., claimed that they long production periods for such
were hurt by rulmgs of the AAA British -^uper-budgeters as "Hamwhich reduced clearance beiween let," "Bonnie Prince Charlie,"
gt. Louis Amus! first runs and the "Henry
V."
"Red Shoes" and
subsequent-run houses.
"Great Expectations."
Among other things, St. Louis' Speed records are remarkable in
firn,
was asking $285,000 treble view of the short working week,
damages. Majors and AAA claimed Hitchcock avers. They have a five
t^ey were acting in accordance day week in accordance with rules
with a ruling of the New York of British technical trades unions.
court in the consent decree of the Hitchcock goes back to Britain at
big motion picture anti-trust case, the end of November for final
St. Louis Amusement lost its musical dubbing of "Capricorn,"
case in the trial court and also in necessary under the British quota
,ilaw.
the Circuit Court of Appeals.
vs.

Para- over,

j

I

1

|

j

.

i

)

.

"Under Capricorn": here: British
Marco technicians are learning trom
that the tri- Americans who have been going

Fanchon

Service Corp., etc
bunal review their suit

company

for the year preceding. The take
for the year represented an 80%
dip tor the production-distribution

diminishing daily and English pro^'''*''^^'"' ^"hm a year, be turn.
ing out PIX as rapidly as Americans, according to Alfred Hitchcock, back from Britain to wind

L. Suit'

;

MP

First:

Refuses

To Review F&M-St.

,

Charles Dingle

Elia Kazan

Henry Ephron
Phoebe Ephron
Leon Goldberg.
Katharine Hepburn

Moe Herman
Ethel Kirsner

Edward Lachman
Paul MacNamara
Lee Sabinsoii

Jolly Joyce

David O. Selznick

Gene Kelly

Eugen Sharin
Jules C. Stein

Lester Koenig

Rufus King
Joshua Logan
;

Herman Shumlin

Hyman Zahl
N. Y. to Europe
Arthur S. Abeles,
Dolores del Rio
Fernandel
Jack Hylton

Jr.

Danny Kaye
Sir Alexander

Korda

Prince Littler
William Morris, Jr.
Irving Picliel

Terence Rattigan

Murray Silverstone
Elizabeth Taylor

Europe to N. Y,
George Cukor
Harold Girosi
Moura Lympany-DeFries

Anthony Mann
Herbert Marshall
Patricia Morison
Joseph H. Moskowltz
Daniel T. O'Shea
Lilli

Palmer

Eleanor Parker
William Perlberg

Ronald Reagan
Herbert Rudley
William A. Scully
Harry Sherman
Frank Sinatra
Sid Solow
Robert Stack
Stewart Stern

Ben Thau
Sarett Tobias

Harry Warren
Fred Zinnemann

,

1

.

—

.

.
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PICTVBKS

$23M,000 WRITEOFF IN SCRIPTS
TV E^pment

Large Screen

SMPE

Put at 35-50G;
Washington, Oct. 26.
Large screen video equipment
theatres for
can be installed in
$50,prices ranging from $35,000 to
structure
000 depending upon the
to Don
of the house, according
Hyiidman, chairman of the TheaCommittee of the
tre Television
Society of Motion Picture Engi-

Cost
Elects

Hollywood, Oct. 26.,
Edward Arnold, after years
as stage and screen actor, he's
branching into coAimerce as a
sideline.

In partnership with a Vir-.
meat packer, he will sell

ginia

Hyndman, manager of the Motion Picture Film Division of Eastman Kodak, spoke at the 64th

hams.

semi-annual convention of SMPE.
He said lie had been receiving nu-

Mass Picketers

merous inquiries froin exhiliitors
over the country. Warning that
exhibitor must meet the comof the new medium, he
urged the theatre men to take tlie
plunge and get into television,
utilizing the experiments made by
all

tlie

Remain Subject

petition

SMPE

since

it

gol its experimental
in 1946.

To

FCC

from

license

Chief stumbling block for the
theatres, said Hyndman, is thiit
they would have to operate for
the time being with experimental
licenses in certain areas of the
country and that would require
the theatres to be admission free
for the video screenings.
Johnston'i Talk
Other developments at tlie convention yesterday:
addressed tlie
1. Eric Johnston
Society's luncheon and assorted
there "was no ulterior motive for
(Continued on page 16

The studio strikei-s, who violated a Los Angeles court injunction to picket the Columbia Pictures lot en masse Nov. 16, 1946,
reniain subject to the conviction
and 'sentence metted out to them
in the Galifornia state coui'ts. 'The
U. S. Supi;eme Court refused yes-

i

i

I

j

I

Bank Loans

Indie

Jail Fines

Washington, Oct 26.

—

'48

terday (25) to hear an appeal from
tlie convictions.
Ot the 125 arrested for picketing at the time, 41
were tried and convicted for violatuig the. injunction limiting the;
number of pickets: The sentences
ranged -from a year in jail to two
years summary probation,
plus
fines aggregating $9,650;
Of the 41. 35 joined in the appeal to the Supreme Court, claim-

of story properties and screen
scripts which have reached a peak
postwar evaluation of $23,848,000.
The major bookkeeping correc;
tion is likely to cut sizeably in net
profits reported by the companies.
It is part of a general policy hit on
by the majors to purge the books
ot all likely losses during the current year and clear the decks for
the return to normalcy now evident
in the film biz.
Plan for tlie squeezing of water
out of corporate film statements

Paramount,
20th-Fox.
United
and Warner Bro.s. arm

Artists

film net profits for fiscal
1948 roll in from tlie seven big companies (all majors except United
Artists), one of the big develop-

ments now predicted by industry
insiders will be a drastic write-off

Progress Costly
Hollywood, Oct.

ranged

After owning filming rights
to the F. Scott Fitzgerald story,

"Head and Shoulders," for 25
years, Metro ^s dickering with
the late author's estate for tlie
sound

rights.
tlie original deal

made, somebody invented

RKO,

—

talkr

amount which is permitted them by the French government under the August agreement
which freed the $9,752,820 for instalment payments.
In other words, while Par, 20th,
UA and WB have ample credits in
French biinks to permit them to
draw the full amount under their
allotment, the. other four companies
have insufjicient credit to do like^
wise.
Latter four are Glalmins,
that a previous agreement was
made between the companies themof the full

ing pictures.

Rash of Big Pix
Alerts Distribs

ToExhibs %Chiz

selves providing that the division
be based not on cash at hand in

•

French banks, but on the proporgross billings during th«
period when the sums were earned.

tion

:

RKO

Universal,

Basis for the dispute is the fact
that four companies U, RKO, Columbia and Metro—^have used up
blocked francs to the extent that
the quartet is $1,572,138 short

was

Since

against

Columbia and Metro in the current
dispute being arbitrated by Will
Hays over' division ot the $9,732,820
in previously troien French coin.

26.

has been fixed by company toppers
with the idea that it is better to
take losses immediately than to
permit a .gradual accumulation of
semi-worthless
properties
which
will never, in all probabilities, be
Exhibitor cheating on percentage
converted into celluloid. It has tlie
approval of Wall Street's fiscal pictures, which fell off somewhat
pundits who believe tlie downfall this year because of the generally
ot most, film, companies after the
poor boxolTice condition, »has be"
crash in '2ft came about because of
faulty evaluation of realty and gun to climb again and distribution
othfer assets allowed to remain at execs are worried that it might
inflated figures.
equal the peak of $20,000,000 a
Corrective process via extensive
year reached during ifA lush war
writeoffs will probably be expanded to completed pix where it becomes obvious that the films Jn
question will not meet their production and distribution nut.
already has taken that-' step on several pix during the current year.

On

How to Split $9JS2,820 French Coin

NET PiOFlIS

When

No Comment

neers.

Eight Majors Equally Divided

MAY Cyj INTO

of

French government on Its part ii
that the payments b«

insisting

made to the companies

in propor.

hand of June 30,
RKO, Metro and
Columbia have tapped these sums
(Continued on page 16)
tion to cash at
1947.
Since tJ,

era.

-Reason why the dishone.st exhibs
have begun to falsify their reports,
according to the sales chiefs, is a
simple one.
While their grosses

1948 Film Divvies

were low, they were afraid to try
panies, once their fiscal year is knocking off too much on the asing their right of free speech and
completed, is expected to show the sumption that distribs would befree assembly had 'been; denied by
same conservative bookkeeping.
the injunction and that the mass
Involved in the writeoff of story come suspicious and start plaguing
trial ol the 41 also yiolated their
Washington, Oct. 26.
piopeities is $7,183,650 for Metro them again with checkers on every
rightsv'v /
'V/:
Hollywood, Oct. 26.
.Though American biz: as a whol*:
as ol 1947; $4,313,400 for 20th-Fox; film.
Now with biz fairly stable
OVtore loans to indie .film produ$3,354,885 for Paramount; .$3,166,- and a string of good bOxoft'ice pic- has been pouring out dividends
cers have been made in the past six
with a lavish hand, motion picture
821 for Universal; $2,447,119 for
IPO
coming
tures
months than in any similar period \}^
up
from
almost
every
stockholders
are
running into
Warner Bros.; $1,915,759 for RKO;
the past, according to Bernard
and $1,466,851 for Columbia. All company, exhjibs believe they have a slowdown, vpith pix .fslipping
I
Giannini, Bank of America veepce
behind last year'«
of these sums, of courses will not a chance, to recoup-T-both on their steadily
J
picture financing.!
in charge
ol
be knifed but a good part is expect- actual los.ses and on tlie: money dividends.
'
Meanwhile, llie total amount of
Washington, Oct. 26.
ed to be amputated.
they "might have made" If they
In September, the film industry
Government tiled, its answer
funds is about the same as usual.
"Yearly reserves have been cre- had cheated more;, during the distributed $7,478,000 to the stockLowering of production budgets with llie Supreme Court yesterday ated in the past to keep
holders, considerably behind tli*
stoi-y poorer days.
is responsible
for the increased (25
asking that tribunal not to properties,
manuscripts and screen
Despite that, distribs have de- $8,599,000 for September of recGiannini take ininiediate jurisdlctipn in the plays
.number of
pictures,
within bounds. These, howord-breaking 1947, according to
said.
He added: that no producer conteljipt of congress cOriviction ot evei', are onlyminor against cur^ cided against any upsurge in Department of Commerce figures.
checking.
Number of situations
iMd been refused a loan in the last .Tolin Iloward Lawsori,; Hollywood rent plans, it's said.
U, for in- currently ^ being docked,: either- Third-quarter dividends by the inLaWS0n.'s convictioti is stance,
month.
ietipter.
created a reserve of $400;- openly or on the sly, is about half dustry totaled $11,038,000.
La.st
oh ajpp'eal to. th^ '^ourt^^o^
000 in 1947 and $175,000 in '46. those checked during the war
year, the same quarter produced
asked tlie
here, but the ^vrltet 'h
Warners by last.year had erected a which has saved the majors con- a $15,497,000 melon for the stockSupreme Court to take the case reserve of
$2,472,184.
Brit. Producers
siderable money. Instead ot start- '•.holders.
and hear it, wltholit any ihteriiiediing to spend that money again,
Both the Stanley Co. (Warner
ate'-'Step.
they have decided to sell via flat subsidiary) and Columbia, which
Lawson^one .bf t|ie 10 "unfrieild^ Korda
Join
in Rental Talks
to
rentals in non-competitive situa" declared dividends in September;
witnesses," was found guilty of
TnnHnn Oct 2fi
tions where feasible, cheeking such 1947, failed to come up with a
An emoreencv mee ma of the contempt on May 21. 1948, for re(Wed.) Following houses only periodically to gauge little something for the boys this
Biu"sl/ F ifi "'-^roduce;^ Assn's f"-"| '"J?!' *^^„J.t"i1?ey";tt^"
their busines.s. For most competi- year, In addition 20th-Fox lowered
*
executive committee today (Tues
f"*"
Pom
N, Y. Meet With Selznick tive situations, the majors will rely its rate from the September, 1947,
."^^""bei of the Corndiscussed the industry cnsis winch
Hence the drop last
competitive bidding 'to insure ligiire.
.P,"^
New York huddles between on
has been precipitated by the sepamonth. In addition, both Warner*
them against false reports. "
^^ t„e Lawson pe- David
O
Sel/Jiick and Sir Alexanand
passed the July dividend
Covernment said,; While der Korda on their four - picture
Att'hu^'^R^nk'fhe'^'c'fninriSvili
this year, after paying large ones
llie case may concern important isExhibitors Assn.
The producers sues concerning civil liberties of joint pioducing deal are expected
in 1947.
That is why the sharp
to end today (Wed) wlien the BIG
have set up a special panel to condive for the quarter.
citizens, as the petitioner contends, Billish filmmaker returns
to Lonsider tlie distribution policy lor
Department of Commerce point*
we submit that they aie manifest- don Selznick will slay in Gotham
Biiiish films and are joining Rank
N.Y.
out that publicly reported dividIv not ot such transcendent public lor the
balance of tBe week, then
w hen the CEA negotiations are reimportance and mteicsl as to re- fly back lo the Coast in lime
Large contingent of Metro stu- ends represent about 60% ot all
to
sumed.
cash dividends paid.
quire the Immediate allenlion of vole in the national elections.
dio toppers, headed up by producIn a letter to CEA prexy Dennis
this court."
Koi'da and Selznick deny they tion exec Dore Schary, are schedWalls. Rank says that the proare discussing a possible handling
du'cers' policy will be guided by
»
ai'rive at the homeoffice
by Sel/nick in the U S. of Koida's uled to
the exhibitors quota, but time is
Fox
Theatre Creditors
Inhn^tnil »
S UCpuil
KeDOrt fflaV
own pix including "I'he Winslow \Mthin the next couple ot weeks
needed for
of the
Financial statements of other com-

LagBelmid'47

Set Film Record
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lurther study
a consequence, the

As

situalion
film

sions

must be postponed for the

time being.

Europe,

Vandeibilt, Jr. \\ lio
- toured
western
today (Wed.i preems a
trailer

16m Kodachrome

sefnl

-

i

in the

Law

VANDERBILT'S VAG PIX
Cornelius
recently

Boy" and "Fallen Idol." It is conEast ceded, however, that Korda is now
Melting scheduled for company in a position where he must find a
proxies with Eric Johnston, Motion Yank distrib for these films,
Puture Assn. of America's prexy.
presiding has now been pencilled Filipino
Protects
in for Nov; 13. Ougmallv planned
U. S. Copyrights
to take place on the Coast with
U. S. authors and composers get
'jliidio toppers participating, con-

Now Be

magnate noted, any discus-

documen-

.

labs

may

be shiflcd

lo

the

east

essentially the

same protection

In

for huddles with

li

o.

officials.

First to arrive wll be exec pro-

ducer Ben Thau, who entrains
from the Coast Friday (29). It's not
determined yet whellier he'll remain at the homeoffice until
Schary's arrival, who's now scheduled to. leave Hollywood Nov. 12.
Schary is to huddle with Metro
prexy Nicholas M. Schenck and
veepee-treasurer Charles C. Moskowitz on production plans, as well
as with the eastern story and talent department heads.
M-G studio story chief Kenneth
MacKenna, meanwhile, is slated to
arrive from the Coast Nov, 18 tor

Split

Another $150,000

Ci editors involved in a 16-yearold bankruptcy proceedings of th«

defunct Fox Theatres Corp. will
split another $150,000 dividend lean
allowances to Robert Aronstein, attoiney for certain creditors. Approval of N. y. Federal court wa»
revealed yesterday (Tues ) in connection with consummating settl»mont with Loew's, Inc. for $160,000
arising out of a 1933 theatre tran-

the question still leraains the Philippine Republic as in the
U, S., under a new copyi'ight lav;
Confab was slated as a full- just placed in effect in the Philipsaction.
^
on all problems facing pines.
huddle
dress
nm"*^""
^'H^*'''
"ig
riirough
Today.'
Under the deal, former late r«Europe
,,,H„cirv
Kxchangc of notes between U. S.
uyd^^
Unsed by VanderbiU liimsoll, the
001 vers of Fox disposed of a $265,State Department and the islands
film runs 65 minutes,
000 debt due Fox lor $.")5.000. Th«
clinched
the
arrangements
last
6*B0NNElit'g;
i^^^
BQB
to
"Vagabonding,"
accoiding
$210,000 l)alancc allegedly due th«
week.
y'
Dallas, Oct. 26.
a series of confabs with Mrs. Carol trust receivers was settled for
i'
Vanderbilt, is intended "to show
tbings' as 1 saw them, and to disRobert J. O'Donnell will be honBr3ndt, head of the h.o. story de- $160,000 with the court's approval.
partment, and eastern story editor Federal Judge John C. Knox set
miss tlie implications ot the things oifil by ihe Variety Club of Texas
Film- Video News
I observed."
Olin Clark Mackenna is scheduled Nov. 5 for a hearing regarding a
Picture is booked al- ai a dinner at the Hotel Baker,
ft) remain in N. Y. about a month
mos.t solidly until
liereattcr
all
Television
show cause order given Fox Themid-April in
'i;he Variety Club had planned
news, including 'I V sloriei.
to renew contact-s in the publishwmbinalion with VanderbiU's lc(atres' creditors to determine why
tuiing First p'ublic""scVee*nlng of several other affairs for O'Donnell
with bearing on Pictures, will
ing business and conduct a general lees should not be ..given Aronthe film is scheduled to he held in the past but these were postbe focused in the Television
scouting tour among writers and stein for his work in eitecting th*
al Oichestia Hall,
Dept.
agents lor new literary properties.
Loew settlement.
Boston, Nov. 8. poned for one reason or another.
tal

y oi his travels at the Harvard
Club in Boston. Pictorial account
ni
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WeilnetiJay, October 27,

%m HOLDS

LAJtout $42,000;

$13,000.

"Passionelle"

(ndie),

$2,000;

Orpheum (RKO) (1,900, 45-65)
"Rope" (WB) and "Variety
Time" (RKO). Trim $15,000, and
may hold
Last
week,
"Race
Street"
(RKO) and "Campus

—

,

!

I

|

Sleuth':

I

(Mono)i okay

$12,000.

I

|

'

Number"

(Par)

(2d

wk),

good

$9,000.

Roxy (Durwood)

(900;

45-65)—

"Texas, Brooklyn" (UA) and "Shed

No Tears"

Average $3,000.

(EL).

Last wedk, "Bring 'Em Back Alive"

(RKO)

(reussue) and
(Indie) with
pa., $3,500.

!

"Scared To
Frank Buck

Death"

Tower
Midwest;
—
"Saxon

1

-

Uptown

-

(2,100, 2,043,
Charm" (U).

700 45-65)
Light $12,;

(885,

'

llndie) (reissue). Slight $2,000 in
5 days. Last week, "Sofia" lEt)
and "Journey" (EL> (6 days), $1,900.

60-$l^—
Downtown ^WB^
"Johnny Belinda' (WB) (2d wk)
Solid $21,000. Last week, $24,900
Downtown Music Hall (Prin-Cor)
(902; 85-$l)— "Red River" (UA) (2d
Last week,
Big $21,00to.
wk).
vl,800,

$21,0i,St.LooAce

Wiltern (WB) (2,300; 60-$li—
St Louis. Oct 26
Egyptian (FWC) (1,538, 60-$ll— "Belinda" (WB) {2d wk). Solid $19,Combination ol warm: Wieather
"Luxury Liner" (M-G) and "Seciet 000 or near. Last week, sockp $21,over weekend and too nianv holdGood $12,000 Last 900.
Land" (M-G)
overs IS cutting down total take
week, "Julia Misbehaves" (M-G)
here
this week "Moonrise," at the
(2d wk-10 days), nice $10,100
Ambasador, which is pacing the
El Key (FWC) (861; 60-Sl)—
city, is an exception with abig
"Spiritualist" (EL) and "Nanook"
session
'Southern Yankee" also is
Scant $1,500 in
(Indie) (reissue).
$25,700.

Wraps Up

trim at Loew's
Estimates for This

I

$1 800

Mpk, Hep

Ambassador (F&M)

Week
(3,000,

50-

75) —"Moonrise" (Rep) and "Smart
Girls Don't Talk" (WB). Big $21,000
and
town's
best
Last
week
Minneapolis, Oct: 26;
'Johnny
Weilvfnd trade was bolsterpd by Scotland Belmda (WB) and "Code
Yaid" (Rep), $22,000.
influ.ii.
of out-of-towners here for
Fox (F&M) (5,000; 50-75)— "Corthe big Minnesota-Michigan tootoner
Creek' (Col) and "Lulu
Of Mary" (TJ) and "Golden Eye" ball game which drew a record(Col)
Nice $18 000 La.sl
(Mono): Just $1,500 or less. Last breaking croud of 65,000 at $3 50 Belle
week, "Saxon Chaim" (Ui and per "Rope," hottest of newcomers, week "Canon Cit.v lEL) and 'As"S O S Submarine" (SG) ill shapes sturdy at Orpheum. Other signed Danger" (EL). $16,000
Loew's (Loew) (3,172; 50-75)—
days), $5 100
nia.ior new entries, "Saxon Charm,':
Southern Yankee" (M-G) and
Ha\\aii (G & S-Pnn-Cor) fl 106
"Deep Waters" and "October Man" Secret
Land" (M-G) Trim $19,85-$! I— "Red River" lUA' '2d wk)
aren't stirring up much boxoffice
"Loves ol Carmen"
;"Fast $11,000. Last week, $14,400. excitement. Holdovers are quite r^" ,,
(Col). (2a wk), good $10,000.
Hollywood (WB) (2,756; 60-$l'— virile, especially "Julia
MisbeMissouri (F&.M) (3.500; 50-75)—
Strong haves"
"Belinda" (WB) (2d wk)
and "Canon City "
Good Sam" (RKO) and "Rachel
Last week, $21,900.
$19,000
Estimates for This Week
''"d Stranger" (RKO) (m.o.)
Hollywood Music Hall (Pnn-Cor)
(2d
Century (Par) (1,600, 50-70)—
'2d
(512; 85)— 'Red Rivei" lU.A.
following big
nnr^"'^.
*7'l°°
$10,000
initial
wk). Solid $7,500. Last week, $10 - "Deep Waters" (20th). Good $7,000 «H
stanza
Last week, "Paradine Case" (SRO)
Orpheum (Loew) (2 000, 50-75)—
fiOO
60-85)—
Loves
(2d
"Love
wk),
ot
(FWC)
okay
Iris
(828,
$6,000.
Carmen" (Col) (mo)
Of Mary' (U) and "Golden E\e"
Gopher (Par) (1 000, 40-501— ^??iT,.^^'?°'^ 1^"''' ^^eek, "Corvette
K-22.'>
Last ueck, "Eyes of Texas" (Rep)
iSG) and "Wings Over
(Mono) Dim $2,100
and 'Pardon
"Saxon Charm" (U) and "Siili- My Sarong" (Indie) (reis.sue) New Honolulu' (SG) (reis.sues), $8,500
St. Louis (I'&M) (4.000,
marine" (SG) (11 days), S'i.eoo
50-60)—
one and oldie but not developing
Son ol Monte Christo" (EL) and
Loew's State (Loews-WO (2 404. much sleam at $3 000 or near Last
(20lh)
and ueek, "Big Punch" (WB) and Count Monte Christo" (EL) (re60-$l)—"Cry City"
"Smuggler's" (Mono) (2d wk) Slow "God s Country and Woman" (WB) js-sues). Oke $5,500 Last week
$13,500 Last week, good S22,()00 ireissue), $2,500.
Los Anffclos (D'town-WCi (2
Lyiic (Pai) (1,000, 50-70)— "Ca- •yc^S^'I^o
Shubcrt ilnd> (1.500, 40-60)—
097, 60-?] )— "Luxury Liner" 'M-G) non (-it\" lEL) (mo)
Heic after
'flnti
"Secret Land" (M-G,)-. Good .fair we'ek it Stated. Gothing th rough 'Rope- (WB) ana
Lightnin' in
I'orest'
'Kep) (mo) Fine $7,000:
$23;00O: Last week,. "Julia- Misbe- in fine style at $5,000. Last
week, Last
week, ".Sorry, Wrong Numha\es" (M-G) (2d vik-10 days) "Sorry, Wrong Number" (Par)
(3d
ber
(par)
:,plfias)ant'$17.200;
and '-Daredevils of
wk), good $5,200,
Cloud.s"
Loyola (FWC) (1,248. 60-'^
(Rep)
(m,o.), S7,500.
Radio City (Pai) (4.400 50-70)
';''Cry.- City"- ''(20'th): ;and: "Smugv :."Jiili3' Misbehaves."
(M-G) '(2d -wK'^
glet'b" (Mono) (2d wkl Mild ,'54,- Stilt h,eal£by .flt $l.2,00(). Last
week,.-;
600 Last week, .$7,000.
big $18,000
Tears' Toronto's Best,
Million Dollar (D'town) (2.093;
RKO-Orpheum (RKO) (2 800 5060-85)— "Larceny" (U) (2d lun) 70)— "Rope" (WB). Fast
$10 000 or
with Jo.sh White, others, on statie; near Last week "Loves oi Cat-,
Liglit 4)]0,000 Last week. "1 illnll" men
(Col), $15,500.
Toronto Oct 26
(UA' (2d run), wilh Kay .St.iir, Uig
RItO-Pam '(RKG).'(J.,600V- 50-70)—
Tn-'-t lime lieie at pop prices
Joe Turner, others, on stage, oke "r-o\es of Carmen" (Col) (nio) "Best Ycais ol Oui Lives" shapes
$13 800
.Good $8,000 Last week, "Tower of to garner top coin heic this w-ek
Orpheum (D'town (2,210, London" (PC) and "Man Who Re- "Loves of Carmen"
also looks big.
60-$l;
"Spiritualist" lEL) ,ind claimed Head (FC) (reissues) .spbi Still in hefty holdover
bracket are
"NanobR'*; (Indie) .'(reissue,'.' TMn' with "Race Street" (RKO) (2d wk) "Sorry.
Wiong Number," and
„.
$6,000 in 5 days.
Last ucrk r-saiiie.
"P.UMdine Case "
"Sofia" (EL) and "Journey" lEL)
State (Par) (2 300, 50-70)- '.Saxon
Estimates for This Wc<>k
(6 days), .'58,100
Chaim" (U) Modeiatc $8,000 about
Danturth (Odeon) (1240, 36-60)
Pan Pacific (Prin-Cor) (940, 85- al] Last week, "Canon City" lEL), —"Good Time Ciil" (EL), Slim
"Red River" (UA) (2d u!:' $9 200.
$1)
$4,000
Last week
Embraceable
Bright $6,500 Last week, $8 100
../Uptowii ..(PafJ :(1,0{)G; 'SO-SS)— You
>\VH' .md "lleartjthcs' 'ED,
Pantages (Pan) (2,812, 60-$l)
"Lile Witli Father" (Wli)
*
One of $4.2P0.:,:.'\^
"Walk Crooked Mile" iCol) and fiist nabe showings. SoUd $4,500
Imperial (FPi (3 373, 36-6fii
"Black Eagle" (Col). Modest $18,- Last week, "Good Sam" (RKO), $4 - '.Sorry,., Wrong Number" (Par) (3d
000. Last week, "Loves Carmen" 500
wk)
Smait $12,000 aftei .1,14,700
World (Mann) (250, 50-85)— "Oc- last week.
(Col) (2d wk-8 days) and "Variefy
Time" (RKO) (8 days), medium tober Man" (EL). Good $2,500 Last
Loew's (Loew) (2.096; 36-60)
week, Molson Story"' (Col) (reis- "Paradine Case" (SRO) (2d wk)
$12,400.
Paramount (F&M) (3,398; 60-$I) sue), $2,000.
(Continued on page 14)

Star (UA-WC)
—Four
"Apartment Peggy"

(900, (60-';ii
(20thl and
(20th) (m o.'s) '2d
Last
Over $2,500.
wk-4 days).
week, lair $4,100.
Guild (FWC) (968; 60-$l)—-"Love

:

"Night Wind"

I

I

'Eyes' SparUi^

,

I

I

$}1,0W, Seattle

$16,000

!,

'

!

:

:

:

I

;

,

'

—

"

I

great $13,300.

,

Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 40-80)—
Avenue (II-E) (2,349; 50-84)
—"Apartment For Peggy" (20th) "Peabody and Mermaid" (UI) and
and "Big Punch" (WB) (2d wk). "Dear Murderer" (UI). Faiily good
Good $9,000 m 8 days. Last week, $22,000. Last week, "Velvet Touch"
(RKO) and '-'Enchanted Valley"
big $11,800.
Fifth

(

I

,

(cLi, $23,000;

|

i

_

—"Apartment for Peggy" (20th)
and "Night Wind" (20th). Best nr
lown with trim $27,000

"

:

1

—

,

.

?B,000;'CarmerHotl6G

'

'

-

—

WO

'

..

•

—

'

—

,

•

—

—

Last week,

Sorry, Wrong Number" (P.ii) and
Music Box (II-F) (850, 50-84)
"Gold Eye" (Mono) (2d wk) fine
"Rachel" (RKO) and
"Mystery $22,000.
Mexico" iRKO) (4lli wk). Fine $3,Orpheum (Loew) (3.000; 40^80)-^
500 in 6 days
"Red Ri\er" (LA) and "Manhattan
Music Hall (H-K) (2.200, 50-84)— Angel" (Col). Opens today (Tues ).
"Cry of City" (20th)
Very slow Last week, "HiUs of Home" (M-G)
$6 000. Last week, "Luxurv Liner" and "Triple Threat" (Col), lancy
(M-G) and "Night Wind" (20th (2d $20,000.
wk) excellent $7 200
Paramount (M-P) (1,700: 40-801—
Orpheum (11-E) i2 600, ,50-84)
"Night Has 1 000 Eves" (Kir) and
"Touch of Venus" (U) and "Swoid "Smuggler's
Cove" (Mono) Okay
01 Avenger" (EL).
Sturdy $14,000 $16,000. Last week, "Smart
GiHs
or close
Last week, "Rope" (WB) Don t Talk"
(WB) and "Embraceand "Locked Door" (EL), onlv 6
able You" (WB), $14,000
oays, halted by censors, good
$8,State (Loew)
40-80)—
(3,500;
Palomar (Sterling) / 1,350; 40-65) "Red River" (UA) and "Manhattan
Jericho" (20th) and "Beyond Angel" (Col) Opens today (Tues.).
Last week, "Hills of Home" (M-G)
-"j";' '2d runs).
Moderate and "Trouble Triple
Sr'7n in
Threat" (Col),
$4,500
6 days
Last week, "Ladv
in
Ermine" i20th) and "FatheV $13,000.
Dunne" (RKO) (2d runs), $4 000
Paramount (H-E) (3,039, 50-84)—
Southern Yankee"
(M-G) and
Hunted' (Mono)
Fine $14,000 Pitt
Last week, "Carmen" (Col)
and
uentleman Nowhere" (Col) (2d
wk), okay $7,500.

—

'

—

'

—

•

Mild Albeit

—

Roosevelt (Sterling) (800: 50-84)
Slave Ship" ,20th) and "Fron'20^h)

<l^'\
Socko
$6,500.

with

Judj

tlower'''

Last

(reissues)

week,

'City'Tafl $10,(1
j

Pittsburgh

"Date

M-G) and "Wall(WB) (rei.ssues). slow
•

I

I

Oct

26.

Bi? is slow this week, with new
entries not doing as well as some
holdovers.
"Cry of Citv" looks

standout at the Fulton although
"Walk Crooked Mile" is fauiy nice
at Harris. "Belinda" shapes solid
'Carmen' $9,500 in
in second Stanley week, and ".Sorry, Wrong Number" .still i-, doing
Omaha, Oct. 26.
1
, .
"nd "Lo\es of well in second week of moveovcr
at the Ritz.
CaimenH, are doing doing
the top
business here this week
Estimates for This Week
although
neither is smash at Paramount
Fulton (Shea) (1,700, 44-76)—.
and
Brandeis respectively.
"Carmen," "Crv of City" (20th)
Very fine
with fine reviews and good
word- $10,000. Last week,

Omaha

T

'

"Apartment

,''^"P'^'

,

.

Metropolitan (M-P) (4,367; 40-80)

I

'

,

Boston (RKO) (3,200; 40-80)—
"Drums" (UA) and "Wlute Feather"
(UA) (reissuos). Very good $25,000,

I

'

'

Estimates for This Week
Astor (Jaycox) (1,300; 90-$2.40)—
"Hamlet" (U) (10th wk). Close to
$10,000, solid for this stage of run
Last week, $10,500.

Last week, "Larceny" (U) and "The
Prairie" (SG), $19,000,
Seattle, Oct. 26.
Esquire (M-P) (1,000, 90-$2.40)—
Holdovers are faltering and a "Macbeth" (Rep) (3d wk). Getting
number of new pictures are being son^e sciiDol biz to stay at $5,000
ruslied in.
Best of new fare ap- after about okay $6,000 last stanza.
pears t6 be "Night Has 1,000 Eyes"
Exeter (Indie) (1,000; 45-75)—
and "Touch of Venus."
"Blanche Fury" (EL) and "Gay InEstimates for This Week
truders" (20th). Neat $6,000. Last
Blue Mouse (II-E) (800; 50-84)
week, "Goodbye Mr. Chips" (M-G)
''Loves of Carmen" (Col) (mo). and "One Night
of Love" (Col) (reGood $4,000 in 6 days. Last week, issues), $3,500.
"Blandings" (SRO) and "Shed No
Fenway (M-P) (1,373; 40-80)—
Tears" (EL) {4th wk), dandy $4,200
"Night
Has
Eyes" (Par) and
1,000
in 9 days.
"Smuggler's Cove" (Mono). CusColiseum (H-E) (1.877; 50-84)
"Crooked Mile (Col) and "Triple tomary $7,000 on this'. Last week,
"Smart Girljs Don't Talk" (WB) and
Threat" (Col) (2d wk).
Down to
dim $4,500 in 6 days, and yanked "Embraceable You" (WB), about
same.
Last week,

Liberty (Ind) (1,650; 50-84)
"Night Has 1.000 Eyes" (Par) and
"Rusty Leads Way" (Col)
Big
$11,000.
Last week. "Isn't It Romantic" (Par) and "French Leave"
(Mono), weak $6,000.

IHooiirise' Lofty

wk-10 days), good $10,100.

'Rope'

I

I

,

Wilshire (FWC) (2,296, 60-$l)—
"Luxury Liner" (M-G) and "Secret
Land" (M-G).- Superb $13,000 Last
week, "Julia Misbehaves" (M*G) (2d

6 days or near. Last week, "Sofia''
(EL) aTid "Journey" (EL) (6 days),

220

cities,

theatres )

I

Fairway (Fox

60-85)— 000 Last week, "One Touch of
(EL) and "Nanook" Venus
(U), pleasant $15,900.

100

21

:

$3,086,000

.

I

Paramount (Par) (1,900; 45-65)
—"Sealed Verdict" (Par). Mild
$11,000. Last week "Sorry, Wrong

—

(Indiei (reissue). Modest $2,300 in
6 davs. Last week, "Sofia" (EL)
»nd "Journey" (EL) (6 days), $2,-

.

Memorial, while "Night Has
1,000 Eyes" is only standard at?
Paramount' and Fenway. "Hills of
Home" at Orpheum and State was
profitable in single week.

:

Same Week

Last Year
(Based on

so-spf

at the

Kijno (Dickinson) (550; 35-45-65)

I

Last week, $9,000.
week, $6,600.
Culver (FWC) (1,145; 60-$!)—
Vogue (FWC)
"Spiritualist" (EL) and "Nanook"
"Spiritualist"

at the Metropolitan, standout. "Mr.'

Peabody and Mermaid" looks

and

(M-G)

-^"Marius" (Indie). Modest $1,700.
Last week, "Torment" (Indie) and

—

$6,000.

Yankee'

"Secret Land" (M-G) Nice $17,000.
Last week, "Luxury Liner"
(M-G) and "Big City" (M-G), mild

(EL)

>

Estimated Tota) Gross

Total Gross

— "Soulhorn

—

week, with "Apartment for Peggy"

splash

(Col) (reissues). Big
Last week,
$4,000.
"Swamp Water" (20lh) and "Stanley and Livingston" (20th) (reissues), great $5,000.
Midland (Loew's) (3,500; 45-65)

26.

Considering pre-election influence, film takes aren't too bad this

Grosses

City

"High Seas"
at

U' Oke 33G
Boston, Oct

Key

Tbis Week .... $2,685,000
{Based, on 25 citteii, 222
theatres, chieflV I^TSt runs, including W. Y.).

'

I

236,
_

"Sealed

—

'

and "Nanook "Saxon Charm" (U) and "SubDull marine" (SG) (11 days), $10,500.
Of North" (India) (reissue).
Studio City (FWC) (880, 60-$li—
Last week,
$1,200 in 5 days.
"Sofia" (EL) and "Miraculous Jour- "Love of Mary" (U) and "Golden
Eye" (Mono). Only $2,500. Last
ney" (EL) (6 days), $1,900.
Beverly Hills Music Hall (G&S- week, "Saxon Charm" (U) and
"Submarine"
"Red
(SG) (11 days), $6,800.
85-$l)
(854;
Prin-Cor)
United Artists (UA) (2,100; 60River" (UA) (2d wk). Fast $8,000.
$1)
"Love of Mary" (U) and
Last week, huge $11,000.
Carthay Circle (FWC) (1,518, "Golden Eye" (Mono). Scant $4,r
60-$l)— "Cry of City" (20th) and 500. Last week, "Saxon Charm"
"Smuggler's Cove" (Mono) (2d wki. (U) and "Submarine" (SG) (11
da.\s), $15,500.
Slow $3,500; Last week, $5,000.
Chinese (Grauman-tVC) (2,048,
Uptown (FWC) (1,^719; 60-$l)—
and "Cry City" (20th) and "Smuggler's"
(20th)
C0-$1)— "Cry City"
"Smuggler's" (Monoi (2d wk). Light (Mono) (2d wk). Dull $4,500. Last

and

Verdict" at Paramount are just
tagging .along. Weather is unusually good for this time oT year.
Estimates for ThisWeek
Esquire (Fox Midwest) (82; 4565)
"Slave Ship" (20th) and

—

(1,532;

Tyes Routine

ern Yankee" at Midland holding
well up, "Saxon Charm" in Tow-

26.

Belmont (FWC)

Kansas City, Oct. 26.
on an even keel this

is

er-Uptown-Fairway

1948

Teggy Paces Mild Hub, Trim $27,1

week among first runs, with
"Rope" at Orpheum and "South-

lary'VeryDimHG/Spiritualist'lSG
— "Night Has Thousand Eyes"
Los Angeles, Oct

"Spiritualist"

AT

$15,000; 'YANKEE' 17G
Business

liner' Steady 48G, 'Eyes' Fair 25G,

Five new bills are failing to give (Par) and "Night Time- Nevada"
biz here much of a pickup. Only (Rep). Fair $16,000 in 8 days Last
two pictures are doing real busi- week, "Isn't It Romantic" (Par) and
ness. "Luxury Liner," paired with "Out of Storm" (Rep) (6 days), very
"Secret Land," shapes nice $48,- thm $7,100.
000 in three theatres while "Walk
Paramount Hollywood (F&M)
Crooked Mile," in two houses, will (1,451, 60-$l)
"Night Thousand
Fyes" (Par). Dke $9,000 in 8 day.s.
be stout $42,000.
"Night Has Thousand Eyes" is Last week, "Isn't Romantic" (Par)
not so bright wjUi $25,000 in eight and "Out of Storm" (Rep) (6 da\s),
days in two Paramount theatres dim $4,600.
"Love of Mary" is in the red at
RKO Hillstreet (RKO) (2,890, 60$14,000 or less In five spots 80)
"WAjk Crooked Mile" (Col)
"Spiritualist" shapes to land only and "Black Eagle" (Col). Sturdy
Last week, "Loves Car$13,000 in five locations on five $24 000
men" (Col) (2d wk-8 days) and
days.
"Johnny Belinda" and "Bed "Variety Time" (RKO) (8 days),
Biver" both are big In their Tsec- good $18,000.
Ritz (FWC) (1,370; 60-$!)— "Love
ond weeks.
ot Mary" (U) and "Golden Eye"
Estimates for This Week
60-$l)— (Mono). Dull $3,500. Last week.

K.C.

'•^'•"n«

I'ut

olf"7"'"L.*,'?
Irish'; looks lust healthy

"Luck For Peggy"
Harris

(20th) (2d wk), $7,000.

44-76)—
Mile"
(Col).
(Tristalesi (2 800 16Nice $14,000
La.st
week, "UnS"--,'Luek
of
lu.sh"
(2btht
Hea thy $11,000 but not big L.,m taniod Bleed" (Col), \ery lliin
$5,000 in five days and yanked
''I'a<i>
^'PsJ^'
in Eimine'
Estimates for" This

Paramount

weak

Week

"Walked

.-20th)

$9,000

(Harris)

(2,200;

Crooked

Penn (Loew',s-UA)

(3,300; 44-76)

]6-(55)~ —"Southern Yankee" (M-G) and
iCol)
and "Secret Land" (M-G) Not so lint
Great $9,- $13,500, Last week, "Innocent AfLast week "Race lair" (UA), very thin $12 000
""^ "Vanety Time"
Ritz (Loeu's) (800, 44-76)— "Soi-

Brandeis (RKO) (1,500

;Loves

of

"Carmen"

Ihunderhoof
500

or

close.

(Col)

^p^^oV
'^^^PJ.
(RKO) good
$7,000

rv, Wrong Number" (Pai) (nio)
(Tristates) (3 000
16- '2d wk)
Fancy $3,000 after big
G.) - -"Four Faces
Wesf LA)' and $4,500 last week
Jifigs Maggie in Societv" (Monoi
Senator (Harris) (1,750, 44-76)—
Surprisingly stout al $11 000 Last
Count ot Monte Cri.sto" (KL) and
'f-'^' and 'Son
Monte Crifto" (ED iicis•un^'
Tp,f ^^V^"^
Who Killed
'Doc' Robbin" (UA) .sues).
F.;ir
$3,500
Lasi week,
strong $12:500: ^'
/: • \
t "Blood
and Sand"
and
'20th)
Stale iGoldbcigi (865, 1.5-651—
Wake Up Screaming' '20.hj 'leLuxury Linei" (M-G) and "Secret issucs). lire
$4,500
'-y'^'
^'"'ted
Stanley
Sunday
(WB)
4,4-76)'^
(3,800;
.Vi'?'^"'T
^^'"^^^
"Blood and Sand
"Johnnj Belinda" iVV'B) 2d ^\k).
^hl,
(^Oth) and "Sla\e Ship" i20tli) (re- titiU brisk
at $15,000 aJlei
big
issues) big $4 800
$20 000 opener,
Omaha (Tris(ates) (2 100 16-65Warner (WB) (2,000, 44-7())
"Peabody and Meimaid" (L'' and "Smart Girls Don't
'WB)
Talk"
"The Cobra Strikes" (EL)
Mild and "Lsn't It Romantic" it>a))
$9,.500.
Last week, "Wrong Num- Sluggish
$5,000. Last week, "Race
ber" (Par) imo.i and "Lady at Street"
(RKO), okay $10,000 and
Midnight" (ED, solid $10,000.
over hopes.

Orpheum

--:

'

.,

:

—

—

•

'
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PICTTRE GROSSES
'Velvet'

O^Perks Up; 'Station West' Preem

Smooth $11,000,

%es'

Balto;

Lusty $28,000, Rooney

Socb 646.

W

Chicago, Oct. 26. 4
Chi film front is brlgiiter, with
new arrivals bringing cheer.
.Mickey Rooney on stage at Chicago
With "Apartment for Peggy" promises sock $64,000 or over. "Station
West." which preemed at Palace
with bevy of Holly woodites oft'
hand, is heading for strong $28,000.
"A Song Is Bom" looks giant
$36,000 at the Woods, while "Ciy
of City" has an okay $21,000 in

Lifts

Very

Trade in the downtown sector

Solid 3I)G

eight

:

prospect at Roosevelt.
Brace of reissues, "International

Xady" and "My Son,
get

should
$10,000.

the

Apollo

"The Pearl"

My

Son,"
perky

a

Estimated Total Gross
This Week
$609,300
(Boseri ot! 15 theatres)
Last Year
$794,000
(Based oil 21 tjieatres)

Giant $86,0M;

hi6re this week is in a rather uneventful groove. Best of newcomers, "Velvet Touch," is drawing some action at the Town.
"Night Has a Thousand Eyes" is
inching cut a passable week at
Keith's.
Holdovers of "Johnny,
Belinda"
and "Apartment for
Peggy" better than average.
Estimates for This Week
Century (Loew's-UA) (3,000; 2060)—"Innocent Affair" (UA). Fair
$13,000. Last week, "Saxon Charm"
::

Hippodrome (Rappaport)

,

,

.

(2,240;

.

-

,

>

—

Keith's (Schanberger (2,460; 20-

60)—

"Night Has 1,000 Eyes" (Par)
shapes fairish $9v500 or near.
(2d wk). Starts second round today bouse record at the State with: a
"Black Eagle" and "Triple Threat"
colossal $86,000 or close. This fig'
(Tues.)
after
passable
$12,000
at Garrick may hit solid $10,000.
ure IS way over what many top
Cincinnati, Oct. 26.
opener.
Estimates for Last Week
Biz generally is fair-to-middling
Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 20-65)— vaudfilm shows have done at this
Apollo (B&K) (1,400; 50-08)— for second successive sesh. "Apart- "Gung Ho" (FC) (reissue). Above house and about $30,000 better
than the old vaude high.
"jVly Son, My Son" (EL) and "Inter- ment for Peggy" is topping three average $5,000. Last week, "Girl
Another boxoffice giant is "Red
national Lady" (Indie) (reissues). firstruns in stylish manner, trailed from Manhattan" (Mono); not too
Shoes,'' which is doing capacity
Neat $10,000. Last week, "History by "Night Has 1,000 Eyes" and forte at $3,900.
New (Mechanic) (1,800; 20-60)— $ 1 7,500 at Bi j ou, on two^a-day with
Made at Night" (Mast) and "Only "Forever. Amber." "Sorry, Wrong
"Apartment for Peggy" (20) (3d $2.40 top for nights. Superlative;
Live Once" (Mast) (reissues), nice Number" is top holdover.
Estimates for This Week
wk), Holding nicely :Dn' word-'Of- praise from crlx and fine word-rof-^
$8,800.
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 50-75)— mouth to $9,000 after pleasing sec- mouth are doing the trick. This fig-^
Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 50-98)—
ure is colossal in view of less than
"Apartment for Peggy" (20th) with "Apartment for Peggy" (20th). ond stanza at $12,200.
-Stanley (WB) (3,280; 20-60)— '600-seat capacity of this bandbox
Mickey Rooney: in person. Excel- Nifty $16,500.- Last week, "Rope"
"Johnny Belinda" (WB) tSxiA wk). ex-Iegiter. In for a run, with extra
lent $64,000. Last week, "Sorry, (WB), $16,000.
Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 50-75)— Holding exceptionaly well at $14,- shows already scheduled for ArmisWrong Number" (Par) with Connie
tice Day and Christmas week.
Haines on stage (3d wk), fine "Southern Yankee" (M-G) (3d wk). 000 after big pJ-eem of $18,300.
Good $6,500 after solid $10,000 siec^
Town (Rappaport) (1,500; 35-65)
"Song Is Born,"' treated unkinaly
$43,000.
—"Velvet Touch" (RKO). Rather by some crix, landed a big $37,000
Garrick (B&K) (900; 50-85^— ond stanza.
Grand (RKO) (1,400; 50-75)— disappointing but still okay at in first week at Astor, compara"Triple Threat" (Col) and "Black
Eagle" (Col). Sweet $10,000. Last "Forever Amber" (20th). Pleasing $11,000. Last week, "Loves Car- tively great in view of current conweek, "Count Monte Gristo" (UA) $9,500 in 9 days. Last week, "Sofia" men" (Cql) (2d wk), solid $10,200. ditions. New Danny Kaye starrer is
set for a run' and taay build.
and "Son of Monte Cristo" (UA), (FC), $5,500 in 5 days.
Keith's (City Inv) (1,542; 50-75)
"Urubu" looks fine $13,000 on first
(reissues) (2d wk), trim $8,500.
"Sorry, Wrong Number" (Par)
week at Rialto.
Grand (RKO) (1,500: 50-98)—
All holdovers slipped badly in
"The Pearl" (RKO). Fairish $10,- (3d wk). Hanging on stoutly at $8,- 'Hamlef D.C. Standout
current session.
For Instance,
000. Last week, "Love of Mary" 000 on heels of hefty $11,000 second round.
''Julia Misbehaves" fell to $125,000
(U), $12,000.
With Capacity $16,500;
Lyric (RKO)
50-75)(1,400;
in third Music Hall week, $14,000
Oriental (E«saness) (3,400; 50-98)
below second frame. "Night Has
—"Luck of Irish" (20th) with Jane "Time of Life" (UA) (m.o.), 4 days,
'Shoes'
Great
18G,
2d
Thousand Eyes," with Tony Pastor
Powell in person (2d wk). Sock and "Blood and Sand" (20th) and
"I Wake Up Screaming" (20th) (reband- Vic Damone heading stageWashington, Oct. 26.
$52,000. Last week, terrif $67,000.
Last
Palace (HKO) (2,500; 50-981— issues).. Moderate $5,000.
Holdovers and prer-election lull bill, is down to $63,000 in second
"Station
^si" (RKO). World week, "Race Street" (RKO) (m.o.) is affecting biz here, with sole week at Paramount, just $20,000
preem Oct. 19 at boosted admis- split with "Rio" (Indie) and "Zanzi- standout honors going to ''Hamlet." less than, opener. ''Apartment for
sions; giant $28,000 likely for week. bar" (Indie) (reissues) so-so $4,500 The British film, opening simul- Peggy," with Kay Thompson-WilPalace (RKO) (2,600; 50-75)— taneously at the two Lopert arters,. liams Bros, topping stageshow, is
Last week, "Touch of Venus" (U)
"Night Has 1,000 Eyes" (Par). Playhouse and Little, is- getting off a like mount to $92,000 in sec(3d wk), $17,000.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 50-98)— Modest $11,000. Last week, "Time plenty of attention in press ;and at ond Roxy week.
Many houses are bringing in new
"Cry of City" (20th). Nifty $21,000. of Lite" (UA). $12,500.
boxofrice. "Red Shoes" is great in
Sluibert (RKO) (2,1Q0; 50-75)— second session at: National after bills to take advantage of Election
Last week, "Southern Yankee" (M"Rope" (WB) (m.o.). Okay $5,500. sock opener.. "Secret Land,'? with Day. Paramount opens on that day,
G) (3d wk), $16,500.
State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 50-98) Last week. "Luck of Irish" (20th) reissue of "Night at Opera" is ,next Tuesday, with "Sealed Verclicking
nicely -at
—"Julia Misbehaves" (M-G) (2d (m.o ), $4,500.
smallseater i^dict" and Frankie Laine, Connie
Wk). Fairish $17,500. Last week,
Columbia, where it launched with Haines, Jerry Wald band onstage;
"Touch of Venus," with Jean
much hoopla and Navy brass.
good $22,000.
Sablon topping stage layout, opens
Surf (Indie) (650; 85)— "Mikado" Teggy' Paces Denver,
Estimates for This Week
.
tomorrow (Thurs.) at Capitol. "Hol(U) (reissue) (2d wk). Lush $4,500
Capitol (Loew's) (2,434; 44-80)— low Triumph" opens same
day at
or more.: Last week, exceptional:
"Cry of City" (20th) plus vaude. Globe.
Lush $25,000;
$6,000.
Somewhat better than recent
"June Bride," with Vaughn MonUnited Artists (B&K) (1,700; 50Denver, Oct. 26.
weeks, but still only mild at $20,^
08)— 'Gone Witli Wind" (M-G) (re'"Apartment For Peggy" is the 000. Last week, "Saxon Charm" roe band, starts Friday (29) at
Strand after four great weeks with
issue).
Fine $10,500. Last week, best bet Jiere this week, with big (U) with vaude, thin $17,000.
"Johnny Belinda" and Freddy Mar"Escape" (20th) (2d wk), $10,000.
biz at' the; Denver and nice takColumbia (Loew's) (1,263; 44-74) tin band. On same day "Kiss Blood
Woods (Essaness) (1.073; 98)— ings at two other houses. "Night
"Song Is Bom" (RKO). Terrilic Has Tliousand Eyes," mild at —"Secret Land" (M-G) and "Niglit Off Hands" tees off at Criterion.
Opera" (M-G) (reissue). Solid "Snake Pit" opens Nov. 4 at Rivoli.
$36,000 looms. Last week, "Good Denham, is liolding because night at
Last
week,
"Luxury
Liner"
$9,000;
Reissue combo, "Last Days of
Sam" (RKO) (4th wk), okay $13,000. trade is strong.
(M-G) (2d run), slight $5,000.
Pompeii" and "She" opens at PalEstimates for This Week
Keith's (RKO) (1,939; 44-74)— ace Saturday (30).
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 35-74)
Estimates for This Week
"Egg and I" (U) and "Canyon "Tap Roots" (U) (2d wk). Nice
Film Stars P.A/s Help
after
big
$10,000
opener.
$17,000
Pasfsage" (U). Fair $3,000.
Last
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 70-$1.50)
Little (Miller-Lopert) (287; $1.20- —"Song Is Bom" (RKO) (2d wk)
week. "Forever Amber" (20th),
•}
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$2.40)— "Hamlet"

First week ended last Monday (25)
35- terest in this one, with hot advance climbed to big $37,000 but somer
day-date with Playhouse, what disappointing after smash
and, here,
(re- Seatwise, a complete sellout, but teeoff. In for indef run. In ahead,
Guild and student rate bites (20%' "Ruth Story" (Mono) (12th wk);
discount) cutting capacity gross only $5,500.
^
Closing night of Portola Parade
from $7,200 to $6,500. Last week,
Bijou (City Inv.) (589; $J.20last Saturday (23) again hit the
second-run.
$2.40)— "Red Shoes" (EL). In first
street but Paramount, United ArtMetropolitan (WB) (1,163; 44-74) week ending tomorrow (Thurs.),
ists aud Warfleld held up fairly
"Night Has Thousand Eyes"
"Son-j", Wrong Number" (Par/ this is going to capacity, with coloswell. Personals by Vivian Blaine,
Mild $11,000 or over, (2d run). Average $7,000. Last sal $17,500 in view. Crix did raVes.
Bill Holden; and Mary Hatcher (Par).
Last week,. ''Dream week, "Smart Girls Don't Talk" Playing at upped scale and two-ahelped opening day of "Miss Tat- but holds.
day, this gets in four shows on
(WB), ditto.
lock's Millions" at Paramount, with Girl" (Par), $10,500.
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 3.=i-74)—
fine week in prospect.
National (Heiman) (1,590; 8i5- Saturdays, three on Sundays. Extra
performances already set for Elec_ "Cry of City" shapes only fair at: "Apartment For Peggy" (20th) and $2.40i— "Red Shoes" (EL) (2d wk). tion
Day (Nov, 2) and Armistice
Fox while "Julia Misbehave-s" looks "Michael O'Halleran" (Mono), day- Great $18,000 after $20,000 initial
Day
as well as extra shows Xmas
datewith
Esquire.
Webber.
Big
nice -at Warfield. St. Francis' fourth
week. Holds.
week. Stays over indefinitely. Last
$18,000. Last week, "Arch of Triweek of "Rope" still is strong.
Palace (Loew's) (2,370; 44-74)— week,
umph" (UA) and "Music Man" "Julia
shuttered.
Misbehaves" (M-Gi (2d wk).
Estimate for This Week
Capitol
(Mono), $12,000.
(Loew's) (4,820; 80-$1.50)
Steady $16,000 after sock $22,000
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,844; 60-95)
35-74)
—"Red River" (UA) plus DeMarcos,
£s«|uire (Fox)
(742;
—"Race Street" (RKO) and "Vari- "Apartment For Peggy" (20th) and opener.
Rose Marie, Nat Brandwynne orch
Playhouse (Lopert) (432; $1.20. onstage (4th-final
ety Time" (RKO) (2d wk).
Mild "Michael-.O'Halleran" (Mono), also
"Hamlet" (U). Capacity mild $41,000 in finalwk). Down to
SU.OOO. Last week, big $19,000.
Denver,
Webber.
Fine $4,000. $2.40)
session; third
Arcli of Triumph" here, but discount cutting into $60,000. "Touch of Venus" (U) with
^ Fox (FWC) (4,651; 60-95)— "Cry l.,a.st week.
City" (20th) and "Sons of Adven- (UA) and '-Music Man" (Moho), total take but still smash $10,000. Jean Sablon, Betty Bruce,
Ted
Last
week,
"Mine Own Execu- Stracter orch.
ture" (Rep).
Very thin $18,000. $2,500
Wessons onstage,
tioner"
(20th) (3d wki. good $4,000 opens
Last week, "Apartment For Peggy"
Orpheum (RKO) f2,60(); 35-74)—
tomorrow (Thurs.).
(20th) and "Night Wind" (20th) (2d "Good Sam" (RKO) and "Jassy" at regular scale.
Criterion (Loew's) (1,700- 70v\k-6 days), $10,000.
Warner
(WB)
44-74)—
(2,154;
85)—
(Ui I2d wkJ. Fair $11,000.
.$1
"Walk Crooked Mile"'
Last
"Johnny Belinda" (WBi (2d wk). (3d wk-3 days). Second week (Col)
Warfield (FWC) (2,656; 60-85)— week, $12,000
ended
Julia Mi.sbehaves" (M-G) and "SeParamount (Fox) (2,200; 35-74) Slid to $13,000 after smash $19,0U0
"25) night fell to thin
i.^/n'i)J?"^,?y
ciet Land" (M-G). Good $20,000 or
"RuthUss" (EL) and "Enchanted last week.
$12,000 after nice $24,000 in first,
near.
"Kiss Blood Off Hands" (U) opens
Last week, "Intermezzo" Valley" (EL). Mild $9,500. Last
(bEO) and "It Happened Tomor- week,. ''Black An-ow" (Col) and
Friday (29),
row (Indie) (reissues), weak $8.- "Lulu Belle" (Col), $10,000.
epic, lie is, as always, impressive;
Estimates
500.
Rialto
(Fox)
(87R.
35-74)
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 90-$l,50)
Film gross estimates as rePar-imount (Par) (2,646; 60-85)— "Black Arrow" (Col) and "Lulu
Rope" (WB) (9th-final wk):
ported herewith from the variMiss Tatlock's Millions" (Par) and (Belle" (Coll fmo.i. Thin $2,500.
i ma} stanza ending today (Wed ) is
ous key cities, are net, i.e..
Inner Sanctum" (FC). Tri/.i $19,- Last week, "Two Guys Teijias"
way off to $11,000 or near afteiwithout the 20.%.tax. Djstribu000.
nice $18,000 for eighth, "HoUoiv
and 'Daredevils Clouds"
Last week, "Sorry, Wrong l(WB)
toz'S share on net take, when
Number" (Par) (2d wk), big $15,000. (Repi m.o.', $3,500,
Tnuniph
(EL) opens tomorrow
playing precentage, hence the
St. Francis (Par) (1,400; 60-85)—
(Thurs,).
Webber (Fox) (750; 35-74)—
estimated figures are net inThe Rope" (WB) (4th wk). Strong "Apartment For Peggy" (20th) and
Mayfair (Brandt)
come.
60(1,736;
$1,50)— "Mourning Becomes Elec510,000.
"Michael O'Halleran" (Mono), also
Last week, big $12,500.
Tlie parenthetic' admission
Orpheum (S. Corwin) (2,448; 55- Denver, Esquire. Good $3,000.
tra"
(RKO) (2d wk),
prices, however, as indicated,
Second
Bo I— Loves of Carmen" (CoD and Last week. "Black Arrow" (Col)
round ending next Friday (29) wiU
include the U. S. amusement
Belle"
(Col),
"Lulu
be
off
sharplj'and
$2,500.
tax.
(Continued On page 14)
at $2lj000 aftee

'Tallock's' Sturdy 19G,

Frisco; 'City' Dim
San Francisco, Oct.

$4,000.

Broadway (Cinema)

(U).

Terrific

in-

(1.500;

74) — "Man Godfrey" (U»
18G "When
Tomorrow. Comes" (U)

Dim

Last week,
$3,000.
"Lost Weekend" (Par) and "Sun
Valley Serenade'': (20tli) (reissues)*
$4,000.
Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 3,5-74)
issues).

26.

—

37G,

Broadway firstruns are suffering stout $30,000 in first. Stays on anfrom pre-election Blues this week. other week with ''Road House"
Business Is spotty with more film (20th) opening Nov. 6.
theatres sluggish than possibly at
Palace (RKO) (1,700; 40-95^—
any time this fall. Most N, Y. man- "Angels with Dirty Fac«s" (WB>
agers', blame the general downbeat and "Drive By Night" (WB) (reon counter-interest in the elections, issues) (3d wk-4 days).
Second
and are looking for an improve- frame ended Monday (25) night
ment starting Election Day next held up to rousing $17,000; first
Tuesday.
was great $25,000: Stays only four
Three days: of: rain had: a: damp' days in third round with "Last
ening influence; especially' on Mon-': Days Pompeii" (RKO) and "She"
day (25) but few managers attrib'-' (RKO) (reissues) opening '-next
uted the offish tone to this. De- Saturday (30).
spite election competition, "Three.
Paramount (Par) (3,664; 55Musketeers'' teed off in smash fash- $1.50)
"Night Has
Thousand
ion and ^eems sure of breaking the Eyes" (Par) with Tony Pastor orch,

20-70)— "Hollow Triumph" (EL)
plus vaude and "Fur Fashion
Show." Not getting far with $14,000 possible. Last week, "Mystery
in Mexico" (RKO) leaning smash
t».a.'of Mickey Rooneyj big $21,400;

$16^ in Cincy

Danny Kaye Big

'%oes' Terrif IT^jG, 'Julia' 125G, 3d

(U), $8,800.

'Peggy' Rousing

Grand

at

ludieteers' Breaks N. Y. State Marie

Mild 12G

Baltimore, Oct. 26.

Teggy

—

.

Vic

Damone

topping stage

bill (3d-

Second stanza ended
was off sharply

wk).

final

last (Tues.) night
at okay $63,000;

first was very
good $83,000. Goes only six days
of third week to open "Sealed Ver-

dict" TPar), with Jeri-y Wald orch,
Frankie Laine, Connie Haines
heading stagebill, on Election, Day
Special showing, spon(Tues.).
sored by film chapter of American
Veterans' Committee of ''Verdict",
will be held Monday (1) night.
'

,

Park Avenue. (U)

(583;

$1.20-

$2.40)—"Hamlet" (U) (5th wk).
Fourth session ended last (Tues.)
night held up. to a little better
'

than $16,000, capacity, same at
third week. Continues indef.
Radio City Music Hall (Rockefellers) (5,945; 80-$2.40)—"Julia Misbehaves" (M-G) and stageshow (3d
wk). Current round ending today
(Wed.) looks to do about $125,000,

down abruptly from second week's
big $139,000. Going a fourth, with
a fifth possible. "Gotta Be Happy"
(U) is penciled: in next, and' opening*' Nov. 4 unless fourth week, of
"Julia" perks up.
44-99)-^
Rialto
(Mage)
(594;
"Urubu" (UA) (2d wk). First week
concluded last (Tues.) night hit a
fine $13,000 or near. In ahead, second week of "16 Fathoms Deep"
.

(Mono) was barely good at: $6,000.RivoH (UAT-Par) (2,092; 60-$1.25)
—"Gallant Blade" (Col) (3d 'wk),
Second round ended Monday (25)
night fell to dim $10,000 after mild
$18,000 opener. "Snake.Plt" (20th)

comes in Nov. 4, with opening already advertised.
Roxy (20th) (5,886; 80-$l,80)—
"Apartment for Peggy" (20th) with
Kay Thompson- Williams V firos.i
Roily Bolls, Ben Beriv Icesnbw On<
stage (2d wk). Second week ending tomorrow (Thurs.) Is slipping,
to good $92,000, but Will go a third
and maybe a few days longer: Initial seven days hit nice $112,000/
"Unfaithfully Yours" (20th) opens
next and may be brought in on
Election Day,
State (Loew's) (3,450; 80-$1.50)—
"Three Musketeers" (M-G) (2d wk).
Seems shre of hitting a new all-,
time high here of :$86,000 or near,
beating previous record of $76,000
made by "Easter Parade'' (M-G):
Stays indef.
Picture drew uniformly g o o d reviews, and being
:

helped by high matinee scalet Starting at 1 p.m., plus high prices over
weekend. In a h e a d, "lioves of

Carmen"

(Col)

(7th

wk-O

Strand (WB) <2,756; 76-$1.50)—
"Jolinny
Belinda"
(WB) with
Freddy Martin orch, Calgary Bros.i
heading stageshow (4th-final wk).
Fourth week ending Thursday (28)
will be down to $58,000; third was
strong $65,000. "June Bride" (WB)
with Vaughn Monroe orch heading
stagebill opens Friday (29). "Belinda" could have stayed longer at
current pace but previous commitments pushed it out.

j

Skelton Lively $18,000,

I

—

L'ville;

I

'Number' $16,000

I

'

I

1

'

—

'

.

—

I

I

'

I

I

I

Are Net

—

Louisville, Oct, 26,
Business! is spotty this week, but
Rialto with "Sorry, Wrong Number" and State with "Southern
Yankee" are hitting fast pace.
Other houses are lagging along
with fail" to poor biz.
Estimates for This Week

Brown (Fourth Avenue) (1,200;
45-65)— "Rachel
and
Stranger"
(RKO) and "Gay Intruders" (20th)
(2d wk). Mild $4,000. Last week,
"Feudin,' Fus.sin' " (U) and "Out of
Storm" (Rep) <m:0.)/ slow $3,000.
Kentucky (Switow) (1,200; 30-40)
"Beyond Glory" (Par) and "Up
in Central Park" (U). Nice $3,300.
Last week, "Melody Time" (RKO)
and "Father Dunne" (RKO), $2,-

—

800.

I

I

_

,

'

.

days),

$17,000.

I

—

;

Mary Anderson (People's) (1,000;
45-65)— "Smart Girls Don't Talk''
(WB). Pulled after 5 days to make
(Continued on page 14)
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EVERY

MONTH

Electrifying the industry
at

Broadway's

ran of

down

hits,

is

M-G-M MONTH!

the record-breaking business of "Three Musketeers"

new showcase

M-G-M

IS

of top pictures, Loew's State. After a

continues to be the hottest

company

terrific

in the business. Jot

money: "JULIA MISBEHAVES" (New

M-6-M
GODFATHERS" (Technicolor), "COMMAND DECISION "
"LITTLE WOMEN" (Technicolor), "HILLS OF HOME" (Technicolor), "WORDS
AND MUSIC" (Technicolor), "EDWARD, MY SON," "NO MINOR VICES,"
"SUN IN THE MORNING" (Technicolor), "FORCE OF EVIL," "BARKLEYS
OF BROADWAY" (Technicolor), "THE BRIBE," "ACT OF VIOLENCE," "TAKE
these titles for the big

Music Hall

record!),

"3

ME OUT TO THE BALL GAME"

(Technicolor)

and many more

I

,

-

.

:

,

Wednesday, October 27, 1948

BaughAer

Bell0 Starr's

threads are

20th-Fox
Star* Georg* Monti/imnrv.Tled Cmneron, Ruth Romaiii fe«fnrM \VaUice Forfl. Chariea Kemper, WUii,m Phlppa. EdHh King. Directed by LesJ^v SeSnder, original .creenplay, W. R.
Burnett; camera, William A SicJmer: ediTradejhown Oct. 22.
tor. J»»on Bernie.
*48 Running time, 86 MINS.
George Montgomery
...
Tom Jackson
Hnh "Bittevcreelc" Yauntli. ,Rod CaiQeron
,

C'mar^o";;

"Belle
(20th}.

•;

•

Charles

•

WHUam

«?'„, ;

. ,

Oct.* 14,

'

Feature western that

on ac-

stretches itself too, thin

London,

'

Daughter"

Starr's

Hater

diplomat.
The thief is doublecrossed by his accomplice, but
GFD release Of J, Arthur Rank>Twb Ci- both make for the express -to
ties (Wnuam Sisfrom) production.
Start Trieste on
which, conveniently,
Edwlge FeuiUerc. Stewart Granger. Directed by Terence Young. Screenplay by one of the passengers is a police

Miniature Reviews

chief. Naturally enough, when the
search for the missing diary leads
to the murder of the accomplice,
the cop gets busy but his inquiries
come to att abrupt end when the
Jeanne de CasaUs killer takes a nosedive in front

Robert Westerby, Nicholas Phipps. EdiVera CampbeU: camera,- Andre
Thomai, Norman Warwick: At Odeon,
London, Oct,'13i '48, Running time, 105

...tion.-'

tor, \

"Let's Live a Llttte" (EL).
Pleasant madcap comedy with

-

MIM8.

Hedy Lamarr, Robert Cum-

Terence, Lord Datchett Stewart Granger
^ . . Edwlge Fenuillere
Colette Marly .

mings.
"Black Eagle" (Col). Overlength
feature
supporting
which could have clicked with
more clarity in developmefit.
"Night Time in Nevada"
(Songs-Color)
Stout
(Rep).
Roy Rogers oatuner slated for
good playoff in that market.
"Woman Hater" (GFD). Mild
British domestfc farce.
"Sleeping Car to Trieste"
(GFD).
So-so' British .trainrobbery mystery.

vJ'aC^To'rS
Kemper trated beau, also
delivers nicely.
Phipps
Production values, while not
lavish are solid and polished. DiFred Libby
Riml
rector Richard Wallace, although
toliel Jewell
le e Starr.
handicapped
Larry Johns
by the screenplay,
Ted Purdy
Kenneth MacDonald keeps the film rolling even through
Jim Davis.
the slapstick marshlands. Film also
"Belle Starr's Daughter" spendis has expert camera work, smooth
too much time telling its story. It editing and a competent musical
has sturdy.range heroics but thrill^ score on the credit side. Herm.
are .spaced by too much slow footage to have the punch they need
'

fi?il,t

Woman

still

at the windup.
Miss Lamarr teams up nicely
with Cummings in the romantic
play but her straight role doesn't
offer much maneuvering space for
her talents. As the femme heavy,
Anna Sten, in her first film in
many years, 'shows a pleasant new
facet of her personality in her cutups as a slinking siren. Richard
Shayne, as Miss Lamarr's frus-

fAlson) production.

«

FILM ItKllEWS

plenty of loose
dangling

left

Hollywood, Oct. 23.
relewe of Kdwsrd L. Alperson

.

'

.

Clatre.

.

...

Jameson
Dowager Lady

. ,

.

,

: . , . .

of an oncoming train.
Although the film opens with a
KoUy punch, too much time is taken in
Gookson developing the motley assortment
Edwards of
characters oil the train. Action
Colonel Weston
Stewart Rome
George Spencer...
Valentine DyaU virtually comes to
a full stop
Old Rby
H. q. Stoker while the various passengers are
Harris
Michael Medwin
being established, and more tljan
half
the
footage
has passed
farcical situation, based on
the prineiple of what happens through the projector before it bewhen two irresistible 'forces meet, gins ta get lively.
Jean Kent and Albert Lieven
has the potentiality of .providing
entertaining screen fare. In this put up an adequate show as the
case, the two forces are a man and villans of the piece and the double(COLOR)
United: ArUsts release of Edward J. who tries to; avoid people because woman, each avowed haters of the crossing member of the team is
Peskay production. Directed by Van Cam- they always cause trouble. Natural^
suitably suggested by Alan Wheatpen HcUner. Camera (Fullcolor), Luis ly, he walks right into, a trouble opposite sex, but thdir long drawn- ley. Derrick de Marney and Rona
Osorno Barona; music, Vernon Duke. At
out tussle IS sorely in need of
New York theatre. N. Y,; week Oct. 19, setup when he boards a freight pruning if the producers have any Anderson, planning an illicit holi'48.
Running time, 57 MINS.
heading south. From -that misstep designs on
the American market. day; Finlay Currie, as a pompous
he finds himself at first allied with
Principal characters in this triv- novelist, and Paul Dupuis,- as the
Of dubious entertainment value a rancher intent on keep his word
ial piece are Lord Datchett, peer police chief, make Up the' interestis "The .\ngry God." A fancy lobby
even though it: means selling: his
ing complement •of travellers, and
display and a high powered ex- horses at a loss. From there he is of the realm and member of the there is a breikth of fresh air from
landed gentry, who quotes Diogploitation campaign may brin g the forced to swing to the other side
Bonar Colieano as an American
customers to the wicket, but after in support of a crooked livestock enes to prove his dislike of women, soldier.
Myto.
they've seen the film there'll be agent. Rancher trouble is finally and Colette Marly, famous star,
scant word of mouth. For despite resolved and the young man scrams who is bored with men and wants
alone. To prove that all
' to be
its frequent scenes of an' active to rejoin his freight car cronies.
S. O. S. I^uliniarine
women are alike, Datchett offers
volcano, the picture is merely a
Cast does excellent work, and if the star the use of his country
(ITALIAN)
slow paced travelog In which a the plot development
Hollywood, Oct. 8.
had done a
Mexican folk tale has been in- clearer job of telling the story, manor, pretends to be an agent on
Screen.Gulld release of C Zanettl pro-:
the estate, and becomes involved Auction
written and directed by
serted.
D»
would have appeared to topnotcti
a series of fairly obvious adven- Robertis; Previewed Oct. 7, '4S, Runnina
Legend has to do with the love advantage. William Bishop is the in
tures before the inevitable hap- time. 71 MINS.
of Colima, the fire god, lor a
rambling hero. Virginia Patton is pens.
shapely femme mortal who already the heroine.
An interesting documentary
Gordon Jones, a
Normally, farce doesn't call for
feature,
has a boy friend. When she rejects rancher leading the. fight against much in story
making for supporting
values, but relies
his unwanted attention, he causes
James Bell's skullduggery; Trevor on laughter-raising situations and subject off the beaten path.
the volcano to erupt in an act of Bardette, Will
filmed with
Wright, philosophy snappy
dialog.
With
"Woman "S. O. S. Submarine,"
vengeance. At' that point the God ical sheriff;
of the Italian Navy,
Edmund MacDonald Hater" the situations are too obvi- cooperation
apparently
of' all creation decides Colima has
was made in pre-war
and Others match the good per- ously contrived and the dialog so
gone far enough in his spite and formance delivered by Bishop..
days and at that time undoubtedly
patently" transparent that many of
imprisons him within the smoking
was: propaganda: 'for safety: meas^
Robert Gordon directed the the frivolous interludes lose much ures surrounding Italy's undermountain.
of their ^value,
, and only serve to water fleet. Italian dialog has been
,,
Dialog appears to have been iRobert Cohn production -and does underline
the thinness of the plot
obliterated and English dubbed in
dubbed in and the lines of the well in the face of script handiDeparting
from
his
customary
for U. S. release.
script hardiy coincide with the caps: A good lensing job by Henry
role,
Stewart Granger- is very
general physical features of the Freulich helps physical values of
Showoff of safety devices- is
much at home in his lighthearted woven
around slight story with
native cast. Not much can be sard the essentially western layout.
characterization of Lord Datchett;
Brog.
foreign touches; Essentialfor the acting. However, on the
and endeavors to infuse some life typical
ly, film deals with sub A-103 that
pulchritudinous
side
is
Alicia
into the picture. Edwige Feuillere,
runs
into trouble just as it is
Parla who has the role of the No. 1
talented
French
star,
romps finishing
IViglii Tinio in
maiden.
a 72-hour resistance test
through her part but is worthy of
mission. Surfacing, .sub is struck
(SONGS-COLOK)
Filmed in Fullcolor, this tint
something better. Main support
by a ship, a hole is torn in a forprocess gives a coppery hue to
Hollywood, Oct. 23.
from Jeanne de Casalis pnd Ronald ward
section,
the sub dives to
both cast and scenery. A fiesta seRepublic release of Edward J; White Squire, as maid and butler, is in
bottom.
quence was lensed well enough, production. Stars Roy Rogers; featnrea experienced
hands.
Myro.
From then on it's a display' of
but on the whole the camerawork Adele: Mara, .Andy Devlne; .Bob'Nolan andf Sons of Pioneers.Directed by Williammodern rescue techniques, both
is mediocre. Produced by Edward
Witney.: Original -screenplay,' .Sloan Nib-.
J.
Peskay and directed by Van ley;, camera (Trucolor), Jack Marta; -edi-^ Sleeping f:ar io Trieste by sub occupants and the surface
Tony Martinellir score,. Dale Butts;
(BRITISH)
fleet.
Even
the
Cainpen Heilner, "Angry God" was tor,
non-technical
isonRs, Richard W. Paseoe, Will E. DulLondon, Oct, 7.
minded will be held by rescue opshot in Michoacan, Mexico, nearby mage and U. O'Reilly Clint. Tim Spencer,
'GFD release of J. Arthur Rank-Two erations such use of escape tanks,
the famed Paricutin volcano which Edward Morrissoy -and Bob Nolan. .At Cities (George
H,: Brown)
production.
A. Paramount, Oct, 21, '48, Running:
emerged from a farmer's cornfield L.
Stars Jean;"Kent. Derrick de Marney. divers working .under water to
time, OS MINS.
Albert
Lieven,
Paul
Dupuis.
Directed
by mend the sub, the massing of tugs,several years ago.
CxXl.
...
.Roy Rogers .Tohn Paddy Carstairs.
Roy Rogers
Screenplay by
PT boaf s and other
Adele Mara: Allan Mackinnon, based: on story by Clif- seaplanes,
Joan Andrews.'.
Andy Devine ford Grey, Editor, .Sidney Stone:; eamera.
Cookie Bullfincher .... .
crafts in a rush to the disaster
Ran Farrell: ,.
Grant Withers .lack Ilildyard,: IJ.A:R: Thompson.
At scene,
V.ii^\e
Tont Bordon.:.
.Marie Harmon I-eiccslcr Square, London, Oct; 6, '48.
Dubhed-in
......,;.
Crehan
English dialog has
..
..
Joseph
Casey:.
Running time. tS MINS
Hollywood, Oct. 23.
Valva
Jean Kent been slickly done, even though
Columbia release of Robert Colin pi o- iTason Flowicy . .. .v :George Carlcton
..
;Holl,v Banc
ztirta
duction. Features William: Bishop, Vir- Mol t Oakley. ....
".Alh.ert.. 'Lieveh
not always in sync with lip moveGcoise Grant..Derrick- de- Marney
ginia Patten, Gordon Jones, James Bell, First Tramp...,.;....:.
.......
Jim.; Nolan
Jolif
Paul Dupuis ments. Lensing, uncredited, aids
Trevor Bardette, WJll Wi'ight, Edmund Jim Andrews. ..
.Hank Patt«rson Joan Maxted. .
.;
Rona -Anderson realistic values.
Total running
MacDonald. Paul E. Burns: Directed by Second Tramp.
Bob Nolan' and Sons Ql Pioneers
Tom Bishop
David Tomlinsoh time of 71 mihutes is a biftoo
Robert
Gordon.
Screenplay. Kdward
Sergeant West
.Bonar Colleaho
Huebseh, Hal Smith; adaptation, Hucbsch;:
Alastair MacBain
.......
Fmlay Currie long and there are a number of
based upon-the O. Henry story, "The PassCoco Asian' duplicate shots that could be trimin.!? of Black EafTle'N camera, Henry
reu*
Roy Rogers sits easily, in the Poiiier
Poole
Alan Wheatley med to advantage.
Jich: editor, James Sweenev. At Pantagcs,
Brog.
saddle and wraps up songs and ac- Mills
Hugh Burden
Oct. 22, '4!i. Running time.: Kt Ml>.'<.
Jason Bond:,.
David Hutcheson
WilHam Bi.«!hop tion to make "Night Time iri Ne- Denning. ... .i....
Andrce ,iv. ...
Claude Larue.
Ginny Long.
,.... Virginia' Pal ton
-Zena Marshall
Ben3.v ;:Laughton,:....,., Gordon Jones
vada" all that could be asked of Suzanne
Tiie Si reel €ali«i
RandaU, .,,:<...;..,.,
Leslie Weston
Frank Hayden:
; . ,v:.
.lames KeW
music.
It's
filmfare
with
a
Elvln
western
(La
Calle
Grita)
Michael Ward
-Mike Long,
Trevor Bardette
,
Clancy
Will Wiishl
(ARGENTINE)
.. .,
.Si
Edmund MacDonald sturdy entry 'from his Republic
Espionage dramas staged in
Buenos Aires, Sept. 30:.
Hank Daniels
Paul E. Burns stable and" a certain fan pleaser.
transcontinental train's have been
Artistas Argentinoi Asociados production
The General.
... Harry Cheshire
Film also has the best Trucolor a good film standby for
release. Stars Enriiiue Muino,: Anget
many- a and
Chicken..........
Al Eben
series.
yet
used
on
the
Magana;
hues
features
Patricia Castell, maSam, .....,,......,.:.:...,. Ted Mapes
[year, and the latest offering from rlndo Ferrarlo,
Pimentei, Diana
Moil . ..
..Richard Talmadge
Action tees off early under Wil the Rank: stable, which is a remake Montcs. DirectedHugo
by Lucas Demare.
liam Witney's fast direction with of "Rome Express." offers little Screenplay, Carlos A. Orlando. At: Ambassador; Buenos: Aires. Running time.
"Black Eagle" fails to rate above staging of cattle-train holdup. fresh in
the way of screen enter- M MINS.
supporting classification solelv be- Grant Withers is out to obtain lainment.
It
lacks
names and
cause of the confusion in develop- some quick cash so he can cover originality
This is an effort by director ^
to have any hopes of
menl. What transpires is well done thefts from a trust fund belonging earning
more than modest support Lucas Demare to duplicate a: topas far as performances are con- to Adele Mara.
The cattle are in the American market.
flight U. S, picture, with the moral
cerned but audiences will have only Rogers' and he starts his manhunt
picture is built up around the that all is not gold that glitters.
the vaguest notion of what it'.s all to bring Withers to justice. Before theft
of a diary containing vital The effort to make a carbon-copy
abouf. Lack of story clarity is a the wild action climaxes in a death political
information from a Paris turned out somewhat fuzzy but it
tough hurdle and what seems like fight abroad a runaway truck,
contains some humor and a certain
an interesting plot tails to jump it, Rogers has tied Withers to the catamount of action, unusual for a
Yarn is based on an O. Henry tie and trust .fund thefts, as well
native-made production. But real
Cesar
story whicli concerns a young man a,s a' ao^yearrold murder over a gold
chance at showing life of an orLast section of Marcel Pagmine.
dinary Buenos Aires city dweller
nol's massive film trilogy prowas overlooked. Film has no inIn between the strong movement,
terest for U. S. audiences but for
duced in the middle 1930s,
Shoes
Rogers finds time to give a good
local trade it's refreshing if for
"Cesar." previewed in New
vocal account of the title tune and
"The Red Shoes," Eagle
no other reason than that the':
York, Monday (25;, by Siritztraditional .''Big Rock Candy' MounLion release of J. Arthur
comedy clicks.
ky International, was reviewed
tain." Latter is -the best. Sons of
Rank's Technicolor production
Had there been less of "maide-'
by Variety from Paris, Nov.
the Pioneers and Bob Nolan supwhich opened at the Bijou,:.
in-Hollywood"
stamp
on
ihi.s,
port-tuneful moments as well as
25, 1936. Running 170 minutes
N. Y., Oct. 22, was reviewed
"Street Calls" might have been a
figuring in the -action. Their tunes
in its original .version but cut
in
Variety,:
from London
great picture for this country and.
are "Over Nevada" and "Sweet
to 120 for U. S. consumption,
Aug. 4, 1948. The film's cengood overseas. As it is, the story
Laredo Lou."
.
"Cesar" was held by critic
ballet scene,
tral 20-minUte
of a young Bohemian peddler who
Stout comedy work: comes from
Hugo to be "an outstanding
tries to show a financial expert
according to the critic, is
.\ndy Devine as state police offiFrench production" although
where his budgets don't run true
breath - taking
"staged with
cer who aid!3 Rogers' manhunt.
not equalling the stature Of
to life turns out to be a jaunty
beauty, outclassing anything
Miss Mara is excellent in the.
"Marius" and "Fanny," the
yarn, but untrue to local ways.
that cniiUl be done on the
femme lead. Distaff comedy comes
trilogy's first two parts.
Enrique Muino, as the capitalisli,
stage. It is a folorful sequence,
from Mane Harmon as her friend.
Headed by flaimu, Pierre
has a comparatively small role for
artistry, imagination
full of
Aiding Withers' expert skulldughim and has little chance to disFresnay, Orane Demazis and
and magnificence " Although
gery is George Carleton.
play his usual histronics. Angei
Charpin, this cast received
the heavy, accent on ballet
Production framework supplied
Magana
is overly enthusiastic as':
unanimous critical kudos in
wasi seen, a.s limiting appeal to
by Edward J. White gives good; the
the young peddler, while Patricia
y. S. for its work in the
discriminating » audimore
sight values to the action. 'Tony
Castell, a newcomer in the femme
other two pix,
"Tremendous
ences, the pic's nrfelodramatic
Martinclli'.s editing hold.s film tO a
lead, shows acting promise but>
force and emotion'' characterromance,: pace: and brilliant
tight 66 minutes and color lensing
doesnt quite measure up as a:
izes Raimu's work in "Cesar,"
coloring is likely to give, it
by Jack Marta is excellent.
screen beauty. Florindo Ferrario,
according to Variety's reviewb.o. weight in general situaBrog.
the financier's secretary, is the
er, while the others are judged
tions.
least stilted person in the picture.
excellent.
Like the first two
Eric Collins has joined the exPic's original running timeHugo Pimentei is never-quite confilms, "Cesar" is destined for
ecutive staff of Hoyts (Australia)
vincing as the financier's Son: whil«
of 124 minutes has been resqlid rcspoase in the art house
cinema loop. Collins was formerly
Diana Montes is okay as another
tained without further editing
circuit.
ad head for RKO, in Sydney.
secretary with little to do. ATid.
for tlie U. S. market.
.
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The Angry God

However,
for sustained interest.
action names of George Montgomery and Rod Cameron will count
In the selling and moderate re-

.

turns can be expected.
Story has been iilmed against
fresh brackgrounds and the lensing
Scenery is
is exceptionally good;
high and rugged to fit the plot, %nd
adds to production values. It's a
cliase film, pitting stalwart western
sheriff against a prairie baddie,
with Montgomery and Cameron
Plot
filling the respective roles.
ramifications bring in the daughter
of Belle Starr for romance and a
minor motivation, but forward
movement hinges on the chase.
Lesley Sel ander's direction
which,
characterization
stresses
while- good, tends to slow pace; He
has staged a number of mass gun
battles, such as the shoot !em-up
between Belle Starr's menaces and
the forces of law in an early, sequence, v Tension doesn't draw too
tight but i-t felt in several clashes

.

'

.

:

.

.

.

-

.

.

between hero and heavy before
good triumphs over evil at the

-

"

1

finale.

:

.

.

.

Montgomery- is a believable hero,

'

and Cameron makes a convincing
heavy. Ruth Roman is good in the

.

.

-

:

Neat supliort comes
role.
from Wallace Foi-d, Charles Kemper, William Phipps, Jack Lam-

title

Role of Belle Starr is portrayed by Isabel Jewell in initial
sequence to set up the plot.
Edward L. Alperson's production
has the advantage- of broad outdoor vistas; of the location site
where this one was filmed, and the
sliarp lensing is by William A.
bert.
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Sickner,
Score, particularly for
opening, has a dirge quality. Editing to trim the 86 minutes .running
time and tighten individual scenes

would help.
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Black

Lion reloMse of United California

Eiijile

.

(Xiinmings) i>rodu>Uon J5I.11S Hcilv L.unair, Robert Cumimngs: features Anna Stcn; Directed by.
(EuBciiB

Fi-uivlio-ftobert

WalUio

Screenplay, Albert
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Running'
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lightweight for impressive re-

sults in the

.

;

,

mance winch IS entertaining without going anywhere in particular.
Film will do moderately well at
the nabe wickets but its texture is
too--

I
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"Let's Live P
Little," initial
offering of United California Productions, i.s a madcap comedy ro-

i

.

:

Lamavr
Hobcit Cummings

.

.

,

MINS.

'

,

I

lledy

nuke C'LiwIoid
Michcle BonjiKtt
Di. Richaid Fii-ld
Miss Adams
.James Montgomery.

.

,

.

.

:

liinc. tot

.

.

.

O I.orms

.-. .

.

J.

Ernest.
Ilarvcy;:^ camera,
Arthur Hilton! score, Wer^
ner Heyman. Tiacleshown N. Y. Oet. 21,
..lack
lasiilO! editor,

,

.

i

'

,

Rii'h.aid

'Gohen,

.

.

.

.

firstruns.

-

.

.

hair of the pic is a brittle
farce which trips sharply along as
a takeort on the advertising busiT
ness, AUIiough broad and exaggerated, this portion delivurs laughs
with pace and flashes of keen wit.
Fii-st

'

Second

weakens
badly into flabby slapstick which
considerai5ly
overall
dims the
half,

brightness.

however,

Basic

a
script which apparently ran out of
ideas after a fast and flip beginflaw

lies

in

.

ning.

Robert Cummings, co-partnered
with Eu,'?one

Frenke

in

this

new

indie producing outfit, does a firat-

ff te.job

in

singlerhandedly squeez-

ing out all the possible laughs. As
a scatlei'brain account exec, his

mercurial
mannerisms, mugging
and double-takes register with
broad appeal.
he
Occasionally,
overstrains into cuteness in trying
to save a weak line or sequence by
unsupported antics, but generally
Cummings..' shows good comedic
~

Control.' :

.

Thin varn revolves around Cummings' attempt to keep out of an
alTair wi'h one of his big, amorous
clients (Anna Sten) while trying at
the .samp time to sell her a fat
advertisme contract. The hectic
two-face'i dodging nroduces a mild
case of hallucinations which drives
V^mmings into the arms of a
lemme p'sycbiatrist (Hedy Lamarr).
Alter a bizarre series of romantic
misunderstandings
sends
which
the psychiatrist daffy, Cummings
hnally ]n<SM his contract and weds
the ined'c-o. Although a conventional eliufh signalizes tlie fadeout,
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GREAT WORLD PREMIERES

3

IN

NOVEMBER

TECHNICOLOR
Darryt

F.

Zanuck presents OLIVIA

deHAVILLAND in "THE SNAKE
olso Starring

LEO GENN

PIT"

MARK STEVENS and
with

GLENN LANGAN
ANATOLE LITVAK

CELESTE

.

HOLM

Directed

.

by

Produced by

ANATOLE LITVAK and ROBERT
BASSLER

.

Portos

Sci-een Play

and Mtllen

by

Franit

Brand..

H
H
H
H
H
H
H

BETTY GRABLE

.

"WHEN MY BABY
Color by

DAN

DAILEY

in

SMILES AT ME"

TECHNICOLOR

With

.

JACK OAKIE, JUNE HAVOC,
RICHARD ARLEN, JAMES GLEASON
Directed by

duced by

WALTER LANG

.

Pro-

GEORGE JESSEL* Screen

Play by

LAMAR TROTTI

H
H
H
H
H
H
H

HARRISON

.

LINDA DARNELL

^^^^ VALLEE
LAWRENCE
YOURS"

in

.

BARBARA

"UNFAITHFULLY

with Kurt Kreuger, Lionel

Stonder, Edgar Kennedy, Alan
Bridge, Julius Tannen, Torben

Meyer

•

An

Original Screen Play

Written, Directed

and Produced by

PRESTON STURGCS

.

-

INTERNATIONAL
20th's French Biz

French Indie hodncers Snafini%

Umted

Uppfd

ConpriM^ on

Eight-Fold Since War
is
how doing eight
times the amount of business in

Ml

11

s Foragn Bin

20th<-Fox

Artists Distrib, Sez Kefly

France than
United Artists, with no answer
potest received yet from
the irrench goventnent, is still at
B loss on how to work out its dis-

it

did in that

Edict Saves $iiOOO,000

company's foreign

Shades of Shakespeare!

Silverstone,

Berlin, Oct. 19.

tribution qiiota problem In France.
News of the snafued situation

was brought Iwfore the UA board
last week by exec veepee Arthur
W. Kelly upon his return from Eu^
rope. Painting out that the new
French quota act restricts each

name

Modification of the Brazilian-im-

Murray
from New
on the-Queen

To Be or Not To

chief,

sailed

(23)

British and Continental sales'
areas. Responsible for the upsurge
the: five-year backlog of unreleased product due to the war.

was

Eiben, who played
Hamlet, was credited with a
successful performance.

Heavy

.

Tokyo, Oct. 19.
high in audience conwill p r o b: a b I y be
reached soon with forthcoming production by Sliibuya
Women's Business College in
Tokyo.
Qals wiU do "Hamlet," half

New

-of

role.

posed ceiling on film-rentals, engineered last week by Gerald
Mayer, head of the International
division of the Motion Picture
Assn: of America, is expected, to

fusion

Elizabeth for a routine inspection

Ruth

U. S. Aim company from releasing
more than 11 films annually in

who

York Saturday

Peter Hausser, manager of
the Kammerspiele in Passau,
has staged Shakespeare's
"Hamlet" with a female in the

volume, however, means
income, in concerned,
the French have no

in,

little as. far as

save a $6,000,000 yearly market for
Yank distribs without cutting
sharply into the total of revenues-.
Mayer, in personal negotiations
with the Rio government, worked
out a, deal whereby an 'Americift
company can charge up to an av
erage of 42% for the year on box-

Japanese, half in English.

he said, for
dollars.

France, Kelly revealed that the
government is chalking up against
UA's credit those iilms released
Independently in France by
producers. Company has, no control over disposition of foreign
rights by its producers, several of
whom have chosen to retain
make states rights
, French rights to
deals with native distrib firms::

Six-Month-Old Toho

UA

Tokyo Strike

office

Lopert, Rossellini In

Silverstone also Cited 20th's extensive foreign production program
as an indication of the way the
company is tackling the problem
of converting its frozen European
remittances. He'll be abroad about
three .weeks, visiting London, Paris

Settled;

Yank Mari»t

coiin-^

try before the war, according to the

to Its

receipts.

New

back to

MPAAer

;

planed

York: over the: week-

end.

New Fdm Combine For

During the period of unregulated
operations, Ain'^ican distribs fixed
rentals at a range of 25%-50% for
first-runs in Brazil.
Hence, the
Tokyo, Oct. 19.
Formation of Rossellini Films,; 42% affords ample leeway for the
The six-months-old Toho Motion and Rome. '
Inc. was announced lai^ week by
companies. In this respect,^ modiPicture Co. strike has been settled.
I. E. Lopert on his return to New
fication of the figure was only
Both Sam Bischoff, with "Mr. Toho
York after a two-month European sUght because the Brazilian Central
studio, from which 1,500
Ace," and Charles R. Rogers, with strikers
trip. Half interest in the firm is
and squatting sympathizers
Price Control Committee had origi"Delightfully Dangerous," have alheld by Lopert; other 50% by
were ejected by the. police last
nally fixed 40%.
However, new
in
ready sold away from
Roberto Rossellini/ New company
August, will resume work immefigure is based on an average, perFrance. Under the French governwill produce and distribute the
diately, officials: announced.
mitting the distribs to exceed that
ment's system, that Immediately
Italian
producer-director's
pieturesv
Settlement came a few hours
percentage in individual situations,
cut -UA's quota from 11 to nine
In
addition,
any deals for the diafter unionists in 29 Toho operated
whereas the-; first restriction
pix it can release this year. Acrector's services in the future will
theatres throughout Jajian began
blanketed all deals.
will takei' a
cording to Kelly,
have to be made through RFI.
a one-weCk sympathy strike, which
Actually, foreign dept. execs say.
loss in France if it releases less
London, Oct. 26.
.:
Organizational setup of RFI calls
was then called off.
the more Important modification.
than the 11 films under the quota.
an
agreement
between
Hopes
of
for
one
Italian
firm
and
one
in
the.
Toho isn't, expected
resume
He declared he had tried to con- production of feature topix. In- the
Cinematograph
Exhibitors U. S, Such a division would simpli- won by Mayer is one which province the French the outside deals
and
J. Arthur Rank on rent^ fy corporate taxes as weU '-as im- vides that no deductions from boxAssn.
stead, a unit production system vnll
should be chalked up against the probably be inaugurated with in- alS: haven't yet been realized. Meet- prove the company's position in- office receipts are allowed an exhib
combined indie, producers' quota. die producers, casting and direct- ing last' Wednesday night (20), at sofar as legal angles are concerned, other than those agreed in conOriginally, price control
Since that, too, is confined to 11 ing
believed a pact would Meanwhile, Rossellini himself is' tracts.
their own films, utilizing Toho which it was
had granted exhibs
pix yearly, however, the indies
at a preparing to shoot an Anna Mag- authorities
studio facilities and possibly Toho be inked; had to be adjourned
Have registered a squawk, which
late hour as several points of de-' nani film in Rome starting Nov. 15 carte blanche in knocking down
financial backing. Firm will then
rentals via a multitude of expenses.
has left the situation in an extail remained to be solved.
under
deal
a
made
with
an
indebuy product outright for distribuAs one company official put It.
tremely: muddled position.
basic
agreement
has
principle,
In
pendent
Italian
producer
before
tion through its 900-odd theatre
Kelly also reported: that the
been reached between the CEA the Lopert pact was finalized. It's if a chandelier fell in a theatre and
chain.
injured a patron, those damages
American industryites' repeated
it's
confidently his only outside pic.
Last Toho^made feature, "My and Rank, and
warnings to British film magnate
While abroad, Lopert acquired were deductible from the rental of
Love Lies in Yonder Mountain," hoped there will be a settlement
talks are resumed in the the U. S. and Canadian rights to a the film which was playing at the
J. Arthur Rank against the imposiwas released last May.. Firm has when the
time. It was more for this reason
tion of distribution quotas have
near
future.
Hungarian
picture,
"Somewhere
in
kept its theatre chain going mostly
Conclusion of a "separate peace" Europe.'* Directed by. Geza Rod- than the celling itself that distribs
already begun to bear fruit. French.
on reissues and a few French pix.
with the CEA is, however, going vanyi, the film was a Locarno Fesr had ordered a halt on pic sales un^
pact restricts British releases, too*
to 11 films annually. As a result
to lead Rank into/ open warfare tival prize-winner.
Pic was purr,' til Mayer could clear up the situawith his fellow producers and dis- chased in partnership with Robert^ tion.
of the squeezei both Rank and Sir
Ceiling on the admissions scale
tributors, and general critjcism of Goelet's outfit, Goldridge, Inc.
Alexander Korda have lodged a $100,000
his single-handed policy will cerprotest with the French governAmong Lopertis upcoming re- of all Brazilian flickeries still holds.
tainly be voiced within the Kine- leases are Rossellini's "Machine Top price stands at seven cruzeros
.
ment.
(35c.) under a committee regulacurrently has no plans for
Twentieth Century-Fox Interna? matograph Renters Society and the That Kills Evil People" and "GerFrench production, Kelly said. He tional Corp. and the Simpex Co., British Film Producers Assn.
many.
Year ero." Former will tion made last June.
Although Rank is making his probably be retitled "The Devil Is
revealed that the company has ac- Inc., have been named defendants
quired worldwide distrib rights to in a $100,000, damage suit brought pact with the CEA conditional of Human.'' In additions his Lopert
"A Man Scans His Past," which in N. Y. supreme court by Ameri-, exhibitor support for British pic- Films is also readying a French Stolz Can't Get Vienna
French producer Leopold Schloss- can European Film Industries. tures, distribs who are. mainly conr entry, "Monsieur Vincent,!? for a
with British product feel preem this season.
berg will roil soon in Canada.
Plaintiff claims it made a deal cemed
will have no participation in the with 20th on June 16, 1948 to that they are being forced: into.: a
Lopert also pbtained the Amer!^
production.
will also distribute distribute seven pictures in Italy, position whereby they will be ex^ can francUse to a fire-fighting deMunich to
film,
the but the following day 20th re-: pected to: offer the same conces- vice designed to extinguish projec'
another
Schlossberg
Conflict tion machine fires.
sions to their customers.
Frenchrmade "Une Grande Fille pudiated the contract.
Vienna, Oct. 19.
this issue was vividly brought
Tout Simple" in the U. S. and
In a second cause of action, on
Despite the successful run of
Latin America. Picture is slated, American European charges that: into the open when Sir Arthur
Hubert
Marischka's
operetta.
for art house release in this coun-; Simpex "maliciously" persuaded Jarratt told one of the exhibitor
"Waltz
Queen,"
in the Buergei
for Rank to
20th not to perform the pact and negotiators it. wasn't
theatre which proves the puUic
determine the trading policy of
either distributed or was abbut to
newworks;
Robert
Stolr
wants
British Lion.
IN
distribute the seven films itself.
can't get a hearing here. He wa'-:
Similarly, while the KRS conPlaintiff asks the court to grant a
Alleged failure of He de France flatly turned down twice, by Volks
Players Plans
its members are free to
Fiftns to pay. off a loan- has. resulted Opera and Ralmund theatre. Raidecree awarding it sales of these tends that
make their own selling arrange- in a $5,707.70 damage suit brought
pictures and exclusive, rights: in
Changeover of Toronto
ments with their customers, dis- in N Y. supreme court by A. Wal- mund management offered the ol':!
Italy. An injunction is also sought
story, that they're inflated witT;
tribs have told Rank he must delace Haendler.
against' both defendants from rePlaintiff claims
Setup ceiving prints or exercising any cide whether he intends to: choose under a 1938 agreement that he contracts for preems this year,
Filmhouse for
which is the truth, but shows lack
his colleagues or loyalty
rights
which allegedly- weren't loyalty to
loaned the firm 250,000 francs se- of foresight. Volks Opera manager
Toronto, Oct. 26.
choice,
Whatever the
to exhibs.
cured by an option on the distribu- Juch had an. odd argument. "We
With application already filed theirs to begin with.
is bound to fall out with one
Twentieth counterclaimed for Rank
tion rights to the pic, "Volpone,"
with the federal government for a
only play works of dead composarid
when
groups,
of the industry
"use-of-televlslon" license, Famous $100,000 charging that American the BFPA Council meets next in all countries outside France.
ers" was his remark.
Players Canadian has also applied European fraudulently informed week (3) he will be challenged to
In 1940, Haendler charges, anThus, "Springtime in Vienna"
for establishment of a separate an Italian film organization that it defend his policy in negotiating other pact was entered into where("Fruehling
in
Wien"), Stob's
television
This would was handling the seven pix and as: terms for the sale of British pic- by. He de France was to pay him latest, with libretto
station.
by Ernst
mean the conversion of the Vic- a result induced members not ,to tures which may prove detrimen- 300,000 francs within a month. As Marischka, didn't find a home here
toria, Toronto, now an EPC first- purchase prints from 20th. Action tal to his fellow producers!
security he says he received 45%
and had to move to Munich, where
run house. Statement was made came to light when 20th asked for
of the rights to "Volpone" in certhe state operetta theatre is gettain
by J; J. Fitzgibbons, president, at a bill of particulars from American
countries
outside
France. ting preparations under way for
the EPC annual eastern division European to show if they have any
Despite the agreement, Haendler
an eraly March, 1949, production.
Current
meeting, attended by some 200 writeen evidence to support theif
§ claims the defendant proceeded to Prince Littler has acquired London
sell the illm and he was never paid.
managers from Ontaria eastward complaint. 20th also made a gen-(Figures shoia^ weelcs of run)
New York rights while the
to the Marltimes and Newfound- eral denial of all the allegations.
He de France denies all the" allega-- and
London, Oct. 19.
Chattelet in Paris secured a French:
^
tions.
land.
"A La Carte," Savoy (19).
version.
"Anna Lucasta," Majesty (52).
Fitzgibbons said he saw no obMeanwhile, Stolz is completing
Gross
U. S. Pix Get
"Annie Get Gun," Col's'm (73).
stacles to station clearance from
the score for "A Festival in Casa
"Bless the Bride," Adelphi (79)^
the Canadian Broadcasting Corp.;
Big Plans
blanca," an operetta revue, to booI<
Of Madrid Firstruns
"Bob's Your Uncle." Sav. (25).
tliat order has been filled for the
.by Waldemar Frank and Guenther
"Browning;" Phoenix (7).
.importation
of American - made
Washington, Oct. 26.
Schwenn.
For
Studios
Elstree
(29).
Strand
Peacock,"
"Cage
television equipment similar to
During the first 35 weeks of this
Stolz is Silso pleased that three
"Caribbean Rhap.," Wales (21
that of the Paramount, N. Y., and year 75 Hollywood features played
London, Oct. 26.
"Carrtsslma," Palace (33).
:
With its Ronald -Reagan-Eleanor films to which he contributed thtthat this Buffalo shipment is now in the 10 firstrun theatres of
"Chlltren Hundreds," Vaude (61). Parker starrer, "The Hasty Heart," music have been placed on the
awaiting the Canadian govern- Madrid and were responsible for
scheduled to roll early next month list of the recently signed German
"Don't Listen," St. Jas. (8).
ment's okay. Also,, that Famous over 72%' of gross receipts of those
at the Elstree studios of Associated Austrian exchange agreement/ The.\
"Eden End," Duchess (8).
Players has an organization of theatres. Nineteen Spanish made
British
Picture
"Edward My Son," Lyric (74).
Corp.,
Warner are "Annie," "Rendezvous in Sal?
technicians already; and that the pix were given firstrun screenings
Bros,
has extensive production kammergut" and "Little Melod'
"Four, Five, Six," York «3).
Famous Players network will enjoy during the same period for about
t^lans mapped out at that plant. In from Vienna," the latter to have ll>;
"Glaconda Smile," Wynd. (20).
the program and technical re- 9% of gross receipts, and 13 Mexi"Glass Menagerie," H'm'rk't (13). line with expanded operations here, preem next month.
sources of the present parent Para- can films were shown in firstrun
sent over Jack Warner, Jr.
"Happiest Days," Apollo (31).
inouftt setup in the U. S.
houses over that time, which ended
last summer to act as liaison chief
"Kid From Strat.," Princes (4i.
Aug. 28,
Paris Pic Prod. Problems
between Britain and Burbank,
"Little Lambs," Ambass. (29).
Other countries, whoSe pictures
Winfr
Garden
(3);
"Lute
Song,"
Paris, Oct. 26.
Madrid
WB,
which has a substantial
treatment
in
Brief Pic Strike got firstrun
"Medica," Globe (4).
minority interest in ABC, is exincluded: Argentina, eight pictures;
Studio Strikes plus cut in elecRome, Oct. 26.
Piccadilly
(69).
"Off
Record,"
two;
Britpected
concentrate
to
the
bulk
of
Germany,
tric
power make producing i-i
Although Americans pay higher France, eight;
(78);
"Oklahoma!"
Drury
Lane
its
future
filmmaking
on
the
Italy.
and
Sweden,
lat10;
France
a hazardous undertakinr
salaries than local studios, film jain, seven;
"Perfect Woman," Playhouse. 7). ter's lot. While the American com- Tone Allen production of "Eifc!
Workers struck against producers slX'.
"Bain on Just," Aid. ($).
pany has its own studio at Ted- Tower" is switching from Baillar.
An administrative order by- the
aftlliated with the Motion Picture
"Saloon Bar," Garrick (4>.
dington, it's felt that the ABC plant court studios, which has been deProducers Assn. of America de- Spanisli Ministry of Education has:
(2).
"Private
View,*'
Comedy
offers
facilities
better
for
accord"Techprived
of
electricity for two days
film
dubbing
in
spite
chief Eric Jolinston's .restricted
nicolor. Meanwhile, the modernized to Joinville, where a strike Ioon|i<
"Stftrlight Koof » Hipp. (61 >.
adiiistment in salaries during his ance <with the resolution passed at
Teddington stages have been rent"Travelers Joy," Crit. (21).
Production expenses are flgui^c^
the recent Hlspano-American Moiast visit here.
'81)
Vic.
ed
"Together
Again,"
Pal
out
to
independent
to
be
beyond original estiFewer
producers
way
Congress.
dubPicture
A new adjustment resulted in tion
mates.
"Worms View," Whitehall (78). in recent months.
llie resumption of work.
(bing permit.*; will be available.
,

New
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PICfVRES
20th Stars Robinson

Top Girossers First 9 Months Show

In

Despite expectations that Aim 4
audiences in these uncertain times
v.'«)uldv £0 mostly for comedies and
musicals, a roundup of the top
boxoifice winners for the first nine
months of the year reveals straight
dramas leading the pack.
Of the! 27 higbest-gcossing films,
figured on the basis of Variety's

'

Edward liachman, prexy

New

,

|

I

>

'|

,

'Spiritualist'

Pic Beefs

'

London; OCi

26.

RKOandSIMPPIn

the court enjoined ASCAP from
licensing exhibs. If l^is Is done
without a further provision preventing the Society from suing
for copyright infringements, then
the films now completed, by the
producers would become valueless
or at best an invitation to endless

rentaL

|

ing is as
A
house was doing -an average busi-.

:'

'

However, i^ is now claimed that
the average for this particular
house is no longer $5,000 but really.
$4,000 because of the general decline from the 1946 high.
None-

-

'

:

.

because no readjustment
has been made, the $5,000 figure is
still treated as the norm,
It uow
Brief was f i,l e d by Franklin. takes a phenomenally good picture
Waldheim, ,N. Y.. attorney repping to hit the $6,000 marker: and earn
the added percentage for the disboth RKO and SIMPP.
theless,

-

litigation.

trib.

Generally inflated level, no long*
er true in fact, applies'right down
the line, according to sales execs.

NLRB THUMBS PETITION
TO REVIVE OLD SPU

:

>

Attempts to fairly adjust the reference point has -been countered
with the argument that if a disHollywood, Oct. 26.
National Labor Relations: Board trib's pi ct'u r es were good they v
turned down a petition by Mike would still earn the added rental.
Jeff ers for an election to determine

;

I

'

'

\

!

-

.

;

'^^'''^

of sales-staff thinkfollows:
particular

:

.

,

:-.

An example

'

,

'

,

.

I

•

:

ness of $5,000 weekly in 1946. This
figure was then used as the reference point. If a film did $6,000, it
feared, the brief sa'ld, is that film- was doing better than average" and:
makers might now be compelled therefore earned more than tha
bottom percentage for the distrib.
go
back
and
buy
the
performing
to
If it did less than $5,000, the distrib /
rights also.
This could arise, it -was said, if took a; lower cut than the basic:

:

TOA
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along the line.

r

'

required
back to something approximating
the peak 1946 figures.
Distribs are now maintaining
that the reference p o i n t from
which rentals graduate upwards
with increased :grosses on a .pic is:entirely too high; That point was

music bought by producers from
ASCAP, might be thrown inta
jeopardy by the decree.
The brief noted that syiu;hro*
nized rights to ASCAP music had
been granted to producers in all
films made by them. What is
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as the-No. one reform
to bring film revenues

it

BKO

.

"wIm
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still

fixed during 1946, it's said, when
all theatres were doing abnormally
strong business. The point varies
Authors, & Publishers: Both
and SIMPP in a joint brief filed with each theatre, depending, on
with the court expressed fear that how well it did, but the argument
the entire .body of synchronized is that it should be deflated all
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marking
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ing slowlyon the project while

:

Conciliation Flan

;

from exhibs, who: feel

resistance

that no matter how you slice it, a
rise in rentals will be the only resuit.
Hence, sales biggies are go-

RKO and the Society of Independent Motion Picture Producers
asked N. Y. Federal court Judge
Vincent T. Leibell yesterdays (Tues.)
to protect the millions of dollars,
in completed films fro m being
threatened by copyright infringement actions when, he .signs a decree :in> the exhib suit against the,
American, Society of Composers,

TOA s Nationwide

i

realignments have met the usual

Pro-ASCAP Pleas

(

"Cass

ation the generally lower level of>
boxoffice performances during thijs

:

Action on Fihn-TraOer

i

.

launching a. push for wholesale re^'
vamping of sliding-scale rentals. A
change in reference point on gros^
ses which would .take into consider*

:

Bring British Censor's

i

RKO

Sliding Scale Rentals
Major company distribs ar«

year is the objective of the growing
film venture, still untitled.
campaign. Exhib-distrib relations,
Producers will finance the film a constant sore point in the indus^
from the profits of' their first fea- try, are expected to be fqrther
ture, "Urubu,*' shot in the Matto -rasped by .the move.
Grosso sector of Brazil.
Distribs l>eUeve a readjustment
of scales Is now more than overdue. 7
Attempts,: however, to put through
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New
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Jersey Allied, has been
selected by Parade, Sunday
magazine
supplement
with
5,000,000 readership, as the
typical smalltown exliibitor in
the U. S. Lachman, who operates a theatre in Boontoni
N. J., is being dogged by photographers shooting his typical exhib actions for a full article treatment.
Parade is doing a series of
10 pictorial articles oii the film
industry for publication starting with the cominsf week.
Among those receiving special
treatment are indie producers
Samuel Goldwyn and Lester
Cowati.

Spiritualist
in
organizations
Britain have suceeeded in forcing
censorship action on the distrir
button of the U. S. film "The
Spiritualist, " which has resulted in
a flood of protests all over the
countiy.
Company by > company brea]cIn a special statement, A. WatMetro
and 20th tied
down discloses
kins, secretary of the Britisli Board
with
seven
films
place
for first
of Film' Censors, informed .spiritamong
tlie
top
27.
Paramount
each
ualists
measures being
of the
down
the
runner-up
spot
takes
taken against the film's showings.
and Warners
With four, and
"We fully appreciate your conare tied for third with three each.
cern," he said, "that members of
Universal
with
two
Next is
-and
the public shouldn't receive from a
Monogram-Allied Artists with one.
film the impression that- there is
Only four pix received mention
any connection between practices
They were
two months.
of fraudulent mediums and the
for
Executive committee meeting of
"Naked City" (U), which pulled
sincerely-held views of a respondown second place in both March the Theatre Owners of America, sible religious movement. In our
and April; "Homecoming'' (M-G), scheduled to sit around the table view, no one who sees the film in
Friday (29) will hear a proposal by
third in May and first in June;
question could entertain any such
Arthur Lockwood, TOA prexy, for
."Emperor Waltz" (Par) ^ second in
idea, since the fraudulent medium
the establishment of an ambitious
June and first in July, and "Easter
is so clearly, dissociated from any
nationwide conciliation system to
Parade" (M-G), second in both iron
responsible belief in spiritualism.
out the wrinkles in exhibJuly and August.
We don't: consider therefore, that
distrib relations.
With Lockwood there's any reasonable ground on
Book and Play Buildup
pressing for early creation by TOA
which the board could take exReasons for the preponderance: of a precedental system, exec comception to either the film or the
-of dramatic films among the box*- mittee has placed the proposal On
title which couldn't in any event
Office champs are many and varied", the top of its agenda.
altered at this stage.
according to industry observers.
Lockwood has drafted blueprints be"As regards
the trailer, we agree
For one thing, they point out, for a system which would mean
that the position is different, since
several of these pix enjoyed pre- the naming of three-man boards in
members
the public may see
release buildups as books or legit every exchange area.
He wants the trailerofand
not the film and
plays.
Included in this group the exec board to choose a halftherefore, receive an impression
would
be
Timberlane" d02en trouble spots where early that the film is concerned with
(M-G), "Gentleman's Agreement" tryouts can be launched by
spiritualism. We have therefore
(20th), "State of the Union" (M-G) as a test of the workability of his
represented your point ol view to
and "Key Largo" (WBI. Others pmposal.
For this reason. Lockwood will the company responsible for the
rated much of their pull through
distribution 4>f the film, and they
star values, such as Clark Gable in request the committee to name
have agreed to make, such dele"Homecomingv" and Ray Milland three-man groups without too tions from the trailer as are tech^
in "Big Clock" (Par).
Others in much delay,. None of the major nically practical at this stage.
the straight drama category in- companies has been approached as
They
have accordingly removed the
eluded "City." last production of yet. on the proposal but Lockwood
;"nfion"-Here"^"s7V^^^^
late
the late
Mark Hellinger,
Hellineer.
and believes that the success ot the ^J^^^^ tne
greatest racKei
racket ever
ever
."Andy Smith conciliation plan" fposes the VeatLt
"Walls of Jericho" (20th).
^"^'wnThe .picture w^^^^
which the 20th-Fox distribution
Of .the five musicals, "Waltz
how every trick is done.
Chief put through in several lo-KapflnP"
"iwrw,t.,
"Parade,"
"Date
With
Judy
<;ales earlier this year has paved
^
^''J^^. ^^^^J^^
<M
'«nrt
the way for an all-industry project. P«««'°" which might be conveyed
(WR w.?. in TYil„i.„V„,^
Persons seeing the trailer and
From current indications Lockth^ fhl fl!cw i '^^^
A;
not the film wasn't appreciated,
will meetv with opposition
.
hn1/ VL=^il.?w^'^K"
nola
considerable b.o. :prowess.
when the trailer was examined
from
a number of TOA committeeFifth member of the group
W'as
The bigger circuit operators subsequent tO' the Viewing of the
'

Figm'es

Story," which Joseph X,
Mankiewicz will direct' from a
script by Phili|» Yordan.
Jungle Pic
Picture is based on Jerome Weidman's novel, "I'll Never Go There
Hollywood, Oct. 26.
Again," dealing with an Italian
Yorke Coplen and George Breakbanking family in New York.
ston leave for the Belgian Congo
next month for their second jungle

Side

|

three champions a month, eight
of them werQ dramas, as compared
to five musicals and three comFour of the winners were
edies.
semi'documentarles of the type released mostly by 20th-Fox. Only
one western rated a nod, "Fort
Apache" drawing that honor, although 20th-Fox'8 "Captain irom
Castile"' would <Mter the same
categoi-y as an outdoor spectacle.

Edward G. Robinson was signed
by 20th-Fox to star in "The ii^ast

•Typical Exhib*

|

.

Major Distribs; Seek to Hike Basic

Weidman Story

Hollywood, Oct. 26.

Dramas Ontdraw Musicak, Comedies

IS

film."

,
the bargaining representative for
Because, of this incident, a closer screen extras. \Jeffers was trying
scrutiny is to he made by the cen- to revive the old Screen Players
^,,^1^ own difTlculties with distribs
documeiitanes
with
"Northside i,v direct negotiations.
IN
Union.
Pressure sors of trailers.
SUeei
Since the petition was filed,
the gvstem steins more from
Hollywood, Oct. 26^
^"rH?
;i,,.T
""A copped
th
No '^t"
Name."
Mono-AA
members of the Screen Extras
t^e smaller exhib.
As part of deal for directing
fouitli
place with "Babe Ruth
Guild voted 2,160 to 62 to remain "Anna Lucasta" at. Columbia^ Irvi„ ^,6,^ of this opposition, it is
Stoiy^ senii-factual blofilm of the
as is, in affiliation with the Ameri- ing' Rapper drew a year's contract.
probable that the proposal will be
late baseball star.
SUIT can Federation of Labor.
IN
referred to a subcommittee for
He also has right to bow out for
Two of the comedy winners vvere study and report at a later meetMax A; Cohen's Anwell Amusemegging job on "Glass ^Menagerie,"
adapted from legit clicks. These ing.
nient Co., operator of the Albe- U. S.-Italy 'Rapture'
which Charles K. Feldmatt plans
included "Voice of the Turtle"
has filed
'marie,
Brooklyn,
a
tensing next April.
Remember Mama' -.p™,n« nrii i
in N. Y. by Jan. 1
"".5
"Lucasta,"
starring
Paulette
$1,200,000 treble-damage anti-trust
nil DIAr
( RKO
K Other member of this trio
Goddard,
will be made under SerlLlll dIOIj [action in N. Y. federal district
Rome, Oct. 26.
was Good Sam" (Leo McCarey"Rapture," the first American curity Pictures banner, with Philip.:
.»,,„r-.r IIM TllAnnr """"^ *8a"*t »KO, Century cirYordan
his
producing
from
avta
film made in Italy to be entirely
jim THORPEj|uit^„Hugo«^^^^
b7^ttr^ur?o^L'•s^^^
financed by rdollar credit, has com- screenplay of the legiter.
values inherent in tlie names of
Hollywood, Oct. 26.
Amusement Corp. and P.R.A. Op- pleted shooting exteriors at Xake
Gary Cooper and Ann Sheridan,
Latest in Metro series of bio- crating Corp., charging them with Ninfa and the entire company has
giaphieals will be "Red Son of Car- conspiring to give RugoiT & Beck- returned
Asks Divestiture Of.
to the Scalera Studios,
°^
®° er^^^ Granada clearance ahead of Rome, to wind up production. The
nA/'IIUrMT»DV' Indian ''^"'y
'^'""i?';' .
athlete, who will help on j^e Albemarle.
I
Ind.-Ill. Theatres
[film will be in New York befote
the first of the year.
Chicago, Oct. 26.
Goff redo Alessandrini directed
Motion asking divestiture of the
_
„
-v
„
^
^
J
David M. Pelham produced, and Indiana-Illinois theatre circuit in
the cast Includes Glenn Langan, Michigan City,: Ind., involving the
Etsy. Allbiin,. Lorraine Miller, Doug- Lido, Tivoli and Uptown theatres,
is huddling with officials of Haibased on ??arl« P'^yed
Three Little Words,
Mas Dun^brille,:<and Eduardo Cian- was entered in Chi Federal districtvard Univ. this week in an attempt Bert Kalmar-Harry Ruby careers. ?,'^"**'t.v^i nn^ht „,i^i^ r^^^^
elli.
°™ «
court last week by Louis Philon,
to line up a projected film dealing Studio ju.st finished ''Words and
"^^^^^
J
operator of the Xiberty theatre,
V'ith the university, to be shot. Music," about Richard Rodgers and
^because' of
he
racy" nal
Michigan City.
Moore's Plans
mainly on the campuscampus at Cam- l^renz Hart
to snai e RKO p^
Philon also asked that the circuit
bridge, Mass
Don
Moore, who ha.s been east
If the deal goes
v
,
,
ahead di the Albemarle Which corihis pendy
through the film will be the first n I \
f>
i 11 111
ern storv editor of Wainoi s, leaves "C added as defendants
tlnued in the combine until Coihen
which major distribs
to be turned out by the unit.
Oalabdn S LOaSt nUddle
inext month for the Virgin Islands '"^
j:;'
took it over.
Metro last week acceded to the
to spend the winter treclancing are charged with monopolistic
addition to the money dam- articles and stories, and writing ,'praetices.
request of 20th-Fox to give up
Product, WalliS Deal
^Ses, Cohen is demanding an in- 'his two King. Features- Sunda.v
plans for a film dealing with the
». H
A Oct.
n t 26.
'>c
Hollywood,
junction to restrain RKO from eii^ cpmlcs,,"Flai,h Gordah" (on' Which
Royal Canadian Mounted Police.!
^
„
v
Paramount
Dan field Goes Indie
Balaban,
terta in ing bids by the Granada his byline now appears with that
Barney
After a special trip to Ottawa to
set up the film, Marx discovered prexy, and Russell Holman, eastern ahead of the Albemarle,
of the new arti.st Mac Raboy) and
Hollywood, Oct. 26.
that 20th already had a picture on
Cohen recently settled another "Jungle Jim" (recently: bought by
Recent trend in Hollywood is a
studio rep, have started a 10-dav
Columbia for a series oC: Johnny heavy influx of exhibitors and disaction
against
*° confab with Henry Ginsberg, vice- an/.'-t>»S;t
tll^tTn
that,
he discarded plans for a provhich gave his New Amsterdam Weissmuller pictures). Moore, who tributors bent on producing their
...
over studio operations, pio- ttie;,tre day-and-date availability was associate editor of Cosmopoli- own pictures. Latest exhib to go
posed film on a case handled once
by Judge Samuel Liebowitz when diicei s and other Coast execs. Balatan before going to Warners, does in for film-making is Daniel E.
aKO's Palace.
the latter was still an attorney in ban. is accompanied by Par board
not plan to return to editorial work Field, owner of a midwestern
member Edwm L. Welsl.
until spring. The post of eastern chain, who has organized a new
Brooklyn.
jf^,,, gan Antonio House
story editor Was eliminated this indie unit ih partnership with
Following his return fo the Coa.st
While in Hollywood, Balaban will
San Antonio
from Cambridge, Marx will detail also huddle with Hal Wallis and Joq ^ Lucchese. operator of week along with most of the staff Wolfgang Reinhardt.
his stoi-y idea to Metro production seph Hazen, partners in the HaljTeatro
Others with theatre and distribuNacional
and Gudalupe in the economy drive aflfcting all
chief Dore Schary.
ition backgrounds who have become
As soon as Wallis production unit, on a new. here announced that his latest, film story departments.
Schary and Louis' B. Mayer okay releasing deal. It's understood pact 2,500-.seat Alemada will open in
Jacob Wilfc, eastern production producers in recent years are Rob?
it
manager, will carry on all story erl L. Lippert, Harry Thomas; Bert
tlic film will be assigned to a is near inking stage with only few December. It will feature Mexican
films exclusively.
activities in the east.
Pioctucei- for an immediate start.
Stcarn and W. R. F'rank.
minor matters left to settle.

th^r^^
^^^T
'^"T''
T
v»n?»H*^r^°Sf"^^"**'"-.
Tv-entieth
had the majontv "T^s"ot the
•

are said to be cool to the idea
since they have always worked out
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VeJneaday, October 27, 1948
"Apartment For Peggy"

<20th) and
"Escape" (20th) (2d wk), day date
with Orpheum. Big $4,000. Last
week, big $6,600.
Indpls.; 'Yankee' Dandy
Orpheum (H-^E) (1,750; 50-85)—
"Apartment For Pegfflr" '(20th) and
14G "Escape" (20th) (2d vtk), also
$15,000, 'Rope'
Oriental. Big $6,500. Last week,
Indianapolis, Oct. 26,
Film biz is good if not fancy at sock $11,000.
Paramount (H-E) (3.400; 60-85)
most flrstruns here this week. State
Teachers Convention helped kick —"Walk Crooked Mile" (Col) and
Fair $7,all but one entry abov'e house aver- "Gay Intruders" (20th).
age.
"Southern Yankee" is top 000. Last week, "Race Street"
(RKO)
and "Guns of Hate" (RKO),
money film and may hold at Loew's.
okay
$8,000.
sec"Rope," at Indiana, is a strong
Playhouse (H-E) (1,200; 50-85)—
ond.
"Sorry, Wrong Number" (Par) and
Estimates for This Week
Circle (Gamble-DoUe) (2,800; 44- "Adventures Casanova',' (EL) (2d
65)— "Luck of Irish" (20th) and wk) (m.o.). Good $2,000, Last
"Gay Intruder" (20th). Nice $11,- week, excellent $3,200.
United Artists (Parker) (895; 50000.
Last week,
"Rachel and
Stranger" (RKO) and "Code Scot- 85)— "Luxury Liner" (M-G) (3d
wk). Fine $7,000.
Last week,
land Yard" (Rep), about same.
Indiana (G-D) (3.300; 44-65)— $9,000.
"Rope" (WB) and "Winner Take

Teacbers' Meet Boosts

Picture Grosses
Downpour

W

Last week, "Anna Karenina" (20th), $6,000.
Stanley (WB> (2,950; 50-99)—
(UA) (4th wk). Still
$16,000. Last week,
$8,000.

Clips Philly;

Sockeroo $28,000, "Bed River"
at flood with

'Julia'

819,000.

Great at $26,000

Stanton (WB) (1,475; 50-99)—
"Night Has 1,000 Eyes" (Par). Big

Philadelphia, Oct. 26.

Steady downpour Sunday i24)
ended the bullish weekend business hore, with all late trade
"Johnny Belinda"
washed out.
continues to hold its fast pace at
"Cry of City,"
the Mastbaum.
best of newcomers, is doing the
biggest biz the Fox has - had in
months. "Julia Misbehaves?' looks
seek $26,000 at Goldman.
Estimates for This Week
Aldine (WB) (1,303; 50-99)—
"Best Years" (RKO). Nothing special on pop price run at $9,000.
Last week, ^'Peabody and Mer-

or
over.
Last week,
$14i000
*'Smart Girls Don't Talk" (WB)
and "Gallant Legion" (Rep), weak
.

$9,000.

Belinda' Brisk $17,000,

15G

Buff.; 'Race' Fast

Buffalo, Oct. 26
All" (Mono). Okay $14,000. Last
Top coin is going to "Johnny week, "Sorry, Wrong Number" 'JUDY'
$24,000,
Belinda
this week, brisk at the (Par) and "Who Killed 'Doc' BobBuffalo.
"Race Street" is fast at bin?" (UA). Big $17,000.
MONT'L; 'A.&C.' BIG 18G
Century;;
Keith's (G-D) (1,300; 44-65)—
maid" (U>, $9,300.
"Sorry,
Wrong
Number"
Estimates for Tliis Week
(Par) and
Montreal, Oct. 26,
Arcadia iS&S) (700; 50-94)—
"Who Killed 'DoC Bobbin?" (UA)
Although the city is crowded
Buffalo (Shea) (3,500; 40-70)
"Luxury Liner" (M-G), Slim $5,- "Johnny Belinda" (WB). Fine $17,- (m.o.). Nifty $6,000. Last week, with holdovers, two newcomers
000.
Last week, "Rope" (WB), 000. Last week,
"Smart Girls Don't "One Touch Venus" (U) and are doing great business. "Date
$4,600.
"Sword of Avenger". (EL) (m.o.), With Judy" is smash at Loew's
Frankie
Talk"
(WB)
and
Gafle
Boyd iWB) (2,360; 50-99) —I orch, big $26,000.
mild $3,000.
while "Abbott - Costello Meet
"Loves of Carmen" (Col) (2d wk).
Loew's (Loew's) (2,450; 44-65)— Frankenstein" is turning in a terGreat Lakes (Shea) (3,400; 40-70) "Southern Yankee''
Gieat $22,500 after neat $26,300
(M-G) and "Se- rific session at the Princess^
'Apartment for Peggy" (20th\ cret Land" (M-G).
opener.
Dandy $15,000.
Estimates for This Week
Very
good
Last
week,
$15,000.
50-99)—
Earle
(WB)
(2,700;
Last weeki "Luxury Liner" (M-G)
Loew's
40-65)—
(2,855;
"Walk Crooked Mile" (Col). Fast "Sorry; Wrong Number" (Par) (2d and "Gentlemen from; Nowhere'' "Date With(C.T.)
Judy" (M-G). Smash
$24,000. Last week, "Rachel, and wk), solid $10,500.
(Col), $11,000.
$24,000. Last week, "Easter PaStranger" (RKO), fine $18,500 in
Hipp (Shea) (2,100; 40-70)
Lyric (G-D) (1,600; 44-65)— "Cru- rade" (M-G) (3d wk), $10,500.
11' .days.
"Sahara" ((Jol) and "Destroyer" sades" (Par) (reissue). Mild $5,000.
Capitol
Fox (20th) (2,250; 50-94)— "Cry (Col) (reissues). Nice $7,500.. Last Last week, "Smart Girls Don't "Romance (C.T.) (2,412; 34-60)—
on High Seas" (WB)
of City" (20th), Smash $28,000. week, "Angels Dirty Faces" (WB) Talk"
(WB) and "Embraceable (2d). Still good $12,000 after an
Last week,, "Apartment for Peg'' and "Drive By Night" (WB) (re- You" (WB), $4,500.
okay $15,300 for first.
gy" (20th) (3d wk), fancy $15,000. issues), $8,000,
Palace (C.T.) (2,625; 34-60)—
Goldman (Goldman) (li200; 50Teck (Shea) (1,400; 40-70)
"Escape"
(20th) (2d wk). Down to
89)— "Julia Misbehaves" (M-G). "Count Monte Cristo"
IIG, Port. $11,000, okay, after good $15,000
(UA) and 'Mermaid'
Socko $26,000. Last week, "Sorry,
Monte Cristo" (UA) (reissues).
opener.
Portland, Ore., Oct. 26.
Wrong Number" (Par) (4th Wk), "Son
Only $2,500. Last week, "Hatter's
Princess (C.T.) (2,131; 34-60)—
Biz is up in downtown houses
ckay $14,000.
Castle" (Par) and "Stork Club" this
"Abbott
- Costello
Meet Frankenweek,
Big
football
game
Karlton (Goldman) (1,000; 50Saturday brought out-of-town coin stein" (U). Terrific $18,000 or near.
84)-"Love of Mary" (U). Mild (Par), good $3,500.
Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 40-70)— into film houses.
"Mr. Peabody Last week, "Port Apache" (RKO)
$8,500.'
Last week "S a x o n
Charm" (U) (2d wk), tepid $7,500. "Touch of Venus" (U). Passably and Mermaid" and"Walk A (2d wk). slow $8,200.
Imperial (C.T.) (1,839; 26-45)—
top newKeith's (Goldman) (1,300; 50-94) nice $13,000. Last week, "Walk Crooked Mile" look
"Mme Own Executioner" (20th)
—"Sitting Pretty" (20th).
Fine Crooked Mile" (Col) and "Triple comers.
and "Triple Threat" (Col). Mild
¥6:500. Last week, "Luck Of Irish" Threat" (Col) (10 days), big $20,
Estimates for This Week
$6,000.
Last week, "Big City"
000 in 10 days.
l20th), mild $3,500.
Broadway (Parker) (1,832; 50- (M-G) and "Variety Time" (RKO),
Mastbaum (WB) (4,360; 50-99)—
Century (20th Cent.) (3,000; 40- 85)— "Peabody and Mermaid" (U)
fair $5,600.
"Johnny Belinda" (WB) (3d wk). 70)
"Race Street" (RKO) and and "Secret Service Investigators"
Orpheum (C.T.) (1,040; 26-45)—
Holding great pace with $25,500. "Music Man!' (Mono). Fast $15,000 (Rep). Sock $11,000. Last
week, "Peabody and Mermaid" (U) and
Last week, sock $36,000.
or better. Last week, I'Rachel and "Summer
Holiday"
(M-G) and "Adventure Silverado" (Col). BarePix (Cummins) (500; 50-94)— Stranger" (RKO) and "Variety "Gay Ranchero"
(Rep), so - so ly okay $5,000. Last Week,
"Erii"No Greater Sin" (Indie) and Time' (RKO) (2d wk), solid $10,- $7,000.
braceable You" (WB) artd "Out of
"Children on Trial" (Indie). Solid 500.
Ori«"tal (H-E) (2,000; 50-85)— Storm" (Rep),
$4,600

SOCK

'

;

.

.

—

i

I

I

,
'

I
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New

'Canon' Hits

Tern'

High

Smash $19,000;
15G, 'Venus' 116

Providence, Oct. 26.
Knockout surprise of week is
the terrific business "Canon City"
is doing at the ordinarily very slow
Metropolitan. It tops the firstrun
list hereabouts and may hit a new

"A Southern Yankee"

record.

at

Loew's

State is getting second
place but on mild side.
Estimates for This Week

(RKO)

Albee

44-65)—

(2,200;

"Touch of Venus" (U) and "Guns
of Hate" (U). Below average $11,000.
Last week, "Race Street"

(RKO) and "Variety Time" (RKO).
fancy $17,000.
Carlton (Fay)

44-66)—

(1,400;

"Luck of

Irish" (20th) and "Creepers" (20th) (2d run). Good $6,000.

Last week, "Rope" (WB) (2d wk),

snappy $6,500.
Fay's (Fay). (1,400; 44-65)— "Dear
Ruth" (Par) and vaude on stage,
$6,500.
Last week, "Wild
Irish Rose" (WB) and vaude, $7,000.
MajesUo (Fay) (2,200; 44-65)—
"Apartment for Peggy" (20th) and
"Night Wind" (20th). Fairly good
$15,000.
Last week, "Luck of
Irish" (20th) and "Creepers" (20th),
Fair

healthy $16,000.
Metropolitan (Snider) (3,100; 44-

65)—"Canon City" (EL).
House
which ordinarily does well at $7,000

reaching for a record $19,000 or
near. Last week, shuttered.
State (Loew) (3,200; 44-65)—
is

"Southern

Yankee"

(M-G)

and

"Secret Land" (M-G). So-so $18,Last week, "Hills of Home"

000.

(M-G)

and

"I Surrender
(M-G), sock $21,000.

Dear"

Strand (Silverman) (2,200: 44-65)
—"Sorry, Wrong Number'' (Par)
(2d wk), very nice $11,000.
$16,000.

week was trim

First

SAN FRANCISCO
• (Continued from
page 7)
"Black Eagle" (Col) (2d wk). Husky
Last week, great $25,000.
United Artists (S. Corwin) (l,207i
55-85)— "Red River'" (UA) (2d wk).
Held to big $19,000. Last week,

$17,000.

smash

$22,000.

Stagredoor (Ackerman) (350; 60"The Search'' (M-G); Nice
$3,200 for third week do^vntown.
85)

—

Last week, "Concert Magic" (Indie)
(2d wk), fair $3,000.

Corwin)
55-85)
—Esquire
"Urubu" (UA) and "Bush Christ(S.

(955;

mas"

(U). Fine $7,000. Last week,
"California" (Par) and "The Virginian" (Par) (reissues), $5,200.
United Nations (FWC) (1,149; 60-

"Apartment For Peggy"
(20th) and "Night Wmd" (20th)
(mo,).
Only $3,500. Last week,
"Mozart Story" (Indie) (2d wk), 5

.85)

day.s, $1,500.
St.itc (Par)

(2,183;

Cover War"

(Indie)
(Indie) (reis.sues).

La<,t

week, "Sorry,

60-8.j)

—

"I

and "Saboteur"
Modest ,S6,500.

Wrong Number"

(Par) (2d wk), large $9,500

LOUISVILLE
(Continued from page 7)
lor "Johnny Belinda" (WB);
.'),2,.500.
Last week, "Rope"

way
thin

(WB) i2d wk), nice $5,000
National, (Standard) (2,400; 4565)
"L.irceny" (U) and "Assigned,
to Danger" (EL). Sluggish $4,000.
La.s^week, "Man-Eater of KuiiLion"
(U) and "Adventuress"(EL), $5,500..
Rialto
(FA)
(3,400,
45-()b)—
"Sorry, Wrong Number" (Par) and

—

"I'^rench
Leave" (Mono)
Brisk
Last week, "R.ichel and
Stranger" (RKO) and "Gay Intuders" (20th), fair $11,000.

$16,000.

State (Loew's) (3,000, 45-65)—
"Soulhein Y.tnkoe" (M-G) and "Secret Land' (M-G).
Red Skellon
ringing bell on this one, big $18,000.
Laf,t week, "Innocent Affair" (UA)

and

"Wouldn't

Be

m

Shoes"

-Mono), $13,000.

Strand
45-6,'5)—
(FA)
(1,000,
"Xight Song" (RKO) and "Train to
Ak.>tr.iz" (Rep).

Slow $4,500

Last-

week, "Babe Ruth Story" (Mono)
ih o ), passable .$3,000
5 days

m

Toronto
This

is

recent

(Continued

a beauty care that works! In

Lux

Toilet

Soap

tests

by

I

Fancy

,

$16,700

I

skin

specialists, actually 3 out of 4 complexions became lovelier in a short time.

"It's wronderful the

I

way Lux Soap
I

then cold. As I pat with a soft towel to
on fresh new beauty !"

dry, skin takes

Take Hollywood's
neglect cheat

Don't
you of romance!
tip.

let

Stars use

H*

— /axt^/r^^r^lc^ye/^er/

6)

20)—

"Best Years" (RKO). Ternlic $19,Last week, "Blanche Fury"
(LL) (2d wk), sock $14,300
Shea's (FP) (2,386; 36-66)

'

—

^Loves

I

,

Paramount

Pictures'
I

"NIGHT HAS

A THOUSAND

I

EYES"

Carmen"

ot

$16,000.
I

Star of

Last

Thousand K\es"

(Col).
Hefty
week, "Night Has

(Par), $14,300.
(1,431; 36-66)— "Cry
of City" (20th). Okay $6,500. Last
Is>n't It Romantic"
(Par),
«<-'|; f'

Tivoli (FP)

—

Uptown (Loew) (2,743, 30-66)
•Larceny" (U)
Pleasing $11,000.
week, "Saxon Charm" (U),
qiJ

9 out of 10 Screen

page

(2,390, 35-$l

000.

care leaves skin softer, smoother," says

Gail Russell. "I work the fragrant
lather well in, rinse with warm water,

froiri

$14,000 alter last week's

Odcon (Rank)

!

U.oUO.

—

Victoria (FP) (1,260, 36-60)
Station West" (RKO) and "Variety rime" RKO). rine '),S,000 or
I

mm
I

(RKO)

(3d wk), big $4,200.

:

Why say more about...
HOWARD HAWKS' GREAT PRODUCTION

"RED HIVEH"
RIVER
HOWARD HAWKS'"RED
NOAH
CRAY JOHN
w,>h

HARRV CARCy.

8f.

•

COLEEN

•

IRELAND

•

...-.JOHN wayne-

BEERY,

Screenplay by Borden Chase and Charles Schnee

•

Ir.

HARRY CAREY,

fatcuhvi Proouctr,

Jr.

CHARLES

•

Montgomery

PAUL

K.

FIX

•

CLi ft- walter brennan

RED HOT THRU

•

joanne pru

From the Saturday Evening Po$t itwy, "TheChi$holm Trail",
by Borden ChKt

FELPMAN • PIftECTEO AND PRODUCED BY HOWARD

HAWKS

W<ditc«I«y, CKstaber 27, 194l|

PICTVnES
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U. S. Brushoff to Documentary Pix,

Continued from page

Army

have

films

rent week. "Shoes," tenanting two
been entirely inadequate, he asserted. theatres—the Bijou, N>y, and Na•

He cited statistics revealing that
although there are 11,000 sound
projectors in 501 major school systems, the coin available this year
for the purchase of films for visual
education in all of these systems
is little over $600,000, "or about
the cost of one ,'B' Hollywood
movie."

given such a complete triple brush-

by the Government^ ;private industry and Hollywood since the;
war's end that not a single firstclass factual pic on a major problem has been produced during the
last three years, according to Pare
Lorentz, producer of "The River,"
"The Fight. For Life" and other
documentaries. In an address Saturday <23> before the N. Y. Herald
Tribune forum, Lorentz said the
reasons for the documentary's decline were "money, indolence and
fear.
And the greatest of these
off

'

'

in

.

Germany

some 60% of the national

clear

It will

rental.

Washington

:

;

Theatre TV

Robert Walker

out of fear of

i

:

a.'full''Iengthvof^
Iiistory of the

^

.

;

flcial film of the
Nazi party and- «f the Nurenberg
trials. One of his own- films on
the dust bowl, Lorentz said, has
also been tied up by the Department of Agriculture because of the
objections of one: congressman
from South. Dakota.
The film program for schools Is

,

'

.

military,

Greece to the flat plains of
Manchuria," he said. "We are in-

rubbing some Southern congressthe wrong way. Another major
general, he said, 'recently locked
in

m

.

:

scored $35,-

total for the two pix was
therefore $92,500, of which the
over 509o as their
distribs took
Rank's distribution deal
share.
with his American' outlets includes
a sliding scale provision for dlstrib
fees. If these two films continue
grossing heavily, he will probably

Grand

Despite the acknowledged superiority productionwise of "The Dewey
Story" over "The Truman Story" in last week's newsreels, the 10minute clip on Truman got much the better play in the nation's theRepub candidate's bioshort
titres-^and for a simple booking reason.
was issued by all five major newsreels during the first half of last
week, whereas Truman's short went out in the weekend edition. Based
Sunday
playdates, consequently,
Saturday
and
Friday,
Thursday,
the
on
Truman got much the (Ireater share of audience,
Republican National Committee paid & reported $75,000 to March of
Time for production of the Dewey short, incorporating In it much new
material lensed with professional actors. Democrats, on the other hand,
paid Universal News less than $20,000 for its short on Truman, which
was compiled In the main Ht Stock newsreel shots.

Alex Gottlieb, recently handed a 16-week layoff from his producer
chores at Warners, is negotiating through his agent for a settlement of
Although it had been
his two-year contract with the Burbank lot.
be the first sizeable: announced that the studio had failed to pick up Gottlieb's option, it
parlay registered by Rank since he was learned that the option had been exercised 10 months ahead of
volved in a bitter global war, a made a large-scale entry into the time and is not due to expire until Nov. 4, 1950. Under its provisions
Gottlieb has 80 weeks coming.
war to persuade the hearts and American market.
minds of most of the peoples of
In its fourth week at the Park
Yet Avenue theatre, N.Y., "Hamlet"
earth to our beliefs.
the
neither government nor private in- continued playing at capacity and
dustry is utilizing the most flexible, registered about $16,000. Universalubiquitous and powerful weapon Rank's. Share is $9,000. Film has 17
ConHnued Irom pafe-I a
35 Continued Irom page 5
we have at our disposal in this performances weekly, playing four
gigantic task."
times on Saturday and three, Sun- boycott of any pix featuring play- the Russians buying pix from us
day. At the Astor, Boston, where ers in disrepute as a* retaliation at this time. He said the "simple
pic opened at $21,000, it is now. against the failure of companies to and obvious explanation" was that
Boost Calgary Boothmen
down to $1,1,000 in Its tenth week take action against their own stars. tlie Russians badly need product'
Calgary, Alta., Oct. 26.
and will probably moveover to The plan would not apply to films for their theatres. "I know the
Weekly Wages for projectionists another house.
already completed when an, inci- Soviet well enough to know they
at the Sttiand and Variety theatres
Playing at the Playhouse and dent occurs but those made after never buy anything they have no
here have been boosted from $51
Little
theatres
in
Washington, the event. Its ultimate adoption use for," said Johnston. After the
to $56.75 for a 33-hour week..
/
Part provides for time and a "Hamlet" scored $18,000 in its first depends on the question of its le- luncheon Johnston told newsmen
half for every, hour worked over week. In Atlanta, its second week gality^since an organized boycott that he would urge the company
33 and double time for work after at the Peachtree and Art theatres, might run the danger of court cout presidents to disclose terms of the
pic grossed $12,000.
midnight.
demnation as a conspiracy but Soviet deal, He said he was Withthere is good likelihood of legal holding the sales price of the blockapproval to its adoption.
of 20 pictures (reported to be
Allied dropped its bomb as a $1,000,000) at the request of the

'We have undertaken

men
up

tional, Washington—
500 in its first week.

Over 50% Kental
I

of

Lorentz charged U. S. Army officials with suppressing the United
Automobile Workers' one-reel fol'erance cartoon, "Brotherhood of

Man ,"

I

I

political) economic and moral re.sponsibilities from the barren hills

fear."

Is

sss

.3

ed in four situations, "Hamlet"
grossed $57,000 total for the cur-

Censorslup Scored by Lorentz

Documentary

hside Stuff-Pktures

Hamlet'-* Shoes'

*

•

.

—

.

.

1

'

I

result of a series of articles

The BEST

ap-

company

execs.

i

2. Westinghouse
Electric
pearing in a publication which had
anwide distribution on the Coast, it veiled what it described as the
has now been learned. These ar- {brightest cadmium mercury vapor
ticles referred to a number of stars Ifimp ever made in this country
by -their initials and intimated, that 10,000 watts. Brilliance of the light
Hollywood immorality was at a and its relative coolness, said Eupeak.
gene W. Beggs, of Westinghouse,
Exhib assault will draw further should qualify it for both spotlight'
strength from an executive com- and fioodlight service in the film
mittee meeting of the Theatre studios. A less powerful version,
Owners of Americaj slated :for Fri- added Beggs, could be used in (eleday (29). Public relations problem vision studios.
3. H. J.
Schlafly, of 20tlj-Fox,
is due for considerable attention.
With the. outfit under mandate said his company's large screen telfrom its members at the recent evision experiments at the Fox
Chicago convention to take steps theatre in Philadelphia have solved
on the very matter of: Hollywood certain problems such as location
indiscretions, it is likely that the of projector, length of throw, quesWalker arrest will hatch specific tion of whether to cut out certain
I

I

.

'

SOUND

in

.

I

was none

too

good for

..

JOANoF^RC

'

j

,

TOA

seats, etc.

proposals,:

Earl

Sponable, research director
It-is expecited that the incident
'ior 20th-Fox, was elected presiwill prove a factor behind adop^
tion of a .$2,000,000 all-industry Ident. Other officers elected: ExecI

public relations plan being pushed lutive vice-president, Peter Mole,
by Paul MacNamarai ad-pub chief of Mole-Richardson Co:; editorial
for David O. Selznick.
The plan vice president, Clyde Keith, Westwould forestall the more drastic em Elettric; convention vice-president. William C. Kunzmann, of
action being mulled by Allied,
National Carbon; secretary, Robert
|M, Corbin, Eastman Kodak.
Named, to the board, of governors
—For the west coast, Norwood L.
I

'

I

]

Einfeld-20th

Cuntiiiiied

from

p.iKe

Simmons, Eastman Kodak; K. F.
Morgan, ERPI Division of Western
and Sidney P. Solow, Consolidated Film Industries. For the
east coast, Herbert Barnelt, Gen-

3

Electric,

here

week, during
wliich time the iwo talked over the
projected
deal.
Warners' exec
veepee Jack L. Warner reportedly
ter's

visit

last

eral

,

trie's

ment was

sales promotion and film merchandising.
He would also supervise
generally 20th's entire ad-publlcity
setup. He's been out of the exploitation field since he resigned
from his ad-pub post with Warners.

Joan of Arc on Western Elec-

new deluxe

"400!*'

Bergman's newest starring
Because

As

...

far

Enterprise is concerned, Einteld and boaid chair-

film.

sound quality . »
extremely versatile and adaptable
and because of its ouMm«e((c operation . . . the
it gives unexcelled

Na-

Gontiniied from page »
considerably for European production activities and other ventures,

French government's system of

division leaves them short bv
$1,572,138 out of the entire $9,5'72,820 involved.

!

I

1

By the same token. Par. 20th,
and Warners have benefited
by enforcement of the cash-at-hand
method of allocation rather than
the gross-billing method.
Their
man David L. Loew embarked sev- dollar take is proportionately larger
eral months ago on a period of in- to the extent of the $1,572,138.
U, RKO, Metro and Columbia on
activity, pending release of their
'their part claim that the
last four pictures by Metro
alleged
'"''"'"'-'nclustry agreement provides
that ihc olher four companies
make
up (he difference by dollar pay.menls in the U. S. In retui-n lor
this sum, U and the others
propose
Continued from page 1
to even matters by turning
over
non-convertible frozen francs acby gandering the list. Lineup cumulated in
France.
covers all stars and featured playQuestion of whether any agreeers under contract to all studios, ment
exists at all which" requires
plus freelancers.

type sound equip-

in nccotdance with the producers*

conviction that only the best would do for Ingrid

because

Equipment Corp.;

French Coin

cold.

Under the proieeled 20th plans,
Einfeld would headquarter in New
York in order to concentrate on

RECORDING

Precision

and Frederick T. Bowditch,
tional, Carbon Co.

also tried to tap Einfeld to return
to the Burbank -plant. Warner subsequently entered the hospital here
for an operation and his proposed
deal with .Einfeld is now apparently

,

it is

as

UA

,

'

I

Western Electric **400" is now setting the pace
in motion picture sound recording.

Player Values

;

,

1

I

The 20th, Gallup
other polls also serve to
squelch yelps from older, established
players whenever they
threaten walkoff because a young
player Is getting a bigger play.
New order from the front office is
"show her the poll, if she wants to
break her contract, then hand it to
her on a silver platter."

this

complicated intra-company accounting is raised by Par and Its
cohorts and must be decided by
Hays. Additionally, it's contended
by the four that the franc-to-dollar
rate has been revised and that simple transfer of an equivalent sum
in francs would not repay them
for the U. S. accounting.
Another argument being
Names on poll aren't available, by Par and its allies is that,pressed
under
but It's obvious the outsiders inked the French agreement,
the francs
by 20lh this year had no clas.sifica- which would
be turned over to
tion lower than B.
ilhem are of the forever unremit-

and

Sierra Pictures Presents

JOAN OF ARC
',Slarrulg Ingrid Btrgman
A Victor FItming Rr«ducHon

Electrical Research Products Division
Of

Western Electric Compaiiy
?33

BROADWAY NEW VQRK

/,

N

Director
'

1

.

,

,

I
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.
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.

I
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RKO

>

.

;

.

'
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.

Victor Flaming

Recorded by
Rocorditt

.<

,

keteoiod by

Sound by
;

v

'
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William Randall
Radio Ktturti

MtAmeiayj

OctolMsr 87,

1948
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Wednesday, October 27, 1948
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Prolific Selling-Away

UA

——

—

~

•

Arthur Donero.

No Rank Buyout
United Artists' exec veepec-,
Arthur W. Kelly disclosed last
week that there's no possibility at present of J. Arthur
Bank's buying out UA's.25%
Interest in his

Odeon

«irr«*rs
Considerable number
have been found in the Ctovenvcent's listing of theatres owned by
gjg piye and in the idcntificafj^n of closed and open situations,
lawyers for the major defendants
the main anti-trust suit say. As
^ result, the majors are now preparing to challenge these lists
^1,^^ the case starts anew in the
jj.Y. federal statutory court Nov. B.
Dept of Justice took its data
work frotn^hei;pub]i^eii surveyis ^^^^

squeezes the amount of British
playing time available for Yank
pix made there. Moreover, Kelly
said, the possibility that even films
turned out by Americans in England may be boycotted in the U. S.
has thrown up another deterrent
to British production plans. Only
one British film, titled "Magistrate" and produced for UA by

>

is

now

in

|

circuit in

i

Sylvia Scharfman, assistant

i

UA

g^^tg^^ division chief,

Gwen

ON VADIETV STAGE..'KAY THa;MP.SON
.

..

-!

4 _:

is

acting as cago,

The faulty lists will be captain of the drive
used by the Big Five as another
Looking for an added push from
argument against, accepting, .a mere theatre personnel in its sales drive
London, Oct. Ze.statement by the Government as which kicks off Oct. 31, Universal
distributors are ex- to theatre-ownership throughout will distribute |4,500 in cash prizes

U S.

Hruby replaces Loren Beaumont who returns to Chii-; Both,
houses are part. 'of Xubliner and

i

Films

.

'

Booth circuit.
Joe Friedman, Eagle Lion salesman, bedded at Norwegian Ameriperiencing a selling boom which the WS. Instead, the d^lendsntis to theatre managers and flacks for
can hospital.
has taken a marked upward trend will insist that the D of J prove the most eft'ective and original pnn
Total of 27
gjnce the Johnston anti-dualing ownership by testimony.
motion- campaigns.
^

,

,

American

Ban

Rank's

With the organization growing so
large (640 theatres in Canada) it
has become unwieldy for a singleannual convention, series ot regional gatherings of Famous PlayNorman Newman moved from ers Canadian managers has been:
Principal Theatres to become film arranged. Regionals will be held
buyer and booker for Prin-Cor- in Winnipeg Nov. 7-8, Edmonton,
United Co the new independent Nov. 11-12; and Vancotiver, Nov.
theatre circuit operated by Sher- 16.
rill Corwin and Sol Lesser,
Sherrill Corwin and Sol Lesser
bought two San Francisco theatres,
the Orpheum and Esquire, from
Warner and. Fabian., theatres inJoe Blumenfeld, and are reported Albany and Troy, and two Fabian
interested in the purchase of other houses in Schenectady, tilted week^
film houses in that sector. Several end and holiday prices. First runs
months ago the CorwinrLesser in all three citie-s moved night

tOS ANGELES
'

'

^

interests.

-

,

ALBANY

i

combo bought the Blumenfeld

I

in-

price

Music Halls m
Los Angeles and the United Artists
theatre in San Francisco:
Cliff Geisseman has been named
district manager for the San Franci.sco theatres, to be operated as
North Coast Theatres. Inc. Circuit
will have a total of 4,610 firstrun;
terests in the four

.

permit these films seats in that territory.
be credited on the British quota,
Paramount named Roland Smith
Obviously, he intends to fill the office manager for Los- Angeles
holes in playing time caused by branch, succeeding Kenneth Smith
the loss of American product by a who is now a salesman.
Smith
formerly was with Paramount in
stack Of reissues,
Reps of American distribs be- Minneapolis.

to

Have

.

.

|

On

1

to 74g.

•.

a

YOU

iriea

SKYBERTH

on

American's

Rank has enough product

to
his
carry out his boycott.
shelves, besides the reissues, will

ilieve

from 65

I

;

emment would

|

Completely consistent in their
outlook, exhibs have always been
openly hostile to the quota, contending that it isn't only impossible.of fulfilment, but in many sitnations' British product is anathema at the boxoffice. Because of
this solid reaction against obligatory screening of British pictures
irrespective of the financial re-

TORONTO

prizes will be divided in U's three
divisions with top award set a $250
in each of the three sectors.

'

own

7th Ave.

CHICAGO

Ztfoir^Sn'

"Apartment for Peggy"

RO V Y

:

son being honored by tiie campaign ' Red Edinson, Eagle Lion fldck,
which will be kept secret for the resigned post.
time being. Campaign carries the
Lee James Hruby, Jr., upped to
manager of Cozy, South Bend, Ind.,
Government probably pulled a
V^C^^L^'
from assistant to Four Star, Chiboner in permitting a wide margin

,

ARtlOLD 8H0DA

.

J

^

-

Staiiifbrd,

Circuit of
theatre building

i

I

Starrlno

new

;

The mystery, in
starting Dec. 3.
this case, is the identity of the per-

:

.

Theatres

.

,

.

:

'

,

m

TK< Williami Brott\er> :|i Hally .Btllt
On IM Stas*— RHYTHM IN PUAlD"

InteFstaie

'

m

Edmund

Fair

In a takeoff on recent radio pro- Franklin at hii .Cpldijial drive-ift at

pian came into operation at the beginning of this month. With most
of the circuits' playing time closed
'
to them, they are finding a ready
market among independent exlubs
Contimied from page 3
who are cashing in on a situation
have a booking on either the
which offers them a far wider
choice of product than they have Odeon or British Gaumont circuits
aft6r Jsn. 1^.
ever had in the past»
Notwithstanding the demands of ^ I" the past. Rank consistently
product
that countiy.
"^^^j^ exhibs are booked six months in advance of
1^^^ ^g^^
He conflnned reports that UA booking all American programs in'^*s requirements, -ro insure a
has sold both "Red River" and increasing numbers, and anUcipate steady supply of product, British
"Girl from Manhattan1" to Rank, that in the next few months this f'fhibs believe first-funs must fol"River" is to get top billing in a policy will lead to a marked rise low the sixmQnthvstandard of operation. Rank^s refusal, therefore,
dual booking with a British film
their boxof fice receipts.
to take on American pix after Jan.
throughout
the
Gdeon circuit,
Wu-i
i
J i
While
defying
notI openly
the ^
believed the tilipff on the boyfilms to permit British exhibs to
law, the.se exhibs realize the availmeet the quota, wluoh immediately ability 01 British product, without I cott.
As an added indicatibn fhat' the
bolstering by Hollywood features,
British magnate intends to go bn
^,
isn't going to give *
them ^a ^"'5
fair
without most American product,
crack ^"i?"!
of the boxof fice whip, and
^^^^ ^as now applied for reuntil they get better trading.conyaUdating of as many as 30 oldies
ditions for showing quota product,
'f^r reissue purposes on his circuits,
aren't prepared to prejudice tbeir
Rgyalidation with the British gov^
Holdcd'

'Oct.

grams which are capitalizing on Argyle, Tek., fowiid .to be a lottery
melodies and people^ by DentOn Coubty .'atithorities and
Eagle Lion is staging a "mystery" stopped.
sales drive for an 18-week stretch,

,

.

and Palace and 43rand,

man-

my.stery

of errors.

exhibs on. other product, adding
that the company has no commitments with the British film exec
past those two pictures.
.,
^ ,^ ^
halted
its
UA has temporarily
§reduction plans for England,
:elly said, since it's impossible
now to gain a guarantee of suffitime
Rank
is
dent British playing
well on his way to fulfilling his
promise of turning out enough
England. As a result, Kelly said,
UA has deferred to the wishes of
Its producers and has set up, no.
restrictions of any kind on its

Crain.Wnilam

and

'

'

,

company producers.

Abundant

IMnttt

iitdJudi^ Texai^

.

it's
according to Kelly,
and,
-M^
aji-es .jjy
grooved specifically for the British of Ani^ima-'"' Oiie of thfe rieiisohs
market alone.
for the errors, it's said, is the age
After presenting a report on: the of the, suryeys--^6ine of which are
European situation to the UA now two years old. Addition^
board at the honieoffice last week, numbeif of the surveys wer^ birokien
kelly entrained for the Coast yes- ui» into es;chahg^^
terday (Tues.) for luiddles with UA Isapjped In SpotSi jGoVernm
o^ere jiary Pickford and Charlie to" crossfcheck these surveys to
chaplin. He'll also confab with correct the overlapping, it's further
Chaplin,
.

;

Houses

Ballinger; LyrlCi Plaza and
Texas^ Odessa; Q^eeiA and' "Tex^^^^^^
Merkel; State and Queeii. Winters;

promoted to acting manager of which is. being inicliided in Glenn
New theatre,
Loew^s Post Road in same area. McCarthy Centre.
She is sixth woman to be made .the;Sha,mr6cjt,.iwUl::'seat'i.?0^^^
Givea^yajc ;plah uised by George'
manager on Loew's circuit.

1

•

I

of-

36.
acci

ager at -Loew's Paradise, Bronx,' Dallas liSased

|

i

Rank has made no such

towns and becomes effective

James R. Grainger, Republic
exec veepee in charge of sales,'
planed out Sunday (24) for a week;5
inspection tour of St. Louis 'and
New Orleans exchanges.

:

fer during the last year, Kelly
rejected his proposal
said.
In 1947 when the company and
Rank could not get together
on terms.

Fib Row

from

NEW YORK

,

j

England

* * *»

*

...

.

is

Ops

eovts

Contliiued from pax* 3

to get equal billing in a
dual slotting on the G-B chain,
Both deals are set for only six
months, since it's presently imposBible to work out a franchise deal
In England for longer than that
is
period. Kelly declared that
selling away from Rank to indie

"Girl"

*»****»»*»*«

4»

MANY ERRORS FOUND IN

famous DC->6

PITTSBURGH

Dave Brown, With UA f or last 13
be a record number of homemade
flight
the way pix turned out by his studios Which years and recently as salesniah,
quota is {Have a peak production program resigned. One of original, founders
to
of Variety, Club, Bi'pwn. was in
introduced for the second year of of 60 films for the coming year,
theatre department before go^
the existing act, Harold Wilson is Additionally, he can count on the
f hMi HAvtmtyer 6.5000 or ywr Iravtl o|ral
ing with U A in 1935.
persuaded to fix a "more realistic" entire program ot both U and EL,
James Alexander, Jr., withdrew
T/ckerO.''.ces.- KiTY-nei Ttrminal
figure.
neither of which company ean fol- from theatre supply business operRoclt«fe//.er Center • Ho(e):New Yorker
the Johnston rule
under ated by his father and Sam FineFirst shot in the campaign will low
120 Broadway • Hole/ Si, George
be fired within the next few weeks 'their reciprocal distribution agree- berg, Goes into electSric equipDoertOpen lOA;M.
CAPITOL*'""'^
when e-xhibs acquaint their Mem-^ ment with Rank: Besides these, ment manufacturing company.
Christine Pelger acquired Park
bers of Parliament with actual Rank has been able to pick up
figures of British film takings con- product of indie producers who Theatre in Munhall from Robert
IBWARDCRONNSON
Stahl. House, which has run only
the U. S. through UA.
trasted to receipts when an all- release
GAIL RUSSELL
It is now widely reported that Saturdays and Sundays for last
American program fills the bill.
DHN LUND.
* seven-day
This agitation will be maintained Rank considers the Johnston ban
^^^^
^?
throughout the commg months, as a violaUon of his booWng pra^c- |^»??"l^°„Mnaer n^^
thus enabling M.P.'s to be tully tices with American distribs. The "^ /'p'^^"
briefed to defend the point of view ban was imposed after charges that
52 years and ooerator ofToosto
of the exhibiting section of the in- Rank was attempting to slot Amerf o
s e
pri^Iting and advertising cUsplav
dustry when the quota renewal 'can A product on the second half company,
announced he would
where fo co
comes up for debate next summer: of bills with interior British pix build a dnve-in hear Dubois.
RADIO CITY MUSIC MAll ""^^
notch. Rank feels that
NEW YORK
HOL Y W0OD
.Annual convention of MPTO of
Meantime, attempts to kill the:'"
Rootefellcr center
T
quota by suggestion are proving to ?ny. such claim was the subject of Western Pennsylvania, usually a.
BREER 6AR$OKl • WALTER PIDGEONf
STAGE • SCREEN • RADIO
iBfeMiiore than futile A press re- mdividual negotiations and did not November event, won't be held
in "JULIA MISBEHAVES"
port that Wilson had agreed to a warrant a blanket rule against until February 21-22. William FinTELEVISION • PUBLICITY
•'^'^'•^
^
kel named to handle arrangements.
IN-t<T
KUuilM-tlir.»nr X quota cut wtih Johnston in favor '"•''^'^
PRODUCERS • AGENTS
>I.A\VFOKn
ROMKKO^ of the Americans, met with a
A Meti-D-GoIdWyn:.\layer Picture
• PUBLISHERS
ADVERTISING.
prompt
denial
from
the
Board
of
SPtCTACULAH STAGE PRERENTATIOM
Trade president, which was reinNEWSPAPERS
Wendell R. "Jed" Prouty, reNIGHT CLUBS
Flu
forced by a government spokesman
signed as manager of the Uptown,
• MUSIC * SPORTS • OTHERS
who said the whole idea was: "abBoston, operated by the Giles cirContinued from page 2
Mo w SipiecialiTing
solute nonsense."
working overtime until 10 p. m. "JjJ' i° ia^^e directorship of State,
in Refreshment
nightly on the film; the Friars ^'"s'l*^?' "^ned by Reuben LanSuburban Philly Holdup
Frolic dates here and Frisco; not
.,..;Service-;for •;
WINTER •4t-'49
„<
"^Rnhprt r ?V,„»rt
„.<.ci^„„f
to mention a couple of other benePhiladelphia, Oct. 26.
mail orders of $-1.00
,s,?et" G u i?l^roSfo„t
DRI1>E-IH THEATRES/
Manager of the suburban StoneHollywood, in town for world
1.
^
r.- i
(ELEIRITY SERVICE, ln(.
Dept. A
hurst theatre. Upper Darby, was
Picture business generally re- preem of "Harpoon"
at Olympia,
SPORTSeirVICE, Inc. MtORMiMis held up, and gun-toter got away gards the Kaye
junket as a good- New'sedford"
ISO E. S4lh »., New York 22, N. V
tHUR ST BID6
BUffALO.
With Saturday receipts of $700
will mission for the entire indusMark Silver, UA eastern division
tiy, and should help ease Anglo- manager, in town for three-day
U. S. strained relations, film-wise, meetings with salesmen and bookconsiderably.
ers.
suits, exhibs are pavmg
to insure that when the

'
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Morris Also Going Over

Wililiam Morris, Jr., president
of the William Morris agency, is
planing to London, Friday (29>,
with Danny Kaye to take in the
Command Performance at the
Palladium theatre, London, next
Monday (Nov. 1). Morris will tour
England and France for three
weeks, while Kaye is slated to return shortly after the show because of film commitments.
An informal reception for the
comic at the U. S. Embassy in London-is being considered.
.

4 ENGINED DOUGLAS
HOURS FLYING TIME

The reopening
I

Bill

CALIFORNIA
12

'

•

STOP

9-3707

.

Skycruises

HOTEL

inc.

AIR TRAVEL

lOa

A©ENCY

DIPLOMAT

W. 43rd
New Ytrk

St.

:.

I

1

1

of

Rex

theatre,

Cambridge, set for Oct. 28, follow>ng extensive alterations,
Frank Wolf, office manager at
National Screen, for 15 years, ref'ened to become office manager
for E. M. Loew circuit, replacing
Louis Richmond; resigned.

GEORGE
WRIGHT

*

DALLAS
The
Texas,

H & H
owned

Theatres of west
by the

principally

T. Hodge famUyj_purchased the
interest held in thelibdge theatres

S.

by Theatre Enterprises.
volves 11

.

Deal

in-

theatres in five Texas

:

Currently

PARAMOUNT THEATRE
NEW YORK

.
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SUNDAY'S 275G TALENT BILL
Breakdown of Sunday Talent Nut

CBS' 'Mood Prt^annning' Pays Off

-IV

I

The following are the major shows and their costs in the Sunday
Night Battle of Radio and Television:
Jack Benny (AM)
Edgar Bergen (AM)
Fred Allen (AM)
Amos 'n' Andy (AM)
Ford Theatre (XV)

,.

,

, . . ,
,

.'

Philco Playhouse (TV)
Phil Harris (AM) .•
Theatre Guild of the Air (AM)
Slop the Music (AM)
Helen Hayes' Electric Theatre (AM)
Ozzie and Harriet (AM)'

,

,

Walter Winchell (AM)
Drew Pearson .(AM)

.

,

,

..'

Bsr

i...

Hoopla a Switch on
seen as repi^esenting

is

Elaborate "entertainment spread
curi'ently .being whipped up for
Monday night's 9 to 10.. p.m.
linale.
halt-liour later

ne.Kt

A

campaign

Truman

Pres.

webs for

:

Musical-Historical Cavalcade
Songs, from 1800-1948, is
-

TV

vs.

TV

1

I

To Exit

lowed by straight dram.a, lor g;.
three-hour Thursday night sequencing represents less than $35,000 in

1 or C

Taper Maneuvers'

If

life Clicks?

iCBS shows.
Yet, P & G's "FBI In Peace and
'

War," with 10.4 in the 8 p.nu C»-,
Ralph Edwards has sold lutnbia period, nosed out the mora
$10,000 weekly package, [expensive "Aldrich Family" on
"This Is Vour Life," to Philip Mor- NBC, which had a 9.5; "Mr. Keen"
ris, with its postponed NBC preem paid off with a 13.0 compared t»
set for Nov. 9, thex-e's con.siderable Burns & Allen's 10.7; "Suspense"
trade speculation .as .to eventual grabbed the night's top rating, 16;2,
10.4;
fate of Edwards' "Truth or Conse- compared to Al Jolson'.s
1

Now

his

.

thai

[

new

1

I

I

:

least

i

^

I

I

mean

a

the show, it will
vvholesale reshuffle of
off

network programming. StandBrands currently bankrolls
Bergen but is anxious to unload
(Continued on page 35)

tlieir

ard

NBC

i

Back

Tom

the fact that the combo included
(two Columbia-packaged programs,
"Crime Photographer" and "Sua-

AM

pense."

On the basis of the latest IIoopit
gives CBS an undisputed
two-night dominance (for the firstItime in years), with 'Monday, of
course, ( "Lux Radio Theatre," ''My
'Friend Irma," "Godfrey's Talent
Scouts") long the top dog.
jer.
I

I

all

Has Worn OM-Whiit?

Top Brass Schism

Results of

down the
the major networks.

[

minute production with New York
^nd Hollywood talent, while Dewey,
FDR's opponent, followed with a
halt-hour talk.
The tact that the Repubs have
taken over the showmanship reins
for the Election Kve radio hoopla
recalls the luss kicked up by the
GOp boys over the hippodrome
techniques employed by the Dems
Ford
for their' '44 signoff show
Bond, then, as now, radio advisor
to Dewey, went on the air. it's leCdlled, and as.sailed the Demo tactics,
playing pailicularly on the
fact that tlie Roosevelt boys violated the ban on dramatization of
political issues.
Whether or not the Republicans
will encompas$* within the 60-minute entertaitinifent layout a dram-

i

'

,

'

I

I

Survey

,

format

If so,

the

It's

Dems

'.howl.

is j'ct to

|

considered lilcely that
this time will raibe the

i

.

wood

Story' Fades

Hollywood, Oct 26.
Mutual has dropped Erbkine
Johnson's ''Hollywood Story after

Do They Now Watch More or Less Than They Did?
Which Programs Are Liked Less?
What Is the Length (in Hours] of Their Averoge TV Sitting?

How Many

Viewers Per Sitting?

Intensity of Children's Viewing?

"Backquarter-hour stanza
as
ground For Stardom," later it was
lengthened to 30 minutes
own
Columnist-commentator's
package used 30-plecc stall, woikin? under Harry Zimmerinan, and
iiad guestars.

miliar with the existing situations.
It's considered entirely possible
that before many more weeks hava
elapsed there will be .some higher
echelon facelifting, with the innersaiu lum schism at one of the webi
Jasi coming to a head.
In both instances, the status of
the executive veepees. is involved.

Cancels Out

|

In Big

Lamp
tric

ABC

fuse on it*
show, "What's
retrenchment
wliich will see the division

Ai lene Francis

My

(And More Questions and Answers]

|

i

the

ABC

Name?", In

move

TV Romance

division of General Klec-

pulling

IS

pulling
latelv,

vision

i

"

a seven-month sustaining stietch
Sponsor interest never developed
for the layout, which began in

works

G£

'1

'H

TV Viewers

Cleavage among the top brass at
two of the four major netis causing considerable concern and alarm among those ia^-'
least

i

I

be determined

::

of

Networb Face

2

I

atic

,

I

got only $108,500 of

coffers.
It's that >way right

a

AM

out of
radio
GE
however, has grabbed teleon both ABC and

billings

with a new "Denis Jamen
Carnival" just pacted by the lamp
division for the latter-web.
"Name?", a revived oldie in
whieli Miss Francis shared billini?
with Carl Frank and Raj- Bloch'a
orch, IS a $3,500 package. It ha«
had a rating average around 6.0.
Date ol GE's puUout is Nov, 27,
C'BS,

,

i

•

|

|

Starts Next

Week's Issue

•

t

in

Alter Uie Hovellv

.

"Crime Photographer" snared ai
14.1 while Sealtest (Dorothy LaImour) could get no better than a
9.();
"Hallmark Playhouse" waved
'an 112 Hooper pennant, whil«
"Screen Guild" was content with
a .9.9; and "First Nighter" grabbed
a 9.6 opposite Fred Waring's 5.5.
CBS was doubly jubilant over

'

Deal for new sponsorship qi.Edis imminent, with at
tliree potential bankroUers
on the verge.. If one of the clients
.

talent sponsorship coin for the six

I

program competition

I

gar Bergen

contrast to NBC's $100,000
of top shows, CBS'
of suspense dramas, fol-

In

slotting

I

involved grabs

otf.

round-robin

quences" NBC show, if "Life"'
should click.
_
"T or C," sparked by the series
tional $15,000 nut, CBS' Amos n' of ''Hush" contests which predated
Andy another $20,000, and Ozzie the deluge of giveaway airers, has
and Harriet bracketed at $10,000.
(Continued on page 34)
TV's Dramatic Accent
On the other hand, the major
Dps
McFadden
TV Sunday accent is on dramatic
shows, with the $20,000 nut for
In further integration of NBC's
the new "Ford Theatre," which
and TV operations, Tom McIpreemcd on Oct. 17 (on a once- Fadden, manager of WNBC, the
a-month basis), representing the web's N. Y. AM flagship, yesterday
top-budgeted televi-sion program to (Tues.) was named additionally
date and exceeding the previous- manager of WNBT
(TV) and
high
"Philco
Television
Play- WNBC-f'M.
house," which is budgeted at $17,John H. Reber was named pro(Continued on page 33)
gram manager.
I

!

On the other hand, the Democratic f or c e s are spending
only $98,200 on CBS. wliereas
four years ago a total, of $178,-.
500 vas poured into the web's
on

Sealtest, "Screen Guild Players"
I'red Waring, CBS execs wer«!;
practically doing handsprings last
week convinced that their "mood',,

and

programming" technique has paid

channels at the same time:
The Sunday night radio accent,
of course^ is on comedy, with: the
Fred Allen, Jack Benny, Edgar
Bergen stanzas alone representing
a $75,000 weekly talent-production
outlay, the Phil Harris-Alice Faye
NBC show accounting for an addi-

Republican coin.

line

their comparatively low»
budgeted'. pFOgPams outhoopered
such top-coin standbys as "AJdrich
Family," Burns & Allen, Al Jolson.

I

growing keener each week, with
resultant squawks from viewers
who find they can't navigate two

Chest

preempted).

CBS

which

.

how

were

Looking over the show-by-show
on the last ratings, hi

score, based

Ralph Edwards

in almost: dizzy succession.
In many instances one
overlaps the others, with not' only
choice radio stanzas competing
against top video fare, but witli tlie

I

biUiiiEts chaliied up by CBS in
reconl weeks.
Up to Election Eve (Nov 1
the GOP will have spent $153.COO for Columbia time alone
(figure does not include talent for regular s
s that
'44,

segments.

Sunday night

CBS Encompasses

Indicative of the coin being
siphoned off the Republican
war^ chest for radio time on
behalf of Thomas E. Dewey's
campaign in contrast to 1944
picture, when the Dems were
whopping it up for the late
President Roosevelt, are the

trade circles.

I

now prominently showcased on

Bergen, 'Duffy In
War

entailed.

parlay

to the $100,000 talent

showcased on NBC Thursday nights
has created no little excitement in

1

!

their opposition NBC spots,
got a Hooper licking from

two-way Sunday night

resenting in each categoi-y the toppriced, top Hooperated entries in
the whole AM-TV sweepstakes, are

goes

.

CBS

I

commentary, drama,
comedy, giveaway and variety, rep-

Camp<^

on the four
a straight gab windup.

G.O.P.

9 Score

both comedians in the advance
Hooper (for Sunday, Oct. 17).
Bergen came up with a 14.7,
and
against "Music's"
10.0
14,1, while Allen copped a 16.9
to edge out the giveaway's
16.2 and 16.9 for the 8:30-9

for the

.

This completely reiverses the picture of four years ago. when tlie
late, Pres. Roosevelt, in his successful bid for a fourth term, wound
up his campaign with a super 60-

to

"Stop the Music," for the
time since Fred Allen and
returned to

Topflight

Music Dept.
This feature has' been revived, reiurbished and embellished as an assist to Radio
aiui other prosriiiii-builders.

bid.

Sunday 8
first

Edgar ^Bergen

,

serialized in the

Sbws

The drubbing administered by

spread adds up to an unprecedent-;
cd and diversified entertainment
layout calculated to satisfy all
tastes,
assuming the radio-tele
dialer can keep apace with the
multiple switchovers that would be

trum

Music Cavalcade
of

Whips NBC lOOG Top Talent

record high for a single evening in;
entertainment annals and more
than doubles the' tab for any other
night in the week.
Equally significant is the fact
that what comes out of the spec-,

a-

complete reversal in policy is sliapIng up lor the $150,000 hour-long
Election Eve (Nov. 1) show the
Republican Parly is staging on the
four major networks on behalf of
Thomas E. Dewey's Presidential

in

'44

GEORGE ROSEN

The combined talent-production
Sunday night programming
on radio and television approximates $275,000 a week. That's a

GOP's 60-Minute Election Eve

What

As $35,000 Whodunit-Drama Parlay

cost: of

7,500
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000

Original Amateur Hour (TV)
Toast of the Town (TV)
Admiral's Welcome Aboard (TV)

mm^

SEis

"10,000

,

,.,..,4,,..,...,,.,
-.

$25,000
23.0Q0
25,000
20,000
20,000
17,500
15,000
15,000
12,000
10,000

Agency

is

Stanza
days at

BBD&O.

is

currently aired Satur^

9:30,

between "Cangbut-

ters" and "Whiz Quiz,"

'

RADIO
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Funny Man Coy

Ra£o' Intentions Honorable,

Before a representative group of industry leaders that read like

But AM Axe Falls to Pay
FCC chairman Wayne Coy \\as+>
echoing a thought in many a broadcaster's mind last week when he
to the N. Y. Radio Execs
"it is really a sad thought
to contemplate that auial broadcasting should be called upon to
pay the post-natal expenses ot television until it is old enough lo

The broadcasters know

walk."
all

Ruling to

Jt

way has

tele's

beespe-

of the day,

around the major netwoiks
vrhich are racing into TV.
cially

Office

ELLIOT

AM

cost-cutting
The enforced
shapes into a strange: commentary

on the bKoadcasters' new "protect
Caught between
radio" stance.
their determination not. to write
aural broadcasting off as obsolete
and their fear lest competitors get
the jump on them in video, the
find themselves in the most
ticklish expense juggling act of

Same

secret

Commission said

its

interpreta-

Baseball Biz

that

30-Wk. Bonanza

•

heavy

However, Commission

!

The pinch

also is being felt
at CBS (which has poured some,thing like $14,000,000 down the TV
built.

and

.

i

i

In other cases, the

.

falling

economy axe

on program

costs,

with

j

|.

either getting budget
knockdowns or being pencilled out
entirely in favor of cheaper fills.
It was a case of lopping $6,000 off
the program cost sheet that lorced
to push "Candid. Microphone"
off the schedule.
This week the axe fell again on
ABC's sustainer list, with Madge
Tucker's longtime Sunday ayem
feature, "Coast to Coast on a Bus,"
heading several new cancellations,
Stanza will be replaced at, 9:30
Sunday morning by Virginia iind;
Woody Klose's "Red ilook 31,"
,f armlif e gab session unli 1 recently
aired by MutuaU
Texas Jim Robertson's Sunday
noon segment,! Johnny Thom psun's
Saturday show, and; Vera Mas.sev s
sequence also are on the exit list.
They'll be replaced, probablyi by
records or orch fills;
BUStainers

>

ABC's 'We're

I

living by Code'

|.

ilistenihg habits is getting harder
prexy Mark Woods yester- by the day for the competition to
day (Tues.) issued a statement of assume. In fact, major ca.ses of
';pol icy changes" by the network hysteria are developing in some lowith regard to commercial time Calities. where the indies have been
limitations under the NAB code
(Gontmued on page 34)
and with particular reference to
mention of brand-names of give-!
away: merchandise being considered as commercial time.
JACK
I
I

•

^

}

{

'

those

ot

furnishing

Radio

the

prizes.''-

m

latter's
Artists- Corp.,. with offices in
Beverly Hills.

New York and

In joining RAC, Bertell brings
his specialty of management knowledge in personal appearances and
mentions. Woods' legit, while Schubert Will continue
statement in general was a reitera- heading the radio and television
Lick Economy Sweep tion of the web's promise to live
departments.
ABC's budget-conscious scnpt hj the code stalling next Jan 1.
Among the radio shows repredepartment has come up with a (AH four major nets some months sented by the office
are "Mr. Disprogram for network airing Thurs- ago announced this simultaneous trict Attorney."
"Gangbusters,"
day nights, 9:30-10 pm, starting intention.)
"Aina/ing Mr Malone," "The FalNov. 11. Aside from the fact that
Woods said tiie policy changes con", and "Mr. and Mrs. North."
Its producers hope it'll prove a had been submitted lo the
ABC
On
the schedule lor new shows
sleeper, stanza's chief leature at station
advi.sory committee, meet- Which the office will represent will
this point is the fact it will be en-^ ing
N. Y. yesterday, and that be the George O'Hanlon show
tirely ABC stafied, hence about as
the committee had concurred on Whi ch, premieres over Mutual
inexpensive as a web nighttime
Nov. 9.
half-hour could possiblv be.

brand

-

i

:

name

i

!

/

,

i

-

m

"My Job

Is

Manhattan,"

New York

is

go-

ing on a $20,000: spending spree in
the final days of the election campaigns, buying .19 programs on

j

felt

eight Gotham stations in addition
to a coast-to-coast Mutual hookup
for President Truman's 'dddress tov

1,000

I

morrow night

I

recorded
treatments of various points of L.
N. Y. interest, such as Central
Park, Broadway, the Public Library; the Metropolitan 3^1 (i.seqni.
in
Initialcr's topic will be ]\1.inh,ittan's waterfront. No music bridges
Hollywood, Oct 26.
would go at least as well foi this
or billboarding will be used, sequences being tied togetlior with
Combination in restraint of free one as they did for the original
"
appropriate 'sound patterns
press notices for L.A. radio outlets last hop ot the Freedom Tram,
Ira Marion will head up (he w Diked its way to the surface again KFWB took the copy and art to the
writing .staff, each member o* the this week when Warner Bros cil\ desks Interest was piaclieally
script department in lum taking KFWB
blasted
the
downtown instanieous. Desks ordered their
a hand.
Peter Martin; a-spociate papers a.s being anti-patriotic as own photographers to shoot human
script editor, will edit the seuc-. well as anti-radio.
interest angles and play up opening
Jack Turner will «ha\e overall
Station decided some time ago exercises at the Hollywood high
supervision of scripts, and Cliail.e that the Freedom Train higliballod school.
Powers win. produce.
Auditions through towns so fast last year that
the
All
city's
trained
seals
will be held today (Wed
to pick only a small fraction over saw the tiMlally con.sidcrcd sure-fire copy
a narrator.
priceless
documents, and even wric on hand, from John Anson
tho'-e
were horded thiough the ;Ford:--of the county .board of -super-i
|(idin so last it piaclieally amounted j.viSOrs lO.lhe Cfiamber of Coiiimerce
tharacteis
Layouts got as far as
Pay Hikes to ..a. 'rout. y
.,.-:;
Pel mission to photograph the -Icip leyel ih; tlie .news^papcii- -'oi'flc'^s
Hollywood, Oct 2&
(here met the fingtr.
KFWB and KMPC have settled documents was asked and granted andKFWB
said it was willing to
wage increase differences with KFWB look 26 ot the most repieAmerican Federation of Radio Ar- scntative documents and had tliem slough off completely on credits it
Both stations have allowed blown; up to four feet by two for tlie papers would only lun the
tists.
about a 6% rise to their staff an- easier reading. It then had 20 storv so th.it adults could see the
copies ot each document printed sacrifices that went into the birth
Bouncers.
a nation
Desks called back,
KFWB scale has risen from ."pSO and arranged to have them ex- of
weekly to $87.50 while KMPC is hibited for sevtral weeks at each sorry no- can do.Thus the story lay dead until
now paying $90 as against a pre- of the city schools.
Figuring the downtown -press
(Continued on page 35)
vious $83.
j

War On

A. Dailies Long, Cold

:

Radio Puts

:

:

KFWB

a White Heat

I

.

;

)

KFWB, KMPC

'

;„,:..'

J

-

^

~

I

'
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TV

Stations in 8 Tears

(Thurs.)'

before

Liberal Party rally in Madison
Square Garden.
Meantime, the American Federation of Labor and one of its affiliates, the International Ladies Gar-

AM

.

I

I

1

Ira

Marion

-

ist

ously what you would do, if you
were a member of the FCC," he
.said.
"If you had to vote on the
clear channel case now bciorc us.
Or how you would decide the issue
with respect to some of your policies about duplicating "your .MM

doing, the script.

ILGWU

has bought five-niinute
preceding Gabriel Heatteri
on Mutuar tor Friday, Saturday
and Monday (29, 30 and li. lor et
reprises of- plugs by Helen and
Melvin Douglas, Humphrey Bogart
spots

,

and Tallulah Bankhead tor the programs on FM.
Democratic slate, aired during rfe- go on?"
;

Ot-^but need

I

;

cent weeks over ABC.
-All of the loregoing stanzas are
under supervision of Morns Novik,
N. Y
iddio consultant.
Liberal,
Pally programs aie being produced by Gainesborough Asso-

*^

ciates.

Ward Byron, Vick Knight
ABC program vecpee Charles
"Bud" Barry added two more, key
lieutenants to his AM-TV staff in
the past week bunging in Ward

New

Bjron

in

Lauy

JHick

Yoik

to

He

also

—in

a satirical comparison of submitting a petition to the
FCC and submitting himself as
speaker before the
suggested awareness of industr\'s failure to get together on the NAB
code. "And what," he asked, "goes

REC

1

To ABC Program Setup

will be a series ot tapeand live "feature .story

and

RAC

-

Aside from this interpretation
of the code provision pertaining to

Budget-Less Show To

dollars

BERTEL PARTNER

,

Woods said that prizes and gifts
handed out on jackpotters, such as
"Stop the Music," would be counted as advertising when there was
"any unduly detailed descriptive
material used in connection with
in a partnershipthe award as well as the trade bert
name

TVs ad

He predicted 1,000 tele stations
a within the next seven or eight
years as "altogether reasonable,"
FM will share with
the responsibility for doing a pulilic
service job for the remote regions
and smaller communities, tlie comment Workers Union, both are also mission topper asserted.
clunking additional com into radio
Coy hinted in closing that he
network coffers for last-minute
lelt broadcasters, might occasionIN SCHUBERT'S
vote appeals. American Federation
ally attempt to see the FCC's side
.Tack Bertell. formerly v.p, of of Radio Artists (AFL) will proof problems.
"I would like lor
CBS aitistb bureau and later MCA duce a one-shot for its parent body some
of you to contemplate seuv,p., has joined Bernard L,: Schu-; on CBS Sunday (31) 1-30-2 pm

'
i

ABC Comes Up With

both

'

Windup Splurge
Liberal Pai ty of

As a consequence, the brush-itoft stance that baseball is a sum-,
mertime affair that stimulates only
abrupt and temporary changes in

i

Titled

Liberal Party's

ABC

.

program

ticket,-

.

j

it,

,

four-minute
today (26) appeared
on six phases of presidential
campaign, u r g i n g election of

Dewey-Warren

—some haid

audiences are going to come right
out of radio's hide. And the competition between the two mediums
under one m anagement i s goi n g 1 o
become "more and more incompatible" as time goes along.
It won't do 'broadcasters any
good, he 'advised, to "bury their
heads in the sand" and deceive
themselves as to these eventualities.
He felt they should realize
right now that the ad dollars and
audience TV takes from aural
bi'oadcasting "will be in direct
ratio to the number of television
receivers in any market, qualified
only as to the number of hours
per day that, television operates
in any community.''
He didn't mean to infer, he said,
that: sound broadcasting is going
out of business. But he saw it in
the future as under management
"not engaged in television operations," serving mainly areas not
reached by TV, The divorcement
will come about as a result of the
"practical problems involved," Coy

talks

"seaiion,"

I

]

ABC

:

sees

I

—

i

convention

facts of AM-FM-TV life to ponder
upon last Friday (22).
As Coy
}

m

-

NAB

of an

ing this state into their column in
the general election in November.
Six Georgia Republican leaders

that regardless of provisions
"elementary principles
may dictate that a sta
Etn^r^eiice ftf ,)baSeb^^^
tion which hfts afforded consider sections of the country as a 30r
able time during the primary to [week programming feature^giving
candidates for nomination as the|,t a seasonal spread only slightly
particucandidate of a- pwrty for a
shorter than that of the 39-week
lar office should make a reasonable network stars is giving web afamount of time available to candi- filiates a mounting case of the jitdates for that office Jn the general ters.
For, more and more, indeelection."
pendent Stations which have built
up identification' as baseball playby-play outlets are grabbing the
Hooper play from their net-fed
Irivals, even outside .normal ball
of the law,
ot fairness

!

—

Is

For Infie Stations

;

KWFT

;

ABC

(despite its multiiHlillionTdollar stock issue to finance
TSt expansion) -In some cases, the
pruning has taken the form of perGonnel puts even though many
staffers are doing double duty,
which TV chores simply; piled on
top of their regular assignments.

drain)

i

-

—

!

Angels Fear to Tread

Now

chairman Wayne Coy gave

the Radio Executives Club of
N. Y.
with one of the biggest
turnouts of industry brass outside

Where

For the first-time in many moons,
1928 to be exact, Georgia radio
stations are able to jingle Republican cash in their pockets.
G.O.P., seeking to make political
hay out of the rift in the Democratic ranks over the Dixiecrat
movement and the general antipathy toward President Truman, is
spending dougli in the hope of lur-

i

AM

operation because of the required to grailt equal use by a
coin being siphoned off - candidate in a general election.
profits to get its video structure
informed

Its

in

Atlanta, Oct. 26.

tion of law is that because a radio
It's a
station has permitted use ot its
even well-heeled NBC, with its facilities by a candidate for nomifabulous, parent (RCA) baching, is nation "in a past and concluded
pulling the budget belt tighter on primary election contest" it is not

kept

FCC

GOP Walks

i

their lives.

lightly

The Une Before Industry Brass

WAGER

campaign for Demonomination for Senate.

cratic

last

Coy bys Some Hard AM-TV Facts On

successful

webs

FCC Chairman Wayne Coy

in broadcasting,"

Friday (22) socked over a routine that was strictly bigtiine comedy^
In a 15-minute intro to his talk before the New York Radio Kxecutives Club at the Roosevelt hotel, Coy gave out with a definition of a radio exec and kicked around intra-industry problems
in a satiric idiom unntatched since the days when ex-FCC Chairman James Lawrence Fly was riding h*rd with the verb.
The usually-ready-for-a-tiff broadcasters ate it up, with one evec
suggesting that, It Goy himself wrote the speech, "the guy's a natural a.s a Fred Allen scripter."

Washington, Oct. 26,
Broadcasting stations are recjuired to give equal opportunities
for air time only to candidates for
the same office at the same election, FCC ruled last week in denying complaint filed by Rev. Sam
KUZ SCRIPT CHIEF
Morris, Prohibition Party nominee
h
for U. S. Senate from Texas,
Morris had claimed that KWFT,
Carrying
a background of deWichita Falls, and KRLD, Dallas,
partment store advertising and
had violated "equal opportunity" free lance national scripting into
provisions of the Communications his job. Wager is a member of
Act in not giving him their facili- KLZ's top writing staff.
ties on same basis as that furnished
KLZ, DENVER^
George Peddy during latter's un-

AM

too well, for the slicing of

budgets to pay

come an order

TV Freight

Restricts 'Equal Time'

FCC

remarked
Club that

who

a "who's

;

succeed

—

on behind the scenes when your
radio executives of competing organizations meet together?
You
dare not tell!
Otherwise, there
might .be some explanation ot why
there are the disagreements among
vou about implementing the N.Mi
Code Maybe NAB piesident .lustin Miller will tell what goes on
behind these scenes because it certainly has left him behind the
eight-ball."

on tele\ision talent
and Vick Knight on the
Coast for a newlv cieated poll!, «s Rival
Stations Get
program consultant for both AM
and TV.
Both bring longlerm
'B'f^st Club' in 2 Cities
radio backgrounds to their new asChicago, Oct 26
signmenls.
General Mills' quarter-houi strip
Byron, until la.st summer, ot ABC's 60-minute "Breakfast
was writer-produeer-director of the Club" began airing la,st week via
non-ABC
stations in Omaha and
"Chesterfield Supper Club"
(NBC) Puor to that, he produced Dos Moines. Shift was made when
buying,

'

ABC

,

!

Bandwagon"

"Fitch

and for one

.ve^ii

gram manager

He checked

m

the

for eight years

regular

was eastern pro- Omaha, and

ol the.
ai

Biow

AJJC

ag(>ncy.

Monday-

.

net

KOIL,

outlets,

KRNT, Des

Al

failed to clear the 8-8 15 a
for the "Club" segment.

m

slot

Both stations have 8 o'clock new s
HiS: chores will include co;(2&);;
ordinating activities of the ABC-TV strips that pay off. In the past Ihev
gave the "Breakfast Club" segment
program and sales departments.
airing at 10.45 a m., but this w.ts
(Puck left ABC last week to be- knocked
out when Proctei & G.nncome general manager of Arthur ble
took the slot. Under the new
Godfrey Talent Scouts louring
.shift the first 15 minutes of B.C
units.
,

are
carried on WOW.
NBC .s
Knight has long been identified Omaha afCiliate, and KlOA, Des
with topflight netuoik shows He'll Moines indie.
Remaining 45 minreport to Don Searle. ABC s Coast utes of the
show air via KOIJtopper.
and KRNT.
J

'

;

;;:

:1

.

mm

WeAneaitny, October 27( 1948

WLAUW

RADIO wriurs out on
70

m

Slows

Scripters' BlacUBst

P&G

Thesfe are th« network radio shows not covered, as of yesterday (Tues.) by tht Network Minimum Basic Agreement or "letBy order of the Authors League of America,
tei;« of adherencj."
parent body of th* Radio Writers Guild, members have been direeled to withhold work and literary material from all of them,

CHIEF STYMIE

NBC
Road of

The

Day
Jack Berch Show
Brighter

Today's Children
Light of the World
Ma Perkins
Right to Happiness
Portia Faces Life

sponsors and agencies have refused to sign letters of adherence
to the Minimum Basic Agreement
in effect between
and the
four major networks,
In a last-minute. Concession to
J, R. Mandelbaum,' assistant regional director of the Federal Me-

RWO

The

Telephone Hour
Buddy Clark (Contented Hour)

Hollywood Star Theatre
Hit Parade

Mel Torme Show

CBS
Festival pf Song
Skyway to the Stars
Electric Theatre

Grand Slam
Wendy Warren
Aunt Jenny's True Life
Young Dr. Malone
'

.

diation

and Conciliation Service,

Lux Theatre
the writers agreed to postpone
Bob Hawk Show
picketing "temporarily." Unless the
Dr. Christian
holdout agencies and bankrollers—
Harvest of Stars:
among them Procter 4t Gamble and
FBI in Peace and War.
Lever Bros. have a change of
Hallmark Playhouse
mind, however, picket lines will be
First Nighter
thrown in front of network studios
Ford Theatre
in New York, Chicago and HollyPhilip Morris Mysty. Playhouse wood, either today (Wed.)i or withMary Lee Taylor Show ,
in a day or two.
Armstrong Theatre of Today
Guild toppers intimate that some
Grand Central Station
County Fair

;

.

Stories

Guiding Light
Second Mrs. Burton
Perry Mason
Beulah
Jack Smith Show
Club 15

—

,

Inifiates

CBS, put in an embarra-ssing
spot by the FCC's ban on daytim*
stations (including WNYC, N. Y.),

t

major radio industry

Who's Excited!
Grind Of dual

.

Red Skelton Show
Meet the Meeks
Smilin' Ed McConnell
Lassie Show
Vic Damone Show

Chesterfield Supper Club
Cavalcade of America

first

strike in years was called At 12:01
a.m. yesterday
(Tues.) by the
Radio Writers Guild. The scripters
struck agahist YO network radio
shows, including some of the
top
Hooperated stanzas, whose

Fibber McGf & Molly
Big Town
Qreat Gildersleeve
Curtain Time
Kraft Music Hall
Band of America

Life.

WMCA Aid to Get
Everybody Off WNYC Election Hook

CBS

'NO SflAP'

AM-TV chores

is beginning to' tell on some
industry brass. Witness these
Indications, both involving net<
work veepees:
One was discovered the other
day 'alone in his office; with
the door closed, listening to
WQXR's longhair music "to
quiet my nerves."
The other v.p. just took a
day off. "I don't care if the
board chairman himself calls
:

up and
sec'y.

fires

me," he told his

"I Just can't face

it to-

day."

AM-TV B casters
Can t Keep Apace

.

Dems

WMCA,

age next Tuesday night (2).
While the FCC's main stance in
wiping out STA's (Special Temporary Authorizations) to daytimera
last summer was that the practice
Involved an overburdening amount
of staff work, an added reason advanced was that it in some cases

resulted

signal

in

cefigestion.

WNYC operates on the clear-channel frequency of CBS' owned-andoperated WCCO, Minneapolis. Th»
web has no objection to WNYO'a
election-night overtime, feeling it
doesn't seriously e n c r o a c h on
coverage area. At thA
same time, however, CBS brass
feels the' net can't make an open
pitch on behalf of WNYC, despite
the "bad light" in which CB^ and
are placed by the situation.
It's this combo Of circuqfstances

WCCO's

WCCO

Of Dual Operation

yesterday (Tues.) for one of
the major ad; agencies hastily
getting one of its shows off the
Radio Writers Guild's "unfair"
hook. Committee told its agency, Warwick & Legler, either

Tom Mix
All Star Revue

ABC
Sky King
The Railroad Hour
Guy Lombardo Show
The Sheriff

Betty Crocker Show
The Listening Post
Johnny Fletcher Show

RWG H«ok

,

effort to interest Nathan Straus,
owner of N. Y. indie
itt'
taking over WNYC's election cover-

The Democratic National
Committee was responsible

Johnson Family
Captain Midnight

Kurt Massey Show

Off

running overtime election night to
air bayot returns, is making a quiet

which prompted suggestion by
CBS prexy Frank Stanton to
Southern District meeting of the Straus, in a gesture of goodwill,
National Assn. of Broadcasters held that the latter 's indie, with its accent
on public service, could take
at Atlanta, is revelatory of the
frame of mind of broadcasters who, the city-owned station" off the spot
having already made the plunge in and garner a good deal of esteem
television, are .trying to keep on from New Yorkers by serving as an
outlet
for WNYC's 24-year-old electop of both their
and TV
tion coverage setup.
operations.
to sign a letter of adherence
Possibility that the FCC will
covering the "Democratic RecThe broadcasters actually
make
an exceptioft to its no-STA
ord show'' (a weekly series on,
echoing the sentiments of those in
ABC) or cancel the. program.
New York and other parts of the stand in the case of WNYC has
W&L signed.
country
saddled with two-way been ruled out, despite a face-toface
appeal
to chairman Wayne Coy
management job, frankly acknowland other commissioners by Mayor i
of the more famous members of edge that already the round-theRWG's parent body, the Authors clock operation is wearing them "W^illiam O'Dwyer at the N. Y.

MBS
House of Mystery
The Shadow
Nick Carter
Kate Smith Sings
Behind the Front Page

21

.

AM

,

Jack Armstrong

,

Bowles Slide-Rule Techniques Set

New Pattern in Radio
By ROBERT H. ECHELSON

Symph, ABC Make Up

teclmiques

.

•

.

applying

ol

the

rule
advertising

Battle in Years

to take to the air' to answer charges assessed against him

Philip Morris

by Bowles.
Brevity and repetition are keynotes of his. radio campaign whicli
he has broken down into three sections, tagged A, B and C. With the
exeeption of newspaper ads calling

K0'do]i2Preems

(Continued on page 34)

Mpls. Listeners Beef

6 Local

Stations

Air U. of Minn. Games
•

Minneapolis, Oct. 26.
University of Minnesota's football team has been twice defeated so
far this. season and, of course, isn't
rated among the nation's leaders,
but it probably can claim the dislinction of getting more radio at-j
tention than any other squad, not
excluding Michigan and Notre
Darae.
No less than six stations
here broadcast every game from

|

Memorial Stadium and two of them
rebroadcast tiiem
on Saturday
(Continued on page 32>
^

:

Most of the independent producers—about 70 in all-^have

Hottest Rating

slide

Shannon

All

:

RWG

agency in his campaign. Actually
he is applying well known advertising formula to a political campaign. As a result he has forced
the Republicans to change their
campaign tactics here. Original
plan was for Republicans to lide
on a Dewey-Warren victory. Bowles
forced Republican candidate Gov.

As

.

picked: off the highest rating ot
any daytime stanza in town including the soapers, Importantly for
WCBS, too, dialers stayed right on
for Harry Clark's 7:45 news, giving
it the runnerup position in tlie
daytime sweeps.
The payoff has been plenty heavy
for the CBS key, with participating
sponsors waiting in line by the
dozens to get spots on the GodStation has tossed
frey session.
the spot, one of the choicest plums
in i-adio, to Jack Sexton, from CBS'
WBBM, Chicago, who'll take over
next Monday (1) on a six-a-week
(AG just did flve-a5chedule:

AM

,

signed "interim" agreements with
whereby they'll comply with
the network MBA for 30 days
pending negotiations seeking a
permanent agreement. This partial victory for the guild, achieved
last week, put 33 Hollywood shows
and 45 from N. Yi in the clear.
Both Music Corp. and the Wil^
One of the biggest rating battles
(Continued on page 34)
in local radio is shaping up in New
York. It's being touched off by
Arthur Godfrey's retirement Friday (29) from the early ayem kilocycles, where he has reigned suIs
preme. And the scramble for his
listeners, who've had the get-upwith-Godfrey habit for years, will
find all four network flagships as
well as at least one indie unleashing lieavy promotional pushes..
- Philip Morris last week, found itWhat makes rival stations' self .smoked' out on two premieres
mouths water is the fact that God- of network shows, when both NBC
frej's WCBS morning show not and CBS notified Thomas E,
only ran away from all competition; Dewey's radio campaign boys they
but, in its 7:30-45 a.m, segment, could have the time segments for

•

is

list.

turn up down.

It's a case, they say, in which
they can't afford to slough off
keeping on top ot their, standard
broadcasting operations, since only
by continuing to' keep their
moving in high gear for a maximum payoff, can they afford to
cially siding "with RWG, many a di- play around with TV.
On the other hand, their video
rector, actor and engineer, it's felt,
would hesitate to walk past the operation, through the current
experimental
stage, requires
picketing scripters.
equally constant vigil. Result is,
13 P&G Shows on List
the boys complain, they're at it
Blacklisted shows include 26 on
early morning to TV signoff
NBC and 26 on CBS, nine on ABC fj-om
time at night, "and 'frankly we
and nine on Mutual. Biggest single don't have any solution to the
block, of struck stanzas, sponsorproblem."
wise,; are P&G's 13, representing
approximately one-sixth of the

total.

:

Bowles

sponsor, availabilities

Godfrey Exit Cues

trend. Bowles is competing against
a practically sure Republican victory,

Campaigning

Detroit Symphony concerts, off
the ABC web since January because of a tiff over musicians'
scales, resume Nov. 9 in the 9:45
to 10:30 Tuesday night segment
following a new deal set between
ABC and. orch prea Henry H.
Reichhold.
New 50-week pact will be on

ABC's

may

Shortage of scripts, particularly
for topical comedy shows, is' only
one way the writers' walkout is apt
to pinch. While the outlawed secondary boycott keeps other broadcast guilds and unions from offi-

4^

Hartford, Oct. 26.
Eyes of both the radio and politic'al world are currently focused
on the radio campaign being waged
in tl}is state by Chester Bowles, exhuckster, ex-head of the OPA, who
Is the Democratic candidate for
Governor of this state. It's a type
of radio electioneering that may
revolutionize the entire field of
politiking. In the event that Bowles
wins his race, it surely will start a
new trend In radio electioneering.
Even if Bowles makes a good showing, it will open the way to a new

•

League of America,
in the picket lines.

political airings.

ABC GRABS OFF GM'S
TAYLOR FROM MUTUAL
ABC
Motors

has landed

Its first

institutional

General

billing,

the

Henry J. Taylor commentary now
aired by Mutual. Program, which
is GM's only network billing, in
fact,

on an Institutional

basis, will

switch over Dec. 27. The present
twice-a-week format (7:30 Mondays and Fridays), however, will
be reduced to a weekly quarterhour, Mondays at 8:45 p.m..
Move will put Taylor back on
old familiar air. His gab was cooped by ABC prior to his switch to
Mutual.
Cliange in webs accents the close
relationsliip which has grown up
between ABC and the Kudner
agency, which places the
account. Agency's major air billings,
Goodyear's "Greatest Story" and
Texaco's "Star Theatre," are also
with ABC.
Taylor's stanza had an estimated
$500 talent lab on MBS.

GM

The new Ralph Edwards "This
Is Your Life" program, the Philip
Morris replacement for Mel Torme,
was scheduled to preem last night

Radio Execs Club luncheon last
Friday (22).
(Hundreds of daytimers around
the country, in addition to WNYC,
have seen their customary electionnight service blacked out by tlie

FCC's

erasure

of

ovei-time

per-

mits. )

FCC'S embarrassment is far
greater than CBS', squawks over
the time-extension
ban having
mounted appreciably In i-ecent
days.
Last Week the N. Y. Sun
and Herald Tribune both, joined
editorially in taking sides with

WNYC.

off

The Times had sounded
Consensus was tiiat

earlier.

the ruling was arbitrary and that
it reflected a baffling attitude on
the part of FCC, which demands
that radio operate "in the publis
Interest."

A

hot fight is reported develop*
ing^ within the Commission, how*

:

ever, with some members trying
to find a way around the ban. Staffers say the
case is still
"alive" and hint that sufficient
clamor over it might bring action.
FCC lawyers simply hold that "a
rule is a rule," and exceptions can't
;

WNYC

be made,
Meantime, it's understood that
E. Dewey plans to Inject
the whole issue into his Presiden-

Thomas

tial election

:

campaign starting to-

day (Wed.).

DeMille Won't Pass

The Buck

to

AFRA

So Weiss Passes, Too
Hollywood, Oct. 26.
C. B. DeMille is not "pa.ssing the
buck" to AFRA and the feeling is
anything but mutual. Lewis Allen
Weiss, prez of Don Lee and Mutual's board cliairman, has tried his

.

Woods' $133 Giveaway persuasive powers on "Ceo Bee"
Mark Woods, ABC prexy, took but it's no go and when he can't
politico chin- the "ribbing of the week" in radio. swing him into line all hope can
two-week post- Woods failed to show at otte Of the be abandoned.
ponement (next Tuesday is Elec- periodic meetings of the four netDespite fact that DeMille lost his
(Tues. J, but the

fest resulted

GOP

in a

tion Day, with all regularly scheduled shows getting kicked off the

work presidents

last

night

Wednesday

(20), and it was only when
Robert Kintner, ABC's exec veepee, made a pinchhit appearance
that they learned that Woods was
Playhouse this Friday as its CBS still in the North Dakota woods,
replacement for Phil Baker's where he was in custody of police
"Everybody Wins," but the Repubs lor shooting a pheasant out of seainstead are taking It over for one son.
week, with Harry Marble handling of Gov, Earl W«rr«nf^ Windup
The net prez had his gun confis(Continued on page 34j
talks.
cated and Was fined $133.

webs )

The ciggie outfit was all set to
bow in with the Philip Morris

'

fight right

up

to the U. S.

Supreme

Court for reinstatement in AFRA
without the necessity of paying the
dollar political assessment wiiich
'forced his suspension, he declines
to accept the verdict of the liighest
tribunal. There's a law in the land
(Taft-Hartley) which protects DeMille, up to a point, but Weiss and
Mutual would r a t li e r remain

(Continued on page 32)

\
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22

CV¥ LOMBAftDO SHOW
With Morey Amsterdam,
"fijirvcy

With Charter Heslep,
Truman Cumpalgn

With Artnro Toscanlni; Ben

cuest;

nonncer, Cy Harrlce
Writer - Producer - Director:

TRUMAN TRAIN

NBC SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
Qraucr,
'announcer

Kay Producer: Don

80 Mins.; Sat., 9:30 p.m. (EST)

NBC, from New

Bob Wood

Yoirk

30 Mins.; Ttaurs. (XI). 8 p.m.
Sustaining
Y.
^ ^
This was a one-shot companion
piece to a similar broadcast compiled from tape-recordings of Interviews aboard the Thomas E. Dewey
GOP special. In this case, Charter
Heslep worked from the locomotive
to the rear platform of President

NBC's pride artd joy and $800,( Wcirrtrttub
000 a year contribution to public
the NBC
Kaiser-Frazer Corp. and its 4,- service programming
In
300 dealers unwrapped Guy Lom- Symphony Orchestra—bowed
Saturday
bardo'.s band in a new series over for the 11th season last
once
a 480-station Mutual net Saturday (23), with Arturo Toscanml
a
inaugurate
(23). In aiming to solidify customer more at the helm to
music.
Brahms
jjoodwill as well as drum up fresh six-week cycle of
rare
business, the auto manufacturer is It was, not unexpectedly, a
music
for
prooccasion
should
that
wonderful
and
using a formula
duce results. For Lombardo, the lovers, and one that isn't likely to
old reliable, has a tailormade aud- be matched. Not, at least, until the:
ience while the show itself has an next Toscanini program comes
Udditional appeal to listeners via a along.
"customer request" feature.
For the '48-'49 season's inauguTribute to K-F's 300,000 odd pa- ral, Toscanini had as guest soloist
trons is fixed each weelt uppn one the distinguished pianist, Vladimir
car owner who's selected by a Horowitz (his son-in-law), giving
dealer for a cuffo trip to New York the occasion a double brilliancej
as well as an appearance on the with the performance of the feaf
firogram where he chooses both the tured work, the Brahms Piano ConJohn F. certo, one that will not soon be forunes and entertainers.
Low, salesman from Norristown, gotten.
iPa,. proved an ideal guest for the
For years slotted into the 5 to 6
motor company inasmuch as he Sunday afternoon segment, during
read his lines well; and even came
which it had a several-season spon-^
off fairly well in an exchange of
sorship by General Motors, the
auips with comic Morey AmsterNBC symph was moved into the
dam,
6:30-7:30 period last year,
Backbone of the Show, of course, Saturday bought the Sunday time
when Ford

WOR. N

—

;

:

thing.

sonal

man who

physician to the

handled the mail and the officer in
charge of the radio communications car. There was also a pickup
Truman speaking
of Candidate
from the rear platform and Introducing his family.

LORRY RAINE

Hookrldge, Jame*
MorriioB, Andrew
MaoMlllan, Beth Corrigan, Glen
Gardner, Bernard Johnson, Earl
Dick; orch and ehorui; Frank

—

Wamow

;

.

for its ill-fated NBC series, (It has manager-husband
since moved over to CBS.) While tour, scouting new
whether
it has been a moot point
ent.
the showcasing of the great orches-

Herbert, announcer
Producer: Terenoe Gibbs
Director: Nicholas Gnldschmifit
120 Mins.; Wed., 8 pjn« (EST)
Suitaining

CBC, from Toronto
Again perhaps only possible in a
nationalized radio system in which
millions of Usteners pay a $2.50 annual license fee, tl>e Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. has, after extensive auditions, assembled a radio opera company whose princiCanadian
are top-ranking
pals
singers. The 32 mixed voice chorus
has been recruited from the Royal
Conservatory of Music; this and a
30-piece orch under the direction
of Nicholas Goldschmldt. For national hitch, series is carried by 28
stations of the CBC Trans-Canada
network, plus nine top indies.
Teeofl was Puccini's sentimental
but melodic "La Boheme," this performed in its entirety except for a
quick cut in the second act to mortise exactly into the two-hour slot.
Opera was sung in Italian. No
necessity for; an academic appraisalexcept to say that principals and
chorus were in top vojce and musical background outstanding in sup-

:

'

c/o Terrace Plaza Hotel
Cincinnati, CIUo

ANN STERLING SHOW

SUSAN FLETCHER

STORIES TO REMEMBER

With Bob Harvey, Eddie Clifford
With Geraldine Fitzgerald, Roger Writer: Dwight Pinkerton
De Koven, Hester Sondergaard, Producer; Roland Bradley
Lorna' Lynn, Colette McMahon, 30 Mins., Mon.-thru-Frl. 1:30 p.m.
David Anderson, Jimsie Somers; Participating
KJR, Seattle
AM John Tillman, announcer
in,
the time when more and more
tomorrow; (Thursday)
The first -anniversary of this top-,
money must be siphoned into tele» Writers: Jack Bentkover
Gitb.
10 p.m. slot.
rating afternoon show reveals a
vision, NBC rates a bow for its re^ Director: Earle McGill
gay, light-hearted and listenable
fusal to molest the high standards Producer: Harold Franklin
half -hour that hits on all cylinders
AMERICAN FORUM OF THE AIR of this weekly hour excursion into 15 Min., Tues., 8:15 p.m.
and should please everyone.
With Theodore S. Granik, modera- longhair music.
Sustaining:
Miss Sterling, who also has a
tor; Sen. J. Howard-. McGratb,
WNEW, New York
Ben Graner is also back for; the'
morning show on KJH, has wisely
Rep. Huerh
Scott, speakers;
Extending its work in behalf of woven the:music, songs and gags
commentary, and just as slick as
Bernard Dudley, announcer
healthy human relations which of
Rose.
ever.
Bob Harvey (piano) and Eddie
Producer: Grauick
reached a peak with the sock series Clifford (organ) into the program
SO Mins.; Tues., 10 p.m. (EST)
of tolerance song spots, "Little
so that the overall effect is one of
UNIVERSAL CARLOADING
GEORGE SOKOLSKY
Songs on Big Subjects," WNEW is informality and easy pace. Clifford
Mutual, from New York
currently airing a 13-week tran- and
With Gene Kirby, announcer
Harvey are unpredictable,
{RaymonA Spector)
scription package devoted to the
Producer: Bob Tormey
seemingly, and make the commerTheodore Granik's forum, the 15 Mins., Sun., 11:15 p.m.
same subject. Produced by the In- cials highly palatable. On this show
to CO-OP
oldest
on radio, returned
stitute for Democratic: Action; this
Harvey sang a jingle composed
Mutual 's ether; last week (19) with WJZ, N. Y.
top
name of
series
is .featuring
commercials'; for nthe various
banHroUing iti a dozen key marGeorge Sokolsky, to whom the thespers in sensitively written particlpantsv and it was as: enjoyr
kets by Universal Carloading. (The
playlets that hit the mark both as
-able as some, of the tunes spotprogram exited the airlanes last Wave of the future is apparently
a new: commen- effective education and. efttertalnr lighted.
These; tunes included:
season following a brief sponsor' the past, started
While it would be difficult, "Lady From 29 Palms," "You Do
(24) on ment.
ehirby^Mot Ridro anTa''nortoo!t^^^ series last Sunday with
the if not Impossible to calculate the Something to Me" and "If Yoq
successful semester as a co-op of- ABC on a co-op basis,
effect of any such individual profering.)
The. program: will be Ni y. Sun, on which he's a column- gram series, it would make a val- Knew Susie."
Miss Sterling was presented
moved back to Washington, D, C, ist, sponsoring him for N. Y. on uable survey to determine the
where it has generally originated WJZ, It was a strange 15-minute overall impact of radio's tolerance with a cake adorned with one candie, and to tOP -off the show ;prb;
during its 20>-year careeri follow* program, starting oft' like a news educational
programming
"
commentary and ending up like a
ducer Roland- Btadley sang his
Ing the first two editions,
habits.
thinking
dialer's
In
the
glib
superfisermon.
.i.-j own -composition: "Song of Vashon
Granik has pepped up the session church
^,
dramatic stanza, titled island," accompanying himself on
r e d the
Initial
by cutting the panel to two oppos- cial way Sokolsky cove
The Lesson," explored the ugly the piano. Bradley's offering was
ing speakers, who are given plenty whole world in 15 minutes, shedof opportunity in fact, encour- ding his form of light on It all. To problem of cruelty and intolerance the topper and is one of those rare
aged—-to match wits in a no-holds- some. It must have been effective, among children. The setting was regional ditties that ring the bell.
barred argument of the question Sokolsky speaks in plain, clear dic- a Pennsylvania mining town with (Vashon Island is in Pu get Sound,
at hand.
For .the first time, too, tion and in everyday speech dra-, the focus set upon a Polish immi- about 10 miles from Seattle,- and
But it just grant mother and her two young many commuters live there,) Guest
Granik has introduced audience matically rendered.
daughters. As one of the children of the day, Betty MacDonald of
participation,
with both
studio didn't ring true,
guests and listeners being invited
Talk started off vMlh what was Prepaj-ed *or her first day in "Egg and r' fame, had much to do
to quiz the speakers (the dialers an out.and-out political speech m s>chQoI the script rang with the with the packed studio, making the
being encouraged to write in- favor of Gov.;;Dewey^wliom Sokol- American democratic dream for song particularly timely, as Mrs.
freedom, and
oppor- MacDonald also lives on Vashon
universal
qucMions
advance).
.sky familiarly called "Tom Dewey'
Revived forum got off to a throughout; The next, president's tunity. The taunts of her school- Island,
The future looks bright for this
spinted start with a "Truman vs. job; he said, was to reorganize the mates, however, brought back the;
Dewey
pitched battle between "sprawling, uncoordinated govern- bitter reality of existing hate and show, with It solidly booked with
Ben" J Howard McGrath and Rep, ment of the U. S. with its: ineffi- bigotry, even among the children participating sponsors for months
Hugli D Scott, chairmen respec- ciency
and frightful expense, of this country. Arid there was no to come, and if all concerned, inpollyanna ending to spoil the cluding Pinkerton, who does the
tively of the Democratic and Re- Herbert Hoover, he said, was pre
ad-lib sounding scripts, continue
publican
national
committees. paring a report on^he giver"nm"eni
Weakest part of the period was the Jl-(evfdentl)^ for Dewey fo iollow)- i^^??^ by (Seraldine Fitzgerald on this level it will remain right
Question sequence, mainly because which presumably would right contributed to this show's poign- at the top.
Beed.
qualities^
Herm.
half- of the queries, sounded like everything
this worst-of-all
SUNDAY SALMAGUNDI
plants
(being
directed
the democracies.
to
That was reaching
speaker on the same side of the into the past for the future, with TREASURY OF JEWISH
With Bill Lazar,. occasional guests
fence as the questioner and sim- a vengeance.
Writer-director-producer: Bill
FOLKLORE
ply asking him to affirm something
Then Sokolsky was off into, an With Rabbi Abraham P. Bloch; Gil- ;':Lazar
the questioner believed).
Per- inri,-fmpnt nf Rii<:«;ia nnrl fhf.
12:05 a.m.
bert Mack, Phil Sterling, Roc 55 Mins.; Mon.,
*
need
Sustaining
haps a little advance screening of
Rogers; Kay Reed, organist
.^"'f ""^^ navv "to ke" ^
hat we
d wh
*
questions would improve this segWMCA, New York
Scripter:
Eric
Arthur
love," A mmute later he was in
went
is
a nocturnal sequence
Here
Director:
Jack
Grogan
France.
"There is no effective
Sponsor's commercials, playing
which departs divertingly from the
Producer: Ted Cott
on a slogan of "For shipments government in France," he said.
run-of-the-mill

Producer: Ross Mortimore
15 mins.; Mon., 10:15 p.m.
Sustaining

-

-

CBC, from Vancouver

'

Shooting and firing her words
about films angled for women each
week for a fast unsponsored 15
minutes is a gal who probably
spends more money gathering her
Items than she makes.
Susan Fletcher, former stage actress, has good material but falls
flat with vocabulary which could
Much of it
stand improvement.
sounds like something out of the
movie pulps, but the average
womanrlistener eats :up that- kind

;

;

'

;

•

terview each week with some
prominent personality in showworld. She cuts her disks during
frequent trips to Hollywood and

.

'

-

some one important
drops into Vancouver, as ease
with Bing Crosby on show caught.
Crosby once again demonstrated
bis great showmanship. Despite
some weak questions, he cut some
good capers as when he defined
whenever

;

;

,

.

,

;

,

I

;

.

:

.

,

"the true American as one who
chases the buck avidly" or when

.

,

his kids appear on his program
"their mother complains they are

,

—

-

;

getting much too hammy.'
Besides interview which closed
grogram, Miss^ Fletchet talked of
ank's attack against the Yank pix
industry, of Gertrude Lawrence,
:

;

warned the folks of phoney filmscouts
and about Jan Savitl's
death.
She plays her mateiial

1

'

m

:

;

;

'

fairly straight although she could
do; better by spiking her comments
with a little acidity, thus improving show and rating.
Allen.

,

>

;

LENNY SHERMAN SHOW

1

m

With Nita Claire, The Scat Man,
Harlow Burgess orch; Bill Roddy/
announcer
Producer: Harry Bubeck
30 Mins.; Sat., « pjn.

|

.

|

Participating
Francisco
This comedy opus fits into the
category of just missing being a
meaty helping of good radio copy.
The fault lies not essentially with
the featured performer, Lenny
Sherman, who works earnestly and
with con.siderable moxie, but with
the production, which is sloppy,
and the comic material,
which is,„„,,,
^
™o'"y
intervals and a drag upon
"-"Pecncral goings on.
"
""
Sherman himself
-whose '

KNBC-NBC, San

;

<

;

,

I

—

„
This weekly dramatization un
der way for several weeks now
a companion to a current series on
the same station based on
Treasury of American Folklore."
Stanzas are taken from a compilaall the "pious preachings and pon- tion by Nathan Ausubel, under the
tifical ultoranoes there were some same title, of legends, songs and
germs of truth and meaning, but stories from Jewish folklore, Indie
the program on; the. whole; recked
presents the dramatizations
of reaction: and smug sanctimony.: ...
in cooperation
with.........
the N. ..
Y. Board
...
....
_
Bron.
of Rabbis; With Rabbi Abrabam P.

START THE DAY WITH A SMILE
With Lanny and Ginger Grey
Writers: L. & G. Grey
Director: Bob Estes
SO Mins.; Mon. thru Sat., 8 a.m.
Participating

i

.

;.-,.;:

-':,:

their

vocal harmonics, time and
weather reports, plus rambling "patoccasional" recording;
ter
"

Format can't be called too original,
but the Greys maintain a chatty,
friendly atmosphere that will no
doubt help soothe those who arose
on the wrong side of the bed.
On stanza caught last week, the
duo augmented their okay warb-

;;..-;.-;

;'
'

•.:'.;'

'-•^:

..

.

:-''^.

.-[TBloicb;'iBtroihg;jea(^':se^

v;.;F.

Last week's (21) episode,

accent and pacing needed to
attention.

On

;

i

1

i

i

--.

.

'

woo

;.-;::;..:.

•

.

,

,

,

,

bi'e

a recent midnight his
»ij recordicculu- l?*^ chatter bears a resemblance to

ed selections ranged from Brahms'
Academic Festival Overture" to
Aaron Copland's musical description of Mexico's Roseland Ballroom,
Lazar interspersed these with recitations of Shakespeare's 29th Son
net, William Ellery Leonard's poem
"Indian Summer," and a short
"Desire."
The latter, a
was not exactly the sort of
thing to-induce sweet dreamsi but
story,

titled, chiller,

ling with go,ssip. about an upcom- "The Father of the Poor," was a
ing AFRA cocktail party, threw in Simple, engrossing tale out of
a plug for the musical, "Where's Poland in another day. It was a
Charley?'',
and lightly general- tale: expounding elemental wis
ized on eating establishment.s rang- doms, of charity and humbleness,
ing from the Automat to Toots in such a manner that it could be
Spot announcement for appreciated by a listener of .my
Shor's,
Cuticura Soaps and Ointments as faith. The enactment was adept
well as a blurb for the Empire Gold and the production as a whole reBuying Sei'vice are long winded, idounded to the station's credit
Doan.
Gilb.
,

'

WNEW

|

.

^':

'.'.

"':::..•':;•..

own

and an

i

{

;

'

York
For early morning listeners, the
singing team of Lanny and Ginger

,

.

\

WMGM, New

stay-up-laters.
It's an
excellent mixture of fine music and
good literature with Bill Lazar
o"—
giving his .selected readings the

'

1

Raymond Kaii

Grey deliver a potpouri of

|

flash to PalestinCi to' discuss the
Pope's cnci-clicai on internationalizing Jeru.saleiri.- There was much
insistencc that
lUiin
must love
man," and regret that "it's a pity
that the last war never ended." In

of--

fered

1

.

,

Producer:

disk jockeying

"What we face is de Gaulle or the 1* Mins.; Thnrs,, 9 p.m.
Communists so let's embrace de Siistiiimng
Gaulle."
Then he was off in a WNEW, N. Y.

commercialf specify Universal," are
tolerable and fairly; to. the point.
Seems odd to hear musical
bridges on a forum program. Yet
they don't sound out oi place.
Doan.

was undeniably novel and gripping.
(Occasionally Lazar brings
in a guest for the short-story seg-

it

'-'•'""'s

many

Day

s

meanderings,

hits

points of effective comedy,
but the inadroit routining and pacing—including the corny presentation of the other entprtainers and
orch (which are thrown at the )is'^ners rather than brought in as
''"^egral parts of the show)— do the
t<»tal no good.
It takes the
listener a good part of the time
orienUng himself to each item, as
It comes up with the result that
only a fraction of the listener's attention is directed to the actual enjoyment of the whole .show, which
in this instance is much less a
quality effort than its collective
'

i

ment.)
Stanza can be recommended as a
mood sequence on a plane appealing to the dialer who searches for parts should indicate,
Nita Claire, who sings neatly,
something to go to bed on besides
and the Scat Man, who has novelty
nitery banter and, swing music.
JDoan,

,

of material and letterperfect dic«
tion helps considerably.
An original and intelligent idea
is her method of recording an int

-

;

were

breaks

scene

,

As it was, the program—carried brief.
To follow; "Orpheus and Eurion a playback by Mutual Sunday
Daniel Web(24)— came off' as a well-intcni dice;" "The Devil and These will
Giovanni."
tioned, but fairly pedestrain, un- ster;" "Don
McSiay,
be sung in English.
imaginative presentation^ Doan.

(Pub-MGT)
Temporary Mail Address:

continuance.

No intermissions; and

descriptive

']

too.

TIM GAYLE

would serve a more useful purpose by returning as Sabbath after*
noon attraction, last season's Sat-,
urday ratings actually showed an
advance, which would clinch the
argument In favor of a Saturday
tra

Mm

Shield*,

Stanza became a little monotonous with minute detail before the
30 minutes were over. . Interview
with Margaret Truman was easily
the highlight, revealing how the
First Family lived aboard the special (Margaret ironed her clothes
and did her own hair, etc.). Perhaps a little more candid stuff
would have enlivened Jthe air prodof Truman's
on Radio-P,A, uct, and perhaps more
off-the-cuff campaigning from the
songs, new talrear platform would have helped, port.

Mott Beautiful Girl in Radio
Lorry's been dubbed that and
her records (Coast) prove her one
of the most beautiful song stylists.
Latest hit is "Can't Sleep." Mark
also
her;
discovered
starred in Rudy Vallee's "College
Days,"
publicity
her
and
Miss Raine

But Saturday or Sunday, MaesStanza marks the first time that
K-F has used a name band for na- tro Toscanini and the NBC symph
radio
tional promotion of its product. remain preeminent in the
that
Company is also due to sponsor concert world. Recognizing at
a
adds up to terrific coin
800G
"Thin Man" on Mutual starting

:

:

Harry S. Truman's campaign train,
the "Ferdinand Magellan," Interviewing everybody from Margaret
Truman and the President's per-

.

Lombardo's smooth rhythms.
Solid was Kenny Gardner's vocal
of "Buttons and Bows"; as was a
-neat twin piano arrangement of
''Stumbling." Amsterdam's routines
though vaguely familiar, came off
okay for the most part. K-F really
went all out to hypo its community
prestige by handing Norristown
High a "snazzy" teenage canteen
Complete with jukebox 'n' every-

.

•

'

is

of (La Bokeme)
en- With Edmnni

Editor-producerai Edith Meierand,

-

KAISER-FBAZGR
Mutual, from New York

Train

.fator-

60 Mins,, Sat., 6:30 p.m. (EST)
Sustaining .
„

'

CBC OPB»A COMPANY

nemben

tourage; ]Pre«eott Robtnion, nar.

Gllllt

(Continued on page 34)
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TELEVISION

TOP 10 BANKROLLERS

TELE'S

U.S. Tele Sets Hit 612,0i Mark

ICensorshipJme Limitations, Other

Television sets in tlie U. S. numbered 612,000 as o£ October 1
representing an increase of 72,000 sets over the September figure'
Bate of increase jumped again, since tlie September total was
52,150 over that in August. Compiled by the NBC research department, the total comprises sets for 37 stations, now operating in 21
cities, plus those in other cities where stations are expected to take
the air within the next month or so.
Boston, witJi an increase of 6,eM)0 sets, jumped from seventh to
fifth place in the ratings.
Minneapolis-St. Paul, with a boost of
8,600 sets, jumped from 16th to 13th. New York also enjoyed a
rate of increase hike, with its total of 283,000 still placing it far
jQUt in front of all other cities.
Following is the city-by-city breakdown:

NO. OF

CITY

SETS

23,000

9,000
7,100
6,000
6,000
4,600
3,600
2,500
2,200
1,000

2,400
3,600

4

Angeles ....
Boston
Baltimore

2

2
3

....

Detroit

1
1

St.

.

.

1

Minn.-Sl. Paul

..

1

Cincinnati-;....

1
1

Milwaukee
Buffalo

1

Richmond

1
1
1
1
1

Toledo
Atlanta
tFort Worth
Salt

•

1
1

< ,

New Haven

'

3
3

Lake

37

Sub-totals

100

,

Louisville
Indianapolis

will,'

400
....
....

1,000
.

700

500

..

200
200

:

Peoria

Others

'
.

50
....

4,950

6,800

72,000

52,150

28,400
612,000'

Totals

sponsorship

I

"Bret firm
the rest;

Berle's 63.2 Rating

New Record

.

.

.

.

;

Lucky Strikes
Gulf
Kralt

;

.

.

In shrinking their show to 60
minutes, the Hartmans were forced
to ditch many bits of stage busi-'ness,
besides eliminating whol«
sections.
The major sketches in
the TV presentation were taken
.
virtually intact from the first act
with Hank Ladd introducing the
"Thousand: Islands" number from
the second
act
together with
Johnny Barnes' tap dance. Wide$4,015,000
scale cutting of lines; according to
the Hartmans, is particularly tougli
on performers who have been playing the unabridged version for long
periods and now have to, remember
what not to say.
Censorship angles on a family
medium such as TV are also extremely tricky. Hell, damn and
juicier profanities are strictly verprohibited by boten
but it's okay to use

...

,

night

Tuesday
unprecedented
last

(19)
63.2,

an

Preems Sun. (31)
NBC

—

television,

major lilm companies from releas- "lousy,"
ing

kinescope

:

cig-;

mans like other- performers dewhy there will always be art
audience for the theatre. Censorship problems alone can make it
almost impossible for such dramas
as "Mr. Hoberts" and "Streetcar
Named Desire" to be televised. It's
not that people patronize legit just
for some thorough cussing; but it's
the case of n«(t being able to transfer the virility and robustness of

,

TV

•

;

j

1

No

TV

AFM

WPTZ

—

games on

DuMont web,

Telenews

the
j

!

;

I

I

I

.

i

the

Of

pat with markings on the floor to
help them determine the camera's
range and best focus. Being too

NBC

'Bigelow Show' near the lens might have put them
out of focus and too far to the
Hollywood, Oct 26.

Newsreel and a series of spots.
KTSL, Don Lee tele station, deal
American To b a c eo (Luckie.s)
spends about $350,000 oh college with NBC-TV to carry kinescope
football games and spots for sixth recording of web's"Bigelow Show,"
featuring
Dunninger and Paul
place.
Another ciggie firm, Chester- Winchell, has collapsed temporarily
field, is next, with $300,000 for at least; Arrangements had been
pro baseball, football and a spot made for KTSL to carry ;t for 11
campaign.
Emerson holds down weeks until web's KNBH here
eighth spending some $260,000 an- made its debut, but American Fed,

Hugffin" 1'hat Clialkin'

The Hartmans prepared for their
show with an eight-hour rehearsal.
They had their movements down

KTSL

-

as professional football

,

—

'

,

;

these eflfortiTto the new medium.
"Angel In the Wings" Wa.s able to
get away with a sly line by Ladd
who, in speaking of Elaine Stritch,
declared that her college voted her
as the "girl most likely to." "Angel"
al.so depicted a boy who walks Withone hand on his hip. Maybe ha
was okay
he was married,; but
effeminate characteristics weren't
played up too much and were imv
portant for a couple of gags only.

I

,

bump

clare,

,

I

okay to

bumps have

,

j

also

but straightforward
to be blue-pencilled
out of the script.
That's one of the reasons, Hart-

,

w

:

,

It's

sideways,

recordings to afstations of the first twd
legiters in its Sunday night "Philco Television' Playhouse," tees oft
the transcribed series next Sunday (31) In 18 cities not connected
with NBC-TV's east coast web.
First show to be aired by the
hinterland stations is "Counsellor
at Law,;' starring Paul Muni, which'
was originally produced live Oct.
17 as the third in the- series.
Philco launched the ne
program Oct. 3 with "Dinner at Eight"
filiate

firm bankrolled most of the chamr
served up "Rebecca" the folAndy Russell Tele Series pionship prize' fights during the arid
lowing Sunday.
Film rights to
year, the World Series and also
Hollywood, Oct. 26.
"Dinner" are still controlled by
sponsors Monday and Fi'iday night:
Andy Russell enters television boxing on NBC^ Outfit has also Metro and to "Rebecca" by: David
with a '.'Mr, & Mrs." series feaO. Selznlck. Bpth outfits refused
bought both radio and TV rights
turing himself and" wife, Delia, unto license their film Tights to NBC;
to the 1949 Rose Bowl football
despite the web's insistence, that
der banner of Andy Russell Pro- game;
In fourth place is Texaco
their transcriptions represent "deductions.
with its "Star Theatre," which
Frank Tashlin and Jack Brooks costs the oil company about $440,- laycd broadcasts" and not regular
have been inked to write series, 000 annually for the single show. films.
Web will be able to feed tranideas to be, unlimited.
Chevrolet, with probably the
most ambitious tele program com- iscriptions to non-interconnected af(Continued on page 33)
ing up, is presently spending some
$400,000 a year, giving it undisCoincidental
Philly
puted possession of fifth place.
Local Chevrolet dealer associations Coast
Nixes
Poll on Series Gives
in,
various east coast. TV cities
bankroll a weekly half -hour series
Deal for Kine Recording
Big Talking Point oi legiters over NBC-TV, as well

the highest
ever repoi'ted on either radio or
for any regularly-scheduled
program.
Of even greater significance, liowever, is the amazing
02.4% share of audience racked up
Philadelphia. Oct. 26.
by the. show the same evening, in
WPTZ is stressing in its sales
its 8 to 9 p.m. slot on the NBC-TV
talks the results of a recent survey
web.
Also high in the list of advance made during the World Series by
Hoopers last week was the "Chev- Patterson, Korchin & Co., research
rolet on Broadway" show, aired 8 as.sociates.
The survey was the first cointo 8:30 p.m. Mondays on the same
poll
network. With a half-hour legiter cidental television audience
when
starring Gertrude Berg and ever made and was conducted
Minerva Pious, the show clialked all three ^Philadelphia stations were
up a hefty 40.9 rating, listing a 71,4 carrying the same program the
as its share of audience.
Hooper second World Jseries game in
survey taken on the show for the Boston.
WPTZ people claim station had
Campbell-Ewald agency,,
hi e h
the second
Iiandles tire Chewy account, also 23% more viewers than
viewers
revealed an average of 3.53 viewers station and 26 3% more
was confor each set in operation at that than the third. The test

.

s

-

j

is

:

Pbilco 'Kine Web'

their
of advertising.

!

^Theatre" have taken on televiewers
In the N. Y. metropolitan area, tlie
advance Hooperating on the show

'

limitations.

$800,000
520,000
500,000
440,000
400,000
350,000
300,000
260,000
225,000
220,000

!

Pointing up the tremendous hold
MiUon Berle and his "Texaco Star

,

;

Total

head-and^shoulders above

{

Sets a

;

Chesterfield

;Second- on the list is
Philco, whose single ''Philco Television Playhouse" on the NBC-TV
web costs the company some
$520,000 yearly for talent.
Gillette is close behind with
some $500,000, concentrated en-:
tirely
on sports events; Razor

station added.

...

Chevrolet

Emerson

:

'New

Texaco

represent

Garden by CBS-TV, puts the

.

150
....

.500

.............

Gillette

List of the 10 top TV spenders
is
varied
one,
representing
a
manufacturers of all types of comCamels' $800,000, bankmodities.
;roUing the Fox Newsreel Theatre
over stations in each of the tele
market areas; as well as 40 events
to be picked up from Madison Sq.

44,900

500
800

Philco

!

which many of them agree

eventually

most potent form

CITIES

2,700
2,300
1,000
-800
'700

San Francisco
Dayton

dustry,

700

,

AMOUNT

ADVERTISER

the heavy dough now being funneled into tele marks these spoA^
.sors' faith in the future of the in^'

.

....

64,800

Dallas

.

TV

Most important,

Spendelrs

Camels

is already paying off in the way
of increased product sales. No advertiser, it's believed, would spend
the $800,000 that Camels reportedly
lays out annually for various TV
shows merely to gain experience
in the business^-or to seek that
timcThonored franchise. Secondly,

600

1,000

700

Providence

.

*

....

574,600

OTHER
Memphis
Miami

900
900
700

of the Hartmans

Paul and Grace Hartman, who
topped the cast of "Angel In th«
Wings" during its long run at the
Coronet theatre, N. Y., faced tWo
special problems in translating the
show into video for Philco over
NBC last Sunday (24)—that of censorship and of tailoring the ma^^
terial down to TV's segmented time

amounts eacli spends yearly,based on present commitments;

I

200
800

1,400

The Big

Following are the 10 topr
spending advertisers in television today, with the estimated

facts:

600

800

TV-Case
^

AM

1,200
1,400
1,800

1,000

Legit to

&

....
'

in

I

16,800
9,300
3,800
2,500
3,600
4,800
1,100

1,700
6,600

"

television are now shelling out a
total of approximately $4,000,000
lyearly to hit an audience estimated
at the most to be about 3,000,000.
Total TV expenditure, of course,;
comes nowhere near the amount of
coin sunk into radio annually by
the big advertisers.
Procter
Gamble alone spends some $20,000,000 yearly to shove its message
Fact that
across to
listeners.
tele has caught on, so strongly
with the big spenders at a tlm^
when the market is ^so limited;
however, strongly points up two

INC.

3,!)00

Factors Figure in Transmuting

CLIENTi

I

j

PREV.

1,600
1,000
5,800
6,600

700
900
600

AS NO.

Ten top-spending advertisers

LAST

OVER
SEPT, TOTAL

283,000
66,000
38,500
35,500
23,100
22,000
18,300
17.000
10,000
9,500
9,000

Chicago

Louis
Schenectady
Cleveland

OF

6
....

Los

Washington

INCREASE

STATIONS

New York
Philadelphia

NO.

2S

,

right or left might have caused unnecessary camera switches. After
getting the proper chalk marks to
aid them on stage, the painters
that night re-did the floor. But «
short reheansal corrected the dam-^
age.
The Hartmans feel that a per-

.

nually on Ed Sullivan's ".Toast of eration of Musicians nixed plan
the Town" vaudeo show on the when they -learned 'that recorded
CBS-TV web. In ninth place is teleca.st contained music.
AFM informed both parties that
Gulf, which spends, approximately
recordings
employing
$225,000 on the TV version of "We, kinescope
the People" on CBS-TV and the music may be usetl on television
car.sidcred ideal since all stations
but
only by affiliated stations and
Bob
Smith
.show
on
NBC.
Tagwas
ried the same show and there
ging along in last place is Kraft, only once in -each market. Union
competition.
no other program in
whose weekly budget on NBC-TV's feels that allowing all stations to
The afternoon telecast was made "Kraft Television Theatre" gives use a filmed live show- will
ultiat a time When, no prior listening
mately cut live performances: to
it a yearly total of about $220,000.
habits had been formed. If there
nothing, thus eliminating jobs for
than
had been no game it is more
musicians. Plans are now being
Philly
probable that none of the
Auto Installations
mapped whereby music will be destations would have been on the
leted from program; thus allowing
air.
Get Safety Council Nix KTSL to make use ot recording.
Another factor thought favorable
Bigelow show is telensed over
precedChicago, Oct. 26.
lo the surve\ was that no
Members of the National Safety NBC's eastern TV net.
ing or following piogr.im was able
to allec't the Series .show, nor did Council here last week for their
replace any program which annual Safety Congress decided
it
Tieup
station
that, motor car tele installations
might account for audience
'ivSB-TV, Atlanta, has chojsen to
would be "suicidal" if the screen
preference.
The poll was taken by telephone was in viewing range of drivers, affiliate with ABC as well as'NBC.
TuesAtlanta
Journal-owned
Council's committee on traffic and'
operation,
between 12:45 and 3 15 P.M.
day, Occt. 7, the period during transportation gave car radios an the TV affiliate of NBC's key
which the game wa-s being t('lpvi7Pd nk.iy, commenting "a totally deaf Southwest outlet, was signed into
on all three local channels, plu.s man can drive, safeiy but a blind (he ABC-TV iold by managing director
.1.
Leonard
game
fteinseli
prior
man
cannot
drive
ail,''
to
at
the 15-minute period
CBS meantime has picked off
Committee said that further
time. A telephone list of 1,600 representative home video set owners study was, needed before passing KPvSC-TV. only tele station in
was used. The 550 calls made from on the acceptibility of tele instal- Seattle, as a primary affiliate. Station
will go on the air in a month
visible
distributed
lations
toauto
passengers
this list were uniformly
or so.
only.
throughout the city

,

,

J

,

(Continued on page 33)

:

w

time.
Con.sistently high
'

•

Hooper on the
Texaco show has made it unique
In modern radio and TV.
When
tlie share of audience for the other
(Continued on page 33):

Tele to Cover Half Of

I

-

{

U.S. Population
Elliott Tells

'

:

Philadelphia, Oct. 26.
;

There's no shortage of television
sponsors al WCAU-TV. Operating
less than five months, the station
boasts 51 separate clients, as of
Oct. 15.

Forty-five of the accounts originale locally, SIX come from the CBSTV network. Sixteen of the local
advurlisers)

use segments running

In
ff'om 15 minutes to one hour.
listing 51 clients, the studio considers only the fact that a sponsor
was employing the station's facilities and not (he number of pro-

gi'ams or
used.

announcements

being

Detroiters

Detroit,

\

,

TV

WCAU-TV's 51 Sponsors

by '49,

I

;

WSB's 2-Way TV
>

I

•

i

j

!

I

1

Oct.

26.

Television, by the end of thit
year will cover half the total population of the U. S. but heavy publio
demand 'for sets will create a i
greater shortage of receivers during the next few months, RCA veepee Joseph B. Elliott declared at a
Detroit Engineering Society meet
here last Wednesday f20) night.
During the session, HCA- demon,^
strated its new theatre television
method, projecting instantaneous
pictures on a 20x1 5-foot screen.
Elliott pointed out ttiat openings
of new tele markets, expansion o|;,
established markets as more sta^
tions take the air and programming improvements resulting from
r expansion
were ail
contributing to heavy demand for
receiversr.
He estimated the ip-

networking

would produce and sell
more than 1,500,000 TV sets during

dustry
1949.

.
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DAYTIME TILE AS PROFIT-MAKER
New Tek l^rts Syndbte
N. Y. Outlet for

F^ts; Eyes Garden

The newly-formed syndicate com-'f
CBS, Music Corp. of America, Tournament of Cliampions and
publicist Dave Charnay, head of

prising

the Allied Syndicate,

may move

Egad,

and any theatre or arena

with a seating capacity of 3,000 is
expected to suffice.
With majority of expenses, being
picked up by a television sponsor,
outfit feels that it can stage its
fights anywhere in. N. Y. with an
audience comprising only sports-

and invited guests.
spokesman for the syndicate

writers, officials

A

sociates

.

declared' that
the highest levels

also

:

'

operate on
with top athletes in all fields.
Despite a denial by a top; CBS
exec that the syndicate, plans to
make a pitch for the fight conces-

they'll

'

statioii opeiration. stlu^

first full
(X)

their

sions at

Madison Square Garden,
tliat £he Garden is

in

this

field.

".

'

.

:

i

:.;

;

income, thb
station > can' dejcive tttim that Js.
ithe. m^ximuibl''

present some 22,000 electrical
appliance stores in thC' Greater
N. Y. area which sell TV sets.
Most of them can be expected
to tune to
for their set
demonstrations, s i n c e t h e
other N. Y. stations will be
programming mostly only test
patterns. Thus, Loewi pointed
out,, even if each.' store has only
10 customers daily,
should have a total audience of
about 250,000.

'

on a $i.t)00
$21,000; a w^eielEvib^^
per. hqttr {rate -istii Jiti^^
,

Commander

Moirtimer E, £pewi,

'

breath.

;

deiclared, thiMorit; tteiifeves;

when

:

be imjtossible td 'hike

itS'

it-

thrfee xtinjesi, vtti

Xkie

yiiU

caM

until there are 1,000,000 sets in
Circulation in the Ni' Y. .metropoli-

ShusV Lpewi

TV

saidr"

under present

Philly.BaltoGet

circunistances, dayttjne progratnmingl is thfe only'
otife of the
Jnprass^; i^^^^^^
all
ilnahcial
lj^d.a#aster's\are now ini'red.
Loewi declined to state how
much of WABD's scheduled 55
hours of daytime shows has been
Cbihipi'denti vriith'th^ sta^^
sold to date. He indicated, how- diaytime televisiion prbgfainmirtg
ever, that the station is encounter- Monday <1) on
(DuMont,
ing little .dlfflculty in selling the N.Y.), comes news of daytime
iim^..an4 expi^essed tlie :hop^
schedules in other
cities.
th^ daytlnie. :fog; would l^ad sOoii WBAL-TV
(Baltimore),
recently
to the break-even point on night announced a. 60-hour weekly log,
time i,hov/s. "In fact," Loewi said starting at 12 noon daily, and
"we might even make a profit on WCAU-'TV
(Philadelphia),
last

w^

I

.

.

.

Daytime Fever

I

I

Paramount

theatre, N. Y., will
have the national election returns
via television on Election night
(Nov. 2). It is the first time that

there has been TV coverage of a
presidential election and offered
It's
patrons of a theatre, and the first
be time that a theatre has been able

i

.

'

i

'

WABD

,

TV

;

;

announce such an added attraction in advance of actual showing. our station," Number of one-minPar flagship will not charge extra ute spots available throughout the
for its television election night day is practically unlimited and
show. Previously Paramount thea- DuMont hopes to attract the' smalltre has been unable to bally any est businessman in N. Y. to advertclevision coverage of a national tise on the station via its low rate
event more than a few hours in schedule, in which an advertiser
advance of its going on the screen, can buy a minute "product demonPar theatre TV on the" election stration" for as little as $25.
Because of the low rates DuMont
WaS niade possible through a ticup
with WPIX, N. Y. Dailv News tele- has established for the daytime
vision Station, WPIZ and Para- shows, WABD salesmen are finding
mount theatre-Par Television Pro* it tough to interest ad agencies in
ductions, Inc., splitting the cover- sales. Hence, they're trying wherage next Tuesday (2) night. WPIX ever possible to sell directly to
will have its TV cameras at GOP advertisers, bypassing agencies at
and Democratic national headquar- niost points. The agencies, obviters and at other spots of import- ously, would rather convince their
ance while Paramount Television clients to continue in daytime
will have four cameras and its radio, from which they can derive
Times much higher commissions. If Duunit
televizing
mobile
Square crowds on election night. Mont's
daytime
programming
Cameras will be available via this forces other TV networks into a
joint coverage so~that crews can modified
'round-the-clock operabe rushed to any spot where vital tion, however, it's expected the
to

week stepped up

I

.

j

j

rate, it's expected that
while Garden; officials look- «faVorr
ably on the retention of the Twentieth Century Club, there's likely
to be a terrific tussle when the

'

present Garden contract with 20th
expires next year. CBS-TC-MCA-

|

TOU AND

-

I

.

requires a minimum of
,
,
..^
,1.
manpower and does not tie up the
services of a camera or crew. Project is almost fully automatic, thus
agencies will be forced into day- freeing the
staff and
time TV sales,
equpipment for rehearsals during
DuMont All Set for Teeoff
the hours it's in use. Station has
DuMont pro
manager not yet offered the scanning service
James L. Caddigan, meanwhile, commercially, but is now studying
has almost finalized WABD's day- rates, copy regulations, commercial
time log, which will run Mondays length and other factors preparatory to selling time on it.
(Continued on page 33)
boasts 55 different
clients now using the station, believed to be more than any other
station now operating. List includes
32 local advertisers, four regional

,

;

{

AS CBS AIR SERIES

i

GBS, in a new attempt to interest more radio listeners in television, will launch a series of 15-

it

I

I

]

:

TV 'ALBUM OF SONG'

|

SERIES ROLLING

|

production budgets at the lowest

:

possible

i

,

'

-

wood producers won't be able

CBS

]

.

.,

.

.

.

,

.

.

tivity is

|

I

minimum.

Producer's expanded telefilm acconsidered somewhat surprising, in view of his statement
last week to the effect that Holly-

j

,

;

quiz program, to constitute 26 different shows; 13 travelogs, each 10
minutes in length and slanted at
juve audiences, and 26 half-hourdomestic comedies, along the lines
of radio's "Aldrich Family" show.
Fairbanks will shoot as many of
them simultaneously as his studios
can handle in an attempt to keep

WCAU-TV

niinute discussions on the subject
under the general title of ''You and
Televi.sion" Nov. 8 over WCBS, the
Harry Truman will be flashed inweb's New York flagship station. stantly to the screen, with closeup
PIC
and 19 national. A primary affiliCBS prexy Frank M. Stanton is to and speech of the candidate as soon
First in the series of "Album of ate of the CBS-TV web, the station
tee oft the .series, slotted in the
as he appears at national head- g^ngg .. three-reel films produced now receives 19 hours weekly of live
6' 15 to 6:30 p.m. slot across-the
shows from CBS, seven of which
quarters. In the same way,, setting pgpgjjaijy for .tg^^
V
,
,
board, with a general talk on tele's
are commercial.: In addition, it proa definite trend either way in J.^^.f 'sest TeleS^^
story, Us current problems and the election will be covered.
today (Wed.) at the Fox Movie grams 15 hours weekly of local
prognostications on its future.
Another part of the tleup will tone studios. ^N. Y. Each of the commercial shows.
Move is almost revolutionary, find Jimmy Jemail, who conducts series, to be produced under the
since seldom if ever before has a the daily feature, "Inquiring Fotog- supervision of ABT veepee Ira
'Studio One' on Tele
radio network taken time to plug rapher,'"' in the Daily News, Sta- Simmons,
„
,„ budgeted
is
„^ $15,000
at
^
the
competing medium. Series tioned in the outer lobby of the Company will attempt to sell them
C B S - T V, scheduling tv/ice-a
points up CBS' attempts
theatre for election gf^gj.
to regain
Paramount
.
_
„ through
a month televersions of "Studio One''
„ .j.g completed
p
o„ „
the time it lost in television while, night interviews. He will question series of private screenings for ad to join the once-a-moiith "Ford
'
carrying on its fight for color TV. various people on their opinions agency execs.
Televisii
relevisidn Theatre" in the Sunday
All the speakers on the show, about the voting, etc
First film, featuring Irish folk night 7:30 to 8:30 slot, is now castwhich is part of the general "You
'tunes, will co-star Irish tenor Mi- ing about for a fourth dramatic
and
,::
."-series, are to be interchael
O'Duffy
and
songstress series to round out each four-week
viewed by CBS public
relations
Nancy Donovan. It's to be scored period. That fourth week is still
(^gg Affiliate Board
councillor Lyman Bryson.
and conducted by Nathaniel Shil- open but it's believed the web will
» ~
'iii».l«i;<Y'Ufc
Hlgnllgnib l V ^^.^^ ^j^^ j^^. Maurice Leahy, lec- try to
t
snag a sponsor for another
Others scheduled to discuss tele
rWilh Bry.son include Mrs. Leonard
Discussion of television will con- turer on Irish subjects and a gradu- .scries of one-hour legitcrs.
"Studio" series Will be launched
Lyons, who'll detail TV's effect on stitule one o£ the primary topics ate of Dublin Univ., acting as tech,;on TV, Nov. 7, with Margaret Sulfamily life; CBS newscaster Edward
the agenda of the CBS Affih- nical adviser.
ABT is headed up by J. Louis lavan making her video debut in
R, Murrow, and CBS engineering ates Advisory Board, scheduled to
Veepee William B. Lodge.
meet at the iiomeoffice Nov. 10-11. Geller, owner of the Consolidated "The Storm." Series is to be aired
Board members, representing 171 Theatres circuit in Canada and a .on alternate Sundays under the dlaffiliates, board member of the Royal Indus- rection of Worthington C. Mineri
j
independently - owned
Seattle— First -lelevisiori broadweb's program development
officials, will huddle trial Bank, N. Y. Charles L. O'Reil- the
cast by KRSC-TV here is sched•
gj.nan(jing TV web and ly, prez of ABC Vending Co., and manager. Preem presentation was
uled.for Nov. 25. v/ith state-cham^^^'^^^^^^^ o't best servicing tele af- veepee of the Loft Candy Co., is 'adapted by Miner from a novel by^
Pionship high school football game
„n,,»rnmm,no
McKnight Malmar.
ABT board chairman.
to be iensed for feature of the day. liliates with programming.

NEW

>

out additional series of films detelevision. Fairgig„gj ^^^^^
banks this week put into work
three new. projects, all* of which
are to be handled exclusively by
the NBC-TV special featdres division under the producer'* contract
with the web.
New series includes a half-hour

.

.

gram

'

.

Radio,
Radio,

WCAU-TV

|

|

TELEVISION'

declare

.

news is breakingv In this
way, full coverage of the national
election will be made possible.
Paramount theatre audience will
keep up with the election -developments visually and immediately,
All TV coverage will be beamed to
WPIX, and Paramount Television
will pick up any portion of the,
election story it feels vital.
Thus the election of Thomas E.
Dewey or reelection of President
election

bankroliers patronizing
web represents

:

:

1

;

.

WNBT and the

FOR

I

!

List of

both

.

NBC PACT

j

j

It's been learned that each of
the principals in the deal Will have
25"?!
While
of the corporation.
original purchase price in TC's
holdings was $50,000, it's been decided to build up a capitalization to
$125^000 in order to have a sizable
operating fund.

>

i

I

I

Allied; combo hopes to establish itself sufficiently well by that time
to put in a terrific pitch for rights
to the Garden.

re-

is

Pharmacal, Disney Hats, Admiral
Philco
General
Foods,
Camels, Chevrolet, Fiiestone, Colgate, Gillette, Texaco,
Bates Fabrics, Cluett Peabody,
station to air news, time and Kraft, Oldsmobile, Motorola, Swift,
weather 'announcements continual- Gulf Oil, Bigelow-Sanford, Procter
ly over a newly-designed test pat- & Gamble, Vim Stores, t)avega
tern,
Viewer sees a moving news stores, General Electric and othcirs.
ticker feeding the latest reports
across th<* pattern." Also on the
screen as a minute-by-minute time
slot, where the correct time is con- FAIRBANKS,
stantly fed. Thirty hours per
SERIES
3
week of WCAU-TV's 85 utilize the
scanner, which can be faded at
Hollywood, Oct. 26.
any time when a live show is
Despite NBC-TV's inability ttt
scheduled.
date to sell Jerry Fairbanks' "PubStation operators, while declinlie Prosecutor" series, the producer
ing to elaborate on the process, is going ahead with plans to turn
.

1

'

At any

web

some of the top radio sponsors; as
well. Advertisers include Whitehall

programming

schedule to 85 hours per week,
teeing off daily at 10 a.m.
WCAU-TV's expanded service is
based on its new flying spot; scanner, :.a device which permits the

'

edifice.

its

facilities),: the.

.

'

j

i

Qection Returns

,

..

and

portedly still losing alwut $1 ,500,000 per year. Thus, while the number of advertisers utilizing NBC-TV
indicates tele is paying off for
tliem, it definitely is still a red-ink
operation for the broadcaster.
Best night of the week for NBCTV is Sunday, in whicli all three
hours from 7 to 10 p.m. are sponsored, on the full network. On the
opposite side of tlie ledger is Saturday, when the entire two-and-ahalf hours of operating time are
Other five nights of the
open.
week, with an average program
log of three hours and 15 minutes,'
are practically sold out. With the
exception' of the Saturday evening
slots, it's impossible today for an
advertiser to find a full, hour open
on the station.

WABD

hour,

$3,00

WNBT

WABD

exec assistant to DuMont purexy Dr.'
Allen B. DuMont, the station's
^Amortization and operating costs
are three times .thatj Atid lioewi

'

Par s (N.Y.)

claimed that the Garden may
forced to take in new promoters
when the proposed new Garden is
finished in 1951. With public funds
being used in the erection of the
new plant, pressure may force a
change of fight, clubs in the larger
-

>';..

sets at

With WABD's nighttime schednovir cpnflned
tp.
21 h^

ule

,

-

hame.
According to Commander
Mortimer E. Loewi. exe.c assistant to DuMont: prez Dr.
Allen B. DuMqnt, there are at

flag-

:S'.

.

rumors persist

monopoly

n;,

WNBT

schedule:,

only a modicum of
people can be lured to their
if

tan krea-^which is expected to
take at least several iiiore years.

the goal of the outfit. It's been
learned that CBS board chairman
William S. Paley is one of the
stockholders in the Garden.
It's reported that several other
lak'ge stockholders are dissatisfied
witli the 20th Century Club's conduct in the field of pugilism. Many,
held, feel that the Garden
it's
would do Well to let in a fresh crop
of promoters and eliminate the virtual

web's

of its evening programming time, which averages about 17
hours and 35 minutes per week.
Of that 80%, only 11^% represents local sponsorship on
(N.YJ, with the other 88Vi%
bought by national advertisers who
program their shows on the full
NBC-TV seven station eastern network. Several sponsors also program on other NBC affiliates via
kinescope recording.
While the list of sponsors is not
as numerous as those on other stations, the total number of hours
soldjputs
and the web far
ahead of all competitors. Despite
the fact that WNBT's class A time
goes for $2,000 per hour (for time

WABD,

television's

programming

time

even

daytime logj^g Monday

WABp, the

ship station.

'

.

on

weekly;

worked satisfactorily without, an. outside antenna, as de-signed: ."
it

:

held

All ga ve a sigh of relief

She opin^

ion of buMont tele: execs,^ Who iare
scheduled to Jaunbh tiie industry's

.

theatrical fields with football and
pro-tennis, particularly, in view.

DuMont

;

television at this time has

80%

sold

N. Y., may be insured of at
least 250,000 viewers throughout the day for its new day-

:

:

$imOOO

Losii$

Still

Daytime Aud Potential

may

first oppbrttiiiity

NBC-TV Evening rnne
NBC

Daytime television prograinihing
offer 'TV broadcast's their
to breiAli; eVen in

:

ar-

':

declared that the outfit is ready to
step into all sports and possibly

Spokesman

Works!

television set for

of

Soli Web

By BOB STAHL

is

80%

iiiiii

ranging U. S. distribution, had
never been tested in operation
until the British actor tUed a
sample receiver In Ms New
York apartment last week. Set
is manufactured in England,
but is designed to receive
video shows in America, where
there are 12 channels. It cannot be operated in England,
Where the single channel is on
a different wavelength from,
those in .the U. S.
Buchanan had the sample
set shipped to his New York
hotel room,' where he plugged
it in, while he and various asr

New York by Jan. 1. Outfit is now
seeking a Gotham outlet to stage
its fights,

It

The Baird

which Jack Buchanan

Its

promotions from Jersey to

fight

M

Seeks

I

to

:

compete with producers in other
until
technicians'
markets
the
unions on the Coast agree to lower
scales for video pix. According to

'

:

'

j
I

I

'

.

.

:

1

,

Agenda

j

TV

Fairbanks, the "Prosecutor" series:
cost in excess of $10,000 each and
yet NBC-TV hasn't been able to
find a sponsor for them at a' net:
cost of $8,500 each,
-

WAGA-TV Preem

Deferred

j

,

>

'

.

—

Scheduled opening Sunday (24)
of V/AGA-TV, Fort Industry outlet in Atlanta, has been postponed
until some time next month.
CBS-TV, with which the station

|

I

,

I

,

.

,

1

{

has

signed a

primary

affiliation

contract, attributed the delay to
Station
'.'mechanical difficulties. '

h«
manager James Bailey reported
"
had no plans to

:

;

26

'

'
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TELEVISION REVIEWS

BREAK THE BANK
Wi'iter: Josepli Natlian.

Kane

The ways

of

directors are

strange indeed.

No performer

With Robert Sylvester, John Tillman, others
Producer-Director: Harvey Mar-

needs to create an illusion
ventriloquist. So
what do they do? They move a
camera on top of Paul Winchell, so close at the first show
that every quiver of mouth
and throat is obvious.

.

lowe
30 JVIins., Tues., 8 p.m.
Sustaining

more than a

Oirector: Marsliall Dirkin
Producer: Ed Wolf Associates
30 Mins.; Frl., 9 p.m.

Tele Follow-up
< 1

<

1 1 1 1

«

«*

»»•»»

<^^4» »

FIRST NIGHTER

BROADWAY

Close

n'ith Bert Parks, emcee, assisted
by Bud CoIIyer; studio contestants; Peter Van Steeden, music

'

'

Comment

•-M-M\

»-»-M^-»>»*<

Playhouse," good but only seldom could they
which until now has attracted a shine through the haze of lines
WPIX, N. Y.
for its onev they had to spiel. Director Garry
BKISTOL-MYERS
N.Y. Daily News drama reporter new video audience
his
worked
cameras
web, Simpson
ABC-TV, from New York
Bob Sylvester and announcer John hour legiters on the NBC-TV
Sunday (24) around the two main sets to. point
Tillman have taken on a difficult made its first pitch
iDo/ierty, Clijjord & S/ie/ficld)
more numerous up the action well.
video assignment in reporting on night for the
In a theatre the distance besinging
commercial
Now tele has become a parly to
New
Chevvy
to
Ed
Sulliaddicted
now
the turnouts at legit openings. viewers
tween artist and audience is
show on preceding the play was good, but
the bigtime giveaway manias
Format has Sylvester doing capsule van's "Toast of the Town"
invaluable. In a night club that
"Break the Bank," generally secCBS-TV web. Method the ditty lacked both the catchy,
interviews with celebrities as they the rival
is less so but, still, there is
ond only to ABC's "Stop the
a televersion of last tunes and clever words featured on
come into the theatre, while Till- chosen was
some. In television, however,
click revue, others' in the series of niinule-andMasie'' in the Hooperade of jackBroadway
season's
outmob
man handles the curious
potters, made its simultaneous AMall is "technique," the new art
"Angel in the Wings." Unlike the a-half spots.
.side.
TV debut last Friday (22). Aside
form. Nuts! What's good on &
more; serious-minded plays preAt opening of "My Romance" at sented in the series to date, the
from filmed commercials and a few
stage will be good in teleIt's probably a good thing for
Shubert theatre, the glamor attach- music ;ind comedy in "Angel" televiewers that Henry Morgan has
visual items such as flashing the
vision. Needed is just a little
come
failed
to
ed tb the fir,st nights
figures of past jackpot payoffs, it
directly paralleled those factors in no regular TV show of his own becommon sense in getting it
the
did
Sylve'ster,
completely.
off
amounted siiiiply to ikon pickup
"Toast," and Philco's selection of cause the guy is- so good in his
Have you
into the camera.
as
get
attempting
to
in
right
thing
of the radio proceedings.
the revue represented a crafty
spots. Comedian, appearing
heard that video is a peep
many talks as possible into the method of luring some of Sulli- guest
As TV entertainment, it's nothon Bob Smith's "Gulf Road Show"
show, the screen is small, the
lialf-hour show. With each inter- van's audience.
ing much to watch.
It
seems
on the NBC-TV web last Thursday
figures must be big? Nuts to
view lasting no more than a minute
doubtful that "Bank" will attain
Through their cooperation with (21), gave out with an ultra-sharp
that, too! In the picture houses
or
so, comments were sketchy and
the comparative Hooper popularity
Actors' Equity, Philco and NBC-TV dissertation on "what's wrong with
the screens are 15,to 40 feet
in some instances too repetitious.
in video that it enjoys in the aural
were able to get most of the origi- television" in a routine that must
in width. So you sit half way
Tillman's work outside the house
sweepstakes. It's true that givenal cast, including Grace and Paul have panicked his viewers.
back, or further. The average
similarly failed to catch the spirit
Hank Ladd, Elaine
away fans who have TV sets will
Hartman,
Whether it was meant as a gag
home ttle receiver is probably
of the shindig.
Larry
Semon, Johnny or not, the misplaced' cameras on
unquestionably watch the show
Stritch,
10 inches wide. And where are
However, both handled their Barnes, 'el al. Despite the show's his two-headed joke served to
rather than .simply listen to it.
you? Within three or six feet
chores comparatively well. Syl-' trimmed version, the tele cameras prove his point a'bout faulty lens-;
But in tele, "Bank" must compete
of it. But the perspective in
vestep has a pleasant mike manner gave it more sock and comedy im- ing. He followed through with an
with entertainment which has real
the theatre and the parlor is
and is able to make those inter- pact than it had on the' stage. Zany excellent description of camera
visual values. At the moment, in
the same.
viewed feel at ease. He also knows antics of the Hartinans, especially coverage during the World Series,
N.Y. at least, there isn't any great
What directors forget is that
how to brush off the interviewees their mugging, projected excel- using a pinball baseball machine
eompetition in this time period.
and
hide
they have things to
nicely when their turn is up. He lently over the ikes. Fact that the for his model. As usual, he satir^
But the time obviously isn't far off
that
that it's .more Important
works rapidly and assumes the one-hoiir version made It possible ized everything in sight during his
when '-Bank" may well f ace opposi*
major burden of the show, relin- to take only the highlights of the short stint before the cameras. In
you sit close than the camera.
tion from programming especially
As
worry.
quishing the mike to Tillman when original
production,
of
course, TV commercials, he said, everydesigned for; the sight-and-sound
They don't have to
is
screen
he feels the need of catching his might have contributed to the body is always pictured very happy
video
medium. Then the rating story will
long as the
breath or when there's a paucity show's top form.
look
to
be different.
want
who
those
small
looking at inanimate objects, ''such
the
lobby.
celebs
in
of
Bert Parks and Bud Collyer
close.
chair
a
pull
will
up
Be.st of tlie skitS; presented were as radios." According to Morgan,
pretty much went about their conComplete success of this type of the opening "Mr. and Mrs." radio these are the same happy people
fereneierina chores as though they
layout will, of course, depend on takeoff and the burlesque of the that used to look at radios in the
didn't know TV was around. The MR. AND MRS. QUIZ
Persian Room, magazine ads. He demonstrated his
the Show that's opening. A Rom- Hotfel Plaza's (N.
camera work by Marshall Dirkin With Eloise McElhone, Sybil berg operetta isn't a show that featuring "Ingeborg."
Both fol- favorite TV commercial
the
Chism, guest panel
and his crew was okay. One of
will bring out the haute monde." lowed almost to the letter their Lucky Strike animated cigarets-^
Bristol-Myers' filmed plugs featur- Producer: Ronald Oxford
Most of those that showed up Broadway form but producer- tagging on a line, "when you see
ed pro football player Sid Luck- 30 MIns., Wed.,- 7:20 p.m.
director Fred Goe pointed up their this, do you wanta smoke'?"
fans
autograph
interest
wouldn't
man" in an endorsement of Vitalis Sustaining
with his deft camera
Smith show, overall, continued
too much and many w.k's in the comedy
hair tonic. Another screened words KFI-TV, Los .'\ngeles
iiuiniate its steady improvement. The emmanipulation. ^ Ladd's
There's more to a quiz show than trade sections of the theatre were type of comedy,
to a commercial ditty, with bouncwas near-perfect cee's. routine with fouivyear-old
of little interest to the general run
ing baU guiding the viewer in a babble of tongues that becomes
Same held true for his Gerard Jfeniiihgs might have ;beeft
for TV.
chiming in. Heaven forbid that a muddled confusion in the uncon- of listener.
stint on the "Tliousand Islands":
Show dipped into its possibilities song and Miss Stritch's version of a little too cloyiShi arid his cO-pp
this should become a standard trolled fervor'of; everyone wanting'
stunt with actor Jackie Cooper on
gimmick in TV plugs! It's enough to talk at the same time. Lacking only remotely.. A shot of the maze "Civilization."
the fake kissing; machihe was
to have to listen to singing com- isuf ficient time for rehearsal and of electric .signs by night made
For a neat surprise, Philco lured slightly overdbiie, bUt the show, in
mereials, without quavering voices with only a sketchy format, to hew interesting viewing and made the Sid Stone pitchman on the ''Tex^
^
j
to, even such a flip-lipped ring- thoroughfare look quite glamorous. aeo
being lifted in every TV home;
aco Star Tlieatre" commercials, to ^^ke half-hour. Particulaily
good
leader {IS Eloise McElhone couldn't, If the same feeling could be in- handle the middle plug. Aided and
Doon.
bring order out of this chaotic fused on the program, it would be abetted by Bert Lytell, produc- W3S; Sriiith'^ Intro tb bop; ihusic
with
the
Giilesgie combo.
Jose.
conversation piece. The little lady excellent video fare.
tion supervisor :on the Philco
GROWING PAYNES
with all the sassy answers on
plus Hartman and Bob
series,
With David Anderson, Judy Par- "Leave It To The Girls" pressed
"Hollywood
Screen
Test"
(ABCStanton, the guy made the com- TV)
rish,
John
Henry,
continues an
Warren hard to keep the panelists in gay TALES OF THE RED CABOOSE mercial
entertaining
as good as the rest of the
Parker, Lester Loncrg^an, Jr., mood; but the humor; trickled, Writer: Howard Davis, Steve
showcase for thesping aspirants.
Texaco, in fact; got al^
show.
Ann Sullivan
Neil Hamilton-does a poised, busiBaun
instead of flowing.
most as much mention as did ness like
Writer: A. S. Guincss
job
of setting up the test
Studio shows being what they Director: Nat Fowler
grateful
viewers
will
but
be
Philco,
Director: Patrick Fay
sketches. Production of the stanza
are on the home grounds and need- Producer: J. E. Hanson.
to the radio-TV firm for making
30 Mins.; Wed., 8:.30 p.m.
has been smoothed out considering apologists for their production 15 Mins., Fri., 7:30 p.m.
the plug so palatable. Entire show
JOHN
ably in recent weeks and the test
shortcomings; the McElhone quiz- LIONEL CORP.
Sunday, from the opening intro by
WABD-DuMont, N. Y
acts in the main are neatly conv;
zer ^„
can be moulded into acceptable WJZ-TV, N, Y.
simulated
Lytell
Stanton
and
in
a
This show represents another at- fare"" The "elements "aire There" but
trived.
Last Sunday (24) Sidney
(Reiss),
theatre box to the final curtain,
tempt to set up a comedy serial ^eed more professional handling.
Blackmer lent his seasoned talent
Motion pictures of toy trains matched Philco's high standards to skits displaying young
television along the lines of compatibility to the title requires
actress
SS
"Blondie" on radio.
"Growing man-and-wife combinations but on racing over set courses against set on tite series to .date.
Joy Giffon and.juve logitor Michael
miniature backgrounds are likely to
Sivy, both of Whom showed nice
video appeal for the
The Actors^ Studio, which has prospects. For the middle seg,
enough variations ih apJenne
Palmer
offered
an
acin
video
fairly
well
for
itself
found. This is the done
acceptable
covered familiar groundj touching
presentations; has embarked on a ceptable ,vocal In a sketch -with
fare.
Comedy programs on video, on games, charades and musical idea underlying this new series of James Thurber series, teeing off Robert Quary.
HiJ^d-^Siovro"'^ bu^
no; less .thitn; on. radiOi demand
Hamilton's shushing of the stu?
Sunday
(24) with "The Catbird
sharp scripting and orderly execu- '^^Zt^) Dumping the funes out ?^-"^"'=^
dio crew before each test scene
p^'l^ betore
^T^'^^'k
trains. But
the ^^"""t^
bank- Seat,'' a treatise on one of the aution, qualities which were badly
t^^o roller can extract the full value out thor's favorite subjects, the battle gets to seem a little artificial. Most
missed on the opening
o program
o
°*„^„"°',f^"to Diing inio of tj^ig jn(l,i.gg(. but continuous 15- between the sexes. Thurber read- of the business, however,; comes off
1
camei.is \vere usca 10
<13)
realistically enough.
"'*"'«t"re rail- ings offer inany delightful moments
Sewed together into an unorigi- ^^^^^/^j^t'^^ihe'LttTwa^^^^^^^
and the Actors' Studio vvas fortunal
people have to be instituted,
nately able, to capture the? writer's.
The: Inevitable has finnlly hapof familiar radio and screen situa- were out, of„ view.
..
„.
...
pened Milton Berle has started to
spirit.
.,
tions,; the; series introduced the
S»nce
is working with film,
U
With more preparation andim-\
"Catbird Seat" tells of a docile repeat some of his favorite gag
Payne family:, in a typical domestic aginative
direction,
McElhone- "^'^ show s flexibility and range clerk 22 years in the same job, linos on "Texaco Star Theatre.**
crisis.
The head of the house, an Chism project cou dthe
^ould be immensely enlarged over
embrace
sufwhose security is threatened by a Among others he gave out with
invited
insurance
salesman,
a VV/;"'
mpnt to hnlil its own with the straight shots of trains Offered female efficiency expert. The clerk! for at least the second time last
me^^^^^
wealthy prospect to stay overnight
^1^^ ^
j^^^
but the "dumb Dora" wife had al" Cpctinn fs nPPrtPH^ anri hnH v '1'^ the material tend to be become tells the tcmrae of a plot to blow Tuesday (19) night on the NBCiip the plant with an atom bomb, TV web was the one about closing
ready arranged_for other assorted
through ropetition, but the
du^
i hesf cillas"cVh-r fri
Nobody believes her and she's his ill-fated "Springtime in Brazil"
characters; to use the spare room.
film camera work was second rate,
Halm.
thought to have gone beserk when show because there were more peoWhile this situation, although an exhibits.
rDuring one sequence showing what she repeats the
story.
pie on stage than there were in the
old chestnut, could have been excould have been an exciting race
The delightful part of the show
ploited for new humorous twists THE FEDERAL GIRL
between a steam and electric loco- were the performances by Mary audience. But— and here's the real
gag—the guy is such a terrif comethe script for this show was too With Nancy Niland; Billy Marshall's motive, virtually half of the trains
Wickes as (he super-efficient dame dian that the viewers who heard
orch
tired and transparent to evoke anywere cut out oi the picture due to who runs through
the office chop- the line before on this show probthing but boredom.
In face of Producer-Director: Paul Ritts
inept lensingi
ping down the help, and lliram ably didn't mind it. And those
their lumbering lines, however, Setting: Paul Barnes
if: the photography was bad;
But
Sherman as the old retainer. Miss hearing it for the first time must
David Anderson and Judy Parri.sh, 15 Mins., Fri., 8:30 p. m.
the commentary wAf, brutal. Fur- Wickes gave an aeid-dipped por-|have laughed.
Berle can be ex:in the lead parts, displayed promis- FIRST FEDERAL SAVINGS &
nished by a mythical vet railroad! trait providing excellent conlra,st pected
ing thesping talents in a comedic
to repeat some lines, workLOAN, L'FFER DARBY
character calling himself Dan Ma- to Sherman s mildness. There was ing
week in and week out as he
vfein.
WCAU-TV, Phila.
gee, the background narration was exceUcnt pacing to the yam with
docs on this show,
Plugs for the Wanamaker departbut that
One of the more attractive local supposed to spin out interesting
the essentially leisurely Thurber shouldn't hurt the program loo
ment store were, designed as inpace accelerated to meet the de-i niiich.
tegral parts of the plot
mands of video.
plan didn't work.
They
Otherwise, last Tuesday's stanza
Sets, while inexpensive; were in was up to the usual top par for the
dragged in with such conspicuous
good taste The depiction of Miss (lour featuring: excellent pacing
irrelevancy that they irritated, in- Federal Girl" because of its bank
Do"'sp'i(e""itV
Wickes' living room was especially and a variety, of acts that are a"
good, capturing t^he atmosphere of codit to all connected with it.
the kind of quarters a lemme effi After Berle's usual laugh-sludded
ciencj! expert would: have.
inonolog, the Chee lU-ins troupe
15) started things off with as specsinger, has a warm, agreeable voice
and knows her way around a pop
"His Master's Affairs," an orig- tacular a risle'y act as lias yet been
seen on TV, with the comedian
tune. She also has an inexhaustible
inal half-hour comedy penned for
breaking in during the final minwai'di'obe and sometimes gets into
Those Lil Things
television by NBC-tV slalVer Vic
Gabberess
three and four different costumes
McLeod, was aired in the "Chev- utes to join the troupe, .hilos MunCiuolty of the iconoscope
shin, working without Bcrlc's induring the quarter-hour segment.
Philadelphia, Oct. 26.
rolet on Broadway" series on NBC
necessitates either more careful
Monday i2o) night, but with little te fcrence, socked across a niily
Frances McGuire, who has been the singer uses a different get-up
preparation or n kindlier camesuccess. Show was a contrived af- takeoff on the Metopora auditionputting on women's programs in and is backed by a different set for
doseup cameras swinging
This stunt, along
fair, apparently written with the 'r^'^'
Florida and this city tor eight "^'icli number
ra.
This has been evidenced
intent of capitalizing on Arthur in nicely to pick up his facial con"^^^^
years, has joined the staff of WFJL- ^vl^^^V^f^,
of late,, particularly with the
Treacher's penchant for butler tortions, Marge and Gower Cham^y. as woiien's television eommenfemmes whose rear molars, if
roles. Treacher, Mischa Auer and J^'^" provided an excellent inlerexpect for 15 minutes.
the rest of the cast were better i""^
» parody on the danc«(
missin g or uneven somehow
PJi'
«
.
J
Miss McGuire is currently featechniques of various terp stars
on night caught. Miss Niland
than the play.
stand out sharply.
tiired on two WFIL-TV shows. sang "You Call Everybody Darling,"
Productionwise, the show was now gracing Broadway, winding
Or, as in the ca.se of another
"Features for Women," Thursdays "Xree in Meadow," in sportswear
okay. Treacher did liis usual im- their act with a legit routine of
fcmme, improper camouflage
at 7:30 p.m. and "Meet Frances and rural setting; and "I'm Through
Iieccable job as the butler trying to
of the hairy fuzz on her arms
Three Stooges, with a Berle asMcGuire," Wednesdays 6:30 p.m. with Love," with candlelight and
line up a dinner to put his boss'
made the viewer wonder why
^ "
•^^t' appeared to better advantage
girl in a receptive
r
" - mood
She Will also conduct other pro- dinner dress. Billy Marshall's unit,
\9 accept
she didn't wear a mo.re con)sal.
a proposal
Auer, as thg chef, and tlian they ever have in films. T«J«
grams of interest to women as they currently at Bellevue Stratford, is
cealing, g(i\<'il.'
Judy Par
'arrish, as the maid, vi ere
saisf actorjr, oo »}1 ^om^ts., ga^h.
tCop.tiii;U(ed on page, 32)
'W^ abided to the schedule.
Philco
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Ralph Cohn Wraps

CBS' 'This

Is It!'

CQBtinned from iMtgt 1
lltst time in thjiir official capacities
ut FCC commissioners.
Ttiese included Cliaiman Wayne
Coy, Frieda Hennock, tiie "First
Lady" o{ the FCC, Rosel H. Hyde
itnd Edward M. Webster. It still
leaves Commissioner Robert Jones
to witness^a color video demonstration (because of illness he was absent, and CBS will put on another
private demonstration for h i m

4

1

under development by BCA in
which colors are transmitted at the
same time* and which requires a
different receiver from that needed
for the sequential system.
RCA
told the FCC in 1947 this system
could be developed for commercial
use in four or five years.

system

This

is all electronic.

(3) The George E. Sleeper seIquential, all electronic system. Jt

Up

Banb Now Want TV I^hts as Extra

TV Shows

Full-Lengdi

Pioneer Telefilms, Inc./ new teles
vision -package agency, was formed
last week in N, T., beaded up by
Ralph Cohn, former Columbia Pictures producer and son of Columbia ekec veepee Jack Cohn. The
company will operate under the
same: ownership and directorate as
the recently announced Telespots,
Inc., but whereas the latter is concentrating on production of com-

Pointing up the Increased tightness of bank loans for 91m production, most of the major .banlcs;

-.t

Tex-

Surprise plug given

which handle such deiUs are noinr
demanding assignment to them of
television rights on all productthey finance in any way.

aco and its "Star Theatre"
on NBC-TV's "Philco Television Playhouse'' Sunday (24)

,

New move

.

First

;

!:

'

'..

'

.

StpiedoDCoin

:

':

UA's Video Clause

i

Artists,
following
United
through on its television film:
distribution plans, has decided

TOA's Followup

'

V

only sec-

the future of the tele industry.
and foremost, it marks their
mounting concern over the status
of the film industry. General feel-,;>
ing is that if^a picture fails to maka
its money in the regular theatricalmarket, the addition of the new,
TV market gives the banks a bet-ter guarantee that they'll recapture their share of the financing.
TV market for feature films,
while it's been confined to aged;.:

l

Can. 6'casters

reprei<ients

ond-handedly the banks' faith in

I

to:

include a clause: in

coming

-

To FCC on Video

'

-

New

—

Fmandi^

Insurance for Indie Film
Texaco's Cuffo Plug

night cost the oil firm nothing.
mercial spot announcements. PionIt was part of the deal through
eer will place its primary emphasis
has no mechanically moving filters
which the Hutchins ad agency,
later).
on the packaging of full-length
which handles the Philco acColumbiay which went down for and requires only one projection shows, both live and film.
count, was., able to get Sidthe long count in a "no-color" FCC tube at the receiver.
Four basic programs have been
Stone, Texaco's pitchman, to
edict two years ago, is hopeful that,
prepared in a preliminary package
handle the middle commercial.
with virtually the whole complex*
form by the outfit, which is now
ton of the FCC membership now
Stone is under exclusivi^ TV
peddling them to ad agencies and
encouragement
changed,
contract to Texaco. Hutchins
sponsors. Company hopes to commight come out of the new demonconsented to his appearance on
plete them as joint projects with
stration. The web is particularly
the Philco show only in return
the agencies, thereby insuring
sensitive about the reactions to colfor the cross-plugs. Use of the
shows tailored to th6 clients' needs
or tele by Coy, Jones and Miss
Texaco backdrop, incidentally,
and produced at the lowest price.
Hennock; on whom a decision, it's
was strictly Hutchins' idea, deFour programs are "You Be the
expected, will largely rest But
veloped to lend both authenJury," dramatic presentation built
:Vancouver, Oct. 26.
those Who saw last Friday's demonand comedy to Stone's
Television programming in around actual legal cases, with live ticity
stratioi^ played it straight-faced,
routine.
jury participation; "Life of the
Canada
is being held up by the
registering no emotion one way or
stubborness
of
parliamentarians
to Party," TV adaptation of ."Hobby
,the other, with the exception of
allocate'money
to Canadian Broad- Lobby," prepared by its producer,
Miss Hennock, who was reported
casting Corp. for any: physical de- David Elman; "Gamblers Don't]
outwardly enthvsiastic about what
Gamble," a series of legiters exvelopment.
she saw. Similarly, the CBS hierMeanwhile private cojoipanies ploring crooked gambling, and
archy left no doubt about their
are to be granted licenses during "Your Life Is In Your Hands," live
jubilation as to the results.
the coming week when the Board audience participation show based
on various techniques of character
Since the invitation for the dem-: of Governors meets in Hlontreal.
onstration came from the FCC itThe applications known to be analysis.
self, CBS gave it a full-dress treat- before the board are from radio
Following through on the hudment, putting its best TV foot for- stations, private individuals and
dles staged; between Gael Sullivan,
ward. This time CBS felt it had a theatrical companies.
Tele Business
exec director of the Theatre Own^
better story ahd visual demonAmong the radio station applistration-T-to sell, basing its new cations are those
ers of America, and: Wayne Goyi
of Jack Kent
and all-important thesis on the fact' Cooke, owner of CKEy, in Toronto
Pabst Blue Ribbon Beer spon- chairman of the Federal CommunLthat it's no longer necessary to al- and publisher of New Liberty; soring seven half-hours of the siX'cations Commission, TOA is no
locate a 16 megacycle full band CFRB, the Rogers
station in To- day bike race at the Chi Internachannel for color, but that it can ronto, and CKCA, the Marconi sta- tional Amphitheatre in a direct prepping a brief for presentation
be accomplished within the narrow tion in Montreal.
deal with Clii's three tele stations, to Coy which supports its stand
confines of six. megacycles: in the
will telecast
sprints on television. The brief will sum
Paramount Films-owned Famous WENR-TV
Oct. 31 and Nov. 1; WGN-TV on
present narrow band. Thus it
the relatively new law governingPlayers Canadian Corp. has det Nov.
2 and 3; WBKB on Nov. 4,
doesn't render present sets obsO'video and cite arguments in favor
clared its intention to file applica- 5 and 6.
,
lete, and CBS took it from there
of granting exhibitors exclusive,
tion and it is generally believed
J. B. Simpson, Inc., bankrolling
on, not only giving the FCC memtele, channels for large^screen showin the trade: that Rank's- Odeon
six Catholic High School League
bers a big screen test (including
ings. TOA wants -assignment of up
chain will file an applications
grid games, starting Sunday, Oct.
an electronic demonstration),, but
to fine channels for that purpose.
Cooke has already told the board 24, via WGN-TV, Chi.
showed how color video will pro- in preliminary
In. addition, memorandum will,
hearings that he
National
Die
ject itself on a standard tableCo.,
Castinir
develop the question whether an
has purchased Helley Films, Ltd.; through
O'Grady-Anderson. inked
model set simply by installing an
for the purpose of producing films for one-minute film spots twice exhib group, or a membership coradapter.
for the proposed video outlet. weekly on WGN-TV, Chi, for six poration formed by it, is entitled
This device, it was pointed out, Cooke doesn't believe he will break
to apply to the FCC for allotment
and one-half weeks.
could be adjusted to any standard even for three years but after that
National
Brewing Co., now of channels.
set, but a CBS
spokesman said lie expects a profit. Figures' on banki-olling pickups of the Baltir
there was no. way as yet to de- an outlay of $750,000 before any more Colts' pro football games
termine the exact cost of this profits roll in.
WPIX 'Fashion for Teens'
over WMAR-TV (Balto), signed to
«
adapter, except that it Vwon't be
weekly
pro
wrestling
Mary Lewis, InCi, N. Y. fashion
It has been stated that it would sponsor
expensive."
be at least a year and a half after matches over the same station house, will: sponsor a five-minute
the
Baltimore ' Coliseum; show titled '^'Fashions for Teens"
the licenses have been granted be- from
Blessing In Disguise To FCC
weekly on WPIX, the N. Y. Daily
fore the stations can be in full op- Agency is Owen &:ChappeU.
Walco Tele-Vue Lens signed to News television outlet..^ Show, .to be
Washington. Oct. 26,
eration.
bankroll a series of fivcrminute
aired in the 5:40 to 5:45 p.m. slot,
The coterie of Federal Commufilms on "Greatest Fights of the
nications Commission officialdom
tees off Nov. 10.
Century" over the DuMont web
which witnessed CBS' 6 mc-wide
SETS
Account was sold directly, with
Sunday$:at 8 p^m. Cay ton,:: Inc., is
color television in New York last
no agency involved.
the ad .agency.
week was regarded here as an in1ST

same

;

:

all up-,
distrib icontracts .witb

indie producers, guarantee'ing the company tele distrl*
bution rights; No film is to be-,
released for video; however,
until its theatrical exhibition
has been completely played
its

out.

New contract is expected to
provide a steady flow of feature product to UA's telefilm department. Assembling
of a full library of features

:;

-

and shorts is now underway
b.y department chief John Hi
Mitchell, who will offer them
to broadcasters and ad agencies throughout the country.

I

-

:

^

product until now, is gradually expanding to include more recent
product: turned out by the major
companies. United Artists, for one,
:

indicated it wUl release its
own films to. TV through its new
telefilm department.
All major
product, of course, must be at least
18 months old before it gets a
sight of any tele studio, but the
banks apparently are .willing to
wait that extra' time in order to
get back their financing.
Several indie producers, moreover; whose product has failed, to
make the grade in the theatrical
market, have already turned their
attention to TV. Since it's the indies with whom the banks are most
Concerned, the new interest in tel»
is obvious.
According to a spokesman for one banking outfit, the fi-i
nanciers have long believed the,vH
obtained tele rights along with"
the regular distribution contracts
signed with them.
As of now,
has

:

:

'

-

'

:

-

dication that FCC is giving serious
thought to the possibility of assigning the ultra high band frequencies to either monochrome or color,
with the choice left to the individu-

WMAR-TV
BALTO
HOOPLA FOR
ANNI

I

,

.

WMAR-TV.

'

tlon
'

of:

local television

sta-

Tele Chatter

the Baltimore :Sunpapers,

will mark its first anniversary tomorrow C Wed. night with a full
)

al station.

hints that the Commission schedule of special programs, highlighted by greetings from Maryis thinking along this line were
given informally by several of- land Gov, William Preston Lane
ficials during video hearings last and Balto: Mayor Thomas D'Alesanmontli.
There was talk at that dro, CBS-TV, with which WMARtime that the color problem might TV is affiliated, is to salute the
be solved^ by assigning stations suf- station during the evening,
Station has broadca.st during its
ficent; band width to allow for
first year on the air 2,300 hours;
transmission of color, whenever
How- of program time and 1,400 hours
the system was perfected.
of test pattern. Working in close
ever, objections were raised that
cooperation with the Balto Sun, the.
if the 475-890 mc band were distation has developed its: own daily,
vided into 16 mc channels (the
newsreel. and has produced five
width required for the earlier CBS
filmed documentaries specifically
sequential system) there would be
for TV airing as part of its "Baltionly 26 channels available in uhf
more's Conscience" series. During
for television, which the agency
its first year, the station has also
has previously said is not enough
worked in close cooperation with:
lor a "truly nationwide competi-

Some

NEW YORK

I

:

!

:

'

.

;

!

:

V

tive" s.vstem.
Some ol'ficial.s aKo
pointed out that to use a wkllh ol
16 mc to televise in black and
white, which needs onl.v 6 mc.
would be an" awful waste ol diannel
space until color is ready.
Development of narrow band
color is what FCC has boon praying foi* In its report of March 18.
1947, turning down the CBS petition to authorize commercial color
television in the uhf band (then
480 to 920 mc), the Commission
said"The evidence
shows that 27
channels may no( ultimate^ l)e
enough to provide for a Iruly nationwide competitive television system. Every effort must, thci'efore,
be made to nari'ow tlie band width
required for. color television."
.

.

.

there have been three
stems brought to the Conimi.ssion's attention
These ;iie
(1
The sequential system developed by CBS in which tliree colors
iioLifililv,

color

s.\

'

"

,

.

Baltimore, Oct. 26.
I

are

projected separately
sembled at the receiver.
tially mechanical,
(2;'4'litet-<sift»ul6AiteouS

f"d
It is

as-

par-

method

Sam Carlton replaced Billy: K.
Wells as scripter on the Sid: Stone
'Ipitchman" commercials on the
"Texaco Star Theatre", Edward
Fishbein upped to manager: of
Emerson's Television Service Corp.

.

,

.

this

year

88,000 SETS IN SEPT.

SETS

WATV

j

:

games

covering the

.

Jon Gnugy doing his "You Are An
Artist" show back at the NBC-TV

studios after a three-week siege of
pneumonia. During that time, he
Weslinghouse Electric and Uic: aired the Oct. 13 show from his
Glenn L, Martin Co. in the devel- ward at Temple Univ. hospital;.
Madison Sq. Garden, on Nov. 4, 6,
opment of Stratovision.Philadelphia. .Piani.st - humorist and 8
KoIIy Rolls pencilled in for a luFCC Commissioner Frieda Hcnture spot on "Texaco Star 'Etieatre" nock ticketed for her first TV
Sportscaster Bob Edge^^ow guestshot next Tuesday (2) on
Ail Coast Telestations
building a TV package around iFack Dorothy
Ooan's
"Vanity
Fair"
John (CBS-TVJ.
Dempsey and Lefty Gomez
To Lens Rose Parade Loveton,producer Of "Mr. and Mrs;
Hollywood, Oct, 26.
North" on the CBS-AM web, left
Rose Parade, which precedes the for the Coast to study tele developIlann J. Tyler has been named
Ro.se Bowl football game on Jart. 1. ment in Hollywood: prior to enter-manager of KFI-TV. relinquishing
will he telecast by the five existing ing the TV production business
television station, KTSL, KFI-TV, Gloria Swanson; who.se hour-long his job as supervisor oi KFI and
AniKL.-\C-TV, KTLA and KTTV, woman's show is aired weekly over KFI-'FM programming
which bous on that day with the the N. Y. Daily News' WPIX, back mated Video Film Co. has been
in time to rehearse her program formed by Ace Gamer and Murray
Bowl game
Youlin
KTSL will take its
Don Lee's KTSL grabbed W. J. for tomorrow fThurs night alter video
cameras into the L A, ExSloan to sponsor the event, at $750. a quick five-day trip to Pans lor aminer city
news room election
Five
Hoflman Radio Corp., is sponsoring new material lor the show
stations: now airing 40TSCcond night, where station -will interview
KFI-TV. Gillette Razors, N. Y.
over
musical jingles plugging the Com- candidates for office and bring
whif'li is sponsoring the Bowl footmunity Chest campaigns. Featur- viewers incoming election results
ball pioceedings over KTTV, will ing Lanny
Ross and (ho Jon Gart through the use of map.s and dianot gel parade plugging but sta^ Trio, the jingles were directed by grams
Harry Flannery will
tion expects to dig up a spon.sor Kendall Foster and produced by emcee the proceedings
"TeleMiUiin the month. KTLA telecast Gray-O'Reilly studio
Larry Roe- film Snapshots" produced by Joe
the event la.st year with Union mer, production manager ol "We, Thomas firm Telefilm, Inc., has
Gil picking up the tab. No sponsor' the-: People" and cameraman Ed changed the name of vid-show to
Change was
has been set for this years event; Leftwich back in N. Y. after a two- "Roving Cameras."
KI .\C-TV is looking for a commcr- week swing through Germany g;ith- forced when Columbia Pictures iri^ '(ConHAi^cl dn 'page'jiai*
cihl taker.
ering film and tape rcdoruln||S> for
I
I

I

RMA

1

.

.

—

.

said

thdt

since

the'

war

video set output by its member
companies reached 673,180 up t«
Oct. 1, with the total industry
figure probably exceeding 725,000.

'

I

[

NEW TV HIGH

Washington, Oct. 26.
high in television, receiv-:
er output was recorded In Septemexceeding
ber, wich production
88,000 sets. Radio Manufacturers
Ass'n., reported last week. The
month's figure, a 35% gain over
August, brought total output for
the first three quarters of 1948 to
488,133. Weekly rate during September was 64% greater than
average in first half of year.

A new

.

.

a sepas-

TV

.

WBAL

Win

Eliot t reSportsca.ster
sumes his tele -lockey descriptions
tonight (Wed.) as the N. Y. Rangers tee off the season against the
Detroit Red Wings at MadLson Sq.
Garden. Eliott will be working under the aegis of WPIX, which is
.

however, they're demanding
arate document to cover the
signment.

the show, aired simultaneously
over the CBS radio and TV webs
Lloyd Gross, former production
manager for
(Baltimore);
.loined the CBS-TV staff as associ-^
ate director.
Fred Pressburcer, former Hollywood producer and later film director of
(Newark), inked
by Actors' Studio to direct a halfhoiu- adaptation of Stephen Vincent Benet's "Angel Was a Yankee"
in the Studio-World Video series
on the ABC-TV Web Nov. 14 .,
WCBS-TV (CBS, N. Y.) preparing
to flash the pictures to viewers of
any prisoners who escape from
N. Y.'s Federal Detention headquarters
CBS-TV scheduled to
air three evening performances of
the National Horse Show fi'om

.

I

HOLLYWOOD

!

,

;

.

,

,

i

1

.

;

.

:

)

'

Disk Jock Thumbs Cuffo
Stint

on Coast Telecast

Hollywood, Oct. 26
McLaughlin. KLAC disk
jockey, informed the management
that he would not emcee KLACTV's tele show "Mu.sical Future"
without coin payment. McLoughlin

Bob

.

!

'

'

'

j

]

'

.

:

,

'

'

•

'

'

•

'

;

'

pointed out that other talent was
being compensated and refused to
head teleea.st, he said, without

more money.
"Future" is being telecast over
station
weckl.s
PlaKer pugher-s
Don Otis, Ai ,Jarvis, Dick Hayncs
and McLaughlin were set to handle
proceedings on alternate weeksi
Haynes and Otis are now doing:
tlic
tele show, Jarvis has ^ila
,

turned thdm'b-s' down'

.
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HOW STAT

H

AUG. TO DEC. 1946

M

JAN. TO DEC. 1947

JAN. TO

SHARE OF

AUDIENCE
35

3Q

25

CHECK WITH THESE NATIONAL ADVERTISERS, THEY
Adam

Hats

Feen-a-Mint

Army

Nestea
N. Y. Central RR
N. E. Confectionery
Pepsodent

Beverwyck Beer

First

Block Horse Ale

Camels
Chef Boy-Ar-Dee

Hat Research
Hills Cold Tablets
House of Old Molineaux Wine
~
Italian Swiss Colony Wine

Chidets

Kaiser-Frazer

Ajox
Colgate Dental Cream
Halo'

Soapine
Laco

Saturday Evening Post

Cuticura

lifetime Stainless Steel

Silver Dust

Blondex

Doan's

Recruiting

Kools

RKO

Marshmallow Fluff
Famart Textiles

Lucky Strikes

Fatima Cigarettes

Mission Bell

Maggi

Peter Paul

Rayve Shampoo

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

fills

Pertussin

Plastidear Products

Bouillon

Cubes

Wine

Pictures

Slumberland Matresses
Stera-Kleen
Suchard
Supersuds

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY JOHN

Bl

—
W^edmstflar,

October 27« 1948
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OSTON IN 2 YE
1.1948

you familiar with

the trend of Boston radio during the past two years?

are
stations are down — one'

is

up! Examine the chart on the

left

for August

Four
1946 to

August 1948 Hooper Listener Indices of Total Time-Rated Periods; Every station
has

its

peaks and valleys, but generally speaking, month after month ratings show that

each of the four stations

Today,

if

is

not as well off as

it

you are buying Station A, you are

two years s%o. Today,

if

was a year
getting

before.

37%

you are buying Station B, you are

less audience than

getting

you did

21 %'less audience

than you did two years ago. Today, if you are buying Station C, you are getting

44%

less

you are

BUT

—

audience than you did two years ago. Today,

getting

7%

today,

if

less

if

you are buying

Station Dy.

audience than you did two years ago.

you are buying

WHDH,

Station

you are

getting

342%: more

audience than you did two years ago.

Trends are important

to

show mass movements of radio audiences.

of your advertising dollar, you will place
station going

In two years

it

down. In Boston, your best buy

WHDH

on the
is

station going

WHDH.

has built the largest share of audience

Periods of any Boston station

— network

If you. are careful

up rather than the

or independent

in,

Total Time-Rated

and with

100%

loeal

programming

Thayer's Lozenges Slippery Elm
Tintex

Triangle Publications

United

Artists Pictures

Vel
Whitehall Products

Yes

Tissues

5000
WATTS

Yankee Cigars
P. Squire Meat Products
Teddy Brand Peanut Butter

John

Quintone Shoe Polish
Shell Oil

Studebaker
Vick Chemical

Wise Company

i\R

& CO.

Publishers

BOSTON
COMING SOON

- 50,000 WATTS

Wcdnedbir, October 27, 14>48
K.

Canceling lOOG

Cana£an Sponsor,

C SYMPH WHB
20G BANKROIi DEAL
Kansas City, Oct.

29.

Aibanir—Old Gold's new "Ama- rector for the outlet would be up.
the post of statioh manager.
teur Hour" will be broadcast from pcd to
Junior
Philip Uvingston
PhliadelpUa—Alfred T. Rhigler
School Nov. 3, througli WXKW,
to
news, writer for the last six
"Salute
a
in
ABC's local outlet,
Albany" with the cooperation of years, has been appointed news editor.
A veteran local newspaperthe Merchants Bureau.
man, Bingler was with the Philadelphia Bulletin and Inquirer for
is now broad- 14 years.
Albany—
He tuccoeds Harold
15-minute Tuesday Hadley,
casting two

Regular subscription concerts of
the Kansas City Philharmonic Orchestra will be broadcast in their
entirety this season for the first
time in the long history of the orKansas City Southern
chestra.
Lines is paying the freight for both
the orch and the air time over
WHB, also the fhst time the rail-,
road has come into radio as such a

%ow, Blasts Inroads by U. S. Talent

Toronto, Oct. 26.
After lengthy rehearsals apd
V'hat was expected to b« the usual Station Mgr., Engineer
go-ahead signal, Tip Top Tailors
Killed in Train Wreck
has .decided to scrap its $100,000»'
budgeted "Music for Canadians"
New Orleans, Oct. 26.
because the Canadian 3roadcasting
A passenger train wreck killed large advertiser here. WHB-FM
Corp, has turned over to the Amos I. F. Femrite, manager of KANE,
also is Included In the setup.
'n' Andy program
(Lever Bros.) New Iberia> near here, and EdW. N. Deramus, president of the
here, the Sunday evening slot ward Ebersole, Station's engineer,
road, bought the entire schedule
occupied on tlie CBC national, net- Monday (26).
of 10 broadcasts, about one every
work for the past four seasons, by
Tj-ai.i bound for new Orleans hit
two weeks through next March.
Tip Top.
their car squarely at crossing, killThe road is taking the venture as.
With latter sponsor refusing to ing Ebersole instantly. Femrite a prestige proposition. Fees for
capitulate on any other .Sunday died in ambulance en rotite t6 hos- the orchestra rights alone will run
evening time offer, Samuel Hersen- pital.
close to $20,000 for the 10 concerts.
horcn's 40-piece orch and Edmund
WHB moves its mike Into the
Hocl^ridge, baritone, plus scripting
Music Hall where the concerts
and announce staff, are out their
originate: with Dick Wangerin, comexpected 26-weeks' earnings.
mercial manager of the orchestra,;
Accordin to. Morgan Eastman of
doing the between-numbers comthe McConnell - Eastman agency
jnentary.
New Orleans, Oct, 26.
here; the Canadian program: was
Edgar B. Stem, Jr., president of
''subjected to unfair competition"
dity
Broadcasting
International
by an Americanrprodueed show. Service, Inc., whose purchase of
-

WCAU

WABY

evening programs, "On

—

Purlast
due University, as Farm Service
of tlie theDirector. Before coming to
atre for the second season of stock Schmilz was Extension Radio
Speare under sponsorship of nearby cialist at Purdue, handling the
agFarnham's Restaurant.
ricultural programs on university

as guests. Shows,

Dallas—A new weekly quarterhour program will originate each
Tacoma—W. B. "Bud" Stiiht, forFriday In the Studios of WFAA merly commercial manager for'
here and lie fed to meml>er stations ^OMO-KJR in Seattle, and recentof the Texas Quality Network ly manager of the dassifiied adverunder the sponsorsliip of the tising department for the Seattle
Simoni/. Co. Programs will feature Times, is now manager and partner
organ specialties by Hugh Waddill, with H, B. QuiUiam in KTBI here.
Bert ISToyd at the piano and instrumental and vocal selection by .a.
Houston—Ted Hllls» formerly
trio composed of Bill Sorrels, Joe with KTHT h6re, has been named
McKenzie and J. T. Adams.
general manager vof KLEE, of
which Ray B. Bright was general:Cleveland—Radio baseball league manager.
here turned over a check of almost
$700 to the Cleveland RehabilitaSan Antonio—Johnny "Curley"

"Recorded programs of U. S.
shows pay a stifi tariff to be
brouglit into Canada and rebroadcast but thisas to protect Canadian
artists," said Eastman. "However,
a. live show can be broadcast, by
paying only the wire tolls and station time rates and we think this
is unfair and undermines any effort to build up native Canadian
It is absurd that salaries to
Canadian radio artists should be
di.scontinued when an imported
program pays only for the mechanical facilities of broadcasting."

radio.

CBC's

argument,

officials, is that

according to

the Canadian show
air, that

vas not forced from the

evening times, were offered
but that Tip Top refused to accept
these on the reiterated claim that
they still wanted tlie time slot
they had enjoyed for four previous
seasons; nor could GBC justify any
refusal to Lever Bros, for latter's
riglit to import an AmericanTpro.diiced program over CBC's wires..
otljer

:

,

CBC

officials also retorted 'that

a

sufficient segment of Canadian
listeners preferred the Amos 'n'
Andy program, this prompting

Eastman

to claim that Canadian
sponsors can no. longer be expected

to spend large sums in competing
against the t)ig Sunday night
American shows and that Canadian
artists are the sufferers.

KQW-WTOP-CBS

.

WDSU, WDSU-FM and WSDU-TV
from

Stephens Broadcasting
was approved Friday (22)
by the FCC, said that the transfer
will be completed as soon as legal
details are settled in the next two
Sale price Was
or three weeks.
the

Co., Inc.,

'

Deak Get Okay

The money was protion Center.
ceeds realized from the pa'-,l summer's league plaj which "tVGAR

Washington^ Oct. 26.
Purchase by the Washington
Post of 55% interest in WTOP, won by defeating the defending
Washington, from CBS and transfer champions
liie best of
of
and KQW-FM, San Fran- the series.
cisco, to the network were approved
last week.
Final okay is continbegun its
Louis—
KXOK
lias
St.
that Monte M. Lemann, a director gent upon the Post
disiJosing of
Junior
annual series ot
third
of International, dispose of his in-, WINX
and WINX-FM within 120 Town
Meetings of the Air" and
terest; in the Times-Picayune Pubdays. Smith-Davis Co. are liandling
initialer
was a discussion of
lishing Co.
negotiations.
"Whether Dewey or Truman: Should
Policies
and programming of
controlling, interest in its Be Elected" by students of the JenWDSU will be continued and augu- Sale of
capital
mented under: the new manage- 50 kw: when itoutlet.- was effected, nings, Mo., High School. Program
by CBS
decided to acquire is tape-recorded and broadcast a few
ment, Stern said. The present perr
the Frisco facility^;; which would; hours later. This year students in
sonnel will be retained, he added;
with Fred Weber, a partner in the have: given the net one more sta- 19 high schools in St. Louis, St.
coni'
Stephens Co., as general manager. tion than is allowed by FCC mult' Louis County and neighboring
tiple ownership rules. Considera- munities in Illinois will participate
tion for the 55?e of WTOP was in the series. This will be the larg$855,470, whicli includes a condi-: est number of school's Sinc^, the
England Spread
program
Bruce
was
.launched.
tional permit for WTOP-FM and a
Barring, news gabber, will be the
remote pickup station.
For
'Storyteller'
Transfer of
was made pos- moderator.
ABC Hill have a five-minute sible by purchase of 55?o interest
Albany^John G. Myers Departs
storyteller opposite Mutual's Hy in Pacific Agricultural Foundation,
Store, which for several years
Gardner on Thursday nights at licensee, for $425,000. plus 55'5o of ment
sponsored a musical clock over
8.5&. Spot was opened up by: sale net quick assets of station. The net
WOKO,
Albany, is now presenting
of 23 minutes, 8;30<-5S, to Revere had previously bought 459o in- "Your Civic Reporter" witli Sherb
Camera for a new Jo Stafford show terest in the facility.
on a IS^minute afternoon:
FCC alsio approved sale of the Herrick
which tees off Nov. 11.
spot. five days a week via WOKO.;:
Web has sold the five-minute video permit, .\M and PM properseg, effective the same date, on 15 ties of Stephens Broadcasiting Co.
Hartford-^WDRC has underway
New England outlets to Clearweave (WDSU. WDSU-FM, WDSU-TV), a nightly series of shows designed
Storesi Inc. Personality to handle New: Orleans, to International City to bring out latent talent possessed
the yam-spinning stint hasn't been Broadcasting: Service for $675,000. by any members of the station's
Transfer is conditional: upon Monte staff. Nightly, a 15-minute slot is
chosen.
Lemann,: an officer of Interna- available to any employee to protional City, dissposing of his inter- duce any type of show they desire;
BABBITT'S BED CROSS STINT est in Times-Picayune
Publishing Announcers, control room operaPhiladelphia, Oct. 26.
Co and withdrawing the applica- tors, station execs, librarians and,
Gil Babbitt, fornier production tion of Mississippi Valley Broad- even the station reception are parmanager at WPEN, has been casting Co in which he has an in- ticipating in the series.
named radio and television direc terest.
reported as $675,000.
Stern said that two: conditions
attached to the; sale by the FCC
will be met. These provide that the
Sterns withdraw a pending application for a new station here and

'

KFEQ

station.

WDSU 675G BUY

said. "Through our sponsor's
show had developed an exceptional
rating in four seasons for a hightype musical show, we declined; to
recommend continuing such an
outlay against the Amos 'n' Andy
competition. The sponsor (Tip Top
Tailors) agreed; and we cancelled
the presentation."

which bowed

week with the opening

STERN GETS NOD ON

He

:

1

Williams,' cowboy singer, has been
added to the staff of WOAI and
will be featured on the stations
daily "R.idio Rodeo."

.

WTAM m

KQW

—Aubrey

Paris, Tex.
sales manager

T. Harris,
of KPLT for tlie
past four years, has been named

I

manager, succeeding Boyd Kelley
who resigned to become manager
and stockholder of two outlets in
Wichita Falls. Robert Stone, Jr.,
a member of the KPLT sales staff
and one of the station owners, will

1

j

I

-

'

assume duties of Harris.

—

Seattle
Jim Neidigh, formerly
salesman and announcer at KXA,
has joined KRSC as television
time salesman. Margaret Frye is
now handling publicity for KOMO,
local NBC outlet, replacing Marion

:

New

;

:

ABC

Wood; who resigned.

KQW

—

Albany Hubert DuVal resigned
sales manager of the Schlnecon trolled WPTR. General Manager Leonard Asch has tempos
rarily taken over tlie sales post,
Russ David, chief engineer, sulv

j

as

.

I

J

I

:

'

:

'

Asch as g.m.

stituting for

RURAL RADIO NETWORK
SNARES 2 SPONSORS

I

,

;

I

Ithaca. Oct. 26.

.

i

The Rural Radio Network, the
web in New York State, has

FM

I

•

I

I

I

i

signed contracts with the Zenith
Radio Corp,, and the New Haven
Clock & Watch Co. The latter contract calls for the full network,
presi- the former for seven of the eight

]

:

,

I

I

Houston Robert D O Perry,
Detroit J. E Campeau.
foimeily on the staff here of tor for: the. Red Crossi in this area.
dent and :gnl. mgr. CKLW, Wind- RRN outlets.
KNUZ, has resigned his post to
Babbitt, a veteran with 15 years
Cleveland
Cordon Ward,
sor and Detroit^ announces that
become coiiimercial manager of in radio, was formerly with WCAU merly ot VVLEC. has joined forZenith Corp. pact, a co-operative
an- CKLW will increase its power
WCLA, Baton Rouge, La
deal between the manufacturer
and Dave Elman's productions:
nouneiiiR slalT ot WTAM
from 5,000 to 50,000 watts. New and its New
York State distributransmitting equipment is now in
tors, is for Sunday evenings from
process of contsruction and all en'
gineering apparatus has been pur- 8-8:30.: The program is Columbia
Masterworks. WGHF. the New
chased.

—

—

'

'

,

.

1

—

ana

Staff'

"Off Stage," from the Playhouse,
St. Joseph. Mo.
KFEQ in St.
with Malcolm Atterbury and mem- Joseph announces appointment
of
bers of his company, plus patrons, Harold J. Schitz, formerly of

:

.

.

MERRILL E.JOELS

York City

—

affiliate,

will not

cany

program.
Seattle Leo Lassen, who does
New Haven' Clock, via Weiss St
the baseball broadcasts.' over KING
here, has started a five times a Geller agency, signed to sponsor:
week Sports Roundup airing at Dr. Charles Hodges, the RRN
7 p.m.
news commentator, each Monday, Wednesday and Friday.
Philadelphia
WIBG continues
its
sports specializing with the

toys

this

•

THANK YOU

for a

As is my custom oach year at this timo,
my apprteiation to th« Directors for
/orkod during tho past year:-—

express

1

EDWARD KING
RAYMOND LEICHT

WYLLIS COOPER
CLAY DANIEL
WILLIAM FENDER
MILDRED FENTON

WILLIAM MARSHALL
JERRY McGILL

TEO FETTER

VIRGINIA

HARRY S. GOODMAN
JACK GROiGAN

MAJOR

JAMES HARVEY
LOUIS HEYWARD
TOM HICKS
JOHN HOAGLAND

HARRY JUNKIN
CHARLES KEIRE

—

want t«

whom

HOYT ALLEN
CLARK ANDREWS

JOHN GUNN
ARTHUR HANNA

:

HAPPY ANNIVERSARY
I'v*

broadcasting of all home games of
both Philadelphi.)
Rockets (ice
liotkeyl and the Pliiladelphia War-

RICHARD LEWIS
BASIL

MOMAND

H. K.

MURRAY

FRANK PAPP
MAURICE ROtlNSON
JACK RUBIN
DON SHELDON
BEVERLY SMITK
FLETCHER SMITH

KOCCO TITO
CHICK VINCENT
AL WARD

and

SPECML THANKS TO:

26

WOW

'

I

rector, in

PRiSCILLA FARLEY

tour.!

handling details ot the to Chi.

Wiseman

is.

a foriiier

Omaha

newspaper man. and

vmII also serve
as in a reportonal capacity.

FLORENCE GREENI
HELEN HEDEMAN
ELEANOR KILGALLEN
VERA LARKIN

Steubenville

—

.lolin

J.

"On* program which ihowt

Laux.

N»w

manager ot WSTV. WSTV-FM, has
announced appointment ot Joseph
M. Troesch as assistant manager
Troesch served as
chief engineer ol
and technical director for the Kriendlv
Group (WPIT. Pittsburgh. WFPG.
Atlantic
City.
WBMS, Boston;
WKNY, Kingston. N. Y.i. He re-

WSTV

FRANCES ROBINSON
HARRY RUDDER
ERLENE WALLACE

YOU TICK?"
Manday/Thru
for

]

;

with

JOHN

—

Wichita Falls, Tex.
Kenyon
Brown, prez and generat manager

KWFJJias

'Friday 11^45 to 12:00

PROCTER and GAMBLE

tains latter job,

HERB WOLF

high

York Daily Newt

"WHAT MAKES

ol the station

MARGE MORROW

12*

dttdy

Chicago, Oct

Ransom Sliorman

this

1

PLoid 7-0700
3

(baskell)alU

—

LOUGHRANE

Sherman-Pratt Reunion

and Ins former
season.
Chuck Thompson will do the piav- 'partner, Russell Pratt, will team
bv-play with Dick Mabiy handling lup again via a two-hour disk jock
'show tentatively set tor a Decemthe color.
ber bow on WIND
Sherman, who
has been living on the West Coast,
Omaha
The
Farmers*
Trip to Europe pickud up a new !wiU move to Chicago later this
passenger. Bill Wiseman, pronio- month
Pratt, who operates an agency
'tion manager, who will assist Mai
Hansen, WOW's Farm Service Di- in Pittsburgh, will comimite veekly
riors

,

,

.

anncilinced that

K.

M. McCAFFERY

'

Mott

FM. JontfSSiir ccrf r'enfly »pnDg<'aMi>dii>-»

Writttn

and

Ollrcctad

by

ADDISON SMITH

,

^

WedncMlay, October 27, 1948

P'TS^BSff

fie consistent, boys,,
THESE ARE FAIR
As of Monday,

RWG

the

. . .

SHOWS ...

Oct. 25, the following

...

I

shows hove signed with

As

of

THESE?

Monday, Oct. 25, these shows have not
and are included (subjeet fo subse-

signed

and are included as FA/R:

WHY NOT

.

.

.

auent revision) as UNFAIR:
Amiot

Andy

'n'

Big Sister

Mr. Chameleon
Manhattan Merry-Go-Round
Arthur Godfrey's Talent
Scouts
Just Plain

My
My
G.

Favorite

Can, Be Beautiful
We Love and Learn
Crime Photographer

Ddvid Hctfum
nif. cice and JANE

Herb Shriner Show
Pause That Refreshes
Morton Downey Show

rvwi^ie

^

Husband

This

Houseparty

Is

Your FBI
"

o

itvi

'

Ma

Portia Faces Life

Chesterfield Supper Clu b

Bob Hawk Show

SusDfinsd''''

Cavalcade of America
Telephone Hour

Harvest of Stars

Abbott

Page

Big Story

Our Miss Brooks

Spike Jones
The Prudential Hour
Eddie Cantor

Groucho Marx
Skippy's Hollywood Theatre
Thin

Henry Aldrich
Jack Carson

&

'

Man

Take a Number
Sani Spade
Quick as a Flash

Screen Guild Theatre

Burns

Fat

With Luigi

Life

Allen

Meredith Willson

Phil Harris

Ross Dolan Detective

Dorothy Lamour

Bob Hope

&

'

'

Eviir Tttld

'

'

Electric

'

Kay Kyser
Ozzie & Harriet

.

Jimmy Durante
Dennis Day

'

Truth or Consequences
Stars

Over Hollywood

Jack Armstrong

Beulah
Jack Smith

Sky King

Your Song and Mine

Club 15

Mr. President

Go

House of Mystery
The Shadow

Arthur Godfrey's Morning

Lum and Abner

The Falcon
The Amazing Mr. Malone
Gangbusters
Counterspy

Nick Carter

You Are There
Philip Marlowe

Big

Plays
Hilltop

Bing Crosby

House

Judy Canova

Talent Jackpot

Evelyn Winters

Tom Mix

The Railroad Hour
The Sheriff
County Fair

Fred Allen

.

Grand Central Station

Show

Life of Riley

Blondie

Armstrong Theater of Today

Mason

Edgar Bergen

John Nesbitt

Mary Lee Taylor Show

Captain Midnight

Helen Trent

Show

Nighter

Ford Theater

Lora Lawton

Great Scenes from Great

First

Guiding Light
Second Mrs. Burton

Sherlock Holmes

House

and War

Hqllmark Playhouse

Theater

Junior Miss

for the

Dr. Christian

FBI in Peace

Grand Slam
Wendy Warren
Aunt Jenny
Young Dr. Malone

Perry

Duffy's Tavern

>

.

Buddy Clark Show
Mel Torme Show
Skyway to the Stars

Man

Jnr If RAimu

Perkins

Right to Happiness

Rrnu/'iii

Costello

Greatest Storv

Farrell

Damone Show

Mr & Mrs North

Album of Familiar Music
Our Gal Sunday
Front

Smilin' Ed McConnell

Vic

Hollywood Star Theater
Hit Parade
Lux Theater

'WIcIcIai*

Inner Sanctum

Attorney

Show

Today's Children

Milton Berle

District

Day

BciclcstadA WifiA

Mr. Keen

Famous Jury Trials

Red Skeiton Show
Meet the Meeks

of Life

Jack Berch

ruriJiy'.

.

Su Dei* man
'Younci

Stella Dallas

1

Theatre Guild on the Air

Mr.

Road

Brighter

A Dale With Judy
My Friend Irma

Bill

True Story

E.

Life

Behind the Front Page
Betty Crocker:

Show

McGee & Molly
Town

Fibber

Great Gildersleeve
Curtain Time

AND DOZENS OF OTHERS

If

for the record
We're
.

.

.

programs

striking

producers

fused

to

produced by

who have
sign

If.

re-

in

operation with the four net-

works.

we submit

a Beven-year pursuit of a free-

precedent can win contracts,

we

'.

Patience and precedents alike have proved fruitless in dealing 'with the

—

We do so in
are therefore taking the remaining course of strike.
awareness of the temporary dislocations that may result to our friends in

We
full

But we are confident our fellow workers in radio know, as we do, where
and are similarly aware of the vital importance to
.

the responsibility falls

.

.

of a just victory for the writers in this dispute.

The

.

and guidance of our felproducers, directors, actors, musicians, technicians. Obviously,
low workers
changes have already occurred since this list went to press. Official, up-to-theminute listings of fair "and unfair shows may be obtained from the Guild offices.
above are published for the

lists

.

,

clarification

.

RADIO WRITERS GUILD
OF THE AUTHORS LEAGUE OF AMERICA
1.^ ii<r||i|.

.
.

submit our year-old, well-functioning

the industry.

a contract

one now

contracts,

agencies.

them

similar to the

win

basic agreement with the networks.

all

agencies and independent
.

patience can

lance radio writers' agreement as evidence- of our good faith

NOT striking the nets.

We ARE

Kraft Music Hall

6 E.39th

St.

New York
MUrroy

Hill

6-52S1

RADIO

tl

Wednesday* Octolier 27, 1948

—

for announcer duties on Screen Guild Players and Jtniniy Dnrante
Wendell Nlles hopped east with the record of a comedy show he cut

Orval Anderson, who had
Don Prindle to smoke out a sponsor.
an interest In "Darts For Dough," is now program director at KWIK,
Burbank, replacing Michael Roy^ resigned. .., Don Lee network drew
a salute from Hollywood Ad club last Monday and the alumni that
showed up would easily fiU a page in radio's who's who. Lew Weiss
and Willet Brown; high execs of the skein, were singled out for especial
.
. .
\N
kudos
.Sam Cherr, merchandise director of Young St Rubicam,
Mel Blanc has composed a novelty tune,
Gail Ingram (Ralph Austrian's daughter) writing scripts for "Big around for a few days
Phyllis Lynd, young chlrper showcased recently on "Big iBear Lake," which he'll unveil on the Jack Benny show soon
Btory" via NBC
"Hickey"
Marx, producer of the Benny stanza, became a papa last week
Arthur Godfrey's "Talent Scouts," now has her own show on" WGYNReynolds
Is
having
the radio crowd over to KMPC election
Bob
named
production
FM:'. ..Kay Green, exNBC International division,
Ted Werner, who has been flacking for WMCA night to celebrate or console, as the case may be... .Commander A* W.
manager of WINS
Lee.
since last winter, was named publicity director of the indie last week, Scott's "Romance of the Highways" moved over to ABC from Don
missed
Al Gordon, KFWB news
In
12
years
hasn't
a broadcast
he
features
flucceeding R. Peter Straus. Latter becomes head of special
Robert Saudek, just back from a month in Germany, planed to editor, has been picked by National Ass'n of News Directors to air a
will
ready
McConhell
be
special
program
England
Big,
jovial
Ed
to
Council.
Radio
Mountain
Denver Saturday (23) to address the Rocky
for the television cameras when his sponsor. Brown Shoe, gives the
Jack Barry has a 104-year-old great-great-grandmothep set to guest word. Frank Ferrin is priming him for the ordeal so his millions of
on his "Li^e Begins at 80" (Mutual) next Saturday (30) ... .Joe Franklin, KiQ
Him.
.The
.Xlie
wen as.
as near
hear him.
kid luns
fans arouHQ
around the
IOC couniiv
country can waicn
watch as well
"
inrirn A >- u^^u^.^'t -11.1, «».i,«.r «„t . -i.«„->
hnnnrina Viic
his fivo vonrs nf
Lovejoys (Joan Banks) have reconciled and called off their
Jl^'^^fv.t^^^Sf
«f^^i^^^Shthn,?«Tirt?rS
David Karr,!
Karr,
the N.Y. Lighthouse for the Blmd.....David
Bervlceinbehalf of
j^^y^^^
j^^^^^^^^ Kirsten, Burns and .Allen, Georee Jessel and
for the past five years assistant to Drew Pearson, checks in at the WeinJolson's
Music
;Hall
in
Al
GrouciiQ
will
giaest
register
sign
the
Marx;
traub agency next Monday (1) as veepee in charge of public relations
in that order
It's about that time of the year when thdiights of being
Ruthrauff & Ryan brass tossing a luncheon at the Cloud club tocomic tlnstead of a writer plague JajBli; 0o]Uglas,^ He. tried it b^foi-e
morrow (Thurs.) marking prexy F. B. Ryan, Jr.'s 20th year with the awithout
wants
another
go
it.
startling
results
but
at
Tex and Jinx (WNBC) hung up the sold-out shingle as a
agency.
result of Loft Candy picking up their last two open quarter^hours^
IN
.
.
.
Stuart Ludlum, ex-head of McCann-Erickson's radio-TV commercial
department and formerly script editor and production supervisor of
ioe \yllson of WBkB: elected prez of tlie Chi Sports Broadcasters
Frank Hummert's Radio Features, has joined Marschalk & Pratt as Asin., with Hal Tbtten as veepee and Johii Harrington as itreas
agency contact on the Standard Oil-CBS Philharmonic concerts
toojtt Grahani replaces Eddie Reynolds as. flack cjiief of Feature -Pro-'
Palmer Ward hito the "Our Gal Sunday" cast .... Betty Garde and auctions ..."Sky King," AB(3 kid Strip, m^rks its third birthday Friday
John McGevern new to "David Harum"... Frank Readick added to (2S|) ... .Fred .Sample,^ former tra^^
Betty Forsling, radio ed of Newsweek, back f or N^eriah-Menasha,: Wi?^
"Front Page Farrell"
in harness after auto accident which bedded her 10 days. The guests of WNAM;
account exec, joins KMOX»
G, Gilman Johnson,
.N. Y, Post latest
show this week
on Dunninger-Paul
St. Louis, as national sales chief ....Ralph Atlass* Jr.. whose father
... Wirichell video
1
V
T^
r> * 91
of Manhattan dailies to come out with tele section, lJue Oct. il .... captains WIND, made his radio bow as spotter at the Northwestern^
Singer Joey Nash took oft for South America last week to fill a radio pu^due grid game
After studying Spanish the last year. Announcer
date in Buenos Aires.
jim Campbell and his wife are bound for Puerto Rico where they'll
Jane Ashman, former assistant to playwrightNick Keesely, Ted Mack and "Original Amateur Hour" troupe to sojourn several weeks
actor Eddie Dowling, is tedching radio and tele scripting at the HighChicago for the stanza's first out-of-town origination tonight (Wed.)
Announcer Franklyn MacCormack's volume
Jack Guilford reported auditioning a half-hour, cross-the-board day- land Park (111.) YMCA
Howard Cordery, ABC producer-director, first of poesy, " 'Why I Love You' arid Other Poems," now on the stands
timer for Mutual
guest speaker last night (Tues ) on Peter Martin's (ABC associate script Swift & Co. renewed its half-hour of "Breakfast Club" Monday (25)
editor) course at the New School on "Introduction and Survey to Tele- through J. Walter Thompson ... Fred Waring and Pennsylvanians
Brice Disque, Jr., scripted last Sunday's, (24» NBC "Living— originate their NBC show from Northwestern U,, Evanston, Nov. 29, 30
vision".
Bill Berns resuming his and Dec. 1.:.
1948" sequence observing UN's third anni
Mike Flannery, Minneapolis and Kaycee announcer, has
A recent joined WBBM's spieler staff
"Reducing Circle" on WOR for MacLevy's sylphing salon.
.CBS news analyst Edward R. Murrow
Jim Goldsmith, exitem to the contrary, Alonzo Deen Cole is still the contract writer of originated his Friday (221 comment, from Chi.
.KermittRaymond has Oliun Advertising staffer, now with KWK, St, Louis,
Pierre Andre
'Crime Photog." Has been for over five yearsv
sold the Fred Robbins "Nest," hour-long transcribed disk jockey show, and Harry Creighton's :newest package has Johivnymjacki Chi Bears'
quarterback, doing dramatics for moppets
Dolph Hewitt, of the
to more than tOO stations.
Radio actor Allan Stevenson cast in the new Maxwell Anderson le- WLS Sage Riders, has bought a house trailer that sleeps si.K.
Charles Oppenheim upped to
giter, "Anne of the Thousand Days".
assistant director Of CBS program promotion under Neal Hathaway f/Y
..,
...John Shea cast in"FBI In Peace & War "for next two sequences
Lou Aiken returns to WINX, where he was a newscaster before
Jack Manning, midand in Electric Theatre" for next Sunday (31)
'tb :be«;oihe
station
AVest product, follows up his Britisher role in "Theatre Guild" last ti'epiing; (iff to nianage iCXJRVi E<ltnbW
libnbred bn- the 20tii
Sunday (24) with a similar characterization Fridai (29) in "Ford The- aninouhcCT
WOR putting Russ Hodges into the 8:55-9 p.m. seg pending anrii of 'his elebtiOtt- a^^
atre".".
But Hy of the. NAB Public 'Tielations fe^
clearance (still uncertain) of a Harry Wismcr sports strip.
burgs (he's CBS Goasl liead) in town
enough oh their way: to Wit*
Gardner still keeps the five-minute spot on other Mutual outlets.
liaraaburg to, be feted by the .web's Earl Gammons.
.Dr. Dennis
Brogan, BBC political .analyst, and CBS correspondent Eric Severeid
IN
were highlighted in a panel discussion at Women's National Press
f-;'"",
j^^^-J'^o"
Bill Robson was given two weeks' leave b.v CBS to accompany Bay^^"T"
i,'''"^)""*^,''"^
to WRC-NBC
Bradford's
Johnny
tele journal over
mond R. Morgan to Paris where they'll try to talk Maurice Chevalier WMAL-ABC
WNBW-NBC being expanded from 15 to 45 minutes
Bradford, ininto emceeing a cafe show there to be tape-recorded for broadcast in
^idcntally, accepts an m\ard this week from the Society of Motion
Art Linkletter made a fast flight in from St. Louis so
this country
Eddie Dunstedter, P'cture Engineers for l"s father. Col. Nathan Levinson. the Warner
he could be on hand when his fifth born araived
Bros, technical topper
NBC proxy David Sarnoff, who made news
whose band at Santa Ana during the war was rated the all-time topper, past week with his alk at the UUratax de^
donned grease
"Romance" on CBS. .Charles
"^i." the
baton to backiround
is back
*a
"'c ,w€.i»^..
to
Mcjviv with
paint for tele.
.Bill Hcrson's WRC-NBC hospital campaign has netted.
Herbert drew the nod as producer o£ Revere Camera's new show headed i;. video
.j
,
.-i.
local infirmaries.
receivers,
with 16
coUab witli
by Jo Stafford and teeing up on ABC Nov. 11. He ll also collab
"rJo
Verne Smith is the Esty agency's choice
Fred Heider on the scripts
with
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DeMille over the juridical hurdles?
So, unless DeMille changes his
mind and gives in (with the most:
famous buck in radio) Weiss and
Mutual are just about washed up
with him and as far as they are
concerned there'll be no DeMille
dramatic series on their network;
Mutual's Walter Lurie is in town
to "worR op" DeMille and if he can
do it .where Weiss ' failed he'll acquire a new title superman*
Meanwhile,- ABC is reported
dickering with DeMille for the
series, originally: intended for. Mutual,
but without disclosing its
strategy, to break' down the AFRA
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mem-

bei-ship after he had put them to
an expense of $40,000 in fighting

CHICAGO

;

How, he asked, could

lar payoff.

he justify such an act to the

.

.

;

of his

to face a

.

i

.

dictates

Should DeMille be almike again without
being restored to good standing by
AFRA he would be hard put to engage actors to work for him.
While east Weiss met " with
*\FRA's George Heller and it was
pretty generally agreed that DeMille, h a V i n g lost in
everyi
court, should fork over, the buck
and without loss of face. Heller,
convinced the Mutual chieftain
that it would be with considerable
loss of face to him if he gave DeMille' a elean bill without the dol-

lowed

*

"

against the

conscience.

.

,

.

ss

than antagonize AFItA.
There's no law, however, Weiss and
Mutual' know, that forces a mali to
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There also are half a dozen
radio football shows in advance
and, after the games, including
a Sunday afternoon analysis by
Coach Bernie Bierman. The games,
nights.

.

too, are televised

by KSTP.

Games here also have been frequently broadcast over national
networks. Last Saturday (23), for
example, Bill Stern and Harry Wismer were on the air here covering
the Michigan-Minnesota game for
the NBC and ABC networks.
.

Radio

owners

set

have

com-

plained in letters to the newsr
papers about all six local stations
carrying the same Minnesota game
every Saturday afternoon and suggesting that they also be allowed
to listen to broadcasts of some -of
the. nation's other leading games.
But the Station managers point out
that their Univ. of Minnesota football broadcasts .are sponsored;
'

Farren's

WFIL

New

Tele Followup

Post

Continued from page 'iS
Philadelphia, Oct. 26.
William A. Farren. former specameras, for s,ome reason,,; made
events director at WFIL, lias their brand of slapstick" mtich
named program director ^^ easier to take. Same held true for
..
ifill the vacancy created when Jack Borrah Minevitch
s Harmonica RasSteck was appointed manager of cals. This group has replaced any
programs and production for straight music they once played
WFIL-TV.
with
some wonderful slapstick
A veteran of 22 year,s in the centered around pint-sized Johnny
broadcasting field. Farren has been Puleo and, despite the longevity
with WFIL for five years, as an an- of. the shoulder-slapping routine,
nouncer and special events\ man. Ihey still looked, plentj good. In a
Farren stai ted with .KDKA, Pitts- surprise ending, Berle inlroed the
I

(cial

.

]

lieen

.

,

.

,

i.

,

M-G-M—

Herman

Mgt.:

!

j

LOU CLAYTON

and. was a special events 70-year-old Emma Francis, who beannouncer on NBC's Niew York gan terping at the old Bowery

burgh,

K.S.'l'.
I

I

'staff.

A

-

theatre, N. Y., nearly 50 years ago.
•
••
^
Agile
septuagenarian did
a neal
soft-shoe number and then teamed
with Berle, imitating Pal Rooney,
in
a cake-walk routine, which
brought them off to solid applause
from the studio aud. Allan Roth
and his orch backed the show in
their usual top-drawer style.

".^

Sponsor Gives a Reason

In Utah This is Your Best

.

•

Why
Buy!

I

I

I

I

"Tou aro doing an .«zoeptio]}«
ally good job in promotixig
our program, whi ch 1b greatiy
appreciated by both the
sponsor and ourselires • Tou
deserve a low bowl"*

'

'

•

>

rector.

!

'

1

I

Excerpt from a loHor from a
notional adveriiMr,
Copy of

'

;

entir* fetter on requeit.
'

I

it's aimed at youngsters,
clothing manufacturers sponsoring the show obviously hope to
ippeal to parents as well so as to
get their message across. And the
idea of having a 30-inch iiiarionelto
wrestling and "throuihK" a full-

'

:

'

properly
plioney
grunts,
[groans and grimaces is something
to cause even the kiddie-viewers to
iurn away,' lei alone their eiders
Tliai idea capped the past week'.s
(21) broadcast and it just exempli-'
fied the preceding 25 miTtules.
'

John

Blair

&

Co,

'

I

'

.

RUTH
STORY"
DiMcrioa:

LOU IRWIN

m sm HONEYMOON
SECOND

There's a lot of warm human Interest . . and lots of
gaiety, too, when Bert Parks (of Stop the Music and
Break the Bank fame) gets the ladies to tell him why they

want A second honeymoon. Each day's winning story
gets a free luxurious trip for two— a real second honeymoon—along with a host of other exciting prizes. And
the,"Heart of Gold" letter contest gives women everywhere a cliance for additional priises.
Get all the details from your ABC representative or

all

the

I

National Representativt

di-

.

i

the

grown man, who goes through
I

program

'

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
4:00 PM est
j

I

in

"THE
BABE

1

1

situations.

Tliough

I

Apticurliiflf

i

ing to relieve the haplia^^rd contiauity and poor development of
,

NOW.
'

WLIB

Elfert,

'

•

"Adventures of Okey-Dokey" on
DuMont (7-7:30 p m Thursday)
continues to be a poorly produced
show tliat presents biliiations oven
Icids find hard to swallow
Wendy
Barrie is the peg on v\liich the halfhour hangs and she does a very
convincing and sincere job with
llie kids who run in and oul of the
camera scope, but she can do noLh-

Bess,

general
manager, is syndicating the pro
gram for sale to indies in other
iireas. Package is being written by
Richard Condon, and - will be pr6i.
j ,
«
r^. -.

j

You"
SHOW

Island with

THIS CAMEIi

FREDDIE LI6HTNER

cordings of pop music.

I

KviTj- yiriln.v yitf. »:R0

Jock

sions. Titled "Masquerade," show
will feature Melvin In takeoffs on
film and radio celebs between re-

I

"On an

Style Disk

Ne^v style in di,sk jockeying will
be unveiled by WLIB, N.Y. Postowned, indie; Nov. 1 when nitery
performer Allan Melvin will tee
off an afternoon across-the-board
liour show of platters and impres-

ABC

PROGRAM DEPARTMENT
30 Rockefeller Plaisa-Ctrcle 7-5700

RADIO

VgdwaJay^ October 27,

3S

George
Kaufman,' Reuben MamouUan

services of such people as

Adventure Shows Top

S.

Tele Chatter

and others.
The duo also proposed that sevBB Continued from pace 27 ss
eral sponsors get together to: teleContinued from page 2$ sss
26.
vise a full-length play to take up
formed
TV
firm
that
title
habits
infringed
listening
of
A' survey of
to two and a half hours. In that through Fridays from 7 a.m. to rett, 4 to 4:30; "Stardust," featuron
their
"Sci-een
Snapshots"
and
high
school
pujunior and senior
way,
they
will
declared,
pe)|:formers
requested
has been ing interviews with show biz celebs,
Telefilm
equipment
Full
to
change
6
title
p.m.
adventurethe
pils showed that
Columbia Pictures has pur- be able to do the wot'k As the
drama radio show, including mys- chased two and one-half minute author and performers in the orig- delivered for the station's original to be conducted by Wendy Barrip
avenue, N. Y„ studio, in association with Photoplay .mag,
teries murder and westerns, tops spots on KFI-TV for special
tele- inal show intended it and they Madison
programs.
preferred
the list of
trailer plugging "Walk a Crooked could concentrate on getting the from which the entire daytime log 4:30
to
4:45,
and "Stories by
Nineteen diilerentj
The information is based on Mile"
full meaning of the role without will originate.
Peter," featuring sculptor Peter
more than 34,000 returns find took
having to concentrate on what not shows are listed daily, starting Hayward, 5 to 5:15. Interspersed
The
months to tabulate.
five
with "To Your Health," slotted in among all
to-say.'
these
will.be spot, an*
habits
were
sugchoolage listening
The Hartmans feel that while the 7:15 to 7:30 a.m. slot, which is nouncements, clock-weather-temJohn Boyt, who formerly did lepervised by the city's board of edtc
be -conducted by Harold J. peirature, spots, news shows,"
git and video art: work in New transference of legit to tele is logietc;
ucation radio 'station heads.
the Roilly Health Instical, radio cannot he as easily trans- Reilly, of
At 6 p.m. daily,
will switch
York,
crime,
has
the
stubeen
okaying
named
art
director
Besides
(Station tees off daily
planted. Proof is that the radio tute, N. \
down to, its studios in the John
dents, from the 7th grade through of WENR-TV . Ernie Simon, disk shows transferred to tele: haven't at 7 a.n\. with five minutes of
Wanamaker
store, N. Y., to pick np
quiz
shows
and
the 12th, approved
jock, is mulling three video ven- worked out too well. Sole excep- "clock -weather - temperature" gnits regular evening programming^
giveaway programs. The results tures and has signed for a fourth. tion is "Author Meets the Critics" nouncements, followed by 10 min-,' starting
with Bob Emery's "Small
showed that the 7 to 9 p.m. Sunday
Chi Television Council will and that's because a critic: or writer utes of news.)
Fry Club."
night slot is best listening time, sponsor a national tele conference defending his stand will forget him"Your Schpol Reporter," deSunday
afterand
with Saturday
here in Feb
Gfcne Scrow check- self and; give out with some robust^ signed foi high school students bedaytime
perileading
ing out as a
noons in the
engineer to, movements
which is right up fore they set out for school, is in
take over as chief engineer at tele's alley.
ods.
the 7:45 to 8 segment, conducted
WJTV, Syracuse, N. Y.
WGNby Hal Cooper, former co-director
; Continued from page 19
TV will lens si.^: Catholic High
Dock Street Theatre,
of the
School League grid games.
It
Charleston, S. C. From 8:30 to 9 500.
In addition, Sunday video
marks the first time locally that
will be "Your Television Babysitthe Actors' Studio
pre-college football has -been proter," designed to hold the atten- presentations on ABC; also the.
Conttnued from page 23
Continued from page 23
grammed, on a commercial basis
ABC imports commentators five stations in the N. Y. area is tion of the household moppets Theatre Guild videocasts are sched»
.
filiates of "Angel in the Wings,"
done last Sunday (24) night, and Earl Godwin, George Hicks, Tris limited to 7.6% of tlie total, as it while the housewife starts her uled for a return under General
"Street Scene," upcoming next Goffin, Harrison Wood and Bauk- was Oct. 19; the other broadcasters early morning cleaning. It's to be Foods sponsorship. Latter may go
segment
Sunday ( 31 ) since neither has haee to WENR-TV for its midwest apparently can see little sense in conducted by Pat Meiklev wife of into a Sunday night
network coverage of election re- trying to buck
Cooper and former co-director if NBC refuses ,to spot it in the
iever been made into a. feature picTexaco with ambi'
turns on Nov. 2. Charts and other
with him of the Dock Street play- 8 to 9 p:m. period, as Guild insists.
tare. Tentative plans after that call
visual aids are in preparation to tious productions of their own. As house. "Morning Chapel,'': an interAlready keen competition has
lor Ralph Bellamy to star in "This show balloting v trends
result, loggings of the other, staa
Nick
.
and TV
Thing Called Love" and Jose Fer- Brauer, engineer, has been upped tions during that segment read denominational religious show de- developed between
signed mostly, for shut-ins, is dramatic shows, with Phiico comrer to recreate his "Cyrano de to studio supervisor for WTMJ-TV, like this:
peting in its first half hour with
Bergerac." Neither of these has {Milwaukee
WCBS-TV (CBS), remote pickup slotted ia the 9:15 to 9:30 time.
Dave Garroway,
Other "production" shows dur- the new Helen Hayes dramatic
been produced by Hollywood.
disk jock, is handling commercials of the N. Y. Herald-Tribune Forum
Under plans conceived before the for Motorola on WENR-TV's box- that night, but usually a feature ing the day include "Amanda," series on CBS, and during its secseries was launched, Bert Lytell, ing bouts
film; "Operation Success,'' ^ public featuring colored actress Amanda ond half running into the opposl'*'
now serving as program supervisor
service sustainer from 8 to 8:30, Randolph, 9:45 to 10; "Your Tele- tion of the U. S. Steel-sponsored
and liaison on the show between
and film shorts from 8:30 to 9; vision Shopper,'.' featuring Kathi "Theatre Guild of the Air" radio
NBC-TV and Actors Equity, will be
WJZ-TV (ABC), film shorts from, Norris, 10 to 10:30; Bill Slater's series on ABC.
On the variety front, DuMont
starred soon in one of the hour8 to 8:30 and. a simultaneous TV "The Picture Behind the Picture,"
Play now under
long legiters.
pickup of radio's "Town Meeting 10:45 to 11; "Okay, Mother," star- has the. early-evening "Original
Continued from page 23
consideration is "Bad Man."
of the Air" during the second halft ring Dennis James, 11 to 11:30; Amateur Hour" eO-mlnute program
- Whether the major film com- foi'mer in television must project hour; WPIX (N. Y. Daily News), "Women's Cluh," featuring Irene while the. Ed Sullivan "Toast of
"
panies' 'ban on. kinescoping will as though working in a legit or interviews at a Shubert theatre Murphy, 11:45 to noon; song inter- the Town'* 9 to 10 show on CBS
limit Phiico to staging only those variety house. For that reason, a' legit opening, 8, to 8:15, and tlien lude by Ted Steele, 12:15 to 12:30, competes with the Phiico dramatics
legiters which have never been radio actor, who projects as far as film to 9, but usually film for the and a record rouiidup, conducted on NBT, itnd Admiral's "Welcome
Aboard" at 7:30 to 8 on NBT.
filmed remains to be determined. the mike only, will be lost on, video. entire hour, and
(Newark), by Stan Shaw, 12:.40 to 1:30.
Once the non^interconnected affili- To some extent, tele has been re- no program.
From 2 p.m. to 2:30 will be seen,
On th^ gabber front, ABC's Walates start the series, though, it's tarded by radio people who think
Value to the sponsor of the^Tex- "By Request,, featuring teletran- ter Wincirell (at $7,500 a Week),
expected they'll want to continue for the ear only. Fi-ed Coe, who aco show was revealed in a recent scriptions of any DuMont night- competing with the first 15-min•without a break/ And another hitch directs the Phiico Playhouse, is one Hooper survey, which disclosed a time show requested by viewers. utes of "Toast of the Town" and
in kinescoping plans would defi- of the directors who has been able sponsor identification figure among "The Needle Shop," starring Alice the Phiico show, ,^nd Drew Pearnitely create that break. Iiist of 18 to grasp, visual deriiands of the new viewers of over 95.
Combining Burrows, goes from 2:30 to 2:45; son ($5,000), also on ABC, may hit
cities 'that will' receive the show medium. If tele continues to make that with' the 92.4 share-of-audience "Society
Page,"
conducted *y the tele cameras' after the first of
via transcriptions, added to NBC- as much progress as has been evi- listing racked up by the show last Charles Tranum, 3 to 3:30; "Cook- the year for simultaneous broad*
TV's seven-city east coast web, to- |dent in the past year or so, then week demonstrates the audience ling School," 3:30 to 4; "And Every- casts, which would intensify the
thing Nice,'' starring Maxine Bar* competitive rating race.
tals 25 cities, that will be airing it.
the medium will be able to use the reached by the commercial plug:
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"you need your head examined,
Boniface"
WOR to smiA and say "we told you so" to advertisers.,

Boniface wants
;Just

SOLID.
because most of our ^>owerful participation shows are sold out

Nope,

we won't do it, Boniface.

Anyhow,

if

the gentlemen step lively,

we may be

able to squeeze

them in

^SOMEWHERE-.,
standees will
And, although in some cases there** standing room only, the first
down at the feast of sales when someone vacates.

ibe the first to sit

WOR's

diiily ''s«ll-out"

participating showsi,

Breaicfast witli Dorothy
Tiie WIcCanna at

and

Dicic

Homo

Martlia

Doano

Lunciieon at Sardi's

Tho Barbara WoHoa Show

The Udlos' IMan
Charlotto

Adams

(Sat. only)

Coming; Two groat televiaion stations .

WOR-TV,

NEW YORK

. . .

WOR

mutual

.

CHANNEL 9

. .

WOlC, WASHINGTON,

D. C

1

;

1

'

"

:

,1!
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84
Scenes from Gre*t Plays"
llWCr's camp.
While tlje three-mah committee
representing 18 major agencies In
the American Assn. of Advertising
Agencies has made no new overtures to the writers in more than
« week, a flurry of activity undoubtedly induced by the impendinS strike call was reported Monday on the agency-sponsor front
Tom Brownj head of the Assn. flif
J 'iCrrtat

.

dttliluttial* cafltt* Imto

Bowles' Slide-Rule

Radio Reviews

:

Continued: from pag* 11

Contlnutd from pait IS

j

appeaU never quite get the chance hints to housewives, Adelaide
familiar
to
femme*
to show their fair wares. The Har- Hawley,
low Burgess orch is similarly handi- throtigh her newsreelj radio and
capped. Best support is that of an^ video stints, conducts the cross*
nouncer Bill Roddy who backdrops the-boarder. Hers is a facile,
an^ straights for Sherman excel- friendly delivety that assures dialer attention.
National Advertisers tadio countil, lently and garners his due share of
Miss Hawley's formula in keepTed.
planed to Cincinnati, home of listener reaction.
ing femme listeneis hep to fashion
P&G. The soap outfit, meantime,
trends is to make a batter consistdispatched tWd emissaries to Hqilly' ROMANCE
ing of streamlined interviews with
Foyle")
„
,
wood to sit in on the talks: there ("KittyCharlotte
Panl
style
authorities, "out-of-the-maiU
Lawrence.
With
between the^vvritersianid 'produ
Dubov, Ben WriKht, John Hol- bag" audience problems, newsRitG Ayais .said by; i
land, Larry Dobkin, Ted Von worthy fashion squibs and top it
the
most det^^niined holdout.
Eltz. Kay Miller; Roy Rowan, an- off with tips on how to remake
Lever Bros., tiiese same sources
one's outmoded skirts, etc.
nouncer
Among Miss Hawley's intersaid, was Willing tb, sign' up, biit Writer: Charles S. Monroe
wouldn't break ranks.to do :s6,
Producer-Director: Norman Mac- viewees were style expert Eliza-

attention to his radio, presentations, platter is never played twice at
Bowles is 'spending no money of same station. Dramatic statements
and phrases are culled from letters
any kind on newspapers. As a re- to Bowles by interested persons,
sult of his radio campaign, he's get- and are aired
after waivers have
tmg reams of newsuaper space been obtained from Individuals'
never before achieved by a Demo- concerned.
crat in this state. Productions are
Scripting and production of raslanted two ways, from standpoint
dio shows are under Jean Joyce, exof radio production and standpoint
Herald Tribune feature ;writer and
of newsworthiness, and, are slanted
onetime, associated with production
to get highest listening interest
of Bowles radio chats from Washand audience.
ington., Douglas Bennett, a veteran
First section consists of triof the advertising business, toweekly series of 15 minute e.t.'s gether with
Bowles mapped out
over the 11 dominating radio stathe radio campaign policy.
tions of the state. Duplication of
'Guild top'Bfers^'Q^^
programming is being eliminated,
structions" JOr the strike,. 8t';,siiih«
V'here it serves no apparent worthultairieous
regional ,,meeti^^
while purpose. These platters conand Holly vVbOd Monday
iN,¥.
sist of patter by three citizens 'on
night. 'Notification to all Authors'
issues of campaign,' Citizen speaks
Continued from page 21
League members, to withhold ma.,
ers come from a varied assortment
Godfrey isjterial from the blacklisted shows
of crafts and occupatibns, etc. All the Saturday seg.).
are identified by name, address, doing his best, during his closmg effective yesterday went' out over
occupation, marital status. AH, re- daysj to inveigle his fans into stick- the weekend,
Network-packaged shows, such
late their problems and reason ing around for Sexton. Latter will
why they will vote for Bowles. take an Intro bow from Marble gs "My Friend Irma" and Arthur
Godfrey's
"Talent
Scouts,"
of
Three voices take up a goodly por- next Saturday (30).
Sexton, whose air name on course aren't aifected by the strike.
tion of an air show. Utilization of
Other shows in the clear include:
the three, voices keeps show in- WCBS will be Jack Sterling, will be
teresting and varied. Bowles real- up against a bevy of earlybird per- Jack Benny, Edgar Bergen, Spike
izes only too well what a lot of sonalities, however, and they'll be Jones, "Truth or Consequences."
Costello, Faye-Harris,
politicians don't, that it is very backed by major promotional bids Abbott
"Screen
Guild
Theatre,"
Kay
.difficult to keep spieling for a solid for the audience he hopes to In
- has
earmarked a Kyser, "Lum *n' Abner." "Pruden15 mmutes without getting boring. herit;
tial
Hour," "Stars Over HollyLast four minutes of the quarter, wad of coin for newspaper space to
I

I

;

,

I

!

,

,

,

:

:

Godfrey

:

-

Godfrey ites over to Bob wood," Dorothy Lamour, Burns &
WOR, with oldtimer John Allen, Ozzie & Harriet. John Nesin solidly with enough bitt, Eddie Cantor, "Duffy's Tavearly-tuners to rate next to God- ern," "Life of Riley," Bob Hope,
frey in -gome periods, has enlarged Dehnis Day. Bing Crosby, Judy
his time block and will hpyo his Cj.nova, "Date with Judy," Jack
Carson, "Junior Miss," Meredith
promotion
WJZ, which looks upon its Wal- Willson. Jimmy Durante. "Blond"People Are Funny," GE
ter Kiernan as a personality of the ie."
Godfrey stripe, and Bulova indie 'House: Party," "Henry Aldrich,"
WNEW, with its zany Rayljurn & "Sherlock Holmes,""Mr. and Mrs.
Finch duo, also expect to be close- North." Fred Allen, Herb Shriner,
up, if. not out front, when the God- "Theatre Guild," "Inner Sanctum,"
frey-less ayem ratings are un- "Stella Dallas," "Backstage Wife,"
..
"Superman," "Gangbusters," '"Sam
veiled;
Godfrey's WTOP (Washington, Spade,", "Famous Jury Trials,''
D.G.),
stint,
which is: of eyen "Mr. DA," "Lorenzo Jones," "Just
ionger standing than his N.V. spot, Plain Bill," "Big Story," Milton
wiu be taken over by Eddie Galla- Berle, Groucho Marx, "Ross Dolan.
her, a D.C. gabber who has been Detective." (This is a partial, intending a couple of WTOP se- complete list.)
quences titled "Sun Dial" and
"Moon Dial." He'll do a heavier
turn than did his predecessor, however, taking over the 7:45-8, 8: 15-9
!l
and 9;05r9:25 segments, whereas
Continued from page
e 20
Godfrev segments were limited to seen to
swallow up '60% or moi'c
7.45-8 and 8.15-8:30.
of Ihe overall audience.
One of these localities, as a ease
in point, is Boston's listener ai-ea.
'More people of New England hear

hour :sesh. Is taken over by Bowles woo
,

to

1

i

:

program

film-tele

outfit.

If

:

radio.

Coi.

Nussbaum Back
In

Army Uniform

Washington, Oct. 26.
Gol. Howard L. Nussbaum, pre-:
war producer and director for NBC,

has been: recalled to active duty
With the Army Air Forces and assigned to be chief of the radio

BEHIND THE PULPIT
Howard Mashmeier, ruest

time last year.
During the war Col. Nussbaum
set up the first Air Forces radio
branch in Washington. Later he
was Air Force radio officer for the
European Theatre and helped build

clergy.^

men'
5 Mirfs.; Mon-'to^Sat., 8:55 a.m.
Sustaining:

;

WPTR, Albany

Program,' deviating from the, the AF station
at Luxembourg. He
usual format for a religious broad"^:
also was radio officer for the Potscast, packs a modicum of meat:

and

Baseball Biz

punch and interest.
program manager

WPTR

<

The dam Conference.

inter-

views an area clergyman for a
week, asking his views on reli.-;
gious problems and contemporary
questions, as well as delving into
his experiences and background.'

,

.

I

'

Such

I

Writers Strike

York

subsequent pressings of this series
are in the same vein as the audition disk, there's no reason why
this down-torearth "fashion flash"!
won't become a fixture in daytime

branch of AAE public relations.
Dunstedder backgrounded Lately. Col. Nussbaum has been on
mood music on organ. a special assignment with the U. S.
Edbo,
embassy in Greece: He was with
Warner Bros, in Hollywood for a

Eddie

,

S Contimicd trom page Zl

Mortimer Frankel produced the
package for Murphy-Lillis, New

neatly ^:with

.

:

—

first place.

,

|

interest
througliout entire period of his slot.

"Soap Selling" department winds
up the third segment of the air
campaign. Here, endorsements in
dramatic fashion are aired in oneminute spots over 15 stations
throughout the week. All e.t.'s are
continually changed so that same

.

.

why gals have to
outflts
it's because they
seek to impress other yromen since
aren't style conscious in the

men

,

Gambling

mamtain listening

'Trained seal Dept.'
Second section of his radio campaign is tagged "the trained seal"
department.
Here well known
personalites, both" politically and
nationally known, give forth with
flveTminute spiels on. why Bowles
should be elected. A variety of
statewide' radio stations carry these
transcriptions.
People such as
Nathan Straus, onetime housing adnimislrator, Senator O'Mahoney,
James Roosevelt, Walter Reuther,
have cut. sides lor air delivery and
exploitation. Eight of these sides
are scheduled for weekly delivery
over each station.

:

Smith.

for his personal message. Point
is that Bowlesf speeeh is capsuled to what newspapers would
ordmarily print of a 15-minute
talk.
Therefore he Is parlaying
more saleable merchandise into his
show than would, have been garnered
under ordinary circumstances.
Radiowise, Bowles, who
had' a weekly' air show while with
OP A in Washington, is determined

here

called

.

have new

,

&

,

Hawes who brashly

the real reason

a hardy perennial for CBS over
has occasionally
It
the years.
latched on to a sponsor", but for the
most part has been the CBS netUnder
Work's champ sustainer.
that status it's back on the airlanes
in the 10-30 a.m. slot Saturday,
piped in from Hollywood, retaining
its tried and true format of tab
versions of romantic. stories geared
strictly for the hausfraus taking a
breather: from household chores.
An adaptation of Christopher
Morely's ''Kitty Foyle," which
clicked as a -film, made a formid'able kickofF vehicle Saturday (23),
The saga of the girl from the other
side of the track.s who made good,
romantically and otherwise, was
neatly telescoped within the limited playing time and held interest
Charlotte Lawrence
throughout.
essayed titular role in neat style;
with good support from other cast,
Moore'S;
Charles S.
members.
scripting was compact and Norman
Macdonnell's diiection up to par.

I

,

,

fashion as merely so much "spinach,'^ model entrepreneur Harry.
Conover and his wife. Candy
CBS, from Hollywood
The "Romance" series has been Jones. Latter deftly summed up

i

WNBG

beth

donnell
^
30 Mins.; Sat., 10:30 ajs. (EST)
Sustaining

".

'

mattfM's

as

.

fundamentalism

vs; liberalisiiv in religion, spiritual

Braves and Rod Sox games healing and Russia and Commuthan listen to any other single Bos- nism are frankly, if briefly, 'diston radio feature. A chart recently cus-sed. ,:•:
the

s

I

•

The clergyman also is given an
went .for .the; produced by Pulse showed that
opportunity to draw a statistical
It was inked in Hollywood WHDH. the "Boston
deal.
baseball staby a committee of five, including tion,'! was not the' most listened-to picture of his particular denomiKarl 'Kramer of MCA; George station all the time, but it was nation and congregation. He also
offers
"the good word for the day"
Gruskin of the Morris office; Ihird among eight leading stations
a quotation from the Bible.
Bernic Luber, Amusement Enter- in a 20-inonth average for 18
hours
Religious broadcasts are, by their
prises; Edgar Bergen and Adrian of programming per
day.
very nature, apt to be somewhat
McHalrnan of .Attists' Managers
Mounting interest in play-by-play self-limiting as to audience. This
..;::^:.;,./?:.::-:;'V,:';
:;

liam Morris

-office

i

I

I

I

,

I

—
.

,

ACTIVE TELEVISION
And RADIO WRITER
Currently .writing

show

seeks

introduced
to:

,

in

top

live-wire

tho

televlilon

agent;

woll

New York market

take care of finanetal arrange-^

menti and to moke new contact!.
Write Box 940, Variety
154 West,4ith Str«tt

New rork19.

^

N. Y.

V' .''v',,V::,V
Guild; -.i':
descriptions
of
spring
training
In N. Y., 18 packagers signed, in- camp games has
been a big factor
cludmg Frank and Anne Hummert i,, spreading out baseball program(Air Features), Sherman Dryer .mng into as much a
major feature
Bernard Prockter, Robert Maxwell for the independent as the
normal
Associates, Ed Byron Productmns, 39 weeks of Benny,
Hope Allen
Frank Cooper Les et al. are lor the web affiliates!
t*..5iiH°"^'
Mitchell,
Laurence Hammond, Hi And baseball is a seven-dav a week
Brown. Manny Rosenberg, Phillips proposition.
Lord, Lou Cowan
and Jerry Baseball, additionally, has the
advantage of being strictly local in
,
.
r^l."^' ,
,
Thus
far, however, only one ad, appeal, its
"performers" beingagency has brolten ranks H. B. thanks in part to the buildup
by
P'^^^'
pages-intimate personali'P^^'^"
?hHc?^''^^^
^^'"^n
Christian
Monitor
Views the News" ties to dialers

.

is no exception,' in fact it may
certain respects be more so
than the general run; However, a
sound and laudable attempt is
made, in informally focusing the
spotlight on tlie guest to bring his
personality and viewpoints closer
to listeners;
Feature would hold
greater appeal if the representa>
tjon of guests were wider. Joco.

one

6

1

i

on

ABP

and the Episcopal Church's

The Hooper-happy, b

.

in

,

:

::Followup

If

Designed to
vertiser's

a

It's

Especially

Suit the

Ad-

Needs.

PRODUCERS OF

Comment

HINT HUNT

o h a 1
Al Jolson was really banging
specializing indies are Only sorry
that they can't stretch the proposi- 'em out on "Kraft Music Hall" last
.Thursday (21), inviting the studio
lioii over 52 weeks.
audience to pitch the titles to him.
His "Me and My Gal," "Toot, Toot,
jTootsie," "Quarter-to-Nine"
'"Vou Made Me Love You" medley
backed by Lou Bring's orch was in
the best .Tolie tradition and
t^pntinued from ftage' .is
was strictly bigtime.
become one of toprated Sliows in
If a n y t h i n g, last Thursday's
the Procter & Gamble programstanza suggested that, even more
iming roster and NBC's top Satur- so than the
current Jolson-Oscar
day night audience puller.
But Levant-guestai- tormat, with its upKdwards. it's reported, has .some land-down spontaneilv and loose
qualms about the show and its give- .scripting, a half-hour of unadultera« ay aspect, and apparently is ated Jolsoniana with a Levant]
deeply concerned over the attitude piano accomp would be the ideal

I

"Feature

a

It's

Production"

s

LADIES BE SEATED

I

I

'

I

and

SOMETHING TO TALK ABOUT
BRAND NEW BRIDES

MAN ON

THE

FARM

'

Ralph Edwards

I

;

KMH

I

\

AVAILABLE FOR
SPONSORSHIP

'

,

I

,

t

0

wa

r

d giveaways expressed by
NBC prexy. who

KMH

i

"dream" show.

SHOOT THE
LET'S

K-l-D-S

MOON

CLEAN UP
CARNIVAL

PUT 'N TAKE.

iNilcs Trammell,
I

Kdwards numbers among

his close

Iriends.

While the "T or C" emcee
I

feels,

on the one hand, that Trammell
may eventually be placed in the

Transcription Review

FASHION

FLASHES
on the
show, the NBC prez denies cohtem- With Adelaide Hawley
plating any such move. It's a case, Producer -director: Mortimer
.'-Frankel •::.,
it's figured, of Edwards putting his
5 Mins., Mon. thru Fri.
jfriendship for Trammell above fiOn the basis of several samples
nancial gains.
position of putting the skids

I

'

'

.^.^

MvVhat a

terealefasti iVtike;

Bananas, cream and Wheatieal

P&G

trom an
Flashes"

i,udition platter, "Fashion
is a
five-minute

Just how
would react lO:
any such move hasn't been lipped.. chit-chat of

brisk

styles,'

grooming and

PRODUCTIONS
228 N. LaSali*

St..

State 3156

Chicago

:
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WLAMW

From Sam Morse

and

other.i services, "I

HCA'8 unveiling of Ultrafax here Thursday ?2n"hLued°afo„1of
the great wonders of tJie age. was notable for the manner in
which
it was staged as well as the significance of the
gmpared with an eylier event 104 years ago in thedemonstration
oirsupreme
urt in the Capitol-Jvhen Samuel F. 3. Morse tapped out
the fi^st
telegraphic message the ceremony Itself at the Library of
CongreM
grovlded a contrast as marked as the new speed-of-lieht comlunication marvel.
A roomful of Congressmen saw Morse inquire "What Hath CnA
Wrought?" on that crude telegraph key of 1842. Many nersonVIn
New York Philadelphia. Washington saw and heard '^he
ilned, elaborate Ultrafax equipment in operation and the principals who directed and descn^bed the demonstration via radio
and

Xam"

Vipeo.

There were other contrasts. Morse just sat at a table and hoped
his gadget would work for the assembled guests. But on the stage
of Coolidge Auditorium an announcer stood readuig a script while
television cameras and microphones recorded his every expression
•nd sound for audiences far removed. And on another part of the

itage, the men who engineered Ultrafax came out to speak their
Sarts while other cameras and mikes picked up their faces and
ords. .
Then from the darkness of the "live" audience a beam of light
would be thrown on a screen and a film would appear showing
the workings of Ultrafax—the "flyfaig-spot" television scanner at
the sending terminal, the transmission of the televisibn image over
a microwave relay system, the reception of various messages, documents, maps on the television kinescope or "picture tube" from
which incoming material is recorded on motion picture film or on
photographic paper.
Next, the curtains would part and the Ultrafax equipment unveiled. Now would come the great sensation, with a big clock recording the seconds: the entire wordage of the 1,047 page novels
"Gone With the Wind," would be transmitted from the NBC Wardman Park television station to the Ultrafax receiver. All eyes were
directed by the announcer's script to the Ultrafax monitor. The
pages were flicking by a million words a minute. The time was announced: "two minutes and 21 seconds." It would take half as long,
said the announcer, with another receiver being developed.
It was a good show. Lou Ilassam's script was in the best docutnentary tradition and John Batchelder, who had rehearsed it five
times, gave a flawless reading. Brig. Gen. David Samoff, who suggested telecasting the ceremony, interpolated ad libs into his prepared speech like a veteran actor. Like the others he wore television "greasepaint."
Last but not least, in further contrast to Morse's day, there
was an elaborate press kit for the local and visiting scribes who
came from everywhere to cover the event. It was the work of Jay
Boyen, NBC and RCA publicity chief in Washington.

Radlo-TV Preps Election
Continued from ;p«f« 1

transoceanic radio relay service."
Properly spaced, he said, tin "aiflift" comprised of 12 to 14 suitably
equipped planes could be established between the U. S. and Eu-

Remote TV pickups will include Times Square.
DuMont
Newsweek has assigned more than two dozen staffers, headed by Its top analyst!!,
Raymond Moley, Ernest K. Lindley
and Kenneth Crawford, to cover
the results. Mag's correspondents
throughout the country will feed in
reports to WABD's N. Y. Studio A.
Out-of-town feeds will be to Wash?
ing and New Haven.

Winchell and Drew Pearson, i^holt
be spotted befoi;e the ikes atterr
nately every hour during the evening. NBC is counting heavily on;
its tieup with Life magazine, under which the Ijuce pub picks up
the eastern-network tab and also
assigns staffers to''the coverage <as
during last summer's Democratic
and Republican conventions).
DiiMont, plenty miffed at A. Ti
& T.'s granting of the northbound
Washington-New York c o axial

rope.

Sarnoff described Ultrafax as
"an offspring of television." Its potentialities, he said, raises so many
political and: social problems that
a. new
national communications
policy 'Should be considered and
established by Congress, with the
legitimate interests of private in^
dustry and government agencies
given careful study.
The demonstration was witnessed by high officials of the Government and industry and featured
a word for word transmission of
the 1,047 page "Gone With the
Wind" from the NBC tele station
uptown to the Library in less than
two and one-half minutes. The
transmission was from the band

shire;

—

—Coverage

Mutual

will

employ

cable exclusively to NBC, cutting the web's toprated gabbers, includ'*
other TV webs out of ing Gabriel Heatter, Fulton Lewis,
Washington originations, neverthe-: Jr., William L, Shirer, Bill Henry,
less expects to make an impressive et aL, with feeds to Hawaii, Alaska,
showing via a cooperative tie-in: and to the Canadian Broadcasting
with Newsweek. Unlike the Life- web, BBC, the French BroadcastNBC' setup, however, DuMont will ing System and the Armed Forces
simply provide the air facilities and Radio Service.
Main h.q. for N. Y. and
the news mag the "talent,'' with
east coast will lie: in Radio City's
no financial exchange involved.
Studio 8-H. Robert Trout, as at
CBS will count on its regulars
the political conventions, will have
Lowell Thomas, Edward R. Mur? the pivotal spot on; the radio .cov-.
plus a carefully
row, et al.
erage. Web claims its TV reiAotes
prepped coverage setup, to snare its will outdo competitors numerically
share of the dialers.
at least, originations being sched-c
AU webs, both radio and TV, uled from Washington, Baltimore,:
with the exception of DuMont,. Boston and Pliiladelphia in addi?;
have i n k e d bankrollers for the tion to N. Y. NBC-TV also will reElection Night spread, for. the first vive "Room 22," the politico-intertime, and' hence are off the. hook view feature established during
for most, of the expense this pub^ last isummer 's conventions.
W^b
lie
service formerly cost:: them. will erect a 15-by-20 foot projection
ABC; for instance, has sold its AM- screen on the front of Rockefeller
TV package (including Winchell, Plaza in N. Y., for Gothamites to
Pearson and the rest of the web's watch. Top commentators on the
gabber stable ) to Kaiser^Frazer TV show out of N. Y. will be Ben
for $118,000.
CBS' coverage on Grauer, John Cameron Swayze,
both, mediums will be sponsored Bob Stanton and Jim Stevenson. In
by Nash Motors; NBC-TV's midwest the midwest;: Alex Drier^.; Robert

DuMont and

'

NBC—

.

above 4000mc.

'

—

L. A. Dailies
Continued from page 2<

;

the I^ror broke into print. Having arrived' after the restrictive
covenant,' Micror doesn't feel bound
to obey the long cold war on radio.
art and copy as did
Citizen News, a Hollywood^ daily
of modest circulation. Otherwise
,

.

Washington's Description of Valley hookup by RCA-Victor; NBC's raForge, Tom Paine's.Gonunon Sense, dio coverage by Chevrolet, and Mu1776 issue of the Crisis, Paul tual's radio, coverage .by Curtis
Revere's commission as official Publishing Co.
messenger, Washington's "To BigDuMont BankroUer On Tap *
otry. NoSanction" letters. Bill of
DuMont has a prospective bankRights^ Lincoln's First. Abolition
plan; Gettysburg Address, Kos- roller on the line and hopes to get
last-minute
inkiitg.
a
General
Greene,
ciusko's Letter to
( Webs aren't the only ones; cashFranklin's Self-made Epitaph, JefConttatfied' fiou. paf a il^
ferson's Letters From Paris and ing in: on the new policy of selling
Election
Night
service.
WPIX,
Siam's
some
offer of
carry in 60 seconds the peak. load, paper even without interrupting the King of
N. Y. Daily News tele station, has
elephants to' Lincoln.
of message traffic cleared from the the program being viewed.
Exhibits now making: the rounds sold the evening to Ehlers coffee.
"Bear in mind," Sarnoff conPentagon in Washington In 24 hours
N.
Y.,
WOB,
has
sold
an
hour
preby
word-of^mouth.
Kids
coming
tinued, "that television is sent into
during the height of World War II. the air at the rate of 30 pictures home from school are telling news- ceding the Mutual pickup to
Shields & Co., an investment
per second. If we split the second papermen alMJut them.
^ Eliminates Film Exchanges
house.
Gen. Samoff said that it seems into 30 parts and use only 1/30
Most of the webs expect to dp
of a second for the transmission Of
TV pickups from the N. Y. hotel
enly reasonable to expect that as news columns, we
can send and
headquarters of the Demo and Rethe present system of Ultrafax receive several hundred words in
'Duffy'
pub
parties.
progresses that a new system of this fraction of a second. It would
aa GontJnned .from vage 19 sis
Here are some: of the individual
motion pict,ui?e distribution can be take only a few seconds to transmit the equivalent of a newspaper him because of the; $2,000,000 a webs' blueprints:-.
exABC—
the
tAs: at the conventions, £1-'
provided,
eliminating,
year time-and-talent tab.
by the Ultrafax process."
CBS is sitting tight in hopes of mer Davis will generalissimo the
changes. "As we make further
Aids Postoffice Dept.
^
Coverage will start
landing the show for the Sunday proceedings.
progress," he said, "we foresee the
Sarnoff said that just as mes- night at 8 period (Bergen is now !at 7 p.m., with K-F picking up the
possibi 11 ty of a combined service Isages and documents were beamed
in the same time slot on NBC). tab starting at 7:30. Studio 3-B in
of Ultrafax and television, capable through the air at the demonstraThat would bracket Bergen with (Radio City, N. Y., will be h.q., with
of transmitting a fulllength motion tion,, letters could also be transCBS' "Amos 'n* Andy."
Latter i3-G also being used for the TV
picture from a single negative in mitted and reproduced as exact
Besides Davis,
and
show, incidentally, knocked off a feed.
the production studio simultane- duplicates of the originals.
"Of 12 Hooper on its- first time up on Pearson, main »gabbers will be
ously to the screens of thousands course,'': he explained, "we -would the Columbia
web. With a 32% Walter Kiernan, George Gallup
of theatres throughout the coun- have to add hands and feet to this share of
audience, in opposition to and Erwin Canham. Web is send''
try."
winged messenger in order to pro- the Phil Harris stanza on NBC.
ing George Hicks, Tris Coffin,:
Gen. Sarnoff added that it is now vide a pickup and. delivery service
As part of its new bid for pro^ Baukhage, Harrison Wood and Earl
also "within the compass of one's that corresponds to our present gtammmg dominancCi CBS is push- Godwin to Chicago for midwest TV
imagination to foresee the day mail system. And here is where ing its "paper maneuvers" for a chores. Much of the, N. Y. originawhen through television and UUra- our Postoffice, with its thousands switchover of two toprated NBC tion will, be simultaneous AM-TV.
CBS—Studio 22 in N. Y. will be
.iax a radio newspaper may be de-; of letter-carriers and mail boxes, shows as a continued buildup of
livered through the air into every may find new opportunities for in- the Sunday night segments. One h.q., with Nash starting sponsorhome equipped with a television creased service to the public."
(Preliminary covof these, it's reported, involves ship at 8 p.m.
The RGA head foresaw the day "Duffy's Tavern," sponsored by erage: will start with Eric Sevareid's
set." It would be possible, he said,
to have the same transmitter that wlien Ultrafax, employing a sys- Bristol-Myers Wednesday nights on 6 o'clock news.)
John Daly will
telecasts the video program simul^ tem of operation including video NBC. If deal materializes, it's an- handle the running story of the retaneously broadcast the newspaper. and radio relays, could provide ticipated that, for discount pur- turns. Others, in the gabber line"In fact," he pointed out, "the not only an international television poses, the sponsor's other Wednes- up, include Don Hoi lenbeck and
'lame home receiver, with proper exchange but also handle the day NBC show, "Mr. District At- Ned Calmer, Allan Jacksom, Joseph
attachments, could print the news- equivalent of tons of: mail, news torney," would also move over.
C. ,Harsch and Norman' Broken-

McCormick and Ed Wallace
head

:

.

,

,

'

torial contests for control of: the

Senate.

:

Radio Station W2XMN-W2XEA
New York, owned by Maj. Edwin
H. Armstrong, FM developer, will
act as Continental's primary radio
relay diiAribution point.

Bergen,

MB Revamps By-Laws
Washington, Oct, 26.

I

.

WW

..

voting

'

dues,,

eliglbilily,

elections and the annual report,

the Association announced yester-

day

,

.

members' have approved,

affecting

,

-

NAB

four, proposed changes, in byrlaws

'

,

I

(25).

The amendments would
quire
I

|

i

(1 )

'2)

call

for

members,
payment of dues in

advance from new members along
with applications, {3) restrict eligibility for election to board of- directors: persons certified within
time limits set by secretary-treasurer, and give nominees five days
to refuse, nomination, (4) make
president's report on fiscal rather
than calendar year basis.

LAWRENCE
Htord CM

ARTHUI^ GODFREY TIME
Monday to
.

MOREY AMSTERDAM SHOW
Tuexiay, 10:30 to 11:00 P.M..

CBS

Dir«e«o«t

CENTURY

ARTISTS. LTD.. 38

EAST

NXT^

Coost-to-Coait

57th STREET.

NEW YORK

'.'

Friday. 10:30 to 11:30 AiM., N.Y.T.
.

CBS. Coast-to^Coait:

rcf

annual correction of excep

certified to vote for the

BILL
:

will

the. gabber staff.

Continental FM's Coverage
Washington, Oct. 26.
Special newsroom facilities will
be established by WASH-FM, Washington, in connection with election
coverage by Continental FM network beginning next Tuesday at
8 p.m.
Coverage will be directed by Joe
McCaffery, who handled party conventions in Philadelphia, with Paul
Green, formerly of United Press,
assisting.
Network plans to give
particular attention to key Sena-

'

.

.

/

the. deep freeze remains.
Among the documents the downtown dailies refused to publiciiie
were the Declaration of Independence, the Treaty of Paris,. George

:

^

:

Tab ran some

Ultrafax Hailed

'

.

-

;

35

cannot con-

any better peacetime use,"
he said, "to which some of our
military planes on the ground can
be put than to provide such a

ceive of

to Ultrafax

'

'

Appoarlaf at

BLUE ANGEL
For on iadcfiait* •nfogenieRt

r«rsonai Manager:

.:

RITCHIE LISELLA

,

.

1

.
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Capitol Grabs

Wednesday, October 27, 1948

Col Matches Rivals

m AH Directioiis For
(

Hollywood, Oct. 26.
Capitol Records Is on the verge
of announcing a deal with E. R.
(Ted) Lewis, head of British Decworks
ca, which has been In the
Coast
for several inonths. The
expects to release the de-

maiot

tails of

the arrangement some time

give Cap
later tJiis week. It will
Its,
distribution in England, where
for
pressings have been in demand

.

'

Capitol's

arrange-

ment with Lewis' Decca

label will

.

.

Barton to Court

but not always smooth, agreement with U. b.
Decca is not known. As It stands,
material
British Decca handles the
the
of its U. S. contemporary in
English record marts, and vice
Plus which Lewis' outht
versa.
London
last year established the
label in the U. S., Which disburses
English-made pressing for the
V. S. market only.

,

.

:

To Hold

i

;

;

.

.

N.Y.PubGrip

.

;

.

.

arrangeni«Bt
British
Capitol's
bolster recently completed
•will
contracts with Telefunken, of Germany, which calls for an exchange
counof masters between the two
Capitol
tries. This contract gives
throughout Europe,
distribution
England,
and
except for Russia
now being taken care of by the
Lewis pact. Sandor Porges set the
English deal, as well as the Telefunken and two others with Mexi-

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

;

.

U

.

due to go to
to widen the Capitol
arrangement there, struggling wax firm in
distribution
an outlet in sion days of the early
has
Currently, Capitol
also

depres- (Wednesday) when the 10 heaviest
'3Qsv to one of Barton's creditors wiU be asked
of the country's, three largest ^re- to show cause wliy Barton should
that country, but it's understood; cording companies of today merely
not -retain control of the firm.;
aim
will
trip
thai his forthcoming
by mirroring the U. S. to itself Among, them afe; Jewel Music,
for the same sort of master ex
*r"
»„.v,»nf «iii^h fiinv-*and presenting America's culture Kupperman St Del Guercio, Buddy
cliange a^anpment which chai *
"
Kaye, Johnny Earrow and Marty
company
s
the
of
acterizes most
the basic reason for Decca's suc- Symes,
Sammy Cahn, Prankie
other foreign deals.
cess, company prexy Jack Kapp
Porges is now in New York, but last week told students of Boston Carle, and, strangely enoughv Bar^
ton himself and one of his partners.
Capitol's
of
head
Rivers,
Walter
ar- University's' School of Public Re- Hank Sanicola,* who are listed as
division,
repertoire
and
artists
lations
owed $7,300 in salaries. In the
rived here over tlve weekend. Due
Kapp also stressed the im- event this group can stymie Bar^
in
to the complete lack of activity
of according, the works of ton's resumption of operation of
N Y., Rivers has come out here to portance
Gershwin and other contemporary the firm, another meeting of the
aid Jim Conkling, v.p. in charge
American composers the same same sort will be scheduled with
of all a & r. Whether that means
amount of dignity as that' given general creditors.
Capitol intends hitting a faster
Bach, Beethoven and Brahms, 'That
j„dge Kaufman placed the afpace in the recording of new maundetermined. he IS correct jn adopting such a fairs of the firm in the hands of re
is
locally
terial
percept is reflected in the heavy feree Peter B. Dlney. Barton has
Rivers will be here at least a
sales of Decca both in the domestic been allowed
$75 weekly salary and
month.
and foreign markets. Kapp's topic nominal expenses to get the firm
-

:

.

I

1

was "The

Social Responsibilities
back on: its feet, and its first
Business."
He'll repeat it in
month's operational costs cannot
a similar talk shortly before the exceed $500.
Los' Angeles Rotary Club.
'
Barton's, plan of settlement with
creditors calls for songwriters to
Murray Wizell has walked out
be paid first, they to get 100% on
Joe
with
LEEDS CHI OFFICE FOLDS
partnership
his
of
the dollar, 25% immediately and
Davis in the Murray Wizell PubChicago, Oct. 26,
the remainder over 10 years. Genlishing Co., after a disagreement
Duchess Music Co., subsld Of eral creditors will get 50% on the
over finances, fete has turned his Leeds Publishing Co., shuttered its
dollar; 25% of it immediately and
side of the argument over to an at- Chi office last week.
the Remainder over 10 yeai-S. Ptethe
of
He owned 25%
torney.
Manaser Norman F i n k an- isumably this money will come
firm, set up only some weeks ago. nounced no future plans.
(Continued on page 39)
indean
was
firm
Wi?ell-Davis
Iiendent operation aif liated with
Broadcast Music in the sense that
performances
for
paid
Was
it
secured.
.
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Starita Girl

German

2.

IT'S

3.

MAYBE YOU'LL BE THERE

Band For

U. S. Zone Dates

Bad Nauhelm, Oct.

MAGIC

(17)

(11) (Shaplro-B)

Special Services-has announced^
Bookings include Woodside;
club. Gies.sen; Officer's Club, Weisbaden; Gup and Saucer Club, Giessen; Hang Out Club, Hochst; Signal Depot Club, Hanau. The band
will be featured attraction at a Hal-

EM

.

(13) (Triangle)

Bad Nauheim,

5.
6.

UNTIL

7.
8.
9.

10.

(2)

(Dorsey)

Dudero's K. €. Post
Oct. 26,

BO.\T

TO CHINA

IT'S

TOO SOON TO KNOW

baton to take over the ofl:lce for
McConkey Orchestra Service here.
Formerly of St, Paul, Dudei-o has
bought a home here, and will make
He takes
the move permanent;
over from "Andy" Anderson, who
lias gone to the Los Angeles ollice
to handle small bands,

FOB YOU (Wltmark)
EVERY DAY I LOVE YOU

the

svi'itch

from

bookee to booker after closing out
a seven-week stretch in the Drum
Room, President hotel. McConkey
last week also opened an olTice in
Denver, adding to his New York,
Cleveland, Chicago, Dallas, K, C.
and Hollywood coverage.
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.Decca
Majestic

.

.cS

! : i

Pee Wee Hunt
Tommy Dorsey

Capitol

Victor

Columbia
Metrotone

D. Daj/B. Clark

J

Evierson
Harmonieats

j

15rd7ca-rsis(crs;

Jacic

(
. • • • • • •

r

•

.

Dinah

'.

(Mayfair)

.

,

.

.

,

. , , * .

,

Uriiuersal

Shore

".^Decca

Colmnbta

v.';:

... ...

.

•:

'/;'•"''

.

..,

•.' • ' •;.:,
.
'.

,

.

::

(HamSis)

.

:coi!^^
Natural

JiHtzgferatdt.- ..•:'>^ v'.ti;:DecC£t

Spots
\Art.ne Shelton.
Gordon Jenkins
i Xiifc

.

! :! ! ! :: : :

Orioles

I

'•:'":'.' W:'.*.'vt Eliefc

'

.

.

J

Dicfc

.

Haymes

. . ,

BLUEBIRD OF HAPPINESS

COOL WATER

(T. B.

.

>

(American)

.

.

.

Paxto^'s N.Y. Cap Date
Forces Nix of Biltmore
George Paxton's orchestra signed
run at the CapiN. V., last week and a
day later was sought by the N. Y.
Biltmore hotel to follow the current Russ Morgan.
He couldn't

for a three-week

Nellie Luicher

In as

.Decca
Cohoiibia

i

.

.

,

,

,

which'

date,

.

,

many

years.

.

MG-M

.

out of the Cap

.Decca

,

./^Mc-M'

:

get

Copifol
.

Mercury

Mooney
j Vaughn .MDuroa
I

having

caster headlined, and was forced to
bypass the Biltmore.
Capitol date Is Paxton'si fourth

.

Mirando-Aiidreios 'SiSi

.

>i,

in the-

sprinfr,

opens Dee. 9 with flimite Burt Lan-

Decca

{Xavier Cugat
Blue Barron
Frankie Laine

Harms)

been

has

last

a long date at the Latin
Quarter, New York, and. .eastern
one-nighters.

.Decco

.

Jo Stafford
(

since

worked

^London

.

.

I

CUANTO LA GUSTA (Southern)
YOU WERE ONLY FOOLING (Shaplro-B)
AH BUT IT H.4kPPENS (Bourne)

Miss Hutton
east

tol theatre,

{S
(Slorris)

(Mills)

;

•

ColuTObio
!

! !

Koy Kyscr

(Melrose)

SAY SOMETHING SWEET

made

•

(Laurel)

Gordon Dudero, longtime leader
of a small orch, has given up the

Dudero

• • ' • • •

.''ffi

:

Coltn?ibia

Coming Up
SLOW

Oct. 31.

City,

:'

."

LOVE SOMEBODY (18) (Kramer W.)
HAIR OF GOLD (10) (Robert)
BUTTONS AND BOWS (3) (Famous)
YOU CALL EVERYBODY DARLING (16)

R.OIBLLNG ROSE
Kansas

• • •

;;.V.

^ Gordon Jenkins
Eddy Howard

'

lowe'en costume ball in the Grand
Hotel,

;

Ina Ray Hutton goes to the
Coast soon to organize an orchesand bftgln work out of
Joo
the Hollywood
office
of
Glaser's Associated Booking Corp.
She'll start one-nighters around
mid -November and already Is
booked on a string of them, Eemme
maestro will locate at ithe Last
Frontier, Las Vegas, for four weeks
opening Dec. 31.
tra there

Day

Doris

)

MY HAPPINESS (23) (Blasco)
12TM STREET RAG (10) (Sha»iro-B)

4.

SL^T

{

fWitmarki

19.

Rudy Starita and his all'girl orchestra, first name band to fly the
Berlin, has been
into
air lift
booked to play clubs in the northern part of the U. S. Zone of Germany, Allied Shows Section of

RAY BUTTON DUE
TO REORGANIZE ORCH

.

Best Sellers on Coin-Machines H;ll!fbH.

TREE IN MEADOW

,

.

of

AHER MONEY TANGLE

1.

.

:

]

„,^i?^.„10

\

.

.

|

QUITS DAVIS

;

Darling"-'You're the First Cup of
Platter Pointers
coffee in the Morning" (RCA-Vlctor).
Victor clings to non-musical
Gene Autry's Columbia disking
background and as a result its of "Here Comes Sant# Claus,"
post-ban disks suffer In compari^ which sold 1,000,000 copies last
son with those of rivals. Never^ year and is said to have orders In
theless. Eve Young and Lathrop do: for 400,000 this year,: has been
a nice job on "Darling," one that reissued. It's backed by"An Old
could have given its better-name Fashioned Tree"
Stan Kenopposition disks: a run for the ton's "Harlem Holiday" (Capitol)
money if musical accompaniment breaks It up in his usual fashion,
had been available to spark it, backed by "Don't Want That Man
Slipover is a bouncy thing that Around,'' a .vocal by June Christy
.locks will find useful without beVictor released' two .swell
ing swamped for requests.
sides by Duke Ellington (now with
Doris Day -Buddy Clark "My Columbia), titled "Suddenly It
Darling, My Darllng"-"That Cer- Jumped" and "My Honey's LovlnV
Colum- Arms" ... M-G-M threw another
tain Party'' (Columbia).
bia's
entry Into the "Darling" entry Into the "12th St, Rag" race,
stakes will also get a big share of a great lide by Arthur SmlthV
the returns on the tune.- This duo- guitar, backed by "Once Upon a
has established a demand for their Time" and issued along with his
work through "Love Somebody," "Guitar Boogie" hit, itself backed
and the success of that disk will by "Boomerang"
... Murphy
help this Into the front ranks-.- Sisters made up an excellent pairif the song sustains the pace.
Re- ing for Apollo in "To Make a Misverse brings up a side aimed to take Is Human" and"Whose. Heart
cash in on Benny Strong's Tower Are You Breaking Now"
.sale.
It's well done by the tVvo, Signature
marketed
"White
a
but Strong' has a long lead ancL Xmas" side by Bobby Doyle,
he'll be hard to nose out with the backed
by "Silent Night," and recu.stomers and dialers^'
issued Hay Bloch's "Ave Maria."
Paul Fennelly Orch "Bella Bella
Marie"*"Onee Upon a Wintertime"
"Bella Marie" song is
(M*G-M).
beginning 4o create a demand for INA
Itself,
via the Andrews Sisters

.

—

WELL

'

.

.

affect the latter's long,

can firms.
Porges Is
Brazil soon

By

to

.

time.

How much

Jocks, Jukes and Disks

With 79c for Pops

Columbia Records has' decided
match rival recording manufacBernie Woods
turers and peg retail prices of its
pop disks at 79c Instead of the
Fennelly's diskJo Stafford-Gordon MacRae "My (Decca) recording.
flat 75c. Higher figure represents
Were ing, made in England with Reggie
Darllng"-"Glrls
My
Darling,
the passing on tax taps to the
is a good side that
Made to Take Care of Boys" (Capi- Goff vocalllng,
Best British Sheet Sellers public, Instead of absorbing them tol).
tune from Frank Loes- easily can earn some of the play
Top
itself.
on the tune. It's done straight,
(Week ending Oct. 21)
ser's new "Where's Charley?" muColumbia was the leader in sical, "My Darling" seems headed with strings highlighting a lush
London, Oct. 22,
jumping retail prices from 60c to for hltdojn. It's a commercial tune background and gives jocks a difConnelly
So Tired
75c more than a year, ago, but had In the ballad vein, and jocks and ferent approach to the melodj'.
Chappell
My Happiness
consistently paid the tax sums jukes figure to make big use of Backing presents Doreen Lundy
You Can't Be True Chappell
Itself whereas, when rivals went to it. Miss Stafford and MacRae make with Fennelly's band on a melody
Box & Cox
Galway Bay
make much impres75c, It passed them on to buyers,
a provocative twosome of it, backed that doesn't
When You're in Love .Wood
by the Starllghters and rhythm sion.
Wright
Dream of Olwen
Vauglin M o nr o e VChocolato
background, and their recording
Leeds
Woody Woodpecker
unan
is
Choo-Choo"-"In My Dreams" (Vicwin fly high. Backing
Dash
Rambling Rose
usual item that may get plays tor). Monroe makes an attractive
Maurice
Ballerina
A good side out of the "Choo-Choo" song,
aplenty on Its own.
Buttons and Bows.
.Victoria
melody and a rare lyric, smoothly aided by the Moon Maids, and
Gay
La Vie en Rose
jocks figure to find good use for
performed by the duo.
Dash
October Twilight
things
Frank Sinatra "If I Steal a the disk. It's one of those
Slipping Kiss"-"Senorita"
(Columbia). Both that grows with repetition, and it
Second 12
more suited to Monroe's
sonigs from Sinatra's new M-G-M seems
Neither vocal style than to Kenny Gard.Cineplionic
All Dressed Up
film, "Kissing Bandit."
Guy Lom..... Leeds
Heartbreaker
seems to can'y the power that ner's, who does It with
makes hits, but Sinatra does 'em bardo for Decca, "In My Dreams"
Four Leaf Clover
F. D. & H,
backing; done similarly
well, backed by Axel Stordahl's is Monroe's
Call Everybody Darling-Morrls
Of the two, "Sen- to his "There, I Said It Again,"
Barton Music Co. financial situa- lush strings.
Athenaeum
Suzy
the nostalgic melody Is very comtion, which has been dormant since orita" has a better chance.
Little White Lies
Wright
mercially performed and it has a
last December except for sporadic
Time May Chartge
Connelly
Art Lund "I Still Get a Thrllf 't fine, chance to ring the bell.
(M-G-M).
Than Blue"
attempts to straighten it out, "Bluer
Dickey Bird Song
.P.D.&H.
Beryl Davis "Just Once More".Merrln
reached N: Y. federal court last "Thrill" is getting a hefty push
Say It Evci-y Day
"Down the Stafars aqd Out the
week. To forestall one of two song- along the revival trail from the
Love Somebody
i.
Wood
Door" (Victor). Beryl Davis does
writer suits asking for return of recordings it is drawing and If
When Organ Played ... Unit
pub- a fine job on "Once More," atcopyriglits, Ben Barton filed a peti- it fails it'll be only because of
It Only Happens
Berlin
rhythm tune excellently
tractive
recording, done
tion under Chapter XI of the lic apathy. Lund's
sounds supported by Tuttle Gamarata's
Chandler Act, Thursday (21), and In the sort of rhythm that turned bouncy and colorful accompani-!
excellently
Judge Samuel H. Kaufman signed best with him, is
is good, too, and It
ment.
Tune
KAPP TELLS BOSTON
and nicely supported by Johnny
an order puttlng the company's afThompson's band. It's fine jock all forms good jock fare. Reverse
under his supervision iHitit fare. "Bluer" is an ordinary item has good points; a novelty, the
SECRET OF DECCA'S B.O. fairs
and is
the tangle is smoothed out.
that Lund, does well at ballao song makes good listening
equally well perforised and played
Boston, Oct. 26
Initial move in the battle over speed.
by the same pairing.
Decca Records ro.se from a coin Barton owes takes place today:
Eve Young-Jack Lathrop "My
the

Foreign Distrib Deals; Eng. Next
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.
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Capitol
,

Beneke

at Dallas

Expo

Dallas, Oct. 26.

Tex Beneke band
booked for 9 days here

has

been

at the Agrir

culture Building at Fair Park during the Dallas Industrial Exiposltlon Dec. ,4-12.
'

LIFE GETS TEEJUS

M-G-M

Carson Rohinson

(Miller)

IFigures in parentheses indicate

number

o] tcccfcs song has been in the

Top

10.1

.

Appearance is being sponsored,
by the Dallas Manufacturers and
Wholesalers Assn.

))
'''
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Sfips

For Roadery Premises

American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers'

,

third-

87

Day

Diskers Lo(^ Beyond Eiecdoo

The Dailey

brothers, Frank, 'Vincent and: Joseph, who own the
Meadowbrook, Cedar Grove, N. J„
last week shelled out in excess of
Recording men now look toward
$250,000 for the 500-seat Charlie's
'the week or two beyond Election
Grill, Little Ferry, N. J. Spot was
to
Day (2) to produce some action in
sold by Charles Jtosler, who plans
regard
to the: settlement of the
retire.
to
Aside from the rogdInto Breneman^s
recording ban, which by then will
house itself, seyeral othjer smaUet
Hollywood, Oct. 26.
have been in existence over 10
buildings were included in .the sale
disk jock- months. Whether they feel that a
Gene
Norman,
frontage
as 'Well as 400 feet of
on
ey, will book series of top-name possible change in administration
heavily traveled Route 6.
would hiring about a governmental
Under present plans the DaileyS: bands into Tom Breneman's Vine move into the disk-ban picture so
are spending another $10,000 to Street nitery;
-Name is being soon after the balloting, or whether
improve the premises and will, re- changed to The Holiday. Deal was they expect the
itself to be
name the Grill Frank Dailey's made with owner Paul. Kalmanor prodded into doing something by
Cherbrook. In the past the roadery
a Dewey victory, isn't clear. But
has been operating with a non-- vite whereby spot will a^pt the that
day is the imaginary line
door admish beyond which they anticipate
name band on weekends and new policy Dec. 7.
fresh
through the week a cocktail combo of $1.20 will be charged.
maneuvers toward a settlement.
has been used. Understood names
Woody Herman's band will tee
Talk tof new discussions sparked
are being contemplated although
off new policy with a four-stanza brightly over the weekend and on
the switch ' wont take effect ira-r
stand: 'Further deals are pending Monday (2), when it was rumored
mediately.
With Duke Ellington, Vaughn Mon- that the
had called off the
roe- and Dizzy Gillespie. Herman's ban insofar as the transcription
deal is a guarantce-and-percentage industry was concerned. Reports:
arrangement, whereby band will seemingly started as a result of an
realize about $5,000 weekly. There okay given by the union to one
will be no acts on bill. Meanwhile, N.Y. transcriber to make an audidespite ascent into bigtime nitery tion disk of a radio show that
circle, the spot will continue to would be used, if sold, in one city
house those early a. m. "Breakfast, one time, then destroyed.' And ttie.^;

For Action on Setdement oT Ban

Gene Norman
Bands

•

•

250G

Dailey Bros. Pay

quarter melon, cut up last week,, was below the previous quarter
Roughly, it
total but comparable to the same period of last year.
amounted to just uhder $2,600,000, as against the $2,125,000 of the
second quarter.
Second quarter figures may have slightly reflected the loss of
revenue from theatres that halted paying exhibition fees when
licenses expired, but the reaction to N. Y. Federal court Judge
Vincent L. Leibell decision will not really show up in ASCAP income figures until the fourth quarter of this year.

'

!

•HCaVBSVIIA-^llflTSfC

ASCAP Revenue
i

:

.

';

Book Top

{

.

1

!

KFWB

i

I

.
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Pubs Amazed at Merc for 142G Buy

;

AFM

'

,

[

l

Due

Of Majestic

Owed

to Royalties

A

!

I

Music publishers became some^*what annoyed last week when
Mercury Records' buyout of the Merc Pressing 60
Majestic plants and masters, etc.,
Eddy Howard Masters
for $142,000 became known. Though
Chicago, Oct. 26.
It Is in solid financial shape at the
Mercury has started pressing 60
moment. Mercury at one time last
of
the
106 Eddy Howard masters
publishers
notes
ye^r gave music
acquired
through
recent purchase
these
have
owed,
and
for royalties
hot been completely satisfied. And of Majestic Records. Set for imthe putting up of. $142,000 tor the mediate release are nine Howard
disks, six of which are Christmas
in
view
of
organization;
Majestic
these unpaid sums, aggravated the sides..Rest of the 60 are standards and
.debtors.
As a matter of fact, Mereury did plug tunes intended 'for, retail: sale
not put up the coin itself. It was within two or three weeks. Majestic
suspended Howard releases
advanced by Ray Sher, v.p. and
stockholder in the Chicago firm last April.
headed, by Irving Green. And Sher
Is to get his money back via the
disposal of some of the purchased
Majestic machinery and a royalty
per each pressing sold by Mercury from a Majestic master. He
\

.

j

'

AFM

'

•

:

|

UP BECKMEIR

i

:

.

i

j

AT RCA; OTHER

i

:

.

|

AFM

is to

get 2c. a disk until the adis returned to him.

vanced coin

Which of the Majestic physical

be
the loan from Sher is undeter^
mined, but it's figured that at least
one, and possibly two, of the three
plants acquired will be dismantled
Majestic had 20-odd of
and sold.
the most
chines still

-;

modern

former merchandise manager, to
general manager of the recording
division.
This move, leaves James
W. Murray, v.pi in charge of the
record division, freer to handle ad^
ministration affairs and wil] allow

Up Scale

him

,

,

As for the publishers' annoyMercury for spending
at
money when it owed others, it's

ance

deal the
pubs will realize income they
might never have gotten. Those
Majestic platters that Mercury will
release will provide more oV less

pointed out that via

tliC;

;

ager vice Bill Warrender, who shifted to chief engineer, in place of
Hal ReskiiMl, who in turn moves to-

.

,

i

Goes Name Bands

|
'

"

.

6

the

them afterward.

deal

are

Details of
but'

is said to have obtained
some-royalty rights per disk sold,
as well as an advance.
;

Now

Taft-Hartley Have
Theme Song—In Reverse

first

sides

Heart,
Heart."

Taft-Hartley,

As

title

Have

imples

it's

a
a

is

the

act.

ILGWU

(garment 'workers)' and

other unions have been backing the
song which, otherwise, has been
refused publication and recording.

i

the singers

it

needs.

I

I

I

'

tion

RCA-Victor and M-G-M,

backgrounds.
Transcription

i

firms,^

three

of

which had swt repprding directors
ovGrseas to cut 'mat^ri^ torin

tiie

U

S

,

I

.'

Musicraft's backers,
the Atlas
Corp., which has. dropped .some
$3,500,000 in the recording ven-

Bank,

trouble

U.S.

transcription
have been experiencing in
Paris, particularly in getting masters out of that country for shipment here. Andy Wiswell, of Associated Program, is now in Holland after having difficulty in
Paris. Harry Bluestone, Standard
Transcription rep, had been in
London doing some work, but is
now in Paris, from where he has
shipped some 350 tunes to the
Coast company, Cut on tape. Langworth's Winnie O'Keefe is over-

Big factor in Lombardo's con- seas, too.
sideration of the Musicraft deal: is
his vast catalog of masters at Decr
ca Records, for which he has re- Classic Art Tieup
corded forj^many years. He draws
a considerable amount annually in
With
Music
royalties' from sale of Ihe backlog
material and it helped him draw
In
Lonis Testing
over $200,000 la.st year i'47) alone.
That kind of money is not to be
St. Louis, Oct. 26.
taken lightly an d it is figuring
cept. Mondays.
St.
Louis symphony' orchestra
Music Corp. of America booked largely in Lombardo's evaluation and the St. Louis City Art Muof the Mu.sicraft ofier.
Prima, for three weeks, and Barnet
seum will try to demonstrate the
for four with one two-week option.
affinity between paintings and clasThere- has been discussion over the
sical music when the symph opens
possibility of Gene Krupa and
Its new season soon.
Benny Goodman's new: band .to folAt various performances by the
low in that order, but neither is
CO. orchestra throughout the winter,
Signed.
Jimmy and Tommy Dorsey have the Kiel auditorium will be hung
Carnival's action in reverting to
name bands will provide a new been discu.ssing the .sale of their with paintings from the museum,
York outlet for (liem at a time Dorsey Bros, music publishing and the musical proRrams v/ill be
when N. Y; hotels appear to be firm with a potential buyer and chosen to interpret as closely as
revising their salary ideas. Hotel have quoted a price of $150,000, possible the moods established by
canvases.
Vladimir Gol.schPennsylvania's Cafe Rouge cur- which would take in the firm's cur- the
rently has Tommy Dorsey for the rent hit song, "Until." In the niann, conductor ol the symph, and
event a deal is concluded before Harry Rathbone; director of the
first time in five year.s
at $3,300
weekly guarantee, plus .50% of the song runs its course, royalties i-niuiseum, .wili .select the paintings.
covers over .$3,,500 and 1009o over and income from the tune would i: That there is a, link between .thfe,
to: whomever bought the cata(wo arts is more or less dcmon$4,000, Prima is drawing $3,000 go
log.
htrated by the fact that ther^' iiave
weekly.
Behind the sales discussions is been paintings that inspired comRachmaninoit's "Isle of
the desire by Jimmy Dorsey to get position.
Maceo Pinkard, vet composer, out of the publishing business. T.D. the Dead" was sparked by a
back in harness again after hav- himself owns the inactive Bmbas.sy Boecklin canvas, and paintings by
caused several pieces of
ing- rec6vered from major opera- Music catalog, a Broadcast jMusic Goya
affiliate, which is not for sale.
Spanish music to be written.
tion.
t

Symph
St

I

;

'

me

were stymied some-

iwhaf last week when the British
Musicians Union cracked down on
all export waxing by U S
transcribers, adding to its recent ban
On the making, of recordings by
and backgrounds for- U.S. disk
names.
This action followed consider-

important stockholder.: Lombardo
able
has had his accountants and attormen
neys digging into the Musicraft

ture, and Marine Midland
also financially interested.

of

are busily engaged in- turnina out
disks, mostly with regular musical

'

'

I

"

all

1

started a flurry of activity in

-

most active of the

in signing new talent, but
others, such as Capitol, are preparing to bolster artists lists in the
near future. Cap is most Interested
It has
in muiiical combinations.

1

/

propaganda pitch for repeal of the majors

James

I

—

last

-with

j

.

Afternoon."
Victor

down anew

,

Leeds Music's English hit,
Democratic campaign broadoa.sts, doing
Bay" and "One, Sunday
in connection with his song, "Have "Galway
a

clined to sit

i

FOR PUBLISHING

bination to its artists list, along
witli singer Anita O'Day. They are

'

do,:

PORSEY BROS. ASK 150G

week added
Charlie Ventura's small bop comlast

both on one-year deals, with opSongsmith Jack Lawrence has tions, and Join Fran Warren and
been doing a personal songplugLatter recorded her
ging campaign on the radio and Jane Pickens.
week, a capella,
elsewhere, attendant to the sundry

I
'

Spot, to be called the Dance
Carnival, will continue under Blair
and will operate on an ^admission
basis, with food fserved on upstairs
balcony) and drink available at
extra cost Tap has been pegged at
$1.04 per per.son, dancing to Prima
and an alternate rhumba band to
run from 7:30 to 2 a.m. nightly ex-

PLUS ANITA O'DAY
RCA-Victor

i

'

necessarv to his operation .started
him Jooking into the possibility of
using name bands as a draw weeks
ago, and it wasn't until late last
week that he decided to use Prima
and follow w'ith Charlie Barnet.

RCA ADDS VENTURA

undi,sclo.sed.

Manor

Goal

Musicraft C. Petrillo, it would call
a meeting
of the negotiators of each ma jor
j
and the aims of the individual laid
before all for consideration.
Meanwhile, as.pointed out in last
week's Variety, all major and
minor companies, with the except

-

From Them

plicate

No Nearer
Guy Lombardo and

Records are: occupying the same
positions as last week' in the discu.ssions aimed by Musicraft to
bring the maestro and his band into its recording setup. Report last
week in Variety to 'the. effect
Musicraft had approached Lombar-

Nicky Blair's Carnival nitery, pituation.
Meanwhile, friends of the Lom?
which closed earlier this
year, g<yis into a name- band ball- bardo brothers are diligently; tryroom, policy Friday (29) wit,h Louis ing to dLssuade them from acof cepting the deal, which waS' first
In ibilily
Prima's
orchestra.
Blair to secure the top nitery acts proffered several weeks back by

From

.

AFM

and working out. a badly
needed solo deal. That couldn't:
happen either in view of the agreement major company heads made
when they broke off with the AFM
two weeks ago. This was to the
effect that if one compaity felt individual,

N. Y.j

i

have possibilities and it's easier to
buy them now than try to du-

ing companies was mulling getting
together with. the.
as an in-

Musicraft Deal

Carnival, N. Y.,

-

turning out films with fairly expensive sets, proper lighting, etc.,
they will be good enough for other
uses, AFM feels, and there will be
ment pot.
plenty
of difficulty. restricting
them to the medium for which
they were made.
For example,
Ifint
film
can be blown up to standMasters
Col. Buys
ard 35m sue and shown in thecommon pracatre.'!.
That
is
not
a
Indie, Seeks To
tice, but can be and has been done
often.
And the AFM figures muBaUd Hits
sicians involved in tele films put
Columbia. Records last week enr j to such rival uses will defeat emlarged upon the idea of major re- ployment.
cording companies buying the masMeanwhile, agents suspect there
ters of likely looking hits troin are films bein^ made for television
indie manufacturers.. It purcha.sed using musicians. Though the coin
a group of six masters from Manor paid in such instances isn't disRecords, a New York label, in- closed, it's assumed that musicians
cluding two Dizzy Gillespie, two involved are drawing at least the
Savannah Churchill, and two Four $39 .'lO per three-hour recording
Tunes sides that were made before session and $22.50 per eightrhours
the Jan. 1 disk ban but had not of photography, which applies to
been released.
filming for theatre showings. Major
Columbia's idea in pui'cha.sing tele outlets, however, are avoiding
the. six masters is to head off a using new 'musical shorts with mupotential hit before it break.s. It sicians.
feels the six, or some of them,,

would go into Sher's repay-

Other angles also led to talk of
discussions, One was to the
eifect thatione of the major record-

new

Guy Lombardo s

the eolmpany's' over - the - counter
the Indianapolis RCA plant as manager of the engineering laboratory^ stock is.sues, but it was short-lived.
But since then nothing has
Other i/ictor execs, such as Jack changed. Lombardo's current Dec-^
Hallstrom, Dick Fielding, etc., are
ca contract expires Nov. 22.
undisturbed.
If and when Lombardo enters
into the Musicraft setup, it will
be both as a'recording artist.: and
as more or less of a consultant on
artists and repertoire
problems,:
over which he: would have almost
full control. He would also be an

:

-

Other Anerles

in N., Y.

rae,

,

cluded,

more time

Beckmeir's shift caused an d
came along with others. Bob MacBeckmeir's assistant, took over
as merchandise manager; Jack Williams was moved back into the re^
cording division, from instruments,
as general sales and merchandise
manager, which doesn't disturb or
conflict with Dave Finn, general
sales manager; Warren Albright
was moved to general plant man-

Federation of Musiclans has as yet made no .mdve
toward establishing long-awaited
scales for use of musicians in the
making of 16m films for television
consumption. And the AFM heads
are In no hurry to setup, a pay-rate
structure, pointing out to Industry
people that it may be several
months longer before they'll get
around to it. What with the recording-ban situation still unset^
tied and other items that will claim

They had
unexpected revenue.
been dormant, and might have lo- attention first.
mained so.
The AFM IS frankly in no hurry
Mercury is also trying to dis- to set up such scales for the reapose of some of the masters it se- son.s that It feels films made supr
cured in the Majestic deal, which po-sedly for television use only are
It has
It doesn't want for itself.
more likely to boomerang. Once
offered some of them around, even such film-makers get a full 'gteento major companies, on a leaser light from- the union, and begin
basis, calling for royalties per disk
Presumably, these
sold to itself.
royalties, if any deals were con-

to spend

-

true.

is

on such problems.

For Video 16m
American

ma-

pressing

ii) crates, which went to
Mercury in the deal, and these
presumably are to be sol d too.

•

Normam

RCA-'Victor
made widespread operation of the place.
and important changes in its personnel setup last week, beginning
with the boost of Paul .Beckmeir,

sold to partially satisfy

sets will

Hollywood" airers:
unfounded
re|iort
immediately,
Prior to Kalmanovitz's deal with launched fresh conversation about
there, was a -plan' afoot; the imminent resumption of negOT^'
whereby Herman and his manager, tiations between the AFM and the
Carlos Qastel, would take over pop recording companies. Neither
in

.

CHANGES

Delayii^

Setting

as-

.

.

)

,

S8
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Tops of the Tops

SoHgs with Largest Radio Andieiice

\

'

I

' •The top 30 aongs of the week based on the copyrighted Audience Coverage Index Survey M^Popular Music Broadcast Over
Radio Networks. Published bji^lhe Office of Research. Inc Dr

'

*RH' Logging System

Retail Disk Seller
"Buttons and Bows"

Richard Himber'a new development in logging broadcast performlists tunes in the survey, based on four major network schedules.
They are compiled on the basis of 1 point for sustaining instrumental;
2 points for sustaining vocal; 3 for commercial instrumental; 4 for
commercial vocal, respectively, in each of the 3 wojor territories. New
york, Chicago and Coast. For example, a Commcrciol Vocal in all

Retail Sheet Music Seller

ances

"Tree In the Meadow"

[

•

John G. Peatman, Director.
Survey Week of October

'

"Most Requested" Disk
Shapiro-B
T, B.- Harms
Famous

.

i

Day I Love You..'
Galway Bay
Hair Of Gold
Here I'll Stay— *"Love Life"

'

.-

Advanced

—
—

,

,

[

1

New York

192
188
171

—

Placates Coast

Witmarli

.

Now Advanced
,[
'
Love Somebody Kramer-W
Cuanto Le Gusta— +"Date With Judy"—Southern
Everyday I Love You— "Two Guys From Texas"— Harms
Bluebird of Happiness—T. B. Harms
You Call Everybody Darlin Mayfair
Night Has a Thousand Eyes— f'Night Has 1.000 Eyes"—Paramount
Rambling Rose Laurel
This Is the Moment— i"Lady in Ermine"-Miller.
Its' Magic— t"Romance on High Seas"—Witmark
Underneath the Arches Robbins
On a Slow Boat to China Melrose
It's a Most Unusual Day— f"Date With Judy"—Robbins
Until Dorsey Bros.
,
Ah But It Happens Bourne
.-.
Here I'll Stay *"Love Life" Chappell
^
*
You Started Something BMI
I Don't Care if It Rains— 'fTwo Guys Prom Texas"—Witmark.
I Love You So Much It Hurts-^Melody Lane
Galway Bay Leeds
A Hundred and Sixty Acres Leeds
The Money Song Crawford
For You Witmark
Just for

Robbins

,

,

15 to Oct. 21

—

Wizell
Berlin

—

Most Unusual Day— t"Date With Judy"
Magic— t"Romance On High Seas"

Oct.

Publisher

Tree in the Meadow— Shapiro
Buttons and Bows— t"Pale Face"— Famous
Maybe You'll Be There Triangle
You Were Only Pooling— Shapiro
Hair of Gold Robert

New Himber Log

Witmark

a

of

Total

Sonf

A

Leeds
Robert
Chappell

,

Don't Care If It Rains All Night
In My Dreams
f "Easter Parade"
It Only Happens

Now

Week

"So Tired"

Harms

I

Just for

three territories counts 12.

British Best Seller

Southern

.,

Ev'ry

It's

on Coin Machines
"Tree In the .Meadow"

Seller

Bourne

,

Blue Bird of Happiness
Buttons and Bows— "Pale Face"....
Cuanto Le Gusta— f'Date With Judy"

It's

."Tree in the Meadow".

15-21, 1948

A Tree In the Meadow
Ah But It Happens

167^

igj
I60
158
156
139
134
124

music publishers, in^
week with Richard
Morty Kelt, heads
na
Paramount v
of the RH Logging System, worked
105
Melrose
out an arrangement that will be
101
Remlck
applied,
to
the
Hollywood tune101
Remick
logging
situation.
And the sharp
91
...Laurel
objections of the Coast contactmen
89
Miller
to
the
establishment
of a Holly8&
Twelfth Street Rag
Shapiro-B
86:'
wood
listening
post
by RH have
Underneath the Arches
Robbins
died
down
somewhat:
80
Until
Dorse'y Bros.
79
Himber and Kelt met with the
Walkin' With My Shadow
Johnstone-M
78
publishers last week and agreed
With a Twist of the Wrist
Patmar
76
on a new system of tabulation deYou Call Everybody Darling
Mayfair
75
signed to placate the Coast men
You Were Only Fooling
Shapiro-B
73
and at the same time log only
71
songs actually, performed, instead
The renwining 20: songs of the week, based on the copyrighted
69
of gathering such information from
V Audience -Coverage: Inde^ Survey o} Popular Music Broadcast
68
the clearance sheets of Hollywood My Happiness Blasco
Take
It Away—Pemora
Over Radio Networks. Published by :the Office of Reseorch; Inc.;:
65
,
stations. Starting with this week's
Walking
With
My
Shadow—Johnstone-Moutie
64'
Dr. John G. Peatman, Director
log, printed next week (3), a net^
59
work commercial carried through The Things I Love— Campbell
A Hundred atid Sixty Acres
Leeds
"Easter Parade" ^Berlin
56
Los Angeles, Chicago and New It Only Happens When I Dance
'By the Way— t"When- My Baby Smiles at Me".
BVC
66
York will get its full 12 points, I'd Love to Live in Loveland BVC
Oxford
Confess
My
Darling,
My
Darling—
*"Where's
Charley"
^Morris
55
plus its Hooper rating. For eX'
Cool Water
American
,...„
I SUll Get a Thrill— Words and Music
54
ample, a plug on the Jack Benny
Cornbelt Symphony
Mellin
53
show would be worth 12 points for. When You Left Me— Porgie
Everybody Loves Somebody
Smatra
52
the three outlets, plus 24 points, The Tune 00 Tip of My Heart Encore
For You
Witmark
One Sunday Afternoon i"One Sunday Afternoon"—Remick .... 49
(its Hooper), or 36 points in all
Hankerin'
;....>...:..;,,..,.,.,.,. Remick
:
Berlin
Say
It Isn't So
49':
for
the
one plug.
.... Melody L<nne
I Love You So Much It Hurts
You Came a Long Way From St. Louis Jewel
48
In addition, Himber agreed that
I'd Love to Live in Loveland
BVC
Put Em in a Box r"Romance on High Seas" Remick
47
his Hollywood listening post will
Isn't It RomantiCT^f'lsn't It Romantic":
v.B'amous
Twelfth Street Rag— Shapiro
47/
,
monitor only the four: network sta- Isn't It
Lavender Blue
Santly-Joy
Romantic i-'Isn't It Romantic" Famous
45
tions in the Los Angeles area up
Lonesome
Republic
In My Dreams ^Murray Wizell
44
to midnight each night, and t*hereCrawford
Money Song
With a Twist of thp Wrist— Patmar
41
after log performances' by all staMy Darling, My Darling *"Where's Charley"
Morris
Lavender Blue Santly-Joy
40
tions up to 1 a.m. This would inBerlin
Say It Isn't So
Lonesome Republic
40'
...
clude band remotes from San Fran- Hankerin
Peniora
Take It Away
r"Two Guys From Texas" Remick
33
cisco and: satisfy
Robbins and Say Something Sweet
Campbell
Thmgs I Love
to Your Sweetheart
Mills
33
Warner Bros, reps stationed in that Ain't Doin Bad, Doin Nothin Spitzer.
...... ......
Porgie
. ;
When You Left Me. ....
37
city to secure plugs.
Jewel
You Came a Long Way From St. Lous
Everybody: Loves Somebod.v^Sinatra
... ... . i'i
.... ...
35
BMI
You Started Something
Though this arrangement has not If I Live to Be a Hundred General
34
Cavalier
You Walk By
met with the complete approval of City Called Heaven Warren
34
Hollywood contact men, their N. Y. P.S, I Love You— LaSalle
34
bosses have okayed its being put You Walk By— Cavalier
.* Iicgit Mttsicol
t Filmusicol.
34
into practice and it will be used Yours
Marks
;
32
henceforth.
Play the Playera^ Marks
32
If We Can't Be Same Old Sweethearts— Feist
32
Slop
Metro's "Tom and
By the Way— "When My Baby Smiles"— BVC
31
Jeri'jr' cartoon, "Saturday Evening
Upbeat
Cool Water American
Puss''
Louis Armstrong com31
Longhair Jockey
York
What Did I Do— f"When My Baby Smiles at Me '—Triangle
bo inked for week of Feb. 8 by
31
Hollywood, Oct. 26.
Again '"Road House" Robbins
30
Nat BrusllofTv ex-maestro forced Million Dollar theatre. Trumpeter
30
Dr. Karl .Wecker, general man- Why Does It Rain on Sunday Duchess
,
out of the business last year by will supply three other acts on bill
Mellin
29
Illness, is running a dude ranch and get 50-50 split oi gross for ager of the Hollywood Bowli signed Cornbelt Symphony
Kine Cole Trio signacalled Casa Contenta at Tucson, stand
Ariz
Ted Wallerstein, Columbia tured for one stanza at Copa, Pitts- with KGFJ as a disk jockey.
Filjnusicol.
Legit
Musicol;
Vic- Weeker starts spinning the platters
Records
board chairman, purr burgh, opening Jan. 17
chased a 40-foot ctuiser in Florida tor Vincent ork playing four-week on the indie station Nov. 1. Penny.'.
Doc Berger, Leeds record- stmt at Thundeibird hotel, Las Owsley Music Store will sponsor.
Nick Campbell-Music has bought
Lawrence Selections will be strictly longhair.
promotion man,' starts a 30-day Y.f^.f^
^
"You, You, You Are The One"
'^
^'^^
-.ir
disk jockey swing Oct. 2,'> through Welk .and Ted Wecms. bands to
-l.^
Dr. Weeker S stint wil be sepa- from Colonial Music. Song has
midwest
Ray McKinley held make one musical short each at the rate from his jBowl duties Pro- been showing strength via a Grand
Continued from page 3C
Bobby True Trio .set
over at New Yorker hotel to Dec. 1 studio
five recording by Johnny Eager's Eager
Musical Digest,
Joe Dosh, former "Hit Parade" for two weeks at Casbah, beginning gram is
mostly from: the $41,800 in the
:,.:
nights a week from 10 to midnight. Beavers::.
singer and WINX (Washington) yesterday (26),

Love Somebody
Maybe You'll Be There

Kramer-W

meeting

Triangle
Blaseo

My

Happiness
....
Night Has Thousand Eyes— t"Night Has Eyes"
On a Slow Boat to China
One Sunday Afternoon
Put 'Em in a Box t"Romance on High Seas"
Rambling Rose
This Is the Moment

—

last

Himber and
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Barton

,

'

i

'

.

.

.

;

•

'

.

i

.

.......'

.

.

-

firm's hands in cash, and accounts
receivable.
The firm's total in-'
debtedness is $106^000.

disk jockey, signed to Warner film
pact
Elliot Lawrence drawing
$17,000 ior three two-day college
dates, at U. of North Carolma Nov.
3-4 ($6,000), U. of Virginia, Nov.
12-13 ($5,000) and U. of Florida,
Dec. 3-4 ($6,000)
Bobby Mellin
.
has taken over "My Old: Fashioned
Love" for his Algonquin Music i..
Warney Ruhl into Cleveland hotel,
Cleveland. Dec. 23 to May 4.
.

.

!

I

P^RIETY
Survey of

Chicago

I

Rocco Vocco, of Bregman-Vocco,
Conn., in town looking over Chir
cago operations :
Regent Records
has bought eight sides of kiddie
records by AI Trace, from Coronet
records, and plans to use them in

front leading stores in 12 cities,
and showing comparative sales

1

T

rating for this- and last week.:

O
L

engagement in three years
TJUne Toppers doing a four-weeker
at Capitol Lounge, having opened
Oct. 19
Freddie Slack doing'

National
Rating

Week Ending

«

.2

OCT. 23

.

'

" S
w

Ie

.

.

.

oncrnighters in midwesti until Nov.
1, when
he opens at the Click,
fliiladelphia

.

.

.

wk.

wk.

Dolores Dean re'

m

and Publisher

.

1

1

"Tree

2

2

"You

3
4;.

in ih^

Meadow"

(Shapiro«B)

Call Darling" (Mayfair),
"Hair of Gold" (Robert).

..

1

3

1

1

2

4

6

2

.

I

.

3

.

6
7

Hollywood
Tommy

Todd,

pianist;

Frank

yarlson, drummer; Johnny White,
wpist; Tiny Berman, bassist, and

»oo

BalJi, guitarist,

recorded jam

I

6

iFred

Wise, $2,666; Jule Styne,
Buddy Kaye, $4,478; Mort
Green, $863; Prankie Carle, $2,451;
Sammy Cahn, $3,522, and AI

I

$1,229;

T
&:

S

8

112
80

6

70

9

2

63
46
38

8

1

4

1

1

1

2
5
3

2

3

5

4

5

3

7

1

4

7

5

3

10
2

2

2

4
3

4

6

7
8

"Buttons and Bows" Famous)
5
"Blue Bird of Happiness" fHarm.s)
"Every Day I Love You" (Hams)
"Maybe You'll Be There" (Triangle) 9
7
"Love Somebody" (Kramer-W)
10
"Underneath Arches" (Robbins)

3

9

10

7

8
9

6
8

5

9
10

9

11

12

:.l.:

;2;;

3

6
6

8

1

4

.

.

I

.

O

Friscb, $2,616.

'

1

joins Del Courtney orch at the'
irianon, as vocalist .
Joe Mooney
quartet opens at the Tailspin Oct.
*9 for three weeks
Tex Beneke
Set for one-nighters, starting in
Lni, Nov. 6
.
.
Ditto for Gene
Krupa, from Streator, 111., Nov. 5.
.

This LasI
Title

P
'N

1

'

a

had sued to regain control of the
song due to Barton's failure to pay

Tomorrow." It was answerable on
the day the petition was filed and
caused Barton's move.
Songwriters out on the Umb are

;

.

Dream." They

a'^w

|

•

You Are But

Another suit, also adUng
for copyright surrender on^ the
basis of the Songwriters Protettiv*
Assn. contract, was filed
weeks ago by attorney Lee Eastman in behalf of Jay Milton and
the song, "Don't Forget Tonight

T

I

.

.

Fulton and Nat Bonx, writers of

royalties.

retail sheet music
on reports obtained

|

.

Kiddie album
Frankie Masters!
begins a longterm contract at the
Stevens hotel, Nov. 18, his first Chi
.

}

move was

made to get around the immediate:
effect of a suit by Moe Jaffe, Jack

j"If

sales, ba.";ed

.

Barton's Chandler Act

RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS

.

i

,

v

.

.

:„i;.

6

8

2

8

3
7

9
7

Wurlitzer Co. '1.1966 Suit

:-5'"
.

2

5

Columbus, Oct. 26.
Rudolph Wurjitzer Co., of Cin-

common pleas
court hece Thursday (11) seeking
cinnati, filed suit in

;

i

3

..

6

.

.

10

1

3
".A-

6

6

8

7
8

9
7

10

9
7

10

-

28
[

••:«

23

7

12

16

»

»

to collect $196,352

from the Young

Dijstributing Co., of Columbus, O.,
allegedly due: as payment for juker
iMxes and record-playing machines.

Appointment of a receiver was.
asked to protect the
•rty.

llm(i''»«prop-

'

.

'

Wednesday, October 27, 1941^
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"Manual for Politeness for

(later)

CAVALCADE

Casual film footers

.

.

.

"

.

..

'

'

old two-ball pool of early days.
Cholera broke out in the East,

(Continued from last Week)

—Continued

1830
'

bewail

There were now 40 miles of

rail-

1833

puiiJisMjig? His vsmiiv^laversr
in
T/i^'^, Ltberatpr,.

;

newspaper;:

Ching a
anonymous.

'

Bo.ston.
't-'*^'
in the country. The first locoThe Blaek' Havvk .Indian Wa^
motive was placed in service on an

way

American railroad

—

The "Best

Friend of Charleston" on the South
Carolina Railroad (now Southern).
The second locomotive, the "West
Point" was placed in service by the

same company the following

year.

Cincinnati was called "Porkopolis" because it was the. nation's
greatest meat packing center,
Godey's Lady's Book was eslab-.

li.shed,
»ot the

lig

w.,

m.,

'

:

'

;

.

.

'

Mason

ell

(in his:

The

cholf; or,

of church* music, were promptly thrown into ,iail for
Boston: Carter, Hendee & not ;"pursuinR an' honorable and
lawful pi'ofession."
Tlie reaper, a great aid to culClare de Kitchen [or, De KenWestern -prairies,
ap1831
tucky Screamer] w.. m.. anony- tivating
peared.
Abolitionist movements, directed mous. Boston. C. Bradlee lea. 18351.
-against slavery, reached a new (Frequently printed in songster.s
apex when William Lloyd Garrison after 1836; based upon a song ol
1831
the same title, published and copy.Tesus, Lover of my Soul.
Hymn;
right 1832 by George Willig,.Jr.,
tune; Martyn. w., Charles Wesley,
Baltimore.)
m.. Simeon Butler Marsh.
(ComFaith
Thee.

and Union Collection
p. 165).
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Ciold
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Record

&

lad>-.

STONK

INC.

Caret Romero, Prof. M^r.
Sunnet HIviI.
15;6 Bronilwav

Mollj'fvond 46, CAl.

New

holiday.

to

York,:

N'.

cooperative advertising
D;\on. A( will's Mu.sie Saloon, cop. national
campaign in behalf of its children's
1834 by Thos. Birch.
•

& W

Williams, 1832.
Rock of Ages. Hymn; tune: Top-

Tracy

lady,

•

lO'iO

AMERICAN MUSIC.
j>l09

has been keeping for nearly a year
a
satiric
treatment of subject,
which will be brought out Nov. 4,
amid big ballyhoo. This is a Spike
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Poor left
.fones' concoction, tagged "That's
New Yorli by plane last week on a What I Want For
Christmas
Two
trip that will take them, around the
Front
Teeth."
The underside,
world by air. They'll "be back: in
"Happy New Year," needles that
Los Angeles Feb. 20.

MGM

ship, p.

KioiT

,sni;r.\KT>
Regent Reciord
vi.E J5v.\N.s
CMi i it:

Looks Up

w

series
ings.

Augustus Montague Top-

,

m..

Thomas Hastings

The

indufitriali/ation of the E.ist
and the Nortli was proceeding
rapidly.

(in:

Thomas, and Lowell
Hastings,
Mason. Spiritual songs for social

worship p 84* Utica, N. Y.; Ha.st"Six Degrees of Crime" was a
& Tracy & W. Williams, 1832. hU at the Bowery Theatre, N. Y.

ings

Books

Y.

"Young

(Continued in next week's issue)

on etiquette, including
Man's Own Book" and

and

With

tl»c

special Christmas

wax-

From th*
iOth C*nlury-fox Uttura

advent of the holiday

MGM

"ROAD HOUSE"

season,
is devoting particular attention to its Lionel Barrymore culling of the "Christmas
Carol" and sundry other topical
items.

Th» Ballatt Smash
0/ rh* Fall Stetson

Inside Orchestras-Music
Life's editorial this week, captioned "Ju.st a Song in Our Hoarts "
is
subcaptionod "the popularity oi old music argues a dearth of the new "
Piece reprises the appeal of old vs. new and mentions -Uiat
"just last
week
Vakiktv I road an item about the New York bandleaders Complaining there isn't a good now show tune in the 1948-49
season."
Walter Wincholl also made reference to this Variety item by countering whaCs wrong with "Green Up Time" from "Love Life,"
and
Darling, Darling" from "Where's Charlov?" The writer of the
original Variety story, as a matter of fact, had asked
the captious bandleaders what about those Kurt Weill and Frank Loesser
excerpts but
their replies were noncommital.
There was greater emphasis on the
lact that at the dawn of last year's legit season there
was a wealtli of
Annie"_ and "Allegro" music, plus new tunes from "High
Button
Shoes,
Angel
the Wings," "Look Ma. I'm Dancing" and "Make Mine

m

ROBBINS MUSIC CORPORATION

m

JOAN WHITNEYa^rfALEX KRAMER

i

m

Manhattan"

scores.

TONY

PASTOR
YOU STARTED
SOMETHING

Mu.sicraft Records has boon payinR off to Barton Musie
rovalties on
the label s recording ot "O Marrinaro" by Phil Brito. This
disking was
Italian lyric and title vor.sion of Barton's hit of last
year, "I Have
But One Heart." adapted by Johnny Farrow from an Italian
melodv
with a Ijnc by Marly Svmes.
There had been a disagreement between Miisicralt and Barton some time ago over whether
the label
shouUl pay Barton realties on the disk,
Though Brito's recording
used the orunna Italian title and lyric and no part of Barton's
adaptation, il was advertised by Musicraft as its version
of "I Have But
One Heart"
record stores, etc. For this reason Barton figured to
collect royalties on the record, reasoning that though
the song Brito
tlie

with

ROSEMARY CLOONEY
COLUMBIA RECORD 38297

m

was using wasn't

theirs, Musicraft had capitalized on "Heart's"
populaiity in promotion. Accountants working on Barton's
tangled financial
affairs (see separate story) discovered last week that royalties

had been

received from Musicraft on the Brito disk.

As

I

,

FAR AWAY
PLACES NEW

LAUREL MUSIC

CO. 16 \9

BROADWAY,

means

of increasing the possible turnover of patrons of the
Cafe
Rouge, the Pennsylvania hotel, New York, has shifted Tommy Dorsey
orchestra's intermission on Saturday evenings from 9:30 to 10-30
to
9 to 10, hoping to move dinner patronage out in time to take better
advantage ot holdout supper biz. Dorsey also is shifting a 11-30
p.m
weekly Saturday broadcast to Tuesday evenings, on the theory that
pooj)ie who might otherwise leave and make room for others
stay over
to watch an air shot maneuvered.
Moves are based on the fact that
N. Y. is a weekend town and covers lost on that night aren't
recovered.
a

I

RCA-Victor is packaging an eight-sided album of old Glenn Miller
renditions, with buyers given a chance to pick which tunes they
want
out of an available 12. Gimmick, it Is hoped, will spike sales slump.
Albums will simply be billed "Glenn Miller Favorites," with no designated tunes printed on cover. Another new approach for RCA is fact
stunt will be tried out first on the Coast and unless it clicks will not be
spread nationally.
Heretofore all RCA releases have been strictly
cross-countiy. The plaltery has no printing plant here, consequently

I

Is

'

I

I

YORK

.

:

Peers Circle Globe

Peer is owner of Southern Music, Peer-International and a host
of subsidiary companies in New
in 1834.)
York, Mexico, etc.
Hymn; tune: Olivet, w., Ray Palm- posed
Zip
Coon-^also.
IcHotimias:
Turer, D, D. m., Lowell Mason (in:
key in the straw., w
m:, anoHM-G'S XMAS BALLYHOO
Hastings; Thomas, and Lowell Ma\niou^: claimed bv (1> Bob Farson. Spiritual songs for social worRecords has instituted a
rcU; and (2i Goorse Washington
94). Utica, N. Y.; Hastings

My

ANU MABV ANN OWXNS
Tower

,

AFM

.

DARLIN'

J.VC'K

dominate the field as In years past:
Having big backlog catalogs of traYule tunes, the big biscuitmakers now hope to swamp the
smallies in the Christmas rush.
The holiday season always is biggest sales stretch of year for disks.
In an effort to get dealers interested, RCA-Victor, for the first
ditional

.

-

MY

<

I

'

BE

26.

more Christmas releases than they
ever before poured out, in an effort
to hypo biz slack Since the recording ban nearly 10 months ago.
Since the ban clamped down,
mo.st of the hits spiraled up oflf
odd-labels, and though the majors
quickly copied them and got out
own versions quickly, they did not

[

Theatre, same city, a living rhinocknown as: My Pretty Jane,, w.,
eros was part of the cast, of "The
Edward Fitzball, ni.. Sir Henry
Lover's Test."
Bishop. (Composed in 1832)..
Tiie cabriolet,, a one-horse, ;twoBoylston. Hymn-tune, m.-, LowV heeled affair, was the smartest

WILL YOU

:

they be relieved of the responsibility of collecting union taxes of
men working casual engagements
on the film lots has been nixed by
board of directors of Musicians'
Lpcal 47 here.
Studio musicians Mickey Whelan
and Art Bergh tendered the peti-tlon bearing 31 signatures.
The
men didn't mind having the responsibility of raking in the tax coin
from week-to-week workers and depositing it at union headquarters,
but found it burdensome to nick
those who worked- for only'.orte day
or a few hours on a special job.
On all coin earned by any member of musicians' union on a film
lot, 2'/2% tax must be paid. James

i

.

Women's

Hollywood, Oct.

,

1832
,

hair higher.

Xmas Crop

Big

headquarters time in firm's long history, is givC. .Petrlllo's
gets 1%, the rest stays in Local 47 ing a wholesale discount on orders
coffers;
Last fiscal year the total of Christmas parcels. Last year
Columbia and Decca gave discounts
tax collection was $225,103.
In January, 1947, Petrillo blew a and are repeating this year.
fuse when his of fice discovered that
RCA-Victor, .Col and Decca are
Tyrone Power, the celebrated film^work tax collections were more sweeping the shelves. Each Is re-i
Irish
comedian, made his first than $100^000 in arrears for several issuing two old albums apiece, and
American appearance at the Park years, and he cracked down hard flocks of kidisks, new and ancient.
Theatre, N.Y. In 1841. He sailed on Local 47. Thereafter much of
There will actually be 42 verfrom Now York on the steamer the onus of the collections was sions of ' Adeste Fidelis" available
"President." which was lost at sea placed on studio and managers, li^ and 18 "White Christmas" sides.
(he was the grandfather of Tyrone brarians and contractors. The re- The Irving Berlin ballad has even
Power, the current film player, and sponsibility of seeing that rank- been put to bounce beat. There
father of the legit actor >.
and-file musicians paid was. placed will'be nine different "Christmas
The New York Sun sold for a with these group bosses, and all Song" faces, including, among new
penny, and the era of penny news- film musicians were told that if ones a Mel Torme (he wrote the
papers was on.they did not pay their taxes within tune) version for Black and While,
David IngersoU made his the- two weeks after each payday, they made in 1945
but never unveiled.
atrical debut as William Tell. In
would: face serious .trial board
Whei-eas, of course, pop Yule
Lowell, Mass., a group of players
tunes arc sentimental, RCA-Victor
charges.
from Boston opened a theatre and

and became the forerunner.

in carriages.
skirts were fuller,

Chaw,

fca.

—

America, w.r Rev. Samuel FranThe play "Rip Van Winkle" was cis Smith, m
tune: God Save
running at the Park Theatre, N. Y. the King; a.scribed to Henry Carey;
As a sample of early theatrical (The words were written in Febproduction magnitude, an elephant ruary, 1832. and first sung at a
and her calf were introduced on children's Fourth of July cele"Forty bration in Park Street Chm-ch,
the
during
the.
stage
Thieves" at the Walnut St. The- Boston.)
atre, Philadelphia. At the Arch St.
The Bloom is on the Rye—--better

model

Junr.

.

mass circulation of women's
incorporating
fiction,
macjazines,
etiquette, articles on sewing, etc.

,

Rinj;

Baltimore: Geo. Wil18331.
(Also pubAvhich. -the iutOT
president of the lished under the title "Sambo's
Union, Abraham Lincoln, and the Address to his Bred'reh," by T.
future president of the Gonf eder- Birch, New York.)
acy, Jefter.son Davi.s, served toLong Time Ago for, Shinbone
gether broke out.
Alley!,
w., m., anonymous. (PopEx-presidenl James Moni:oe was ularized by Thomas Dartmouth
the thii^d ex-president tp die on "Daddy" Rice in his "Ethiopian
tlie I'ouith of .Fuly.
/,
Opera," 1833; published and copyThe first train in the U. S. to be right 183.5 by George Endicott,
drawn ]3,y 'steam, triiimphaiitiy tifav- New York, with piano accomt^anir
elled from Albany to Schenectady, ment by William Clifton.)
•

Diskeries Prep

On

film studio orch managers, librariThe big four major disk labels
ans and sideline contractors tliat are flooding the
sales stalls with

'

.

Rulings

Hollywood, Oct, 26.
Petition signed by nearly all the

p^filETY

MATTFEID

be. reproduced either wholly or in part.

Won't Change

ship,

Horse-drawn street cars were
something new In New York City.
By JULIUS
T. D. (Daddy) Rice sang and
danced "Jim Crow!' for the fir.st
(Copyright Variety, Im*
All RighU R«*rv»d) "
time at the Bowei7 Theatre, N. Y.
legends and ofher bauc background information, a>fendan> to the cempi/atien
In the same city one Bassford,
and preientotion, appeared in the Oct. tf, '948, iMu* when the Variety Song a table maker, opened
a billiard
Cavaicade itarted: publication serio/ly.
ft is .suggested (bat; these iititaHmenfi be
parlor with 20 tables, and it was
.'.v
'ciipped .and fifed /or future reference.
here that pinpool and 15-ball pool
Attention is hereby called to the fact, that this material .it. copyrlgiil' and may not were introduced, superseding the
.

AFM

Collection

"Ann McKlm," the first clipper
was built for the China trade,
launching the era of the clipper,
said to be the most beautiful vessel that ever sailed the seas.

»*

(Musical-Historical Revieiv: 1800-1948)

Compiled for

Coast

Both Sexes" (published in 1837),
began to appear.

/^i^^SONG

.

jpbbmg

that detail,
.

RICORDED BY:
»AV ANTHOHV

SIGNATURf

MILLS BROS.
nilCCA
RONNIE DEAUVILLE MBIiCUnY
BLAZERS KXCf.VSlVr

iOHNN-Y MOORE'S

BUDDY BAKER

_

.1

KXCUISIVE

ALSO BTconniiu hy-

KINO AND VAllSn-Y Ii«tOBDS
' ?

!r,'^,**JS.,
Afnlii Office;

'i.s

pu B

ncAT

1

0 N

f.

62tt Biiiisot pivO., Holl.v,wcl 'if
^. Y, Ottlfe; (jll-SW Art, ot Alnwlcas, K.Y.I

CHRISTMAS POLKA
Vpcal and Danes t Orchittraliont
Available

ORCHESTRATIONS 7&Xeiil«
SUNSET MUSIC PUB.
1474 Ireadway, N«w York 19. N.Y.
COIambHt 5-d4l2

,

WeAicgdiiy, October 27,

IMS

ORCHEISIXAS-MITSaiC

CapDroiisHot

'Bad Biz' Cracks

RETAIL DISK BEST SELLERS

80G Studio Tab

Dbtorb Maestros
Survey ot retail disfe best
based on report* obtained /romleadtng stores in
12 cities, ond showing comparutive sales rating ior tixis

Capitol Records has dropped all
pl«n8 to establlsb its own recording ttudios in New York. Company
]tad Just about settled the details

sellers,

and

of a lease on space near Times
SQuare, in which it planned to install studios and personnel oHices.
But an estirate of some ||i80,000 to

Rating

by

NBC

'

PEE tVEE HUNT
"It's

J.

You'll

Long Way"
(Columbia)

lOB 12

"Life Gets Teeius"

.

u

(Capitol)
..

8

..

12

(Capitol)

9

12

(Capitol)

Writer of:

7

10

..

11

'Decca)

"Underneath 'the Arches" ....

5

..

11

PRIMA SCALA

(London)
"Underneath the Arches"
D. MARTIN-J. LEWIS (Capitol)
"That Certain Patty".

Yo Huh"
12B

KING COLE TRIO

10

10

(Capitol)

13A 10

"Liilette"

13B

"Cnanto La Gusta"

C.

.

10

,.

MIRANDA-ANDRnVS SIS (Dec)

TONY MARTIN

Piiikard

14B

"Lillette"

14C 14

''Blue Bird of Happiness"

(Tempo)
"Sweet Georgia Brown"

Inc^
19

14D 14

(M-G-JIi
(Victor)

FIVE TOP

ALBUMS

PREVIN PIAYS
Andre Previn

SONG

PROGRESSIVE JAZZ

THE PIANO
.

-

'

Album No. 2

T9»7-43

Stan Kenton

Varied Artists

Capitol

Decca

Victor

$ON6 AND

JAZZ AT THE
PHItHARMONIC

HITS

'

Nlirht

a DiHyl

Gene

Kelly

JlOr,

in

««).

I-ror.

Mgr.

:

Mercury

.U-G;M'g

Bl|t

Hit

"DATE WITH JUDY"

HOLLAND CLUB

BrikIs

EUGENE, ORE.
Nevemfaor :Tst"''

Blillll

FEDERAL ARTISTS CORP.
1734 Suntel Uvd.
Crettview 5SM1

Eddy Duchin
Ray McKinley
Guy Lombardo
.

Tommy
•

Dorsey

ftt

Hotel B.O.

.'.:.

Hotel

New

Yorker

.

.

(400; Sl-$1 50)

Roosevelt (400; $1.50-$2)::
.Pennsylvania (450; $1.50-S2)
.

.

.

,

.

3

.

.

3

..

4

,.

3

Si

Aw^il^^B^f
Key's '?fL???^«,*n
orchestra will

Alvino's

I

Total play Frank Dailey's Meadowbrook,
Covers
On Date/ Cedar Grove, N. J., for three week.s,
opening Nov. 19. It's Rey's first
91,75
2,725
date at Dailey's since he formed

Covers
Peat

1,075
2,600
1,900

3,000
10;300
7,025

JVew Yorfccr, ice thow; Waldorfi Peter Lind Hayes-Mary Healy.

his band: in the early 40s in conjunction- with the King Sisters

Avho

are'

not working' with

i

i

'

I

'

tt c

Rey

currently).
-

now

Dailey

Rey

Chicago

I

A MOST

IT'S

I

son's orchestra,

SWEET TO YOUR
SWEETHEART

MUSIC

fVceh*
Played

.

.Waldorf (400; $2)

SAY SOMETH

mrt

bdiloill It's

Tonr

"£x«]U8ire Jffanas'Bnien'ti.

wtt

l:l>l)IK

Featured

DANCE MAN

Album No. 1

STAN FHRBt'RO

One

a

Santly-Jey, Inc.
1619 roadway. New York

.

RED FOX
Fcatarfaiir

iinslel It's

(Oilly DillyJ

*

3

AND HIS MUSICAL HOUNDS

«

"Rambling Rose"..'....

COMEDY MUSICAL STARS

:

LAVENDER
BLUE

V

PERRY COMO

"

(Decca;

"My Happiness"
VIC DAMONE (Mercury)

ART MOONEY

N. Y. C.

ZANY DAFFY

It's

.

ELLA FITZGERALD

—Thane CI 6-5310—

'

FROM WALT DtSNEY'S TECHNICOLOR
<'SO DEAR TO MY HEART'

BROTHER BONES
13D
8

oral reaction to their trade. The
band business is agam a weekend
business, as is the nitery field, the
field and others. And it won't
get any better if personalities
within it continue to run it down
:and cause others to spread the;

Aim

wgrd^t's emphasized.

"This Is the Momi^nt"...

13C

There's no question, agents and^
maestros point out, that things are
not great with the band businesSi
but it's not as bad as press agents
and others have painted it, including some loose-lipped maestros
who haven't themselves been suecessful, so must blame it on gen-;

,

(Victor)

14A

MILLS

ones.

7

"OH, WHAT MUST I DO?"
Mnefher "Them There Cyes";

'

12

.

.

"WHY DON'T CHA MAK£ UP YA MIND"
(Anolhn "Gfrnme A Kht")

.

'

13

12

GORDON MacRAE

RED INGLE

"I'M DiSIUUSIONEDI"
(Trnthy, A* Hi* "Congnitulotioiit")

Op«R$

;

(M-G-M)

"Serutan Yob"

llA

"Them Tliero Eyes"
"Sagor" and Othert
To All These "Hep,"
HIS 3 MEW ONES:

5

-

20
10

"Say Something Sweet".

Ollbr*

St.,

8

.

"Hair of Gold".

JO STAFFORD
lOD

IIB

Publieoflons,

It's pointed out that while grosses
are down from that battle-period
peak, they're still better than prewar figures, even taking inflated
admission prices into consideration.
One of the most upsetting things
to some bandleaders and agents;
alike is. the tendency of people
within the industry to point out
that so and so had a bad night on a
one-nighter. Agents say so-what,^
Befoi-e the war, every ban4. no \
matter how bright its b.o. name,
even Glenn Miller, had bad nights
as well as fair and exceptional
.

»

lOA

IOC

"Sweet Georgia Brown"

IIS West 53rd

33

32
23

(Tower)
"That Certam Party"

12A

•

2
10

(Cap)

a Slow Boat to China"

ANDREWS SISTERS

—

parison.

6

.

(Victor)

a

KAY KYSER
"On

CARSON ROBINSON

XEOY
SMACEM

and

LiftI* Kisi. Will

.

(Victor)

BENNY STRONG

Azcarraga called the case a misunderstanding and said it would
be settled out of court.

"Almma a

37

(Decca)

Be There"

RAY McKINLEY
14

'

':

.

:

STAFFORD-G. MacRAE

"You Came
9

(Radio Mil), all here.
claims Azcarraga is seven months
In arrears on this royalty payment;

Maceo Pinkard,

64

9

"Blue Bird of Happiness"

'

XEW, XEQ

»

6

TOMMY DORSEY

City, Oct. 26.

-

65

8

3

'

have

repeatedly
chided bandleaders themselves for
making statements about b.o. con-e
ditions in the band field, but Winv
chell's remark for the Brst time
got under the -skin of maestros
themselves.
They feel that th«
charge is not warranted.
They:
point out that, like every other;
phase of the theatrical industry,
current b.o. results are being improperly measured by wartime
standards and suffering &y com-:'

79

2

"Until"

Mexican Society of Authors,
Composers and Publishers of Musics
(SMACEM) made demand on
vEmilio Azcarraga last week in civil
court for settlement of the $450
(U, S.) a month it claims he agreed
to pay it as. royalties on music of
Its members used by his radio stations,

2

men

Agency

(Capitol)

Magic"

"Maybe

ON RADIO ROYALTIES

lesser coltunnists.

(Capitol)

GORDON JENKINS

MEXSMACEM TO COURT

,

.

I

"12th Street Rag"
DORIS DAY (Columbia)

company.

.

O

1

New York were

.

Artist, Label, Title

MARGARET WHITING

the recording

I

j

P

"Tree in the Meadow"

as a homei for its television

Mexico

week.

DIN^AH SHORE (Columbia)
"Buttons and Bows"

Cap held a lease on the old Pathe
studios most of last year, in which
But
It did its eastern recording.
that building has been taken over
division, eliminating

T
O
T
A
L

T

This Last
wk.

wk

it all.

last

Bandleaders and agency men in
quite upset Monday (25) over the statement in Wal'*
ter WincheU's column of that day''
to the effect that the band business
was in very bad shape. It wasn't
so much Winchell's crack alone
that burned deeply, as it was that
it capped ^numerous others in the
same vein in recent months by
,

I

Week Ending
0QJ £3

National

bidld and -..juip the studio portion
alone induced Cap to forget the
Idea at the moment. "What with the
disk ban still in force and sales
affected by it, the cost apparently

wasn't worth

41

:

has

Dean

Hud-

which holds until

UNUSUAL DAY
Music by .

.

JIMMY McWCH
KOHINS

coliies in.

Victor Lombardo (Marine Room, Edgewater, 700; $1.20 cover), Lombardo opened Friday (22) vice Will Osborne. Sweet 3.500.
.Joel Merman (Mayfair Room, Blackstone, 350; $3.50 min.-$l cover),
Merman opened Friday i22), with Joan Edwards. Sock 3,500.
Benny Strong (Boulevard Room, Stevens, 650; $3.50 min.-|l cover).
Ice Revue still packing husky 3,000.
Griff Williams (Empire Room, Palmer House, 550; $3.50-$l cover).
Small conventions keep room bustling with trim 3.200,,

QUEEH OF THE TRUMPET

,

"TINY" DAVIS

INC

Los Angeles

And Her

Hildegarde, OEddic Oliver (Ambassador; 900; $1 .50-$2). Swollen 4,700

All-Girl

SexteH«

tabs.

THE GRBATBST WESTERN
SONG OF ALL TIME

Jan Garber Biltmore,

Los Angeles
Lawrence Welk (Palladium B.^ Hollywood

Oaret
•109

Smtmt

Itoinero,
niv-a.

Wollj wilod 4«, t'»l.

INC.

Prof. Mtrr.

im« nroacUvny
N«w Vnrlf, N. V.

1st

wk.).

BLUE HEAVEN, Chicago

11

HELD OYER INDEHNITELY

Hefty 12,300

callers,

EXCLUSIVE
(Chicogo)

(25 Records Available)

AMERICAN MUSIC.

Now SIXTH Wo«k

Strong 3,600 covers.

Location Jobs, Not in Hotels

Bob Nolan's Immortal

COOL WATER

900; $1-$1.50).

M .'.NAGEMi

Del Courtney 'Trianon, ,$1-$1.15 adm.). Courtney in Tuesday (19).
Great 14,500.
Marty Gould iChez Paree, 500; $3.50 min,). Picked up last tveek to
sock 5,000.

Eddy Howard (Aragon,

$1-$1.15 adm.).
Al Trace iBlackhawk, 500; $2.50 min.).

Excellent 16,000.
Fine 3.800.

;i

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORP.
10'!

/tb

I

itli

New

GLAS5'<
"rork

ff:
.-

;

N
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Goodman Books Samovar

AGVA National Board to Put in Bid

RKO Stops Gambling on Band Shows;

Marty Goodman has been named
exclusive booker for the Samovar,
Initial show upder the

Montreal.

Goodman regime

will

he installed

For Tele Shows With Variety Format 'Nov.
Goodman
Faye

!

Burrows for Vjdeo

i

,

KeytoMpkNix

Of Rooney Date

New

i

I

.

j

-

trying to force him io sign a device of film subtitles, the actor's
contract to employ 15 of its comic impact was considerably
musicians for each event he pro- weakened for U. S. audiences, although the predominantly, Frenchmotes,-.
On the other hand; Stanley speaking customers at Town Hall
Ballard, the union's executive sec- received a native kick.
retary, denied Milkes' claim that
His repertory was exclusively
the union is seeking the contract. comprised of novelty Songs delivHe said Milkes has been on the ered with pantomimic' grimaces
-unfair list because the latter and gestures that had an indeviolated a contract which expired pendent comic quality.- Too much
in JunCj 1947; Wnen Milkes.sought of the humor, however, was apemploy musicians for the parently dependent on the verbal
to
Rooney engagement, he was re- piquancies and double cntendres
fused :because of his unfair stand- that escaped) the -non-linguists.
ing with the union, according to Fernandel's vocalizing ability,
Ballard.
moreover, is, too; weak to carry the
Milkes' troubles with the union songs on their musical values. A
were firsi aired in the press here radical overhauling of his routine,
two years iigo. At that time a con- with more accent on iiniversal comcert; by Bill Robinson was delayed
edy, will be necessary for his
more than -an hour when the union planned tour of. the XJ. S. next searefused to permit the show to go
son,
on until Milkes agreed tc hire
Le Trio Des Quatre ,(the Four
Ballard says
standby musicians.
that after that Milkes signed a con- Musketeers of Song) filled the initract with the. union which he, tial half of the program with anMilkes. violated at later contracts.! other series of French novelty
:

.

:

I

However, since original
autonomy was taken away by the

i

pay

to

1,000 francs for torn uniforms, lost
buttons and other damages sustained by the police. In addition,
each member of the troupe was
.

Ronalde Loses Case
asked to sign an affidavit stating
Whistler Ronnie Ronalde, cur- that they had abused Swiss hosrent at Radio City Mu.sic Hall, pitality by taking part in the riot.
N. Y., lost his damage suit in N. Y,: Newspapers referred to the troupe
supreme court against Time, Inc. a^ a batjd of savages and Apaches;
Sunbrock and his troupe were
Ronalde alleged he had been
libeled in a recent story in Life {reported routed out ot bed at
mag, In which the mag put a price 4 a.m. by the police and told to get
on his talents at S(3o lor an eve- out of the country. Outiit is supposo!cl to make an appearance at
ning.
Justice Hofstndter held that the Milan next week, but so lar they
obtained the necessarj?
article didn't aflect Ronalde's pro- haven't

•

I

1

;

t

When Milkes had Hoagy Garmichael and the latter's "Stardust
Revue" at the Auditorium here a
few week.s ago, Milkes, however,
refused to hire the 15 union musi^
cian staiidliys- which, he charges,
were demanded, and it looked for
a time as though the show would
be called oft, Milkes said tliat Carmichael himself agreed to defray
the cost of the standbys.

[

;

;

14.

.

visas.

.

The'Dunhiils play the Palladium,

London, March

I

:

BRITISH VAUDE MULLED

,

FOR BOMBED OUT SITES

;

Artists

Federation

is

and other big
!

;

HELENE ond HOWARD.

I

I

I

MATTY ROSEN

'

stages may be erected
Calgary Bros,
marquees used.
VAF'claims it won't be in com- (2 to fill)

I

[exist.

with established theatres

shows

will

.

perform-

the

to

Ucrm.

Team Saves Day For

j

I

Allied Circuit Yauder
Bad Nauheim, Oct; 26.
The jinx hit "Danish CaperS;" a
newcomer to the Allied Civilian
Show Circuit ^ before the show
could begin its scheduled tour of
the European Command. Asbjorn
Alausson, featured acrobat, broke
his ankle during rehearsals at Bad
Nauheim and.; wound up in the
hospital, and scheduled opening at''
Munich had to be called off.
Roland and Keid, an American
dance team, just completing a tw omonth tour of the U.S. Zone, was
called in as a replacement and.;
"Danish Capers" opened its tour
Oct. 23 in Munich. Roland Molvrschladt, a naturalized American;
;

.

citizen, was born in Germany. Ilis
wife comes from Canada.
They
have appeared many times in the

;,

states.,;-

,.

Wally boag

i

DELAYED

that Caiitinflas
(Mario Moreno) lined up when he
was in Paris recently, must wail
a while for its opening here. Plans
for last week (15) bovv couldn't be
consummated due to a rental snarl
tor the Teatro Iris

A'or. 9

-

fill)

Ed Sullivan Show (CBS)
Oc(. 31

:

Betty

&

Kcan

.Jane

to

Dorothy Sarnoff

Leo De Lion,
Bunny Briggs
Honev Boys
a;to,.fill|::„^:'

MEXICO

revue

all-French

:

(2 to

IN

Mexico City, Oct. 19.
"Bonjour Mexico," the elaborate

Rose Marie
Berry Bros.
Arnaut Bros.

-

,;

;

or Pitchmen

the
function in the daytime while theatres are closed, or else will be
staged in districts where they don't

Although each of the num-

bers were enacted by the male
quartet in the form ot a charade.
full appreciation of this item also
banks too heavily on tlie comprehension of French.
This group
displayed clever team work but,
vocally, were not standout. Roger
Dumas, who wrote many of the
songs rendered b,v both Fernandel
and the quartet, gave good piano

Gertrucle Niesen

large

halls, for

I

tunes.

JVor. 2

London
Where neces-

sary,

and music

I

CANTIFLAS REYUE
Milton bcrle (Texaco) (NBC)

i

s

ijpetition

Dir.:

U.S.

Yaudeo Dates

planning

sites in

cities.

I

ance.

vaudeville shows to be held next

summer on bombed

I

accompaniment

London, Oct. 19.
In- an effort to provide employment for its members, the Variety

Club Dates and Television
in New York

;

"

.

knocked unconscious.
Sunbrock was ordered

.

fessional standing.

:

-

I

[

:

cial difficulties in

;!

move marks

the first time-;
that It's been written into the con-tract.
Such conditions will not
be imposed on all bands, inasmuch
as certain orchs that are wanted
in a: particular .situation may not
sign under those conditions..

.

AFM

I

;

,

AGVA

when
ran into finan1943, new resolutionv containing the language of
the original charter,
is
being
sought. National board meet will
reaffirm that claim.
4A's

RKO

i

i

i

-

and most indie houses, have lor.
sometime been getting refunds
when a band failed to, bring in.
enough business.
However, the

is

i

media.-

I

.

i

time. However, Sunbrock insisted
that the local rode a horse named
Fifty for 10 seconds, and refused
to pay oft'.
In the scuff Ic that ensued, Ruth Wall, a trick riders was

l

Town

:

all

.

,

•

|

in

I

1

j

shows

j

.

I

•

variety

I

'

:

of

1

Standby Tooters

:

diction

New

*

I

I

New Pacts

in

RKO

,

I

Abe Burrows, who opened lasl
claimed union
performers.
It's
should have jurisdiction in any me- week at Le Directoire, N. Y., has
dium frhich utilizes the variety been optioned by Young & Rubicam
for a video show,
Agency
formal.
This edict wilt run counter of hasn't decided yet where to use
claims promulgated by the recent the songwriter-comic.
be
determined
also
It's
to
merger of several other affiliates
in
of the Associated Actors and Ar- whether Burrows will be used
tistes of America which, recently a variety format or, on a solo ses-.
took the preliminary steps towai-d sion;
merging because, of the problems
posed the new medium. The boards
of the American Federation of. Ra- Swiss Movements Of
dio Artists, Actors Equity and
American Guild of Musical Artists
Sunbrock Rile Cops;
recently voted to amalgamate. This
combination will claim the tele
Troupe Is Expelled
jurisdiction inasmuch as it's considered that Equity never tcGeneva, Oct, 26.
/linquished its claim to: video which
Larry
Impresario
Sunbrock,
contained
in
its!
was originally'
whose escapades in the U. Si have
grant from the American Federa- brought him in frequent snarls
which
gave
jurisdic-M
tion of Labor
with the police, is apparently contion of the entire' entertainment tinuing in the, same vein abroad.
field to Equity.
His wild west troupe of 40 cowHowever, AGVA's stance stems boys and girls were ordered exfrom the fact that it, has a claim pelled from Switzerland Sunday
to variety shows no' matter whete (25) because of a riot which took
performed.. Union has a precedent place at the Palais des Exposiin its jurisdiction over two-a-day tions here.
variety revues .performed in legit
The riot occurred as a result of
houses.
Sunbrock's offer of 1,000 francs to
Preliminary': battle, for the video [ anyone who would ride a bronco
field has been going on in the 4A named Income Tax for 16 seconds,
meetings; Original 4A charter- to A Swiss named Miehaud accepted
AG.VA gives the vaude union juris- and rode a: pony for the required
,

The

chain is no longer tak«
ing chances with band bookings.
Burley Stand
Circuit has recently put into its
Youngstown, Oct. 26,
reversion
contracts
a
clause where*
The Park Theatre, built as a;
house for legitimate allractions by name bands will refund part
nearly 50 years ago, has been of its salary if gross falls to hit a
figure.
specified
Step
was taken
of
leased to J. O, Kane, manager
the Grand Theatre Enterprises, to because many crews failed to draw
enough gross at the boxoffice.
house burlesque.
Shea
House was leased from the
RKO; as in the case of most
Theatre Corp. New lessors plan to theatres,
previously
relied
on
reopen with burlesque Friday bands to refund part of its salary
Nov. 12,
if gross failed to put the theatre
in the. black.
Several crews, dui>,
ing the past year or soi ''voliin-!tarily" refunded to the theatres
Minneapolis, Oct. 26.
French Comic Fernandel
various- sums ranging up to $3,500
Conflicting claims have been
aired in the newspapers here as to
because of bad business.
,
York
For
Gallic
Too
the reason why C. C. Milkes, local
With this new policy, circuit
concert impressario, cancelled the
takes the stance that if bands are
scheduled. Nov. 6 appearance of
Hall Concert worth what they're being sub-'
In
Mickey Rooney at' the Auditorium;
Fernandel, noted French screen mitted for, they should be able
which already had been advertised
comedian, who recently wound; up' to prove it at the wickets, RKO,
in the papers.
Canada, stayed over as most other theatres^ would
Milkes said he called off the /en- a tour through
S. rather book on a small guarantee
gagement when the local musicians' for a single appearance in the U.
Y., and percentage basisi rather than';union demanc|ed. the employment .Monday (25) at Town Hall, N.
tomor- high guarantees.
of .10 standby musicians for the before departing for Prance
tlic
Paramount,
Warners,
Loew'S:
show. He. charged that the ..union row (Thurs, ). Working without

electod national boai'clt'

of the American Guild of Variety
Artists will stake a claim to tele-j
vision shows which utilize variety

;

Refund Clause

Inserts

22,

albo signed Frances
to a personal management
contract. She'll still be booked by
Music Corp. of America.

!

The newly

-"
,

,

"Bonjour," though, is expected
open before Nov. 30.

Currently

VAL PARNELL'S
"STARLIGHT ROOF"
London Hippodrome
LONDON TIMES . . . "Marvalt with hit
and throw* in Kn
amuiing dance, which comet ci> a tur<
prise and a delight."
balloon carlOQning

A.^ir.KICV:
Miirk .T. I.eddy

LONDON:
-

GlinrleN'

Tuvker

;

;

AMERICA'S TOP HEADLINE SINGING GROUP
;-;.;
;

:

RCA

r

VICTOR

Saranac Lake

favorit.es

By Happy Benway

Currently

Saianiic Liiko. N.Y Oct 2G
Carel Ke-ssler (Amaiing Jlr. Ballantinci and his Iran June Kessler
back to the lodge after a 10 day
furlougji to Detroit and Canad;i,,
Dolly Gallagher appointed assistant
telephone
operator
on
Rogeis switchboar.d replacing Alice
Dudley who loft for N.Y.C. to
.

'

CLUB BAGATELLE

NEW YORK
All

Miijor Notffortte,

resume work.
Johnny Grimes, owner of WNBZ
oft
to Tort Wayne, Detroit and

and Vliibn,
and Canada

I'licnlreA

.

D. S,

1

BOYS

rersonnl DifrrLlon—KD
3908 niio RoildinK, N«ir Viirk «0, N. «.

CIMb S-*3M

Chicago.

West and Jean Stewart in to
chat with Margie Regan, who is
flashing good clinic reports
"Dinner At Durgan'j>," hall-hour
quiz and giveaway program being
aired over WNBZ, with Eddie Vogt
Bill

.

emceeing.

John U.ATSE) Binkley, appointed

downtown shopper, replaced Frank
"Par" Hyner, who is back to work
in Flushing. L.I.

Colony

all

agog over news that
at the Alpine

the Glade Room
hotel will install

television,

the

VALDO

and

PRINCESS PAT

THE MUSICAL MCNTALISTS
IN

A FAST MOVING SPECTACULAR

PRESENTATION OF MENTAL FEATS

first in this locality.

Arthur Slattery back at the lodge
after a week's vacation in Montreal.
Write to those who arc ill.

A ''NATURAL" FOR TELEVISION

;

.

WedneBday, Oclob«r 27, 194ft

VAVBBVIUJB
Philly
Carman

Independent Contractor Status

Now Looms
The long-standing

as Hardship on Acts

classifications

ot p6rt6rniei3 as independent con?
tractors is now being regretted by
many acts, some of whom fought
for that status in order that withholding taxes would not be taken
out of their weekly paychecks.
They're now discovering they've
lost many privileges because of
such classification.
One of the more important factors is the loss of workmen's com?

Against

Lowe, current

a

in

jured

Philadelphia theatre

and was advised she Wasn't

AGVA

rep.

Incident leading to the trial occurred last October during the
height of the AGVA row when
Lowe claimed Dale phoned him at
the Hotel Bradford and threatened
him; Judge Davis B. Keniston
found Dale innocent after lengthy
testimony corroborated by his wife
and by Lee Ryan; a field representative. Dale admitted he had
called Lowe abusive names, but denied he had threatened hton with

.

eligible

for compensation because of inder

contractor
status.
As
pendent
hcyuse employees, they could have death.
collected regularly for the time
they were unable to work. Ray
Norman (& Mary Norman) was
hurt last week in an East Rutherr
.

PEARL BAILEY-BASIE

and disability payments^
Today the only recourse a per^
former has to get compensation Paris Mulls U.S.
of

injuries

difficult

ond

for Video

Poses Problem for Package Producers

by Sam

Roy Rogers Rodeo Sock

Video variety shows are begin*
ning to encounter tlie same prob*
lems that have plagued theatres
and cafes. The. shortage of top names is curbing the formation ot
new television packages. Several
package producers are ready to set
up new shows, but prospective
sponsors insist that the layouts -be
topped by names.
Success of the Texaco Star theatre is regarded as being respon-

'

300G

Am Units

More

in 17

on Chi Date

Chicago, Oct. 26.

Roy Rogers Rodeo wound up

its

17-day stay at the Chi Stadium
Sunday (24) with the take near
$300,000. Rodeo was $8,000 short
of the 1947 gross on Friday (22)
but heavy weekend play at moppet
Vaudeville is again preparing a matinees brought in the difference. sible for, the desire of sponsors to
Show had a lean weekend opener insure audience pull with names.
rush of amateur units that provided hefty boxoffice during the Oct 8, which some blamed on Milton Berle, heading the layout,
late '30 and early '40s. Lou Gold- video, Opening night ridin' and is regarded as being responsible for
berg, who handled the late Major ropin' was telecast via WGN-TV.
the biggest rating in television
Bowes' units, is preparing to send
and is so potent an audience get?
ter that other sponsors will not op«
out a tyro unit 'in conjunction
pose him.
Video stations have
with the Old Gold amateur hour
SET
also been forced to remove po*
on DuMont'video. Arthur Godfrey
tent sustainers away from the Tues<
is also reported setting up similar
YR. day 8 p.m. slot. The N.Y. Daily.
troupes, while Horace Heidt has
WPIX, recently
station
Representatives News
been in the fi^ild for some time
Artists
The
with some of his 'discoveries.
Assn., agents organization, is set moved the Eddie Condon show inTheatre owners, still remember- to reelect Bill Kent as 'president to another- time slot.
So far, very few names have
ing some of the rosy grosses racked for the ninth straight year. Kent
up by the Major Bowes shows, are has headed the organization since cropped up as potential video fod*
der. Talent and advertising agency
reported anxious to book the ams^ its founding in 1940.
For example, Goldberg had planned
Group's nominating committee heads that have discussed variety
to delay his vaude unit inasmuch last week named as nominees for video format agree that Berle's
as show had been on television, for the board of governors Kenti Jack superiority in that field makes it
only four weeks. However, :he was Davies,
Johnny Dugan ..(Music diificult to latch onto.a vaude and
asked by several theatre owners to Corp. of America), Mark Leddy, cafe name. Ray Bolger and Peter
(Continued on page 45)
Nat Lefkowitz (William Morris Lind Hayes have been discussed,:
agency), Phil Oftin; Lester' Shurr, but they're, not available inasmuch
Sol Tepperi Art Weems (General as Bolger is tied up. with the legit"Where's Charley?", while
SIGNS
Artists Corp.) and Charlie Yates er,
(Associated Booking)/ Nominated Hayes, current at the Waldorf-AsN.Y., plans to go back to
YAUDE-NITERIES from the associate ranks are Mil- toria,
with: California for six months to asSatira, ex-Chicago dancer con- ton Berger, who's partnered
semble a new act.
victed of manslaughter in Cuba and Sam Tishman^ and Billy Shaw,
The hopeful aspect of the field
recently released after serving a named from the Moe Gale agency, is the fact that many performers
year, of a 15-year sentence,, has but who has since resigned.
are available for supporting spots
Membership is set to meet Nov. 8 on bills. Talent agencies are able
been signed to a three-year contract by Joe Glaser's Associated at the Victoria hotel, N. Y., to rati- to set layouts without difficulty,
Booking Corp. ABC has not set fy the choices of the nominating but need strong toppers to lure
her yet for any nitery or theatre committee. Board will then elect dialers.
dates, but expects to put her into its officers.
Nominations this year have been
those fields as a dancer.
Viv Segal's Cafe
Satira is now in Chicago, where designed to provide a greater repVivienna
Segal,
musicomedy
she has been bombarded with of- resentation on the board. Beef
fers for her life story by various among indies agents in the past songstress, will make her N.Y. cafa
has been that board has been dom- debut at the Embassy, N.Y., Nov.
magazines.
inated by major oftices. Inasmuch 3.
Singer is in on a percentage deal,
Carl Brisson will ting with the as the major agencies have one
Detroit Symphony orchestra to- nominee on the board, this will no terms of which have not been dislonger apply.
closed.
morrow (Thur.s.) night.
..

Set for Vaude

Yauders

sustained in

Since Chevalier's Hit

.

.

,

'.

ARA

TO REELECT
KENT FOR ANOTHER

1

GLASER

SATIRA

FOR

.

Paris, Oct. S6.
Vaude houses are now considering the importation of American
name acts regardless of idlary.
New trend has been Inspired by
the Maurice Chevalier solo show

always costly.

Balto Nitery Reopening

The Chanticleer, Baltimore, is which caused an unprecedented
reopen as a cocktail lounge sellout at the Champs Elysees theOct. 29 with Jones Bros; band in atre for a full month.
;

set to

Prospective customers are being
top spQit;
from the Chevalier
away
'Bistro was closed earlier this turned
,
,
,
year after operation as a nitery concert which will have a $2 top
with name talent.
throughout its run
the.

.

|

:

.

Bow

;

:

1,2,3,4,5,6,7 Wonderful Weeks!
—just completed at-^
BILL MILLER'S

RIVIERA

To BILL MILLER:

personnel— my

Thanks

for

-

;

-:

THEATRE DATES SET

because

Top Names

.

ford, N. J., house, and attorneys
declare he's not entitled to comPearl Bailey has- been set to tour
pensation.
The independent contractor sta- with the Count Basie band in a
Package
tus of acts was agreed upon some series of theatre dates.
will
start at the Apollo, N. Y., Dec.
years ago mainly because of the
Withholding tax angle. Many acts 3 1 j and will continue at the HowJan.
Royal,
ard,
Washington,
and
7,
went along in that line of thinking.
Uoweveri with harder times, acts Baltimore, Nov. 14,
Miss Bailey will play the Club
have discovered that if they were
Ball,
Washington,
before
Nov,:
26,
considered employees, ihey could
receive unemployment Insurance going out with Basie.

theatres and cafes is via the courts.
Sven then they must prove injuries were the result of theatre's
negligence—-which is sometimes

Scarcity of

••

Philly house is operated
Stiefel.

Boston, Oct. 26.

sensation which ordinarily would
accrue t ^ acts injured during performance of their work.
Issue is now being made more
apparent since a couple of acts
were hurt on stage. One of the
Emerald sisters was recently in-

Philadelphia,

Hub AGVA Rep

Fred Dale, former American
Guild of Variety Artists head here,
was acquitted, in municipal court
this week of threatening Emil

:

theatre,

which has been booked for past
two years by the Airthur Msher
Agency, will switch back to the
Eddie Sherman Agency, which had
booked house, prior to Fisher, on
Nov. U.

Dale Cleared of Threat

49

Booking Switch

a most pleasant engagement— and to

sincere appreciation for your fine cooperation.
Management: WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

all

the

RIVIERA

NIGHT

44

CL1TB

Persian Room,

Wednestiar, October

RK^UBWS

¥.

stance- for
turn.

Dire«tolre,

any tafe or rostrum

]%.

!

really gone places.
However, for the teeoil the management is playing it safe with
the RoberU doing their standard

Abe Burrows;- Frank York Orch
,
(HOTEL PLAZA)
Otherwise Leo Beisman batons (8) and Gringo & Brazilians (4);
Charles Trenet, Marge St Gower
show and dansa- $4.50 tntnimutit.
Champion; Leo Reisman and Mark an extraordinai-y
being versatile
routine,
pation
Orc)is; $1.50 and $2 convert.
mindreadlng, interspersed With a
either way, and Mark Monte's ConIn a certain set Abe Burrows, he sufficient soupcon of comedy. Mertinentals, for four pieces, are also
Charles Trenet is a paradoxical surefire get-em-up-to-dance musi- of the bald pate and hornrimmed vyn Nelson has given up his zany
goggles, is quite the dream boat and
somewhat overly precious:
item on the American cafe scene. cians.
Ahel.
well-nigh
A
among entertainers.
"peanut - butter sandwich - eating"
The promise he bespoke in 1946,
sensational parlor entertainer, with .routine for broader and more gen^
when the Embassy first imported
Ciro's Hollywood
his lyrical ripostes and slightly de- craUjr appealing satires on psychos,
httn seems fulfilled in that he's
Hollywood, Oct. 22.
Blonde.
vasting humor, he segued into ra- French
chanteurs, etc.
an even more facile performer. Yet
Les Compagnons de la Chanson dio and clicked with a breezy CBS Alioe Tyrrell, with her husband,
despite the increasing acceptabil(9), Phil Ohman's Orch i9). Chuy 15-minute show, which left 'em Dick Winslow, at the ivories, goes
ity of the French talent invasion,
cover
$1.50 hungry. He repealed the effect in: in for sophisticated routines, inTrenet doesn't seem to have b.o. Reyes, rfmrnbond;
Coast and Chi niteries. And now cluding a somewhat broad version
potency. His premiere turnout was weekdays, $2 Saturdays.
he's come to the fashionable East of "Let's Do It" as several differfltsappointing and, unlilce the sponAfter a successful year in the Side.
ent personalities would audition it.
taneous turnout of the FrenchHowever, it's a large question Kitty CrawfoVd is an okay songAmerican colony for an Edith Piaf east, "those nine French boys"
or a Suzy Solidor, for Chevalier have made the trek to the west whether Burrows, for all his yeo- stress, and the Soft Winds trio
or 3ablon, the reverse seems to coast. They scored a definite and man one-man songalogi with all makes for nice musical accomp.
Sunplush
this
The Chat Noir i$ a soothing
kinds of "type" songs, can swing
be the case with Trenet, Converse- immediate click at
this class: room.
The whyfore is room and its progressive entertainly, his performance is improving. set Strip nitery.
Les Compagnons offer a smart something beyond control of both ment policy, from 10-until, should
His English, faltering as it is, is
better; and, of course, the genuine act that hits a high professional the star and the management. Le get the same class patronage that
attempt to parlez Anglais is sure- level and maintains it throughout. Directoire, which zoomed into high follows Tony Mele or Herbert lUi-.
fire with the non-French jive cus- Whether it's a choral effect on a with an electric teeoff late last coby-Max Gordon at their east side
folk-type number in Gallic, or a spring, via Kay Thompson & Wil- bistros.
Abel.
tomers.
jazz bands, Cossack liams Bros;; lias had- an abortive
Tr^n^t is not just a casual bal- parody on symphony
orch's rendi- time of it with its fall reopening.
Choirs and
ladeer. He's possessed of a plus
Duke Ellingion's f'Inb
tions of "Clair De Lune," it's done The theory of a sock name like
talent- as a foremost Trench com(WASHINGTON. D. C.)
polish and ease. Each num- Beatrice Lillie^ to reestablish the
poser. His "La Mer" is a growing with
Washington, Oct. 22.
production; each is sock room, couldn't be consummated
International pop song hit. His per- ber is a
Duke Ellington Orch (18> wUh
stuff. Voices are good and the
and the Herbert Jacoby-Max Gorsonality is boyish, eager and willsense of values is. high. Opening don management had to, settle for Kay Da-uis and Albert Jfibbler; oding ; an ingratiation in contrast to
mission
$1.80.
complaint;
only
one
brought
show
a show comprising Les Compagthe reputed behaviorism offstage
Compagnons
short.
It
was
too
nons de la Chanson, Pearl Bailey
whicli, to many in the trade, may
This is % second effort to make,
15 minutes to do
and an Hungarian brother-sister
be the Iteynote of his boxotfice stayed on only
of a large auditorium in
stoutly resisted
shortcomings. The grapevine anent three numbers and
dance team; The b;o. results were a go
Washington's Harlem. Place is
more.
tepid despite the 'good if not socko
Trenet's temperament behind-the- the clamor for
being operated by Herbie Sachs,
In for two weeks, they're a show.
scenes is an open secret and it
may well be that no amount of tal- pretty sure bet to be optioned for
Burrows has been called obn. to who has had considerable nitery
.

Monte

Thelma Carpenter, doubling from
"Inside USA," and Connie Sawyer
are returners to this spot; the Normann Paris Trio is a holdover, as
is emcee Julius Monk; and Raymond Chase and Will Jordan ar*
the two new entries. Latter pair
are both novices, lacking a solid
enough act. Chase is a wiz on
the concertina, better in many
respects than the late Monsieur
Raphael, whose roly-poly Continental manner, however, endowed.;
him with a special showmanship'
.

aura.
Jordan does film star impressions.
That, too, is in the

I

as a mono-;
logist. Unprepossessing of address,
his home-made .-humor is almost
-suicidal. But there ';ls: no. gainsaying the otherwise personable lad's
virtuosity on the miniature wind-

I

>

And while they're here revitalize it; That's
may wind up^ doing a specialty The
environment
a tunefilm.
:

.

a

.

third.

—

bit in

experience in Washington: Called
Duke Ellington's, its opening 10day run is starring the maestro.
Thereafter a succession of Negro
name bands are to come-in lor limited stands. Booked for second attraction is 'the Billy Eckstine aggregation of Jazzsters. What the
deal, is for use of Ellington's name
on the club has not been disclosed.
Opening night * drew a good
though not capacity crowd and
there was some speculation over
whether the $1.80' door tab might
be too stiff for the neighborhood.
Place is currently without liquoiv
license and selling set-ups and food
both at reasonable price. It is a
large hall to fill, with an overhanging balcony lined with seats for
those who merely want to listen
to the music and not order at the
tables on the main floor.
Ellington's
deliverj'
continues
tops; of course, and while the opening night crowd was a little late
getting in, the band -was not slow
in warming up the customers.
The Ellington aggregation pours
it on both hot and sweet, with its
uniquely polished delivery and
soon has the kettle cooking and
whistling in high gear. End product
of the music, of course, are the,
jazz stomping couples on the floor.
Place caters to a mixed clientele
and everything operated smoothly
opening night.
Standout with tbe band is soloist
Kay Davis who sings "Don't Blaine
Me" in a fashion to make one for-

a tall order.

and,

what's

more, current conditions— call for
Phil Ohman's musicrew doesn't
manifests canny pace and show- have too much to do in the way an undeniable name to achieve
audience of showbacking with thiS' layout, such results. Certainly this unusmanship before his
which, foi some strange reason at but it's still tops with the terpers ual singing comedian is. not wantthe premiere, seemed unusually and Chuy Heyes rhumbeat keeps ing on talent, as- he gives out: sea
chanty, memory lane,- documentary^
unruly, in itself surprising in an the latune addicts happy.
Kop.
French chanson; afternoon radio
Persian
environment like
the
philosopher,
and;, other
''type'.'
Room. In his dinner jacket, a
Old Roiinianian, N. Y. songs.
The material is socko; the
more, conventional habit than when
Banks,
Howard,
Sadie
Johnny
delivery dynamic. A riot at Giro's,
first seen, but still With the tradeKiraly,
GeSandra
Bella
Smaro,
Hollywood, a click at the Blackmarked short-brimmed cap, he's
Joe
Porte's
Line,
La
neve
Dom,
bestone,
Chicago,
his;' impact: at Le
not too precious and coy as
Orch, D'Aquila's Rhumba Band; Directoire remains his biggest chalfore.
$3.50 minimum.
lenge.
Returners to the PR are Marge
Frank York, who replaced Ted
& Gower Champion, who now make,
While the better-known uptown Straeter, gives out with excellent
much capital of the fact he staged spots come
.-and go through the;
the dances for "Small Wonder." years, the Old Roumanian conti- society rhytlimpation. augmented
They're a socko dancing pair, nues to be one of the prime. exam- by the acGordionist-accomp of Bur*
young, personable and talented, ples of how schmaltz; mushk steak rows' special musical aide, Milton
With a Troutine of terps and chatter and modestly-budgeted entertain- deX<ugg. Gringo and his Brazilians
Her ment can be parlayed into an in- are tiptop on the Latin tunes.
that's surefire all the way.
Abel.
pert personality and his crew- stitution. It's been, almost 20 years:
cut youthfulness stamp this couple now since Jack Silverman -first
as being of unusual pattern. In opened this tourist spot as a 75Mayfair
Clil
addition, their takeoffs on three seater; it now accommodates more
(BLACKSTONE
HOTEL)
ot the foremost D's in dancing, than five times that;
Chicago. Oct. 22.
cos, are in themselves plenty subThere's never been any pretense
Joan Edwards, Joe Merman
that the Old Roumanianvis. ex' Orch
(10); $3.50 7)iint»miii, $1
pensively budgeted on its talent, coyer.
'

:

'

:

-

;

.

:

.

-

Room?
.

COMEDY MATERIAL
.For

Ad

ThMlricah

Branch*!

but there's no questioning the
value either. It is- the "Kosherchopped - liver
of
the

.

FUN-MASTER

cabana"
league, with such standard perlormers as Johnny Howard headIng the show, along with others,
such as Sadie Banks, a perennial
here; Sandra Kiraly, Bella Smaro,
Geneve Dorn, plus Joe La Porte's
orch and D'Aquila's rhumba out-

I

"Th* ORIGINAL $how-Bii Gag FiU"
Not. 1 !• 22
$1.00 each

@

Joan Edwardsi making- her debut in Chi 's cafe circuit, unveiled
a side new and fetching to many: in
room.
Average tableholder
had her typed mainly as a former
"Hit Parade" chirp. Her keylboard
skill and adroit intime styling added a nice touch of the unexpected
to an otherwise rewarding lieder

I

I

:

f

j

I

this
I

-

3 DIFFERENT BOOKS OF PARODIES
(10 in each book) $10 per book
FKItli! COrV or "Hl'MOll BlISlNJiSN," The .Slioiv-Blz Onicazine wltll
»itch !^.>.U0 tninlmiim order.

!

:

tOc for lIstB ofv otlicr convcily
tnuteriul;
songN. piirotlles, 'inliiHlrel.
IMitter, blacl%-out9. eto.

.S«^Bf1

:

I

I

i

>0

C.O.D.'S
I

PAU.LA SMITH
eop W.

Mth

street.

New Torh

l»
i

i

I

COMEDY MATERIAL

I

I

;

STAGE SCREEN
RADIO TELEVISION
Writer! for tueh: eomiei «> Milton
Merman,
Oiton and Johnion, Eddie Albert,
etc.
Will write you an act for as
little as one hundred dollars.
No

'

All

.

:

himself.

Jordan

ovei- easily.

Bella

well,

Smaro

j

The chorines sometimes look

;

I

a

a.s

work hard.

years as the fiddler-leader of the
'orch, while D'Aquila paces the
rhumba band.
Kaltn.

against herself somewhat
tates
with "Blackbird Looking For a :
Bluebird," overly dramatic, and;
the
eschewing
excerpts
from
Schwartz - Dietz - Gunther musical,
which would be a natural. ::She
opens with '"Great Big Wonderful
World" whichj incidentally, is getting to be one of those saloon hits,
growing in stature ever since Nora
Sheridan first introduced it years
ago at the Elysee's Monkey Bar.
She closes with "S'Wonderful"
which, like the"Man 1 Love,"; done
by the concertinaist, points; up
Gershwin's potency in the class
Somehoiv these intimate
cafes.
bistro single chirpers and instrumentalists have a penchant for
ferreting out old Gershwin produc'

-

.

^

:

;

tion material.

On

the whol6, this show lacks
of the sock of preceding lay-

some

Abel.

outs.

better publicized voca-

luciUe

Loioe.
routining.
Tiansi- from the band.
dialogue, though effective.
would gain with quips thrown in
El rhico, IV. Y.
Grieg and Ger.shwin were points of
(FOLLOWUP)
departure for tlLsplays of keyboard
Thi.s
class
Greenwich Village
dexterity and hark backs to "Uncle nitery,
with its authentic AndaluGus" (Gus Edwards) brings in vo- sian flavor,
decor and cuisine, has
cals of mello-ving oldies.
a bright new show m Rita & RozShading of lyrics w a s fine zino,
terp team; Maria Teresa
ihioughout and especially so in her Acosta,
singer; Fernanda Crespo,
handling ol a Coje Porter torch. dancer;
the Cuban Trio Casino;
Surprise bit on "Atchison. Topeka
and Enrique Vizcaino's orchestra.
& Santa Fe" had her re-echoed by
It's a bright, tight and plenty all
licr disk of the same luunber cut
right little show of which the
in on the pa
Songstress olted to classic Spanish dancer,
Fernanda
ample applau.se altor full treatment
Crespo, who's quite a looker, inci-'
of eight songs and medley referdentally, does a standout chore.
ences to a half dozen others. In
Maria Teresa Acosta is a sultry
her return she gathers additional
Venezuelan songstress, and the

ond E«W»e

'

'tional

Joe La Porte has been here for

I

Fidler

;

Songstress opens at a standing lists Gal has a warm and intimate
mike with conventional orch back- delivery. Unfortunately loudspeaking, then switches to her own 88 ers were not operating too well
accompaniment tor the bulk oC her opening night and her music was
stint.
Standards predominate in partly lost to those sitting away

well-balanced

they're counting the house
and they dance the same way—

but they

lot

Jimmy

I

and
is

a

a

Laughton, Lorre, Bogart,
Grant, Stewart and Frankenstein.
Anyway, he lays off Eddie Robinson, which in Itself makes this novelty week for mimics.
Of course, in contrast to the
thoroughly professional Misses Carpenter and; Sawyer, the; accent
workS: in reverse; Miss -Sawyer is'
still one of the freshest hot com-,
modities for the big league a musicomedy spot would project her into
the importance she merits. Tha
dusii^ Miss Carpenter has already
attained a Broadway hit muslcaL
She works here sans mike, in it-,
self refreshing, although she milio£ Gable,

,

if
j

get

uses

mike technique to introduce his
mord or less impressive caricatures
I

;

specialty dancer who goes over
also, and Geneve Dorn does aoro
dances as the opening act to get b\

:

I

276 West 43d St., New York
LOagaer*

numbers especially

gel.s

:

material- original.

Suit* 801

!

session.

Howard is a breezy young comedian who's making a return to this
spot atter having been here last
seven years ago. He works hard
with standard type of material,
and the customers like him.
Sadie Banks has been here
around 15 years; consecutively,
with her risque lyrics that stamp
her as the poor man's Sophie Tucker. And without her the Old Roumanian wouldn't be the same.
Sandra Kiraly is an attractive,
dark-haired singer who docs calypso

Birlc, Eddi* Cantor, Ethel

jokes.

I

fit.

I

:

.

file

jammer. Perhaps as accomp for:
an ultra-dance team he could get
more seasoning and. eventually find

:

they

plaudits via inlime lilting of anterp pair, Rita & Rozzino, click
other Porter tune and a bow-ofl to
with their routines.
"You Made Me Love You."
This marks Benito Collada's 23d
Joe Merman and his orch have
consecutive anniversary with his
a tough spot 111 following Ray MorEl Chico and, for the occasion, he's
ton's long stand
here.
Pianistmaestro IS on the right track in unveiled, some striking new murals
by the Spanish painter, Julio Mari-stressing strings and reeds.
Back- tin, in the upstairs cocktail
lounge;
ing of Miss Edwards is done in
Business good, markedly up from
adept manner.
Baxt,
a stow summer, first time since the
war, says CoUada; It may be a
Vh»t A'olr. X. Y.
baiometer of the times.
Abel.
(HOTEL ST. MORITZ)
Lucilip & Eddie Roberts. Mcrvyn
Nelson. Kitty Craivford, AHcc Tvr,

«n05-

8t

MALINY
7
mWTrampolininffly

-Mff i

roun'SSSSSS^

I

-

JIMMY HUSSON
"Mr. Everybody"
Just Concluded

EL

"Thanks Eddie Quinn for being such a swell boss."

Dlrcctiont

203

LOUIS W.

tf.

COHAN

Wabash Av*.

':Chleaga:1'

& :DicJi::--WMisloiiv. Soft .'Winds
Ernest Schoen. Fred Marks:
$2 50-$3 50 -tniiiioiiim.

tell
13).

j

'

PLANTATION CLUB, MOLINE,

The ChJl Noil Black Call is a
good name for the Continental atmosphere ot the St Monf/'s former Continental Cale, which adi

I

'

Currently playing the
ILL.

joins

'

'

the

bar. Jac Lcs.sman has
done an attractive decor job arid
George Evans has whipped up a
good show most oi the turns being
standard The keynote of Le Ruban

I

j

JOSE,

CAL

i

I

i

Just Concluding 3

Bleu and the Blue Angel has been
talent discovery, proiecting promising new talents, with result that
several, like Alice Peaijcej Ejyeljin

NIP NELSON
Weeks

PARAMOUNT, NEW YORK

.

Opening November 18

HAWAIIAN GARDENS, SAN

Paul and Paulette Trio

-

:

MOROCCO, MONTREAL

Pers. Mgt.:
(

JACK

:

him

pletely Campbells

I

,

-

semi-pro department.
Chase does three musical numbers, including "Hora Staccato"
and Gershwin's "Man I Love," and
in between essays a tired gag about
"one foot in the grave" which com-

I

ent can offset completely that sort
of handicap.
Whatever the theory, Trenet

1948

(FOLLOWUP)

I

.

S!7,

Le Raban Bleu, N. V.

Knight, Irwin Corey, et al„ have

DAVIES, 48 W.

4ilth St..

NEW YORK
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Wednesday, October 27, X948
job on their disked "Dance of the
Hours," they satisfy with "My Devotion'' and fine harping of a

House Reviews

VARIETY BILLS

polka.
Jessel,

Cantor et

Reception

al.

at show caught was so-so.
Hal Mctntyre or6h (14) with
The Briants go through their
Betty Nortoit, Fr<in/cie Lester; Roy paces
smoothly and efficiently in
Milton Band (6) with Camille
their
woU known 'coniic-acro act.
Vickie,
Peiro
tfaward; Chitck &
tormat
is
the one they've had
Markham
Co.;
&
Bro ''Pigmeat"
around
for a long time, the drunk
(Rep).
Clouds"
the
'•Daredevils of
routine with one of the partners
doubled over and wearing' a dumbill
the
Apolbalanced
well
a
It's
Hal my head. There's showmanship
10 has for the current sesh.
and fine technique in this one, but
Mclntyre's band and Roy Milton's
much of the pantomine seemed to
smaUer group furnish the marquee be
lost on the payees and tlje genlure while a juggling turn, a terp
i

duo

and

standard

"Pigmeat"

comedy

eral

Markham's

eft'ect

was

to be

Dance slot is filled by Curry,
Bruid and La Rue, a trio who do
a slapstick version of th? standard
ballroom routine. The terp takeoff, with one partner stooging as a
drunk from the audience gagging

gregation. However,

in malting its
initial stand at this house, the
band is handicapped by a basic

the standard steps, goes over well
and has fine comic possibilities.
The patter which precedes this,
sweet style. Boys come up with
however, is forced and flat, and
some brassy arrangements, but the could
be ommitted.
overall reception is more polite
Fague and Foster raise the
than enthusiastic.
Opening the show Mclntyre does curtain on this mild session with
"How High the Moon" and "To the only bell ringing of the day,
Be'or Not to Be Be Bop" for fair and this one is literal. They not
response. His femme vocalist, Bet- only play beJls, but they make music with drinking glasses, S la
ty Norton, a tall blonde, snappily
attired in a black, strapless gown, xylophone, bottles, and dolls from
then chirps "That's the Way He whose rubber heads they squeeze
out tunes. Some liked it. Lowe
"Hair
of
with
Does It." Follows
Gold," in which she's joined by
three sidemen who provide a choBalio.
ral background. Won okay recepBaltimore, Oct. 23.
Burns Twins & Evelyn, Buddy
tion.
,
Frankie Lester displays a pleas- Leu;is, Jack Carroll, Gil Maison,
ing baritone in warbling "Put 'Em Martha Ross Temple and Fur Fashin a Box," "Tree in a Meadow" ion Show., Jo Lombardi House

New

Act department.

bills
tvlictlior full

U

Chicago (P) 27
Mickey Booncy
Constance Mooro
Orlantal

Hay

3 Stooges

State

Olvmpia

DolinoK

Majestic

Whltakcr Bros
Jim Wong Ti'p
Tanner & Betty

is trying to repeat
Several years ago, when
spot was: the: Riobamba, a

(two to

29-11

(I)

former Tommy Dorsey vocalist
opened there and .put the spot on
the map. Frank Sinatra, virtually
overnight became the hottest show
business name and brought pros-

The Fontaines

another
former
TD vocalist, 3 Extremes
QUEENS
Stuart Foster, probably in the
Jamaica (I) 27-311
hopes of discovering another sen? Wallaces
Puppet»
sation.
However,
times
have Duke Dorrell
changed.
The menfolk are back Aunt Jemima
.Tackie Whalcn
from the
,

Jerry

^'"toCKFORD,
Palace

Hippodrom*

Adams

,

2t

(I)

He's
a well-groomed
doings would save it^ Caliber of niteries.
talent at hand warrants extra ef- chap with :a good tune selection.
fort which would pay off in spright- While his material is similar to
Olyiupln,
that which he used with the TD
lier. fare for the cash customers.
23
Miami, Oct.
Snappy opening is punched out crew, it's equally effective with
Buddy Ebsen, Chris Cross, Fred by the Burns Twins and Evelyn, backing by the sacasas rhumba
Roller, 4 Skating Macks, Youvian two male hoofers and a femme, band, current at the Embassy.
Bros., & Fronces, Les Rhode House who whack out good precision and Probably a few fiddles behind him
(Par).
My
Love"
challenge stuff for nice returns. Set would ;provide a pashier counterOrch. "So Evil
a tters for Buddy Lewis to wrap point, but he's good enough to get
his strong impressions of the usual by with piano accompaniment only
Fairish bill on tap this week
personalities Into nicely worked if necessary.
manages to get adequate i-eaction. out continuity. Sure-working lad
He's: already proved his capTopliner Buddy Ebsen is stand- scores best with:; Durante takeoff abilities in theatres and records
out with his loose-limbed hoofery and builds to a solid sendoff.
while with TD. He will do as well
and some fair comedies. In the
Jose.
Jack Carroll, winner of seven as a single.
terp department he sets solidly for. Talent Jackpot Shows on the air,
a resounding bowoif.
is pleasing in p.a., giving out with
Ventro work of Chris Cross is smooth arrangements of "It's Ma- PEIRO BROS.
plenty slick, Topper is dummy's gic," "Night and Day" and "Old Juggling
8 Mins.
Impresh of the Ink Spots.
Man River" after a swingy opener.
Magico Fred Roner gets the Has some style and vocal equip- Apollo, N. Y.
Introedas appearing in the U. S.
standard card: tricks and faster* ment and holds up: his end of the
than-the-eye stuff into interesting setup in good shape. Gil Maison for the :first time, the Peiro Bros.'
Ofay
brackets. Lifting of wallets and and his assortment of vari-sized are a crack juggling duo.
watches in the and participation pooches and his prize chimp is a south-of-the-border lads open Vi'ith
some hoop and Indian club tossing
sequence adds to the merriment.
solid sender from the teeoff with
One brother
Layout, though lacking in the the monkey tying up matters solr for neat response/
usual vocalistic member, gets its idly in a bit of jitterbugging and then manipulates a white rod in
mid-air. with a pair of sticks which
musical portion via the Youman some hectic thumping on a piano
resemble blackboard pointers CliBros, and Frances. Stuff is good for which includes a brief break on
maxes with a: pinwheel effects
the family vauders, with the clar- his own in which he seems to
Perhaps best of the Peiros' feats
inetist's work in the elap'hand
relish the job at hand. Reverse is where both chpps stand adja"
..-.class.'
busine.'.s with dog who refuses to cent to, the other and switch cigarSkating Macks round out .sliow react to spoken orders is still a
ets and headgear while simultanewith their acro-work on the roller highlight and another strongpoint
ously heaving a trio of indian clubs
skates. Les Rhode and his unit in earning a solid show halter for
to and fro. For a closer they twirl
handle the backgroundings in in- the act, which has loads of appeali cone: shaped hats with the aid of
telligent fashion.
Lary.
a bundle of laughs and plenty ot long wooden sticks.
This is a
real showmanship.
,sock fini.'ih and an encore with
Martha Ross Temple's handling more club tossing might be alimiCapitol, Wasli.
of the lengthy narrative for the nated since its rather anti-climac«
Washington, Oct. 22.
showing is practiced and tic. A fine sight act, the boys are
fur
Fague & Foster, The Briants (2), smooth in delivery and gals look a natural for both vaude_ and
Johnny Woods, Curry. Buird & good in the expensive rigs, but it's niteries.
Gilb.
Lafitte; Cry of City" (20th).
not for vaudeville.
Burm.
Biz mild.

Harry Clayton

Miami

Morris

&

:

Morrii

.

11-1

BOUND BROOK

(1)

.

Palace

ft Terry
Lee Noble

B
Co

Polly Jenkins

BIRMINGHAM
Hippodrom*

N

Alhambra (M) 2S

,

I

I

I
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:
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Mic
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:
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Bartlett

Morris

W

El Granadas
Peter

Cowley
ft

Betty

'

I

I

Ithe

Downtown,

Detroit.

Package
I

will

have 10

acts.
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(SI

Elliott

ft

,:

i

:

Jackie Van
Hotel BIsmark

I

Patricia

I

Jill

I

,

'

Sjaii, .Kraijier.
,

I

!

!

I
1

,

,

,

'

•

.

!

-
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F

.

:

Ballard
.

Skating

Blvdears

;

Bob Turk
RebHcId ft Del Toro

Dancers <12),
Ch*z Pare*
Sophie Tucker
Ted .Shapiro
Paul Grey
Ellsa Jayne
M Gould Ore flO)
Fay ft Gordon
Lane 'Adams

Palmtr Houf*
Griif WiUiams: Ore
Robert Lamouret
M Abbott Dcrs (10)
Stan Fisher
D'AngcIo ft Vanya

ilild

.

:,-

'

Blackston*

Edwards
Joel Merman, Ore
Vine Gardens
Mel Cole Ore
Joan,

,
'

Joey Bishop
Judic Manners;
.

:

Pant^ho's Tlhumba B.
Daniels ft Danice "
,

Chicago, Oct. 26.
An eastern syndicate last week
reportedly paid $6,000,000 for the
I

:

:

D

ft

Chi Hotel Sold

I

'

<4)
.,-

.

Olga
Will Osborne Ore

I

B

Doris Donavan
Elwood Carl
,

H ;l:d9ewaier Beach

I

I

•

.

Haruette Blake
Jane ClemensAndy Nelson O

:

Benny Strong Ore
John Flanagan
Jean Arlen
Marian Spelman
,

Peggy; Murdock
Featherstone Or
Helslngs
Al Morgan/

..lohnny.. Q.'Leary

i
'

<S)

Hotel St*v*nt

;

I

i

I

'

.

(10);

Don Chiesta
;

Windsor

& M Arnaud

J;

;

I

Waldorf-Attorl*
Eddie Duchin Or*
Margaret Phelan
McCarthy ft' Farrell
Mischa Borr Oro'

.

I'

:

1

.,-

:

Billy Taylor

Adorable*

I

i

:

PORTSMOUTH

,

Village
Vanguard
Bibl Osterwald

Loumel Morgah I

CHICAGO
Blackhawk
Al Trace Orch

1

I

Shorty Warren Or*
Paulings
Piutc Pete

Ore

'

.

|,inite

Villag* Barn
Hari-y Ranch Ore

:

Ray McKlnley

ft

The Godfrey plans are not def- Gel tic Gitana
,W.nllaGe
as yet. but a package is )•(!- Nellie
SHEFFIELD
Ella Shields
Empire (M) 25
ported in the works. Larry Puck, Randolph Sutton
,QTarreH
Rob .Murray
now heading the Arthur Godfrey Talbot,
Billy Danvers
G Formby ft Beryl
productions, is a former vaude
LEICESTER
K Komcdy Kicks
Palace (S) 25
/irlhur Worsiev
agent and is expected to accelerate
Chester Morris
llackford & Do.vlc
formation of the Godfrey Mux Bacon
the
i\l,vron,s
Oisen ft Seaiio'.i
Jay Smythe
shov;s.
Dancptves,
Hope ft Ray
The "Hoi-ace Ileidt Discoveries" D Mery. ft Roberto SHEPHERDS BUSH
Empire (S) 25
have been touring successfully for Hon Parry
Issy: Bonn
Shades
some time. Grosses hit in many 3Alan
Kay ft Gloria Petersen Bros
LIVERPOOL
Kemble Bros
theatres have indicated to showEmpir* (M) 25
T ft D Kcridall
men that such Units are due for a 3 Astalres
Francanas
It's felt that there's Jackie Hunter
comeback.
Jack Kelly Co
Brown
F Whlteley Co
plenty material available, especially Janet
Jimmy Edwards
Samba Caballeros
since many new acts have not been D Philippe: & Alarla
SUNDERLAND
I
implr* (M) 35
able to get very far with paucity of 4 'Curlbas"''
Reld ft Dorothy,
Ijai Founs
j
playing lime;
I'D -WskiBeW Co
Keife" Bros** • •
'

Bob Grant Ore
Panchlto Ore

'

Royal (M) 25
Frankie Howoi'd
Adrienne ft Leslie
Morgan & Boyle
Irving ft Oirdwood,
John,, Watts r

HACKNEY

Empire

G H

Crisp

J

1

I

Edith Plat
•
,

'

Peggy Cochrane
Manlcy ft Austin

i.

;

j

;

Wade Donovan
frpivy

William Adier Ore
William ScottI
Ennio Ore
Hot*! Aster
Blu* BaTfon, ,Or4 ,Three Suns,
Hotel New YorlMi'

.

Scott Sanders
Jack Durant
Albert Whelan
Paul Berny

Empire (M) 2S

get his: layouts on the: road.: He's Terry, O'Neill
Raye
already booked the package at the Martha
Fayes 3
State theatre, Hartford, starting M Woodward Co
'Nov. 5,-and'has dates lined up for Dudley Dale Co
Reg Hadcliffe
the Hippodrome, Baltimore, and Dorothy Gray Co

I

i

:

Roslynd liowe

Cataiino Ore
Hotel Ambassador
Fred Oliver Ore

I

2S

Derek Roy
Bona Ricardo

GLASGOW

'

I

ft

.

Splvy't

Vorsalllat

Empire (M) 25

Marker,

Keppci
Joe Black

Manners
Morgan

:

& Massey
NEWCASTLE

Parker,
Krlsta- ft Kristel

:,

:

Eddie Garr
Larry Storch
Frances Faye,,

Jean Kennedy
ft. Maurice

Molt

Skating Typhoons^;
ft

(S)

peter Brough
Parrlsh
Dassle Bros

Lew

Ida James :
:-.Hot Shots
Tops ft Wilda
Nata ft Rava, '.'.:"."'
PhyUls BranchLou Dixon Ore
,

..

Tony Bavaar
Donn Ardcn Lin*
Walter Nye

Bd

PARK Bob

5 Smith Bros

;

'

I

'

I

I

Continued from p.\ge 43

MANCHESTER

2 Sophisticates

Hyde

Clarke

:

Billy Cotton.

Empire :(M) 2S:

ft

Herb Schutz

,

Hippodrom*

FINSBURY

:

•

.

Sherlock

Ciifl

-Jayne

:

.

Benedict
.Warien
Latona ft Sparkes
Jean Inglis
France Clcry

Reg Darnley
Timar Bros

,

Av«::

Fifth

Howard

;

,

-

Intern"! Singers
Billy Wells

:

Riviera

Skating Rylcs
Beatrice ft

25

Loren Lorenz
Douglas Harris

.

:

.Z.oriS"

CKiSWICK
(S)

1

KIrkwood:
Hazel Webster
Downey ft FonvIUe
Penthouse Club

.

I

Bartlett ft Ross
Harry Seoombe::;-:

No

,

;

Nancy Andrews

Goodman

Robert

Young

ft

Sandra Kirlay
Bella Smaro:
Joe LaPorte Ore
D'Aquila Ore
Savannah ;;.
Howell ft Bowser

Henry Jerome Ore
:

.

.

.

Victor Julian Pets
La Petite Poupee
:

Andrews

Carroll

ft

&

Ralph
Karlos

Shepard Lin*
Old Roumanian
Sadie Banks
.Tohnny

,

Sanligo Bd
Palladium: (M) 25.
Cheerful Charlie
Chester Co
,l!i?m Boles
Colstons

I'eters Sis

Empire

2$

IM)

Jean Carson

,

E ft J Paul
Jack Radcliffe Co
Ronnie Leslie

'

LONDON

Julie

BRADFORD

B*imo't-Pi«za

Hotel

Eddie Stono Oro
George De Witt
Barbara Blaine
Hold Blltmor*
Russ Morgan Ore
Harold Nagel Ore
Hotel Edison

MacPherson

'

Charmeine

Ralph Font Oro
Machito Ore

Fred Emncy
Wally Boag
Melachrino Ore
Marilyn Hightower
Michael Beutino

:

Humanettes

:

Units

Tiini Reyes

Vic Oliver
Pat Kukwood

L^lo ft: Musette
Ossie Noble
Bertie Hare

Wallis
Doris

:

Hippodrom*

A

.

Leon ft Eddltt
Eddie Davis
Art Waner Oro

Roberts OrO
Havana-Madrid

Tito Guizar.'

T & P Rodriguez

Annette
IS: :S

,(M)

Mills ft Bobby
Pearson
&,
2 Kellys
4 Bobrics
Simpson's^

B

I

Am

D

'

Raymond Chase,
Monk
Nermann Paris :3
Julius

Piroska:

,

M' Garncvale

3 Slates

BBIIAIN

I

pretty humdrum at
Street house this session, and
Chicago, Ciii
some notches below usual standChicago, Oct. 22.
ard. Individual acts are -pleasant
Constance
)c e'a/ ?R oo n e y,
enough, but lack of standout at- Moore, StagH MeMannyTrio'r Y<w:-:
traction and routine pace makes dcrbili Boys (2), Lou Basil House
it all on the dull .side.
"Apartment for Pengy"
Orch.;
Johnny Woods, headlining the (20th). V. ,:-:.;?':•? ..''::::::,
layout, registers okay with a fast
routine of takofts, accenting the
Mickey Rooney bridges the gap
air waves.
Backbone of act is beiweon screon and stage with no
Speed and variety, but even these .appreciable loss in personality.
qualities can turn out to be too The film .punch and di-ive are well
much of a good thing. General translated in' the flesh. With the
impression is that he leaves (he 'addition of another filmile. Concustomers reeling, without pacing stance Moore, and two standard
his patter so tliat they can come iacts, the bill stacks up as last and
up for air. Teeing off with the trim. Lou Ba.sil, a Rooney import,
top names in the commentator temporarily takes over the emceefiroup, he daslies off to soap op- Jmaoslrb -role held here by: Jack
eras,
gives Hollywood a
quick ii?uUon.
,^
V.
:.v,L
turn,
Show starts with the \anderbilt
takes the musical airers
next, and finishes off with some Boss in lap terps but-il's their aero
Mally hep imitations of the head- work that gets the response. Pair
uners of the ether.
Gags are score via top man's backflips and
sometimes funny and frequently balancing routines in which one
below the belt, but fail to get the lias his foot planted on the others
jaughs they aim for. Most authen- pate
The Stagg McMann Trio
okay style
tic of the
imprcs.sions arc those handles harmonicas in
01
Winston Churchill and the with well synchronized body move.Brttughliiack after.a fancy.
®"°tfJ?.yt>icA
F.rpa.AUfr'0.. iDQUts..

ft

•

.

.

Wanger Line

1-3

(I)

King Cole 3

Ray Anthony Ore

,

T & A MUlcr

.

IJnger Twins
Meiodeers
Marcia Leighton
Moroccans
Rod Alexander
V Travers, Ore
De Lago-

YOUNGSTOWN

Taffy

Peiro Bros

Harem
Red Buttons
Don Dennis

Shoaregrucd Dors
George Davcy

29-31

'

Stuart Foster
Pupl Campo Oro
Sacasas Ore

3 Chocolatecrs

CAMDEN

Towers

„;

20

(L)

:

E Vizcaino Oro
Embassy

Drysdale

Sis
'

Maria T Acosta
Trio Casino
Rita ft Bozino

Sis

/Oliver

Reed

Geraldine DuBoi*
Andrea Dcrs
Costello Twins
Promlnadcrs
Vine Merlin Or*
B Harlow ore
L* Dlr*ctatr«
Abe Burrows;
Ted Straeter Or*
Gringo Ore
L* P*rroqu*t
Hugh Shannon
Martha Short
Marvin Raymer
L* Ruban Bicit
Connie Sawyer
Thelma Carpentec
Wiu Jordan

Chico
Fernanda Crespo
El

Ames Bros

Jan August Ore
Latin Quarter
Ted :Lewis Ore
Don Saxon
Paul White
Dorothy Clair*
EIroy Peace
:

Esy Morales Oro

B Harding Ore

Barney Grant
Evelyn Tyncr
Howard' (1) 2*
Chas Ventura Ore
Joe Liggins Co

Danny Chang
Roy E Davis
The Barretts

:

F

ft

Capitol

Sis

Brown

ft

Oliver Travers

WASHINGTON

Grace

Brook (I) 30-31 .
& Babette
PhyUls Willis

]

'

Reno

Louis

4

Romaine

:

the big

Allan,

Loyal Co
Joe Allen
Eddie Wcstin

The Danwoods

:

Rimmer
Cook

.

Marilyn Frechette
Ray ft Harrison
Pansy the Horse

:

,

.

Pearl Primus

SPRINGFIELD

A

m

Ebony

;

Court Sq <l) 21,31
,W & J Brown

I

Dave Mann

Juenger Ballet Lin*

„

Frolics

2 Qualmans

The Valentines
Lee Marmer

Gilb.

(l),29-,3'

Ray ft Arthur
Maxine ft Bobby

•
:

:

Tony Canzonerl

Don Reid
Dorothy Douglass

Choral Sextet
H Sandler Oro
Alvarez Mera

JoeMcKenna
Angel ft Chapman

.

Drew »
Warwick

Charlie
Hotel

Banks

Billy

Ore:

Hotel Taft
Vincent Lopez Or*
:

llenny Youngman
Jack Ganscrt

:

Wayne

"HoUowe'n

BALTIMORE

,

,

Conn

Irving

(7)

Diamond Horsasho*

Junior

ft

'

Pepito:

,

Fung Oye

Beatrice

Line

29-30

(I)

-

,

(one to fiU)

Joey

:

.^.^
READING

Ralah

Arnauts
Allen Jenkins to
3

,

'

R*gl«

St.
ft

Shaw Ore

.'

-

Buddy Walker
Duke Art

HOt*l

Nan Wynn
Laszlo

M

Noro Morales .Ore V ' Hotel
R«os*v*tt
Jose CurbeUo, Ore
Gny:'Lombardo
Florence Vin :IjOW: Hotel; Savoy: Plau
Joe Wong
Franklin ft Moor*

3 Glenns

necessity of the femmes latching
27-21
onto a soulfuL voice as a sublima- The MarkoS
E Davis
tion for the warring lads. At this Boy
Marcia Carroll

Foster, on his own, has a virile

.

Herman Schoon

.

Chct Clark

Jim Wong Trp

other swooner,

(D
Miller

G

,

,

Soft Winds. 3

Olga Suarez

M

:>

;

Mcrvyn Nelson
Fred Marks

'

Carman
ft

Dick Winslow
ft E Roberts

L

Kitty Crawford

Alvares Ore
China Doll

PHILADELPHIA

V

Hotel St Mortti
Alice Tyrcll

Janie Ford
Sonny Calello
,M Durso Oro

.

Art; ft Jr:

Duke

Ted ft Art Miller
Polly Jenkins Co

BROOKLYN
(I) 29-31
Tiinncr & Betty
perity to that spot.
& KarroU
The management has now taken Kay
Whitaker Bros

little

1-1:,:"

.

Taffy ft Terry
_
Joe Laurel

Betty:

FlatbuSh,

Roger

ft

Chas Reader Oro
Van Smith Ore

Dave Martin Oro
Copacabana
Lena Home
Copsey ,& Ayres

,;

Plerr*

Vikings

Avon Long

Dale Sis
Black & Dundee
Jack Martin

fill)

Windsor
Dot ti Barney
Wally Dean
S & A Catron
Earl Jack &

Hotel

Germain*

Lutcher

NeiUe

Rosalind JCDurtught
Leo Beismatv Ore,
Mark Monte, Ore

Payson He Ore
Nycola Matthcy Or

Carnival.
Cat* Society

2e-31

(I)

.;.

.

Crawtords

Tlie

..

Ellis Larkin 3
Cat* Jamas
Pat Harrington
Louis Prima Oro

Rasa

ft

,

Dorsey

G & M Champion

:

,

Inca 3

PATERSON

1-2

(I)

,Brevoort

Imogen* Coca ::
Fletcher ft Sheidy

Resales: Sis

BRONX

The Embassy

„
17

(P)

&

P*nnsylv*nl«,

Hotel
Piccadilly
DOU Trio
V
HOt*l Plaza
Charles Trenet

Blue Angel
John Lawrence

.

Hot«l

Tommy

Dahne Hellman
Marion Manners
3 Flames

.,

Randy Cwne
DiSlothy Claire
Moro & YaconelliSis

Strand (W) 29

comPlant
wows 'em with his fort. Interpolation of acts on hand set of pipes that project excellent- Mark
M.->rgarct Phclan
comedy blackouts while Mclntyre into briefer stretches of the style ly; His cafe debut indicates that Berk ft Hallow _
State (I) 2J-30
rates a nod for his fine job of back- parade. and spotted throughout the he can derive considerable from

It's

29-31

(I)

:

Kurt Malor
Greta Llnd

;

Vaughn Monroe Or

history.

Dorothy Ross
Deep River Boys
,

CITY

Andre. Andree
Bonnie

Bagsttll* ::!

<

,

^

SHep Fields ore

Sybil Lewisi

ing the show.

:

;

Pied Pipers
Ethel Smith'

27

Bills

NEW YOEK

2t:

HARTFORD

.lohnny Muck:

Embassy, N. Y.

rading and style talk too far exfor theatre audience

(R>

Williams Bros

Crotona

Cabaret

•

Susan Miller
& K?"'

Arnold Shoda

Markham, aided by John Bunn and tended

21

(I)

Bros

Mage

Roily Rolls
Ben Beri:

-

'

,

The Harmomcats
The Willys

Kay Thompson

13 Mins.

Lew Parker
Tuqimy Burke Co
Syd Amoy

Estcs

Albce

,

.

Bob Andrews
Donald Peers
Billings & Diana

CINCINNATI

Hockettes
Corps de BuUet
Sym Ore
Paramount. (P) 17
Tony Pastor Bd
Vie Damone
Nip Nelson
Roehelle & Beebc

:

3

Nardo

Rudenko

Songs

wars and there's

it
ft

Barr

Ronnie Ronalde
Clifford Guest

(I)

:

Jane Powell

Mude Han (i) 21
Bowman

Patricia

Edwina Eustis

STUART FOSTER

that

McMann

Stags

:

VanderhUt Boys

Robert DeVore

Acts

'

CHICAGO

CITY

(L)

Betty Bruce
Knnazawa 3

ment end holds up but style show- point in history, there's little like^
tends to monotony on straight pa- lihood of the spot projecting: anr

."Pigmeat"

connection wIMi

In

Ted Strneter Ore
Wesson Bros

.

stores and paraded, by 10 models
to narration by Martha Ross Temple of Station WFBR. Entertain-

Roy Milton and His Solid Send-

Capitol

on "Hay

Roxv

New

and "When Your Lover Has Gone." Orch (12); "Hollow Triumph"
First pair of numbers register sol- {ED.
idly. Treatment of "Lover," which
brings in Miss Norton and several
Show of standard acts plays well
sidemen to join in the vocal, is a to final 20 min. allotted to showbit too dreamy for tastes of the ing of fur styles displayed by local
Apollo's clientele.

Jc«n Sablon

27

belom lndl«Ata opening may o^ alion'
or split week;
Lcltor In pnrontlicson liiilU^afc!) clriMiit: (I) Imlopcndent) (I.) tioevrf (M) Stnntt
(1>) rurnniouiii; (H> ItKO) (8) Stoll; (W) Warner) (\VH) Walter Itead^

Baset.

Hippodrome,

ers are I'eviewed under band re'Views While Ghuck & Vickie and
the ofay Peiro Bros, are in the

NEW YORK

into a self-twitting vocal

WEEK OF OCTOBER
Kumcral*

Look."
Hollywoodite mugs and postures
at fast clip, using film familiar
styling that draws steady returns.
He dashed into the aisle for quick
handshakes, then back on stage
for a crash at the piano.
For his
main stint he outlined a fantastic
Andy Hardy plot as a peg for vocal
carbons of pic personalities. Audience responded all the way.

Something
added to

flat.

new obviously has
make it click.

antics are sand-

wiched between the two music
combos.
Ofay Mclntyre outfit, comprising
seven brass, five reed (including
leader), three rhythm and two vocalists, is a large and polished ag-

Miss Moore, packaged in a strapsequin-sprayed gown, puts
snap in a hot tamale opener and
her pop follow-up. Well-poised film
singer wends through a medley of
oldies, then offs to ample returns.
Encores with bouncing rhythm
number. Rooney barges in for a
touch of wolfish byplay with the
blonde songstress, then launches
less,

,

1

Edgewater Beach
William H.

mmager

for

hotel.

Dewey remains

tlie -qew

-owners.

'>^-

M
«

'1

;

';

,
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Wednesday, October 27,

Touring Players' Sked

Equity Refuses 'Anne Pay Concesh

19^

hadeM-leipit
W

The Touring Players, currently
in their third season, will do a 12-

hin* N. Y> daily' critics wet-e
For only the second time Ibis faU,.
New Hampshire towns
and a 17-week, 12-$tate unanimous in praising "141e With Mother," last weelc's entrant at the
road 'trip through the south start Empire, Only other nine-star wlnnefr *^as ''Edward; l\Jy Soil.'' Wflrd
ing in January. Troupe will pre Morehouse (Suii) predicted that "Mother" would run seven years (as
Robert Garland (Journal*
Proposed March of Time docu-*^
sent "Pygmalion " "Importance "of did its predecessor, "Life With Father").
mentary film) to have been devoted
Being Earnest" and "Therese" for American) said: "The good old Days are here again," and Brooks Atkin*
to the new Maxwell Anderson play, Pitt Playhouse's
the initial trek and add a fourth son referred to the central characters, the Days, as having become
institutions.
Walter Wmchell, who hasn't added his capsule
Amencan
"Anne of the Thousand Days," has
play
layoff,
after
the
Christmas
Theatre
$1,000,000
been dropped. Projeet depended
First New York appearance will be comment to Mirror reviews for the last few plays (as he has done most
familiar printer's
prmiers slogan when
with tne
the lamuiar
Kiaaea himself
nimseu wun
this autumn;,
autumn), kidded
on a waiver of the regular Equity
'at """te"- College
Colleee late next spring.
soring of tins
Pittsburgh ^*Wavhluse°''*Dirked
i-utsburgn
waynouse
pickea
rules covering the fllhning of legit
comoanv travels bv station' finishing off a line of type. Below Robert Coleman's final words, "A
hit," came the line: "Winchell
plays, but the union refused to
truck Lisabetl, Blake new hit. A welcome hit. A terriffic hit,"
^^«S°n
S"oflorraine'' to'make
says: Shrudlu etaoin."
make the concession.
public announcement of a ne^ ^""^ ^,1^^ .^^"""^Jf ^^"^ f^'*^''''''''''
Most unusual remark: was John Lardner's (Star), who said that "up
In requesting the waiver, the
staging.
^^^^
1^"*
producer of community theatre which will cost
till Wednesday (20), when 'Life With Mother' went in at left halfback
Go.,:
Playwrights'
Property, within aj
for 'Life With Father' at the Empire, the Clarence Day family was
"Anne," and MOT argued that such $1,000,000.
block of present site, has already
new to this correspondent;" He had never seen "Father" (he had been
a picture, would not only help exbeen
purchased for $1755,000, and
abroad as a war correspondent, although, he didn't mention; that in; his
ploit: the show but would also proconstruction is expected to begin
notice) because when-the opportunity finally: presented itself .the play
vide, valuable national publicity for
within the next year.
had already run more than four years, and- he's allergic to long runs.
the theatre as a whole. The pro^:
Playhouse, which has shown a
posal was presented to Angus Dun-

iweek tpur of

For March of Time, So Pic Dropped

,this fall
'

I

New

'

I

i

'

i
I

C

Cd

i

'

•

I

:

Far More

{

New

|

:

-

weeks
-

regular profit for last eight years,
unusual for such an enterprise,
has outgrown .present quarters,
and auditorium of the new theatre
submit- will seat 750, as against around
300 now.

can, temporary executive-secretary
of Equity, but because of the press
of other matters, was not discussed
by the union's council until several
later..

.

Then Duncan

ted it, without any r«!presentfltive of
the Playwrights or 'MOT there to
Urge the matter or explain any
questionable points;
Equity's insistence that its regular rules should apply meant that
MOT would have had. to' pay all
actors participating in the ftlm' $45
Since it was figured: that
a day.
about two days: shooting would
have been involved, MOT estimated thatr the Equity edict would
have involved an additional cost of
about $5,000: for the pictm-e. Although expressing willingness to
pay the regular $45 a day for players enacting scenes from the show.'
MOT wanted to be able to film
actors in various phases of the production, such as visiting the Play^
Wrights' office, conferring with the
author and director participating
in and watching rehearsals, making
:

Shows This

John Marriott, who appeared brififly iii Dorothy Haywaird's "Set
People Free'- ("Charleston, 1822'') during its recent out-pf4town
tryout, states he didn't withdraw because he felt the role tbO much
for him. Seems that the Theatre Guild, faced with the ftecesisity rf
sudden replacement when Rex Ingram had tb withdraw if0iii;; the
play, engaged Marriott hurriedly Without notifying Miss ;Itftj^airdi
:>^^^
Latter was angry, and. objected to riot having been notified.;
Marriott had only four days to get up in the part; permitting th^
New Haven preem to go on as scheduled. He was in the show for two
weeks, stepping out in Boston. When Guild producei-s Theresa HelbuTO and Lawrence Langner told him- during the Boston run that
Miss Hayward didn't approve of him and his interpretation, Marriott
jaid he promptly tuined in his notice. Canada Lee replaced. Drama is
in j{ew York next Wednesday (3) at the Hudson,

Yr.;

;

My

.

Revivals Oif

:

:

::^^-^

.

The: rash of revivals

.

Show

Biz

Broadway

Names

last

season

be duplicated this year, by

to

present indications. So far this season there have been only two.
4...
t.
J itr.
i
Private Uves,
jIu
and
the first-named was in for two
weeks only prior to a contemplated
full season road tour.
"oi,-

Set for Lectures
A

flock of show biz names ha ve
been lined lip for this season by
the lecture divisions of Columbia
;

:

Artists Mgt. and National Concert
& Artists Corp.

'

Only one or two more

i

j

;

]

revivals

iL^r*°"'
.,
several ^^^r.
more are
in the mulling
stage. The Fred F. FinkleliolTe-Jed

,

[

.

[

-

;

;

The

that hit
isn't likely

gyga^na Foster and Wilbur' Evans, who were manied Saturday f23)
i„ waynesburg, Pa., first met as costars of the "Naughty Marietta" revival on the Coast last spring. In fact, Edwin Lester, who produced
the show, cast Evans in it with the specific idea that the singer would
be an excellent leading man for Miss Foster, who might be^^e^
Lfister told the filtB .aCjfee's^^^
to be jittery in her legit debut.
"Evans will be just the right guy for you."
Immediately after the wedding, the couple phoricd Ltester ih,
York, where his production of ''Magdalena" is at the Ziegfeld theatre.
In telling him the news, they explained they wanted him to topw how';,
much. they approve his casting.
;.
V;
7
-/^i:.

of Columbia Lecture Harris productiOB of Stiuiidberg's
Iiic;,
Cplumbia's gabber ''The; Father'' is due, while the Old
headed by Edna. J. Giesen, Vie Co. will be presented $i' ThCr
New
? c e n i c designer David atre, Ihfc., in four reyivalsy "Dr.
Ffolkes; Quincy Howe, CBS ana- 1 Faustus," "Twelfth Night.""Wav
lyst; Dwight Cooke, moderator of of the World" and "Cherrv Or"The People!s Platform"; Eric Sev- chard." The mUsicalv- "45 Mirtutes.
eraid, CBS correspondent; radio From Broadway," is also expected;
Program billing for "!My Romance," Shubert production at the Shuwriter Robert Shaw. Literati set- but this is practicaDv a new verup, etc., all without, pay.
;WilUam Fields; pressagent for UP includes Elsa MaxweUi Hodding sion of the (Seorge M. Cohan shovv. bert theatre, N. Y., offers some sort of record for talent mentions.
the Playwrights Co., explained to Carter, Hanson W. Baldwin, Frank with at 'least a half doze^ of hither^; Anne Jeffreys (raised to stardom since the opening) gets top featured
billing in type the same size as the operetta's title.
Duncan that, although the project .Kluckhohn, Freda Utle.v. John Sel- to uhpublished Cohali: sbiags,
Lawrence Brooks gets second featured billing, though at the bottom
had been planned for "Anne," he by and flartzell Spence, In a sepaIn the 'indeflhite: st&e^
"
—
—
with his given name in three-quarter size type and surhoped that even if it were not al^ rate entertainment section, Coluni- ; 0' -My Heart,"
the New Stages of the page,
full-size letters, same as that of Miss Jeffreys and the show
lowed for that show it might be bia offers; the talkifest loop Buri CoriolanUSi"
'48," name in
"Lysistra t,i
okayed for some other. According Ives, Joseph Battista, fJrace Aljiert, "Naughty Marietta" and "Jira Dan- title. Luella Gear gets third featured billing, with her' full name in
There are/ 15
three-quarter size type, same' as Brooks' first name.
Huiiiphrey Dbuleiisi Hrtllace SliftWj dy."
to; Fields, the important thing was
:.;--; ;;;;:.::;:;;;.:.:;,
others given billing, five above Miss Gear's name and 10 beneath it
to take advantage of the MOT offer Wadeeha Atiyeh and Berhice Kami
Last season, there were. 15 rebut above Brooks.
as a chance for much-needed exiLst
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vivals,

NCAG'S lecture and^.special attraction division, headed by Selma
Warlick; offers Congresswoman'and
f 0 r
e r actress Helen Gahagan
r., „„..
„
J *
Douglas Congressman
and

ploitation of legit generally, regardless of what show actually got
the direct publicity break.
lAfter the "Anne" turndown, it's
doubtful if a similar setup could
be arranged for any other show
this season, even if Equity vrere to.
reverse itS 'Stand.' For; one thing,

plus

16 in o r e

under

presented

special; auspices, for total of
Ann Corio is talking to her lawyer about production credit she claiins
Revivals were 'Man and SuperShe was to have received on Jean Dalryniple's production of "Burman," "Medea," "First Mrs. FraActress said she helped stage
lesque," currently at Biltmore, L; A.
ser,"
"Antony and Cleopatra,"
former ..cnme and Punishment," "The third-act stripping scene in the revival during its Boston bfeakfln in
1946 when she was in Beantown with "Sailor, Beware,'' SKe got( the
legit-pix .actor. John Davis Lodge, rraHiT wT!T"iihf.w
Rock "TopaziB," "You credit then, but program in Los Angeles doesn't carry her name. InNBC correspondent Johii S. Young' Never wui
^Cah Tell," '•Macbeth," cidentally, she took over the femme lead in Nick Russo's Coast proconamentatbir'' I^Szier^'^
bal- "Ghosts."
Gablei ,;' "The duction of "Separate Room^" Sunday (24) as part of a deal that Inthe
name lineup involved in ladeet Tom Scott, M6t emcee; Boris Play's the "Hedda
Thing.", "<! 11 " "T
eludes starring in a' projected film version.
"Anne," with Rex Hanison as star, Goldpysky, Met soprano Maria Mat- night
'•Th
r> ir'
8:30'^ and "John
ftt
Bull's
Anderson as author, Bretaigne yas, actress Lucille Calvert, corn- Other Island.'' Also to
be: iiichided
Eugene Burr, who has scheduled "The Womah with Red Hair*' for
Windust as director, the Play- imentator Adelaide Hawley, Wil- are seven (Jilbert and
Sullivan Broadway production this season, acquired the script indirectly through
wrights members and Leland Hay- lliani Slater, George Freedley. pian- operettas
the D'Oyly Carte Co. did;
ward as producers, etc., is an un- |ist Katherine Philbrick and Leo tliree Hebrew plays by HabimiK, Variety. He read a review of the play's strawhat tryout at the Stratton playhouse, Middletown, N.Y., under the title, "Scarlet' Lady." Havusually heavy one. In addition, an Podolsky. Literati names include and six
by the City Center Theatre
MOT on "Anne" would; have come Joseph B, Phillips; George Fielding GO.;^.- :;<;,: /,;/;;;.;;; •'",;'':•;', ing previously read 'and liked the script, he phoned the authors, Sam
Locke and Paul Roberts, to express; sympathy. They discussed revirelatively early in the season, when Eliot, Saul Padover, Edgar Ansel
Both of this season 's revi yals sions and, as the play has since been rewritten along the lines ininterest in legit is at a peak. The Mowrer, Robert S. Allen, Martha
subject won't have the same popu? [Foley, Charles Lee. Frank Buck ''Show Boat" and 'private Lives," dicated. Burr decided to produce it.
did or; ate doing excellent business.
lar interest later in the season.
and: Nola; Luxford. Special attracOf last .year's 15 straight piieseritaLooks likely now that Judy HoUiday. will do the film version of
tions division includes the Ameritioii's,; only three were hits, "Mafr
"Born Yesterday," which she's been starring: in since its opening two
Repertory Players, Salnrn rrTC (PA AAA i^edo Negro
and Superman." "Medea" a n d seasons ago at the Lyceum, N. Y. Reported that Rita Hayworth saw
Harmonaires, the
RLr (jh 10 $4,000 Graffs,EnsemWe,
Harry Conover, Irene Haw- "Piay's the 'Thing," although the her fourth performance before going' to the; Coast and has definitely
D'Oyly
Carte and City C e n 1 6 r turned down the assignment.
'"^"^
^"i^
IN SUBS BEFORE PLUGS Southernaires,
presentations also w'ei'e; successful.:
Columbia prez Harry Cohn also wanted the entire stage performRichard DuBois and
Most reyivals t^me late last year, ance filmed on 16m, but the cast; reportedly balked.
Boston, Oct, 26.
.Aubrey Pankey.
and there's: probability that some
Boston Repertory Assn., which
may he added later; this ^ sea^on
opens its first season Nov. 5 at the Phillv T Ji 14f>iil!i ^Infpti
JimieS
"^'"^
^^^^
*
when new ones drop off. Revivals,
Copley theatre, had $4,000 in subscriptions; before any returns were
12 Opera Performances as proved in recent seasons, can be
.
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linuation of the innovation of renounces a series of; 12 perform- cent seasons, namely the musical
adaptation of straight plays.
ances for that company's 1948-49
"Where's
Charley'.'"
based
on
season in the Academy of Music
The La Scala opened Oct. 22 "Charley's Aunt," has already
witli "Bigoletto;"' Other dates and bowed, while a musical version of
'The
Pursuit
of
Happincs-,"
it,
on
operas to be given are: "11 Trovatoro," Nov. 5; "LaGiocanda," Nov. the Theatre Guild's spung soliedule. A musical version of "The Lit26; "La Traviata." Dec. 9, "Cartle Foxes" is on Chei-jl Cravvlords,
men." Dec. 20; "LaBolieme," Jan.
slate, but not likelj 'now till next
24; "Lohengrin," Feb. 10; Giorfall. Another possibility next seadano'.? ''I'^edora," March 16; M'La
forza del Destino," April 4; "Jyia- Son is a musical version of '"Golden
dame Butterfly," April 22; "Caval- Boy," with score by Leonard Bernstein.
leria Rusticana" and "Pagliacci,''
May 12, and "Aida." May 26.
Giuseppe Bambobchek will conShows in Rehearsal
duct all performances, and tlve
"Allegro" (road) Theatre Guild.
William Sena Dancers will be fea"Along Fifth Avenue" ^Arthur
tured in the ballots.

the

,

:

Pilgrimage Theatre
Seeks to Expand

late

Francesco

Pelosi,

an-

—

Hollywood, Oct. 26.
Pilgrimage Playhouse, currently
summer showing of
the Pilgrimage Play, is branching
into all - year - round production

—

Lesser.

restricted to

Legit Bits

t^hrown together quickly, although

Philadelphia, Oct. 26.

Anthony Terraciano, new gen- these usually show' their haste in
manager of the Philadelphia production.
This; season is also seeing a conLa Scala Opera Co., succeeding

Sundaj (24) dailies. The required
$50,000 financing has been invested by local residents.
The company, currently rehearsing in New York,, arrives Sunday (31) to attend a party for the
280 stockholders, then begins final
run-throughs and dress reheansal
for the opening production. "TJie
Road to .Rome."
Organization has the Copley on
a four-walls basis at a flat rental
of $600 a week. Understood the
Shuberts, who operate the house,
previously, turned down an offer to
lease the theatre for films, at a
$30,000-a-year guarantee; plus percentage.

Fred Stbne^ l^fbi^

I

"Anne

of the
Playwrights Co.

Thousand Days"

—

Press Agents theatre, Greenwich Village, N. Y'.
Jf'irst offering of the season by
first social
jthe Equity Library Theatre will be
get-together in nearly a decade to^ double-bill, Shaw's "Dark Lad*
morrow night (Thurs.) at the Plaza of the Sonnets" and "Man of Des^
Jacob A. Wciser, tiny," this Saturday-Sunday (30-31)
hotel, N. Y.
producer-director of the Ringside at Lenox Hill playhouse, N.Y.
strawhat tlieatre. Spring Lake,
Frances Rowe, touring with
N. J.,; has :opened production of- Maurice Evans in "Man and Sufices in New Y'ork
V. Cowles perman," is filling lecture dates on
Strickland, 'on leave from Stan- "The Theatre Resurgence in the
ford Univ. theatre, is in Washing- U. S. and England" for ANTA, beton this week as ANTA rep to sides making her own- commercial
hi^ddle with Dept. of Agriculture lecture appearances
Richard
^
'~ on a theatre for depart-1
officials
~
Beckhard, of the ANTA staff, went:
ment personnel
After 11 years to San Francisco last week for
as business, manager of Local 75, confabs with conimunit\ theatre
the Ireasurers & Ticket Takers groups
Playwriglits' Workshop,
lUnion, Morne Seamen has resigned ireading-di.scuSsion group in New
to become treasurer of the Morosco, York, will consider 'Tamil v EnY
Jiiraes
J. Murph.v, TTTU trance,"
by Gene Evans, at its
secretary-treasurer, is acting busi- next meeting. Dec. 6. Outfit also
ness manager.
holds cooperative sessions with the
Cornelia Otis Skinner will pre- Actors Workshop N Y
sent her program
of
character!
U„a O'Connor' and Rose Boffsketches Nov. 3-4 before the Flor- danoff wilir"spea"k Nov '5"6'^at"tiie
ida Players, of the Univ. of Florida mid-Atlantic regional
meeting of
/Varner Watson, regional thea- the Catholic Theatre Conference at
t»e head of the American National Fordham Univ.
Basil Langton,
As.sn. of Theatrical
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Fred stone, now retired from the
Boston Repertory —Boston
Hollywood Bowl A.ssn.. lia.s applied stage. and living quietly at tlie Al- Repertory Assn,
"For Heaven's Sake, .Vlother!"— ^l''eatl•e & Academy, leaves Frito the; Lo.s Angeles Zoning Ari-fSonquin hotel, N. Y. will lea\e
daj- to attend the opening Nov. 8
David Kaye.
ministration for permission to early next month for Seabiiry. Fla
of Mareo Jones' theatre '47. Dal"Japhct" John Vorke.
stage dramas, musicals and civic 'where he'll be till next May.
and visit community theatres
In addilion to hunting and fish"Make Way for Lucia"—Thea- las,
events at the Hillside theatre in
in Houston and San Antonio
ing. Stone devotes some time to tre Guild
Cahuenga, Pass.
"Bed GIoves"-Jcan Dalvvmple fhe'^dual'bm
Application also calls for the [putting on several- minstrel shows
IMC auai-oia ''R™/Jni"''i:;Lif
.xtespecltul Prostiestablishment of a drama school during the season for the local and Gabriel t>.,r^„..i
yoing
Vinton, the
be' Cort^
in connection with the theatre. firemen., ^nd plans similar activity'
Cort, N^'r
N. Y. Al i'^t.^''^^'^'"
Boylan is pro* ani rair"-Vi„ton
T.v»»Hi»«
this season.
•-(>
ists Corp. for IT. S> dates.
duc),ion..rfiianagej-, pf ^Wevv, S,t^g«,s
" " J I'reedley.
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actor-director,
and Kay
PouHon. of the Arts Council of

Great Britain, will address the
ninth annual dramatic conference,
Nov. 6, at Delaware Univ
Al-

^^Herque
tre

;

I

—

.

British
;

I

1

.

I

is

(N.M.) Community theatrying to iet *> thpr; .<5vlvi»
^far of^"Kind^^^^^^

1
1

i*.**""*Richard
Arlen for "The Inspector

Calls" at unspecifiod daies?

.

,
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Average Straight Play Cost

UNESCO

Now

Is

Aide's

ConfaW

New

•Maurice Kurtz, secretary-general
of the International Theatre In-

Stages

legit section of .UNESCO,
York last week by
air from Paris, where the organiza-

Maps

47

Legit-Radio-Tele

stitute,

Approaching Hollywood

'B'

Films

quirk in legit .costs hasf
Alarmed.
Production
C!Q$ts on straiglit shows are begin- H'wood
£1 Patio Leased
liiiigi to approach the cost of musicals, and, with the inflation spiral
For Local Productions
still going up, the feeling is pre*
vailing that something has to give
Hollywood, Oct. 26.
,~-and soon.
El Patio theatre, 800-seat house
"Anne of the Thousand Days," ^now owned
by the Wooleve'r broth*
Maxwell Anderson's drama which
ers, has been leased by a New York
the Playwrights Co. and Leland
Hayward ,will produce shortly, has corporation for a term of 10 years,
10 sets for its 24 scenes, and is eflfective Dec. 1, with an option to
budgeted at $130,000, a record for buy. Ted Zittel will manage the
a non-musical. (Paradoxically, this
musical, "Small Wonder," house, with Dale Wasserman as
fall's
U'ade

New York

"Death of a Salesman," the Ar- Michael Scott associate.'
Miller .play which Kermlt
Extensive renovations have been
Bloomgarden and Walter Fried will made in the theatre, and more are
present, is budgeted at $100,000. contemplated. The idea
is to pre''Life With Mother" cost $100,000, sent local
productions of current
as against the. now historic "Life New York hits for indefinite runs,
With Father," which cost $23,000 to
"The
produce eight years ago.
Leading Lady," recent Ruth GorY. Legit Managers
don entrant, cost $90,000 originally,
with another $27,000 added to bring
It into N. y, after the earlier deHonor C. B. Cochran;
cision to halt it in Chicago was revised. '"Summer and Smoke" cost
Brock Pemberton Is M.C.
$90,000; "Town House," $85,000;
.As Brock Pembertt)ni still con"Grandma's Diary," $75,000; "Time
For Elizabeth," $70,000; "Story For valescing, remarked at the lunchStrangers," $65,000; "Edward, My eon last Friday (22) to Sir Charles
B. Cochran and Lads' .VCochrth,
£on," $60,000.
Only ^recent show to buck the "•This is the gVeateist njimber of
trend was "Private: Lives,'" put on producers I've seen since those
Saturday night days with (the late)
In Chicago
^_ for $40,000.
^^^^
In^eceiit* yeara'$6O,b0O was re- J"*
^^^^ referring
''''l^"?'
garded as a high budget, while 10 to. the fact that the managers
years ago a $35,000 cost was con- would huddle with the cutrate thesidered to; be enough. Now, $60,- atre ticket tycoon, and many a
Leblang advance made it possible
.000 is looked on as a minimum for
most straight shows, with the sky for many a show to open again the
Monday.
apparently, as in the case of

The Experimental Theatre^, which
Seemed a doubtful prospect for this
season, may be revived, at least on
a limited basis. Partial agreement

its original

still insisting

•

And

Hunter, Lilly Turner, B:u'rie Stavis,
Florida Friebus, Robert" Gundlach.

.

.

:

I

:

I

.

I

since starring: in "Over
which was her first attempt
as an author. She Indicated at that
time that she Intended devoting

I

'SUMMER' ORDERED TO

,.

"Prostie" i$ now being handled
by a managerial committee including Kermlt Mnrdock, Boris Tumarin and Karl Weber, representing
The Respectful Co., a wholly-owned corporation, the enlarged board
of which includes Meg Mundy,Mary

husband, Garson Kanini According
Murdock New Prez
to her friends; the actress' decision
New Stages, Inc., the parent or-'
arises not only from the favorable ganization, is now headed by Mur'
critical and professional response, dock: as president and Stavis aS;:
to her. performance in "Lady," but treasurer, and in addition, to them,
also to the enjoyment she found in the board includes Gundlach, Tumagain being in greasepaint. (Show arin, Miss Friebus and, at least
folded after a week's run).
temporarily, Rose and Heilwiel. BeAppearance in "Lady" was the
(Contlnucd on page 49)
first Miss Gordon had made in five

demand that no name
actors be used in ET shows, but is
that costs of the opAration be drastically, cut.
However, there may be difficulty in
Pemberton, as president of the carrying out such reductions in the
League of New York Theatres, face of union regulations.
presided in greeting the Coehrans.
The present idea is that, with
An unusually large turnout wel- a permanent theatre probably uncomed the veteran. British im- available for ET shows, different'
presario who, for his speech, with houses would be rented for Sunfrank sentiment and nostalgia day night and midweek matin^p^
briefly reviewed his ties to Amer- performances. Such a setup would
He involve severe curtailment of the
ica and American .traditions.
started as an actor in 1891 and, of former ET performance schedule.
course, in later years was allied However, it may be necessary in
with Tex Rickard and AVilliam A. face of the theatre shortage. FigBrady in sports promotion as well ured that the proposed use of a
as legit production.
unit setting may not be adopted,
While the keynote was light aitid although a group is supposed to
humorous, Cochran struck a few. discuss the idea with Jo Mielziner;
serious notes, including a refer- who suggested it two seasons ago.
ence to the fact he likes to think
ET board is chairmaned by ClarHis Ma.iesty^s government was: hon- ence Derwent, Equity president.
oring all of show business when he Equity
representatives
include
was knighted Sir Charles.
iAlaii Hewitt, Ruth Hammond, Edith

legit flop.

do- SO;:

-

the footlights as star of her own Rose, Heilweil, Murdock, Tumarin
play, "The Leading Lady," last and Weber. • Befor ! ^he board'sweek at the National, N. Y., is enlargement. Rose and Heilweil;
now reportedly willing to continue exercised brief control following
an acting career indefinitely, either the resignation, due to a misun-.;
for other producers or: under the derstanding, of four of the memmanagement of herself and: her bers.'

I

.

.

Also Writing Plays
Ruth Gordon, who returned to

I

I

though they were asked by the
membership to quit the New Stages
board, they have thus far refused

Ruth Gordon Would

It's
understood that the Fact
Finding Committee has withdrawn
I

.

as co-managing directors
and president and executive, vicepresident, respectivelyt of New.
Stages, after differences with the.-!
organization's board. However, al-

.to

Continue Acting,

;

week

last

sion.

m

,

make a B film, with little, if any, of
the financial risks involved, in the
latter as in the case of a quick

•

taken from. Norman Rose and
David: Heilweil.
Latter resigned

Gelinas, who is known in Canada
as Fridoiin, Is" already working on
a translation of th" play, but won't
make any deal for the rights until
he sees how it turns out. Also, he's
understood to be Insistent on okaying the casting for a Broadway ver-

for the setup of a revised ET has
been reached by the various groups
involved, and further discussions
are being held
the subject.
Those participating are members
of the ET board, including spokesmen for Actors Equity and the
Dramatists Guild, and a delegatibn
from the Theatrical Fact Finding
Committee, representllie various
craft unions.

;

i

;.

,

Limited Basis

N

"Anne," the limit. It's getting so,
some producers aver, that it costs
as much to do a show as it does to

Revised boards of directors are determining organizational policy and handling th«:'
group's current shows, the dual-bill:
"Hespectful Prostitute" and "Hope
Is the Thing," at the Cort, N. Y.
Although tiie situation is not
completely clarified, control Of the
"Prostie"
production has. been
television.

Montreal, Oct. 26.
Guild and Herman
Shumlin are both dickering for the
English-language rights to "TitCoq" (Little Rooster")', Gratien
Gelinas' current hit. Theresa' Helburn, co-director of the Guild, and
Shumlin were here on successive
days recently to see the show and
huddle with the author.

May

thur

'

and plans for production and radio-

Dicker for Fridoiin Hit
Theatre

Be Revived On

admin-

istrative setup,
Stages 1$ pro*
ceedlng this week with the selcc*
tion of a new managing director'

Theatre Guild-Shumiin

atre.

and

representative

its

New

during which he'll hold
several confabs with representa'
lives of the American National
Theatre & Academy, which has
.lust been designated the official
ITI center for the American the-

Experimental

reorganized

Ravilng

't

weeks,

.

cost only $150,000.)

With Revised Executive Setup

tion has it permanent headquarters.
He'll remain in the U. S, several

A new

the

New

arrived in

'seasons,

ALDRICH TO BRITAIN TO

21,"

herself to writing thereafter; but
decided to 'appear in "Lady" when
she couldn't find another star to
play it. Although she now figures
on continuing as an actress, she'll

SET OLD VIC

U.S.

TOUR

London, Ont., Oct. 26.
Richard Aldrich, who with RichHIRE 8
aj-j Myers and Michael Kanin, is
$110
producing "Goodbye My Fancy,"
Tennessee Williams' "Summer
combine H \^ ith playwritmg.
leaves for Britain next month to arand Smoke" at tlie Music Box,
An already completed' script, ,.a„ge jq,. the North American tour
N. Y., has been classified by Local
"The Kitchen Canaries," is on the early next year of tlie Old Vic The802 of the American Federal ion of
Max
Gordon,
.schedule
of
undated
atre.
While there he will attend
Musicians as a drama with music,
21
and
produced
her
"Over
who
the opening of the new Daphne Du
and AFM has. ordered the show to
"Years Ago."
Maurler play, "Spring Tide," In
hire eight men at a basic salary of
London, starring his wife, Gertrude
$110. Play currently uses six men
Lawrence,
Atwater. Myron McCormick and
getting $77.28 weekly, to provide
Present plaiis CaU. for the :Gid
Margaret Webster, with Aline Mac- 'Winslow' Cuts Hub Stay
mood music.
Vic: to wake a preliminary tour,
Mahon and Alexander Kirkland as
Local's decision is being apHea^^
of Canada before going to the U. $.
'alternates.
Dramatists Guild reps
pealed to tlie national AFM board
For Richmond Date Sir
Laurence Olivier and Sir., Ralph
are James Gow, Herbert Kubly,
by .lonas T. Silverstone a nd
Group
Investing
Boston, Oct. 26.
Richards.6n, Will ript be coming with'
Milton Pascal, Gerald Savory and
Mortimer S. Rosenthal, attorne^^
"The WInslow Boy." originally he company. They will be reA new syndicate f^r b^eking Victor WoU'son. with Alan Jay Ler- slated
for Margo Jones, play's producer.
for three weeks at the Plym- turning to Britain from Australia,
The executive comIt's contended that the Music legit sh ows has be^ri for iii*^d By Iner alternate.
when the other company leaves for
Box is a "contract" house and not Mary Huiiter and Winston' d'Keefe, mittee includes McCormick; Pas- outh liere, beginning Monday (1),:
the third week in North America.
a "penalty" hou.se, consequently both active in Ne\v Stages and the cal, Jcseph Verner Reed, George has canceled out
Sir .CedriC Hardwicke and Dame.
play a five-night engagescale should be- allowed to remain American Theatre Wing. Callinp Freedley and T, Edward Hamble- order to
ment at the WRVA theatre, Rich- Edith Evans: Mrllt l^^^
It's also
at the current figure.
itself Theatre Investors, the group lon, with Cheryl Crawford chairr
be. pre-.:mond. Understood the Theatre American tour. Plays
claimed that the number of musi- now has 22 Members, each of whom man.
Guild, at whose insistence the sented Iricltide Shakespeare'a-.
cians asked by Local 802 IS more ha,s put up $1,000: Membership
switch was made, has agreed to 'Twelfth Night j" directed b^ Alec
than is needed for the purposes of wijl be limited to 30. First liivest*
repay John C. Wilson, for any McGuihess;! Marlowe's "t)r, Fausthe play.
ment was in ''The I/eiding Lady,'' M.D. OK's Pemberton
Cohgreve's "Way of the
losses Involved. The Guild and: tus;''
Which Closed Saturday '23) at the
Wilson are co-presenting "Win- World," directed by John Burrell,
National, N. Y., after eight perCitizens' Protest Hits
and Chekhov's "The Cherry OrStaging BriL 'Harvey' slow."
formances.
Play's two weeks here will be on chard," directed by Hugh Hunt.
Brock
Pemberton,
Wash. Building Plans
There are several other. legitrecovered
Theatre Inc, will back the tour,
backing syndicates, including one sufllciently to make the trip to Guild subscription. The originallyWashington. Ocl. 26.
skcdded third week was to have and Aldrlch will represent that
Plans to erect a new legit 'house called Limited Investors, whose 30- London to supervise Sid Field's been without subscription.. Guild; .group while In Britain,
odd members put up .$.'50 in various production of "Harvey," starring
at Newark and Wisconsin Avenues
which IS committed to present sevIt is headed by Ditvid hiraselt, sails Nov. 6 on the Queen
N.W., got another setback here last shows.
eral shows this season in Rich- RnfU CUaiiartnn Ac
^--naKeriOn AS
week when the Cathedral Heights- Miller and .Mortimer Becker, show Filizabeth,- Pemberton will stage mond. had to make the guarantee '^"I"
Cleveland Park Citizens Assn, went bu.<iiness lawyers, and includes the London production, having to Wilson to persuade him to give
K. C. 'FoXCS' GuCSt
such legiters as Judith Abbott, been given the greenlight by his
on record against it
up the potentially profitable third
city. Oct. 26.
This is the theatre being backed Mary Mason, Marian Byram, medico who, however, cautioned week in Boston for only five nights
the producer, to take it easy beb.y radio figure Ted Granik and Phyllis Perlman,, Martha Ifodge,
in Richmond, where the radio-sla-|
^'i?"f^*"1
which would be erected liy Garfield Bei'nard Mart, John Patrick and cause ol a heart condition,
'he
Resident il.*^*:***'/'
Theatre for its
1,:
Sir Charles B. Cochran and his tion-owned WRVA theatre is taken opening production, "The Little:
Kass. Up to now gimmick has been Sol Jacobson.
for broadcasts Saturday nights
wife, also go back on the same
the refusal of Marcus Heimann
Because the "Wln.slow" company Foxes,": beginning Nov. 15. It's the
boat after several weeks in New
^UBO) to guarantee plaj s Jn adfirst show for the local legit under
York attendant to putting on is already slated to disband and new director Stanley Ackerman:
vance of the construction of the
Sues Gallo for 50G
"Bless the Bi'ide" (now In its sec- return to England late in Novem:house. Opposition from residents
In support,the screen-legit 'acFortune Gallo, impresario of the ond year m London), on Broadway. ber, there is time for only three tress will have D. L; "Doc" Hartleyj
In the vicinity of the proposed
playing weeks during the month.
theatre forms a second Inirdle San Carlo Opera Co., i.s being sued Composer Vivian Ellis, who came
That's why the show could not .stay motion picture critic of the Kansas
since they indicate possibility of in N'. Y. supreme court by attorney with them; returns on the same
^^^""^^
boat as does Fifi (Mrs. Jack) Hyl- three weeks In Boston and play
^^''^T
a zoning fight.
James F. Murray, Jr.^ for $50,000 ton. Hylton flew back Monday (25) an additional week In Bic-hmon^d.
l^.^r'of^rhe'S^.'^^^ox^^J^Ts' d^ie
for alleged Slander.
to ready "High Button Shoes" for
least
eight-day
run.
for
at
an
Marlowe-Stevens Plans
in 1947, Gallo and the American Xmas opening with Lew Parker
JilceWlse
is sy.,:t0;come
Jane
Cowl
Hugh Marlowe and his \\'\te. ac-lToiiiing Enterprises were both in- and Frank Marlowe in the Phil
Hurok Goes Tele
ih' h^re, but her stint will: be with.:
tress K. T. Stevens, are reading terested In touring a group of Silvers-Joe.v Fave roles,
Sol Hurock Is branching Into tbe.U. otKansas/City players a lit
Kurt Unkelbachs comedy about singers from Roman Catholic
Prince Littler, who.had been ail: •,''-.':•
Impresario ;has' just lie later.
Hollywood s h o w f o k, '-Heaven churches, and Gallo sought Mur- Ing while in New York, left on television.
formed
Hurok
Television
PresentaSent," with idea of appealing in ray's services to straighten out the Eliiiabcih this past weekend,
BUFF TEQUPE
the tour conflict. Murray claims after closing for "Love Llfe'^ which tions, Inc., to package shows with
it on Broadway.
his
artists,
as
well
a.s
handle
sep'Buffalo.^: Oct^' :2e./
Meantime, ijnkelbach, wlio is slanderous utterances were made he will produce in/ England. Littarate talent.
Playhouse, Inc., owning and oppublicity director for the New agalnsi.hira then and subsequently. ler is also doing "Brigadoon" at
He now has a deal on with 2nth- erating the Erlanger theatre, has
Yorker hotel, N. Y,; is alho workGallo attorneys asked Hie court His Majesty'.s, r.vondon, next April.
Fox
to
feed
them
his
concert
t«l
organized the Erlangcr Plavers,
ing on a script for a play aboul the (0 strike off the suit on grounds of
*" be filmed for tele, ll.nok
which wlil present six plays durj.
hotel, at managenicnfs request, insufl'iclcnt particulars.
'1st Lady' for Dallas
'talent rosier Includes Marian .An- ing dark weeks at the house this
along lines of the film. "Weekend
Dallas Oct 26
der.son.
Jan
Peerce,
Artur
Rubln- winter.
/^'r''-::X':://
General .^mus. Filiii ai'tor Frank McHugh is slated
at the Waldori."
The Dallas Little Theatre opens
stein,
Isaac
Stern,
Vienna
Choir
These Will be televised;: by
Corp. is now handling a inu.sical he lo reCurn lo the stage In Morris the season with "First Lady" at
Highland Park Town Hall Boys, ^on Co.ssack Choir, and WBEN-TV, with admission to be
collaborated on, tilled "Pocahontas Green'!! production of "It Still the
.*
.others,
Thur.qtay tge.)
Happens,' by' Lewis Nemcrson
i'$j,.20.:':'.
Goes To London."
]
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most part it's a pretty fombie effort.
Of the large cast, mostly moppets, little Janet Paikcr stands out
Lindsay,
|«re a model for actors
discoveis "The
waif who
wiio u^s^.ovcl^
best
Bei>c a*
as «
a wdii
Motlier
IJfe
J,
FlMi«-y
C-Oodbyo mM„ ir«««»r
too creates the illusion of being
llriivot
Pardon of Paradise," whcie Ilerr
oscar sfrimproduct "n of comedy
London, Ont., Oct -il.
»cenes). by Father Day, not merely, playing
Chustopher tries to brighten the drama m thiee acts <aveCrouse,
New Haven, Oct 2t
based j,,^^ 3„(j i,g achieves a fine
Russel
Michael Kanin production (in assotla
,,-1,, j-jiv lifp nf Berlin.
Lorne Howard Lmdsay and
blend
Max Gordon production of drama m
Richaid
Day
and
Clarence
Atdrloh
Richaid
by
S
sketches
"i
George
with
tion
<>"
and
Feiber
hdna
H,t
*„il2:K
Ihree iits h>
,0 J^L^tntSiir
fiirn^
anrt genueness.
DOmoast ano
l^nnStOpner, Tums
Undsay 01 w-mhist
Kanin, Chandonet, aS
Howard
Stickney,
i,„f„thy
Stais OhcM Homolka, features Myers) of comedy drama by Fai
Kaulin.in
Kaufman, set in thice .lets (4 4cene<!) Staged by Sam
a fine performance, particularlv st.iged by Guthue McCiintic, settings,
AH th» Others are relatively unRom Sliadner SUeed byCastUlo,
Oenslager
Don.<ld
(first and second actrt,
set,
clothes W.in,.mjker,
,„ tne
He Donald Ocnslager
thp reaaing
rpaHinP OI
of idti'y
f,-jirlv tales
cmroial trom
f-zim
tmg, 1*0 Kcrxi gowns by
though several
Opened at Opened at Crand theatre, London, OfStewart Cheney (thir4 act), costumes, important,
supervised by Rose Bogdanolf
umers
looks like a film possibiuty
At Empire, N Y.Oct the "Father" cast are effective in
oi,naid oensiagei
,
ShUbert tWeati-e, New Haven, Oct. 21, '48, t.uio Oct 21. •'48, »3 top.
Bethel Leslie mating
Ginny Merrill
rating mention are Billy Compter 20, -481 $4 so fop (»7.20 opening).
j
namely Ruth Ham
»3.«0 top.
Janet Fox Amelia Phelps
VUna Pragcr
GerianneViphaci and Hclene Koon. ^ ^
l':^'?"
«»*^J*d'•V^''a^^^^!raon^7s"ciuWc^^^^
Oliver Chit Clarih&e Carter
„
Rddy
*
Maione
Mary
Richard
by
Stehh
Dodge
Direction
..
Nell,
Mga"
Mary
,
wade Bernard as the cook^^ John Drew
„,r,„
Martin Link
Haria
'.'.v.".;.".':.".',.
J Robeu,Antoine
~
Oscar Homolka MIS, Shackleford^^^^
Robeit
an La7k(>
^n!'.^?*"/."?.
Devereaux as young Clarence and
o.^.^l'
Host Stradner Janitors.
T."«il^^V!?.f Vlf If'Jt i^J'.
Dorothy, Bernard ^
Rosa Ruckcr
Margaret
Lillian Fo.iter number of kids he had to work
g^^^^
^j^^ j^^^.^^
^
Morton Havel Professor Blidesliaw
John Drew Devereaux
I.ew Gilbert
Clarence..
.Tom Donovan with
Kap
Arthur Havel Telephone Man.:v. ...
...Michiiel Smith doctor.
Jimmv Flint
Others who register are
Michael
Patty Pope
McCarthy Susan Lambert.:.
Dorothy Stickney Gladys Hurlbut as Father's bumpk"" Heg" r ........ KeWn
Vinme, .
Booth
....
Shirley
Talma
Zolya
Grace Woods
M»ry Dlveily
Stephame
Bridget
Madeleine Carroll
Reed
.... ...
Agatha
Robert
Kmhardt
old
fiancee,
tious
P«ul,
Jo
Anne
Anna Zmsser
..
WiUoughby
„
Haiel
''"^"'S KUen Gnswold ......
Christunc Grautoft
...
Hurlbut &s Cousin Cora's corn-fed husband,
; Gladys
Lisa Kemper
Bessie Fuller Log^n
HoUywood. Oct. lO
Frank Conroy Carol Friedman,,.... ^^lyv*!?o*anyo''i^^\:l
^
Je6frev Craiidall.
...... Amy Douglass
Howard production of musical Mrs. WlUoushby
George „
Leriore Garland
^ifzi Sche« .0 Winter
Robert Emhardt Robert Wade as the moppet Harlan
iSShie^ Marene
Georec Mitchell revue, in two acts. Directed by Ceorge Clyde Miller
Ruth Hammond and Michael Smith :as the "characWallace: *
Coia
Cousin
arianged
Lee.
Jeiry
Dc
Music
Howard
by
ffagel
Coniad
George Cotton James Merrill.
Marguerite Morrisey ter" coachman.
Black
Ralph Bunker by James Dietrich, sketches by Jack Den Kathleen
.Jean Carsoit Dr. Dingley.
A. H. Van Buren
Jane Velvet
Michel 1 Dr. Humphreys
Sam Waniihaker ton: dances and choreography.
Matt Cole
Guthrie McClin tic's staging is
.:
Joseph Boland Panaleff: sets »nd costumes. Pal .BranJ of Life With
Claude Gnswold
With the opening
Opened at Highland Playhouse,
inventive and assured, his handeaux
This new Ferber-Kauf man opus
Hollywood,, Oct. 9, '48: $3.60 top (Opening jyjg^i^lgjv"
iiTepressible Day dling of the complex quarrel scene
the
might as well take its acclaim via
hours
and
45
mmtwo
Running
night $6)
family is back at its djd stamping of the second act being especially
Cast Gloria Le Roy, Dutnont Twms
its title—it certainly won't get any utes onenine nieht. "Goodbye My
froih an: audience, unless the pro- Fancy'^has"lladlle.ne Carroll mak^ S'n''aaM^«c?^«?o°n";-Si^M^r^'d ground (literally so lii Father's adroit. As with "Father," the cur»
of the Empire tain calls are done tableau style.
duction does a radical aboutrface. ing her North American .Stage
Kent osbome. case) on the stage
stage piujiipa,;
Xapscott. Kent
phuups, Kay
iKay T^psKoitt.^,
Hobe.
Ani;^1a"e"ht?^mVo"nsrPru' theatie, and Broadway has another
In view Of the personalities in^ debut. The production shows promdence camdon. Dariene Frieze. Michael
.smash comcdy hit from Howard
volved all the way down the Ime, ise Of a Broadway run though the llaleigh.
"
_ j BiKstnl Crhiiijp
"
PanajefF, Alice Caycrs. t
Michel
„
inthis newest premiere shapes up as show still needs considerable work. Barbara Du Par, Dick and Joanne Owtns
iloinan^'
^•""J^J' ^P**
l^iTtil
the
evitably. the new chapter
season's top disappointment in
the
Messrs. Shubert production of operetta
-;:- --;!,-,-;--„..,-,
Dramatically the theme IS not
c'i.
» .r-,,.;*!.
(with
prolog
atid;
acts
epilog),'
With
in
tliree
already
the
obbeing
compared
make
Day
saga
has
temptation
to
is
The
this village, which
now but
« the author has some things
with' book and lyrics by RoWland Leigh,
clocked seven tryouts so far.
yo^arihat''"arrimDm"tanV''The vious jest on the title of this opus "Life with father" (a compliment music by Sigmund Romberg* adaptea.
De- many anot^^
be from Edward Sheldon's play, VRomance.'V
George S. Kaufman Is generally comod^y IS spaiklin^ and there arl
flnjost too gr<3at to resist
Features Anne Jeffreys. Lawrence Brook*,
it
Possibly
flattered to receive).
recognized as one of the top play a lot of laughs at familiar situa- ^^'^^
~
r
n
XM»o»* Alt .kill'
AiailnMil .¥
,Kli1(Wlh
Directed
Rowland
Leighr
Luella
Gear,
by II
^^J^^„ir^^V r^Jl isn't quite as good as its predecesHe has a tions But the presentation makes >s a ^i'^J^
ba#yrCn»Wiy^^^
doctors of show biz
settings, 'Watson Barratt: costumes, Lou
sor, which had a record seven-year Eisele; musical /director, Roland Fiorei
executed attempt. to create ^a^^
hefty challenge for that title on his ihem good rehearing
Don Walker; dance*.^^o
run. Ma/be it'll be a comparative orchestMtlqnsi
hands as of right now. He has
The play deaU with the lack of fyate revue, which seemsthe
FredHc N. K^lly. At Shubert, N, Y.. Oct.
.^^^^^^
hi£^^^
flop
and, run only five years.
drawn Its stimulus from
been known to pull hits out of the academic freedom
19, '48: $6 top ($» 40 opening).
a
giiU'
co^
K
n„ a= subc,.h
before. By
Lindsay and Grouse were under- Bishop Armstrong .... .Lawrence Brookf
medicine cabinet
ipnp fnHflv Tf rnnrpiTis a rnrippM^.. successful "Lend An Ear" housed
But Where standably nervous about "Mother," Suzette Armstrong.
Joan Shepani
stantial effort he may do so again ^=^3^ AeathrReed whrj^ftur^^ a f«w blocks away
Marion Bradley
is a revue on a professional knowing that it could not possibly Aiice^
with "Bravoi," provided the hmges y'°™"'„^^«f "^„f/^^^
,.. -William Berriaik
A,„,trong
'^vel, this looks like an attempt to seem as good .as "FaUier" of nine- ^{'J// Pother'tin
on the door don't develop a hotbox che was exoelled for bei^^^
HUdegarde HaUidaj;
Melville Ruick
talent from one ot the year-old memory. * But how it Coineims Van Tuyi
fioin overwork
climbins through her dormitory
Su.san
Van
liiyl,
..
Hazel
Dawn Jr.e
theatrical schools in rates
with the original really Pcrcival llawthorne-IliUarv
Authors have taken a th c
g
Tom Bate
which is lundamentally fairly in- jggUy graduated but has finallv re- Hollywood
doesn't n.dttei
Foi "Mother" is mis DeWitt
.Barbara Patton
,1
Gan Adams
teresting but which, in develop- .
The music, while at times pass- a warm, wise and winning play veromca DeWitt
rpi-pivp th<» imnnr nn in-'
familiar that would be a credit to any sea- gS-'-^i'dLt'lf'iJL't^rn ..... Xuella Cfear.^
hauntingly
seems
ment, IS hardly worthy of their talable,
James
Re.K .Evans
of
enls U s a theme based on a group jjej-rill
The cast is energetic but lacking son, and would be a smash even Ladv Putman
tioris PatstonV
Melton Moore.
of refugees tenanting an ancient
savvy and badly dnected The ,f there had never been a ;;Father';
At the suggestion of the dean,
Nat, Burhs,''
house in New York City As it is Miss Reed has brought some films J^its aie right off the old Colum- Having the buildup- of "Father," "r^/.'^.X^achevitch
^'^^^^^
Natalie Normau
however it s a cmch to occu^^^^
now, production is largely a group one of them contioversial because bia wheel.
1.3 Wrence Weber
:.Ve.rna Epperly
Gloria Le Roy, doing her fami lar Empire 'long after later hite. hay? ^l^g'J^-^n^j,^^^^^^
of characterizations, with a medi- It deals with an unpleasant subject
Mary. J^ne Sloan'.
ocre storv holding them together Still
routine, is a welcome reuei ofiened
run and CIOS^^^ "i**-" Lawrence Riley
.-.,;-Andy,>- A'p'rea-.'
love with her piexy, the
Thyra winsli»w.
The subordinate plot of a young hviv <!h^ had' left r«iit«rflp hi>r>rtnrriii as she scores with a pair of num^ where on Broadway.
Lou, MaddoxBoOe^n
Donald Crocker
actiesb about to have her debut "ory window
Mothoi seems a slightly more Rosella
beis Michel Panaieffs dancing is
g^^J,',*
........ ... ..... Allegra Varron
crimped by olTicials dn this case vjresident almost gives in to the better than his choreography. And mature play than "Father.", It Mme. Marguerita Cavalllni Anne Jeirreyn
from tiif immigration department) r^oaVd of triistees who claim the "f the rest of the cast, only dancers starts a little more slowly and, may Charlotte Armstrong. Madeleine Holnie*loaatti
Tito Coral
waiting to arrest her the minute f^^^^ should not be shown At that ^''^^ and Joanne Owens look as if not have quite as many gags, Maid
Edith Lane
the cuitdin is down on opening pj„„(. ^^^^ realues she doesn't love ^-b^v might have possibilities
though it is a very funny show Maid. ....
..... ..... Patricia Boyer
Norval Tormsen
night has become familiar in pix of j^,^ ^^^^ j-gther a Lite photogThis one )s strictly for doting But between its frequent laughs Page Boy
Also Marlhit Buincit. June Relmer.
backstage lite
The idea doesn't -g-j^pj. ^^'i^qi^, j^g' i^^j.
Kap.
parents.
^ale
seveial
moments
serious
and
Muriel Blrkhead, Harold >Ronk, LeRoy
gj^ij
take on any new flavor in Its pres- \yho is covering the commence
" little scene, Bush
one" rather
touching
"
...'.;
cntation here.
As It was
however,
~.
Father,
^
7
,
j-nent'
D«^spite a season s doctoring on
the gencial tone is aJIectionately
Central character is Zoltan LazRiiss
oil as Miss Reed is ut
Yiddish Play
humoious and the effect is both ^''^ 'oad plus the addition of a
ko former topflight Vienhese play- terl> compelent It is a deparluie
and another
'amusing and ingratiating
wnghl whom world events havcifiom hei film roles, and she han^T'^
bi eak-in
"My RoEven iroie than
the case of o"t-of-t<>wn
shunted into the obscurity of an dies the part of the worldly-wise
mance" is> ;StiU something of ah
"Fathei,' onlj the barest portion
the West congrcsswoman with a.ssurance.
old biownstone tront
Voice of Israel
ordeal. It is -trite, ponderous, iritepof the plot was taken from the
Sixties
He and the "wife" he has
Coniad Nagel has a weak lole
minable
arid
istupitylhg;
Probai.bly
(Maurice
Sciiwartz)
Art
Theatre
Yiddish
original Clarence' ,.,Day sketches
never found, time to marry, one- but- his presence Is sharply
felt.
,.! not
_
production, of drama in .two acts (4 scenes)
.
'i.'^
eveii the punishment-hiihgry
tune V.iennese star Rosa Rucker, He is in full command ot all situ- and prolog by EUas ciiner staged bv Again using the basic characters of op.feretta publie viriU be abte
to take
operate the plade as a home for an ations Sam Wanamafcer
<!ometirhp<! Schwartz; settings, Leo Kerz; musical ;di- the Day family,- the cook and it.
"aiidiiidHLr iomeiimes
:-';.-..','./..'-..;
Joseph Uumshmsky music. Simon p„,,5,n rr.r-^
1
u
thii
tiniP
thi.
aiithm.s
ex-prinee, a lemme ballet dancer, overacts, he has also directed, and lenowsky. special lync. Moshe Constan- I^ousin L,ora, tnis time tne autnors
The only really new element in
a f o r m e.r Viennese top-ranking that facet needs speedihe
tinovsky. opened at Yiddish Art Theatre, have enlarged on an incident in- th^
shoWy since its road tr^out lal^t
.48; «3.M top.^^^^^^ ;^
N.
Y,,
Oct.
25,
jurist, a blueblood dressmaker^ .a
Shirley Booth, more than compeseason, is the Sigmund Romberg
v, ., .Maurice Schwart-/.
girl,
before he knew
another
taxi driver and a woman scientist tent in- the secretary role, steals a Nathan Ometi,
o
Gustavc ncrger
liusiave
BcrRcr
^hlCh IS in the Old faShlOncd
j^^^i
j i,„
nf thrt
f-ivt fViat
nlH
old
Vinnie, -inH
ind Ot
the tact
that the
Into this
comes Lisa number of scenes. It's a juicy; part. Cavriel
Mum Sorcbrofi vinnio
oneietta
idiom
Tt
i*
iinHi*:.
chaiiotte Goidslem fiancee never leturned the "ng
Kemper ward of Lazko and Rosa and Miss Booth makes capital of it
t.n„„,„u„H With only a couple ,,of
aftPi her famous acting father was Bethel Leshe, as the president's
Pimcipal story is of how pjg^sable '1
Sonlrshap"™
(.aieia
melodies.
^ "The
-book,a Na/i victim
daughter, gives a freshness to the M.iika
Rosetta Bialis Vinnie Contrives to get back the aidapted
adapted
from
fi
Edward Sheldoii's
Yudel Dubinsky ring, but with typical Lindsay
Lillian Foster's Piol Bude- j^pj"!
Larko's playwriting, always a'lole
Slentimental
old
tearjerker,*
"Rb-.
.'.
Charles Cohan,
mgenu ity there are numer- mance," is stilted and the dialog,
smash
the Old World, hits a snag shaw has a few outstanding mo- jwiman
.......... Leo Nimitz- Crou.se
Sol Krause. ous other plot threads interwoven particularly
......
over here primarily because he ex- ments. The part is typed but there Yonah
the
labdiribus
comedy
...Jacob Mestel
through the play, virtually all lines, is antiquated.
isls
mentally in the dead past are real laughs there Eda Heine- ^gpo^^™"*'
Moyshe Bielawsky
When- threatened deportation of man as the dean is a. capable come- captain Gaiskl-.^
Boris Auerbach coming out into a pattern at the
Anne Jeffreys, who first drew
Major Hender^n. Anatole. WinnogradolT curtain.
Lisa looms because of alleged il- dienne.
Broadway attention two seasons
Mischa Fishzon
The first two acts take place ago in Kurt Weill's musical version
T he Donald Oen.slager set is a Bai?"ial
legal entry, the situation gives LazItzchok Inventar
kO' a new slant on. American life mtty. The dormitory has all the Catherine Linwood
Sara Gingold at the Day summer home in 'West- of ''Street Scene" and who played
David
,Mcdoff:
sheik.
Khaia.
chester,
for
which
Donald
Oenproperties
and prompts him to tackle scriptof. the: old Massachusetts
Morris Krohner: slagcr. has designed an artfully the lead ih"My Romance" last seaIng from a iresh angle, with curtain college.
Nevm
soni on the road, scores something
j|mai
Paul Richards
—
hideous 1880 inteiior setting The oFa^tnrmprmTv^reommV'he?
inipli mg ultimate success
Oscai Homolka gives the playpresent mateiial As the notSrious
Maurice Schwartz has chosen a .Stewart Ghaney's drawing room opera prima donna,
Wright role a competent, though
tpardon »f Paradise
she is visually
topical theme with which to usher of the Day tnansion in Gram- lovely,
not oulstandingi reading. He works
Pasadena, Oct 15
vocally impresijive and, ex*
tbe 30th season of his Yiddish mercy Park
hard at putting the part across On
N. Y.; where the cept for a poor
Pasadena
playhouse
pr'odiictibn
of
rr,,
.
attempt at an
.
.
^
^
Theatre
troupe, in presenting^ family gatheis for bieakfast again,
the distaff side there is the very J/l!"" ^6 '^r''*";?'^'* '"''Kht scenes) by D^^^ Art
Italian accent (which would not
Directed bv Richard Mo.attrat^tivp
n o r
duiatlive Rnta
nosa Str-irtnor
Straaner, a
g r er. aa tt rclh settings Charles Koon At Pasadena "The Voice of Israel," by Elias Gil- Father stamps On the floor to ex- have been required in a les.s slavish
deal of whose obvious actmg-fra- Plivhousc Patio theatre. Oct 14, '48; 80cV
adaptation), dramatically satlsfacdrama of modem-day Israel and its tee and Mother's china pugdog torv Lawrenre
granoe is wasted in a somewhat
is VOCBliy
vnpillv
LidWltnCC Rrnnks
UrOOKS IS
BiUy Compter RaM
lr.,i
4nH as site-triumphantly
H, K„f„™.
*U» fire«»« I^X'^
preservation:
fight fnr
for nracai<ir!i)
And
aiidiole
before-th^.
PutVi
pie
Janet Parker
Olga Glev Schwartz has presented it, 'Israel";
roi the most part, play ambles
jas the pompous young minister.
.
,
rPau^^j?"!;?
^^u'
.1
--'^iMarjorie
Yiddish
in
its
IS
theatre
most
Hunt
The countless thouMtids, who saw but LuelM Gear fails to ejctract any
along at pedestrian pace
Occa- ii-^c Ritiei
We'""" Koon starkly dramatic form. The open- .father
will
flock
^
to .attend humor frorii the witless comedy
siondll> just when the script's con- Hcrtiia Rutci'
Norma Hunt '"S night produced some unwieldy
Mother,": wll revel ^ in^ iti tal*: Jines. TVnd the olhefe are generally
tent IS about to be placed' on the celda
B)iiie-.Tean, Peck
moments in the best tradition of all about 1I and go back
to see it defeaterl hv ihp injiomi anH '^'^
_
„ danger list, various bit paits pio- Fianzi
thn
So pos.sibly
vide a hypo to keep the patient 'S?'"'
Peter^^"„ |'a'''3? fPemng nights, but there was cei- agam with ot^e.^
^v!lV,r^^^^^^^^^
Curtis Tankm tainly cnough intere&l to point up even
moie than "Father," this
going Such contributions aie made mJt G.ri
Theie's no noLihle phniiis <5inBsequel ^^,ll become a sort of in- ing in The show and
^,J;:^,''^\^;^J;^^^^JoxoSice^r^mco^
b.v Morton and Arthur Havel, a sort Second oirl
no da^^^^^^^
stitution and w ill run and run, both sDpak of
of Minsky-type Rodgers and Ham- Bov
Steven Pi-rk "ahic
Fni thp mn'.t nmt -Ihp
Heitirich;
Like most Schwart? dramatic on Broadway and the road
Kirr,rGicL%'pl
To- pimcina s arc left to nlod throue^
meistem duo Frit/i Scheff in a HeiT
Christopher.
^'"'^S' "Israel" is highly plotted gethcr, "Father" and "Mother" can the
snobbish icfugee role. King Cald- The Gill
st^^A^ and trv to he heard^a^^
iTn'n.'-'i'r^™?'
""'^„"e%'M'and without the subtle shadmgs, haidly' fail to become classics of the
er, immigration investigator; Jean Knodrich
d n Watson ^^^^
Arno
lex Hunsirker of course, that One finds On Broad- the Amei lean stage
Caison, Hollywood film queen Ilcinhardt. :
J.ik nei.n.n
Tli«^re no
bomtfivsiu^ney, as Vinnie, and
Last named gets show's only belly
'gleaned
from
the
playing,
mere
it
Lindsaj, as Clare, aie practicallv withm the obvious hiideet limitalaughter but it's too late and too
11,,.
For some turn
's hammei-on-the-head stuff all the svnonjmous
with
Mother and uZs
short to -oflset preceding gaps.
ut ?ru E'sele^^^^^^^
costumes
Plavhouse has been l?n/.h,^ nn5 way,
and if sometimes
"j''""
Fathei
auici <uiu
and their
men performances
pcixuiiudiiceb 111 nave
have a bogub-finei y look, excfept for
Suitable support is given by Jan- Patio, theatre as a Icslin" prminrl
V""
'I
"jV""L"
to Second avenue this play are unquestionably equal one
gown woi n bv Miss .fcfl'reys;.
et Fox, as the dancer; Oliver" Cliff; tor "ofr-thp-beaten-tiack"'° fcr.ots
iH?
f""^'''^
There are 18 musical numbers in
the prince' Edgar Stehli, the jurist, Occasionallv these t vc uts a.e To . stedfi^that tfas once' ,7en " hit's m ''"'i'. T'''^^'' '"1 '^'^ "j;'^'""'
''^'^'"'^^
"'"^"^^
a
the
three acts, prolog and epilog.
Kevin McCarthy, the taximan; Zol- lowed at a later date bvcommoicial,Kvn¥aUVeTas''nnusm^^^^^^
He has no business
ya Talma, the royal seamstress; productions eithei at ti e ^^^^^^^^^ Settmg lost on Second avenue For deU comedienne, of course, and One of these is an ornate scfe?tioS,
hei playmg continues to improve '"Prayer" which Miss .letTieys suc'Phe e seems
Elena Karam, the microbe cha.ser; house o elseuheie
Frank Conroy, play producer;
'""""-•lessness, and,three others "Love and Laughj
den of Paradise" wi find a place
C n s 1 a n e Gra u toff th e wa rd
1,^1 their thea^ucs he vv and *^h'".T°^.
any regular production sche^dule TchmitteV And'"I^^^^^^^^^
P.oduction IS done in a typical
''In Lov^^^^^^
Max Gordon sumptuous manner
A strange blend of reality and all of that
erateinunef ul
^ ,
I^^^^^
Single setting IS well done,
keep- fantasy, the play is located in the
Schwartz, of course, heads the tole Winogradoff head the major
ing With somewhat musty atmos- Ameutan /one of Beilm
cast
of performers,
addition to suppmt
It deals
ouslv Xe^ed
phere
i>everal femrae
apparel with a family disintegrating undci having pioduced and staged this
Isi ael" is not one of Schwartz's The
brishtest
infpiliide
in
the
creations ate eye-poppers
Bone
[the rigors of the occupation and epic
He is, as always, impiessive best pi eductions but for sheer di a- evening in tact aie the curtain
the attempt of a stiangc young man plavmg the part of an underground matit intensity, it has lew to match calls in which the cast sings exFather and son team of Wallis to bung a touch of real childhood leader Who had given up a lucra- it in the annals of the Yiddish the- ceipts fiom seveial numbers
and Hank Clark inked for VOne into the lives of childi en who have tive American business for the atie In that way it is in the idiom
The outstanding thine about "My
Fine Day," new Hugh White com- known only the harsh reality of fight for freedom Charlotte Gold- of the Jewish fight for freer' 0 -i it- Romance" is its lack of anything
There aie oc- stein. Muni SerebroH', Gusldve 'Sclt— dramatic, intense, oven) .wer- resembling imagination or taste.
edv, which reunites Charlie Rag- wai and piivation
tasional moments ol beauty, butiBcrgor, Yudel Dubinsky and Ana- ing
Kahru I
and Mary Boland .
Hobe.
(fflej»
for the

Pkys Out
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Wednesday, Oclober 27, 1948

Comeback

Legit's B.O.

'

1

:

nerial*

MORE MEMORABILIA

a

its third year at the Im- in Chicago, with an advance sale
"High Button Shoes," which of more than $100,000 in New York,
"Mister Roberts," which was pro^
to $48,000 in its
i.ct week
we lumped
J
lasi
„„„„^
,
$100,000, repaid the innew location at the Broadway; ^^^^^
"Howdy, Mr. Ice," which is hover vestmfsnt in 30 weeks and has al
at the Center, ready paid the backers 50% profit,
init around $50,000
besides paying for a road company
and "Inside U. S. A.," which is betgetting from about $65,000 accumulated
tering its initial weeks in
Of profits. It's also seUii^g out in New company.
over $48,000 at the Majestic.
last York and Chicago, earning a steady
thoseT "Mr. Ice" premiered
profit of between $12,000 and $15,June, but the others are holdovers.^
000 from the two companies. In
'Born,' 'Harvey' BoinK
addition, there's a likely film sale
Although both "Born Yester- for the play, wKlch will bring more
"Har- revenue.
day," at the Lyceum, and

week in

Chicago, Oct. 26.

Mia Slavenska; ballerina, pulled
ligament in her leg at the opening of the Ballet Russe de Monte
Carlo here Wed. (20) and was unable to finish her performance in
the lead of "Gaite Parislenne."
Her roles in remaining performlances at the Chi Civic Opera
House, through Nov. 1, will be taken over by other members of the

Continued from pagCi 1

I

By RALPH

I

:

"Life with Mother," budgeteltat
$100,000, is grossing about $25,000
a week and is expected to regain
the investment in" 15 or 16 weeks
after which there wiU probably be

|

:

U

Fed Tax as Key

road company and multiple re-

|

|

.

|

i

To Concert Deficit

and ''Finian's Rainbow,"
both currently touring after long
runs on Broadway. "Brigadoon,"
profits.
Only shows that failed to make which cost almost $200,000 to propaid about 100%
the grade at the b.o. last week on duce, has thready
Broadway were two openings which profit to the investors. "Finian,"
drew sour notices. They are "The which cost a little more than $200,Leading Lady," which was panned 000, has thus far given the backers
about
115%. Annie Get
and closed Saturday (23) at the a profit of
i

:

.

I

;

I

i

drew

op-

Your Gun," a more

'

Striking aspect of the present
boom is that some of the sellouts r-eceived only mixed notices.

75%

"Summer and Smoke," "Love

Life"
got at

and "Where's Charley?" all
least a few unfavorable critical
•

'

,

but

all

are

playing to

As it
standees houses nightly.
happens, all three shows have
numerous performances sold to
theatre parties, which limits the
supply of tickets for 'regular customers and may give, a slightly
misleading indication of the popular draw. However, there's never
theatre
...
been
„
a known instanced
parties turning a flop show into

•

hit.

.first

called

ratio of seven

I

|

|

flops before the season Is over. It's (1-6).

ward, -My

Son,''

"Blackouts of 1948"— El Capitan,

which premiered
^•..•Ci"

Sept. 30, six of the last eight open-

ings are doing turnaway
In fact, the only other

"Howdy, Mr.

*

"^V

1

j

,1

-

Continued, .from page

T

'

&

and Howard Hickman,
Bessie Barriscale played. Madge
in "In Old Kentucky."
Emmett Corrigan, Ada Dwyer,
Richard: Bennett, Jamison
Lee
Finney and Catherine Calvert were
in the cast of the "The Deep Purple."
,

Kelcey Allen, was not the

of Women's Wear.
47.

Ada

critic
"

now

Hanifin,

wife

of

a

Washington^ D. C, policeman, was

drama

critic

;

San Francisco

of the

company, which an accounting Examiner.
John Nash (Illinois State Auto
firm is trying to clarify, the situation in regard to the show is also Division) was manager of -the
complicated by Rose and lleilwiel's Palace,, Chicago, and, before: that,
claim that they have a run-of-the^ booking agent for SuUiv^in & Con:

'

play contract to manage the pro- sidine.
Will J. Davis married Jes.sie
duction;
According to Heilweil,
this contract was approved by the Bartlett ("The Bostonians") and
old New Stages board and signed with Harry J. Powers built the
by one of the members, though he Illinois and Ulfated Iroquois.
Harry G. Sommers (National and
doesn't remember which.
Fir.st New Stages production of New Amsterdam) was treasurer of
the season, "The Sun and I," by the Columbia theatre, Chicago.
Herb Carlin (Civic Opera House,
Stavis, is currently
preparation,
with Tumarin slated to direct. As Chicago, manager) was secretary
with other presentations by the or- toi Jimmy Petrillo.
ganizalion, casting will be confined
to New Stages members.
That is ^ t»»
in line with the original policy of O i>
bhOWS, OpCfa
the group, to present plays that
for Indiana U.
would not normally be done on i
Bloomlngton, Ind., Oct. 26.
Broadway and to provide a chance
Six touring Broadway producfor the members to play parts they
tions,
plus a New York opera
might not otherwi.se get
According to board members, the troupe and a professional comintention of the membership has pany from the Goodman theatre,
always been to limit casting to Chicago, are slated for engage-:
members of the organization and ments at the Indiana Univ. theatre
not to aim for commercial presen here this season. Opener was last
talions.
The idea was and is to week's performance of "Romeo and
move any plays to Broadway that Juliet," by the Charles L, Wagner
might click, and to u.se the profits Opera Co.
Other dates are the road' cotn^
to finance. furthei" development and
growth for the parent organiza- pany of "Annie Get Your Gun,"
:

.

:

!

I

m

Pressure

IS lietn^; birouglit, on. c<)ncert-goers to- appeal to Congress, to
repeal the tax on music as one
n,eans of keeping concert organizaitions from folding.

i

|

-

I

!

^

I

r^j^g
y. Philharmonic report
was accompanied by warning from

I

,

tie"

|

I

.

,

sides the muddled financial affairs
of the organization and- the 'Pros-

WBy
Due

j

I

chairman Charles TriUer that price
n"?o«
m'v^^. Pm n fif
;of tickets might have to be in"^'"RLvn^-^^^nhfr'Roi
(^-i 6)
"B &7^^-sLbe?t 'Chf (M^ [Situation for the current season
which
'

;

.

New Stages

into the red for $220^000; while re^
mitting $300,000 in taxes to the

i

busines.s.
hit of this

Ice,"

Thfli

:

'

notable- that beginning with "Ed-

Broadway, "Excess Baggage," Ritz,
Nichols directed the and "10th Avenue," Eltinge, and
orchestra (23 gals) died broke.
Ed. W. Rowland, Sr., played the
heavy with Smith O'Brien in "The
Game Keeper."
Charles Emerson Cook was general press agent for David Belasco.
Jack Kirkland ("Tobacco Road")
j
wrote: his first play "Frankie
Johnnie'' and the police closed it
in Chicago.
D. W. Griffith was stage manager,
of the stock at the Chicago. Opera
House and the cast included Jane
Darwell; Herbert Brenon, George
Loane. (Tucker), Hobart Boswell:

aUrgirl

.

26.

smash
"Anne of the Thousand Days"-—
hits out of 19 shows produced so
far this season is far above the Forrest, Philly (1-6).
normal average, and indicates that
"As the Girls Go"— Opera Hse.,
numerous
Broadway is due for
Bost. (25-30); Shubert, N. Haven

sca.son is

Variety.
Carolyn

u. s.
There's been growing concern
''Show Boat," dividing last week
between the Colonial, Akron, and over the: large deficits piled up by
the Davidson, here, pulled an okay musical organizations in the past
gross of $27,000 for the two or three years. The idcrease
total
has been sudden and sharp, due to
stanza.
Musical is splitting this week be- h i g h e r wage scales, Increased
tween St. Paul and Minneapolis.
transportation: costs. loss of radio
revenues, etc. Looking around for
means to offset these deficits^ concert groups see in the amusement
Current Road Shows
taxes an answer^in part at least, to
(Oct. 25-Sept. 6)
their problem:
Feeling is that
Annie Get Youti ietUn'^-T-'Pniv.,^^
opera and
„ symph
...
the
...^
„ in
„^.„r.. belong
Bloomington (25-26); Murat, Indpls. gj^ltural and institutional service
L'viUe m); Aud., g^^g^
Aud^
^^^^^^ be free of tax, as
L27-29);.
.Clncy (1-4); Colonial, Akron (5-6). are^^chOols,'raiis^U)ia^^

Milwaukee, Oct.

.

«

.

Dick Travers.
Leo Carrilo> drew

t

The present

Scott Swisher, owner of a big
printing busines in Bayport, Minn.^
built and managed the Swisher
theatre, Morgantown, W. Va.
Lester Bryant leased and managed the Eltinge, N. Y., and the
Playhouse and Cejitral, Chicago,
cartoons for and had two shows playing on.

-

'Show Boat' $27;000 In
Akron-MUTiee Split

1);0.

'

Scott.

,

,

!

songs and finally the
complete scores of "The Wizard of
Wiseland" and "The Girl from the.
U.S.A." tor the producer, Harry

included G. M. (Broncho Billy)
Anderson, Francis X. Bushman^
Wallace Beery, "Smiling BiUy"
Mason,
LiUian
Drew,
Bryant
Washburn,. Rilth -Stonehouse and

unanimously operate, has paid a profit of around $92,000.

bad reviews but is committed for
at least four weeks at the Shubert
An Theatre Guild subscription

opinions,

costly

.

Winona

Winter's

show to $176,000, while paying taxes of Klaw & Erianger.
Harry
Beeson,
octogenarian
The Boston Symph had a
deficit of $30,000 and paid the owner of « Uniontown; Pa., bookGovernment $180,000 in taxes. The
Metropolitan Opera Assn. went

;

"My Romance,"

?fX«„™80

Hall, of the Journal; Bums Mantle
of the Jnter-Ocean, James O'Donnell Bennett of the Herald and
L. Hubbard of the Tribune.
Louella O. Parsons wrote script
for Essanay Film Co., and its stars

.

i

National, and
eretta which

L, L. La'Zelle wrote all

Fadette Orchestra.
William "Morris
hired
Jesse
Lasky as manager of his Chicago
booking office.
J.
C. 'Matthews was advance
agent for the Great. Lafayette,
magician.
Sam Tuck was manager for WilCarnegie- Hall were sold out to
94% capacity during the I947'48 liams & Walker.
Tom Brown (6 Brown Bros.) led
season,' orchestra' -rfeportedv an operating deficit of $10»,190.48. On a parade of The Strollers, Chicago
tlie Other hand, sysiph remitted theatrical club.
Charles H. Rosskam had the
$125,000 in taxes to the Governbest of all travelling rep shows.
ment.
Victor Leighton ("Song of NorSimilarly, the Philadelphia Orr
way'') was booking manager for
chestra had a: deficit last season of

doon"

I

managed the Grand Opera
House there and later the Beeson
store;

critic theatre,

W.

turn. As an illustration of changed
financial conditions in the theatre.
Added imipetus t« the drive in
however, "Life with Father" cost
only $23,00(i to produce, Kni paid concert circles to g^t remission of
a profit of almost 6,000% to the the Federal amusement tax of 20%
has
been given by report last weekbackers.
Two of the biggest money musi- end of the N. Yt Philharmoniccals of recent seasons were "Briga- Symphony. Although concerts at

!

Hammond was drama

KETI^ERING

T.

Chicago.

DO YOU REMEMBER WHEN—
Percy

Push Drive to Nip

vey," at the 48th Street, are using
two-for-ones for early-week perforhianccs, they're drawing almost
capacity attendance and gettm,«
grosses of over $14,000, g r e a t
for such long-running productions;
"Small Wonder," a new, revue, is
also doing good business at the
Coronet, though not approaching
capacity, and "Make Mine Manhattan" is doing similarly at the
Broadhurst. "The Respectful Prostitutfe" (coupled with "Hope Is the
Thing with Feathers"), at the Cort,
and "The Play's the Thing," at
the Booth, are making steady

49

|

R)
arrived last June.
looks better since the orch found a
"Carousel" CaSs, Det. i25-6).
Although business on the road
"Command Decision"— Shubert, sponsor (Standard Oil of N. J.)
has been spotty, with such former
Empire, Syracuse for its Sunday, broadcasts, hut it
Broadway hits as "Command De- Philly (25-30); Buff
(3-:6).
isn't considered enough.
(1-2); Erianger,
cision" and "The Heiress" getting
"Desert Song"— Royal, Victoria
Concert receipts for orch's 28different
gros.ses
in
In-nnd-out
(25-26); Int'I, Vancouver J27-30); ^^^^^ gpaj^o^ j^gt year were $,^07
towns, there has been enough trade C^P;t°'^Yak™a^(l);
Fox,^ Sp^^^^^^
^
330 8i. Broadcast fees, record royto support an unusually large numMissoula (4); Mar Laities; etci, added another $245,'
for
week,
La.st
ber of productions.
Fox Bulte "O
i5): Fox,
.
.v,.,^, Helena'
example, there were 32 shows on
Grand 845.27, for total of $821,168.84. Re..jj^pj^p^ jVf^ Never"
this week (25-26); "Oklahoma'"
tion.
tour, and next week there will be London
Erianger, BUiB.; [ceipts, however, fell below costs,
(25-26);
Nov. 18-20; "Command Decision,"
Lewis Steps Out
being $87,920.15.
Another
loss
81, including only UBO-booked of- (27^30).
Board membfers claim that the Nov. 30; the Margaret Webster pro^
Shubert, $21 270 33 went for the orch's penferings, plus the Mairgaret Webster
"Finian's Balnbow"
sion fund, for a combined deficit deal for Robert Lewis to stage a duction of "Hamlet" for a matinee
repertory troupe.
Bost. (25-6).
NeW' Stages production of Thorn- Dec. 1, and the same troupe's "MacHeaven's Sake Mother"— of $109,190.48.
"For
Musicals Biggest, Natch
ton Wildei's adaptation of Jean- beth'' that night; "Man and SuperWalnut, Philly (1-6).
Musicals have been the biggest "'"'f^r' Love'or Money"- -Nixon,
Paul Cartre's "The Victor.s," with man,'' Jan. 21-22. Goodman theagiossei's on the road, of course,
(25-30).
the right to do casting from out-jtre company in a play to be an"ounced, is slated for March 28.
Royal
Longhair Shorts
just as they are on Broadway. The
"Goodbye My Fancy"
•side the group's membership, was
leaders have included the t\\o|Alex., Toronto (25-30); Shubertmade without the knowledge of the
"Oklahoma" companies, "Carousel," Lafayette, Det (1-6).
board. It' is conceded that Lewis
Lobero, S>
HefFner's
Post
"Happy Birthday"
"Brigadoon," "Finian's Rainbow,"
Louis Snyder, Jr., p. a at Berk- made the deal in good faith withHubert C Heffner, of Leland
"Annie Get Your Gun," "Show Barbara (22-23); Biltraore L. A. shire P 1 ay h 0 u s e, Stockbridge, out being informed of the New
Boat!' and "High Button Shoes," (1-6^;
Mass., this summer, now in pub- Stages policy on casting. As a re-r Stanford Univ.; is slated to become
"Harvey" Colonial, Bost. (25-6), licity dept of Mot Opera Assn ,! suit of the impas.se, Lewis has u it 'i- next president of the American
with 'Mi.stcr Roberts," "Streetcar'
NorthGl.
Shoes"—
"lligU Button
Frank Boeier, who sang drawn and the production of "The Educational Theatre Assn,, at its
N. Y.
and "Harvey" heading the straight
ern, Chi. (25-6).
in ''The Medium'' on Broadway and
play listi
will probably be aban- annual convention and election, to
McCarter, Princeton on tour, signed with Wolfsohn Mu- victors rj,,^g
From a completely different '6).".laphct"—
probably be held Dec. 28-30 in Washington,
jj^g^j
sical J3ureau, division of Columbia ^^^^
^^^.j^
^,^31 to jo Monroe Lippman. of Tulane, will
slant, too, there's plenty of profit
"Light Up the Sky"— Plymouth,
in the legit theatre Despite soar^bout other previously- announced be the next V.p.
Best. (25-30); Locust, Philly (1-6) i^iened \Iec TemnlcZ for its
ing production and operating costs,
'productions.
H "The Victor.?" is' Slated for election as advisory
"Man and Superman"^ Walnut, Evans & Wc^nhoW division
New Stages, Rose and .council are Burdette Fit/gerald,
smash hits slill pay off handhoniel,\ Pliilly (25-301; Kord's, Balto il-6)
IJan Pecrce singing lead in world dropped by
producers and
for the talent,
>lpdea"— Mavfair, Port. i25-27)- 'preem of David Tamkin's "The Heilweil would like to produce it. College ot Holy Names; John llulbackers involved It takes a hit
Seattle '28-6)
College;
John
Dybbuk," when opera is given in and they also have other manager- hurt, Alleghany
longer to get back the investment
Roberts" Kilanger, Chi concert version by Portland, Ore., lal plans
"jvir.
McDowell, Ohio State, and Lillian
.
than it used to, and the profits are ,25-6).
Symphony Feb. 7.
Rights to produce and sell New Voorhees, Fi.sk Univ.
"Oklahoma!"— Optra Use Newunquestionably smaller. But a
Tucker, Georges .Enesco, Stages radio and television proRichard
Broadway .smash is still the fabii- ark (25-30); A,Vd Worcester a
Reisenberg, Pia Igy, to give grams has beqn given to Max Mil"Oklahoma!"— I emple, Uiiming-! concert for benefit of Jewish Chil ler, one of the members, with the
lous jackpot of .show business,
(1-6)
bringing a fortune in com and in ham (25-30); Tower, Atlanta
'
dren of Israel at Carnegie Hall stipulation that the
series must
Wichita, Oct. 26
"Set My People Free".— Forrest N Y Nov. 24.
calculable return in prestige.
Alexandra Dani- be cast entirely from New Stages
Kioto Ticket Office has lined up
(18-30).
Philly
and Frederic Franklin to do member.'), and the TV stanza;; may an extensive series of attractidhs
For instance, "Streetcar," which
Aud St Paul lova
'•Show Boat"
guest season with Sad- u.se outs/de actors only when the this season, crataolderidd by: sue
was budgeted at $100,000 and 25),
(26-30); four-week
Mpls
Lvceum,
actually cost about $84,000 to pro- Temple, 'facoma i3i, Strand, Van- ler's Wells Ballet in London, start- suitable physical type is net avail- of "Oklahoriia!" h e r e lecehtly.
ing March 14.
able among the meinbershij).
duce, paid off in 13 weeks anrl lias couver. (4r6).
Bookings includp Fred Waring and
Wayne Philharmonic
already paid a profit of about ,125' 0
Blackstone, ... Fort
Silver Whi.stle"
Also on the slate for this season hi.s.' Pennsylvaniaiis; Ballet Rus.se
opening f-eason Nov. 9, with Igor is ,tlie resumption of the New de Monte Carlq, -Lauritz Mjelchioiv
to the investors, plus financing the chir (25-6)
conductor, mak^
road company, al a bit more than
.<strcet«far Named Desire"- -Har- iBuketoff, it.s new
workshop,
in which mem- Artur Rubinsteiift Slid {"atirice Mnn.Stages
Victor de Sabata,
ing his debut
$45,000, from accumulaled profits i.;.- chi. (25-6)
.-:,;::;>
bers perform one-act plays under seL.-,
:.:V'-;^
Curran, conductoi of La Scata, in Milan,
"Xhe Blue Danube"
Figuring on the sinking lund,
"Oklahoma!" played here for 'a
ah the direction of stager-members,
->>p«l tjy .National .Concert & Art
^ ,
bonds on deposit will, unions, etc., Fri.sco a8-30).
(no legit attraction ever
for presentation before member week
Chi. ists Coip.
Selwyn,
"The Heiress"
the additional, undisturbed profits
It's al&o hoped to re- played Wichita before for more
audiences
Opera
Co.
Metropolitan
The
would bring the total take to con- 125-6). ^
grosicd $60,„ „
Cieve booked into KRNT Radio Theatre vive the idea of touring companies than two days) and
sidcrably more. Also, the play is ^"Winslow B-^. -'-rH^.'^nf,' ^,
,000,
-to play colleges and schools.
\fornighi of May 11, 1949,
Bost, a-b)
selling out both on Broadway and (25-30); Plymouth,
I
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l^iSSIEff

is wonderful to have them back ...
arc wonderful people, and it i4 thdroughljr
delightful to be at home with them again."

"It

BROOKS ATKINSOS, K

HOWARD

BARNES.

Y. Timtf

The Days

Htrati T^ikiint

"A happy

sequel to th« enchanting and rccord-breakinot

With Father."

Life

"As funny

JOHN CHAPMAN, Dmly Nem

call

as ever

. .

.

First chance you get

H'ARD MOREHOVSE, Thi

you should

on them."

"A triumphant evening

...

A comedy of fresh and

*

beguiling touches, delightful little tvvists, sagacious and
unforgettable bits in writing and in the playing and

San

in the direction ... But go see for yourself. You will
probably have seven years in whic!) to do it."
'

v,V:^''''

''W

RICHARD

ff'ATTS

'''o^'y

j

JR., P»>t

"Every

Homt Newi

bit as delightful as its predecessor ... go

wonderfully

warm and winning

more becomes

ROBERT GARLAND. Joiinmt

Ameruai

.

"The good news

irilLfAM ,HAirKIN», H'orU-TtUgrm

ielves .,

JOHN LARDNER, N.
ROBERT COLEiVAN.
OSCAR SERLnV

Y. Star

"Life

"A new

Da:l, Mirror

.

hit,

CLARCIMCE DAY'S

A New PUy by HOWARD LINDSAY and RUSSEL CRQiJSE

WithllllKIIIHT Mll.niVI-land

,

GUTHRIE McCLINTIC
t««ii,is 6» Uoi<iia oihSuSifc'

Ilia Sii.Mfi.i

It's

is

good

cli'tAt

.

.

the

good

Days are still their enchanting
have them back in town again!"

that the
to

With Mother

pil.tA).

Directed by

that the theatre once

a joy."

"The ardent audience and I adored it
Yes,
old Days are here again. And welcome 1"

is

a droll, sunny, enjoyable play."

a welcome

hit, a terrific hit^'

'

LEGHIMATB

Wfidneaday^ October 27^ 194»

mvER

Total Broadway Grosses

Pin

The following are the comparative figures based on Variety's
boxoilice estimates, for last week and the corresponding week of^
last season:
This
Last
of shows current
Total weeks played so far by all shows
Total gross for all current shows last week
Total season's gross so far for all shows
Number of new productions so far
.

,

.'

.

.

27
428

21
392
$602,300
,

.

.

.

.

unanimously

19

thumbs-down,

new

only thing that saved

$645,500
$8,944,300
19

$9,164,400

Broadway Totals 600G

BRUSH, $11,800

Pittsburgh, Oct. 26.
New Theatre Guild play, "Silver
Whistle,'' took it on the chin last
Season week at Nixon. Critical opinion was

Season

Kumber

whishe' gets

tSi; SRO $49,500,

and

offering

Wham

Socke; 'Brig'

$4l5i,

196, 'Streetcar; 'Roberts'

SRO

"Silver Whistle" played to $3
top ($3.90 including taxes). <;uild
announced it would go into New

I«git
"Brigadoon" is settling down
or the winter, with $42,500 in- the
"Mister
till for its third week.
Roberts" remains .a sellout, along
with "Streetcar Named Desite."
"Hfigh Button Shoes" buttoned up
$32,000 in its 23d'week.
"Silver Whistle" and "Heiress"

W

18G,

Folds

,

around $15,000.
"Where's Charley?" St. James
Another
(2d wk) (M-1,509; $6).
sellout newcomer, where theatre

:.

parties confuse the question of ulti"
popularity; bettered $36,300

mate

formances.

again.'.

Only one new show arrives this
"Minnie and Mr.: Williams"
York around Thanksgiving after week,
preeming tonight (Wed.) at the
three additionaL foad weeks in
Morosco. Next week is also lean,

Chicago, Oct. 26. 4continues lush in these

:

NSG

days-through-Thursdays
help;
a
over $23,400.
"The Play's the Thing," Booth
(23d wk) (CD-712; $4.80). Molnar
revival also felt the general rise;

.

On

for Best Biz

Since Spring; 'Romance

from being a complete dud was the
Broadway lousiness took another
subscription Sale. As it was, show
boost last week, grossing $602,300
did a bit over $11,800 for poorfor the best total take since last
est gross of season so far, and all
spring. A- number :of new: producbut a couple of grand of that came
tions,
both straight plays and
from season tickets. There was
musicals,: are Selling out, With holdpractically no action at all at the
window, except from those who overs also sharing in the upped
wanted their; money; back after the attendance. "The Leading Lady,"
which opened Monday (18), closed
notices came out.
Saturday (23) after eight ,per-

.

SI

.

fiSrts.

Blackstone 9G, K.C.

Chicago.

with* only "Set

My

People Free"

Teople $15,4i,

Nixon currently has Janet Blair due Nov. 3. at the Hudson, as a
Kansas City, Oct 26.
Blackstonfe's jUagic show in a and Francis Lederer in "For Love Theatre Guild presentation.
thteie-^ay staiid tierti iin the Music or Money," then gets "Born YesterEstimates lor Last Week
day"
and Maurice EvanS' ih "Man
Hall; under banrier 'of 'A
, „
„
Keys: C (.Comedy), >D (Droma),
Presentations; *arig Up $9,D00, nice and Superman,
CD (Comedy-DroTOo), R iRevUe),
money for three nights and a
(Musical),
(Operetta).
opened Monday (25) to full houses. matinee, 'Oct. 21>23. jBvenings at
"Annie Get Your: Gun^" Imperial
"Winslow Boy" closed Sat. (23), fol- top of $2.50 were well patronized,
(128th wk) (M-1,472; $6.60). Irving
lowing a three-week limited stay though no sellouts, but Saturday
Berlin tuner is doing great busifor brisk returns. "Command De' mat, with kid traffic, was a packed
ness and now appears definite to
cision" moves into the Studebaker house.:
The magician: troupe
Philadelphia, Oct. 26.
stick: through the third year on
Nov. 8 while the waiting list in- played here two seasons ago, slightHolding, true to a booking ro.uBroadway;, topped $41,000 ;.'again
cludes "Medea," "Finiait's Rain- ly bettering its present take.
last week,
tine that has prevailed since
"Allegro"
and "Man and Subow,"
By way of competition; annual
"Born Yesterday," Lyceum (142d the $eason's opening on Labor Day
perman."
free concert of the Kansas City
Philharmonic, this time with new
wk) (C-993; $4.80). Garson Kan- and which has called for openings
Estimafes for Last Week
^

& N

:

.

'Decision $17,500,

,

;

M

O

{

:

Evans ISG, Phila.

\

'

JGwIsi^^^^^

'

.

WOK

longrun laff show is still pulK
some two- in clusters, to be followed by
weeks without any new shows, the
"Edward,
My Son." Beck' (4th current week is barren of newj;Bostbn;:'Oct.;26::;V:'
;i
Henry comers. The drought will be fol(D-1,214;
wk)
$4.80).
Cotisiderihg
generally
offish Sherek's London hit Is: getting all
lowed neitt week with four 'opencharaetern of after^ark biz Jh town, the house will hold, with a limit on
ings, spread out over three evethe five lighted leigit houses did standees; $28,500 again.
nings.

Hans Schwieger and
guest stars Nan Merriman and
Morton Downey, paid for by Katz
Drug Co.; was. held in the arena of

conductor

Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo,
Civic Opera House (3,!593; $3.71).
Sellout, with sock $48,000.
"Brigadoon," Shubert (3d week)

:

,

Municipal auditorium, which
Figalso houses the Music Hall.
ured around 25,000 attended the
two free concerts, Friday and Satgood? business
urday nights.

the

(2,100; $4.94). Heavy matinee play,
with boff $42,000.
"Higli
Button Shoes," Great
Northern (23d week) (1,500; $6.18).
Excellent $32,000.
"Heiress," Selwyn (1,000; $3.71).
Opened last night (25) with full

'Burlesque' 12G, L.A.,
!•
i\ \ f riti tT
John jG. LUrVdlCe

house.
"Mister Roberts" (7th week) (1,834; $4.33). Mail orders poOring in,

,

o/i

•

'

'

i

I

'

)

Folded.

i

NSG

!

I

;

"Burlesque," Biltmore (ist wk)
Unprofitable $12,000.

'

i

|

set for tonight (Tues.).
|

wecjt brings the
Todd
musical, "As the Girls Go," for five
days (Nov. 2-6), and following
stanza gets preem of "Red Gloves"
(Charles Boyer) for Nov. 10-13

Fine lOG in Four
^
London, Ont, Showings

'FailCy'

:

,

j

.

London, Ont Oct. 26.
Madeleine Carroll, starring in
arJ^rn"'^^ W'\^,Pn!,'l^•.''N5
"Goodbve, My Fancy," drew more
94 97 and
inS^.'iric
n/r
v"f
n
24-27,
Kiss Me,
Dec.
Kate."

1

$10,000 in four capacity per-

^^

1-4.
I

SOCKEROO

I

I

SRO

formances at the Grand theatre
here Thursday through Saturday
(21-23) Play by Fay Kanin is being
given a pre-Broadway tryout by
the authoress' husband, Michael
a.ssociation with Aldrich
Kanin.;

&

St. Louis, Oct. 26.
biz. with the third

BLUE DANUBE' ROASTED,

m

Saturday
™^>..«c..,

seat

'Cairpuser 3lG; DeriVfer
':'

:,^D&ver; OctV:26:

packed houses;
four performahces at the:3,200r-

Playiiig

iiiaiiiTy

to

eretta version of

"Raze the Roof,'' with Jerry
nosedrve
and
took
a
municipal auditoriumi "Corr Lester,
a,,
also eight performances, grabbed ousel" did smash $31,000 here last vvound up \ulh a thin $11 000 lor
$33,200 despite the Yom Kippur week. Top was $4.20.
^^?oo^
$2.88).
holiday.
Crix wont overboard on
(23).

K,^.:,,..,

.

The

first

session,

Monday.

'

"Command

I

;

wk) (CD-1,357; $4,80). The new hits
San Francisco. Oct. 26,
take none of the popularity away
Danube,"
which from this solid smash, whore there's
Blue
"The
openecl; at \h<i Cunan (18) (1,880, never been an: empty seat since the
premiere; SRO $35,000 again.
$3 60), was thoroughly roasted by
"My Romance,'.' Sliubert (1st
all cnx and was lucky to wind up
Shubeil.s' opwk) (0-1,387, $6)
with $16,000 for its fii'st week.

opened for the

:

'

Gassner & David Dietz, opens tonigh« (Wed.),
"Mister Roberts," Alvin i36th

GETS POOR 16G/FRISC0

:

M.\er<;

Pi-oduction:.moved to: the Royal
-Mexandra. Toronto, for this week.

balcony at the American theatre
first time this season for the second and windu
week of "Annie Gel Your Guni
The piece, scaled to $5 08. grabbc
a sockeroo $40,000 for eight per
formances: of the stand' ending

"Born Yesterday," Locu.st (3rrf
wk) (1,580; $3.90). Eased off con-

.

•

m

$40,000 IN ST. LOUIS

,

,

•

.

"Romance" took
and

.

a critical

Decision,"

Shubert

(ist wk) (1,877; $3.25). Using of
First Night Club, local outfit first
tliree nights with cutrates, helped
tl^is war drama to get $17,500 in
first of two stanzas at big Shubert.

"Allegro" next Thursday,
•

Mnndy

British - bom Mee
shouldn't have any trouble with
the accent when she takes over
the Pcffsry Asheroft part in "Edr
ward. My .Son," Nov. 22, at the
Mai-tin Beck, N. Y., after Miss
Ashcroft returns to London

WANTED
Summer Theatre

Edward Sheldon's

Director

Able to Take Charge
Of Entire Operation

drubbing

figured an out.side b.o. prospect; only about $18,000 for seven,
performances, including the opening; little but Theatre Guild .sub-,
scription since then.
"Private Lives," Plymouth (3d
,
uj.t .
wk) (C'1,062, $4 80). Noel Cowin-d,
lIKja ' /flb WlliniMtOn*
>
'
»
standee
trade;
revival
getting
topped $27,000.
$43,600 in Mississippi "Respectful Prostitute" and
"Hope Is the Thing," Cort (37th
Wilmington, Oct. 26.
Attendance
$4.20).
wk)
(D-1,064;
The onginal company of "Okla- ro.se a bit more to $13,500, provid.homa'" played to .standees at every ing a profit
perloiinance at the Playhou.se here
"Small Wonder," Coronet (6fh
ast week, winding up ^ith $28,000 wk) (R-998; S6)
New intimate i-cvue up a trifle to about $26,000.
"Streetcar Named 'Oesire," BarSocko ,n '.Sippy
rymore (47th wk) 1.064; $4 80) Appreaching the one-;vear mark, and
Jackson, Miss., Oct 26.
Playing a split-week between still not an un.sold ticket; .$27„500
again.
Shreveport, La., and here, the
f'Summer and Sfhoke.*' Music
"Oklahoma!
.tional company ol
Box (3d wk) (D-1 ,012; $4.80). Sellfor
drew a hefty total of $43,600
out trade, with theatre parties Monthe week.
,

Swell no-

$3.90).

siderably last week, with $12,50t
quoted, hardly much profit for thit
one "Light Up the Sky" next

,

,

,

,

j

(1,340;

for this >ovival, which lei
the town on the week with a. good
$18,000.
"For
Heaven's
Sake,
Mother" next Monday.

:

'

wk)

(1st

tices

"

,

Next

m

Days" comes
next Friday:
"Man and Superman," Walnut

'

(1.636; $3.60).

1

to:

New Ruth
look good. Final week is current.: wk) (CD-1,172; $4 80).
"Finian's
Rainbow,":
Shubert Gordon comedy-dirama got $13,500.
Got sock despite poor reviews, but closed
(1st week) (1.750; $4.80.
notices all around and though its Satui-day (23)
"Life With Mother." Empire (1st
first
estimated at
week's
biz,
Sequel to
(CD-1,082; $4.80).
$33,000, not quite capacity, it has a wk)
hopped off to
big advance and will gain second "Life With Father
all
week;. Can: stay until New Year's a smash start, with standees at
for five
performances;
over
$15,400
if. business holds up as: it should.
performances, including the preem;
"Harvey." Colonial (1,500; $3.60) capacity is
but show
$24,500,
Dropped off to esti(4th week).
can do about $25,000 with standees,
"^ated $21,000, but should hold at
though theatre .parties will lower
i^is figure, Or near, for some time the take a bit
to come.
"Love Life," 46th Street (3d wk)
"Light Up the Sky," Plvmouth (M-1,319, $6)
Virtual capacity
week) (1,200; $3.60)
Re- again, with theatre parties a fac(2d
mained in the estimated $13,700
,
„f
bracket, a Rood sign in this town. t°«W'^'',"'-.
wk)
(5th „,vi
"Masdalena," Ziegfeld
Move.s out for U\o more in PhiUy (0-l,628, $6 60).
Somewhat bet1° '""l^^ ^"''^ 't's ready.
ttr at $39,000.
:"Minnie and Mr. Williams," Wil"Make Mine Manhattan," Broadbur (2d weeki' (1;200; $3.60), Never hurst (41st wk) (R- 1 1 60 $6). Holdcaught on, With -estimated: $3,000 over revue still getting .satisfactory
no go. Moved out Sat. (23).
bu.sine.ss; up to $29,400 la.st week
"Minnie and Mr. Williams," Mo^
rosco (D-931; $4 80). Play l)> RichHughe.s, presented by ,lohn
ai-d

i

$17,000,

New Haven, Oct, 26,
'Eurydice," Coronet
(2d wk)
f 7ii
»»i, t.i.
Tryout of "Bravo!" at Shubert ^9.,4 C9 Ror' T!.r;ct
^"^"^
io^?An^^'^"'last week (21-23) had substantial $3,100.
:advance help to offset a mixed re"Lend An Ear," Las Palmas
ception. Final figure vvas a liealthv (19th wk) 1388, $31
Still $7,000.
$12,000 for lour shows at $3.60
"Separate Rooms," New Beau.x
top in thi.s ] ,600-seater.
Arts (23rd wk) (560; $3). Another
Only legit attraction this week glum $2,000 but current frame
is
one-niRht stand of Yiddish should improve, with Ann Corio
legiter, "The Cantor's Daughter,
plaving lead.

uptown house and began

big

1

"Blackouts of 1948," El Capitan
Wk) (1,142; $2.40). Back, to

(331.s(

Dietz revue' boomed to catch the public
fancy and first
$49,500 topping capacity for the week's gross of
$15,400 didn't repfirst time and again leading the resent
much over the ATS sublist.
scription quota. "Anne of the 1,000
"Leading Lady," National (1st

Howard

"As the Girls Go," Opera House
Did ex(2d week) (3,000, $4.80).
cellent estimated $32,000 in this

I

red

,

|

-

.-.

I

,

,

^

|

I

I

.

'

I

'Bravo' 12G, Bot

Mr;'
'Williams,"
coritend. ".^s the:

,

,

'

was

:

i

,

It

aind

:

;

,

)

miE

last 'week, save for

"Harvey," 48th St. (209th wk)
Current entries are the Maurice
Longest-run show Evans' revival of Shaw's "Man and
(C-921; $4.20).
on the boards is mopping up again Superman." which led the legits
with Joe E. Brown as star, with last week in its first session at the
'
- '
from two-foF-ones;
some: help
Walnut, "Command Decision" at
'
around $14,000.
the Shubert, the Theatre Guild's
*'High Button Shoes," Broa d way new production, "Set My People
at the Plymouth.
Week are (55th wki '(M-1,900; $6). Moved Free," at the Foiiest, and "Bom
..gj^g^-,
jl^g Wilbur (25)
and Monday (18) to this larger house. Yesterday" which is playing its
-Quick' Service tonight (26) at the With scale to $4.80 top and $6 lourth and final semester at the
Ahead are "The Wias- weekends; gross jumped to: $48,300 Locust, being the only show so
I^^aiostic
far to achieve that length of stay.
g
^^e Plymouth, Nov. i; for the first week at the new stand,
..^jjjg
"Howdy, Mr. Ice," Center (18th
Estimates for Last Week
Rome " flrst offering
j^e Boston Repertory Assn., at wk) (R-2,964; $2.88). As usual, this
"Set My People Free," Forrest
the
gentj,g copley Nov 5 "Japhet" at the skating spectacle reversed
(1st wk) (1,766; $3 90). Being a try^y,ii,yp no'v 15 and "Red Gloves," eral trend, dropping: to $47,000
'^^'^ '^'''"^^'t this one, with
"US^A^" Maiestir(26th^°^ ^'^f
U^de
pivmoilth Nov' 22
^""^'^'^
f'^vorwk) (H-1 659- S6)''Ar^ur Schw^^^ ^^'^-^f-^'if
ab e Side. However, this one didn't
Estimates for Last Week
.,l?.^^^r;i^l- ,T.'i^"L„v^r,?

'

<•

ing hefty business, with
for-oncs; over $15,000.

Girls Go'' \begari shaping up at: the
Opera '^louse, "Pinian's Eairtbow''
Sot off to a big 'start at the Shu^
"Light up the SIq^" was okay

Jll

with ternf, $28,700.
Angeles. Oct 26.^^;^
"Streetcar Named Desire," Harris <5ih week) (1,000; $4 33). SecRed ink, flowed freely at the two
week, with amazing, downtown legit houses last week.
"P*^
Black John,
new Barton Macalmost $24,800 capacity.
"Silver Whisllc," Blackstone (1,- Lane pla\ shuttered at the Belasco
858; $3.80). Opened Monday eve after a feeble 11-day run that
tailed to come anywhere near ex(25) to capacity biz.
"WjhsIow Boy," Selwyn (3d and penses, and Burlesque" registered
final week) (1,000, $3.71). Closed a poor opening week at the BiltNo newcomers thi.s frame
Sat. (23) after thiee-week Guild more
wont
Estimates for iLast Week
sponsorship witlv fine $19^000/
"Black John," Belasco (2d wk)
$3).
Full
week's grim
(1,061:
$3,000 gave it $6,500 for 11 days.
About. 20% capacity and in the
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$13,700
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which never did
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We're rcody te 90 akead on
construction of Hi* most pic-
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plaudits for the piece.
The perennial Blackstone
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$11,400, Salt Lake
Salt Lake City, Oct. 26.
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Stable

the 'cat'he.x.
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fort-

'Desert song' UG, Port., Ore,
Portland, Ore., Oct. 26.
but drawinfi
nn..ninp -lowK
.no^'e'coin' wUh e^^ch performance^

ct- '71- P--^.^,°"lL^fl'-' theX"
illod^'t'-^^k^ay

Slfotf'o'i''^h"e"a;,^lee?'^-:vfL";

'^i«

^1^

nights and a matmee last week
two w^'klotafolVb^^
This was the .second legit of the
foiMhP rnBntfimen?^ V^^^
than new season, and drew praise from
eene^llv Itttrr ^""^"^tdirs
down^^^^
critics and audience.
fn the h^Rlronv
"Medea" in
Judith Anderson
Drama moved to the Selwyn,
it

a
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Chicago, this week.
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summer theatre in. the
East within SO mites of Monhattom. Who''s the man to tak*
over right now and handle
•very detail smooth!)^? Tell us
all. In your first: letter;

tiir«sqii»

|

and
his magic .show opened a two-week
The Theatre Guild production of
engagement at the American. Su.i- "Carou.sel" drew $11,400 in three
day (24). The house is scaled to performances at tlic Capitol, here

I

•

Harry Meyer
AUTHOR'S REPRESENTATIVE
.Miulfhon Ave:,. New Yorit 1*3
;i-17
8uit« 1!(MI2
:\IVrr»v Hill 4-l!)«U
Inlrrvlrw)); dully, 3 t«
I'M,
:.
jipiHrfptnwnt
Or
,

H

;

..

1948

Wetlnestlay, Octoher 27,

52
troupes must have booked thcip,

I

lor

too.

Bean found

tomedy

tlial

SCRAPBOOK

business and pi ops had inipoitant
Rot
goint; soins;
value when Uie
And as he ahva\s chatgod'
toush
10' ( commisbion on the ntt of each
Frank. Scully
sale It IS also coneeivable that oni'
his
pieees
of
New
many
to
.dovetailed
ol his loleheais on a tup
IJIlian llellman's Series
Grand Rapids Get 23
who flew to' into a well-knit job of ontcitain- voi-k n\u.4 ha\e passed b\ the old
Lillian Hellman
reading
\\ds
informative
wind
e\ei tic*? of Unforgettable Chaiacters
the
of
editois
well
as
a.s
when
army
ie-|ing
Bldg
Digest's
Pumam
if the
YugoslaMa eai U ihii nionth,
turned to N Y last week alter a Above all U is good repojtlng, j^st ngiH.
.^nd ^^-jpt to ti\ Unbelievable Chaidcteis, I have one fresh from the
bclinies
bamvaids,
cjnical
in
oi
h
tent,
studied,
she
Undei
who neither smokes nor
which
shrewd,
producer
duiing
Holly
vood
a
Mine
is
sun,
tune
fortnights
^^.onib of
interviewed Marshal Tito and will but never supercilious It anything field or house, these al liesio sales
^1,0 laces eacli day with a benign, cherubic smile, is only 37
j,„ jj^g j,„g f^r four years
do a sciics ot articles on hei tup underneath the deadpan attitude ^sv\e gala tommunit\ events ine
^^^^^ .^^^^
^j^j
Flight was ,s a kmdlv albeit hardboiled over- authoi gives a <-o;.'U«;ehens,vc infor the N Y Stai
Graphic, and the other
late
mudder.
the
jouinahstac
New York's -mm.made at invite ol Yugoslav govern- tone Whether it's about llcllinger sight into the mechanics and
in th^^ Wai nei Bros bilB in Burbank has produced one
or cuties, Mional angles ot thepe auctions. foi 16 years
Culture,

Literati

SCULLY'S
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to 01 lloagy, cameramen
ment's Committee ot
aJtend opening of MISS Hellman s Martin knows bis slut? ^WhatS
"The Little l'-o\es" at the National mme he tells it welU And that's
Abel
no mean tuck
theatre Belgiade
Miss 'Hellman spent most of her
Belgrade, but did a little
time
Yorker Hotel Drops Mar
Her
Visiting outside the capital
Caiavan monthly slick paper
admits,
she
Tito,
interview with
,^,_,g p^,i o^ij jjy the New Yorker howas on the general political sit- ^^^^
y i,as been discontinued
Fo^es " it was a
\s to
nation
Octobei issue, due to
1,,^
terrific success and should ha\<- a s|,aip laiimg otl in ad\eitising caralso
lun . Playwi-ight
lengthy
accoiding
°-to the hotel Mag"
,
J
r.
J
stopped on in London Pans and , as ^tailed about 10 yeais ajgo
Prague ^ Toves >s also pla ng ,,,1,^,, n„tel was part of the Ralph
In the f^'"'^!^,
Hit/ chain, and was continued when
Jontu the ''m^^^^^
'>tiT^u"^kMri;;!tei spa, has
'""f ,,een editoi since June '47. and
After the Star ailicles are wut-
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Charles B Blancliard remains
production editor and the editorial
committee handling the tiade depailMient includes Mtied R McIntyre, Stanley Salmen and Camprolific literateui in the lanks ot el on
show business Billy Rose has
capped his columnar activities withThat's a Routine?
Wine Women and
his fiist book
now that
Publicist Ed Wienei
Words" (binion & Schustci, ^AK ),e s written "The Damon Riin\on
vhich teed oft this week with a si^,^
jj^^
into its

campaign

Billy Rose ill the Black— Asain
Bemforcing his lep as the most

Jumbo"-esque pre-!^ spUuge Canand intoiiiial, this yol^^^^^^^^^

*

i„i,iih edition incidentallv says lie
now makes like a regulai aiithoi
,

did, racy

vSCf-ii'"'^^^^^^^^^^^^
tuiulion_ and ,eveiybody

so_cial

'

w«rir ™s

'
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Ike Will Like This

When Wald pieclaimed it was the Gi^phle,
palsy the slightest nod' papei he was woiking loi
"gone"' and he had to sit thiough a one-hour lecture on ethics, something as alien
hooked for $44 worth of to the Graphic as to pirates, pickpockets and pii'WMrers.
Delaware
the
Crossing
young
Wald eiuite a
The lecture shook up
Washington
G SmitJi.
m a gill frame.
Graphic windmill in the- direction of refp'rm and uplift. shbpK hlniV«!Ven
other
more. He used to dog the steps of Wihcheilj Hellihgeiy Sofe
Hecht's Ohio Gilation.
chai'aciers on the dusty hem of ] oiirnalisriii. He Jearned^ that
The Ohioana Libraiy Assn. an got Stme's overset f roni V.miie y each; week. He tried his hand atlgetoiganization which annuallv bon- ting what Winchell couldn t, use.
y.-?:y'\-- '^:XS''''-'''-P''\-''-'''
ds Ohio wnteis, has named Ben
"Dig up your own news,' .S'wiie told. him. Then.:.;'WeH, liere^
He(ht as giand medal winnei The
overset you can -have.''
'V'
aw aid toi Hecht's novel "flouse
Between Stiiie, Winch and the Mark, the' teenager hadV.tW best niid^
Divided" will be presented at the
facult.v since Columbia quit 49th strfeet for Morni^^
town
organization's annual meeting in
tumbled
into
a
cvummv
Once
Wald
nitefy
ow'held
b.v Larry Fay.' It was
Columbus, Saturday (30)
Other pii/e winnris aie fiction, over a garage. He had been tailing Hellinger to these places aiid had
Geoige H Fieitag Canton, foi seen Mark shake hands with headwaiters and be ushered to the best
the Lost Land"; luvenile, Garo- seat 'in the place: So he f ollowed protocol, only to be shoved iii a coiv
ner next to the garbagp pails. He panned the. place.
I\n Treffingei, Wadswoith school
leachei lor "Li Lim Lad of Cour"\ou crazy
Hellinger read the piece and scared hell out ol him
age" and a posthumous biogiaphj kid," wamed the Maik, "jOu'll end m a concrete suit' Thai s one of
aw aid foi "George Ciile \n \uto- Dutch Schultz's places "
biogiapliy edited bj Glace Ciile.
Hand Quirkcr Than Private £ye
Wald complained to Mark' about the seating, arrangements! the waiter
Budapest Setup
There'? relative freedom at pres- had handed him. '1 shook hands theway you did and they practically
shoved me into the incmerator.
ent in Budapest loi loieigh papers
01111Did
vou
shake
hands
like thi.s.'
a.sked Mark, giving it the old; colOne ma\ buy most ot the in
legegiip
01 like this
alipping 10 bucks into Wald.'s.: palm.. Wald
n.-nt ru.op"ean papeism Budapest
admitted his was sliiclK a campus handshake
the boy reporter: therefore to have lus.. parents
the Graphic because he had got into -a flslftght;-;
whose show he had panned. They were worrj-ing

ho-. got

it.
Book Pubs' Beef on Postal Hike tel guests who requested
—-—
Publishers are lining up to seek
Revamp
revision ol the new postal legula- Little, Brown's Editorial
Little, Brown has made several
tions slated to become eneclive
Ned
Jan 1 which will inci ease the lates additions to its editoi lal stall
&
on the mailing ol books weighing Biadfoid lormeily with Revnal
Hitchcock and pi eviouslv with llaiIt's
more than eight ounces
editor
claimcd the boost disci munates couit, Biace is c\ecutive
Cameron,
Angus
against books m favor ot new spa- and asMstant to
WilMexander
W.
-in-chief
editoi
peis and magazines
Thc trallic committee of the liams loimerlv music culie of the
American Book Publishei s Council Boston He) aid and Jane Lawson,
and the National Postal Committee toinieih with Appleton-CentiiryCiofts, become associate editors
oppothe
organuing
aie
Books
for

sition

with ._salty_ commenUr.es
Ihe (^'Jt'^^^y'.'t.TrVyZl^^^^
heading foi a second
people who frequent them
human vai?ai-y ot clutteung up the the Brooklyn boy-wondei JWald
Oh the dooy of iiik btjiee in/t^^
domicile wnh \intage impedimenta
for years makes business for the plant where Biirtiahk^m^^
Comes death, bank- Tunivay cirlied.thp Ko^
tMsrsimpJ^^
auctioned
ruptcy, moving, niairia?e or other ilinS^iiW^ j, is sh^
change, and the man Jeremiah, one of the Old Testainent's kindlier prophets of doom.
cataclysmic
t.. , „ „-,„^ m„
fi«<» gets
and the flag
with the hammer
\ His ehenajes, yirho i^un into each other on every corner of Holly vvopd
the nod
arid Vi«e, call biiii everj«thini froiiv the ''hero"' 0 ''What Makes' Sammy
Run," to the sevcn-lettei wol d meaning "Jolinny Belinda " But 1 can
tmnnino
whpeis h'm^^^
iioiise„^':fg t\tls.'
^J.^
young man
Victorian relics onlv report what my miciosi ope reveals, and that's a happy
hnlH effects aiid;
a^^^^^^
hold
llom^ ^vuh none of the occupational vices ot the picture industry, a lad who
i". the kill
^ *'"^f
so much excitement out of producing pictures he doesn't feel tht
gets
Sues
»,f,„*"Xbners and Sunboi net

'the

when the man says
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you've
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bigtime producer
and consort of diplomats and
gangsters Across his pages, illus

side^showman,

out with

any

Ot

the anec-

ga.ian publications pntited ab.oad
which naturally aie against the
present regime.

I

I

New

Republic's If'wpod Issue
plan.s, a spe

Readt'v.s

Ihe New ilepublic

bottom

slPin

anrl

snniP

lp«pi -known

hiii

coloiful EcntLwho made
Si?
the good
up that mosaic knSwn
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;
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Library has a
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river.
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Digest was outlawed this
It punted the ai tides

,

iiiit

lOast:

the Graphic iolded. Wald wangled his way to Hoi Iv wood, sign-;
a series ot shorts called Rambling Round Radio about which
,ng to.do
•
1
i.
,r
« j n»
u
r,
-tj
thai Bud\ Vallee s punches often go wild
'"'^^^ ""'J
The Race To the Swift
From' there his eliinb. was so fast il's silly to ^tt^^
it to Samhiy's
"run." He moved like a let. Agam he leai^ted ..v\jM
bet by now lie can even write a script.. Bae^
'19$5 he had jeigkt
screen credits In one year. Obviouslj' he had ghosts. 1. tell you' he
'..;:::,"..,,„'-;
-v.:.-.
learned last.
As the old Scully wag and his shopworn bride opened the producer's;
door we: saw nght through to tlie inner office. A cherubic-faced, dark
young: man got up and received us. We were invited to: sit down. He
began t6«talk not about himself, his: Jiictutes, "or .eves- Usii/ lift
ta Ikmg about; Mark Hel linger.
It geertis he hacl just Ipftktid at his
caisndar of a year ago and lound he had hiid ;a iuiicliecih.^d^^
Mark. And now a-year later Hellinger had beeli'Jorig dead:-.
Wald was claiming thai people took better cai'e of their cats than
of Iheir bodie.s
Hollywood. Al least they changed the carls oil once
") a while, but their bodies :hisI went on and on till tliey gaye out.'
He himselt never did drink, and Mme. Scully w'aiUed to kiiovv liovj'
he Could calory on covering niteries for the Graphic arid never lake a

rian

!

of the

When

\0M because

district. Lewis MileBen Hccht, Duiante, Amold Roth- Congressional
^'^""'^
Write on inoial codes,

m

the nose fl-om a radio cvoone^Whe^
been about ending on a slab ot concrete at the

like a bust

his va. legated ca.ee, a. songsmith,

:

One may

'

i

i^'""
Pathoses, etc gel Lite, Satevepost and other magKenneth MacGowan w ill wiite on a7in^s there too Month-old copies
the mdustiy.
of them are usually sold on the
bo studies on stieet also, foi 10 founts (85c.)
some unabashed
maulal allaiis, di.stnbution problems, technical i'eachr
spanning liis earl.v career' a.s ''Mi'; advances and toreign films
CHATTER
Fanny Brice" .'up to his romance
Yoa, Venlj
Eiic Johnston's book "We're Ml
and marriage with Eleanor llolin.'
.Ken
McCouinick. vcepee and: In It:' hits the book: stalls Nov.
Not too tightly oiganued along a
,^
Doubleday,
W'anls 8 via Dutlon.
set plan, the book also iniludesiV,"^
P°"'
"
rile
a
book;
James Agee has resigned as film
random lables loi the Bioadw ay
of book youi memous, ci ilic ot The Nation Anlhonj Bow
hepsteis, socio-political dabblings ,'
bv atough humamtauan and some <» about the holel business_ he er ieplauii!.
uiged the w k host ol Chi's Pump
:.;:'.
,';/
Join Wald wiole a laudator} driirk.;;
.^v.
.,;.v--;/.:v
s'hprt fictional pieces wiUi latteressaj on his boss. Jack L Warner,
/,:',
Hollywood Without Vices ,:"''" /:
day O Ileniv twists All in all it's Itooni
The hoteVicir Wrote back ; that for Ijibertv mag.
Wellv t .seeiiis
a fast and leadahle assoilment oi
iie'd liaye, 16 resign frcjiii. the: hotel
Satevepbsl
as-sociate ecVi tor Pete Scibol did the. smoking. He
personibilia
lienn
smoked
,.
.until
,.,
,
his.
«athe^^^^^
t
-o
.busine.ss, if he :rea.l!,v. did an honest
"^-"^ °-'<>wiri to cut out smoMng
book
"He'd ha\e to leave the
mags
npyp, again did he ha\e a pain
lie in tuin talked Wald out oi
Bikini Atom Test Time
couiilM " added Adele
(Mis current. edition. ::
smoking. "So" said Jeiiv smiling
b\ the time I leached Holl\«o.bd;
"No Place to Hide' an Ai nn ..Ernie Byfield. .vlhcideiilally she's
A.hdr'eW Maurois scheduled, ^^
iu t kvj
>
v
had
run
out
of
vices
'
appeiidectoiny
pencilledriTi
lor;
an
'doctor's account of. the I'iidioacti'V'e
aime liom Fiance eai
...
nexl
__ 1\
He talked about his late.st production, '.'jQlinriy Belinda." He/ had
effects ol the Bikini atom-bomb op 111 Chicago some lime next iiiorith
month tor
toi a Iccluie
lecture trip
inp through
thiough
*'^<^"
P'<»v about eight yeais ago iii lfew York and Had .waiited tc*
,
tests,. IS .Stirling unusual advance nipnth;
tlie U S Haipeis is bunging out
fl«
evei since He also talked abWt Jane Wyman,.a-tai^
<''' a picluic
interest foi a non-Action book b\
his new book "Miiacle ol Fiance,
gu-l who w'orks hard. He had::her 'fiiit',irt ;."BrotheV Rat'':.a:nd :h»d•se'eli'
Hammer
t ndei Red Flag
an unknown authoi 1 nghsh lights
lodav. (Wed.):.. '""
Followup in Writers Journyl of her' work hei,- Way .up to being a. ;gbod'«clress' an,#
have been:; acciiii rod: by Itocider
'No hialign philosippliy: nor sub
& vSloiighton. iiiul .British.; serial/, yersiye infliiencie; will .disturb the Bill Omslem's procrasunalum in :; He had talked to her about •Belinda,'' tod' silie w
i lie
Market:-,- .senpt.
one on
nglitsi' are/ ticing.. iioughl -.-hv- throe expecta-nt-.-audienceias-.the:. speaker writing.,
After reading, it she declared it was nbt for lieiV' Affe'r' a''',-tt^^^^
London dailies Book slaled icn liom his ciude lostuim with the Phobia, by John Wilstaili with a a haid pait, wuh the gul never saying a word thiough the wboie'pic
to tool
publicalioii Nov
23 b,\ Atlantfc led banner attached, starts his .\oulhtul photo, he sajs
tuie
All her acting had to be v\i(h hei e\es
The aucaion sale Is tvpical the lustomeis
Montlily Piess-Litlle Biown will spiel
They took some tests, and all agieed thev wouldn't do Then Wald
Soviet
samovai
A
RKO closed a deal with Bantam .ememlieied a problem he had in "Pude ol the Marmes " when John
be a Book oi the Month ( lub div- \mci icana
idend ioi Dcc( mbei will be pub- would late nieieU extiuisic intc-i Book^ loi a populat piiced lewiile Gai field was plavine the oait of a blind hnv
Tn
mvlpi- to
in lind
finrt out
nut the
fJ,p
In otdei
Hshed in a capsule eai h nexl veai est on the pai t ot some cui loso col- ol I'lances Wiiiwai's "The Saint h n , V" ^
an actual blind pet sc^n and a seeing person acting
Geoigc Bean, wa^down- and the DdvU," to hit New Yoik m,„h u ?m n/^
by Reader's Digest anc published lecloi
d and Gai helc mac^e a pac I o blindfold themselves lor three
whose spiightiv "Yankee newsstands Nov 10, one das bein 2^c reprint n^^^^ ^'-"'"''''^
''^^7 even ale then lunches blindtolded
7,1)
Blown
loi
the
(Little
1.2
e
opemiig
of
Joan
ot
Ai
Auctioned"
c
Bantam Books
he hi st half houi was a game but Hien thcv stalled getting seal ev
\'ale Blenstock
wk in lileiati
The author David Bradlej will. has jiisl been published mentions
have the faintest idea wheie they were pouting the collce, it it
give a tliird of his tiade sale io\al- " ^^a*- s-how business that iiisl m- iticles because he handles the bu.sispued and nuised his ambition to ness atlaii s, investments, annuities actually hit the cup or not and all such things leallv gave tlieni a
ties to United Woi Id 1 edeialists
ot some 1,100 writers editms panukv leeling
'etc
So piompted bv the same kind ot leasonmg, Wald
scale the auction heights
and ladio people "pioliled' in decided what was wrong with the tests of Jane Wyman How could she
\s a small town new spapcl man
r
,1 «
leie uaimis i.ooae
entiee to the liue b\ Robeit C Ruailc, one ol act deaf w hen she heai d evervlhing going on ai ound hei''
,„
Pote Mai tin has tiii ned out a uaUm. of Music Nrnthamplon his stable
He took hei to a leading ea. >pet alisl ami asked fo? eai plugs thai
literate book on the film pi oducvia^v
theatie, and
OctavusRov Cohen, who once w ould acttiallv cut out Ml sound Anc^ .mffTnfn;^^
cits owned
tion adjunct ot the picture busi-i^^w all the loadshows headed by mugged otl VARiEry coveting mlei
11 e "o^'n"^^^^^^
doUor ide some
n^^o^^ vfl 1? T,, .
^'^
ness titled "Holhwood Without such scnitillants as Mmme Mad ic-s fust to absmb a load ot almos
Makeup iLippincotl $3i And > (Hi dern Fr^ke Na/imova the Baii.\ phcic has been utili/mg that back
Then
m ,n was talked
.11 .
J-"<^n TUR.!
wss wj man
into what a tinch tins lole would be
Johnson's
N'unnalh
a
Kihit/ei
lor a niimhei of his v\honeed
A<;
moies
and
l-unnni^
Picwnd
don't
^^en have to study a line of dialog
With the ear plugs
latest
'Moie Beautiiul
Jack Alexaudei s ,,l leheaisals he studied tlieu tech- duiiils
01
foiewoid
sue got tfle peitecl seal chmg look" that was needed
The ie,st wa-afterward to attest to it although mques got hep to such essentials 'Ilian xMuidei," has soiithein Call- >"
In a "l' >o Ropd acting, diiecting and piodudng. All Wald wanted to gel
these two do, the foimei himself, as diction, timing emphasis and forma nite lite as a locale
"^^i 111 the picture was a simple message to the eHecl that it >ou
a rofoi'med ncwshound and Alex- iound this knowledge stood him in pievious whodunit Cohen anonjigieat slead lalei on behind the mousU piofiled Variii^'s editor did one kind deed foi somebody sometime it might make all the difandcr a Satsveposl colleague
leience to tlie world.
vaude as one of the chaiacteis.
Posslblj
Martm, expeil SEP stailei, lias auclibn block
P'*^''''"'''^*'

'as

old da\s"
There are also
details about his

ciiltuial aspects ot
Thcie will aKo
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a took!

fiuess who's written
The

i

e

was born on

^

shot,

lot of fellows

ates a night dub

around Broadway will

which

has: been called

"New

York's

inost successful moujik trap," and a couple of years ago he

you they shot the wrong man.

tell

for

In addition to owning the Ziegfeld Theatre, he pper-:

Mc-

a kitchen table the night President

and a

guess right

buy the $3 edition
or the $1 pamphlet for $1.

entitled to

$3,

Kinley was

who

million people

first

be

will

wrote a series of i^ds to promote the sale of whiskey in his dia-'
'

'ia^J/ }

31\

'

mond-studded dungeon

smart syndicate

man

promptly

__:^He was raised in the dust and thunder of an

signed

East Side slumi and for years hi§ folk^ changed

ing to find himself with 18,000^000 newspaper readers and

residence every few months'r^

a velvet smoking

move than pay

it iwas^'

9%ai^^

him up

to write a

jacket.

column and he awoke one morn-

Ever

since, his wife

'

has been calling

him "Somerset."'^

rent.

In high school he.won a shorthand championship, and

one day the

first

World War waited

for fifteen

We*l^fast'talked him into writing a book for us, and

minutes

while he dictated to the President of the United States at

on the basis

the rate of 200 words a minute.

like

we

of pre-publication orders,

predict

it

will sell

gum7?

bubble

After writing a slew of pop songs,' 1* he went into the

he wanted

night-club business because

hat and meet some

girls,

and

at

his bug-eyed musicians serenaded
'

with 'ISomebody Stole

My

to

Through

wear a black

John

1>.

and white

1

his

Waist-

confessions.

high in metaphors, this Little Bo-Peep in Never-Never

Land
of a

a county-sized carnival called "Jumbo," and that
"It will

make

lets

us look at the world through the wrong

Star's dressing

He

room, then

takes us backstage to the

home

for

midnight revelry and

scrambled eggs at dawn^^^^where, to muted

or

a thousand and one tales out of

break Whitney!"

school; In

he

strings,

tells

words that turn hand-

he reminisces about the tommygun tycoons he knew

springs,

in his jazz

he decreed a pleasure dome more stateErie as a
ly than that of Kubla Khan,» ^ and using Lake
and Canada as a backdrop, he produced a mixture of

and juniper days, and then turns respectable on us

and permits us to sit in with big men who talk

later,

erid

whiskey bottle'!^ -a razzmatazz set-up where even the

bathrooms have bathrooms.

In 1935 he persuaded "Jock" Whitney to bankroll

Two years

in black

fabulous and utterly uninhibited

Rockefeller Sr.

Gal."

year the gag around Broadway was,

down

set

No,

glasses, America's

rose-colored

showman' 1^' has

4 o'clock one morning^:

formation"

^— since

some of his

strictly

from

in-

best friends are news.

stage

dampness and damsels

called the "Aquacade."

Gn the theory that there's no J>tjint in g^^^
He fell in love with the show's Star on opening night a

irtg

announce

minute after the loudspeakers had announced, "The
champion of the world,"' ?^ and swears
backstroke

with heriiair
that after seeing her for ten years
curlers, he's

up in

his

the lulu," ^we, his proud publishers,

book without even mentioning his name, and

suggest that/ you walk, run or, better

still, fly

bookseller, and, io loud, clear decibels,

demand

to

your nearest

that he

a copy of a book".f^published today under the

more stuck on her than ever.

m

ME, woHEH,

sell

you

title,

wnuis

FOOTNOTES:
l-1iicludmg the

S-And

commerciol
Otnthh, .Agtio. an*

first sin(in«!

that goes for

../Otto. too.
IS thi'!

_

putting the C«rtitrt»fo«

horscshof?:^

:

corresijondmt

,re-

now

c«II

porH that the Riviera

Maugham

literati

tW

copy, but

we

you don't

vftofd. thi* *s unwieldy.

V-lFour Roses, of

10-^Homer
,

llT^He

dedicates ihC' book: to his old bow,

Bernard M. Beruch.

believe us^ ask hii presii^^

'agent.'

S & S.

sales, the euthoi sucf tsted
giviiijjirwiiyaslation-wagonwthever/

7-To itimulate

^U

Billy.

ifr-iThose incurable optimists.

3- Al«'S«,tobtexdcl.

4- Or

f .-Our Cap lyAntib?*

I2t-A mouldy
couFSff.

beat us to

it

.fingerfd^'dawn.":

mot

if

wc ever »aw one^

.

and calk4

il

'Vosy*

IS.-^Witb
.

.

.

SIMON AND SCHUSTER, Publishers

illustrationii. in t<'chhi<*olor

incompariiblie Salvador Dali.
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Wednesday, October 27, 1948
Valley Forge hospital. Alleen,
a Lower Meriod High student,
broke her arm while horseback
Will Hay back in town after six
riding.
months' rest cure In Oslo.
Gertrude Niesen, at Latin CaPeter Bernard enroute to South
sino, summoned to N. Y. to identic:
Africa for six months' tour.
jewels she lost in robbery, left
ITMA is celebrating its 300th fy
$11,000 worth of gems in a taxi
performance on the air Nov. 4.. riding from station to the WarJ. Arthur Bank gave a farewell
Cab's next passenger redinner party for Fredric March at wick.
turned the jewels to the singer
the Dorchester, Oct. 21.
day.
Eddie Dukoff arrived here to disr the next

luncheon meet tomorrow (Thurs.)
when ha will Introduca the new
The Nate Blumbergs will remain chairman of the 1948 campaign.

Mark Bucci, young composer
who's written incidental music for
several plays, won the Iirving Berlin Scholarship to Juilliard School
established by Richard Rodgers
and Oscar Hammerstein II last
spring to honor Berliit's 60th

•asl until Xmas.

Louise (Mrs. Bugs) Baer out of
hosp but still no visitors at home.
Heartwarming: The Nola rehearsal studios bdoked solid with hope*

<

'

ful fledglings.

Makes you think!' There are
more Paris, London'-N. Y. flights

.

in

Hollywood

London

birthday.
John F Clagett, attorney fort
merly active in the Dept. of Justice
on the Government s anti-trust
action
against the film companies,
cert. }n Town Hall Nov. 26.
has
combined with Harold L.
Frank Sullivan deserted his faSchilz in a Washington law partvorite Saratoga Springs for the
nership
specializing in radio; films
"Life With Mother" preem.
Corner Sherman (Stork Club) and anti-trust matters.
Rosalind
Courtright,
having
Billingsley for a gander at his
custom-built Paris pepper-grinder.. closed at the Persian Room, to, the
liotel
Roosevelt's
g;m.
Dean Mounds Club, St. Louis^ and

daily than N. Y.-L. A.
Emil Boreo celebrates his 35tli
anni in show business with a con-

cuss the plans for
share in the Variety
formance.

Nana Bryant laid up with flu.
Edward Nassour laid up with flu
William Wyler to Oregon on vacation.

Jimmy Ames opened

Bing Crosby headlined El Cajon
Jack Powers hospitalized after a
motor crash.

Gus

Danny Kaye's

Command

per-

Virginia O'Brien north on tour of
veterans' hospitals.
"Sugie" Sugarman laid up with
a fractured kneecap.
Dick Bare bitten by a dog he was
testing for screen role.
Barney, Balaban in town^fo^ con*
fabs with Henry Ginsberg.
Fortunio
Bonanova to Palm
Springs to bake out a cold.
Jack Benn^ m.c. ,at Masduers*
testimonial dinner for Pat O'Brien.

Soprano Delia Rigal broadcastMartha Raye making her bow
before television cameras at Alex- ing for Mundo web before setting
andra Palace Nov. 6, prior to sail- out on European concert, tour.
ing for U. S.
Porto Rican singer Elsa Miranda
Tom Arnold, just back from warbling on Bclgrano network and
Spain, plans to send one of his doubling Into Golden Gate nitery.
ice shows to Madrid for its first
Rino Salviati and Pier Maffei,
booked in- other midwestern spots, view of this type of entertainment. known in Italian film industry,
envisions a white; Xmas with her
Robert Taylor here on. his third working on Mundo vveb as warbler
husband,
Hernando- Courtright, visit, this time to star in Metro's and, conductor.
m.d. of the Beverly Hills (Cal.). "Conspirator"
Englishopposite
Norman Zimmern, director of
However, this means hell have to born Elizabeth Taylor, directed by BBC's Latin-American service, on
come east for that.
Victor Saville.
inspection visit In Argentina, UruErnest Byfield, famed Pump
Queen's Hall, home of concerts guay and Chile.
Room host, was in N. Y* with his before it -was obliterated by bombErnesto -de Oliveira has been
Hotel Ambassador (Chi) manager, ing, is to be rebuilt by Chappell's, upped from general secretary
of
Jimmy Hart, on a fish-tasting its former owners, who hope to get. the Entertainment Board to asjunket, in anticipation of opening started early in 1949.
sistant director.
their new seafood eatery in the
"Slings and Arrows," new intiCongress hotel shortly. After doing mate revue, starring Hermlone Ginthe crustacean audition circuit gold and Walter Crisham^ replaces
they weze glad to settle for a "Sit Down a Minute Adrian" at
By Les Bees
salami-on-i-ye at a 6th Aye. deli- the Comedy, Nov. 17.
Show will
catessen,
Billy Vine tops Curly's floor
be produced by Charles Hickman.
.

.

.

Carpenter previewing the new
.Rough Rider room this (Wed.) aft.
;Georg2 Murphy and Lee Bowman elated over their successful
bamstonning trip through Indiana
for Dewey.
United Artists' foreign sales
manager Walter Gould left for
Buenos Aires over the weekend on
a business trip.
::
Borrah Minevitch's Harmonica
Rascals carry their harmonicas in
violin cases now that they are A. F.

.

Dane Clark left for a two-week
tour of veterans hospitals in the
•.
midwest.
Hal Roach, Jr., inducted into
Marine Corps Reserve as a first
.

.

lieutenant.

George Cukor planed in from
Lon,don where he made Metro's
"Edward My Son."
Bill Williams slated for four
weeks of personals in N. Y. area,

-

'

'

|

After years of negotiating with
the government for a permit to
recondition the old Gaiety theatre,
Lupino Lane has been granted the
right to spend $40,000 for weatherprooflng. Comedian Is now urging
need for further $40,000 expenditure to enable house to reopen.

'

show.

-

I

i

Mexico City
race; of

local- morning tpajters
liikea';;4c, 'Afterrio&ijS .wt>i?ed 3c,

.

.

Adele Jergens cheeked oft the.
Columbia lot after four years: on-

•

of L. Musicians,
Francois, .longtime maitre d' at
the Hotel iPlaza"^s Oak Room, now
in charge of the dining room at
the Hotel Drake.
Jack Hylton and Harry Foster
aren't apart long enough to make
separate deals. Both in and out of
London to N. Y.
Lou Walters (Latin Quarteri
N. Y.) flew to Las Vegas to o.o. the
line at the Thunderbird before
okaying their fares to Miami.
Film industry committee to raise
$250,000 for emergency medical
supplies for Palestine holding dinner at Waldorf-Astoria Nov. 22.
Solly Violinsky out of Polyclinic hosp following a checkup.

"

Jesus'

;

Grovas,

pic

>,

producer;

back from a long stay in Spain.
Aiiiii;o Cava, Cuban film^^^^m
readying

J

starting in

penciled

December.

Raines'

Ella

Song"

serious

illness,

Harry Popkin tb halt pro-

into caused

Lyceum.

duction on "Impact."

Nelson Eddy
Auditorium.

gave

concert

Lee Sabinson in town rounding,
up thesps for his Broadway musi-

at

;:

Drama

here for lecture.

San Francisco

'

Sofia Alvarez; Colombian comedienne,
readying' an
operetta
troupe for a Mexican road tour.
_

Mickey Rooney into Auditorium,
Nov. 6.
"Desert

critic John Mason Brown cal, "Devil's Carnival."
Bob Hope awarded a statuette
Boys Town .Choir gave concert, for. his work in, the national ComPaul Auditorium.
munity Chest campaign.
Minneapolis
Symphony orchesJack Wrather to Dallas to
By Ted Friend
tra opened 1948-49 season^
huddle
with Bob O'Donnell on play
Meade "Lox" Lewis inked for
Beatrice Kaye following Bux'l dates for "Strike It Rich."
Say When Cafe.
Ives into Hotel Radisson Flame
Xavier Cugat will tour LatinBill Johnson: moves into Giro's,
Room.
American
countries
for
three
formerly Actors' Club.
Bill Emardi in town ahead of months, starting in January.
Lina Romay headlines Venetian Horace Ileidt,
auditioning amateur
Bud Abbott and Lou Costello
Room, Fairmont hotel.
talent^,
cited by the Los Angeles City
Kate Krevitz new publicity man
Cross and Dunn plus
Billy Council for their work in, helping.:
for SheiTill Corwin circuit.
Bishop band underlined for Club curb juvenile delinquency.
Roy Eldridge band and Dottie Carnival.
Saulters at Club Lashio.
George McCall, piloting roadChronicle radio columnist Paul show picture,
"Street Corner,"
Speegle named moderator for Town here over weekend.
Washington
Hall series.
Minneapolis Civic Theatre group
By Florence S. Lowe
Variety Club throws' shindig for negotiating for Palace,
lower loop
Local Variety tent tossing a
Hollywood stars prior to Friars subsequentrun, as home for
legit.
Halloween
party.
Frolic at Opera House.
Columnist Cobina Wright in
KSFO-KPIX television antenna
from Coast to dig items.
perched atop Mark Hopkins hotel,
Loew's Carter Barron vacation800 feet above hostelry.
ing on the Florida Keys,
Rattlgan
Eddie Fitzpatrick band set for
N: Peter Rathvons in town over
Nov. 16 opening at St. Francis folS Continued troni page %
weekend to see their daughter
lowing Harry Owens' five and half
ground and much of its action takes Joan, who works here in the State
months. Owens goes to L. A.

.

.5i(K)0^

here.

,:

-

-'

:

-

payroll.

;

.

'

.

.

,

.

,

.

-

:

.

Schilling hospitalized with

stomach trouble.

Buenos Aires

.

,

at Charlfe

Foy's nitery.
benefit show.

.

:

at St.

-

:

;

Humorist-songsmith has. now deCinemas here now number 95
cided to "lay off under, television." with the opening of the Cine Apolo,
Kay Thompson's midnight cock- 3,300-seater. It's the 23rd of the
tailery at her Hampshire House Emilio Azcarraga syndicate's chain,
Mexico's pioneer nitery, El Patio
apartment last week drew a minature mob of showbiz, press, radio, here, operated by Vicente Miranda*
feted its 10th birthday recently.
etc.
Ed Sullivan flew out to the Floor show featured the Ming Toys,
Chinese
song-dance troupe fi'om
Coast to visit his daughter at
UCLA and returns Friday (29), in San Francisco, doubling at the
time for his next Sunday TV Teatro Tivolit vaude theatre;
Virginia Fabregas la.st week reshow.
Special preview of "Joan of ceived a gold medal on her eoth
Bergman starrer, anniversary as an actress, from the
Arc," Ingrid
Nov. 10 at Victoria, for United National Athenum of Sciences and
She's set lor a
Hospital Fund, tickets scaled $3 -j^i'ts of Mexico.
Spanish tour with a Mexican drato ^
$10"
.Joseph H. Seidelman; Univer- matic troupe for six months.
Omar Bromberg, Johgtinie UA
sal's foreign chief, due back at the
manager
here and recently ^Mexico
home-office early next month after
a short tour of the Continental and ^northern Latin American su^
place circa 1926.
pervisor for that company, has bemarket.
Production of "World Premiere"
Marcello Girosi, head of Super- come a distributor of "Mexican pix.
Montreal
would be done by International
film Distributing,
and Antonio His initial teiTitory Is Argentiha,
an
organization
Eddie Hanley and Bobbie Pincus Screenplays,
Mosco, of the Minerva Studio, Brazil, Chile, UruguAjr and iPata^
for which Rattigan writes. Anaat Tic Toe.
Rome, in on the Mauretania Mon- guay.
Buddy Ebsen slated for an open- tole de Grmiwald produces and
day (23).
Anthony Asquith directs, "Winslow
ing at Esquire soon.
iPressagents who haven't been
paid for some weeks are the tipoff
Margaret Webster's Shakespeare Boy" was the group's previous celSouth Africa
company in town for three nights luloid effort. Currently Miss Dietthat a few of the.niteries and eatBy Joe Hanson
rich is in New York looking for a
eries have had a summer struggle
at His Majesty's,
until the fall upbeat,
Carol Grauer; former m.c. and play. Difficulty in: converting'
Rank's Olympic Games feature
Russ Morgan at the Biltmore rel eased on African Theatre cir- production manager at Samfavar, to pounds into dollars presents a
getting quite a few British show cuit,
take over same job at Bucharest problem in making a deal with the
biz dropper-inners, solely on the
A. 16m film unit has been formed this week.
actress, Rattigan said, but he
fact tliat his "So Tired" recording in Rhodesia to make documentaries
"My Father's House" booked for pressed hope that a satisfactory exaris such a hit in England.
Nov.
2
under rangement
Majesty's
His
for educational purposes:
could be made.
Eugen Sharin, prexy of AmFilm biz below par here, but "On auspices of Jewish National Fund
Rattigan planed into New York
bassador Films,, planed to thei an Island With You" (M-G) and of Canada.
a couple weeks ago for conferences
Lauritz Melchoir skedded for
Coast Monday (25) to look fort "Wonder Who's Kissing Her Now'with the Theatre Guild and John
studio space for his company's up- (20th) are doing better than- aver- one-nighter on Nov. L at Forum.
coming television projects.
Jose Torres plays His Majesty's C. Wilson as to the practicality of
age.
presenting his dual one-acters,
Dolores Del Rio planed to Paris
All-time
high
in
admission the same night.
"The Browning Version" and '-Haryesterday (Tues.) to round up a charges tor Johnny
Ralph-Freddy
.
lequinade," this season. Since the
wardrobe
..„-_.„„_ for "Mine. Fontanin.
iMiUs heavyweight fight, in Johans
„.,v«..*..,
Miami Beach
playwright feels that he can't reSpanish-language film she'll do in nesburg Nov. 6, scaling from £ 10
Mexico as .soon as she returns.
turn to the U. S. until possibly
($40) to £1.
fiy Larry Solloway
Add overhead: Tode's Bar (46th
after next March, the twin offerings
S,
A. Broadcasting Corp. anLegion biz made most bar and
St.) has a special bouncer' Tues. nounces Stoppage of relays of BBC
most likely wont make their Broadnites to handle boisterous custom- Afrigaans news service from No- clul) operators happy.
way bow until next season. Double
Jiianita Juarez oreh into the
ers that won't tone down for the vember. Held by some to be start
bill, presented in London by StepCadillac Hotel along.wtth Ramon
>Iilton Berle Texaco TV treat.
ot new government's political interhen Mitchell, is a solid hit at the
Talavera-Sonja dance group.
Producer Robert Buckner e a s 1 ference' in broadca-sting poiicv
Morton Downey, Danny Thom- Phoenix theatre there.
on advance promotion of Univer
Aside from his film plans, Ratas and Joe .E. Lewis set for La:
Sal's
"Rogue's Regiment" which
Boheme, which will operate in tigan has written a new play, "Adhas a Gotham preem soon. He reventure Story," which is slated for
place of Colonial Inn.
turns to the Coast tomorrow
Taint
Work on Copa City (replacing a London production in January
(Thurs,).
Copacabana)
is
progressing
nicely.
under
the auspices of II. M. TenContinued from page '2
The Jewish Theatrical Guild
Murray Wcingcr is confident of a nent. Piece deals with Alexander
will hold memorial services for its
founder, William Morris, in itsi had been placed under house ar- late December opening and is go- the Great.
ling
alter
names
as
originally
rest
in
Austria
during
the
Nazi
Chapel, in the Palace Theatre
There were also planned.
Building, Tuesday night, Nov. 2, occupation.
stories that he had aided Jewish
at ,6 p.m.'.-'
Bob Hope named co-chairman of musicians, to get to Hollywood.
Philadelphia
On the other hand, Lehar's
the 1948 Arthritis & Rheumatism
Continued from page 1
By Jerry Oaghan
Fund drive by Floyd Odium, board critics point out that he: was left
chairman. Nation wide campaign, unmolested because he had comDuke Ellington's band booked be Agnes de Mille's "Fall River
Nov. 15-Dec. -11, shooting for posed Hitler's favorite operetta, into the Broadwood Nov. 16, first Legend," which
was preemed at
$2,000,000.
"The Merry Widow."
Not only jazz concert at hotel.
the Met, N. Y,, last spring by BalGilbert Miller, co-producer with that, they say, but he conducted
'I'bwn's first all-Jewish night- let
Theatre;
Jerome Robbins'
Henry Sherek of "Edward, My at so-called festivals in honor of club, which Jije Vogel will open;
"Fancy Free," which preemed in
Son.'v dill a burnup when he saw Hitler in Berlin, Vienna and. even is td be called the New Israiel.
1945,
and
was done about 130
Marlene Dietrich at the Beck and in Paris.- He also didn't protest
Jack Carter, recently here in
found she had paid $32 to a scalper When operettas of his were done the short-lived "That's the Tick- times that season to establish a
record for number of oerformfor her ..downTiront pair.
Germany with the names of his et," opens at Chateau CriUon.
ances of a ballet In one year; and
Molh Af"4iSfi''cii,P«
w?ff
Time since iQdpiin
With MarcK_0^f.
1942 coiiaborator.s left off thP nroP-r.-ims
British actress
.f^i-ances R"'^ve
programs
a
new
one
to be commissioned
as sales and distribution manager,'
V'^
">ey wore Jewish.
He with- -Maurice, Evans "Man and from Robbins. Robbins has been
Sophie Hohne has resigned to bebusy in legit the last couple of
come director of distribution for wasn't regarded as strongly
seasons, having staged the dances
the Princeton Film Center, She's Nazi as Richard Strauss, wlio com- Sunday T24) as
for "High
also secretary of the N. Y. Film posed a march to honor Hitler and
Button Shoes" and
for a time was head of the Relchs- sion's
Look, Ma, I'm Dancin'," as well
Council,
broadcast:
':W.lthiri
Ou
•
.'.y, .;| as staging Oils fall
Fabian, chairman of the kulturlcammer. or as conductor Gates."
SI
"That's the
amusement division. 1947 drive of Wilhclm Furtwangler, who was a
Jbe;
Cuitlihske.V, ;5W0iml
net licket, which recently suspended
the Federation of Jewish Philan- Hitler Staatsrat (councilor), but he conunontator, rushed from New out ol town. Miss Chase has
never
thropies, l>reslding at Hotel Astor wa? suspect.
York to see his daughter, Aileen, been represented on Broadway.
I
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Dept.

Admiral Richard Byrd and Mar-

,

garet Truman headed list of celebs
attending preem of "Secret Land"
at the Columbia,
The British Ambassador and
Lady Franks led the list of socialites v/ho turned the "Hamlet"
preem into grist for the social

.

i

mill,
Metro',-? Maurice N. Wolf skedded to deliver his talk, "Motion
Pictures Are My Business" before

Washing ton
Nov.
A,

•

.

cal

Advertising Club

2.

J,

Brylaw'Ski, president of lo-

MPTO, headed

industry committee for observance of United
Nations Day with the exhib group
spearheading the celebration.

-

:

;

|

:

I

By Maxwell Swecncv
Gaietv tlieatre will break tradition

-

I

1
'

;

i

Lehar's

'

.

I

'.

i

[

'

this

Christmas by dropping

pantomime for revue.

;

'

Rcco's Circus, one of oldest
established in Europe, sold to new
Irish setup for $80,000.
Leonard Thompson and producer Bettina Merson here to o.o.
prospects for "Ice-Capades" show.
Film imports to Eire in August
were valued at $290,332, against
$31,672 in corresponding month
of last year.
Extended run of H, T, LowePorter's "Abdication" has caused
dropping of Ladisles Fodor's "The
Vigil" from cui-rent Edwards MaeLiammoir sca.son at Gaictv.

Wlman-Chase

Chicago

'

Gus

I

.

-

I

I

-
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I

I
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Van

opens

at

Helsing's

5.

Ole Olsen and James. Melton
headlined entertainment at Dewey
Rally Oct. 26.

Jim Keefe

.

!

'

.

Nov,

will flack for "Silver,

Whistle" which opened at Blackstone theatre Oct. 25,
Part of College Inn at Sherman
hotel will become an. eatery known
as "Bottom of the Sea."Harry Delmar will co-produce
(he vaude

show that Willie Shore
planning for a Loop theatre.
George Murphy, Lee Bowman
and Buddy Rogers in town to headis

line Dewey rallies in mid-west,
Lois: June
Nettleton,
current

"Miss Chicago," greeted President
arrival here tliis

Truman upon
week.

;

WedneaOay, Qctplber 27, 1948

55
linuc to produce his puppet shows
for video.

Coast Friars^ Dream Stand

CHARLES G. BARTLETT
Charles G. Bartlett, 70, organizer

of the Rome Symphony Orcheistra;
died Oct. 18 in Rome, N. Y.
Bartlett was a former musical
seven of which were published in
director for the Shuberts and sevThe Saturday Evening Post.
In 1924 McNutt collaborated eral George M. Cohan shows. He
with Anne Morrison in writing also did arranging for music pub-

EUSSA LANDI
Elis9« Landi, 43, Actress and
writer, died «f cancer at Kingston,
N. y., Oct. 22.
Born in Venice, Italy, siie was
tlie daugiiter of tlie late Countess

Continued' from page
act proceedings,

Kaye

try.

Oct. 17.

He leaves three sons, William,
Serrao; all of whom
are in the theatre business in New
Kensington, Arnold and Ford City.

plays in England. For a time thereafter she was affiliated with an art
theatre in England. She then entered the films, appearing in eight
England,
productions: made in

Marilyn Cooper to Sabu, Hollywood, Octi 18. Both are screen

.

in the picture.

:

Surviving are his wife, son .and a
daughter.

MARRIAGES

SAMUEL A. HORWITZ
Samuel A: Horwitz^_ owner of players,
her' English films were Howie's restaurant, N. X, and oneWinifred

.

;

France and Sweden,

New

adapted from the Ernest Hemingway novel of that name.
She then went to Hollywood to
appear in films. However, she returrted to Broadway from time to
She appeared on Broadway
time.
in "Tapestry in Gray," "The Lady
Has a Heart," and "Empress of
Destiny,"

and Soul."
Besides

Curtis
leaves

her husband,
an author, she

a daughter; her father, who, lives
in Kingston,, and a brother,
thony, of Hollywood.

An-

.

.

!

,

Franz

Lehar,

mous
home

78,

.

Withes to convey her appreciation and thanki for the many expreuiont of tympathy en the
patsin9 of her iiiter.'

BIRTHS

:

,

Mother

FREDERICK

is

;

Birmingham, Ala;, Sept. 2S. Father
Weston originally came to Pitts- is a disk jockey .there.
Mr. and Mrs, Richard Sale,
burgh in 1922 ^s ::sales and advertising director of Kaufmann's de- son, Hollywood; Oct. 18. Mother is
partment store, leaving there to Mary Anita Loos, screen writer.
Mr. and Mrs. John Mallow,: son,
advertising
chief
of
become

I

i

i

Hearst's Sun-Telegraph.
I

was

made head

Oct. 19; Father's an anthe nouncer at WGN, Chi.

Then he Chicago,

WCAE,

of

.

Mr, and Mrs, Dvvight McPeak,
Hearst station in Pittsburgh, but
Chicago,
Oct,
18.
left there is 1932 to join Rosen- daughter,
baum's, another department store, Father's engineer at WBBM, Chi,
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Lawrence; son,
as director of publicity, a post he
Los Angeles, Oct. 18, Father is
held at the lime of his death.
for
Ben
Bard
director
Stage
Survived by wife and two daugh^

'

I

.

I

I

Players.

ters.

Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Parslyi
New York, Oct. 25. Mother is
daughter of Edward M. Schnitzer,
Beitrand C. Gudgeon; a stunt Eastern and Canadian Sales- mana-:
man for Pearl White in such old^ ger for United Artists.
time thrillers as "The Perils of
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Compton,
Pauline," "The Clutching Hand," daughter Washington, Oct. 17, Fa"The Iron Claw," and "The Exr ther is a news commentator and
ploits of Elaine," died Oct. 22 at manager Of WTTG, Washington,
North Bergen, N. J.

BERTRAM)

widespread popularity in
Vienna and other European coun-

gained

doing tire score for
"Widow." After attaining success
in Vienna, Berlin and Paris, operetta was produced in New York in
1910 by the late Henry W. Savage
and ran a year at the New Amsterdam theatre. In 1943 it was given
a streamlined revival with Jan Kiepura and Marta Eggerth in the
leading roles.
tries prior to

C.

son,

GUDGEON

\

i

I

|

Gudgeon, who dressed In femme
clothing and substituted for Miss
White In her perilous leaps from

as'

the

femme

lead in "Going

My

Way."
Although Blitzstein has finished
^is music chores, and Lillian Hell-;
man has okayed the operatic ver-

i

gjo^ of her play, it's believed now
that the prbdiiction won't be staged
till next fall. For one thing, Elia
Kazan, who is to stage It, is tied

|

i

1

up currently with other commit-

I

ments.

Meantime, Blitzstein has returned to the work he interrupted
to do the huisiCal; natiiely an autobiographical account of his musical

'

experiences during the war, which
commissioned,
Brace
Harcourt,

,

I

,

\

\

I

I

g

^

^.^^ ^^g^^^j j^^^

sij.,.

stationed
P Rordv" 'stei"' during the war, was
pup"petee7tor in England with the Air Force, and
and
"Wonder House," both on WGN- wrote his Airborne Symphony
chorale
TV. Survived by wife and sister, "Freedom Morning" Negro
Lorraine Mackie, who will con- in that period.

'"ir.'„^Lu;'p^nf ^il?ft

^u'ppMow'and

;

'

j

FCC

j

;

I

i

I

i
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Continued from page 1
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1946 after. 12 years in Hollyhe collaborated on
Paramount,
Fox,
Metro-Goldwyn-^Mayer and other
producers. For the last two years
he had been writing short stories.

.

|

Rise Stevens

i

;

in

My

Friars.

i

j
!

motion-pi tture villains, started in:i
In recent years he
films in 1908,
worked as a- supervisor for a paint
ing contractor.

Others of the better-known Lehar operettas were "The Coimt of
,i
. .f
<.>x4r
Luxembourg," "Alone at Last,"
REV. WILLIS RAY WILSON
'Gypsy Love," "Paganlnl," "E\a,"
Rev. AVillis Ray Wilson, 68, died
"The Blue Mazurka," "Clo-Clo,"
pas"Fredericka," "The Land of Laugh- in Chicago, Oct, 22, He was
Institutional
St.
ter," and "Where the Lark Sings," tor of the Lincoln;
Prohibition
Survived by brother, Baron Gus- Methodist Church, and
governor
of
for
candidate
party
tav Lehar, and a sister.
Illinois in the forthcoming election.
Olive,
a
Survived by wife,
PATTERSON McNUTT
daughter; and four sons, one of
Patterson McNutt, 52, writer of whom is Don Wilson of radio adscenarios and short stories, died in vertising staff of VapMty.
New York, Oct, 22. He had been
a newspaperman, playwright and
vwTui'p \v K'pi crtw
producer Tbefore going to Holly.
T,r x^
7n
.\rthur W. Nelson, 40 PuPpeteer
wood.
McNutt returned to New York died after a hear attack in his
wood,: where:
pictures
for

Regards to Broad- as was brought in by sound pictures,
Exhibs were forced into
buying sound equipment to buck
The talent parade went on for their competition but it's believed
unlikely that many of them would
three solid hours,
Headline acts
drew small spots, Vaude and nitery go for a new distrib system that
would still give the same type of
bookers in the audience gnashed
pictures they're now showing.
their teeth,
In line with this, the sales chiefs
Abbott & Costello delivered a
hauntingly familiar
skit;
"The pointed out that several revoluDouble Cross," assisted by Joe tionary exhibition techniques have'
already
been developed to a com-'
Kirk and Norman Abbott, It drew
screams,
particularly
from the mercial stage. Among these are
younger gentry to whom A&C: were the use of 50m film. Yet those who
control
the
patents to such invenfamiliar only as screen or radio
tions haven't been able to market
talent.
Bob Hope contributed a five- them because exhibs at this time
can't
afford
to replace their pres^
minute bit that was sock stuff. As
he said, "A guy's lucky to get on ent costly equipment with other
projection machinery UrMch would
here tonight."
be just as expensive.
Nostalgia cued Tony Martin's
Distrib managers conceded that
stint as he smacked across "There's
No Business Like Show Business," Ultrafax, if it could be worked out,
with an effective intro that in- would prove ft solution to most of
the
problems now confronting the
cluded brief imitations of Eva
Tanguay, Jessel, Jolson and Cohan, Industry. By eliminating exchange
The Ritz Bros, wore themselves out centers, the majors would be able
t'l"'' distribntlpn costs trewith a takeoff on Continental sing'"i*
Savings thereby efers and ad-libs that broke up the mendously
audience as well as themselves.
f^*^!?" '^""'^ be passed on to exhibs
«>' i«>wer rentals and
Lou Holtz was content to open
"^^^^
the second half with a monolog and
Pf.^ '"^ production of
song designed to break the ice and "^"^^ top-quality product,
get smokers back to their seat.^,
It was during the second half,
too, that Jessel abandoned his topSlapdowii
notch emcee chore- for a few minutes, leaving Ronald Reagan to
Continued from page 1 as
hold down the stage. Jessel re?
same
flavor;
Similarly,: the ''Mu>
turned bringing with him, out of
the s tor e h o u s. e of vaudeville sic" impresarios and other give«
memorabilia.
Professor
Labber- away package .owners j>lan 'format
revisions.
macher. The professor has grown
deafer, blinder and funnier.
However, it's recognized that.
with the :"waiting at the telephone':'
Only: Jolson Could Follow
Deftly staged by Joe Santleyi the suspense element gone, the shows
show raced along without a dull ^'on't be the same,
spot for two-and^one-half hours beThe Commission, it's understood,
[fore the realization dawned that AI was pretty much decided on a deJolson had not yet appeared.
cision within 48 hours after last
He stepped on stage corked up
week's one-day hearing in Wash^
for the first time\ in 21 years-^to ington, when the pro and con a.san ovation that almost blistered pects got a vigorous going-over.
hands already sore from an evening Several of the Commissioners, in
of unstinted and almost unending New York la,st week for the Radio
japplause.
Executives Club luncheon, reportJoley admitted to nervousness, iedly let it be known how they
relating his experiences sitting stood on the matter.

former Mary Howard, sing "Give

screen actress; father is a legit pro- way" with the assistance of brother

WESTON

A.

.

skidding.

I

I

.

Sales managers also doubted
that many exhibs would be willing
to pay for the installation of the
necessary receiving equipment. In*
troduction of Ultrafax as a distribution system, they pointed out,
would require as extensive n
change in theatre operating, plans

i

j

!

MARY RYAN FORREST
violin as a child and was an accomplished violinist when he decided
to divert his talents to the composition of music. He liad composed a number of waltzes that

^

:

I

^^"^"^

^"fi"?. *!}® t^^: /"*'',"».'>"
?,
for all 'Vlt^fi'"
theatres who would use the
system, it would be practically
worthless to film distribution.

I

I

Calif,

-

,

^

!

I

Hollywood,

MRS. MITCHELL LEWIS

:

'

Frederick A, Weston; :60, former ducer,
Mr, and :Mrs,' Steve Strassberg,
composer of general manager of station WCAE son,: New York, Oct. 18. Father is
and other fa- in Pittsburgh, was killed in that flack at Republic pictures.
city on Oct: 22 when his automoOct, 24 at his
Mr. and Mrs, Stan Vainrib, son,
Vienna, from bile struck, a safety zone after

operettas, died
in Bad Ischl,
cancer of the stomach.
Born in Hungary, he studied the

-

,

',

FRANZ LEHAR
"The Merry Widow"

.

.

I

,

:

time partner of Leo Linderman in
the operation of Lindy's restaurants
ion Broadway, died Oct. 24 after a
Horwitz entered
lengthy illness.
Ithe restaurant business in 1921
when he became partner of Linderman, He aided in building up a „ fiiVv^'acfrp-sVii'nppf- ~hp's~a"Vpcit
theatrical clientele for that spot
and "5<?*,t«i»^^^^
concert singer.
which lias since become one of the
Beryl Davis to Peter Potter,:
most famous of the Broadway eatRiverside, Cal;, Oct, 24,: Bride is a Jack^Norworth. wrth"whom .the
eries.
audience joined in singing "Shine
He opened his present restaurant songstress. He's a disk jockey.
On Harvest Moon."
four years ago, naming the spot
after, his son, Howie, who was then
Then the Friars paid tribute to
in the Army.
Present operation
their first Abbot as the curtains
has also become a haunt for the
Mr. and Mrs, William Nassour, parted to reveal a white piano
theatrical profession.
Father mounted on an upp^r stage. No
son, Hollywood, Oct. 15,
Horwitz is survived by his wife
.^^y of Nassour studio,
one was at the keyboard, but from
and sons, Howie, who Is assistant
„
j^^^
and Mrs, Frank Kinsella, the pit came the first notes of
to George Stevens, director at 20th"Mary':' as Bill Shirley appeared to
Fox; Robert, a press agent, and ^on^ Hollywood, Oct, 19, Mother
handle the vocals and Donald
Richard, who aids in the operation is Cass Daley
Mr, and Mrs, Alfred de Liagre, .O'Connor came on to do a George
of the restaurant.
Cohan soft-shoe routine and
Jr., daughter, New York, Oct. 20. M.
I

1

Her American motion picture
debut was made in 1930 in "Body

.

Constance
Love to
Edward
Decker, ChicagOj Oct, 18, Bride is
in chorus of Chi company: of "High
Button Shoes"; :he's electrician
with same. show. !
Ann Marsters to Sable LaVigna,
in Chicago; Oct, 23* Bride is Chi
Herald-American film critic.
Cecilia Becker to Abe Cohen,
Las Vegas, Oct. 17, He's head of
Columbia's prop warehouse,
Susanna Foster to Wilbur Evans,
Waynesburgv Pa., Oct, 23, Bride is

W&iilim 0imvi^

Thomas,

.

Ainslee
to
James
Schlader, Chicago, Oct. 23.
Both
are in Chi company -of "Brigadoon."

York to appear in the leadiftg
feminine role, in Laurence StallIngs' play, "A Farewell to Arms,"

—

'

.

Nymph," "The Stag" and other with Fred MacMurray, who starred

Father," In 1930 she came to

siderable period.

—

-

Rox and Fred

Gary Ceplar, 38, husband of
Betty Ceplar, of the T, B. Harms
Chi office, died in Chicago, Oct, 19.

of
Chance," "Undergronnd" and "The Betrayal." With
Adolphe Menjou she played in a
French film called "My Kid of a

joke that's ever been told, has been

told here tonight."
But he could
sing-r-and he did.
He gave 'em
"California," "April Showers," "Is

For the record, the stand at the
He also was a Kay with an "e"
on the' end and a Danny: in f ront* Frisco Opera House with every
That no-femme« rule provided one of the 3,250 seats taken
the show" with two .additional grossed $53,000. At the 2,670-seat
"once-in-a-lifetime" routines. One Philharmonic, another $31,000
was George Burns and Grade poui-ed into the till. And $55,000
Allen.
And Gracie, seated down was realized from the program.
They're already talking about anfront nearly choked with laughter
as George went through the turn othei; show next year. But this One;
with a bewigged and beautifully will be tough to equal.
It's unfortunate that it wasn't regowned"lady," As in the old days,
the material dealt with the tril>u- corded on^ film for posterity^: There
lations of Grade's family.
The should be some lasting record,
yocks grew louder as recognition when memories grow vague, of the
spread to the top gallery, for talent that made show business
"Gracie" was Jack Benny.
And great— of the people and the routhe other impersonation^shades tines who flourished and 'made hisof Julian Eltinge-^found Donald tory; wben all show biz paths pointO'Connor as an attractive .18th ed, however circuitously, to Broads
century damiel doing a- ;minuet way and to the Palace where King
with Ben Blue and Burns,
Vaudeville ruled with regal pomp
' . . . And Then I Wrote'
and splendor.
There were names there that
the general public didn't: recognize.
They had a familiar .ring, but it
Ultrafax Distrib
wasn't until Jessel introed the "I'd
Rather Write the Nation's Songs''
Continued from* paie .2
production that a percentage of the
crowd realized it was: to see the eliinlnate .both the need fdir ti*
men whose efforts have kept change offices and for more than
America singing for a generation. one print of any picture.
Heaviest cloud in SarnoR's crysr
Again, the new talent and: the old
tai ball found by the dlstrlb chief*
merged.
Some sang their own numbers. was the fSet that vei^.few theatres'
Others depended on the excellent in the U. S, would be able to opvocalizing of Buddy Clark; But all erate profitably on a simultaneous
program schedule. They pointed
at least made an appearance on
out that different c^onditions in difstage, or played piano; men like
Rudolph Fi'iml, Shelton Brooks, L, ferent neighborhoods, and even in
Wolfe Gilbert, Harry Akst, Harry different cities, make it necessary
Ruby, Robert MacGimsey, Johnny for exhibitors to open and close
Mercer, Hoagy Carmichael and their theatres at different times

L

"Children

he disclosed, because "every
a jokes,

the

:

Among

f

now-familiar Thompson cos- It True What They Say About
tume, with hair drawn back tightly Dixie?", and topped it off with
to the. bun that is known now to "Mammy," the first time, save for
nitery audiences across the coun- pictures, that he's done it in a con-

.

My

is

-f-

back-stage ivhere each fresh burst
of laughter and applause came
"like a knife."
He couldn't tell

ban against, femmes. The Frolic
was mo exception. So Miss Thompson was not present. In her place
appeared a young man attired in

:

A

&

Kay

as

In the Friars' rules there

"Pigs," wtiich was produced by lishers,
Survived by wife.
John Golden. The next year he
Caroline Zenardi-Landi and the produced "The Poor Nut,^ by J. G.
BILLY REVEL
countess' first husband, Hichard and Elliott Nugent, which was
Billy Revel, former vaude perjCuehnelt, Austrian government of- staged by Howard Lindsay, With
Charles Coburn he produced Ib- former and member of the team of
ficial.
Moore
&
Revel,
died in New York,
Miss Landi crowded half a dozen sen's "Ghosts," starring Mrs. MinOct. 19..
He was a brother of
careers into a brief span of years. nie Maddern Fislce. He also proHarry Revel, songwriter, and at
She won outstanding, success as a duced "Cloudy with Showers," in time
of death, had been associated
motion-picture star and critical ac- which he toolc: a minor part, and a
with a travel agency.
claim as a stage star and a novelist. revival of. Noel GoVvard's play,
Survive,d by wife, two sons and
Miss Landi as a child lived for a "Hay Fever," with Constance Colbrother.
time in Canada and later In Eng' lier as star.
In Hollywood he collaborated on
land, where she was educated by
DOMINICK SERRAO
private tutors. She was the author screenplays ''Curly Top,?' "'Spring
Dominick Serrao, veteran Pittsof two' published novels, "Neilson" Tonic,'' ''Way Down East," "The
and "The Helmers" before she Gay Deception," "Everybody's Old burgh theatre owner, died at his
joined an Oxford stock company Man" and "The Return of Sophie home in New Kensington, Pai, on
to Obtain material for playwriting. Lang." Also "Vacation From Love,"
Becoming interested in acting, she "Come Live With Me," "A Gentleplayed minor parts before she man After Dark" and "Jam Ses'received: the leading feminine role sion." He also wrote scripts for in'
recent
dependent producers.
in": the London production of the
Past," in
film was "Pardon
play "Storm."
played
leads
in which he collaborated: with Ilarlan
she
Later
"Lavender Ladies," "The Constant Ware; and: was associate; producer

Kay Thompson

the Williams Bros.
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